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: The New Year and Some of its Suggestions. God’s Angel at the door, with sword of fire! 

The world has passed another milestone on| The life of man is full of glorious possibili- 
: the great highway of life, and to-day is strid- ties; but the period allotted for their fulfill- 

ing forward, as ever, into the realms of the | ™ent is brief at the longest. A single year is 
Unknown, The Past is forever gone, but its so quickly gone, and yet it is no small fraction 

| |] events have found ineffaceable record. Will it| f the whole. Oh, think of what growth you 
: not be wisdom in. us to:turn-to that:record— | **e te make in order to the fullness of intel- 

; particularly to that portion of it which has lectual, moral and social stature which should 

been made since the opening of the year just | be yours ere the coming of the end. The way 
departed—and so inform and strengthen our- | i$ open to you—the bright and shining way, 
selves for the duties and privileges of tha Fu- that leads to the attainment of a beautiful and 

ture? | noble selfhood, such as shall be rejoiced in by 

THE INDIVIDUAL SOUL. | man and approved by God. 
This holy of holies—the soul’s ae oO seaes 

who shall venture to invade the sanctity of its} Weare each our brother’s keeper, and no 

precincts? Not we; for we have learned that | circumstance of life can absolve us from obli- 

: the soul is its own better high priest. But will] gation to our neighbor. Has the past been as 

: it minister there as it ought? Ah! that isa|rich in good will and charitable deeds as it 

i question which every pure and noble human] should have been? A man’s benevolence is 

: soul, and every superior intelligence of the| the measure of his life. If narrow and selfish, 
j Upper World asks and repeats evermore. Nay, | it is inevitable that he be a miserable dwarf, 

{ it is a question in which the Great Father him-| spiritually and socially. If broad and gener- ; 

self is more interested than in all else that| ous, seeking the good of others and deriving 

pertains to this planet. Why? Because upon | his-happiness therefrom, it is just as inevitable 

: it hangs the present and future happiness of | that he develop into a great and noble man- 

} each individual, the welfare of communities | hood. 

j and nations, the progress of the race. The soul is a sacred entity, and he who by 

Reader, dare to be honest with yourself this | willful neglect or misdirection stints or cripples 

day, and so prove your kinship with the good] it, commits a most fearful crime, not only 

and true of all ages. Light anew the lamp of | against the sonl itself, but also against society 

conscience and let its intensest rays search out | and against God. There are a thousand ways 

the most obscure places of the heart. If with-| in which it is possible to contribute to the ele- 

in the temple dedicated by God to Truth, Jus-| vation, progress and happiness of those about 

tice and the highest Purity, the base represent-| us, and so help to make society what it was 

atives of Fraud and Taint have been allowed, | designed to be—a beautiful and harmonious 

drive them forth in the might of summoned | association of individuals, each aiming at the 

grace and of heroic aspirations, and then place | greatest good of the whole. Let us see if we ||
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may not make the coming year more fruitful | of the Government and its firmer establishment 

gs of social improvement than the past. The cir-| upon those pure and noble principles on which 

, cumstances are likely to try us more severely | it was originally based. And if there be not 

than ever before; may none be found wanting. | patriotism enough in the land to ensure this, 

THE COUNTRY. then must it be true that wé are unworthy of 

Our country! What, is not comprehended | our rich inheritance, and equally inevitable 
. in those two words? The all there is of home, that it should pass away from us. But it is 

of kindred, of institutions, of nationality, of | not alone the Government we love that would 

present and future glory is embraced—things | pe Jost with that passingaway. With it would : 

all the more dear, just now, for that they are in go the hope of millions in other lands, who 

peril of being lost. are looking to-day with a trembling and an | 

We had become a sordid people, unworthy agony of anxiousness to see the final result of 
the sublime sacrifices of our immortal sires, | this grand “experiment.” If we fail, it is not 

and another half century of rapid growth and| we alone; Freedom and Humanity will fail 
unexampled prosperity would, probably, have| with us, and eternity can never fully repair 
ruined us as a nation forever. Even now, ere| the injury inflicted upon the struggling race. 

the close of the first century of our national} We are to-day fighting the world’s greatest bat- 

existence, there is too much ground to fear| te; Jet us not be mean enough to think we can 
that the virtue of the people is less than equal | settle it upon the narrow and contemptible 

to the crisis through which the Republic is) pround of temporary expedient. 

passing. We have given freely of our substance, and 

It is now almost two years since the red | of the blood of our dearest kindred to make 
5 hand of Treason was lifted to smite down the | sure the grand result; so let us continue to 

It beneficent and glorious government of our give, though demanding of the Government 

fathers—a government so beneficent and s0| and exacting of our military leaders that our 
| glorious that all peoples and kindreds have re- | sacrifices be not in vain. 

joiced in its light and flocked to its standard—| pyesident and people have learned a lesson 

and yet the nation is to-day virtually under | from the sad mistakes of the past year: God 
the power of a degrading and wickedly disloy- | grant that they fall not into even greater er- 
alsentiment, the very antipode of that lofty | rors in the months to come. 

| and pure patriotism which alone can save us THE RACE. i 

iT from utter ruin. And to make the case stil) But there is a grander word than patriotism, 

. more desperate, the fires of dissension have|}and yet akin. It is philanthropy. Not that 

been lighted upon our Northern altars by base, | poor and soulless sentimentalism which too oft- 

unscrupulous partizan leaders, to whom the|en wears the name and so brings a reproach 

gratification of party ambition and tWe aggran- | upon the genuine love of. man as man, but that 

i { dizement of self are of paramount worth. 1t| pure, unselfish sentiment of the all-embracing 

| is these fires that must first be put out before | soul which ignores the narrow boundary lines 

; we may hope to extinguish the lurid fires of | of nations, and labors for the whole human 

| the Southern Rebellion. race. Christ was the grandest and sublimest 

It makes no difference whether God deals| representative of this sentiment the world ever 

| with us in special or in general providences;|saw, His vast out-reaching love knew neither 

nothing can be truer than that we are doomed | circumstances of birth, nor of religious creed, 

| asa nation unless there be virtue enough in| nor of country, nor of race. He was brother 

the people of the free North to hold their lead- | to every human soul, and his life’s work was 

ers to a strict account, even to the compelling | for the equal blessing and saving of all. 

a subordination of every other interest tothe! The race is full of needs, material, social, 

one great end—the vindication of the authority | spiritual. Let us bear this in mind; remem- 
| 

} 

| 

es
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bering, also, that narrow limitations cramp heated, so as to form one mass, unless broken 

‘ and bedwarf the powers of the soul. Let us,|up. It breaks into small irregular fragments. 

: in the future, more than we have been wont, | The coals of Newcastle, whose extensive fields 

‘ emulate this sublime virtue of the great Ex-| we had the pleasure of surveying during our 

4 emplar and so lift ourselves up upon the higher northward tour in England, are of this class. 

plane upon which he stood. Caking coalis also derived from many other 

oe localities. 

The Great International Exhibition. Splint coal was shown in large blocks, rep- 

NO. IV. resentative of the Glasgow and other fields. 

z ae i oe It is more like stone in its hardness, and is 

ue The Coals on exhibition were numerous and EWES esta, ae Gee Leta 
* highly interesting, as illustrative of the vast varietios. It does =o kindle easily, COS to 

; resources of the kingdom. The most import- the oe of the inflammable gases which ; 

ant coal fields were well represented—the Mid- ae ee Mota ble a 
Senden We hat “theeasotitarhamaandl fords a pene lasting fire of strong heat. The 

Merkhuiberiands of Lancashines and, Oheshirs ES orale of Wales neceny belong to 

next, But there were likewise fine samples ae Pa Soe = — a hos 
fromthe: iNorkghine, the ‘Sootch,andithe Trish es from their mines at Hendreladis, weigh- 

ee ing 38 ewt. 

Hunt gives the following as the number of ane Shey ceraet cuelerare sy aoe eee 
ne : and beautiful variety. Velvety and shining in 

collieries and.rate of production: Pens hue and lustre, easily broken, readily kindled 

Cottietios, rained 1860.| and yielding a bright light, with a residuum 
Ne anc cut Eresmest9 of white ashes, they are everywhere popular 
pene eee a, 15284,000 for domestic use. The Staffordshire coals are 

ee 7,048,300 | chiefly of this class. 

South Wales, he ety 6,254,813] Cannel is supposed to be a corruption of 

Decree, gens S08 ome candle, and to have been applied to the variety 

Somersetahire, vsresessrnseeenseenesseeees STS as of coal known by that name on account of the 

It thus appears that the total number of col-| readiness with which it kindles and the bright- 

lieries in the United Kingdom is 3,009; the] ness of its burning. It has a waxy lustre and 

whole number of tons of coal raised being | resinous fracture, and the best quality leaves 

74,042,698. Of this enormous quantity, much | but little ash, which is white and light. Some 

the greater part—nearly all—is consumed at | varieties of Cannel coal take a good polish and : 

home; still, the total of the exports is consider-| can he worked ihto various articles for orna- 

able, amounting for that year (1860) to 6,788,-| mental use. Jet is nothing else than an ex- 

060 tons. treme variety of this coal. 

i But the féregoing table but partially repre-| The quantity and quality of illuminating 

i sents the great number of varieties which, | gas derivable from Cannel coal exceeds that of 

considered in detail, enter into the commerce | any other, and it is accordingly very exten- 

4 of the country; seventy different denominations | sively used for this purpose. 
being imported into London alone. These,| Such are some of the coals of the United 

| however, may be included under four general| Kingdom. Though the, area of their fields is 

3 heads, to-wit:—1, Caking coal;-2, Splint, or | not more than half as large as that of our own, 

hard coal; 3, Cherry, or softcoal; and 4, Can-| as determined by surveys already made, their 

: .| nel, or parrot coal. resources are nevertheless immense, and they 

Caking coal derives its name from its pro-| exert a mighty influence on the industry of 

perty of fusing or running together when|the country. Indeed, without them, England 

"eee
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| could never have been a great and powerful | from coal for several years, and of late it has 
, nation, sueh as she is to-day. given origin to a large number of the beautifal 
j THE MINING OF COAL. colors used in the printing of calico. 

} j In this country where many of our best coal en ee 
HH fields are accessible by lateral or horizontal| The peat bogs of Ireland are as famous as 

[ working—the coal being often drawn out from| the Green Isle itself, and we early sought 
It its bed directly by teams, without any labor of | ®™ong the coals for samples of this interesting 
HW hoisting and pumping, we have but little idea | Product of nature. We were not disappointed; 
| of the business of mining in Great Britain, | 20t only Ireland but several English localities 

where facilities of this sort are very exception- | being represented. 
| al—a great majority of the mines requiring} The supply of this half-formed coal is quite 1 perpendicular shafts many hundreds of feet | inexhaustible, and manufacturers of iron, of 
i : deep, and a ceaseless working of the most pow-| 88, of blacking, of phosphorous, &c., are 

erful engines to keep them ventilated and free | turning it to good account. 
i from water. Several specimens of prepared peat were on 

It is there that mining is done at the peril | €xhibition. When wet, the peat is moulded by it and almost certain sacrifice of the miner—that | machinery ; it is then dried by artificial heat, 
families dwell in the night of the mines from | and finally subjected to the carbonizing pro- generation to generation—that pallor and] cess, by means of which a hard charcoal is 

} wretchedness and disease mark their thousands | Produced, said to stand a greater blast than 
H of vietims—that often hundreds, by one fear-|0Tdinary wood charcoal, and to be, on other 
ih ful explosion, or in-flooding of waters, are, in | #¢counts, more valuable. 
i @ moment, destroyed. But much the larger portion of peat con- 
4 Science has done much for the race of Eng- | Sumed is used in its crude state as fuel, and on 
! lish miners, however, within the past few years | this account, it naturally suggests the vast 
i and it is still doing more and more to amelior- | bogs which furnish it, together with the innu- 
j ate their condition. During our travels we|merable shanties and the wretched groups of 

had the opportunity several times to descend | half naked, dirty, starving children, where i into the mines, and can testify from what we | and in the midst of which, we have often seen i have seen. In many of them the system of|it smouldering. What could Poor, distressed, 
} Ventilation is excellent, the means of exhaust-| poverty stricken Ireland do without it? : 

ing the water, which would otherwise render BRITISH IRON AND OTHER METALS, : 
them entirely unworkable, quite adequate, and The specimens of Iron ore were numerous 

; the safety-lamps such as to secure almost BONS | ord eacted representing the Red Hematite, of 
fect immunity from danger. a aes “ “ “a ) Wolverstone and White Haven; the Brown MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS OF COAL. | Hematite from Cornwall, South Wales, Devon- 

The Aberdare Steam Fuel Co. and others had shire, and numerous other localities ; Spathose ; 
on exhibition specimens of what was called Ore from the Brandon Hills, and other locali- 
“Puri ed Block Fuel.” It is manufactured | ties; the Argillaceous Carbonates and Clay Iron- ] 
from the small particles of coal, heated with | stones from the coal measures generally; Car- 
coal pitch, or other bituminous substance, over | bonates of the Protoxide of Tron, from Cleve- 

| a furnace, and then compressed by hydraulic | land; Hydrated Oxides, from Staffordshire, 
machinery in iron moulds. By this means it Oxfordshire, Lincolnshire, &c.; and the Black Z 
acquires a density even superior to that of| Band Ironstone, from Seotland, and South 8 
many coals, and a form which greatly increas- | Wales. 
es the facility of transportation and handling. Many of these ores are of superior quality, 

“Mineral Black Paint” has been prepared | and the mines whence they are derived are 

I “ a - — 
sil ts
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4 seemingly inexhaustible. Some of the Brown| The ores embraced the more valnable com- 
Hematites make the best steel manufactured in | mercial varieties, such as Copper Pyrites, Yel- 

4 Europe. | low Copper Ore, Grey Copper Ore, Malachite, 
The Manufactured Iron constituted one of the | (green carbonate of copper), and Red Oxide of 

most interesting branches of this class of the | Copper. The quantity of Copper produced in 
Exhibition; particularly when considered in | Great Britain is very much less than sufficient 

|| connection with the history of iron manufac- | to supply the demand. In 1860 the value of 4 
_ j]| ture. According to the Report of the Keeper | the produce of the English mines was about i 

4 of the Mining Records, &c., the quantity of|eight and a half millions of dollars, derived 
pig iron produced in 1750 did not exceed 30,- | from the sale of 15,968 tons of copper. 
000 tons. In 1860 there were 582 furnaces in In 1861, England imported 74,163 tons; in 
blast, yielding 3,826,752 tons of pig iron. the same year exporting 14,865 tons in bricks In the Department of Manufactured Iron, | ang pigs, and 2,359 tons of sheet copper. 
many remarkable examples were shown—a | The specimens of copper smelting were | 

} «double-throw” crank-shaft of 1,350 horse marked: 
; power, intended for Her Majesty’s Steam ram, “ Caleined Ore—copper ore after the extrac- 

i Northumberland, being a most wonderful pro- tion of the sulphur, 

3 duet of the forge. Its weight as it came from Coarse Metal—obtained by the 2d process of j the hammer was 24 tons, 10 ewt., 3 qrs. and smelting, producing about 40 per cent. 
4 19 Ths.—the largest double crank-shaft ever Calcined Coarse Metal—8d process, for the 

made. Es extraction of sulphur from the coarse metal. ; Several armor plates were likewise shown, “| Metal « Brych’—4th process, producing about 
great dimensions. But the most notable thing 65 per cent. of copper. 
in the way of hammered iron—next after the Close Regule—5th process, producing 70 per 
crank-shaft referred to—was a plate 5} inches cant 

‘ thick, 6 feet wide, and 30 feet long! Spongy Regule—6th prgcess, producing about 7 The exhibitions of Steel were also highly in- 80 per cent. 
teresting. An improved process, illustrated Blister Copper—ith process, yielding about 

3 by W. Hawksworth & Co., exhibitors, for mak- 95 per cent. of copper. 
ing various shaped tubes, is worthy of notice. Select Ingot Copper—fine metal as prepared 

4 It is as follows: for market. 

4 igen ta Kol Non: rom to tr neh dara | Tough Ingot Copper—ready for market. 
: sean ya san of dscns ‘throne ards ind Tough Cake Copper—hammered out by hand over a mai mstruction), the met- | in ; i ‘li i 2 

d ae bi fy polished at San anuel tims end oo illustration of the malleability of this cop. 
? reduced t the given eu. and size, internal and exter- | per. 4 nal. Should the tube be desired for a gun or rifle barrel, ts : itis afterwards passed through elliptical rolls and the| Tough Bar Copper—as specially prepared for a desired cone given; then placed in a matrix and the man- eeite dril drawn through tostraighten the bore and bring it to | the manufacture of wire. the proper size. ‘One machine, worked by five men, will 

throw out sixhundred barrels ‘per week. The process is | pRODUCTS OF LEAD MINES OF GREAT BRITAIN. simple, expeditious and cheap. Cast steel barrels made 
oan bowel ss Meet seag ae eoehee ofthe | ‘The ordinary commercial ores were well rep- 

over, applicable to all ductile metals.” resented, They were chiefly the sulphides, 
COPPER ORES AND MANUFACTURED COPPER consisting of lead 85.18 and sulphur 13.02 per 

3 Were present in variety and quantity, the | cent. In connection with the ores from Car- 
7 former from the Cornwall district, Wales, Dey- | diganshire were some tools anda pig of lead, 

4 onshire, Lancashire, Yorkshire, Cumberland, | discovered near the close of the last century, 
Scotland and Ireland; the latter chiefly from |and bearing undoubted evidence of having 
the Mona Smelting Works in Anglesea, and belonged to the Roman miners in the time of 
from Swansea. the Emperor Adrian. The ores contain silver
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im quantities varying from 2 to 40 ounces to| country in the crude state for manufacture. 
the ton. Beautiful specimens of gold, silver, platinum, |, 

The production of the lead mines of the| iridium, arsenicum, sodium, potassium, &c., | 
United Kingdom in 1860, was, of lead ore 89.- | &c., were on exhibition in this department of 
081 tons (yielding 63,505 tons of lead), and | the British Court. / 

| 549,720 ounces of silver. But the most interesting of all—because of j 
| By the earlier, indeed by the quite recent | its more recent discovery, its peculiar proper- | 

methods, less than 20 ounces of silver to the | ties, and the many useg to which it is being |) 
| ton scarcely paid for the expense of working ; | put—is i 

but by a mew process discovered by the late THE BEAUTIFUL METAL ALUMINIUM. 
| Hugh Lee Pattinson, ores containing only 3 arent { | ; A few years ago, who could have imagined | ounces to the ton are economically worked. 

According to Mr. P: * , Siatthe clay trod under foot in) street and field, 

a reciente neat cen Sin 207 Serene tena Re Bhat a which iver iiidan, and in this proce of ag ey . penne e ie anogt ei at oF 
gregation, the silver is separated from the commoner | metals in the world? And yet such is the case, metal. It is effected by the use of hemispherical cast-iron : : sos | —_ Beane: Tegra eet metal, = - ae tor, the base of clay is Alumina, fai Shi is 
in this and melted, after which the fire Is Githdrawa and | Simply the oxide of the metal Aluminium or |! | sil made air-tight below. ‘The workman now begins to ‘atest i 

| shoving the solid parte from the eager, na tie snaifee i ille, in hi con peek place. With an iron strainer the solid crystals | According to M. Deville, in his report to the 
= hee au French Academy in 1855, the most common 
This Process is repeated three or four tines; the mass | clays contain 25 per cent. of their own weight. left after the last operation, which contains from 300 to at ¢ 400 ounces of silver to the ton, is then submitted to the | He therefore concludes that ‘it is eminently 

pnephd ecseacnien eigen rice, suited to become a commonly used metal.” It |, 

cian ert grsea is at present obtained with considerable troub- || 
THE TIN MINES OF CORNWALL AND DEVONSHIRE leand expense, but the experience of the past 

Are famous as beiffg the chief source for the | should teach us that the method must be event- 
| whole world of this beautiful metal. There is | ually so simplified and economized as to insure || 

| dut little doubt that they were worked long | its cheap manufacture. 

before the invasion of the island by the Ro-| When pure it possesses a beautiful greyish- |, 
mans. The Pheenicians certainly traded with | white lustre, and is so inoxidizable as to be 
the early Britons for tin, and it has been sur- handled for any length of time without tar- |) 
mised, not without good ground, that the bronz- nishing ; indeed it is capable of resisting the 
es which decorated the palaces of ancient Nin-| action of the air in a “muffle” furnace, heated 
eveh and Babylon derived their tin from this | to the temperature at which gold is assayed ; 
same source. while it is not the least affected by a heat which 

But notwithstanding this drain upon them | eonsumes lead, or melts litharge.. Its great | 
for two or three thousand years, the mines of lightness adapts it to many uses for which the 
Cornwall and Devonshire are still highly pro- other metals are inconvenient. The oxide of 
ductive, yielding in 1861 more than ever be- the metal is pure in the sapphire and the ruby. 
fore, to-wit: 10,965 tons of ore, or 6,986 tons With copper it forms a most beautiful gold- 
of metallic tin. colored alloy, which was exhibited under the 

a ree, name of Aluminium Bronze. This alloy also 
Including nearly all the precious metals used | resists the actién of the atmosphere, and is 

in the arts, mechanical and decorative, and | excessively hard. The polished surface is ex- 
some which are used solely in the chemical | ceedingly smooth and soap-like; which pro- || 
and medicinal, are either found natively in the | perty, added to its lightness, and hardness must | 
British Kingdom or are imported into that | give it great value in the construction of those
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portions of certain kinds of machinery which Drilling Wheat.—Grain Drills. 
are subject to constant friction. aoe 

Articles of jewelry of every description, de- SEE eT Oe —_ 5 Sy eeien J in those European countries wherein agricul- 
corative ornaments for rooms, watches, clocks, 1 ; 

. . ture has flourished most. Butits use in Amer- 
and a thousand other things are being made . : 

of it. ica, to any considerable extent, has been limit- 

Another beautiful evidence of the measure- | © to within the past few years. The principle 

less beneficence of the All-Giver—another tri-| Upon Which the practice is founded is philo- 
umph of the Genius of Science! sophie, and its popularity must continue rapid- 

Imerovina Op Pasturxs.—At a recent ag. Appa iporesse, 
ricultural meeting in Cheshire, England, Rich-| We have repeatedly urged upon the attention 
ard Dutton read a paper on the “ Agriculture | of our readers the advantages of drilling and 

of Cheshire,” in which ho remarked: ‘An old/ 4.4 must continue to do so until-all have been 
pasture field, rich in good herbage, should nev- |" i 3 
er be brought under the plow, on a dairy or graz-| induced to make the experiment. The follow- 

ing anaanie an urgent necessity. tee ing, from the American Agriculturaliet, will 
our bes! soils, o) ures are apt to be- : 
come rough, and in Sat cases oe with | Show that we are not alone, among the jour- 
moss. This may be prevented to a great extent | nalists, in an advocacy of this method of seed- 
by a top dressing of salt, during the winter at ing: 
the rate of 10 cwt. peracre; or, in some cases, 

a good dressing of lime, atthe same time free-| “There is scarcely any operation of farming 
ly harrowing the surface: or. what is less ex-| concerning which practice, in different parts 
pensive, stocking them with sheep, dnring the | of the country, varies more than in this. The 
winter months, at the same time feeding them | grain drill is a rare sight in New England, and 
with turnips or corn. In a very productive| rare also in many parts of the Middle and 
summer, or when a farmer has been unfortu-| Western States and Canada. Still wherever 
nate with his stock, he may with advantage | its use is eommon it is held in very high esti- 
mow such parts of his pastures as can be spar-| mation. In saving seed alone, a drill more 
ed for the purpose. It is superfluous for me to! than pays the interest on its cost. The risk of 
say that on a very large proportion of our grass | winter killing is greatly diminished, and an 
lands, draining and bone dusting are the great | even seeding is readily secured. In the fol- 
means of improvement. A question of some | lowing communication from Mr. A. Linton, of 

Soe) bears may be asked: ‘Are all our clay | Chester Co,, Pa., written in response to a re- 
soils improved by draining for mowing and | quest from ourselves, the advantagea are very 
pasture purposes?’ I think not. When there | simply and strongly set forth, and deserve the 

is nothing in the herbage produced which indi-| attention of every wheat grower who does not 
cates the presence of too much water, I think | use the drill: 
draining will add nothing to the fertility of 
such soils so long as they are in grass.” THA MF EOS PET 

See erage To say anything ees spe ue * 9 
drill in sowing wheat in this section of the : Farm Hepgrs—Honry Locust.—We have, country, acute as superfizous ne to diseuse 

among other varieties, suggested the honey lo- he Ditinbe of enttnvenita’ ‘fie''faal th 
cust.as a plant worthy of pretty general trial, aaueen ode a he —— in hade 
for a farm hedge. It isa strong-growing plant, | Utility o eee Sat uk a ae I hee 
forming, in its natural condition, atree bf good | °f the wheat drill is 0 nearly universal here 

; sae on all land where it can be used, that the sight size, and therefore will require severe pruning f in field iin’ the “old: fashioned Droedeaat 
to form a hedge. Some have tried it and fail-| 0 ® felt sown in the old fashion 
ed, perhaps from too close planting. It re-| V®Y 18 4 Tare occurrence. 
quires considerable room, and-if grown as| The advantages of drilling wheat may be 
close as the hawthorn or osage orange, will be-| very briefly stated as follows: It distributes 
come choked. Dr. Warder recommends it as| the seed more evenly over the ground than is 
the most promising hedge plant we have; and | generally done in broadcast sowing ; the wheat 
Wm. Reid, Elizabethtown, x J., who has many | is not so liablo to be thrown out by the freez- 

fine hedges, is satisfied, after twenty-five years, | ing and thawing which occurs here See 
trial, that it is more easily kept and better | winter; the depth at which the seed is placed 
adapted for a farm fence than any other plant | in the ground ean be regulated toa certain ex 
that has yet been used. Those, however, who | tent as the moisture or dryness of the soil Pay 
expect to haye a good hedge, in a few years, | require, to insure its speedy germination. It : 
of this or any other plant that we are acquaint- | takes less seed ; the crops look better and ripen 
ed with, will be sorely disappointed.— Rural | more evenly than if sown in the old fashioned 
New Yorker. way; and lastly, the use of the drill insures:a
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more thorough preparation of the ground pre- Preparing Corn Ground. 
vious to seeding, being a good cultivator itself. ain 

‘As to the points to be possessed by a good Ep. Farmer :—I am a reader of the Farm- 

drill i It should, supply ‘the ened "i regnlenly and | er, and wish to continue so to be. In answer 
equally to the separate ubes. e grain : . 

, as it drops into them, should be plainly in view, bee cat nas aaa aie tee ee 
i that the operator may see at a glance that they | yea or nay as to whether the Farmer shall be 

are all working properly. It should not be so tained, I Yea, it shall b fi I 
as to prevent the regular flow of the seed. It Sohne 3 ae saat 7 Manes Sun 
should have an index to mark the quantity of | ©" Contribute to its success. 
ground sown, and a fixture enabling the user| I venture to give my experience to the farm- 

t to regulate the rmount of seed per acre. There | ers of Wisconsin as to the results of different 
tubes at once, at least one foot clear of the modes of preparing the soil for corn; and then . 
ground; a similar contrivance to raise each | they who are satisfied with their old system 
tube separately, so that one or all the tubes| can continue it, and they who would apply a 
can be cleared of any sods or other obstructions " 
to successful covering of the seed. Each tube | ™0re thorough system can do so. 
should be so arranged that if it should strike} I planted 3 acres and 60 rods of corn the 

' a stone or root, it will fly back without break- | past season, dividing it into 3 lots and prepar- 
ing anything more than a small wooden pin. | . i " 
The drill tubes should not be too heavy, and | ™& the ground in three different ways. The 
yet heavy enough to put the seed in sufficiently | first lot was fall plowed; the second lot was 

coe ¢ at Doser se drill soe fea spring plowed, and both were planted by the 

ile Athen tame aa failure, I think, is| 16th of May. The third lot was fall plowed, | 

owing to drilling the seed too deep; the ground | and then spring plowed, after the other was 

iy ay EY ey ee eee planted,, and planted on the 26th of May. 

plants are stunted, and never after become The twice plowed was planted ten days later : 

vigorous.” than the other two lots. All three lots had an 4 

Erapication or Ox-rve Darstes.—Do you | equal share of the hoe and cultivator. The ‘ 
or a Zo menecriere Snow 228, P erad-| whole lot was new land. only broken up in 

ic e Ox-eye Dais; ‘art of my farm is 5 i ; i i e 
becoming infested with them, and Weaaae to — ee eee cae — Aas d 
get them out. Ans. They may be kept iu check | ing and gathering in the crops the difference 
bre aneeb they eoane pam 80 close None ser was surprising. 
will not seed. Sometimes they are kept from eis A 

' spreading by mowing them off with the scythe, eae i = e ool eT Bonet wey 4 
: while in flower, but they cannot be eradicated | nearly one-third less in quantity, and did not 

except by smothering with rotten wood or|ripen so early. Moreover, the quality is not 

Seal zy a Rosie ee, is ae , | 80 good by at least five cents per bushel. The 

. a which he had lately visited in Pennsylva- | secret of both fall and spring plowing lies in 
{ the Ox-eye daisy has been so thoroughly depth. An ordinary t that 
F eradicated that not a plant could be seen though the eh = mt 2 nea nee 
j it is generally abundant in the neighborhood. | P!ow six inches deep in the fall, can plow eight 

The mode practiced for its extirpation is to | inches deep in the spring. An extra two inch- 4 
plant two hoed crops in succession, usually In- i uence 
dian corn, both being well manured, to be fol- rok, depth. da, of) gress genres he tajcorm, 
lowed by wheat and‘ seeded“to clover. The|1 have seen corn roots only six inches long, 
few weeds which show themselves are dug up. | with shallow plowing, and I have seen them 

> twelve inches long, where the soil has been 
Purine in WHEAT, AND THE Curxcu Bua. 4 

é - .__._ | loose, and I have measured one this fall, where 
—Will you give the best method of putting in x ‘: ., 

‘ . . |I plowed twice, sixteen inches long. 
wheat to keep the chinch bug from working in ne 
: In regard to deep plowing, the true theory 
it. Some farmers say leave the ground hard : 

tet ._ |is that it secures a deep, dry, warm bed of air- 
as you can get it, isthe best way. Please give z lik 

our opinion in the FARMER. C. 8. E. exponed aail, iand.tbat cen be wm ea by 
ql ar ee ‘Vazunr, Jackson Co. F plowing one inch deeper every time until a foot q 

[We will discuss this subject at some length | of good vegetable soil is attained. The soil is 
in a subsequent number.—Ep. ] then prepared for the penetration of air and 

: | 

\
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water to invigorate the plant. By this means | Calves—Chufas—Fruit and other Crops on Sandy 

; Iam perfectly satisfied that from fourteen to Land. 

twenty days can be gained in the maturing of Friexp Hoxr:—I saw a request ina late 

j the crop, besides the extra yield and otate No. of the Farmer for “the farmers to write 

quality. for the Farmer,” all and every one. [ have 

5 ‘Another, important matter is to select the often conversed with intelligent farmers, and 

earliest ripe ears of corn out of the field in tle learned many things that were worth remem- 

fall. D. Arcusr. bering, and have asked them why they did not 

4 Sprinorigtp, Wis. write that to the Farmer? They answer, in- 

; ‘How to Boll Cider, ant How to Keep it Fresh. variably: “I write! Why, I don’t know an 

i ananapetters "& Caan:  Moearovai exclamation point from a comma, and they 

: i . a pte would not print what Z would write.” I said, 

3 Poona: (or tne ye Fanxien, which you had «They cannot expect all farmers to be book- 

i the kindness to send me, has come to hand. T worms, and labor too; and none but those that 

‘ have read it carefully, and found it one of the laber, know by experience what they write. I 

‘ best Agricultural Journals Tever read. Hav-| a. no better scholar than you, yet, / shall 

ing a little farm myself, I concluded to take write; if I don’t write right, they must ranks 

q the Farmer. Inclosed please find $1.00 for| + right.” 

which please send it to me regularly to Schleiss-| ut I write for advice. I will state my case 

ingerville, Washington Co. Was: first: A number of our calves have a dry 

I have one favor to ask of you, however; | sore, something like a wart, about their heads, 

which you will please grant me. I have bought | and one has nearly lost an eye by one that be- 

eevee bbls. of sweet oe — of which I gan on her eyelid, and appeared to go under 

i will boil, and some I ae a ae a UE bak till the rough edges rubbed the eyeball. Now 

Please ot eae a to boil cider, oh if it can can you tell, or can any one else tell what it | 

§ be done in an iron kettle, or must it be copper? is, or if it can be cured? They are in very 

eee ae a ae eee pay tee ie good condition—not any too good, yet not poor. 

order to keep it properly, = order fo keep it One would suppose they would be very poor 

good and sweet. By so doing you will much}. 
oblige. indoa Yauakn: with such sore heads. : ; 

ScHLEISSINGERVILLE, Nov. 26, 1862. I must telkyou' now my experience in the 

Answer.—Cider-boiling requires a copper culture of chufa, I raised it on the prairie for 

kettle, and the process, though not difficult, 4 or 5.years, and I have raised it one year on 

requires close attention, particularly when the sand. I raised four times as much on sand as 

cider begins to syrup down. on. prairie... So I conclude sandy land ia best 

To keep cider sweet, it is recommended by | for chufa. I+ should like to hear from some 

Prof. Horsford to use a small quantity of sulph- | one else. 

ite of lime—the same agent used to purify Is sandy land, good for fruit? and what 

sorghum syrup. It is cheap and may be ob-| kimds do» best?» “Do you think peaches 

tained in almost any of the cities. Others re- could be raised’ on sand openings? For in- 

commend putting the cider into a cask that has stance, takea lot nearly surrounded with woods. 

been used for oil, and others use sulphur, mus- I have a great notion of trying to raise peaches 

tard, charcoal, &e., &e. We have never tried | on such a lot. I tried them on the prairie, but 

the sulphite of lime, but are inclined to think | with no success.. Some say grapes: do well on 

it may answer a good purpose. Cider may be|sand. I ‘set out a number of cuttings last 

kept nicely in bottles, after remaining awhile | spring, and they grew finely. Some seem to 

in the eask’to settle. If a small mass of rock | be: “ dead set” against sandy land, but our 

candy be put in, and the bottle close:sealed, | one year’s experience has been good. We raised 

the cider will be as good as champaigne.—Ep | good turnips, parsnips, capital corn, potaides, 

ait ee
e
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| any quantity of pumpkins, squashes, cucum- — Se and —- pay all 
t ‘ bers, tomatoes, sadiy®, Pee peas. &e. Sal- & lathes Perera we on aioe 
1 sify, carrots and onions did not do well. tion, either Wako is taught us. There is no " 7 i : beat | doubt that manure in a liquid form is the best i Semen Sie we eh reeee are: Coie ben eeae plants that can be applied. It comes ra anything I ever saw; but we cultivated well. in direct contact with the rootlets, and ina 

fl N.M. | form readily to be available for their growth. | 1 "Seen Boe. ee The more liquid manure we use, and the more { : : ing of the dis- | 7Tigation is practiced—where practicable—the Ry Axswen.—We know something of the dis- greater will be our crops, and the more sure r ease referred to. It is due to a foul habit of | our success. 
i the animal system, and ean often be cured by iene 
I purges of sulpbur and the nse of some altera- igerees 

} tive medicine, such as a compound of one part| The farmer's life, like the lives of those en- f | of Athiops mineral, two of nitre, and four of | gaged in other occupations, has its sunny and 
sulphur, administered every night, in doses of | Shady side. in isa mineling of gage $32 
one-half to one ounce, according to age and} comfort, of tot ant ere of disappoint- ) Size of the animal. The warts may be remoy-|™ent and satisfaction, of fatigue and fresh- 

{ | ed with a sharp pair of scissors, the raw sur- | 2¢88. It is ee life caught with brilliant 
ti face of the root being afterwards touched with | hopes, with fanciful anticipations, or magnifi- 

j | the nitrate of silver. Pustular eruptions on | Cent expectations. It is not a life whose rest- 
| i the edges of the lids, characterized by great | lees days and sleepless nights are spent in 

4 | Soreness, are difficult to cure, but may some- gentiving bow to gratify a selfish ambition, } | mes be cured by the use of an ointment of By, Sen personel power and cence | the nitrate of mercury. Any druggist can | Neither is ita life whose ehiet and mighty ob- ) rucaaare ie ject is to acquire an immense fortune, to be- 

| We have but little hope of present success in | C°™€ a possessor of warehouses, ships, 
, | the raising of peaches in the open orchard in banks, cases and all the other costly ap- 

| this State. Sandy land with proper manuring Toe ia @ aed a oy toh 
{ will y good fruit.—Ep. 
| een Beer eet vast schemes and bold calculations. Yet it is 

Economy of Small Farms. a busy and honorable life—important to man- 
| The Maine Farmer, in an article on Chinese | Kind and the world, and it isnecessary to build i husbandry, deduces some conclusions in regard | up national wealth, prosperity and happiness. 

to the economy of small farms. It is a life whose qualifications for success are 1. The term small farms may need some és : : 2 qualification. In France, the majority of farms | # Vigorous body, a vigorous will, and wagorous do not average more than five acres each; but common sense. Yet with these important’re- 5 here, a farm of from fifty to seventy-five acres . 2 life } : would be called asmall farm. And we believe ee — farmer's life ts'not! usually’ fevor- there is more profit in working a farm of this | ed with rich golden harvests, ox sudden pecu- eet considering the =e ee — niary independence. He does not gain his it, than in carrying on a farm of three hun- . os dred acres. Eventually, all our farms will be | thousands by a single stroke of financial tact reduced in size, partly for the purpose of con- | and foresight; he does not look to the uncer- dueting them with more profit, and also because tain chances of speculation; to place him be- agriculture will ultimately be the leading pro- wis fession engaged in. yond the reach of indigence and labor, but he 
2. We learn another lesson a their meth- | toils early and late, satisfied with small profits ods of saving fertilizing materials to apply to * erally, the soil—a lesson of the greatest [eee ae Seco - popserommasgprpts: and one which we could use to geod ‘advantage. | portion of his:gains. Were ae economy in we apie Thus his income usually exceeds his expend- . racticed here as is common in China, we could | . atlas | sapport & population double our present num- | ures,-and’he is thereforea rich mag-schesord- ber, send men enough to. warto put down every | ing to the definition of riches given by the | 

Oe
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‘ wisest philosophers. Business men may have ‘manner applied. In fact, were it so used, it | 

; larger yearly dividends in dollars and cents, won inmans ees eran injury in- } 
: { 2 tead of ben crops. Former! e prac- |} 

but their expenses, their cares, their risks, | tice was to sow it broadeust’ ‘at the Race 

j their responsibilities are vastly greater; they | fifty bushels of slacked lime to the acre, on 

are liable to bankruptcy and failure from num- ent Prepared fer, hen, aad just, hates son- 
= . more recently the practice een 

bers of causes which they cannot prevent or | to spread it as early in the season as possible, 

perceive, and these considerations, perhaps, in oe anes = x fin the next year. By 
= s : 4 e first met ut little if any efiect wo 

bring ae real incomes nearly on a level with |}. observed in the crop of z vise the aco 

$ the farmer's. of hay following would be more than doubled, 
Besides, the farmer's life contains much that | 98 iar as the ee SIRE. By the last 

; method a very morked effect would be observed 
is pleasant-and comfortable. He has a home| in the corn and following crops. Its effects 

which he can call his own, to beautify and| will always be most distinctly seen in E 7 a iy grass. 
adorn; he can embellish it with all that is| 1m the extensive peach orchards of New Jersey 

ime 
tasteful and agreeable to his fancy, and make eae cre eet cee 

it a home rich with sweet memories and asso- , oS ee |S COC, eOre eee, 
; plicity and coziness. He has a garden, inj = kristen Raa 

j which he can gratify an honest pride, in pro- " Gale. " 

f ducing all that is beautiful and useful in the| _“” What now? a sermon on the short-comings 
! floral and vegetable resources of the climate. eeenrises? Xe ius oe oe a = 

3 He hasa farm, which he feels it aninward satis- use the term “christian,” in this place, in con- 

: faction to cultivate, improve and beautify; and Soagisinewcn frome! Sarenen: a intend to 

; thus there is joy in his labor, strength in his |7°™!*t the application of ‘‘loads” to the ma- 

* I) ‘etigue, and thankfulness in his repose, He | ‘ets! of..one sort or another wherewith the 
1 is acknowledged to be the most independent of representative teamster is accustomed to bur- 

; all men; working and communing with Nature den those poor, patient servants of the field 

3 ashe does, must make him the happiest of | #74 road—the ox and the horee. 
} || mortals, or at least, he should be, since whole-| While in Iondon it was scarcely possible to 

j |, some exercise strengthens and invigorates the | Pass the whole length of those great thorough- 

i | system, and makes him the healthiest of men. | fares of travel and traffic, Holborn, Cheapside, 

; Having so many spare hours and moments, | 4nd Picadilly, without one’s human sympathies 

4 he has an opportunity, by the aid of books, | being tortured by the misfortunes of wretch- | 

i newspapers and other means, certainly to make | edly abused horses. The streets are paved 

i himself one of the most intelligent of men. _ | With blocks of stone, which, being coated with 

: J.T. Daue. | a slimy dirt, are so slippery that for a horse to 
i} eens Ns SEES BES :, . < 

4 s ts stand at all, on anything like a steep grade, is | 
Lime as a Fertilizer. 3 

-—— difficult, even when no load is behind him.— 
I noticed in a late issue of the Rural a com-| what then, under such circumstances, must 

munication from a subscriber, desiring inform- fae Ft 
3 ation on the subject of lime as a fertilizer. In| be the trials of such as areloaded down to, the 

i New Jersey and some of the eastern counties | last limit of their strength—slipping, catehing, 

of Pennsylvania, lime has been extensively | s ning on their knees, and then springing yio- 
used as a fertilizer for the last twenty years. & ise . 
Many farms in that region which would sell | lently to escape the merciless lash, then slip- 
for no more than cig ie ol saan ping again and again, and fiaally sprawling 

an acre, are now worth a hundred, and the im- . e oe 3 

‘ provement has been made almost wholly by the broadside upon the pavement, with strained or 
j use of lime. But renovating worn out lands | broken limbs, and not unfrequently» with fear- 

by the use of lime is a business: which @ man | fy] fatal ruptures ? 
should understand before engering'in it exten: [ues oo 

|} sively. It does not act like stable manure, But scenes like these are not confined to Lon- 
and produce @ beneficial effect in whatever|don. We have seen them too often in most of
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; [| ourJarge cities in America. In the country, | pleasant Samanta of Sennliness, learn to take i . : care of themselves. ‘ot only do they exercise fa] Seok the cent of Barden iecraltome:teogwentiy | eerste person of the animal, but are H treated ina barbarous manner. Hauling wheat| at. the pains of removing every feather and 
i or wood to market, lumber from town, logs to other. unpalatable sibetanoe from their food 1 q = - cs an e water-troughs where they drink are ay the mill, and many other jobs familiar to the kept as clean as if human beings resorted to 
ye farmer are occasions for a trial of strength, |them. If anybody doubts the efficacy of these 
\ which not alone the farmer’s boys and hired iatge, but hoy intelli ont at ae only how 
f ' menare tempted toimprove; the ambitious, lazy | ook i how they watch every motion of those 
i or reckless owner, himself, though old enough who talk ie them, and Jeet to all they say. ! Y : S at an affectionate moan they will utter to ieee San codboain tl bars is eh feen a | welcome the milkers, who are always men, as i || muddy hollow or on mid hill, shaking his lines, | they say, «Women tickle the cow, and never i dishing his whip, kicking old Bob under | take all the milk from the udders, so that she i me a na ee res nhatie gives less and less.” It is said of them that Hi, | the belly and bawling, Me en cee the Argovian will send for the doctor for his if properly loaded, his team would be able to ci Sreat deal quicker than for his wifes = een PTET at ut we did not see any evidence that he was | walk Auieny and gopadantly. at Tong Purely» | not sufficiently attentive to both.—The Cottages } through, up, or over the difficulty. Such men of the Alps—Miss Johnson. | 
Hi | deserve themselves .to be overtasked and put ws the Pease oa 
j through at the end of the lash. Clean Stables. 

any eines epee Troe Walt suas) ip teere 5 LIFT ts cults 
eae ea gaia tid ue ‘ i. 24 4 cleanliness is not essential to the health and ! : e atta tite ae 7 He we mi ing | Comfort of domestic animals, Indeed we have } ee” si ey dais they fas pipes found some who erred so greatly in this direc- 

a ti to beli. lth tial; while th carefully experiment—beginning with loads ie a Le ce ea Rett r. Mr ¥ . iP q 5 ak tt epee ead practice of the great majority gives sanction in, 3 certainly small, and gradually increasing to this theory. 

to the proper limit. A man or boy who won't i eE ; 

. do this should never be intrusted with a team.| Accordingly, it is not an uncommon thing to 
If any of our readers are in the habit of| *™4 cattle a horses in uncleaned, unlittered 

overloading, we earnestly hope that either the | Stables, their legs and bodies two-thirds cov- 
r bad economy or the barbarity of the practice = a a — Te ar + r hog—alas, how often is he com- ; to repent and reform. " Sera nne tibiaide veperiualae pelled to wade for the whole period of his brief 

Cleanly Cattle. earthly career in mortar of earth and offal 
If there is one thing in which the Argovian | up to his eyes, 

ore: pera aie a co TA ie at No greater mistake could be made in the 
They are elephants in size, and their glossy | °° of animals than this. True, they will, if 

q hides betoken some peculiar a eye part | so trained, tolerate dirt as patiently as do so of their masters. Not a particle of dust or i straw is allowed to cling to them, and they are | MY Specimens of the genus cere eae combed and washed as only horses are else- | Proves nothing against the doctrine of clean- 
where. ne (oes a seeeD opel bat with old liness, which has its foundation in a law of cards, w) , being finer and softer, are more 
agreeable to the animal, and improve the fine- | "**U™° U=repealed and unrepealable. ness of the hair. This receives an additional| There is no animal in domestic use the phys- 
lustre by being rubbed with old flannel. They | ioloo} 
actuall; feud and the gentle creatures Lee aad a S aes pare en an evident consciousness of their beauty, for | the ‘utmost cleanliness of the skin, and any they = careful not to soil their ashy-gray | treatment that falls short of this markis there- and chestnut robes by lying in the mud when ft Jeneitix hil ie. 
allowed to take a walk. Animals can acquire, ae ae Poe ree ’ if they have not by nature, a fine sensibility, | But this is not all: the effluvia which must 
and when they have once experienced the | ll the atmosphere of s stable where aceumu- 

——————— ee 
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lations of filth are allowed is likewise prejudi- Best Climate for Sheep. 

|| start heath of animals, and should e|, Sheronn sand ond rather wis ea 
avoided on this account, if for no other reason. | are very injurious. We believe sheep require 

: And then there is another objection to filthy sar ae as. aie in the Boutionsst at 

J i i orth. e weather is not as co! ut 1S. 
stables ao should appeal as directly and more changeable, and the sheep frequ a tly get 

«|| strongly as either of the above to the humanity thoroughly soaked to the skin. In this ele 

and pecuniary interest of the owner. Filth of| tion a cold raw wind and a amp soil can not 

the skin produces discomfort, and discomfort help but rk off abel of Sy oa whigh me i 

diminishes the capacity of the animal for im- Se fee yas etal Node o sheep (105°) a | 

provement in bodily condition, and, of course, | much higher than that of horses and cattle. 

proportionally increases the expense of feed-|This heat is kept up by the consumption of 

ing. a food (or burning of fuel) in the lungs, etc.,, of 

Will not all a ah h the animal. To prevent this heat from flying 

ill not all our readers who happen to have | of the sheep are provided with a good warm 
stock, consider this matter and correct their | cont of wool. To be effectual, however, the | 

practice by a strict conformity to the princi- | coat must be kept dry. Ina cold, dry climate, 
ples hercin referred to? if the wool get a little wet on the outside it is 

soon frozen, and this acts as a cot of mail, 

° ~ with a good warm lining of dry wool inside, 

q aexves Sioalt Re Eaervinnt eae so that the heat from the warm body within 

{ Horses require daily exercise in the open| does not fly off. It is said that the Scotch 

: air, and can a more wd expected to exist with: Highlanders in olden times when exposed dur- 

} out it, than their owners. Exercise is an es- | ing frosty nights, wet their plaids before lying 

q seoticl feature in stable management, and like |down to sleep, and by holding them a short 
4 well-opportuned food tends alike to preserve | me from their bodies they were frozen in a 
} the health of horses. stiff hard board, sufficiently thick and imper- 

‘ Daily exercise is necessary for all horses, vious to defend them from thecold, The slight 

} unless they are sick; it assists and promotes a coat of frozen wool acts in the same way. But 

{ free circulation of the bloed, determines mor- |i wet weather there 18 00 such protection, and 

bific matter to the surface, develops the mus- | 8° # is that you will find it equally important 

cularatraniice. oreeles, an_aimietite. inproxes [+2 DRowds shelter in the warm, but wet and | 
; the wind, and finally invigorates the whole changable, climate of the Soutwestern States. | 

system. We cannot expect much of a horse oO | 

5 that has not been habituated to sufficient daily | Lamps Dyinc From Woon In THE Sromacu. 7 

i exercise; while such as haye been daily exer- |The /rish Karmer’s Gazette says: Lambs very 

4 i cised, and well managed, are capable not only | frequently swallow particles of wool, whioh in 

} of great exertion and fatigue, but are ready playfulness they suck and bite from their dams; 

i and willing to do our bidding at any season. | to prevent which the dams, when this occurs, 

¥ When an animal is overworked, it renders the | should be smeared with a mixture of aloes and 

j system very susceptible to whatever morbid | water, or assefetida and water. When they : 

q influences may be present, and imparts to the | swallow the wool and it gets mixed with the 

$ disease they may labor under, an unusual de- | curd in the stomach, it forms hard balls that 

+ gree of severity. The exhaustion produced by | areindigestible; but the administration of a tea- 

want of rest is equally dangerous; such | spoonful of soda mixed in water twice or thrice 

horses arc always among the first victims of | day dissolves and digests the curd, if not gone | 

i disease, and when attacked their treatment is | too far. Calves frequently die of the same dis- 

embarrassing and unsatisfactory.—Stock Jour. | ease, and the only remedy yet found is soda, | 
Gohege alg tas ote sae 

A Nove. Way or Cunina a Breacuy Horse. Fina ox A Horse’s Ern.—A correspondent 

—A correspondent of the Jowa Homestead was|of the Country Gent. says: * About three 

out riding the other dey with a friend, and | months since I discovered a serious film on the 

observed that one of the horses had a hole in| eye of a mare belonging to me, which made 
each ear. On inquiring the cause, he learned |one eye totally blind. I was advised to try 

‘ that it was to keep the horse from jumping. | different remedies by different persons—the 

“Why,” said he, “a horse don’t jump with | first was to put in burnt alum powdered, twice 
his ears.” ‘You are mistaken,” replied his | a day for several days. This had no beneficial 

friend; ‘a horse jumps as much with his ears | effect, but rather the contrary. I then tried 
as With his feet, and unless he can have free | bathing with cold water three times a day, 

use of his ears he cannot jump.” He ties the | taking the water directly from the well. Ina 
two ears together, and has no more trouble | week or ten days it began to get better: in 

with the horse. We give this for what it is|two months the sight was restored, apparently 

worth. as well as the other. 3
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: THE BEE KEEPER. Bee Government, 
i “ZheApiary-A Chanter of wallanttiad Fanta 1. Undoubtedly the Great) Crater and Wise The Apiary—A Changer of well-settled Facts. Law-giver ws ta @ government for the 1. All stocks of bees should be kept strong | bees; yet the swarm requires no leader, nor ; in numbers. A well-garrisoned city may defy | the colony a sovereign The administration is ; assault. not committed to any one individual. To each 2. A moderate increase of swarms will keep | member of the community, whether worker, ‘ them strong, and secure the largest yield of drone, or queen, is assigned a specific duty, = i honey. As the calves are raised, at the cost task, or function; and the disposition and de- 1 of butter and cheese, so bees are multiplied at | sire to labor in its vocation is implanted into h the expense of honey. each, so that in their several spheres all co-op- i 3. Bees filled with honey are not inclined to | erate for the general good—the welfare of the i sting. ‘As the robber’s knife is stayed by your| commonwealth. The queen—the mother bee purse, 80 bees are bribed with proffered sweets. | is, indeed, of the first and highest import- 4. In natural swarming, bees fill themselves | ance to the colony; but she is not its sover- i with honey. Emigrants to a new country | eign, nor in any aspect its guide, leader, or i carry their treasures along, as capital to begin | governor. Impelled by the instincts of her I with. - nature, she performs her duties in the family, i 5. Bees, alarmed with smoke, or otherwise, | like every other bee, in accordance with her | instinctively seize upon their stores. The faculties and to the extent of her ability. t house-holder, at the cry of fire, secures what Nevertheless, she occupies, on the whole, s he can. ee subordinate station. The supreme power re- " 6. There should be no communication be-| sides in the masses. Decision and action em- tween occupied hives, allowing the bees of one | anate from them asa body. Their will deter. to pass directly into the other. ‘<No house is| mines; their wishes rule. Though ordinarily large enough for two families.” shey tenderlp nourish and cherish, protect and 7. A swarm of bees, destitute of a queen, | defend the queens, drones, and brood; yet fast dwindles away, and, unless supplied with | when the prosperity or preservation of the 

one, soon perishes, either by robbers or moths. colony demands it, they imprison, mutilate, 
A country without a government, a fatm with-| expel, or destroy either. From their arbitra. , out an owner. , ment there is no appeal ; their decree is abso- 8. Swarms having combs insufficiently pro-| lute and subject to no reversal; and their , tected by bees, furnish a retreat for millers and | power cannot be resisted.—Baldenstein, | food for worms. Unguarded treasures invite (rr erneeslieeeessininmnmeneenmesshion | 

thieves. 
on: P 9. An excess of drones should be avoided THE POUL TERER. 

by discouraging the construction of the cells Sn 
k that produce them. Drones are the “dead Plea for the Chickens. ‘ heads” of the hive—the useless males in the ee ; 

farmer’s herds. If any cold-blooded philosopher doubts that j 
10. The building of drone comb may, toa) a mestic fowls have cold toes in cold weather ; 4 great extent, be prevented; first, by securing . ce 

the construction of new combs, in hives con-| or if any careless keeper of poultry is in the 4 taining young ep neem eae habit of practically ignoring the existence of 
frames to be filled in other hives, near the cen-|,. ai tre. “An ounce of prevention is better than his chickens and turkeys, except when they 
a pound of cure.” a _ | @ome upon the table, we beg to assure them 

i" 11. Queens are most ee reared = both thaé they are in serious error. Fowls 
as eae deeron .o woe need protection and care just as really as hors- | 

id 12. Small swarms, if united in the fall, win-| es and cattle, and he who neglects to provide ! tei mare smatoly,. apd = leas, honey.” | etter and food is guilty of both cruelty and 
13, Bees of colonies containing fertile and | bad economy. It is impossible that they should i unfortile gece shou nek be put poner either fatten readily or lay eggs plentifully un- i ithout “breaking them up,” i. e., induc- S ~~ Siamese Aik tia fae jad dednaging the | less kept warm and supplied with an abund- | 

unfertile queen. i y ance of appropriate food. The rudest kind of || 
} 14. Natural swarming, always uncertain and a shed for roosts are better than nothing. A i perplexing, exposes the bee-keeper to much | * ‘ ‘ y i loss of time and money ; while artificial swarm- | little pains for a few nights will get them wont- i 
i ing; aopmning: at all fies the eeeee. ofp ed, and then if well fed with grain, meat and i worker-layer queen, doin away with all w: ~ z 4 

eae aah flight to the woods, is both | Vegetables, they will reward you wit plumip- | 
t gare and economical.—Koy to Bee Keeping. erroasts, and more frequent and merrier cackle. || q 1 

; . 
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leading id i “that orchards 

j nae THE: BOWHGUETUEIST. — smet Somme Ieeeen series of years 

|| Re-mastonp, <= connsroxprxa mprton | {O50 dome ie got sted ‘and cropped The 
j The Striped Bug. =~ the ‘onisine, ot ents 

Mr. Eprron—Sir: Some time last spring I eae Sxtroinee’ Mare tio nema arad 

wrote you # short sermon in relation to corres- | orchard to flourish that was continually in 

pentlioan foro v span, we | ©" Cece ope alga 
you took the responsibility to publish in the | nove it thrifty,—we have never tried it,—but 

Farmer, thereby informing its readers that I it ae peyately peer y Pemnales ithe seamtls 

was in possession of a method to prevent the colic! wily cultivated for hs Daca; ane? 
ravages of the striped bug, which, with some} nually manured, will so force the trees as to 

other things, I had communicated to the|make them tender and liable to disease, and 
Fanaer, had been withheld, through careless- S ascvaitmgecriaa ay ioe ee 
ness, or some other unknown cause, from its aia ieee tite 

readers. 

j Since that time I have received some com- Ak OG. - . . | 

} munications from different parts of the State eo) Tes ; 

4 to learn the mystery, but which came too late re se ye Ae i“ 

j to be of any benefit this season, so I have left SY, we Sones: Sa | 

4 them unanswered, and now claim the columns ‘aa bad 4 Jes nd ) om i 

q of the Farmer to satisfy the curiosity which Yidd ee ao y 

& the publication of my article to the Editor has a qe! Bree 
4 raised. As it is an old affair, I will occupy no Was AH ey 

space in explaining the high flown words used eas . 

Be in praise of said article, except to state that a 

4 the cure is founded on the principle of “loving = 

our enemies, or deing good for evil.” Now RE 
f the whole secret is to feed your bugs with Dwarf Apple Trees. 

3 something they like better than melons. Do} Theabove cutisintended to illustrate a dwarf 
; not striped bugs like squash plants better than | apple tree three or four years.old. These little : 

the plants of any other vine? I think so; and | trees are especially adapted. to the garden and ‘. 

accordingly plant alternate rows of squashes | limited grounds. . They oceupy but little space ' 

with other vines, putting in ten times the| (5 or 6 feet apari, whenjon paradise stocks, is 
amount of seed which I wish to mature, and | quite sufficient), hence a numberof varieties 

thinning out when so large as to interfere with | maybe grown on a small piece. of ground ; | 
those I wish to grow. In this way I keep lots | planted along the. border.and walks, they need 

of bugs in my garden, and have melons sure | but-slightly interfere. with the other products | 

every year. If I have no squash seed, I plant|of the garden, _, 
the next better thing, and if nothing can be} The dwarf apple tree, like the dwarf pear, 

had but seeds of the same sort, plant an abund- | may be moved safely when of bearing age, and 

ance of them, so that the bugs may have a plenty | it is not: unusual to send trees from the nursery . 

and have some left for me. T. Sears. | full of blossom buds; where one'is in haste | 
ee County, Wis. this may’ do, but/ trees: one or two years old 

Keeping Orchards Cultivated. ' will generally give the best seitection: 

The eee Monthly, an excellent a arenes taee ants lcreatentey ea 
published in Philadelphia, Thomas Meehan, | ining, these: miniature: trees ‘may be made 
Editor, contained an article a few) weeks since, | objects of beauty, thus adding to the agrees-
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i bleness of the garden: They come into bear- ~ Fruit Raising in Wisconsin. 
i ing vety young, and are exceedingly product. Brorner Horr:—I believe it is about two i ive. 

. || Years ago that I promised to write for the hi Dwarf apple trees are produced by working Farmer. Well, perhapsit is better late than , any desired sort upon the paradise apple,@ never. . } French species of very dwarf habit. ‘The Dou- 
nt cain, another foreign sprt, is used when a pyr- oily hobby, ay os zo menaecoers i amidal tree, or a larger sized dwarf is desired, bid juinshn = cultivation of fruit; and though i All varieties seem to do equally wellion these I have met with many reverses, = many loss- 
t stocks; uniting freely, assuming a dwarf habit, Sroet dremebaginpliapitoigetiteait eee - coming early into bearing and the fruit often PP: * ondeome ping uf cungenons pans of tacseuabheds 

in the spring of 1864, and in order to get.a 
i It should be observed that the Doucain being Sood stand of trees in an orchard = tis _ i of a more vigorous habit, the trees worked up- hae: had to set over 4000. Many, varieties 
; this stock will not usually bear fruit quite died out and had to be replaced with varieties on this stock will not usually q : F @8 soon as on the paradise, and unless checked adapted to the locality. 

by root pruning, will attain to a much larger | Some of your readers will naturally expect i size, intermediate between the standard tree | five column article from the above experience, ; and the paradise dwarf. but it is entirely unnecessary. The whole se- We should like to see the experiment tried | ¢ret of fruit raising can be summed up in three in Wisconsin of an orchard of low branched | Points: Ist. A high and dry location; 2d. va- i trees on Doucain stocks—planted 12 feet apart. | Tieties adapted to the locality; 3d. give the 
It would be very interesting, and could not fail | trees as good cultivation as you would so many i. to be profitable. hills of corn, 

} Winter apples will become so abundant as to] The best varieties for this locality (Rock i be easily purchased at moderate prices. The County) are Yellow Harvest, Carolina Red supply of fine early sorts never equals the de- June, High Top Sweet, or Sweet Lowell, } mand, besides many are too delicate and tender Siberian Crab, Fall Winesap, Fameuse, h for long carriage to market. Westfield Seeknofurther, Northern Spy, Golden t " These early sorts, then, should be chiefly | Russet, Tallman Sweet, Winter Winesap, Red E i planted in the garden. For the sake of novel- Romanite, Rawles’ Jannet. The Yellow Har- a ty and ornament, the largest and the high col- vest, Northern Spy, and Rawles’ Jannet are ! ored varieties are often chosen. not more than half hardy, but Possess too ! i The roots of these little trees being near the | many good qualities to be rejected. I have } surface, and all within a limited space, it will] some 300 pear trees, and though some varie- if readily be seen that they need good culture. ties are worthless, yet others have done well, | Annual dressings of manure in the autumn, | and I havebeen able to accommodate my friends i mulching in the spring, with thorough pruning, | with some as fine pears as ever grew in christ- are required to insure the best results. endom. The great difficulty about the tree is, i A.G. Hanrorp. | that if the blight strikes it, it is almost sure i ON cet a 30 fe to die, when the apple tree under the same cir- To Grow Hyacrvrus properly in water, the cumstances would not. The Flemish Beauty bulb and glass should be ns with a aaa is the pear. If the primeval Garden contained ; cloth until roots enough have been formed to 5 
make sure the support of the stem leaves and ae aie rae ns ae ean” f flowers. Otherwise the plant. will pine, and sympathies are with Adam for being kicked 
the bulb begin to decay, before the flower is | out of Paradise. Joun Tinxzr. 
half perfected. ‘Ounrox, (Ogden P. 0.) Rock Co., Wis., Dec. 8, 1862. | 

| 

: 

|
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‘Is the Delaware a Good Grower?” MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL. 

This question is often asked by persons of heer) 

some knowledge of fruit growing with an air Rophite y ph hen of, Caution to the 

of doubt as to the answer that should be made. | 6. --aders will have he tga a shod 5 3s 

In other words, the impression has been made ue i ny 
denebinabveluebewied te ave large proportion of all the money now in cir- 

ae — nN ” a i ‘ ee z culation, in this State, consists of the notes of 

'y grower. Now we have no actual expe-| Eastern banks. It will likewise have been 
rience of our own upon which to base an an- ~. iy 
awer; but whilé'at'the Columbds' (Ohio) Naw observed by those who are acquainted with the 

‘ rile haa we place where these notes were issued, that 

re . a a Se: satit i 3 as sea, many of them are out-of-the-way places, akin 

of meantieeg i= Une eres Ubon we Poa the nondescript and unfindable “cities” 

side of one of the buildings, whose growth, | Ji or¢ wildcat banking is supposed no to ' 
during the past season, had been over sixteen : nae ae 
feet have been carried on in our own State. . 

| No f these banks bab] 
The circumstances of soil and exposure may m? ty i z oa oe Lai 

ballots Gnonetlnseetenie “inaa’ would han sound, carrying on a legitimate business, but, 

earth eee ee Fs aa 1a 2 . as a general rule, like the eye-waters of quack 

i Dee cable, and yet we could not S€° | doctors, it is perfectly safe to let them alone. 
4 that they were. But, no matter what the cir- te a 

Githiidnoell: 10 ad " en Aer What per cent. the bankers get for shoving 

ie * B im SR = that OF them off, to the partial exclusion of notes of 

the, vine in:.question—ead, did. much towards their own State banks, and of the United 
settling our own queries as to a possible rapid 1 

States, we are unable to say; possibly they 
i and thrifty growth of the Delaware. ¥ : make no more than the exchange, which, of | 

I : course, they save to themselves, by having the 

} Prams on Quixcx.—This subject is well| notes of the banks located within the State on 

‘ treated! by Mr.. Saunders ins S09 last Farmer. | cao’ basiks they i¢aue drafts. ‘ and Gardener. He says: Pears grafted on v 
4 quince require deep, rich soil. Many failures} But whether the bankers are making them- 

R Beye Semel aa By Senne eee selves rich at the probable sacrifice of the peo- 

ey in the absence of a proper knowledge as to the|Ple, or not, the reason above given—to wit: 

§ treatment they demand. Pear cnlture on this|the uncertainty of their soundness, and the 
\ system is not for those who plant a tree as they a heir fail Midian ciraale’ 

do a gate post, and who look upon the after probability of their failure when their circula- 

: treatment of both in the same light, viz: leave | tion is all out and far away from home—should , 

, eunlitey See ieee ae aheeaiay at be sufficient to make us cautious about getting 

this mede of raising pears. When planting | too much of their “rags” into our hands. 
ne pee place some Hens soil around the ree But there are yet other reasons. First, 
0 give them a start. Cover the whole of the + ; 
quince root and about an ineh of the pear stem | ™**Y pantie es matey Se quankioats aan 

j with fall The quince will throw out roots counterfeits—certainly a much larger propor- 

freely from any portion of the covered surface | ¢j, i 
if healthy, tunatiee deep planting, so long as Haiabets cPecuriens ban’ i he United 
the soil is in proper condition, is not in this| Secondly, the’ Government of the Uni 

case injurious. If the roots are stumpy, and | States directly, and we ourselves remotely, 
destitute of fibres, cut several on various parts| ust be the losers by the circulation of this 
of their surfaces, to encourage the emission of y i: : | 

roots. trashy currency ; since by it the currency is- 

: ——>____—__. sued by the Treasury at Washington must be - 

Sxverat Anricies of value intended for | limited in its circulation, and the bonds of the 

this department came to hand after we had in | Government bearing interest will need to be | 

type so tnuch of other matter that we are ob-| substituted therefor to the amount of the ex- 

liged to defer their pubKcation until the next|cess of circulation over the demand for the || | 

i number. notes. t : 
r
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The Government hotes bear no interest, and | fuse to take any other ourrency,’ at least in 
it is an advantage, therefore, to get off as much | considerable amount, or to keep for more than 

of them as possible, in order to save the issu- | one day, and thus drive back the flood-wood 

ance of bonds instead, and the paying of in-| of Eastern money to its own place. 

terest thereon. In this way, if the demand| If, as individuals, you find yourselves. pow- 

for notes were so great that none would be | erless against the bankers’ tide, then organize 

forced upon the Government for redemption | yourselves as communities, and thus compel 

with bonds, an amount no less than about ‘hir- | the circulation of money such as it will be safe 
ty millions per annum could be saved to the | for you to take, and, if necessary, hold: 
national Treasury; and if to the Government, She Vat ee css head 

then to the people, since it is they, who, in The Preparation of Iron Plates. 

some manner—either as tariff or direct tax— 2 oe ee — in ws Beet 
* i | dockyard, Eng] as invented a m 0! 

must make up this amount, and, saoere, ay preparing iron plates for ships’ sides, which it 
ually, pay the whole debt of the nation. is expected will very much facilitate that diffi- 

Plainly put, then, the question stands thus : cult grec — areal 
. “The rocess, taking mot or the 

Shall we prefer the Government under which | ..+y¢ of the plate, is effected by what ig term- 

we live, for which we are pouring out our treas-| ed an ‘Ordnance box ’—that is, a wide piece 
i d without | of iron standing on its edge through which a 

pig and oer blond ake me Phy TF ” number of movable bolts are placed. On the 
which we are without prosperity and happi-| points of the bolts being fitted against the side 
ness, as individuals, and without strength, a ee they are erry? See 

* _| lows of the curve unt @ exact shape is ol 
honor, and glory asa nation, or shall we rath. tained. They are then fastened by screws and 

er help the selfish sharpers of New York and| thus rendered immovable. In connection with 
New England? taking the mould is another instrument for 

5 _ obtaining the levels and curved edges of the 
Every patriot will answer in a moment:—| ship's side. RG is made of slight polisher ten, 

“Give us the notes of the Government, and when | exceedingly ble, so that it readily.conforms 
. I ld itself to the curve when by movable pieces of 

that fails let us also go to smash. I would | ton crossways and lengthways the levels are 
rather trust the nation than unknown and|taken. The instrument on being ret ay 

+ ndivi ” turns immediately to its original flatten 
Seeitel sri: shape, the edges only retaining the Reiss 

Another thought, in support of this policy: | form Me! M it by the ship’s side. in- 
. ;| strument is for the levels only, the curve of 

ee ae —— seopehaa conden: the ship’s side being obtained ‘by ‘the other. 
that pecuniary considerations are among the| The mould being thus taken is transferred to 
strongest that engage the interest and effort of re re stat sopealy, makes he ptve, 

: : which consists of a kind of an iron box 
the American people. Indeed this is true of) i+, what are termed’ ‘peppots’—that is, a 

any nation. Pure patriotism is # much scarcer | number of pieces of iron about an inch square 

article than we used to think. A heavy and|#nd ten inches long. These, by screws in the }} 
. ‘ US bottom, can also’be lowereil or raised, and the 

widely diffused circulation of U. 8. currency’) mould being placed on the top of these, mova- 

will, therefore, have the effect to strengthen’) ble pieces of iron, the exact shape of the curve 

the Government by making almost every man | }®.¢cured, and the * peppots” are screwell into 
Se : 3 ss their proper position. Another framework, 

the nation’s creditor. It is in a similar way | containing similar Pisses of iron'ifi a converse 

that the debt of England is made a bond of eae om ape ch the ‘one, an de- 
aks scribed. en the plate to be curved has to 

strength to the British’ Kingdom. be laid on, the lower Recent is to be drawn 
Accordingly, in view of all the circumstan-| out on a kind of rail; the plate, afier vee 

ces, we feel it our duty to advise the farmers'| #€8ted,.is laid on the top of the ‘peppots’ and | 
i : drawn into its former position, when by means 

|| of Wisconsin to demand in payment for what} of a lever, the upper ‘peppots* are Wage 
they have to sell—first, Treasury Notes of the eye with = ee oa 

‘ ape. The m is 20: inches wi 
|| United States. If these can’t be had, then call long and 42 high. The plan is said to possess 

|| for the notes of your own State banks. Re-| great advantages over the one now in use for’
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taking the curves fs rer of — a aatae One of the best mills with which we are,’at 
which are usually tt wit feet | presen i Cli 2 

thick and about 15 ee long. These moulds P — oe is tho ax Adj 
are cumbersome and constly. Mr. Mattison’s | ble Sugar Mill,” manufactured by E. W. Skin- 
plan caer frcosersy 7 — oe ner, of Madison. It is this mill, therefore, 
Thomas Pasley, superintendent er offi- * Z 
cers of the Devon rt and Keyham yards, who thee we have offered as a prize for subsorip- 
are understood ris tide expressed their approv-| tiions. (See Prospectus on cover). Theiabove 
alof the invention. The model is to be sent} cut jllustrates its construction. 
to Woolwich to be tested.” i 

een ee kee It includes three horizontal rollers—the 

eri crushing roller being held up by a lever and 

if —_— weight, which insures a.constant/and unyary- 
i | j If ing pressure of 5tons upon the cane. It is oom~ 

= 5 pact and strong. The gearing is placed on the 
i 4 I, Bed If top, with sweep attached to rim of crown 

qt i eS y 1 wheel, and not dependent on the mere strength 

ie a s of a shaft to turn the gearing. 

i i =) tees = Weight of machine 1,100 Ibs. ; eost $100.00. PS) eee = eig! ae 3.; eost $ o 

\ hes = In the earlier stage of the Sorghum experi- 

i ea Freee Ys, ment, when it was yet a matter of doubt wheth- 
H FE s : 

3 =. ao 8 b= er it would not prove a failure, and when but 
as as bs little of the cane was grown in any given 

; » > << ~~ neighborhood, prudence dictated the purchase 

3 ee} ee Samm ~~ of cheap machines, or even the home construc- 

8 S a ee y ys “Se tion of rude wooden mills. But the time when 

i c a "ie 2S i = -” such a course was ‘economical has passed. It 
a bc A < a | == is no longer an experiment, and the best econ- 

4 Lm ——— a Tale a omy now lies in the purchase of good, effective 

= “== ~ iron mills, even though they cost so much that 

Our Premium Sugar Cane Mill. only neighborhoods, as a general rule, can 

3 It seems to be so well understood now that seerantg leases. 
the economical production of Sorghum syrup We are acquainted with a number of persons 

and sugar in the Northern States is a feasible was, aaaae the past year, have operated the 

thing, that there is no longer need of elaborate Climax Mill, and they concur in the opinion 
argument to prove it. Hundreds of thousands that an active man, who has some knowledge 

of dollars have been saved to the pockets of| °f the business,—and any intelligent man will 
our people in this way, during the past year, “get the hang of it” ina very few days—can 

and the next season will find thousands of| ™#ke it profitable to purchase a mill on his 

farmers engaged in the cultivation of the cane} °W2.account, and work up the sugar cane of 
F who haye never before undertaken it. his neighborhood, on shares. Some have de- 

j Already sugar and molasses have been pro- elared it practicable to make more money in 

duced in large quantities, of a quality which this way, than with the best threshing machine 

compares favorably with the best products of | i the country. 

the Southern cane, and there are so many ef-| | We have no other purpose to serve in urging 

forts making to still further improve them, that | the importance of Sorghum culture, and the 

success is no longer doubtful. claims, of ‘this or dy other good mill, than the 

One of the great desiderata is perfect ma-| furtherance of .an enterprise which promises | 

chinery for crushing the canes, and evaporat-| first, gain to the individwal, and secondly, to 

ing the juice. the people of the North a due; independence of |
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SCIENCE, ART, STATISTICS. | Paper and Cloth mede of Indian Corn Husks. 
ee ee | The United States Patent Office has received |, 

.  Petroleum—Its Use as a Fuel. an application from Wises, Austria, for a pat- |! 
rege i ent on “improved methods of manufacturin, 

Fow but those who have visited Franee, can | the Paalaete of the maize plant.” The revact: form any idea of the high price of fuel in that | 5, Dy “Alois Ritter Auer von Welsbach. is a country, or of the vast variety of methods distinguished scientific nam. . He forward 
whieh are employed to economize this necessa- samples of fibre, yarn, linen ‘a oth, and paper || 
ry of life. Patents, without number, have | o¢ sy, varieties, in its natural color and bleach- |! been erated, in France for the manufacture of ed. The Washington co deat’ ‘of the fi caiet 3 . . respon: 

artificial fuel” In order to explain this| ci ocinnati, Gasctte has examined these samples: subject more thoroughly, we subjoin one or two | ¢14 writes concerning them as follows : 

< “ee eee ee wee ey largely seer - “The corn husk pape is remarkably good. 
De Nted Oriente? ty e890, among the half | come of. the qualities forwarded are fine trac- |! 

civilized Orientals. Ec ing paper, which, though exceedingly thin, has 7 
In the neighborhood of the Caspian Sea, | nevertheless a firm, solid body, and an excel- 

where petroleum springs are abundant, the in-| lent surface. From that the qualities range 
habitants manufacture a fuel by impregnating | down to the coarsest wrapping papers, which |, 
clay with the combustible fluid; the clods are certainly seem much stouter and tougher than 
afterwards burned on an ordinary hearth. The corresponding grades of straw wrapping pa- 
Norwegians have long economized the sawdust | pers, and, it is claimed, it can be produced at of their mills by incorporating it with a little greatly reduced cost. Some of the sheets are 
clay and tar, moulding it into ths form of|an excellent article of book printing paper, 
bricks. Of late years, in England, much at-| others would almost pass for parchment. The 
tention has been given to artificial fuel in many | inyentor’s own account of the various steps to- 
districts, but not with much success, owing to | ward his discovery, is printed handsomely on 
the want of a suitable combustible, which pe- | 9 large sheet of the corn husk paper, in a style 
troleum is, above all others, best adapted to | which it would puzzle our printers, with their || 
supply. In France, charcoal is prepared from | best presses and papers, to surpass. 
the refuse of the charcoal furnaces, by mixing] «The corn husk yarn and cloth are not near- 
it with charred peat or spent tar, and then | ly as good in their way as the specimens of 
adding tarorpitch. The materials are ground | paper. The yarn, however, is about equal to |, 
tpesther = manera to — in close hg some of the old-fashioned tow yarn with which || 

expel volatile gases. rom seven to nine | our granmothers in this country were familiar, 
gallons ef tar are mixed with two hundred | and the cloth is a trifle ome a less firmly 
weight of charcoal powder. woven thau the coarsest tow cloth. For many 

In rural districts, where common fuel is oft-| purposes for which coarse linen fabrics are 
en very expensive, gas, manufactured in port- | now used, the corn husk cloth, as already man- j 
able works, would be largely used for culinary | ufactured, is well adapted. If the process of : 
purposes, as it now is where the supply of gas manufacture can be so improved, as the invent- || : 
is constant and cheap. But there is no neces- | or claims, as to make finer qualities equally |) 3 
sity to convert petroleum in-o gas, in order to| well, the importance of this new process can 7 
use itas fuel. Stoves have been constructed | hardly be overrated. In this country especial- ; 
for the combustion of this substance without | ly, where the raw material is already produced i 
the use of a glass chimney, and without the | in the utmost abundance, the discovery of these ; 
production of smoke. It will necessarily from | new qualities will be like the creation of a new F 
its cheapness, supercede alcohol, which is com- | article of manufacture, that shall cost nothing 
monly used as fuel for cooking purposes during | in the outset, and be capable of supplying one 
the summer months. And we may soon look | of our most costly wants.” 3 
for its adoption as fuel for the generation af >. 

steam in our ocean steamers, where economy | 2 The British Parliament has appropria- 
in balk and weight is so great a desideratum. | 1o4 £116,695 (about $588.000) for scientific ; 
= rae pons and art institutions for the present year. There 

een are 88 ae of art a or. in which 

Tae Lowest Race.—Prof. Owen has given | 8 91,741 students, for which £45,700 are ap- + 
it as his opinion that the lewest specimens of plied. TheSouth Kensington Museum receives 
humaniiy which the world affords are the An- | £83,590; the Geological Society, £11,000.— || 
damans, who inhabit the Andaman Islands, in| The British Museum receives a specific dona- || 
the Bay of Bengal. They are of diminutive | tion not included in the above. 
stature, very slender limbs,jand jet black. ora 
They have no utensils which will resist fire,| eR. Tha ree of the arch in building is 
and they cannot be induced to confer with | traced to Thebes, where one was discovered 
strangers. The language of this people has|that bore an inscription dated 1540 B. C., or 
not the least affinity with any other known. | 460 years before Solomon’s temple was built.
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: ics. Zinc, value OL, ,.sseeseesssesseseseeeee4sneGOUAE... 72,600 

3 ' Ratignal ftatistica Tend, wale of am ora 

i [From a Circular recently ssued by the Commissioner of | Nickel; Waline Gf.ccaccccswsss- dollars... 28,176 

: sotor Ageiguiture. ] Goal, within ne nrrn Ag 2.380.990 

; sinus AGRIOULTURAL eee ne st Cal Wale la gel 19960,265 

aschecsstbsecetensessesncsereenecseaee by 57 ‘ean in tates......8q. = 5 

‘fete pialonretdg..ssscsscscosseeenrsotetocesote| 4) 4875908 ee tere 1,092,450 

Fa le ORE LOE Ye a eo 1,092,450 
= | Coal oil; daily flow from wells in Pennsyl- 

Total, factuding’ Tndians,....ce-cucsseene 31,749,981 VARIN ses bibefeesnrseernnnnensennttn ee DOFFORS..- 8,717 
———— | Salt, value of, manufactured in the United 

Area of the United Sats, wa wiles meee States, 1860.rsccsscoreceeeeeswneseeeee dollars... 2, 265,802 

gate: personal property, $16,150,616,’ FISCAL. RESOURCES, NATIONAL DEBT, ac. 

‘Value of productions of industry, ‘dollars... 1,900,000, 000 
Hee oe ree TAPHM ccccereo-Al0...n+ 6,080,873, 801 | AGE Sate value of imports in the year 
Cash vig of farming implements and B00 naswssacseseeccseeseeereeeseeeeeeeesOllars... 384,359,458 

a ae nt 247,027,486 | Aggregate value of CxpOrtiaccccccccseeedlOsscsse 248,500,454 

apna a deen 1,101 orale | Cue, OF tener under the reciprocity 

‘ ae eee a eepored cs, ate idde ar 9 2SapSn eee Great nccssSesesenrssevseeoeeerenneceer GOURD.” 20,010,422 

Yale arr ao... 208, Sak | meme ee Cnited States......--toms.- 5 530,608 
Fee gape aii. washes. Pie Oe AAT | Tonnage, vale Of-.ceeeeneeeeeesn dollars. 221,692,092 

Rye CLOP svvrsecceqeyeseseeoveneeeenseeeessOnyeeer,: 20,076,288 C . - 

Nanas ‘to. Saag ts For | Fisheries, the product of 1860........d0~.-- 12,024,092 

Oi an $72,654,088 | Excess of specie and bullion impart ster 4 

i Ree eI pounds... 187,140,178 OPE enssevnseeneeseeerrsseesseeesOllars..- 16,548,681 

4 Se imp Re ag TT Revenue from customs and public lands...... 49,452,784 

Giana colton hales, 460 e.- 5,198,077 | Total of the national debt December 1, 

1 WoO! ceccoscssssressssorscrcvssssnenveeseeepounds.., 60,511,343 186 LecreesecesecnseeessecsecssceceseedseeeecGOllarn... 257,540,035 

Fred et peak hushels... 15,188,013 | Estimated quantity of coin, in the United 

Trish Potmtoess..sssssssssseveessseeenseesste lO vsssee 110,571,201 | States.......-sssee--ee-eeeeee+e-$275, 000,000 to 200,000,000 

Beeot putattemcninccaecemreengneeqsOrnons 1,006,808 | Numpber off aaikit-sn-ssoor nie ress 1,642 

Barkey iispessciicsscsssssusnvteetneseenen Occ. |!) '15, 6855109 | Banke Capital. ....scccccnsssssseceeeee dollar... 421,800,085 

Be roeceeOeneny,  1T, 008,816 | Cireutation Of, Dasiie-16-—— ne 80 207,192,477 

: acer et chard producte.........dollars... 19,759,861 | Spirituous liquors distilled.......---gatone-- $8,092,983 

i Valte Of orca ar ee cnnrcecacee-gallons,,. _ _1,860,008 | Spiritous liquors, value of........-.dollare..- 24,253,176 

Wine «cies of market gardenia.c.-dollars... 15,541,027 | Malt liquors brewed. ..-.--------gallomee- 3,239, 545 

i Peet Ot neternesventeseesPOUDAS,... $00,809,854 | Malt liquors, value of,.-c.----ve-e----d0MarRee 18,901,135 

Chere i cescsscranetcnesesessssccceene@Dcconee 105,675,155 
3 Hay See 19,129,198 ‘RATIROUIA, 0- 

i OVET BOCd......scecceeseseesverseeeeeee ee DUSheLS... 929,010 | Aggre’te length of railroads, 1860...,.miles... 81,1964 

i Gaaan age sl poet 900,886 | Cost of construction......sesseeerees---dollars... 1, 166,422,729 

j Hemp, dew rotted.......-+ss+sss+sseeess ODS +++ 83,247 | City passe nger railroads.......+..+0-+.-miles... 402 

1 Hemp, water rotted........-sss.s-s+e 1-0-0000 31943 | Coct of construction.........-..----dollars...
 14,862,840 

: Hemp, other prepared.........-....-0+-+- 0.00. 17,800 | Length of internal navigation........-miles... 30,000 

& Ope .t.ssssessssevesesssseesessossnseesnneeeesPOUNGS ++ 11,010,012 | Dength of lines of telegraph....---..-----10-.--- 49,009 

3 Op in ee GO-n > 34783, 079 | By am act of Congress of July 1, 1802, & 

9 HTK COCOODB.......essssessseeeenessensnse eeedlO nes eee 6,562 | charter was granted to the Atlantic and 

Maple ugh ncscccscorscc-eretyercce- ervey 38,808,884 | "Pacific Railroad Company, with a capital 

Cane SUGAP..ccccccsccccceeeesseceeeee oli ., TOS. «- 3021205 | Of sssesssseseeeibeneinsesenmensneeecennesseG0l@re.-. 100,000,000 

Cane gallons... 16,837,080 | For ‘the ‘construction of a, railroad, with 

Sorghum MOlASsG§..cccccwcccscccceerO... 7,285,025) Thranchies, fram the Mississippi river, to 

Maple molasses........+---sessssssssssneeseestO nes e+ 1,944,504 | the Pacific ocean, about............-..miles... 1,800 

Beeswax and honey......-+-+-+-++e++--Pounds... 26;386,855 | In aid of this collossal enterprise, Congress 

j Value home-made manufactures...dollars... 24,858,222) has ‘made a very liberal donation, by grants 

: ‘Yalu of cotton goods produced in the year of public lands lying on the route, and s 

ending June 1 1800.benne-enee- dollars... 115,137,926 | loan of thirty years six per cent. United 

‘Value of woolen produced.....do...... 68,865,963 | States bonds, to the amount of about... $80,000,000 | 

Leather lecledissveerssilisiecceiOeras }? 68,000,761 ere 

4 Boots and shoes manufactured in the year ‘ vaeeenn , 

ending June 1, 1860.............---..dollars.... $0,549,900 ‘The number of principal colleges and professional schools 

Yatne of apknal blamatitered.s.s---..d0 412,871,058 | ip Sve Upited Bates including theological, law, and medi- 

ERS GP ittdeat ce nlaccrcee | 93900,073 | eal, IA I560, wor 233. By an act of Congress, of July 2, 

Number of asses and mmules.......-0-0-+0-000+000" 1,296,339 | 1862, about 10,000,000 acres of public lands were appro- 

q Number of shoep....cc------.sscccsrccssssseeeeeeeese 24,823,566 priated for the support of colleges and schools for the ben- 

Re ee is locas: ART OO | nem meroeleare. o, the mechanic arts in the several 

ate ON anne nc rcceeececcicie: | SORE S10) Ceram and Territories of the Union. Five millions of per- 

Agricaltural implements produced in the cons received instruction in the educational institutions of 

Pinited Btateas cccaco-cee----dollars,.. 17,802,514 | the United States in the y0%r, ending June, 1860. |The sys- 

Value of sewing mackinsd,cc..d0.... -*/ 5,606,885 | femof common ‘school education has been adopted in near- 

‘Number of patents issued for improvements ly all the free States. 

and inventions in agriculture in 1861....... B21 ee ee 

Newspapers sand peri cal 1800 4,051 Army Chaplains. 

’ ue of am engines and machine- = ag * 

ee 47,118,350| According to the National Banner, the edi- 

MINERAL PRODUCTS, £C- tor of which has taken pains to ascertain, the | 

Gold from California, in 1859.........dollars... 47,744,402 chaplains of the army are: . 

Silver coined at Mint.......+.1.seseeeeersdOrrree 610,011 Methodistt,.....-.-seoseeoseneeccenesseesenrsensescreeee
necessssODO third 

QUIcKSILVET «...-..-.00-sceeeseseeeeeeeeres afl. '15'023 | New-School Drosbiyterianity.cconvvvesveeesenesenso
ne -£fth, 

Ghicksliver, “value of-uicc...c.-dollars... |’ 2,000,000 | Congregationalists, nectstevec nvsouecnvebbdsbasneessesohe-BeveDth, 

COpperssssercsseecgrnnessreeesnnersesecenneesestODSrreee
 14,432 Seplsoopallams,.nvnescccsscsseerssseeonneps 

janine ORO*BOVEDED, 

Carpet wh fr 3,316,516 Be pete, 

q Pig ir 00 cs...--sescsenseeeeeservtsvnnensensnatODBoveee $84" 474 | Old-School Presbyterians, ..n.ncc-veeewe--one-twontleth, 

Pig iron, value Of..-sccsswccesssees-Gollars... 19,487,790 itera sseveeevcseonecencoseestesinanesineedne-OremstoeD, 

{
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We find in the Huropean Times the following | ~~~ 3 
list of all England’s iron-cased ships and float- Parents, Visit Your Schools. _ : 
ing batteries, building or afloat : They ( ts) ee fieeite aul f ss ae “They (parents) were in the of visit- . 

i aie mae anaes Speed | ing schools often, that they might know their f 
power. inkn’ts/ condition and mark their progress in every 

DITION: <n--ssonntbansetone revere srceerveesonseeed cde 141 | branch of study. They taught and questioned IAigh tate chacienontonechreeesocoerrsotseete oa OD 143 | their children in the long winter evenings at 
Northunsberiandy TTT «fg. | home, and in other ways co-operated so actively 
bain her raerecs nc errr eee, — 15 with the teacher that much was accomplished 

vetteetenneereeeeeneenenes seeees at ii ii i inom, Prince Aiterin a Hao HP | ima Hitile time." 27. Humphrey 
AFLOAT. The truth contained in the above extract, 

Warrior cI sa though uttered thirty years ago and with re- 
Nacsa sanesccicssion sic 11.356 3 Resistance. voce oo Tazat | ference to the early efforts to promote popular 

FLOATING BATTERIES. education in this country, is no less important 
HrebUs--o---roseeeressseneneennneeeeeneeereere 200 about 5.5 | now than then. All modern changes and im- BRI, ss ccsconsatocsnsslincieee aaa AN eT ir ocr = Thunderbolt,.....-sssvwnssssneseesseeeeneneee 200 “ 5.5 | provements in our school systems will fail to Fi 

Woop buiLt.— Building. accomplish the desired end, unless there be 4 

Oovan, neyo BE. | ative and persevering effort on the part of pa- d 
aces ecg oe: pe | fae Tee achat Serhan: gol apeeeet 

Baterprist, ona eo 7950, | Cdveation, erecting commodions school houses, ; 
convenes. furnishing suitable text books and employing ; 

Royal Sovereign,..........cccscceseeceeceeeeeess 800 12.25 | well qualified teachers, is not all of the parent’s 

AEE duty ; nor should he cease his efforts, when he Prince Consort,...sssvsseessssssesssssseresennen se] 000 124 2 set e 
Bes eama sace has taken special pains, if need be, to have his 

BAMA, cosocesssensesesseneeeernneenerneeerseeeny 200about 6.0 | Children attend punctually and constantly. 
Thunder IT Tgp S83. | Something more is requisite—something which 

" Ohda Wena ae eee : es will add double value to his other labors. This 
Of the iron-built vessels, the Prince Albert | . sas 

and the three floating batteries are, or are to | *® ccotuent are, ie a ponent es 0 a 
be, wholly cased with armor plating, the rest | unfailing interest in his children’s studies. 
wend 3 of eee Fi oe ant The benefits arising from visiting schools is nterprize are e partially cased, the res Poa : wholly. Only the Prince Albert and the Roy- threefold, viz: encouragement and stimulus to 
al Sovereign are to be fitted with Coles’ cupo-| the teacher, incitement to greater diligence on 
las; the rest with masts. the part of the scholars, and especially an in- 

ee are . :, : 
To Dereer Exrrosrve Coat O11.—Many dis- | Centive to greater industry and application by 

asters have been occasioned by the use of ex-| the visitor's own children. The parent’s pres- 
plosive coal oil. The following recipe for as- s . eat 
certaining whether the article is explosive or | “7° ** He pena ome ee ik eee 
not, may, therefore, prove useful. Pour a/|the conscientious teacher in his labors. His 
a ae. _ a caaes aan ue a oe duties and respohsibilities are of no trifling match slowly down to explosive. the . t 

oil will blaze and flash up almost like powder; character. The thought that he is making, on 
if not explosive, it will not burn at all. The| tender and susceptible minds, impressions ei- 
very light coal and rock oils should be used | ther for good or evil, which will never be efface with caution for burning in lamps, as they are 4 
mueh more volatile, and equally as dangerous | &; that by some careless word or thoughtless 
as the old explosive lamp mixtures Se eeobot act, he may cause a single mind to be directed 
and turpentine. The burning oils which are |. ¥ 
now commonly used are of a much lower spe- a ee wet caloulated to make 
cific gravity than those that were in common | the teacher feel that his work is one of no or- 
use about eighteen months ago. They are| dinary importance, and that he needs wisdom 
quite cheap, clear, free from the fetid smell of a some kd To kn 
old coal oils. and not so liable to smoke.—On- | #24 strength superior to his own. To know 
tario Times. that he has the parent’s sympathy and co-ope- 

: 

.
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{ ration tends, not @ little, to lighten the teach-|is praiseworthy, but it is not enough. Stop 

i er’s labors and inspire him with new resolution | not here, when your presence in the school- 

and corresponding effort to make his school | room may make the teacher’s instructions more 

: what it can and ought to be. efficacious. Say not, other parents do not visit . 

5 Frequent visits will often prevent that dis-| schools, but set the example, and they will fol- 

satisfaction which arises in the minds of pa-| low it, and thereby you will be the means of 

rents, from not understanding existing cireum-| interesting others in a good cause. Go not 

stances or from perplexing disadvantages un-| once only, but often. The oftener you go, the 
der which tha teacher labors. It will enable | more interested you will become. Say not, I 

the parent to enter more fully into the plans | will visit the school next month, or next week, 

whereby the teacher would promote the useful-| but do it now. Say, reader, whether parent or 

¢ ness of his labors, and make the instrumental- | not, will you visit your school? 

4 ities provided by the community for the ad- N. F. Arxis. 

2 vancement of education more effective. Tovtoy, Ill. 

& The presence of parents has decidedly a ben- | og erat SEE 

eficial effect on all the members of the school. Pehoe MeseaRadieetisas. 

; Children love to be noticeed; they will take | The dedication of churches has been prac- 
i special pains to do well when they know that | ticed from the earliest times, and ceremonies, 

their labors are to be witnessed by their pa- | more or less imposing, have long been common 
rents. The thought that their success, arising | #t the laying of corner stones of collegiate and 

3 from particular and long continued effort, will | other public institutions; but the dedication 
‘ be approved and commended by those whom | of common school-houses is a custom of very 

they love and respect, while their misconduct | recent introduction. But why should it not 
and unfaithfulness in preparing lessons, will| become universal? The true theory of the 

be a source of grief and disapprobation, is a | common school is that it is the nursery of the 

: strong stimulus to a conscientious pupil. youth of the country—uot alone of the intel- 

: Visiting schools affords opportunity to see | lectual powers, but also of the moral and phys- 

under what disadvantages the teacher labors, | ical. In other words, the school is established 

and prepares parents to co-operate with him | for the development of the whole being of the 

in removing them. There are, in almost all| child, and what work can be more important? 

schools, defects and hindrances, which lie be- | what more sacred? 

yond the teacher’s reach, and which might be If, then, it be proper to dedicate a temple 

removed, were they generally known to the pa- | to the worship of God, is it not also fitting that | 

rents of the district. But, for want of this|the school-edifice be consecrated by public 

knowledge, they continue to exist, term after | ceremonials to the noble, divine work of edu- | 

term, and the school is not so productive of | cating the youth of the land in those princi- 

good as it might be. Would parents visit their | ples, material and spiritual, that shall fit them 

schools, their defects would become manifest, | for the responsible duties of citizens of the 

and with a little effort might be removed. Pa-| Republic, and entitle them to the just rewards 

rents, will you visit your scheols? Say not} of virtuous men and women? 

that you have no time. Take time, though it} But the dedication of the school-house is not 

be at the expense of other interests. The ed-| only befitting; it is likewise eminently caleu- 

‘ uéation of your chidren is of paramount im- | lated to promote the success of the school there- 

portance. If you can aid or encourage them | in to be held, by awakening on its behalf the . 

in the least, to strengthen their minds an@| interest of the whole community in the midst | 

treasure up knowledge, it is no light matter | of which it is located, 

not todo it. Say not you have instruction of} In view of the vast consequences which hang 

one in whom you have entire confidence. This| upon the success with which it is managed,



| 
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there is really very little interest manifested! No office should be Tagarded with greater 
: : ; respect. The finest minds in the communit by the people of this country in the city, town, cholate ‘mn ea th eit Pare 

oF, neighborhood school. The cheapest, and | should do all but impoverish: themselves to in. 
hence the poorest, teachers are often employ- shoe sack 8. beopase. he gnprians a Sri i eee e n. ey should never have the least ed, CARY eniences and even Ponferte OFA fre- iety to accumulate property for their child- 
quentiy neglected, to the great detriment of | ren, provided they can be placed under influ- 
the school thus badly inaugurated, and parents, | ¢nces which will awaken their faculties, inspire hei li os hildren bh, them with higher principles, and fit them to the immortal interests of whose children have bear a manly, useful and honorable part in the 
been thus stingily provided for, rarely—in| world. No lauguage can explain the folly of 
some instances, never—visit the school-room | that economy, which, to leave a fortune toa i. child, starves his intellect and impoverishes to stimulate and encourage teacher and child- | pig heart.—Dr. Channing. 
ren. Practically, to the citizens of such a 

neighborhood, the district eee is a sort of The Old School-House Stove. 
matter of course, and is accordingly left to — - | 
take care of itself. The effect of the dedica-| _ That old stove should bean object of attrac- 
tion of a new school-house would be to arrest | tion and friendship. On it depends, in a meas- 
the attention of those who have never given | UT our advancement and our comfort. With- 

their thoughts to the importance of the inter- | Ut it, the echool-room would be a human barn 
ests involved, to quicken those who, though —the abode of desolation and cheerlessness ; 

theoretically the friends of education, have al- | but with it it is a spot ankes ey human 
lowed themselves to become neglectful and hopes, and the most pleasing recollections. 

practically indifferent; and, finally, to fasten| But the old stove, like many unfortunate 

the conviction upon the whole community that | persons, does not enjoy uninterrupted friend- 

even the common school is an institution worthy | Ship and regard, though it warms and soothes 
of the attention and cordial co-operation of | the just and the unjust, the friend and the 
the people, if not, indeed, the most important | stranger alike, yet it is an innocent target for 
of all the noble and beneficent institutions of |many an assault of scorn and contempt, for 
this great commonwealth. many a profane and scurrilous epithet. Im- g 

i The foregoing remarks were suggested by the | agine the “big boys” of the neighborhood 4 
recent dedication of a handsome and commo-| seated around it, as they have been hundreds 7 
dious school-house in the village of Stoughton. | of times. When conversation begins to fail, q 
The people of town and country were present when the war of words begins to subside, for 
in great numbers, and the exercises—embrac- | want of fresh conversational material, then 
ing, after.a proper organization, a dedicatory | the old stove is taken up for discussion, its de- 

i prayer, speeches and music—were highly in- | fects and frailties are vigorously commented 
| teresting, and will be remembered by the peo- | upon, it is declared to be an intolerable plague, 

ple of at least one generation with emotions of | a public nuisance, and a universal eye-sore ; 
pleasure and pride; while the influence of the |it is jammed, kicked, and spit upon in deris- 
proceedings cannot fail largely to promote the | ion, while at the same time the excited speak- 
highest success of the school. ers are enjoying its advantages, and are 

We would. be glad 2 see the example 50] stiracted to the very spot by the comfort which 
worthily set by the intelligent and enterprising it imparts. 
people of Stoughton, Clinton, and possibly one : 1 * % When the summer months are with us, and or two other localities, universally copied. : 

the burning sun prompts us to take refuge 

| Tuer Hicu Orrice or rox TeackEeRr.—There | from the intensity of his fiery rays, then the 
| is no higher office than that of a teacher of | old school-house stove is regarded as a cum- 

youth; for there is nothing on earth so pre- : oiee 
cious as the mind, soul, and character of a | Persome and unsightly appendage ; it is con- 

child. sidered as a heap of rust and old iron that is 

er
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¥ painful to see, and annoying: to walk around. | gard it as a mementé ofold years and old 

j It is the cause of a slight tinge of shame on | friendships. J.T. Daur. 

the face of a neighbor, and a smile of surprise | eee 
and ridicule in the stranger. It is considered 

a stain on the character of the neighborhood, THE HOME. wor 

and a blot on the fame of their public spirit e 
A Lover’s Vow. 

and enterprise. Its broken and patched sides, Ee 

its cracked top, its shattered door, as well as BY faith thats heh acon cam 
the tottering, dingy old stove pipe, are all icone beens ben rll bright, 
looked upon with wrinkles and frowns. By childhood’s smile, and manhood’s tear; BY pleasure’s day, and sorrow’s year; 

But when the keen blasts of winter visit us, al bemap that teonnee etter 
j and our frames are penetrated by its chilling 70 Jy 5 Bat $2 hoe or, Sear; 

j advances, the stove becomes a popular and in- Ta pads ave th storns ec shine, 

: fluential favorite. No sooner do persons enter ” t. K. Manvar. 

the room than they immediately patronize the pele Paneer es 

stove, and supply their perishing bodies with Ap Eabien, 
® satisfactory amount of its vitality. Arms Vann sane 
are unloosec from the forms of playmates, and Lay alee fn tho cold wet ground 
are affectionately extended around the rusty mina Sin caer few 
old stove pipe. The hands of friendship are i haut ‘ 

: unclasped, and.are patiently held to the stove The tempeut its oe 

4 to invoke its favor. What crowding and striv- cpa ons meinen, yy 

j ing there is to gain the coveted place where ‘ria iit weary tad! 

the rays of warmth from its crimson sides an- But the April came, 

nihilate the aches, the agonies, and the bitter- ao wine grew tame, 

q ness of winter! One stray sunbeam 
: Broke through the dream 

What exploits have been narrated, what aypan Seiatenmsaprents Rage 

experience has been given, what revelations Teen nen be 

have been disclosed, what prophecies have been Its ee in een glee; 

sent forth, what judgments have been exercis- og pilltany the e bias 
ed, what wishes have been expressed, and what meee yi 

news have been circulated around that stove| Story Reapinc.—At a certain age, ehild- 
by hundreds of bei in almost ren of both sexes delight in stories. It is as 

r iti a ‘ wane site ae be ost every | natural as it is for them to skip, run and jump, 
condition and circumstance in life, and som} instead of walking at the staid pace of their 
resting in the grave! What an inconceivable | grandparents. Now, some parents—very well 
amount of joy, sorrow, love, fear, hate, re-| Meaning ones too—think they do a wise thing 

I : when they deny this most innocent craving 
venge, and agony, enclosed in childhood hearts, | any legitimate outlet. They wish to cultivate, 
has moved around that stove! Volumes would | they say, ‘a taste for solid reading.” They 
not contain their history; language could not = per tou) eS ne Fone - - basta babe 

describe them, pencil could not portray them, | for it. The taste for meat will come when the 

for they were the interior workings of the heart | Child has teeth to chew it; so will the iaste for 
ped fro : anerk! ‘solid reading” as the mind matures, i. e., if 

-ihidden trom human sight. it is mot made to hate it by having it forced 
. violently upon its attention dury the story-lov- And, also, when we cea the forests that ing period. That “there is @ time for all 

have been consumed within that stove, the la-| things,” is truer of nothing more than this. 
bor and enterprise that have been bestowed | Better om paraeapsat sue admit it and 

+ 2 41,4 @ too severe re; upon it, and the memories and associations ee ees Pg cealiby, eae 
that cluster around it, it isnot diffieult to re-| reading. — Fanny Fern.
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Good Taste. Never too. Old to Learn. eae: ‘ ‘ a ¥ t . : ” Socrates, at an extreme age, learned to pla: Good taste is the “luminous shadow” of all ” Bes play qhe virtues. “Tt 18 social discretion, it is intel. | 0m musioal ae ot the jparpede of té- lectual kindness, it is external modesty and mak Nacht = sears @ rin a Propriety, it is apparent unselfishness. It tol Hite & Te line or 28° thought proper wounds no feelings, it infringes on no deco- Pacts nad a tatioa ™ ° Tums, it respects all scruples. A man thus gi es evi ae and eighty, gifted, even though he be not a wit, spreads a sommenced 9 snare Latin. ‘a ook genial influence about him from the trust he eedeeaate: ai Fe san s ee aaraigte inspires. The stiff man can unbend, the cold Se esas ae a helah Polite literature, y ‘4 man can thaw, the fastidious can Tepese on oe T ease islee ae ee oe ere him. No one is committed to more than he ine other ia. 4, Dante and Petrarch being chooses ; no ungenerous use is made of an un- . 4 . : usual or comment impulse. Good taste is ace Henry Spelman neglected the sciences in practical, though not deep knowledge of char- ne a gommenced, pe omar of som acter; it is perception of the distinctive Points | Wen ees thi ae Ravahoa Bieede of every occasion; and thus it reconciles and a oe) edad Sake er harmonizes, where bad taste perpetuates dif- Cote api guarian oe mau ist re ferences, and necessitates Separations. And t ae af * oRtanea kk tae dar ho yet, we by no means wish to make good taste a g cea ee | ee synonym either for virtue or intellect—it is “ on . t th t of heindona rather that quatity which sets off both at their a Sites s ae nt Bee 0 ” ti ei best. It is an affair, in some degree, of social & ates Mei . eens aa ‘en Vol. training—it is one aspect of knowledge of the | ™es- hi ore ee a by'Vol- world. Those who are little in general socie- —_ xf oe orice o ai = ner ty—who confine themselves to family inter- ae wae et of (he progress of age, in course, or to that of a set or clique, whatever 7 % the position, whatever the intellectual or mor-| _Ogilby, the hie en ne 7 al pretentions of that clique—are almost sure | ¥88 Se sa atin.end Greek, till he to fail in it in new scenes. ree ea Franklin, did not fully commence his Philo- All persons of a single idea, engrossed by | sophical pursuits till he had reached his fifti- one object, are perpetually infringing on the | eth year. rules of good taste. If they are religious, | Accorso, a great lawyer, being asked why he they are pragmatical and intolerant, regard- | began the study of law so late, answerdd, that less of sensibilities. If they are useful, they |indeed he had began it late, but he should do their work with unnecessary fuss. If they | therefore master it the sooner. are learned, or deep, or clever, they make/ Dryden, in his sixty-eighth year, commenced those good giftsunpopular. If they are grave, |the translation of the /liad; and his most ; they are a check and restraint. They fail in| pleasing productions were written in his old every social crisis. In every difficulty they | age. : take the wrong way. They are forward when Se oy eae ave cat they ought to be retiring—their diffidence is Sketch of Luther by Carlyle. constantly misplaced. There is no knowing 2 . 8 where such people are—to what lengths an A coarse, rugged, pishisn Suse tt ie mith | emergency or excited spirits will drive them. — pene ff eaeel a apes Bat ta bi Tt is the cause of half the seeming injustice | Passionate energy and appetite! But’ in his of society, dark eyes were floods of sorrow and deepest 

melancholy; sweetness and mystery were all | The man of bad taste cannot comprehend | there. Often did they seem to meet in Luther why things are not tolerated in him which are | the very same opposite poles in man’s charac- allowed in others. He is the last to see that |ter. He for whom Ritchie had said that his the presence or absence of a correct taste | words were half battles, he, when he first be- make the same practice or amusement agreea- | gan to preach, suffered unheard agony. -‘Oh! i ble or repugnant—that nothing can be judged | Dr. Stanpitz,” said he to the viear-general of fairly without taking the manner of doing it | his order, “I shall die in three months; in- into consideration He is therefore, forever | deed, I cannot do it.” Dr. Geenpi @ wise grumbling at the inconsistencies and partiali- | and considerate man, said, upon this, “Well, ties of mankind. The fact is, every hinge | Sir Martin, if you. must die, you must; but with some people, grates and creaks, at each | remember that they need good heads up yon- turn jarring on sensitive nerves; while good | der, too: so preach man, preach, and then live taste is the oil which keeps the machinery of | or die, as it happens!” So Luther preached society, with the least wear and tear, noise- | and lived, and he became, indeed, one great lessly and profitably at work.—London Satur- whirlwind of energy, to work without resting day Review. in this world; and also, before he died, he 

Ce
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THE WISCONSIN FARMER. 29 ¢ aie a li led ata i pene : Re ee oe : wrote very many, books—books in which the | of them, that he would willingly have sacri a true man appeared; for in the midst of all they | ficed his meals rather than se wars in 4 denounced and cursed, what touches of tender- his enjoyment.. This great sensibility was ob- ness lay. Look at the Table Talk, for ex-|servable-as soon as he could make his feelings amples, é $ understood. Frequently he said to those about e see in ita little bird, haying slighted on|him, “Do you love me well?” and, when in the bough of a pear tree that grew in Luther’s sport he was answered in the negative, tears garden. Luther looked upon it and said: immediately began to flow. He upon whom ‘That little bird, how it covers its wings, and nature bestowed so much vigor of imagination, will sleep there so still and fearless, though | so little physical strength, never seemed des. over it are the infinite starry spaces and the tined to attain longevity. Slightly constructed great blue depths of immensity, yet it fears | and feeble in. constitution, he required more not—it is at home; the God that made it too mental repose than his necessities would allow. is there.” The same gentle spirit of lyrical | His mind did not yield, but his body gave way. admiration is in the other passages of his teeinteepnationiins. book. Coming home from Leipsic in the au- a La tumnal season, he breaks forth rh living won- DOMESTIC ECONOMY. der at the fields of corn. ‘How it stands ——= there,” he says, ‘erect on the beautiful taper| Cranperry Roun.—Stew a quart of cran- . stem, and bending its beautiful golden head | berries in just water to keep them from burn- with bread in it—the bread of man sent tohim| ing; make it very sweet, strain it through 'a t another year.” Such thoughts as these are as cullander, and set it away to cool. When quite little windows, through which we gaze into the | cool make a paste as for apple pudding, spread interior of the depths of Martin Luther’s soul, | the cranberries about an inch thick, roll it up and see visible across its tempests and clouds | in a floured cloth and tie it close at the ends; a whole heaven of light and love. He might | boil it two hours, and serve it with sweet sauce. “ have painted—he might have sung—could}. Stewed apples, or any other kind of fruit, have been beautiful like Raphael, and great | ™y be served in the same way. ; like Michael Angelo. A Dressina ror Sanpwicues.—Take half 5 

a pound of nice butter, 3 tablespoonsfull of : Morart. ae uae, s lite white or ate Pepper, a The ‘compositions of Mozart are of every | little salt, the yolk of one egg i, braid this all kikdyand bo times that even a bare list os together very sinoothly, and set it on the ice to . cool. Chop very fine some tongue and ham 38 ; Ce ee eet ce siven. But. from the Sonata | Higr) inne very fine same tox added. Cut th to the Symphony, from the simplest romance bread very thin aa with tara ae : to the most elaborate musical drama, he, whose fen, vecd over ike meat, then the bread. ati 4 career was stopped before he had completed prsed fe topethve very hard. Trim off the edges his thirty-sixth y; ear—composed in every im-| thot the sandwiches may be all one size. aginable style, and excelled in all. In each 
class he furnished models of the greatest at-| How ro Maxe Ciper Wixr.—J. H. Keck, tainable excellence; exquisite melodies, Pro- | of Macon Co., Ill., gives the following method found harmonies, the playful, the tender, the | in the Country Gentleman: pathetic, and the sublime, are to be found| Take pure cider, made from sound, ripe ba amongst his works. Yet he to whom all the ples, as it runs from the Press, put 60 pounds really civilized parts of the world are so deep- | of common brown sugar into 15 gallons of the ly indebted for the increase, to an almost in- | the cider and let it dissolve; then put the mix- calculable amount, of the stock of an innocent | ture into a clean barrel, fill it up withim two and intellectual pleasure, scarcely ever enjoyed | gallons of being full, with clean cider ; put the @ moment’s respite from ill-requited labor and | ask into a cool place, leaving the bung out for corroding anxieties; few, not in a state of act- | forty-eight hours ; then put in the bung with a ual want, ever suffered more from the evils of | Small vent, until fermentation wholly ceases, poverty, and re who left so valuable a ees ee jens aaa ro in Sea coiege? ure to mankind had not, in the hour of jeath, Pa ; the consolation of feeling that he had been. able mo longer it mens upon the lees the an to s against the miseries of dependance | ~ ie haat et Cdual to grape wine when an aifectionsto wife and her helpless children. | TShtly managed. His steong disposition for music developed it-| Rexovina Rusty STains rRom Marsie.— self when he had scarcely completed his third Rusty stains upon marble stairs or curbs of year. His delight was in seeking out thirds railings, into rok iron raili are secured, on the harpsichord of his sister, and his joy may be easily removed with a iene of oxal- was unbounded when he succeeded in discov- ic acid. About one ounce of this acid, dissoy- ering one of these harmonious concords. Be- ed in a quart of hot water, will beof. sufficient forwhe began to manifest a predilection for strength. It may be applied with a clean cot- music, his amusements were like those of other ton rag supenge. All traces of the acid must children; and so ardent was he in the pursuit } be removed afterwards with clean water. A
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a : thin cot of varnish (by dissolving some white| HEALTH AND DISEASE. I wax in refined turpentine.) app! warm to ==... I | marble in which iron railings are fastened, Breathing Poison. i prevents the rust from entering its pores. _ i 

‘* Who’s breathing poison ?”’ Every one who $2 dia sscompas t=. 
confines himself in a close apartment, without Cooking Beef Steak. 

pice! si some adequate opening in wall, or:window, or 
‘‘Mrs. Hutton ! Mrs. Hutton! what on earth | door, for'the admission of pure air. 

are you pounding to make such @ deafning] A pure atmosphere contains about ene two- noise? I want you a minute.” thousandth. part of » gas which is. i “ 
“Well I am here,” (her face all in a roxy | "ousan rata gae, wie hie _ ite glow, Peeps above the fence, ) not pounding on | With the damps in wells, and which, if ‘increas- 

f earth at all, but on my meat board, not to make | ed in amount, at last becomes fatal in ita effects. 
, eae He nae a aa Fr Being heavier than common sir, it sometimes i mph ! you are facetious ull morn- . } ing; bar Sareea of beef steaks, how do you settles down and accumulates in deep pits and 
generally cook them ?”’ wells in such quantities as to be fatal to human 
“Qh! the a fashioned way, either frying | life. Agitation of the atmosphere las a :ten- : 

or broiling. ‘he latter I prefer, as the steak i ‘ ‘ , > in that, wey. oe one ait rie a dency, by mixing the rms with te health: 
ere yet it is a rosting process tothe | ful gases, to prevent their accumulation, upon 

cook’s face and fingers, and when the coals are| and near the surface of the earth, and this is 
— a oe = also. dor an idebrea.| OM! %f &° Brent offices of the winds, “which, ye ! now I can lay you under an idebted- . S 4 
ness to me which the presence of a whole roast- though they euRpe mee, strand a ship or sink a ed ox couldn’t cancel. It is how to broil beef| fleet, a thousand times compensate the world steak in a frying pan, and have it done in three | ¢, hl b ifyi i ill- otligkee. My frying 24 being Mined Vie ds, for such losses, by purifying the air for mil 
I place it — the stove and let it become hot, | ons to breathe. 
very hot. In the meantime I pangie the steak;/ But it is this same carbonic acid which is ex- < it chance to bea plone of sirloin so much 2 i e better, ) Pepper and salt it then lay it in,the | haled from the lungs of man and all animals ; ary, hot pan, which I eee! as Seek so that wherever there is much breathing, there 

bacon oe ete to pda tae, a there must be an accumulation of much poison. 4 . 
it, but in a few seconds it becomes loosened and | In every public hall, in every church or school 
juicy ; every half minute or so I turn the steak, | room, therefore, when crowded, and mot thor- but am careful to keep it as much under cover i et = shite as possible ; when nearly done, I lay a small} Ughly ventilated, the air must inevitably be- 

| ~~ of butter on it, and if I want much gravy | come foul, producing the legitimate effects of 
} — ad secroeyy trae ra setrong Sere the narcotic poison referred to—dullness, sleep- 

into the pan, it is ready for the table.”? iness, stupor. 
" ~ Why, you astonish me! What doesittaste| If school directors, church trustees’! and 

i pans she a dntudasseyaarariaaee ehurch-gocrs only knew how much of, what ‘¢ most delicious, delicately broiled s * Se ae i i full of juce, yet retaining the healthiest beefy they attribute of dullness and, stupidity on the | flavor that any John Bn! could require.”’ part of teachers and children, pastor and con- 
! “Now, what is the philosophy of it, I won-| gregation, should bé charged to their own stu- 

! der.” pidity in not acquainting themselves with the 
“Pshaw! why need you care to know? Its life d constructing i: bli | practical ‘tility estisfies me, in the saving of ae val sar sal nick ae eed: time, labor, and my complexion.” buildings and private dwellings as to insure a 
“Twill try the experiment this very noon ; | “i*eulation of pure air, they would first hang do you think the same method would suit mut-| their heads in shame, and then earnestly'set 

* ae oe . set about the work of providing for the future. ‘ irably—only they require a lon ij i time, to prevent them from being rare. I pra th bpilsronme of tuna deeltings are ,ewn- sometimes made an excellent gravy for them | trived without the least regatd to’ the ‘laws of adding s little diluted cream, thiekened Ith. Nj i ‘ow we ee. of flour, into which, when off the heel STOW PUBANAD. Bs 10% ond, ehh, fire and partly cool, I'stir in the yolk of one they are no more fit for a human being to-leep 
egg, well beaten—Ohio Farmer. in than the hold of a slave ship. For ourself,
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i" we would vastly prefer'a wigwam to such cham-| waters of about the same depth ‘on different 
a bers as we have been crammed into hundreds | coasts and in the different latitudes. 

of times in this and other conntries. The door OURRENTS OF THE SEA. e 
must be closed.and bolted for protection against} All our little readers know that tivers have 
burglars, and there we were, shut into.a mise-| currents, but some of them, probably, do not 
rable, sour, musty little corner, without the | know that there are also currents in the 808 
possibility of getting a mouthful. of fresh air | currents which always flow in the sdme'direc- 

until morning, unless by knocking out a pane tion, just as surely as the Mississippi flows 
of glass or removing the entire) window—a| southward to the Gulf. 
thing byno means easy to do, in most cases,|  « Yes,’’ says one, ‘‘I was on the sea-shere 

4 withont a set of carpenter’s tools. After a tor- once, and saw one of these currents dash its 
Z turous night of groaning and horrible dreams, | waters upon the shore, oh, so furiously 1’? 
§ morning came with nervousness, headache, No, that was not a curren, such as we mean. 
$ and inward cursings at the diabolical reckless-| That is, it did not flow steadily, and always in 

ness or execrable stupidity of the architect or| the same direction. It was only a dashing of 
proprietor of that particular Calcuttian hole.| the waves, which to-morrow the winds may 

Farmers, and every body else, open your | turn the other way, just as the waters on the | 
, windows, if you cant do any better, and so let | little lake near you sometimes wash upon one |, 

in the pure air of heaven. It will not hurt| shore and then upon the other. 
you unless you allow a draft to sweep directly} One of these great currents in the sea is 
over you, and after sleeping a few nights in a} that which flows from the east westward in all 

i pure, health-giving air, yon will never again be | the equatorial regions of the earth. They are 
: content to sleep in the atmosphere of your own compelled to flow in that direction because 

{ exhalations. the earth revolves on its axis in the opposite 
WT ee direction. To prove that this must be so, take 

YOUTH’S CORNER. an apple, put a stick or knitting needle right 
y ore through the center, from the stem to the,blos- 

More Things About the Sea. som, dip it in water, and then standing with 
In the November number we told you some | Your face to the east, hold the two. ends.of the 

things about the vastness of the Ocean, its|eedle in your fingers and make the apple.go 
depth, the quantity of water it contains, and|Tound and round from you towards the east. 
the immense amount of salt. What water adheres to the apple will flow to- 

THE COLOR OF THE SEA wards you from the east. Or, look at the grind- 
Varies in different localities, and for reasons | Stone, and see how the water flows in just the 1 not yet fully explained. In some places, as in| °PPosite direction to that of the hand and erank |, 

the inlets on the coast of Norway, it is so clear used in turning. 
that, when at rest, the bottom can he plainly| But we did not intend to give all the rea- 
Seen at a depth of one hundred to two hundred | 80m. If there should be anything you don’t j 
feet. Upon some coasts it has a reddish or pur- understand, ask your parents or school teach- i 

| plish hue, upon others white, and again is almost | er, or us by letter. : { 
black. In the tropics, it is at one timean in-| This mighty current we were talking about, |) 

| digo blue, then a deep green, and again a slate | is also influenced, on the surface, by what | 
grey. are known as the Trade Winds, which blow in | 

On our way across the Atlantic, it varied at | the same direction, and for the same reason’ |! 
different points from a light sky blue, through { ‘If that part of the equatorial current which ! 

| all the shades of green toa blue black. Depth | flows westward on the nortli side of the équa- ! 
| undoubtedly has something to do with the dif-| tor, could flow without hindrance, it would 
| ferent shades, but does not account for the| wash directly through the Continéht of North | 

| strange and beautiful hues which characterize America; but as it can’t do that, it makes a |
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turn northward and eastward through the Gulf “May We Girls Skate?”’. . 
of Mexico, sweeps through the Atlantic Ocean At the risk of disgusting aunt Prim and moth- 1 and washes the western coast of Europe—the er Prudence, we answer, Yes. Possibly other } Warm winds of the equatorial regions taking | out-door exercise and sports: might be dévised ! the same direction. And that’s one reason which would meet “with the’ approval ‘of the why the western coast of Europe is warmer in| most ultra-fastidious, but until they shall have the same latitude, and why ships sailing from | heen introduced, we say to the girls, after you i America to Europe in the course of the current, | have done your whole duty at home and in the get along easier and faster. It’s like sailing | school, and there is yet need of some healthful down stream instead of up. Accordingly, ships | exercise in the open air—exercise that shall starting for England from New York 0 quite | quicken the circulation, invigorate the whole out of a due course in order to get into the Gulf | body and make the cheeks redolent of health Stream as soon as possible; while, in coming | and beauty—then get you a good pair of skates, from England, they steer out of course north-| and to the ice. 

; west so as to avoid this same current. At first, it will seem difficult to learn, and And then there is another great current, | you may necd the arm of father, brother, or flowing southwestward from the region of | friend ; but persevere, trust to your own gump- Spitzbergen in the Arctic Ocean, and washing | ‘on as much as will answer the demands of | the eastern coast of North America, This cur- | Prudent courage, and it will be but a short ! rent is often freighted with immense icebergs, | time ere you will equal the bonnie girls of of which we shall tell you by-and-by, and, of | Holland, gliding over the glassy surface of river, 
course, is very cold, and must cool the eastern | !ake, or pond like an arctic fairy. part of this continent. This is an another PEREQUISITES TO EASY SUCCESS. reason why our American climate is not so] 1 A dress that shall not trail two fect behind i warm as Western Europe in the same latitude. you, and other appropriate apparel, not omit- 

There are also believed to be currents under | ting the heaviest pair of boots that can be worn { these surface currents, which flowin the oppo- | Without discomfort. ' ! sité direction. But of these we have not Space; 2A good pair of skates, quite straight on I to speak at length. the bottom, a little grooved and with wide 
It is a knowledge of ocean currents which, | Straps that shall not hurt the feet. ; more than anything else, has advanced the} 3 A light, Strong stick, about six or eight i ! science of navigation and shortened the long | feet long, with a small spike in each end, to 4 voyages of a hundred years ago, when sailors | aid you in keeping ‘right side up with care.’ i Were entirely ignorant of them and often sailed | The stick should be carried in both hands, / against them ata loss of three or four miles being grasped with both palms downwards and f an hour in their speed, when by turning aside | the thumbs pointing towards each other. It but a very few miles, they might have avoided | will not at all impede the effort at skating, and | them altogether. in case of danger of falling, either end may in Dr. Franklin was among the first to investi- | #0 instant be put down upon the ice and save 

gate this important subject ; and of late years, |You-. That is, we think so; the invention is Prof. Bache, Superintendent of the Coast Sur- | °Figinal with us, and has never, to our knowl- 
vey, and Lieut. Maury, the traitor, have done | &dge, been tried. more to enlighten the world in relation to it| 4 Good and gallant company. 
than any other men who have ever lived. If, with all these aids, you don’t succeed, In the next number we shall tell you all| send for the Editor of the Farmer and let him about icebergs, including some that we Saw teach you the coveted art, after the good old 3 last summer in the Atlantic Ocean. style of the time long ago.
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ty WAR MISCELLANY. The War and the Republic. é = 2 0 i The War—what isto come of it? God only {& 
knows ; but it looks now, even to the eye of the 7 ae 
most hopeful, as though we were about given (| 5 AGO AN over, as.@ whole people, “to work out our own | Pe Pies BY Bt damnation with greediness |” 

N CPS: pad Py, = Ym, Treason in high places, financial corruption Ss Ea hens 83° QW) | and military imbecility everywhere in the Lan, <a ree eri , , ah army, and the gradual oozing out of much of ! OUR BLES olla, a what seemed, at first, to bea true patriotism | 4 ieee, i | of the people are the unmistakeable symptoms i fa | of a most malignant disease, the prognosis of orb asi scusig Re tne | Which is certain dissolution or ultimate recoy- : amet es Hardee” pore "| ery, aecording as it is examined by the consti- aan tutionally hopeful or the despairing patriot. ' RY EDNA DEAN PROCTOR. 
We are glad to be among those who do not ‘ais tit te hero he gone no more {eC espair; though we are far enough from A rene flawe red believing that the nation is to havea speedy Are there n none to fight eee Seek deliverance out of its manifold troubles, The Or to teach aa the tlldceyed Nestor tanght,— truth is, we have waxed fat too rapidly, and 

z oy ce e? 4 : mae a _ uF ane re have been well nigh spoiled by successes such : ‘Dead tea clasp their hands beer 4s no other nation under heaven has ever en- hed wreath thet ee a Tes flowers;  |Joyed—circumstances all the more unfortunate i eae pad Bore be witucsa: for us, politically, in that they have been su- ; wigs ight a s kien wba peradded to ethnological peculiarities whose ae em 8 sai natural tendency is to sharpness of dealing, ings on a nobler field j . zante Greek and Sea Trajan Sercely trod, though at the sacrifice of high moral principle, an ine lite above ie aes” and to the indulgence of a narrow and selfish s im delight, iti Nee ae ambition. That tee eee ee eee Indeed, we are to-day reaping the bitter q > fruit of our own planting—suffering the hu- © Saoririces or Amertcan WomEN.—A good | miliati : idea is advanced in the following from the ee ene aa peheaeat 
i McGregor Times. Speaking of a soldier who | Wasted substance, of burdens grievous to be left us ae and child behind him, while he borne and such as must be endured for gene- 5 we oar ewes the meed of patriot- rations to come, of a most terrible destruction ism and self-sacrifice to the man who leaves | of precious life, and, finally, of what to us, as = rents ergo pomp aa people, is worse than any of these, the de- wife who relinquishes her husband, and with | gradation of a government which for three her babe cheerfully accepts the doubled cares generations of men has been the marvel of the and utter loneliness of a three years’ separation 4 from him who is more than life to her, in all | World, and the coveted model of many atrog,, that goes to make ae the sum of patriotic hero- | gling Peoples. And all this because we have inate time the aero eta 28 | cied wg Mok ged Principle, trampled is quite time the vast apmy of heroie, self-sac- 8 7 P rificing womer of this land should receive a|upon Justice, and tréated with contempt the tre enacted throdghost thle arkageer rene |Eeat landmarks of our Father. lion. There is one courage that goes to the; But the original principles on which this’ || J battle-field ; there is another which cheerfully Republi founded ‘ yields every thing in life worth living for, upon | *®P¥bHe was foun: sapien toxday.aa) I the alter of its country. they were in the beginning, and the world }
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needs thair practical applicatien no less now | of all our movements was not to hurt the en- || 

than then. Therefore it is that we believe they | emy! 

are destined to triumph after all. If we much longer continue in this jumble 

Underneath the surface scum of corrupt pol-| of political feuds and scandalous speculations 

iticians, semi-traitorous military leaders, sor-|®"d embezzlement, with only a slight admix- 
did capitalists, and a host of blatant yet blind | ture of real, earnest war upon the enemy, we 

and wicked men in private life, the great deep | re sure to fail of the object of the war; and 
of the Ameriéan heart is as pure and clear as | What's more, we shall deserve to fail and to be 

of old. The storms of the Rebellion will lash | damned for it too. 

its quiet waters into fury, by-and-by, dash} What then is theremedy? It is two-fold:— 
. that loathsome, poisonous scum upon the rocky | First, the Administration must leave off its 

shore, and again reflect the face of God. story telling and prepare for a real war. And 

It should not be forgotten, however, that | to that end the President, while he guards with 

God’s working, in social and political reforms, jealous care the rights of the people, must 

is not usually alone, but rather in co-operation make short work of both imbeciles and traitors 

with good and true men. It is not for us to in the departments and in the field—putting 

say quietly, ‘Ah well, Providence will do as| no men into places of high responsibility, nor 

seemeth to him good; there is no need that we allowing them to remain there, unless they 

trouble ourselves about the result.” It is ours, | promptly give evidence of capacity, loyalty, 

with God's help to make the result what it ought | and power. Good Heaven! if General Jack- 

to be. God always most helps those who most | son were in the Presidential boots, how he 

help themselves! And this is why the rebels would squelch with a single stamp three-fourths 

have had the best of it, thus far in the war. | of all the officials connected with the army— 

They have been in earnest from first to last, and | brainless, soulless fops, in fine kids, with noth- 

always. They have each forgotten their own | ing to recommend them but rich, persistent and 

selfish interests—the body of the people, we| impudent relations and friends! There must 

mean—have sacrificed everything they had,| be true men of capacity and energy in the 

whether of property, of family ties, of person-| country, if not in the army, who are kept out 

al comfort or of life upon the reeking altar set | of their true places, because the positions are 

up by the minions of Treason, and to-day, by | slready filled by ambitious semi-traitors and 

virtue of the consistency and infernal heroism | fools. God help the President to find them. 

they have shown, challenge and secure @ sort} We do not censure the President. He is as 
of admiration from even those of us who hate | just gs Aristides, and as true as Washington to | 

them as the worst enemies of God and man. | 11,6 one purpose of his soul—the salvation of the 
Verily the children of darkness are wiser than country. Nor has he greatly lacked wisdom as 

the children of light. an administrative officer. His steps have, in 
That we should hope to triumph on behalf! the main, been well advised, and in the light 

of the Government, while we treat as child’s| of history will doubtless appear wiser than 

play the most sublime and momentous tragedy | now. He only lacks promptness of decision, 

of war ever enacted, is worse than vain.—| strength of will, and that fire of soul which 

Without money, without clothing, and often} should be the inspiration of the army and peo- 

without food, and poorly armed, they give] ple, the terror of the enemy and a sure har- ||) 

themselves to the work ‘as though earth and| binger of victory. But that man werea marvel | |) 

heaven hung upon the effort of each soldier. | who should at the same time be a Washington VW 

With everything that money can purchase or/and a Napoleon, It is such an one whom we 

_the tender sympathy of friends suggest, we | need to-day—the Napolegn to annihilate ithe | |) 

| fight or refuse to fight, as though the chief end | enemy, the Washington to give back to his peo- |
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ple and the world the restored Union with an | mean and selfish considerations, whether of 

untarnished flag and an uninfringed Constitu-|self or of party, and think, and speak, and 

tion. work solely for the best interests of the sacred 

But God has given us no such prodigy for &/ cause of our common country, this glorious 

President, and therefore, it is that we, in the| American Republic will fail just so sure as 

second place,—we, the people—must the better | there is a God in Heaven! 

perform our part in the great national struggle. ————_ 

“Very well, haven’t we done everything in Napoleon's Idea of Making War. 

our power?” No; there are some very im-| ‘The following letter was written by epee 
portant things that have yet to be done: on to Augereau, on the 21st of February, 1814: 

1. We must quit our party wrangling and| ‘What! Six hours after eotien. oe oy] 
os * troops from Spain you are not in the politipal scheming and look solely to the salya- Six Meare of rest is quite enough for them. I 

tion of the country. conquered at Fangis with the brigade of dra- 
2. We must do all that we can to hold up the pe ae shor op who Hor Soa 

. . not wo rein, you say that the 
hands of the President. The great question | 5 ttatlions from Nimes want clothes and equi- 
now is, Country, or no Country? And it is page, and are uninstructed? Augereau, what 

asked not only by Abraham Lincoln, but also | miserable excuses! I have destroyed 80,000 
ionda, of, free: institutions in all | nome with battallions of conscripts, scarcely 

by the true friends o TOPERE NORE AR clothed, and without cartridge boxes. The 
other lands; nay, it is asked by Humanity, | National Guards are pitiful. I have here 4,000 

ar + from Angers and Bretagne, in round hats, 
= iisaabedier seit We are to-apsmes it spd. without cartridge boxes, but with good weap- 
in the presence of all mankind and of God. ons; and I have made them tell. There is no 

If his life should be spared, Abraham Lincoln | money, do Lge sages —— do rae 
in hi to get money, but from the pockets of the ene- 

hag xet mane thas, tw renee tnectinshie Brew my? Youhave noteams? Seize them! You 
ent high position as President of the nation, | have no magazines? Tut, tut, this is too ri- 

and, hence, Commander-in-chief of the armies | diculous. I order you to put yourself in the 
¢ the Union. If the Union i mal 5 2 field twelve hours after you receive this letter. 

ch phe PRNOM, e Union 18 saved, it must! Te you are still the Augereau of Castiglione, 
be done within that time. It must, therefore, | keep your command. If your sixty years are 

be saved through him, or not at all. Is it not | °° much for you, relinquish it to the oldest of 
. your general officers. The country is menaced 

the sacred duty, then, of every patriot, wheth-|inq in danger. It can only be saved by dar- 

er Republican or Democrat, to encourage and | ing and alacrity, and not by vaindelays. You 

sustain rather than distract and embarass the | ™¥8t have # nucleus of 6,000 picked troops. I 
es — : 7 - _ | have not so many, yet I have destroyed three 

nation’s administrative head in this trying | armies, captured 40,000 prisoners, taken 200 

time of imminent peril. pieces of artillery, and striae faved the capi- 
' ae . tal. The enemy are in full flight upon Troyes! 
$Date it is not enough that we give to the! po” pefore them. Act no longer as of late. 

President our moral support. We must also| Resume the method and spirit of 93. When |[- 

be more ready to make sacrifices for the good | ‘renchmen see your plume waving, and you, 
f th Soied Thus fi first of all, exposed to the enemy’s fire, you 

of the national cause. hus far, we of the| win) do with them whatever you will.” 
North have shown much less of this disposition | ai italia 

than the enemy. There is nothing which they NEWS SUMMARY. 

will not do to promote the success of their | —— WWW ————_____ 

arms. We clothe ourselves in fine linen and STATE MATTERS. 

fare sommptaonaly every day, and yet grumble Malthe nuts nbinibabseran tetas toile the 

shockingly at the prospect of @ moderate tax. | geathof Hon. Luther Hanchet, M. ©. for the old Third 

The integrity of this Government and the | and new Sixth District; an election on the 23th ult. to 

perpetuation of our free institutions are worth | ll the vacancy thuscreated; anapplicationtotheSupreme |} 
the sacrifice of every present material good, | CUt © * writ of halen scrnenins aren £6 pentale: Coats 

ef "i s kee rioters, on the ground of their not being lawfully held | § 
if they cannot be made sure at less cost. But in thercustody of the Federal authorities. Decision post- 

unless, as a people, we trample under foot all | poned until next term of court.
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| DOINGS OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES. NATIONAL'AFFAIRS. 

Annual Meeting of State Ag. Soc—sriz | The warstill lags; Burnside’s defeat with groatalaugh- ; 

Aaniguyronat Rooms, Dec. 10, 1862,—Pursuant to the re- | ter of Federal troops at Fredricksburgh ; Union victory % 
quirements of the Cpnatitution, the Wieconsin State Agri-.| St Prairie Grove, in northwestern Arkansas by Gens. Blunt : 

! ciated Gocksty SeAlh ste Keratal ceding Aer 108. tm Encas | OE TON Over an Him wile Gretna & 

} Rocais, oo Wednesday, Den Shiels ocsoaor: M5! BIRT] TOUS eriteeih Danke Mepettionnt Naw Oepdey ee 
} Hinkley, President, in the chair. pensar sen eamaeing commana ieee See PO 

transferred, hii ing 5, Baton Rouge; 
} ‘The attendarte was larger than at any previous meeting | 45 4 : Spletisd ey ed wee ae 

— eer, i Ongeaen eae ei at Holly Springs, Miss., under command of Col. Murphy, 

lections ete Anni am of the Sth Wis., being about the only transactions of great 
present appeared to feel a lively interest in the prosperity public interest. 

of the Society. | 
In answer to inquiries, and in advance of the publica- 

tion of the Annual Fiscal Report of the Treasurer, the EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. 

President made a verbal,statement of the chief financial | qo eS eS ee ae | 
; transactions of the Society for the past year; the most im- The Editor’s Wayside Notes of Eu- 

! portant being the sale to the Government of the United | TOPCaN Travel.—Near ARGENTIERES, IN 

! States of the improvements'on the late Fair Grounds, now |THE Aurs, May 29, 1862.—My last letter left 

f known as Camp Randall. me still at Saint Martin’s on the open porch of j 

) ‘The amount of the claim audited by the Federal author-| my good Franco-English host, looking out : 

; ities is $1,953, and was designed to indemnify the Society . ai 
ie tie cod of at tesa Shs meaner bn wonderingly and with swimming eye upon the j 

} een paid over yet, but the Society hus received notice| Majestic King of the Alps. The very top of 
through the Q. M. G. of this State, that the claim has been| the mountain, which, late in the afternoon, 

i andited and is now in the hands of the Third Auditor of the | had glittered with a pure and perfect white- 

Pe os : ness, towards evening assumed a golden tint, 
‘"Thé Secretary read the notice, given by him and duly . i ss 

J filed at the last Annual Meeting, Dec. 11, 1861, of an in- the glory of which was indescribable. But 

tent to offer amendments to the Constitution, together | Suddenly the sun went down quite behind the 

with @ copy of the proposed amendments, which were as | grand o!d mountain over whose shoulder he § 

Shapes é : . had been looking and glowing all the late af- 
Bri second paragraph i ie ” = * . = 
ae = i wie Pa oe ee ternoon hours, and it was night. For a while 

paragraph commencing with the sixth: Ine and ending|‘#e mountains were dimly seen and distant; 
with the twentieth of said Article V.—and substitute | but gradually the clear white light of the stars 

therefor the following, to wit : illnmined their snow-mantled summits, and 

‘The election of all Officers of this Society shall be held | they stood near again, with a new and over- 
cach year during and at the State Fair, and the exact time 2 

i and _ of election shall be notified ‘by the Secretary in | aweing grandeur. 

1 Soca, ut ae Vife meataear te Sony ad the At last, the hour for retiring came, and the 

aaa Sor tas te Sees Arie nn ae good-natured landlady conducted me, after the 

i tal ae oee a ae ciatboe the ve: good old motherly style, to a comfortable % 

; he ee = oe ed of a ee chamber through whose open windows I could 

1 duly elected and qualified. gaze from my bed upon the face of Mont 

fl Hon. Simeon Mills moved to strike out of the proposed | Blane; and thus it was, soul-inspired and lift- 

} amendment the words ‘‘shall be notified by the Secretary | ed up in the presence of that sublime transfig- 

i ees ee ee os Pena uration, that Morpheus found me, and gently, 

} to Wit “Shall be distinetly notified by the aneseitree | PORE ite eainet iy own willy bore me 
Comittee, in all the published programmes of the Fair.” | away to the realy of glorious dreams. 

Adopted. When I awoke it was 4 o'clock, and the 

‘Tho motion then recurring on the adoption of the amend- | highest peak of Mont Blanc was roseate with 

: oa Sanat nae Beets the light of the morning. It seemed but a two 

i atin Gis. 3. W. nove, hours walk to his base, and I flattered myself 

tl Secretary. | that directly after breakfast I should begin the 
1 

aa J
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\B long-anticipated climbing of his snowy slopes. | balloon was suggested as the only possible 

k What, then, was.my consternation, when mine | means of communication on the part. of the | 

e: host assured me that it was not a foot less than | humble dwellers there with the other seattering |} 

18 long miles yet to Chamouny, where the|inhabitants of the mountains, There, they 

climbing was fairly to commence! At this rate, | were, tucked away, a half mile above the wild f 

it would be after dinner, instead of after | gorge below, with ice above and snow on either | 

breakfast, when I might begin the ascent; and | side, yet surrounded by little verdant fields || 

so I resolved to start at once, taking breakfast | and orchard trees in blossom, and animated 

on the way. * by groups of merry children and the tinkling |, 

Six miles further up the valley, winding my | bells of clambering goats. 

way around the lesser mountains which lay| A few miles further on, and I approached { 

3 between, refreshed rather than wearied by the | the quiet village of Servoz, The smoke of,its |) 

; walk through waving fields of grain and sweet | dwellings curling heavenward was an encour- 

j smelling clover, fresh with dew, and I came to | agement to my weary limbs and craving appe- i 

i the little village of Chede, with nothing in| tite; but I had already walked eight miles } 

3 the world to recommend it but the romantic | since rising, and the welcome music of a cow- 

beauty of a half hidden cascade whose foam-| bell coming from a minature clover pasture in 

ing waters leaping down the rocky side of a| the vicinity of a peasant’s cottage a few rods 

4 near mountain filled that nook of the vale | from the highway, wooed me to turn aside and 

with sweetest music. see whether the milk of the Alpine cow was 

: Hitherto the road over which 1 had traveled | really as good as had been represented. There 

' had been a veritable highway, such as any | was no fence to hinder, and I followed the path 

State of the good old Union at home might | which promised at least a sight of the cow and 

covet. But it was a highway no longer, andif|the cottage. In a moment I was enjoying 

we had come thus far in “diligence” or car-|both. Her bovine ladyship was a splendid 

4 riage, it could have gone no further with safety | specimen of the Swiss breed—large, mouse- 

to itself or humanity to the horses or mules. | colored, handsome, fat and sleek, cropping off 

We were glad, therefore, to be a-foot and in-| the fresh dewy grass with a relish that sharp- 

dependent. ened my own hunger and gave assurance of 

Up, up! and not so weary! for what were | such a breakfast as I had often craved in vain. 
muscles made for, if not to climb? And if to| A rosy maiden of ‘sweet sixteen,” who stood } 

climb, then what climbing in the world like | in the pathway carelessly swinging her broad- 

that of the glorious gld Alps? This was| rimmed hat, politely welcomed me in the most 

enough; Pwas tired no longer, but made the| bewitching French, and soon I was seated 

windings of the upward way as nimbly as the | with a bowl of the most delicious creamy milk 

happy goats whose tinkling bells delighted and | and good wheat bread, in the midst of the 

cheered me; stopping here too look down | Whole family, answering their eager questions 

some fearful precipice upon the rushing snowy about the far off land whence I had come, and 

Arve; there, where a turn in the path afforded the war, of which even they had heard and 

a new and better view of his towering heights, knew more than four-fifths of che wieeacres in 

up to the cloud-piercing ice of the mountain in iio. Somes House.es raee. 
a Another bowl-full of milk, a little shower of 

ame eseneneeeen Tne! eam conten mee centimes—a small French coin equal in value to 

clefts, and all else just around me, were a8} 410 sth of a cent—many thanks on both sides, 
mae a friendly grasp of hands and adieus, a half 

Next to the mountains themselves, the ob-| franc left in the palm of the fair maiden, and 

3 jects of most curious interest were the human|]{ wag again on my way to Mt, Blano; whose 

‘|| habitations—ofttimes so high above my own} ever-receding form seemed more and more 

_| | dissy hight, and so utterly inaccessible that a| averse to familiar approach. 2
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At the village of Le Houches, and for some | thought of actually standing upon that very 

distance on either side, I fell in with multi- | Mer de Glace (sea of ice), in the midst of those 

Hl tudes of people making their way to the ehurch, | icy peaks, the sight of which I had all my life 

the echo of whose compelling bell filled the | coveted more than the seeing of any other nat- 

valley and mountins with its religious chimes. | ural object in the wide world, would not for a 

q Old men in sober black, young men in parti- | moment entertain the sordid question of prov- 

. colored garments and women and maidens in|ender. ‘Would I not dine?” No, I would 

i plain but neat gowns—without hoops!—and | not until my feet had first touched the ever- 

with white, ruffied caps, old and young, swarm- | lasting ice of Mt. Blanc! My excellent host 

ed forth from every dwelling by the road-side | of the Hotel de Saussure saw I was in earnest, 

} and from every cleft in the mountains, until it | and so placing before me a flask of wine pro- 

i seemed that all Fancigny had turned out for! posed to find me a guide and mules. “I 

i some grand centennial observance. If Amer-| want neither a guide, nor yet mules, sir; I’m 

I ican Protestants were as faithful to their con-| obliged to you.” This he would not believe, 

} victions of religious duty as these mountain | but before the mules were at the door or alpin- 

Catholics they would certainly be a much | stocks* were forced upon me, I had myself found 

more christian people than now. the upward winding path and was climbing 

A few miles further I came suddenly upon | the rocky ribs of the mountain, empty handed, 

Bossons—the first glacier my eyes had ever| on foot, and alone. Up, up I went as it had 

seen. Its appearance was as if the ice on the | been on eagle’s wings; now following the nar- 

summits of two contiguous mountains, made | row, stony path, now dashing across the angles 

i half fluid, had slid down into the gorge be-| made by the zigzag course of the beaten way, 

tween, and while in the act of plunging into | and several times startling returning trains of 

' the plain below had been fixed there as for-| more aristocratic—or, perhaps, only less en- 

ever by a sudden congelation. And there it | thusiastic—travelers on slow-footed mules with 

. was, an incalculable body of ice, with deep|as many guides. There were places where the 

chasms and irregularities, reminding one of s| only possible path was along the narrow brink 

collossal ruffled shirt-bosom, stiffly starched, | of the most fearful precipice, down which to 

. melting and melting at the base all the sum-| have fallen would have been as sure destruction 

mer months, and yet ever undiminished in its} 8 to have fallen clean off the earth into the 

sublime proportions. From it flowed a brook| moon. It was not surprising, therefore, that 

. of ashy-grey water, cold as its own frozen bo-| the ladies in the several parties I met should 
som—so cold that when from its shady brink | now and then scream @ut in such s manner as 

I dipped my bare feet into it, I as involuntari-| to almost stop the beating of thé heart, lest 

. ly jumped and cried owch as though they had | some one had actually gone over and been ir- ; 

} been dropped into a cauldron of molten iron. | retrievably lost. | 

} At noon I reached the lovely vale of Cha-}| The time required to reach Montanvert, & 

mouny, where, filled with ecstacy and awe, I | traveler’s rest at the extreme end of the winding 
| stood, at last, under the very shadow of the | mule path, and from which one may for the first 
. Great Mountain. time look out upon the Mer de Glace, down 

\ The valley itself is more than three thousand | 4own upon the distant, shadowy vale of Cham- 

feet above the level of the sea, and yet so rich | YY, nd off upon the snow-covered moun- 
is the verdure of the fields, so perfect and pro- tains beyond—is two hoursand ahalf. I found 

fase the flowers which usually grow in warmer myself standing upon its threshhold within one : 

| altitudes thatione finds it not difficult to fancy | Dour and forty minutes after beginning the as- 
himself in the very bosom of sunniest France. aon 
s=It was well I had breakfasted heartily at} * The -stock is simply @ staff five or six festin 

Servoz, for the enthusiasm that seized a at sgt il wih ie eg a rad i a oe 

. ! 

ey
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i In childhood, and often since, I had read, | white with eternal snow! Beauty in the lap 

i with wonder, accounts of Mont Blanc and the | of Sublimity! Could there be a more striking 

|| Mer de Glace, until I half feared I might be | displey of the Creator’s infinitude ? 

disappointed when I should come to look upon From the further side of the Mer de Glace 

them with my own eyes. But there they were, | the view of the giant peak of Mont Blanc— 

before and above me, even grander than I had | the mountain embraces a long range of peaks, 

dreamed, aud peerless in their eternal sublim- | some miles in extent—is the finest that can be 

ity! Forahalf hour I stood almost breathless, | had. You are already so far above the vale 

and silently worshipped ; then with abound and | that the houses of Chamouny look like chil 

a shout of inarticulate joy, went down from | dren’s toys, and yet, there is the summit of 

the hights of Montanvert to the Mer de Glace, | Mt. Blanc, nearly two miles higher still, and, 

a distance of a few hundred feet, and dashed | in time, seventeen hours above you, and quite 

out upon the billowy ice, clambering over its | peyond the clouds. 

: huge, piled-up blocks, and leaping its deep,| «Did you go to the very pinnacle?” No: it 

i yawning fissures as if I were a chamois and not} was perilous and expensive, and she who is to 

¢ aman. The guides, thinking me a mad man, | po my companion when the summit is climbed 

came hallooing after me, and offering for sums was then in the lesse: mountains of Virginia, 

3 unprecedentedly small, 2 Gee me across] 5. thousand miles away. Very few persors 

4 the pea. Mare from, a feeling a pity for them | 1.ave ever ventured to the top. One must have 

‘ than from any felt need of aid, I engaged & six guides, unfailing muscles, an unlimited 

q couple of aoe oe graced eas an ihad supply of courage, extraordinary fortitude, 

{ poweret, dn. a yong, Shory Stee. 20 Sane 9 fear amd about one thousand franes in money. If 
: fully wide and of such unknown depth, that to eneih sis faite axis leckines hacked’ 
: y of these prerequisites are lacking, he 
i have attempted to have made my way over better do,as I, did—postpone the. attempt. 

} them without the forerunners with pick and F : 

: ladder, would have justified their conviction of eae Mes ite Ginae, ” hen, mentioned, ‘is, * 

j my insanity, and doubtless made me a martyr = a es ~ Re oe 
r to my own ungoverned 1. Half over 

oe 7 block oS ay had guddenly, qemses while: lashed into Sar by o 

fallen from the lofty aguille or needle-like storm. It is one-fourth is a half ae =” 

peak which rises almost perpendicularly to the breadth and, some mallee a lenathy sloping 

hight of probably half a mile, just the other —— -_ — rosa 
side. This mass of rock was as large as an | ™°™ 
ordinary dwelling house, and must a been | #24 becomes a frozen cataract, known as Gla- 

lying there for years, as by the disintegration cier des Bois. It was formenky snppoged to be 

q of the granite a little soil had been formed on stationary forever, bas investigations have 

[ one side; and there, within a few inches of shown that the particles of ice have a slow, 

the ice, were nestled some half a dozen or imperceptible motion among themselves, 80 that 

more varieties of most beautiful flowers—But- | the whole body of the ~ as if oopttaiait 

ter Cups, Forget-me-nots, Violets, Andromedas, gradually moving towards the valley. 0- 

Coronillas, Potentillas, and others. This little gether it presents some of the ne mene 

natural en was so delightful a surprise | phenomena in the natural world, an while 

and so <a my heart ne the de it | the Alps endure, will be an object for the won- 

" prought of the infinite tenderness of the beauty-| der and study of man. 

loving soul of the All-Father, that I named it,| It was my desire to spend the night at Je 

j improptu, Le Jardin de Dieu (the Garden of Jardin, 2 mile or more above Montanvert, on 

God.) Butter-Cups, Violets and Forget-me-|the Mer de Glace, where dwells a family in 

nots blossoming in the yery bosom of this| cozy icy quarters, from year to year, but my 

frozen sea, and in the midst of mountain peaks self-prescribed mit of time would not allow,
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and so about five o'clock I shook hands with | a hospitable Switzer, his wife and some fifteen | 
my guides and made a rapid descent to Cham-/| children, plenty of good bread and milk and Bi 
ouny, narrowly escaping an avalanche, the re-|a clean, comfortable bed. May Providence a 
port of whose thundering crash behind may be | ever deal as kindly with you, my dear friends 5 
supposed to have quickcned my steps yet more. | of the great Farmer family, as He has this 
Somehow the strawberry girls, who are ac- day dealt with me. 

customed to refresh travelers on their way up oe 
and down, had not anticipated my coming and| Mrs. Hoyt caer with us poems O tas in were not in their places, so that a bottle of December, with health improved and still slow- 

; wine and a little bread were not at all distaste- ly gaining. In the next number she may be , ful when I reached the hotel. But my day's induced to make a report of herself forJthe 
) work was not yet done. Martigny, at which | °° 1962. 1 

point I am to take the cars for the head of Lake The Farmer for 1863 
Geneva, was yet twenty-five miles further on, aoe = 
the crest of the Alps was to be crossed before| Shall it follow the Example of other Agri- 
it was reached, and the only train of to-mor-| cultural Journals 2—In what respect? Not 
row leaves at mid-day. A few miles—probably |in regard to its general conduct, of course. 
six, which would take me to Argentieres—| That is a matter in which it will follow the ex- 

i could yet be made ere the close of day; and | #mple of no other journal in the world. It has 
so, after a reluctant adieu to Chamouny, 1 |" individuality of its own ; whether more or 
started for my ultra-Alpine destination via | !ess worthy than that of some other, it is not 
Tete Noire. * | our business to enquire. We prefer to have it 

r But four miles had been made, however, | What it is, or wayrould make it something else. 
: when night found me on the side of a moun- sae taclal shod ye 

L etal aaeeh a eee cotemporaries. We refer to an increase in the 

foam-white waters dashed with loud roar over | Price of subscription! There is one strong a acataract far below. On the other side the | ®°S¥™ent in its favor ; we cannot afford to pul- 
: mountain was black with evergreens and per- lish at the present rate. We have been so 

= many years ‘‘ working for nothing and boarding 
| <a pocsmecte tnt yeoneaeil toot eas ourselves,” that we begin to wonder whether 
! mperenion, _ eee Of ee meee eal a it is not our duty to change the programme a most compelling me to stop and meditate upon | e tise eee z little. This on general principles. But there the almightiness of the God of the mountains. ge Ses . . “ .,./ are new and special reasons why the question } | Fatigue lent another inducement and I did of price should come up at this time. 

i pause for almost an hour, resting upon the gen- 1. The price of printing material is almost j 
ee feos, of "a great fiat oe eae a double what it has been for years past. That é } me ere Peer bes pillow, and gazing, of paper is actually double; and the paper 

| possibly for the last time, upon the star-illum- used in publishing a paper is by far the most 
ined face of Mt. Blanc. At first, the soft, important item. 

; fleecy clouds, like etherial drapery, enveloped 2. The price of labor has gone up, also, and 
his shoulders only, his jeweled coronet of cen- it costs more to get the work done than ever 
turies unnumbered glittering as with the radi- before. 

} ance of heaven. But soon this drapery ef] 3. All the expenses of living, travel, &c., 
cloud was drawn as a curtain before the face have greatly increased. 

| of his majesty and he graciously bade the} What then shall be done? Six diverse ways 4 
| world and me “ Cood-Night.” lie before us :—to increase the price ; to dimin- 

Another mile brought me to this humble | ish the number of pages ; to use a less expen- 
i dwelling, where I find a cordial welcome from | sive material ; to double the circulation ; to i 

i ee 

ici
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$ stop the publication of the paper ; or, lastly,/ Doing Well.—It is a source of high grat- 
foe go ahead as though nothing in the world had | ification to editor and publishers, that the 

j happened until all our resources are exhausted, | Farmer is growing in favor with that best 

and then smash up! Of these alternatives | class of its friends, the substantial, sterling 

some publishers have chosen one and some an-| farmers of the Northwest, who have been its 
other. Each has been accepted here or there. | ponsistent and appreciative supporters for 

To increase the price is difficult for the very years, and that such friends and a host of more 

reason that seems to make it necessary. We! recent subscribers are working as never be- 
don’t like to diminish the volume of the Farmer fore, to give it a circulation more nearly com- 

because with is present liberal proportions We | ensnrate with its mefits. 

can’t get into it more than half that needs Tf even one half of the 80,000 farmers of 

3 to be said. To use a cheaper material lets | Wisconsin could be induced to take it—and 
i down thé A higher tistyies of = periodical, they ought, every one of them, to do so—we 

z Shee Oe eee ne could afford to make it a better Agricultural 
é poor appearance we have only tolerated because 3 i 
: Journal, in every respect, than is now pub- 

we knew they were half starved. To stop the Lished Gn:the world. 

x publication would bea severe mortification of - . 

See lain anaes Glass ah onlecet ee eee 
3 benefit it is published. and a disgrace to the eheesee mee ie retin ge yale 

A State. While to break up is quite too common | Pt» by continuing to expect of you even bet- 
and popular in the commercial world to find Setar cee one nla 

favor ce plain ee such as we ure. ae Benen doiodeen tic dels 

There is, therefore, nothing left to us but to} deons manufactured by Prince & Co. are the 
i multiply our subscriptions until the receipts | best in the world. We have tried thom, and 
| || shatt excced the inevitable expenditures, and] (Waitin which render a Meledcon desirable, 

} this is the secret of our offering such extraor-| these instruments are not only not excelled, 
dinary inducements. Will not every friend of | but positively unequalled. Their tone is pure 
a paond agricultural literature and of a healthy a ae _ eee aaa ae eae me 

magazine, such as every member of the family | touch, and are beautifully made. Be sure to 
may read with interest and profit, renew and examine these before purchasing elsewhere. 

redouble his efforts to insure this result ? eee ueerean onan eee 
i Se aca ia 

Appropriations to Co, Agr’l Socs.—| Missing Numbers of the Farmer.— 
We are informed by the Secretary of State, | Subscribers who have only a part of the Nos. 

that the law making annual appropriations of | for 1862, can be supplied with the remainder 

$100 to Co. Agr’l Societies that shall have|at 5 cents per No. This will make the volume 

ia held Fairs and duly reported their proceedings | complete for binding, which is done in neat, 

" for the year, was not repealed at the late extra- | substantial cloth covers at 40 cents. 

stupid session of the Legislature. , Gilad of it.| Send and get the additional Nos., and send 

But how in the world did they escape ? immediately, as they are fast running out. 

| te — | Hoyr & Campaenn. 

; Clubbing with other Papers —Changes —- > 
in Terms.—Since the publication of our last Bound Volumes.—We will furnish back 

number, a number of oar clubbing exchanges | volumes neatly bound in black cloth, with 

have so increased their rates shat we can no | handsome gilt-letter backs for $1,123. Send 

| longer furnish them in connection with the}in your orders—those of you whv are new 

r Farmer on the old terms.. Qur, readers will | subscribers—and so increase your agricultural 

, |) therefore refer again. to our Prospectus, and in | libraries by the addition of the most valuable 

j | sending money observe the'rates. book, for the price, that the farmer can buy:
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} The Great Knitting Machine.—Since | be said in each number is omitted, that our f ; 

| our offer of Aiken’s Knitting Machine as a/| brethren and often ourselves are crowded out. t 

prise, the question has been often asked, Can} But, that our readers may know the address 

you give us evidence that it is really a practi- | of such of them as we are willing to endorse, 

caland valuable machine. To this question|we publish the following list, with place of 

we reply: We have seen it operate to the great | publication : 

i satisfaction of those who were cempetent to| Maine Farmer, (weekly,) Augusta, Maine. 

judge; but that our readers may have the tes- Nees Pee ee Bos- 

timony of those who have used it for some-|ton, Mass, F % t 
; time, we shall publishefcom time to time vol- : ae Magazine of Horticulture, (month- 

walary,, Jottors caddronend to the prepriatorsy ee ree ia (monthly,) New 
Hi from different parts of the country. Here is | York, N. Y. 

one of these testimonials : Horticulturist, foahlyy New York, N. Y. 
Eavom, Oto, December 15, 1900. Country Gentlemen, (weekly,) Albany, N.Y. 

i Thave used one of your machines about ten months, | Albany Cultivator, (monthly,) — “ va 

| CiSgt Seamer rane: | Cece eee 
} inne empaanion tg, tix ann te ouee mice ouichiar ook | Rural New Yorker, (weekly,) = —“* 
| adollar and a half aday, and it is no exaggeration to| New Jersey Farmer, Trenton, N. J. _ 
| may, at — no other cares, I could easily make two The Gardener’s Monthly, Philadelphia, Pa. 
} : Ohio Farmer, (weekly,) Cleveland, Ohio. have kni it all kinds of 1d woolen ho- sone ’ , ore es 

} siory, iy oe or ox it curt tee rises at Michigan Farmer, (monthly,) Detroit, Mich. 
shawls, nubias, opera capes, sontaga, undersiceves, chil- Prairie Farmer, (weekly,) Chicago, 11). 
dren's wacks, comforts, and other articles too numerous to} Farmers’ Advocate, “ “ “ 3 

™Y'can cheerfully recommend any woman desiring pleas- | Illinois Farmer, (monthly,) Springfield, Tl. é 
ant end profitable employment, to buy one of yourma-| Valley Farmer, “ St. Louis, Mo. 

i —- Boveplaced wih interest ree eer um Homestead, (weekly,) Fort des Moines. 
irs, D. A. Dick. * 

California Farmer, ‘ San Francisco, Cal. i 
f th 1 Oregon Farmer, «Portland, Oregon. > 

Our Brethren o: Agr’l Press.— 
There is certainly sviilad Serpurneciies Of the changes which have taken place du- 

pitched tiibend opariaies eamuyocedient co 7 ae seca wausaey ck 
agricultural publications that come to our ta- =pae Se ree ee 

at Hartford ; of the Ohio Valley Farmer, pub- 
ble from week to week or from month to month. {ched‘at Cincinnati's andef-the' Field “Motes 

i Many of the gentlemen who conduct them are a tan aalo ts ad msl glad to aes 

i sgneinn cggrden pug vgueng gon oO however, jst the Ohio Farmer and Field Notes | cei iB 
oe ous * 25 cy et nr have united their fortunes, and are to be pub- 

pethe Rare enetee here eee me nee ee lished at Cleveland, by our old friend and long- 

ee ee , oi 9 class, | tied knight of the quill, Col. Harris, former 
they are excelled’ by no other profession in|... ductor of the Ficld Notes and Ohio Culti- 

| s .] | their devotion to the furtherance of what is Mere 

| : goed and cesetinng <eony Samy = we are) The Northwatern Farmer, published until 
} confident that no equal number of public work- lately by Frank Miller, Esq., has been trans- 

ers have done so much for the siecle of | formed during our absence, into a weekly news- 
> America in all the great arts of civilization. paper, and gives promise of doing well. 

Now and ever, they have our right hand of fel-|_ ‘The Michigan Farmer, after a temporary sus- 

lowship and most cordial sympathy. pension, is again ont in good dress, aud under 
} Nor is it seldom that we feel prompted to | the able direction of its former Prop. and Edi- b 

: say a generous word of them, and lend our/tor R. F. Johnston, Esq., Secretary of the 
influence on behalf of an increased circula-} Michigan State Agricultural Society. 

! tion among the supporters of our own paper.| some OF OUR NON-AGRICULTURAL BX- 
But somehow, in the multiplicity of our official CHANGES. 

i and editorial duties, so much of what should The Scientific American, published by Munn 

i 

.
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re & Co., New York City, as 9 journal devoted | NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

iE chiefly to science and the mechanic arts, has} We ane noe No, to call Keane to Mr. Kel 

| no superior, if, indeed, i has an equal, in the| KY Salone wm ares ru gone sand wr dou: 
u world. Its mechanical style, including typog- “i Ba t onat ie press ag 

raphy and engravings, is nxt to perfect andit | SSSA aititoseral ete ewe, 
is editorially managed with marked ability. A} see ronters Welle ‘advertisement of their Phrenological 

; neat quarto weekly, at two dollars per annum. Jouraaly They stank tb the heel of thet eetinecet, 

Every one interested in the progress of the use- . The Madioon Seed ae one Se hes Chapin 

ful and fine arts, should endeavor to make it 3 | and most comet Soeae: ‘ot fami creek t egy 

regelar and wnuling visitor. 9. Wey irre ean oe, 
Hunt’s Merchant's Magazine, published by | Surgeon Dentist. Mr. M. is ingenious in almost any de- 

Wm. B. Dana at $5, is absolutely unequalled, E resent Ate pase nh his pa aloasg 

{ so far as we know, by any similar publication. STATEMENT at 

It is a handsome octavo magazine of 140 pages oF THE 

monthly, abounding in articles of the highest Madison Mutual Insurance Company, 

value, and touching a wide range of subjects, FOR THE YEAR ENDING 

including Agriculture, Mechanics, Commerce, | sii as tote cero or the trate Ee we huis abe 

Nautical Science, Commercial Law, the Fi- caier = oe provisions of chapter 303, of the General 

nances of Government, &¢., &¢. The ablest | Total amount of accumalationsj..nnuur $216,866 78 

practical writers of the country are contribu- F  stetot ents psceaegare oa 

4 tors to its pages, and all its articles are ori- | Cash on hand, ‘snd due from 

i ginal. There is no one of the whole number eT ce. 35,408 68 

4 of most welcome magazines which we would pen remenhae ad ee a 

§ not sooner part with than with this. Odice furniture and fixtures,.. 1,000 00 $216,866 75 

: The Atantic Monthly. —Among the maga- | Ym'of oustanding rake ero uoa0,88 00 
{ tines devoted ta Literature the “Atlantic” ranks | Reported losses a) ae rete a 

Losses recently re] Be acieeerens 3,433 89 

d No.1. Clothed in its neat russet cover, with ies pene pee ae <: $ 5,173 

the glorious old Stars and Stripes persistently ist of prcanteak sole caer Se 8 

floating aloft, it comes to us twelve times a | Amount of Goel ames oe A dni tho GATT 

year, laden with the rich gifts of the first | | Yep c rin vaid during the year, —— a 

statesmen, philosophers, poets, romancers and | Amount settled by pm ‘and awaiting tho os 

reviewers of the times. Liberal aud independ- me of commlataa paid Agenda. tie a 

ent in politics, religion, literature and science, | Am’t we ee one = 

it is most admirably adapted to the wants of | Amount paid for postage,........ 366 22 : 

the best class of the American people, and | rx; eat veld oe eral caoveunton ae 

should have a place in every intelligent family. a officers and directors—stationery, ox- 

Published by—at Boston, at $3.50 per annum. —— fuel, lights, and all other eo 66 

The New York Tribune maintains its high | "™ SAP ew ISOONALN 
: place as a political neeane nes of the Republi- ath mee a enna: f a 

can “persuasion,” and has won the credit dur- ¢, tho undersign’ ng emo 

ing the past year of giving the latest, most Te ee cars and ena for hiss nit, 
correct and most complete reports of battles | that a foregoing isa ses and correct statement of the 

and army movements. Price, a little advanced. affairs ie o perticulars —_ ens 

See Prospectus on cover of FARMER. ee ee atinied oi mmaree co 

Forney's War Press, published at Philadel- D.J. POWERS, President. 

phia, is one of the ablest and most interesting . Cormt BOT STINGS, 

newspapers of thiscountry. It belongs to the B. F. HOPEINS, i 
Douglas Wing of the Democracy in politics ‘TIMOTHY BROWN, 

. and wields a strong influence on behalf of the see ree 
Government as against the traitors of the H.H.GILES, " 

South and the aiders and abettors of treason 3AM'L B. MOCLELLAN, 

everywhere. It is usually embellished with Se EO UAENARY, 

several spirited engravings, and hase growing LUTHER BASFORD, 
popularity. Price, $2 per annum. peek a 

Several interesting communications in- Subscribed and sworn before me this sixth day of Jaa- 
Sei iaies ce : uary, A. D. 1862. V. W. ROTH, Notary Beli,
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Comparative Statement of the business of the Company ALBERT WOOD, Dane County. Sor the years 1050, 1860 and 1861: ORRIN GUERNSEY, Beck Oxaty i EI ¢ BREE S-SEEsS.5 py 2 | JON TOAT Tome FESESESBeEcR BePoae CICERO COMSTOCK, Milwaukee County. 
BsiccrersSsshosseeses E | = - 

i 235 o28 seas tess | TIMOTHY BROWN, Dane County. z2 S88885 1s BSe g85 2 | L. BASFORD, Grant County. 5 ge 2522 segseiare 2 | H. H. GILES, Dane County, \ Ep eveegs? 8: ESEEERE BEE 2 DAVID TAYLOR, Sheboygan County. 
2 eERvge: Eigpets tgcaes | cormats 

a BEE g: shes: greg | JOHN W. BOYD, President. 33 Besa: : Beek: “zasss | BENJ. F. HOPKINS, Vice President. 
i Po SPeee: B: eELeR: BESECE SAMEEL D. HASTINGS, Treasurer. iBsesenk: 5: a5k52: $8.42 | D. WORTHINGTON, Secretary. ipyeosee: ®: Boece! geie =e | G. F. HASTINGS, General Agent, ane 2 SHEDS P| 7 : BREET: Si BH pee! igre? LOSSES PAID BY THE COMPANY IN 1859, a E | § HOColeman, Juneau, Dodge COpeecesenesenee. $10 00 
} : 739 Ped Baty : J H Seaman, Richland, Richland oo... 777” 10 00 

} $23.5 nrg: Bf: | | Fanny Plummer, Mauston, Juneau COryereenere 15 00 : Sete 2 eae ge i Geo ¥ Taylor, Madison, Dane Coy... 18 $0 ; Lidep degli dpe gg Nelson Sickles, Waterloo, Jefferson co... 690 38 cee 3 es = i || |A4LBeebe, Dunn, Dane co... eo 650 09 ite: 2 F217 88 8 & i | o| [5B patter, Juneau, Dodgeco LES ogg 8 TW apet pita 1 S| |e Mele ieee oo 403 57 Ee eh sc? Wooudovited a | | Thos Mayhew, Merton, Waukesha conc. | 493 & 
j zs pEHS 92 oS gif) iB) %,| |iw wgeyoont Medicare COnjrevrrrveseeceeeees 92000 £ Rees : fo 5° i. | | Wm Edwards, Sugar Creek, Walworth co... 400 00 S RS8er : S322: Soh Sten | | Leonard Hatch, Kenosha, sresteeseesseeenees 100 00 2 __.sepsh_i_eede’ i is) | Rave ; Sf 44s surg om ? LOSSES PAID IN 1860. i PPh. «dong dia wed | | 28 Willmarth, Sun Prairie, Dane co,......... $314 50 

| j Sah ians fits Bb Sug | S Davis, Menominee Falls, Waukesha co. 5 00 
| { iskid 2°) SSSR eee | Tr coe ae eee ee 15 35 j bia 2 Gado ete | Lewis Thompson, La Prairie, Rock co,.... ... 174 52 : ee 5 ASB EY Rake als & | | Henry Johnson, Somers, Kenosha COLTS 12 60 e @ ff © | | Pliny Putnom, Rubicon, Dodge 00,....-...... B00 

i 
= ses Ss FS RSL ae Thurtell, Jamestown, Great or. 22277 500 00 

> ses2 ge S: i: & A A Anderson, Delafield, Waukesha co.,...... 700 12% Sse. § BEB! i i 2} | | James T Walklin, Eagle, Wavkesha co... 20 00 
| 7 B8ae 8 4+ | | © Sutherland, Fitchburg, Dane00.,........0005 16 00 

} ¢ SSSSe 2 S538: : i SJ | | Harrison Koons, Oonosi, Jefieren Oye.0202. 400 00 Pil? PPP? =] | Owen Garity, Sattivan, Jefferson cont 2777" 6 00 2223 r greiner erat | | © P Oburchilt, Waukesha co.,....00-0222202277 5 58 
i PPdP td  dedeg 2 $3 | | Galed Jewett, Town of Madison, Dane co.y..02. abe ; 3233 cc arenes oe 2: | Wary sie, Follett, Primrose, Dane €0 y.~...00.0. 115 00 

j 2 £4 degud 3 lcd Bg | | Wm 4 Stowell, Hage Grove, Dane ¢0.,...... 1,041 TL : siti) tee i | Famuel H Sabin, Windsor, Dane co.,....--.... 18 00 ge bes 8 Be 8 | | Quars een deere re oes 
Se tino 6 Towry, Jol . Rock €0.;...002.. 

f | g Bom i i fy) e | Robert Hornby, Fairfeld, Sauk e007 7207277 496 05 
i 2 3885 = o8 BP: i Ble} Thomas Ftevent, Dane, Dane os tasessssees 200-06 
’ a 3, & eee: i i itman, Berry, Dane 00.,............ 51 80 

i S 8388. & BSRz! q Peet Sige Douglas Oliver, Glen Haven, Grant co.s....... 4,000 00 } s S8ssi & esfsi i ius) | Josiah Pierce, Pardeeville, Columbia co.,...... "400 00 ! The foregoing statement of the business of this Com Tguset as 
; ry rt iv tifying evidence of its ! bee standing in she pic etfmation ad of the sancess LOSSES PAID IN 1861. 

} f its rules and principles of action, LD Lateer, Janesville, Rock 00.5..00.e00.00. $400 
{ Although its business for the Preceding year (1800) was | Edward Walsh, werteme 306 60 much larger than that of any previous year, and notwith- Nathan Kellegg, Madi Dane 00.y....02.... 15 00 ’ 
} standing the general depression among farmers the past | #7, A Chapman, meshesancs Col. oe... 20 00 
| season, arising from light crops and low prices, the shove Jared Bi Jamestown, Grant oo,....50.... STL. OO 
k figures show an increase of nearly seventy per cent. in Allen Hoxie, Porter, Rock co....- sab ecet aa 1,000.00 

the number of policies issued, and of over seventy per 0. ©. Burdick, Christiana, Dane co... 777" 2 00 
t} cent. in the amount of cash premiums for the Past year. | Samuel Crossctt Juneau, Dodge co.) 777"7"" 13 50 
i We invite a careful examination of this report. Its | ‘Albert Gaston, Cottage Grove, Dee ant es i113 
iH figures make ® stronger argument than any form of : ‘ os ans 
ry 

Xoung, Somerset, St. Croixco.,.....--- 380 00 
words, and prove # rise and standiiig in popular favor use AL Beebe, Me¥arland, Dane co y..077 2... ann OD 

| paralleled in the history of the Northwest. Altre Taber, Delavan Walworti oa. 2272272 1" $a eb | DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS FOR THE YKAR 1862: | i Feiler, Bear Oreck, Bast amen eb eaniee pmzorons. 9 Wy Harger,Taon, Giants oe J. W. BOYD, Walworth County. IME Rutland, Dane 00... ..0.+.+ss00e 450 BWOMUNGLOE Vanco, [Etaoin } . IN, Waul nity. Keres sesiivioxy 00 8. D. HASTINGS, Trompeleau Gouute” Wiliam Kéndeek, Oregon, Dans co ---22<<. ST 90 Se a County. a erie OO. yee ~ = County. 10 Mortimer, nent eee neee @.R. MONTAGUE, Ta Crome County, Jolin Kispert, Sears, Semen eos 309 00 
} 8. R. MOCLELLAN, Kenosha County. Darins Reed, Sullivan, Jefferson 00.,....-..... > 250.90 

:
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rf John A Gitmap, Sparta, Montoe co,..+-+.«+- | 87500) Cream City Agricultural ‘areho 9 
Raseclas Bardeen Rion, Dane cone sso. ~ 80 00 ty. : Wi jane. . 
Hiram E. Coon, Palmyra. Jefferson ¢0.,......-- 200 00 es 
John W Butts, Cottage Grove, Dane o0.......-- 262 68 Tur 
William Aldrich, Burlington, Racine o0.,....... 30 00 
W W Fowier, Eagle, Waakesbiaco,..------... 250 08 
Levi @ Kendall, Fort Atkinson, Jefferson co... 100 00 
John Wright, Waukesha, Waukesha co.,.....- 100 00 
J W Herrick, Rutland, Dane co........---.... 840 96 
George Auschetz, Ozaukee, Ozaukee c0.....-++ 40 00 FOR 

$6,881 16 
A brief summary of the Company’s plan of operations. MINNESOTA AND WISCONSIN. 

1. To insure buildings at not more than two-thirds their 
cash value, aod thus protect the Company from the de- = 
signs of the fraudulent, and keep the insured interested in| «« BALL’S OHIO MOWER AND REAPER” 

bp gente - a than’$2,300 in a single risk, ‘i re mo in . i " 
sty de insure no butding mibin twenty fet of any other ee ee eer i aie ase tee 

: wil ting. Ney 
i 4. ‘Tv Slow the tnsared to set up additional stoves or oe 
j make additions or alterations to the buildings, if the haz- 

i ard ig not increased thereby ; without noufying the Com- DODGH, STEVENSON & CO., 
4 pany. Of Auburn, N. ¥., have secured the EXCLUSIVE RIGHT 
£ qa umn caused by the effects of lightning, | to manufacture for the above named States. 
3 ee aad nent kcocekaaes oii eis All orders. Letters of enquiry, and APPLICATIONS for 5 6. To hold itself responsible for the correctness of the ee 
i surveys and other official acts of its Agente. bars mast be addressed to their Westera Agency 
& 7, To avoid over-hazardous property, such as stores, | ¥' e 
a mills, taverns, sal ons, factories, &e., &e., and confiniog| “CREAM CITY AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE,” 
i ius business to farm and homestead risks. 

(7 8, The Premium Notes given to this Company expire L. J. BUSH & Co., 
2 wi.h che policy for which they are given, and are not held 28 East Water st. MILWAUKEE. 
, oa Gi eee eee maker—asinmany| 5 one need apply for Agencies excopt «Iive,? 

jotual Companies. . Be 5 
: From a large number of testimonta's both of the press | tive business men (farmers generally preferred) with 
} and of pers:ns who have been paid by the Company for | 17 GOOD REFERENCES. 

osses sustained, we have only space for the following : SR cra Rn EE ee 
[From the Milwaukee Free Democrat, Aug. 1, 1861.} N. J. MOODY, 
“This well established and popular Insurance Company oe 

seems't) be in a most prosperous condition. nN 
That its busin ss is well managed, a glance at its list of “ Ea 

officers is a sufficient guarantee. The syst-m of mutual ° Gare > 
8 insurance has been very popular, and many of the stock ee 
4 companies at the east, finding their business cut into so RA ETT OP 

much by the mutual companies, have engrafted a partici- | it) he rs 
pating brauch upon their bu iness. Itis asystem by which ot Ga 
the profits of a-surance are divided between the stockhold- 
ers and the policy holders. In this Company the whole prferinarets nepolcy mtiers Tatectiareee ous |S ORGEON DENTIST, 
to the insured at net cost. It is emphatically « farmer's 1 
institation, n» risks being taken in vilages and towns, ex Serer PY REAUBER SS NEW RAeCs, 
cept upon isclated dwellings, consequently the risks are all OVER FULLER’S SHOE STORE 

st class, 2 

Those wishing to get intured can not do better than pat- | ALL operations ia Dentistry performed in the most thor- 
ronize this home institution.” | cee on eeniee noes ‘i , pe 

7 | ‘eet jasert irom one to a set, in an, 
[From the State Journal, July, 1861.] es pemtacavee ieeaetlan na sue umertnietinean aie oe wana 

“We publish to-day the semi-annual statement of this | canized rubber work,—all of which is warranted to give 
old and reliable company, to which we would call special | satisfaction. jan 
attention. It shows a turge increase of business over any | ee ek = eel 
past year. This company, by fair and honorable dea'iog, Tae Humax Face Divine.” Eyes, Ears Lipe, Mouth, 
has warked its way iato public confidence ina high degree ; | Head, Hair, Neck, Hands, Feet, tkio, with ‘-Sioss oF 
and ‘it now stands frst among the home companies in the | C#4RacTeR,” and how to read them, gven in 
State, and is doing more business than any other. There is no safer company in the country, and we commend it to/ THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL AND 
all wh» have property that comes within is class of | LIFE ILI ESTRAT*D FOR 1863, devoted to PanrNoLocY 

hazards PuysioLocy, PaysiocNomy. PsyCnoLocy, and to all that 
Office, Porter’s Block, Madison. Telates to the eee cole’. Moral, and Spiritual Na- 

. ure of Man. Amply trated, jayted t» the com- 
D.\WORTHINGTON, See’y- | prehension of all New volume. Subscribe now. Only 
Se ee eee ees Be re 

WAKELEYS & VILAS, FOWLER AND WELLS, 308 Broadway, New York. 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW,| ,APPce seep. 
Office in the United States Block, CROP OF 1862, 

“MADISON, ---essereeeesseereeereereeWISOONSIN. | FOR SALE AT FIVE DOLLARS PER BUSHEL BY 
BOUNTIES and PENSIONS for Soldiers and their fami- ist mrometin coeaee 0. S. WILLEY & CO., 

WARELEY, «© CHAS. 7. WAKELEY. © WILLIAM F. VILAS. | MADISON esessecseseus( Janl-2m)...........WISOONSIN. |}
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BLOOMINGTON ILL. NURSERIES. | Great Suecess in the Badger State! 
140 ACRES. HE undersigned would call the attention of their To Tree Planters and Dealers in the Northwest. | T° friends and patrons to their large stock of ‘The Subscriber. after twent; fears experience in ‘isco: rail Ornamental ist the West, twelve of which were spentin | ¥™° Ser ee eset ene the Delavan Nursery, Wiacossln oftry coer na ee ‘ect, Plants, Grape Vines, Raspberries, do, is believed, UNEQUALLED ASSORTMENT of A superb lot of the “Richardson Raspberry,” the fh- FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, | 2% hs"éy or, for this climate, which we watrant true EVERGREENS, GREENHOUSE and GARDEN | , Also superb collection of STRAWBERRIES, including ee ROOT GRATIS. NURSERY STOCK, &c., ‘Triomphe de Gaud, Rivers, Eliza and Victoria, These new sorts are fine, showy berries, of excellent ity. Especially ae the Northwest—at wholesale and) “Also an excellent collection of! ROSES, P. NTAB, a ‘spel tito ve AA sata rie Rose scented, and a large lot of SHRUBS, &c. coe eee sod anfer arth oe i Faal, and GROWN AND FOR SALE AT ae thoroughly approved. ° &@~Send red stamp gue} ROCK TERRACE NURSERY. —and map how admirably we are located for shipping in « all directions, but especially north—being | _ #¥- Catalogues sent gratis to all who apply, by enclos- only 140 miles from the Wis. line. Read the following — | ing a stamp to prepay postage. Post offic addrene, TESTIMONIALS. 

ROBBINS & CHANDLER, aia isos sahcnek OctI-8m. Rock Terrace Nursery, Madison, Wis. 
We, citizens of Elkhorn, die i eee 

es trees and other nursery stock es L. Tu n for the Bloomsngton Nursery, Ill, F. K. ents Pope ursery toc etor, would state that in every instance we were highly Ni 8 k for Sale. pleased and entirely satisfied ‘with the manner in which —+e.—_ our orders were filled, clearly proving the sclect! Seedling Apple, 1 and 2 years, assorted,.. ...$5.00 1, have been carefully made, by a person well qualified; Seedling ioe land? youre! Sa chestai aoe td tooo and we would advise and recommend all who are desirous Seedling Canada Plum, i year, .............., 200 per ‘100 odtaining Fruit Trees, Evergreens, Bulbs, Ornamental | Pear Trees, choice collection, 1 year,.........20.00 per 100 ‘Trees and Plants, and to have their orders promptly. fill-| Apple Trees, choice collection, 1 and 2 yrs,.30.00 per 1,000 ed, and have tari, healthy stock, such as are well adapt- Apple Trees, choice crown grafted, 1 year,50.00 per 1,000 od to the changeable winters and summers of Wisconsin, This Stock for number, vi vas ibis Ga led to purchase them of Mr. Tubbs. by any in the State, and Dede the old yaaete toy, ¥ Babar B agsen We erie ae FB | SE orleans ea tense Old valuable wots, , B. V, Bal len, W. Spooner, . H. Pet 
ly BB Davis, JF Brett ate. Stevens, W. Hl. Congar, L, | but well tested and found exceedingly desirable for the C. Merrick, R. Salisbury, Thomas Brande. loreuwpet, mas STOCK GRAFTS AND ROOT GRAFTS springfield, Wisconsin, June 10th, 1862. | Will be put up to order during Winter and Spring, of 3k: Teuns, Keq.—Dear Sir :—Please accept the wunks | best choise varietice, ol eng ee of the undersigned for the promptness nnd goed taith STOCK GRAFTS on long roots, per M. $10; per 10,000 with which you have filled our orders for Fruit’ Trees and | $50. Root Grafts, common, one half above price. Snail shrubs. We were particularly well pleased |" Send for Cireular Price Lint cr above, also Descriptive with the quality and also the condition in which {hey | Price Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental ‘Trees, Shrubs, Frere delivered we find them strong, healthy, and fresh | Evergreens, be, ‘Address, from the xursery, giving unmistakeable evidence of thor- | ~ weptl} J.C. PLUMB'& CO., Madison, Wis. ough cultivation, judicious selection, careful handling, and expeditions delivery: boing in polit a Renee ene | ee a vigor much superior to trees in a climate an foreign to ours, and exposed tothe vicissitudes of « thou-| BELLE COTTAGE N URSERY. sand miles of ‘railroad transportation: sit nce in good x : faith recommend those desirous of procuring fruit or or- (One Mile South of Janesville, Wis.) ital ti to order them of you. 7 2 David ‘Willians, CK. Phelps, ae Johnson, Amos Eel- W = es =. oer Piagrte-we of ners Trees lows, Peter Ossell, A. Hofstatter, Wm. Meadows, Frank podoctivencis, € to B het Link ny font tee Freytag, Charles Davis, L. 8. Cary; J, J. Dewey, Geneva; F000. Non 3k $8. oe et Re at $10 per 100; $76 x Dan. Locke, Geneva; 8. Read, Bloomfield; E. 8. Sawyer, | 1000. No. 2, at $8. No.3, at $5. Apple Grafts $5 to $10 

Baritagton’ per 1,000. Evergreens large or small. pie Pears, Piums, Cherries, Currants—2%5 varieties. East Troy, Wisconsin, June 1ith, 1862. ERRIES—W; : . We, the undersigned, do hcreby certify that we ied ipoes peat ‘Wilson at ‘60 cts. per 100; $4 per from J. L. Tubbs, agent for ¥.K. Phoenix, fruit trees, &c,| “Oricon Pieplant, 25 cts., $10, $70. the last spring; that said trees werereceived in due time,| Ten varienee ee choice Rtaspberries, in good order, grown, aud in good healthy condition;—| 4 large assortment of Grape Vines, Roses, Poonice, &nd we can, from our own experience, recommend those Flowering Shrubs, Plants, Vines, &c. wishing fruittrees to order from the Bloomington Nurse- 4&%- Cash, or good reference with all orders. ries, through Mr. Tubbs, agent at Elkhorn, Wis, GhO..3. KELLOGG A. 0. Babcock, G. W. Lower, J. G. Dorrance, H. B. a oi Be CG, Clark, Stephen Field, J. R. Stone. novl-7m Janesville, Wis. Bloomington Nursery, - Bloomington, m1, | —£.-———_____________ 

F.K Phoenix. | JOHN P. Rox, 
COLUMBUS NURSERY. IMPORTER AND BREEDER ANTED.—Experienced, energetic and responsible Wow a om oe ar ee” BONE | Of pure bred DURILAM. CATTLE aod SOUTHDOWN —— Seppe oo eer eres assortment very complete. Muskego, Waukesha Co., Wis. BATEHAM, HANFORD & 0O,, P.O. address: 13103 Columbus, Ohio. july6m “Union Church, Racine Co., Wis.” Passe 

}
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We prefer them for Family Use. | 
New York Tribune. 

They are the favorites for Families. ' 
New York Times. ’ 

It has No Rival... 
Scientific American. : 

There are 85,000 Machines in use in this country and Europe. i 

This Machine is PROFITABLE and AVAILABLE a LIFE-TIME. : 

It is equal to TEN Seamstresses. ' 

An ANNUAL DIVIDEND of 100 to 500 per cent. (on its cost) 

may be obtained in use—by its possessor, 

This is the only sewing Machine in the world making the LOCK- 
STITCH with the ROTATING-HOOK, and using the GLASS- 
FOOT. 

GEO. R. CHITTENDEN, 
General Agent for Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Northern Indiana and Southern Minnesota. 

163 and 165 Lake Street, Chicago, linois. : 

Ws Circulars may be had on application or by post. 

{ DAVIS & HILL, Local Agents, H 

‘ : Madison, Wisconsin. !
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| AIKIN’S | A UNIVERSAL LIBRARY! | 

} rrr ______ | KNITTING MACHINE THE NEW | 
: AMER | ; | Families and Manufacturers, woo ______ : 

The New American Cyclopedia presents a panoramic —tomer— view Be heeee knowledge, as it exists at the Deorent 
moment. It em! races and popularizes every su! ject it $10 to 815 per Week Profit can be can Ye thought of, nits succesalve lumen sinbraced An inexhaustible fund of accurate and racti int | earned on them by any woman, _ | {oa*haustibl Science in all their branches, including | bx marron fey and paca ar hanrs Beta Se yy 3 ulture, merce an 

: STOCKINGS and SOCKS, of every Size and Texture, UN- Manufactures? om re Medicine, and Theology; on Bi- COTEHIRTS, DRAWERS, COMFORTS, TABLE | opraphy and History, Gon stnn man Ethnology; on Po- COVERS, MILITARY SASHES, NUBIAS, UNDER- litical Economy, the Trad: ‘are Politics, the LETS CAPrRUES, SONTAGS. SHAWLS, RIGO-| Things of Common Life; and Bonar tara LETS, CAPES, CRAVATS, HEAD-DRESSES, &c. 
They use any description of thread, silk, linen or cot- PETC sopand yarn of every kind, and of any size, from 10 to] ‘This work is sold to subscribers only. When completed a ee deel ents = Se ae it will form sixteen large octavo volumes, each contain- and twist the yarn from the broaches as they knit. They Lig cf Contentee > PASS With a carefully prepared Ta- 

It may be had in volumes, which ancceed each other at | MAKE 5000 STITCHES A MINU '1'E, | intervals of about three months. The price differs ac | cording to the binding : The same stitch exactly as made by hand. Any one Who can turn a crank can use them; s child can operate | Im Extra Cloth, per vol.y...c-cccsssescecssssscs-ssseeeeeeses$3 00 them when the work is commenced. Six dozen pairs of | 10 Library Leather, per Vola...ssssccsssccccccne 3 80 Stockings can be madea day easily, and with steady work | 1 Half Turkey Morocco, black, per Vol.,...2.0..., 400 this number can be greatly increased. They are very | In Half Russia, extra gilt, per volawcnn 4 bo simple; the most inexperienced can at once work andun-| In Full Morocco, antique, gilt edges, per wol....... 5 80 derstand them; they do ot get out of order, and with | 10 Full RUS8i9; nn wmnenerntnessceocee 8 80 ood care they will lust a life-time. ri e The slightest reflection will. show that a Knitting Ma | HOW TO OBTAIN THE CYCLOPDIA. chine, by its novelty, and the various uses to which it can| 1. By applying to the nearest regularly constituted te applied, is altogether better, us a profitable investment, | agent in a city or town, wt handing the nasne tee tock than a sewing machine, for the Knitting Machine is an | seller, where there is no Agent, actual producer of goods, which are very saleable, because | 2. By remitting to the publishers the amount for one Sr tee saute stockings, socks, &c.. which can be made | volume or more. Immediately upon receipt of the mex, $n the machine, and sold at a very liberal profit. From | ey, the book will be sent by mail, postage paid, in strong $2 to $3 a day profit can be made on them—those who use | wrappers, to any address in the United States within them attest to this fact, The Farmer can knit his wool, | 3000 miles. and sell the goods manufactured. Ina neighborhood s D. APPLETON & CO., Pusuisuzrs, Machine will pay for itself easily in a short time, 443 & 445 Broadway, New Yorx. pW will give to suitable persons who purchase of us, z the right to sell Machines in their townships, at a good | —H——_______ fit, th b'iag th te ily thi i 7 Machine “riick OF MACHINE. compicte ar” “| AIR BANKS A Circular, which we will send on application, will give ct a further and full particulars, cut of Machine, &¢. STANDARD With each Machine is sent a complete Book of Instruc- tion giving full directions how to use the Machine, and tombe aed dats ail the wien ice SCALES! Address, with stamp, 
BRANSON & ELLIOT, OF ALL KINDS. 
Office—120 Lake Street, Chicago. F RBANKS & GREENL F 

| PAT EAF, A. F. WALTZINGER 35 Lake Street, Chicago. 
” | sa Be Careful to Buy Only the Genuine. aR Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 

julyl SIMEON MILLS, Agent, Madison, Wis. CANDIES, FRUITS, CONFECTIONERIES, 0. S. WILLEY & CO. EY & CO 
AND FANCY ARTICLES. 0:5: WILL & . 

WH RE’ H“s ON HAND, and Ss constantly manufacturing or TAIL DEALERS IN Tecejving the finest jes an fect’ of every kind. Also Fancy Articles, Toys, Masks, Orns FRUIT TREES, ee Ornamental Plants, Flowering Shrubs, FANCY CAKES ON HAND AND MADE TO ORDER. 
WE_Sociable and Wedding Parties Supplied -“@e EIS as a tes (¢ > GARDEN SEEDS, §0. Searonable Fruits received by Express from the South. ‘ A. F. WALTZINGER, MADISON, DANE CO, - - - - WISCONSIN. |} volSno7-tf No. 6 King 8t., Madison, Wis. Correspondence and Orders Solicited. 
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Vou. XV. - —=—=s~=—=s« MADISON, FEBRUARY 1, 1863. ~~~ No. 2. ee es eae ee eae 
r Interesting Letter from New Mexico. in the month of April, May or June, and the 

I reached this place on the 27th of Septem- | People are not very particular about the time, ber last, after a journey of thirty-nine days | 9!! the weeds and vegetables on the land are 
from Lawrence, Kansas. Though we received | burned up, and the water is let out of the ditch 
two heavy showers on the plains, one of which | UP? the piece of land to be guittvated: gat is 
reached from Pawnee Fork to the mountains, paade to run ey Snes part of i Without yet the plains have been uncommonly dry the this oi land is too hard for ploveng The 

| past summer, and the grass was short. These | 8°¢d, if ar a oe = peas, is - 
| Yast prairies of hundreds of miles in every di- sown over the land, and plowed in, generally 

} Yeetion are such, because they are without a | mith a Mexican plow, never: Bore than these 
| swell to catch the currents of air which pass inches deep; after which a log is drawn side- 

over them from the Gulf of Mexico, to deposit | Wise over the land and the small ditches cut their waters far off to the north. | for future waterings, and the work is done till 
. sea = ing ti ives, i In New Mexico all cultivation is carried on | “*tT28 time pala co P ee ~ iL eee 5 same manner, except the seed is placed in the b; ti id tl fined ti "is cian aaa ee eee ce bottom of the furrow at proper distances apart, the valleys and plains near the streams. These and is covered by the next furrow. 

of course must be the best lands, formed as cee x re ; i . ia 
they are from the washings from the mountains, ae Ak. are ind een a a 
of which the old volcanic ashes, and decom- fl a Fh 
posed felspathic rocks make a large ingredient. Ree i pibear yp Nis hi . BAR ay 
The long droughts and hot sunshine of sum- ee LA Plat a e a i . s ee 

| mer draw the salts from these, as well as from i a i 3 a aa - nen eT 
| the salt-bearing rocks on which they are de- & oa So Sranna, Wield sbguky ie ate. aa ie 
| posited, to such an extent, that almost every . jin oe An taean 

foot of land shows the white incrustations of ee ne OFOR TA arch: Of sheila n ag eee 
| the singular salts which here abound, and ee ie cen ae TT 

which in many places, where there is more ' . are = 
than common moisture, lies like a heavy hoar | °"Y ™@nure, — wralee, it is again veplani- 
frost over the whole surface. Such places pro- bie — oe . ere 
duce only those plants that would thrive on the = sat cighe iunbendes ae te - sea-shore, and are the resort of cattle for their he tenia s ‘ ie . F ea 8 a, 

‘an ten days at onetime. From January to supply of salt. 
re z ‘ April there is scarcely a day in which the wind ' The lands which are cultivated are product-| does not blow with such force as to remove ev- ive to a degree perfectly astounding to a strang- ery particle of dust from the face of the earth 

er, when the mode of cultivation they have | as if it were snow. In many places all the 
"| undergone, and exposure suffered for all past | earth which has been stirred by the plow dur- 

time, are taken into the account. Sometime ing summer, is carried off during winter, no . |
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one knows where, as there is not a tree, bush | well for cultivating the soil as New Mexico. 

or fence in any Mexican field to prevent it, nor | While he expends no more labor here than in 

water in the soil to hold it together. An en-| Wisconsin, and reaps as large a crop, he gets 

tirely new soil has then to be broken up for the | from three to sixteen times as much for it. The 

next crop. All this might be prevented by | following are a few of the prices this year: 

watering the land during the winter months;| Corn, wheat and oats $5 00 a fanega, (216 

and such watering would be of vast serviee to | bushels); Beans and peas $10 to $12 a fanega; 

the next crop. Deep fall plowing would be of | Turnips, beets, carrots and parsnips $5 to $8 

as much service here as in Wisconsin, if fol-|a fanega; cabbages, kohl-rabies, ruta bagas 

lowed by proper waterings during the winter; | 25 cts. each; onions and red peppers 4 cents 

without that, it would only tend to deprive the | each; winter squashes 50 cts. to $1 each; 

land of its soil. Last winter there was a fall | Mexican calabazas 25 to 50 cts- each; oats un- 

of three feet of snow in the Taos valley, which | thrashed $50 per ton; prairie hay, corn-stalks 

lay on the ground from Christmas to April, all| and straw $30 to $40 per ton. All merchan- 

of which melted and soaked into the ground. | dise three or four times as high as in Madison. 

The result has been that this summer they have | Mexican men labor for $25 a month and board 

reaped on that land, which has been in culti-| themselves. Butter is seventy-five cents a 

vation, without any manure, for a hundred and | pound, and scarce at that price. 

fifty years past, from fifty to seventy-five times| I am told that a tract of about seven acres 

the amount of wheat sown. Without winter | of land here, this year, planted in corn and 

irrigation of some kind, the water will never | oats, has yielded crops to the value of $750, 

penetrate below where the plow has broken the | and another patch cultivated as a market gard- 

soil, and there will be no spare moisture for | en. has yielded $1,200 from an acre; and if it 

vegetable life ten days after the waterings have | had been cultivated as some of the gardens 

taken place. Showers fall in July and Au-| about Madison, and other, places in Wisconsin, 

gust, which help out the crops, and sometimes | are cultivated, its value might have been doub- 

within the mountains, (that is, beyond the first | led. I know of no land so well adapted to the 

ranges,) corn is made by the rains alone. culture of all the tap roots, as are the bottoms 

The grain crops consist of spring wheat. | of the streams in New Mexico. I have not 

corn, oats, beans and peas; ahd the green veg- | mentioned the price of potatoes in the above 

etables are onions, cabbages, red peppers, beets, | list, because they do not thrive well here, and 

carrots and calabazas, (a sort of hard shelled | their production is seldom attempted, notwith- 

squash). Few of these are raised, owing to| standing there is a small wild one which grows 

the fact that there are no enclosed gardens, | spontaneously. Lust year, owing to failure of 

and cattle are free commoners by the first of | snow in the mountains, there was no water in 

October. this river, the Mora, and no planting could be 
The food of the Mexicans is meat, wheat and | 4416 at the proper season; but on the 30th of 

corn. All the eT food e} ee BY. June there was a heavy shower, so that the 

Christmas. Wheat is ground, sifted in a wire |1,.4 could be plowed. On the first of July the 

seive, and made into tortillas (tor-teel-yas),| onor of this place commenced with five teams 

endvomra — sacra =) Met AUit PEN eh plant corn and oats, planted till the tenth— 

wheat meal mixed hard with water, platted most of the corn in drills for feed; and with- 

very thin with the hands, and baked on a hot} |, any water from the river, his ten days work 

: iron. They are very tough, and pieces answer | yielded him $7,000 in cash after harvest. 

the purpose of spoons for eating soup or beans. | These yields and prices are not confined to this 

Atole is made from the meal of parched corn, | portion of the Territory. As much produce, 

like a thick porridge, and is drank from a cup. | and as high and higher prices may be obtained 

. No portion of the Union pays the laborer to | at any place, where cultivation can be had, 

OOO Ont
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from here to Fort Craig, a distance of 400/| or Woolly-eared wheats are the most popular. 
miles. Farming here pays better than gold| Chiddaw, or Cheltham, isa round, fair, even- 
digging in California or Pike’s Peak. grained wheat, adapted to soft, rich soils, and 

J. G. Kwarr. | grown in the finest wheat districts of England. 
i Banozay’s Fort, near Fort Union, New Mexico. Dec 5.| It is a free-grower, long-strawed, ripens early, 

=. Gait Tal oe and is not liable to lodge or mildew. Weight 
— in dry summers, often as high as 67 pounds. 
A It is not so well adapted to the latitude of 

GREAT BRITAIN, CONTINUED. Scotland. 

In our last we completed such brief account| The Hunter's wheat was chiefly from the 
as it seemed advisable to give of the mineral | e#stern counties of Scotland. Samples shown 
resources and products of the British King-| by the Messrs. Lawson, distinguished seeds- 
dom. And although much more might well be | men of ay eee : east Lothian, 
said of such products and of Processes, yet, | Were very fine. It is adapted to medium and 
through fear _ becoming tedious, in at = even to inferior soils, has a moderate length of 
the much that remains to be said of the splen- | straw, a hard,flinty kernel, and is a great fa- 
did contributions of this and other nations, we | Vorite with millers and bakers. | 
hurry on to consider, in this number, the next | The Talavera wheat is regarded in England 
branch, in logical order, of the English De- = me = spring oe " black = pM 
artment, to wit: ly soils. 8 a winter wheat, it is rather short 

: VEGETABLE AND ANIMAL PRODUCTS. ee Grain large, oblong, thin-skinned, 
me very white. 

F The Forests of Great Britain were not very Velvet variety, (common, originally from 
well represented in the Exhibition; still there Dantzic), adapted to rich, loamy soils, and a 

icra me Bee lok Sumie Ur Aho aioe Colman Ya great favorite in the counties of Sussex and 
rieties of timber, such as the oak, ash, maple, Kent. The grain is semi-transparent, and 
elm, sycamore, birch, poplar, pine, larch, yields an excellent flour. 
chestnut, &c., from the numerous small forests The Irish White is, as the name implies, pop- 
belonging to private estates, which, however, ular in Ireland; also cultivated in some parts 
together with those of Hampshire, Gloucester- of England with good success. It is a winter 
shire and Nottinghamshire, constitute in the wheat and is never sown in spring; adapted 

See a ee gee gs cust Be CON") To ithe mcilen grated tren totter ae 
sidered a very moderate supply of timber. brownish, flinty ; in favor with bakers for mix- 

There is, nevertheless, so exhaustless a sup- ing with softer and whiter sorts. 
ply of coal and of peat in the British Islands Among the red wheats of England, are the 
that there is but little suffering for want of Lamma, adapted to inferior soils and to a mild 
fuel, while the importations of timber of all climate, and hence grown chiefly in the south - 
kinds, and at moderate rates—owing to the ex- and southwest of England, Spaulding’s Pro- 
tent of their matchles smerchant marine—fur- lifle, Clover’s, and the Red Nursery. 
nish their ship-builders and other workers in REMARKABLE RESULTS OF THE CAREFUL “BRERD- 

|. woud with needed material. ine”? oF WHEAT. 

Or tue Crreats or Great Brirain there| Samples of the last named were shown by 
were 25 exhibitors—some of the collections| Mr. Hallett, of Sussex county, as “Hallett’s 
being very fine. Pedigree Nursery Wheat.” They purported to 

Wheat was there in several varieties and from | have been “bred” on the same principle of 
most of the grain growing districts of the | repeated selection which has produced our pure 
kingdom. Of the white varieties, the Chid-| races of animals. “A certain quantity of the s 
daw, Hunter's. the Talavera, and the Velvet | best Red Nursery wheat was sown, and on thé
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corn ripening, the seed from the largest ears Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Hampshire, Worcester- 

only was selected and sown for the following | shire, and Herefordshire—the taste, smell and 

year; when fully grown, the seed from the | economical value varying with the district 

largest ear of the second year’s growth was | where grown. It was our pleasure while on @ 

selected and sown, and so on until the present | visit to some of these counties, to see immense 

results were attained, at the end of the fourth | fields, and a great many of them, standing 

year.” 
thick with luxuriant growths of this crop so 

’ ‘There is philosophy in this mode of selecting | essential to ale and beer drinking Old Rngland. 

and improving seed, and the specimens exhib-| Grass Srxps.—No country in the world that 

ited by Mr. Hallett were interesting demon- | we have yet seen can compare with the British 

strations of what might be done in this way. | Isles for the production of the best varieties of 

One grain from the original ear or head—|the Grasses. Such soft, beautiful, and ever- 

which was rather small, only three and a half| verdant meadows and charming velvet lawns 

inches long, and contained only 87 kernels— | as are common there we have never seen else- 

was planted December 17, 1857, and produced | where. This superiority is owing to the almost 

10 heads and 688 grains. One grain from this | unvarying moisture of the atmosphere. Less 

produced 17 heads with an aggrezate of 1,190 | rain falls during the year than in many parts 

grains; the largest head containing 91 grains | of this country, but owing to the insular posi- 

and being 7 inches in length. One grain from | tion of Great Britain, the pinching drouths so 

this head produced 39 heads, containing 2,145 | injurious during certain summer and autumn 

kernels, but the season was bad and the crop | months here, are never known there. 

not otherwise so good as it should have been. The exhibition made by Messrs. Sutton & 

Nevertheless, one grain from this best head | Sons, Seedsmen by appointment to her Majes- 

produced 52 other heads, of which the largest | ty, the Queen, to the Government Gardens of 

was nine inches in length and prolific in propor- India, and the Royal Agricultural Society of 

tion! By the process described the «tillering ” | the Cape of Good Hope, was one of the finest 

properties of this wheat were so improved that | displays we have ever seen. Among a thou- 

one bushel was said to be “ample for four sand distinct and popular varieties of farm and 

acres if properly planted !” garden seeds, there were one hundred and 

Rye is but little cultivated in Great Britain. | twelve sorts of grasses, representing the mead- 

Barley is extensively cultivated for malting | ows, lawns and pasture lands of the various 

purposes, and as food for cattle. Indeed, in| portions of the kingdom. 

Scotland it is much used as human food—par- Orurr VecETanLe Propucts used as food 

ticularly in the form of what is known as | were there in great variety. Tea from China, 

« pearl barley,” which is simply the grain de- Java, Assam, Japan, and tea produced at home 

prived of its husk, and rounded in a machine | —black teas without number, and alone fit for 

constructed for that purpose. the beverage of Christian mortals; and green 

Oats likewise succeed well and are in favor ; | teas in multitude, so cleverly colored with clay 

being used not only as food for animals but |and Prussian blue by the Celestials for the 

also, in the form of oat-meal gruel and groats, | “* silly barbarians” of other lands. 

as avery common food for the poorer classes Coffees, chocolates, cocoas, chicory, &c., &e., 

of the people, many of whom make it their | and sundry samples of the “vile weed,” home 

chief and almost only diet. produced and foreign, were also present. 

Samples of numerous varieties of beans, India-rubber, gutta-percha, &c., together 

peas, flax-seed, &c., &e., were present, but the with numerous illustrations of their applica- 

limits of our space will admit of no special | bility in the manufacture of many articles of 

account of them. 
luxury and use, were also exhibited in this 

Hops were there from the famous counties of| connection, but as these are all the natural
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products of other countries, and have no pro- | haustible mines, and stopping for a moment to 

per place in the British court, except in the | pay a half-reluctant respect to the simple, yet 

branch of manufactures, we shall content our-| most essential representatives of her forests 

self with this bare mention. and fields. 

Tux Coutection or Woo1s shown by the| The more intelligent and the earnest seeker 

Royal Agricultural Society of England was | after knowledge has not been impatient of this 

very fine—over an hundred entire fleeces, each | hurried and necessarily dry detail, because it 

representatives of some distinctive breed, cross, | has shown to him the deep and solid founda- 

grade or quality. They were handsomely put | tions of a vast empire, whose power and sway 

q up with labels, and so situated as to be acces-| are, therefore, first among all the nations of 

sible to those who would carefully examine|the earth. To him andto all we open now the 

them. Great Britain ranks among the first | great portal which reveals the interior magni- 

wool growing countries of the world, and yet | ficence. 

her annual imports exceed one hundred and| Let us stand here a moment in silence with 

twenty-six millions of pounds of foreign wools uncovered heads, awe-inspired, and lifted up 

—so great is the amount consumed in the thou- | by a new consciousness of the almost infinite 

sands of her teeming factories. possibilities of man! 

John Bull is a staunch, stubbed, practical But we are not under the grand dome with 

fellow, caring much for the economies of life, | power to sweep, at one glance, over the vast 

and, hence is better pleased with those wools| area, within which multitudes of nations com- 

that will make a strong, stubbed fabric than | pare their greater or lesser resources and pro- 

with those alone adapted to the production of | gress in the arts of civilization. Another month 

alight, fine and handsome cloth, such as is | and that privilege may be ours. 

most popular in France and America. The PRODUCTS OF CHEMICAL PROCESSES 

South-Downs, Leicesters and the middle-wool- Looking first about us, we are in the midst 

producing sheep generally are, therefore, most of the weird wonders of the Genius of Chem- 

popular in Great Britain. This truth was il- | istry. 

lustrated by the collection of wools above men- Acids.—Boracic, made from Peruvian borate 

tioned. of lime, Thibitian and Persian tincal, (biborate 

Baitisu SruK was also on exhibition, but| of soda), direct from the boiling, vapory la- 

not in either amount or quality to justify more | goons of Tuscany ; aqua-fortis from the nitre 

than a bare mention. of South America; hydrochloric, from common 

All things considered, the Agricultural / salt; and every other, with sulphuric, king of 

branch of the British Department of the Great| them all, at the head. 

Exhibition, though interesting, and, in some Alkalies and Alkaline earths, with their mul- 

respects, gratifying to those whose credit was | titudes of salts—offspring of their marriage 

most involved, was, nevertheless, exceedingly | with the great family of acids, and each begot- 

meagre, when viewed with reference to the vast | ten for some important office in chemic or phar- 

agricultural resources of a mighty kingdom, | maceutic art. Even a very concise account of 

two-thirds of whose revenue is derived from | all of them would fill many volumes. 

this first and paramount branch of human in-| Large quantities of magnificent crystals of 

dustry. carbonate of soda induce a few words of com- 

' _ BRITISH MANUFACTURES. .| ment, as the manufacture of the salts of soda 

Hitherto we have been, as it were, in the| constitutes so attractive a feature of this 

yestibule of the vast temple wherein are dis-| branch of the Exhibition. So late as 1820 all 

played the glories of the British Department | the soda of commerce was made by burning a 

—stumbling our way over the rough, though | certain plant—the salsola soda—found and cul- 

rich, products of Brittania’s varied and inex-| tivated on the coasts of Spain, Ireland and i 

Fe 
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Scotland, and in some of the islands of the | one of the most potent and valuable chemical 

sea. Now it is manufactured from common |agents within the vast area of the Exhibition 

salt—which is hydrochlorate of soda—and nu-| Palace. Think of what it has done for the 

merous immense establishments in Great Brit-| cotton manufacturer—that most important 

ain yield it in unlimited quantities, and at the| branch of the manufacturing industry of the 

comparatively trifling cost of some £4 per ton. | greatest manufacturing nations of the world! 

The improvements of lste years consist in] of the innumerable millions of yards of 
greatly increased facilities for the saving of | brown, dirty looking muslin it is annually con- 

almost everything of the least value, which | verting into the handsomest cotton fabrics, of 

either already exists in the materials employed | an immaculate whiteness! True, we have the 

or which may be the result of chemical action | rain and sunshine and dew, with all their clev- 

and re-action. er bleaching powers, just as then, but who 

A visit to some of the great manufactories| wants to wait six months for a result which 

where salts of soda are manufactured afforded | chemistry can accomplish for us in just a few 

us an excellent opportunity to prove the cor-| hours? And more unanswerable yet, where 

rectness of this statement One of these oe-| would little, sea-girt England, with her thou- 

| cupied no less than 30 acres of ground, and| sand cities, standing so thick in all their soot- 

one thousand to fifteen hundred hands, turning | iness, find meadow enough whereon to spread 

out an incredible number of products—here | the thousands of miles of such muslin required 

glauber salts, there hydrochloric acid: here | to supply the craving markets of the more and 

sal soda, there chloride of lime; here bicar-| more exacting and fastidious world? More- 

bonate of soda or saleratus, there iron or cop-| over this chloride of lime is also a deodorizer 

per for castings!—and yet leaving, afier all,! and disinfectant—ridding the atmosphere of 

an amount of refuse which had already accu- | hospitals and private abodes of noxious smells, 

mulated in the neighboring open fields in| and. as some believe, neutralizing a thousand 

quantities almost mountainous. Who knows! fatal poisons which float therein. If it could 

but that, in the further progress of chemical} only neutralize the virus of bad principles and 

science, this, too, will become a mine of fabu-| rid the great American Republic of the bad 

lous wealth to some fortunate manufacturer? | odor of the Rebellion! 

At present the following raw materials are ne- Here, too, are numberless metallic salts and 

cessary to the production of a single ton of} other chemicals—useful and beautiful products 

soda ash:—1} tons of pyrites, 1] tons of salt, | of the wonderful chemic art; as also a host of 

1} tons of limestone, 1 ecwt. nitrate of soda, | other highly interesting bodies, such as Iodine, 

3} tons of fuel. Formerly, and but a few! with its train of iodides, applicable in the 

years since, so much of all this was lost in the | strange and beautiful processes of sun-paint- 

process of manufacture that the price of car-| ing: Phosphorus, that most irritable and fierce 

donate of soda was £60 ($300) per ton. of all the elements, with its numerous family 

Sodium itself—the pure metallic base of so-| of phosphates, and a fair show of lucifer 

da, and a beautiful siiver-white body, so light | matches, so ready to kindle at a touch, and 

and so inflammable that it will float and kin-/ yet patient to wait until wanted. But we have 

dle into a blaze upon water—though within | no time for all these, and so must admire and 

our recollection as high as two dollars an ounce, | pass on. 

is now manufactured ona large scale, and sold} But here we come to a group of 

at a few pence per pound. REMARKABLE PRODUCTS FROM COAL. 

This greyish powder here, marked Chloride} Tar, pitch, naptha, napthaline, napthalmine, 

of Lime, isa very simple looking substance, | para-napthaline, nitro-napthaline, benzole, ni- 

and will attract but little attention from the | tro-benzole, creosote, paraffine, carbolic acid, 

unscientific observer; but it is, nevertheless, | picric acid, analine, and a multitude of new
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and beautiful dyes! The world has been fa- mired by the multitude of thronging visitors, 

miliar with stone coal for many generations, | when dissolved—fate of all crowns, is it not? 

and thinking men have wondered at the inex- | —will become the Magenta dye, and sometime 

haustible store of it in those parts of the earth | in the future may serve to heighten the other- 

F where it seems to be most needed for the pro- | wise insufficient attractions of aspiring ladies 

duction of heat and the generation of steam; | in the kingly courts of the Old World, or, ap- 

but who could have dreamed, even twenty | propriately displayed upon the fairer forms of 

years ago, that out of that black, shapeless | hundreds of worthier maidens in the New, take 

mass, which men quarry from the depths of | 95 by storm the eye and heart of many a noble 

the earth and sell for a few shillings per ton, Badger boy! 

should come, obedient to the magic wand of And then this 

of Science, all manner of snow-white oils, a MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION OF PAINTS 

host of substances that, as yet, defy all rules Of origin various and remarkable—who can 

of classification, and—stranger than all the look at them without wondering at the profound 

rest—a multitude of such delicate, brilliant, science of the chemist, and craving the genius 

and altogether incomparable colors as the | of the artist to put them upon wood, plaster, 

world-admired Mauve and Magenta of to-day ? | porcelain, or canvas, and so make them immor- 

Years ago, Baron Liebig said prophetically : | tal as representatives of the Beautiful and 

“Tt would certainly be esteemed one of the Good in God’s Nature and in man? Derived 

great discoveries of the age if any one should | from the most inconceivable sources, and by 

succeed in condensing coal-gas into a white, | processes incomprehensible to even the chem- 

dry, colorless substance, portable and capable| ist, how wonderfully, either alone or in com- 

of being placed on candlestick or burned in| bination, do they imitate every tint and hue 

alamp.” This was in 1840; and in 1857, ‘ with which the Great Author has adorned and 

James Young, of Bathgate, Scotland, had ful- blessed this beautiful world! 

filled the prophecy, and placed upon golden| Ultramarine, one of the loveliest of them all, 

candlesticks, at the Great Exhibition of that and of which two varieties occur in commerce, 

year, beautiful white paraffine candles, ‘finer | to-wit: blue and green, was, for a long time, 

than the purest wax.” Mr Young’s chemical prepared exclusively by burning the lapis laz- 

works have now become the largest in the) uli, a precious stone, found in China, Persia, 

known world, and his paraffine and liquid par- | Siberia, and, we believe, California. When 

, affine oil for use in lamps, are to-day shedding | reduced to powder; it is mixed with resin, wax 

a cheerful, pleasant light in a multitude of and oil, and then kneaded in water which 

homes in all foreign lands Parafine is not slowly dissolves out the coloring matter. This 

explosive in the least; let it not suffer, there-| is afterwards repeatedly washed and finally 

fore, for this sin of the many rascally imita- digested in alcohol, to separate all particles of 

tions by which its fair reputation has been the pitchy compound. The collection by 

cursed. Messrs. Winsor & Newton, of the North Lon- ‘ 

The beautiful dyes referred to—including | don Color Works, are the finest ever exhibited 

the popular Mauve and Magenta—are, many of| and must be worth many thousands of dollars. 

them, products of the chemical reaction of But the world doesn’t like to pay too dearly 

certain salts and acids upon another of the | for its luxuries, and accordingly certain Ger- 

coal series, known as analine, They have no| man chemists have succeeded in manufscturing 

rivals in the world of artificial dyes, and the|an artificial ultramarine, almost as good, by 

beautiful crystals of which we are talking are burning together definite proportions of China- ; 

just about worth their weight in gold. The clay, sulphate of soda, carbonate of soda, sul- 

two or three crowns in these glass cases, look-| phur and charcoal ; carrying the tint from 

ing so like crystal amethysts and so much ad-| pure cold blue, through all possible gradations,
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to an exquisite rosy violet, by simply varying | countless products of the chemic art. The 

the proportion of sulphur. This pigment is| view has been hurried and a thousand things 

sold, at wholesale, for about fifteen pence per | passed by without even a glance. But we have 

pound; the native ultramarine being formerly | been delighted, it is hoped, with the progress 

as high as twenty-five dollars an ounce—an- | of the past ten years, and convinced anew that 

other of the triumphs of chemistry. the subtile forces of Chemistry are the real won- 

Many of the lead, zinc, antimonial, tungsten | der-workers of the world. 

and other pigments used in the arts are inter- ee ae es 

esting, but we have no time for them now. Depth of Sowing Wheat. 

ARTIFICIAL INDIA-RUBBER. We have heard of an instance in England 
where wheat had been sown broadcast on the 

A new and remarkable substitute for India- | land, _ before it could be harrowed in, rain 
; ; oi] | fell and continued to fall for days, so that the 

ire 2 Sines ied eee seed never was covered, yet the crop did well. 
yarnish with a small proportion of shellac, and On the other hand, we have known seed wheat 

is already being put to most of the uses for here owe or four inches deep, and this 
z, also well. 

which caoutchouc has been famous the few Still, the depth at which it is best to sow 

past years. wheat is a matter of some importance. If all 
pared cloth, hed in fi , is dip- | the conditions are favorable, there may be lit- 

-% ae eee ‘ ee tle difference in the resnlt of covering deep or 
ped into cauldrons of the varnish, exposed to| shallow or not at all. But in the case of a 
the air for a day and then dipped again, and|very dry fall, and especially on land from 
so on until a thick layer has accumulated. which a spring crop has been removed, it is Mi . | Yery important to bury the seed deep enough 
This is then scraped off, crushed in hot mix-|to insure moisture sufficient for its germina- 
ing rolls, worked into dough, and.spread upon erie one advantage of sowing with 

. 6 , 
the fabric to be coated, or moulded into any One of the editors of the Country Gentleman 

required form. It may also be worked with | sowed some wheat on the 2lst of last May at 
‘ ‘ i ithout sulphi various depths, and carefully noted the result. 
ee ee ee p ar, or That which was covered half an inch deep as to form a hard compound like vuleanite or | pame up in 5 days; 1 inch deep in 6 days; 2 
ebonite. inches deep in 7 days; 8 inches deepin 8 days; 

4 inches deep in 10 days; 6 inches deep in 12 AN ARTIFICIAL AND PERFECTLY TRANSPARENT | dave Five weeks afterwards, there was no 
GUTTA PERCHA, perceptible difference between that planted 

rod . | half axf inch and an inch deep; that planted 2 
Exhibited by Alexander Parkes, of Birming- inches deep was not quite so good; and so on, 

ham, the inventor, is ‘a yet more wonderful eee in L geallty, 2 the ee em planting 
A * increased. t six inches dept! ere were product of modern chemical a) and are but very few slender stalks. ? 

never presented to the public before. Itis|} In the fall of the year the ground is warmer 

made by combining oil, chloride of sulphur, | than in a cae a ee ra ee 
5 5 warmer the soil, other things being equal, the and collodion. The hardened mass, called sooner will seed germinate. On this account 

Parkesine, solidifies at once, and is hard, elas-| we should perhaps sow a little deeper in the 
ic, trans} tt. d 4 f. autumn than in the spring. 
fo Peres e eee 4 a Pe, Asarule, we may conclude that the shal- 
made opaque by the use of any desired pig- lower grain is covered, so that a constant and 
ment. It possesses powerful insulating proper- | adequate ia os moisture is furnished, He 
ue ; ing |™ore rapidly will germination proceed. j ties, is unaffected by damp, is papalue of being wheat is sown early enough, rapid germination 

‘moulded or pressed into any conceivable form, | ig pot, yery sential, and beefs fe aim 
‘and tl: ii hardness almost rival-| should be to get the wheat well and evenly 
i ae ¥ eae t of oa ge i covered, even if germination is delayed a few 

g tatyrct © cost of proguction 18 | days, In the spring, when the ground is moist 
fonly about twelve cents a pound, and there Sir wheat pen not bt covered more than i 
‘seems to be no limit to the practical to | an deep. e fall it may be covered 
which i : a *e = deeper, say from one to two inches—and if the i 
j which it may be put. gout is very dry, a little deeper.—Genessee 
| Here we must stop in our examination of the | Farmer. 
} : i 

ce
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Winter Evening Thoughts. Introduction of the Potato into the United States. 

In “Rainy Day Thoughts,” in the Septem-| Messrs, Epitors :—To answer the inquiry 
4 7 Dactaet of “A Co. Gent.” of New Britain, Ct., as it is 

pee Sept the EARNER, emacs, Pe would be to say that the potato was intro- 
farmer getsrich. Lintend toshow howa farm-| duced into America by the Creator “in the : 

er gets disappointed, and is, more than any beginning < ence a one oe os nae 
. . enous productions o! ith America. jut the 

mechanic, dependent on circumstances not un- question probably is, when it was introduced 

der his control. into the United States? Answering that ques- 
iq J tion in full will also explain why it is called 

A mechanic, when he gets his day’s work or | the Irish potato, as was perhaps thegate years 
job done, is sure of his pay, but a farmer has | ago more than it is now with us, and still is at 
to lay out his work years in advance, and when the Seuth in distinction from the sweet potato. 

: 2 The only authority 1 know of in relation to 
he would reap the fruits of his labor, they | the matter is Belknap’s History of New Hamp- 

will be snatched from his grasp. shire, and as the book is not common, | will 
give, as briefly as possible, the substance of 

Six years ago I planted five apple trees; | that historian, and if there is further or other 

they were all killed the first winter, except one; nfocmanee upon the matter, we shall be glad 
this one stood the cold of five winters well,| Jn 1719 a large number of emigrants came 

but last winter it was ‘killed nearly to the} to cs country a oe of oe 
9 settled a township which they cal ndon- || ground. At the same aoa I planted 2 tbs. of derry. They were called Irish, and there was 

apple seed. The first winter the young plants | no little antipathy felt towards them, which 
stood well; the next winter killed all of 1,000| would have been very foolish even if they had 

bout 50 been natives of Ireland, but they were from a 
pr more, excont sbentaps colony of Scotch Presbyterians that had set- 

* tled in the province of Ulster, Ireland, in the 

‘Threg years ago I set out a variety of qmall | tof King James L They hed a thirst for 
fruit; the second year they bore some, and oiyil and religious liberty which their situation 
this year I expected a fullerop. The crowns ja Uletee did not sates) and ee the shale 

. . . colony removed to America. out one hun- * Houghton’s gooseberries penn Ralied last | dred and twenty families came. One hundred 

winter, but they sprouted out again from the/ families came to Boston, and the rest landed 
root. Of some Lawton blackberries which I | 02 the coast of Maine. Of the former, about 
had ait te hh th a . | sixteen families were those who made the set- 

Protect: rough the winter, a frost in| tiement of the town of Londonderry. The 
June killed all the blossoms. My grape vines | historian referred to says: ‘These people 

were killed down in May, and in June again. brought with them) the necessary material for 
= . the manufacture of linen; aud their spinning 

I never saw anything more promising than my | wheels, turned by the foot, were a = 
Victoria currants and raspberries this spring; e country. ae also eae bree e — 

. of potatoes, which were P in the 
they were loaded with blossoms, but the frost garden of Nathaniel Walker, of Andover. They 

‘destroyed them all. Also the blossoms of the | were an industrious, frugal, and consequently 
p a’ set iout thriving people.” Hence, these people being 

eee on nee eee, 2) bec called Irish, the potatoes which they introduc- 
cabbage for seed; they were worth $4 00 last | oq were called Irish potatoes.—A. B. B. in 
fall and about $8 00 this spring. I never had | Country Gent. 

. So TT ea a ee 

better luck to get them through winter; they) Cogn as Fuxn.—The editor of the Nebraska 
were in full blossom, when, on the 19th day of see coe at bpp das 2 T., 

I jiseusses the comparative cheapness of corn 
June, the frost reduced the est from about asan article of fuel. He says that corn is 
10 ths. to 1-4 1b. Thesame frost destroyed all] worth ten cents, and coal twenty cents, per 

i tab} d : bushel, and wood two dollars per cord. At 
tender: Sayers, reaps emane core, these’prices he concludes that the choice is al- 

Wheat is only half a crop; potatoes nearly | together dependent upon which is obtainable 
| . with the least trouble—in other words, that 20 
{all rotten ; still am planning for another year. | bushels of corn are of the same value for fuel | |~ 
| What wil lt. ni : as a. cord of wood ready to put into the stove. 
| + all he fie, xeauls ao Qos. kR9 Ws Wood bears a higher comparative fF? here at 
| Aporpxvs. | present. It would be singular if we should : 
| ‘Mr. Praca, Dec. 1862. get to burning corn as a cheaper substitute.
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A Man who Knows his best Interests, and Cure for Potato Rot. 
Sundry Ott * = 

yee The Scientific American says, lime applied to 
Pouiisuers Farmer :—Enclosed please find | potatoes after they are dug. will prevent them | 

$8 00 to be applied as follows: * * * * |from rotting. It applies the lime as the pota- 
“2 toes are put into the bin, say about a on 

I would write os article vary FARMER — of lime to 40 or 50 of potatoes. 

that I have nothing of much interest to write,| The other day, while calling on a neighbor 

F that fi in this localit: «too | of ours (Dr. U. Potter), he took us into his cel- 

oh be Peta, 2 Pe ea lar and showed us his Posten: all limed, and 

poor” to advance their agricultural interests | some covered with sand. He saw his potatoes 
by subscribing for the Farmer! that business | were affected, when he put them into the cellar, 
y 3 

generally, and farming in particular, is at rath- ete to rot badly. He then 

er alow ebb, just now; and that the excuses The lime had absorbed the moisture and 

that have invariably met my frequent endeay- | most of the rot, so that the potatoes were dry 

ors to obtain pee ey mere = their a ees ee sree s 
greatest incentives for patronizing it, viz: ‘ the | result of the lime. 

war,” and “hard times.” We know. lime ee to the soil will im- 

: prove potatoes; and here it is demonstrated 

A great many are disaffected toward the | that it will benefit them after they are grown. 

«<Indian land,” because it is so sandy. I sup-|I have had ocular and experimental evidence 

it wi o i of the truth of this. A very commom potato 
pose ‘it will eee as much grain sel may thus be improved. 

acre as the prairies, but every country hasits| his is of importance. If we can improve 

drawbacks, and for my part, I am very well rane watery tubers by a spplionicn oe 

: . ittle lime, to say nothing of the prevention o! 
eee with our a of the country. If cee rot, a very t point is gained. 

soil is not so productive, we have such beauti-| Another thing. Potatoes should be left in 

ful soft water, and for the healthfulness of our | the ground pene = - a weer jas 
das, * * some parts 0! e country. eft till win’ 
climate, this section cannot be excelled. compels them to be removed, those intending 

We can raise good fruit, too, if we try. to rot will do so, and ae among the 

1 missing ones—absolutely decayed, gone into 
Last year our farm produced 80 bushels of the soil, and only sound ones remain. 

wheat per acre, and we had an average prairie| This is better than to bother with them after 

PS site bebe: Yi they are secured. To be sure, there are less 

a geegneeseran =. eer he in a hill and those not of the best quality, for 
regulated, productive farm on the ‘‘sand,”| the best always decay, especially the t. 

even; and why? Its proprietor takes the | That probably accounts for those remaining in 

Farmer, and profits, as far as his limited means ia hon Cae acl eee a 

will allow, by its teachings. J ripe, and it will not rot; hence those dug very 

+: early will be sound. Have we not here a hint 
— farmers complain that they have to toward the discovery of the rot?— Vat. F 

cultivate 40 acres to get what ought to be the 

product of ten. Now, if such men took the Cuover as A Fertinize .—John Mears says 

Farmer, they would know that the fault lay in the ‘Boston Cultivator, that » gentleman of 

more in the cultivator than in the land, and if en 0 Pe 188, Abate! 
, . jon wil ‘im, st “that a lot of land came 

they improved by the reading, as they ought, | into his is possesslony which by bad management 

they would save enough extra labor in a few | had pr uced only six or eight bushels of wheat 

years to supply themselves and families with rar eee it in yall See 

all the reading that would profit them—more | brown fe ere rs turned ae The 

would be useless. Every man should patron- oe rR sepee ao lot put towne 

; i which yiel ra per acre four 
ize the Fanuer, vomeeed agree poor, = together, While one of the clover crops 

would promote the agricultural interests of his | was on ae ground, he Measured off two feet 

| State, as also to show toits pains-taking editor | square, or four superficial feet, digging to the 
that hid Jabors in that direction ‘3 depth of one foot, and removing all earthy 

| = ee rection are appre-| matter. It gave over one pound per foot, or 
ciated. H. J. Kexpatt. | more than 22 tons of vegetable matter to the 

Onpmo, Marquette Co., Dec. 16, 1562. acre.” 

|
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Agricultural Clubs. whole attention ‘to grain-raising, which most 

Now is the season when an agricultural club of eastern people do pocneee they can raise 

should be put into operation in every town and such an abundance of it, I cannot say but I 

densely populated neighborhood in the coun- have been as successful as most of my neigh- 

try. bors in raising grain. I have raised as high 

Come, neighbors Thrift and Go-ahead, call| ** forty bushels of wheat to the acre. 

your brethren together and organize without I have not forgotten what you said about the 

delay. In times like these every farmer needs importance of us farmers turning our attention 

the best information available, in order to in-| © raising sheep in your discourse at the Grant 

sure the largest returns for his labor. If any | County Fair. You hit the card that I had been 

man has a better method of doing his work | Pulling at but had not put it into effect. Two 

than his neighbor, let him communicate it to | Yrs ago I paid two hundred and thirty-five 

them at the Club, and g0 add to the common dollars for sheep. Since that, I have realized 

stock. Noone need be afraid of giving more | ™Y ™oney back twice, and have five hundred 

than he will get, unless he absolutely knows dollars worth of sheep on hand now, all in 

that he is wiser than all his neighbors put to- good condition. Joux Batis. 

gether. To help on the good cause by giving Tavees. Dec. sme 

wider circulation of i tant facts and ex- 
ia ;: ae id Sacer ee eats a Recerers or WHeat.—The number of bush- 

periences, we propose to publish a synopsis of| ¢1, of wheat received at Chieago in the month 

all valuable reports of the proceedings of such | of November, of last year, is reported at 

clubs. 1,291,511. During the same month in 1861, 

an a SS 2,043,960 bushels were received. In the three 

A Leaf from a Young Grant County Farmer's months of September, October and November, 

Experience. 1862, 4,964,960 bushels were received, against 

Dn. Horr:—I enclose one dollar for that | 8,695,981, in 1861. At Milwaukee, in the same 

oe three months, 5,440,405 bushels are reported 
indispensible, the Fanmer. It has been a month- against 7,074,088 bushels in 1861. In the two 

ly visitor for a long time, and I will assure you cities there is a falling off of the receipts, for 

it isa welcome one. It is the best paper to those three months, of 5,365,040 bushels, as 
: compared with last season, being equal to about 

stimulate the farmer to duty that I know of; | 34 per cent. 

besides, it is full of good information and time- a 

1 ings. Fractions or AN Acrs.—lIt is often desira- 

" . Senee a ibbl " ble for the farmer to measure off from a lot of 

will try and scribble out some of my ex- | jand fractions of one acre, for the purpose of 
perience, although I am troubled with a lame | making a series of experiments upon different 

arm and am also lame at composition. modes _ of planting, cultivating or manuring. 

i have & oo if” eight To facilitate this, we give below the measure- 

nee Dees let eee eight years, 85/ nent of the side of a square containing the 

the young farmers say. I received my farm following fractional parts of an acre: 

education in Canada West, near London. 1-16 of an acre contains about 52} ft. square. 

PLOWING MATCHES, &¢. $ e ens ia i 

Your Farmer warns the plowman to plow a { “ ~ “1215 “ 

little deeper. I think thatevery county inthe} } is 6 « My < 

i 1 acre i « 209 * 
State should encourage plowing matches for! 5.014. be “2954 ie 

both men and boys, and especially forthe boys, ; 

for they do most of the plowing. I maybe} Wuo Cax Brat Tu1s?—I raised seventy-one 

allowed:to state in this connection that the first | and one-half (71}) bushels of Buckwheat from ‘ 

two premiums offered on plowing by the Iowa} twenty-two (22) quarts of seed sown. It was 

Agricultural Society at their late Fair were} sown on prairie which had just been broken 

won by J. C. Traner, of this town. and harrowed, in the month of June. 

SHEEP-RAISING AND GRAIN-GROWING. J. A. Mapze. 

My first six years in Wisconsin I turned my| Rrvax Farzs. \
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: The Economical Disposition of Straw. the Farmer, as I think it is among the indis- 

| Mn. Eprron:—In the Novémber number of| Pemsibles. I have ftaken it ever since it was 
i the Farin I noticed you gave several subjects | "St published, and I have them all preserved. || \ 
i for discussion, one of which was “The most| 22¢y are a treasury of good reading. : it Economical Disposftion of Straw.” Home Binding for the Farmer.—I bind them 

My plan is, to make a pen, by setting crotch-| #2 this way:—Take wire No. 4, and put them 
H es in the ground, so that a heavy pole laid into | gether, when the volume is full, with a gim- 

them will be three or four feet above the sur-| let or anything to make the holes with; put it 
, face: then set rails on the end inside of these | through abort half an inch from the back. | 

poles, and about two feet or twenty inches| Z#ke of the wire a piece long enough to bend apart. This pen may be ten or twelve feet | Ver both ways and come together across the 

wide, and long enough to hold as much straw| back. Hammer it down firmly. and the num- 
Ls desired. bers will keep their places and never tear out. 

In this way cattle may be much protected I think this a good way to preserve them for 

from winds and storms, and the straw all saved, | future reference, where we cannot get them 
F.N. Goovuicn, | bound at the book binders. |W. Emeniok. ' 

Mowery Carex, Minn., Dec. 15, 1862, Wasr Ganax Lire, Dee. 1803. | 
———— —_ 

Queries and Recipes—Leather, Pork, and the Breins Ricut.—Messrs Hoyt & Camppsii: 
pane: —Having borrowed the November No. of the 

Ep. Farmer :—I would like to have you tell, Farmer, I herewith send you one dollar in 
through the Fanurr, how to obtain seeds from hearty acceptance of your offer to every new 
the Patent Office. subscriber before January Ist. 

HOW TO SAVE SHOE LEATHER. I have just commenced farming, having 
As it a benefit to some to save money, I spent nearly all my life until now behind the 

would say to the farmers, you can save one- dry-goods counter, and am happy gs eon Re third of your shoe leather by sending for the nal for the farmer so full of enterprise as yours 

Farmer, and oiling the soles of your boots and pEpeare, tobe. I will endeavor to obtain ee 
shoes with linseed oil, as much as they will subscribers for you, when I have opportunity. 
soak in, especially when they are new—but not Lintend to plant 5 or 10 acres of tobacco. 
on the uppers, as it will make them hard and | Have you any article published or accessible 

. cause them to crack. Those who wear boots} the subject of the cultivation of tobacco in 

k in summer, without socks, would do well to o —* satin Guan. H. Torzrye. 
grease them on the inside. They will keep| ***Y4%» Dec: %, 1662. 
softer, wear longer, turn water better, and nev- Notr.—We are no friend to tobacco, but will 
errub their feet. Try it; leather is worth | Cheerfully furnish the best information we can 

saving. gather, in the next number of the Fanmer.— 

TO PRESERVE PORK. Ep. 
wae eee Se 

i I often hear of Perrone eee nee by spoil Cutture or Pzanurs.—Mr. Epiron:—I 
ing. I have kept _ two years - this way :— wish to inquire through the columns of your 

Put = pounds of salt to the ae ; then make magazine about the propagation and culture of 
ee and put on cold. eae it haa become the peanut. I would like to gain some inform- 

pckiet pereeke meee ao peeeeite au ation as soon as possible, in time to make ar- 
turn it on hot, - en as it has settled, and rangements for this season’s crop. 
‘scald as often as it is bloody. BodtCinver: j 
| THE WISCONSIN FARMER. Cuantes Crrr, Iowa, Dec. 1862. } 
| I think I shall beable to send you a club for| Who knows all about Peanuts ?
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The Most Zconomical Disposition of Straw. The Most Economical Use of Straw. 

‘As an article of food, straw can properly rank| We are all supposed to use straw like every- 

next to marsh hay; for it is all that we can do | thing else, so that we may get the most dollars 

j to keep our stock thrifty on such hay, and it} and cents for it, and for the time and labor 

requires but a little extra feed to do the same bestowed. 

on straw. My mode of treating straw is, when it leaves 

There are two points to be particularly | the machine, to put it into thebarnyardin atidy 

taken into account in feeding straw most pro-| stack, to which sheep, cattle and colts can have 

| fitably : First, the greatest amount of good to | free access while they are in winter quarters. 

be obtained for the stock; and secondly, the| Then I throw off every morning and let them 

value of the manure. pick the best during the day, and at night, be- 

The best results that can be attained, prac- | fore putting them into their stalls, I gather up 

tically, I think, will depend on the following | and put in for bedding a good supply, so that 

principles: Make a point of feeding the straw | it may absorb all the liquid manure. The next 

to young stock between the ages of two and | day it is wheeled into the barnyard—the great 

five years. Make another point, anda decided | receptacle for all manures—and the following 

one too, of raising enough roots to give each| spring or autumn it is taken to the field and 

animal a peck a day regularly. plowed under the surface as deep as a good 

I think it is conceded that in order to do | team can do it. 

well an animal must have something to fillup| Itis a common practice among farmers to 

its stomach, whether it has any nutriment in| spend an hour or two each day in cutting straw, 

itor not. Straw will do this, and if aided} so that they can coax their animals to eat it; 

with roots is sufficiently nutritious. It has, | and still more common to throw it outas it 

no doubt, been noticed by all farmers that straw | comes from the thresher, and say to them, 

has a very astringent effect upon their stock. | « Eat that or nothing. If you die before spring 

No animal can do well when it is too costive. | it won't be because you have had nothing to 

Potatoes, turnips, and all such articles rectify | eat.” That kind of farming always reminds 

this tendenay and keep the animal in good| me of the man who skinned a flint worth a 

condition. The droppings are much more val-| cent, and spoiled his jack-knife worth eighteen 

uable also. Whether it will pay to cut the| pence. 

straw depends much upon the relative price of} Much more might be said, but the stiffened 

labor. All stock should be housed and well] fingers of farmers require them to be very 

bedded in cold weather. W. A.B. Banas. | brief, if they write at all, at this season of the 

| Kixastos, Wis., Dec. 1862. year Tra Buss. 

Wuisky anp Newsparers.—A glass of whis- Suesorcas, Dec, 1862. 

ky is manufactured from perhaps a dozen ———— 

| Se aa Shs ee ‘ Surinkiya or Hay anv Corn sy Dryine.— 

for one shilling, and if of a good brand is con- n exchange oe that the loss upon hay 

sidered well worth the money. It is drank in weighed July 20th, when cured once ES 

a minute or two—it fires the brain, sharpens eee ae ye oT apa k # So that 

the appetite, deranges and weakens the phys-|15> a¢ $15 a ton in the 1 is equal to $20 
ical system. On the same sideboard upon | ..4 upwards when weighed from the mow in 
which this delicious beverage is served lies @| — sg The weight he in a hehe 

newspaper. It is gone with new wep as = cos in Navcabee. ascertained to be full 19 

spate een The “newopeper costs i: in November, was only 7§ pounds in 

less than the glass of grog—the juice of a few 

grains of corn; but * is no een ne This matter of shrinkage is one of which 

ani vas ie “he torn juice cheap, and | @?mere'do not usually makewaflicient secqunt 
the newspaper dear !—Scientific American. when they decide to hold on for better prices.
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STOCK REGISTER. |a2drye or wheat straw, threshed with a flail. ————_—____—___-___| The former is best. i 
Barracks for Fodder. With a 2 inch augur bore holes in the plates, 

Mz. Eprron:—I have often wondered why | Commencing near the corners, say two feet 
Some one more competent than myself has not | *P4rt, or thereabouts, for the framework of the said something in the agricultural journals in |T°°f- The boring should be commenced on the 
favor of building barracks for fogder. I have | inside corner, with a suitable slant for the pitch 
lived over twenty years in this State and have | °f the roof. I would not recommend boring 

, never seen one init. I think no farmer should | ®leat through, lest it should weaken the plate. 
. be without at least one, in a country like this, | The poles for the framework of the roof should 

where so much stacking is done, which is many be of suitable length for the pitch, which of 
times attended with much extra labor and loss | COUrs® must be governed by the size of the 
of grain and hay in consequence of bad weath- | barrack. 
er; which would not be the case, if our farm-| A round block about 2 feet long and 10 or 
ers were provided with good barracks. When | 12 inches in diameter, the top end dressed to 
the expense of building them is taken into ac-| a point, in which 1} inch holes are bored, in 
count, it sinks into insignificance when com-| which to insert the framework poles. Smaller 
pared with the benefit and convenience the poles are nailed or otherwise properly fastened 
farmer would derive from their use. across the main poles, commencing within 4 or 

Doubtless many of my brother farmers have | 5 inches of the plates and about one foot apart, 
never seen one, and have a very imperfect idea | #04 continued to the top. The next step is, 
of what it looks like. Therefore I will give a| ®$ the Dutchman says, to shingle it mit straw, 
little description of its construction. which any person who understands thatching 

I will briefly describe two ways of building pao ihe expense would probaly net os: 
them. eeoeet . First, the cheapest: Four posts (white oak I will now proceed to give a sketch, accord- 
is best) say 20 or 24 feet long and 7 inches in ing to my best recollection, of the other mode 
diameter. If straight, round will answer; if| °f building one, 20 feet square. 
not, they should be hewed 8 square, commenc-| Four sills 20 feet long, 7 or 8 inches square; 
ing 8 feet from the end, the unhewed portion | 4 posts, 20 feet long, 7 inches square; 4 posts, 
to be placed in the ground—the top end dress- | 8 feet long, 7 inches square; 4 girths, 20 feet 
edtoapoint. Then with 1} inch augur, bore long, 7 inches square; 4 posts, 4 by 4, 8 feet 
holes 8 or 10 inches apart, commencing, say | long; 8 girths, 10 feet long, 4 by 4; 8 braces; 
8 feet from the butt and continuing to within | 4 plates (pine), 6 inches square, 20 feet long. 
2 feet of the top. Then place the posts, say | When framed together, board up to top of 
8 feet in the ground, or deep enough to stand girths, with door in front. 
firm, and 20 feet apart, forming a perfect/ The posts must be 8 square from top ef girth. 
square. Next procure 4 pine plates 20 feet | It must be recollected that holes and iron bolts 
long, 6 or 6} inches square, halved together at | are required to hold up the roof in this as well 
the ends and placed on the outside of the posts}asin the other. Any carpenter can make a 
and pinned—the posts standing close in the| board roof. Wherea straw roof is to be made, 
corners, The plates should rest on four round | the other description will answer. 
iron bolts 1} inches in diameter, 20 inches} The roof can at all times be raised or lower- 
long, one end turned up one or two inches, | ed by means of a lever. It must be remem- 
short blocks 3 or 4 inches sqysre on the bolts| bered that the lighter the roof is made, the 
for the corners of the plates to rest on. It is | better. 
now ready for theroof. This is made of poles] What I have said in relation to barracks is
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principally from recollection of when I was a/ summer sun will encourage her to give more 

little boy, living among the farmers in the val- | ample return for the kindness shown her dur- 

ley of the Mohawk in the State of New York. ing the freezing winter. I. Bursa. 

Apert Boves. Suazoraan, Nov. 17, 1862. 

Eacie, Wis. Nov. 18, 1862. Ss 

—____+____— Training Colts. 

The “Farmer” pays the Subscriber. Cure for! Mn. Epitorn:—We send you a short article 

Bloat in Cattle. on training colts as we have not seen anything 

Mr. Evrror:—Having been a reader of the | of this kind in your journal, and think ita 

Farmer for three years, I have found it tobe @| matter of some importance to most farmers, 

very valuable paper, in which I am much in-| for the reason that the vicious habits of most 

terested as'a farmer. The more I read and | horses are attributable to bad management in 

profit by it, the more I am interested. Though | this respect. 

I feel the effects of poor crops and of the war,/ We think that a little caution used in pre- 

yet here goes the money for the Farmer for] venting bad habits is better than all the cures 
1863, and I consider the money as well invest- | that were ever invented. 

ed as it could be in any other interest, and to In weaning» sucking*colt*provide'a oom- 

Better prone, panion for it, if possible, and by all means 

It should not be necessary to throw out mek have your pasture or enclosure well fenced. 

indovemreitejes Toe mare? Ge et eaeen Also, in leading or driving it, wherever bars 

= mort oe meee eS 2 or fences have to be taken down, never through 

While writing I thought it might not be laziness compel or allow the celt to jump over 

amigs-to send another Recipe to the readers two or three rails: but take down the fence to 
of the Farmer. Though it may not be in the the ground. Such precautions as these pre- 

season when needed, yet if a by vent breachy horses. 

your readers it will be all right. I am induc- i 7 i 

ed to give this, from the fact that so many cat- ee pln ee 

Ter a OLS We Gita. aE from 1 to 8 entire strength of the animal. Persevere in 

heaping table-spoonsful of saleratus, according ee tek ca ea a0 

to the size of the creature; dissolve in from a 6 

pint mn a quart of water, and pour the same In attempting to lead a colt, be sure you can 

down with ‘a tunnel. It will give speedy re- hold him, and don’t let him go if he should at- 

lief if given in season. tempt to flounder about. If he is very strong 

La Prarur, Dec. 1862 and resolute, better have a bit in his mouth. 

° We think the bitting harness a good arrange- 

«“[ Don’r make Burren 1 Winter.” —Mr. | ment to be used for a few days before break- 

Epiron:—The enclosed two dollars is to pay ing, as the animal becomes familiar with the 

you for your valuable paper the past and com- bit and learns to hold his head in position when 

ing year. And now for the discussion propos- in harness. 

edin the November No.: As for ‘‘making} If you break the colt in winter—and that is 

butter in winter,” I never do it. Kind Mully | the best time—hitch him to a sleigh beside an- 

needs a little rest after having her teats pulled | other horse which is well broken, if possible; 

nine months, and I prefer allowing her the win- if not, drive him around for a while without 

ter months for that purpose, that she may be | any load. In starting him, give your custom- 

the better prepared to give a flowing pail-full | ary signal and then touch him lightly with a 

when the green herbage of the coming year is whip or switch, but on no consideration whip 

luxuriant, and the southern breeze and the him until he is told to go. If he is afraid of 

_—
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anything in particular, or is of a timid dispo- or pap wa sonreted Filh salt. Ee fone 
iti ‘: bs is best. Both are sure remedies in this vicini- sition, better not use the whip at all; but use ty: Every farmer should have the former by 
all means to make him understand you do not | him.” 

wish to hurt him. If heis mastery orice, | —_——_—_——_—__—_—__————————— 
it may be necessary to apply the whip, but the THE P OULTE RER. 
moment he submits, stop it. Never show that |= 
you are afraid of him, and, above all things, a Treats or Semis. J 

In M. Jacques’ work on Poultr , he says :— 
en gost emer, at eA barbers custom, as ridlselos ae it is If you are an indifferent horseman, a good abominable, consists in tearing off the horny 
time to begin is when the animal is fatigued. | tip of the tongue in order to cure the malady 
To a good horseman this matters little. We|°@lled the Pip, and which is only canker or 5 as apthe. This substance is as natural to the think a colt should be ‘broken ” at the age of tongue as the nailistothe finger. I have seen 
three years, but should never be put to very peor eke : sick hen, examine the ipteripr of 

r : i the beak. then seeing it was suffering from hard labor till he is five years old. To overtask canker or apthe, take ii nuditeariatt ike oni 
a colt, in our opinion, is apt to injure his con-| of the unhappy patient’s tongue. As a pre- itutioz ui balky e. cautionary measure, all the birds in the yard 
exibntion, ot protnee pally ares Raepes were ici, As they all had the horny tip, Buioicron; Deo) 3908: i oa it was settled that all were about to suffer from 

: S canker, and then all hands set to work to mu- [First rate rules, neighbor Rhodes. Now| titate the entire poultry-yard. The wound it 
let the farmers and farmers’ boye all observe | causes is long in healing, and sometimes is in- 
them. | curable. One of the most dangerous maladies, 

eo ee because in time, and almost imperceptibly, it 
, How To Cure Scrarcnes.—Mr. Epitor:— et ee a whole yard, young and old, isa ; ‘ isease I will call the ‘white.’ It is a sort of 

Here isa recipe to cure scratches in horses, itch, evidently caused by invisible vegetations, 
communicated by a reliable man who has prov-| which appear first on the feet, on the combs, 
ed it to be acertaincure. The remedy is sim- | 00 the wattles, on the cheeks and on the deaf 

. 2 ears, in the form of small flour-covered patch- 
ply a decoction of oat straw applied to the es. These patches extend and thicken until 
limbs. they op the ears, form crusts on the face, 

‘. 5 * make holes in the legs, raise up the scales and hae yee ere ree comedune mene Jae cause them to fall of, and at Fast invade the my pen hereafter. W. A. Barzer. {whole animal. As soon as the appearance of 
ae white is ascertained, a remedy is at hand which Wanrs a Duruam Buiu.—Mr. J. W. Hoyr: | is a certain specific. It is merely sulphur oint- 

—t herewith enclose one dollar to renew my | ment, the recipe of which is powdered or flow- sett the F. i ‘As 1| &S of sulphur and lard or hog’s fat in equal 
en enemas Gne year. ASU centitiba. Chess (eo Mibekabe thoroughly 

aman old patron, please inform me through | kneaded together for a long time, will form a 
i .| Very thick ointment, which should be abund- 4 the Farmer or coh il where to get a full antly applied. If the white is of old dete acd 

blood young bull for Leer purposes. There are very floury, a cutting instrument should be us- 
none in this part of the State. ed and the parts thoroughly scraped with it to 

I. C. Comrorr. | the quick, even in the most difficult places ; 
Laxpsx, Dec. 1862. the ointment should be abundantly applied, ————+—_—__. and renewed every third day till a cure is ef- 
Foor-Ait in Catrix.—A correspondent of | fected. 

the Albany Oulfivator, in reply to an inquiry| ‘The ointment should be applied whenever 
on this subject says: it is necessary, care being taken to raise the 

“TI would prescribe as a sure remedy, spir-| feathers in layers so that the animal shall not 
its of common salt, (muriatic acid). A tea-| be greased all over. To conclude with a gen- 
spoonful applied to the diseased parts once in | eral rule, any fowl, sick of any paledy, should, 
two or three days, for half a dozen times, will|if a cure is desired, be put by itself, and fed 
cure its worst form, and a single application, | with refreshing food such a3 millet, dough 
taken in season, will often be enough. made of barley flour, grass and very clean wa- 

Farmers, please try it, and let me hear from|ter complete the treatment. As fast as the 
“you. The milder form, or scratches, which | birds are cured, they are let out to regain 
often appears on horses as well as cattle, may | strength and vigor in those places where there 
easily be cured by the application of pot-fat, | is the greatest amount of vegetation.” 

‘
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THE BEE-KEEPER. |lyving helpless on the table. xow now evmuve 
Pati ca Gile ioeabie sti 2 lila Ai a on beney yon think fit, replace the nive um 

"| its old stand, and the bees, as they recover, 
Items.about Bees. will return to their home. A brigat. calm, 

Feetling Brown Sugar to Bees.—In March, |820y day is the best; and you snou!a com- 
1850, Dr. Kittell discovered that one of his col- | @&2°¢ your operations in the morning | etore onies required feeding, and being unable to |™®2Y of the bees are abroad.’ 
Procure either pure honey or sugar candy, he | —————— 
concluded to éry common brown sngar dissolv- T TDran 
ed in warm water, so as to form a tolerably THE HORTICULTURIST. thick syrup. He fed them with this freely ang | === 
had every reason to be satisfied with the ex-|4-@ HANFORD, : : CORRESPONDING EDITOR. 
periment. Broeding commenced as early, and | ~ iy Ql Gat te 
was continued as regularly, in the colony thus The Orchard—Seasonable Hints. : 
me any of those which had ample stores Sun Scald.—Young fruit trees are this month 

Signs of Swarming.—Every eolony that con-| more liable to injury from the action of the 
| templates swarming will, for some time previ- | sun thei 

|| ous, cease to work as industriously as it might Coens erence’ trunks them a anyother | do in view of its mumbers. A disposition to | 8°*S08 of the year. Protection is readily af- 
“*hang round” indolently seems to seize a ma- | ferded by tying on south side of tree lath. §ority of the population, and they eluster to- | ._; . r 
gether in masses, apparently for the purpose of ee of bark, or long straw; or Sperey helping each other to do nothing. But, get | board may be secured to the tree with smal) 
control of them, permit uo natural swarming, | nails. Trees with high tops, and those which 

farsish them continual OR Eco mes te Be U0 lean to the north or northeast, especially n ed ing something, and you will not perceive | ~~ " » esp ly ner 
among them any tendency to idle away time. | this proteetion, 
—Bee Journal. Pruning.—Advantage should be taken of the an eens . : 

BGS" A drone-breeding colony is generally warm Pleasant days cae this month and 
very unwilling to accept a a fers quecs next to finish up winter pruning. While there 
when introduced into the hive, and speedily | are some ve ood for doi 
destroys a seeled royal cell if’ inserted. _ Mr. obanshacd cae hae Te cee he ss 
Kaden says this perverseness and obstinacy i P s summer, we believe 
may be easily overcome, if the oe scone all things considered, this will be found the 
brood be destroyed by passing a sharp knife t, i a i 
through it. A fertile queen than offered will pestle ecrtainiy inthe med ee time be kindly received. for farmers to give attention to this work. 

ee Don’t delay until the sap is in active mo- 
Chloroform, tion, and the buds ready to open, or injury may 

4s Chloroform has bess, employed i stanly arise from bleeding. Wounds made then do 
ees. A correspondent of the Edinburgh Zve- . * ning Courant has adopted this plan successful- — over so kindly as ae done tte 

ly. The quantity of chloroform required for e do not favor severe pruning at any time, 
a ortinary sen is pe sixth part oe an gEnoe and if a little seasonable attention is given to though a very large hive may take nearly a}... Aue quarter of an ounce. His mode of operation this matter, it will never be necessary. 
he describes as follows: Young trees need such shoots removed as 

“T place a table opposite to and about four | eros and chafe, and 
feet distant from the hive: on the table I spread a a ee nag ste caelaam SGONSrs, frome 
a thick linen cloth; in the center of the table || ®70und the trunk. The head should be kept 
place a sual apallow breskfast plate, which I | open for air and light. Regard should be had 
cover with a piece of wire gauze, to prevent * : % 
the bees from coming into immediate contact | °° °¥ pune se well as to convenience in mov- 
with the chloroform. I now quickly and cau- | ig about in the tree bye-and-bye when gath- 
tiously lift the hive fon the board on which ering the fruit; all this can be accomplished 
it is standing, set it down on the top of the]. a : i 
table, keeping the plate in the center; cover | ¥ith but little pruning at any one time. 
the hive closely up with cloths, and in twenty| An ill-placed or superfluous shoot should 
minutes or so, the bees are not only sound | neyer be all: ed to na 
asleep. but. contrary to what I have seen when me - Se ee 
they are suffocated with sulphur, not one is | ‘24m @ single season. 
left among the combs; the whole of them are| Attention during the season of growth will
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obviate the necessity of the knife now, but the|ed. The scions should be secured now, if not 

summer is a busy season with farmers, oat done. The grafting may be performed 

such attention is often quite impracticable. during April. 

In pruning, cut close, just outside the shoul- | Old Orchards that have been turned out to 

der or swell, at the base of the shoot or limb, | grass for years, and which from this or other 

being careful to avoid injuring the surrounding | cause have ceased to grow, producing only 

bark; use sharp tools and pare smooth. Cov-| small, poor and scabby fruit, will be greatly 

er every wound over half an inch in diameter | improved by the general treatment advised for 

with grafting wax, paint or like preparation. | the young orchard. A. G. Hanrorp. 

An excellent one for this purpose is shellac | Corcwsrs, Feb., 1863. 

dissolved in alcohol. Common rosin will an- | 7, okie citar ee 

swer nearly as well, and is cheaper. | Coxpen nae Cnttune, and Other Things. 

Cleaning the Bark.—A little later in the sea-| Every successive year brings to light some 

son, or early in April, choosing a cloudy, rainy | new development, either in varieties or culture. 

day, go into the orchard with a stiff broom, a Not long since the Clinton and its class was 

pail of soft soap diluted with an equal portion | thought good enough for any epicure; and the 
of soft water, and give the trees « thorough | Isabella and Catawba were for the few, not the 

scrubbing from the ground up as high as you | masses, and none thought of improvements. 

can reach ; it willcleanse the bark of fungous | But how changed! Hybridizing, crossings, 
growth, insects and dirt, give it a lively, pleas- | and raising seedlings is pre-eminently the rule; 

ing appearance and stimulate growth. Ley of | 4nd though we may be treading on the verge of 

medium strength, the last run of the leach-tub, | # “‘grape mania,” good is surely to come from 

or sal soda 1 th. to 1 bbl. of water are exceb | the labors of those few who are riding their 

lent. It will be well to repeat this application | hobby grape horse ‘so severely these trying 

early in June. times. 
Cultivation.—We ure most decidedly in favor| Now therearemany varieties that have made 

of thoroughly cultivating the orchard, even in | # long stride beyond the sorts named above, 

the severe and somewhat peculiar climate of | and no amateur list is complete without some 

Wisconsin. After the first two or three years|0f them. Says an esteemed correspondent; 

avoid deep plowing; keep the surface mellow | “We have attended all the County Fairs of 
by frequent use of the cultivator during the | northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin. 

early part of the growing season, and cease | Grapes have been largely shown and comment- 

entirely by mid-summer, that the growth may |ed on. The four leading sorts for another sea- 

ripen up seasonably. While the trees are son’s planting will be the Delaware, Concord, 

young, some hoed crop will pay for manure | avd Hartford Prolific, named in order.” These 

and culture. When they reach a bearing age, | Sorts have more than equalled the expectations 

they will need the entire soil, the increase in | of their friends the past season, wherever rip- 
both quantity and quality of fruit will then | ened in the State. Whether the Delaware will 

abundantly pay for the culture. become a favorite in all soils is yet uncertain, 

Diseased Prees.—Promptly remove from the | but it appears to be a settled fact of its popu- 

young orchard all diseased or decaying trees, | larity in limestone situations; and wherever 

and replace with healthy, thrifty ones. Better | known is thought to be the best native grape 

do this than put up with the good-for-nothing- | in America, which is saying considerable for 
ness of their lingering life, which in a few| any one sort. It can scarcely help being a fa- 

years fails entirely. Fill all vacancies at once. | vorite in the northwest, with the hardiness of 

Poor #ruit.—Common seedling trees, and|the Isabella, ripening as it does some three 

others producing inferior fruit should be graft-| weeks earlier than that sort in similar loca- 

ed as soon as their poor character is discover- | tions. 

Pe
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The other sorts are better known, having | of using it in the winter season. Prune su- 

been longer before the public. Concord has | perfluous wood from unburied vines, pack in 

been fruited for some time, and though not sand or moist sawdust, keep till spring, then 

quite up to the standard, is nevertheless an| plant. It will do you no harm to raise a few 

excellent grape; will bear much moisture and| extra vines for yourself or to give to your 

yield very good crops. The vine is remarka- | neighbor who has a taste for the same, but not 

bly vigorous, hardy and very productive ; fruit | the wherewith to purchase. 

large and showy, always commanding its share] Fork over your stable manure this month for 

of attention in market; ripens early, and is| the first time, and if twice the better. Give it 

not damaged by remaining for some time after | an opportunity to heat and destroy all foul 

on the vines. weed seeds. A heavy coating around currant 

Diana is a splendid grape, not so hardy or | and gooseberry bushes, not forgetting the rasp- 

early as the former, nor so productive. Have] berries, will be found very beneficial. Apply 

heard of its rotting in some localities, but with | jt as soor after spring opens as possible. A 

care and judicious pruning yields a full aver-| light coating of manure well mixed with ashes 

ago crse- and refuse lime can also be given to the strawg 

Hartford Prolific is very early and promises | perry bed with good advantage, but this must 

to be very desirable in northern localities. | he prepared by several turnings and be fine, 

Hardy, vigorous grower, and should be plant-| ejse it will smother the plants, or unkilled 

ed much more than is. weed seed will rule the day. 

Ai anes nee 20m Become i chen and Prune currants, cutting out all superfluous 

abundant that none need fail of planting the : 5 zs 

2 old wood, with a proper regard to fruit-bearing 

best of all; but a due preparation and care of i 

the vines is absolutely necessary to ensure even aad mew Bers oe roan 

ordinary success. No hap-hazard, half-way ze — yee atl, wok te cs 

doing it will answer, only with those who will 8 Be y 

be faint-hearted and shortly discouraged, and wo soe want Derg oP — 

willing to eat ‘sour grapes” till their teeth neighbor gives them the camps” Ca a 

are sobion ede: yet, the bushes. Ge cutting now made is . 

We know parties who are now negociating ae = or =e ee clikl 

for 5000 vines ‘to start a vinyard with next = eee aa oe = ne See ats 

spring,” and “bound to have them cheap,” | °° st . ane ing to graft wi e nes , 

whose grounds are yet in wheat stubble, never Now is the time to cut or secure the scions. 

having received more than a slight skimming There are baonsseri9 every — 

with the plow. To plant largely with such | Which have excelled. Your soil or aspect 

preparations will be folly, with the chances similai ; secure some of these; make up an 

largely in the planter’s favor of a “cheap” additional list of some of the best leading va- 

affair all through, and disappointment in the ie 4 can aig ni —— 

end. 
cultural journals an riends, ex! ing 

, In traveling about the country we observe through the season. Secure the scions, tying 

many vines yet uncovered, and, of course, ex- in separate packages the several sorts, and 

|| posed to all the changes which a Wisconsin | Pack as described for grapes. 

|| winter always brings. If the vines are not| If the strawberry bed is not yet covered with 

killed, they are severely damaged by such an| clean straw or cornstalks, do it at once. A 

exposure, and the coming crop much diminish- | plantation intended for fruiting may have its 

ed. Improve the first warm days, pend down | value largely and sometimes totally destroyed 

the vines, cover with a litter if earth cannot | by the thawing and freezing process. It cer- 

be moved. Soil is preferable, but no certainty tainly can be of no benefit to have half their 

—————E——
——
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'] | roots broken off, with the other half two-thirds | on lateral shoots the whole length of the grace- 
out of the ground. ful, arching stems, pure white, very showy. 

Where rabbits are troublesome in the or-| Autumn foliage fine. June. 
chard, wind the bodies with straw, paper, or Pruniro1r1a—Plum-Leaved Spiraea.—Very old cloth bandages. Thousands of trees last neat and pretty bush, covered in early spring 
winter were destroyed by rabbits, they even en- | with beautiful small, pure white blossoms, tering the yards of our cities and towns, and double as daisies; foliage rich, glossy, green doing incalculable damage to choice plants. through summer, gradually changing at the 
“An ounce of precaution is worth a pound of approach of autumn, assuming the most bril 

cure.” 0. 8. Wintry. | tient tints, red, scarlet, and golden. One of 
Basmon; Wis. the most desirable species of the whole family. 

Brttarpi—Billard’s.—A low bush, of erect, 
neat habit, flowers bright rose color, produced 

fi é a) An in terminal spikes, first at the extremities of 
= e- ¥ ihe a a) the branches, afterwards in the axils of the 

=) ee. a EL td upper leaves; continues long in bloom. 
fore Rae * Se Oxovara—Obovate-Leaved.--Smalland glossy 
pal FP} os a toothed leaves, flowers white, in small spikes, 

= € ag aC = pretty. July and August. 

QI SQW, SUNS Douctassii—Douglas’ Fine Red.—Elegant 
. Re foliage, beautiful deep rose colored flowers, in 

R YEA dense plumes, blooms late in the season, needs 
MigA a sheltered situation, or slight winter protec- 

of tion in Wisconsin. 

Tritopata—Three-lobed leaved.—Small lobed 
i } leaves, white flowers. dwarf habit, pretty. 

| CaLLosa—Chinese Pink Panicled.—F oliage 
{ \ neat and pretty, young leaves tinted with red, 

flowers rich, purplish red, in large corymbs, 
eee blooms through July and August; this is one 
The Spireea. of the very finest, and when better known will 

Among the many flowering shrubs that em-| be regarded as indispensible in the smallest 
bellish the early spring and summer months, | collection; it is perfectly hardy here, but may 
none are more deserving or worthy of promi-| need a sheltered situation or slight protection 
nence than the Spirmas. in Wisconsin, and is well worth all the trouble 

They are neat in habit, flower profusely | that may be necessary to protect it. 
during the spring and summer months, are Saticirov1a— Willow-Leaved—Queen of the 
hardy, and of the easiest culture, thriving in| Meadows.—Slender, branching shrub, with a 
any coil. Several are brilliant in their autumn | profusion of long, narrow, willow-like foliage, 

foliage. with terminal heads of neat white rose-tinted 
The following are varieties of established | flowers; retains its leaves and verdure late in 

merit and will afford a nice selection: autumn. June and July. 
Larogorata—Lance-Leaved, or Garden Spi- TuavicrRoipEs —Thalicirum-leaved—Meadow 

raea.—Slender, spreading branches, and long, | Rue leaved.—Slender, spreading branches, coy- 
narrow foliage. ered like wreaths with clueters of small white 

The flowers are single, borne in clusters 2| flowers, very early in spring. 
or 8 inches in diameter, (see cut) and produced| Uxm1roL1a—Elm-leaved. —Branches strong,
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erect; leaves oval oblong; flowers white, with| course is the true one. An orchard may be i 

lofig stamens, produced in pyramidal clusters, | cropped to the impoverishment of the soil and |f 

on lateral shoots 6 or 8 inches long, on the en-| the detriment of the trees; or the fruit-trees 

tirg length on the previous season’s growth. | may suffer, on the ether hand, from being bur- 

June. ied up and half choked by a tight turf. Trees 

SorsiroLta— Sorb-Leaved Cluster. —Strong | growing thriftily are much less liable to suffer 

grower, leaves, which it puts forth very early | from the depredations es... the 

in spring, like the mountain ash ; flowers yel- ravages of disease of whatever Ki _ those 

lowish white, produced in large, pyramidal | that are stinted or dwarfed it thelr growing. 

clusters in June. A. G. Haxrorp. We recognize the principle in its application to 

Coxvunvs, 0., Jan. 1863. animals, but forget it altogether when we come 

a to growing fruits. 

Wheat, Fruit and Crops in Winnebago Co. Thorough pruning, occasional breaking up, 

P Hoyr & Campnrri:—Please find enclosed | cultivating in hoed crops, with suitable man- 

five dollars, &. * * * * * uring, and then fora brief period seeding down 

I did not feel able to take the Farmer for with clevér, are, im oie estimation, cout 

1863, but it continued to come and | continued points in the treatment of an ecbare el 

io likedt bettarand botter/and'l could nol aky| 0% Me'y ugeemee merges ee 
“stop!” for if there ever was a time when 80 we hope they will he: prompt to correct the 

farmers required all the information available, error of our teaching. ae 3 
in their calling, it is now. We have no pet theory to aE cue aa8 

Our wheat crop has not averaged more than ra re ar Bai iP re aean 

= eirwelve Hasliste-pet acre his vee aay Cosutsid of the subject inthe Fanmen? Our 

ci vas oe oe columns are open, and they are always wel- 

me. 

Our fruit trees have grown well this season, ony Se 

but have, as a general thing, failed to bear. Egypt. 

Of pears, the Flemish Beauty, which bore pro- We tavenees MEAL anveral times lately, if 

aotes aati im let our impressions of southern Titinois are still 

as favorable as as formerly, referring to com- 

ee munications of ours in the Farmer. 
Apples have not done much better, though a To which we reply: they are, and more so. 

few varieties, as the Lowell, Early Pennock, No section with which we are acquainted offers 

Spitzenberg, English Redstreak and Keswick anything like equal advantages for fruit-grow- 

Codline, have with me fruited well eve: ear. |. 

Now permit mo atk yous qesion wish | Sieg args ar he Panwa, 
he go ah el It is true this section in common with others 

a ee oan a on the border has buffered largely from 

trial to « man’s patience to cultivate hoed crops unfortunate war, still there are many new fruit 

jnan orchard, and the trees always have a farms opened up every year, and yee trees 

sickly appearance wheregrain or grass is grown are planted each season than the — — 

among them. Will you enlighten us on this The amount of planting the coming ee 
subject in the Farmer? will depend somewhat upon the supply of help. 

Henry W. Nicuotsox. | This is @ matter of considerable importance 

Evrexa, Wis., Nov. 16, 1862. there just now. So large a portion of the able 

Nore.—Our own opinion is that a medium! bodied men being in the army, operations in
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iy ee of industry are seriously im- | of the wisest and most observant face both 

aa Ai eixaeoso. 0 this country and of Europe, that drill-sow- 

Couuanes, 0., Dec., 1862. | ing is the only way in which seeds can be uni- 

——— | formly and evenly planted. 

MECHANICAL, & COMMERCIAL. | thst chore irs propor depth to plant whipt 
= = to enable it to germinate and grow in the full- 

si | / est perfection, cannot be doubt- 

Se { \, De || / ed; and the proper depth for one 
bf ly \ M kernel must also be the proper 

2 ‘ Sn ii jy, depth for every other kernel sown 

ra Ct — y \ under the same circumstances. 

a \) eS ic } Admitting the soundness of the 

= a pa co <j M foregoing theory, and we hardly 

Y= L a “a pr mA 3ee how any one can doubt it, |. 

in ' we would next ask, how any 

a i}! such uniformity and evenness 

Ds Bs ! can be attained by any broad- 

ie = am F ie cast work whatever? 

Ss {| i) \| sis BN We are aware that some are 

by ke | i Y Hi aie ‘fra i quite partial to broadcasting, and 

ee BS eae ii! \\are ready to buy any new-fang- 

3 n| 5S GE) led implement intended for that 
} ee a bo 4 boat J purpose ; especially if it has some 

| pi cw P aS f! kind of a drag or cultivator 

if a =\ oi ) hitched behind it with which 
Lule : | e to cover the seed. 

Ay a ~ Now, how can any drag or 

» ied & t «\ EN \ i cultivator cover seeds uniformly 

eS i x We —| to thesame depth? Of course 
: 3 \\ \ Y pon some will be left on the surface, 

[s | x NS some ioe an cook aoe and 

i t \\ =, |, Some four inches, just as it hap- 

} : eee |) §=pens; and no mere broadcasting 

\ | 5 rat \ “ah contrivance can possibly avoid it. 

Ki ri \ se i Not so with a good drill; it dis- 
f yj i Wt N SF es if tributes the seed evenly, and 

"ee ee =f iy plants it to any depth desired, 

“util Th Wi yr with a uniformity and accuracy 

ida Mi en , that cannot be attained in any 

The Chio Grain Drill. i jother way. 7 

The rapidly increasing interest and faith, | So much for the theory and principle of 

among our farmers, in drill-sowed grain, asi things; now for the practical results to back 

compared with broadcasting, leads us to again | ens up. Numbers who have sown with drills 

refer to the subject, and to repeat, in sub- | during the past season, assure us that they ob- 

stance, some of our old arguments in its favor. jin much better crops than their neighbors 

We have long been fully convinced, both by | who broadcasted upon the same kind and qual- 

our own observation, as well as the testimony ity of ground.
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One remarkable instance occurred in a neigh- fase of the great benefits of the drill who 

boring town, lastseason: Two neighbors pur- otherwise could no: until their lands were 

chased a drill between them, and when the | more cleared. 

sowing season came, both being in a hurry, one} Then again, it has a positive revolving feed 

sowed with the drill half of the day and the | apparatus, that enables it to feed all kinds of 

other broadcasted; the other sowed with the | seed toa certainty, and with great exactness, 

drill and the first broadcasted; thus changing thus leaving no blanks in the field after sowing. 

each half day upon the same field, putting in Many other improvements might be mentioned, 

strips of drill and broadcasting, side by side, if space permitted, but all good observers will 

of five or six acres each. Mark the result: readily see them on examining the machine, 

In every one of these changes the drill-sowed and comparing it with others 

yielded from four to seven bushels the most We recommend to all farmers to buy and use 

per acre. What better proof than this could | grain drills, if they would have even, good 

be asked to establish the superiority of drill | Wheat, and,.as far’as possible, avoid chinch 

sowing? Many other cases more or less strik- | bugs, for thus far we think the drill has been 

ing may be adduced in every neighborhood | found the best remedy against them, as it is 

where drills are used. | well known that they work much the most and 

We will not spend further time now to argue | Worst upon shallow-sowed grain. 

the abstract question of drill as compared with We shall, trom time io time, refer to drilling 

broadcast sowing, as propably few need con- | until we think it is thoroughly popular and gen- 

vineing upon that subject, but will add a word erally adopted among our Wisconsin farmers. 

in relation to drills. Mia See 

The cut at the head of this article illustrates SS ae ee —— = 

a comparatively new, and to all appearances, | SSS 

a much simplified and highly improved drill, i 3 4 

now being extensively manufactured by Pow- SS ae we — 

ers & Sherwin, of this city. Many of the de- Af \ywa 7 

fects peculiar to the ordinary styles of drills \ d g A aye | | | 

seem to be obviated in this. The old way of i tS yy hy SLT 

attaching the shovels to the forward part of the | y bf 

frame, so that when in action, especially in e ij 

hard lands, they draw down upon the horses’ ae SS 

necks with a crushing weight, is entirely obvi- — be fl i SS 

ated in this machine; the shovels being hitch- a eS Sat , 

ed to the main or centre shaft on which the Ch AS | ary 

wheels have their axle, thus leaving an entire- > yy fff “E-- F 

ly free, light tongue at all times. nh ee Fi Ps 

Then again, the shovel is so constructed with [a | Vf Pit 

an ingenious spring adaptation that it cannot] : “i 5 a ae if - =< os 

catch and hold fast upon any obstruction, no <a =) (fgeah ES 

matter whether stump, stone, or what not, but —e Se ; E 

readily passes over all impediments not over — —_—_— 

eighteen or twenty inches high, thus being able Our Prize Sewing’ Machine. 

to work in any common opening field, where Without disparaging other machines, we are 

the ordinary style of drills would never think | free to confess a partiality for Wheeler & Wil- 

of going. This last feature is a great advant- son’s. At home, everybody who has proved 

age, and will add much to its popularity and|the machine likes it, and abroad it ranks be- 

usefulness, and enable thousands to avail them- fore all others in the world. -
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i In England, Scotland, France, and Germany | Srmly believed that some things woold never bedone by | § seis . 1g | Any fingers except human, and eminent among these im. i we found it in the work-room of the rich man’s Possible things was sewing! Nothing, we were sure, ould: | {! ‘ é ever perform that, except the latest: invention i 

ft Palace, and in the less pretentious homes of the Parade“ Womas m Nie - ) ‘, 
+ j rumors began to prevail, then, resproting an | 

{ middle classes of the people. In the Great tnvented sewing machine, wo thek dor eyebrows gouty, f ibiti i went on our way 8 quiet eoosciousness: we | EF 
4] Exhibition, too, it ranked first, and won a gold not be taken tu by aay we a 1 medal. 

as of a piece with new-fouud morality in Ses aee ; 
| 

7 . with the thousand anoual rumors of sume heavensd: | Nor are we alone among the Editors in our | viriue in Washington City—a mere dvice to catch the | high opinion of its merits, as the following “ut day by day the clatter grew. Indeed we surprised | | 
} . . : ourselves with coat, sewed in important respects by ma~ f quotations will show: chine, We sam li.cd pyramidsof sheeting made fur hotels | > : steambvats by sewing machines. aig its) Sonlictees The case was growing serious indeed; and, at last, it ; We prefer them for family use —Tribune, came to a head, when the head of the fmily inormed us They are the favorites for families.—Times. that s woman was to come in a few days, with her Wheeler It has no rival.—Scientific American. & Wilson, and do uw, the family sewing. Of course, we Do the work of ten ordinary sewers —Jour. Com. submitted without a word. Aod the three capable persons , 

r Equal to nine seamstresses.—Home Jour. of this household began to prepare matter fur the machine, ; An almost perfect instrament.—Evening Post. to an extent which showed how Perfvetly they had been. 
j The machine for family use.—Advocateand Journal. | fooled by the Story of its executive ability Piles of large We cannot imagine anything more perfect —Evangelist | stuff lay in each Corner ; litile stuff covered the table, and The best ever invented —Christian Enquirer. miscellaneous siuff lay everywhere. We ran against cutton A triumph of mechanical genius —Ure's Dictiouary. | heaps, were in danger of yetting tangled in webs of linen We praise it with enthusiasm.—Ch Intelligencer. and sheeting at every turn. and such ripping. and tearing, It surpasses ail others.—Ladies’ Repository. and cutting, and basting. as went 0a, would lead oue to im- It is an American institution = i niokerbocker. agine that an army was to be clothed. A complete success:—National Magazine. ii : Kegemoeny superar Dictionary of Meck. | agityiad daroed. The onan cane andthe ron Whesi + Makes the best stitch for sewing—4m Farmers? Mag. | beau, and off-r her aid to wait on Messrs. W. &W. After Beyond all question the machine.—Life Idtust. a little, there arose a ham from our chamber not unlike ; ‘hey maintain the pre-eminence.—Ezpress. ‘the buzz of @ wheut-mill, such es we have heard in sum- ; Are pre-eminently superior. —Ladies? Visitor, mer, sitting under willow trees on the edge of a stream, Vnrivalled in every quulity.—Day Book. over against a red mill, white dusted. oon we bead ext 1t combines every essential—Living age. cited exclamations. Everybody seemed stirred up. The Vastly superior to all others —Golden Prize. giris left their work ; the children forsook their piaythings, ' Are without a rival—4m, Phren Jour. and we followed the example. 
| VIEWS OF HENRY WARD BEECHER, There sat betore the simple machine-stand a fair young f ' 2 Woman, some sixteen yeurs old, whose foot, like that of the : Finally, we call in Henry Ward Beecher, | Sia fashioned flax-spinners, was working the treadle with : ited the nimblest motion. Then came the couviction, for the who, though not universally recognized as |? time, that sewing was conquered and anguished one a 3 Long sheets entered the fatal pass, stream d through, an sound in politics, yet talks so humorously and come out hemmed, in a ridiculously short time. Art boars 1 i ines i work was done up before your eyes inone minute. A shirt eloquently of sewing machines in general on was set in, of such dimensions, that (we call Baron Mune of this one in particular, that we cannot resist | chausen to witness !) a man could not get round it by fair 3 z 3 walking in less than—well, in sone time! It streamed the inclination to vote him good authority on | through the all puncturing Wheeler & Wilson about as soon Eo ; : : a8 a good sized flag. being hoisted, would unroll and flow this interesting practical question. Read che | $2, £or’ sized fag. being ho linen took its tarn and came a es > oy is forth a collar, a handkerchief, a cap. There gues in a following from the . Y. Independent: of oloth ! there comes out © hit Wa eee e nee Among the things which we did not but now do believe | Not muck was done for some hours in that hou-e but gaze ; in, is the Sewing Machine. One thing afer another had | and wonder. We mistake. A good deal more wen done, been invented ; one machine after another had superceded | a: d done more effectually, than had ev-r been dene ta ten manual labor, until human hands seemed about to go ont | times the time be ore. What heaps of towels,—what piles of use for avy other mechanical purposes than that of lov- | of sheets,—what bedfuls of small | trampery,—what bureaus | ers’ pressures, orators’ gestares, and for beaux and belles’ | full of fine teash—what carpet-littering stocks of unmen~ gloves, | Bat we always consoled ourselves that one or two | tionable matters that make up the cloth-inventory of house- things there were yet. which no machinery could perform, | hold wealth! ‘We could imagine children patthrough awhipping-mschine | The dismayed woman of the house saw her three days’ and we had long been accustomed to see them taught by | prepared work melting away before noon, as a three days? i automatic machines, There was a time-honored custum | April snow disappears in a few hours ! * handed down to us, without a break, from the Garden of | The voracious machine began to show its teeth and to fl Eden, of courting,—and kissing as one of its ordinances— | demand more food,—and row it was a fair race, whether no machinery could ever perform that. Machine Poetry | two women could prepare as much as one machine could r 4nd machine sermons we were familar with Babbage can | perform. It did our very souls good. At last. we hoped make machines for cipheritg, for computing logarithms, for | this was working fast enough. Oh, what early hours has casting up interest, but can he invent machine for saving | our amp been made to illumine ! Oh, what breakfasts interest and capital too, for that matter? And oh! can | have we éaten, and seen cleared away, long before the sun there ever be a machine for answering letters? We would | touched even the cheek of day! What impetuous industry Pay any price for a machine, into which letters being put | had glowed about the house, forenoon, a’ternoon, night, and a crank turned, there should drop out at oe side aaitasienc. Sipe wa a ae a answers, as as the k directed tired even Wwe said, you’ your ao kee a pears; wanton ee match. Now, then, we will sit down and see this race, with l But machines have steadily gained ground, and the iron | a satisfaction’ that shall inclade years of revenge for dis- muscle has relieved the flesh hand ; machines for boring, | turbed indolence. sawing, cutting, plaving ; for making bread, (I wish there | For a long time the match was doubtful.” Sometimes it was one for eating some of it,) for pumping water, for mak- was the machine that had the advantage, and sometimes it ; ing cattle draw their owa drink. But, notwithstanding, we | was not. The contest was passing into the middle of the 

i
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afternoon. It was doubtful. Sometimes the fast~driven | and all of them are of respectable dimensions 
coimiahome, pinata Sapeeas sat ieee eee even according to an English estimate. ; worked scissors gained. But iron and steel are more en- ; during, even, than a housewife’s courage, And though for . J} saieetiie tent the hand contd prepare tater than the me- | SCTEN’ tr, ART, STATISTICS. 
oaty bead That aaed Race gee dary Sold —“Enteresting Statistics. ~~ i set it. jut res! J. 41) Gay nosekod “Our hitelag, sounded her timbrel and tr rags i Stay and Gepeim ere eed. sama Mr. B. F. pee of Heart Prairie, Wis., 
* petals on Apo . dere —_ ‘aie <a an sends us the gollawing menagenin of import- 

peer oak theron, too, ot eee fend ite a ant events, affecting the lives and property of Perse ob ether ide ofthe bookeaeuersncd te dee | the people of all Christendom, from 1848 to 
the nage sone emcats, eyes ee January Ist. 1863. How accurate the figures 
— ae! solfeggio of the one and the cantabile of the may be we have no means of knowing, but the x cruzy. 

i t After all this testimony, who wonders that co ay certainly as large as they ae - + : : be. In view of the wars that have committed we selected this from all the machines in the Z Z " es 2 H their ravages since 1848—including the Revo- world as a suitable prize to be awarded our 4 ; 2s a lution of ’48, the Crimegn War, the Italian, enterprising, hard working agents for large ‘ 3 Z r - a iz the Circassian, the East Indian, the Mexican, lists of subscribers? Farmers, or whoever 
2 4 ) and the American—the number 230,792” else wants the best sewing machine of which % je 

é of lives lost by shipwrecks, earthquakes, and we have any knowledge, now is your chance to bs 4 battles looks rather small. Probably one-half get one, without a cent of money! 
sees ee ee of that number have been lost by the batttles 
Cotton Spinning in Russia. on this continent alone, within the past two 

Every Russian peasant, male and female, years. Y Mr. Rindge is, doubtless, a careful 
wears cotton clothes The men wear printed | noter of such events, however, and the follow- shirts and trousers, and women are dressed ing are his statistics: 
from head to foot in prinigd cotton also. When inl of considerable extent,.....000..00 5.133 it is remembered that Russia contains some- No. buildings destroyed by fires and earth: thing like 33,000,000 of serfs, besides other ects suerunseniensenes eae classes amounting to 20,000,000, all using this | No vessels wrecked,..-.......-+seceseeeeers Y article more or less, one can estimate the de- ee halt eer ee mand for cotton goods. But a calculation TE) Retee sec tclesantencandccscnescesacd.cocd 230,792 not to be made from data afforded by free and | Am’t of loss by fires, shipwrecks and earth- etree more prosperous countries. The peasantry are AMAR ES, oe oeeeseseeeetenececeseeeee ee«$1 068,011, poor, the cotton prints are dear. Hence there s! ee eae i is not a tithe of the right amount of consump-| FLax Corroy.—The legislature having ap- tion. Still, the cotton trade in Russia is a| Propriated the sum of $2,000 for the machine- large trade, and it is supplied chiefly by native | Ty to test the experiment of manufacturing flax labor, in mills containing machinery made in | ¢otton, to be expended under the direction of Oldham and Manchester, and superintended by ee ae peice Society, be ae Englishmen from the same and neighboring | Committee would cal fe attention of those toitia: There may be five or six millions of interested in the culture and Preparation of |} _ spindles at work spinning this cotton; togeth- | flax to this subject. The object of the legisla- er with the weaving and printing of the same, | ture was undoubtedly to secure a preparation that forms a large item, perhaps the largest | of flax as an economical substitute for cotton, among the manufacturing processes of Russia, | 80 as to be used on cotton machinery.—Jour- and employs a capital of thirty millions ster- | 4! NV. Y. S. Ag. Soc. ling. The largest mills are in the neighbor- j i Gi oe eee hood of St. Petersburg, one of these having} PrrroLevm ror O11-Srones.—A correspond- some one hundred and twenty thousand spin- | ent of the Scientific American says:—“T have dies, and a few others are of seventy thousand | an old stone very much soaked and gummed and sixty thousand, but the great bulk of the up with oil, so much so that my plane iron trade is in the Moscow district, and scattered | would slip over it without sharpening. I took about the land in that direction. The number | to using petroleum oil on the stone, and it seems of spindles there may not be so great in any | to work first-rate. It draws the oil out of the individual mill as in some of the large St. Pe-| stone, and has a tendency to make the iron or tersburg establishments; but the mills are | chisel cling to it, which greatly facilitates the more numeraus, some of them nearly as large, | whetting. 

es a Na
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from some cause seems to spread and soften at 

att rt HE MI N ER. - seoh et this discovery. Pie have a 

ORIEN. . CORRESPONIDNG EDITOR. | 4¢2¢ as an Amygdaloid belt of the Epi- 

A Lee BS Sere dote character. The agent of thts thus fortu- 

" nate mine, is prosecuting the work of openin 

‘Wonderful Copper Discovery in the Portage | the vein with diligence, caaine all the co 

Lake District. he can obtain. The general impression among 

Some two weeks ago says the Lake Superior the oldest and ablest mining men is that a vein ‘ 

News and Journal of Oct. 31st, a huge mass of of extraordinary richness has been struck, 

fioat copper, weighing at least twenty tons, was which will add new interest to this heretofore 

discovered on the location of the Mesnard wonderful district. ri 

mine, at Portage Lake. In size it was some Portage Lake is the general name by which 

sixteen feet long, four wide, and one and a half that section is known. The Lake itself is an 

thick, which is by far the largest float mags | inland body of water, cutting the range near- 

ever before found upon the Lake. Such being | ly east and west but whose general course is 

its prodigious weight, it was patent that it | Southeast and northwest. Its outlet is into the 

came from a vein near by, as it was impossible west side of Keweenaw Bay, and has been |}* 

that any human agency known to exist in the | made navigable for first-class steamers. This 

past, could’ have moved it a great distance. however, has been secured by dredging out 

Beneath it, charcoal was found, and also stone the channel at its confluence with the bay, and 

hammers, indicating plainly that the ancient building piers on each side to protect it from 

miners, whose history is unwritten, and of|the action of the waves. A number of its 

whom nothing is known, except as traces of | Shortest bends have also been abandoned, and 

their workings are thus found, had cither taken | new channelscut, while others have been great- 

it from its original bed and placed it in fire, ly improved, which was easily done, the shores 

in order to burn the rock from it, or finding it of the outlet being marshy. These improve- 

in the spot where it was now discovered, placed | ments have cost about $50,000 ; but the parties 

it in the fire for the same purpose. We find making them have organized themselves into a 

those who are of the opinion it was never put corporation, known as the “Portage River 

in the place where it was found by human agen- Improvement Company, and levied a toll up- 

cy, for the reason that a large amount of the | on all articles passing either way until they 

float copper in small masses, weighing from a shall have been reimbursed. This toll is a 

half pound to fifty, are found scattered imme- | small consideration to the benefits conferred, 

diately around it. Already some two tons ap steamers now pass 10 and out, by day or 

have been gathered, and whose existence in night, at pleasure. 

proximity with the large mass, would indicate This lake, with its outlet, extends nearly 

that water and ice may have been the agencies | across the base of Keweenaw Point—there be- 

by which they were thus moved and scattered | ing @portage of only two miles between its 

from their original resting place. The agency, northwestern extremity and Lake Superior— 

however, by which they were thus placed over | one half of which distance is low, marshy land 

the surface, it is not so important to know, as | which can be easily opened, while the remain- 

their existence, and the more important fact to | ing mile, through dry land, is low—simply @ 

which they point, viz: that they must have come sand beach covered with Norway pine. There 

from some vein near at hand. With this convic-|is no question but that what is now Portage 

tion, simultaneously with the cutting up of the | Lake was, at one time, simply a vein of Lake 

huge mass, and the collecting of the smaller | Superior, connecting its waters on the west 

ones, the work of a most thorough exploration | side of Keweenaw Point with those of Kewee- 

was begun, in order to find the vein from which | naw Bay, thus leaving the point itself an is- 

they came. What was thus reasonably mani-| land: nor have we any question but that the 

fest, seems to have been accomplished, for the | day is hastening when this short portage will 

work of a few days uncovered, about forty feet | again be opened, and made to contribute to the 

distant from the huge float a mass of still lar- security and dispatch of commerce. It is es- 

ger dimensions in the vein itself. At last ac- timated that $100,000 judiciously expended, 

counts, this new wonder had been stripped | would so open it as to permit the passage of 

some five feet in breadth for a length of twelve | steamers and vessels. This would secure at 

feet, and three thick, with no indication of| once the double advantage of shortening the 

growing less at any point. It is opened suffi-| distance from Portage Lake ports, to those 

ciently to indicate that it will far ‘exceed the | above, nearly one hundred miles, and affording 

float mass. The vein in which it is found has | a good and secure harbor on a dangerous coast 

been known for years. It runs through the | now without one; while every west wind would 

Quincy, Pewabic, Franklin, Pontiac, Albany, | cause a current of pure fresh water to course 

and Boston, &c., and they all, in the value of| through this passage, the value of which to 

their stock, must at least feel the effect of this | health cannot be estimated. 

development. This channel from the outlet of Portage Lake 

The vein is of the Epidote character, but | to where, if thus opened, it would again con-
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nect with Lake Superior, would be about 26 | ravages of noxious insects, and the absence of 
Mache ee RS ope eae what should be an extensive manufacturing 
copper range nearly midway from the Bay to | industry, all appeal, in language stronger than 
the Lake, it being fourteen miles from this| we can use, for some means of educating the 
point by Portage Léks to Keweenaw Bay, 60d farmers and mechanics in all the established twelve to Lake Superior. Upon each side the » 
hills of trap rock rise at an angle of some 20° | principles of these essential arts. 
to a height of five and six hundred feet. Op! It ig our conviction that a sufficient number these angles, and on these summits, are located p 8 se . copper mines of remarkable richness, that are | °f the influential citizens of this State appre- 
being worked with great vigor and success. At | ciate the force of this reasoning to give to this 
aa ee ae located the ‘villages of Hougton | now project their most cordial support, and we 

have, therefore, no misgivings as to its ultimate 
 EDUG iS A TIO N om 7 : success. Thei other states are bestirring them- 
——— sf selves in this important matter, and we trust 

The State Agricultural College. the people of Wisconsin will require of their 
ae . representatives in the Legislature a reasonable 

plowerer (ast ad may ave aioe as to the liberality in the provisions necessary in order 
policy of eenuen oe an oe College to an acceptance of the grant in good faith. 

by means of individual See and eote The attention of our readers is especially 

aid, oe can be no question as to the Propri- | directed to the extract bearing on this subject 

euch doing ao; now that the General Govern- from the Governor’s Message. See the News 
ment, with an enlightened forecast, has pro- Denactaeat 

partme’ 
vided an endowment—only asking of us that a 
we provide the necessary buildings. Parents’ Duty to the Neighborhood School. 

We are a great industrial community, and| Mn. Epiror :—As the result of a suggestion 
nothing will so effectually secure our materia | in the November number of the Farmer, we 
and social prosperity as the better education | have in its last issue a valuable article on the ; 

of the whole people—not only in the rudiments | ‘‘ Parent’s Duty to the Neighborhood School.” 

of language and science, but also in the dis-| I trust that your readers will not object to hear- 

covered and approved application of the sci-|ing further upon so important a subject. As 

ences to the practice of their pursuits in life. | the common or district school is the Alpha and 

The bare recognition of this truth, on the part | Omega of educational facilities to the majority 
of a few, has already wrought a great improve- | of the people, the duty of properly maintain- 

ment in Agriculture and the Mechanic arts, in | ing this institution is imperative. It is nearly 

all parts of the civilized world; what, then, | allied to the Divine injunction, ‘Train up a 

may we not expect from its universal recogni- | child in the way heshould go.” Here the twig 

tion and the united efforts of a whole people | is being bent that is to shape the destiny of the 

for the establishment of an institution whose | future tree. 

sole work it shall be to advance, dignify and| Mr. Editor, what I wish to impress upon the 

ennoble the Industrial Arts? hearts of your readers is, that just in the pro- 

In Wisconsin, the common disregard of the| portion that you prosecute the work of edu- 

natural adaptations of various crops to the soils| cating your children in an economical and 

in which they are attempted to be grown, the | business-like manner, will you be successful 

almost total neglect to save and properly apply | in attaining the object you have in view. If 

manure, the burning of straw, shallow plow-| you sow sparingly, you will reap sparingly. 

ing, the preponderance of unprofitable grain- | What costs you nothing will bring you nothing. 

growing to the exclusion of sheep husbandry | You can no more have a good school, one 

and other equally profitable branches of stock- | worthy of the day in which we live, without a 

raising, the failure of fruits, the destructive | generous and judicious expenditure of time
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and money, than you can build s good house other half? The truth is that we must give 

without it. teachers longer employment and remunerate 

There are some few things absolutely essen- | them better, before we can ever hope to secure 

tial in order to have a good school. In the| permanently the services of that higher order 

first place, a good house, of ample size, pro-| of talent necessary to make our schools what 

perly seated, warmed, and ventilated; where | they should be. 

the children are not huddled together like! Remember that the Teacher's art is the art 

sheep, and without room to conduct the exer- | of all arts, that the highest order of talent is 

cises with either pleasure or profit. In the| not out of place in the teacher of even a com- 

next place, keep a school in that house from| mon district school. No skilled artizan that 

nine to ten months in a year. Short terms and | ever put his hand to wood, or brass, or marble 

long vacations will work the ruin of any school. | block ever had so delicate and responsible a ||® 

The evils are two-fold: As a general rule first | work before him. Parents of Wisconsin, pon- 

class teachers will not engage such a school. | der upon these things, and act wisely. 

They can do better. In the next place, a large J.C. B. 

part of what the pupil learns in the school term Danvicta, Des. Het 

is lost during the long vacation, together with The Publie Schools of Wisconsin. 

the interest in their studies. aa 

There never was, and there never will be a The 14th Annual Report of the Superintend- 

well-advanced and interesting school where it ent of Public Instruction has appeared to us, 

is taught but six months in the year. The pro- after a somewhat careful examination, one of 

gress of such a school is much like that of the the most interesting and valuable hitherto pub- 

toad climbing out of the well, which, it is said, lished. It abounds in valuable suggestions 

climbed up three feet every day, but fell back from the able Superintendent, and embraces 

two every night, to sleep. That toad wasa numerous reports from the County Superin- 

long time, I am thinking, in getting out of the tendents—-showing, altogether, more thoroughly 

well, and your children will be equally long in what is the condition of our common schools 

getting out of the well of ignorance, if you than any report yet published. Mr. Pickard 

pursue this intermittent system of schooling. has fully met the high hopes of his numerous 

Added to this, you can hire none (with rare friends, and is at once an honor the Depart- 

exceptions) but second and third rate teachers, ment over which he presides and to the great 

and these will be sure to leave their mark— cause of Universal Education. 

: such a mark as a bungler of a tailor leaves on We shall quote from the Report before us, 

the cloth you furnish him to make a coat, such from time to time, but in the present number 

a mark as a third-rate mechanic leaves on your | have barely room for a summary of the statis- 

lumber when you employ him to build you a| ties which it embraces, as follows: 

nice house. No. counties reporting,.----++++++++eeeeee* 56 

Teck an hah ‘ils ‘ania Sie allah, eee Oe 
ossiged itl ik gue Si! EiRGiad abe ga Gan| een ee 
thorn bushes: and second and third rate tosch-| ™%Austrcts, reckeniog Sf parte cqualle® = cy 

ers never teach first-rate schools. But, say | N° See einen it 

you, these latter should be encouraged to do .. Se esha: ees ies 

better. Some of them should, while others|No female “ “ « « 150,918 

shila itt ak dhol, ‘having Wohilly initial | ete "OS ae 
their calling. But how can you encourage them So. Saintciaiay caval. sre Gen s 

to prepare themselves fully for the work, while ioe oi taken ciel Ce HH 

you will employ them for only half of the sea-| Sead ae chicane : — ae 

gon and leave them to do something else the “ & | summer “  .... 3,462
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a eee! employed in teaching vais entific as wellasthe practical? What branch of v 
N tao taeda Sis pages gs 746 | Science is not more or less intimately connected 
oy prigele Sapte SINE \erpBies -s<5-—- oN with, and what profession holds out so many 

Whole no. daysattendunce of pupils wintterm —_6,8% ,890 | inducements to the man of inquiring mind— 
ze iv pri a gies ies anertiass to the observer and admirer of nature’s works, 

Whole no. pupils attending during the year, 191366 | and to him who, if he have no higher object, No. children a attended school ac seeks to amass afortune? None that we know 
cere ‘ing | Of that may be called legitimate. Why, then 

No: paplisw tering themyesscciccsc: agi9| farmers, will you not one and all improve the ||. 
oh 26 45| golden opportunities so freely afforded you? 

ANGST EMS Pi oe ere on 61| Why not educate your sons to believe that the 
= - ose & summer “ 7 Z calling of the farmer is ennobling and remu- 

State fand apportioned during the yrar,..... 149,801 0g | erative, if it be but intelligently pursued? 
Tax levied by cou: ty boards,..........0-+.. 128,817 65| Point them to'the men, who, discarding the 
Tax levied by WOWU8.-se2e0-sseceeeee+s++ 60 626 70/ pernicious ideas already referred to, have enter- 

eee or echo housetereeccccccs aL i16 61 | Od Upon the great work of placing agriculture 
@ “© for maps, charts and apparatus, 2.86» 61 | in its proper position. 

© fur oer purposes......cce004. 82,469 08 Have they not earned a reputation which 
Fios 202 62 | Will live when the ephemeral notoriety of pol- 

Total coe neeeereeeeeces $108,262 621 it ciang and speculators will have passed from 
mo ferent ee aa the mind of the world? Bustle and Skinner, 
Matas Ce es 2324 | Downing and Wilder, Bartram and Peters, all 
No. log Ney ee eneecsacaasenenaaee 1,227 | hold a high place in the hearts of the lovers of 

‘Total number school houses,..:<--+-:- 08 sericnltyce, aud hortonltnrs=.e place which 
c R111 can never be usurped. ducate your sons to 

or teesionssnin ins pe than one acrei=--= + 21959 | love-this, profession of their fathers, and you 
No s-hool houses without blackboards,...... 631| will confer a blessing not only upon them, but 

ee eo “outline maps,...... - _ 2849/ upon the world at large.—Farmer § Gardener. 
Total va'uation of school houses,..........-.$1,2°5 85! 00 

ieee co he Agricultural College in Pennsylvania. 
Average value of school houses,............ 322 45 — 
No. district librarieS,..s.seseceesseeseeeeee 81. We are pleased to learn through a letter and 
No, Volume Bin BANE ......0.ceeee eee eens 82.8:5 5 

¢ ee oe FEAL. eeeeeeeee aoe accompanying documents from Dr. Evan Pugh, 
NBT jccecedesccecess a 

ot = President, that the Agricultural College of 

Farmers, Educate Your Sons! Pennsylvania is in a prosperous condition. 

We have ever thought, that if there was a This eo — incorporated in 1855, 

profession in the world of which a man had a| but owing to a variety of embarassments— 
just right to be proud, it was thet of the farm- chiefly a lack of money—did not open until 
er; and yet no class in the community place 1859, I a fan’ wind ft 
so low an estimate upon their calling as tarm- | !859. It was based upon a fund made up o 
ers themselves. Why is this? Has the idea| donations from citizens to the amount of over 
that mere physical force is the only essential A iati 1 
qualification of the man who tills the earth, $50,000, -with' an: sppropriation “e ie Pr 
obtained such a hold of the minds of our peo- | #mount from the State, and the buildings were 

ple, that a thought af ces, placing ferieal- erected upon: lands, in Centre county, gener- 
ture in a loftier position has been utterly aban- . 
doned? We hope not; and yet with many this suey scented by sh amen Tenia ve ® 
appears to be the case. Is it not lamentable, | time after it opened its success appeared some- 

in an age like ours, that any such absurd and | what doubtful, but its numerous friends perse- 
positively injurious notions should prevail? od and: tri ethe of all impedimanite: i¢ 
Who is prepared to estimate the pecuniary loss- | V°T®¢s 924, in spite of all impediments, it has 
es actuully surtained by the encouragement of | continued to increase and strengthen, so that 
such nonsense? Millions upon millions are} jast year there were 110 pupils in attendance, 
annually lost by the cultivation of too much| | iu - 
land, the over-stocking of farms, errors in the | With @ graduating class of 17. 
rotation of crops, the entire abandonment of| The late munificent grant of lands will give 
farm accounts, the ignoring of all improved | . col 
implements, &c. When will all farmers awake | “ ¢™¢” *mpetus, place it upon a firm foundation 
to a true sense of their own interests? When | and give a new impulse to the cause of Indus- 

il a noes oe to Lae ae Pro- | trial Education in the great Keystone State. 
ion where it deserves to stand, at the very * 

head and front? Why should it not? What Dr. Pugh and his worthy colleagues have our 

other profession involves so much of the sci- | warmest congratulations and our best wishes. 

° il i ell
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THE Bon Te. tue we possess, and that as it was the first en- 
| gageement into which man entered, so it has 

a oa “ ” ever since remained the grand leading event of 
At the Last. his life, and one intimately associated with his 

‘The stream is calmest when it nears'the tide, temporal and eternal welfare. i 

‘Ao binds west seston et the tee of hearers 48 most at tl lay, 
Aaa suits Gieeek ek ey pom ce, Home Tyrants. 

Morning is lovely, bat a holier charm ° For his rule over his family, and for his con- 
~~ ee ee ieee ee: ; duct to wife and children, subjects over whom 
For moruing calls to toil, but nigh: to rest. his power is monarchical, any one who watch- 

puis'csienel trata 3 gcd sctinrwtigs aatsiouee es the world must think with trembling of the 
— ee = account which many a man will have to ren- 
jemi der. For in our society there is no law to con- 
‘To shut the weary eye of day in peace, trol the king of the fireside. He is master of 

property, happiness, lifealmost. He is free to 
pects a ee oe punish, to make happy or unhappy, to ruin or 
There is a calm, : beauty and a power . to torture. He may killa wife gradually and 
That Morning koows not, in the evening bour. be no more questioned than the grand seignior 
«Until the evening” we must weep and toil, who drowns a slave at midnight. He may make 
Plow life’s stern furrow, dig the weedy gol, slaves and hypocrites of his children, or friends 
‘Tread with sad feet our eae way, and freemen; or drive them into revolt and 
And Sone tien Senn ak Deen Oe es Shy enmity against the natural law of love. I 
Oh! when our sun is setting may we glide, have heard politicians and coffee-house wise- 
Like summer a, wa the golden tide, acres talking over the newspapers and railing 
pesca easy sat went padre LA ‘eae at the tyranny of the emperor, and wondered 

—Independent. | how these, who are monarchs too in their way, 
————_>—____ govern their own dominigns at home, where 

Marriage. each man rules absolute. When the annals of 
— each little reign are shown the Supreme Mas- 

Love is the master passion of life, but its| ter under whom we hold sovereignty, histories 
sweets must be gathered with a gentle hand. | will be laid bare of household tyrants cruel as 
The kindly laws of nature set woman to man,| Amurath, savage as Nero, and reckless and 

“ Like perfect music unto noble deeds.” dissolute as Charles.— Thackeray. 

But the harmony to be preserved, must touch ees 
the heart and purify the senses. Therefore the YOUTH’S CORNER. 
sacred institution of marriage has been or- ee 
dained to strengthen and dignify the union. 
The uses and duties of this holy state have ev- oes acoase 
er been a subject of interest to mankind at Every little boy or girl who has studied Ge- 
large; and in almost every age marriage has ak hat in th t hich 
been regarded as one of the great agents in the | °S@Phy knows that in the great oceans whic 
improvement and cultivation of the human] surround the north and south poles of the 
family. Morally and physically its influence] earth it is cold, that immense bodies of ice 
for the benefit of mankind has been enormous; s 
for, independently of its original purpose, the | ™ust form, if they do not, indeed, freeze over 

en of oe species, sa those high those seas entirely. It is just as if there should 
claims to our regard which are born out of the . : * . 
noblest and loftiest emotions of the soul. It is bemoaore ey a a and the ioe 
the foundation of all love and friendship, and | on lake and river should continue to get thick- 
creates a sentiment in the mind out of which | er and thicker until bye-and-bye the water 
spring the elements that foster and promote : 
civilization. should all have become ice. 

To quote the words of one of the most elo-| You have seen pictures, perhaps, of Green- 
quent of our prosewriters, Jeremy Taylor: 7 Siied 
“Marriage, like the useful bee, builds a house Baris ones Dalene, mae acarvely nator sight, 
and gathers sweetness from every flower, and | #nd here and there a great white bear, hunted 
sends out colonies, and feeds the world, and! by a band of dwarfed and muffied-up men. 
obeys kings, and keeps order, and exercises : 
many virtues, and promotes the interest of What then should you expect still further ae 
mankind, and is that state of good things to| where the rays of the sun fall so slantingly 
which God hath designed the present constitu- | ypon the earth that they are never ableto warm 
tion of the world.” The learned bishop might | . = . fifty a b 
have gone further and stated that marriage was | it UP to a temperature above fifty degrees be- 
the author and encourager of almost every vir- | low zero, by the thermometer—in other words,
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where it is always ten times colder than the| into one another force great masses up upon 
coldest day you ever saw in the coldest winter? | the surface, so that they stand out like hills. 
Well, it is there where icebergs are formed. | These elevations are known as hummocks. 
The word means ice-mountains, and is true to SIZE OF SOME ICEBERGS. 
the reality. Fields are not unfrequently miles in extent 

HOW THEY ARE MADE. and very high. apts. Parry and Ross and 
Icebergs are formed in various ways: some-| Dr. Kane, Arctic explorers, often found them 

times by the sliding down into the water of the | two and three hundred feet high, and so deep 
polar seas vast accumulations of ice from the | that they were aground in water over a quar- 
tops of high mountains on the coast, just as| ter of a mile deep! Let us see if this could : 
the glaciers we saw last summer, in the Alps, | be true: *It is found by experiment that ice 
are gradually sliding down into the valleys be-| left to float in water will present one-eighth of 
low; there being only this difference—that the | its thickness above the surface. If, then, you |’ 
giaciers melt when they get down into the| have an iceberg the height of which above 
warm valleys below and run off in little streams, | water is three hundred feet, its whole thick- 
while the polar glaciers slide down into the| ness must be eight times three hundred feet, 
cold, deep ocean of the frozen zone, and are| or twenty-four hundred feet. So the portion 
broken off almost entire. of such a berg below the surface must be two 

Again, it sometimes happens that great icy | thousand and one hundred feet, or two-fifths 
cliffs, which overhang the water, as the bluffs | of a mile! 
or rock in places overhang the Mississippi, by| Can you think of anything grander than the 
the wearing away of the ice below, are plung- spectacle of a group of such monsters floating 
ed into the water with a fearful splash and then | in all their majesty out of the realms of the 
float away. frozen zone into the burning tropics? 

And, finally, it once in a while occurs that} But they can never reach the equator. In- 
the vast sheets of ice that cover the Arctic and | deed they are never seen below the 40th paral- 
Antarctic oceans is broken up into fragments, | lel of latitude; for as soon as they get into the 
each of which is thenceforth, until melted, an} warm Gulf Stream and under the warmer sun 

iceberg. of the Temperate zone they rapidly melt away 
WHY THEY FLOAT SOUTHWARD. and disappear. 

Were there no currents in the sea, there EFFECT OF ICEBERGS ON CLIMATE. 
would, of course. be no motion of these moun- It is strange how far the influence of even 
tains of ice. But we have seen [by article in| one iceberg will extend. When crossing the 
last number] that there are such currents and| Atlantic, we felt a change in the weather when 
that the direction of the great polar current is| no nearer than fifty miles. What then should 
from Spitzbergen and Iceland southwesterly | we expect of a pack, such as Dr. Kane once 
towards the eastern coast of North America. got into the midst of, consisting of two hun- 
This is why the icebergs seen in the Atlantic | dred and eighty icebergs and extending in eve- 
ocean are always floating towards the equator. ry direction for many miles? 

DIFFERENT KINDS OF ICEBERGS. It has occurred sometimes that quantities of 
In saying ‘different kinds,” we simply re-| these ice-mountains have floated into Hudson’s |, 

fer to extent and form. When occurring in Bay, and diffused very intense cold all over 
one vast sheet, so large that it cannot be bound-| the northern portion of this continent. And 
ed by the eye, it takes the name of field; if; when it is known that they are capable of so 
definable from the mast-head of a ship, it is cooling the water in which they float, as to 
called a floe. Several floes crowded in togeth-| make a difference of twenty degrees by the 
er are called a pack. thermometer all around them for fifty miles, 

It sometimes happens that floes in jamming | we should expect the climate on the eastern
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coast of the United States to be, as it is, much Concentration is the soul of schigumant. 
+ ‘lat;- | One thing at a time, and one thing for all time ae than western Europe in the same'lati- | “™ this te phat snakina life suboseehil: 

le. 
Suppose, then, they should not melt until| Most persons ascribe their adversity to 

th hed th ti a that _| Heaven, but their prosperity to their own pru- 
ey reached the very equator, and that num-| gence, 

bers of ee sien be oe in by the cur- Thales, oni being acked ory ke did net aa 

rent which sets into the Mediterranean sea,|py said, “it is too soon.” Subsequently he 

through the straits of Gibraltar, what then| was interrogated again upon the subject and 

would be the result? Why, that sea would be- epliod, = sts foo tates” : 

come as cold as Hudson’s Bay, and glorious} “Just painted,” said agirl to her lover, who 

France and sunny Italy have a climate like | ¥°* about to imprint the token of affection. 

that of Russian America or Labrador. Marriage is a harp of a thousand strings, 
In the next number we shall tell some stories | the least of which, if broken or out of tune 

FE destroys the harmony. 
of the icebergs we have seen. 

oo If one marries her whom he does not love, 
A Brave Boy. he will be quite sure to love her whom he does 

Capt. Boggs of the Varana tells'a story of «| °°) > 
brave boy who was on board his vessel during| Silence discovers wisdom and concealeth ig- 
the bombardment of the forts on the Missis-| norance. 
sippi river. The lad, who answers to the name $ 
of Oscar, is but thirteen years of age, but has Tt requires less strength of character to do 

an old head on his. shoulders, and is alert and | ® brave act in secret than not brag of it after- 
energetic. During the hottest of the fire he wards. 
was busily engaged in passing ammunition to Rng 
the gunners, and narrowly escaped death when HEALTH AND DISEASE, 
one of the terrific broadsides of the Varuna’s =— 
rebel antagonist was poured in. Covered with Take Care of the Feet. 
dirt and begrimed with powder, he was met by ca 
Capt. Boggs, who asked ‘where he was going| ‘‘Of all parts of the body,” says Dr. Rob- 
in such a hurry.” “To get a passing-box, | ertson, “there is not one which ought to be so 
sir; the other one was smashed by a ball!” | carefully attended to as the feet.” Every per- 
and so through the fight, the brave lad held his} son knows from experience that colds, and 

place, and dd his duty. When the Varuna | many other diseases which proceed from colds, 
went down, Captain Boggs missed his boy, and | are attributable to cold feet. The feet are at 
thought be was among the victims of the bat- | such adistance from “the wheei at the efstern” 
tle. But a few minutes afterwards he saw the | of the system, that the circulation of the blood 
lad gallantly swimming toward the wreck. | is easily checked there. Yet, for all this, and 
Clambering on board of Captain Boggs’ boat, | although every person of common sense should 
he threw his hand up to his forebead, giving | be aware of the truth of what we have stated, 
the usual salute, and uttering only the words, | there is no part of the human body so much 
“All right, sir! I report myself on board,” trifled with as the feet. The young and would- 
passed coolly to his station. So young a lad, | be genteel footed, cramp their toes and feet in- 
so brave and cool in danger, will make himself | to thin-soled, bone-pinching boots and shoes, 
known as years go over his head. in order to display neat feet, in the fashionable 

i aennaEERIEnnnee sense of the term. There is one great evil, 
against which every person should be on their 

WIT AND WISDOM, guard, and it is one which is not often guarded 
A against—we mean the changing of warm for 

. One year of struggle with wrong for the sake cold boots or shoes. A change is often made 
of the right contributes more to progressive fi hick to thin soled sh ith fi 
life than forty years of compromise with wrong, oe i. ee ee ee 
or mere timid allegiance to right. ing on the consequences that might ensue. In 

cold weather, boots and shoes of good thick 
Are your horses matched, farmer? Yes, leather, both in soles and uppers, should be 

friend, first-rate; one of them is willing to do| Worn by all. Water-tights are not good if they 
all the work, and the other is willing he should. | 8F¢ air-tights also; India-rubber overshoes 

should never be worn, except in wet, splashy 
The ancients placed the statue of Venus by | weather, and then not very lohg at once. It 

that of Mercury to signify that the pleasures | is hurtful to the feet to wear any covering that 
, of matrimony chiefly cqnsist in sweetness of | is air-tight over them, -and for this reason In- 

conversation. dia-rubber should be worn as seldom as possi-
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ble. No part of the body should be allowed mission, and proving its title to every other to have a covering that entirely obstructs the command, by the first and most difficult com- Passage of the carbonic acid gas from the pores | mand, that of the bosom in which it resides— of the skin outward, and the moderate passage | it is a fortitude which unites with the courage of air inward tothe skin. Lifecan be destroy- | of the field the more exalted and refined cour- ed in a very short time by entirely closing up | age of council; which knows as well to retreat the pores of the skin. Good warm stockings | as to advance; which can conquer as well by | and thick-soled boots and shoes are conserva- delay as by the rapidity of a march, or the tors of health, and consequently of human | impetuosity of an attack; which can be, with happiness.—Selected. | Fabius, the black cloud that lowers on the tops 

| of the mountains; or, with Scipio, the thun- Madi Sci | derbolt of war; which, undismayed by false DOMESTIC ECONOMY. | shame, can patiently endure the severest trial | | —_—_— | that a gallant spirit can undergo, in the taunts |} Treatment of Cream in Winter. | and provocations of the enemy, the suspicions, 
sa lal the cold respect, and ‘mouth honor” of those A correspondent of the Homestead who has from whom it should meet a cheerful obedience ; 

experimented carefully and extensively on the wale, undisturbed by Slee, hamenity, can ; . 5 . | calmly assume that most awful moral responsi- treatment of april and in oe making, an. bility’ of deciding when victory may be too 
nounces the following conclusions : dearly purchased by the loss of a single life, Tok should be strained immediately after | and when the safety and glory of their coun- milking, and two quarts is sufficient for one try may demand the certain sacrifice of thou- pan. No more cream is obtained from milk | sands.— Burke. 
that has been heated than from that which has | i + 39 been kept in # room of the proper temperature. | : Cream should be kept at the same temperature | Our Country and her Flag. 
after being skimmed as before, during cold — 
weather; also, it should be stirred twice a day! The following spirited lines, by Dr. Francis and a little salt stirred in two or three times . i s while being gathered for a churning; this will | Lieber, we have in Part X of the Rebellion prevent the white particles of curd so frequent- | phot: 
ly seen in butter. Forty-eight hours is suffi- | a 
cient for the milk to stand before being skim- j "Se mt bata cu smo x med, if proper treatment is pursued. For) gently us all! churning the cream should be warmed gradu- "Hote aa SS ally.” 

——>—____ + Our Country ! Oh, that goodly land ! Sotvent ror oxp Purry ann Paixt.—Soft! Our noble aweckevermen soap mixed with a solution of potash or caus- To fall for her is not to fail. 
tic soda; or pearl ash and slaked lime mixed | 
with sufficient water to form a paste. Either | a wea | the Bet forgins the ead of these laid on with an old brush or rag, and | © gladly pledge. The snowy White 

Jef for some hours, will render it easily mova- | Naar. j le. 
Eee ' ee ann = love a eee 

| WAR MISCELLANY. | Between the old and older world, 2 | Breet ero td trea, stan. 
| A Good General Described. | The Blue reflects the crowded stars— 
| The fortitud ed of hi ditter-|_Ommettvay ton sete once e fortitude required of him is very differ- | ome every one, wave— | ent from the unthinking alacrity of the com- | That floating plece of poetry. 

mon soldier or common sailor in the face of! i | danger and death ; it is not a passion, it is not | cele nee 
an impulse, it is not a sentiment—it is a cool, | They planted Self-Rule—we wil gua . steady, deliberate principle, always peseens, | By word and sword, in age and youth. 
always equitable; having no eonnection wit! 
anger; tempering Lape, wie Bendance 3 in-| NONE aaee ee cited, invigorated, and sustain: y @ generous | Our this—our task and toll; love of iene: informed, moderated, and di- | eee all noble things. * 
rected by an enlarged knowledge of its own! 
great public ends; flowing in one blended me ee eet eee stream from the opposite sources of the heart Pray that in tarmoil and in peace,” | and the head, carrying in itself its qwn com- ‘Free-land our land may ever be.
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NEWS SUMMARY. ourselves quite independent of all foreign 
sources in respect to these necessaries. Grat- 

em ATR MATTERA | ifying progress has been ‘made in the propor- 
STATE MATTERS. tionate increase of stock as compared with the 

La grain-growing interest, especially in the im- 
The Legislature convened on the 14th | portant branch of sheep-husbandry, while the 

ult., and promptly organized by the election of | improvement in breed of all our domestic ani- 
: ffi 2 mals is constantly receiving more attention. * 

' the following ofiieers; «The agricultural societies in cperation have 
Senute.—President, Wyman Spooner, of Wal- | exerted great influence in advancing the mate- 

worth; Clerk, F. W. Stewart, of Sauk; Ser- | Tial interests of the State. They should, there- 
’ fore, be encouraged by wise and liberal legis- 

geant-at-Arms, Luther Basford, of Grant. lation. The affairs of the State Agricultural 
House.—Speaker, J. Allen Barber, of Grant; | Society have been much embarassed by circum- 

Clerk, J. S. Dean, of La Fayette; Sergeant- stances which have compelled two successive 
z omissions of its accustomed annual exhibition, 

at-Arms, A. M. Thompson, of Washington. and by the withdrawal of all State aid by an 
THE GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE. act of the Legislature passed at its last extra 

; session. Although the nation is at war, 
Tho late message of, Governor: Salomon, ae our peaceful State should not forget or 

livered by him Jan. 16th, was a comprehensive, | neglect the arts of peace; they become now 
well-advised, and statesman-like document. | doubly important in many respects. The use- 

: z f the affai f the State th fulness of this Society, especially in the ab- 
In his review of the affairs of the State.there |... of al Stato agricultural bureau, which 
is no mark of the mere politician, but rather | exists in some other states, should not be un- 

of the clear-headed, libera!, and sound politic-| derrated or impaired by unfriendly legislation 
we i - i at a time when its efforts are particularly im- 

al economist, ignoring none of the great inter-| portant. The transactions of the Society, as 
ests.of the State, but giving to each its due| published ip time to oe material 

: + * reat value, an: ir wi istributi t * share of im portance, and presenting the claims = eee ss Ses a ee eh eee 
of all in a concise, lucid and forcible manner. curing for Wisconsin the name of an enlight- 
We quote a few. passages: ened and enterprising commonwealth. The 

small appropriation requisite to their regular 
OF MANUFACTURES, AGRICULTURE, &c. publication and distribution could hardly be 

“‘ Manufacturing is yet in its infancy in the | ™°T¢ economically expended. 
State. Our natural resources give ample op- AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 
portunity for the advantageous employment of 
capital in that direction. Itshould be the pol-] ‘ By an act of Congress approved July 2d, 
iey of the State to encourage by proper legis-| 1862, the United States have granted to the 
lation the development of these resources, for | several States a quantity of land equal to thir- 

‘]| only thus do they become a part of the wealth | ty thousand acres for each Senator and Repre- 
of the State. sentative in Congress to which the states are 

“Our State is mainly an agricultural state ; | respectively entitled by the apportionment un- 
yet, owing to a modification by the last Legis-| der the census of 1860, for the support and 
lature of the law requiring;the Assessors to |'maintenance of ‘at least one college, where the 

make annual returns of the results of the in| leading object shall/be, without excluding oth- 
dustry of the State, I am withoat sufficient da- | er scientific and classical studies, and includ- 
ta for any accurate statement in regard to this| ing military tactics, to teach such branches of 
most important branch of our industry. It is| learning as are related to agriculture and the 
an occasion for congratulation that, notwith-| mechanic arts, upon certain conditions partic- 
standing the withdrawal from peaceful purauits | ularly set forth in the act, one of which is that 
of so large a number of our citizens who have| ‘No State shall be entitled to the benefits of 
volunigered in their country’s behalf, the area| the Act unless it shall express its acceptance 

r of our cultivated crops has been increased | thereof within two years of the date of its ap- 
_]| rather teen diminished during the past year. | proval by the President.’ Under this act the 

The last season was not favorable to the pro-| State would be entitled for our eight represen- 
_[ | ductiea of the great staples of agriculture in| tatives in Congress to 240,000 acres of land, |) 

some portions of the State so that the aggre-| and it becomes your duty to decide whether || 
gate qe wae prebably below the average of | you will or will not accept the grant on the || 
the three preceding years. The amount of su-| conditions imposed. Your careful attention is |! 

‘|] garcane and of syrups and sugar prodnced | invited to this important subject. The condi- } 
' |} has been, as Iam informed, much greater than | tions imposed are such only as seem to be re- | 

at any previous period, and it is believed by | quired in order to insure a useful. perpetual, 
|]] many that as a State we may eventually make !and bong fide application of the grant for the | 

a a + <
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8. B. Welch, C. S. Walker, H. Thomas, Uri EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. 

Carruth, M. H. Howard, John Davis, Executive | ~____ meni See 4 LOTT: 

| Committee. A Large number of brief and interesting 

A. D. Gray, Esq., writes that at the annual | communications intended for this No. are 

i meeting of the St. Croix Co. Ag. Society, the | crowded over to next month. 

following persons were duly chosen officers for See Publishers’ Notices under Contents. 

i the year 1863: J. N. Van Slyke, President; Editorial Notes of Europe Travel 

Geo. Spaulding, Wm. L. Perrin, Geo. W. Mar- fe uropean 

ihe i‘ s., | Crossing the Alps.—The Retrospect.—Foxrt vu 

, tin, V. Presidents; A. F. Gallop, Rec. Sec’y; } 7, 1ENT, May 80, 1862.—Love in a cottage” 

A.D. Gray, Cor. Sec'y; A. J. Goss, Treasu-| was never sweeter than the rest and sleep I 

A rer; A. H. Weld, Ira Parke, T. Dwight Hall, enjoyed in the humble Savoyard home where 

Executive Committee. my last letter left me, at the foot of the moun- 

NATIONAL AFFAIRS. tain. My bed was of straw, but no down was 

os ever softer; supper and breakfast of bread and 

f N milk, yet better relished than ever the richest 

3 repast of kings. 

| BS Sal ok At the village of Argentieres, which lies at 

4 Ka 5 eam the head of the lovely vale of Chamouni, and 

Ne nd ae ban et . bravely confronts a grand old glacier, large 

| = t Mh va ee enough to wash it from its place and submerge 

{ tat <a Sot De, te *| the entire valley, should it suddenly become li- 

Tent, OUR FLAG 18 © GQ quid, the way I had designed to take leads me 

5 ee) upward. toward the snow-mantled peak of 

Sent L’Aigouillet, on whose top re&t portentous 

ie gtr 3 ae ee clouds of the morning. Already a sprinkle of 

On the 31st of December the President sign- | Tain begins to fall, and I must avail myself, for 

ed the bill admitting “West Virginia” into | the first time since leaving Versailles, of my 

the Union. The new state embraces 48 coun- | umbrella, which has so faithfully served me as 

ties and has a population of some 390,000. a staff. But a clever goatherd tells me it is not 

On New Years day Gen. Rosecranz won a| to be a rainy day, and so at this sublime eleva- 

victory at Murfreesboro, recapturing that place tion I may halt a moment and look backward. 

from the enemy; on the —th of January Gen. Farewell, fairy vale! Farewell, milky Arve, 

McClernand fought a great battle at Arkansas along whose wild and beautiful banks [ have 

Post (near the mouth of Arkansasriver), slaugh- | these three days wandered in dreamy ecstasy ! 

tering great numbers of the enemy and taking Farewell, 0 king of the Alps, whose presence 

some 7,000 prisoners; on the 11th Gen. Sum- | still sublimely overshadows me, and whose ma- 

ner attacked Vicksburg, but after a gallant | jestic form of all the works of God shall ever 

fight of two days, without the aid of the fleet | stand fast and first in the soul of memory! 

which failed to come to time, was repulsed with| The rain has stopped; the clouds break, and 

considerable loss ; and on the 26th Gen. Burn-| the genial face of the sun looks kindly over the 

side resigned his command of the Army | tops of the mountains. The rough and wind- 

of the Potomac, and has been succeeded | ing path descends again and my feet now walk 

by Gen. Hooker ; such are the important news | upon the brink of a little stream, source of the 

items of the past month. Two tremendous river Eau Noire, which, though parallel in its 

' battles—one for Vicksburg, the other for Rich- | course, flows in adirection exactly opposite to 

mond—impend; when they will be fought it is | that of the Arve, and empties into the Rhone 

‘ impossible to predict, though they cannot be|on the further side of the mountains whose 

long postponed. snows and ice supply them both.
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There are several little hamlets and villages | the majestic form of a mountain on the pro- 

by the way, though the communication between | jected shelf of whose granite rock had been 

them can be only on foot or upon mules—Tret- | cut my narrow path,—these were the features 

echant, La Poyaz, Contteray, Val du Nant, | of a picture which can never be effaced from 

Plane de l’ Envers, Le Grot, Vallereines, Bar- the memory of him who has once, in the midst 

berine, Barme,—some of them nestled in a|of it, wondered and worshipped. 

mountain cleft, some of them low down in the| Pete Noire is a collection of a half dozen 

defile, and others upon some elevated slope ® | houses at that point on the winding way which |) 

half mile above me. Near the place last named | j, highest. Here I took a glass of cold water, 

I found in the wild woods some half dozen wo- | rested a moment, and then began my downward 

men with enormous baskets of moss and pine | journey, as I believed, to the town of Martig- i 

leaves npon their heads. On seeing me ap-| ny, where I am to take the cars for Villeneuve 

proach, they sat down upon a log, and awaited | this afternoon. Down, down, down! At last 

my coming. I, too, was tired, and sat down with | the brink of the Eau Noire is reached again, 

them to talk. The contents of the baskets were | hut Martigny is not there—only a small num- 

garden mulch. They were happy in their Al-| her of rude dwellings and workshops, known 

pine home and wondered that anybody could altogether by the name of Trient. But, may- 

live anywhere else; were pleased to meet so| pe, I shall have no more climbing. Possibly 
genial an American, and would like to become | Martigny is further down this narrow valley. 

his guide through the devious paths to Mar- | Not go; the road I travel begins to ‘wind up- 

tigny, via Tete Noire ;—such was the substance | ward again, and now it is up, up! Goats and 

of our conversation. When I arose to resume aaa are browsing among the shrubs, but the 

my journey, one of the handsomest young | side of the mountain is so steep that it seems 

dames urged me‘so bewitchingly to aecept her impossible that they should keep their footing. '. 

services as guide, that I found it slightly diffi- Browsing “under difficulties.” At length the 

cult to decline; and she, to punish me for such | symmit is reached, and from the heights, stand- 

unheard-of obstinacy, told me of a parting of | ing with one foot in Savoy—now a part of the 

the road at the foot of a certain cascade | French Empire—and the other in the Switzer- 

mile anda half below, where there were n0 | jand of to-day, I look down on the broad, beau- 

hamlets near, and where it would be impossi- | tiful valley of the Rhone! 
i. take 

» sh - ~— ates — b - : Shall I say I am weary? No; but I am, and 

2 eabenten ine " . ae ner ard, OF | 50 will avail myself of this traveler's rest, call- 

should I go-ahead, irusting to instinct and to piles a ee 

. .° led Fort du Trient,” at least until the gen- 

Providence? I waved them alla pleasant adieu - 
oo darme who represents the Swiss government 

and took the responsibility. The sequel prov- z 
~ shall have vised my passport and thus author- 

ed that we were both right—she in her assur-| . P 
3 E ized my entrance upon the soil of the Mountain 

ance of difficulty, I in my trust. 3 
Republic. 

Rounding my way up the mountain, the “Bonj Moasieur!”” «Thank 24" 

wildest—and next to that of Mt. Blanc the ay eure aoeean a 

grandest—scenery I had yet beheld presented DAY ernie ’ Besta eet 

* = prends pas, monsieur.” Don’t understand the 

itself. The deep, zigzag bed of the Eau Noire, is 

* * : “| American language, eh? Well then, perhaps 

the water white with foam, dashing over im- % 
: I may have a little fun.” ‘Mon passeport, 

mense masses of rock; the sublime proportions ; < . yrss 
‘ = monsieur,” [handing him my commission as 

of Mt. Perroz, girt about with dark evergreens, representative for Wisconsin at the Great Ex- 

crowned with perpetual snow and furrowed by | nibition] Gendarme looks at it carefully, ex- 

milky streams leaping their way down from | amines the great seal, knits his brow, looks me 

the summit ; while above and behind me rose in the eye, and starts off to his office to put 

Sih aes: TT
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the required signature to the document! This| Minerat Weatra.—France is fich ‘also in 
; is the first time my passport has been called | her mines of iron,—which are found in nearly 

! for, and if the commission shall serve me as | all all parts of the country, and which yield | 
i well everywhere else, it’s a pity I fooled away | annually about 700,000 tons—of lead, copper, 
\ so much time in getting the real paper at Lon-jand zinc. Gold, silver, cobalt and manganese 

| dor and afterwards in getting it vised by the | are likewise found, and in the aggregate yield 
}| American Consul and Prefect of the Police at | considerable wealth. Coal beds are numerous 

Paris. and the salt mines and marshes yield annually 
| ‘THR RETROSPECT. over 25,000,000 bushels of salt. Inexhaustible 

I It is now almost noon, the train leaves at | quarries of valuable building stone of various 
i 1:15 p. m., and I'am teld it is yet three hours | kinds, of marble, of porphyry, and of alabas- 

! down the mountain to Martigny. ButI am | ter abound everywhere; the number of those 
\ not quite ready to resume my journey, for the | actively worked numbering some 22,000, and 
| mind inclines, ere yet I leave the Alpine heights | giving employment to over 80,000 men. 

\ ‘|| of glorious France, toa rapid review of what} Tue Curate of France is greatly diversi- 
i she is and is doing, before passing on to those | fied by differences of latitude, elevation, ex- 
{ other countries which lie in my predetermined | posure, soil, &c., and is probably unsurpassed | 

ii path. Only a bird’s-eye view, however, at the | by that of any country in Europe. Cool in 
| present. the north, and well adapted to the growth of 
" THE EMPIRE OF FRANCE. the cereals; mild and equable in the central 
i To the Frenchman, all glowing with enthu- | portions, where the vine flourishes best; dry 
| siasm over the past glory and present power of | and hot in the olive regions of the south. 
| ; the dear France of his heart and hope, there! Tue Aspecr of the country is well diversi- 
i isno grander empire on the globe—scarcely | fied, presenting a good deal of beautiful scen- 
i} one whose area is larger. Nor is this sur-| ery with an agreeable admixture, particularly 
| prising, in view of the petty kingdoms which | in the eastern and southern portions, of features 
| lie at its gates, northward and eastward. But | of picturesque grandeur. The banks of the 

' let us look at it with an American eye, and its | four great rivers (flewves) of France—the Seine, 
boundaries rapidly shrink to within quite mod- | the Loire, the Garonne, and the Rhone—pre- 

re erate measurement. sent some of the finest scenery in the world— 
The island of Corsica and the newly added | broad, well cultivated fields, beautiful, sloping 

territory of Savoy included, its area is 207,973 vineyards, and grand old mountains, crowned 
square miles, or 130,439,648 acres—a little less | with evergreen forests or never-mélting snows. 
than as large as four such states as Wisconsin. | Tue Propvcrs of the country may be un- 
Of the entire leng‘h of frontier, 1400 miles are | derstood, as to character, from what has al- 

on the land side, and 1,530 are coast. With | ready been said. But a word of theit quantity 
the exception of portions of the Alpine dis- | and relative proportion: 

trict of Savoy, and several lesser branches of | Of the whole area, 54 per cent. is devoted to 

the Alpine and Pyrenean systems of mountains | agriculture. The average aggregate yield of 
it which intersect the country in different direc- | some of the most important crops is about as 

} tions and form great water-sheds for the drain- | follows; of wheat 225,000,000 bushels, rye 

age of the empire, almost the entire surface is | rye 85,000,000, oats 14,000,000, barley 50.- 

| susceptible of cultivation; statisticians say | 000,000, potatoes 250,000,000, Vineyards ex- 

} four-fifths of the whole. Of this, over 60,-| tend through some 76 of the “departments” 

4 000,000 of acres are arable, about 11,000,000 and yield 900,000,000 gallons of wine, worth 
| in meadow, 18,000,000 in wood, 18,000,000 are | about $160,000,000 at the places of production. 
{ heath land, 2,000,000 in vineyards, and nearly | Nearly one-fourth part of this is exported. 

{| 1,500,000 acres in orchards and gardens. Live stock has not received quite so much 
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attention as other branches of husbandry. Ac-| Tue Internat Improvements of France 

cording to the latest statistics 1 remember to | constitute one of its chief glories. Paris is " 

have seen, there are in the empire about 3,- | the centre, whence radiate six great railroads 

000,000 of horses, 35,000,000 sheep, 12,000,-| into as many great divisions of the empire, 

000 horned cattle ; mules and jacks, 900,000; | with an aggregate mileage of 8,500 miles. Be- 

swine, 5,000,000 ;. goats, 1,000,000. sides which, there are 214 Imperial highways, 

The raising of poultry receives a good deal | with an aggregate length of 22,000 miles, 79 

of attention, and bee-culture is also in favor. | canals with a total of 3,600 miles in length, 

In the south of France where the mulbery | and several navigable rivers. So that the ag- 

flourishes the silk-worm is produced to a con- | gregate length of land and water communica- 

siderable extent, and the annual produets of | tion is scarcely less than 555,000 miles. Of 

both silk and bee-culture are said to be worth | the thousands of magnificent bridges, national 

100,000,000 francs, or nearly $25,000,000. buildings, public gardens, monuments, &c:, a 

One of the most remarkable peculiarities of | yolume would be necessary to an enumeration. 

French agriculture is the extent to which roots | Of the highways I shall have something to say 

are cultivated—particularly the sugar bect. 1) in a separate article. 

have found it growing in nearly all parts of POLITICAL DIVISIONS. 

the country and have visited a number of large| France is politically divided into 86 Depart- 

establishments where*the sugar and alcohol} ments of nearly equal extent, each with its 

are manufactured. The production of beet | capital. These are again divided into 363 ar- 

sugar, alone, has equalled 150,000 tons in one | rondissements, these into 2,850 cantons, and 

year. Ican see no sufficient reason why the | these cantons into’ 36,826 communes or villages. 

sugar beet may not be successfully grown in| The government, at the present, as every- 

the lower latitudes of the northern United | body knows, is an enlightened, severe despot- || 

States, and shall look with new interest to the | ism. f 

result of the experiments now making in Ohio. THE PEOPLE OF BRANCE. 

The general’ system of agriculture is both Warm-blooded, earnest, enthusiastic, genial, | 

good and bad, though better than I had ex-| generous, patriotic, heroic, I lovg them most 

pected to find. The agricultural schools estab- heartily. They number over 36,000,000; of | 

lished within the few past years are doing whom some 20,000,000 are agriculturalists, 

much to enlighten the great public on this sub- | 2,500,000 manufacturers, 8,000,000 mechanics, | 

ject, and to explode the old errors which have with 3,000,000 devoted to the “liberal” pro- |] 

so long weighed like an-incubus upon the in- | fessions, a 

dustry of the country. Tue Renicious Toreration France is 

As A Masuracturiye, Counrrx,,, France | scarcely surpassed, although the dominant re- |) 

ranks next to Great Britain, and is steadily | ligion is Catholic. Number of Protestants | 

progressing. In the manufacture of those ar-| about four millions. . The clergy, whether i 

ticles which require fineness of taste and a| Catholic, Protestant, or Jewish, are supported | 

q| skill akin to that which is necessary in the de-| by the government; the total salary of the |. 

partment of Fine Arts, she is superior to all Catholic clergy alone being $5,000,000. But 

other nations. Total annual value of her man-| with all this support of the religion of the } 

ufactures of silk, jewelry, iron, woolen fabrics, | empire, the people of France are by no means i 

¢ottons, leather and glass, $4,000,000,000. too pious! Religion is one of the fashions of |, 

Commencrauty, she is also'a great nation. |the day. The sabbath, is practically crowded i 

|| Her merchant marine consists of 13,000 ships, | into. a few hours, and, the remainder of the |} 

with a tonnage of about 1,000,000 tons. Be-| time which in America would be Sunday is de- | 4 

sides this, about. 30 per cent of her foreign | voted to having a good time. } 

|| trade is carried on by land. Pusuic Instruction in France furnishes so |) 

;
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|| wide and interesting a theme that I must, at | ters of this sort entitles them to high consider- 
‘|| some time in the future, prepare a separate ar- | ation, the undersigned in full and cordial con- 

{4 | ticle upon it for the Educational Department of | currence with their views, would hereby (]| the Fanmer. It is under the general direction | announce that a Convention for the purposes 
of a special Minister, assisted by an Imperial | above named will be held at Madison on Wed- 
Council of eighteen Inspectors-General, and is nesday and Thursday, the 4th and 5th days of 
characterized by many features worthy of our March, 1863. All persons interested in any 
own consideration. This is especially true of | branch of the general subject proposed for dis- 
the Professional schools, where instruction is cussion in said Convention, whether citizens given in the Natural Sciences and in the liber- | of this or of any other State, are cordially in- 
al and fine arts; in all of which France excels | yited to attend, and to bring with them sam- 
all other nations. ples of seed and of the impJements and ma- 
Cuanitaste Ixsrrrurions abound in every chinery necessary to the manufacture of syrup 

needed locality, and the wants of the afiticted | and sugar, together with the representative 
and destitute are provided for with a most com- products of such manufacture. 
mendable benevolence. This fact is illustrated J. W. HOYT, Sec’y Wis. St. Ag. Soe. by the circumstance that in allmy stay in the (Wisconsin papers, and the Agricultural 

| cities of France and my travels in the country | Press please notice.] 
I have never once been asked for alms. There Personal.—We are pleased to learn that is, no doubt, suffering, and too much of it, but Thos. P. Turner, Esq.. of Waukesha Co., who 
the Government carefully provides reasonable accompanied us to London, last spring, and 
means for its alleviation, and then by stringent | who remained to visit friends after our return, 
laws forbids any demonstration of pauperism | has at length arrived in safety. We found him 
in public. In this respect France contrasts | a most agreeable traveling companion, as well 
very strongly with Great Britain and most oth-| #8 ® very careful, appreciative observer of Somes whatever looks to the progress of Industry and 

| But have already extended this review of ’ “a ~ — an that - visit z 
the empire beyond my first intention. It has ae bee 1s nativity has been in all respects 
been but a glance, however, and will only give highly Peat yi ies Heart Pe 
the reader a faint idea of the reality. Some| Be Patient.—Those subscribers who have day, O France, I shall hope to see thy sunny | ordered maps will be supplied at the earliest 
plains and grand old mountains again—aye, | possible moment. 
and thy ens people, who will then have NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS, 
grown both wiser and better than now. For oon 
the meantime a reluctant and loving farewell! | Madison Mutual Insurance Company.— 

We publish in this number the annual statement of this Sorghum Gonvontion For Wisemsin | tet ine On be Say and the adjoining States.—Srare Acricuntv- commend to them the benefit of its protection. 
RAL Rooms, Madison, Jan. 25, 1863.—Belieyv- Pi ee pre ged on eae 
ing that the general, and especially the agri- am oe Led eee ena See eee 
cultural interests of Wisconsin would be wee perm ce: a Sie = 
promoted by the holding of a convention with actual risk is worth, is so well carried into effect that no . * 3 2 person is excusable for not protecting himself and his fami- special reference to an increase of information ly or creditors against this loss.” 
among the farmers of this State as to the best eh SS Se omnes renin Oe, retin et the varieties, methods of cultivation, and machin- | is ‘tg acolo Baines pled by adem ade 
ery for the manufacture of Sorghum ; and hav- | tice. So far from this. every tisk under such 2 ai ee rece tae eae tfranem of fe Sing / i ing, moreover, been petitioned therefor by Bap = oe eee ne oe en 
numerous persons whose active interest in mat- vigor and stability which few companies can boast. Here
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The Great International Exhibition. with a small wheel running before, and with 
¥ Pe ie strong, forward-curving, coulter-like teeth or 
— tines which penetrate the soil like the cultiva- 

GPEAS HaEe Th ONE ER ‘tor or scarifier. When drawn by four power- 
Prominent among the numerous classes | ful English horses no mass of roots has any 

of articles in the “Eastern Annexe,” where | business to attempt a resistance to its steady 
we but recently founda multitude of the won- | progress. 

ders of the Chemical Arts, we find Stump-pullers are not so much in demand in 
AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL MACHINES | the great garden of England as in the wilds of 

AND IMPLEMENTS. RES new continent, and accordingly we find 

The display of these is magnificent, and to | nothing of this sort in the British Department 

an agriculturist would, of itself, have been | Worthy of especial notice. But their 
worth a voyage acrossthe sea. They are pro- | PLOWS 

perly divisible into five sections : | Of every description, except the superior 
1. Implements for the tillage and drainage | Yankee specimens, are the finest here. Fow- 

of the soil, such as steam cultivators, plows, ler makes a splendid show in this branch of 

scarifiers, pulverizers, grubbers, harrows, roll-| 4), implement department—exhibiting a hun- 

ers, and clod crushers. dred plows and models of plows, ancient and 
2. Implements for the culture of the soil, modern, illustrations of the history of traction 

and the harvesting of crops, to wit :—dibbling tillage from Scripture days down through the 

machines, drills, manure distributors, horse- classic period of palmy Greece and Rome, un- 

hoes, mowing machines and hay makers, reap-| 4:1 this present. Here are the rude forked 
ers, horse-rakes, wagons, carts, and the like. | stick; one branch sharpened answering for the 

8. Machines for preparing grain &c. we | Posts another for the beam; while the trunk, 
market and food for cattle—locomotives, port- | dressed down to proper size, served as a han- 

able and fixed, steam engines, steam elevators, | dle by which it was held upright. ‘Time went 

threshing machines, winnowing machines, len, and next we have the Roman plow, similar 

crushing and grinding mills, machines for cut- | to the first, but its nose pointed with iron. A : 

ting and pulping feed, apparatus for washing, few generations having passed, we get the bet- | 

cutting and steaming roots, &e. ‘ Roman plow, consisting of several parts 
4. Miscellaneous agricultural machines, im- |. 4, ely put together with earpenter’s tools, and 

plements and articles, such as churns, washing with trowel-shaped, shovel-share of iron. A 

machines, carts, cheese presses, cider mills, &c. | few generations more, and we have the hori- 

5. Horticultural implements and machinery. | , 140) and the inclined share, with Taclaherde 

THE ENGLISH “*GRUBBER,” | wooden mould-boards; then one would-board ' 

i You will observe, consists of a heavy iron | in the middle between two shares; next a sin- 

frame supported upon two wheels like a cart, | gle horizontal or slightly inclined share with 
z Bes ee 

| 

i
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one mould-board fixed at the side; then, after | was so great an affair as to entitle it to poetic 

centuries had passed, with a variety of trifling | description, thus: i 

improvements, a wooden mould-board faced “Of eight feet long a fastened beam prepare ; 

PS PRS] pete 7t oe | tis Gated fie tae 
/ board; and, aflast,the présent implement wi But then, let us ‘count’ the years. einod then 

all its convenient appurtenances, and mould-| inmost two thousand! Now the laugh is on 

board\of hardistecl! t’other side, and we'll quietly get down with- 
Isn’t it wonderful how slow and tedious the | out further comment. 

improvement of so simple and universal an im- Of the style and working capacity of the 
plement? And even yet it is rather rare to English steam plows we have talked at length, 

find a plow the curve of whose mouldboard is| (.06 report of the Great Trial under the aus- 
Just what if ought to be for the purpose it was pices of the Royal Ag. Soc. at Farmingham, in 
designed to answer ; so little has been under-| ober No:), arid rieéd’ add nothing further 
stood by practical men of the principles of now—except that'we have ordered engravings 

mechanical philosophy. of some of them, and one of these days shall | 

And then of the best modern plows, how | be able to give the farmers of Wisconsin a bet. | 

many varieties there are!—each designed for | ter idea of their construction than is possible | 
some particular use. With most English farm-| with words merely. 

ers, the wheel plow appears to take precedence ; In the matter of | 

others prefer the swing plow, and in this agree CLOD CRUSHERS, 

with their Yankee cousins. We incline to think John may be ahead. His 
John prides himself on the superiority of | soil, as a general rule, needs more knocking to 

his plow and won't acknowledge, even after | pieces than the richer and more friable soils 

fair trialand being badly beaten, that Jona-| of the New World, and he is, moreover a great 

than is even with, much less ahead of, him. |deal better farmer, and would work his soil 

The trial, in 1857, by a committee, of which | more thoroughly than the American, though 

Col. Johnson of New York was a member, con- | it should not need it half somuch. These cir- 

vinced all who witnessed it that the Yankee | cumstances may account for the universality 

plow was the best; but John has a very short| of the use of such implements in England, and 
memory and to-day stoutly denies that such a| for the other fact, of superiority. Crosskill’s 

conclusion ever was legitimate! Still, many | still stands without a rival. It consists of a 

of the English plows are of excellent construc- | series of independent iron rings upon an iron | 

tion, and it is not unlikely that we may gain a| axle—upon the extremities of which wheels | 

useful hint or two from some of them. One| may be placed when it is desired to remove it 

thing we shall never like, however; they are | from the field—each ring having its edge notch- 

chiefly of iron, and very heavy. We shall il-| ed, and bearing flanges upon both of its flat 

lustrate a few of the best models, after a time, sides, the outer end of which is flush with the 

in the Farmer. edge at the bottom of each notch. This crush- 

But see! here are also steam plows, of va-|¢T WOn ® gold medal, worth $185, at a late tri- 

rious patterns. Let us mount this new levia- | ®! by the Royal Ag. Soc., and is probably one 
than of the soil and look down from it upon | f the best implements in use in this or any 
the old crooked stick used by the proud and | ther country. 

classic Virgil, and so make him feel our supe- TEA BAGLISE BARROWS j 
riority! A long stride, good fellow of the old-| Are likewise deserving of approval. They 

en time, between this mighty engine with its | are usually of all iron, and consist of a series 

hedge of sharp steel shares, and that antiqua-| of light harrows—two, three, or four—linked 

ted concern which you thought in your pride| together. The teeth are lighter and more mh
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merous than in most American implements. _ THE THRESHING MACHINES 

Under the general head of Are, some of them, noyel im construction, 
t CULTIVATORS AND HARVESTERS i i and do their work admirably. ~* Ransome & 

There is a fine array of implements for putting | Sim's Patent Combined Double-blast Steam 
a mn ag cultivating various crops, harvest- | Threshing, Riddling, Straw-shaking, Winnow- 
ing them, &c. ing, and Final Dressing Machine” if 

Sian a as bee 2 ee enn suice a most Seterning vl The 1 es i. ue 

the middle of the 17th century, though it is| inches in clear width, and is fitted with revers- 
probable that the one invented by Jethro Tull, | 3,1, wrought iron haat re: whiok’ dy nat break: 

* ‘ » 
name phirrncm yA a ae or injure the grain, and which “will thresh - 

a barle; that it will It perfectly.” The 
yet, most of these seem quite too complex, and rata’ it hte cs vaicirhe iain to 

are evidently susceptible of improvement. Whhe'the atkeW te ncet in threshing, a a i 

The horse-hoe, so seldom seen in America, is * . ee r 
wel. bi 5 ee a ates = et Uist a consequently, it leaves the machine uninjured. 

x i After the grain has passed through the drum, 

Fe ees couese. oF cai” when thorough | the straw is carried into the shaker, which is 
‘arming becomes a necessity. lof bediill fea ton : 

Manure-distributors belong to the same cate- i reas at rare trad mt 1. i} , in re . 
gory, and must wait some years yet for a gen- tated’ Si oe hi ‘ ise ad if 
eral introduction on ‘the other side the pond’’| || 4 aie eemcet mi ace t th rir 

—at least until American farmers shall have ine past of the abst eine = or 

learned that manure is of some practical value, cP 3 : ieee 
ie 'net oiled at! the AA oat 'as in the straw so that it may be easily removed from 

claimed by the more rational English farmer. me fon mete machines appisee, apyerél impors- 
In the matter of reapers and mowers, horse- antahjects are sqnempiieked: by:maans,at te 

. followin tri ie yak 
rakes and hay-makers, England is quite behind piso aye on f oy —_ sie r 

ne rol 
America and is glad, at last, to take lessons of P ki P * oe er ROME OFF 
i Corte aad hiv muineseis ponfcared. the circumference of the adjacent rollers, and 

y bans pine om Mine ay ie also the board which forms the bottom of the 

3 we «. a 1 
What a multitude of horse-powers, threshing — imme - — er 

rum i 
machines, fanning mills, grinding mills, root- x caren ae ee 
ore ee continually in a jerking manner, exactly like 

arte fe wats ap yee the action of handshaking by means of a rake 

J i ni k. 
ther the family or for cattle are burr stones cet 

variously arranged. Searcely any cast iron| The riddling apparatus consists of a series 

mills, such as we have at home, are here. of riddles with meshes differing in size, so as 

One of the best Aibdling mills consists of two | * adapt them to different kinds of grain. 

solid steel rollers, with fluted surfaces, made | Whilst the corn is passing through the riddling 
to pass each other at different velocities. By | *PP@ratus, it is subjected to # blast from the 

means of this machine, beans, peas, oats, bar- fan, made stronger or weaker by openingjor 

ley, Indian corn, &c., are crushed easily and closing the emia at the end of the fan box; 

to any required size. With a power capable the chaff being blown towards the back of the 

{ of giving it 100 revolutions a minute, it will machine. 

crush 22 bushels of beans per hour. After the threshed grain has passed through 

Root cutters and pulpers without number | the riddles, the clean portion is carried down 

and of excellent construction. England knows | to the elevator bottom, whence it is carried up 

the economical value of roots for stock. We] by the elevators, dropped into the barley awn- 

have yet to learn that important lesson. er, through which it passes into a cleaner
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which effectually strips off all the husk that/man. Passing out of the Annexe into the 

may be adhering to the kernel. The grain then | grand Gardens of the Royal Horticultural So- 

passes over the seives which are arranged in a | ciety—which have been heretofore described 

common fanning mill, and is simultaneously | as lying on the crystal side of the Exhibition 

operated upon by a blast which removes all the | and between the two annexes, the side epposite 

dost, dirt, &c., leaving it perfectly clean. Fi-|the palace being occupied by a magnificent 

nally it passes into the adjustable rotary screen, | crystal conservatory—we shall be able to see 

which separates the thin kernels from the best | this mower in operation and prove the correct- 

grain, and leaves it ready for market. ness of what has been said. 

THE “CHAFF” CUTTERS Magnificent grounds indeed! Such lawns, 

Are all constructed on the same principle; parterres, borders, walks, Pee fountaing, 

the usual arrangement of rollers being used to Speer cee sates oe cece tare teem ge iS 2 : 
‘feed up the straw,hay, or other fodder, while onan in all the open arcades there are likewise 

the operation of cutting is performed by two ianplements, apparatus, ‘vases Te = 

curved knives fastened to radii of the large fly- namonis ie ee, ES great 
whos whlckits turned bye creak or by ® “Machinery Annexe,” two aeebees feet wide 

dram, if power beused. , There were handrods| PO "Ly Shenae OS Sion length, fall 
of these at the Royal Agricultural Society’s of all coposivable paces aEEs peore 
Exhibition, and we ave seen scarcely any eS Even at this ee the indefinable 

| other kind anywhere in the country. music of a thousand engines and strange ma- 

chines reaches the ear and invites us to the 
ALL SORTS OF IMPLEMENTS AND APPABATUS | «citing acene of their wonder-working. But 

Come next,—apparatus for steaming food, 80 | ere we enter, let us rest a little on this beauti- 
constructed that the water is heated in coiled | ful grassy slope at the foot of the Garden 

tubes with a saving of fuel; American and | Cascade. 

English churns; butter washers, which force —.—__. 

the butter through innumerable small openings, Make Ready for Spring. 

causing it to fall into pure water in ribbons or| March should be one of the busiest months 

filaments and thus washing it free of all but-|in the year on the farm, where the success of 

termilk without the intervention of the hands; | the summer campaign depends so much—so al- 

differential pulleys, with two sheaves or wheels | most entirely, we might say—upon the degree 
of different diameters in the upper block, with | of preparation for its important duties. 

teeth gearing into the endless chain which| Let not a day be lost. Employ the pleasant 

hangs in two loops, in either of which is placed | weather in cleaning up the fields, getting to- 

the single block having a hook for attaching gether material for building and repairing 

the weight to be hoisted, and thus preventing | fences; the stormy days in repairing old im- 

all slipping or giving way or ‘‘running down ;” | plements, or getting new and better ones, in 

gates, fencing, bee-hives; hand implements, | preparing seed and devising the best methods 
such as hoes, rakes and forks, all inferior to | for carrying on the work of the season. This, 

ours; anda thousand other things of use on | in general terms, fer the farm. 

the farm. The garden and orchard will also need atten- 

THE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS tion, and unless you get fully ready for what 

Are also numerous and interesting; consist-| they require, it will be very likely to go un- 

ing of seed dibblers and sowers, weeders, en- | done another year. But few farmers have gar- 

gines for watering, washing, &c., lawn-mow- | dens fit to look at; and the reason is because 

ers, capable of shearing the grass from any | they neglect making the necessary preparations 

smooth surface as even and neatly as it is pos- | until the more imperative farm-work crowds 

sible with a keen razor to shave the face of a out everything but the work of plowing and
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utting in field crops. Take our advice, then, | the advance in foreign wools in England has 
id now, while you can, look up the fruit trees, | been from 20 te25 percent. The NW. ¥. Econ- 

omist makes the following remarks: rden seeds, &c., you ought to plant, and de-|  « From all we can jee in our perambula- || | 
ermine positively that this year the garden oe out the — sker there is nothing 

: t exhibits itself to us of any prospective 
hall not be a weed patch, nor the orchard a reduction in the price of oe Fine wools 
Yacancy. ar ths prose in rea now, ons iat week all 

ca a e desirable parcels that cou had at be- |’ 
| Wool, and How it Works at Home and Abroad. | jow 580 were sake “The range now is 60265 ' 

Abvut four months ago, we took up our cents. Coarse wools are not so much in de- to give our readers a, eis categeaton en mand, still they are pretty firmly held, and the 
rool, and remarked tnat we would advise all impressions are that they _ Will yet Be wanted. : who could to hold on to their clips, as by No- | Ur @rmy and the late additions thereto are to 
Vember we mignt look for higher rates than | ¢ clothed, as well as the drafted men to come, 
haa yet been paid, and that it was not unlike- | 9%4 We see no reason why coarse wools should j 
ly that even after that time we might see prices | 2°t Sdvance’ and'be in active request. The 
go upward, so that wool would likely range stock of Domestic Wool in this market is esti- from 76cents to $1 per pound. Well, we note mated at about 1,000,000 tbs, which is very 
that in the principal foreign wool markets, hens it usually ranging from 2,000,000 to 
pe have gone up so that with all our press- | 7250,000 Ibs. The high and constantly ad- 

g wants, our importers cannot profitably pur- San ne prices of wool in the European mar- chase foreign wools, pay transportation, duties, | Kets increases the value of stocks here, and 
and difference of exchange, and sell at a profit. | ‘tose of our readers who anticipate or look for 
So that in reality foreign woois cannot be|®"Y decline in wools of any sort before the 
brought into competition with our own sup.| °! S¢ of the present year will certainly be mis- plies at present. Here is one reason why, as taken. Even should the war be terminated 
the consumption of wool proceeds, during the sooner than expected, there is the South to be 
next four months we should look for an advance | ©lothed; true, they have. cotton, but need to 
in prices., Hence we say to our readers, that have wool algo, and Gur npReewons ROW Are 
if you can hold on without hurting yourselves, | ‘tat wool will see a higher range of prices this 
don’t sell the clips you iave stored away for | Yea" and next than were ever known. We yet awhile. ‘ make these predictions from our conversations 

The importation of wool at the port of Bos-| With intelligent men in the Wool interest, and 
ton for the first nine months of the present | 8'¥® them to our ‘humerous subscribers ‘to act year, has been about thirteen millions of| UP" 88 best suits them.”—Mich. sarmer. 
pounds. The same amount had been imported ot a to 
during the same period for the past two years. Orchard Grass. 
ee a i jail cena peat teee a In an article on the “Qualities of Grasses,” 
during the month of October, the average re-| the editor of the Boston Cultivator, quoting, 

paints of foreign wool have been about 3,000) from a recent English writer, adds the remarks 
All the circulars indicate that a further rise | flowing: 

in prices may be looked for. G. W. Bond, of| “ ‘Cocksfoot-grass grows in a few stalks of 
Boston, says:—‘‘ All the new levies of the|a tall height, which are coarse and ineligible 
armies being provided for, we may look for a| for hay, but for pasture the herbage comes 
consumption of wool by army supplies equal | early, and affords a good bite from the tufted 
to the wants of one million of men. or from | roots in the spring, and by close stocking the 
thirty to forty millions of pounds.” It is true| ground to keep down the coarse stems. The 
that these same men would require a large sup- | seed weighs about 12 pounds per bushel.’ | 
ply of wool if they remained at home, instead} ‘This is commonly called orchard grass in 
of in the army, but the wear and tear is more| this country. As observed in the quotation, 
than double, and a be set down as requiring | its stems are rather coarse, which lessens its 
certainly twenty millions of pounds of wool | value for hay. Still from the abundance of 
more than the same men at home and devoted ioe leaves which it. throws out, it makes a 
to the acts of peace. Hence again, is another | fodder, which, if cured at the proper stage, is 
reason for the advance during the next four | well relished by stock. The aftermath is often 

months. of more value than the first crop. It seldom 
The same Boston circular states that a much | sends up seed-stalks after the first crop, but 

larger share than usual of the domestic clip| the numerous leaves continug to grow all the 
has found its way into the hands of the maun-| season, presenting in aut a mass of soft 
facturers, and has been taken at prices rang-| herbage. As above ed, however, its 
|ing from 55 to 67 cents for the coarser lots. In| greatest value is for pastute; no grass starts 
ithe meanwhile during the last three months | quicker or grows more rapidly after being cut
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or fed off. It is best adapted to strong, loamy | of Agriculture upon the Government that we 

aa ails, zane ee a ene republish it entire, with the request that none } 

dom injured by frost, and it is superior to most | fail to read it: 
species in sustaining itself sgainst drouth.”” “Tt is a singula: truth that fewer public men 

; ————q@qqr“— are proficients in political economy than in al- 

Aid to Agriculture,—The National Agricultural | most any other statesmanlike requirement. 

Department. The graces of eloquence, forensic ability, and \ 

The efforts now making on the part of a few | parliamentary practice are comparatively com- i 

members in Congress, to secure the practical | mon qualifications. Many a superficial char- 

abolishment of the Agricultural Department, | acter has attained some eminence in one or 

just created, are convincing proof, if further | more of them. But a political economist in 

proof were needed, that the mere politicians | Congress hax formerly been considered a rara 

are not yet all dead, and provoke every think-| avis, notwithstanding the presence of occasion- 

ing man of liberal views to exclaim, How few | al illustrious examples; nor are other legisla~ 

real statesmen have anything to do with shap-| tive bodies, in other countries or ages, more 

ing the political ‘economy of this young and/| favored with this quality of statesmanship. 

giant Republic! We produce food enough for} «Jt requites no small fund of knowledge, 

two mighty empires equal to our own; we in- | acquired by the most patient and painstaking 

vent and manufacture a thousand articles of | research, involving the study of man in every t 

luxury and use; our ships, like countless shut- | clime and station—the knowledge of the arts, 

tles, are weaving the web of Commerce all | commerce, and civilization—and an acquaint-— 

ever the seas; we war with the enewifes of our | ance with travels, history and philosophy. The 

country without limit of money, men or time; | political economist must note the rise, progress 

but all is done pretty much as it happens; we|and decline of varied industries; mark the ' 

had no great, comprehensive, stable National | causes, operations and results of different sys- 

Policy! tems of labor; compare the different customs, 

The passage of the Homestead Bill, the bill | regulations and institutions of different nation- 

for a grant of lands to establish colleges for | alities, with the varied circumstances affecting™ 

Agricultural Arts, and for the establishment of | the advance or retrograde of civilization. It 

an Agricultural Department of the Government | will thus be found a work of mighty magni- 

came like the dawning of a new era, and we | tude to arrive at a correct understanding of the 

shall be slow to believe that there will thus} laws regulating the production, distribution 

soon be a retrogression on any one of the im-| and consumption of wealth; a work that has 

portant subjects involved in these great acts of | more of labor, mental application and capaci- 

the National Legislature. It will be well, how- | ty, with less of public appreciation or food for 

ever, for the friends of Agriculture to be on | ambitious advancement, than is tasteful or de- 

the alert, and we would advise all who feel any | sirable to the great mass of public men. 

interest in the war now waged by certain nar- “It is a common thing for shallow and un- 

row politicians in Congress upon the great in- | reflecting minds to decry statists and political 7 

terest with which, asa people, we are so large-| economists and depreciate their labors; and 

ly identified, to see to it that they who so ably | it is a lamentable confession, a belittling indi- 

represent us at Washington, be not left in| cation, that there has been so little fostering 

‘doubt as to the sentiments of the intelligent | of statistics, and practical development of re- 

people of the State of Wisconsin. sults of which they are capable by our Gov- 

Touching this general, subject the following | ernment. 

article from the pen of an able writer in the|~ “It is a truth that there is no means, at pre- 

National Republican so well presents the record | sent or hitherto employed, for furnishing data 

of what has been done, as well as the claims | for an accurate statement of the exports of our
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country, and obtaining a precise knowledge of | agriculture in twenty years, almost at the rate 

‘what productions are actually the basis ef for- | of a full million in a generation. And yet 

eign exchanges. ours ig an‘ agriculture, one interest of which, 

If in the sale of thirty millions of bushels | that of wheat, atone hundred and seventy-five 

lof wheat, little more than one-sixth of the| millions of bushels, is worth annually’ more 

lcrop, the loss of but one dime per bushel results | than one hundred and fifty millions of doltars; ’ 

‘to the farmer from a want of just such collec- | and twenty millions of tons of hay, at seven 

‘tions of statistics, home and foreign, as every | dollars and a half, are worth one hundred and 
Government should furnish, it is a snug three | fifty millions more; and even the greasing of 

millions out. of the pocket of the hard-working | the throats of our people with five hundred 

farmer, and in the purse of the shrewd specu- | millions of pounds of butter, at fifteen cents, 

lator, who uses a part of it to secure the fos- | adds the trifle of seventy-five millions, just 

tering influences of Government to protect | half as much as the wheat or the hay; while 

financial and commercial interests. the very market gardens of our Dutch women 
fs a hat seni ha be;thonght of a general com- | and Irish men, and other growers of vegetables ; 

manding, who should march a force of fifty | for sale, count, at a very low figure, fifteen i 
thousand men across a desert two, hundred | millions—with many other erops to swell the 

frites, without first ascertaining ,how much of | list to a prodigious sum, 
‘forage, rations and ammunition would be need-|_ «Now, it may be said, and is said, that agri- 

ed, and then seeing that a sufficiency was se-| culture is strong enough to go,alone. Such 
‘cured? Yet, as a people, an army of thirty | talk may tickle the vanity of farmers struggling 
millions, we have a twelve months desert to |/with taxes and interest on money owed to bank- 

cross, with no chance for obtaining supplies | ers or merchants. They know ‘very well that 
from the rear of other years, and without any | commerce is strong, too; that its capital is 

definite knowledge of the amount of commis-}¢oncentrated, and organized for defence and 
sary stores. ‘To be sure,»we generally have a aggression by boards of trade; that its vota- 

surplus of some things, yet always'a dearth of | ries are intelligent, active, observant and stu- 

others; and the knowledge of the precise pro-| dious.. But that does not prevent commerce 
‘portions needed would be a great convenience, | from availing itself of the encouragements and 

and a saving of millions yearly. fostering protections of Government. For ex- 
Let us see how appreciative upon this sub- | ample: 

ject our legislators pase heen The following} ., In: 1887) as & little ‘item; one of w series for 

is 9 list of the appropriations mass by, Con, several sessions, an appropriation of $400,000 
gress for the encouragement of agriculture: weha' iaiidy” file! ic'*dentianaition *ef thei cans Hl 

Beggs ecco cLIIIIIETTTETTTETTETTTTTt Saas op | tom house at Charleston, South Carolina. 
Te. Le Sao O | The same year, perhaps, $1,200,000 was 
Bei. SCCIIIIIIIIIEIEIIIIEIIIIEIIIE “gage Go | voted for a war steamer and several sloops for 
1000, foo 00 | ‘service in the Chinese sens.” Then, all these |] 
UB5L...+..sseeeveeeereeeeeerseereeesseeees  5,60000) ships were to be manned and provisioned, 

Besa nce caer cehaoemaaenar errr? se Ft ake al opether a” Aide itels fOr the Broteo- 
Ie IEEE, $8088 18 | tion of our commerce in the silks and teas of 
He”, “e0j000 00{ @ @0untry on the opposite side of the globe. 

Wa60;orsscoccssesiccciecsesesereeecccsces 40400 00 | T*#d6r8 in ‘all those seas sre rich, and reap 
|| -1B60.....eeeeeeeeeeeeeeseeeeeeeeseeseeeees 60,000 00} enormous profits, become millionaires, and can 

BSL. cee. ceceececseccccccceesecsececscesss 60,000 00 
WROZ.c.elliiiecsciessesseesteeeereneeerers 60,000 00| afford to spend a good deal of money to con- 

1 | Totalesss.cessesseccecenseeeseeecees $583,678 78 | Vince Congress that such protection is for the 
|| “Thus, a half million has been spent in aid of | interest of the nation—as it is.
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“Why, the cost of a good war steamer would | the Federal city. And yet, when our farmers j 

ual all the money expended upon agriculture | were, on the first of July, for the first time, i 

in these twenty years; and to man, provision, | represented in our Government, there are found 

rr keep in repair, would require about as|a very few Congressmen, from an agricultural, i 

uch more. section too, who would begrudge the sum of 

j «Yet merchants can pat the poor farmers on | $130,000 for it—just enough to buy a rotten { 

their backs, and tell them they need no aid in | steamer to answer as a coffin for a battalion of 

be art scarcely less scientific than that of the | soldiers bound south! _ Is it not paltry? Is it 

physician, who deals with the mysteries of| not base neglect, or stupid ignorance of the 

‘animal life—a business which involves so much | wants of farmers, and the facts of political | 

‘of science and practical experience, such myr- | economy ? 

fad forms of life, and kaleidescopic results of} ‘‘Wedo not write this to complain of the 

lendless complications in heat, moisture, light, | action, or of indisposition to right action on 
soils, propagation, hybridization, that no man | the part of law makers. On the contrary, the 

‘has ever reached, or ever will, a point in knowl- | present Congress has evinced a higher appre- 

ledge beyond which nothing further can be | ciation, perhaps, of the importance of the ag- 

‘known. ricultural interest, and a better understanding 
' «Do not farmers remember when more than | of its wants than any other. But it is caleu- 

$800,000 a year were granted to a steamship | lated to excite the impatience of a man half 

company for carrying mails from New York to | alive to the benefits that would result from a 

‘Liverpool ? That‘is sufficient, according to | more wise and liberal policy, to note how cav- 

‘the past, for thirty years of agricultural ap- | alierly demagogues have treated the agricultu- 

\propriations.. The Havre line cost $350,000 | ral interest, and with what asinine stupidity 1 

imore—good for a dozen annual grants for the|the great mass of our fellow farmers have 

farmers. borne the infliction.” 

_ “The estimates for the coming year ask for Te SOME 

jexpenses of the six auditors of the Treasury Cotton Culture in Utah ‘Territory. 

»$470,240; for the coast survey, $559,200; sal-| Presuming that some information in regard 

‘aries of consuls, $414,000; care and repair of | to the culture of cotton in this Territory might 

‘light houses, 606,509 ; each about equal to the} interest your readers, I have obtained some 

entire sum doled out to agriculture for twenty | items on the subject which I embody in this 

years. If those sums are not too much, is it a} communication. 

‘fair presumption that Congressmen have not} The cotton country proper—known univers- 

brains to see how homeopathic is this agricul- | ally here by the name of “Dixie ””—embraces 

tural dose for so powerful a patient? or that} certain portions of Washington county, the 

ithey deem farmers so stupid as not to feel and | most southern in the Territory, and the lands 

resent the neglect? No; the present Congress | adapted to its culture are the bottoms lying 

has not exhibited such a vacuum of practical | along the small streams forming the head wa- 

sense, nor will it. ters of the Rio Virgin river, which flow south- 

“The same estimates ask $1,236,190 for for- | wardly, and empty ultimately into the Gulf of 

eign intercourse ; $1,000,000 for the suppres-| Californie. The sources of these streams are 

sion of the slave trade; 264,000 for colonizing | separated but a few miles from those of Sevier 

the freed negroes of the District of Columbia; | river which flows to the northward and de- 

and $110,000 for the Metropolitan Police of | pouches into Sevier Lake. 

‘Washington. On an average the agricultural! The general features of the country are very 

‘appropriations, for the most extensive system | uninviting. being rough and mountainous, and 

of agriculture in the world, would, in four | aside from its adaptability to growing cotton, 

years amount to enough to pay the police of| presents but little inducement for settlement.
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be native grasses, however, grow luxuriantly | per acre was thirteen htitidred and fifty pounds, 
d will doubtless be made subservient to a| “in the seed,” equivalent to four hundred and i 

Mew extensive system of grazing, when | fifty pounds when ginned and cleaned. | 
at section of country shall have become well) Washington and Santa Clara were found to ' 

‘settled. The first colony was established in | be the best localities for the culture, which 

see being sent out from the great. parent | places are about three hundred and sixty miles 
ive of Mormondom, whose symbol of industry | south from this city, and north but a few miles 

jis “Deseret,” the honey-bee. from the southern boundary of the Territory. | 
| The settlements increased in population but}. The quality is a fair upland, and T enclose a 
‘slowly, there having been but seventy-three | sample that you may be enabled to judge of ; 
families in the whole extent of the cotton coun- | the length and fineness of the fibre. j 

ltry so late as the autumn of 1861. Since that} There were but two cotton gins im the Terri- } 
jdate, however, a great impetus has been given | tory prior to the arrival of the “Church trains” ; 
ito the movement through the direct agency of | from the States, late in the season, and those, 
‘the « Church,” which has sent off hundreds | being made here, were clumsy and inefficiont 
of individuals and families with the comfort-|in operation. The trains brought in four of 
ing assurance that they had ‘a call” to labor | the most improved construction, precisely like 
‘in that field of duty. Sothe two hundred fam- | those in use in the cotton producing regions of 
ilies were thus transferred to the cotton region | the southern States. 
during the autumn of the last year, and now,| It is confidently anticipated that with the 
Tam informed, there are some five hundred | experience gained by the last year’s operations 
families in that part of the Territory. together with the improved appliances now at 

The culture was attempted as a dernier resort | hand for ginning and cleaning the cotton, that 
only, owing to the scarcity amd extreme high | henceforth the production will be largely in- 
price of the staple and the fabrics manufactur-|| creased, sufficient at least to supply the more 

ed therefrom, both in the States and here. It | urgent needs of the people. At any rate, the 

was not supposed that enough could ever be | development of home resources in that respect 
raised to make a surplusage over home con-| will be tested by the thoreugh application of 

| sumption, and mayhap not even for that; as |an extended system of labor, rendered effect- 
investigation and a careful calculation based | ive by the characteristic industry of the work- 

thereon demonstrated the fact that no greater | ing classes here. 

area in the entire Territory than eight to ten thou-| I will further state, while the cotton country 

sand acres was adapted to the cultivation of the | is under consideration, that the Chinese Sugar 

staple, Cane is extensively cultivated there, far more 

* Cotton was first planted in the spring of 1865, | than a home supply of sorghum being manu- 

and was found to be eminently successful, al-|factured, the surplus being exported and ex- 

though requiring a laborious and extensive | changed for flour and wheat produced in Irom 

system of irrigation, in common with all oper-| county adjoining Washington on the north, 

ations in this Territory looking to success in | both of which counties stretch entirely across 

agricultural pursuits. No extensive tracts or | the Territory from the eastern to the western 

: large fields were planted, a small “patch” or|limits. The farmers of the latter find.it much 

perhaps an acre or two, at the most, being till- | more profitable to devote their attention to the 

ed by each of the families then resident there. | cultivation of cotton and cane, rather than in 

‘It is estimated that two hundred acres was the | raising cereals. 
‘entire area thus cultivated, the total yield of| Grapes succeed in perfection, even rivalling 

which is calculated at seventy-five thousand | California in that respect, and extensive vine- 

pounds, an average of three hundred and sev- | yards have been started by means of the thou- 

\enty-five pounds to the acre. The best yield! sands of cuttings obtained from this city as 

:
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well as from the above named State, The vines| Utilization of Pond Mud. | 
need no especial care or protection, flourishing) In reply fe “Skye” relative £2 ie utili- j 

Jantiy in thi ing | 2ation of mud taken from a fish pond, I to |} - 
pexuriantly jo 0 open groped, sna. prodnring say that within sip tentame geliertentuees j 
in great abundance the most luscious fruit, | the ornamental waters, here cleaned out, and. 
Apple trees also succeed admipably, growing geletat large quantity of mud. One of the | 
‘ . “ had not been cleaned out for upwards of fre ond thrifty ;. but with peach tape, the case thirty ‘and the deposit was very great ‘and +’ | 

is different, the severity of the winters being | rich. There is a stream running completely, i 

sufficient to kill them, ee pees, = thre are forge eral i 
., oo ast * ies of leaves an er" sul t 

The keeping of bees is likewise a great suc-) jor, ig them. ‘The method I: follow is to load’ || | 
cess, and efforts will be made to introduce and | the mud on to the grass land as soon as it has 

feed them on quite an extended scale. Exper- eee etivingtl solid to ‘bear a a 

iments have demonstrated the somewhat Te- eae tied mateo T put it as 20 yk ee vote 4 j 

markable fact that nowhere else in the settled | I expected I had destroyed the saat, but the 
portions of the Territory can bees be made to | following summet it was very difficult to mow” 
‘| ve from the thickness and length of the grass. TI 
live or thrive. believe that lime,does not, do.as much good } 

I will mention that about forty miles north-| when mixed Pei? the mud, as the mud alone. 
; : It must not be left one year before spread, but ward from the village of Santa Clara, pane anita a ‘a Field. 

cotton country, was the scene of the terrible < se " 

*‘Mountain Meadows Massacre,” where, in Washington Agricultural Department. 

1857, a large company of men, women, and/ The Commissioner of Agriculture has com- 
children, who were crossing the plains from | municated the following to the House of Rep- 

| Arkansas to California, were suddenly attacked cts : 4 
| : NT 0 ULTURE, 

by blood-thirsty savages, and one hundred and Wasco D. Gsdiieo. 13, 1882. j 

| twenty of them most barbarously murdered in| S;z:—In compliance with the resolutions of 

| cold blood. A rancheis now established with- | the House of Representatives of the 3d and 5th 
3 5 3 inst., I respectfully submit the following state- 
in three miles of the scene of that sanguinary | ment: No official transfer of the property of 

conflict. the Agricultural Division of the | Patent Office 
i ss and - [in the Department of the Interior has been * am kindnes: ae ope of Hon. Geo. msndetn dike? Be aitiasicaay atuie 

A. Smith, Church Historian and Recorder, am report or pas of the unexpended balance, 

I especially indebted for much of the above in-| if any, of the Agricultural Fund of the fiscal 

formation. C.H. Howany. | year —- = — ae rece 
efly. for contributions e Agricul- 

| ee ee eee tural Report of the Patent Office for 1861 (com- 

Fanugrs SHOULD ConnEsroxp.—What the | Pleted prior to the organization of this Depart- 
any me "| ment), and amounting to about $1,000 have 

Michigan Farmer says we say :—The long win- | peen referred to me for settlement by the Com- 
| ter evenings are now passing—your crops are | missioner of Patents, and others outstanding 

| shaved a ee P ld “= 7 hi > will, according to his letter of the 8th inst., to 
| seen end stored oF qolt 5, Jou, Rave IMsUre | she Monsn-ot. Representatives, probably swell 

! hours which can and should be devoted to writ- | the amount to a sum not muéh short of $4,000. 

1g i iN i If, as is intimated in the opinion of the Attor- | ing, which we hope Story, ape will improve ney General, 8 copy: of which: is hereby 

| by corresponding and giving us the results of| annexed, marked B, this Department may be 

| their practical agricultural operations on the | called upon to meet these claims or auy part of 

| furm. Many of the most important features them, I shall be'coimpelled to'ask s special ap- 
| as . | propriation for the purpose. This Department 
| that have been so valuable to the agriculturist | entered into operation on the Ist of July, 1862. 
| at large, have been arrived at by a personal The sum iipen ee its See ao a 

| narration of the simple facts themselves ; these ee a a cma a na act 

| are productive of great good, and we trust our | to annexed, marked a is $27,782 22, leaving 
| fri ill find time to write; gi an unexpended balance of the appropriation 
| former riends will fin me 0 vata give mf forthe" hued ending June 80, 1862, of 

| the points, and we will put them in ample | ¢90.917 78. the outstanding claims against 

| form.” the Department are as follows, viz:
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Hill, eeeete WOO. cseeeeeeeeeecaeee nee hundred per cent ‘than"has before been raised 
E Renshaw, for dheinicals 000200000002 Hi in any one year in Wisconsin, I am really 

ka Margaret & On for uade.cc--> 208d | glad to see so much-interest:nanifesied in the || 
Fn eee ae er ee as Sa production of. this essential crop, Tam,as 
seagenahpeipranteae nae it laces oe i 5 3 ~~ tbr Vings and esereer 2 yas 09 | CVer> & firm believer in its sietess &s a profita- 
By a capri ae San eae EI 116 ©} ble crop, even in Wistonsin: «: 

| Mota... sssessceeseeseeee oe sesseeeeees $1651 00! I have manufactured about one thousand 

Riggs & Co., £70 ile, te be added, for | gallons of syrup, during the past fall, for my- 
So of wheat in England not yet ar~/self and others. The ane was drawn to my 

ivi ‘ Bi Pail 2 4 
In addition to the cereals and seeds ie the | machinery and piled up, as you would pile 

amount of ee already con and | cord wood, without shelter... Some of the cane 
paid for, orders to the amount of $8,000 have jared frosts 
been sent to Europe for additional new and Vee enenns a paige nie. the 

7) valuable varieties, which will be ready for dis- | first of October, by lyingthusexposed. Heavy 
poe to the —— fae gen a frosts will injure cane even after it is harvested. 

‘in the new year. order also been for- 
swarded to China for a fresh supply of pure All cane for manufacturing purposes should be 

sorghum seed, to meet a very general demand | well sheltered as soon as the first of October. 
| throughout the: Western’ States; where the} J, this vicinity only about one half the 
growth of sorghum sugar and syrup is attend- { hee De * wit’ that Would have 
ed with the most gratifying success. Se tee ee ee 

T have the honor to be been, had the seed been good. Many had the 

| Your very/obedientiservanty:":. sorrowful experience of labor without its equi- 
Isaac Newton, Commissioner. ‘ 

| valent—a crop. But so it is, and so it has 

been. Having had a similar experience my- Sorghum. 
| — self, I thought to guard against a second defeat 
|, Mr ne has really become) fom the same cause. Consequently I sent to 

one of the chief absorbing topics of the day, Missouri for a quantity of seed, and it proved 

and many of the skeptics of a year:ego-who'ls, 16 of an excellent quality. The cane was, 
| could not believe in the success of Sorghum as | ,. far as I can learn, some earlier than from 

a profitable crop, are already upon the anxious | +1. seed grown here. In the growing of sor- 

seat, and looking with much faith towards an- ghum one very important thing is to have good 

| other season in which to make a trial, seed. My advice to all who intend to raise 
Many are those who talk of planting enough |/..¢ the coming season, is to know that the 

for home consumption, so'as not to be depend- | ..0.4 j, good before it is planted. No one can 

ent upon any Confederacy for the little sweet be too particular in this respect. 

that they may wish to use. It is true thatthe} py or6 are many things to be said upon the 

past year was very favorable tothe growing of subject of Sorghum raising, and its manufac- |, 

cane,.and,many from this fact have been in- | ture into syrup and sugar, also in relation to 
duced to make a thorough trial as soon as win- | +4, machinery to be used; and on this account 
ter shall have passed. And this is not all; I am glad that we are to have a State Conven- 

many have learned from the experience of tion for the purpose of talking over these mat- 

4 |, others that this will undoubtedly be a paying ters, and thus becoming more enlightened as to 

4] crop, and this is a great incentive to trial; be- the manner and way of growing this crop suc- 
4 |) sides, at the present time each man feels some- cessfully, as well as fuannfactare it advan= 

4) thing of the necessity ef bringing within the| +, sously. Further; I hope that those who 
means of his own prodestionas.smuch of, what are somewhat experienced in the raising of 

is necessary to his comfort as he can. All Sorghum ‘and its manufacture will make the 

4 things combined have so changed.the operation Farmer a medium through which to give their 
, of mind that it gives us‘a great prospect for a experience and suggestions. 0. P. D. 

{| larger crop of cane the’ coming season by five| ParwrnA, Jan. 18, 1962, ! 

EL a i ES
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{ God Speed the Plow. ss waves.of, Lake Michigan. and possibly fire it-, 

| (God speed the plowshare ! ‘tell me mot self, shall not be able to prevail! This, indeed, | 

j Di the toil 7 ey ns 

i ‘or these ean plow the dark green 208, is tobe its chief glory: ‘ wai 2h 
i el - the the soil. } " Well, vee these —— might 

| fenetegss Pes ss e tougien would, Lh no meen cingeannee 1 

| *Tis mind that makes the man, the purpose of many of our farmers to give 

i ‘ast aa lus eas Benité | this remarkable member of the Salix family a 

‘That till the fruitful earth, trial. But is there any need of going crazy 
For there is in this world so wide 7 ~~ < “ 5 5 

No gem like honest worth. over it, and buying it by the mile of irresponsi- 

} at a arte ahs reg ble peddlers, who may or may not furnish you 7 

Tee a ak ae —e with the genuine article, and who, in any event 

—Mark Lane Express. | will most tikely charge you two prices for what 
See 

they sell. “ Willow.” 
ie es r If the argument of rapid growth—six or 

| The farmers of the Sucker State and, to a| eight inches in diameter in four or five years! 

‘more limited extent, of other states also, have |_be good for anything, then you can afford 

been greatly exercised of late in relation to | to begin moderately, and afterwards, when sat- 

the newly discovered and wonderful qualities | jsfied of its value, plant out cuttings by the 

of the so-called ‘* White,” “Grey,” or **Pow-| mile from your own young trees. 

der” Willow, as it is variously called. | Some farmers in this vicinity have paid $40 

Personally, we have no acquaintance with | per mile, when they could have got them just 

this new wonder, but are a little inclined to | as well for $25. 

think it rather possible that its friends claim) But, says one, the Mlinois State Horticultu- 

‘too much for it, when they represent that it is | ral Society have investigated the qualities of 

good for every conceivable and inconceivable | this Willow and pronounced it a grand thing. 

use. If we are to believe all that is said, and | Gently, neighbor. Let us see. In the Journal 

just a little more, it will make, in a very few | of the Illinois State Agricultural Society, Dee. 

years, a tree compared with which the Cedar | No., page 30, we find the following: 

of Lebanon is but as a Dogwood sapling under} Tue Gray orn Powper Wittow.—The Illi- 

the shadow of the giant Pines of California; | 2018 State Horticultural Society, at the Sep- 
. . sys tember meeting in Chicago, after a pretty full 

the wood will be splendid for fuel, for building discussion of the subject, passed the following 

timber, for lumber, for shingles, for gunpow- | preamble and resolution : 

: jui i i - Whereas, The ‘ssio! bi that 
der and paper; the juice pe yield most ex an ee ae pa ores bp bate Sowinees te. 

cellent sugar, brandy, lamp-oil and turpentine; | commended it for a live fence, 
- Resolved, That in investigating the merits of this Wil- 

the bark will make corn-baskets, sap-troughs, | iow, this Society never intended to recommend it for live 

clapboards, canoes and babies’ cradles; the | ner oo ee 
\ ‘ Z This dqesn’t look to us as though the truth 
buds are to yield invaluable gums, balsams, 5 

i e :, ___,. fof its valué for the purposes for which some of 
resins and a capital substitute for Spaulding’s f daie't holésal 

glue; and the leaves shall be for the healing of saan . eee <a aes 
. oe E yet fully established; and accordingly, we 

the nations! Every part is, in and of itself, F dant Sel taut ited. K. 

exclusively a ‘big thing,”—except the roofs, ee n npc fe eae hg ete Tio 

and they can probably be coaxed to all grow i ao 

ofa shane suitable for sled-runners and ship- | BaF The two nisites to success 

knees foteiss ve . in any calling are‘industry and a definite pur- 
Nor is this enough: It = if the et are | pose in view. Industry alone is not enough. 

planted near to each other, in a short time pro-| Many a man whois asindustrious as his neigh- 

duce a live fence, or, more properly a living | bor does not succeed half so well, simply be- 

wall, against which the storms of heaven, the | cause he works hap-hazard.
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White Willow—How to Plant. of the low prices of wheat and other agricultu; 
ra aft . 

As many of the readers of the Fansuen are |"! Produce of that sort and the high price of 
investing in this really valuable ‘-novelty,” wool—cireumstances in themselves a fulfilment 

and notwithstanding it is one of the easiest of |°f our prediction and a stronger argupens 
all shrubs or trees to grow from the cutting, | tan we could possibly present. 
not a few may fail in growing the desired uni-| 2. We saw the fever rising in the body ag- 
form hedge, from not beginning right. We, | Ticultural and deemed it wiser to refrain from 
therefore, offer a few brief the administration of any stimulant. Men, in 

ena general, are prone to extremes, and farmers | 

: are no exception to the rule. 

mes _— —_— ne ae agcron, Now, therefore, while our views as to the ad- 

os iy ees ee ghana ti vantage of sheep-husbandry as a branch of 

ee at 1 Stel ede uss uacescede Las farming are unchanged and while we still ad- 

es . is aa co a vise all who are in a position to do so eeonom- 

ae Ea AT Es ‘ ae sch - - ically and on such busis as to insure suc css, 

se e = a 5 mi jana ava to engage in the business, we canno! ¢ icue 

ie a en re ie i ese ee = to our convictions of duty asa journalist for 

ts tel = ae seis f — . anae = ©! the agriculture of the Northwest, unless at this 

sian nope sistance piewie| Saree ane 
ecrana a, a thebant ofveittiing i oes Wool-growing is decidedly the best business 

in which ft i if th 
mellow, warm soil. If found projecting from os RE a i 5 ea MeL 

the surface, they can be lightly ridged with Me aes 
advices wiles sebeaeastntetwavithacs even one year, ago, and we are glad to know 

Spe : ak ia Rises ad diny ‘ that a few of the keener ones were able to see 
jet early! Let the earth be stirr enough | . 

it and t to 1 flocks of shi 
to have two inches of good soil below the base of os Bry ae a sare agi aa is TE 
theicuttiag when the prices were low. But now the case 

A light mulch of sawdust or rotten straw cima yet ogee eee 
mca = cashetieal it a aks certain that it would be economy for every 

a be # ae s si ae t ee farmer to purchase a large flock at the current 
4 ly stirring of the soil} 1 sates. 

for two feet or more on each side of them dur- ee ae bien Sie kk Se Bis Satthe 
ing the first season, will be all the care they i : aa 
Reais ‘ siaitaoks who has had much experience, very properly 

will ordinarily require. . C. + | says: 

Sr | 1: is also well for farmers to commence 

STOCK REGISTER. with a small flock of ewes, say good, strong, 
—— | common, sheep, and then secure a good fine-wool- 

ed ram, two or three years old, and one that 
The Sheep Fever. has not been abused, or suffered to serve ewes 

Some of our friends who remember the zeal =e ts manne’ Tee 0 ener as re 

and persistency with which in times past We | the old ewes; and the lambs with proper care, 
urged upon the farmers of this State the im-| would take ae —. oes By keeping the 

wing, | same ewes ck another season, quite a 
yews se woolees p eamithas'ied 2°" | ioe foak might be raised. Next, cull out all 
cially advocated it at the opening of the pres-| the old ewes, and fatten, with such ram lambs 
ent unhappy war, wonder that we say so little be the first a a may be a ae 

: 4 change your breeding ram and get one of a on fhe subject at = present time when the} 510. grade, if possible, and keep breeding up, 

excitement runs so high. not suffering an inferior ram to serve your 
i is t, | ewes at any time. 

= ara a eee a “Sheep are healthier in small flocks than in 
we have only to say: large ones. But should any ailment befall any 

1. We thought we hn4 said enongh, in view | 0: them, they ought to be separated from the
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flock, because many of the diseases of sheep | grain.(which if bpuised or coarsely ground wi 

ae aa onal diinouethUinarhicanlt™ be be all the better) are also good, and it shoul ‘ 

have a.touch of the fever, and advise them to | have free access to them with the mother. 

keep cool. Do not pay extravagant prices for! If the owner depends upon the mother for 

ae ® Onin, ‘Mice ni Vermont or spring and summer work, she will, in a short 

with some upright man; you may gratify your time, be competent to perform a reasonable 

desire at fair prices; butremember our motto: | share; but she should not be put to severe la- 

ee a feady' end the’ yo'akeba-’ bor until the colt is old enough to rely, toa 

Excellent ‘advice. | considerable extent, upon food other than milk. 

Pa ee ae SL | When at light labor, the colt, if not too in- 

Management of Yang Sg! convenient, should be allowed to accompany 

Eprtorn Wis. Farmer :—Will you be kind| the dam and to draw. the needed milk when 

enough to give your readers (and me in partie- hunger prompts. But if the labor be so hard 

ular) your idea of the best managment of a/| as to heat the blood of the dam a good deal, it 

colt (spring) from birth till one year old. By | would be better that she should have time to 

so doing you will oblige me, and possibly some | oo} and rest before allowing the colt to suck, 

others. Sunscriner. jas the milk would otherwise be unwholesome. | 

Laxe, Mil. Co., Feb. 3, 1863, | In cases of this sort:the colt should be confin- | 

Answer.—Certainly, with pleasure. The ed in some way, and yet so near that occasion- | 

rearing of colts is a subject of importance, and | ally—say once or twice in the forenoon and as 

one in regard to which many farmers are great-| often in the afternoon—the dam may be 

ly at fault. taken to it for the relief of its hunger. An | 

Concerning the measures necessary to in-| enclosure of moderate size is better than a large | 

sure the getting of a colt worth raising no ques- | field for its confinement, as in such enclosure 

tion is asked; we therefore leave the discus-| jt willrun and worry less. But it answers j 

sion of that matter to another time. very well, in some respects best of all, to tie } 

The first year is the most important period | the colt on the margin of the field during the | 

in the whole life of the horse: beacause it.is | hours-of its mother’s labor; as in this way it 

the formative period. ‘Just as the twig is} may be the more’conveniently and the oftener ! 

bent, the tree’s inclined” is of the widest ap-| fed, while it is at the same time taught to stand | 

plication, and the requisites which it implies | hitched. The dam when performing hard la- | 

cannot be neglected without sure and serious | bor should have more dry feed, and grain at 

failure. | least twice a day. | 

The rule in dealing with the young colt-}---Proper-handling is only second in importance | 

should be to make it, in health and habit, as | to proper feeding. The colt is a most saga- 

nearly as possible what you would have it when | cious and tractable little creature, and its 

grown. character may be ‘moulded—at least its habits | 

To this end, the mother should, if practica- | may be formed—almost at will It is the pre- | 

ble, for a time have comparative quiet—that is | rogative of the, owner to say whether he will | 

1 she should not immediately be put to hard work. | haye an unruly, biting, kicking, fractious, 

She should not, however, be confined, as is the | balky, halter-breaking, runaway brute, or an | 

practice with some, to a narrow stall. Free-| orderly, kindly, obedient, faithful, noble ani- | 

dom of motion—and a part of the day, at| mal worthy of being ranked almost asa mem- | 

least, in the open air—good, nourishing diet— | ber of his household. 

these are essential. | If he would haye the mean and devilish | 

At first, of course, the young colt will desire | brute first delineated, let him simply — | 

nothing but its mother’s milk, but, after a time, | the young colt to jump over the bars which its | 

it will learn that grass and the mash or mess of | dam can only straddle over with effort—tease, | 

|
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and nip, and in‘ every ‘Way tofment him ‘on all Wool-Growitig—Advice Adapted to the Times. | 

'| Convenient occasions—try to et him by ‘hain Ebrron Finwee'~ Having béen tol by sev- 
otreaigth under circumstances ee Bh éral of miy‘neighbors, “We should like the failure probable, at the a time staring piss Fanwer, but éan’t spare the dollar,” the ways 
half to death by the fruitless tussle to do with } sna siéans ‘redjuisite to obtain the dollar tp him he does not ‘know yaar oe him with a spare for the thost useful agricultural paper 
strap or rope not strong’ endtigh to hold—and published in the West naturally revolved in my finally, on all occasions’ strive to make him mind. 
feel that his maste¥ is habitually as mean as 5 i i e T said to myself, eight or ten times as many he is himself naturally docile, clever and wil- . “ 4 : F Y sheep may be kept with but very little addi- ling to serve. Nothing further will be neces- |. f acy tional labor and expense. The same may be 

But if, on the other hand, he would prefer ees er) on ee me ee accent z these facilities for obtaining wealth, they will the noble, trustworthy, really useful animal, |» . 7 55 * surely have a dollar to spare to secure the let him observe the law of kindness} gentleness, fe 3 monthly visits of so valuable a friend. and patience. i When, at the age of six months or more, it When we consider that the facilities for trans- | 
may be desirable to wean the colt, let it not be | Porting our grain to market do not keep pace | done abruptly, as it might be too much of a| With the increase of its production, we must | 
change to leave the sweet, nourishing milk of PA oMeer that Sreighis will continue to rule | 
the mother for grass and other food exclusive- | high until there is some remedy. j 
ly. Let him have milk, say, once a day fora| One of the most prominent means for the 
little time; giving him a little extra food to | salvation of Wisconsin from high taxes and in- 
form the habit of relying upon something oth- | dividual indebtedness is wool-raising. Wheat- | 
er than milk. And finally, when it is deter- | raising alone for many years in succession 
mined to wean him entirely, let him be placed, | pays but poorly ; reducing both the land and 
if practicable, in a lot with other company | its owner to poverty, unless pains be taken to 
where he will but seldom see hisdam. In a_| fertilize with something more valuable than 
short time he will thus acquire the habits of | straw. | 
the independent horse, and no longer pine for} But few countries possess greater natural 

i mother and milk. advantages for sheep husbandry than ours; in 
The first winter is an important period in } none are: sheep more healthy. I don’t forget 

the colt’s history. See that he has company, | that most regions are less troubled with dogs; | 
| if any at all, not disposed to master and drive | neither do I forget that some men would net | 

him about; and especially avoid yarding him | take care of them, but those who will may com- 
with horned cattle, . Let his feed be wholesome | bine pleasure and profit. 
and nourishing food, with access to pure wa-| I intended to have said something abont 
ter, and provide some sort of a shelter under sheds, feed-troughs, and racks, but that is push- 
which he may have security form storms. ed aside by the preceding—probably indefinite- 

Observe these rules, and follow them up in | ly postponed. I presume you'll say, The most 
their spirit, for the four succeeding years, and | important things are generally left untouched 
if your colt doesn’t come out at the end of the by persons unaceustomed to writing } 
year a little better than the average, and in the S. L, Miuxer., 
end make a valuable horse, it will be because | Fett0x, Feb. eee it pail 
his pedigree is bad. It will certainly not be (Not s0, friend Miller; you couldn’t have a hit the nail more squarely on the head. Don’t either your fault or ours.—Ep. 5 

———— ree forget to write soon again on some of these 
R@S* Shelter your stock from March winds. | practiéal themes.—Ep.] ; 

=== = —— ——— : {
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Take Good Care of Your Stock. . attend to this matter of preparing to put the 

March is usually one of the most trying fences in order. Rails or boards can be haul- 

months on live stock of every kind. Fodder | ¢4 better now than when the weeds are chok+ 

not unfrequently runs a little short, the horses, ing the corn in summer, and no farmer is ready 

cattle, and sheep are frequently turned off with to begin the work of putting in crops in the 

straw, and the storms are more than ever try- spring until the fences about allsuch fields are 

ing upon the health. A little extra pains should | Staunch enough to withstand the assaults of 

therefore be taken to make every available the most unruly cattle in the neighborhood. ] 

means subservient to their comfort and vigor- want a ee 

ous health. A New WuuireceTaes.—Many accidents oc- 

i 5 cur from horses getting frightened and nee 

If the hay is run out, and the corn-fodder away, caused by the whiffletree being detach 

begins to wane also, chopped straw, sprinkled and dropping upon the horses’ heels. An 

; i: vention to obviate this difficulty has been made, 

a orany ae a oe a ce pene fo and a model of the whiffietree forwarded to us 

with a sprinkling of brine occasionally, wiil be | by the inventor, Jacob Muzzy, of East Edding- 

relished, and help to eke out spring feed. Of | ton, Me. The whiffletree is hollow, and is 

Sel lied with carrots. strengthened by an iron fastened upon the un- 

course you are not well supplied wi - | der side, of the same dimensions as the whiffle- 

Farmers in Wisconsin haven’t yet learned that | tree. Through the wood part a leather strap 

they are among the best crops that can be pro- passes, playing at each end over a roller. To 

5 “he ends of this strap the fastenings for the 

duced for cattle, and horses particularly, and | (races are firmly placed. ‘The whiffletree is 

accordingly they don’t raise them. It’s all | designed to remain stationary, the motion of 

right so far as the farmer is concerned, but for the horse or carriage acting with ease by means 

: i i of the rollers at each end, and all noise or 

his starving animals we feel sorry. clatter is done away with.— Maine Farmer. 
ae 

Marauding Cattls. ee 

BEF Sheep-Raising ‘Wheat-Growing- 

Cattle may be educated to do almost any — . 

thing A quiet cow may be converted intoa| Eprror Fanmen:—A short time since I sent 

skillful jumper in 8 single season. The first you, ina business letter, a few lines on the 

requisite for such training is short feed, result- 3 ig 

ing from over stocking. The second is low subject of wool-growing. I now send you more 

ee : ae se a — crops of corn | money, and add a word or two on my favorite 

eyond these low fences. In the spring, grass + ; 

is usually good, corn and other crops are small Rae which appears to me to be of mati 

and uninviting; but during the midsummer | importance to warrant even & repeated discus- 

periods, when the pasture is dried up, the pro- | sion. 

cess often begins. One or two rails are acci- A ith ind ai ‘ " 

dentally blown from the fence; the quiet and man with industry and ingenuity enoug! 

orderly animals stretch their heads over to|to become a successful farmer can keep as 

reach a morsel of the tall grass; they throw | many sheep as he has acres of land, without 

down accidentally two or three more rails, ands. 's.s : F 

finally leap over. “The owner drives them out diminishing his nett receipts from wheat. 

as apn 2 they have learned the difference be-| Most men can comprehend and understand 

tween delicious food on one side and short com- e ¥ 

mous on the other, and puts up arail. They that 30 acres of wheat yielding 20 bushels to 

have already learned to leap a little, and the the acre is quite as valuable as 80 acres aver- 

next day they cathy and go a rail higher. | aging but 10 bushels. 

Another rail is ad and the process is re- ‘i 

peated until they become quite expert.—Coun- By seeding with clover and allowing the 

try Gent. sheep to convert it into manure; we may fit 

[During this month the «<feed” on meadow | our land for raising large crops of grain, in- 

or pasture is neither “* short ” nor long, nor do stead of wild buckwheat, wild oats and other 

“crops of tempting corn” stand just beyond | foul plants which tell largely in the diminution 

the pavers Sones, Tint of how many farms | «f our valuable crops. 

can it be said, The fences arenot low? Neigh- Let us bear in mind that sheep are fond of 

bors Slack and Hard-up, now is your time to | nearly all the vicious weeds which harass and
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innoy:the farrhes; not allowingitheni té-g6.to4 planted close, makiangarewauiirty feet long, | 
peed ifithey haveaccess to themziisi Ie ati the third summer, from.planting was, gathered: 

Qlover:;will;do: the Subsoiling;!i sending its} full bushel; by moasurasrthefrait dung-in: || | 
pola deopér than most othex Plants, thereby} dehsp, masses,,.Am,nore like these, in, rows four || 
dosening the soiktoindépth sufficient torinsure}fect.spart, would, haxe..given qrer.threehun- || | 

p healthy. and xigoroud growsh sf, thesucoded- | dred bushels. i; xo zoluicor) zosiio Ne ovode oid || 
ing brap.:; Sheep, properly managed, wilde |e jy ys60 bavab off arvuic S-viy che i | 

edusnuring lm) weedihg:s1AjoLeMrunied) Bsa | coigdhoqorg botimilaw to xe | 

peer ennrE mele Bineepese. Semiomor 60s i Jeu lusitrod AN deow gid ai ylleicog:T | 

WHE HORTICULTIRIQT |. louruiu eogmeta\pecsiio der bawisuo « | | TEE, BORE LO CARERS cp: oon ua alan tae amc oss | 
@ HANFORD, 7°: CORRESPONDING EDITOR. |“ bout bar gavaa "4 otni noitaninazs ietorpy | 
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egaiszom Thor AQ ui Misys edyer beswie! zipd anes) pace Ne ee LE 
baysvob ai a® foapo smae oii Yaa | 27? Se SS * 
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baetedaaease = ; be aw \g gaiwofict ina aia 2 ES AS Ie4 a 

| ob ds a egitstray Picow-“toe afod} is udoibl4 | sishqnes fo yaw ott Hi of Setetenomph | 

whuiitel Bid) wpb siods efuscin qari pow | ot coe Phggrls ov 4 Var, 2 , tf 
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Winter Killing. 2. Bark Bursting.—Another, and more seri- 

Frost Blight—Bark Bursting—Frozen Sap | 8 form of injury, is a longitudinal opening 
Blight.—The injury which trees and plants re- | ° bursting of the bark of the sappy Se of 

ceive from the sudden changes of temperature, | YOURE trees <g the ground, and extending up- 

in all latitudes where frost prevails, is one wards, oemctiuans ee the first branches. 

which, above all other troubles of the horticul-| 1” the nursery it generally appears a rupture 
turist, stands pre-eminent, the dread barrier in of one inch - less, at the surface of the ground, 

the way of unlimited propagation. and the bark is separated more or less on each 

c % Ss .,| side, sometimes extending clear round the 
Especially in the west has the horticulturist 3 

Es Sina trunk, and with more than one crack. The 
had to contend with climatic changes unusual} | 3 ets 
: injury corresponds with the extent of this dis- 
in the Eastern States, and been led to the most 2 = 

ME barking. Cause, hard freezing when full of 
careful examination into the cause and remedy. ma 

Indeed, so far has thi that Western fruit ‘ 
Ciena: —~ ee In large trees, when this bursting extends 
growers have generally concluded to “‘set up i 

: upward considerably, it always occurs on the 
for themselves” in the way of theory and 

ei 5 : % sunny side of the trunk, and generally a crack 
practice, especially in the matter of location, = 

gee . “ : clear into the wood can be observed when ac- 
and varieties suitable for this climate. = 

5 se tually frozen, as any one can see by observing 

ve any OAA/S mare a though we would | ti oir injured trees early in the frosty morning, 
profit by the long experience of the Eastern | 51.4 the same crack can be seen in old decayed 
fraternity, “s has — a of reaching oS trees injured years since. 

case, especially in pointing out the remedies! This form of bark-bursting and frost-crack- 
available by us. ing occurs most frequently during coid nights 

But Western experience, we think, has fully | following the warm days of February and 

demonstrated to the people the way of complete | March, in those soft-wooded varieties which do 

success in fruit growing, and we already see the | not fully mature their wood in this latitude, 

enterprising farmers of the northwest planting | and most frequently on the sunny side of the 

immense numbers of trees, confident of enjoy-| hill or grove where the bright sun shines full 

ing the fruit thereof. upon the trunk, and no equalizing winds are 

The various phases of disease caused by the | blowing from the northwest. 

sudden transition from heat to cold, commonly | The bark is often lifted on each side of this 

called ‘ winter killing,” may all be classed un- | erack and this forms a sort of reservoir for the 

der the above heads, and we will speak of them | flowing sap of spring, which there stagnates, 

briefly. sours, decays, and forms the natural home of 

1. Frost Blight—Death of the young and|the grub or borer, that variety which preys 

tender wood and foliage, not ripened or hard- | only upon diseased wood and sap. 

ened by maturity sufficient to resist the effects} 3. Frozen Sap Blight.—This form of disease 

of frost. is the most destructive in its results of any of 

Occurs any time of the year, but most fre-|the class. ,It is most frequently seen in 

quently in autumn and late spring; affectsten-| young orchard trees of those varieties named 

der plants of all kinds, especially the tender | as soft-wooded or sappy, asthe R. I. Greening. 
tips of late growth in autumn. It is produc-| Roxbury Russet, Baldwin, &c., &c., also the 

tive of no material damage only so far as it | peach, some varieties of the pear, the quince, 

extends; as, for example, the frost-bitten corn | and many roses and ornamental shrubs. 

when just out of the ground, and the frost-bit-| It is caused by a sudden and severe freeze 

ten tip ends in the nursery. The part affected | following a warm term in autumn, while the 

soon dries ap and no circulation corrupts the | sap is yet abundant in the trunk of the tree. 

balance of the tree or plant. It does not cause bark bursting or cracking,
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nor does it always kill the young shoots, but is | the cool and frosty autumn, to the intense cold 
more apparent on the trunk and large branches. | of winter. The gradual change of the weath- 

The frozen sap seems to coagulate and is re- | ©¥ Producing a corresponding change in the 
tained in the liber or inner bark, which soon | ‘Tee- : , 7 
turns dark colored, but the tree generally shows = beautiful ea of Life! why should not || no outward sign of decay until warm weather | ‘uit growers heed it eon it notahow plain- 
of the following spring. Then the bark often | /¥ that our avaiable tee feat, should be becomes colored through, and rapid decay of | 8¢t in such situations as will give the most 
root and branch soon follows. equal temperature throughout the year? . 

In our State such situations are always found This blight does not always affect the whole on the highest ground, and where exposed to a 
tree; sometimes only in spots, upon trunk and} rr # from the north and west. limbs. Such spots shrivel and dry up neat The remedy we propose for the diseases we 

Permanentidamage to the tree, but there 2 m2 have been considering lies mainly here, and, 
en 8 superabundance’ of sep at the point 7 in connection with the all-important matter of 
Junction of limbs, which when thus frozen a thorough underdraining of the subsoil, either Nery spite iaiae permanently: the teeoy, (1E is naturally or artificially, will secure that healthy well known that undigested, acrid food from growth, early and complete ripening of the 
the human stomach introduced into the blood, wood, and hence that vigor and hardihood 
rapidly contaminates and poisons the whole which will enable it to resist all the demands }| System. Precisely so this diseased sap, if car- of climate in its greatest extremes of tempera- downward and inward in the course of the an 
regular circulation, will poison the trunk and We will briefly advise all who plant trees for 
pooyeeaaniace decay. profit or pleasure to ¢o plant on high land, a cool Having briefly pointed out the causes and location, where the wind blows freely from the 
effects of this wide spreading and truly disas- cold quarter. Such localities are generally 
trous evil, we will next indicate the remedy. quite exempt from sudden changes in tempera 
Here the ‘prevention better than cure” is pe- ture, from damaging frosts in spring and au- 
culiarly apt. tumn, and, beyond all, ripen their wood early Omitting to describe the oft repeated modes in the fall so as to be Prepared for the rigors 
of winter protection by banking, mulching, | of winter. 
strawing, winding, boarding, &c., all good, and We not only advise, but strongly urge it as often positively necessary, in some form, for the only natural and sure remedy for disease 
half hardy plants, we wish here to speak par- and death of our orchards by frost blight. ticularly of that prevention which lies in the EGP 
essential character of the tree, called vitality, | Maprsox, Wis. 
or constitutional vigor, which is attained only oe By scorn dpe of mat Seale rte It is a well known principle of vegetable | ton Cultivator: 
hysiology that very much depends on the de-| “The first eight years of the life of a fruit 
a of ripeness or maturity which the tree Pike ypgeder spinon toa 
attains, for its capacity to endure atmospheric | jg formed in this period, it will need compara- changes. Again, that every such change from py Title Pees Svod § is 
foe degree to ancthOSRi gegen 0s) Tir cheuld be siesaiiy oceiteet eae tt places the tree in a position to endure another of the tree. Apply the knife above pe and more severe shock in tho same direction ; wilde canbe ee 
as exemplified in the increased fortitude of the you will iave abundant fruit, and limbs strong tree as it passes from the summer heat, through | enough to hold it.” 

He
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Phere cod foppe qoadrdepapar 88° Se | ocyn rene tue bést’ gtotind for “Asparagus 
] Poses cosesogere pr aew 3¢ Pogenes Noy eg ip ‘saridy foam,’ at feast two feet ilcep. 
i It is about tens years vince this most excel-)ffefore planting it sliould’ be ‘ug Very! deep or! 

| -sanr-waray- Pape WES TIFSE Introduced. Tt as pecnetcs te re wily ‘we LRVE Tob aHiGfi Red, 

q FYE at wee cee Tg | burying in plenty of manure, as’ no mote tan 

|| tay “baste: sed tnehigh'chirdeter dived ivend be sap after the Beds nre’planted (uhiless 
i rerowiny Oe ORnea year" by shrfacé-dressings). ‘The ground ean’ scarce-, 

| It is emphatica: ythe best farmer's grape, or] ly, Be't90 Fich,’ forthe sweetness end teaderness | 

The : a . Se Sac antiay Seba of the shoots ‘depend on the rapidity of-the 

i] fi the grape far eemitlidn growth, which {8 gréatty promoted by the rich- 
|| bos rhe -vinie“is ‘Vary’ vigorous, making’ strong ie of the soit. * A‘plot of ground twenty feet 

bs, * dot! daseely ‘yes iad, | Wide and from forty 16 fifty feet long will be 

| poor VoLngo ase gS ofA heathy. ° “Berries | siitable fora’ moderate-sized family. Over it | 
‘roundish, latgé, under good calttn’e very large. | sow froth fifty to one hundred -pounds of salt, 

|. demietiines “An fweh “in! diameter} “bundh large | incorporating it “with fle soil to the depth of 

} d handsomely shouldered, color dark, altnosi ion Gb Rvs seBer tbe etd ces 
= y ’ J well prepared’ and proper ly. leveled, divide it 
black; covered :with: » dense-bluesbloom, skin | off into bets four feet wide, With alleys of two 

A bethin, jui i ‘ ie} fect between= them. .-The work should all be 

pethin, juice: abundant, -with acsweet aromatic) 1°). 51 time weather, about the-ond of March. 
Aisvors = [This for the latitude of Philadel phia; «in Wis- 

=. dt-ripens full one to:two welts oarlier than | consim the work should be done: in April usu- 

“the Leabella, igexiremety hardy, and.will-bear}*Hly.-+Ep. J): Drive: inca strong stake at each 
u1* ae i . corner; take uy tlie plarits. carefully. from the 

-neglected culture better than most afher-sort®. | seod.rows with-w fork, and‘expose them.to.the 

It was first sent out.t $5 per vine, afverwards | air as little as:possiblo: keeping them covered 

at Si; it may. nowbe obtained. of most nuzee- oe crue ay ata ee 

rymen, and the price:sa. reduced a3.to,be With- | along the bed.ninevinehes from the edgeyand 

_in the reach of all. Good. vines, may be had awith aespade:cut..s small: furrow,: six — 

See Tete ae a kee Me tc at sdecp. Having the plants re: Set arrow: 

for 50 cents to $1, gach, according. 19 size,and | SeoP, Saving Nene ne ay, ethane crown 
age, and much Jess hy the dozen or, hundred. bof: the roots. littlebelowithe surface,-drawing 

: A. G. Hanronp, pavléttle earth upon them to: fix them as placéil. 

<ObreunesyOr-+ —f sates. Dan ok © | Hawing:finished a.vow,\cover.them directly 

i Luv fit Lheearth:that has been thrown out ofthe 

i - balttirs of Asparagus. cu bane pfterowe oe iit: regularly and to an-equal 

E tt yy tee to {depth overrthe:.crowm:of the plants. Proceed 

oA, Eustonig Higa’ SRB: he best tima,te to-open pisecond. furrow. a foot from the first ; 

transplant Asparagus... Euiey, M. Crark, |.plant and finish itasabove, when.you will have 

Scarcely any garden. yegetable, whose good a — each bed: — ry ees 

P aati Tee aa ot inter rake.the beds jen; i win, stones 
fnalities are well, established and. uniyersally moe eee. a ~- ee es 

recognized by those whe have been, acgustomed | evenly. Let the edges be lined outiin exact 

to its use, is so little Angwn, to the farmers of erder,,allowing two feet to each alley., As 

his counties, GareDaee eet Wahavathoualt these alleys -will be: of little. service: the first 

i is country, as asparagus... We have thougat) season, and no: waste ground should ever:be 

} it well, therefore, to more than answer our cor- |:seen in a.garden, digithem up and plant a.row 

| | F respondent's question by publishing the follow- | of cabbage in. each. Nothing further, will :be 
5 eee z i Baist’s Famil required during the summer thant to destroy.all 

ing directions, copied from Buist’s Family |} weeds.’ ‘The following winter cover them: to 

| || Kitchen Gardener: Pee 2 the depth of three, or:four inches with rotten 

PRroracatiox.—-Sow the seed early in spring | Manures:to keep the crowns fromsun.and.frost; 

| }qabout a found Will We'simeiene fora family) {iin the springs ¢herencth::is: found ta-aave 
thinly, in drills;,one and a haif to.two,inghes settled in any party.the aoe must be 

| deep, and eighteen inches from row to row—in auade up. with. mare mould. Raaeteitieadt 

TT kood riots eid, amy i, well nied sotiernnn meena as 
and prepared. Strong oneyesr old plants are Pe os ' ae, : 

much. better ,for, tra ting than, thong. of ‘great.portion of its nutriment, ‘so essential to 

‘| Feeven three years old, when the wt ¢) their luxuriant. growth. The. plants are per- 

Been indvterents "Rake The grb ved, dna [mitted the twovfiret yeave to mas op te 
eep it free from: weogda:byfrequent *hocing. yas peterpan : lormed ee 

~ About the -frst,of, the follawing.Nonember hae tan ie mp ee 
‘|}"gome stable litter should be spread over the} ‘After the third: yer, the beds will require: 

|| | ground; to’ keep the’ tovts fem frost! 2u: ts |tiefollowing méde of treataient. From the 

OEE 
———— 

iad SL
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middle of Octeber to the end of November give | ried to the extent of the demand. Where pro- them their winter dressing, which consists in perly managed, it will fully compensate either | cutting down the stalks close to the ground and | as a luxury or a marketable article. clearing the beds from weeds; drawing them O_O 
off at the same time with a rake into the al- 
leys, to be buried or taken to the compost heap THE BE E-KEEP ER. to be mixed up with other litter and again re- | == 
turned to the soil. Cover the whole of the bed Handling Bees. with two or three inches of manure; the alleys s z Stee ee must be dug spade deep, at the same time| It is of primary importance to the apiarist oeuse ap aa Ae the ae on ae that he be so far familiar with the nature and is, and level the whole evenly. It may . : ‘ supposed that the annual dressing in this way habits of the bee as to enable him at all times 
will in a few years considerably raise the bed; | when necessary to handle them with impunity, 
but by the spring forking and raking, together | ang without danger to himself or harm to the with the hoeing and dressing during summer, 
a considerable portion of the earth is being | bees. 
continually drawn again into the alleys. The question arises at once, can they be so 

As soon as the frost is fairly out of the| handled? And the answer as promptly comes 
ee = ry ee eee in the affirmative. We have knowledge of no 
inches into the soil, turning up the earth with | animal so dependent upon man for its pros- care not to wound the crown of the roots.— it hi sees Then make the surface of the beds even and = a ape eS =— oe a aD equal, drawing off the rough earth, stones, &c. | Pear in a subsequent article on “The wants of 
into the alleys; finish by stretching a line | the Bee.” Hence it was designed by the All- 

along the edge of the beds, and trim them off Wise First Cause that we should tame them neatly with a spade. Stirring the bed in this i = manner enables the shoots to rise in free | and control their operations. 
growth ; admits the air, rain and sunshine in- eS ¢ wie groun d, and encourages the roots to pro- | _ Within two years past a Sa from In 
duce buds of a strong size. A full crop may | diana appeared on a public occasion with a “5 expected = ae rare after planting. | swarm of bees in his hat, and during the exhi- 
. ithe of ake eats seer ee seal oe. bition he would frequently fill his mouth with 
then, with a sharp pointed, long bladed knife, | them, thereby causing some who joined the 
cut off the shoot slantingly, about three inches crowd of spectators while the bees were in his under the surface: taking care not to wound 2 * the younger buds that are advancing below in | Mouth to exclaim ‘The Evil One is among 
different stages of growth. It is in the best | us!” as they saw the bees goilg in at a hole state for cutting when it is four inches above | . i ground, and while the top remains close and | @ the hat and coming out the mouth, as 
round. The cutting should never extend be- | they supposed through an opening in the crown a the ae _ a ten a of the head,—the idea of their passage through paragus beds, with good culture, will con- ; tinue to give bountiful crops for holed or fif- | the head being no more marvellous than to see 
teen years. It is frequently forced on dung | this irascible insect so fearlessly handled. 
hot-beds, and in the hands of the initiated, as . is with great success; but to go into the general| Many Bee instances of fearless handling 
minutie of forcing kitchen vegetables would | could be cited, but the fact is better known 
take us entirely beyond our limits; afew hints | than the method by which it is accomplished. however, will give an idea of the operation. . Prepare a hot-bed of two lights, in the way When bees swarm they are easily hived—the 
directed for cucumbers, about two feet high at | operation being performed with barehends and pe: a back and twenty inches in front.- Cover it unprotected face. The reason is that they are with four inches of soil ; lay thereon roots that P zh s fe are at least four years old; cover them three | gorged with honey. It is found that bees hay- inches with the ‘same oa and = the whole ing their honey-sacks well filled will never vol- 

‘iting the ‘sash dally, a fertity ae unteer an attack. Hence, when any operation 
weeks, or three at most, you may expect to be | is to be performed with them, if they be placed able to = hee the a A bed of this sort | in this condition they are wholly under our will produce daily, or at least every two days, s a dich for the table, and continue in bearing control, and may be handled as freely as flies, three or four weeks. The process may be car- | as long as the operator avoids pinching or oth-
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er offensive demonstrations toward them. Jar-| son, not only in quieting bees, but in actually 
ring the combs, rough handling, quick motions, | taming them, its effects being apparently per- 
offensive breath, are all peculiarly disagreeable | manent. 
to them. This compound is composed of several in- 

The crowning instinct of the worker bee is | STedients that can be procured at any of our 
to gather and store honey, and their attach-| l#rger places and at most of the country towns. 

‘ i i J. M. Srepnrys. ment to their stores is stronger than their love Arriaroi, Jan! 10;.1868. 
of the young. Henoe they cannot withstand . 
the temptation to partake of liquid sweets— A Challenge to Bee-Keepers. : 

—that Pas find them hes or where toy may—tha‘ a Mr. Eprron:—Being a Bee-keeper, and 
may add to their accumulating stock for a win- : = : A hearing a great deal about Patent hives, ter’s use. Consequently, when seriously fright- c <5 Tt 5 ‘ e 2 I wish, before purchasing any Patents, to ened in the hive, their stores. being their first s : - become thoroughly convinced that I am to care, their honey sacks are filled at once, that s z i they ‘mun bel prepared ‘for eithes Gaetano or| OM anything by the change from the old hive. 

eg Le oot | bency> °°) And to test it fully, I should like to take ten of being robbed or driven from their homes. eS ‘ % my colonies, in the old box hive, and challenge Could we gain access to our bees at all times A : anes 2 R any keeper of bees, in patent hives, in this so as readily to sprinkle sweetened water on se 2 € 3 State, to produce more honey the coming sea- and among them in the hive without danger of : 5 ih son thanIcan. The hives to be weighed on 
ae ae ue be a oe ee cag eae Q0ihi of ‘April and ensin an the Sh af 
MAGE MRI ees September—weighing all increase, and all box 
If the bees are confined, and a series of Taps | honey that shall be gathered by the ten swarms 

performed on the hive, they will be frightened | and their increase, all to be weighed on the 
and at once gorge themselves with honey, thus 20th of September. 
placing them in the desired condition. Or, if] 1 hope you will be pleased to publish this in 
smoke from tobacco, a burning cloth, or punk,| your next number, and that some one of the 
be blown in among them quite vigorously | numerous Bee-keepers of Wisconsin will ac- 
through the entrance and the openings at the cept the challenge. 
top of the hive, the bees will be frightened A Bes-Keerer or tur Nortuwest. 
thereby, and at once appropriate to themselves Osuxosn, Feb. 1, 1863, 
all they can of their stores, thus again accom- | qe een 
Plishing the desired end. This latter modeis)] THE POULTERER. 
adopted and commonly practiced by most api- | —————— 
arians. Poultry Against Pork. 

Although this frightening process produces} Mr. Evrror:—A few days sine. some per- 
. it i son was enquiring, through the Herald, into the desired effect for present purposes, it fethaliie sative weont at evs Gad cei, Toul ceate opinion of Dr. Kirtland, the celebrated scien- my experience in I861. 

tific apiarist, that too frequent use of smoke| I commenced the year with 15 hens and one peers turkey, and raised during the year 40 chickens e causes permanent irritation among the bees, | 13 og turkeys. I kept an exact account of 
making them more quarrelsome than they would expenditure and income, as follows: 
otherwise be. In an article on Bee culture, in Dr. 
the December No. of the Fanmen, mention was —_ ee —_ ai eau average poe 222. 8 A 

“tamil ieting ” | Oats 35 cts. ncsteeatecetadascencseos made of a pone for ‘‘taming and Sate Main Sh ee ee Wee aS 
bees, recently discovered. A recent visit to 7 roe 
Ohio convinces me that important results are to a —— 

follow from the introduction of anew compound e 
351 Ibs, at 13cts.............00. $45 63 that has been successfully used the past sea- eel an itcan es ee 25 90
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| semansat pa etme serecra.raf | MECHANIOAL/-COMMBROTAL, 
r wumsmTI we ys od atosTla 2th .medds ee wi a Gommersial Tas a = i 

Deduct expense...---0--e+reeeeeeeee sodden ih angtgasify Yasuo Honesty: yvienok 

Proft.:2. bewszsaa.s..tavoqmonaldT geo 70 | ‘Commercial honesty? What's thetit’: f 

L}> “During'tlie spring séversl of" tre adits Weng |S SAlpult +o, explain, singe we. bere; qlmogt 
engaged in. hatching dtaking cere of| nothing with which, to,compare it.in mode: r dn, , pandst “bP MH. A, 70. SORPBES YT Ae F 

Billed tint “the. ome Ker times Cymmerialddhonesty wenndersandy illed, 80 that “the average, number of laying eee iain eee nee crite baie te oe 166 dozen eggs divide: ens gives 15 | th ry , and, most, ntic, scale. . 
| dozen ‘ouch be “ant 18 Gipled by 1 a eae _ — a 

cents (av 6)" gives $2.38_as ayer ar, rs stint pscaie Beet BoE a | 

|| fF} duce ar dat bed salto ine Bhiat ot Leeping | tion, and so let it he written-and adjudged, | 
i hens: I gave eee eee eee et _..As @ people we have long borne the charac: 

corn 9.each, eight. hens; or, -fory f 5 iki 8 
| | hen Ty basket per year. This, at 68 cents per ter:of shrewd and sharp traders, and dbig ght 
j bushel, is 94 cetits. This “gives SL.4T as the,| element which, perhaps, ,more than, any, other, 
| Profit an one taying.hems: yd gaidizce nieg |, | is. jayolyed inthe world’s idea, of Yankee.chat 

| |) gonaeiee.she gigas then sro baeteandt kant | apie... herpnens.ond, brewdness arand 
7d Mpg oat ai saiealog 77 | | maopasartly ipeongistent. with the.sioynih. be 

| To inioh vii Sta, ane 20, 22a90a 3 gs 2 esty and uprightness. It is only, When they 

|. || 'Satieys beabe at htt average sree stores on a | RAYE, OOF loons, fromthe, anchor of onsciande 
| Fp Seratisge wetle ma tse 6 macmost cain 8 oo | ches they. ore 2iable.t3 drift ©, ae, Beale ne 
i ; mene fae rth to 20S adel the whirlpool of irnetripvable rainy, Bautth 8 

| a bee : Un yal fotowr tortor of88 445 just our condition to-day—our condition 
j ws sated “A Liste diGh 9 Hada ted? ysaod | * ie whole'pedplé. PHNGS OTN seed Oo si | 

|] Seta a we crs A A ho’ bpisit of spelunadidn's vite Kia Want 
| Profits ssssseseesoneessnsdl SAGE, 22.07 op] CvekyWiiere ih the ‘Tala; atid The freqleney a 
| H) © teveiit’be Séentnat swith CornGt.68 ents per | the mbst Shésmieibes' prdctibe" br taba and fag 

1 bushel-and skim: mflic setinaate pongaiion,—) dulity, ved at'HHE' peti BP tHe fie bP he Re- 
j hich I take to, be about its;vs compared popopyeiy. git pret. Brorgd eel ob 4 

With thé Sork “ote pousld oF pork wil Gost 6; | Babtiey is Seah ee md Jie i 
cents, while the cost of “silsing! the poultsy, is) the ‘people aug he it as ait € dente of ex- 

soeerdine Sone. easinntes ayaa eee si ee ‘Gbverhment, instead o 

Me ON een Bh oF aealing’ with’ hel peipetitirs’ of “inese fratds d pork rrespondi . at ee 
BE eR eR re een ee 
“lw one lope] etraging) er BOOMs enc] gauze, tat VERE GAG wth elton 

fathes better than the average of MY. Rleh=breacaeny:’ aa Ward, eedivielia te aU H Bre 
0) - { . i 

| The refuse Tron the kitshenind a eee mium. Manufacturers, dealers, cont?ittors, 
| f all family as been about ly di- stots , cmikalatoauck ot oiee ae Peis sei hog, He eat being mere capitalists, and sry ovetquate wieing; 

i given exclusively to’ the liens: Hogs ‘réqiire | withieach other inthe:qbominable work of-deec- 

j_ [| much et Cea Poul. ~ In Apia ing the:péople -and ‘crippling the Government. 
i hens need q warm, jen, ‘Wit 0. . is 
| room. “They alsd ised og eatahy or food-24 tis hardly. enartghto sng! thatienbhvaneisi mrp 

. ' a ere? aL Cae né bettercthan traitors; jin: open anmsag, 

the hens have feces ‘to a barn floor, with hay 1 pheiycbuntity s:andif:mehad the: power’ tie 
} d litter.” San) gravel; crushed bones} clam |. ~ pisichs : 
| ae oyster shells, anti wood or coal ashes with them, ‘their nliances:fat plunder woulth bj 

| |} wallowing in, cohouldsberurnished:iat abamnile |v any! slim: after sitet detection -:a(Weosatd 
HL ReoRbatenedacateaname SPeotet ace neterctbam srsidorss "stheys-are ont shal a 

| ae oe a Brite’, {Hilf Proe] Henoneble for they:rareosverking to; the same 
| Ft dace more manure ss ee to hogs; butjity endo ty>-secnetthett: eddy nobbery cinstés@ af 

TF not so easily saved,if the hens run at lar, : 

} nor are they a ial as ij making comt openly,and bravely: opposing: the Go vendialen 

«  Blec con” vewdirtdet aetere eek OP” Lathe petit obetheteninenn hey are toa
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| PHB AW US & ONS NAF RMER, orto 
cduses of ithe Heapubiing pitiending tiawdshp, Déards-orielabsyand fill thespaéu-bebwoen with 

a bRianive4 Spent tam barks .bssieti od 29 xinauch ||| ber sting ore apace andr APE hor andere fi deg 
| J ].and it would Be a blessing to the world if they} with istmaw.to Mihem ict! is forihed,:selectth 
| |-aawould quickly:follew-his, worthy! example.after: ance eanee eer 
| }4: the vettayal, ahd give ta agtiedltare thetbéne- | convenient sixty: andpuckrit closely im thp 
HP ou tf wleog ail oreogd wor sore) ¥ftoom.>-Leave lait inches space-batweun the ice 
| Jd pit. of their, powels.at, the "eaplies}, posaitiie’mo- and thessides -of ithe? room ‘and> dill :this- wit 

| Wimeatess 2ebie efi psnasistauetis ai er sade. _snnneentene foot thie! 
| Bbw aie Sxlehoth bad fy 5{:bnd. fill upto the: straw. ) Paeked i | [PY Bui the'thebieta'ehebpea when weiurd Tohh' Th arate enaugh; to supply sa. family: 0 
| || to dwell. If the thgory.of special providencps, average)size: has.:been , kept safely thersbasop 

| [4oaie correct; God: uisy be Heading usin the wines | through+—-Majne, Farmences) 3 seo ot | 
| ait Digigtd gf eitimues etebcgiia! yheowly cad goer erento lied 

11) Pease of his wiath, in order ip make us a better : o3@ Illinois now ranks asthe forémost rail- 
people, worthy:- of. the:free, amd: beneficent jip-)}: road. aaa oe ee Se gral 

t Sst attanne had Were) ta Kaye: ©! Buty message of. Governor Yates, we: thatthere 

te bape ern ge oy tyes sayters: ai B . ‘are three thousand miles: of railroad in/opera- 
| || in this event, we of the present generation may | tion within.the bounds of the State,'and that 
; bardly-expect..to-seo—the-work-accomplished, | within ten years the capital invested in the 

|] tor its nigisot Sob Cianfeven Ce edudiing out | gunstruction of zailzonda, has increased fem) 
of the slaveholders’ rebellion nd-like it MAY | neces 

| requixe almestisim extintiina-eéths American SCIENOE, ART, STATISTICS. | 

|] | race. Whiley onctheronker diand,21fthe dop=| 
i || trine be not true;*vur"case is still worse, and|.,,. .» 2#¥¢ Animale Reasoning Fpwert 
} : 7. 2 = 5 i 

|] | altogether more ‘hopeless! * -* “| " Prof: Agassix;-itt @ recent ‘lectitre ‘in Boston 
4 a %% this + ‘on the ‘-elephant,” said? ae 

| — = a theemmnenay ae a Teh ts “Tt is‘a favorite saying that’men are er 
| |qoevery manof puneianid patriotic'intentions:end | erned by reason and animals by*instinet ; but} 
| | j-aspirations, :after-first:makimg» dure’ that he | I believe that is” alt*wrong. There is no dis- 

| |:h.stands squarely: upon:the line of:stvict iritegri- ter of kitid Between the to, "but only of 

| oty, frown upon, eontemm, :and sso fat as ipossis|:' 240 Aiy we éonié to the higher afimals, ‘we find 
d i justice: ‘gondige: ix t] thé brain largér ‘in’ proportion to the “size 
pees ee —— See at nt oe body. ° Bacthh des not prove # alifetent 

| }{severy one who attempteto‘defrandthe Govern-) ui of activity ofthese parts, bat only differ-| 
| |franents ‘The evidences:avecthatcthe:piblic ¢on+} ent setenttps sen v3 : oa ee | 
_ ‘i ; 5 2 <0 Now letus' see if ‘there is any difference 

| [science of no peeple:-wa (ever. moxe:AetriDly | aig moderof aotion ‘of the brane of men ‘nd| 
| |-p debauched, and-untess good: men everywhere} qnimnls. Evéry’ sensation, to be’ felt, ntust 

rand in all stations érouse.from their ‘sleep and tabard feacti Sas ae an 
si = A : . . ; Lemell and-taste’as well-as we do; therefore the 

like-snilors in;» sinking ship:got6-work to:put | egovion‘must bé the sami, and the Speration 
| |} Stop:to the flowing srde of venslity and com-} so far-as'the ‘body i8 convérned, “is the same. 

| Beles ial ion, history, wi ite! ; | Next; our: perceptions ‘influence ‘our ‘actions, 

| mee ane : Se we through the operations: of ‘the min@ ;-and in 
| ip Weare already; a-nation doomed-and deserv-| +16 a:imals the same’ influénee upon their ac- 
| Iyvedly damned: - iss saeesot ¢ aera tion is to be-seen;-here-again is perfect simi-| 

Vib; Ce -{ larity. Although.the difference of the intensi-! 
i Have You an Ice-House? __ ty of thes¢; actions: may \be:great in different) 
| FP (Heese Rene sy OR PSST animals; yet:the’principle is the:same. © =.= 

|, Atean be madewvery cheaply, (and.when the|\ 4:The animals gratify their-appetites, and 2 
| |4,,Juxury of, ice, Pa ummer is onge enjoyed, it|.do we; and.in the same:mannere For instance, | 
| [FP will not ‘be “rea iy “given “up. If’ ho ‘better | everybody hasseex dogs playing only. for the, 

DA jf vo {pl sof.) ring. «Ase j | }dosstracture eye buitd:an‘ige-room in| pleasure -of. -playing,’:just-as-men dow And 
} one corner of the wood shouse, or. -ghed | what right have we -t0\.assume that the-motive! 

| . Where room canbe spared. | the nortuenst cor-,} whieh, influences them: is-not the sameas that: 
1 iF onerisne OS ee en influpncing ue? - Again, atimelahayememory 

do 1 Setacrow of:upright :posté uafeot apart one}-just: ag.we-have; and they :cam trace the don- 

oft from othe, J RAS gids obi uilding, and ‘nection between: cause and effect; and this is 
“two rows 0} Satna fe Pane for the other two. mess@mia:is 2 deiigmoosa of sazsia ibse | 

‘gides PRE Toons! ‘fh: Eni ‘Bay 8: tia lll gor fasthensi-auley mindlicas 2005 

{ek 10, feet, aquared: OoNertethene crit: novgh | municatewith; mind ;-end: if canimials-had:no 
i jb _____._— aeRO RARNTetaeeSnRaGRaIET 
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Neen eee eee eee eee eee ee 

mind we could have no intercourse with them. | Chevalier Bonnelli the working of the line from 

‘Animals can be trained, and this proves the | Paris to Lyons and Marseilles. 

existence of reason; a connection seen between Se eee geese ers 

’ cause and effect. The means of training ani-| 4 Lagos PraRt.—In the “Loan Collection” 

mals are the same as those employed for train- | recently exhibited at South Kensington, Lon- 
ing chilren ; certain sounds are used as signals. | don, was a pearl which is believed to be the 
This supposes a perfect logical process, tracing | largest noW Enown. Its weight is three oun- 

the sequence of effect from its cause ”” ces: it is two inches in length, and four and a 

een half in circumference; its sides are nearly 

Fuax Corrox.—We are very glad to see that | straight, somewhat widening toward the lower 

the Senate, in its appropriations for the Agri-| part. 
cultural Department, provided $20,000 for ex- SR tcrmt 
periments in preparing hemp and fiax as a| THe CRIME OF Murper.—There are four 

substitute for cotton. Invention has already | murders committed in England for every mil- 

reached a point where it seems to be on the | lion inhabitants; 17 in Belgium; 20 in Sardin- 

very verge of complete suecess in the manu-| ia; 31 in France; 86 in Austria; 68 in Bava- 

facture of flax on cotton machinery. Our most|ria; 45 in Lombardy; 100 in Rome; 90 in 

skillful manufacturers aud machinists, in this | Sicily; 200 in Naples. Murder is almost un- 

part of the country, are very sanguine in their | known in the valleys of the Vaudois. 

belief that the result will be accomplished, amd | eee 
those who have given most attention to the 

subject are the men who are most sanguine. E D U Cc A T I 0 N A L z 

But the requisite investigations and experi-|§ =e = 
ments need to be conducted on a scale which From the Journal of Education. 
requires considerable outlay. If the problem Letters to the Governor on our Educational 
shall be solved, and the vast quantities of ma- Wants. 
terials that are now absolutely thrown away ° 

shall be used upon the spindles that are ae SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS. 
spinning cotton that costs a dollar a poun Pury 

what a Seis it will be to the hid the| * * * Not only are civilized and barbar- 
East, to the whole world! ous states of society distinguished from each 

Tea n i in the former. 
Errecr or Suor on Vessens.—A shot does a aes adie vce aes h a t 

not make a hole of its own size right through | #4 its absence in the latter, but the exten 
the wood, but indents it, the fibres springing | and influence of civilization may be measured 

back after the shock. Generally the course of the d which science takes the place 

the shot can only be traced with a wire, some- ee = ee o 
times by a hole as large as a man’s finger. of mere empirical traditional knowledge, and 

The damage most often happens on the inside | that scientific processes underlie merely man- 

ese, ae eplialeiag aot = ual skill. And in nothing is the advancement 

, Forts Hamilton and Richmond, which are about | of modern civilization more unequivocally in- 

a mile apart, with a vessel lying between them | dicated than in the multiplication of institu- 
could not with their guns send a shot through | |, * * * 
two feet of ita timbers. There is rarely an| “ons for the promotion of applied science.— 

instance wheres a ship was sunk by a solid shot. | These institutions are partly a natural out- 
Hot shot and shell dothe mischief. The latter jonce: 
will sometimes make apertures of several feet growth of the general progress of scietioe; 

through the sides of vessels, partly @ result of the pressure, so to speak, of 

a human wants—a pressure arising from the very 

Ax Iurnovemenr ix Tececrarny.—The Vis-| fact of the increase of population in given dis- 

count de Vougy, director general of the elec-| |... ana parti erat fe 
tric telegraph throughout France, has invited eciotes SaER Oy ere eee re 
several scientific members of the National In-| and inquiring spirit of the human mind, in 

stitute and some of the chiof clerks in the tel- | those countries and states of society where the 
egraph department to assist at experiments . 

about to be made with the typo-telegraph in-| Work of progress and improvement has once 

vented by the Chevalier Bonelli. The typo- | fairly commenced. 

telegraph of this scientific engineer can print) In the Old World special Scientific Schools 
According to the system of Morse now in use, | of various kinds have become so common as 

= aon Lt ar seer, Se twenty = te form a settled and prominent part of educa- 
an cler] accomp! a similar wor! : 

Should the experiments prove satisfactory, it | Sonal end industrial effort. France is espe- 
is said that the Government will concede to the | cially distinguished for the number and variety
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of its special schools of science, which have | adds, “that if a knowledge of their number, | F 

been established for the promotion of almost | character and influence were generally diffused 

every department of human interest and inqui- | among the people of this country, they would 

ry- Not only are there numerous schools of | provide for themselves the same means of edu- | | 

law, medicine and theology, and of the various | cation which despotic governments have found 
branches of natural and mathematical science, | contributing so much to the welfare and hap- 

history, literature and the fine arts, but of ag-} piness of their subjects.” 

riculture, mining, navigation, naval and mili-| The two interests which most urgently and 

tary science, and every important branch of | immediately demand the establishment of spe- 

industry. Similar statements might be made | cial schools in our State, are Acricurrure and 

of the provision made in some other European | Teacuinc. Of the latter I will not now speak. 
countries, particularly some of the German | Of the former it is obvious to remark, that as 
States. In this country, beyond the establish- | an occupation which engages the attention and 
ment of schools of law, medicine and divinity, | absorbs the labor of much the larger part of 
very little has been done, especially on any en-| our population, and upon the prosperity of 

larged and adequate scale. We have one milita-| which, that of all other operations so directly 

ry and one naval school, each on @ small seale. | depends, it demands in a large and liberal 

Several States have made a beginning towards | measure the fostering regard of Government. 

the supply of Normal or Teachers’ schools; | That something has been done, by granting for 
but even in these States, s very small propor-| some years past, an annual appropriation to 
tion of the teachers are trained in those schools. | the State Agricultural Society, is true; that 
In a few of our oldest colleges or universities, | the greater stimulus to agricultural improve- 

some special provision has been made for sci- | ment which this Society has thereby been able ‘ 

entific instruction, and at Harvard, Yale, and | to lend, by its Transactions and their publica- 

Dartmouth especially, ‘scientific schools,” so} tion, and by its encouragement to County or- 

called, have been established. Two or three | ganizations, has shown the pecuniary aid ren- 

incomplete ‘“ polytechnic schools,” as they are | dered by the State to be a wise outlay, is also 

termed, have been established in Philadelphia | true; and by all means let this aid be contin- 

and elsewhere. A few of the States have done| ued. But such an agency, however useful in 
a very little for the encouragement of agricul-| its place, is not enough. It rather serves to 
ture; and there the enumeration of efforts in} show that agricultural progress and success 
this direction must end. That we as a nation | are practicable, and to excite a spirit of inqui- 

have as yet done so little in comparison with|ry, than to diffuse that accurate elementary 

European States, is attributable, partly to our | instruction which lies at the foundation of any 

newness as a national organization; partly to| systematic and general improvement and as- 

our scattered population—which being about | sured success in the processes of agriculture. 

equal to that of England, is spread over more | Intelligent farmers are not slow to see, nor to 

than fifty times her geographical area; partly | wish to appropriate, an obvious improvement. 
to the peculiar “pioneer” form that much of| But the attempt to do so may be quite unsue- 

our industry therefore necessarily assumes, | cessful, because they are unable to determine 

leading to the investment of capital in what! the conditions of success. These may involve 

seem to be more immediately urgent and re-| a knowledge of facts in regard to the constitu- 

munerative enterprises; but partly also be-| tion and condition of soils, the effect of certain 

cause, as says Prof. Gilman, of New Haven, | manures, or of the action of certain chemical 

‘<there still exists a lamentable ignorance as| changes, to which they can lay no claim—ot 

to the extent to which special schools, and par-| which they have perhaps little conception. 

ticularly schools of science are established | Following merely the outward mechanical part 

abroad; for it can hardly be doubted,” he! of a process indicated, they are disheartened |} 

ba Ee
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| H2 _TEDEAW ES CONSTN HAR MER. | 
| | | dy failure, and not-unnaturelly:falltbagk teithe|mby di wheerred:iint injoosimecttow wit 'thiosg 
| || more pertinacity. than .ever, i spon.the-mgualnesdfal appendagesof an!Agrivultieat Sebool; 
| routine of meretraditional and empirieal farm-j.Modél:and Experimental ‘Farnisy ia) med 
| AME. oyogcr gorse yl) eyeloversd) 20% obive7q | 4 mloreithamusuallyskeitted ania inteMigent labor; 
| What is, the, semedy tho enix obviously tle} orsmightibd produedd;4oneof wheih'At Test, 

dissemination, of; more: agrieuliuted Jaciense. smoitld | afterwatdscbneribute’ to: the “work? of 
||| This cannot be done -effgotaally, byiocoasional } intprovément, as faricrson theirdwn wedouht, 

lectures, nox.yat by ithe eizoulation of books {'i./Torthiuaual aid-at this time soemingly:for, 
‘| |. oF periodicals. ,.AU ttis;may-do gnodii.Butiim} midablt objection ‘of; experisey itis suficignt to 

this. matter, as in, all .othera, requiring, the: sid.| reply; that’ even -in:an-eeonomie point:of: view, 
j of scienge,.there: myst be. systematic training |. the State-cim better afford:to: make “appropria- 

and instructions and.all experience as. well)as,).tions to: -tmdourage » Agriculture than’ -she-can 
ii Analogy, )serves..to~ show; that; Agrioultural | afford to-negleot iti If; asctheresult of w vig- } 

| Schools.alone,: furnished , withcompetont pro- | orous-niovement’ in: this! direction, and of :the | 
|] | fessors,.and provided.also with the illustrative | systematic diffusion: .of. valuable : knowledge | 

i apparatne, £9 to, speak, of a model and n-2%-.| among-our farsiers; by-scattering iamong:them | 
| || perimental faym, oan,effectually accomplish the j men who should:present'them-palpable exam: | 
| |] | desired result. joogox gaiversut oa) seeeso | | ples-of; improveinent-oif sas: the result of this, | 
j -There-gre two classes of students who might |-I.say, a bushel Were itrthe purse often years | 

be expected te résortto an Agricultural School :-] added to the.average yield per acre of-our im- 
First, those who!coming. with-the preparation | portant crops, or-a:dollar to the-average value | 

i 1}. of:a.prévious-diberal ‘cultire, should,wish to }.of our larger domestic animals; ore-hew-im- | 

| investigate:the more recondite problems of ag- | petus given ‘to successful fruit culture;:or to. 

‘| {-rivaltural science, - a8 :welk-€8 <to study. its: as- |the: practice of: tinder-dmining:and deep plow- 

‘| |- certained _prineiples-end- applications, Such} ing, or to. the: productién “generally: by:dur 

‘| |-men,- though othey ‘might ‘be: few in number,:} farmers ofa larger variety>of:crops, withJess 

would:go forthimos only. to diffuse knowledge,:|.dependence: upon: wheat: ag a:staple;;any one 

and te advance the interests of agriculture, -but.} of these! benefite--and:all-ef them and-more 

‘| | to add new dignity »te the ogeupation. .Sec~| might: be-expécted—would:many times over-re- 

|| -ondly, anda store’ numerous class-ab: first, |:turn to’ the -State-all: her .expénditure.:: The 

would be-those--who, coming ~principally. per-7| largé-majority of:our:citizens:are and will be _ 

haps ‘from among-the sons.of our more intelli-:| farmers; :and: uhder an -enlightened andim- 

_ gent farmers, and : with.less ‘of. -preparation,-} proved -agrieultural <system,::they <would::far 

would wish to pursue-a-less-extended and-more-|.more-easily meet:a double or quadruple: burden 

- practical course: of study,-but- some. of whom | of taxation,.than-they have heretofore met or- 
| | | it might be presumed would. go.on in an indi-} dinary burdens ef-that mature, out:of the un- 
| { vidual, course of study and experiment, and } certain and frequently unremunerative returns 

take rank at.length among scientific agrioul-.| of our presént shortsighted system of farming. 

tuvistg,:, And it.is not foreignto the subject to-| And-while-itis:4 mere truism to'say:that upon 
remerk, that with sugh en.addition to the num- | nothing -Will:the-future’material prosperity. of 
ber.of intelligent and opulent farmers asa, well | the State so:ditectly. depend as: upomtheim- 

‘| | endowed.and sucgassful institution forthe pro-}provement-or negledt..of-: her: agriculturabca- 

motion.of, agriculture would give us, a class of ; pabilities, it is equally rue that without great 
men would..grow up fgom whom it might be j change and improvement, many:e farmer.will 

||| hoped would.be-drawn those who would gon~} beunabie| to meet:his liabilities, ‘orberebliged 

_ tribute to segure the State in time to, come fuom }9 Straggle on-with-embardssments:thatimight 
|| p dmbecile and-cpreuptlegislotions: s:iscliod | pbe avoided: Soave Ss Hovde ciel || 

|| | »<Befateilesving this branch-of the subject, it| “Icloge this lettér-swith-the. reniarléthat the | 
i t i
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far too many of the present generation... Fath-1.socjetyisenlpable tor notiproyiding instruction: ib} | 
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cumstances of this almost entire year of ab-| cause I have a special interest in eyes that 

sence have been such as to disturb, if not quite | have need of healing, I will say that of the 

break up, the unity of things both small and | hosts of oculists who try, I know of one who 
great. cures. If you need to know more, ask and I 

Almost a year! it is longer, since I have st onenee 

more than just spoken with you. WasI gone} This occupied the first months of my absence 

solong? Only eight months, reckoned by the | from home, during which time, from the sever- 

calendar. But the darkness in which I sat | est of necessities, only scraps of incident and 

previous to this lengthens out the time-keeping | song came back to you. But when in June, 
of my thought vastly. To those of you who| beautiful June, I opened my new eyes and 

have not experienced it, there is a difference | turned my steps to Virginia, it was with a 

you are not prepared to be good judges of, be- | thrill of positive delight that I thought of how 

tween seeing people a little through your fing- | easily I could now report myself, and how glad 

ers’ en@s, and in broad daylight with two good | you would be to hear from that land so full of 

eyes. Have I had but one? My dear, I| old and new interest. A few days of rest; a 

hayen’t had any. I suppose it will be easier | few more days of planning how best to make 

for me to state than for you to realize, that with | much of the opportunities thus thrown in my 

little to boast of before, for a year and a half, | way, a few weeks (less than three) of rambling, 

ere I dropped so almost entirely out of your | riding, climbing and observing, then the cata- 

circle, I read not one line, saw not the glory | strophe of which you have long ago had par- 

of the sun, or the budding of a leaf, and not | ticulars. 

very distinctly anything between these—not As I remarked about the eyes, those of you 

even the Old Flag, which meantime was being | who have not had the experience needn’t set 
spit upon and buried. But I used to write a yourselves up as judges of the effect of bring- 

little still, sometimes? Certainly, feeling my | ing one’s head, somewhat more suddenly than 
way along the page with undotted i's and un-| in the nature of things has been contemplated, 

crossed t’s whenever I made my way, thus} into juxtaposition with a bit of rock. That's 
dimly, to your precincts. AmI complaining? gy, Jt doesn’t take @ moment. It’s such a 
Not at all. Iwas as happy asany of you, hap-|iittle thing, how could it? Then if you only 

: pier, perhaps; only defrauded of accomplish- get up and say, “Now, Billy, that was hardly 

ing all that it was in my heart todo. Those] gir, I expected better things of you!” so 

who expect to live in this world and suffer no} smooth your dress, grasp your bridle, and tak- 

loss are born too soon, not by being born iuto ing your seat, take also, good-naturedly, the 

this age, but by being born at all. How could | jaughing rally of your companions and go right 
Ibe very happy under such circumstances? | siong, why, it is but the incident of the morn- 
For the reason that long ago, in the aforetime ing. 

of my earliest experiences of life, I had made 5 7 

kup ony Satna thibeT ould bs: Witalietisiy, anal” Pork’ Fou dome gotten. © ATeav on Mires 

then holding it fast as pure witt, has more wots germ ee eee Oe eee eee 

than some folks have found out to do with the that of everything and nothing. In the first 

resalt wo all beck, and i whatever form (giaap= | anny areata yous tis pt ceer 

ed, call by the common name, happiness. as ssunbeam; before you all the future, a lit- 
tle clearer, so believed in, that it seems more 

Is my sight better now? Very much, and) _..) than the other. Between these there lies 
though not as strong and clear as yours, it is| , golden morning, the ‘best of company and 

yet quite serviceable for many of the needs of| the paraphernalia of a certain pomp that ac- 

hand and brain. How came this about? It’s| cords so well with the majesty cf the hills, the 

too long to tell. But being humane, and be-| forests, the heavens, and the water-falls; add-
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ed to which is the very complacent reflection | written so much. About that time I thought 

that it was a fine thing you decided to take|of saying “Oh dear!” Happily, I reflected 

this journey, and especially fine that you had | thus: ‘What good will it do?” so concluded 

the good sense to choose s seat on the back of | to say, “‘What next?” Of this, hereafter. 
this loyal steed rather than in that slow old SS 

ambulance. In the second, there is no past, “All's Well that Ends Well.” 
no fature; no glorious morning stretching A Bisitatimbhe Commarea toa eubk- 
away over the magnificence of nature; neither Baye be, ¢Bbe'g ine oren ons p 

country, war, friends, husband nor heaven ; ae ne eee ee, 
not even Billy and the me who, in the other Sass eee ras 

case, so enthusiastically contemplated all these *No, not so well,’ said he ; 

things. There is only a blank, in which not 2, ee 

even darkness and pain are fairly recog- See Ser een ta pam cuaiecet? 

nized and, after a time, the vaguest of all Beng bhcchror roel 

vague phantasms gliding above and around the Poe me —- that he the ae keep, 

me thatisnot me. Of such days and nights All fat and fair and fine they were to be.’ ; 

words give no knowledge. Then when me is co per ee ee ssi tha 
me, and husband is husband, and three thou- Teen a eetcak wees ak 

sand miles between; when country is country, ‘Bor uecaatad.Seaiashes 

anda war between, and death, ah! there is Seen ee 

nothing between this and that save that death ‘Then into tallow melt for winter's store.” 

is still and life is not. You think of it; yes, (Nossa eel aiiies een 

that is it. Death is still. You are very sure ra apt tami came tallow, 
you will never want to be anything but still. ee meee fat the fire catches, 

Weeks after, there goes pealing through your — ny. — ee rhe ° 

brain something that sounds like Harmony of ‘No, not so bad.’ said he, 
the Universe. No, it didn’t sound at all. You lhe the rest!” 

only thought of an old book that stood, years > 

ago, on a shelf, and this was the title you| g@7 We should not forsake a good work be- 

chanced to read, that sometime you happened | 0° ie vintaas tently ced Atmiphey aésaene 
to see it in that dim somewhere. The barest | will save us alike from rashness and despair. 

of a bare scrap of an idea floats in, asking by 

what association this old book, title, sometime, ane aeutre rh eat on Pee 

somewhere, come to you just now. There it is | ed to his memory, than why he had.” 

again; the concussion of brain and rock ; for ‘air; Do ast all that !yon"oan So; apead nel 

it is all one, this idea coming to you as verita- | 9) that you have; believe not all that you 

ble an assailant as if it were a sixty-four | hear; and tell not all that you know. 

pounder—bang! Harmony indeed : In your pain A ward Aly spokddioc weltten will oft- 

chamber noiseless as the grave there is the tur- | 9, prove as a nail in a sure place. 

moil of all time’s great campaigns. You close 

your eyes and shudder as you reflect, or think tant a favors our desires needs 

you do, that you will never be well, or husband 

fie i cn wae eee | A Nae Sram 
until people learn that the only way of attain-|+ney will crumble into dust; but if we work 
ing these, as of all desirable ends, is to keep | upon immortal minds, if we imbue them with 
very still. principles, with the just fear of God and our 

es f fellow men, we engrave on those tables some- 
This occupied the next three months of the | thing that will brighten through all eternity.— 

time in which I was to have talked, seen, and ‘ Daniel Webster.
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| The tolu imparts to the water an agreeable | slowly, fyet grandly and mightily it floated aromatic odor. Ten cents worth of this, with southward on the bosom of the great ocean— a cake of fine soap freely used, will be more i * ; effectual in beautifying a young lady’scom- | at first in the early morning reflecting a soft plexion than many costly. and injurious cos- | and mellow light as of an opal, through the ae may be kept in'a china cup, and surrounding mist, and then, at the rising of | when used, the cup'can be placed in the bow! | the sun, glittering and flashing like a moun- of water, thus avoiding the'trouble of remey- tain of diamond. ing the gum.—June Isle, in Prairie Farmer. 
a It was not a berg of the largest size, and yet 

YOUTH’S CORNER. if it had stood upon dry land would not have 
=== been less than a thousand feet high. In form 

Wonders of the Sea. it was one of the finest ever seen on the ocean; 
All the children who read “< About Icebergs” | Consisting of three distinet peaks, each round in the last number of the Farmer, have, no|®4 sharp. As said before, it was about five doubt, given them a prominent place among miles away, and it made the atmosphere so cold 

the wonders of the sea, and we have heard of | that we were compelled to wrap our coats and a number of wide-awake little fellows who did | blankets close about us to keep from freezing. wish they could just see one monstrous big ice- stpliosat iadocar haere tcanion mountain away out upon the ocean. 

Well, the Editor wishes it too, and is very aoe as en! apa ‘ig sorry that all the little boys and girls who be- ships which go out on their woyagehana ier! Jong to the “Corner” family could BOE ier owercetiinn’ ie are heard of any more Doerayeth tusn tn. the ebiD  Niagera ome are supposed to have run against these vast 21st of April last, away out on the wild Atlan- masses of ice and to ‘have ection: jn the 
tio, 4 deep cold sea. 

The 20th had been a cloudy and rather threat- " 
ening day, and at night’ we learned from the| 92 Our return, inthe warm and BPNY, weath- 
First Officer that we were getting into the re. | & of ery pnhnnn, we hada Lis view of an- gion of icebergs—‘grand old fellows, but-a other iceberg—his majesty having made his little dangerous in a dark night !” way as far south as the 44th parallel, in spite 

of the melting rays of the sun. This berg We accordingly’ sat up as long-as a one | was anit six or seven hundred feet thick and be'comfortabia ue dsals, cose aes eee = would probably have covered your father’s dream of shipwrecks and ruin. Providence farm over, could it have been taken up and set dealt kindly with us, however, and the old Ni- down upon it. Then there would have ee 
agara bore us safely through all the ‘perils of chance to slide down hill in a hurry! But on- the night. At daybreak we were on deck ly think of the cold fingers and the danger 
again, watching for ships and icy monsters of you would be in of having your heads smashed 
the polar zone, when suddenly, on the larboard into jelly at the first grand dash! Think, too, side, (the left as you 166k’ towards the prow); or tne multitude of eold brooks that would Renenrd the kee ri Sn a — flow from his base from summer to summer, Quick were our feet in respondii ig to the cry, 3 
and in a moment we, too, were leaning against = he wanld.he-all changed to water and find the railing of the deck and wondering and ex- his way to the ocean — 
claiming with the rest. In the next number we shall tell you some- 

We shall never forget how we wereimpressed | thing about a few of the animals that live in with the serene majesty and jewelled glory of| the sea, especially about some whales and that first mountain of crystal as silently, | sharks we saw and tried to capture.
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cane WAR MISCELLANY. 

| This is the name given to a most interesting ‘ eee 

j ; and amusing modification of the old fashioned N a2 7 

i} play, known as, hot boiled beans and very good 3 i) 

i butter. We were at an elegant party a few f} ae re Sa Se MN 
iH evenings since, when it was engaged in with 4 Reis te 4 RR, =~ 1 

great zeal by a large company of married la- awd 5 eS Peal beaten tO 
| dies and gentlemen, including wise lawyers, | SS oF Pda ES x 
' j i in | = = — e - A doctors oe judges. The game is played in|} ps eT : aN 

i the following manner : | ems OUR F! ry = DS 

“A player is sent out of the room, as hereto- \ SSeS aes 

; fore; but instead of hiding a bean for him to | eo 
find, the company think of a task*to be per-|} § wai Se gi inet ee 

formed by ee This —_ may be angie 2] Shake: oon the Military Situation. 

to untie a ribbon, to sing a song, to displace aan 

all manner of articles of furniture—the more | Is there any conceivable situation of human . | affairs, whether belonging to public or private 
fantastic and out of the way, the better.—| life, which Shakespeare has not described? 
When they have decided what it is to be, the | How apt to our own fimes and the pa de: 

5 : 5 . | batings in Congress and the press, is the fol- 
patient is summoned in, and has to set to work | lowing extract from the first scene in the first 
to discern and perform the work allotted to | act of the first part of his “King Henry V1.:” 

him. Instead of the hot and cold regulation, | ee, bonorable lords, health to you all! 

he is guided in his experiments by the sounds roe pies gk faba ing ; 

| of a piano or other musical instrument, play- We ers elec onan nee. 
ed softly, or the reverse, in proportion to his Tees oe say’st thou, man, before dead 

i Soeak softly; or the loss of th t tor sence oF Hinimant att 5 | Will mae hn burst hls lead, sad ee from death. 
Those who have never played at this game, | Duke of Gloster.—Is Paris lost? Is Rouen yielded up? 

. ‘. :, | If Henry were recalled to life again. 
can have no idea of the interest attached to it. | These news would cause him once more yield the ghest. 

The tasks that may be divined and accom- Dekeat. Eizeter cr Hon were easy, feat Wegener; | 

plished, with no other clue than the threaten- Mrosenets He torecnors's bu want of men and and 
i al i A the soldiers this is muttered— ing or eee ae tones of the music, mons Thee eae yn ee ee Reine, | 

appear incredible. The complete bewilder- | And, whilst a field should be dispatched and fought, 
Z You are disputing of your generals. 

ment of the guesser, on first entering the room, | One would have ling’ring wars, with little cost ; 
as to what he is to do; his numerous experi- Athkaceos niece ealee eae a 
ments, all wide of the mark; his first catch- Araie, arabe Ent ae : 
i i ii i Let not 81 im your hi new ts ‘ ing ata ee paaeey, following of it up, WA ardcie eee ees ; i 
with various intervening discouragements, till | Of England’s coat one haifis cut away | 

he has fulfilled his mission (as a player of or- ie gy sear oT 
dinary intelligence asually does) furnish en- Napoleon's Art of War. 
tertainment of a by no means unelevated des- Bonaparte recast the art of war. He made 

cription. no secret of his system. Many of the details 
. + 4 of it were set forth at the ontset of his career. Forfeits = a2 exacted in case = non-suc- | Hig pamphlet, styled “The Supper of Beau- 

cess. Their assistance, hewever, is not re-| caire,” was published shortly after the eapture 
quired to make the game interesting.” of soe In that little work, whilst striving 

a . . iscipline | '0, Prove that the armies of the republic must 
Plays Hike sa, which test and cine triumph against their enemies, foreign and do- 

your minds while they at the same time afford | mestic, he explains how it should. be brought 
amusement, are much better than such games saint poe ea were oo be masked, pot 

2 esieged; guns of heavy calibre were to be as “Button, button,” “Blind man’s buff,” and | laid pads, aa eight sat four pennies were 
| others of this class which are merely fanny. | to he nsed in their stead: marches were ta he ' 

| 
eee
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performed without baggage, which the Romans | eral important matters are Pending, however; among them so appropriately styled impedimenta; masses | a bill introdaced as we are informed by a Mr. Bates, of were to be concentrated upon a given Point. | Rock Co., to re the law appropriati : All this he himself faithfully put in practice | tho Go, te a fae State. Who Rega } afterwards. Axd for the glory of the Italian le wierueanie me ~~ army and his own, he could add, as an histo- who has madeitt eeu, that he is the individual rian,, Soldiers, you have made forced marches mt y lor several sestions to cut off without shoes, you have bivouacked without | *¢ hand that feeds him, If Rock Co., has any claim to brands, you have fought without bread. Again, | the tender mereies of the State we trust he will be Permit- in one of his newspaper concributions in de- | ted to enjoy the needed hospitalities of his former fellow fence of the first Italian campaign, he hesitates | citizen, Dr. Clement. not to reduce his system to an abstract princi- 
ple for the benefit of all who can ayail them- 3 eee ae Democratic State Convention held in selves of it. He declares, “the art of war | ‘is city Feb. 26th, nominated Hon. M. Mf. Cothren, of | |) consists in having, with an inferior army, a | Minreal Point, as candidate for Chief Justice in place of { force always greater than the enemy’s on the | Justice Dixon whose term of office soon expires, 7 point to be attacked, or on the point which is| The Repablican Party have made no nomination. but attacked.” 

have signified their desire for the re-election of Judge a ea Dixon. 
A Kind Hearted Admiral. 

— —==— j Lord Nelson, when forced to see men whip- NAT TONA L “A FFAIRS } ped on board his ship, ascended ‘to the deck re & precipitately, read rapidly and in an agitated | The war bas stood still since the date of our last issue — Yoice, the rules of the service, and then cried, | Conste#s has passed the Conseription “Act, authorizing the “Boatswain, do your duty.” Often the man | President to call into the service of the country by draft all j about to be flogged, cried—« Pardon, admiral, | persons capable of bearing arms between the ages of 18 pardon!” Lord Nelson would then look round | and 45 without regard to rank, profession, color, or any at his officers: all keeping silence, he would | other circumstance. } ay; a aerta of aoe ee Not | It is also understood thst Mr, Chase’s Policy in relation | | of yi 8 pil n man or upon my } sufferings? untie the man;” then he added, lace ie = per or been adopted and made ‘‘my brave fellow, on the day of battle remem- abate ‘next number we shall give a syn- | ber me!” It was very rare that the sailor | PSS of both these acts. thus rescued by his admiral did not distinguish ja himself at a later period. FOREIGN NEWS. 
One day a man was going to be whipped. It —=_= was a marine. A beautiful young girl Sprang} England is opening her eyes, and sympathy for the cause | || through the crowd of soldiers ; She fell on her | of the Union has been warmly expressed through immense knees before Nelson and seized his hand. “Par- gatherings of the people in London and several other cities, don, your honor,” said she, “pardon, he will Any um table interfe ‘om tha pashee Seka Bears never be guilty again!” «Your face,” said aris) Pee cn Be the admiral, ‘‘answers for his future good con- | ™&Y 20W be considered quite out of the question. duct. Untie that man; he who has such a| Napoleon seems little disgusted (so report says) that beautiful creature as this for his friend, cannot | Engiand could not be induced to Join him in attempts to bea bad man.” This marine became a lieu- | mediate between this Government and the Rebellion. tenant. 

—_—_—_—_—_—__—_—_—_—_———— _—_—_——e_O_<O_SOeeeeeeeee si ; NEWS SUMMARY The Prize Maps.—To those who are yet 
{—_—_—_——————— sf unsupplied with Maps we would say, that See 

STATE MATTERS. about six weeks since we ordered another large 
———— lot of Maps from New York, sending draft for | }' 

State Fairs have been determined upon by Iowa, | full amount, so as to secure a prompt return. 
Tiinale, aa oe sel toe ig _ oe ‘The delay in sending them to our subscribers course. Hope the rebellion may be so nearly squelched by : Z the coming of autumn as to render all such exhibitions a | ™®Y be explained by. the following extract cettain sudeees. ; from a letter just: received from the publisher: 

‘Wisconsin will hold one, also, should the springand sum-| “‘ We fill your order except the Maps of the 
mer open favorably. The Premium List is already printed | Southern States. We are entirely out of these 
and will be thrown out in time to insure the largestgesalts | | present, but have a new edition on press, should it be thought best to hold an exhibition. hich will be ew ation is Legislative.—Butlittle of great importance has yet | Wich will be ready in ten or oe bi been done by the Legislature at the present session. Sey-| We send the others so as not to delay you.
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Would have sent sooner, but we were burned | shaded avenue which connects the old and the 

out a day or two after receiving your order.— | new town, made my way to the R. R. depot, 

We are now in operation again and there shall | reaching it just in time to get my ticket and 

be no more delays.” Truty, take the train. | 

N. Y. Feb. 17. J. T. LLOYD. A sharp shrill scream of the locomotive and | 

We hope that this explanation will be satis- | we are out of sight of Martigny, and the long 

factory, and shall immediately forward the | train, like a swift fiery serpent, is winding its 

said Maps on receipt of them. way through the narrow and beautiful valley 

We shall continue our offer of Maps for a| of the upper Rhone—now so close to the moun- 
month longer. Let every friend of the Fan-| tain, on the side where I sit, that nothing is 

mer consider himself authorized to get us 100 | visible but his rocky ribs—now farther away, 

subscribers. so that I may glance upward to his towering 

ee | peaks, and at the same moment enjoy the charm- 

EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. ing landscape and the beautiful water of the 

SESE | incomparable sive Bot think Jess of all 

Editorial Notes of European Travel | these than I otherwise would, because at Mar- 
—Down tke Rhone to Lake Geneva.—Vi..x-| tigny I was not far from Mt. Cenis, the Pass 

nEvve, May 31st, 1862.—The gendarme at Fort | of the Splugen, where Napoleon crossed with 

du Triente, on the top of the mountain, had, | his army, and the border of sunny Italy, all 

at the same time, lied and told me the truth, | of which are now behind me, and may never 

for, at an ordinary und easy pace, it would] greet my wonder-loving eye. But rally, O 

have been three hours down to the town of | weary, dreaming traveler! there are yet other 

Martigny ; though stimulated, as I was, by a} years for thee in the future, and not only Italy, 

strong desire to take the train, the occasional} but Greece, and Egypt, and Holy Land, and 

puffing of whose locomotive I could distinctly | grand old Russia, and many other countries 

hear, the descent was accomplisned in an hour | shall yet be thine to enjoy! ' 

anda half. But such rolling and tumbling} Stop! another scream of the whistle—an- 

over the small boulders, which filled the steep | other village in sight—’tis Villeneuve! Sixty 

mule-path the greater part of the way, were| miles in so short a time? Verily these Swiss 

probably never before witnessed by the simple | engines are not so slow, after all. I had thought 
and astonished Swiss oottagers whose huts dot | io stop at Montreux, a league further on, but 

the slopes of the mountain. the sight of this pleasant little village and of 
J I said slope, but this does not give the true | beautiful Lake Leman (Geneva) so charms me 

A) idea; it sa slope and yet it is shut in on ei-| that I cannot goon. Am out of the carina 

ther side by cloud-piercing peaks. Ina word, | jiffy, make for the gate, and show my ticket. 

f it is a narrow, trough-like valley, some twenty | « Votre’ billet c'est a/Montreuz, Monsicur!*? 1 

4" to thirty rods wide, pitching precipitously to- | know my ticket is to Montreux, but I shall stop 

Yard the deep, broad valley of the Rhone, be-| here. I deliver it up, enquire for the Hotel de 

low. The surface, however, has none of the| Byron, and slowly wend my way thither. It 

roughness and ruggedness of the gorge, but is} is quite a little walk to the foot of the moun- 

uniform and smooth, as though the Almighty, | tain, where it lies nestled amid shrubbery and 

with a sharp mammoth gouge, had but recently | flowers in the suburbs. of the village, and I 

|| scooped out a portion of the mountain from top | may sit down on this bridge and view the scen- 

to bottom and then promptly cvered the in-| ery, which for grandeur and beauty combined 

clining hollow with crops of grass and grain. | excels anything I have yet seen in’ Europe. 

At one o'clock, leg-weary and hungry, Ien-} I énter the charming and ample grounds 

tered the hot and dusty streets of Martigny,| which surround the hotel that, bears, the 

bathed, dined, and, through the beautifully | name of the “noble poet.” It isa beautiful
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freesione mansion, “with” iron. verandas, all | float in molten silver; and then, almost at my | 

covered over with climbing roses—the most | feet—its ancient walls stillj as of old, by Le- | 

delightful and inviting traveler’s rest my wea- | man’s waters blae—the old Prison of Chillon, 

ry feet have ever entered. I secure a large,|so famed in the early times of Switzerland | 
.|| handsome room, fronting the lake, enjoy a nice | and evermore immortalized by that; touching, 

cold’ bath, and lie down to rest. My dreams} matchless poem of the gifted Lord Byron. 

shall be of the Alps and of Eden. The imagination could hardly cunceive of a 
The call to supper startles me from sleep, | picture more grand and beautiful, or fraught | 

and the gathering Shadows of evening tell me| with deeper historic interest. Oh, if I could [ 
how near I came to losing the glory of a sun-| only put it upon canvass as God is now engra- 

set such as it may never be my good fortune | ying it for me on the tablet of memory ! 7 

to witness again. Possibly the few hours of| There! the glory-beaming face of the sun 

sweet slumber from which I have just come, {is seen no more, and soon his fading beams 

as from a life in elysium, may have so mel-| that still linger upon the icy summit of the 
lowed the senses and clarified the windows of | Alps will also have disappeared. How brim- 

the soul that I see nature as otherwise it could| ming full has been this wonder-crowded day 

never be seen. Grant it; butis it not thus| of the convincing proofs of the Beauty and 

and thus only that we see nature as it is and| Power of the Infinite! Soul and self of the 

as God sees it? Is not the eye of man ordina-| worshipper, too, are brimming with a new, ex- 

rily blind to that indescribable, all-pervading | tatic sense of His immeasurable Love, and as 

beauty with which God has so filled and cloth- | the shades of evening deepen I seem to myself 

ed his nature here and everywhere in the uni- | half conscious that I am quietly passing with 

verse. the day into the realm of glorious dreams. 

Tam seated by the window through which Pee ee 

trailing vines and fragrant roses peep intomy| Sheep and the Dog Law.—You very 

chamber, the air has been cooled and purified | justly urge the importance of the farmers of 
by the gentle shower of rain just fallen, and | Wisconsin giving more attention to sheep hus- 

with head reclining against the casement, I|bandry. I, too, appreciate the importance of 
|| look out with a delicious dreaminess upon the} this branch of farming, and for years have 

unrivalled scene. been doing my best to raise sheep, but like 

At my left, in the beautiful valley through | many of my neighbors am almost discouraged 

which flows the heaven-blue Rhone, lies the | by the frequent depredations of miserable dogs. 

little town of Villeneuve, on the right, the vil- Will our legislators never open their eyes to 

lages of Montreux, Vevay and Morges, backed the importance of wool-growing, and the ne- 

by far-reaching, terraced vineyards on the cessity which exists for a law sufficiently rigid 

slope of the mountains. Before me is blue| te insure the protection of sheep? No matter 

and placid Lake Leman, its deep waters girt what the price of wool, or how great, in other 

in by the snow-clad Alps on the left and ma-|Tespects, the advantages of sheep husbandry 
jestic Jura on the right, a8 a crystal mirror is in itself considered; unless the farmer can 

bordered round with massive frame of bronze, have some security that his flock will not be 

nay, of gold, for the sun, just going down be-| destroyed in a single night—as has happened 
hind the Jura pours a flood of light all over | in many instances within the past year—he 

the Scene, crimsoning the water'and covering | C@nnot be expected to engage in the business. 
the mountains with a flood of golden light.— The law of 1860 is of no value because it is 

Upon the bosom of the lake a fleet of « impossible to get it enforced. Legislators of 
a? + White sails go skimming down,” Wisconsin, if you would act for the interests 

|| each making its goal the Isle de Byron, which | of your constituents and of the State, have the 
seems to float therein as an emerald might | goodness to give less time to Buncombe resolu- 

ati i ila
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: STERN CN tions and more to those great matters.on which A Patriot Departed. 
it Wi in so depends. er i eile saronneetiot et pene aan How true it is that the war, now raging, has 

SrammesiniD, Wis. left its dark shadow upon almost every hearth- 
cori ea stone in the land. Just as we are going to jie iabl 

Life Insurance. * —— ss , press, comes the intelligence of the death of 
aoe a ee ae eee a ai the aged father of Mrs. Hoyt, John Sampson, 
A eee ee een ne late of the army of Kanzas. Mr. 8. wasa na- tion, and we think not without justice, as in tive of Mass, tut Gh early manhood brought 

= workings of the i ee eee ater nee his family to Athens, Ohio, where he lived until 
} 1afe Tnbarence Oompaniveisre boned, Cee the spring of 1860, when he removed to Bour- means of providing for our families and others bon county, Kanzas. It was here that the war 

ee upon = fund that will Sa found him, and though a feeble old man of 70 
! ae wars ante renee yaaa years, no argument could induce him to with- 
| ies peeved eee es “sf oe “| hold from his country what of strength and i In this connection we take pleasure in noting days yet remained to him, He went into the 

; wand ee a a“ cee three months service, asa private in the caval H of Wisconsin—a Company indigenous to our ry attached to the Jd Kanzas Regiment, and 
1 ens ae, which ‘Seems ee - — pre bore himself bravely through the fortunes of 

1 ® splendid success, ‘and is mpialy aca that early western campaign, and was a part 1 Proportions ns a Company which will attract | of that grand rally and charge, at Springfield, 
the attention of older communities than our —— eee oe eeey ie ererweye, 

Ww. evel ie by own. Its officers and trustees are selected from | worthy incentive and example to younger men. among and by the policy holders annually. | He afterwards entered the army for the war. | - here death would no doubt have found him’ f the C is in| Where death would no doubt have found him, | ee ee oe cee roemeny ana | faithful at his post, had not the failing health 
the hands of the insured, which seems to be of his wife determined him to spend the win- . the true basis of management of so great a| ter with his children in Western Virginia.— 
trust. The following is a list of the Trustees vga ae ie Soe ie er Dees and Officers of the Company for the present usefulness, thus much of the soil which may 
year, among whom we notice names of some of | the rie atid make sacred indeed to the | 
our best business men in the State—and they oe 

ST EG A are as trustworthy and capable as an equal - and Neat Wi eee 
number of gentlemen in any State: glad to realize that ur old friend the Dr. is at 

Boarp or Trusters.—Lester Sexton, H. L. | his home duties again, refreshed and invigora- 
Palmer, Dr. Geo. B. Miner, James Bonnell, en, Lpbecmagraere yd fae oo 
Daniel Newhall, H. A. Nichols, M. S. Scott, long experience the benefit of it. The assur- 
J. H. Van Dyke, C. D. Nash, John A. Dutcher, aneae sap nes ean ee a8 very 5 Z gratifying to us and our wish is that she may Chas. F. Isley, John Rice, A. C. Wilmanns, soon be enabled to resume all her duties, and O. Alexander, 8. S. Daggett, Geo. Bremer, Dr. | thus experience the joy of those who labor in E. B. Woleott, Dr. M. C. Darling, 8. D, Hast-| love for those about them. May your whole ki ‘ 4 : Corps Editorial and publishing, enjoy abun- ings, Sata’ Marshall, Simeon Mills, Dr. James | dant success in all your efforts to advance the Cody, Anson P. Waterman, J. Case, Amasa| interests to which your talents and energies Cobb, A. B. Alden, John 8. Rockwell, John T. | are devoted anda substantial pppetcinticn: of Hemphill, J. A. Bingham, John Lawler, Seth | your exertions by all interested! Notwith- Doan, I. M. Bennett, J. G. Thorp, G. W. standing these times of war, inducing commer- Mitchell, John H. Rountree, Henry 8. Baird. | cial and financial pressure all over our land C. D. Nash, Treas: Dr. E. B. Woleott, Vice-| and in fact all over the business world, we en- | Pres. and Consulting, Physician: H. L. Pak | tertain the hope,.and heartily express to you. mer, James Bonnell, Chas, F. Ilsley, Execu-| the wish that your “shadow many never be. H tive Committee: A. W. Kellégg, Sec’y: H. G. | less!” E. M. Daxrortu.” Wilson, Gen. Agent. Ps Summit, Jan. 1863. 

en
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NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. | Twenty-acre farms near Philadelpbia—See the adver- 

feiss oes tisement of Chas E, Landis. 

Attention is called to the new advertisement of the Dodge | Garden seed#, Farm and Garden implements for sale by 
Co, Mutual Fire Insurance Co. Of the principle upon | John Vanderbilt, New York. 

whieh this and other mutual compaures are based we can| Seo advertisement of Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago 
add nothing to what has already been said. It simply re-|R.R. ‘This 1s. one of the finest railways in the U.8. and 
mains for us to say in this connection, that the company | we are glad to Know that it is doing fine business. ‘The 
above named is one of the soundest in the country— taking | pegt route to northern Ohio, Philadelphia or Washington. 

no risks except upon country property or buildings far re- 
moved from, each oti; aiwiyg pellet pagiia? be sal} Milwaukee & Chicago R. R.—A good road and well oon- 

losses, and, in all respects, so far as we have been able to | 70¢%d—oficers and conductors generous and obliging — | 
learn, conducting its business in a pradent and honorable | °° 4¥ertisement. 
manner, The report for 1602 shows the company tobe in| Racine & Misciesippi R. K.—completed to the Mississip- 
an excellent condition, and a personal acquaintance wtih | pi river and in good condition throughout. 
some of the principal officers and directors induces the be-| C. Raoux, of New York, offers Nursery stock. 
lief that this condition will continue so long as they have| Thos. Hislop of Milwaukee, keeps a fine stock of farm, 
its affairs in charge. | garden and flower seeds. He is an enterprising and fair 

‘The Madison Seed Store and Grocery is doing a fine bus- | 1ealer and enjoys a large patronage, 
ines this spring in every department. The proprietors! > ¥+ Morrison has a valuable jack for sale. We are glad 
seem determined to deserve a universal patronage, and we | toree that there is a growing interest in this important 
have xo doubt their commendable efforts will be largely re- | PFaDch of stock-raising. 

warded. | Anew Wisconsin Seedliog Strawberry is introduced by 
The White Willow advertised by J. C. Plumb, is believed | 74480 Prentice of Watertown. See advertisement. 

tobe the genuine article, and as he offers the cutlings at | 
but little more than half the price at which orders are ta STATEMENT ® 
keu by most of the traveling agents, purchasers in. this oP THE 
State will of course find it to their interest to buy of him in | 

preference. | Madison Mutual Insurance Company, 
The list of Agricultural works advertised in last and pres- | So eee 

entnumbers of Faruer is that from whieh we propose to 
supply our working friends with: prizes. It embraces | DECEMBER 31, A. D., 1862. 

many books of great value and it is hoped that we shall) Made tothe Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as re- 
have the opportunity to award large numbers to our | quired by the provisions of chapter 108, of the General 
agents. See advertisement and again look at the Prize list | Laws of 1858. 

in Prospectus. Total amount of accumulations,........... $327,464 67 

Madam Demorest’s Sewing Machine has not yet been ASSETS. 
fairly tested by us; though oneof them is in the hands of | Unimpaired premium notes of 
an ingenious lady whose verdict shall be published in next nee a ae 7 
number, It should be understood at the outset that it is| Policy. nolders and agents, 
capable of making but one stitch—the running. On 00 _ 297,40t or 

Mr. I. Gould, Nurseryman of Beaver Dam, whose stock hist it ene ens yee ae $15,902,000 60 
isadvertised in this number, has the reputation of being a | Number of policies issued in 1862,.-..-.-- 7.106 
careful and suilful cultivator, and on the endorsement of | Am), Of Cutsmanding risks thereon.....-.- ean oe 
those who have dealt with him we have no hesitation in | Am’t cash premiums thereon, less commis- 

SEER Neto the pile, His Desciptive Oataonne | eet need ie | ae 
will be sent to any who desire it. Total am’t losses reported during 1802,.... _ $17,744 16 

Combtock's Rotary Spader, advertised vy Comstock & | waranyt, Somes Paid durihg 1862, 80in 
Gliddon, should have been illustrated in this number, but ha Scie eee fraudilent ass 

the cats were delayed somewhete on their way from New | Loescs adjusted and net dion. 2222 none. 
York and have not reached us yet. The Scientsfic Amer- | Losses unadjusted,.........-..+.sserese 292 35 

ican, the best jadge of implements and machinery in gen_ Tani at cee . ares 3% 
eral, gives it'a prominent place among the inventions de- | Am’t paid for printing,......+..+--.+-.-+ 540 50 

signed for preparing the soll for seed, and we are oursett | 47 Pald {OF policy stampa: === 5-2. so 
quite sanguine that it will, for soils favorable to its use, | Expenses paid, including all compensation _ 

eventually supercede the plow. In the next number look eck hive, taal, lights, aba other ekaear. 
out for the “Spader.” ” - GUGMIOMNE ccestta ta <ssescsacticacess 7,290 98
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, Wisconsin Farmer—Advertising Department. i 

Comparative Statement of the business of the Com- DIRECTORS FOR THE YEAR 1863. ! \ Pany for the years 1859, 1860, 1861 and 1862 - 3: W. BOYD, Walworth Oo. ! &  EbREE 4. SSR SgEE 2 DAVID ATWOOD, Bane Ose i ieeltttefa PEPE £7 Z G.. MONTAGUE, La Drone. 4 g£S88S83 25 38352 86 ASA KINNEY, Green Lake Co. | ie g3ef *ZSeg er HH GILES, Dane Oo. 
{ 4 ae BE AS gE: aEe = BF, HOPKINS, Dane Gon | { f GEE: Si SEES: “ee dee ORRIN GUERNSEY, Rock Co- | . HE Bi Ri BagSE: re, FEANK H. ROPER, Dodge Co. j sepele yi Ghee p]eeey || farsetmmicenee | Brace: ¢: REESE: BES 8. D HASTINGS, Trempelean Co. | : Seen 8: EEirgi€ s E DAVID TAYLOR, Sheboygan Co. { ; serdi o:-Poeee igé zz 8. R. MoCLELLAN, Kenosha Co. j : Bxeket 2:6: 232: Teh & J.T. LEWIS, Columbia Co. | i SeEe: : 2: a: Bri: get: JOHN TOAY, Iowa Co. ! SBTees 3 Rt RBS Bs os os, } = a OFFICERS. } : Serre 4 JouN W. Born, President. } : 5 e515 Saat eatinas 2: B. F, Hopxixs, Vice President. ’ 3 eee kei aa :| 8. D. Hasrixas, Treasurer. : 2395S Pool deegtee ges } D. Worratscrox, Secretary. 

3 a Susueasen Sa 8 ge Sis Bel be, | G. F. Hasrixos, General Agent. | oo Sts Soe ee ee ae 
a eis os r mi g LOSSES PAID BY THR COMPANY IN 1859. j pee: eyes Sap seie 5 8 H Coleman, Juneau, Dodge 0..........0+4 10 00 $ 5 : ge £2 2-38 JH Seaman, Hichland, Richland corscccc2.. 938.8 S 88ar : 882: :.:..8 Fanny Plummer. Mausion, Juneau oo..-..... 15 00 a . : . : 2 . le ee eeeeeeenee i ad s2ee8 i gefsi i: - Neleon Sickles, Mites semeneee 690 00 Qe] A L Beebee, Dunn, Dane co..........2220000 650 00 ; pepeecaiinabllaieutitenes 4 IH Barber, Juneau, Dodge co.------...-.. 68 00 . cece ss foe e: Jas H Main, Juneau, Dodge e0......0....... 403 57 3 Sf it-ttiee as Be | ‘Thos Mayhew, Merton, Waukesha co......... 27 00 i» cee oer 38 s Se: W N Seymour, Madison, Dane co..........-. 20 00 : ssess 8 Qe are = S ‘Wm Edwards, Sugar Creek, Walworth co..... 400 00 ; $322¢ "0s Fimo. 92 ; Leonard Hatch, Kenosha..ee....ececsaecccee 100 00 —_ —_—— 2 Sdibi SVs shape 409 45 s sse2 of oS 3: = LOSSES PAID IN 1860. + 

= Base BSte@i i: : ¥ 8 Willmarth, Sun Prairie, D: Lgesseceses SHEED: : caeei : Begs: Sis é Gyrus 8 Davis, Menominee Valls, Waishs co so 
ee 8! _| ee teetoen aera z ce ate : Henry Johnson, Somers, Kenosha ¢0.,......... 12-60 

> STS Bee! sik eee S08 2: Fllny Putnam, Rubicon, Dodge 00..-..-++r+- 500 : EES ae Ce e g : EB Thurtell, Jamestown, Grant co.,........... 500 00 3 iii: i iiig, BB AA Anderson, Delafield, Waukesha co.,...... 7 00 :. 36 53.2...3.. sekBMR Ae Vaboon James T Walklin, Eagle’ Waukesha CO.jccceee 20.00 : eH ear arse |. | | C Sutherland, Fitchburg, Dane c0.,......-..... 10 00 ftiiii 3 32285 $ B $1 | | Harrison Koons, Concord, Jefferson oo......., 40000 a Ss 2. pee Owen Garity, Sullivan, Jefferson 00.,.....2+..++ 6 00 = emi ii 8 © P Oburchill, Waukesha 00.,......0cscccccc. | 6 68 2 388 = 58 Fi i & Caleb Jewett, Town of Madison, Dane co.,..--- _17 61 : s $3fs- = TS 3 Mary La Follett, Primrose, Dane 00 y..+-2.--+ 115 00 = ota e Sone: 2g Tm Aone, iatags Gtors; Dane eS ea 
Saat eee Pee ee Ae Strong, Navel, Combine 77722 aa ' St et Quartus Towry, jobnstown, Rock gee eeeeeee : SS: snaaueses gs} Robert Hornby, Fairfield, Sauk con? 2.22. 496 08 : Soo se. es niwitel 2 fis. ge ‘Thomas Stevens, Dane, Dane 00.,..........00. 200 06 ? B ceed dg P20 Doha eee | fons, Wigan, Bey, Dane con vccceses 102 89 : 423 02..3.. 3000S : Douglas . fan CO. essences ) 3 2323203 iis . g 2 |. | | Sesiah Pierce, Pardeeville, Columbia cor... "400 00 = eo cse 6. 525.8, Bik § 3 —_—_—_—_— , > _— a ae err 

$5,003 23 ' izes “ gi al! LOSSES PAID IN 1861. = i 3588 » BE S:.:-3. 2 LD Later, 5 he thecsesnnaiesd 53 8 iFge.3 Beesi i i & Edward Woah, Coote, La fated soscccccss “See es | ; oon pear Nathan Kellogg, Dane 60.......0--- 15.00 | | ' SB i8888 € ssa: : is Henry A Ghapeeo, Bast handoiph Gi 0 ex 
: Fg a Tr Sualtscst Rese eek ee 11,000:00 z 0. ©. Burdick, Christiana, Dane ¢0.,,.......++6 200 : zr 2S Rempel Piroserts, Junean, Dodge Oo1--+-.0-220 13 50 ; & Albert Gaston, Cottage Grove, Dane 00.,....... 118 & i : maw ie 4 

e ‘ited Tak Faber, Delavan; Walwortl iy.000002 359 09 ; 
Lydia Crocker, Lake Mills. jefferson 00.,.... : & z a John Feller, Bear Creek, Sauk Conj.ee-.------- 046.65 || 
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Vou. XV. MADISON, APRIL 1, 1863. No. 4. Sere Fe ee ae ee 0uecuau_e_»nnajaoaaoaDaam09S eo 
Western Virginia—its Resources and Scenery. | of a State. When this was first talked of, as || 

BY MRS. Hoyt. & possibility, in the Wheeling Convention of 
‘shel oS 1861, I had the curiosity to look up informa- 

. Within the lifetime of most who read these | sion as to what were the resources of that por- 
lines we shall know so much more shan We | tion of the State in case it were allowed to set now do of that portion of the Old Dominion up for itself. Go search out the genealogy and 

called Western Virginia, that it will seem to prospective fortune of the veriest foundling, 
have added itself to the galaxy of States far| 4 you would find yourself about as rich in 
more asa necessity of its individual charac- gleanings.as in this; the sum total, so far as 

ter than as a fragment of a disrupted Ore the authorities went, being that Western Vir- 
eignty, leaving it no other choice. And this may ginia was very full of rocks and very scarce 

not be so dependent pe Sash at first *ppear| of water, had large forests and small fields, not 
upon the approval or rejection of a final as much school-house, not many to go in case it 
cial appeal. one ie that cae Somearaiixely | had, very little internal improvement and very 
unpopulated district, when in a most defence- little prospect of having any more, its princi- 
less state, and with only an implied Promise of | 4) railroad being there because Baltimore and 
help for any: immediate sustainment, gave Richmond were east of the Blue Ridge; in 
20,000 majority against ioe mpd spyolt of ne short, that in everything worth speaking of, it always insolent and dominant Eastern section it was Western, not Eastern Virginia. Only 

am gine fer in awakening frit Pop! as so in one particular did the authorities allow it to 
Hment of approval in regard: to this unproee- be at all worthy of comparison with the trans- dented demand for admission to the rank of a Alleghanian of glorious history— what it 

State. Nor is this all. So nobly and so ne had of improved land being worth more per sistently has this confederation of counties j acre than that on the other side of the moun- 

stead up se ihe snEeey of the O12 Flag: | tains, it not having been so much subjected to 
that there is room for doubt if any State, or the running-down cultivation of the “peculiar section of State, of equal extent and resource, institution.” From all this, it really seemed to 

has done more in furnishing the grand ~ be the least desirable, as ‘a home, of any part of that Federal force that Breet muni : of our great and varied Union. During the 

7 a A See ne ke ees past summer a new volume upon this entire 
ee ae now. me ial a ” | subject came in my way. Fresh, vigorous, and, ing it an attention it will not be in the nature without controversy, truthful in its representa- 

of, ings te idinetts tions, I gave it such attention as the health 
The forty-eight counties lying west of that| .14 circumstances of the time of its perusal 

most fantastic line, now dividing the sacred | rendered possible. This book can be found in 
soil of the old regime, may seem to the indif- | put one place; it was Western Virginia itself. 
ferent observer a poorly chosen area upon which | Does any one expect elaborate statements in 
to work out the material and build the glory | regard to the mining, manufactories and agri-
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|| culture of the past of this new State, as an | fiercely around, and with a voice whose tone 

earnest of what it isto become? There is no- | gave evidence of the most vehement anger, he 

|| thing, or almost nothing to be told. With but | pronounced again the word “Sugar!” three 

small - any ing that ce be | time: id tod. us brought f° house to ; 

Spsopidery fbe mfr ind a an dt uti she we eee 
little outside of this, save these three staples | mirth, or want of the most appreciative atten- || 

of necessity, fire, light, and salt. Apropos of | tion, he turned round disdainfully and asked, 

this, may not one be pardoned for balancing | “Who will laugh at sugar now?” 

these almost vitalizing products against the| This Kanahwa salt, of which such immense 

figs and Don Quixote, which are so nearly the | quantities are made in the valley of that name, || 

all that one of the so called Great Powers has | or salt, wherever made, is not a thing to be 

given to the world !—also for quoting from the | laughed at. Several circumstances that came || 

child’s story of, “How big was Alexander, | under my notice during the summer assured 

Pa?” these lines: me of this; that one which made the deepest 

“°Twas not his stature made him great, impression being the sight of men, some of 

Det crear ee ee them flushed with the hot blood of youth and 

Western Virginia can scarcely be said to have | ya. others in the silver-gray of age, but all 

a name yet, either small or great, and while it | ,. persistent in their disloyalty that they had 

has the audacity to have in contemplation the | .Jo4 the test of every other want, coming at 

working out of one, coal is abundant and is | j,<¢ to the headquarters of a Federal officer 

extensively shipped by the N. W. V. R. R. to) ang yolunteering the oath of allegiance to the 

the Ohio. In the “‘to be or not to be” of va- | Government they had contemned, because that 

rious other highways of transportation, for like | yas the only way of getting possession of a 

uses, lies the question of how much this single |}. 101 of salt. 

commodity has to do with the material great-| 7),o primitive character of the people and 

ness of the coming State. For, thanks to the | .ivijization of the country is evidence that 

unfolding science of the age, coal no longer | there has been very little effort to develop its 

stands simply, versus cold, as at first, nor ver-| resources beyond the demand for actual use. 

sus inertia, as in its second grand impulse in |). mineral wealth of those deep-ribbed hills 

the progress of the world; but now, as tom | ):o¢ untouched of shaft or the miner’s pick ; 

after ton is exhumed from the darkness where | (1. water-fall of almost the entire country, is 

it has bided its time, every square foot seems | tumbling about pretty much as God left it, ap- 

to look up with the enquiry, “ What wil! you | jieq to no useful purpose, and the fertility of 

have?” If the oil, manufactured so largely | those valleys that wind so gracefully away 

| jn its western counties, and by which nameless wherever rivers flow or hills lean, has never 

| thousands are to-night reading the news of the | een tested. But on the face of the country 

| day, may go for a prophecy of its future, en- | ties evidence of wealth that waits but the hand 
cyclopwdias of prospective generations will not | o¢ intelligent industry. In a journey either 

fail to give it honorable mention. by public highway of railroad or pike, or 

Salt! For the benefit of those who de not re- | through the rural districts north or south of 

member the story, and because it illustrates | these, you would scarcely find, from Parkers- 

the emphasis with which I wrote the above | burg to Stanton, a farm which at the North 

word, I will relate that on one occasion, that | would pass for respectable ; and yet, nowhere 

eloquent champion of the cause of the Ameri- | in this land of all-bountifuluess, have I seen a 

can Revolution, Lord Chatham, commenced a | greater variety of things desirable for man and | 

speech in the House of Commons with the | beast. 

words, ‘Sugar, Mr. Speaker.” Observing a Nor is this much less so as you approach the 

smile through the audience,’ he paused, looked | more mountainous regions where both Union
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and Confederate troops had, for the past eight- | plentiful and so fine that the table of the hum- 

een months, left-the red trailof war. Theev-| blest mountaineer does not remind you of the 

ident ease and slack-handedness with which | fact. As you approach what is now the soutn- 

these results were reached could not but lead the | eastern boundary of the new State, and after 
thoughtful observer to indulge in some pietur- | you are fairly out of any valley through which 
ings of the future of this portion of the old | you find your way-to the more elevated lands, 

Union that seemed opening to us with all the | almost all traces of anything like small farms 
freshness of a discovery. Many times, as such | disappear, and instead you will see forests of 

thoughts were. aroused in my own mind, by anew | deadened timber where the woodman’s axe has 

prospect of the beauty and ungathered wealth | never cleared a bough or felled a tree, and 

. that swept before my eyes, I have heard exclam- | where the sod has never been broken or a seed 

ations of delight from the lips of those who de- | sown, grasses as fine as those that are usually 

clared that Western Virginia was the only coun- | secured by years of expense and waiting.— 

try for which a man could afford to forego the | Here, with only the care of an occasional salt- 

boundless blue, and broad acres of the West. | ing, are pastured immense herds of cattle, and 
Indeed it was no uncommon thing to hear even | at intervals of miles you will find the shanty- 

the New England soldier announce his inten- | looking homes of these natives whom you would 
tion, first to clear that fair land of the foul | not suspect of being called upon to pay taxes | 

breath and footstep of treason, and then make | upon thousands of these acres. Find, did I 

it the New England of his adoption, admitting | say? You will find but few of these native 

it to have every balance of advantage, save the ) Virginians or the homes of their former habit- 

Yankee and Plymouth Rock. If pressed to/ ations; only the blackened chimneys and 

know how he, being the legitimate heir of the | smouldering ruins that mark where they have 

genius of the one and the prestige of the other, | been. The chivalry of this region are mostly 

could afford to abandon the land of his fath- | engaged in the Quixotic enterprise of hunting 

ers, I found no one so wanting in intelligent | up their rights, far away from the scenes where 
forecast but that he was ready to affirm that they had so long and so peaceably enjoyed 

the Yankee wou!d be with him and, wherever | them. 

settled, by virtue of the principles he inherited, In strange contrast to the desolations of war 

if true to them, he laid for the world a new spreads out the landscape which it has taken 

Plymouth. generous nature but one season to bring up to 
If the natural products of the soil may be such surpassing freshness, Beneath the blue 

taken as indicating its capabilities there is no arch of heaven, and standing in its golden air, 

good reason for the generally accepted, but I no country I have yet seen can compare in 

think mistaken idea, that it is not to be an ag- scenery with Western Wirginia. Leaving the 

ricultural State. Through valley, plain, up- bluffs of the beautiful Ohio, and progressing 

land, and over the crests of those magnificent through an extent of most picturesqne and va- 

ranges of hills that seem to say to the one side, ried, but comparatively level land, you will 

««we are here for defence,” and to the oth-| 6.9 yourself so beguiled by the enchantments 
er, “for defiance,” the flora, fruits, grasses} 9» 11... way that, ere you are aware, you will 

and timbers that abound with such a pro- have left days behind you, and with them left 

| digality of luxuriance, are witness that no pictures you will not soon forget; a maze of 

| man skilled in the science of hus’ andry would loveliness and grace in the valleys and on the 

| here nee to bury his preference in other oc- viveterbel dey great swale: ofesloping $uiliznt, 

tion. . | Ee very little attéhtion “has been paid thickets of evergreen, sudden brooks dashing 

} to the cultivation of garden or orchard fruits, | Across your way, the flowers and leaves of all 

the native products of all small fruits are so | woods that crown the summit of hills that with- 

ee rn a eee 

- 
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out weariness you have climbed, until you | &c. will also be wanted. An acre of good land 

stand upon the topmost peak of some mountain ld recep lisee pedi gar ats Moe 
range where stretched out a magnificence of | is now selling at $3 25 per bushel, and we un- 

prospect worthy the rapture of the enthusiast | derstand that it is in contemplation to erect 
machinery in our State that will make a market 

axd the hand of the artist. for the straw. The farmers threw away great 
When I hear said, or read, as I sometimes | quantities of straw the past season, thus mak- 

do, that there are parts of this region of coun- pe talaga as Ee kak 
try that will never be cleared up, but stand | sown about the first of April. 

forever clothed in the depths of primeval for- aman ee scielMai 

este, I thank God for such refuges in this world The Great International Exhibition. 

of mad improvement. It does me real good to ——— 

be able to report that of a county I did not ae 

have an opportunity of visiting, a Federal offi- npn icone a epuepE 

cer, whom I know to be loyal and truthful, told With the view of studying the Exhibition in 

me that the first time he camped in Webster he | the most natural order, we have crossed the 

thought he would have to stand up all nignt, | Gardens from the Eastern Annexe, where, at 
7 there not being level room enough for him to | 0UT last visit, wo saw the vast colléotion of ag- 

safely liedown! This is a county that does ricultural and horticultural impléments and 

not appear on the maps, having been, withina macl ines, to the Western Annexe, which in- 

quite recent date, made up of the southern part cludes all 

of Randolph, a bit of Pochahontas, Greenbrier HEAVY MACHINERY IN MOTION. 

and others adjacent. In justice to the county} Standing at the entrance and looking down 

I ought, perhaps, to state that the person re-|the length of this mighty hall, we beholda 

ferred to is tall, requiring something over six | spectacle such as never before greeted the eye 

feet to be altogether comfortable. of man. This Annexe is two hundred feet 

It is well, that in all parts of the world, there | wide and nine hundred and seventy-five feet 

are visible and indestructible smybols, such as | long; thus affording a surface upon the flcor 

the Alps, Niagara and great Forests to remind|of one hundred and ninety-five thousand 

us of the presence and brooding of the Infinite. | square feet, economically packed with power- 

In regard to the climate, resources and scen- | ful and beautiful machinery adapted to every 

ery of Western Virginia we find many who| conceivable use, all moving at the top of 

have reached widely different conclusions from | their speed, and executing each its predeter- 

these so briefly sketched; the cause seeming to | mined work for the inspection of thousands of 

be that they have either not seen whereof they | curious admirers who throng the avenues, or 

judge, or merely looked at it from the lines of | crowd here and there, in wondering groups. 

public travel, of which, as before said, there} Listen a moment! Was there ever on earth 

are few, and, as is often the case, through the | such a blending of dissonances, making har- 

least inviting portions. The first decade of | monious music of a ceaseless whirr, and hum, 

years, after the war is fairly over, will render | and hiss, and clank, and click, and rattle, and 

it a juster verdict than could now secure a fair | thundering roar, which would turn one’s brain 

hearing. Of the people, and their institutions, | and fit him for a mad-house, were it not that 

a word hereafter. they all speak so eloquently of the Progress of 

Sa Man? 

aoe en imemer rial e red British ey occupies oe portion of 

coming so scarce that some article must be sub- |‘he Annexe adjoining the main body of the 
stituted for it. Our fathers and mothers form-| Exhibition Palace, and fills about five-eighths 

= ae Ser cataes aueeel eee of the entire space. Beyond Great Britain, 

Besides, an immense quantity of bagging,ropes, | France, Austria, Switzerland, Denmar, Bel- 

~
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gium, Prussia, Italy and Sweden are each well | Those intended for agricultural use have al- 

represented. But of these we propose an ex- | ready been referred to. It remains to take a 

amination on some future occasion, when the | look at the stationary engines for use in facto- 

special exhibitions of those several countries | ries, mills, mines, and at the locomotive en- 

come to be considered. For to-day we may gines, of all of which there are several very 

confine our hurried inspection to what is here | interesting examples. 

shown by the British Kingdom, which, inthis} The road engines, or rather road steam-car- 

department, as in almost every other, is ahead | riages, we briefly alluded to in an article on 
of the rest of the world. steam plowing. It would not he correct to say 

MARINE ENGINES that they are common in England, though sey- |. 

Come first in order. Some of.themare not | eral of them have beep constructed and used 

more remarkable for their massiveness and | With considerable satisfaction. They resemble 

power,than for tke perfection and beauty of |im general appearance, the ordinary portable 
their finish.. One—a representative of the best | #¢ricultural steam engines, and are usually 
high and low pressure engine— presents a va- constructed with disconnecting gear, so that 

riety of improvements, and when. provided | the power may beused, when desired, for driv- 

with apparatus for super-heating the steam, | ing threshing, grinding, and other machinery. 
feed-water heaters, &c., is said to consume but| ‘‘ The Aveliug or Porter engine,” which we 

two pounds of coal per indicated horse power. | §@W at Farningham making its way along the 
There are, likewise, several other marine en- road, and through the fields, and up and down 

gines of improved and peculiar construction, | steep hills with all the "facility with which a 

two of them with direct-acting, inverted cyl-| Well trained mule could have traversed the 

inders; that is, with the two cylinders working | 82me paths, was driven by an endless chain, 

vertically over the crank-shaft, and thereby | Which transmits the power from the engine to 

economizing width--a consideration of great | the driving wheels; the steering being effected 
importance in the narrow hold of a ship. by a single small wheel in front. 

We find, also, an interesting collection of| Bray's engine for roads is peculiar in that it 

models illustrative ‘of the history and present | has a series of apertures in the driving wheel 
condition of screw steam navigation—among | tires, through which, by means of an ecoen- 

them models of the engines used in the King-| tric, a series of blades or teeth may be pro- 
ston and Holyhead mail service, so remarkable | truded, in order to gain additional hold on 
for the high speed and regularity with which | steep inclines or soft roads. The power is 
the passages are performed across the Irish | transmitted by pinions on the crank-shaft, 
Channel. The contract time for making the | gearing into large toothed wheels in the driy- 
passage is 8} hours, which requires a high de- | ing wheels; steering effected by a screw worm 
gree of speed; and so far from ever failing to and sector. 

‘come to time,” in 1861 they made an aggre-| There would seem to be no sufficient reason 
gate gain of 41 hours, or about 4 minutes on| why locomotive éngines for road use should 
each passage. The English are famous for this | not succeed, and, from what we have seen in 

kind of regularity and reliability in all matters | England, it is onr opinion that they will ulti- 
involving the public interest, while we Yan-| mately come into extensive use for certain pur- 

kees are more of the sldm-ahead sort without | poses: 

\ so much regard to that invariability which is GREW’S ICE LOCOMOTIVE 

essential to the comfort and convenience of the |, 4 novelty, and we must look at it. It differs 
great public. in construction from the Yankee invention by 

LAND ENGINES AND LOCOMOTIVES Norman Wiard. but may meet with a like fate. 
Are numerous and equally interesting—! It looks like an ordinary tank engine with 

.
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only one pair of wheels, five feet in diameter | quisite to make the scoop act. At 22 miles an 

and studded with steel spikes to insure a hold | hour 1080 gallons can be picked up out of one 

upon the ice. The fore part of the boiler is | trough, and 1180 gallons at 35 miles per hour, 

supported on a frame with sled runners, the | at which speed the maximum effect is produced. 

frame being adjustable by means of a hand- MILLS : 

steering wheel on the driver’s platform. Of various kinds are on exhibition—flouring 

THE RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVES mills, mills for the manufacture of linseed oil, 

Are most vf them splendid examples of the} and mills for the manufacture of sugar from 

saperior skill of the English workers in iron. | the cane. 

In external appearance they are not so showy| One of the last of these is remarkable for 

as the American Engines, but some of them | its massiveness and immense power, on which 

are more powerful than any we remember to | account it constitutes a marked feature of this 

have seen in the United States. Here is one| branch of the Exhibition. It consists of three 

that weighs 27 tons, and has repeatedly made | horizontal iron rollers, having their surface 

60 to 70 miles per hour. It is supported upon | slightly roughened by shallow grooving. The 

eight wheels, the driving wheels being 8 feet | juice expressed by these rollers is lifted by a 

6 inches in diameter. The cylinders are 17} | pump worked by a crank attached to one of 

inches in diameter, with two feet stroke, and | the rollers. 

are placed outside the wheels. Centre of grav-| This mill is driven by a powerful beam steam 

ity lowered by suspending the boiler under the | engine. Total weight of mill, 140 tons. 

driving axle. ‘ Hydraulic presses, centrifugal pumps, blow- 

Here is another whose weight is 35 tons; | ing engines, ventilators, and many other ma- 

effective power, as measured by a dynamome- | chines for as many purposes crowd this part of 

ter, equal to 748 horses. It is said to be ca- | the building and challenge our attention, but 
pable of drawing a train with a gross weight | ‘‘must wait another day.” ' 

of 120 tons at the rate of 60 miles an hour on I0E-MAKING BY STEAM! 

fair gradients. The boiler will bear a press-| If the East India monarch, who had never 

ure of 120 pounds to the square inch, and when | seen ice, felt himself trifled with and insulted 

employed in the mail service, with a train of | by the foreign’ visitor who attempted to con- 

90 tons, is accustomed to make the moderate | vince him that in the country from which he 

speed of 29 miles per hour, including stoppa- | came, the water became so hard in the winter 

ges, with the consumption of but 21 Ibs. of| that an elephant could walk upon it, what 

coke per mile. would he have said had he been told that it 

But the most novel feature of any railway | was capable of being reduced to that condition 

locomotive is that which characterizes an ex-| by steam f 

press engine exhibited by the London & North-| Fifty years ago the possibility of this would 

western Railway Company. The tender of | not have been believed by even an enlightened 

this engine is provided with an apparatus for | Anglo-Saxon philosopher. And yet this very 

replenishing the supply of water while the | thing is being done here to-day, with the ther- 

train is in motion: this is effected by a curved | mometer up to 90° in the shade! 

tube of rectangular section, which is capable| Let us elbow our way through the wonder- 

of being lowered so as to dip into a trough of |ing crowd and see the masheen that does it. 
water placed between the rails; the impulse | That it is actually made by it none will doubt, 1 

imparted to the water by the train in motion | for st one end the water goes in, and at the 

causes it to rise in the tube and flow into the | other, cakes of beautiful ice, two inches thick, 

tender tank. In actual practice, the troughs | come out almost without ceasing. ‘But is it 

are used in lengths of a quarter of a mile, and| ice?” Look at the thirsty, melting multitude 

a speed greater than 15 miles per hour is re-| who eagerly catch at the broken fragments so
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Cleverly dealt out by the wizard who presides| It works the pump and drives the other ma- 

at the box—nay, take a piece into your own|chinery. The process is, therefore, literally 

}| lmands and believe. the making of ice by steam. 

: “But how is the ice made?” Very simply This one machine is capable of supplying 
indeed. This is the principle: evaporation is| all the ice required in the Exhibition. 

a cooling process. This theory is recognized} Glancing hurriedly at a vast nuniber of ma- 

every time we sprinkle water upon the floor of| chines for making brick, for preparing peat, 

our apartments in summer. The water evapo-| brewing machines‘ and coolers, bottling and 

rates, and in becoming vapor takes with it a/ corking machines, washing machines, ‘crushing 

portion of the heat of theapartment. So now,| machines, wire-rope and telegraphic cable- 

if we could find something which would act in| making machinery, automaton mint weighing 
the same manner upon water as it acts upon| machines, electro-magnetic engines, and a’ 

the floor, only more rapidly, the temperature | thousand others, we come finally to the mag- 

of the water might be so diminished as that it | nificent display of 

would be frozen. Sulphuric ether is a liquid SPINNING AND WEAVING MACHINERY. 

which vaporizes very rapidly, andis hence very} Of these, another day. 

cooling. Put adrop upon your hand and see (a 

how cool it makes it at once. Winter Evening Thoughts—Farming not the 
ij Meanest Occupation after all. 

But ether would not naturally vaporize so rap- 
3 g oo Epizon Wis. Farmern:—The remarks of 
idly as to freeze water in contact with it. Isthere : 

i x Adolphus, in the February No. of the Farmer, 
no way by which the rapidity of that process 

4 4 = ., | Were read with interest by the undersigned, 
might be increased sufficiently to accomplish 

i f is | and for his encouragement, I would say that 
that object? Yes, by simply removing the air : 

4 farmers do not acquire riches and independ- 
which presses upon the surface of the ether 

i 7 1 ence because they are always and uniformly 
with a weight of 15 pounds to the square inch iy 

Li ._ | Successful in each and all of their various pro- 
and thus retards the formation ef vapor. This|. # ee 

5 és jects and undertakings, but it is through eter- 
may be readily done by means of an air pump; aoe a 

d this is what is now-being done before our ‘ap vigilonon:and.paiiont,i metirings perserer: 
Saale cee 8 ance, that a competence through farming is 

ws ususlly attained. ; 
The ether is contained in a tight vessel sur- Planting and tending fruit trees, the fruits 

rounded by a quantity tea water in another | o¢ which they will, perhaps, never eat, sowing 

larger vessel; and the air is exhausted from| anq planting grain from which they do not re- 
the ether vessel by a pump working with 4! ajize a paying crop; digging and gathering 
piston air-tight. This vaporizes the ether 60/ unsound potatoes; picking mildewed goose- 

fast that the salt water is suddenly reduced to| perries, and lesing now gnd then a favorite 

a temperature below the freezing point. It is} tree or shrub, is nothing more than falls to the 

}| then compelled to flow through a long close} io¢ of all mortal farmers. 

box containing tin moulds of pure water, which| {¢ is said that whatever has been done can, 

]| is thereby frozen and delivered in beautiful | under the same circumstances, be done again; 

cakes by the traveling frame which moves in &| therefore, by observing, as we may, the suc- 

direction contrary to the refrigerating current. | cesses which have attended the efforts of some 

: The ether vapor removed at every stroke of| farmers in this State, in the way of raising 

the pump is passed over to a condenser where | fryit and other farm products, aii who choose 

it reassumes the ether form and is then return- may reasonably hope to eat fruit plucked from 

4| ed tothe evaporating vessel to be used again/ their own vines and trees, even in this ‘ vari- 

and again. able and inhospitable clime.” We may also 
«But what has steam to do with all this?” | usually.expect to raise an overplus, and, now 

: 

. 

.
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and then, under favorable cireumstances, a re-| pendence. If, as is sometimes the case, his 

|| markable crop of wheat, oats; corn &c.; and | crops fail, in consequence of an untimely frost, 

if we properly plant and cultivate our potatoes |the “bug,” or “blight,” it is almost always 

we may,hope to be successful in securing an | within his power, (and that, too, without any 

abundance of them also. But if, in conse | material inconvenience), to postpone his build- 

quence of unfavorable weather, or some other jing, buying cabinet ware, or painting and de- 

circumstance not under our control, ag appears | corating his buildings, as the case may be, to 

to have been the case with Adolphus, (‘pur po-|a@ more convenient season; but the mechanic ; 

tatoes nearly all rot,” .we may pérbaps gather | at such times finds himself out of employment, 

enough sound ones for the use,of, our own-fam- | provisions high, and his little ones wanting for 

ilies, while the compensation which the me- | bread. 
chanig receives,for his day’s work is altogether! If there isa young man who wishes to en- 

too insufficient to buy them, and his family are | gage in a business that will be sure to bring 

obliged to go without. bs him the greatest amount of leisure at middle 

If people who usually handle the most mon- | age, there is nothing better than farming and 

ey could be said to live under the most favora-| horticulture. And while he is thus engaged 
ble circumstances for obtaining a comfortable |in tilling the soil, he will be sure to be employ- 

livelihood, and-at the same time ‘be, in the |ed ina healthy occupation. In short, if he 

same proportion, less subject to’ disappoint- | would be independent, let him procure a piece 

ments ‘depending on circumstances not /of land, goto work upon it, keep within his 

under their control,” then might it be said |means, shun the lawyer, avoid the doctor, be 

that the ecoupation of a mechanic, merchant, |temperate and honest that he may possess a 

or lawyer is more desirable than that of a | clear conscience, improve his spot of earth that 

farmer; but so long as the farmer holds the | he may leave the world better than he found it, 

staff of life in his own hands, so long as the |and then if he cannot “live happily, and die 

provisions, and the material for clothing of the | contented, there is no hope for him.” 
professional man, are produced solely through slicssihwi unions Gzo. H. Apams. 

the exertions and skill of the farmer; so long : : 
as the mechanic is dependent on the farmer for| KEEP ouT “or Grrres:—Farmers’ sons often | P 

employment, may we not with trath say that E242 Som Foy Sata Cie ares 
the farmer is of all men the most independent, | ness.” What simpletons! Why, not one ina 
and the least liable to encounter misfortunes | hundred who “starts business” in our cities 
arising from “circumstances not under his ae oa = ee 

control ?”” These are facts, young men, and we advise you 
Nor is it'an argument against the superior | to stay at home,or strike a “bee line” for the 

occupation of the farmer to say that he does eheeprieads cht bbw et Meee: 

not pocket as much money during the year as} Porzan Raits.—Joseph Roberts, of Ridge- |) 

the mechanic or merchant. He does not need | ¥#Y, Wisconsin, writes the Wisconsin Farmer + m 3 «I can produce poplar rails, made in the month 
it; he lives upon his farm, and though he meets | o¢ April, in the year 1846, that are sound this 
with many losses and disappointments, his ex- day, free from rot, and better than any oak 

penses are less than his income, and he is, in =e Fee rare atin ae oe 
consequence, as rich as any one need desire to | out, and in splitting the trees the bark came 

be. off, and every rail being free from bark, the 

It is essential for tlre farmer, in order to suc- mrp sence: = Sean meen the durabili- 

cess, to cultivate and possess » patient, hopeful | ~ Rewanxs.—We have now upon our premises | |) 
disposition, and to obtain which he should |¢ommon cedar posts planted in the spene O 

sadly his ative condition and Smpotance | 1847 Thich hve done their work, and willbe 
among men, and learn to prize his own inde- | years.—Zz.
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The Guide Post- | ble the lumps and. smooth down the surface, 

‘Translated by Bayard Taslor from the Allemannie-German | It consists of a mill slab, a foot or more wide, 
dialect of Johm Peter Hebel, for the AUantic Monthly. / and 8 to 10 feet long, with holes bored at each 
Dye know the send fo th? bar’l of flour? 3 end about two feet from the extremities, Into 

And plow der ohbat ‘Sela hocran hue these two holes two. chains are fastened, their 

Tihenpgae ra etm Hi shin of Sees, ends being attached to the whiffletree. The 
x fiat a ata pe day, te alah thus arranged is drawn with the rounded 

nal eatin the rr fo ‘ eieeeie sles Bc, side down, and may bear any weight deemed 

necessary.—Eb. ] 

P Fue tas fot erate tee and share aa Aieaiaeins 1 
For if a man leaves them, I guess The Culture of Flax. 

‘He won't find dollars anywhere. a — 

‘Dive uno’ ete ied tai a da In the times Jong, 9g0, when our grandmoth- 

Jist don’t of week days be afeard ; ers plied the spinning wheel and skillfully 
In field and workshop do y’r best, 4 = = 

And Sunday comes itself, I’ve heerd. twirled the distaff, fax was an important pro- 

On Saturdays it’ not fur off. duct of American agriculture—at least, no 

gee at iceu pee Se farmer felt that he properly provided against 
And, like as not, » jug of beer, the nakedness of his own immediate flock, un- 

» road 2 i i D pee frets - cam pom less the flax patch bad, aS appropriate Plage 

‘Taro in—it’s temptin’ as can be, on the farm, But Eli Whitney was born with 

ee a hae @ spinnjng-jenny in his head, and the music of | }. 

thal Se re arr packet wali; the old-fashioned wheel ceased. For fifty 
eet the ree a, years Cotton has been — Just now his 

iyo Rabe wuss aa ts ae reign is suspended by the existing blockade of 

And good old age?—a lovely slab the Southern coast, and the ancestral wheel or 

Poin do y’r dooty Soars’ something better, must take its place again, for 

‘And when the road forks ary side, a time, inthe home of the American farmer. 
; ant son es which soraats But the working of flax will not be confined 

‘Thank God, it can’t lead much amiss ! to the simple machinery and processes employ- 

And now, the road to church-yard gate ed by the last generation. The Genius of Me- 
‘You needn't ask, Go anywhere! ze ae 

For whether roundabout or straight, chanics, who forgets none of the world’s in- 

All roede at last will bring you there. dustries, has not labored for cotton and silk 

Gg earte God Bale Canes and woolalone. There is machinery now for 
‘You'll find the grave has got a door, seeding, pulling, scutching and dressing, spin- 

And somethin’ for you t’other side. i a J + 
sels eneieategh ated ning and weaving flax. Nor has the Genius of 

Covering Grass Seed. Chemistry been asleep. Processes have been 

I most heartily approve of your views as to ened ¥ neni e ni ae ‘s rer: 

the importance of farmers giving more atten- ted, by whic FO Ay DARD, iy sic 
Z . as to be worked upon cotton machinery, while 

tion to the growing of the tame grasses. Am . * 
= 5 a the bleaching, which a few years ago required 
intending to set some of my neighbors an ex- ey fe a4 

ample in this respect. Is there anything bet- seers a bani . BOAR Y WORT BOM 

ter than the old fashioned bush to cover with? sommes : AP ONOTAPY, MT 
H.W. But it is in the production that farmers are 

‘Wavxesua Co. Wis. * "| chiefly interested, and we hear them asking 
[Glad some of our readers are waking up to | the all-important question, ‘Can it be made 

the importance of grass and stock growing.|topsy?” We think it.can,, Why not? Let 

The bush does very well; but we have lately | us look at the figures; 

seen notice of a simple contrivance which may| The. preparation of the soil and the seeding | 
answer still better, as it will more easily crum-| are not more expensive or, laborious than for |
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most crops. Suppose, then, that you receive | matter of rotation and manuring, and it is 

only a fair average crop, say 15 bushels of seed | there that flax of the best quality is produced 

and one ton of straw. In ordinary times the | —flax fit for the finest work in linen produced 

seed will sell for $1 per bushel, and the crude | in any country. 

fibre for $10. If the straw is pulled, the har-| During our travels last summer in Flanders, 

vesting will cost more than the harvesting of | we had frequent occasion to observe this. Ev- 

grain. But pulling is net necessary. It may | erything that could be made to contribute to 

be cut by machinery ; in which case the extra | the fertility of the soil was put upon it, while 

expense will be a mere trifle. According to | the cultivation was as thorough as the best 

this estimate, the aggregate income would be | garden culture we ever saw in America. The 

$25 per acre per annum. crops which flax is made to follow in those 

But suppose the seed is worth $1.50 per | countries, especially in light soils, are rye and 

bushel, (it is now worth $4,) and the straw | barley with turnips after them the same year. 

$15 per ton, and that you raise 25 bushels and | In Ireland it is sown after potatoes. 

1} tons to the acre—figures but moderate in SEEDING. * 

view of the demand for the next several years,| The seed is usually sown broadcast, though 

and entirely within the possibility of good soil | it may also be sown in drills, like wheat, with 

and good culture. In that case your crop| corresponding advantage. The quantity will 

would be worth $60 per acre—a result certain- | vary according to the object of its planting.— 

ly more profitable than even 30 bushels of | If for the seed, one bushel will be ample—es- 

wheat at the unusual price of one dollar per | pecially if drilled—but if for fibre, then the 

bushel. quantity should be about one half more, as 

“But is flax not a hard crop on the soil?” | the straws will, in that case, require to be small- 

They say so; and when it was the fashion to | er and more numerous. 

pull it up root and branch, and never toma-| [t should be sown about the last of April or 
nure the soil, it is not unreasonable to conclude | first of. May—in other words, after the frosty 

that it did prove an exhaustive crop. Butthat | nights are passed—on well pulverized soil, and 
it must necessarily be more exhaustive than | eithex lightly harrowed in with a wooden-tooth- 
many others in common cultivation, we have | ed harrow, or “brushed” in with the bushy 

no conclusive evidence. bough of a tree. This is because it will not 
THE SOIL AND ITS PREPARATION. bear deep covering. Moist weather is desira- 

As the desirable portions of the fiax plant | ble. 

are the fibre and oil—suhstances rich in carbon} If sown in drills the same caution must be 
—it is apparent that the soil on which it is to | observed relative to deep covering—it should 

be grown should also be rich in carbonaceous | not be covered more than about half an inch 

materials. Good, dark, rich, alluvial soils are | deep. 

the best, therefore, although successful crops In the old countries the crop, when two or 

may be grown upon well manured soils of | three inches high, is carefully weeded. In this 

poorer quality. In this regard it does not ma-| country, it is hardly supposable that our im- 

terially differ from corn or root crops. No/| patient, unreasonable farmers will do anything 

crop will succeed, in the best sense of the word, | of that sort. 

without proper rotation, and it is probably true [to Bx continveD.] 
of fiax that so far from being an exception to aetna < « 

the rule, it is believed by those who have had How to Cultivate Peanuts. 
most experience that it is more exacting than| Mr. Eprron:—I see by the February No. 

many others. The farmers of the Netherlands | one of your correspondents wishes to cultivate 

and of Flanders are more particular than any | the peanut. I have raised them two years and 

others in the world, perhaps, in regard to the | will give him my mode. They are raised in
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every respect like the sweet potato. Plant the} Several gentlemen have already turned their 

peanut in a hot bed, or box in the house, about | attention to this crop, and a few have been cul- 

the first of April, where they will germinate |tivating it with profit for years. As a State, 

and get a good start for early transplanting in | however, we have done almost nothing in this 

your field or garden. Then cultivate like the| direction. On the other hand, Iowa, our next 

tomato or potato. The vine of the peanut is| door neighbor, has made it quite an important 

similar to the myrtle, and bears a yellow blos-| branch of her husbandry, producing, accord- 

som, very fragrant. The soil should be sandy, | ing to the last U. S. census, three hundred and 

as you can get a quicker growth, for they need | twelve’thousand, nine hundred and nineteen 

a long season to ripen. C. B. Cuurcu. | pounds of tobacco—‘‘an amount,” says Mr. 

Oaxriaxp, Wis. Klippart, of Ohio, “greater thun was produced 

Cultivation of Tobacco in Wisconsin.—Prepara-| by California, Delaware, Kansas, Louisiana, 
tion of the Soil.—Planting and Transplanting. | Maine, Rhode Island, Vermont, Texas, Minne- 

Tobacco has so strong a hold upon the crav- | sota, and Wisconsin, all together, inthat year.” } 

ing appetite of the semi-civilized man of to-| As a whole, Iowa is undoubtedly better adapt- 

day, that we have pretty much despaired of| ed for the production of tobacco than this State; 

success in convincing the agricuiturists of|at the same time the results of experiments 

America that it ought not to be grown. De-| made here show conclusively that it may be 

mand is pretty sure to create a supply. no| made an important crop with us. , 

matter ary vila. thing demanded. ae will PROPAGATION. 

choy, ant pmoke, and sauf the abominable The tobacco plant has a luxuriant growth, 
weed, and hence we may expect that it will E A aha, 

2 1 : and requires a good, rich soil, in order to the 
continue to be produced somewhere, if not ev- 

arenes best results, though we have seen very good 
erywhere. Statisticians tell us that no less . 

aw a crops upon what woud be called a light and 
than one billion two hundred and fifty millions S fe . : 

5 rather weak soil. In this northern climate, it 
dollars worth are consumed every year! Think |. a . : 

: . is our conviction that a considerable admixture 
of how many schools might be munificently ' 

a zs of sand would the better insure its proper 
endowed with this annual waste! ss mel ial fast 

The whole amount of bread consumed in | 8°! 93° carly maturity. r 

New York city in one year is valued at $3,- The more common way of propagating is to 

000,000. Total value of cigars consumed, | sow the seed in a hot-bed, or cold frame, very 

three anda half millions! And yet the Go-| much after the method employed for tomatoes 

thamites claim to be civilized people, and are, | or cabbages. Pulverize the soil thoroughly, 

as the world now understands civilization. rake off smoothly, sow on the seed at the rate 

But we have set it down asa sure thing that | of about one ounce to the square rod, roll with 

the tyrant Tobacco will still reign on for at | a hand-roller, not covering the seed, and cover 

least a hundred years; and the question now | over with a glass frame. In two to three weeks 

comes, who will attend to the succession, so | the plants will be up, after which care must be 

that the family become not extinct? Not we. | taken to keep the frames well ventilated. As 

But we are told that there are farmers in Wis-| the plants progress, they will require frequent 

consin who, stimulated by the hope of gain, | watering, and, if too thick, must be thinned 

now that the Southern supply is cut off, are| out. If the weather should be warm and sun- 

anxious to try what can be done with it in this | ny, the cover may be taken off during the miif- 

‘i State, and at the solicitation of such we have | dle of the day to give the plants a preparatory 

consented to so far compromise the christian | hardening fer transplanting; which may be 

character of our journal as to give them the| attended to as soon as they are about three 

benefit of such practical information as we| inches high. But, unless very late in starting, 

have at hand. a hot-bed will not be essential.
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PREPARATION OF FIELD SOIL FOR PLANTING. | quent showers. Soil, a well drained gravelly 

If the ground you intend to devote to this | or sandy loam, with clayey and gravelly sub- 

crop was plowed last autumn, all the better. | soil. It is not topped here, as in the United 
You will have a stronger growth, and be less | States: but the leaves are taken frem the stalk 

likely to suffer from the depredations of the | as they ripen. 

cut worm and other enemies of the crop. But Tam, Sir, very respectfully, 

if not, then it should be manured well, and Your obedient Servant, 

plowed as early in the spring as the soil will Atay A. Burton. 

admit of. Then, in May, plow again, and har-| To Dr, J. W. Hoyt, Madison, Wisconsin. 

row, so as to mix the manure thoroughly with so ee ee 

the soil; mark off both ways, as for corn, and} Comments andiSuggestions touching the inter- 

with the hoe draw up a little hill in the centre ests of the Furmer. 

of each square, spatting it down with the blade| [The following letter, though ‘not intended 
of the hoe. for publication, contains a number of sugges- 

THE PLANTING OUT tions worthy of a place in the Farmer, and 

Should be performed, if possible, in| the author will therefore pardon the liberty we 

moist weather, and the plants should be drawn have taken in laying it before our readers.— 

with caution so as not to break the tesder root- | Ev. ] 

lets. If the weather should be dry when it is| Frmxp Hoyr:—I should have sent you the 
required to plant out, it will be important to | ™oney for the Farmer before this, had not I 

wet the hill with a pint or so of water a half wanted to write you for information, and sug- 

hour previous to setting. Farther directions | est something to you for my old friend the 
for cultivating, and for gathering and curing | FARMER. = 

the crop will be published with illustrations, in| I have lived in Wisconsin over ten years, 
subsequent numbers. have taken the Farmer over nine. The times 

upshot elie are hard with me, the chinch bugs having de- 

Seeds of the “Ambalema” Tobacco Plant, from | 8troyed my corn, and most of my wheat; but 

Hon. A. A. Burton, Minister to New Grenada. | the Farmer is indispensible. My wife, child- 

The following comliahabenebn tee Judge | Ten and friends read it with interest. We are 

Barton, late of Kentucky, and present Minis- | Very glad that we are to hear from Mrs. Hoyt 
ter to the Government of New Grenada, was again. We have all missed her in the Youth’s 

accompanied by the seeds to which it refers. Corner. My little boy wanted to know if she 

The Judge will please receive our grateful ac-| meant him in “Suppose so.” * * * * 
knowledgements for them, and our assurances I wish for information with regard to the 

that they shall be promptly placed in the hands | 8™*Y willow; have you any knowledge of it 
of careful cultivators of Tobacco, for the trial | for @ hedge? whether the scions are to be set 

of the adaptability of the plant whieh they horizontal or perpendicular? It is highly re~ 

represent to the climate of Wisconsin.—Eprror | Commended in the Tribune and Prairie Farmer. 
Farmer. ] Lintend to try it; it will be beautiful if not 

Leoation or Taz Unirep Srares, useful. I do not confine myself to corn and 

Bocora, Dec. 5, 1862. } potatoes alone; I take real pleasure in planting 

Sin :—The enclosed seeds are of the yariety | trees of various kinds, shrubbery, &c. 

known here asthe “‘Ambalema” tobacco plant.| When I commenced farming, I bought differ- 

The leaf preduces a cigar inferior in some re- | ent kinds of plum trees, cultivated them with |} 

spects and superior in others, to the Havana. | care for years, had fine trees but no plums. I 

I send it for experiment in Wisconsin. went to the woods in the season of plums and ||, 

The plant flourishes, in this vicinity, under | marked the best I could find, and transplanted 

temperature of 70° to 80° Fahr., with fre-|them in the spring, and now have as good a
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variety as I wish for, and shall go to no more | noose on one end and tie the other to a stick. 
nurseries for better. When you see a gopher, follow him to his hole, 

I believe there has not been recommended a| then set the slip-noose end of your line in the 
better article for hedge than the Osage orange, | mouth of the hole about two inches from the 
unless it is the gray willow, and I have no ex- | top of the ground; then place yourself at the 
perience in that. Six years past I set out about | other end of the line in such a position that 
120 rods; most of it lived. I pruned it ac-| the gopher will come up with his back toward 
cording to the recommendations, it did not do | you, which position you can determine by the 
as well as I expected, and I left it to live or| slant of the hole, and you won’t have long to 
die, as it was everywhere spoken against. It| wait before Mr. Gopher will be dangling in 
lived through the hard winters. I then culti-| your line. This will make sport for the boys, 
vated 20 rods of it as I would corn, without | and at the same time help to rid these smiling 
pruning. It is now a beautiful and good hedge, | prairies of quite a nuisance to the farmers. 
wtih some exceptions where I neglected to E. N.C. 
transplant. If I had cultivated it properly I] Cates Crrr, Towa, Feb 12, 1863. 

should have fiad at this time a hedge that would ——— > 

have been useful and ornamental. A Good use to make of Straw. 

a would suggest to youto describe the symp-| yp. Epiror:—Though I do firmly believe 
toms and remedies for the various diseases of | the Wisconsin Fanuer to be the best Agricul- 

horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, &c. We frequently | tural Journal in the Northwest, yet I would 
see cures for different diseases of stock, and not speak lightly of more eastern journals. 

the symptoms are not given. How shall we | They have their mission, the leading feature of 
know what the disease is unless we know the| which is the renovation of worn out land. And 
symptoms? Perhaps you will say, buy a book | some of them labor with great ability to ac- 
that treats of the various diseases of stock. complish it. 

Some of us are not nae to a the Farmer, One great part of the Wis. Fanuen’s present 
and buy the book besides; besides, we want} .. ~. 5 “ mission is to prevent land from becoming worn 
oa ce ee out. But if the farmers of the West should to Ihave not written this for publication, and dois shel paliastofshioaie 
have written more than I intended when I com- ips SFaS eee ANE 2 » . A = st their straw, of course you will have to adver- menced, but if there is anything you think is |. : 4 tise andrecommend patent manures. I noticed 
Se es Ja Sonn anyon Deane. in the November No, of the Farmer an article Testeem you as a friend to the farmer, and 5 : es ce ., {onthe folly of burning straw, with the good therefore a friend of mine; thus I have wri‘- eduiseio. comeet it tate ues: 
ten. I shall do the best I can for the Farmer. 

I have paid subscriptions for individuals years T have no idea that I can tell the best use to 
ago and have never been refunded. be made of straw,—that I leave for an abler 

S. M. Humes. pen—but I do know by experience a good use 
Syivesrer, Feb. 10, 1863, to be made of it. Farmers who have much 

Tae er ae stock and little straw find no difficulty in turn- 

Trapping Gophers. ing it into manure. But where they have much 
Mr. Epiror:—As lis seawen, of corn plant- | Straw and but little stock, the case is quite dif- 

ing is approaching and also'the season for the | ferent. 

striped gopher’s depredations, I propose to tell| How often we see piles of straw one, two, 

the boys how I trap them, although I suppose | three, and sometimes more, years old, part rot- 

the method is already known to many. edand part sound! The farmer gets out of 

First, then, I take a line about 15 or 20 feet | patience, burns the old stuff, and makes a mel- 

long, made of stout material ; then make a slip-|on patch. Or, if he is a Jobite, and waits un- 

eo 
7
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til it is rotted, he has a small pile of almost | true that it is correspondingly exhaustive of 

worthless manure.” the fertility of the soil. Its chief advantages, 
The mode that I wish to submit for the con- | in our opinion, are its adaptability to soils and 

sideration of my brother farmersis this: Stack | climate less favorable to clover and the other 

your grain where you can use the ground the | ordinary grasses, and its ability to perfect. it- 

next summer foracattle yard. Put up a large| self when sown after the other grasses have 

shed with crotches and rails or some other} given unquestionable evidences of failure.— 

cheap convenient material, near to the stacks, | Ep.] 

allowing for a good body of straw where the SSeS a 

chaff falls. When you thrash, have hands The Chinch Bug and Deep Plowing. ‘ 

enough to stack the straw real good, covering} The above is the heading of a.communication 

the shed all but the south end. This will af-| in the January No, of the Farmer for 1862, 

ford a better shelter than half the stables in| by Lewis Clark, of Beloit, giving some of his 

the country. experiences with the enemy of our wheat crop 

| During the winter, spread a little clean straw | and its relation to deep plowing. 

round inside the shed as needed. So far itis} [wish now to ask Mr. Clark, through the 

food and shelter. In the summer it is hardly | Farmer, a few questions with regard to the 

less useful. effect of the double plowing on other crops 
| We have all noticed the injurious effects of| than the one of which he speaks. 

| the cold rains upon cattle yarded in an open! [np the first place, what was your object in 
yard, and felt how uncomfortable it was to sit following the breaking plow with the stirring 

milking in a shower. Through the summer, plow? 

spread clean straw around occasionally. The} J] haye 30 acres of prairie land which I 

straw absorbs and preserves the droppings and | thought of plowing in the same manner, for 
they enrich and help to rot the straw. To-| the sake of raising a crop of corn the first sea- 
gether they make good manure, ready for use| son. Will it pay for the first cropalone? What 

| in the fall. I say good manure, though I con-| effect will it have on the following crops, leav- 
| fess I am not chemist enough to tell what per- ing the chinch bugs out of the question ?— 

| centage of dragon's blood ‘or shark’s tceth it What was your first crop on the ground? and 

| contains; but it has a very beneficial effect | pow did it yield compared to the crop by its 

| upon all crops on which I have tried it. side? 

| Oniuoe, Feb. 9,183. J. Bou. I would like also to hear answers from oth- 

| > ers than Mr. Clark who may have experiment- 

Hungarian Grass. ed in the foregoing manner. 

| What about Hungarian grass? Shall we cul-| So far as my observation has extended, deep 

| tivate or not? Give us your opinion, Mr. Ed-| and shallow plowing, previous to the last sea- 

| itor. M. Lez. son’s crop, made no difference with the rava- 

Muwackes Co. ges of the chinch bug. If this winter, with 

| [The verdicts upon its advantages are vari-/ so little snow, giving the ground a chance to 
| ous and conflicting—some maintaining that it freeze deep, does not diminish their number, 

| is very valuable indeed, and others declaring | we will be obliged to adopt a greater variety 

| ita humbug. Some have even declared that it| of productions in farming, L. R. Brxcuan. 
| is liable to kill the horse that feeds uponit.| Tarrox, Feb’y 25, 1863. : 

| Our own conviction is that the Hungarian grass, | Sn ae Teg ore . 

| though it answers a very good purpose for win- | ¢ aera Soe Sercesnon ets cee | ig 0 the Cleveland Herald, from Mount Vernon, 
| tering cattle and horses, has nevertheless been | Indiana, as follows : 

| somewhat over-rated. On a good soil it un- geen ic te ened oe ee. 

| questionably yields largely, but it is equally | I am informed by a reliable man that the pros- 
| j 

eee
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Ses ceramics | Anbar San osama 
son. I saw a farmer Who raised cotton twenty- qistern in... yevine; and, $M it in the spring 
five years ago, took the cotton twenty-five miles | while the ground is frozen and the water is 
= necscharhe so. Sanenel aed §2 pan bushel pure: We can also raise sheep without any 
y ought to, be able to raise cotton this year. | Water in summer, and but little in winter, and 
saw one gentleman who will put in ten acres; | there is no better climate than that of Wiscon- another twenty acres, and go on. I enclose to|_. 

you two samples of cotton grown in this State; | i for sheep. 
the small sample in Jennings county, and the} Wevwould urge upon our farmers to change 

eee T hope to hear that Ohio their method of farming before the wheat do her share in flax. sdeleitaa nia’ —CoooOoOoOOO | entirely fails and they are obliged to have stock 

STOCK REGISTER. | at whatever cost. J, B. Dwrxent. ; 
—————S—————— ———— —————— ]_ Lon, Feb. 19, 1868. a 7 

Stock- versus “Set Sa 
/ ese rere clean “t Sore-headed Calves,” Sorghum and Peanuts. I think if our farmers would pay more at- ahare 
tention to stock, and less to raising wheat, our Fruexp Hovr:—Our ‘sore headed calves” 
State would be very much benefitted by the are better. I touched some of their heads with 
change. It is an erroneous notion. that noth- turpentine; it cleansed them and started the 
ing can be made in raising beef cattle. It is | 2° nase I think the disease is contagious. 

no difficult matter to make a “grade” steer Tt was brought among ours by a stray calf. In 
weigh twelve hundred the fall after he is three the course of four or five weeks, I noticed two 

years old. This, at two dollars and a quarter | °° vse of them had it, Uae another, and an- 
a hundred, which I think is the average price | “ers ah fourteen had it. We had sent one 
for such beef, would amount to tweniy-seven three miles from home to be weaned; late in 

dollars, which will leave a good profit above the fall he was brought home, and had no symp- 
the cost of raising; besides the manure that toms of it, but after he had been home about 
can be made with a stock of cattle is no small | ‘he same length of time, he, too, suffered an 
sient attack. That one spoken of in my last lost its 

My plan in raising calves is to let them run|¢¥¢- I had fed them all some sulphur before 
with a cow, the first season, until the middle | Teceived your recipe, which was a damage to 
or last of September, then wean them, and give | them; one took cold, and it will be as much as 

them good feed until such time as they should | W¢ ¢am do to keep him alive till grass; he has 
be taken up for winter; then I feed them hay | ® bad cough. 
and grain or roots, and give them good shelter} 1 See an inquiry about the culture of pea- 
until the next spring when it is time to turn to | 2Uts, in the last Farmer. We raised some on 

pasture; this is the last grain they will need. | ‘he prairie once. They grew finely, but did 
The next winter give them a plenty of straw|0t mature. I think we got them in too late. | 

and hay and the third winter they will do well| We planted in hills. I intend trying them 
on good straw until nearly spring, when feed | #¢ain this year on sandy land. 
hay until grass gets well started. By this} I understand a number of our neighbors are 
method our farmers will make more money | 8°ing into the culture of sorghum. If we can 
with less labor than by raising so much wheat, | £¢t seed, we will cultivate some, but not on a 
and at the end of ten years the stock furm will | large scale. N. M. 

be worth fifty per cent more than the grain| 10>h Feb. 23, 1363. 
| aa, santnetienl tees 

Should it be urged that our prairie farms are ys ose ont rns 
| not adapted to raising stock, in consequence| wish more was said in'the Farwer about 

of having no surface water, we would say, sheep, as this is my hobby in stock-raising. 

build cisterns and save the water from ihe roof} What is the best work now being published, 

a i ee eee 2-9 Bo a tetanic Ssh hell ‘ a 

:
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aside from the FAanwes, on wool ‘and,sheep cent. on the investment. sree to ancient 

fi history, honey at ene time was only sweet 

raising? as I wish to post myself particularly | 02 Tn Aristetle's and Pliny’s day, who 
on that branch of farming: I have taker the flonrished over two" thousand years ago, we 

Wool-Grower, but now’ learn from my Rural eesat exurdagis the then es ret to some 
L latter. ‘although, like many other things, 

that the formér’ is ‘merged inthe ~The | tected and improved very much sirtce. ‘with. 

Prairie Farmer Thave taken but do not now. | in the past ten or fifteen years, there has been 

I have purchased the celebrated stock buck more ore uae feet oy and man- 

« Roberson Rich,” of Hi Hemenway, of White- agpinrnt tian for oentusies previous... 
There seems to have never been a time since 

water, a notice of which you gave in the Sep- | our earliest history, when bee-oulture should 

tember No. of 1860. For four years previous smack our en i nee ao present 

6 » | when war en ion, the scarci- 
Thad used the stock of the old “ Matchless,” | Toa tice of sugar ie st ea a. 

and bought ewes also of H. Hemenway; and | face; I say, why should we not encourage the 

have, in my estimation, a flock of 180 good culture of the bee upon a more extended scale 
: s A and raise honey by the quantity, as some few 

sheep—shearing a little less than six Tbs. on | now do, thus enabling us to meet the heavy tax- 

an average. But still there are flocks far ahead = and en a handsome income be 

§ sides? With right care and management, an‘ 

ot sine C.K. STewART. |) favorable season, it will iequire but a few 

Remarxs.—We have, in the years past, said | swarms of bees to raise a ton of eer Ifa 

aS, . colony of hees come out strong in the spring, 
so much about sheep-raising in Wisconsin, om (as they will if properly wintered,) it is an ea- 

there has seemed to be no need of making it a] sy matter to realize fifty and seventy-five ths. 

int t its i tance further. There is | #%d sometimes much more; besides a young 

point 0 Sree oT eee 7 a Fs a or swarm or two, which will be thrown off, if 

much, however, abet show! nee ng ed in the | properly attended to. 

way of information, and it is onr purpose,| Good honey readily commands a high price 

henceforth, to publish at least one article on in market, and probably will for years to come. 

branch of sheep husbandry in each nu Under the present condition of our country, 

ponee REAPER ART y ™M- and the high price of sugar, it certainly be- 

ber. Mutton is bringing fabulous prices and | hooves us to live as much as possible within 

wool has advanced nearly one hundred per ourselves, independent of the South. There 
es rm is honey enough wasted every year to supply 

cent. within the past year. The ‘Wool Grow-| ys with all the sweet we need. If we had the 

er” is still published at Cleveland, and isa ee) to a it, there could Z more honey . 

3 produced north of Mason’s and Dixon’s line 

good paper. Ep. than there ever was sugar south of it, and not 

| egst ihe producer one half what sugar now 

, i costs the southern planter. There is no place 

THE B EE KEEPE R. in the world so well adapted to a large yield of 

a SSS< honey as the northern portion of the United 

Honey-Bee Culture. States, with its fertile hills, valleys, and broad- 

ee c : spread prairies of the West. Certainly, for 

Allow me to make a few suggestive hints to | amount and quality of honey, we stand at the 

your numerous readers, pertaining to the cul-| head of every other country in the world, if 

ture of the honey-bee. It has long since been | we would but improve it. 

considered a branch of agriculture, although} hore j : 

it has been seriously neglected. Having been |) ak hel ae et ee Sete 

exclusively engaged for several years past in na 4 a he . = iS Aaah: SAARC 

their study and culture, I have become fully ee. ny ig Brodnoets. 2 

cenvinced that there is no kind of business,| There is no danger of overstocking our coun- 

with the same amount of capital invested, that | try with bees, as some persons have imagined, 

will pay half as well. The success of the busi- especially the fertile portions of it, as all hon- 

ness depends upon three great points: the man, ey-producing plants yield their sweets days 

the hive, and the season. together and sometimes weeks, depending much 

If the bee-keeper is skilled in the manage- | Upon the state of the weather and the species 

ment of his bees, and has a hive that is rightly | of flower. 
constructed, and the season is a favorable one, Those about to engage in the culture of this 

it is not an uncommon thing for him to realize | delightful little insect should first get posted 

ten, and in many instances, fifteen and twenty | by consulting some scientific bee-keeper, or be 

dollars profit from each prosperous hive year- guided by some good book upon the subject. to 

ly, thus paying three and four hundred per | insure success in the business.—D. P. Kidder. 
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——— — .:..OOOO As Lins indefinite San } an almost i ite number. of plants 

THE HORTICULTURIST. can be started in a small space of hotbed, the |} i 

Ss saasean ST commmaronnine mprton,|*% of the frames should correspond with the 
oe ee | Wants of the garden. The earlier the season, } 

Seasonable Hints for the Garden and Orchard. the greater breadth of cold frame will be re- 

Among the most important and interesting quired to hold the successive “ pullings” from 

operations of the garden early this month, are the hotbed. 

the preparations for growing early vegetables. Cold frames, as well as hot, should be water- 

The Hotbed is now supposed to be in success- | ed with warm rains, or warm water, protected : 

ful operation, or at least the box of plants during all cold winds and frost by a covering 

growing in the window; snd, by the way, this | of mats or sacks, and be well banked around 

simple manner of starting early plants is not with manure from the first. The hotbed will ; 

to be despised, being within reach of the hum- require daily ventilation as the plants increase 

blest cottager, whereby in the small space of in size, but especially look out for the too great 

one half a common sash, he can start sufficient | heat during the first stages of growth. 

plants of a good variety of vegetables for the A HOTBED AND COLD FRAME COMBINED, 

early use of his family, provided he has pre- Answering all the purposes of both, for me- 

pared a very necessary adjunct, styled the dium early propagation, is easily constructed | 

t COLD FRAME. by having the bottom of the bed raised six 

This is easily constructed by enclosing about inches from the ground, by placing poles, the 

double the space of the hotbed, in a similar length of the frame, a few inches apart, rest- 

manner, except the filling to be of good com- ing upon blocks of wood the width of the bed 

posted earth, or rich garden mold, free from long, and two feet apart. Cover with a layer 

foul seeds. of stalks, hay or straw. Set on the frame, and 

This should be well pulverized, shoveled over fill with the compost or garden mold, rake 

5 several times, to thoroughly air it, ona dry down and settle, for the reception of seed or 

day, and raked down smooth. The covering | plants. 

can be similar to the hotbed, or of cotton cloth The sash or cloth covering can be used; the 

stretched on frames, and well whitewashed to first for the seed bed. Small bundles of straw 

fill up the spaces between the threads. should be kept in readiness for banking in cold 

Presuming the earth to be quite dry when nights, and the usual covering of mats. Dur- 

about to. plant, a good soaking with warm wa- ing the warm days of April and May, the air 

é ter will prepare it for the reception of the ten- | should have free circulation under the bed, but 

der plants from the hotbed. closed up at night.. The temperature of the bed 

The plants are to be “pricked” or dibbled | will thus be raised to the growing pcint, a 

‘|| in with the fingers or light dibble in regular month before the garden is fit for the reception 

order, at intervals, so that the plants can have | of seeds and plants. 

jen days or two weeks to grow before the final| Among the plants suitable for early growing 

planting out. in the hotbed are tomatoes, lettuce, pepper- 

The advantages of this very necessary ad- | grass, cabbage, cauliflower, and radishes. The |] ~ 

junct will be apparent when we consider the | first named itisspecially desirabletostartunder i 

great change from the even, tropical atmosphere | glass, and no plant will better pay to grow in 

of the hotbed to the cold and changeable gar- | the house window than the tomato. i 

den plat... The cold frame gives the plant.op-| The early blooming annuals for the flower || 

portunity to gradually harden, and produces | garden can be started in the window or hotbed |] _ 

good system of roots besides the immunity | very successfully, and for all these plants the i 

from ‘spring frost gained by the few days cold frame will be found # necessity when once {| _ 

growth therein. in use. 

’
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, Do not plow the garden too early, unless you| sphere. Undoubtedly, so far as the tree is 
want extra labor in disposing of the extra| concerned, late spring is the worst possible |. 

' crop of weeds, and the hard lumps of earth on | time to transplant them, as the greatest circu- 

i the approach of hot weather. If the garden| lation is then in progress. They can be trans- 

can be arranged so as to plow in strips succes- | planted almost any time, by carefully preserv- 

sively, as the season advances, the full grow-| ing the small roots, or spongioles, from sun 

| ing season will show the advantage to be very| and wind. Cutting back the tops is as benefi- 

3 great. cial to an evergreen as an apple tree. 

Early potatoes are easily started in the) Fruit Trees of all kinds should be lifted ear- 

frame; or select some dry, sheltered spot, | ly, even if not planted out untillate. One tree 

| spread the seed very thick upon s good com-| dug early and well kept is worth two dug just 

| post soil, cover one half inch with soil and/| as the buds burst. 

; two inches with old hay. After two or three Do not rely upon the lists of eastern nurse- 

weeks they can easily be transplanted to the| rymen for safe planting in the west. Ten ten- 

garden. der trees out of a hundred planted wili give 

SEUERGAR DEE Ase Seon ASP the orchard an unsightly appearance, and take 
Should now be looked to, and the variety and | off the profit and satisfaction of planting. The 

extent of planting fully and early decided up-| experience of Western fruit growers has fully 

on. Early planting of gooseberries, currants, | established a successful list. 

pie-plant and asparagus is essential tecom-| Select trees with good roets; and as you are 

plete success. Cuttings and scions of all kinds | far more likely to get these on young trees, 

if not before made, should be, early. They | ordér them by all means, unless you can go to 

will not bear one half the exposure to wind) the nursery with your team. Generally the 

and weather they would if cut in autumn; balance of account will, at the end of five 

| plant immediately on the opening of spring, | years, be largely in favor of the two or three 

using plenty of rich compost around them and | year old trees, against two years older. 

, mulch with rotten straw, or its equal. Cut} Cut back before planting most of the last 

back raspberries and blackberries nearly to/| year’s growth, more or less according to the 

the ground before planting, and indeed leave | amount of root. 

but little wood above ground on any of the| Incase the trees are much shriveled from 

shrubby fruits. Hill up and mulch after plant- | exposure, they can usually be restored by bu- 

ing. Thin out all the old canes and cut back] rying completely under ground for & week or 

about one-third the new ones for fruiting. ten days. The moist earth will gradually bring 

Pruning of grape vines had ‘better be post- them back to the original state; lift and plant 

F poned until June. The same with the orchard, oo a moist time; cut such trees back se- 

and nursery except a cement be immediately a i 

| applied, si if hot, all the better, but cements 1 teenage we offer a few 

| will not always’ prevent the bleeding of fresh} 141. select the highest and best drained situa- 
wounds in the early sap-flowing season, before | 1, for an orchard, and of a cool aspect if pos- 
the leaves appear. In case of taking up trees| gipjc, 

| and vines, they can ‘be pritned safely, asthey| 24. Prepare the ground by deep plowing, 
usually remain dormant long enough for the] subsoiling or trenching the whole ground to 

fresh cut to harden before the flow of sap. the depth of one foot or more, and where the 

Evergreens, especially if large, are best trans- soil is anyways retentive of water, or sticky 

planted early, notwithstanding the prevailing when wet, pow the ground into ridges, one 

idea. ‘The trath is, there is not as much to ee ng HS ite ne str 
choose in the time of the year, as in the con-| 4, rhe surface; mound up to support the tree, 

dition of the ground and state of the atmo-| and heavily mulch. J. C. Prums. 

8 
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Dianthus Heddewigi. Farmer, and first of all the Dianthus Hedde- 

As the season approaches for making flower | *”'7, oF Japan Pink. 1 

gardens, the question will naturally arise,} This beautiful plant was introduced a short 
Have you anything new? To this we answer, | time since from Japan, and has attracted much 

There are some new and very beautiful flow- | attention on account of its large size and bright 
ering plants just recently introduced from/|and varied colors. The Dianthus’ Laciniatus 
foreign countries, a few of which we shall pre-| is more fringed, but in other respects they are 
sent from time to time to the readers of the | strikingly alike.
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- “The plants are perennial or biennial, but | will need a sheltered position and some protec- } 
F seeds sown in the spring will blossom profusely | tion in wintery) 

from August until winter.” Color, all shades} proxe 5, ( Loni¢era:)—. Bélgian, Month- 
} from white to dark marbled maroon. ly Fragr! orange, or red and yel- 

i! Te ee ; low, sweet s0e e ‘blooms all summer, should 
: Climbing, and Trailing Shrabs. be covered in winter. Scarlet Trumpet—very 
! In ornamental planting ee, rapid grower, in bloom all summer, showy and 

-Yaluable for coveriag walls, unsightly -|handsome. Yellow Trumpet—flowers bright 
ings, arbors, trellises, &c. " yellow, very pretty, and contrasts finely with 

A post, an old cedar or other treg set in the | the last named, continues long in bloom. Chi- 
} ground form simple, inexpensive supports, and | nese Twining—foliage dark green which it holds 
i when well covered are very ornamental ; while | nearly all winter, in bloom: from J uly until 
i nothing can add more to the beauty of the) frost, exceedingly sweet; it will require pro- 

stately mansion, the cosy cottage or more hum- | tection in winter.’ English Woodbine—showy 
ble log cabin, than vines and roses clambering | buff — continues lgng in bloom, 
over the supports of the porch and veranda, | fragrant, req 4 sheltered position and then 

y or trained about the windows and doorway. may fail after a severe winter. Pallida—white 
; Ampetopsis.—(American Jvy.)—A native | and straw colored, beautiful, rather new yet, 
; plant of rapid growth, clinging by rootlets| one of the finest. ; 

which proceed from its tendrils. Foliage rich Passtrrona Incannatas—Wew hardy Passion 
} and luxuriant, changing in autumn to all shades Vine,—One of the most vigorous growers when 

of scarlet, Re and purpie: It thrives best well established. It dies to the ground in 
in a deep, rich ‘sy and is extremely hardy. winter but during summer makes shoots 20 to 

Braxomsa. (radicans).—Trumpet Flower. —A | 9 gy long, covered with a profusion of beau- : 
ponid ofieber, with large, Cempel-tiaped, | gadis lovee (Muscat ease xich 
brilliant isestlet: flowers, very showy We soil, and a covering of dry leaves or litter over 
doubt if it can be made to bloom in Wisconsin 

z = the roots late in autumn. 
without careful and very thorough winter pro- 
dectinn: Grapz Vines.—The strong growing, hardy 

Cerasraus ScanpExs.—Climbing Staf Tree, native varieties, as Clinton, Vermont, Northern 

Bitter Sweet.—A handsome twining shrub with Muscadine and oops pts wel sone a 
orange scarlet» berries in clusters, attains the arbors or for covering unsightly buildings, &c. 

height of fifteen or twenty feet, found growing| Ivx.—(Znglish, Irish, Giant.)—These thrive 
wild in the woods of Wisconsin. admirably here, but will not endure the cold of 

Crematis or Vincin’s Bower.—An interest- | Wisconsin winter; they make fine pot plants 

ing family of elegant, slender branched shrubs | for house culture. 

of rapid growth; flowers of various colors,| Pxnirroca or Virginian Silk.—A rapid grow- 

some of them quite fragrant. Excepting Vir-| ing, pretty, twining vine with small glossy 

ginica and possibly flamula they will require | leaves and curious brown flowers. 

some protection in winter. Cuimpinc Rosrs—among which the Prairie 

| Hamula—flowers white, very fragrant. ; viti-| Rose, in its varieties, takes the lead. The rap- 

| cella—fiowers bluish-purple; Sophia—very | id growth, luxuriant foliage, immense clusters 

large, light blue, beautiful, new; Virginica—| of beautiful flowers, and hardiness, commend 

white flowers in great profusion, growth very | these to every one. The following are all fine 

rapid; Helene—large, white, beautiful. varieties. 

Guycine, Wistanra.—(Sinensis.)—An ele-| Anna Maria.—Blush tinged with flesh in the 
gant, rapid growing vine, with long, pinnate | centre, well formed, cluster large. 
foliage and racemes of pale lilac flowers; this! Baltimore Betle.—White, often with a pale 

le ee 2 7
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i waxy blush, very compact and double, in large | They will prove a good investment even at high i 

clusters, contrasts finely with cost.—Ep. 

Beaxty; or Queen of the Prairie —Bright rosy Sy Tea ae 
| red, compact, globular, in large clusters, one Herticulsural Hecape. 
| of the best. April is the nurseryman’s harvest month; 

| Caradora Allan.—Bright pink, semi-double, | #24 not only so, but it may be called his seed- 
i well cupped, distinct, fine. time, as well as the farmer’s, for he now seat- 

Mrs. Hovey.—=Pale delicate blush, almost | ters to the world his products, precious gems, 

white. earth’s trophies, nurtured with much careful- 

Mt. Joy. (Multifora.)—Blush, with pink | ness; and by the ‘sweat of his brow,” he 
j center, beautiful, blooms late. now casts them all upon the unprejudiced hopes 

Queen of the Belgians, (Ayreshire.)—Pure| and desires of an ever changing populace, 

white, small, very double, delicate, fine, rather | vainly flattered that by the above mentioned 

tender. A.G. Hanrorp. | ‘‘sweat” he is climbing upon the galaxy of 

Corvunes, 0. popular opinion, eventually to reap for himself 

Ee ea some great reward. A busy season this; seed- 
i wrate Sed Rete Treeey Se. time and harvest—all hopes that are buils rest- 

. Mr. Eprron:—Among farmers in general| ing upon every effort put forth in distributing 

but few have fruit or shade trees or shrubbery | their choice gems for Pomona’s wealth, but 

of any kind. My farmer friends, why are you | may be easily destroyed if built upon e totter- 

so negligent of your duty? By the labor of a| ing foundation, or the start is not correct and 

few hours, or at the expense of a few dollars, | the after treatment not all right. 

youcan make your farm worth hundreds of} This study of mature and her laws demands 

dollars more in a few years. If you cannot| our attention’; and we would that every tree- 

spend time and money to go to the woods or/ planter in the Northwest. might give it a full 

nursery and yet your trees, you can raise them | and comprehensive view. The nurseryman, as 

i from seeds and cuttings. he lifts his choice products from Mother Earth, 

' A few years ago I gota few poplar and balm admires their comeliness, bright, smooth bark, 

of Gilead cuttings; they flourished, and now | Perfect top, branched “just right,” its roots, 

I have plenty and some to giveaway. Three}—* beautiful mass of well grown fibrous feed- 

years ago one of my neighbors gave me some | ©T which show conclusively. that they have 
currant and gooseberry cuttings, and now I been well cared for, soil selected with much 

have all the currants and gooseberries needed | Pains to perfect its growth as adapted to the * 
for our family. Three years ago a friend of demands of various sorts. And how he wish- 

mine gave me six strawberry plants; now I| 5, as he bids his “pets” “God speed,” that! 

have a bed 16x30. So, with a few odd hours, | he might follow them all to their “last resting 
I have plenty of currants, gooseberries, straw- | Place,” or rather that he might know in what 

berries, and some shade trees. peculiar state their life was to be consigned to 

Stock farmers in this vicinity generally keep | Mother Earth. How changed might and should 

cattle. I think they would do better to keep be the condition of all things then! But no; 

sheep. Wheat has averaged for the last five | that “ignorance which is bliss” to some doth 

years about 20 bushels to the acre in this town. | Rot so appear to him, and he only wishes the 

I should like to know if this can be beat by | more for that light hid so closely “under a 
any other part of'the State. J. Curis. | bushel,” that it might reveal to him the true 
Hasmonn, St, Croix Oo., Feb. 1863. aspect and soil of the proposed orchard, which 

i “Nore.—All right; only we hope others will| a single stroke of the orchardist’s pen could 

not take license to wait for seeds, cuttings and}tell. ‘Tell them if your site is a valley and) 

plants until some one chooses to donate them. | underdrained ; or elevated, with thorough sur-
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face drainage, witn perhaps an extra rich soil, | strawberry bed! And the long row of Dutch — 

or high, to an almost gravel knoll, or, worse | currants, trim them up, manure around them, | 

than all, the level, rich prairie, unprotected, | dig it in, and see, some of you who have been 

with no surface drainage, and a stiff clay sub- | neglectful of these little things, if it ‘don’t 
soil. pay;” and report progress, of course, through 

With such knowledge as this before him, and | the Farmer, 0. 8. Witney. 

which should be attached to every order, no ates i 

honest nurseryman will send out such sorts as The Wild Plum. 

Early Harvest, Early Joe, Primate, Fall Pippin,| Mn. Epitor:—I wish to call the attention 
Rambo, Twenty Ounce, Dominie, Swaar, Sweet | of your readers to our native fruit commonly 
Gillfiower, and this class of but half hardy | known as the wild plum. I have had some ex- 
and tender sorts, and which only succeed in| perience in its cultivation, and offer the follow- 
special localities and with excellent treatment; | ing remarks for your consideration. 
but would, unless distinctly preferred, gladly! 4 few years ago I went to a grove or thicket 
substitute Golden and Perry Russets, Talman | and selected some of the best. plums I could 

Sweet, Red Astrachan, St. Lawrence, Fameuse, | find; trom these I took the stones and placed 
Cider, Northern Spy, Red Romanite, Sweet | them in the ground before they became dry. 

Wine, Pomme Grise, Colvert, W. Seeknofurth-| Barly in the following spring I planted the 
er, and some others. There are localities where | stones in rows four feet apart, the stones being 
the first list is equally desirable with the last, | placed about six inches apart in the rows.— 
but without some direct knowledge of location | When the trees were two years old I tranplant- 

and exposure, many otherwise choice locations | ed some of them, setting them eight feet apart 
are almost lost in value to the orchardist. each way. I planted a row of potatoes or 

Before planting, examine closely your trees, | other vegetables between the rows of trees one 

see those fine feeding roots, nature’s choice, | way, and still had room to work between the 

precious gift; now don’t smother them in kind-| rows with a horse and plow. In this way I 

ness, by planting too deeply, or by digging so| kept the ground under cultivation and free 

deep a hole, far below its surroundings, that| from weeds two or three years; afterwards I 

you have a sink hole waiting the reception of| cultivated the ground without trying to raise 

all the surface water. No tree will thrive in | any crop between the trees. 

such a condition. Itis only making alow, wet! The following is the result of my experiment. 

4 and unnatural position out of what might have} When my trees were four years old, some of 

been otherwise a well drained position. them blossomed, but the frost killed the fruit; 
All the large fruits are equally sensitive. | the fifth year I had some very good fruit; the 

Plant dwarf pears especially shallow. If the| sixth and seventh years I had an abundance 

quince stock has been worked high, with a| of excellent fruit, not only for my own family, 

sharp knife remove the lower tier of roots, cut-| but bushels for my neighbors, who think some 

ting away the entire stock below the first well | of my plums as good as any they ever tasted. 

formed roots below the union. A great fault | My trees are now seven years old, and I think 
with this class of trees has been long stock | some of them bore a peck of plums each the 

plants and high working, rendering it absolute- | last season. 

ly necessary to plant very deep to cover the| ‘The largest trees are nearly ten feet high, | 
union, or else leave it far above the surface,] three inches in diameter, and the branches _ 

exposed to weather changes to which it is sen- spread so far that they cover nearly all of the 

sitive. space between the trees. I have more than a) 

Remember the small fruits. How many| hundred trees which have borne fruit. On 

pleasant associations cluster around the old! many of them the fruit was extra; on a large
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majority it was very good, and on-none was it| As varieties of dwarf pears; for summer, } 

very poor. Osborne’s Summer and Tyson; for autumn, | 
I consider the wild plum better than the | White Doyenne and Flemish Beauty; and for 

eastern varieties, for the following reasons: It| winter, the Lawrence, Glout Morceau and the 

is very hardy, or extra hardy, as the nursery-| Bartlett, These varieties are best suited to 

men say. I have never known it to winter-kill. | this climate, and have been tried in different j 

It grows much faster, forms a fine shaped top, | parts of the State. 

and is a beautiful tree when cultivated. It eee 

commences bearing four or five years sooner Pear Blight. i 

than the eastern varieties raised in thesame| poieyp Hovr:—I wish to eaquixe if youor 

g manner, and it is a better bearer. any of your numerous readers of the FARMER \ 

In conclusion I would say, that if any of | have discovered the cause, or discovered any 

the readers of the Farmer desire an abund-| remedy for the blight that. has affected the 

ance of good wholesome fruit, at least one | Pear tree the past season. Ie‘it something new 

month in each year, let them read the above | or is ita diseasé that is pebtiliar to the pear 

remarks, and ‘go and do likewise, and they |ajone? Is the blight that affects the pear tree 

shall have like reward.” A. | the same as the blight upon the apple? They 

‘beup eae ee. appear the same at first, they result differ- 

Madison Horticultural Society. ently. One year See Thad some 12 

Dwarf Fruit Trees.—The meetings of this | or 15 vuahdl of the most beautiful and deli- 
Society are often very interesting. At the | cious pears. Then I looked forward with high 

meeting March 14th, the subject of Dwarf| anticipations that the @sy was not far distant 
Fruit Trees was discussed, with a unanimity | wheh we might sit down under our own roof, 

of opinion as to the practicability of their cul- and enjoy the pleasure of a feast of luscious 

ture in this State, but a decided difference of | pears of our own right hand's planting. The 

opinion as to how they should be planted. fruit and trees were much admired by all who || 

Mr. Chandler, of Rock Terrace Nursery, |S#¥ them. But alas! our hopes, like those 

| maintained that the dwarf pear on quince | SPlendid trees, were soon blighted. Those 
should be planted with the junction two or three | beautiful Flemish Beauties and Bartletts that 

inches below the surface, because, the junction | Yielded so luxuriantly have blighted and died 

not being firm, the tree was liable to be broken almost root and branch. 

off by strong winds, but that the dwarf apple} The first appearance of the blight would be 

should have the junction above the ground. | upon the extreme ends of the limbs; then it 

Mr J. C. Plumb took the ground that the on- | appeared to follow down the branches to the 

ly way to keep dwarf trees dwarfs in reality | trunk, and then down the body to the roots— 
was to plant them in all’ cases with the junc- | death marking its course. Many of the trees 

tion above the surface of the ground. He fur- | were not affected until the fruit was nearly one- 

thermore asserted, with good reasons therefor, | half grown. Now, what can be the cause? Is 

that very many orchards are ruined by deep | it lack of cultivation, or is it because they have 

| planting. been too highly cultivated ? Is it the effect of 

As to the varieties of dwarf apples, Mr. an insect, or is it » virus in the atmosphere? 

Chandler recommends the Red Astrachan, | ray tell us, if you can; if not, let these hints 

| Tompkins’ King, the Duchess of Oldenburg, stimulate investigation, for I intend to adopt 

(this is of Prussian origin and very hardy,) | ®8 ™Y motto “Try again.” H. W. Worcorr. 
the Early Joe, Sops of Wine, Sweet June, Kes-| Rossxpare, March 1, 1863, 

wic Codling, Hawthornden, Hawling, Porter, [Either the Editor of the Horticultural De- 

| Autumn Strawberry, Fameuse, and Wagener. | partment, or somebody else, will undoubtedly
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make some response to this important inquiry. A New Way to Protect Fruit Treos. 

But would it not be well for the questioner to] yp Eprron:—In your February. No., 1863, 

specify more in detail the circumstances con-| 7 saw a short sketch headed “The Orchard— 

eee with the trees thus affected? The situ- | Seasonable Hints, Sun Scald,” which says 
ation, the nature of the soil, the season when | « protection is readily afforded by tying on 

the blight commenced, &c., &c., are important south side of tree lath, strips of bark, long 

dats.—Ep. Fanszn.] straw, or by tacking a board on the south side 

oy with small nails.” Now my advice to those 

who are setting new orchards would be to set 

the tree leaning to the southwest, and thereby 

2 sheltering the body or trunk in two ways—by 

eg the branches, and again, the trunk, standing 

- F obliquely to the sun, will never suffer by sun- 

f scald as those that lean the other way. And 

of again, by setting young trees leaning to the 

southwest, the.most of our hard winds eoming 

* from that direction tend to straighten the trunk 

: By of up, so that when it is matured it will stand 

ee $s nearly erect. I would advise low training, as 

. : ae ‘ a the top or branches protect the trunk. If the 

Tee As toed reat £3 former method is advised, after many years of 

a eas "ae ae care and labor, it might be neglected, and’the 

—" —" orchard all be killed, and thereby discourage 

Siberian Arborvitae. and dishearten a whole neighborhood, while it 

— _ | would take years of persuasion to establish 
American Ansorvirx—Often, though in- confidénoelagain: Wie Pansrdia) Ti! 

correctly called White Cedar.—A fine, bushy, ‘Toman, Feb. 1863. 

small tree or large shrub, with pyramidal hab- igi ’ 

it, with horizontal branches and handsome flat 

foliage of a bright, pleasing green color. Ex- ee ee cee 

cellent for screens and hedges; may be clipped | The earlier American Nurseries were few in 

into any desired shape. It transplants easily | number, and, compared with some now exibt- 

and grows quite rapidly. ing, of quite limited extent,—though equal, 

There is one objection to the Arborvitew ; at perhaps, proportion to population. The 

the approach of ‘cold weather it turns brown- first of maich there aay record, and probab- 

ish. The Srsex1an Annorvirx is free from ly the earliest established, was that of John 

this defect and is much}to be preferred, retain- Bertram, near Philadelphia, about the year 

ing its dark green color in winter. It is of 1420., Here ae congregated many of the 

slower growth and more compact habit, having prominent pea plants and trees, Bropersiory 

the appearance of being neatly clipped. It to exportation to Europe—siso the ae aaa 

makes an elegant lawn tree an d is superb for plants of the other hemisphere, obtained in 

exchange for American productions. The spe- 
ornamental hedges. cimen trees planted by the elder Bertram and 

The American is sold very cheaply compared },;. descendants still adorn the grounds, classic 

with which the Siberian is yet somewhat ex-| to the botanist and the lover of nature; long 

pensive; 50 cents will usually pay for only a| may they stand, living memorials of genera- 

small specimen. A.G.H. ‘| tions passed away, our earliest evidence of a 

Coxvmevs, 0. taste for horticulture !—Atlantic for April. 
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i MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL. | side of the cam, curves around the periphery 
ij SSS lof the forward part of the cam, forming a 

| Comstock’s Rotary Spader. groove which prevents the forks from falling 

| One of the Forks of this machine is seen | forward, and also compels the friction wheels 

' standing on end against the pole in Fig. 1. At | to traverse the cam, the eccentric form of which 

| each end of the fork shaft is a friction wheel. | causes the forks c, as the implement is drawn 

| The teeth or tines are secured to the shaft by | along, to strike the earth successively the same 
stirrups and keys. Two handles (or cranks) | distance ahead that they are hung on the per- 

are cast on the shaft with each a pin or jour-|iphery of the wheels, and, by the same eccen- 

nal, as seen in the engraving. tricity, cause a vertical entrance of the teeth 

The forks are hung by these pins or journals, | into the ground. The bottom of the cams be- 

in holes at equal distances apart around the | ing tangential with the circumference is a ful- 

periphery of cast iron slotted wheels, which | crum for the forks, and causes the teeth in lift- 

are keyed to an axle which works in the hubs | ing to sweep along across the bottom to displace 

of the cams, A, on the outside of the wheels, | and lift all the soil it cuts. 

and the fork shafts drop into the slots of the, The lift, being thus quickened, the fork gets 

wheels, so that their friction wheels rest on the | a momentum that brings it in contact with the | 

cams. The cams are made stationary by con- | hanging spring lugin the rear, (connected with 

nection with the hounds, B, by means of a| the cam at c) and causes a vibrating action be- 

bolt and the lugs a. The pole, seat, and sheet | tween it and the spring d on the back part of 

iron apron F (for the protection of driver) are | the cam, sufficient to throw off and effectually 

connected to these hounds. The arm 4, pivot- | pulverize the soil, and prevent clogging. 

| ed to the offset arm D, which is bolted to the| The hand lever E, pivoted by a bolt to the 

|
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hound, bears, against the, arm, 5, as shown in | greenish gas obtained by the decomposition of \ 

Fig. 1 of the engraving, and forms the groove | common. galt, which is the chloride cf sodium. | 

before mentioned. Thrown forward, as seen,|In soda-ash works there is a waste product ; 

in Fig. 2, it carries the arm with it, thus open- | known as hydrochloric acid, and consisting of 

ing the groove and permitting thé forks to fall | chlorine and hydrogen. This acid, when heat- 

forward and fold up. By this means it is, while | ed with binoxide of manganese, yields up the t 

advancing, set to work or thrown out of the | gaseous chlorine; and inorder to manufacture 

ground at will, by a simple movement of the chloride, of lime, it is simply necessary to 

hand, and is perfectly under control of any | spread fresh slaked lime upon shelves in leaden } 

one old enough to drive the team. or stone chambers and expose it to the action | 

The engraving represents an implement | of the chlorine thus obtained. The lime ab- 

working three fect in width, and a depth of six | sorbs the gas, and is then put up in tight box- 

to eight inches. When foldedit may be drawn | es or casks for sale. If it is desired to use it ||} - 1 

about om the farm or common roads without | in liquid form, the powder must be dissolved | 

injury to its parts. in water. Price at the druggists 11 cents per 

Patents for this invention were procured | pound.—Eptror.] 

February 26th, 1861, and May 13th, 1862, by SarlfQGguirtrI====~_ 

C. Comstock, of Milwaukee, Wis., and the im~- EDUCATIO NAL. 

plements are now being manufactured at tab) 

place. The State University—A Step Forward. 

For further information or circulars address Hitherto the Wisconsin State University has 5 

the inventor. not had avery prosperous career. As to grade i 

a | nd quality it has ranked with the best colleges ; 

SCIENCE, ART, STATISTICS. in the West, but financially, and as to that pop- q 

eae ularity which secures a large attendance, it 

_ Chloride of Lime—A Query. has fallen far short of the high mark which its ; 

Dear Sim:—I have noticed with pleasure | friends set for it at the date of incorporation. 4 

that the Farmer gains friends. If.the Farm-| As it appears to us, this partial failure is t 

ER could be transformed into a weekly paper, | due to three principal causes: ij 

I think it would replace nearly every other| 1, The absence of the best possible financial i 

paper and be welcomed at every fireside of the | management, as evidenced in large and need- i 

farming community. less expenditures for buildings. A 

One question I would like to ask: Chloride} 9 4 persistent disregard, on the part of the 4 

of lime has been recommended as an agent to} Regents of the University, of the rights of one i 

hasten “germination, also as a preventative | entire half of the youth of the State. i 

against insects, —= lately Ihave seen it stated] 5 4 narrow, illiberal and, unjust policy on if 

that it was used in ood instead of water to} 1, part of the State. 

keep the dust down in ae streets. The latter Thaigaiaier lehbssl'eviln 4d/now’ veyond tha q 

use would suggest that it may be produced $ +E it 

very cheap. You would confer a favor on me, power of goreantion: fe secant wah Er # 

if you would explain to us what is Chloride of of cortectionartt a third, it is believed, will 7 i 

| lime. Can the farmer produce it himself, or not much longer remain a reproach to the State. i 

has he to depend on the druggist for it? and Section 2 of the Act of Incorporation. reads ¥ 

if so, at what price can it be obtained? as follows? “The object’ of the University | it 

. Aponeuus. | shall be to provide che inhabitants of this State { 

Mr. Piscax, Monroe Co. i with the means of acquiring a thorough knowl- { 

[Chloride of Lime is the product of the| edge of the various branches of literature, i 

combination of common lime with chlorine, a| science and the arts.”
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j Hitherto the Regents of the University have THE H OME. { 

|] | assumed to say that inhabitants meant mate fm~ ) qi 
|| habitants, and accordingly the doors have been To'the Lady Readers of the ‘“Farmer.” | 

. . a | 
closed against ‘any’ Gnd! il young ladies. "Pe-| iia anbicined Preamble, and Constitution 
cently the impolicy and injustice of this exclu- os eae inacealiy ted by «The Ladies’ { 

aaa ned Sree sane rot Union League of Madison,” and which, in | 

3 ara a tor * sai . pursuance of a generally expressed wish of 

al Se “ babe = 7 aie many of our ladies, and with the consent.of | 

: ss one Sod = “ oP °P | the Editor, I submit for your consideration. { 

Ate 7 Le U " cal e zn a °F My faith in your loyal devotion to the best in- | 
eee Oe <a an © ™®Y | terests of our country leads me to believe that 

wish to avail themselves of its facilities with- it will be of interest. to you than apy of j 

out regard to sex; and we are informed that a . . 2 2 i 
._ | the several articles in which I had proposed to | 

number of young ladies are already making 4 Cute ssonth 4 Tke anfirel * 
arrangements to take a complete University | Set Jou ‘his month. The entirely non-parti 

= P 7 | 2an character of this League asks for it the | 

wet endorsement and. co-working of every patriotic 

The world moves: let all the;people rejoice! | woman without reference to the “‘party”.of | 
The Normal Department has already com-| husband, brother or son. . Let us, of Madison, | 

menced its spring session, under the immediate | pe encouraged by hearing of similar associa- | 

charge of Prof. Chas. A. Allen, late Agent of | tions in all of the rural portions of our noble 
the Normal School Board, and promises finely. | state, Mrs. Hoyt. 

ieee ne, Mapisox, March 23, 1863. 

Boys axp Ginus.—Speaking of the plan of PREAMBLE. 

separating the sexes in school, Mr. Stowe, the] In the history of every nation crises are lia- 

celebrated Glasgow teacher, says: ble to arise wherein the patriotic services and 

“The seperation has been found injurious, | ecrifices of the whole people, without regard 
It is impossible to raise the girls as high, intel- |  & ellie elim See bs 
lectually, without the boys as with them—and | the perpetuity of the Goverement-<:9' jorein 
it is impossible to raise boys, morally, as high spiliiy should be recognized as the sole meas- | 

without the girls. The girls morally elevate | Ue of duty. 
the boys, and the boys intellectually elevate] It is our conviction that the American Re- | 
the girls. public is to-day passing through such a crisis, 

“But more than this—girls themselves are and that upon the success of the Government 
morally elevated by the presence of boys, and a pons core the ea aban eee 

ed : a Cnt Se ee, eset parip pari ae aly the future Gaeeie 
mre pellets, Seieemel he toe er of the Republic under which we live, but like- 
influence of the female character.” ee of liberal ideas and the 

of free institutions in all the nations of 
~ ae pat eat . 

|  Trug Cunrorr.—Alas! how many examples| In this condition of our national affairs the 
are new present to memory of young men the| women of America, not less than the heroic ig 
most anxiously and expensively be-school- | men who are fighting our battles, are most im- 
mastered, be-tutored, be-lectured, anything but | peratively called upon for all such services and 
educated; who have received arms and ammu-| sacrifices as are consistent. with their position 
nition, instead of skill, strength, and courage; | and relations as women, and as may in any 
varnished, rather than polished; itor f degree subserve the cause of our beloved coun- 
over-civilized, and most pitiably uncultivated! | try. 
and all-from inattention to the methoddictated| In addition to, and in no wise interfering 
by Nature herself—to the simple truth that as| with the “‘ Aid Societies” already widely es- 
the forms in all organized existence, so must | tablished, and doing much toward alleviating 

all true and living knowledge proceed from | the physical hardships and sufferings incident 
within; that it may be trained, supported, fed, | to a. state of war, there appear three ways in 
excited, but can never be infused or impressed. | which earnest and judicious efforts may pro- 
—Coleridge. mote this desired end: i
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1, By retrenchment. in. household.and,per~| the standing business committee of the League. |} | sonal expenses, to the end that the eaters All duties officers, committees and ate i 

sources of the Government may, so far as | of the League, not hereinidefined, shall be pre- | possible, be devoted to the entire and thorough.| scribed from time to time ‘by vote or resolution. i vindication of its authority. z Azr. V.—The proteedings of this League i 2. By stimulating and strengthening in the} shall be conducted according to parliamentary ; 
hearts of all citizens at home v prego a usage. 7 ' 
ment of love and reverence for the Nati dee VE Aw , eee . VI.—Any member of this League who Governmentiand of;'ssteblishing: in-them am shai) violate the pledges and provisions of this | | unwavering: determinatianithet! the wary! 86! constitatién aud the Preamble thereto may be wickedly urged against the Union of these expelled by a vote of a majority of its mem- 
States, shall not cease until the rebellion:shall j,.75 ; Provided, that no member shall be expel- have a eae the prs led until written charges have been preferred 
sf cine re-estal upon sure and notice given to the person so charged, who 

8. By keeping before our soldiers, now en- sarc the privilege of a fair and impartial 
gaged or hereafter to be called into the service & 
of the country, indubitable evidences of;the| | ART. VII.—No money. shall be drawn from 
earnest sympathy and untiring co-operation of | the treasury except upon an order authorized all: true. American women. by the Executive Committee, which order shall 

Now, therefore, we, ladies of Madison, re-| be signed by the President and countersigned cognizing the value of united effort, in order | by the Secretary. 
that our duties, ‘as above indicated, may the} Ar. VIII.—The regular meetings of the 
more efficiently be performed, do hereby asso- | League shall be held on Saturday of each week 
ciate ourselves together under the name and | unless otherwise directed by a vote of the ma- 
style of ‘The Ladies’ Union League of the | jority of the members, and at such place as City of Madison,” and in our associated pro- | may be determined by the Executive Commit- 
ceedings agree to be governed by the following | tee. A majority of the. members present at 
Constitution, together with such rules and reg- | any meeting shall constitute'a quorum for bus- 
ulations as the “League” may, in its wisdom, | jness, 

from time to time adopt. Arr. IX.—This Constitution may be amend- 
GONSTErUTION. ey By vote of sepsis, of the eneenn 

Arricie I.—The name and style of this as- | o¢ pound antenna oe bent awe i 
sociation shall be ‘‘ The Ladies’ Union League specifically, in writing, two weeks previous and of the City of Madison.” recorded in the minutes of th e proceedings. 

Arr. II.—All ladies who shall subscribe to OHI HUA AGE $0 EOF 
the Preamble and Constitution hereby ordain- 
ed, and weal such badge as the League may How to Write to the Soldiers. 
prescribe, shall be the signee renee First. Direct your letter plainly, putting on 

Arr. III.—The Officers of this League shall | jt the name of the soldier in full of his .cap- 
consist of a President, two Vice Presidents, a | tain also in full, the letter of his company, the 

Secretary, Stree, and an Executive Com-| name and number of his regiment, as well as mittee of three; all of whom, except the Ex-| the locality of the regiment. A man is known 
ecutive Committee, shall be elected by ballot, | by his company, and there is no certainty of 
and hold their respective offices for ‘a term of an epistle ceashing its destination without the 
three months ae pail Seis eee = letter of the company being placed on it. 
elected. e Executive Commi shal . 
appointed by the Presidext and hold their of-| ,2ivecy Jour letter nat only’ to the General 

fice cone the term of the President so ap- Hospital, where the patient, may be; and fol- 
pointing them. : lowing, also, fully the foregoing suggestions. || 

Ant. IV.—The President shall preside at the} Second. Write caaeaied letters from home. | | | 
meetings of the League and may call special | every few days are better than medicine.— 
meetings thereof when, with the concurrence | They not only afford sympathy and hope, but. 
of two members of the Executive Committee, | they call. off attention from loneliness and sick- 
it may be deemed ee nines absence | ness. 
of the President, the Vice idents respect- is eerfully ; don’t wri 
ively, in the order of their rank, shall exercise | | cea moi ene. moe poh aeseee 
His gpseoestizes ancl perform all the duties of | tcthilige6f whe neighborhood. Write to , the ident. ie dui 0! e Secretary i 

and Treasurer shall be suchas are common to eas soldicr amid his trials, sufferings and 
those officers in all like associations. The Ex- 4 “ 
ecutive Committee shall act. in connection with} If your letters are not answered, write to 

' the President, and, with her, shall constitute | the Chaplain, and thus learn the cause. ¢
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Bridals and Baths of Arab Ladies. __ | The Religious Element essential to Completeness. 

On subsequent and persevering inquiry} Theodore Parker, in a sermon on Revivals, 
i among Arab ladies, I found out how it was that | says: 
t the bride’s face looked so lustrous. Ilearned| ‘No man is complete without the culture of 
} that girls are prepared for marriage with a| the religious element; no high faculty is per- 

| very great deal of ceremony. There are wo-|fect without help from that. I see great nat- 
| | men who make the beautifying of brides their | uralists without it, great Seeks art- 
i especial profession. ists ; not great men. Nay, their special science, 

A widow woman, named Angelina, is the | politics, art, is less philosophic, statesmanlike, 
chief artist in this department of art in Haifa. | esthetic, for lack of this wholeness and 

i; She uses her scissors and tweezers freely and| thorough health within the man’s interior. 
{ skillfully to remove superfluous hair, and trains | The nvtes of music, ground out on s hand or- 
i the eyebrows to an arched line, perfecting it | gan in the street, tell me if their composer had 
; with black pigments. She prepares an ae ever listened to the choiring of these birds of 

sive plaster of very strong sweet gum, and ap- | Paradise. ft 
plies it by degrees all over the body, letting it] When I see a man, else grand and beauti- 
remain on for a minute or more, then she tears | ful, with transcendent mind and conscience 

| it off quickly, and it brings away with it all | and affections too, but lacking this ultimate 
the soft down or hair, leaving the skin quite | finish of religion, I long to plant therein the 

} bare, with an unusually bright and polished | soul of piety, which shall complete the whole 
appearance, much admired by Orientals. The | and so make perfect every part—mastering the 

1 face requires very careful manipulation. When | world of time but not diséaining it.” 
j women have once submitted to this process, 
i they look frightful if from time to time they FOE WE PORTE TTT 

do not repeat it; for the hair never grows as WIT AND WISDOM. 
soft and fine again. Perhaps = is one of the es 

t reasons why aged Arab women, who have quite < 
given up all eres arts of adornment, jodie a0}; > Pantera re ae oe s Bieri 
haggard and witch-like. In some instances, | °'S aul t ey +i Tex oy Aue WO AS Me 
this ordeal slightly irritates the skin, and ie eens ead oxen. Fanger geve when eras . . e was asked why he didn’t buy land when it } fumed sesame or olive oil is applied, or cooling was dog cheap. Well, I did come nigh onto 

} lotions Ss pifer tower Face are aot. taking eight thousand acres one’st,” said old i The bride invites her friends to accompany | Joe, mournfully. ‘You see, two of the boys 
her to the public bath previous to the wedding | came in one day from an Indian hunt, without 
day, and sends to each onea packet of henna, | any shoes, and offered me their titles to the i two or three pieces of soap, and two wax can- | two leagues just below here for a pair of 

} dies. Angelina is generally the bearer of the} boots.” «For a pair of boots!” we exclaim- 
i message and of these articles, which are al- | ed, «Yes, for a pair of boots for each league.” 
} ways to be paid for. Ihave now and then ac- | « But why on earth did you not take it? It'd | cepted such invitations. be worth one hundred thousand dollars to-day. 

Bridal parties assemble and sometimes pass | Why didn’t you give them the boots?” «Jest 
three successive days in the luxury of the | because I didn’t have the boots to give,” said 
Turkish bath, Pipes, sherbet, coffee, and oth-| old Joe, as he took another chew of tobacco, 
er refreshments are served, and songs are sung | quite as contented as if he owned two hundred 
in honor of the bride, who is, of course, attend- | leagues of land. 
ed by Angelina, and forms the centre of at- 
traction. Her hair is unbraided, she is slowly | _ §€7 Somebody says that the oldest husband- i 
disrobed, and then, with her loins slightly | ry he knows of is the marrying a widower in 
girded with crimson silk, she is mounted on |'clover with a widow in weeds. oh 
high clogs, and led through halls and’passages is x 
gradually increasing in temperature, with foun- Bas Favorites are like sun-dials; no one 

} tains overflowing their ‘marble floors; she is | looks at them if they are in the shade. 
laced'on‘a marble platform, near to's jet of . 

} Eos water; fuller’s earth is rubbed on herhead, | 2@" 4 man might frame and let loose a star 
: and she is lathered with soap anid brushed with | ¢® Toll inits orbit, and yet not have done so 

i a handful of tow; then hot water is poured poner thing before God as he who lets | over her freely, she is swathed in long towels | 8° ® 8° Sea thought to roll through the 1 ‘and by slow degreee sondacied back to.a more | SeRerations of time. 
i moderate temperature, lastly to a fountain 
H | of cool water—her companions in the meantime oe eee Uni eGR, tp.the | undergoing the same process. Then, shrouded xo 

ft in muslin, crape, or linen, they sit together,| g@g~ The proper education of children is a 
t smoking, until they are rested and refreshed. | far better endowment for them than the largest 
i —HMiss Rogers. material estate. 
i 

—______—
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HEALTH AND DISEASE. ‘From the Little Pilgrim. A 
to gpe Meee About Health —Children, Read and Remember. 

Life Prolonged by Care. ui Dee eee _— while I tell you some- 

iy : n ing which deeply concerns you welfare. The 

The longevity of the human race is steadily eubject isthe shape of your bodies. God knew 

increasing in civilized nations, if statistical| the best shape. He created us upright, in His 

rusted own image. 

a oe eae 1s en ae followin g ite None of the inferior animals walk upright. 

from the Methodist shows the influence of good] God fitted all the great vital organs in your 

keeping on long life: bodies to an erect spine. Do your shoulders 

ever stoop forward? If bo do, the lungs, 

«Few men take better care of themselves | heart, liver and stomach, fall down out of their 

than the better class of British noblemen. Se oe = See cat, co do pot 

* * . work well. To show how this is, I wil 

They aim to make life as perfect as possible—| oy that when you bend forward you can take 

to have as little jarring of the wheels and cogs | only about half as much air into the lungs as 

. t _|you can when you stand up straight. As I 

aids eres % aes rics have said, God has so arranged the great or- 

est workers, and the healthiest men in the| pans in the body, that they can’t do their duty 

world; and it may be truly said, that while | well except when the body is straight. Oh, 

., _ | how it distresses me to see the dear children, 

part of mankind develops muscle st the & whom I love so much, bending over their school 

pense of brain, and the other develops brain | desks, and walking with their heads and shoul- 

at the expense of muscle, the British nobleman | ders drooping. My dear ones, if you would 

is tb cal livi h ds i have a strong spine and vigorous lungs, heart, 

is the only man now living who succeeds in |ji+¢r and stomach, you must now, while you 

cultivating at once brain and muscle. That | are young, learn to walk erect. 

their efforts are successful, here is pretty good If a boy were about to leave this country for 

~ . , | Japan, never to return, and were to come to me 

proof. Twenty-four members of the British | 4nd ask for rules to preserve his health, I 

peerage died within the year 1860; and these | should say—‘I am glad to see you, and will 

twenty-four have exactly completed, on the av- give you four rules, which, carefully observed, 
will be pretty sure to preserve your health.” 

erage, the full measure of the allotted span of | He might say to me—*“ Four is a good many ; 

human life, the threescore years and ten. |T ae I er ee ae of ea give 
Wha me e most important one, and I promise 

They were as follows sor Wigoount Arbuthnot, | 1o¢ to forget it.” I should cepiy_** Well, my 

82; Lord Londesborough, 54; Viscount South- | dear boy, if I can give you but one, it is this: 

well, 88; Viscount Germanston, 84; Lord Or- « Keep yourself straight, that is, sit up straight, 
2 stand up straight, walk up straight ; and when 

anmore, 72; Bishop of Rochester, 84; Earl of | in bed at night, don’t-put two or three pillows 

Lonford, 42; Baroness Stratheden, 63; Lord | under your ar as pene eee on watching 

5 : Vi 4 fe | your toes all night.” And I elieve that in 

Fitzgerald, 60; Viscount Guillamore, #7; Bar-| this I should give the most important rule that 

oness Wentworth, 67; Earl of Strafford, 82; | can be given for the preservation of health and 

Lord Helesbury, 80; Archbishop of York, 72; | long life. My dear children, don’t forget it. 

Lord Sandys, 68; Lord Elphinstone, 53; Bish- —Dio Lewis, M. D. 
ES ee 

P op of Worcester, 775 Earl of Lauderdale, 76; 

Earl of Cawdor, 70; Lord French; 74; Earl of Overdosing. ° 

Leven and Melville, 75; Duke of Richmond, ic Dr. Holmes, in his lecture on ‘Currents and 

_ i land; lounter Currents,” uttered the following whole- 

69; Earl of Manvers, 62; Berl.of Dae some truths, which startled some of the facul- 

85. Total of ages, 1,680 years; which being | ty: ; 

divided by 24 gives exactly 70 years to each. potanin is beg! Be) a of many Bo 
% * sy:. o. | ganisms. it can el to disease, but 

| It would be difficult to fe & parallel to this in | pover to absolute héalth by medicinal appli- 

any class of any country in the world.” ances. There are many ladies, ancient and 

recent, who’ are perpetually taking remedies . 

It is not care, but useless worry that shortens | for irremediable painsandaches. They ought 

life. Legitimate care increases the desire and to have headaches and backaches and stomach- 

: s, . aches; they are not well if they do not have 

necessity for life, and thus virtually prolongs | them, To expect them to live without frequent 

it. twinges, is like expecting a doctor's old chaise 

ca 
2 
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to go without creaking; if it did,.we might be] A leg of mutton (is usually roasted: whole, 
sure the springs were broken, There is.no| but can be divided advantageously for a small 
doubt that the constant demand for medicinal| family. Cut the knuckle into a good sized 
remedies from patients of this class leads to | joint, and boil it until tender; but put a coarse 
their overuse; often in the case of cathartics, paste over the lower put ef the thick end to 
sometimes in that of opiates. keep in the gravy, and roast it; or if the skin 

I will venture to say this, that if every spe-| be raised gently from the outside of the leg, 
cific were to fail utterly ; if the cinchona trees | to about six or seven inches wide, two or three 
all died out, and the arsenic mines were ex-| good slices may be cut off for steaks, and the ] hausted, the sulphur regions burned up; if| skin then fastened down with skewers.—Cook 
every drug from the vegetable, animal and| Book. 
mineral kingdoms were to disappear from the ses a ae 
market; a body of enlightened men, organized Steamed Brown Rread. 
as a distinct profession, would be required just — | 
as much as now, and respected and trusted as} Take two quarts of sweet skim milk, one | now, whose province should be to guard against | tablespoonful of saleratus, one of salt, half a | the causes of disease; to eliminate them, if| cup of molasses ; put in equal quantities of rye possible, when still present; to order all the| and Indian meal until the dough is as stiff as conditions of the patient so as to favor the ef-| can be conveniently stirred with a spoon, then *| | forts of the system to right itself, and to give] put it in two two-quart tins. Place sticks 
those predictions of the course of disease which | across the bottom of the kettle to keep the wa- 
only experience can warrant, and which, in so| ter from the bread; place one of the tins on many cases, relieve the exaggerated fears of | these, and the other ina tin steamer on the top 
sufferers and their friends, or warn them in| of the same kettle, and let it steam three hours. 
season of impending danger. Great as the} Care should be taken to keep the water boiling, 
loss would would be, if certain active remedies | while the bread is cooking. When done, put 
could no longer be obtained, it would leave the | it in a warm oven long enough to dry the top 
medical profession the most essential part of| of it, not bake it. Yeast can be used instead 
its duties, and all, and more than all its pres-| of saleratus, if any prefer it, but the bread ent share of honors; for it would be the death-| must rise well before putting it in the kettle. 
blow to charlatanism, which depends for its 
success almost entirely on drugs, or at least on . TE 
@ nomenclature that suggests them. How ro Save Lamp Curmneys.—lIt is said 

There is no offence, then, or danger, in ex-| that by putting the chimneys into lukewarm 
pressing the opinion that, after all that has] water, heating the water to boiling, and then been said, the community is still overdosed. | cooling slowly, the glass will be so toughened 
The best proof of it is that no families take go | as to render it stronger and less liable to break- 
little medicine as those of doctors, except those | age. In cold weather lamp chimneys are lia- of apothecaries, and that old practitioners are| ble to break on first lighting the lamp. To 
more sparing of active medicines than younger | avoid this, raise the wick eee which will ones. heat the chimney gradually, and when extin- binician ceingebiilesitematcs ‘ guishing the light, turn the wick down slowly, 

so that the chimney will cool off gradually. DOMESTIC ECONOMY. By observing these china, you will aoe quite 
Leg of Matton PS an ag in lamp chimneys im the course of a 

cone eae gt 
A leg of mutton intended for roasting should 

: be kept longer than for boiling; it should be}__ WASHING FLANNEL witHour SHRINKING.— carefully attended to during the time it is hung | Make @ strong suds and put in your flannel or 
up, constantly wiped to prevent any mustiness | White woolen stockings while the water is boil- ‘ tots hot. Then squeeze and pound them with gathering on the top and below the flap, and | 7& z aq 4 por P 
in hot weather lightly dusted with flour or pep- | ® Pestle till the water is cool enough to put per to keep off the flies. The kernel in the fat | Your hands to the work. You will find there || _ on the thick part of the leg should be taken | }8 littie need of rubbing. Rinse in cwater as 
out by the butcher, for it taints first there; | hot a8 the hands will bear. Jf there is a little and the bloody part of the neck should also be | 8°®P ae 4 in the rinsing water, it is all cut off when first brought in. the better. The sooner they are dried the less Remove the thick skin very carefully ; trim | they will shrink. This method, from an old 
off the piece of flank that adheres to the fat, | housekeeper, is sure to prove just the right way, and fiatten the fat with a cutlet-beater or chop-| if strictly followed.— Plowman. 
per; cut off the knuckle, and nick the cramp SOT er eee 
bone, to allow it to become more plump, asin} Rosz Satve,—Four ounces best olive oil; 
haunch. Put a little salt and water into the] one ounce spermaceti; one ounce white wax; 
dripping-pan to baste the meat at first; but] eight drops attar of roses. Melt over a slow 
then use only its own gravy. Serve with jelly: | fire. 

? 
‘
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Creaxine Disu Covers.—Dirh covers should YOUTH’S’ CORNER. 
| always be wiped and polished as soon as they os 

are removed from the’ table.” If this is done A Pretty Experiment. 
while they are warm, it will be but little trou-| Professor Rogers gives the following in a re- 
ble; but if. the steam is allowed to dry on} cent scientific paper: “Take a sheet of fools- | 
them, you will find much difficulty in getting|cap or letter paper; roll it up so that the 

| the tarnish off from the inside. When they | opening at one end shall be large enough to 
are wiped and polished, hang them up in their | take in the full size of the eye, and at the other 
places immediately. . end let the opening be not half go large. Take ||° 

etre are ee . |itin the right hand, holding it betwéen the 
GCopax ReAaIR Rar Never: ‘imitime[£, ele finger; place the large end to | print an proellent substitute for court — the right eye, look through “it with both eyes 

for cuts and. henises npon, the hands; in pee open, towards the light. You will see a hole 
Weather, 1.ginp.zauthe ares - — through your hand. If you take it in your left 
a doren: plan Aeely, weld wants Ms cookin | hand and hold it to your left eye, it will be the 
and boil to a jelly O% say. about half;s pint or same. You will, in both cases, be astonished 
less, then spread with a brush on any waste to cee that you havela bole tiyour haiidl™ : 

scraps of silk, and we find it equal to any ad- = Te eaten ere Coes, 

hesive plaster we have ever used. Any fatty An Indian Story, 

matter in the boiling of the feet rises to the There is an Eastern story, which has its ver- 

surface, and when cold can easily be removed. | sion in many languages, .of a beautiful damsel, 
‘ to whom a genius of surpassing power desired 

oc e to give a talisman. He enjoined her to take 
B@s- If you would avoid waste in your fam-| herself across a field of standing corn; she was 

ily, attend to the following rules, and do not | to pluck the tallest and largest ear she could ||! 
despise them because they appear so unimport-| find, but she waa to gather it as she went for- 
ant—*many a little makes a mickle.” ward, and never pause in her path, or to. step When ivory handled knives turn yellow, rub | backward in quest of her object. Im propor- 
them with nice sandpaper or emery; it will! tion to the size and ripeness of the ear she 
take off spots and restore whiteness. gathered, so would be its power as‘a talisman. 

Sil pocket handkerchiefs and deep blue fac-| She went out upon her quest, says the legend, 
‘tory will not fade if dipped in salt water while| and entered upon the field. Many a tall stalk 
new. a +p] of surpassing excellence met her glance, but 

Lamps will have a less disagreeable smell if! she still walked onward, expecting always to 
you dip the wick yarn in strong hot vinegar] find one more excellent still, At last she 
and let it dry. reached a portion of the field where the crops 

If you'wish to preserve fine teeth, always] were thinner and the ears more stunted. She 
clean, them thoroughly after eating your last | pegretted the tall and graceful stalks she had 
meal at night, . | left behind, but disdained to pick those which 

Cotton, wet with sweet oil and paregoric, | fell so far, below what her ideas were of a per- |], 
relieves the ear-ache very soon. fect ear. But, alas!the stems grew more 

—————-—__———_ ragged and more scanty as she trod onward; 
Wixe Jevty.—Soak half an ounce of gela-| on the margin of the field they were mildewed, 

tine in half a pint of water fifteen minutes,|and whén she had cra thena her walk j 
then add half a pint of boiling water, set it on| through the waying pels. e emerged on the ||) 
the fire, keep stirring it till the gelatine’is dis-| other side without having gathered any ear ||) 
solved, add the juice of two lemons, sugar to | whatever. The genius: rebuked her for her ; 
your taste, and Madeira wine enough to make | folly; but we are told that he gave her 8 oppor- 
& quart in all; strain it and set it to cool. tunity of retrieving her error, We may apply |} | 

—tiesilebiedaph. this mystic little Indian fable to the eaten i 

Lemon Pin.—Take 4 lemons, grate the rind, | of daily life, Children if you would succeed in 
squeeze the juice, chop the bale very fine, 4| life form the habit of doing the most and the j 
teacups of sugar, thé yolks of 6 eggs, 2 tea-| dest each moment. i 
cups of milk, 4 tablespoonsful of corn starch ; ta et ee | 

| beat well together and. bake; beatthe white ot |, AN Apotocy.—Several articles intended for j 
piee eee a of white sugar this Department are tinavoidably’ crowded dut ||| | 
to a froth; when the pies are baked, put the} |. i 
froth-over them, and set. them:in the oven for | ‘his month. We shall try to’ make amends || 
5 minutes. hereafter. }
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| NEWS: SUMMARY. | The report, was adopted, as:also\the foltow- | 
aca cene La | ing resolution, offered by J. C. Plumb: +/+.» ||; 
} cM ERS. foe eae cely lean tre faite of cane, Or cary sedis ||| 
} . Tro planting, to arty Sd intacmmnnatctenks dus! i 
| The Sorghum Convention, 4 sn for Seutecnmy bob eae ee oy re a 
which was published in the February No. of | North generally, Seisiee | 

the Fanuer, met in the basement of the Capi-/ Touching the above report. we haveroply to 

jtol, on Wednesday, the 4th of March. say, in, this connection, that we cannot entirely. | 

| The number of persons in attendance, ‘at | credit the authority cited by the committee as 

‘first only about 20, afterwards increased, to |to the crystalizability of the syrup of Sorghum 
z ; : j 

‘some 40- a very small number, certainly, in }or Chinese sugar cane.’ In the first place, the j 

‘view of the important interests to be consider- | statement’ bears the stamp of improbability, 

‘ed, and of the large number of urgent appeals ; and, sents, the actual experimental a 

for such 8 convention from different parts of made by chemists, such as Mr. J. 8. Lovering, 

the State. Illinois was almost better repre-|of Philadelphia, and Dr. C. A. Goessmann, of 
sented than Wisconsin, and there were, like- | Syracuse, show conclusively’ that the Chinese 

“|| wise, a few gentlemen from Iowa. sugar cane does contain cane sugar—Mr. Lov- 

The few who did convene were zealous work- | 28 oe obtained it therefrom in large | 
ers, however, and, under the fitting presidency iF aoreuas Fastes alin vase eictaly 

Mr. 0. 8. Willey, succeeded in accomplish- oe el var | 
mex aca a mf a ag ape descr of it the world, or it may be a humbug. For our 

the questions of Soil, Seed, Cultivation, Man- fee oo - to ae eo 

ufacture and Machinery. Some interesting a aay nde ieee 
examples of machinery &c. were on exhibition. wi quanenes of the seed to sell at extraya- 

s rices. 
,' We regret that the proceedings could not gies » 2 : me 

have been furnished us in time for publication os. ae cence ae ene te 

in full, in this No., especially since circumstan- |® "8" 5" oe = an wood to see = a 
ces prevented a regular attendance on our part. | “°™™ ar v ci we ‘ a ; ine 
As it is, we shall content ourself with report- e ef ae will succeed upon 

i ing the pith of what was said on Soil and Seed, |""¥ ibe aE. : sah ven ’ 

leaving the publication of that portion which ee oo = es a mt thor- 

_ may be deferred without damage to the May | U8? 88 possible. Newly plowing and harrow- j 
} Pc ing or rolling down smooth just before plant- | 

H REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SEED. ing will more than pay for the extra labor. 

| the Committes to whom was referred the ubject of sea} 7#e Planting must not be done too early 
pekdesre fp repay: ede ewe ha Ciutdaie wb tia ordinarily nct before about the 20th of May. 
African. There sre, however, of the African or Impbee | Plant in the same manner as corn—either in | several subdivisions or varieties—some eay as high as six- | | 19 
teen—among which the Boom s0-#-ne apd Oom-se-a-ns are hills 8 to 4 feet apart, on in drills; the rows j 

=p cattery herd * being 8 to 4 feet apart and the seed-droppings 
Chinese makes light colored, bandsome ; . 

‘The reason sasigned tor this difterene of production is tbat 1to2feet inthe row. Plant Sbout twice as 

tao nes ray tenth, faPe sage toe | much seed aa you wish to stand. | 
‘with mast of the African ot Imphee varieties. Some were in favor of soaking the seed, oth- { Your committee are of the opinion that most varieties of E gs { 
‘either species may be matured sufficiently for the manufac. | ers of planting dry. Probably the advantage 

inden oe eileen e (f Soaking and sprouting would depend large- || 
aris wellsinened specimens, belore ne of sorghum and |1y on the lateness of the season. »Seed should 
sugar has been made and J es eatbinneeiee Je Covered li \ S Hale af inc’ a is cuit?) | | 
Proof of ite to the of Wiscoeens or ss at fly-half ah inch deep is suf | 
The cone sagt wal atau be read i lana GO sig Dostd 618 sty odt ade deRwodlh | 

Ing Prosees oR TAY MER SW Mocrrecy Chia. || “All greed thdt:the ‘ohinch bug's'a troubles |] 

i
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some pest, and that’n crop of late’planted ‘ots, | A vigorous spring and sumer campaign’ may j 

or dorn between’ the sorghum and any neigh- | suffice to drive'tie traitor devils to the wall. © || 
boring crop liable to their. attacks, is advan- : ——————— nen | 

tageous. Several persons asserted that buck- vor BeOS News? e sari ch 
wheat so planted ig a,sure, barrier. The Polish insurrection is assuming so great j 

treet t .W i ‘tance i - | 

The Legislature etill. «drags its'slow} ee fo hare auite,tpsned.theatienn.,| || 
Bi tion of foreign powers from this. continent, ' 

length along,” but ere the iésde ofthis present . ere i = } 
" ~.? The Prussian king has taken sides with Rus- 

number of the Farmer will, probably, haye) . as ti = 
as ¥ sia, andisin danger of getting himself into 

coiled up for the season. Altogether it has " ’ hot water by the means. France and England 
been rather a harmless session. ebinet , 

Some things that needed: doing harebaw It would not be surprising if.a, half dozen 
well and faithfully done—among whieh; as - int 

of these jealous, ambitious powers should get 
most interesting to farmers, may be mentioned - é 

j ‘i . | by the ears and so have enough to do without 
-}| the passage of an “ Act to carry into execution } . . P : 2 

t ve interfering with our affairs. The sentiment of 
certain provisions of a trust conferred upon e e 

- 3 the people of England is waxing warmer and 
the State of Wisconsin by an act of Congress, ee ; 

itled ‘An Act donating Public Lands to the WEEPRT gh Repel’ g¢ the Nene. 
engne Are S France is having enough to do in conquering 

| several States and Territories which may pro- 
| a : the Mexicans. 
| vide Colleges for the benefit of AgriCUltUre | qemp = 

and the Mechanic Arts,’ approved July 2d, EDITORIAL MISCELLANY 

{ 1862.” a 

This act secures the foundation for an insti-| ges= Further extension of time is granted to “BK 

tution which must be made of incalculable BF those of our agents and friends who =G3w 

value to this State; and ere the next session of | poy= may wish to avail ae of the lib--@aq 

the Legislature a plan of urganization will have | poy eral offers made on the cover of last “G3 

been perfected that will early ensure the fur-| pos= > This is done to enable our friends “G3 

ther and entire fulfillment of the obligations | gee work to advantage on election day. “3h 

of the State as involved in the contract thus BR PR OE tes eee 

made with the constituted authorities of the} Editorial Ndtes of European Travel 

General Government. are necessarily laid over for one month, in con- 

In the next number we shall furnish a sum-| Sequence of an unexpected press of important 

mary of the most important measures adopted. | advertisements just before geing to press. 
—— eet tae 

NATIONAL AFFAIRS. Vote for the “Farmer” at the town 

a a ae eee a elections! It,is vastly more important to the 

zag —* Me an HHS Sh ete 8 beth | State that its sole agricultural journal be well 
tena ee on near the Mississ!P-| sustained tham that Peter Snooks should beat 

pal Bae Ta a ee aa eae road omy | tim Muggins in a race for the office of Justice 
of the Union is believed. to be in.good condi- of tee Bence 

tion, however, and “prepared to move upon Beh cee lak ee i 

the enemy’s works” at the earliest practicable| The Hamburg Exhibition—The In- i 

moment. Fighting Joe Hooker is, daily be-| ternatioral Agricultural Exhibition to be held 

coming more popular with’ the army of the Po-/ at Hamburg, next summer, is constantly giv- 1 

| tomac, and it is currently reported that the| ing new. ptomise of success. Several of the 

| rebels are hauling off to regions’ further south. | State So¢ieties in this country have determined 
| Richmond is believed to bélin a most desper- | to send delegates—among whom we are pleased 

| ate condition, Vicksburg ditto, Charleston also | to notice:Hon. Chas. L. Flint, of Muss., Hon. ' 

| badly off. Let the Government: be inspiritéd. | Daniel Needham, of Vt., and Hon. M. Cornell, i 
|
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of New York. As an agricultural exhibition | heart-felt appreciation of your goodness,.do i 
cs ii present to you this small token, which we beg |} 

this wil, probably, excel. any ditharte, bold, of you to accept at our hands in eatoaetion ; 
> ; 

al Se — . of our high esteem of yourself. Ever wishing 
A Fitting Testimonial.—It will appear | you, future life to be strewn withthe choicest ||. 

by the correspondence subjoined, that the Offi- | of Heaven’s Dene, we remain | 
. = Respectfully and traly yours. t 

gechopdenlia septs tee ae (Ee eee ee eee 
tual Insurance Company have a high appre-|g p, Hastings, David Atwood, Jas. T. Lewis, 

ciation of the valuable services, on their hehalf, aunty, Brown, Asa Tinney, Orrin Guernsey, i 

of the able and energetic General Superintend- Tavlos * eae ay Hy Peete age { 
a eee bas 

ent, Col. G. F. Hastings, and of his amiable | Toay, H. H. Giles, 8. R. McClellan, Albert’|| | 
id excelent family. Wood, N S. Averill, 8 P. Clark, P H. Snow, j 

Tee a Tie A. M. Seymour, J. F. Gilman, R. J. Taylor, ; 
Four years ago, when Col. H. was called to John Clark, W A. Stowell, Andrew Higby, W. { 

the impertant and responsible position he has | B. Davis, J. F. Bridges. L 

since held, the M. M. I. Co. had, comparative- Hey: Joux W. Boxp, anp OrHErs: 
7 + i A x ents:—I will not attempt to give expression . ly, but little cnpital, either financial or reputa~| || 0 fédifciga of grbtituds whick T experience. ‘ 

tional. Now, in both these respects, it ranks | and ever shall when beholding the beautiful’ || ( 
before all other institutions of its class in the | silver tea set so kindly presented to me.by you ;| |" 
Western States; and it is no injustice to the Mudlocn Srarcal VisscancoDompesr gine 

other able and honorable gentlemen who have| As: highly as~I value your present for its 

been its officers and directors to say, that to beauty and intrinsic worth, it will be a thou- 
ent Peay 5 cone ~t-bewewert sand times more cherished as an evidence of 

his peculiar talent, indomitable energy, unfiag- the esteem of those who have thus manifested 
ging perseverance, integrity and large experi- | their regard toward me. . 
ence as an insurance man, are due more than to batt eae a: phat Sour Kindness 

any other cause, the unparalleled growth and | in grateful remembrance by your undeserving | 
extraordinary prosperity of this Company. friend. Mrs. G. F. Hastines. j 

ne 
In our opinion, it would not be a word too Sorghum in Ohio.—It is‘estimated that } 

much to say, that for a position such as he oc- 12,000,000 gallons of syrup were made in Ohio 

cupies, he is probably without a peer in this | signe last year; value over seven millions of || 

or'any other country. Such men are of great | goyars!) There'are in that’ State 11000 mills, | | | 

value to any important enterprise and lange | 5909 of which were sold last summer. The''|| | 
contributors to the prosperity of the State. coming season there will be twice a8 much sor-' i 

Nor is Mrs. H., who so. meritoriously and ghum produced as ever before. Mlitiois ‘and } 

gracefully receives the magnificent silver servieg | [ows are making large preparatiéns ‘for the j 

presented, less worthy of the compliment which coming season. Let not Wisconsin be too far ; 

it confers, or the high esteem of the Comy any | pening, ' 

which so'splendid a testimonial implies. From ‘, = cai ianae ein EESTI i 

first to last, she has, with commendable zeal, ses Se a ae 

devoted herself to the interests of the Compa- |‘Committee on Seed, Soil and Cultivation report } 
ny, and underthese circumstances it is a souree that in their view the best variety of seed for ||| 

= all purposes is the Sorghum, or Chinese cane, | 
of high pleasure to her numerous friends that especially for syrup. For granulation, they | 

her many hospitalities and services have met Tespmmend the Tmplea called. Oom-see-a-na, | 

with this fitting And graceful recognition. T vada tioanbnn sb ta i NAOH aeany 
January Ist, 1863. , | variety, they propose the kind of Imphee call- 

To Mrs. Gro.’ F. Hastincs: ed Nee-a-za-na, though this list variety is not i 
Dear Madam:—The undersigned: Directors ‘|'géenerally desirable. 

and Agents of the Madison Mutual Insyrance | So1t.—Good | wheat land ‘is considered the 
Company, fully appreciating your generous | best soil for this cane. Th particular com 
/sym ty ‘and ‘kindness ‘of heart, ‘your high | sition of sie should be sand; oni Ea py mputhy g J 
jand noble sjqnding in community, desirous-of | limestone, with a suffidiency of clay'to hold 
expressing to you our kind regards, and-our |;the soil tolerably compact. t
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. Canter apen oe eat ne worked | | We are likewise indebted’ to'‘M. Finch, for 

ea ait as ae the tars ditance oar, several varieties of apples, forwarded for nam- 
corn. Cultivate flat and thoroughly, tillthe|ing- Most of them were handsome enough 

1} | eeeetaany Sa eetetiee ned Perens, eg ee eee oe ee © 
vory long and euphonious titles ; it was, nev- 

t iw bas US pret ae: ertheless, our own opinion and" that of others 

# Pomological Acknowledgments.— more competent to judge that they should be 

Whaterer view, may:be.teken ef anch's.cops | classed with the great nameless family of seed- 
fession, we are frank to acknowledge that we linge. d 

always have been, are, and expect to be, ex- : Salina iaeaanasaeaiaanl 

ceedingly and incorrigibly fond of good apples.|. Mutual Life Insurance Co—d @or- 

And the best of it is, our friends appreciate | 7¢cééon.—Mitwauke, March 17, 1863. Epiror 

this partiality and are constantly sending us| Wis. Farmer:—In the March No. of your ex- 
i liberal tithes of what they produce, as though | cellent magazine, you speak of the Mutual Life 

we were some heathen god, entitled to fruit of- | Insurance Company of Wis., of which the 

ferings of ‘all that is produced. writer of this has the honor of being one of 
The last arrival was from our esteemed po-| the ‘“ working men,” and yourself one of the 

mological friend, A. G. Hanford, Esq., Corres- | fortunate members, in so complimentary a way 
ponding Editor of the Horticultural Depart- | 48 to attract my attention. And I notice that 

ment. Specimens beautiful, delicious, and | You omit stating that the Company has a Pres- 
strongly suggestive of his comparative inde- | ident, although all the other officers are named 

pendence, as a fruit-grower, of latitude or lon- correctly. Of course, we suppose that the 
gitude, or other circumstance. omission was unintentional, but we think too 

A recent visit’ to Columbus, Qhio, enabled | ™uch of our venerable President to allow the 

us to make another and. more careful inspec- | fact that S. S. Daggett, Esq., is that officer, to 
i tion of the fine nurseries wherein these apples | feémain unknown to your readers. 

were produced. They occupy’ some hundred| I would like to add, that we who know him 

acres of rich land, within one mile of the Court | Well have the utmost confidence in the safe 
House, are heav.ly stocked with every variety | m®nagement of the sacred trust confided to 

of trees, shrubs and plants, that are grown or | him as supervising officer. We thank you for 
ought to be in the Western United States, and introducing the subject of Life Insurance to 

are certainly in as fine a condition as any nur-| Your readers, for we believe it to be one of 

sery we have ever seen in this or any other | Very great importance 

country. If you will allow me, in some future No. of 

j Mr. Batehsm, the senior member of the firm, the Farmer, I will give your readers some sta- 
and a proprietor from the first, was formerly tistics on Life Insurance in general, and the 

‘1 | the popular editor of the Ohio Cultivator, ana | is and growth of Mutual Life Insurance in 

has since traveled extensively in Europe, on | Particular. H. G. Wizsox, 

horticultural missions. So that, probably, no General Agent. 
nurserymen in the United States have had bet-| Notx.—It was certainly not our intention to 

ter opportunities to thoroughly qualify them- | leave out the name of our esteemed friend and 

‘| selves for the business in which they have go | long-time agricultural colleague, S. S. Daggett, 

long zealously and successfully devoted them-| Esq., the»popular President of the Wis. Life 

| selves. asell dvod Insurance Oo. No: better man could’be found 
i Whoever ;deals with Bateham; Hanford & | in the State for that important. and responsible 

i Co., may be morally certain of satisfactory ré- |:position, and inasmuch as we have'a life inter- 

‘4 | sults, in so far as:they should be held respon- | est in'the integrity and success of the corpo- 

sible. ration which he so ably and faithfully repre-
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|| sents, itis qur will that he be and remain just | ‘Howto use the “ Farmer”—Enclosed 

i in the position he now holds,.at least until the please find $16.50 ‘and fis of 22 subscribers 

i millennium, ., for the Famer. | Con additions be made to 

} ‘As to statistical informétion/ on the subject | this club to be! delivered’ at other offices? I 

|| | of Life Insurance, we think it would be inter- | hope to add many to this list. We shall have 

: | |_ esting and profitable. Let us have it.—Eprror, |a County Fair this fall, and will expect Mr. 

i SONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE, Hoyt’ to give us an address, In bur list of 

CONDENSE ae SPONDENCE. premiums the Farwer shall be rememberéd to 

+» Beware of Bark Lice—Pramr pu Sac | Your reasonable satisfaction. H. H. Potrsr, 

i March 19.—You will confer a fayor upon many Sec’y Sauk Co. Ag. Soc. 

of your readers if, in your April No., you will [Certainly, friend Potter. The more names 

caution persons in buying apple trees to be- you udd the better we shall like it. ] 

| ware of Sark ee: I purchases of a nursery- Eminently Sound.—Omno, Deo, 1862.— 

! ee near Hadison, last spring, ea that he I have taken the FARuer since it has been 

said were clear of pices but after getting home, published, and it has come to'be one of ihe 

on close examination, I found pmeanece of must-haves. It has paid the cost with larger 

them lousy. The man's Teputene Food! interest than the hard-faced broker dare ask. 

but the sequel proved that nurserymen are not| i+ is hard to make many of the farmers 

j any more honest now than ened, aoe ago. believe it. Many of them take no agricultural 

{ People a somewhat encouraged in ae cul- paper; others must have an Eastern paper, 

ture, pea if they get bad trees now,, it ee which may, perhaps, be a damage to them. A 

@ serious paper Tell them to examine good Wisconsin farmer’s journal eught to be 

well before buying. Gxo. W. WATERBURY. | worth a dozen good Eastern journals for the 

Queries.—Eav Cuarz, March 13.—Will| Wisconsin farmer’s practical use, as it knows 

you be good enough to respond through the| our climate, soil, circumstances and wants— 

Fanaer to the following enquiries? important things which an Eastern editor can 

1. Is Hungarian grass found by those who | only guess at. M. C. BusHxetw. 

‘|) have tried it in Wisconsin, to be a profitable 

crop for horned. cattle? Where can genuine Which is the best Reaper P—Svsszx, 

seed be found, and what is the price of it? March 13,—Will you have the kindness to give 

2, What kind of machinery is used for press- your opinion as to which is the best Reaper 

ing the sap out of sugar beets? Have they to and Mower for a farmer having from 80 to 160 

be washed before pressing? Where, and at | *°7°* of land. ign SUN SUaIERet: 

‘}| what price can seed be obtained? Axswer.—Our opinion is that any one of 

; Rozt. Coppax, | the mowers and reapers we advertise would 

Awswer.—(1) See Agricultural Department, give good satisfaction. We intend to ‘advertise 

and await answers. May be sown as late as| none other. We are not so well acquainted, 

June, if it should be thought best to do so. | personally, with the Ohio machine, but have 

Seed may be had here at $1.25 per bushel. fall faith in its endorsements, The Kirby ma- 

{ (2) Beets designed for sugar do require wash- | chine we believe has no superior, in respect to 

ing, which may be done by hand or by machin-| inose things which would adapt ‘it toa small 

if | oF They then require to! be grated, which farm, viz: lightness, durability, cheapness. 

‘|| may.also be done on #:small scale by hand. j fr yitiite i y 

t}{ The juice is pressed ont! of the pulp, im beet-| About Bees.—Ganpen Vater. — Will 

' sugar factories, by hydraulic presses. ‘Seed | some'of:your readers who are ‘writing upon | 

may. be obtained. here iat $1: per Ib, In-our } Bees let us iknow the’ best mode of getting the | 

||| next No. we shall. treat of this whole subject | bees froma treé bo as to-save the ‘bees; as the |} 

more at length:—Ep. _ . ) tree is almost wholly decayed. E. S. Crank.
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{ Flax—La Vines; Minn:;\March 18.—L|. Seeadvertisement of Costar's Rat Exterminator. Rats) 5 
' should like some inforination! ji ¥egatd to flax, | have to rivals as destroyers of grain {n shock ot granarys) 

whether there are‘any machinés in the'west for — r ao Seen Seat otha a 
a _ el AS . most ¢ellars. Dr. Costar’ is*said by crédib’e testimony 
ressing and naan SRA a what the | nave prepared a dose which will thorgughi y ratify the wish 

{ common price is.per ton Also. if there is any | of even the most vindictive hater of the mus rable: j 

Chicory seed so far west yet. Perhaps Ican| Tas Bioomerox (1i.) Nunsenres are advertised by * 

get all this from ‘the former numbers of the | ¥-Phesls, proprietor. _ His nurseries are among the larg-) 
Farmer. 1 38,. Goby. est and best inthe Western States, and as he hes had an” . 

N Ww a “ a i experience of more than twenty years in the business, more’ 

orr.—We are told that there fiax-dressing | t45 nait of which time was spent in this State, itis pre- 
mills at Fond du Lac and at Platteville, but | sumed that his judgment ‘may be relied ont ag to what va-| 

what they pay per ton for the straw we are un- | rieties are best adapted to this climate, and plso as tothe : 

able to eay.—En. most syccessful methods of calture. He is cordially en-| 
L z c dorsed by the leading citizens of Walworth Co., among 

Ahead in raising Buckwheat.—P1ne | whom he formerly lived. Mr. James L. Tubbs, of Elkhorn ’ 

River, Waushara Co.—On page 55 of the Feb. | Walworth Co , has the agency for this State. | 

i No. of the Farmer J. A. Mapes says he raised | .J- ©: PLvmn, Esq., whose interesting and valuable arti- 
Tipibuibas. of buck Wheat tone 22 quarts of | See" eeareleatleds hare bean wo often reed vith} 

ak 5 this?” pteasure and profit by our numerous readers, is preparing 

seed, and asks “who can beat this? todo a large business the coming season. He is a skillful 
Iraised.35 bushels from 8 quarts of seed | calturist and a conscientious dealer. Don’t forget J. 0. 

sown. It was sown on the “Indian land.” Plumb, in your canvass of the nurserymen ofthe West. | 
BiLowin Swans. See editorial notice of Columbus Nurseries, on the fore- | 

going page, under ‘ Pomological Acknowledgments ” 

| NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. STATEMENT 
= Of THE 

Our readers will find & new advertisement of the Kirby 
Harvester and Mower in this No. ‘This is one ot the best | Madison Mutual Insurance Company, 
reaping and mowing machines in the world, and we have FOR THE YEAR ENDING 
especial pleasure in recomending it to the farmers of Wis- DECEMBER 31, A. D., 1562, 

consin, Of all the hand-rakers now before the public we 
Papeete efor ‘to it, and.we-are loformed that it Made tothe Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as re- 

Eee oe quired by the provisions of chapter 103, of the General 
now has araker attachment which, in every respect, gives | 7 1. of 1858, 

it a place in the front rank. In our next No,-we shall pub- 
HGS sricitcaslons Nisa’ dbackibiebad ob te ald atta Vek ber | TOMy Somes eeeamaations,,--c-o-ooe-) antes OF 
and self-raking harvester. ASSETS. 

‘The Ohio Mower and Reaper is farther advertised by L, | Unimpaired premium notes of 
ley holders.......-«+.---$281,000 07 

JBash & Oo, theentacgetaing Wiateea agtits;: We'fave | OSch'tn hand’ ned Bos aac 
policy nolders and agents already warmly endorsed this agency and their valuable pa DRONE, sEaroer-. 45,464 60 

machines. Illustration in next No. Office furniture ares,... _ 1,000 00 byes aa 
vot Whole No. policies Bec snecacsaacers See advertisement of “Saxton’s Handbook, of Tobacco | While No. peliclsa ienaoes G18, 009.006. 00 

Culture. i Namber of policies Wat Se TORR <2 - Saat 
it 't of out ‘< s thereon.......- rf ! Chas, Boles, Jr., of West Eau Claire, advertises seedling | £™* 0 caged oeo--irstsr: So ieeteas oF 

' evergeeens and moss for packing. Am’t cash premiums therdon, less cominis- | 
J. Wesley Jones, of Chatham, New York, advertises flow- Bieta ee Ss > 

er and garden seeds of the latest and most approved varie- | Total am’t losses reported during 1803 2h $17,744 16 

ties. He is well endorsed to us, and thé extent of business Tom am’t losses paid duribg 1862, 89in i) & of 

done by him warrants the belief that purchissers may or- ant akined tie ioe esa sisted as fraudulent 2,000 00. 
assurancé of entire satisfaction. Losses adjusted and due. «-,.-..-++s+e++++ none. 

oe ae S : Yavees adjusted sod nok dds 2--.00-0 oe 
H. B. Lum, of Sandusky, Ohio. is one'of the most-popu- | Losses uaadjusted,.....-.-------s-eeree+ > } 

‘ x ane other claims aioe 9 
lit of dealers in flower seeds, cuttiigd, &e.\’ He bas for- Se trea eianc es ae 18 a 
warded some thirty to-forty copies of his catalogue for | Am’t paid for printing,.....---»-+++-+--... } 

Grint canine whe win ote Hele ABR Rm tiation | 
i , notia mere dealer, however, but himself produces the seed Ep rrge rod at eae : } 

Be‘offersto the publi, aiid thefefore Ts able to warrant | Cierk'hire fuel, lights, and other incidents | 
their germination. 69 t AL EXPCNSCS....-seeeeeceereeeseressenee 7,200 98) 

t ™ ——— 
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||| comparative Statement of the business of the Com- DIRECTORS FOR THE YEAR 18:8. 
' ‘pany for the years 1859, 1860, 1861 and 1862 - 3; BOYD, Walworth Co- 

z fe | 8 | D. WORTH (NGTO) ‘aukesha Co. 

cee Es |) ieee eaters 
} Ee & oe 738 g26 i | HH. GILES, Dane Co. 

BRET ES EREGE: GREE LUTHER BASFORD, Grant Oo. 
é BS: 2: ae88s: ae B. ¥, HOPKINS, Dane Co, | 

z gE: 7: i os: Brake RRIN GUERNSEY, Rock Co- | 
ae goog: aig gi geese FRANK H. ROPER, Dodge Co. 

Fig ile: eid 27a manta oreo 
BEEsoE: 3 : B: 985 8. D. HASTINGS, Treempeleaa Co 

z aE: Resi: 5 DAVID TATION, Bhetoygan Co. 
SE gsgge: fi aeeas i Spee & R. Moc Kenosha Co. 
: £553: 8:22 eB t 1 J.T. LRWI8, Columbia Co. ae igi ghee: sisd : aS ioe é: iS: gi Ggrii: gig: : JOHN TOAY, Iowa Oo. 
 $egeei: Pig: Rit: Big! : sin lh 
bax hci ase <0) manila’ GaSARaE Hib see 7 ; Jozw W. Born, President. 

e apie s! sl see o 3 B. F, Horxuis, Vice President. ! 

rtborciosesreaeet rae ye ee 8. D. Hastixos, Treasarer. 
HP imp Pao] || ¢fimemetee 
: eee ats ee eS cee es 

cies “pag eS i? | LOSSES PAID BY THR COMPANY IN 1850. 
+} ed Sein te jleman, J 2 secosoepees geese Pek ge PER) | [smote tee tte ens sg S233. 2 BS8ae : s8¢ ies ae Fanny Pome. Maanion, Japeas ..v---- 18 08 

B_B2885 | SSS! FS) | | Nematic Waterion semen circ... gan 08 
re eee 2] | FHarver Jenene, Dodge cocsecccocsscces 68 08 

: cesses Ses Ss ome Jas H Main, Juneau, Dodve €0...+.seeee+- 403 67 

$0 flies tee FSi] | hee Mayhew Merion, Weaken cov. 31 08 
: BS 2 seBisas p O128 $ our, 1 Dane 00...0.02000-- 
: Soret tr orale gee 88 3 8 ; | | Wm Edwards, Sugar Creek, Walworth oo. <1. 400 00 
: oe 33.88 © Sits | | Leonard Hatch, Kenosha..........2+0e0ee0e+ 100 00 

aa oe ie Su: ah | $2,409 45 
= BSZE rte Saas 2| LOSSES PAID IN 1860. 

E fee 2 ef | i a) | erbeeme rcs ag 
t seéah 2 ssi i is) TC Date Say encesencreere nee BS 

SSS | | BT Tetmbery Comerey Redon oneyecccccce aE | 
3 Pipi? pit - i) Pliny Patoam, Rubicon, Dodge c0.,.-..---+--- 5 00 
:  dfEiE dbl pb den] EB Thortell, Jamestown, Grant coy..sc..c.-. 500 00 
3, neg Lede ad ade oem abet famea T Walklin, Fagle; Wavkesta coysscscs 20.00 
: Reiss Sanat oe ? | _ | | C'Suthertand, Fitchburg, Dane o0.,.....+----- 10 00 
3 3 28:83 127% 2285 8 Big Harrison Koves, Conor, Jofterees Cogeeesees 400 00 | 

52 Bei fii gtr | TF Oval , Waukesha eons cco 38 
= =a > . = = jewett, Madison, year 4 

= EEE z $ext: sine red Mary Lg Folia Primrose Dae 0 es 115 09 
2 seed - estat zig vag]! HP) as ane Ween die reprnnn ices cosci nae 
B _FSSES & FERED + | 2" _ | | shetirong, sareaon, Columbia oty-ss-v.-. - 382 2 

ease area Quartus Towry, Johnstown, Rock 00.,......... 5 00 
: peepee! en sae oe Robert Hornby, Fairfield, Sauk co.,........... 496 05 
$ ee Ey eee ie ae eee, Thomas Stevens, Dane, Dane CO.,..+++0+++00+ 200 06 
: : 3 : : : : : : rst a! = : oe ee area OO.,.cescccceece 51 = 
. see ae > see - Ey - Douglas Glen Grant 00...-0++0+ 1,000 
3 ree ores ~ 8 ; i Soatah Pierce, Pasheavilie, Colswebie o0.)-2 27 ‘400 00 
: So '35 Sissies epee eee a 
Tans Se oe eee 903 23 

So yey = Rp tow z LOSS?S PAID IN 1861. 5 

: 538 3 £8 BEL sao LD Lateer, Janesville, Rock 00.,.-.-++-+-++-+ $90 53 | 
: BEE. 8 sen: it =| Baward Weish, Centre, Li Fagelie 6.000002: 808 80 

B i eeed Ss SBSa) S02). Henry A Chevsion, Hest headoiph, Col. co. 20 00 
BS a tls | ae mi Semana ty 205103 371 00 | . 

- ¥ pe Bee. BOck ©0.;eecreecesereeres 1,000, 00 

‘ z Sennett Onesie, Senne Redgeengiside ices raw ee 
z = Abert Gavan Gtage Grave Dane 9-2 11:13 

t a Pbewe Wekariand, Benvosyeccwoccs=<: 0 OL 
& fied Taber, Dalaran, Walgorth So 360, 00 

Hi i D, Crocker, Lake Mills Jefferson o°.,.... 2 00 
= | | John Feller, Bear Creek, Sauk 00.,.00+s+ees40+) 5 646 65
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Vou. XV. MADISON, MAY 1, 1863. No. 5. 

Western Virginia—its People and Institutions.|to be changed to West Virginia. Thus the 

BY ee Se pride of a possession, in that particular name, 4 

— is stronger with this people than the self-re- 

In speaking of the people of Western Vir- spect and indignation which, one would have 
ginia I wish to be understood. I mean that judged, would have led them to seek to obliter- 

large majority included in the term natives. ate, from their future records, every vestige of 
Perhaps I should draw the line a little closer) . aie that is, henceforth, to stand a synonym 

and say, that, by natives I do not mean all) of infamy. Pride of possession may be the 
who, with parentage from other States and oth-| | jest, or it may be the most unworthy of all 
er lands, have just happened to be born there ; justifications of the same. If time and scope 
but that still large majority who are the lineal permitted, it would be interesting to trace bagk 7 

descendants of thorough born, thorough bred | |), history of this commonwealth, and place 

Virginiens. in array the events and the men by virtue of 
These people are a proud people. Pride is| which this name seems to have been anchored 

a good thing. 1 would not give a raveling| in their affections. 

from the carpet under my feet for a person who These people are an ignorant people. There 

is not proud. In this the child of a New Eng-| is sense in which the most enlightened and 

land lineage, and the anybody and everybody | jearned may properly be called ignorant. Com- 
of the Old Dominion would certainly agree. pared with the wants of humanity and the 

But if I should ask them, as you will ask me, possibilities of attainment, the races of man 

“Of what are they proud?” I should probably | ,,. yet very far off from that very good time 

not receive a more satisfactory answer than I| yen knowledge and christianity shall stand 

am able to give. Observations upon this gen-| on either side o ery human need. But the 

eral subject lead me to conclude that pride people of -— are a remove fur- 

bases itself upon one ef these things: some-| thor from this de ble condition than some 

thing done, something not done, or something] others. To ‘tale Wie cane strongly, and with 

possessed. To-day, Eastern Virginia is proud) strio¢ justice, they are so ignorant that they 
of the fact of secession, Western Virginia just | 4, not know they are ignorant. To state the 

as proud of its position under the old flag,| .... moderately, and with large charity, they 

5 while the pride referred to, as the striking]... 55 ignorant that they do not care to be 

characteristic of all Virginians, is something | ade the subjects of enlightenment. Here I 

lying far back of the events of the day and,| | 4, be pardoned for speaking in more gener- 

when traced to its source, seems to rest UpOD | 9)'terms of Virginians, since the two sections 

the name itself—Virginia. of the State have so recently divided lot, that, 
‘We have evidence of this in that the name|jn educational and legislative matters, they 

Kanawha, selected and approved by the people | have a common glory and shame. ’ . 

of forty-eight ‘counties as that under which| " If it would be’ interesting to pass in review 

they would ask to be known as a State, comes | the individuals and circumstances, upon which
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they base their pride of State and Fersonality, | lines of written directions. The cavalier hus- how much more to ascertain how many of their | band, who had kicked the children and ordered nearly one and s half millions of inhabitants | chairs upon our arrival, remarked to my friend know that Washington was a native, or the lo- | that she had better leave word instead of note, | cality where he sleeps the sleep of his great | ag “‘mahy women, educéted in tt had life’s ending; to astertain how many of the| not been teached to tead.” I had been there, ul multitudes who voted “yea” in the east, and | and I believed him. 
“nay” in the west upon the Ordinance of-Se-| But of tar better authority than’ your judg- cession know one word of the history of their ment, or mine, and more reliable even than champion of 1774, when Patrick Henry was | governmental reports, are the records that a the first orator of the first colonial Congress; | proud and complacent people have kept of to ascertain how many of the children of those | themselves. Such would, at least, not be de- seceding and non-seceding thousands, between Preciatory. I have before me copies of « Acts ! the ages of ten and twenty can repeat the first concerning Education,” from the Code of Vir- line of the Declaration of Independence, or ginia, and School Commissioners’ Reports, say how many of the Chief Magistrates of the running back a great number of years. I will nation were born upon the “sacred soil.” That leave it to any one who takes time to look over I may nct seem to abuse the children, I will | these records, to say if the ignorance imputed ask, how could they be expected to know, when | to the mass of the people is not also evidenced nearly one-third of the adult population are | as gross in the enactments of these law-mak- not able to read? Thus stands the census of | ers. Here are hundreds of pages devoted to 1850: 82,520 unable to read, being about one- | the work of authorizing something that will third of the free population over twenty years | operate in the Place of a common school sys- of age. Statistics of tho same year give the | tem—system it cannot be called—every section number of volumes in public libraries as abcut | of which is expressed in language unworthy in the proportion of one to seventeen persons, | the subject discussed, and directly calculated the number of daily newspapers as one to each | to prevent the acceptance of such provisions 129,242. This was in 1850. The improvement | as are made by those for whom they are in- in educational appliances through the decade | tended. Virginia legislators sitting in state, of years, between that date and the returns of | to enact certain privileges for “the children 1860, may be inferred from the general aspect | of the poor and indigent,” and repeating these of public and private affairs; the lightness, | offensive words so often, especially ‘the indi- and wholesale abandon with which they have | gent,” that it would seem to have been devised broken oaths, thrown up , and trampled | for that special end! What but ignorance, on upon the best forms of ‘ation the strug- | their part, of the influence of such language, gling race has ever been Mle to work out. in such legislation, can be urged as an apolo- If I were talking in a newspaper I would | gy? And yet the great complaint is, and has repeat what some journals have said, and some | always been, that the great body of the peo- Virginians glory in crediting, that, between | ple, for whom these provisions are made, re- the statistics of 1850 and 1860, they had one | fuse to avail themselyes thereof. No wonder governor who did not forget to give God thanks | that the parents of these “indigent children,” that in his district no newspaper was publish- | for whom the scanty morsels of education haye ed. If I were sure it would be in good taste, I | been thus doled out, do not very eagerly seize would, also, relate a little circumstance that | the opportunity to identify themselves and oame under my observation a few days since. | their Progeny with the scum of slayeholaing I went with a friend to the house of an emigrat- | communities—‘Poor white trash,” Poor ed F. F. V., and finding the mistress absent, a | enough; but have they not all come down in a package of engaged work was left with a few Pile from a race of cavaliers? Rich or Poor, 

rt
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are they not. all Virginians, in whose most |these undrawn quotas are against the East- 
“indigent” veins. flows .the best blood of the | ern counties in the proportion of from three to 
chivalry of ‘the old world? I don’t know five, toone of the Western. 38d, More con- 
whether you will credit it or not, but I am/vincing than all, while the Eastern section of 
quoting the language of the Commissioners | the State was plunging itself into the fire and 
and Superintendent of the schools of Wash-jsword of civil war, Western Virginia knew 
ington county, Virginia, who, to the number | enough to stay in the Union. 

of ten, report to the Auditor of State: ‘The| These people area lazy people. I don’t ask 
board feel no hesitation in saying that the | any one to take my word for this. The histo- 
schools are well conducted; that the children | ry of 

progress in learning as fast as could be expect- “Old Virginny never tire,” 

ed, and that the poor children make as much | has been so well written, and so attests the 

progress in learning as the others.” These |statement, that an attempt to prove it anew 

schools are partly supported from the income ; would be weakness. Go to the records since, 

of the “ Literary Fund,” devoted to the general | one of the original Thirteen, it set up house- ¢ 

cause of education; and from that portion of | keeping for itself. In Western Virginia, par- 

it applied to the specific purpose of bringing | ticularly, see that great, rich area waiting for 

schools within the reach of “the indigent,” | the hand of intelligent industry. But you 

each county, upon requisition, draws its quota. Pe multiply books to the end of time and 
In some counties these are the only schools, so ! fail to give a fair representation of this char- 
that parents of moderate competence, whose | acteristic of the people. To have a realizing 
children are too young, or who have not the | Sense of it you must see them in their homes, 

means of sending them away from home, have | #nd follow them in the ways they have devised 

come to patronize them, paying tuition, while | for carrying out their idea of “living.” Ev- 

the poor are supplied with instruction, by the | erything, from the management of a thousand 
State, at the expense of from four to seven | acre farm to the cut of a youngster’s dress, in- 
cents a head, paid to the teacher in their behalf, dicates the essential quality of the word, shift- 

spelling books thrown in. With this explana- lessness. Does the Yankee farmer tidy up fence 

tion will be seen who are the class referred to | corners, straighten dividing lines, rotate crops, 
when reporting the astonishing fact that ‘‘ The | hang up his scythe, and keep a nail box? the 
poor children make as much progress in learn- | Yankee housewife have regular mending-days, 
ing as the others.” wash-days, bake-days, sweep-days, with ven- 

In justice to Western Virginia I must say, tilations and scrubbings out, and times to read 

and begthe reader not to forget, that for this | papers? es Virginian farmers and 
School Code, and its results, Eastern Virginia housewives do not¥attern after these, but it is 
is mainly responsible, having the balance of |2°t 80 much the re@Milt of that negative condi- 

politicians and wealth that has controlled state | ‘ion indicated by a want of thrift and man- 
legislation. It is my individual opinion that |*8¢™ent, as a consequence of keeping upon 
the people of Western Virginia are more intel- | ‘heir hands an abundance of “elegant leisure.” 
ligent than those of the eastern part of the old | Just as the dignitaries of English oratory are 

State; in evidence of which, besides some |*tPposed to have a born right to be so deliber- 
knowledge of those of whom I judge, stand ate in their enunciations that the clock may 

these important facts: 1st. The proportion of tick between their stammering syllables, so 

slaves to the free population has always been | their descendants of “the best blood” find 

larger.in the East than in the West. 2d. The |S¥#ranteed in their constitutions the:preroga- 
school fund apportionment has been more gen: | tives of ease, taking all day to-day, and as 
erally drawn and used by Western than by | many of the to-morrows of life as seem fit, to 

Eastern counties, lists before me showing that |do anything, or nothing. I take it that this is 

e
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an indication of aristocratic birth. So do they. | pound by mid-summer. Very limited quanti- 
Necessity has been called the mother of inven- pr core ee scosty ne 
tion. Write industry, in the place of inven-/} prospects. 

tion, and these people could justify their STS ee 

indolence by showing that they have need of Suggestions for May. 

nothing. If my life depended upon proving} 4 stirring month is May. Nature is busy, 
laziness one of their characteristics, and I were righting up the world, that the sun may the 

an artist, I would bring back from Western| more efficiently warm it, brooding over the 
Virginia pictares, reproducing such spots 98| earth for the quickening of its myriad germs 
Beverly, the county seat of Randolph, Phillip-| of intent life, and clothing the woods, the fields 
pa, of Barbour, Clarksburg, and specimens| and the orchards with verdure and flowers. 
from the rural districts between and therea- 

bouts. I would put the improvements in, and}. ihe huebanstiaan aust potbe deegiectine, for 

not leave the people out. I was thinking to eon ne Les at ut emhneae me 

describe some of these, but have the good sense Sail dha gee Sere h v 

to know that language has no words adequate ~~ See oumhaE he aowein, 
ioee poteie! 80 abel he reap. Femember that. There is 

A cleverer people I neversaw. Take things nothing mace BY; attempting toioheat Gode— 

as they are, be one of them, and you are wel- Mision areiey jmmutebje actneyazeheenst. 

come to their best as long as you choose. This oe roe neither suspend thes pachend 

article will be read by many Western Virgini- ee ele-te, scpommodate the Jenauagts:the 

ans to whom I owe the debt of a large hospi- mest willed .or the;iznorapt husbendinga, 

tality, and kindness I shall never forget. If1| Hear, then, oh ye farmers, the words of wis- 
have, or if I have not spoken truth of that dom as revealed for your special benefit! 
majority referred to in my first paragraph, Fences all in order—implements the best and 

judge ye. = eee 

Of the institutions of the country I had in- a wectaunetd eee 

tended speaking, but, looking over the glean- gf: thal acttinatice’l 8 

ange, An thet the,greed of the Basicen apeticn The increase of stock will demand more 
has so monopolized those of State importance, corn, Plant early and well, and keep ahead of 

that I should have tocome down to about “Ap-| 0 ” 
ple-jack” andSlavery. In the course of time, eS - a 

under the new State Constitytion, the last be- fi peor enopeeticr ppreniselieetagtl 5 2 z nd good market while the war lasts. Good 
comes one and - 7 ape “ eee for sheep. 

qualities of fruit take the @Jace of that next o ae m . 
kin tothe crab. I believe in a people who mere peeve ne - sei pod ire é a ra good price. See articles in last No. and 
send one-twentieth of their loyal citizens to, this, 

fight the battles of their country, and will do 

myself the pleasure to write up their institu-| _0¢.—Grow more of these, especially of 
| tions, when they have had an independent po- carrots and ruta-bagas for stock. Don’t be 

sition long enough to show their hand in| Stupid. 
building. Look to the grass fields. Allow no stock on 

ae neers the meadows. ‘op-dressing with fine ¢dmpost, 
Cenictennnace! oe  Miguanssoahscoraed ashes or plaster will pay. Plaster is cheap at 

ent date. Sales were made in New York, last | 9!! the railroad stations. Try it on your clo- 
week,to a a etic and seventy- | ver fields at least. Half a bushel to the acre 
oi Lenten 7 ——- high will produce a marked effect on most lands. ’ 

prising if wool commanded one dollar per| Sorghum.—Go into its production more large- 

.
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ly than heretofore. Mills will be more abun-| Just when the human family began the man- 

dant. Let there be one provided for every | ufacture of cloth for garments we are unable 

neighborhood at least. See continuation of | to determine. The skins of animals were un- 

report of Sorghum Convention in this No. doubtedly their first wearing apparel. But 

Tobaceo.—Abominable but profitable. See | now we know that a very large share of the 

article in last No. working energies of man ate expended in spin- 

The @arden.—Let it no longer reproach your | ning and weaving, to the end that he may be 

enterprise arid good sense. If you have neg- | clothed. 

lected it to this late day in the season and in | MACHINERY FOR MANUPACTURING COTTON YARN 

life, neglect it no longer. Gather all your| Woolen, linen and silk fabrics are believed 

forces from field and house, take off your coat | to have been in use long before the introduc- 

and pitch in: Nature will reward you with | tion of cotton, but inasmuch as most of the 

that best luxury of country living, an abund-| improvements in the requisite machinery for 

ance of’ffeash vegetables, fruits and flowers. | cleaning, carding and spinning were first in- 

Live Stoek:—The most profitable, for the time | vented for the manufacture of cotton, and after- 

to come; will be sheep, mules, and horses. Se-| wards adapted to working’ in other textile 

lect the best breeds and the best animals for | fibres, it will be proper’ to look at the cotton 

breeding. The man who can’t see that this is| machinery first. 

economy is—a fool, and should, at once, leave In the early history of cotton manufacture, 

farming; and’ go into some of the ‘learned| the cleaning of the cotton from the seed was 

professions!” done with the fingers. One person occupied a 

The ites pateinatiemal’ Benibleson: whole day in cleaning one pound; and then it 

a was imperfectly done. The spinning was done 

sills: by women known as “‘ spinsters,”” whose meth- 

BRITISH DEPARTMENT—OPERATIVE MACHINERY | Od Was to wind a portion of the fibre about the 

CONCLUDED. twigs of a forked branch, (distaff) which was 

Passing by a multitude of machines for held under the left arm, while with thumb and 

working in wood, in metals and in precious | finger of the right hand the fine thread was 

stones, we stand, at last, before a vast array of | drawn out. This was practiced in Bngland up 

complex, beautiful, and wonderfully ingenious | to the reign of Henry VIII, when the spinning 

machinery for the manufacture of textile fab- wheel, which had long been in use in India, 

rics—machinery so demonstrative of the re-| was introduced. It differed in no important 

markable powers of the human mind, that I| particular from the wheel with which the last 

am sure our first parents, Adam and Eve, could generation of women were familiar; but in- 

they stand here to-day, in all their nude sim- stead of having the fibre in rolls as more late- 

plicity, would repent them of all their repent- ly, the working dames of that period used the 

ings., For what would the race have been at | distaff, twirling it’ with the left hand, while 

this day, had nothing been left us to do but to the wheel was turned with the right. This 

bask in the sunshine and to luxuriate amid the | is followed to this day in many parts of the 

flowers and fruits of the Garden of Paradise | Southern United States, where the light of ciy- 

—had there been nothing in the stubborn iner- | ilization has scarcely yet penetrated. 

tia and the fierce battlings of the material But the spinning wheel of King Henry’s 

world to develop the powers of the intellect, to | time was unequal to supplying the demands of 

rouse the manhood that is in us? the weavers, and, besides, the thread was so 

Nay, to work and to win, to subdue the ele- knotty that its use was limited to warp. Some- 

| ments, and to make himself master of the | thing better must come. And it did come, in 

forces of nature and of the vaster powers of| the form of the “spinning-jenny,” invented 

|| the soul—that is the province of man. by James Hargreaves, in 1764.
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This machine had eight spindles, and the | single pound of it, drawn out in a straight line, 

threads, after being drawn out, were passed | would extend over one thousand one hundred 

through a fiuted wooden clasp, which had the | and ninety-two miles! Such a thread could 

effect to render them smoother. Quite a step! | scarcely be woven, and if it could the tissue 

But why not haye more spindles? The num- | would hardly be visible. 

ber was increased to 80, Then the world won-| 4+ this rate of manufacture, the amount of 

dered, and Hargreaves’ fellow spinners grew | cotton that could be worked up, was almost un- 

jealous and compelled him to leave town. But | jimited, and there was need that some more 

he realized that he had hold of a lever which expeditious method should be adopted for 

ic effect an important revolution, rE was | cleaning the raw material. The fingers, up to 

not in the least discouraged. He established | 4,3, time, had alone been employed in picking 

a factory at Nottingham and continued to flour- | out the seeds, and one pound per diem would 

ish. answer no longer. Eli Whitney, of Massachu- 

Soon another genius came to his aid. It | setts, came to the rescue in 1708, and the ‘‘cot- 

was Richard Arkwright, with an invention for | ton gin” stood in the place of 886men! It 

drawing out the slivers of cotton as they came | was this invention that stimulated cotton-grow- 

from the carding rollers into ribbons, uniting | ing in the Southern States, and made them the 

several of these in one and again drawing it | most important cotton district of the world. 

out; the process being repeated until the fibres | The cotton gin was a very simple machine, 

are most perfectly straightened and the sliver | consisting of longitudinal metallic bars so close 

prepared for spinning. He also contrived | together as to barely allow circular wheels 

cylindrical eup revolving upon a pivot within | armed with saw teeth to pass between them, 

which the sliver was twisted into a “roving,” | and it seems strange that it should not haye 

and thus still better prepared for the spindle. | peen invented before. Machines of this sort 

Arkwright lived to enjoy his success, and in | are here in operation. The machines next in 

1782 had 5,000 men in his employ. order for preparing the cotton for spinning are 

And then came Samuel Crompton with his | known as scutehing machines. 

“mule,” first provided with 20 or 30 spindles, PLAX MACHINERY 

the whole a moving back — forth — ®| Is also here. After being “rotted” by high- 

regular spinster shite : olden time by the side pressure steam, until the gum and extractive 

of ope wheel. This oo pplentialy = aes matter combined with the fibre is decomposed, 

and, in the course of time, increased its spin- | 11. stems are subjected to the-action of the 

ass - 2,200, ae managed by one attendant! | ., soutching mill,” where the woody fibre is 

This is sabetnntially = «“<mulé™ of to-day— bruised off by toothed rollers. The long fibres 

of the original of which agit tnany here oer are then put into the “cutting machine,” and 

ge? oe wo neeny ena bra: cage so cut into lengths as to equalize their quality. 

piigeeee gers ers ee ec my = They are next subjected to the operation of 
have in Great aoe alone pages ci spindles «<hackling,” which is accomplished by revolv- 

in almost unceasing operation, many of them ing cylinders or endless belts surface-covered 

making 5,000 revolutions a minute! with metallic points. The “drawing,” “rov- 

The fineness of the thread which may be | ing,” and spinning are performed by machine- 

spun on one of these machines is really sur- | ry similar in principle to that used for cotton. || 

prising. A single “hank” or skein eonsists| Linen has been in use from the earliest times. 

of 840 yards in length of thread. Whaé then | The Scriptures abound in references to it, and 

must be the tenuity of that thread of which | scientific investigations have lately demonstra- 

two thousand five hundred hanks are required ted that the cloths with which the mummies of 

to make one pound! A thread so fine that a | Egypt were wrapped, thousands of years ago, 

oo
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were of this material. Some of these lately | which a figure-woven pattern was wrought, in 

examined in the British Museum surprised me | which were gorgons and dragons. In modern 

with their extreme fineness of thread and per- | times the use of the loom was for a long while 

fection of tissue. confined to Italy and the Netherlands; then it 

The first mills in England were erected in | found its way into France and England, about 

the latter part of the last century. Linen | the time of Edward III. 

yarns are rated by the number of “leas” of} A¢ first, it was a rude concern, carried about 
800 yards each to the pound. Two hundred|by the weaver, and set up under any tree 
and forty leas to the pound is about as fine as | where he chose to abide for a time. 

it can well be spun by machinery. But yarn The fy shuttle was invented about 100 years 

of this fineness is only fit for the coarser lawns c . |ago by John Kay, of England, and the first 
and ee The finer lawns and valenci- snoceesful: power loom in 1786, by Rev. Edward 

sap say ee % Cartwright. The best looms now in use are 
We likewise have here a splendid show of Mice id ties Retinitis Hoe weadetnt 1a 

WOOL PICKING, CARDING AND SPIXNIXG MA-| their working! how various, and seemingly 

ae impossible, the complieated and beautiful pat- 

All in active operation, and doing the work | terns wrought as by magic before our eyes! 

of thousands of humanhands. A detailed de-| Certain parts are essential to the construc- 

scription will be unnecessary, since the card-| tion of every loom. Mr. Hunt describes them 

‘ing and spinning are processes so similar to /s follows: 

those employed in the manufacture cf cotton,/ 1. The warp beam, a horizontal roller, on to 

and are, moreoyer, familiar to almost every | which the parallel horizontal threads to form 

one who has ever entered a woolen factory. the warp are wound. 2. The reed, a narrow 

4 SILK SPINNING grating of fine steel bars, mounted on a vibrat- 

1s more simply, accomplished than any of | ing frame, for the purpose of drawing up the 

the several processes just witnessed, because weft; each warp thread passes through one of 
of the great length and uniformity of the fi- | the fine apertures between the dents. 3. The 

‘|| pre as it comes from the cocoon. It is import- | shuttle, # small, boat-shaped instrument, car- 

ed from the countries where produced, in the | Tying the weft thread, which is prepelled back- 

form of skeins of ‘raw silk,” being wound off | wards and forwards across the warp by a pair 

and skeined before going into the market. of wooden arms, called “picking sticks.” 
The first operation consists in winding the|4. The healds, or heddles, a series of cords 

skeins of raw silk on to bobbins by means of | provided for the purpose of lifting or dividing . 

an engine called the ‘throwing frame;” the|the warp threads. 5, The taking-up roller, 
second consists of winding the threads of two | Placed in front of the loom, on to which the 

or three of the bobbins on to one reel; the | finished cloth is wound. 

third in twisting these two or three threads in-| In weaving plain cloth or simple patterns, 
to one, by means of spindles, as in the case of| the process is very easy, and but little prepa- 

cotton, flax, and wool. ration is necessary. But the weaving of pat- 
Silk fabrics were formerly almost altogether | terns involving the figures of flowers and ani- 

.] | imported from France, Italy, and other foreign | mals, has always been very difficult, tedious 

countries. Now, the plainer and heavier kinds | and expensive, since every heddle must be 

are extensively manufactured in various parts | worked by an independent lifter. Since 1801, 

of the British kingdom. when Marie Joseph Jacquard, of Lyons, gave 

WEAVING MACHINES AND LOOMS to France the since world-famed method which 

Of some sort have been in use from time im-| has borne his name and is still practised in all 

memorial. Homer speaks of one by means of | countries, this kind of work has been done
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with more despatch and less expense. In this jumping over fences, breaking into crops and 
arrangement the divisien of the warp is effect-| breeding trouble among neighbors, generally, 
ed by means of a series of perforated cards of | besides looking very, thin and dying off as 
pasteboand, one being provided for each shoot | much as possible in winter. Butholdi This 
of the woof necessary to form the pattern. reasoning won’tdo. We would here wish to 
The cards are all linked together as an endless | say, that it is folly for our farming friends to 
chain, which passes over a hollow box at the| try to shove along with poor fences. The fence 
top of the loom, in such a manner that the} which will not keep in our own cattle will not 
blank portions operate upon the levers which keep out our neighbors’. One poor fence has 
work the warp threads required to be lifted, | frequently spoiled a whole neighborhood, and 
while the levers opposite the holes pass into | such things generally go by neighborhoods. 

‘|| them without being worked at all. So do breachy cattle, for they are inseparable. 
Twenty thousand cards are necessary to the| Our advice is, keep good fences, and cattle 

weaving of some patterns, and one year’s time | will learn to respect them. But farmers must f 
of one man is required to make them ready, | keep stock, were it for nothing else but to pro- || 
notwithstanding the perforations are all made | duce manure, and the idea we would wish to { 
by machinery! convey is that it will pay. Experience is gen- 

———_.______ erally better than theory; we give you ours. 
Whoat-Growing Doesn't Pay. One hundred and seventeen sheep require about 

ent to keep th -] [The q Eprron Farwer:—The experience of the tie: = ae eee it ee 
sold at 45} cents a pound, and the increase, at past two years has probably brought over many 

. | two dollars per head, amounts to a little over converts to the doctrine that wheat-growing is 3 i . $400. We know of flocks which have done not to be relied upon exclusively as a source of zi oe * = better, but quote this to show it will pay. We |, prosperity among farmers. Still, there are x i 3 = | had also about 50 acres of wheat, which, after many who cling to it as the safest way to gain i zi bs see 5 deducting seed, threshing, and drawing to mar- a livelihood, and are, at the same time, on the = z . - ._:_| ket, might be worth half that sum; while the brink of poverty from this very cause; this is < 5 : ses labor of plowing, sowing and reaping, might, but @ legitimate result. Most farmers know 
; |and ‘probably would, cost double that of at- that to sow wheat for a number of years in tending to the 117 head of shee t 

succession will exhaust the best of land for e ie ie ee: sax 
that crop, even if the straw be returned as me would far jhe re ere go a aes 
manure. But this is too seldom the case, as| © war Ria aee = ae ae oa on 
many still burn their straw as a matter of | UT year old colt, for ae = a i . a = bring about a hundred dollars in any civilized economy, to save drawing manure. ae R 

st that itis h , , | community, and it is as easy to raise good ones 
me . a phen a oe a as poor ones. Farmers and others may figure , 
has continually run on wheat-raising to be for themselves, for we have no room, but we | compelled to peckmeme other Syicet of susten- think they will agree with us that raising hors- ance, but Nature’s laws are inexorable, and ea ta till 2 lucrative tudinées. 
the unsuccessful farmer reluctantly turns his ike i thought s to something else. As £8 horned cattle, they have not been 

Goce ha Bie very high of late. Yet few have lost much, 
2 ee ae _— eeerere. ne even at them, except through carelessness. times salable and sometimes not. Corn, if < % Ks 1 aahiece act si a And we would say, in conclusion, that, with- 
ree v pita As to, . ae — eo out care and attention as regards shelter from 
Terae oting olla, .byutés ecldom a . “| inclement weather, and plenty of food at all bor.it costs and the trouble of drawing it to| |. a m times of the year, live stock never will pay. market. The same may be said of potatoes. Soin Ecos. 
And live stock, why, the critters are always| Bricurox, March, 1863.
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Farmers, Grow more Boots. quick growing fiat kiads, which may be sown 
in July. Sometimes good crops are grown 

: If any of the formens of the West have Wear | among’ corn, by sowing the seed immediately 
vied of wheat-growing, we would now avail} after the last hoeing, and ‘breaking it in by 

ourselves of the opportunity to say, Neighbor, a ee eae 

suppose you try what virtue there is in root on “Parmer,” Enqu . 
Enquiries &. 

crops and,stock.' In the best farmed districts — 
in the world this is the system most in.fayor. | _ = Faruen':—TI hope to’ see the “Bee- 

Would it be out of character in us, who furnish | X°ePer” enlarged. Why do: not those that 
the rest. of, the world with labor-saving inven- | #8¥° e*Perience weneeeerne x 
tions, to borrow, in turn, some of: those things| 1m but @ novice in farming, having com- 
wherein they excel? menced only one year ago, and I find the Faru- 

Welliave naturelvadvantages which should eR invaluable. I have been clearing off some 

make us the most successful agricultural nation mes Ce we a7 

of the world. Shall we continue to be:the most | * ae es - ef graze: thian, the wild. 
regardiees‘of all thé prineiples of farming? What kindof seed will do the best? It over- 

Ghe-eeonbmy, of-root-growing, if -ohe:has flows every year in June and sometimes in 

the stock to consume the crop, is no longer a — oe —_ “eure near Mime tonawit-t 

problem: "The only question is, whether'the 7 eee eee {HCRCRNEIREE FORE 
humdrum, ‘pattern-after-grandfather farmers paper it may prove very valuable to many of 

of this country will have sense enough to look ne 2 ‘ name bre re Bam aie oh a 

at the evidence and prove it in their practice. nes . Bice ig — ae qhuhichsthagress 

| Concerning some of the crops and varieties meee i loughensa ie: waspeenodsii 0140 .state 

most approved, the editor of the Rural Ameri- ne secant of eced per a ThOMarey 

vatan ant cw os can t wi f the foll ould sow in autumn 8. of the follow- 
Long Orange Carrot.—Conceded to be the]. =“ Es 

most nutritious for stock, and bad for general |" mixture: Englisn Bent, 6; Timothy,8; Red 
meas il Gene x dieu GRA: Led top, 8; Fowle Meadow Grass, 12; Rough Stalk- 

wm Carrot.—-A variety that yields wee 
abundantly; long like the Orange, a deeper ed Meadow Grass, 4; White Clover, 6.—Ep.] 

reddish color, tnd largely valued. > 
Large White Belgian.—Grows one-third dut| Noxious Weeds—See that the Law is Obeyed. 

of ee teh ton bate hase paaeroterget Eprror Farmer :—I see on page 279 of the 
better than jthe Orange or Altringham, and} Farmer for 1862 an article by Geo. H. Adams. 

ao eens with much less labor, but is| He says the law of the State requires overseers 

Large Lemon.—Grows to » very large sizo| °f highways to destroy horse sorrel, burdock, 
a the ‘op, is Pag aervayetire, cary splhered, and Canada thistles, in the highway, and calls 

ut is short, suitable for stock only. Sow + + z. 
Kinds early "in May, in. drills 15 to 18 inches | ‘Be farmers to.see to it that the law is uni 
apart. versally enforced to the letter. The question 

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel.—Stands about one | is how te do it. 

oot Stay 20th ie il teeter apes “| Chavo killed burdock and Canada thistle, i 
Yellow Globe Mangel Wurtzel.—A large round | and what has been done can be done again, 

orange-colored variety, grows in light soil ‘ " dock: I let th 
keeps better than the tus Red. Sow as above. Twat tiate srokhen t mill pardon eo 

The following varieties of turnips are all | *nd until they are in blossom, then eut them 
grown for feeding to stock, and should be sown | close to the ground. The roots should not be 

PER eRnep Sere 2 cenWealielno Bicep Lest, | Uisturbed. I have destroyed Canada thistles 
Long White Cow Horn, Red Tankard, Red | 3 follows: Seeded down with timothy, mcwed 

iat, oem bi pcnc ekceemt Globe, prem them, when in blossom, close to the ground, 
Ruta Baga. oa p age, at being sure that the seed will not grow; mowed 

Besides these varieties, there are several | them four years in succession. I have plowed 

Ll.
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the ground five times since and not a thistle] Thousands of valuable horses lose their sight 

has been seen yet. Z. A. Mennzxt. | by that disease commonly called “hooks and 

Lezanox, March 11, 1863. moon-eyes.” ‘This disease is sometimes hered- 
=" | itary. Care should be taken not to breed from 

STOCK REGISTE R. those animals which have or have had this dis- 

at, LE aaa et ease. But it is oftener caused-by dark, dusty, 
ae foul stables. It is an established fact that 

Maz. Eprror :—Allow me a few words of in- animals kept constantly in the dark will soon 

troduction to your readers. I am a reader of peoome blind ‘This disease first makes its ap- 

the Fanwan and — a pearance with a dim cloud over the eye, the 

eee peneae a ene ee eyelids are much swollen and inflamed, and in || 

famotieen ee et ee ae general shut ; a sharp, corrosive, and watery 
z . : “| humor is constantly running from it,:which 

plain man that has had sixteen years expeti-| .-.14s the cheek and sometimes .tekes off the 
ence as a Veterinary Surgeon and practical |) +. ss faras it goes. The haw coversfrom 
horse-shoer. I know but little of diseases in one-third to. nearly one-half of the surface of 

horses, my attention having been turned al- the eye. 

most exclusively to the diseases of the eyes! Now for the cure, It requires two men, (it || 
and feet. On account of my health, I am now] ;, 1 o¢ necessary for either of them to be nerv- 

trying to become a farmer, and have received | 545), one to hold the horse, while. the other 
considerable help in that line from those who operates a pair of very sharp shears, a crooked 

bave written for the Farmer. I propose to needle, and a twitch for the nose. The twitch 

| write, for the benefit of those whom it may|;, made as follows: Bore a hole through a 

concern, on the above subjects, and shall be] tick about the size of a fork handle, one inch 

happy to answer, through the Farmer, any | fromthe end. Take a piece of bedcordand | 
question on points.that I may overlook. pass it through the hole; tie a loop, pass your |} 

Diseases of the eye require to be treated] hand through the loop, and take hold of the |} 

with care and attention. Some of them pro-| horse’s nose with your thumb and finger. .Now 

ceed from external, while others arise from in-| pgss the cord over your hand on to the nose | 

ternal causes; others are hereditary. We all/ and twist it so that it will not slip off. Never) 

know that a blow will hurt the eye, but we] cast a horse to perform this operation. Be sure 
don’t all consider that the ammonia arising} that your shears are sharp. 

from the urine decomposing in the litter of the} Now, if you are ready, let us commenee, say, 

stable is very injurious to both eyes and lungs. | on the near side first. Mr. Holder, put on 

Wolves’ teeth—by some called eye teeth—| your twist, take hold with your right hand, 

are small teeth appearing on the upper jaw at| step on the off side, and take a firm hold of 

the distance of half an inch or an inch from| the ear with your left hand. And you, Mr. 

the grinders; sometimes on one side only, at | Surgeon, take your crooked needle and thread 

other times on both sides. They affect the! in your right hand ;, press your left thumb-and 

eyes and must be removed. If you have not/| first finger into the corner of the eyelids, to 

proper tools, take a long chisel, (an old file or| make the haw part from the eye. Now thread 

piece of iron will do) not very sharp, with | your needle right through the Aaw, take both 

small notch for the tooth to set in. Put a twist! ends of the thread in your left hand, pull gen- 

(twitch) on the horse’s nose, raise up his head, tly forward and hold. the haw outside the eye- 

set the chisel firmly against the tooth close to} lids—shears in right hand, with the haw be- 

the gum, take your hammer, don’t be afraid, | twixt the blades; press the hand lightly against | 

strike a moderate blow, hard enough to punch | the head, so that, when he dodges, your-hand 

the toeth out. will go with the head; cut the haw ‘close to
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the eyelids. If you should not cut it clear the| 4. It costs Iéss to Keep him in harness and ff 

first time, try again. shoes. 4 
On the off side, take the needle in the left} 5. He is proportionally stronger. { 

hand, or else the point will be towards the eye.| 6. He is very much tougher. | 

The haw will bleed a little for ten or fifteen| 7. He is less liable to disease. ] 

minutes. After it has stopped, bathe the eye| 8. He has more sense and docility. ' 

in clean cold water. 9. He is better adapted to some important 

The best eye water, or wash, that I have | kinds of work. ' 

tried, for inflamed eyes of either man or beast 10. He is a truer puller and, when loaded, a 

is made by adding half an ounce of copperas | quicker traveler. d 

to a pint of soft water. Fora film onthe eye,| 11. He sells for a better price. 

use one ounce of copperas to a pint of soft} 12. He lives more than twice as long. 

‘ water. James Born. 18. He is better looking! 

Onaxos, Juneau Co. Wis. In nothing but fleetness is he excelled by 

a ae the horse. 

A Flea for Certain Jackasses. Farmers, if the above propositions be true, 

The word “certain” in our caption is in- | Why not go into the business of mule-raising? 

tended simply to encourage the hope that we | If not true, you are at liberty to take up the 
are not about to espouse the cause of jackasses | glove we have thrown down, and show wherein | 
in general. In other words, it stands as an | We are at fault. Friends ot the horse, to the 

assurance that we do not mean to be personal! rescue ! 

The ass! of what innumerable, perpetual Essay Wanted. 

sneers and jeers, curses, kicks, and merciless} pyat will answer ‘the following questions :, 

starvation, has he not been the object and sub- | po gattle ruminate al the food taken into their 

ject! Venerable for his antiquity, for indi-) stomach in a natural state, or only apart? If | 
vidual longevity, for the sagacity of his mind, ouly‘@ part, which part? Do they ruminate 

and for unequalled sageness of physiognomy, | the part last eaten first? Do they ruminate @ 4 
—eircumstances and endowments which one | larger portion of their food in a state of rest 
would naturally suppose would have secured |tha_ when worked or driven a part of the 

to him the respectful consideration of the| time? 

world—he nevertheless, somehow, and most| j¢ you will publish an essay in the Fanuan 

strangely, stands the symbol of the utmost ob-| that will give light on tha above queries you 

stinacy, stupidity and meanness! will much oblige A Srock Frxprr. 
In our opinion, he has suffered this unmeas- Ent cee es 

= To Test THE QuaLiIty or¢ Woot.—Take a 
ured abuse quite too long, and, however un-|)00% of wool from the sheep's back, and place 

seemly it may appear in us to do so, we hereby | it upon an inch rule. If you can count from 

declare our purpose, now and henceforth, to Seana, - poodks syregied— ont 

champion his cause. finest Electoral or Saxony wool grown. Of . 
We shall begin by setting up; for him, or | COUrse, when the number of spirals to the inch 

. diminishes, the quality of the wool becomes 
more properly for his hybrid progeny, the mule, | relatively inferior. Many tests have been tried 

the following claims: but this is considered the simplest and best. 

= Cotswold wool and and some other inferior 
1, He-is much more easily and cheaply rear- | wools do not measure nine spirals to the inch. 

ed than his cousin, the horse. With this test, every farmer has in.his posses- 

2, He eats but little more than half as much fom 8 eee at ene ees rs a 

when matured. kinds of wool. There are some coarse wools 

3. He is satisfied with and thrives upon a me i mpepionced. week ES io nok iyank 

coarser and less expensive class of provender. | ness and straigtness of the fibre.
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Sheep and the Dog Law. without any serious difficulty, enforce the dog 

Ma. Error :—The communication of Daniel | !#w of 1862. It has been, done this year in 
Archer, in the March No. of the Fanmsn, on | *his town, notwithstanding 9 majority were | 
the above subjeet ‘contains thonghts of suffi-| °PPSsed toit, The assessor commenced with | 

cient general interest to. require ‘a few words vee — to aaa “if — a | 
in reply. bd feet list, ani succeeded well enough for 

q Men cannot expect to receive the full bene- | Practical purposes. The town treasurer, upon 

~ |] | fit of our legislative enactments without taking | 7¢¢eiying the Jist, commenced the business of | 

pains to inform themselves as to what.these | Collecting the,license money, witha resolution 

enactments are. Nor can farmers hope to be| ‘® Perform his, part of the programme to the 
. benefitted by the laws which are placed upon latter, of the law, eonfident, thet he would re- 

the statute books for the purpose of promoting | Ceive the support at his fellow town officers; | 
their particular interests, unless they make | "4 he collected it. Some stood out about é 

q diligent and vigorous efforts to secure the en-| Paying, but after the treasurer. forced one of 

forcement of such laws and enactments. them, by a hotly contested lawsuit, to pay his 

[| “Mr. Archer complains of the’ impossibility | 408 8x and twenty: dollarsceosts, the remain- 
‘| | of getting the dog law of 1860 enforced. Does i natal a rod 1862 

‘|| he not know that the legislature of 1862'abro-| > * i x egiel HEE. peeve M359 
gated that statute and passed a dog law which good ae to wt 7 mR rere Ae, Hs iY 

|] | ‘can be easily enforced, and which is equally emt . ob Bs ee aa eee Lil { 

as effectual in preventing ‘‘the frequent dep- F Rae st pares i 2 one, ene : 

redations of miserable dogs” as the law of | °°8* > ¥*" ¥8 om. oe ae hep waen | 

1860 could be,had it been universally,enforced? Expa, Dodge Co. Gro. He ADA. 

If he does not, I think hg should look up these nes at caleale= ae 

things and see if the fault does not lie, in part, aie ae me a ee eemne Tt pre 

at ) at his own door, before he murmurs the only way to prevent grub in the head of 
too much about the laws of the land, and the sheep, is to put plenty - “grub” into the 

proceedings of th i . stomach of the animal—and tbat it is a well 
a of tie degisisinre known faet that sheep properly attended to, 

Nor can farmers expect to receive the full| well fed, and housed, are never troubled with 

benefit of the laws so long as they leave the | the parasite known as the grub. 
entire control of the town elections in the 5 ie ee, ok Te 
hands of a few office seek Tue Frencn Merino Surer.—the Ram- 
: ft no ie —_ ee en eee bouillet flock of sheep was formed in 1786, by 
interests of no one'in particular but themselves. | Louis XVI, with the finest Merino specimens, 
It is a lamentable fact that many substantial ae in ue most renowned pete of 

: . jpain—in other words, among the Leonese 
famears mie ws ives spon ineddting sat breeds, principally that of Cavagne and Ne- || 
little in politics as scarcely ever to take the grete. The animals comprising the flock were 
trouble of voting, originally small, as are also the Merinoes of 

But 1 me Saxony, which are drawn from the same soure- | 
ut letithem awake to a realizing sense of| o< But under the mode of treatment followed || 

their own obligations; attend the town meet-| at the ee flock, while | 
; i . | preserving an absolute purity, and propagating 
ingn al aap oil thaketts CommaBiorvare a itself without the least mesalliane: , has acquir- 
ed by men who possess sufficient executive | eda shape which renders its specimens the | 
ability to see that the laws are lived up to in | largest among the unmixed Merino breeds.— 

. thei _ tamale ay "i a a4 The animals have remained thick and short, |'] - 
ye ges Coney trates «2 pedi ‘ear P°) but they have great size and abundant wool. 

more of the impossibility of enforcing the dog | It a to be generally Eeageese sre the } 
law. ‘ sheep with ‘“cravats” and very marked dew- 

* laps are the greatest bearers of wool, but they |} 
A few resolute, energetic men in’a town who | are also the most difficult to fatten.—Mark Lane | 

are willing to put shoulder to the wheel can, | Ezpress. 7
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Washing 8 Sheep. lambs into one small yard, the smaller lambs 

Mr. Eprror:—Much is being said in favor | ®F¢ in danger of being trodden under; but 

of abandoning the practice of washing sheep, there is no necessity of doing business in that 

alo on the great contrast between the condition | ¥#Y- If one escapes unwashed, as now and i 

of the wool before and after washing. Would then one will, it is not always agreeable to 

something adverse to a hangé bé out of place? hear the complaints of the shearer, as he tugs 

|| If not, Jet any éne who has often indulged in | ®W®y "pon the dingy fleece, with unmistakable 
this exciting recreation, call to mind the amount signs of extra labor, while his shears grow less 

of filth and dirt oozing from the fleece, discol- inclined at each succeeding clip to separate 

oring the water as the expert operator keeps it the wool from the mutton, requiring increased 
in motion about the carcass of the subject un- manual labor to accomplish the desired result, 

der treatment, or else a frequent use of the whetstone. 

Many a sheep-shearer has discovered that wa-| Then the one who buys the wool says ‘that 
ter alone will remove the gum or grease from is unwashed,” the moment he sees it; nor need 
his hands quite as well as with the addition of he see it to detect its condition, for the sense 

soap. Always a participator, when my little | °f feeling is sufficient to reveal its soggy and 
flock has been through the renovating process lifeless state, feeling no more like a washed 

T have carefully watched its effect upon both fleece than a dead lamb feels like a live one. 
parties. The biped party generally think the Again, we may save freight on the dirt by 
dinner late, which may be set down as a fa- | Keeping it at home. 
yorable symptom, and never take cold with Nor is there any more need of a jug of whis- 

suitable exercise. The quadrupeds being in | Ky to suck at, or some stupifying weed to chew 
the water not more than four minutes each, | because » man spends an hour in washing 
find it cool and refreshing, on a hot summer sheep, than there would be of taking a dose of 

day, rather than otherwise, cleansing the skin pills because he has taken a bath. 

and opening the pores, giving a chance for the |p... soy, arch 4, 1868. 8. L. Mizuar. 
escape of extraneous and effete matter, thus a gig nae ig cee 
adding to their health instead of endangering Stock-Raising vs- Wheat-Growing. 
it. Carefully handled sheep never need be hurt oe 
intwasiiag? 4G ‘tls eillmotoatelbend han. oe Farmer :—About three years ago 

dle properly should not be allowed to touch Seca denen aca eed 
thea White pigs, their qualities as compared with 

the Suffolk, &. Mr. Edward M. Danforth, of 
Never should a sheep be caught by the fore | summit, replied to my inquiries by saying that 

leg or the wool on its sides or back. They are | ne had lately procured some’ of the Chesters, 

not likely to be injured if caught by the hind} »nq intended crossing them with Suffolks, and 

leg or the wool on the neck near the head also to raise them side by side that he might test 

Washing the wool on sheep is said to be | the respective breeds under like circumstances. 
“unnatural.” But there are other unnatural | Mr. Danforth said that, at Spme future ‘time, 

|| practices in connection with sheep husbandry | he would:speak more positively of the compér- 

}| which are universally dpproved. Never having | ative'mérits of the two breeds. And now, ‘after 
|| known a shéep to'take cold or show any signs | so long @ time,’ would: be glad to hear from 

of cold or chilliness in consequencé of being | him through’ the Fanwen. No doubt tiany 

|| washed, I apprehend no danger in that'direc- | others will be able to give information on. the 
tion. Have frequently known them drop their| yeepeotive value of different bretds of bogs, 

|| lambs within an hour or two after being wash-| and guch information will be gladly tegélyedt 
ed, without bad results. ” by many who, like myself, have not had muoh 

i In crowding several hundred sheep and experience in such matters. h edt
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Seen na 

Many of our Wisconsin farmers have exper- pe bor 4 stop inte ifort, pressing if ie 

imented with nothing but wheat, until now 5 aon Sem pp aee 

many have scarcely the means to experiment a — cates eee 

on anything else, and some even have not the | ut the fleece. It will come out square and 

seed left to go into another experiment with ee = 

wheat. As has been often suggested in the es ~ 

Fanmer, I believe we should go into a greater THE HORTICULTURIST. 

variety in our farming operations. Just mow | eee 

it would seem that the whole attention might| 4. G. HANFORD, : : CORRESPONDING EDITOR. 

be very profitably directed to the production esate icnaienaiins Aiadiaecaes 

of any one article of farm produce, with good inti = . ae 

prospect of ample remuneration. All kinds| the Se ah Wekgennres 

of grain are now commanding a good beige, Siaiuh ety Caanen: 

equally so are pork, sheep, wool, &c. Now is Madison, March 25, 1862. } 

not that a good reason why we shouldhave| Ep:ron Wisconsin Farmen:—To comply 

some of each article for sale? Some one arti-| with your request, expresse? to me by Hon. 

ele of grain may fail and not produce a good | 0, F, Jones, I give you the following descrip- 

crop. Disease or dogs may aitack the sheep, | tion of the new variety of strawberry, which 

or the hogs may be destroyed by some, now |{ have raised. Allow me to suggest to you 

unknown to us, distemper. that Iam merely an amateur gardener, and 

Undoubtedly the aggregate sales from a farm, |that this description is not intended to be an 

yielding a variety of produce, will foot up as | advertisement 

large, for a term of years, as one producing} JI am Yours, Very Respectfully, 

for market only one or two articles, and with- Emu Rorue. 

out doubt the farm will, be in better condition ara. 
HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION. 

and of enhanced value. 

Brother farmers, was not the February No. The Wisconsin Seedling, as I have named 

of the Farmer an interesting one? If so, this new and excellent variety of strawberry, 

} then let us write for our paper more frequent- was raised by me from the seed, by hybridiza- 

| ly. Lam always very much interested in the tom of the. Triomphe de Gant, the dnaition 

| communications of others, and like to read the Giant}, and - wery.aplendid Fresh variety, ithe 

Fanwen, when its patrons take hold and help name of which I do not recollect. The plant 

the editor, not only with the very necessary dol- grows larger than any other strawberry plant. 

lar, but with the pen. 5; Banas: The leaves are rather roundish, dark green and 

‘Tarrox, Grant Co., Feb. 25, 1803. hairy. The pollen of the blossom is extraor- 

eae dinarily large, and is under all circumstances 

Tyinc ur Woor.—A correspondent of the | of joint sex, so that each blossom is sure to 

ee cite ac aoe des-| bring fruit. There grow no separate pistil- 

= the box used for that purpose. It is lates and staminates of this variety. 

ae otal echo rere to'some: | The stem is generally thick, and strong 

teen inches square at oe tom grade enough to bear the fruit without bending down. 

ips by ent 3 bs se Ps a g it ee Ter biemeyet form a kind of srepp-cluster, my 

ig well dove- iled together—no. top or bottom. | * url like. thoge of the Wilson's Baed f 

Seep 2a ty es ine and while cement a Dero nd 
strings reaching to up bottoms frkiah should | Steen buds may be seen on the same cluster. ; 

ait on a smooth surface), crossing each other | The variety is very prolific, Two years old 

i cane eee : ends hiang- | plants yield from 150 to 250 berries ; 287 have 

the fleece is completely rolled up, place it in | have been counted on one single stalk. It is 

|
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Deen eee SSS SS ee 

from eight to ten days later than the Wilson’s | price to their customers as they can be bought 

Seedling, and when properly treated and kept | at the: eguniry stores; and those men who 

free from runners, it is sure to bear during the knotty oF “oyght to know, of what age their 

the whole of the months of June, July, and a be able to sell only good seeds. 

part of August. Sekine seeds may be good and still 

The fruit is much larger than that of anyi| not gréw » ag isthe reason? They are often 

other variety. I have raised berries meas ~ planted sf the wrong time, either too early or 

ing 5Jinches in circumference, and i C too late, ‘often too deep, or, if not taken care 

in diameter. The berries first “are | of, thé Wags will eat them before the planter 

generally the largest, and areof ‘siete knows that they are coming up. 

form, very often of the cockseomb shape; by-| As the ulture of garden seeds is more gen- 

and-by their form becomes more regular, near-| erally understood, I will offer a few remarks 

ly heart-shaped, but more ¢longated. 2 about flower seeds. It is a very common way 

The fiesh of the berry is white and very with some people to plant all the flower seeds 

substantial; the flavor delicious, pineapple- purchased, on the first pleasant day in April, 

like and subacid. On’ the sidé exposed to the | broadeast over a small flower bed, without re- 

sun, the upper part of the berry is crimson gard if they are tender or hardy, if they are 

red, the other side and the top. is light red, | of large or small sized plants. Here they are 

sometimes nearly white. It wants almost twice left to struggle with the weeds and be trod un- 

as much time to ripen as the Wilson’s, The | der foot by the chickens. Perhaps some kinds, 

berries keep good in the basket for several days | of a strong growth, will work their way through; 

after picking. the most will die. 

The plant is as hardy as any other straw- Flower seeds ought to be planted each kind 

berry, and,. while taking it for granted, that | by itself, in hills about three feet apart, and 

strawberries should be proteeted during the | the finer seeds only slightly covered. Put a 

winter, I know that this variety will stand the little stick in each hill, so that you may know | 

Wisconsin winter unprotected, if left in the | the spot, and when they come up watch against 

cold by a negligent gardener. bugs and weeds. Early in May you ought to 

a lant Coreopsis, Delphinium, Elichrysum, Eu- 

Seeds—How to Insure their Germination. ak ro Lathinus, pauien, Dekaatad 
The complaint that seeds will not germinate | Phlox, Polygonum, Scabiosa, Reseda, Nemo- 

is very common, and, in a great many cases, | phila, Colinsia, and Iberis. If you do not 

just. In the present state of the seed trade, | watch the last two kinds closely, they will sure- 

where seeds are packed up by the grower, car-|]y be eaten by the insects. Double German 

ried over the country by agents and left in| Aster and Lerge Flowering Pansy should also 

grocery stores for sale, where they remain oft-| pe planted early and afterwards transplanted. 

en several years, and the seed-grower loses all| 4 paper of seed of each kind will make s 

control over them, it cannot be otherwise ex | beautiful flower bed. Convolvolus, Helianth- 

pected than that they often are worthless. But} ys, Balsamiria, Tagetes, Tropeolum, and other 

it is not always true that seeds are mot good | tender kinds have to be sheltered, or planted 

because they are geveral years old; there are | iste whem there is no danger of frost. 

some kinds which improve by age, others not.| Wishing each of the fair readers of the 

I think the Act passed by Congress that small | F,nwee the pleasure of a neat flower garden, 

packages of seeds may be sent by mail for one jt will afford me pleasure to show all who 

cent postage per oz. will create quite a revolu- | should happen to come this way, and favor me 

tion in,the seed trade. This law will enable| with a call, my own efforts in this branch of 

seed-growers and regular seed dealers to send | gardening. PF. A. Mareswer. 

seeds by mail, postage prepaid, for the same | Movur Pisaax, Wis. 

eee
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. The Malope Grandifiora. piness of man, there are not many whose bhow- 

te e 4, {ness and beauty exceed those of the Malope Ampne the, chonganda, of fairy flowers, with grandifora, illustrated above. The plant is which God thas so adorned the earth and-so very spreading, the flowers large, “orimson- 
greatly administered to the pleasures and hap- purple. Seeds may be had of most Hofists. 
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About Cranberries. possible, and selectedin handfuls of fifty or a 
Mr. Epiror :—Having heard many inquiries | hundred in a bunch, and tied up, and kept in 

about the culture of the cranberry, and wheth- | Wet moss or water to keep them from drying er they can be grown on dry uplands, I will | UP, until you are ready to plant them. One or 
answer ; Ist, that they will not pay on dry up- | ‘Wo stems in a hill or place is enough. 
land, although they will grow for atime. 2d.| They can be planted witha dibble, or sharp- To grow them on very wet marsh land will not | Pointed stick. Early in. May, or as soon as 
pay, because they are too small and far be- | the leaves are starting, is the best time to plant 
tween. It is only the Cherry variety that lives |them out. After-culture is simply to keep on such land. them clean for two years. Asa general result, 

In order to make them grow with profit, the the third year they will cover the ground, ‘and 
land should be drained or ditched, and the give weeds and grass no room. They then take 
surface cleared of all wild grass and roots for | “°*® ere = P. Perver. 
about one foot in depth. Then plant in hills ae ee 
or drills about 18 or 20 inches apart, with vines | Apple Orchards--Planting new Trees between 
of the bell-shaped variety, and bearing vines. the Rows. 
There are vines of the male sex that donot| Mr. Eviror:—Permit me to trespass on 
bear. Make your selection when you can see | your time and patience for a little advice. I 
the fruit on them in the fall, or mark the spot | ask your opinion because I have followed you 
where you find bearing plants. I got mine in through the pages of the Farmer, and know 
cranberry marsh, near the edge where there | that you are interested in fruit-raising, and 

was considerable soil or sandy loam washed on | that you have traveled much through the State, 
them, and no wild grass. The plants were | and believe you have been as much interested 
quite strong, and they bore some the first year |in observing the growth of fruit trees as in 
after planting. They should be planted three | eating the fruit. 
or four inches deep in the muck or soil, and if| I have an orchard planted to trees in squares || 
they are one foot or eighteen inches above wa- | of thirty feet apart. I wish to plant more trees, 
ter, as a general rule, they are at home. but I have no more land that I wish to occupy 

A good way is to stop up the ditches or out-| 8 92 orchard. I came from Vermont, where 
let to the marsh in the fall before freezing | *pple trees grow very large; but I have been 
weather, so as to set them in water over win- | ‘0ld that trees bear earlier here and are more 
ter, on account of the meadow mouse, which | 4warfish in their habits. Now, will it be pro- is very troublesome, and has destroyed my fitable or advisable to plant as many more trees 
first patch. on the ground, so that they shall stand in 

Some years ago, some Eastern cr: anberry | Suares Sieg feet apart? TI have been told to 
culturists recommended covering the surface do 80, bak I wish fo; appeal to your large ob- 
some three or four inches deep with sea sand. servation and good judgment in the matter. 
I have tried some clear sand on them, but do Russet, Sheb. Co.. Wis. Jouy L. Sexton. * 
not see any benefit from it. On the contrary, AnsweR.—Fifteen feet apart would be rather 
grass and weeds grow better with sand on it| close for apple trees. If in your stead, would 
than where only planted in muck; and the ‘plant one tree in the centre of each square of plants will cover the surface sooner on muck four trees. This would give you half as many 
than when sand is added.» Moreover it is a| more trees than you now have, and leave no 
great deal less expensive. two nearer than 20 feet apart. The rows will 

In order to get the plants, or rather cuttings, | be diagonal in their direction across the field, | 
(they grow with roots or without) they should | or, in other words, they will stand in what is | 
be pulled off or cut off as near the surface as | known as the quincunz arrangement.—Epiror.
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The Pear Blight. THE BEE-KEEPER. 
Mr. Epitor :—I think the best response you | 

could make to the enquiries of H. W. Wolcott, ‘Tho Bee. 

i i “ lored, sunshine-loving, on Pear Blight, would be to publish the re ee ene 

marks of Chas. Downing, in Downing’s new roll ben so mad oe 

edition of Fruit Trees of America.” Tin thy oxen ell be fully” 
‘ Fair fail thy work and thee, 

The subject seems to be very imperfectly un- | Buzzing round the sweetly smelling 
. Garden plats and bowers. 

derstood by most of our Western Horticultur- [From the Greek of Nicias, 28) B.C. 

ists, anda great deal has been written and ————— 

circulated in our Western agricultural papers Which is the best Bee-Hive? 

by men who have evidently notice? but one| fg. Eprror:—In the December No. of the 

form of blight. Fanmer I find the Langstroth hive highly re- 

Your correspondent’s trees, probably, suffer- | commended; but what I miss is the why? 

ed from Frozen Sap Blight. It wanieety Pee. See would very much oblige me and others 

valent last season, owing, in a great measure, | if you would be so kind as to give a descrip- 

to the wet summer, for I have known the sum- | tion of the hive, and the reason why it is so 

mer pass without blighting at all, when the | superior. I use Burlebs & Co.’s hives, which 

sapwood was quite as much injured from late | cost me $5 each, and if I could get better ones 

growth of the previous fall and injury from the | for $1.50, I should be very thankful for the 

previous winter, 98 our pear trees were last | opportunity. i 

spring. Please give us the answer as soon as possi- 

Pear trees planted on high, dry land, where | ple, for now is the time to look for hives. When 

the wood will ripen up early in the season, are | the swarm is on the tree it is a little too late. 

rarely affected, even in the worst seasons. Which is the best work on Sheep-keeping? 

I notice in the discussions of your Horticul- | | would like to buy me one, and don’t know 

tural Society that one of you recommends | which. Dionts SCHAEFER. 

planting dwarf pears with the junction of pear | Sraisarierp, Feb. 15, 1863. 

and quince above ground. This is a danger- Answer.—We are not perfectly sure that 

ous practice, as the quince roots are liable to | the Langstroth hive is absolutely the best, 

freeze, I may say sure to freeze, and thousands though it is the choice of many good judges. 

of dwarf pear trees have been lost to the West The chief argument in its favor is that it gives 

for this sole reason. R. Dovenas. | better control of the bees and of their enemies. 

Wavxecax, April 3, 1863. Youatt’s work on Sheep is probably the best. 

CS Ee Price not to exceed $1.—Epirtor. 

Too Orv To Pian? Trees.—This is the com- oe 

plaint of many a man in middle life, or when Improved Straw Hives—How Made. 

rounding over the hill of his pilgrimage. He — 

thinks he shall never live to eat their fruit, so| Having succeeded in constructing a hive of 

it will be of ne use to plant. He’s too old! straw, adapted to improved bee-culture, mak- 

What if you don’t live, dear man, that is no | ing it take and retain a shape suitable for 

reason for not planting. Suppose your prede- | movable frames and surplus honey boxes, I an- 

cessors had refused to plant those orchards | nounced it in the Farmer some months since, 

from whieh you annually gather apples and j and at the same time an invitation was given 

rs, what would have been your lot now? | for some one to give us a better form, ast did 

Woula you bless or curse their memories, for | not suppose that I had the best one. Since 

their selfishness? If you indulge such a churl- | that time, two straw hives have been patented, 

ish disposition, it is doubtful whether you will | but whether they are sufficiently superior to 

live very long to enjoy anything: such a spirit | mine to pay patent expenses, is not et me to 

sucks the fountain of life dry quite early.|say. Both of them have movable frames. One 

Each generation receives a dowry from the patented by Mr. M. Stilwell, Manlius, N. Y., 

preceding, and should hand over the inherit- | is very much like mine ; the material difference 

ance, much enlarged, to the following. is in the manner of securing the straw. Mr.
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S. Ide, East Shelby, Orleans County, N. Y.,| wood top is used in the honey season no holes 
has one with double walls, with an air space | are necessary in the straw top to communicate 
between ; the inner one of straw, the outer of | between the boxes and hive. Allow the hive 
wood, which serves to protect the straw from | to dry out as fast as possible, and when dry, 
the weather, and as far as the sides of the hive | it is ready for the bees. They may be trans- 
are concerned, would do a great deal to pro-| ferred at any time. If the weather is cold, 

} tect the bees and keep out the frost. It is well| take them into a warm, dark room, using a 
made, durable and somewhat costly. The ome | candle to work by. Such a hive, with no ven- 
I have is more simple, easier made, and prob- | tilation but that afforded by the porous absorp- 
ably may answer just as well. It is made to| tive mass of straw of the sides and top has 
correspond in respeet to wig mr and | been found free from frost, and the bees in very 
breadth, to a wood hive that I have, with mov-| comfortable condition when the thermometer 
able combs, so that the combs, bees, &c., may | stood at 10° below zero. As I have heretofore 
be transferred at any time. I would suggest| given my views relative to the advantages of 
that any one disposed to make the straw hive | straw hives, ‘in the Farmer, I will not repeat 
who already has the movable combs, that they | them here.—M. Quinby in NV. E. Farmer. 

ee aoe wood hive, nei —_——_—_—_—_—_—_—— 
measure of course, as the straw will be muc 
thicker than boards. _ It will be unnecessary THE POULTERER. 
for me to describe the frames, manner of sup~} ———————————___*¥ __ 
porting them, or size of the hive. Insects on Chickens. 

To make a hive, take strips of board, say . eX ee 
one inch thick by two inches wide, and make| First < a if in confinement, in the dust 
two rectangular frames, halving or framing the | C™P°r 7 Chepeuley Saas oe half a 
corners together, and keeping the under sur- pee they’ & rd “Thi he send and 
face in the same plaxe. These frames must be | |" . mae oo = is. will both keep 
of the same size, and of dimensions according ae from parasites and give the feathers 
to the size of the hive required. Qn the under | ® & pgp in acagp ee If infested with the in- 
side of the bottom one, cut a passage way for | 8°¢ts, pen the skin under the feathers with 
the bees, three inches wide by three-eighths | ® little water, then sprinkle a little black sul- 
deep. Lay this on the bench before you, and a ee yore Bide = nee covered with 
nail toit upright strips of lath—let ‘them be | ‘he insects, and they will disappear in the 
an inch wide by one-fourth inch thick—the | COUrS® of twelve hours. “Also, previous to set- 
length corresponding to the height of the hive. ere oe if the ane be slightly sprinkled 
the lower ends being even with the lower sur- with the sulphar, there is no fear of the hen 
face of the frame. If very smooth work is de- being snnea) ed during incubation, neither will 
sired, these laths may be let into the frames ay hy cheat be sues by them. Many a 
just their thickness. When to be painted, it | me hatched brood pines away and dies through 
should be done before filling in the straw. ee isi and no one knows the ‘cause. 
These laths should be about four inches apart, | “*¥98 I an ostrich mic my care that was 
inside and out, the two at the corners joining Poems a into his feathers, and observed 
together. Now take long, clean straw. Rye ner dct parasites, fe he tobaceo- 
straw isthe smoothest, if unthreshed the bet- | ¥' 4 7 be tt hi my then master’s 
ter; get it even, and cut off the head, wet it a ere 3 tiv € oat 2D pin, sheence, well 
and lay it between the upright pieces of lath, naa ith, black ae him un ae 
bending it round the corners in such a way as h ee lack sulphur; ‘when next day 
to make the walls of the hive, and press it they were examined with a microscope, and 
close. When half full, if the hive is a deep ore Sa was dead. Having Had sone ae 
one, pass some small annealed wire around the cm also parrots that were addicted to biting 
inner and outer lath to keep'them from spread- of their feathers, I employed the black sul- 
ing. Having pressed the space full, lay the P ree well syringing them uo wae then 
second frame upon the straw directly over the ee ng bonkideky fbheh : We a If 
first, nail the upper ends of the lath to it and chee iepenge:vae. ext, a pe ly, with 
the hive, with the exception of the tops, mova- | ‘°° pena of ve fingers, wit! ‘i ais par fg 
ble, of course, as in all movable comb hives; | °TY other day for ae 5 ad ght, hte, ey 
one of wood, to be used during the gathering Pp oe Seat fi ake spi 
of surplus honey, and the other of straw, 1or meee i ignet one oie ae not been 
winter and spring. The straw top may be | Proved, for” have used it these two years with 
made on the same principle as the hive. Make suoceEs.— The ield. 
a frame of the proper size and two inches deep; ee en eee 
nail pieces of lath on the under side, OTe BQ To save your gardens from the ruinous 
them in so as to leave a level surface, fill in . 
above them with straw and bind it down with ee tO 
lath nailed above. It will be unnecessary to| them in coops. The chickens will do better, 
leave any passages for ventilation, and as the | and the hens full as well.
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MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL. |of the day that we have adopted the Kirby 
SS ] Reaper as the Prize for the largest list of sub- 

Improved Harvesters. ieee 

In 1851, when Cyrus W. McCormick present-| KIRBY'S AMERICAN HARVESTER AS A MOWER. 
ed his harvester to the wondering world at the| ‘The above cut represents the American Har- 
first Exhibition of the Industry of all mations, | yester asa Mower. It cuts a swath 4 feet 10 

in London, its trial was so complete # success, | inches wide, and is capable of cutting 10 to 15 
that there were multitudes ready to declare it | acres per diem. The driver's seat is remarka- 

“the very perfection of a harvester.” Even | bly safe, convenient and easy. It also acts as 
Cyrus and not a few other geniuses of the|, lever, whereby the weight of the driver bal- 
Yankee persuasion were inclined to believe it| anoes the weight of the frame and throws the 
about all that Agriculture would ever think of | whole upon the driving wheel, adding to the 

asking. power of the wheel, taking all the pressure 

Not so, however. Progress is the watchword | from the horses’ necks, and lessening the draft 

of the age, and there is nothing so perfect now-| of the machine. By means of the lever in 

a-days but that we may reasonably expect it | front of the driver, he can throw the machine 

to be improved after a time, if not very soon. | out and in gear at will. With the lever at his 
Prominent among the improvers of the har- | side he can raise either end or both ends of the 

vester in many respects, was William A. Kirby, | finger-bar to pass over obstructions, carry his 

of New York. His machines were introduced | swath, or move from field to field. When the 
in 1855, and have since been improved from | machine is working, the independent action of 

year to year, until they have gained a great | the finger-bar enables it to play freely up and 

popularity in all parts of the country. It is | down, and follow the inequalities of the ground. 

becaise we have faith in!’ them as among the | Whatever may be the position of the cutters, 

very best tried and most successful machines | the connecting rod is always in line.
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KIBBY’S AMERICAN HARVESTER AS A REAPER. | quarter-turn sweep of his arms, the raker de- 

The second engraving represents Kirby’s| livers the gavels inggood shape for binding at 
American Harvester set up as a Reaper. The| the side of the machine, out of its track on the 

Mower is converted into a Reaper simply by | next round; this position of the raker is se- 

bolting on the platform, reel, and raker’s seat, | cured by patent. When a driver is employed 

which can be done in s few minutes in the field. | in reaping, he sits upon a seat made for that 

The width of cut in reaping is 5 feet, and the] purpose on the top of the tool box, but it is 

machine will reap from 12 to 18 acres per day. | very common with the Kirby machine for the 

The platform is covered with zinc, and is light | raker to drive, his position enabling him to do 

and durable. The reel is perfectly adjustable | so without difficulty, thus dispensing with the 

in any direction, without altering the length of| services of one person necessary on other 

belt, and is thought by many to be the most | reapers. 

perfeet and convenient reel that has yet been} The cutters can be set at any desired height, 

devised. The raker’s seat is very easy, and|and the machine is peculiarly adapted to 

his position the most convenient possible for | reaping lodged and tangled grain, and gather- 

| raking off the grain. By a natural and easy | ing clover seed.
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THE ‘‘AMERICAN HARVESTER” AS A SELF- | think we have now found one which answers 

RAKER. “| our expectations, and we shall be prepared to 

This is a fast age, and the sons of sires who | furnish it Ee coming = toga purohas- 
reaped with the sickle and at night bound up, | TS of the Kirby as mex, peeire it. The above 

after themselves, are not content to merely cut | Cut represents the Kite; machine with the self- 
down and rake off with the hand into gavels, |*#Ker attached. This raker has been tested on 
an amount of grain to harvest which fifteen | Several machines during the past oo and 
men of the olden time might have bent their = given universal eo 2 as ‘very 

backs and grunted in vain. They must have|*imple, strong and efficient. It delivers the 
machinery which will do its own raking. gavels at the side of the machine, out of its 

m the next round. The driver controls 
Accordingly numerous devices have been bis oe eee teithioai Pang ialieraiion 

contrived for adding this important work to of the snehinery) for Might or eer, B 

the already . greet eppomplisheme wore The machine is not injured or altered asa 
Reapi hine. Perhi f thi 
oer vn a a dais are hand-raker, and in case of any accident to the 

= “ See ie eee noe sata a self-raker, it is not necessary to stop work un- 

a ee aa ain he ea til it can be repaired, as is the case with all 

pee ee aise ST iewen 6 f other self-rakers, but it may be detached by 

: i taking out three bolts, and the work go on with 

7 relation fo Se take adopted by. the BPR; ahand rake, which is furnished with every || 
prietors of the Kirby Reape, we know but lit- machine. We consider this a very-essential 

tle from personal pbemyation, anf, therefore, feature in a self-raker, for all machines are li- | | 

arr Gem to Spe tt OP, ns on terms, | able to accident, and there are some cases in | | 

which are at once modest and sensible. which no self-raker can work well, and in such 
“There are many difficulties to be overcome | cases it is almost. indispensable to be able to 

in making a successful self-raker, and it will, | detach the raker and substitute a hand rake. | f 
perhaps, be impossible to produce one that will) While we have no desire to urge our self-raking ; 

do good work in all places. We have for the| attachment upon any: purchaser of the Kirby, 

past three years been experimenting and ex-| we feel that we can recommend it as the best 

amining rakes, with a view of attaching one| one that has yet been devised, and we are wil- 
to the Kirby as soon as we could find one/ling to allow every purchaser a fair trial of || 

which we could confidently recommend. We | the rake before he decides to keep it.” i
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THE OHIO MOWER PASSING AN OBSTRUCTION.
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SS. EDUCATIONAL. F 
On the precedin; we present @ 1. |) SSS ne Eng?" good as 

lustration of the ‘Ohio Mower passing an ob- ae 
struction.” Our readers who have interested bile ge preage there may be = oe Ba, 

3 |ucation, and it is a subject which for a lon, 
themselves in the mintiat Dt Tem en MOW" |time has engaged the attention of Gearaa 
ers are already somewhat familiar with the | thinkers and the benevulent, it is certain that 
construction of this machine, as we have ad- | the exceptions are rare where the moral train- 

lood anil Stinetsated tte heels anGedk <n ing of the mother is not according to her best 
vertiged ae siere econ ee a capacity, for the advantage of her offspring. 
cent numbers of the FARMER. The mother’s influence is often counteracted 

* i by the father; in such cases the maternal pa- 
The peculiar features of the Ohio Mower | 23.1 is not responsible if her care and teach- 

consist ings are of no avail. 
First, in its having two driving wheels, which ; Home education, where the parents are unit- 

3 = S edin sentiment, leaves its impressions upon 
are arranged side by side, like the wheels of @ | the mind and heart which can never be effaced. 
cart, and bear all the weight of the machine. eee Seria = of 80 eee departures na 

; ; ; e path of right is evil associations. e 
These wheels give taption: t0:1bs (pes iE Oy mother, engaged in her household affairs, has, 
means of cogs on a concave surface, matching among the majority of those who are depend- 
into ratcheted pinions on each end of a hori- | ent upon their labors for a livelihood, but little 

tal shaft. time to devote to her children; and as soon as 
—_ : they are able to walk by themselves they seek 
Secondly, in the position and connections of | playmates oat = ce Tt Seer, 

: . = im for or evil, accordin; e 
the finger-bar, which ig hung at the hind end aac of esesadion The effect of these |]o 
of the frame, about 22 inches back of the cen- impressions are most lasting, in most cases, 
tre of the driving wheels, and is so hinged | ‘han the influence and example of parents. If 

fe é s : mothers were placed in circumstances so that 
that it can easily be lifted over stones or stumps, they could give the proper attention to their 

or folded up when it becomes necessary to pass |children, and if they had the co-operation of 
through narrow gates, &. jeeeeente) there would be less vice in the 

Thirdly, in the effectual avoidance of side-| Home education is the best for the youthful 
ana mind. The most determined man in every sit- 

or 4 < uation in life will, to the latest period of his 
Fourthly, in a ratcheted connection (con- pilgrimage, be influenced by the early teach- 

nection in one direction only) of the driving | ings of his mother, if the example and habits 
. 2 % of the-father were in unison with her counsel wheels with the gearing, so that the machine | 914 instruction.—oel. 

may be backed without any special interfer- eae 

ence of the bearer. [From the Report of the City Superintendent of New York] 

The Ohio Mower enjoys a high degree of = a 

popularity in the Eastern, Middle, and West-| In this responsible sphere of usefulness wo- 
8 ai idl inne in the | ™"2 claims, and with propriety holds a promi- ern States, and is rapidly gaining favor in the | pont position. There is something in the em- 

Northwest. As a Reaper it is also popular. | ployment of the ‘teacher which makes it a 

L. J. Bush & Co., of Milwaukee, have tl - | drudgery in the eyes of many young men. 
= _ <a praukee Spent een Their temperament, their mental constitution, 

eral agency for this State. and their moral impress are not of that order 
——————-—.____ which fits them fo endure the disciplinarian 

2a » >, 7 perplexities of the school room. Points of 
$ peste aeobers . seus mae Sor Bay, weakness in the characteristics of teachers are 

contains an interesting article on “The Past quickly detected by the pupils, and they are 
and Future of the West,” upon which we shall “ one exhibited by the pester; mules 

- ‘ e be on a watchful guard of every wi 
take occasion to comment in the June No. of and act. This self control is of course a sign 

the Farmer. We are glad to see that Eastern | of strength, and he who maintains his position 
‘i ial and politi begin- | When surrounded by the frequent temptations 

rar Sra igre 32 re pee ieee) of the school room, has achieved his triumph. 
g to appreciate the Great West, and to re- But all men are not so constituted, and though 

cognize it as a power in the nation. well qualified as regards their literary attain-
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ments, they are apt to become wearied, disaf- An Explanation. 
fected, and repelled from the profession. The " aioe 
female teacher, however, goes into the school| 1 had intended following up my sketch of 
room with a natural fitness, both mental and al travel and inci: mme! 
moral, which adapts her to control the tempers patna . til ? ie ae bas 1f, ae oo 
and the affections of the young. The levity | “™ Dee: ee eae 
and rudeness which would delight in a school- | ber last, safely to my homein M.; and this not 
boy triumph over the master, is disarmed and subdued by thsjpcesendd ofthe female teacher; more because I thought you would be pleased 

while the gentleness and quietness of the other | © hear from me of these things, than to give 
ite wins the rm of kind and respectful | such an account of myself that my long silence 
leportment and attention. . x 
It is in this sphere, where the power of the might not be construed into indifference to my 

domestic affections calls so earnestly upon the | duties. This morning, as the sun beams out 

sympathies of both teachers and taught, that | upon a prospect glowing with all the enchant- 
the female 1s so well adapted to labor and to oH : z s I : d find, 
distribute her influence. In the school room, | ™eats of spring time, I open my eyes and find, 
distilling the gentlest and most valuable influ-|to my great mortification, that the winter I 

ences over thousands of minds, leaving saluta- | n44 planned to beguile with such entertain- 
ry impressions upon the young hearts of those 5 : 
who are taking their active part in the strife | ment is gone. Looking back does no good. I 
on ee waaeet action ao by Ameri-| count the advance and number by months the 
can citizenshl| In answerin, the inquiries | ,. z, + 

aid anccliug ihe Medghiaor She future arbi. | time it would consume to take you with me 
ters of our destiny,—in inspiring the young| through my sojourn in Virginia, the rest in 

hopes and implanting the purposes of nobility, | Ohio, the long journey to Kansas, back to Vir- 
virtue and honor; in such labors thousands of| |. : is - 
our daughters must sooner or later be employ- | ginia, and finally to Wisconsin, and I hesitate. 

ed. Then I have just recently made the discovery 

; [Yes, and at a rate of compensation more | that I have deen the subject of much fuller re- 

commensurate with the importance of their! port than I had imagined. You must bear in 

work and their ability to perform it than now. | mind that while I have not been able to write 

—Ep. Farmer. ] for the Farmer I have not been reading it, 

EET | therefore was not aware how abundant in la- 

THE HOME. bors the pen of the Editor, my special friend 

Serge rare “== land near kin, Dr. Hoyt! So, what with the 
Nearer Home. : zx 

—_— time I have lost in restoring myself back to 

Gomes 0 erema there substantial health, and the opportunity of re- 

z pregency aol pefoee. porting much of interest that came in my way, 

I find I shall have to start anew, creating, as 
Nearer my Father’s house, 

‘Where the many mansions’be ; of old, that which I set forth. 
Nearer the great white throne, 
ee eee ee Creating did I say? Is there not enough in 

Heameeen ene of = 4 the circumstance of this fresh life of God’s 

Nearer aes ares gest beauty and love outspread upon the earth and 

Moar Seeing HY Some sky, contrasting, as it does, with the desclition 

Beene ee a night, and strife that, over uncounted leagues of shore 

bag een ee tee” and inland of man’s work, now a the face 

Closer and closer my steps of our own prosperous land,—enough to arouse ia 

Come to the dark abyem ; us all to a new energy and industry to whatev- - 
Closer death to my li 
Presses the awful rem: er end may subserve the common cause? Let 

Father, perfect my love, : the past of travel, and pleasure, and pain, and 

[een mr ay een: incident, save as incident, go by, and let the 

On the rock of Siva sagee of: denth-— earnest effort be to do, with all the faithfulness 

= Perens erat, in our power, the great work that Providence 

Fee ey oe rant ink, (Phoebe Cary. | has laid down in our path. Mas. Horr. 

tee
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The Seasons, old house, strewn thick with the debris of many 
ae. generations, into a tumble-up, peaky, perky, 

Prt soecatsaeaeieks plastery, shingly, stary, new one, that is not 
Which Autumn paints in daty, finished, and never will be, and good enough 

But Winter radely ends. for it, and you will perhaps comprehend how 
Liter it is that I find.a great crack in my life. On 

Pane pes coneemane meee? the further side are prosperity, science, litera~ 
Boon passes into riper years, ture, philosophy, religion, society, and all the 

‘Then resis with untold care, refinements, and amenities, and benevolences, 
"Then gather each in order, and purities of life—in short, all the arts of 

That when your course is done peace and civilization and Christianity,—and 
Sin atiectoniemen, yield on this side—moving.—Atlantic Bfonthly. 

————————————__—— — > 

Moving. One Way for Women to Help. 

People who live in cities and move regularly | 4 cause of complaint ond source of discour- 
every year from one good, furnished, right- t Welavel f th 8 
side-up house to another, will think I give a | Semen’ among the loyal women of the country 
very small reason for a very broad fact; but | has been that there seems to be so little that 
they do not know what they are talking about. | they can do to help on this great conflict. Of 
They have fallen into a way of looking ata], I “ 
house asa sort of exaggerated trunk, into which | te thousands whose hearts and nerves are 
they pack themselves annually with as much | strong enough for such service, only now and 

nonchalance as if it were only their prepara- | then one is so situated as to become an efficient 
tion fer a summer trip to the sea-shore. They ‘ ~ 
don’t strike root anywhere. They don’t’ have | Nurse of the sick and wounded. A still small- 
to tear up anything. Aman comes with a cart | er number have, or will have, the opportunity 
and horse. There is a stir in the one house— sys é 2 
they are gone; there is a stir in the other— to exhibit the heroism of woman in the face of 

they are settled; and everything is wound up | real danger, or to what lengths of sacrifice 

and set going for another year. and work it leads when aid or cheer to our 
We do these things differently in the coun- is th 1 U ana 

try. We don’t build a house by way of exper- | ©2use is the result. nwonted and compara- 

iment and live in it a few years, then tear it | tively unnoticed the women of the North have 
down and build another. We live in a house | ,. ‘. ie i . ; th th rk of in, 
till it cracks, and then plaster it over; then it sees eneeinee tonne pita . See 6 
totters, and we prop it up; then it rocks, and lint and jellies for the hospitals, saying pray- 

we more sLGOmRs nee it eprenis, and we | ers for the army and still, with imploring faces 
clamp it; then it crumbles, and we have a new . 2? 
underpinning, but keep living in it all the time. Bey ere Skee ie eee 

To know what moving really means, you must| Retrench! This is the first thing, and an 
move from just such a rickety-rackety old farm | , 5 ; aan 
house, where you have clung and grown like a | imperative duty. Retrench! This is the sec- 

fungus, ever since there was anything to grow | ond thing, and every day becoming more im- 

—where your life and luggage have crept into perative. Retrench! This is the third thing 
all the crevices and corners, and every wall is : Z 
festooned with associations thicker than cob-| that women can do, and in the end will be 
webs that are pretty thick—where the furni- | found the mcst imperative of all. 
ture and the pictures and the knicknacks are 4 r 
so become a part and parcel of the house, so| I know how the small retrenchment possible 
grown with it and into it that you do not know | to your means and mine will look when we 
they are chiefly rubbish till you begin to move < % 
them and they fall to pieces, and don’t know | think of the enormous expenditures of the 

it then, but persist in packing them up and | Government, running up to millions daily. I 

carrying them away for the sake of auld lang | know, too, how, in spite of our most earnest 
ee syne, till, set up again in your new abode, you s : ee . 

suddenly find that their sacredess is gone, | enthusiasm for the cause, a just indignation at 

he their dignity has degraded into dinginess, and | some of the seemingly reckless expenses of the 
ae the faded, patched, chintz sofa, that was not be Gesvthe shake bl hie ionenificants 

only comfortable, but respectable, in the old | ¥°" 8*tvice makes us tee en 
wainscotted sitting-room, has suddenly turned | good our little savings may accomplish. But, 
into an “object,” when lang synes go by the | my friend, consider where these millions, that 
board, and the heir-loem is incontinently set ee 

adrift. , | are piling up to tens and thousands of them, 
Undertake to move from this tumble-down | came from. I need not tell you they are but
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representatives of an aggregation of your pen- Be Gentle with thy Wife. 

nies and mine. Primarily, as the result of in- Be geste! for you little know 

dustry, secondly, througli economy comes the greed a 

possibility of wealth. The men of the North, To her of giant size. 

save some exceptional few, are certainly not Be eee though perchance that lip 

making more money than in the past, while ‘The heart may beat with Tintneas yet, 

the expenses of almost everything brought in- dnd SER 

to the famlly are largely increased; to which is Beem Pices Mpeyiot Bein 

added a large amount of direct tax and gener- ‘Then yield her what support thou caus: 
3 And all her sorrows share, 

al charity. Be gentle ! for the noblest hearts 
i ve some Those who ae themselves thus situated are een posit —— f 

a large proportion of the men still at home, May seek to find relief, 

and upon whom the burden of the war fairly Be gentle! for unkindness now 

rests. Most of these may, by extraordinary ear ee vate of life 

efforts, meet the unusual expenditures and keep In vain may strive to calm. 

i xuri Be gentle! none fect — up family luxuries a style as of old. But noe ‘aicen ‘ite; 

does a true woman wish to see husband, father Then, husband, bear and still forbear— 

or son putting forth such effort? Would she Br aa tees ; 2 

not rather have all the time and energy that The Bachelor’s Warning. 

7a be 5p sry oan see mezclen ae ce basi} ox friend, who for some ten years has endur- 

eee ae or - se ed acquaintance | 24 with great fortitude the reproaches and sor- 
with the condition of our affairs as a people?|... incident to bachelor existence, was at 

‘There: is'noti-s/znore merely ing sight io me; | last admitted to the joys of wedded life, on the 

than to observe how the time and energies of 13th of last October, and now, like a true 

many really good men and women are so ab- | rriend to his former forlorn associates, lifts up 
sorbed in the business of just living, getting | in;, yoice in solemn warning. Hear him, ye 

along, that scarcely scraps are left to read wayward, blind young men! 

about, or think of, the great issues of the day. «Be careful, young man, in the prime of your life, 
i ‘Not, to fool your existence : 

By retrenchment women can, at least, lift from miei thing for a a nant yok awite, 

| the hands of their natural protectors much of marry her right away ! 
: A bachelor’s life is horrible strife, 

the goading burthen of those expenses that Of earthly existence alone, 

|| may be curtailed, leaving them more at ease in we is oped, a no bee deopaches 2 

the meeting of those that cannot. SS 
Mars. Hoyt. American Babies. 

‘ I must protest that American Babies are an 

Tus Dinner Hovr.—There are few changes | unhappy race. They eat and drink just as 

in social customs more interesting than those | they please; they are never punished; they 
relating to the hours of repast. In an old| are never banished, snubbed and kept in the 

manuscript, treating of Henry VIII's house- | back ground as children are kept with us; and 

hold, dinner is ordered at ten o’clock, A. M., | yet are wretched and uncomfortable. My heart : 

and supper at four o’clock, P. M. The Duke has bled for them as I have heard them squall- 

of .Northumberland’s household book shows | ing by the hour together in agonies of discon- 

that the dinner hour, in the middle of the'17th | tent and dyspepsia, Can it be, I wonder, that 

century, was eleven o’clock. A hundred years | children are happier when they are made to 

'| later, we find the members of the Royal Socie- | obey orders, atid are sent to bed at six o'clock, 

| ty Club dining at one o'clock, and the hour | than when allowed to Pogue their own con- 

was subsequently periodically altered to two, | duct? that bread and ‘Ik is more favorable 

| three, four and five o’clock. This,last hour | to laughter and soft, childish ways, than beef- 

continued in force from, 1818 to 1858, when it | steak and pickles three times a day; that an 

was ordered that dinner, be put on the table at/ occasional whipping, even, will conduce to rosy 

|| six o’clock precisely, without, waiting for fur-| cheeks? It is an’ idea which I'should never 

| ther orders.—Wotes and Queries. dare to broach to an American mother, but I 

}
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must confess that after my travels‘on the west- DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
ern continent my opinions have a tendency in esheets 
that sce! Beef-steak and onda cer- How to Outwit.the Moth. 
tainly produee smart little men and women. of a ‘i 

Let that be taken for granted. But rosy laugh- wine he wind SS ra tans 
ter and winning childish ways are, I fancy,| of aromatic pain.” We once packed some 
the produce of: bread and milk.—{¥ollope. amall skins in the centre of a cask of tobacco 

ee ae ae pe Ate my went ened 
eposited her and the furs were ruined. HEALTH AND DISEASE. | Tile shows that ey are not at all dione tad 

—_—S> ps pering for tebenen: Ernentive coi 
. closets are frequently constructed, wit! ie 

ere eee idea that the rather pleasant odor of the cedar 
Many a man has the courage to march to the | is sufficiently disagreeable to the moth to keep 

cannon’s mouth, and yet fails to resist ever| her away from articles of clothing deposited 
indulgence in eating. He who hasan intellect| there. Thisisa mistake. The strongest in- 
peerless among the generation in which he | stinct prompts the miller to seek the means of 
lives becomes an imbecile at the dinner table. | perpetuating its kind, and no trifling impedi- 
The great Jonathan Edwards endeavored for | ment will prevent it. 
two years to eat only as much as would meet| But the preservation of furs, or articles of 
the wants of the system; but day after day he | clothing, is perfectly simple, cheap and easy. 
found himself conquered; day after day he| Shake them well and tie them up in a cotton 
made the same record of these attempts—fail-| or linen bag, so that the miller cannot possibly 
ure. For two years he went to his meals each | enter, and the articles will not be injured, 
day resolving he would not eat too much; for|though the bag is hung in a wood-house or 
two years he came away from the table forced|garret. This is cheaper than to build cedar 
to confess his convictions that he had “‘exceed- | closets, and better than to fill the bed clothes 
ed.” When he had eaten a decent dinner, his | and garments with the sickening odor of cam- 

| common sense told him to desist; but then his | phor, tobacco, or any other drug.—N. E. Farm. 
| Uncommon sense would step in and say: “I —_ 
| shall be somewhat faint if I leave off now.” To Prevent Skippers 1x Hams.—There is, 
| So he would not leave off, and “in three min-| according to my experience, nothing easier 

utes afterwards I am convinced of excess.” than to avoid the skipper, and all bugs and 
| If such great minds have so little control | worms that usually infest, and otten destroy so 
| over their appetites, it cannot be wondered at| much bacon. It is simply to keep your smoke 

| that the less gifted, the masses, should aban- | house dark, and the moth that deposits the egg 
| don themselves to over-indulgence in all their | will never enter it. For the past twenty-five 
| propensities. Excess in eating may be avoid- | years, I have attended to this, and never had 

ed by taking three regular meals a day (noth- | my bacon troubled by any insect. I have now 
ing between) in a private ene, A such | hanging in my smoke house hams one, two, 
an amount sent as observation shows can be | and three years old, and’ the oldest are as free 
eaten and still leave a desire for more. For | from insects as when first hung up. I am not 
fifteen years that was the practice of that| aware of other causes for the exemption of my 
beautiful character and eminent philanthropist, | bacon from insects, but simply from the fact 
Amos Lawrence, of Boston. There is wisdom | that my smoke house is always kept dark. Be- 
and health in the practice of some who habit- | fore adopting this plan, I had tried many ex- 
ually avoid eating meat of any kind every Fri-| periments, but always without success, or with 

| day.—Hall’s Journal of Health. injury to the flavor of my bacon. I smoke 
1 with green hickory. This is important, as the 

i : flavor of bacon is often utterly destroyed by 
Reorrg vor Kiztixe Basres.—The Water smoking it with improper wood.—Cotton Plant. 

Cure World, for July, gives “elev f ee 
contin gicuaed ee me Se Corracz Puppinc.—Stir well together one 

e > one of which 18 the! pint of flour, one teaspoonful of butter, two || 
following: eggs, ond teaspoonful of soda, denitiootied 

« Keeping children quiet by giving paregor- | fuls cream tartar, and one teacupful of sweet 

iene eo by teaching them to'suck ean-| milk. Put in o deep pan, and bake half an | 
dy, and by supplying them with raisins, nuts, | hour. Serve up with eauce made to the taste. || 

Sn xem, ORNe:: eee pod ms =e by giving To TAKE Sig: Siwib btn cn Inbopowiner | mercury, tartar-emetic, and arsenic, un: e os es, mistaken notion that they are medicines and Put half a teaspoonful of oil of vitriol into || 
not irritant poisons.” large spoonful of water, and touch the part || 

; i with a feather. Rub it quickly, aud repeat if | 
If the other ways are as certain as this, alas not quite removed; if it remains on too long 

for the next generation. it will leave a white mark.
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fe ee Savane Soms © small en chase after some of them, one day, in the river | 
teesosetvsaes ie sa b pdatascnponatal - Thames, near London. At last one of the num- f 
salt and four tablespoonsful of cream. stir it | ber was shot by a good. marksman in of 
Belay, and: Seals kre Sante full] the boats, and " scwhes lowed 
cen lent vaNeere Hoa roast up he sm a = - hed ‘ols . | 

er aa ge stim. - 4 

YOUTH’S CORNER. | Evety boy bas heatd of that terrible sea- 
ate Se eam 3 monsteg, thie ik. May be someof you have | 

Some of the Monsters of the. Deep. etl WAS jaws of wi some 
Our young readers were promised, in the REA ney are, with six rows of 

March No., some account of two or three of| cruel teeth—seventy-two in each jaw, or one 

the living monsters of the Sea, and now we | hundred and forty-four in all! 

are about to fulfill that promise. There are five or six species of the shark, 
On our journey to Europe last summer, we| but they all agree in the general characteris- 

were hardly out of harbor st Boston when we| tics. Some of them have an average length, 

plowed our way right into a large troop of when full grown, of thirty to forty feet. 

PORPOISES, The white shark is the swiftest fish of the 

It was raining a little, and the landward | sea; and being provided with a mouth of great 

breeze ruffied the surface of the water into| capacity, and # gullet so large that he can 

what, at that time, were very considerable | readily swallow an animal as large as a man, 

waves,and which but for the white-capshereand | and being covered with a thick skin almost as 

there would have looked very dark and threat- | hard as shell, and armed with the horrible rows 
ening. But the jolly porpoises had no thought | of interlocking teeth already referred to, he 
of being afraid. Indéed they appeared to re-| would be the most dangerous monster of the 

joice in the heaving of the deep waters, and | deep, were it not that his upper jaw is so much 

amused themselves and us by tumbling over | longer than the lower, that the only way of 

and over and by plunging and blowing as| taking his prey is to turn on his side. And 
though the sea had been made on purpose for | while he-is turning over, it often happens that 
them to sport in. “i , ” | the fish or other creature pursued escapes. 

The black body of the porpoise is very thick| Whenever a ship passes where there are 

next the head, and many of the children on | sharks, they seem to, understand that there is 

board were sure they were monstrous big black | a chance for food—é¢ither the refuse thrown 
pigs that had been turned out of Johnny Bull’s | out from the cook'reom, or perhaps some sailor 

sty and were emigrating to America on their | or passenger who may unluckily fall overboard. 

own hook! On our way out to England, in the early 

The entire animal is 6 or 7 feet long. There | spring, we saw no sharks at all; but when we 

are two spout-holes in thetop of the head through | returned, late in the summer, we saw them re- 

which he blows on coming up to the surface, | peatedly swimming about the ship, hungrily 

after being under water for some time. The| waiting for a chance to devour us. Sometimes 

jaws are pretty large, and each is armed with | several would appear at once, either very close 

about 50 sharp-pointed teeth. to the ship or’ several rods away. Ata dis- 

Porpoises are hardly ever found alone; oft- tance they were known by the long dark fin on 

ener in large companies of thirty or forty. } the top of the back, which protruded above the 

They are fierce devourers of fresh water fish, | surface of the water, reminding us of the coul- 

which they often. pursue,up the mouths of riv-| ter whieh sticks up from the nose of some 
ers emptying into the sea... And then they are |-plows. 

sometimes eaught themselves, -Wesawagreat| Next monthastory of trying to catch a shark.
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XN ° The Patriot's Grave. 

Ss x BY 8. G. W. BENJAMIN. 

Tete snp ttt feng most y young ve 5 

ath at es 
oh SRE yea. ‘rue wartllog thrash bere bullds her net 

SS Mh i \ * an soothes the warrior’s dreamless tnpan 

es ro ws ‘An ott Peschomer Sent inet bona ila, 
ma FLac ANY Fer be shall wake no more 

OUR ae en ze heer the ee roar, 

ne " vena a nmaenaman he fair-haired youth, his mothers pride, 
—— And for his country fought Sad dice. 

ss r 
‘The clarion blast of Liberty 

WAR MISCELLANY. Fell not unheeded on his ear ; ’ 
sents SO Behe ae A pure ambition lit his eye, 
— al : aie A firm resolve unmixed with fear. 

Now. ee a net to question why, 

Arise, for the day is passing Porvook the frends bie heart most cherished 
While you lie dreaming on ; For Freedom fought, for Freedom. perished, ” 

‘Your brothers are cased in armor, ‘And here, his young life past, 
And forth to the fight are gone ; He lies in peace at last, 

Your place in the ranks awaits you, Where grasses softly wave, 

neteden a Ms ie dot he te aes 
In the face of the stern to-day. Ob, who sball say he died io vain ? 

Arise from your dreams of the future—_ 
ot! gaining i — fought field, ‘How many noble hearts like his 

Of bidding the giant yield‘ a — eee comand 
Your life may have deeds of glory, ‘How many a fond eye weeps their doom. 

Of honor, God oi it may, But all this land is sacred now 
But your arm will never be stronger ‘Where freemen smote the rebel foe, 

Or needed as now to-day. ey me Homers re pane a ever 

LE q ‘or patriot and high endeavor. 

Aer eavohine and storms forgets hal teach of burning hate 
No chains so unworthy to hold you Of tyranny and wrong, 

Av those of a vain regret 5 And bid us wipe away the stain 
Sad or bright, she islifeless ever, Our country’s borne so long, 
= oe, A ope ver a fat Oh, then they have not died in vain. 

Of a noble strife to-day. eS. = 

Aig forthe Dour pasing NEWS SUMMARY. 
Is your enemy marching to battle ; ee 

Rise! rise ! for the foe 4s near! . ’ 
Pree eee ree STATE MATTERS. 

rr e i OTN FOS 
And from dreams of a coming battle weducorksas 

"You wil wake and find it past. Industrial.—In pusuance of the authori- 

[Household Words. | +. <osted in him by the Act of the Legislature 
————__—_ — 

Sissrhar Rasecniees Easuun= Theme already referred to, the Governor has appoint- 

itary strength of France is always a subject of ed W. N. Reed, Esq., of Grant Co., and——— 

apprehension in Europe. The cost of main-| Hammond, Esq., of Winnebago Co., Commis- 
taining it constitutes the largest item in the 
annual expenditure, and is nearly double the sioners to locate the lands donated by Congress 

whole naval and colonial outlay. The usual | for the endowment of an Agricultural College. 

peace establishment consists of 404,192 infant- 

ry and 86,368 cavalry ; in war, these numbers oo < Sieger ne Anco RexEe: 

may be augmented to 757,725 infantry and | tence In surveying and selecting lands, and 

ee cavalry, =e a total aa ee, both are familiar with the localities where it 
| soldiers, or very nearly one in forty of the); icul 

whole population, adult and otherwise. The ee be ntoeeeety ee ee Betis Bas 

establishment for the year 1863 is counted and | in question. The work will undoubtedly be 

distributed as follows: Interior, 338,562; Al- i perf 2 fol- 

feria, 55.285; Italy, 16,950; China, 915; Go- | romPUY at Soe eee an 
thin China, 1,179; Mexico, 27,945. Total | !owing is = copy of the Act accepting the lands 

440,826. and constituting the commission :
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The people of the State of Wisconsin represented in Sen- | and to reorganize the Beloit & Madison Railread Compa- 
‘and Assembly do enact as follows: ny. 

Section 1. The lands, rights, powers and ae ie parte sot comtinwe ipeoron tne charter sf the Green 

granted to and conferred upon the state of Wisconsin by | chet oe a sectdiie os 

an Act of Congress, entitled “An Act donating public posppersciete a eigonat " salts he ote 
lands toitheeepieshstelacand teenie Mo tea ter me. Se'$14,000. i @ trust ereof, the sum 

@ benefit of agriculture and the me- 
channiacte? approved July Soke cre noreby socepeea | 72 appropriate to the Wisconsin, State Hospital for the 

by the state of Wisconsin, upon the terms, conditions and Tce ade pagcicg- Wi aah ie wa 

restrictions contained uy a sot of pages. : ie the sant of $4,000 ‘econsin eform 
. 2. The governor is hereby au' and requir 

to appoint thes commissioners “hove duty it shall te un- aa ssiocee ee. Sree © furnish tourniquets for 

ler the direction of the governor, to enter upon and care- - 

Ai vit nose tony wae, te earns | gum af to be ned ars tary contingent fan. 
@ afol act of Congress, an selec! loca . 

of said lands an amount, not lets than two hundred and sae eae to the governor the sum of $5,000 for 

forty thousand acres e said commissioners e- 3 jap 

wise make and proserve such description notes, and col SRO a NaepRE 9 tighe Saxe the yen INS fee 
lect and to the executive office of the state such To pave ae. ‘on ieeging’ es Votetex oc tin 

here cearee cate timber, Be, llustrat Tera | _Toauthorize the borrowing money to repel invasion, 
capacity of the said selected Tends, as the goveruor may superna Jnvenion, sad cefters the En te Bree a 

aire. grad amou 
vile. 3. The commissioners so ee before en- ae er and overflowed lands belonging to the 

g upon the duties requ em make sold. " 
oath or affirmation that they will faithfully and to the we Gao Hospital in the city of 

best of their ability discharge the Gait cerarvmate che | _ authorising the governor to'take care of the sick and 
wrapuae oc ree wounded soldiers of the Wisconsin volunteers, and appro- 

objects of tho said grant, to the exclusion of every other | Matte money out of the treasury for that pul 
interest whatsoever; and the said commissioners shall, at To provide for aaa parties ho sa 

such time as he may designate, report. to the governor ® | 114+ he injured or destroyed in consequence of mobs or 
fall and comaplete sg = fecsipaion ate eb seta. y' A oF 

them selected, which list the governor s] lay before | Pp, 9 
= eal T ecucat and aadanmiagiabae ted to ‘0 nuthorize towns to assess and collect additional school 

esate of ctnteedatcmezant | meee move mesma on te se 
ted by the act of Congress before mentioned, should suc! , 

board havo been created and orgenized at the date of the aguiet perms charged net ee brought 

return of said list by sald commissioners, ir approv- Y) 

Ti, and when so approved the governor shall immediately | To suthorize cert ae and examined 
take measures to have the said selection of lands approv- bar ie aot ide for’ the ethene ot copies ot Web- 

oil by fe Bereany the Interior and certified to this | ..2°,"picrionary for the supply of deficient school districts 
id if the state. 

Sec. 4. Upon receipt by the governor of the confimation “ 5 

oft malncton of fan rom th Saray o he | « UAL af ay spn wnt 
interior, the use 

corded wich a description thereof, ane ook or books to, lumite of the Bene iscoasin for the sick and wound- 

ept for that purpose, in the office of such board o! 
commissioners, regents, or trustees, as shall be instrusted ie a ee eT ange Revised Stat- 

with the managemont and sale of the said lands. ‘aceharh the ainaual iheatinand 

Sec, 6. The commissioners, appointed, under. this act | _ Authorizing the perner meee meee 
shall feach) receive five dollars per diem for the time tc: | Ty provide for oe ny eet nee: 

ually employed in selecting and locsting wii poutation | To provide fur the collection of subscriptions made to 
= 2 cee thereby incurred, in full compensation pay to anties to volun ‘and subscript rotons 

erefor. 
PP 

ilies of volunteers. 
Sec. 6. Bills allowed under this act, if sanctioned by 

the governor as correct, shall be paid by the state treas- aes eee spool oe asaya 

ee eee nate ies and warrant | the receipts and disbursoments of the war fund, the allot- 
See. 7. The sum of thirteen hitindred dollars, or so much | Ment fund and the fund in aid of the families of volun- 

faateot he ven nae ot x Recep apenveeiaio’, #1 "to provide for printing an additional number of the re- 

Tek. t Thisant thal, fake effect, amd De in fieioe: from | PEO the mapmarunemaane PN ee the per 
i ‘To appropriate the sum of $6,000 for the purchase of 

ae Se ee stationery Por the ‘use of the state officers and the next 
1 nie : legislature. 

Legislative.—The following is a list of | ‘amend an act entitled “of the sale of lands for tho 
the acts of general interest passed at the late wae of debts by executors, administrators and guar 

session of the Legislature: anne the Penokee Iron Mining and Railroad 

Memorial to Congress in relation to the enlargement of | ‘To require the superintendent of public property and 

the Erie Seas Badic the Fox and Wisconsin River Im- trastlee’ or Napatintetdout of the insane Hospital 4 pur. 
wement to admit of the of gunl certain from. ‘commission- 

jbo provide for the assistance of volunteors in the eecv- | cr fiarniture'trom the state prieca commlpelen: 
ice of the U. 8. Government s $ ? 
Relative to tho commencement and prosecution of civil} Commercial.—Early in June a meeting 

ee ee persons in the military service of the | :, +9 he held in Chicago for the purpose of de- 

sie peceoet ee Ee eet he ae of | vising plans to secure the enlargement of the 

a to Cs trial of offenses committed against joint | Erie canal. Gov. Salomon has appointed sev- 

com] es. 
. 

et? provide fcr the sale of ands for unpaid taxes in cer- | eFal delegates to represent this State. 
cases. 

's 
To extend the time forthe expiration of tho charter of The markets are now quite favorable to those 

the Wisconsin Central Rail Company as limited by| who have anything to sell, and prices must 
the act of incorporation, approved March 4, 1863. : * : 

To legalize the sale of the Beloit & Madison Railroad, still continue to rise. ; 

lle
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NATIONAL AFFAIRS. of April amounted to $929,186,147.72—scarce- 
ee ine ig | ¥ more than half the amount currently report- 

a arty, at ayes ooeeting is ed among the people—and as yet the country once more being done towards treading down huss nacsbiiy bepumsto laa ithe Seeintncsadis 
the rebellion. Several iron-clads at successive 

times have run the blockade at Vickburg. The eer i 
ram Queen of the West has been recaptured FOREIGN NEWS. 
from the enemy, with the entire crew, number- See eee 

ing 90, on board. Gen. Dodge, in command| England still persists in the unfriendly and f 

at Corinth, has made an attack upon the enemy | unjust policy of secretly aiding the Southern {| : 
near that city and defeated them with consid- | Rebellion and of winking at the still more ac- 
erable slaughter. Affairs on the Mississippi tive and open sympathy of individual subjects. 
are looking hopeful. It has been known for some time that the iron- 

In the East something has likewise been clad ships building for the ‘Emperor of Chi- 
} done to indicate a lingering vitality on the part ie adinea hae ent oe 

S io = 
anal . te ae a ec dowed, their construction, and will doubtless 

not successful in taking the city, demonstrated Dents them to escape from the ports without 
the great power of the Monitor fleet, which wee ee than a mere show of disapprov- 
with only 30 guns all told, or sarees S awe cate ore o 
moved up directly between forts Sumter an: . et 
Moultri ne for Bai time endured a concentrat- | ‘Y has earned for England the reprobation of 

ed fire from 800 guns, with only the loss of all civilized nations, and if she shall escape a one boat, and finally withdrew, after knocking retribution in the future, she will only present 

8 few holes in Sumter, and dismantling some another example of a damnable sinner appar- 
of the guns in Moultrie. ently escaping the just judgments of Heaven. 

a The Prince of Wales was married on the 10th It is now believed that this attack was only Bric Alexandra, daughter of Prince 
8 preliminary trial—a reconnoisance—and that Christian, of Denmark, with psieeeieees 
the real attack is yet to be made. Sindiiahials as cbt! z 

= —— ae eT ne eee ear The insurrection in Poland, which under the 
gratifying ee ee leadership of Langewicz blazed forth like a 
ment, sscking one. or ee oe meteor and was then suddenly quenched, has 
cop Ss again broken out with redoubled force, and 

The Army of the Potomac shews signs of promises, just now, a large gain to Polish 

activity, and as soon as the roads harden suf- freedom, so long down-trodden. The whole 
ficiently for the moving of heavy artillery, will | civilized world is in sympathy with the Poles, 
“move upon the enemy’s works.” and France, England, Italy, and Germany pro- 

The report of the Congressional Committee | per unite in asking for them new privileges of 
of Investigation has been published in full. It | the Russian Czar, if not indeed their virtual 
is a squelcher on McClellan, and unmasks a | independence. 
sickening amount of rascality and treason in| Poor begging Greece has at last found a king 
almost every department of the service. in the person of Prince William Orange, sec- 

Reliable accounts from the rebellious States ond son of Prince Christian of Denmark, and 

indicate a very serious exhaustion of the re-| brother of the new wife of the Prince of Wales, 
sources of the would-be confederacy and great | who was proclaimed on the Ist of April under 

_] | distress among the people. the title of “George I, King of the Greeks.” 
; Financial—tThe national debt on the 1st | How are the mighty fallen!
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EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. friends look these facts honestly in the face, 

—— | and then ask themselves the question whether 

New Prizes !—Being determined to outdo | they cannot better afford to make an extra ef- 

all other agricultural journals in the matter of | fort to pay us than we can afford to wait? 

inducements, primary and extra, which, in eee eee } 

these times of distraction, are offered to secure The Tribune Strawberries are not 

an increase in their lists of subscribers, the | distributed’ until fall. Those who have sub- 

Publishers of the Farmer, in addition to the| scribed with a view to said strawberries will 

multitude of valuable prizes heretofore offered | please take notice. 

with highly gratifying results, now propose to ee 

y give to cach subscriber who shall send his dollar| Editorial Notes of European Travel. 

to this office direct, with red stamp to prepay post- | —CHILLON—VitteNevve TO Lausanne, June 

age, 6 plants of the new and very superior Wis- 1st, 1862.—At nine o’clock, when I awoke from 

consin Seedling Strawberry, or of any other avail- | delicious slumber, saying “ Blessed be the man 
able strawberry which they may prefer! Plants who invented sleep,” the scene before me was 

to be delivered at the proper time for planting, | Changed but none the less enchanting. The 

in autumn. moon had arisen in all her glory, shedding a 

Or, if preferred, we will forward to the mild and mellow radiance upon town and cas- 

value of said strawberries, or of the maps | tle prison, sheening the lake with silver, and 

hitherto offered, cuttings of rare and valuable | crowning the tops of the mountains with a 
Grapes. pure and holy light. All nature was hushed 

Our Map Prizes are so popular, and contin- and still, save the gentlest ripples of water up- 

ue to be in such good demand, that we shall | 0” the pebbly shore and the music of mufiled 

not yet shut down the gate. Friends, let the | 0#rs lazily plied by lovers on the lake. 
tide flow! There is scarcely anything of great-| Nature seen at night, when there is nothing 

er value in these war times than the splendid | to distract the thought or divide the attention, 

and exceedingly accurate steel plate maps of - ase espace ina . Pe plana 

J.T. Lloyd. The only trouble is that the de- ‘0 eee er eee Ce 
5 agination, seems to me always more deeply 

is mand has been so extraordinary that the pub-|. : i : 

lisher has not been able, in all cases, to prompt- par sauna = eee - 
: : day. For this reason, I doubt not that this 

ly fill the cash orders with which he has been : ‘ : : 
y : Etils moonlight view of Villeneuve and its unequal- 

literally flooded since the beginning of the adda vuaidings) will tive! Ceaelon pee an 

war. He has added to his facilities, however, maces v 

and we shall hope, ourselves, to be more prompt cra 
hereafler. Send in your orders. The morning is here, fresh, fragrant and glo- 

. rious. I have ordered an early breakfast and 

All Delinquent Subscribers are politely | meantime must visit the old prison of Chillon, 

reminded that the expense of publication of| which stands upon an isolated rock in the edge 
every number of the Farwer has been paid by | of the lake, at a distance of not more than five 

us before it reaches their hands—and that, too, | minutes from the hotel. 

at an almost ruinous rate. Even with our pres-| Already I have passed the bridge which con- 

ent large and constantly increasing list of sub-| nects the castle with the mainland, and ring 

seribers, owing to the extravagant prices of| for admission. A guard appears, tells me it is 
paper and everything we are obliged to use, | too early to view the interior, but kindly per- 

the Farmer costs us every cent we get for it, | mits the use of the handsome light skiff which 

and we only Keep it up, in such trying times, | lies moored at the beach. I take my place, 

because we are too plucky to let so important | grasp the oars, and in a few moments am glid- 

an enterprise fail. Will not our delinquent! ing over the deep, blue Leman,
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Having compassed the castle walls, I return to I thought of this and F was as glad, 
that portion which fronts the lake, fasten my eee Sees 
boat to the rocks which lie underneath the nar- gomys eet ee ahs 
row window of the cell of heroic Bonnivard, ‘The quiet of a loving eye.” 
and gather a few of the flowers which are! At length Geneva triumphed and Bonnivard 
growing so beautifully thereon. Roses, blue-| was free. 
bells and the Roman ivy—how came they here? ~ cee eae Leeann days, 
Are they not the fruit of tears—the blossom- I had no hope my eyes to raise, 

- And clear them of their dreary mote; breath of Bonnivard? If not, they might At last men came to set me free, ae Task’d not why, and reck’d not where, have been, for every true life lived for the good It was at length the same to me, 
of man is a plant whose beautiful blossoms gers usa 
shall have endless succession on earth, with As an evidence of their gratitude for his ef- 
perennial fruit in heaven. forts and sacrifices on their behalf, the citizens 

Bonnivard, whose confinement here made of Geneva received him as a citizen, gave to the history of this custle immortal, was born him the house formerly occupied by the Vicar 
in 1496. In 1510 he received from his uncle General, settled upon him an annual pension 
the priory of St. Victor, adjacent to Genéva, of 200 crowns of gold, and the following year of which city he thenceforth became an ardent admitted him to the Council of the Two Hun- 
wpposter, fearing ‘no danger, forgetting his] aca The remainder of hie useful andegent- own ease, despising riches, and laboring with | 4) jite was devoted to a history of Geneva all the zeal of a patriot and the intrepidity of from the time of the Romans down to 1510, 
8 hero to insure its independence as a free re- and to the writing of various other historical 

public. and theological works, most of which are still 
While yet but a youth he boldly declared in manuscript in the Bibliotheque Publique, of 

himself a defender of his adopted city against | which he was the founder. In 1570 Bonnivard 
the Duke of Savoy, and in 1519 became a mar- died, lamented by the literati of the day and tyr to his principles, being driven from the by all lovers of the Republic. 

city by an armed force in command of the Such is the story of Bonnivard, as told me Duke, betrayed into the hands of his enemies, by the Genevans. Would that the life of every 
and sent to Grolee, where he was held a pris- noble man who consecrates himself to Liberty 
qnen twp gears. might have as peaceful and beautiful an end. In 1531 Bonnivard was again seized and con- And yet peacefulness is not necessary to the 
fined within these very walls, whose grateful heroic soul. The final triumph of the cause 
shadow protects and refreshes me this morn- for which he strives and suffers is, to him, of 
ing. For long and weary years, chained, un- infinitely more worth than the peace and ap- 
questioned and uncheered, he breathed the plause of the present. It is such souls that 
dungeon damps nor saw the face of nature, | win immortality and the right to heayen. 
a plea eas change camo in his fate, But the morning passes; kt me return and 

His keepers grew compassionate,” enter within the castle wall. I have entered, and broke his fetters, so that he might tread | and stand 
the chambers of his cell and clamber up the “On Chillon’s snow-white battlements.” 
wall to where the few dear rays of golden light | On my left, as I look southward, are the en- 
had been wont to straggle in upon his night. trances of the Rhone between Villeneuve and 

“T made a footing in the wall, the Alpine heights of Meillerie overshadowing Tt was not therefrom to escape, : : ¥ For I had buried one and all the little villages Boveret and St Gingo, and 
a eee prea ears: be the railroad to Geneva, for which there is 

ai
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scarcely room along the water’s edge; then the | lake, a succession of charming little cottages, 

lake, with trellised with vines, and each entered through 

“——a little isk i ‘whit in ay Faye oe. an arehat gateway all covered with roses. 

ame aly. eee pia sem: deen ibe Nothing could be more beautiful. 

Scarce broader than a dungeon floor, Montreux, Clarens, and the larger town of 

erie fae oan ore a eee Vevay—population 5,000—are passed, and I oer lew the mountain breeze, wel ‘ 

Aad ee ae ae i am so soon in view of Ouchy and Lausanne, 
OL gentle teenth Roe ney ma lake port and capital of the canton of Vaud. 

The floating, white-winged sails, the miniature | wo. [ shall spend a few hours, and then turn 

steamers plying back and forth between the my face northward for Basle,@where I am to 

bordering towns, the sublime Jura, the ever- have my first view of the glorious Rhine. 

lasting hills behind me, with a foaming torrent 

dashing down—this is the picture, now a third] The Pleasantest Summer Route to 

time seen, yet still more glorious than before. | New York.—Now that the season has again 

Now I stand arrived when a water link in the chain of tray- 

“Tn Chillon’s dungeons deep and old,” el cannot be other than agreeable to most per- 

note the Seo eck ouee ven whereon condemn-| sons, we have pleasure in calling the attention 
ed reformers and political martyrs have been, | 4¢ the northwestern traveling pnblic to the 

in the dark past, so often et the | route to New York and the New England states 
«____seven pillars of gothic mold,” aera r 

Mil kee, Grand Hi - 
each with ring and chain, and trace the foot- MOO tore ier er eee Dorele Bosnen 

ints of desolate prisoners in the pavement ag Gridge and che Holes 
Ht P We have repeatedly passed over all the roads 
stone. . s 

S uilion) the celta dew hake ace, ponneohing) op orb wes oe the canes and 

And thy sad floor an altar—for ’twas trod feel no hesitation in pronouncing this one the 
Until his very steps have left a trace, E : " 

‘Worn, as if thy cold pavement were a sod, most pleasing and satisfactory of them all in 

By ponniend ey, ne benace sia since, summer. The passage of Lake Michigan on For they appeal from tyranny to God.” - 
At the Hotel de Byron again. A delicious the splendid ocean steamers of the D. & M. R. 

breakfast of trout from the lake completes my | W- Co. is not only perfectly safe, but after a 
high admiration of this delightful mansion, | Weary ride of hundreds of miles on the rail- 
which, I incidentally learn, is a favorite resort | W8Y, comes as a ri eal pleasure and relief. To 

for invalids, in both summer and winter. There | be able to throw off one’s dusty garments, take 
are invalid guests here now from various parts | ® refreshing bath and an excellent repast and 

of the continent and from Great Britain,—and | then lie down to rest, while the ship bears him 

very properly, I think, for if I were incapaci-| 0” with safety and with railway speed—what 

tated for labor and were in need of a quiet| can be more grateful to the bejolted, sleepy, 

nook somewhere, I know of no place outside | W4y-worn traveler? 

“‘my own, my native land,” where I would] And then there is grand old Niagara, itself, 

prefer to live and die. alone, worth a journey of a thousand miles! 

It is now half past seven, and I stand in the} and the beautiful and majestic Hudson, more 

depot, waiting for the train that is to bear me| glorious, by nature, than Rhone or Rhine, or 

to Lausanne. The train comes, I waive an|any of the rivers of the old world! These 

adieu to Villeneuve, dash past the chateau of| great natural objects appear to grow in gran- 

Chillon, and am winding my swift way around | deur with each successive beholding and ever 

the curve of thelake, On my right is the con-| constitute a new and increased reward for the 

tinuous slope of the mountain, clothed almost | journey which includes them. 

to the summit with terraced vineyards, beau-| The Detroit & Milwaukee, the Great Western, 

tifully green and still fresh with the dew of the | and the N. Y. Central, moreover, rank among 

morning; on my left, between railway and|the very best of American railways for that
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thorough and careful management which guar- |20 intelligent and pure, the morality so liperal, 

antees safety, comfort and despatch; besides | yet high toned and christian, that I hope, for 

which they constitute the most natural outlet |the honor of Wisconsin, the journal will not 

for Wisconsin and Minnesota exportations and | only be sustained, but most liberally sustained. 

travel, and should, therefore, practically be |I shall feel it a pleasure at all times to recom- 

regarded as, ina peculiar sense, our own roads. | mend it to my neighbors. Atex. F. Norrn. 

For time table &c., see railroad column in eee te . 

advertising department. Who has Received Seeds P—We trust 

Se eae, all to whom we have sent during the past 

The Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chica-| month. These seeds have cost us much mon- 
go Railway is deservedly popular. Being} ey, as well as a good deal of labor, and we 
the route which naturally connects the north- | tryst they will prove acceptable to the host of 

west with Indiana, Ohio, the great Middle and | working friends of the Farmer to whom they 
the more eastern Southern States, it has re-/have been mailed. Of course, only enough of 
quired from the first nothing more than thor-|each kind to secure to each receiver the seed 

ough construction and able management to/hag been sent. Don’t neglect to make the most 
secure it an immense patronage. of them, and then report. 

We have repeatedly passed over it on our ee 

way to various points on, and east of, the; CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Cleveland, Columbus & Cincinnati R. R., to ———— 

Pittsburg, Harrisburg, Philadelphia ang New| Bilious Colic in Sheep.—Wavroma, 
York, and always when we have visited Balti- Wis., March 20, 1863.—I wish to inquire 

more and Washington; and never have we left through the Farmer for a remedy or cure for 
its elegant and convenient ears, nor parted the disorder called bilious colic, or stretches, 
company with its polite and obliging conduc- in sheep. I have lost one very fine ewe and 

tors, without saying within ourselves, This is |have another like to be among the dead in a 

one of the very best railroads in this country. | day or two. No medicine, as yet, has been of 
So far as to Pittsburg, going eastward, there | the least service. My flock have been troubled 

is nothing in the scenery particularly to delight razah foe Penick, mace, thee far Yeere 
the eye; but from Pittsburg all the way to back. Their feed has been good hay, cut or 

Philadelphia, there is scarcely a mile that does ly, and wheat bran or wheat screenings daily. 

not present objects remarkable and memorable cen any. joue golly se nae is the canse-ot ue 

for either beauty or sublimity or both—beau- epmplaint and aisureonre? < 

tiful rivers winding through fertile valleys, Thad thought salt @ sure remedy, but it has ig ig ys | 5 
spi grandl old scuntaine peaked with bercen'| oe = Semen: 
rock or crowned with cedar and laurel. In ra ron er eome ofan eee pane 

these respects it is only rivalled by one or two where I can obtain the Black Be ane ee 
Seal dn thc belneeas worth: pure blood, the price per pair, and the price 

See advertisement, and don’t fail on the first |P& dozen for eggs? cane 

occasion to give this road a trial. Public Spirited and Plucky.—Fam- 

—__$_s—__—_—_ Fietp, Wis.—I would not take a good many 

Sample of our Endorsements.—Pr- | dollars for what the Farmen has taught me 

wacker, Wis.— * * Your articles on Agri-|the past year. I have tried several of my |} 

culture and its kindred subjects are so sensible | neighbors to join me, but have not prevailed 

and so eminently practical that their perusal /on many of them yet. I am not going to give 

always gives me, although no great farmer, | them up, however, for I think they ought to 

both pleasure and profit. The spirit of patri- | have the Fanwer, if they don’t have any other 

otism which your journal breathes is at once | publication on their farms. 0. L. Grazer. 

s
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Washing Sheep.—Weetavuner, Wis.— Aiken’s Knitting Machine—Mosrr- 

Will you, or some of the contributors to the | C?™™% Wis.—-If you please you may say in the 

Farner give the information whether it would | FARmzR that we have had one of Aiken’s Fam- 
be loss or gain, as to the price of wool, to shear ily Knitting Machines in use in our family for 
sheep without washing? I am already satis- one year, and it really seems that we could 

fied that it would be highly beneficial to the | hardly keep house without it. We would not 
health of the sheep, if they could be kept out be without one for double the come Sage 
of the water, besides relieving the men that _—_———— : 

wash them of great hardship and exposure of NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
health Attention is called to John Ferrey’s advertisement of 

ms fi 2 “Flying Cloud.” We have several times seen this fine 
Tobacco is a sovereign remedy for ticks on thas esd hea pai apelin tg aeeaiaen of lea tial ae 

sheep, but as tobacco is so very high and its | nigh commendation in the FARMER. He is a noble spe- 

administration is so apt to be neglected, I fear | “imen of the popular breed which he reprosents, and the 
= " sire of some of the most promising stock in the State. 

many sheep will suffer for want of being] W.W.& H. M.. Burson advertise their Grain Binder. 
cleansed of ticks, and the owners suffer loss, thie inde in gre’ aela = salon ead siatough if 

+ en gave sati ti we learn that ce unless some other cheaper and easier remedy been Sonar tagcat is saad S tn this eld of 
is poi! ‘ tl B m it is pointed out. It undoubtedly would be bet. “ap GoubE nok will creaialiy no bya aol an 

ter for all owning sheep to‘apply the tobacco, ee ae . i aes 
icroscope appears, after a 

if no better or cheaper remedy is found. But | tion, to Do sil that ie Gains Bee sdvertioemments 
‘4 * See new advertisement of “ American Harvester,” and 

a great many know the right and approve it | of the “Cream City Agricultural Warehouse,” by L. J, 

too, and know the wrong and still the wrong eee Plate pager ahaa =r 
pursue. A. PICKETT. —————=—_ 

The Milking Machine.—Some time Se 
since, I applied to you for information regard- Madison Mutual Insurance Company 

ing a milking machine; at that time, however, ’ 
had no acquaintance with it. I have since cheb pi eg cy 41 0°r ) Bea eae DECEMBER 31, A. D., 1862. 

seen that it was exhibited in Great Britain, Made tothe Governor of the State of Wi aS 

where possibly you may have observed it. I quirea by the provisions of chapter 103, of the General 

would feel obliged if, in your estimation, they | Laws of 1858. 

are worth anything, for information where | Tota! amount of accumulations,......++-+» $327,464 67 

they may be purchased. G. H. Markuam. ASSETS. 
—Don’ i , aired Sheil ‘Don’t know. oe have’nt va worl sere ToT ie 

enterprise enough to advertise.—Ep. Cash a tame a due from 
> pol holders agents, 

A Voice from the North.—Opavan,| forcash premums,......... 45,464 60 
Wis.—We like your paper much. We regard Whee io, ee froin hee beer 

it as among the most valuable of our agricul- fee Pode Gena ate 

tural journals. We are not doing much in the | Amt of outstanding Mabe ics oes i 
farming line in the Lake Superior district ; but —— premiums thereon, less commis- asne 

with some good land for cultivation, we have a | amt foteent seecivedy 1112011212207. ais 
rich and vast deposit of iron near by, which Total am’t veces cata duribg 4802, $9 ia i 

-| Wisconsin capitalists, I trust, will soon look Am catidiorioey essed at fant on . 

after. . L. H. Wueren. | [ees adjusted and not das. 27.20ccc0s02 oa 
“ 22. ~ | Losses BNNs ccnicnnaeeces-rseneoas 202 85 Gets Better and Better. —GOLUM- | Leases, unadjusted, as ase oes mie 

Bus, Wis.—I feel that the Farmer is worth the | Am’tpaid for advertising and postage,.... 4168 « 

money. It gets better and better. The social Amt paid foe polley stapes socsceecass 600 00 
feature is a good one. The book ought to be See es ineding ST commenenen =< 
twice as large at double the money. to Sn Pee gerprrtl — 

A. A. Huntrneton. Al CXPENSES,......0--eesescececererceses 7,290 98
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Wisconsin Farmer—Advertising Department. 

Comparative Statement of the. business of the Com- DIRECTQRS FOR THE YEAR 18¢3. 
pany for the years 1859, 1860, 1861 and 1862- J.W. BOYD, Watwort th 08 ze 

a D. WORTH NGTON, Wauk ; fp bbbbessebepsSeness © DAVID ATWOOD, Dane Co. 
fgetSeeisds peeeeeteli E G. R. MONTAGUE, La Crosse. 
“Soeseout hence nb Boe’ ASA KINNEY, Green Lake Co. 
peeess ef eg BSESSRSSE H. H. GILES, Dane Co. 
e g23 gre: 22e25: EF LUTHER BASFORD, Grant Co. 

g Boos: €: g28 89: | B, F, HOPKINS. Dane Co. 
Fee E2EE: “i e82ee: Bea%% | | ORRINGUERNSEY, Rock O - 
geseeeee: o: EEESE: EES FRANK H. ROPER, Dodge Co. 
308. ge a: UM oe eae 5 J. H. WaRREN, Green Co. 

= BSs: 3: Se258: Eges%E TIM, BROWN, Dane &o. 
: & Beer: =e: BPege: g8°< «6 8. D. HASTINGS, Trempelean Co. 
TSR ssie: : Beare: SE i eS DAVID TAYLOR, Bheboygan Co. 
:ESe8eae: f:SeFES: BREE SF | | BR. MoCLELLAN, Kenteha Co. . 
: B eRe ba: B Page: 2 ot ge & | J.T. LEWIS, Columbia Co. ; BREgT SB: 8: Pest: : get | JOHN TOAY, Iowa Co. 
ee orricens 

2 eit eG a Joun W. Born, President. 
: owes. S See 8 = : | B. F, Hopxins, Vice President. 

e ss slg egy eles aS 8, D. Hastinas, Treasurer, 
: eee SRT Se egrENS gee: D. Worrutscrox, Secretary. 
Sec 98 Getic i 2 Se eases ee aa @! ¥. Hstixas, General Agent. 
E Be Sark) et Rie oe +B ee 
Toh aire: we SewroR aves a 3 LOSSES PAID BY THR COMPANY IN 1859. 

pee: Raat aas 8 H Coleman, Juneau, Dodge ©0.......00.06. $10 00 g gees i 2B Bi: : 8 J HFeaman, Richland, Richland cos.cccccc2. "0 00 H 888s- : S808: : : 8 Fanny Piummer. Mansion, Juneau co-....... 16 00 
: sites jor, 80D, Dane 00...+..seseeee i SB se8es : Bess: 2: BJ Nelson Sickles, Waterloo, Jefferson COnsccccc, 600 08 

SO eee ee eT A L Beebee, Dunn, Dane 00............s0000 650 00 
$ ous Stats >) Sisls 3 1 J H Barber, Juneau, Dodge co............-- 68 00 
3 Seis isic: wee re gine JasH Main, Juneau, Dodge e0......ss..00. 408 BT PL tek hae esse a Thos Mayhew, Merton, Waukesha co..csssc-- 27 08 
; iGesla sce eee Se WN Seymour, Madison, Dane co........0.-. 20 00 
: iiiii i gi:8B8 84: | ‘Wm Edwards, Sugar Creek, Walworth co..... 400 00 
z SECet Fane Ree gs ees g Leonard Hatch, Kenosha..ss...s.--.e-000ce 100.00 

ee ae ene pee —— 
= a ani 's Sire $2,409 45 e S882 9 oh Bi i: =| osses parm in 1600 SM, & Bset. S$ Stas: : : B 18 Willmarth, Sun Prairie, Dane c0.,.......-. $314 50 & €8ebe § hed: i i | grat 8 Davie: Mumsincs Wale Wasksia oe, okies & SSks8 & S8E8: : : BJ J Wi Geck, DANG 00... cc.cccsnsesecescacscses 15 85 ———————— |_| Lewis Thompson, La Prairie, Rock co.,......2. 174 52 

. ci eo Ss were oe . Henry Johnson, Somers, Kenosha 00.,...--..++ 12 60 : 23333 “SSs5 2: Pliny Patnam, Rubicon, Dodge co.,...----..-+ 5 00 : BSSE8 3 gocqs sumer EB Thortell, Jamestown, Grant coys.scccccce 600 00 
: Se ae a EI A A Anderson, Delafield, Waukesha 00,,...... 70 : Piiii i ri:8BB eB: James T Walklin, Eagle, Wavkesha co.,....... 20 00 : Besss f peg oe : |. | | Sutherland, Fitchburg, Dane co.......-..... 1000 
338383 2838S 82 21% Harrison Koonz, Concord, Jefferson ¢o.,....... 400 00 

2 S 3 : : af © | | Owen Garity, Sullivan, Jefferson co.,.....---.-- 6 00 
2 oe. 28S. . S esas | | © P Churchill, Waukesha 00.,.......:+s02s0000 5 68 

2 BBs = 2B 5: ii s | | Caleb Jewett, ‘Town of Madison, Dane co.,..... 17 61 
& SS$izo & BSee: : : 8| | Mary La Follett Primrose, Dane 00 »....0+-.-- 116 00 

eased Bh Sepsis =| | | Wm A Stowet, cttage Grove, Dane e0.y....0+ 1,081 TL 
Bog (Sin Sami in, oc ceececee oh ad zich ed adie eae a ‘Abel Strong, Marcellon, Columbia ca,..cc.... 882 71 GS Gag SUGEtE 22: wishel Aae Quartus Towry, Johnstown, Rock co.,.-.--..-- 5 00 : ee eee oi) Robert Hornby, Fairfield, Sauk co.,..........- 496 05 

: BSS So. ches See raemue Thomas Stevens, Dane, Dane 60.,..0e+.ceeee00 200 06 
: SOR SS. 2.8 Sees me cates | John Wightman, Berry, Dane 00.,......+2.... _ 751 80 : iii: fiiBi $B: Donglas Oliver, Glen Haven, Grant COvees..2. 1,000 00 : S3332-3- S339: gre oie | Josiah Pierce, Pardeeville, Columbia co.,...... 400 00 

See Tae Fanos 
3 ees eipeo gi 2 2 z LOSSES PAID IN 1861. 

a 3 Se ER ae 5 ote ae LD Lateer, Janesville, Rock 00.,.....s+0..-+. $499 53 

Seen eee hte | a ee ae 4 3 i ADE 00.55. .20ceeeee 
& 8885 8 Ss8ai 2: 8 Henrys Utitecen mar isetogn Oaies. 20 00 |}. | | Saved Bishop, Jamestown, Grant co.,........-- _ 871 00 

a5 . Allen Hoxie, Porter, Rock 00.,......s.0-2+22++ 1,000 00 
0. ©. Burdick, Christiana, Dane c0.,...-----2++ 200 

we =e Samuel Crossett, Juneau, Dodge c0.,........--+ 13 50 
i eE Seka Ree ee ao 

F ‘AL Beebe, MeFariand | Dane 00....0c00c00 690 OL i & ‘Alfred Taber, Delavan, Walwortl o0.,......... 850 00 
Fi > Lydia D. Crocker, Lake Mills Jefferson co.,.... °2 00 

—- z | | John Feller, Bear Oreek, Sauk 00.,...2.....--. 646 65 :
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The Eas’ West. Creeping shadows cower low on our land; 
one ae eee ‘Those shall not dim eur grander days 4 

Stainless knights must be those who stan * [From the Atlantic Monthly for April. | ete th “ 
[This poem was written by Theodore Winthrop several | S< eee! 

years ago, and after his death was found among his un-| When shall we cease our meagre distrust? 
published papers.] When to each other our true hearts yield? 

i! To make this world an Eden, we must We of the East spread our sails to the sea, z 
olen of fhe West stride over the land; SES ey A eee Se eee, 

th are to scatter the hopes of the free, 
‘As the sower sheds golden grain from his hand. fener ert ere 

Glad to accept an equal fate, 
*Tis ours to circle the stormy bends Laboring, conquering side by side. y ig, cong’ 

Of a continent, yours its ridge to cross; 
We must double the capes where a long world ends, ae Sane 

Lone cliffs where two limitless oceans cross. Don’t Omit the County Fairs, 

‘They meet and are baffled ’mid tempest and wrath, e a pi a's 
Sones are skirmishing, angry winds roar In times like the ‘present, it is, of course, 

While poised on some desperate plunge of our path, * “ 
We count up the blackening wrecks on the shore. | more difficult to keep up the interest of the 

people in matters so purely of a peace charac- 
And you through dreary and thirsty ways, 3 5 eae ; 
Where rivers are sand and winds are dust, ter as are industrial exhibitions. It is, never- 

Through sultry nights and feverish days, = A 
Muncwakausd cllLaaile banaste ant: theless, true, and none will deny it, that the 

industry of the country was never so much in 
Where the scorched air quivers along the slopes, 2 A 
Where the slow-footed satile ee aoeni ad die, need of the stimulation and encouragement 

Where horizons draw backward till baffled hopes . shtes 
‘Are weary of measureless waste and sky. which come of such exhibitions. 

Yes, ours tb battle relentless gales, Last year, as well as the year previous, on 
And yours the brave and the patient way ; * . * 

But we hold the storms in our trusty sails, account of the excitements and distractions 
And for you the life-giving fountains play. incident to the war, several of the State, and 

‘There are stars above us, and stars for you— many of the County Societies omitted their ac- 
Rest on the path and calm on the main: ; ; i 

Storms are but zephyrs when hearts are true; customed fairs; and this year there will, 
eakli ick t i - seein 

‘Weare no:weeklities, amick to pomplain. doubtless, be a like disposition on the part of 
When lightnings flash bivouac-fires into gloom, sett j ; ‘And with crashing of forests the fain Sheet ‘own— | many societies, which, either because of the 
Or when ships plunge onward where night-clouds loom, inci: i Detant OF dstkes cat fmesting tts hes lukewarmness incident to successive neglects, 

yr on account of only partial success the past These are days of motion and march ; : y PI an 
Now we are ardent and young and brave; season, may have become somewhat disheart- 

Let them that come after us build the arch 5 is 
; Of our triumph, und plant with the laurel our grave. | ened. Our own State Fair omission has seem- 

Time enough fo rene temples Shen’ heroes are dead; ed to bea necessity, and cireumstances may : 
‘Time enough to sing pwans after the fight; - Prophets urge onwant the future's tread; again compel a further postponement. We 

‘e—we are to kindle its beacon light. trust not, however; as we believe that, in spite 

Our sires lit torches of quenchless flame of the difficulties which seem to lie in the way, 
‘To illumine our darkness, if night should be; : Z 

Lge _ friend to i a and shame a vigorous and united effort on the part of all 
ours e not a 2 

eer oo the friends of the Society and of the cause, 
Man is nobler than men have * 
mecls are vaster than EL tiiseds would ensure its success. 

ere are broader oceans than have seen, * 
Noons more giowing than eave beamed. But there are reasons in the ease of State
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exhibitions which do not apply to County | had not seen it at all. Thusis night, and such 

Fairs, where there is not so much at stake; | is day. 

and if the State Fair should be again post- But the hotel at which we were to stop.— 

poned, we sincerely hope it will not operate as Perhaps some of you think there was one, or 

a discouragement to the Counties. If it will] some sort of a house there. You are right. 

so determine, every County Society in the|Old man White had settled on this summy 

i. State may hold a successful Exhibition the|many years before, and though b exe 

coming fall. We exhort them every one to | changed this home, some months pres os, for | 

make the resolve and a determined effort. a berth in Camp Chase, the tenemey. «+ his ! 

Sa eat former habitation remained, being occupied 

A Night on Cheat Mountain. by a remnant of his household. Within these 

BY MRS. HOYT. narrow and dilapidated walls, scarce fit for 

a ie Aa 1 all day th th any sort of use, we stowed the rebel ladies, 
, . ; 

es ay out from Post, and all day in the) children and lackeys, for whose safe arrival in 

magnificence of Nature’s best. The last dozen|,. . i 
pee Dixie our Col. was responsible—they prefer- 

miles had left the valley further and further]. G i 
| ‘ ring the atmosphere of this old guerrilla haunt 

off, and in the clearer light of our ascent spread a A zs 
i - 3 to the pure air without. Did we leave them 

it as a lake behind us. , ol Wake 
coke without a guard? No, indeed. A sentry was 

A more winning day I had not seen. Occa- * 
| salatake! s stationed wherever a sentry should be, ,the 

sional gleams of sunlight had flashed in, hot : : . : 
: countersign given, and every picket at his as- 

and glowing, but the deep shade of overhang-| |; : =e 
x i signed post, quietly and promptly, making our 

ing rocks and foiiage had been most of the : 
a z - camp safe as such preparations could for miles 

way just tempered into a delightful softness, ana 

Comping ea to nite a none hoger nee i) If any one thinks the courtesies and refined 

hand Cheat Mountain Summit was in the a 
: ighiedodet aaGA graces of life are confined to the best clothes 

ian a . ag = ae = 4 a and parlors of civilized homes, that person 

ial sa ae ee = ted poe gat = ought to have been where Zaccheus was, over- 

pet weiss = ae — once from Our) ),oking that night scene on the top of Cheat. 

peslly ‘ined, up ekusiaeltn opps: Here were some sixty or seventy persons, 

Talk about enthusiasm in relation to a great | each one or two, or in small companies, light- 

principle or a great man! Many of that party | ing fires and getting together such convenien- 

will remember to oldest age the enthusiasm for | ces as camp utensils afforded to prepare sup- 

whose outburst Nature had piled up that grand} per, Of this number there were two ladies 

mountain. I shall not describe it to you; 80,| and one bright seven year old little girl,—my 

unless you haye the good fortune to have the | sister, the wife of the Col., their daughter, and 

same sight with the same experience, I shall) myself. Just as the fires were nicely lighted, 

have one possession, artistic and eternal, that) fine rain began to fall, more like mist than 

you have not. rain, and yet enough to interfere with the cook- 

It was in the deepening twilight when, be-| ing operations. It would have been a good 

tween some stars that were not yet lighted and| place for young ladies to become acquainted 

some torches that were, I heard the sharp and| with the tempers of prospective husbands. 

sudden order “Halt!” and realized, rather | But, in justice to those brave young soldiers, 

than saw, that we had gained the summit. At| most of whom belonged to the Ringgold Cay- 

that moment, as my eye took in that vast, wild, alry, I can recommend the amiabilixy with |]- 

awe-inspiring prospect, I supposed that, in the which they bore the mishaps of pot and pan, 

weird light in which it was wrapped, I saw taking with good-nature what they could get, 

more than was to be seen; but, in the clear| in the place of what they wanted. 

sunrising of the following morning, I found I Sitting at home at our nicely laid and boun-
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tiful tables, it seems of little consequence | tection the fact, so often stated, that Cheat riv- 

whether a slice of pork is boiled, fried, or raw; ee quite a large and deep stream, runs very | 

but when a soldier is camping out, with the paaeey along the summit, and to examine the | 

prospect of sleeping in the rain, and has set | fortifications where, the winter before, a por- | 

his heart upon a bit of broiled meat to eat with | tion of our grand army gave proof to the world | 

his hard bread, there is a real difference be- | that a soldier may suffer as well as fight with 

tween a smudge and a nice bed of coals. We | right good cheer. ° 

ladies did all we could, and none more than | A little time had been allowed us to make / 

the happy child, to see each, soldier had some jourselyes, we who had not been there before, 
little aid and attention, and added from our | familiar with a place which, besides being in 

own huge provision basket such nick-nacks as | itself grandly picturesque, had become historic 

made the rations seem quite a luxury, despite |in the military history of the country, and to | 

the smoke in the pork, the ashes in the tea, | alow our lady prisoners to prepare themselves | 

and no cream for coffee. | and children, about twenty in all, for the day’s | 

Supper being over, the preparations for bed |journey, of which every roll of wheel and | 

were far less embarassing. It is as easy as|tramp of horse would take us farther into the | 

anything cen be for a real soldier to wrap him- Nand of the rebellion. ! 

self in his blanket and find a place to lie down, | And fain would I have lingered longer, but 

and if easy anywhere, how admirable an ar-|+h¢ Colonel's promptness of character was sub- 
rangement here where the greensward was so |stantial as the New England granite of which 
fresh and the forest trees so convenient with | ne came; so, at 8 o'clock, precisely, all things 
their drapery of boughs. were in readiness, and our faithful guide, Sley- 

I was amused to see the disposition these Ca with a small advange guard, took position 

young gallants made of their horses. Instead | upon the only plank left on the Cheat river 

of leaving them one side, or further out, they | bridge and some distance ahead; then, two and 

were brought, one might say, within the lines. |two, the cavalry, in midst of which was a 

The ambulance in which. we ladies slept, with | mountain howitzer, ammunition, and gunners; 

the Col. wrapped in his blanket camped on the | next the ambulance, followed by the Col., my- 

ground underneath, being counted headquar- | self, and several aids on horseback; after these, 

ters, a guard took up position at a respectable | our prisoners, in sundry vehicles, which with 

distance, next in order being the horses, which | baggage wagons and a special guard of both 

were of the best blood, and owned by their | foot and cavalry brought up the rear. 

young masters whose love for the noble steeds} T) my eyes that kad never seen even thus 

that had served them in so many battles would | much of the circumstance of war, this very 

have prompted this care, had not the fact that | small cavalcade of less than one hundred sol- 
we were in a country infested with guerilla | giers with the paraphernalia of all appropri- 

hordes dictated it as a matter of prudence. | gig outfit, and, standing in the glory of that 

Outside of all, with only a picket guard be- | morning sun waiting orders, was a novelty I 
tween them and the rebellion of Eastern Vir- | shall not soon forget. A moment after, and 

ginia, our little army slept upon its arms. just as my impatience was asking of the Col. 

The morning broke with unclouded skies; | «‘ Why don’t they start?” I was again remind- 

and during the preparations for breakfast, | ed that army regulations are realities, and or- 

which were more efficient and less temper-try- | der here, as in heaven, a first law, as the word 

ing than those of the previous night, we had |‘‘ Advance!” went down the line, and, in an 

leisure to take a general survey of the country |instant up went the colors, and through that 

upon which Cheat Mountain looks down as| mountain swept the bugle blast, and every 

might a monarch, to investigate to our satis-| hoof and every wheel moved onward.
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The Great International Exhibition. Scotia, of wood from Tasmania and Canada, 

ee and of wool and gold from Victoria. 

=—— The galleries, too, on every side, are filled 

nae DRPARENPEE OORTIANEP:: with showy articles of lighter weight, such as 

, We have at oe finished our burried sueD en: silks, cloths, laces, philosophical instruments, 

gone, ee multitads .of pues exciouliaral and a thousand other articles of use and luxu- 

and ehesnioal produces, . of implements and ry. The arrangement of everything inthe 

machinery, displayed within the “Annexes, "| Palace is such as to secure the most marked 

en sre we prepered to a # glance at what effect from the display of forms and colors, 

Great Britain has done in ee Repettment of and the splendid array of glass cases of gold 

Manufactures proper. Astioles of this class and silver ware, of jewelry and of precious 

are found within the main portion of the Ex- stones, flashing with a matchless brilliancy in 

hibition Pavace, which, now, for the first time the flood of light which pours in upon them 

since our examination of the American Court, from roof and domes of glass, wonderfully 

we are supposed to enter. adds to the richness and indescribable magnifi- 

We have been ushered in from the Exhibi-| cence of the whole.vast collection. 

tion Road, and, passing the great Gold Pyra-| 41 this to the eye. But the ear is also en- 

mid from Victoria, 40 feet high, and the won- chanted. Bells are chiming, musical instru- 

derful Fountain whence issue perpetual jets of ments of every description are flooding the aS 

perfume, we stand bewildered and dumb under with unreserved notes of sweetness, grand old 

the lofty pinnacle of the grand Eastern Dome! organs are pealing forth their heaven-piercing 

Before us, stretching far away to the Western anthems, until the mighty domes of erystal 

Dome, a distance of a quarter of a mile, is the and the whole Palace quaver ceaselessly, while 

Grand Nave, cighty-five feet in width, one]; the distance are heard the hum of wonder- 
hundred feet high, filled with the most mag- working machinery and the footfalls and vary- 

nificent and brilliant works of the mechanic ing voices of a hundred thousand delighted 

and fine arts, and decorated with the flags and spectators. 

trophies of all the nations. On either side of * : ie a 

this nave are the open courts and alcoves of ia on euble was there a Sree o 

Great Britain and her numerous colonies, of eee and it is almost an abuse of one’s 

France, Italy, Rome, Spain, Portugal, Saxony, faith to demand the ES that even the future 

Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, Denmark, shall be able to surpass it! 

Sweden, Norway, Russia, Turkey, China and| But we are first to complete our examination 

Japan, Egypt, and the numerous nations of }of the British Department, which, although 

_ Central and South America. yolumes would be required to do it full justice, 

‘Across each extremity of this nave, and ex-| ust, nevertheless, be summarily despatched, 

tending to the extreme sides of the Palace, lest some of our numerous company weary of 

right and left, is a transept of the same width | $° protracted an inspection. 

and height as the nave. They are known as| As we stand looking westward down the nave, 

the Eastern and the Western Transept. We the greater part of what is shown by Great 

are now in the centre of the Eastern; facing Britain, in the Palace proper, lies on our left, 

the extremities of which, we behold first, on and extends westward as far as to the great 

looking southward, a magnificent display of | Central Avenue which divides the Palace trans- 

English hardware—lofty screens, gates, tro-| versely into two equal parts. To the right of 

phies of steel, chimes of great bells, lamps, | the nave there is, however, a very large and 

grates, mantels, brilliant works in brass, and | fine display of furniture of every description. 

grand cathedral organs. While to the north- BRITISH HARDWARE 

ward are organs, trophies of coal from Nova} Considered as an entire class, undoubtedly
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excels, not only in respect of strength and du- | MILITARY ENGINEERING, ARMOR AND ACCOUTRE- 

rability, but likewise in artistic form and fin- MENTS, ORDNANCE AND SMALL ARMS. 

ish. There are exceptions, now and then, in| Under the head of Military Engineering, the 
favor of France and the United States, but as @| most interesting works area “ Military Model 

general statement the above is correct. Indeed, | of London and adjacent country,” and a model ‘ 
if to the thoroughness and mechanical honesty | of q «Battery for the protection of River 

of the English manufacturer could be added} mouths and Harbors.” 

OSS ery a ——— eee The Model of London illustrates a projected 

kee and the exquisite taste of the French me-/ 1:4 o¢ defences round London, consisting of 
chanic, the product of his ea ee nine forts connected’ by redonbts and esrth- 

be about as perfect as the present condition of works, enclosing an area of 22 by 14 miles— 

the sciences would allow. the forts and lines to mount 2,151 guns, at an 
|| Good material and good honest workmanship | expense of over $20,000,000. 

characterize the hardware on exhibition. England having an insular position, so long 

Warner’s chime of steel bells attracted great | as she was mistress of the seas by virtue of | 

attention and were possessed of high merit. | her powerful navy, she was safe from all for- 

They are so arranged in connection with a cyl-| eign aggression, and had no need, therefore, 

inder armed with points, like the cylinder of a| to plant defences about her capital. Her 

music-box, that any ordinary workman could| «wooden walls” were sufficient. But now 

chime them as perfectly as the most skillful | that other nations, our own particularly, seem 
musician. destined to wrest from her hand the trident of 

The show of marbleized mantles is very fine; | the seas, it may be well enough for her to hedge 

of steel implements and cutlery of all kinds, | old London round about with forts and brist- 

the finest I ever saw. Here are likewise im-| ling cannon. = 

mense quantities of other articles of hardware} The Battery for the Protection of River mouths 

—steel pens, pins, needles, hooks, crinolines, | and arbors is somewhat after the “ Monitor” 

files, springs, disc wheels, saws, iron safes, | idea. It consists of a round iron tower with- 

despatch boxes, lightning conductors, metallic | in a tank—the latter hidden below the water- 

cords, woven wires, wire ropes, hinges, locks, | line and filled with water, the tower floating 

anchors, cables, railway fastenings, gates, (cast | in part within this tank and kept in its posi- 

and wrought) bird cages, kitchen ranges, | tion by rollers at the sides and the axis upon 

scales, hollow ware, anvils, axletrees, horse-| which it revolves in the centre. The roof is 

shoes, ice-chests, traps, handcuffs, metallic} conical. The tower is to revolve as fast as the 

bedsteads, gas meters, brass chandeliers, can-| guns are fired. 

delabras, and ten thousand other things—/ 77eqyy Ordnance is here in all its superiority 
enough in all to set up a hundred princely | Armstrong guns, Whitworth guns, and oth- 
wholesale establishments with stock enough to| ers. Both of the guns named have a world- 

last till the end of the American War! _ | Wide reputation. 

Sheffield, as of old, excels in cutlery, Bir- The gun invented by Sir ates Annee ong 

mingham in heavy iron, steel and brass work, and now manufactured by him on am immense 
p scale at Woolwich and at Newcastle-on-Tyne, 

and in electro-plated ware. Iron and brass 3 : 
- r combines length of range, lightness of metal, 

bedsteads are popular cyerywhere in England, and extraordinary projectile force. The coil 
and seem bound, in time, to entirely supercede principle is a distinctive feature, the applica- 

wooden ones. Some of the brass bedsteads| tion of which is thus explained: A bar of iron 

were massive and could not have ¢ost less than | is twisted round an iron roller spirally, and 

two or three thousand dollars! then welded down solid into a continuous cyl- 

.
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inder. Then another bar is coiled around this | which were cast hollow—the inside and outside 

coil and welded down in like manner; and so | of metal thus being allowed to cool equally. 

the process is repeated until the required thick- | This one, called the ‘¢ Prince Alfred,” has a 10 

ness of wall is attained. By this means he | inch bore and throws a projectile of 500 to 600 

gets a maximum strength with minimum | pounds weight. Demolished targets of thick 

weight. wrought iron, backed by 18 inches of solid 

«When completed, the Armstrong gun con- | teak (hardest kind of ship timber) are proof 

sists of three distinct pieces—the barrel, the of its afer Indeed, guns of smaller calibre 

breech-screw, and the yent-piece. The yent-|™made on this principle have been repeatedly 

piece is entirely detached from the gun, lifts discharged with the barrel nearly full of solid 

in and out of the breech, and contains the vent. shot, a solid cylinder of iron rammed down 

The breech-screw is worked by a handle and upon them, and the projecting end placed 

serves to wedge the vent-piece against the side against a solid rock, so that the gun itself was 

of the chamber, thereby preventing its being | fred from the shot—and yet without bursting ! 

blown out by the explosion of the charge.” In the class of Shot, Shell, Fuses, etc., the 

The comparative lightness of this gun is ap- Secretary of State for War makes a very ex- 

parent from the fact that a 110-pounder Arm- tensive and interesting exhibition. 

strong gun weighs only 56 cwt., while the cast} One of the shells, ‘“Mallett’s Monster,” is 

iron 68-pounder service gun weighs 95 cwt. 8 feet in diameter and weighs 1 ton and 2 cwt 

The conical-pointed shot and shell used in A monster of this class, recently fired at Wool- 

these guns with so much effect are likewise in- wich, described a magnificent circle about 

ventions of Sir William Armstrong. A slab | three-quarters of a mile high and penetrated 

of solid wrought iron several inches thick, but the earth, when it fell, to the depth of eight- 

with a terrible looking hole directly through | cen feet! If Uncle Sam could only get the 

it, is exhibited here in evidence of their resist- Southern Rebellion concentrated in one small 

less power. point and then let a few of these shells fall 

The: Whitworth gun’ ditfers’feom the Arm-|#P°0 ib the country, would probably beanies 
strong gun in the following particulars: for at least, thirty years longer. 

1. The bore of the barrel is hexagonal, in- NAVAL ARCHITECTURE. 

stead of round. * In this branch of the British Department we 

2, It is not made on the coil principle, but | find a most interesting series of models illus- 

forged in one piece. : trative of the progress of shipbuilding from 

8. The breech opens sidewise, on a hinge, | the earliest times to the present—including the 

after the breech-screw is loosened. famous iron-clads ‘Warrior,’ ‘‘ Minotaur,” 

The shot have the six-sided form to corres- | and “ Northumberland.” Ten years ago this 

pond with the barrel, and are not coated with | display would have been worth the careful ex- 

lead, which last circumstance is thought to | amination of the naval architects of the world, 

constitute an important objection. The charge }but since the building of our own matchless 

is enclosed in a tin case, instead of flannel, as] Yankee iron-clads, there is but little in the 

ordinarily, so as to prevent the escape of gas. | war part of it that is of more than mere his- 

es a regi nario = HO weight | torie interest. The merchant ships are repre- 
0! rojecti 2. ew guns have superior power, 

all pane enna, ea aA ied yen ey ecme ne one od 
three degrees, threw a ball a distance of five ee 
miles, three thousand six hundred yards! In the yacht line, America is confessedly 

The Mersey Steel and Iron Co., Liverpool, ahead, and her models are being everywhere 

exhibit very powerful breech-loading guns | copied. 
°
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Maize and Tobacco. Hungarian Grass.—Those who intend sow- 

‘The Indian Corn looked over the fence, ing should do so from the Ist to the 10th. If 

_Eandomak co on ee oc, for hay, one-third of a bushel per acre; if for 

_And stretching in lordly pride. seed, one-fourth bushel. 

To the broadJeaved neighbor at once he called, Buckwheat.—Prepare for it by thoroughly 

“t en eo summer clime, plowing early this month, and again at the 

Pray, what are you doing here?” close, just before the time to sow, or about 

So ae ins ane wee Teplied July 1st. A light, porous soil is the best; one 

t plant ra ¢ 
Yon we ete ak of ny business, Sir, bushel to the acre. 

What do, yawido, yomrarltt The Harvest of Hay and Grain.—Get ready 

“I feed the muscles, and bleod and bone, for it. See that mowers and reapers, rakes fe 
‘That make our farmers strong, cs 

And furnish bread for the little ones and racks are all in prime order, nor forget to 
‘That round their tables throng.” 

ae 
engage all needed help so as to cut in time. 

“I move in a somewhat loftier sphere,” Your barns also—don’t forget them. Clear 
‘The foreign guest rejoined ; 

« As the chosen friend and companion dear out old rubbish; feed all uncertain seeds that 

Of men of wealth and mind. : 
may have accumulated in the bottom of hay- 

“Ym the chief delight of the young spark a4 ; 

O'er the wise my way I hold; Rene mow, on the barn-floor, or in the feed-boxes, 

I lurk in the book-worm student's cell— to the fowls, or destroy them, so as not to seed 

In the dowager’s box ef gold. . 7 
your farms with noxious weeds. A clean, 

“Th ds of hands at my bidding work, i i 
Millions annie pee sweet barn is an important matter. Don’t neg- 

He ceased to speak and in angry mood lect it. 
Responded the tassled Maize: : 

: on is All Outhouses, Piggeries, Henneries, §¢.— 
“ You’ Gh digenentic ile > 

Tee ce ater banat , Beet i Clean them out often in hot weather, and 

Te ee atte oe polinte ete, sweeten with lime. Dry muck will answer an 

excellent. purpose in the hog pen, absorbing 
“You tax the needy laborer sore; pe es yet 

You quicken the drunkard’s thirst ; manurial liquids and gases, and relieving it of 

You exhaust the soil—and I wish you'd go 
‘To the the placo whence you came at first.” foul odors. 

Se The Garden.—Don’t let the weeds over-run 

Suggestions for June. it. It’s easy enough to keep it clean if you 

Planting trees &c., and sowing grain and have a system for doing your work. A few 

grass are branches of farm-work which, with minutes each day will keep it in good order 

a few exceptions, are supposed to have been and insure you a nice crop of vegetables and 

completed ere the ushering in of June. But fruits. 

the farmer will, nevertheless, never find more} The Orehard.—If your fruit trees should be 

to occupy him than now. too heavily loaded for the good of both fruit z 

The most pressing work in hand is to take and tree, pinch off as soon as the sets are well 

good care of crops already in. The plow, the formed. 

cultivator, and the hoe are the implements} Stock.—This is the season for the necessary 

which must have no rest. preliminaries in stock-breeding. In the se- 

Corn.—Don’t be afraid of cultivating it too | lection of males to breed from, be governed by 

vigorously. Thoroughly stirring the soil be-| a wiser policy than often heretofore. There 

tween the rows with the shovel plow, and care-|can be no economy in raising scrubs, simply 

ful cultivation in and near the row itself, can | because the getting costs a little less. Any 

not be too strongly urged. ‘The destruction of | blundethead must be able, to understand that, 

the weeds is only a part of the object to be| and yet three-fourths of our farmers are fcol- 

gained; the stirring of the soil also makes it ish enough to practice upon that principle. 

| a better absorbent of mojsture and ammonia. | It’s time to stop.
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Reality against Imagination. made this paper? who made this lamp? who 

In the February No. of the Farwen, I re-| Prepared this kerosene which gives this beau- 
lated some of my experience in farming in this | tiful light? Who made the stage coach which a 
part of Wisconsin. One Adams, who seems to | Wil carry this letter to the next railroad sta- 

have been offended by my statements, gives, tion? who made the magnificent engine that 

in the April No., my article a severe overhaul- will further it to its destination? and who 

ing, headed “Farming not the Meanest Occu-| Would be able to pervert the laws like a smart 

pation after all.” lawyer? I think the calling of a mechanic, 

Inever thought or said that farming was a|® lawyer, a Physician or an artist is as honor- 

mean occupation. If I grumbled about any- able as the calling of a farmer, and in point 

; thing, it was about the climate. The experi-|f Profit and comfort. ~ 
ence 1 had and stated will be endorsed, and] I know more than one mechanic who tried |} 

has been had by all my neighbors. One of| farming, and after he had spent two or three 

them, who occupies the first settled and larg-| years’ hard labor and the money saved previ- 

est farm in this town, has, in about ten succes- | ously, went back to his former vocation. 

sive years, planted hundreds of apple trees, of} J have also some imagination ; I can imagine 

which only a few remain; and, I believe, of| how Mr. Adams sits in his easy chair, sur- 

these there is not one entirely sound tree. A | rounded by comforts, and dictates how we poor 
few dozen apples is all that ever has been raised. | mortals in our log cabins ought to feel. But I 

But Mr. Adams thinks if we have bread and | wil] make one proposition: I want Mr. Adams 
some half-rotten potatoes, we ought to be satis-| to come here, with about $200 in his pocket, 

fied. This will not satisfy me. I want a little | and settle on a piece of Government land; or 
more; I want some food for my mind. I do] { will let him have 80 acres of my own uncul- 

not raise fruit trees only for the profit they | tivated land for five years without rent. Next 
will bring to my pocket; I raise them for my | want him to take the grubbing hoe and ax 
pleasure. One apple raised on a tree that I] in his own hands. Fourteen days’ hard work 
have planted is worth more to me than a bush-| will clear one acre of land and make it fit for 
el I buy in the store. I also want some flew-| breaking. In about three or four years, if he 
ers, ornamental trees and shrubs. I eare but| works hard, he may have cleared some 25 to 
little about costly furniture. 80 acres, and his money will all be spent, for 

I cannot see what use it is to rate farming | breaking, the support of himself and family, 

above all other occupations. Does, perhaps, | ® COW, @ pair of oxen, and a plow; a wagon 
Mr. Adams think if mechanics and lawyers | he will not have been able to buy. 

read his article they will all become farmers?| Now, suppose it should happen that his crops 

I don’t fear very much that, on this account, | failed, and some cold winter morning he should 

the trade will be overstocked to our own dis-| find himself surrounded by a dozen childreu 

comfort. destitute of clothing and food! Then I would 

In the primitive state of society, I suppose like him to sit down and write an article on 

the farmer's wife had to spin, and weave into | f"™ing. I fear the poetry of farming would 
cloth the flax and wool her husband raised, have been lost in the naked reality. 
and make it up into garments, he himself de- Mr. Piscan, Wis., April, 1863. A SSEEE IE 
pending very much upon his own industry for = 

his rude implements of husbandry. But in ‘Aurernate Huspanpry.—It is a great ad- 
present times the farmer depends as much on | vantage in the convertable system of cultiva- 
the mechanic for his necessities and comforts, | tion that the whole of the manure is employed, 

5 . and that those parts of it which are not fitted 
as the mechanic for his bread on the farmer. | for one crop remain as nourishment for an- 

Who made this pen I am writing with? who | other. ‘ | 
ea a
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Disposition of Straw. C. K. Stewart in the last No. of the Farmer, 
My plan for more than twenty-five years has | S8Y8 “ Give us more about sheep.” Iam now 

been this, viz:—to get it all into my stock | keeping a flock of fine sheep, the increase of a 
yards in some way. For the last six years, I flock I purchased in Ontario Co., N. Y., about 

have stacked all my grain in a yard of suffi- 80 years ago. I may hereafter say something 

cient size, adjoining my other stock yards. In |°™ this subject. Lewis Cuarx. 

threshing, I am not particular where I run the = sete 2 

straw, provided there is a good place to stack Double Plowing. 

it well. The latter is a job I seldom trust to = rr 

boys or careless, awkward men. I aim to have Mr. zs Bingham, of Tafton, on page 138 of 

the stack no wider than can be topped out well, a Bree Beg of ieee pAneaes es mp some 

and any length, according to the amount to be questiqns £2, relation to ms subject. 

put init. Make the middle wider than the| MY object was to raise a better crop that 
bottom. “ Clean away in some manner all the | 7°*" and by deen, Plowing prepare my ground 
chaff and straw that falls between the machine for netics nOPF aR: facceeding years, both of 
and stack. Keep a good hay-knife, and that enioh I succeeded ay except the meey men- 

in good order. Cut down about ten feet at a tioned, when the shina) bag: morked in that 
time. There will be few, if any, frozen por- Sond more, then thas aijmeingib. 
tions to hinder, or break forks. I raised beans, millet and peas on it that 

With my horses and sled I aim to haul a load | ¥°*"» and sod corn adjoining, where the prai- 

every day through the winter, (large or small rie sod was broken the usual depth. I think 
according to circumstances) into my yards. I the crop was enough better to pay for the ex- 

have gates leading from my stack yard through | T® °F Second plowing. 
the stock yards. As the team goes through My opinion is that Mr. Bingham will get a 

the yards, the straw is rolled off by the sides fair crop of corn if he will get it in in good 

of the sled. It is loaded and unloaded in less | *°#0D, by planting and thoroughly tilling with 
time than pitching off from a stack adjoining cultivator the same as old land, although it will 

a yard, and then carrying it about with a fork, | Come forward more slowly at first. 
as dry straw is slippery to handle, after being If Mr. B. does not need the corn for feeding 

moved from where it is pressed in the stack. | PU™POSes, TI would recommend him to put in a 
In this way the straw comes clean and fresh portion of it to white beans, by planting very 

every day to the horses, cattle and sheep. In ee and not cultivating them. One of my 
addition to the other feed they get, they work neighbors succeeded very well in that way the 

this over through the day. At night, a portion | Past Season. Lewis Crarx. 
of this straw that is left, which is in front of| *t°™ April, 1803, 
the sheds, is moved under them for bedding. Buckwheat vs. the Chinch Bug. 

In this way it is all eaten over before horses, — : 
hogs, sheep, or anything else are bedded. Mr. Eprror:—I find in the cols bones 

It pays nfe three times for moving it into my about Sorghum on page 152 of ne April aeet 
yards. First, for feed; second, for bedding; ber a recommendation for keeping the chinch 

and lastly, for manure. I am an out and out bug from destroying the Sorghum. The first 
anti straw burner,—a practice which is rob- recommendation is to sow late corn = oats. 

bing rising ‘generations of their daily bread. The buckwheat I know from actual experiment 
So much crowds upon my mind upon this sub- | '® be of no value, for I have seen the last green 

ject of straw saving that it difficult to stop. leaf taken all round the buckwheat and that 

If this is deemed worthy a place in the Farm-| not touched at all; and, thinking that many 

ER, I may, at some future time call up the sub- | might depend on that, in other parts, as they 

ject. had here, and find themselves mistaken, I con-
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cluded to notify you of the result of my ex-|in all the different yrocesses you go through 

periment. with, to save them from anything that will in- 
- s jure them. Should any plant have its centre 

So far as my experience goes, anything that bud broken or eaten off, it will come up with 

will keep green will retard the bug better than pexpral sukeer or Spsentsy oad mu not omen 
to much; better replace such, if not too late. 

buckwheat 0 J.P. Laxcoux. | Tt iy better to do the rest of the hoeing without 
Barsrox, April 21, 1863. the use of the cultivator: stir the ground and 

oo keep it free from weeds by going through as 
Tobacco Again.—Cultivation, &c. often as necessary with the hoe. 

ies Worms.—The tobacco having got up from 

The following extracts are from an article in| ten to twelve inches high, look out for the 
; green worm that eats the leaves. They are 

. ee Pa ay ee Juan. 300 often found earlier. You will see a small Pinal 

author is William A. White, Esq., a tobacco | hole, oftentimes no larger than a large pin-hole, 

grower in Connecticut of many years experi- in pe deat 3 if you un tt up yor will be very 

r “ igh apt to discover on the under side a small worm 
o. ee he says of the “ worms” will not no larger round than a common thread needle, 
be se applicable here, as thus far they have] and half an inch in length. Xill‘him and all 

nct troubled the crop much in this State. We his kind, for if left, he will grow to the size 

shall continue to give information on the sub and length of your Singer, and would not make gt ~| much of a breakfast off a third of a full-grown 

ject from time to time as the season progresses, | leaf; keep the growing plants free from all 

+ ait ai + watt such by going through the field often, and pick- 
a all are thoronghly posted in cultivating, ing them oft Watticding fd tutkeys will Cron 

curing and using. times assist in destroying them, All other 

Cur-Worms.—The next, or at farthest the | fowls should be kept off, as they often do more 

second morning after having set your plants, | damage than good by scratching, and other- 

go over to see that the worms do not eat up wise injuring the leaves. 

one-half of them. You can tell where they| Torrixc anv SuckeRine.—The plants hav- 

are and have been, by seeing a plant with a | ing grown to the height of two feet, will gen- 

| single leaf, and sometimes the whole plant eat- | erally begin to run up to blossom ; let them get 

| en off and drawn down into the hole occupied | up pretty generally even; then go through and 

| by a large brown or black worm; you will see break off the stems about two and a half feet 

little ant-hills like, and round holes in the | from the ground; have the whole even on top. 

ground; by poking around a little in the dirt, | A few plants will not be quite ready to top; 
you will finda worm very near the mouth of |let such remain, and in a few days go over the 
these little holes. Destroy it, and all you can | field and top those left. This will be about 

find, and thus save yourcrop. This searching the middle or twentieth of August. If any 

for worms must be kept up till they cease to | plants are later, they should be topped before 
do mischief. All plants missing in the field | the first of September, that they may have a 

should be renewed from the bed at the first op- | few days for their leaves to fill out and ripen. 

portunity. The morning is the best time to Leave three or four of your earliest and best 

find the worms, as they are near the surface | plants to go up to seed without topping. The 

of the ground; later they retire into the ground | suckers will now begin to grow, at first near 
to appear again near sundown, and work dur- the top, and then further down; these should 

| ing the night and early morning. be broken off as they make their appearance, 

| Cvunrivatiox.—Having got your plants all ie a = rome may go into the = 

| set, the next in order is, in a few days to hoe i nt 2 ay Reon tent oe ree ee 

out the same. Take a cultivator narrowed up, im uae ioe a hake 7 nti tec 

with a boy to guide the horse, go through; see cepa < age ss a Sy ie as a 

once to a row is sufficient for the first hoeing. th e Se ena ae men me 1 mee a cnHgEs 

Then with a common hand-hce cut up all weeds . ee ea 5 an’ arin one ar pot eres Ge 

and grass, brush the dirt down level around i off, after it is hung in the shed, as long as 1 

| the plant; stir it but very slightly close to the | "™*'"S green. 
plant; leave the stirring and hauling dirt up | ir ee 

to the plant to a future dressing. Go over the | Susuicur anp Arm.—Shrubs and trees which 

fhole in like manner; then again in ten days|are too much sheltered, too much secluded 

or a fortnight, keeping the worms off in the | from the sun and wind, extend exceedingly in 

mean time. With your cultivator go twice to | height, but present at the same time slender 

arow. This time you can stir the dirt pretty | and feeble branches, their leaves are pale and 

freely around the plants, and renew it, being | sickly, and in extreme cases they do not bear 

careful not to leave any leaves covered up, or | fruit. The exclusion of light alone is sufficient 

partially so, as it will spoil them. As the/ to produce this species of disease, as would 

leaves are what tobacco is grown for, be sure | appear from the experiments of Bonnet.
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The Tobacco Question. power of a strong man armed, which, I feel, 

Beran Hore yD Ene first time in my life nothing but the grace of the stronger than he 

I sit down to address the editor of a periodical will enable me to overcome. But, as you have 

on any subject whatever. But since reading |* duty to perform to the whole people, I trust 

your article on the “Cultivation of Tobacco,” | ¥°%F superior wisdom will guide you in a bet- 

in the April No., I have felt that I could not ter path than I could suggest. 

do my own feelings and conscience, or your- Ihave acted as a voluntary agent a little, 

self, justice without saying a word in appro- and obtained a few subscribers for the Farm- 

bation of your article, in so boldly and honor- | #®; one of the main reasons for which was 
ably standing up for the truth against the the high moral standing it held, and teachings 

popular tide, of your readers even, in saying it sent forth into every house, being a mission - 

the right thing in the right place—in not only | *Y for good in a moral as well as a temporal 

washing your own hands in innocency, but in point of view. A. M. 8. 

raising the warning voice to all those “semi- Paarate bu Sac, Apeil 24, 2668. 

civilized men” to beware what they are doing Haymaking. 

in resorting to means for relieving not only — 

themselves but a land groaning to be delivered. This interesting branch of farm labor is pro- : 

6 ‘ " perly divistble into two parts—the cutting and 
I feel more constrained to write this to you the curing. A few words under each of these 

than I otherwise would, had I not felt that I hess 

was one of the first to ask you to give us some-) ip Cyprixg involves the when and the how; 

thing on the best mode of cultivating tobacco; |, respect to both of which points the practice 
and at the same time witnessing my earnest-|},,. too often been erroneous. 

ness by, rolling spme.of the, stuffias n,\‘sweel| asia general rule, all grasses intended for 

morsel under my tongue.” Will you forever hay should be cut before the seed is ripened— 

forgive me, dear friend, for contributing one clover while yet in the blossom. If allowed to 

morsel of influence in asking you to come) y come dead ripe, some of the most valuable 

down, in the least, from the high calling of a nutritious substances are transformed into 

christian character, and compromise yourself hard woody fibre, and become comparatively 

or journal in pointing out the way for any | \ thes, - 

farmer to damage not only himself but our} qy9 question of mode may refer to either 

land, which I feel is yet to take the lead in the height above the surface of the ground, or 

bringing about the day which shall be the joy | 4, the implements employed. 

of the whole earth—when the wees that de- | Concerning the first we would say, There is 

grade and lessen the power of man shall all | inner done sometimes by cutting so close as 

havo been:pubunder: hig feet |to expose the first joint of the roots to the 

Thad contemplated raising what I conven-| scorching sun. If the grass be soft and fine, 

iently could of tobacco, procured seed of the | covering the earth as a mat, there is not this 

choicest kind I could find, and was calculating | danger; but if coarse and sparse, and the 

you would give us some light on the subject, | weather be dry ‘and hot, it would be economy 
and then I would “pitch in.” The light which | {o cut a little higher. 

the few statistics mentioned in your article has | As to the implements, that question must be 

brought, ani ihe suggestions of a better use, | decided by the nature of the ground and the. 

is the light I prefer to profit by, leaving it to | amount to be cut, and each farmer must judge 

those to choose the other course who have no | forhimself. But, even on a small farm, the 

conscience to smother. | saving, not only in actual labor, but in the 

Tam sorry I have ever consented to its use, greater security of the crop, when it can all be 

the habit of which has been as the tyrannical | rushed into the barn or put into stack in three 

[eee ER ERR err EE een eS ae See Ne 
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or four days, will not unfrequently pay fora| P.S. As the Wisconsiy Farmer is the chan- 

good mower in one or two years. nel of agricultural instruction, it will be a 

| Tae Curie should be done in all cases as | great public benefit if you will advance a few 

quickly as possible, and on no account should | items as to the best method of preparing and 

rain or dew be allowed to fall upon it after the | setting posts for board fences—whether they 

curing is once fairly begun. Better put into | are better seasoned or unseasoned; whether 

barn or stack while yet half green than allow | they are better with the tops or butts in the 

it to bleach and harden like iron or dead brush | ground; what effect charring will have on du- 

in alternate rain and sun. rability; whether the posts are better, each 

i If necessary to put up rather green, don’t | set on the opposite side of the boards, or all 

mix with dry hay, and at time of mowing | on one side; and whether the boards are bet- 

away, sprinkle on about two quarts of rock | ter nailed on in panels or cross joints. D. A. 

salt to the ton. Ee 

Great efforts are making to increase the ee mmcnieaeres Let 

amount of live stock this year; don’t neglect to Ep. Farwen:—The economizing of the old 

provide an extra amount of fodder. musty straw pile has been somewhat descanted 

a on in late Nos. of the Farmer, and so far it 

Are Your Fences all Right? has been consigned to the poor helpless brute. 

Ep. Farwer :—In compliance with your cor- The question now pending is, shall stock be 

dial invitation to farmers to correspond, I would raised for that purpose, or shall stock be rais- 

suggest a few items on one of the most defi- ed for domestic profit? The last seven years’ - 

cient and neglected parts of farming, to-wit: experience should solve that problem. I defy 

fences. any animal to be profitable for a mere exist- 

I know of nothing that more surely marks | €2¢¢- Living and existing are two separate 

the character of the farmer, and warrants us | matters. To exist is merely to retain life ; 

in setting him down for either a thrifty or while, on the other hand, living is the enjoy- 

shiftless husbandman, as the case may be. The ment of plenty. 

exterior is unquestionably a true sign of what Then I ask, where is the wisdom and policy 

the interior is. of raising male calves, with all the incum- 

The farmer that gains public merit for good, brance of them for about forty months, for the 

effective fences will be none.the less worthy of | Paltry sum of from $12 to $14 to the butch- 

merit in all other branches of agriculture. | ¢TS? I speak of the last seven years especial- 

But Wisconsin presents so few specimens to | ly, because the call for working cattle has been 

the public eye of this, I might say it is the | 5° dimin@®hed that farmers in the southern 

first need of our farming. Better erect no part of Wisconsin have had but little else to 

fence than to have a temptation fence; for depend on but the knife. For my own part, I 

what is not worth doing well is not worth do- resolved five years ago that I would never raise 

ing at all, and there is nothing better calculat- another male calf until they will realize $30, 

ed to engender strife betwixt neighbors than | t the above age. My object is to raise all the 

dilapidated fences The most patient and for- female calves I can, and that will always give 

bearing farmer can never submit to have his | ™° ® surplus stock. When they arrive at the 

crops destroyed by the cattle of thriftless | 98° of cows it don’t require very great judge 

|| neighbors. But Iam an advocate of amicable | t° distinguish betwixt a good dairy cow and a 

measures, therefore I urge all farmers to re- | POT ene; consequently kickers and unprofita- 

view their fences ahead of the marauders. The | ble ones can be dispensed with to butchers; 

result will be your own security and public and by that means butchers will always receive 

approbation. D. ArcuEr. a plentiful supply. The fact then will soon be 

SpRincrietp, Wis. developed by realizing a good stock of cows
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that will demand better attention than the fa- | most gratifying earnest of what is in store for 

yor of an old musty straw pile for support and | its already large‘and growing list of subscrib- 

shelter. ers. No stock grower should be without it. 

I may add that the cornstalks should never} Price, as formerly, $1 per annum, single 

lack consumption, and likewise that the corn copies; with liberal rates for clubs. Address 

will yield more profit if fed to good milch cows | C. M. Saxton, New York. 

than to hogs. For my own part I am reluct- eee 

ant to milk a straw pile cow, for the inferiority | The ‘‘ Blackleg” and other Diseases of Cattle— 

of the milk renders it comparatively worthless, Remedies. 

while corn and cornstalks and clover yield the} Mr. Eprror:—In the early settlement of 

richest milk and most delicious butter that can | this part of Wisconsin many young cattle died 

be produced. I have had the privilege to at-| of “Blackleg.”” Having myself lost more or 

test this, for I have been a witness to the dif- | less each spring for several years, and experi- 

ferent qualities uf butter from different modes | menting to some extent upon each new subject, 

of feeding, for the last thirty years. D. A. I finally hit upon a remedy which ever after 
—————— |] proved successful. 

STOCK REGISTE R. On our return from the burial of a two year 

———o———————— | ld steer, we found another of the same age 

ee even ae lying down never to rise again without help. 

After a temporary suspension, for reasons | I had observed that the bone of the tail seemed 

assigned at the close of the last year, that old-| to be dislocated, usually just above the bush, 

time friend, the American Stock Journal again | in all the animals attacked by this disease, and 

comes to our sanctum, looking just as former- | that break or separation was much more exten- 

ly only a little happier, perhaps, and more | sive than in any of good health. I, therefore, 

hopeful; as much as to say, We have sounded | served him as I have served all since, and as 

the depths of this before uncertain sea and are| the darkey approved of treating Satan. His 

not afraid to trust our gallant bark on its toss- | response to the sentiment in the prayer of his 

ing waves once more. \ master that ‘‘the power of Satan might be 

Welcome, good friend! and all the more wel- | curtailed,” was ‘‘Amen; yes, massa, cut him 

come for that we have learned during this brief | tail smack smoove off!’ I cut them off at the 

absence to appreciate thy monthly visits, so | joint or break, which takes the most ornament- 

full to us of interest and-pleasure. When, in| al part of that useful appendage. In addition 

the better future, the Southern Rebellion shall | to the surgical operation, which has the credit 

have ‘been squelched, and many years shall | of being the principal agent in effecting a cure, 

have passed away in wealth-accumulating|I drench with a pint of new milk containing 

peace, may we still have the pleasure of wel-| two tablespoensful of soft soap, and exercise 

coming thy monthly returns. the animal without stint. 

The publication of this sterling journal will| Should the disease have well nigh finished 

henceforth be in charge of that long and wide- | its work before the tail is clipped, but little or 

ly known book publisher, Saxton, which is a | no bleeding occurs until the exercise commenc- 

good guaranty that it will lack nothing in the|es. If the bleeding is too profuse or too long 

way of good taste, energy and enterprise. It| continued, it may be stopped by bandaging. 
is still under the general editorial management | A colt’s mane twisted into ‘stirrups for 

of D.C. Linsley, Esq., who will be aided by | witches” or loops is a sure sign that the ani- 

Otis F. R. Waite and a large number of the | mal’s health isnot perfect. So cattle, with the 
ablest writers in the country. The first two | bush of their tails twisted and snarled, need 

numbers are the most interesting and able that | treatment they have not received. A prevent- 

we remember to have examined, and give a| ative and a cure for the twisting of young cat- 4
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tle’s tails may be had by docking about half | doubt that sheep are sometimes injured there- 

an inch therefrom each spring, which very | by. In any event there should be established 

much improves the appearance of that append- | an equitable rule as to price. 

age, with but little loss of blood. a SSS 

The steer referred to speedily recovered | ‘Whenshould we Shear our od 

and ever after showed no symptoms of indis-| Not until warm weather has fairly come, and 

position. In like manner have many since | yet not after the fleece has come to be uncom- 

been treated, and all with the same happy re- | fortable and the new wool has made considera- 

sults. ble growth. 

Blackleg, unlike the hornail, attacks the well If too early, your sheep will suffer on cold 

fed quite as often as the half starved. Nature nights and possibly contract catarrhs. If too 

sometimes shows a generosity to cattle which | late, considerable portions will be rubbed off 

have lost the bush from their tails, by sending | on brush and fence rails in the effort of the 

out a growth of long hair (though not long sheep to relieve themselves of the itching which 

compared with the first growth) which improves they will be almost certain to suffer. 

the deformity, and leaves the beast in fair eon: | If you ask for a reliable rule, we tell you 

| dition for fly-brushing. square]y, there is no sure rule which does not 

| A lankness about the stomach and bowels is | include the weather as the chief element—and 

| the prevailing disease among the horned cattle | the season, you know, is very uncertain. 

and colts of this region, at this time; which Sometimes it might answer to shear as early 

seems to be aggravated, if not produced, by a | 95 the middle of May ; at other times the mid- 

want of stuffing for the internal region. One dle of June would hardly be too late. Perhaps, 

marked symptom of this disease about a place | 95 ® general and variable rule, we might say, 

is the transposition of the straw piles and cat- after you have planted your corn and other hoed 

tle—the cattle being uppermost. Another is a | TP and have not become engrossed in their cule 

scarcity of sheds and haystacks. Not having tivation. 

lost any stock by this disease, I will not at- aa dik Soni laa 

tempt to prescribe a remedy. 8. L. Mituer. Breeding too Early. 

Fexron, April 16, 1863, No fault is more common among our Western 

T= as ea farmers, so far as the raising of stock is con- 

Sheep-Washing. cerned, than that of allowing animals of all 

The question, Shall sheep be washed previ- | kinds to begin breeding at too early an age. 

ous to shearing? or shall they not? is attract- | We have often urged the importance of a more 

ing more and more attention from year to year. rational practice, but cannot permit this sea- 

Recently, at Wool Conventions held at Ro- | son to go by without again warning our farmer 

chester and at Cleveland, the question was ex- | readers against so unwise a custom. 

tensively discussed—at Rochester without a| The following from the American Veterinary 

positive decision pro or con—at Cleveland with | Journal, contains ideas which are worthy of | 

a unanimous verdict for the negative. and a re- | notice: 

solution expressive of a strong sentiment to| ‘‘ Vietor Gilbert never allowed ewes to have 

the effect that manufacturers should make a eee en cee eaaitehey ee, 

marked and uniform difference in their pur-| at full maturity. During the period of growth 

chases in favor of clean wool. and development up to maturity, the reproduc- 

If judiciously managed and if performed at So aE hans alae ae 

the right time, i. e. in mild weather, late in| in elaborating chyle and blood for the develop- 

May or early in June, it is our opinion that ment of bone, muscle and nerve, and that calling 

sheep need not be injured in the process of See a erate guacmalasad anal kasiorf 
growth, 

washing. But, on the other hand, there is no | must necessarily divert the elements of matter 

Ln Eee
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intended for nutrition from their legitimate | mis-shapen limbs will not appear in her pro- 
channel, and direct them to the reproductive | geny. It only justifies us in saying, that while 

| organs. A too early use of the purely animal | the male and female appear to impress their 
function induces weakness and stunted growth. | characters tolerably equally upon the offspring, aS pring, 

es the characters, peculiarities, and even the dis- 
Influence of Sire and Dam, respectively, on their | eases of the internal organs are, in a majority 

Young. of cases, those of the female parent, whilst the 
“ “ skin and organs of locomotion usually indicate 

As the season is now here when subjects of | the preponderating influence of the sire, From 
this class are especially appropriate in -our | this law, however, two important practical de- 

le L we eke ti f all ner ductions may be safely drawn—lst, never to: | 
journal, we ask the attention of all our read-}),20q from mares with narrow, contracted | 
ers who are interested not, only in the mere | chests, or weak loins, or delicate constitutions; | 

breeding of horses, but likewise in the im- aS eoahey deckiodly, noe with weak, | 
y-shaped r seas iS. 

provement of all our stock, to the sensible sila eerie BIG AF 

views set forth in the following article from Riind Staggers in Sheep. | 

| the os British Agriculturist, in answer to A correspondent of the American Agricultur~ | 

the question “Dogg stock more take after the | i.¢ in the April No., writing under the abeve | 
i on 4 itor’s sire or dam? The editor’s reply relates more heading, very properly calls it «Hydarid on | 

to the horse, but the principles are equally ap- the brain,” and says: «The hydatid is a mia- | 
% says: yds a mic 

Se ute parasitic insect, that in some unexplained | 
“ So important is it that agriculturists should ss : ‘ai Sioa 

have definite ideas on this interesting subject, | ™°™"°" finds its Lil oes ae “ae oe | 

| that we this week place at the head of our col- | a small sack containing watery fluid in which 

umn _® query, sdaremes Be us by a conrespand it multiplies. These sacks increase in size, 
ent from Kinross. udging from prevailing rs Si é a 
practice, we can scarcely avoid the conclusion press upon the brain and = its substance, 

that farmers generally deny that the mare has | causing derangement and. ultimate death of 

much or any influence on the cereler en and | the sheep. No certain cure is known. As the 

Sar Gee neteeng tusk oe Sate aco! disease is most prevalent in weak animals, the ;? 

portion of the breeding mares throughout the | preventive is to keep them in good condition. 

country are selected not on account of their | 7y¢ malady is most frequent in wet, marshy 
superior appearance and qualities, but because | 3 oy ae 
age, accident or hereditary effects have render- districts, and little known upon upland or dry 

ed them less valuable for work. How opposite | pastures.” 
is this to the more rational practice of those I call the above a good, common-sense de- 
keen horsemen, the Arabs. Money fails to a s = ° ih 
purchase their best mares. According to the scription of the disease. But I differ with the 

view first distinctly set forth several years ago | writer on one point, Siz: no certain cure is 
by Mr. Orton, of Sunderland, and concurred known. It is necessary to know the exact lo- 

| in by most good judges, the progeny appears ae — 

especially to resemble the dam in the head, | cality of the sack or bladder contajning the 

carcass, internal ee and ee whilst | watery fluid, in order to treat the disease suc- 
the influence of the sire is more fully notice- 3 
able in the color, and the form and style of the cessfully. It is located caniien over the ore 

limbs. The powers of endurance depending | of the nostril, pressing against the anterior 

upon the deep chest, arched ribs, and well-de- hi i d the skull. Any person 
pane lungs, are the valuable qualities of lobe oben sz Ses eet ‘ 
many a priceless mare, and descend with great | ™4Y learn the locality of the sack by dissect- 

| certainty to her offspring by various horses. | ing the head of a sheep that has died of the 
On the other hand, the foals got by phot disesanel 
stallions usually exhibit great similarity in col- Ped f R 
or, in the style of their action, and also in the| 4 certain cure is effected by the following 
defects of their limbs. If the horse has been | operation: Take a round sharp-pointed in- 
subject to splints, spavins, or such other bony » aaiee 
deposits, a large proportion ofthe oolta-will poonet (a eneneniets acaioh awl is good) 

exhibit a similar tendency. This view must | and pierce the skull right into the sack. The 
nol, However: be aoe — er It must not | water will run out in a few seconds. Then 

ence be presumed that the exercises no 3 
influence upon the development of the internal | Ke # small syringe ang foroess femmctsope, af 
organs or temper, or that a mare’s weak or | spirits of turpentine inside the sack. Mixa 

SO a ree
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little turpentine with lard and rub round the | duration during the season that honey is most _ 

wound. Let the sheep go, and if you have | abundant,the colony suddenly becomes reduced 

performed the operation well, it will be all right | in numbers, and not unfrequently are they en- 

in afew days. A syringe and spirits of tur-|tirely lost, leaving a hive almost, and some- 

pentine can be bought at the drug store for a | times wholly, filled with honey and bee-bread. 

mere trifie, and the life of a sheep saved in a| Hence, were it not for the swarming instinct, 

few minutes. Don’t be chicken-hearted ; it is | imparted to them at certain periods, they would 

achristian duty to help man or beast in dis-| in few years become extinct. 

tress. J. Boxv. The fact that workers are short lived having 

Onanae, May 5, 1863, been but recently discovered, may require some 

Don't Micapite goat Oalbec! Semonatzation to eatiafy the mind of many who 

— are just beginning to give to practical bee-cul- 

They'll bring a good round price ere they're | ture the importance that it demands. This 
a year old—that is if all our calculations are | matter is considered at some length in the Am. 

mot mpect. Bee Journal, 1861, p. 9, also the same, p. 148, 

Last fall, many of our farmers, tired of | where we find the following: “We may esti- 
“raising cattle for hide and tallow,” sold out | mate that during the height of the honey sea- 
their full grown cattle for paltry prices and| son, they do not, on the average, live longer 

knocked their calves on the head as soon after | than five or six weeks.” 

they were born as a butcher could be induced] AJso see Taylor’s Manual, London, 1860, p. 

to bidonthem. We then warned them against |15, He says, on the authority of Dr. Bevan 

such folly, and we now repeat our admonition | and his own experience, that ‘there is no 

with the emphasis added by increasing prices. | qoubt that every bee existing after Christmas 
Perhaps, after the sheep mania has somewhat | was bred during the latter part of summer or 

abated, they will be more open to conviction. | autumn.” And on page 150: ‘They are short 

Well, we can afford to wait if they can. lived, and periodically renewed; a large pro- 

ee ——____~ | portion of the bees at the close of the season 

THE BEE-KEEPER. are those produced in the latter months.”’. 

a aac oiess Lo Many other references are at hand, but the 

os fact must suffice for the present. An Italian 

We have knowledge of no animal in whose | queen was given to a vigorous stock of native 
nature are embodied the elements of self ex-| bees on the 15th of July, and in sixty days 

termination to so great an extent as the bee. | after I could not find any native bees in the 

Since the instinct for gathering and storing | hive, but it contained a numerous colony of 

honey predominates over all else with the work- | Ttalian bees. This, with many other facts, 

ers, they very soon fill any ordinary cavity in coming to my knowledge, satisfies me that the 

which they are placed. Indeed, so strong is | jife of the worker,” during the height of the 
their determination to work, when honey is | working season, is less than fifty days. Hence | 

abundant, that if they enter the hive laden | we may conclude that the excess of honey stored 
with the product of nature’s richest store of | early in the breeding chamber of the hive is quite 
sweets, and there find all the cells filled, either | fazal to success in bee-culture. 

with honey previously gathered or with young| A large majority of bee-keepers, not being 

brood, they vacate cell after cell containing | familiar with the habits and instincts of the 

newly laid eggs, larves, or sealed bees, till the | bee, depend wholly upon duck for success with 
entire hive is filled with honey;* in conse-| their bees. And many suppose if they can get 

quence of which breeding is wholly suspended, | their bees into some ‘“new-fangled notion” 
and since the life of the worker is of short | fora hive, that has been patented by some one 

* Am. Boo Journal, 1861, p.283.. | who has studied much more on bee-hives than
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on the habits and nature of the bee, then their| giving greater facilities for the access and ' 
luck is favorably turned and their fortune se-| working of the bees in the caps. 
cured. But let it be fully understood that no} 7 got a splendid yield of honey in the caps, 
hive in existence can make a man a bee-keeper. | put lost some of my swarms the following win- 

Hence we must conclude that bees require | ter, because my hives were so small that the 
the intelligent care of the apiarist bestowed | pees had not sufficient stores to winter. In 
upon them at the right time. getting a large yield of cap honey, I robbed 

Moths may infest a weak colony. They must | the laborers of their sustenance for the winter. 
d from th bs where they do their 

Re seal fo = The following spring I had four hives—one mischief. . 
. of them light and but few bees. That year, I 

Astock may be reduced in numbers so as| 
&. did not get a large supply of cap honey, but not to be able to generate heat enough to keep 2 2 

2 io my bees increased so that I had 13 hives that 
up a “hatching temperature” in the hive. =o : 

= I carried into the cellar in November. In the They must be strengthened by supplying bees} “ . or maturing brood from strong ones. winter I lost, by rats and moulding of the 
E combs, all but four hives. I had them up on 

mney rae ee Shery incon ent cant De aarett shelves where I thought them safe, but the rats 
only: by ene aoe ee oF supplying got access to several hives by gnawing through 
them with comb copraning oe ers °T | the inch pine boards of which they were made. 
young larves from a hive that has a prolific The water came into the cellar, three feet deep, 
— during the thawing of the snow in the spring, 

Too many are the “ wants of the bee” to be a. a ; and the combs of some hives became almost a enumerated in one short an le; but how to mass of mold, and ruined several stocks, and 
supply some of the wants mentioned, and more injured the balance. TI sold two stocks at $5 
especially pagha an aoe oa ry each, and set out two. I received only one 

6 once : oar Sie aa ing cham-) swarm that season, but got a fair supply of 
ber during the height of the ae eit surplus honey from the old stocks and swarm 
when the queen should be depositing from two snail about 72 the 

to three thousand eggs every twenty-four hours, 
will be hereafter explained. : Had I possessed more knowledge and expe- 

J. M. Srepuixs | Tience, I could have improved these results. 
APPLETON, May 5, 1853. Every year, by the aid of books and agricul- 

ROEM Bree, tural papers, and experience, I gained valua- 
Bee-Keeping Experience. ble informatjon, which, had I previously ||. 

About ten years ago, I commenced keeping | possessed, would have been a source of profit 
bees in northern New York. I had no knowl-| to me. Since I came to this State I have kept 
edge concerning them, theoretical or practical. | limited number of swarms. My business 
I bought, in the spring, two stocks for $9. In| being such that I could give them but littie at- 
the fall, I sold the inerease and honey from the | tention, many times when they most needed it, 
two stocks for $36—reserving about 20 tbs. for | I have still met with a fair share of success. 
family use. The honey sold for 20 to 25 cents | Nothing has yielded me more pleasure or pro- ; 
per Ib.—the swarms for $5. These were in| fit for the amount of capital invested. My 
eommon box hives, with boxes on top for the | bees, one year with another, saying nothing 
storage of ‘surplus honey, The next spring| about superintendence or expense of hives, 
after, I started with the same stocks. Part of| have yearly, in honey and increase, doubled 
my hives I made one foot square in the clear, | their value. With my present knowledge and 
(same as the old-fashioned box hive), the rest | experience, I should think I was doing very 
were of the same size, but with bars in the top, | poorly not to double the value of my bees 
and surplus boxes turned directly upon them, | yearly. 

ieee ee ee anneal 

a a lal
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The prairie portion of this county can not week old are not so reliable as those fresher. 

. in thi j There are those who pretend to forecast the 
ti well be beat, in ae climate, for bee gex of the chick, by. tue shape of the age. I 

pasturage. The white clover of the commons, once selected the short, thick eggs, as the most 

the roadsides, and the pastures, is one mass of reliable for peodnotss mee a result was 

: : * nine roosters and one pullet! Do not set eggs 

bloom foe early in the summer till late in the | o¢ the small breeds under the larger varieties 

fall. This our great reliance. But there are | of fowls; there is a law of adaptation between 

many other honey-producing plants that are the rough ways of each variety of fowl, and 

b toni, the toughness of their chickens, w'ich it is not 

yy no means to be despised. wise to violate. 

In my next I will say something about hives. | In preparing the nests, favor the natural 

; a, » | instinets of the hen, selecting a retired loca- 
If it rome on any patent vender’s toes, I can’t ay UE er thal. 

help it. Pa ig Sa jesse seit re 
Pramre, Wis. 1, 

Recs Pram We, Ape OS ees | THE HORTICULTURIST. 
ee 

THE POULTERER. |a.c. wanronn, : : corresponpING EDITOR. 
a | 

Setting Hens and Raising Chickens. Our Small Fruits. 

The time for raising chickens having come Rasperrtes.—The Yellow and Red Ant- 

a few hints, founded on experience, may prove | werp Raspberries grow vigorously and seem to 

of service to some of our young readers. ate : 
be perfectly hardy en our prairie soil. The 

Aan eee eR oo Ss Yellow is an abundant bearer of good fruit. 

n old hen is usually: more reliable than a a ; mee 

young one, anda hen having more or isan The Red is not very prolific, but bears a mod- 

game blood in her will usually have the more erate crop. Canes of both kinds, in a rich 

heat about her. Avoid those hens reared from | coil, and with good cultivation, grow to the 

a cross with the Black Spanish or Bolton Gray : z 

breeds, as the characteristic non sitting quali- length of ten or twelve fect—the tips bending 

ties of those breeds will be apt to injure them | over and taking root, from which an abund- 

for this use Of the large breeds, the Asiatic + 

varieties, their large bodies and docile habits, anonol new plants eave obtained. The plants 

are of great advantage, but their heavy move- should be set about six feet apart each way. 

ments bie peeks eggs and oe the chick- | If any of your readers want a good raspberry 

ens, unless special precaution is taken. . . oi 

In preparing nests for such, arrange matters oe ee we think they will be pleased 

so that the fowls can reach their nests without with the Yellow Antwerp. 

, being obliged to step down any distance to} We have tried Allen’s Red, or, at least, what 

reach them. I have usually set them in a box Vi ; 1 : 

$0 filled as to bring the eggs nearly on a level a Wisconsin nurseryman sold us as that varie- 

with the top, and then putting the box in a/ty. It grew and multipl:ed by suckers prodi- | 

corner, placing around the two sides other box- | giously; became a perfect nuisance blowed 

es of equal height. 
2 e 

One marked advantage of the large breeds full every year, but no fruit. Have a suspi- 

is this: bey are ana hardy race, and have | cion that I was humbugged by the nurseryman 

usually so large a stock of spare fat, that they | w; * . . 

can, without detriment, hatch a couple of broods ie tne peasees - theizexperiences 

at one sitting, the first brood being added to| The American Black Cap is perfectly hardy 

the} of or other bps _ oe on ue: I|and bears abundantly. The fruit when well 

ave seen twenty-five to thirty-five chickens . = 

reared (not hatched) by one of these large fowls | STOW 3s not bad to take. Some complain of 

of the Brahma Pootra variety. its dryness and seeds, but all our friends that 

SELECTING THE EGGS. have called on us in its season could always 

Having decided upon the breed of fowl you contrive to worry down a few, and would not fi 

wish to raise, you cannot exercise too much very strenuously object to taking home a quart 

care to guard against impurity. It is not i 

enough to know that the fowls from which the or two, if very strongly urged. 

eggs were obtained have all fe marks af pi Last year we set out three plants of Brinkle’s 

ty. Your eggs will give all sorts, unless the 

fowls that iaid Ghent ae pure-blooded. Use Orange. They bore abundantly, consequently 

only the freshest of eggs. Eggs even but a | grew but little. We left them exposed without 

fo
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protection through the winter, and two out of | effect that we would not think them worthy of | 
the three died. It was low wet ground where | propagation, nor, indeed—except, perhaps, one 
we set them, and the little growth consequent, | variety—of cultivation. Not that they would 
upon allowing them to bear the first season, | not be very respectable fruit in a new country, 
might have contributed to their death. We| where fruit is scarce, but that they are inferi- 
also set three plants of the Large Fruited| or to others which might be produced in their 
Monthly under the same conditions, and lost| stead. We believe most emphatically in pro 
one plant in wintering. ducing the best of everything we undertake to 
Brackserries.—The Layton or New Ro-| produce at all. 

chelle has winter-killed here every year for | Pe ase ee oT 

four years, until the past winter. it is pretty fr 
sure to winter-kill down to the ground, unless i wei 

protected. It will do nothing in this region N \ \¢ a tv i, ie 
without the best of culture and winter protec- BN Wee 
tion. Have seen it bearing a fair crop in a = ae Wu 
well sheltered garden surrounded by a board z SO I Te SI” ZB 
fence and shrubbery. We are setting the Dor- | bef, a Sf : WAS 

| chester and Newman’s Thornless this year. “ay OF eS rs cae 
Two plants of each, set last season, passed Mm, fh —, in <= 7 
through the winter safely. Will report pro- (Ba y Poa Ad NY te , 
gress after further trial. | h ) aN Pe CREM 

Srrawzernrtes.—Wilson’s Albany Seedling | ns < ; ) 
we regard as one of the best hardy and most | me S hha wt 
prolific varieties we have tried, though came NF wY 

of the plants killed out the past winter. The | ee) i j 

quality is not first rate, yet its large size and | ey fA 

abundant bearing make it a very desirable N i) es 

berry. McAvoy’s Superior is a good berry, of We 4 

good size and hardy. Hovey’s Seedling proves | oe 

hardy and vigorous, but rather a shy bearer. | ; a 

L. L. Farreniup. | The Petunia. 

Routine Prams, Dodge Co., June 1, 1863. | Among the large number of annuals beauti- 

err | ful for bedding, few are more deserving of cul- 

ixoac somes Again: | tivation than the Petunia. Varied in color, 
In response to our remarks in the April No. | plain, striped, blotched, or veined, and delicate 

upon the seedling apples left in our office by | in organization, the flowers are always pleas- 
Marcellus Finch, Esq., we have the following | ing. Uusually they vary in diameter from one 
from his pen: te two inches, but in some cases they have 

“T have read your remarks about those seed- | been produced with a diameter of three inches : 
lings sent you. I was in hopes that you would | and partially double. 
give some opinion of their merits as to culti- ee se) SS Seed ae O 

vation and propagation ;" for if we bave natu-| Drsrroyinc PursiaNs.—The Prairie Farm- 
ral fruit that is equal to or better than the |¢7, after stating that purslane will not grow 

oes hea ss : after-being digested by a hog, says that Prof, grafted varieties, it is my opinion that it would Turner has a sort of toothed scoop with plow 
be economy to propagate them, if they are/ handles attached, with which he passes be- |’ 
hardy and great bearers, which is the case with tweety oe sad ere penthn Pat 
those I sent you.” there, and carries it off easily and rapidly for 

The answer to this request must be to the|the food of swine. The teeth of this instru- 

.
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ment are made of iron rods, #boat three-fourths | —the wine for general use; and, being a nat- | 

of an inch in diameter, and half a dozen in| ural product of the pure juice of the grape, 

number. it is more wholesome than any mixed or arti- 

j ile se eee ficial wine, however showy and high priced it 

\ Wi Zambos: wierd be well ripened; th cas et the grapes be well ripened; the press, 

Mr. R. Buchanan, a well known successful | casks, and all vessels perfectly clean, and then 

wine producer of Ohio, gives in the Ohio Val- keep the air from the new wine, by having the 

ley Farmer the following statement of the | casks constantly bung full, and there is no 

raising and fermentation of wine: danger of its spoiling. This is the whole se- 

Wine farming will, in a few years, become | cret. 

simplified, and almost as easily understood as It is presumed that no one will go into wine 

corn planting. There is no mystery in it. Ex- | farming largely at first, but take the precau- 

perience alone must teach the proper position, tion to test, by the cultivation of a few acres, 

as well as the soil; the right distance apart for | the capabilities of the soil, position and cli- 

the vines, the most judicious method for spring | mate, and the kind of grape best suited to it. 

and summer pruning; and as for cultivation, 

keep the ground clean with the plow or culti- . 

yator like corn. Pegging Down Roses. 

Making the wine is as simple as making ci- Isaw a method of trainin [ sa g roses last year 

cx Ae Leapster ch ae sekal of which [ believe has not been noticed in your 

the bunch and thrown into a basket, to make miagertie, thougt tS pee ee a 

—with the addition of sugar—vinegar. or an na a a eauEnt lagging om ee con wal 
2 : 

inferior wine. The imperfect grapes of each Seek aloe tae Fan aay gebeing diet rites 

day’s cutting are taken to the wine house, and | 59 as to cover the whole surface of the soil in 
in the evening, after being mashed in a barrel | 4 ped, instead of training them up to stakes in 

with a beetle—stem and berries—or passed) the usual way. Strong tokdd besuchen of 

through wooden rollers in a small mill, are put | trees, cut so as to make pegs of them, are used, 

on the press and the juice extracted. About | and the beds are beautiful in the extreme, if 

one-third rune of wishoutany premure, The] Fach Deny can be ply termed extreme, The 
10 inches, after the first pressing, separated eaeaib ce: ead ee tone Penge, tals was 

withthe hands, end ehrown ont, when the |erimson; and sneer mas Cal nen, whe 
pressing made. This is repeated two or three pinata which, chou naaninse andh 6 

tines, “The sic from the last prssng, being | priliant feat a ie former Kinds, were ery 
LF A ee near te tenga race, ae 
filled about five-sixths full, to ferment and | grown, as usually, upright ye OD 
make the good wine No sugar or brandy [With regard to the free flowering proper- 

should be added to the best Catawba juice— | ties of the Hybrid Perpetuals, noticed aaa 

9 moe Se ay hone oe lowing this treatment, we are informed that 

syphon a eres in ae eae of the cae ee mes secu ee pee cueae 
_ . off the blooms as fast as they fa ug’ 

— other being crooked over rests in a buck- | yur correspondent is no doubt right inher eaxe 

: rae etectoe commences in a day or t a pues aie eae aoa a ni! wo | their productiveness. ]—Gardener’s Monthly. 

and the carbonic acid escapes through the wa- . 

ter. In ten or fourteen days the syphon may un Be 

be removes, the casks filied up and the bung How To Save a Crorcuep Tree.—Notwith- 

driven in ligitly—in a month, tightly. In standing all that has been said against allow- 

mid winter the wine is drawn off into another | ing a tree of any kind to grow so as to form 

cask, and the lees of the wine, with the pom-|a crotch, most persist in permitting many 

one the oe ee eee, : yo trees to pdaebetil til equal oreo 

e wine will be clear and pleasant to drin s forming a cro which is very liable 

in a month or two after the fermentation ceas- | be split by the wind,. or by a large burden of 

es. The second fermentation occurs in the | fruit. Procure a carriage bolt of the proper 

spring—about the time of the blossoming of length, and bore a hole through the crotch, so : 

the grapes—this is but slight. and it will be | that the bolt may be seen at the junction of 

merely necessary to loosen the bungs; when it the limbs, after it has been drivenin. Puta 

is over, the wine will be clear in two or three | large washer at the head of the bolt, and one 

months, and safe to bottle, but that operation | at the nut, and serew it up tightly. Many a 

had better be deferred until November. And | valuable tree has been and may be saved in 

this is the whole process of making still wine | this way from being split down at the crotch. 

Ya 
ea
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Zinnia Flore Reno. soon become a good lawn hand. A sharp scythe 
tT is the chief element of success.—Gardener’s 

Among the numerous yarieties of flower} Chronicle. 

seeds which we have sent out the present sea- =a eo 

son, some will be found labelled Zinnia. The the Byer-Bloemeng Rose, 
double Zinnia, from which the seeds referred une Js a pant 3 whose culture mm ex- 

cel the people of all other nations, it is the ev- 
to were selected by those of whom we ordered, er-blooming rose; if there is one plant that 

very much resemble the Dahlia. It produces} gives more gratification and pleasure than oth- 
flowers of various colors, and for the past year | €ts, for the care bestowed upon itand the price 

e of its cost, it is the ever-blooming rose ; if any 
or two has been exceedingly popular. The! }oqy grows but one plant, it should be an ev- 
cut, perhaps, scarcely does justice to the sub-|er-blooming rose. It will thrive as well in the 
ject, but, nevertheless, seems to give a very | Common flower pot in the window of the poor, 

= 3 asin the richest vase of the conservatory of 
good idea of that beautiful flower. the wealthy ; and with the same care it flour- 

St WAGE eal Bass Ae ishes as well at the side of the humble cot as 
Mowine Lawns.—It is of the first import-| at the ingenious verandah of the palace. 

ance that the first mowing should be done as| When there were none but the yearly flow- 
early as possible in the sezson. If left to grow| ering rose, it was praised, worshipped, and 
long before the first cutting, the leaves get yel-| adored; orators lectured upon its virtues; 
low at the base, and at every cutting after the] scribes wrote of it, and poets sung of it; it |]! 
yellowness appears, totally destroying the fine | was strewed on the paths of the great and mer- 
green color which gives the lawn its chief at-|itorious as an emblem of adoration; it was 
traction. Where a first rate mowing is desired | wrought into wreaths and garlands to ornament 
it is best to roll the grass the day before cut- | the temples and thrones, and persons of kings; 
ting. The grass is then pressed all one way, | it garnished the bride and holy altar where 
and cut evenly, and any dirt or stones pressed | the ceremony of marriage was performed; it 
beneath the surface that would otherwise take | decked the festal boards on great occasions, 
the edge off the scythe. A good lawn-mower | and embalmed the remains of the dead; it was 
keeps his scythe very sharp. Some grind a/| planted on the remains of the worthy to record 
little before each regular set-to at mowing. | the virtues of the departed. When so much ; 
Those who are not accustomed to mowing| adulation and honor were bestowed upon the 
lawns should take but a few inches in width at| rose that flowered but one month in a year, i 
a time, so as not to “score.” With a little | what language is sufficient to chant the praise 
thought and judgment, any field mower can (of the one that now far surpasses it in beauty 

eee
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and fragrance, and gives us a continual feast | that are of one year’s growth; they, too, were 
of its gorgeous bloom and sweet perfume. affected in the same way. 

So various are the habits, colors, and sizes of e “ 
the ever-blooming rose, that it can make a di- In spading around them, we necessarily cut 
versified garden of itself, an creumcate) hedge: some of the roots; these have sprouted up.— 
for an enclosure, garnish and beautify the wal ., oy of unsightly buil dings, grow as dwarf bedding Are these sprouts good for ne or budding? 

plants, and as stately shrubs; clothe trellis | If they are, then we can replenish by propa- 
work for ornament, and arbors where we may | gating from these. 
rest and repose under its grateful shade and N inpetti Ee bit ‘be davinabl 
shelter, and feast upon its matchless fragrance. AM, BEPOMNE AEM, 'WOUN? 10 De SCyinB0le 

— to set upon the same land, or would it be bet- 

The Pear Blight. ter to select a new location? Would it be the 

Friexp Horr:—At your suggestion in the | most judicious way to set the pears on a plat 

April No. of the Farmer, on page 147, I will| by themselves, or intermix them with other 

give you a ore minute description of the Pear | fruit? Several of my trees that one year ago 

Blight that is infesting the trees in this locali- | last summer bore one and two bushels of pears 

ty. Ihave noticed accounts of it elsewhere, | apiece are nowdead. Itis an old saying that a 

so I suppose it is not a local infection. “bad beginning makes a good ending,” but I 

My trees, that were so much affected last | think that mine must be in inverse proportion, 

year with the blight, were planted on a high, | viz: a good beginning makes a bad ending. 

dry prairie soil, with a southern slope. The| If you, or any of the numerous readers of 

plat is occupied as a garden, not highly man-| the Farwen, can give us the true cause, and 

ured, but well cared for as to cultivation. It| then give us an antidote, it will be gratefully 

is usually spaded up in the spring and hoed | received by many who now look upon the fu- 

several times during the summer. ture prospects of pear culture as being doubt- 

The trees, from the time they were planted | ful and uncertain. I opine that the true cause 

out, have made a rapid and healthy growth; | of the disease is a virus in the atmosphere, | 
but the growth has not been so great but that | and that the only one that is able to apply an 

they have matured their wood in the fall, so | effectual remedy is ‘‘ He who doeth all things 

that they passed the ordeal of our severe win- | well.” H. W. Wotcorr. 

ters without killing. They have grown so fine-| Rosexpaue, April 13, 1863. 

ly and looked so healthy, till last summer, that oe oT = 

we looked upon them as the elles of the gar- ae roe 

den. The blight way not confined to any par-| A singular fact, worthy of being recorded, 
ee ie ld t ¢ it | W2S mentioned to us a few days since by Mr. 
jeular time; we could see new traces Of It) alexander Duke, of Albemarle. He stated 
from May till late in the fall. Some commenced | that while on a visit to a neighbor, his atten- 
lighti: Jy in th ing; others did not | tion was called to a large peach orchard, every 
eae wart tmidatertnee, ead ae late na cing | Te of Which was totally destroyed by the ra- 
commence till midsummer, and as late as the | vages of the worm, with the exception of three, 
middle of September. Some leaved out in the | and these were the most thrifty and flourishing 

spring and blossomed full, set for fruit, and peach trees that he ever saw. The only cause 
x of their superiority known to his host was an 

the fruit was half grown when they commenced | experiment made in consequence of observing 
blighting. Some two or three Bartletts made sre ee mn a wor reten. timber ae 

. which nails ha een driven were generally 

= grow trict tom or, trelye auches, ane then | sound. When his trees were about a year old, 
blossomed on the end of that growth, which set | he drove a ten-penny nail through the body as 

for fruit, that grew to the size of a butternut, | near the ground as possible. Whilst the bal- 
id thon tlichied: ance of his orchard had gradually failed, and || - 

pas ee ee finally yielded to the ravages of the worms, 
These trees were budded on the seedling | three of these trees, selected at random, treat- 

ar, and had been planted out eight or nine | ©4 precisely in the same manner, with the ex- 
Pent P 8 ception of nailing, had always been healthy, 
years. They were one year from the bud when | furnishing him at the very period with the 
they were planted out. I have some seedlings | greatest profusion of the most luscious fruit.
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It is supposed the salt of iron afforded by the} MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL 
nails is offensive to the worm, while it is harm- | — z 
less, perhaps even beneficial to the tree. A 
chemical writer on the subject says: A’ Good Opening for Eastorn and Transatlantic 

“The oxydation or rusting of the iron by Capital. 

the sap evolves ammonia, which, asthe sap/ (Circumstances of geographical location, of 
rises, will of course impregnate every particle trad - s = i 
of the foliage, and prove too severe a dose for | Physical configuration, of soil, of mineral de- 
the delicate palate of intruding insects.” posits, of immense supplies of timber, of in- 

The writer recommends driving half a doz-| exhaustible natural mechanical powers, and 
en nails into the trunk. Several experiments % 
of the kind resulted successfully. the westward tendency of the star of empire, 

ie = aryettnatea tas peas = Ae all conspire to enforce the conviction that the 
ANAGEMENT OF Fruit Trees.—Dr. Kenni- x, 

cott, in a late essay on this subject, makes the Gress Northwest, already the granary of the 
following remarks: He says, “a crop of rye, | World, is destined to become a leading section 
Desay eee - ee ina oS ee, 7 in the department of manufactures. 
worse than fire-blight or caterpillars ”’—tha * * 2 
fruit trees need ‘aa inuioh’ cultivation’as corn | 2° "8 hope is not to be realised, what moan 
and potatoes, not for one year or five, but for- | these miJlions of fertile acres, productive of 

ever, or as long as they bear fruit. Cultiva-| ail staples of food, and yet adapted, as is al- 
tion should not be continued late in summer, - 
for half-hardy trees, such as peaches, but the most no other portion of our vast country, to 

wood ullowed to harden and ripen. He says|the growth of the wool and flax essential to 

that, as commonly practiced, orchard trees| te manufacture of cloths and other textile 
need pruning about as much as cows’ horns; i E 
and that most of the shaping should be done fabrics? What mean our exhaustless mines 
in the nursery, or during the first three or four | of lead, iron, and copper,—our well-distribu- 
years. In the rich West he would apply no | «4 *, f at ighty ft 
manure to orchards till the trees had been years | ‘4 quarries of stone—our mighty forests of 
in bearing. He would spread it broadcast in | pine, and cedar, of oak, and ash, and hickory, 

autumn, not at the foot of the trunk, as is| and the other woods so extensively used in the 
sometimes done, and where the roots cannot ‘lai s z 
get it, Plow it under slightly in spring. building of houses and ships, and in every 

es branch of the mechanic arts ?—our numerous 

Remeby ror Barren Fruir Trees.—Some | and measureless water-powers, sufficient for a 
fruit trees will never produce any good fruit, la ill a 3 
and some will not bear even poor fruit. I had | World of mills and factories—our unexampled 
sayerpl such trees, and every effort failed to | facilities for easy water-communication with 
make them bear fruit, butthisone. We erect- 9 
ed a portable fence around each one, and kept Sista people on the glohe i “Argnck sit, Hhane 
@ pig or two in the enclosure. Four panels, | # Sure prophecy on our behalf? Or are we to 
about ae att of Bent beer ace continue henceforth and forever to produce 
were p) around the tree, and simply nail * nell; : es 
together at the corners. After the pigs had merely! > selling the — of our mining, our 
been in that pen about a month, they were re- | lumbering, and our agricultural enterprise to 
moved to anothertree. If this remedy fails to | the East and 2 
produce good fruit, after they have been well e.Hane ante the Ol ora 
manured and regratted, then let the trees be The answer will not long be doubtful. Wool- 

i down. Make a igs beard fence around | en cloths and linens, paints and oils, iron and 
plum trees, for young chickens, and keep them ji ipti 
there until they are old enough to run at large, CORDES ES) enaaes. of Sney SenCE RSD 
and see if they will not destroy or frighten agricultural implements, &c., will not always 
amay the corn ont thus rare - oer of | be manufactured for us by Eastern mechanics 7 

le ie experimen! + : ae Grentiaes goo ta aig et oon See a a ew cost of es 
past Se Pika ways, still further increased by half a dozen 

Barx-Wounps.—To protect bark-wounds | intermediate profits. 
against the decaying influences of the air, . : 
cover them with a thin coat of gum shellac, Factories are sure to be established as a ne- 
composed of one ounce of shellac dissolved in| cessity ere long, and it is our opinion that 
one quart of alcohol of 95 per cezt. strength. italists, either Ameri forei, 
The alcohol will soon evaporate and leave the a a x = ee ial i —— 
shellac coating dry and hard—but it should be | 2° do better with their money than to invest 
thin or it may crack and peel off. in certain branches of manufacturing even
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now. The saving of transportation would help WEST. 

them to compete with Eastern Manufacturers a ro tie ae 
who have longer been established, and — mataene eter Sy td oe 

ten years we may thus supply ourselves with | Cottons...00.00000. 783,000 1,209,403 1,391,987 

three-fourths of all the multitude of heavy ar- See tee roe 26a ae aes 

ficles we now purchase abroad. Pigs oe es vg ae ae MNO 
Already something has been done. Touch- | Steam engines... sro 3,625,317 8,233,876 . . - a ee Agricultural impl..... 2.02... 1/923,317 8,233,876 

ing this subject, an able writer in the Mferch-| Tron foundries... lc _ 3,880,887 _ 5,170,084 
ante’ Magazine thus remarks: Flours Tis, Beraeen Sosetoe 

«In the past ten years the West has, as we | Soap and candles....... 1,783,127 1,836,802 _5,707.187 
have shown, exceeded all other sections in “These figures indicate the nature of the 
prosperity. Population and capital have flow- | struggle that has been going on. Thus, arti- 
ed in upon her, developing productions which | cles like shoes and clothing, have not as yet 
have found a ready sale at good profits, while | flourished at the West under the severe com- 
by means of the railroads the whole Western | petition of the East, although the West has the 
country has participated in the general pros- | advantage in respect to raw materials. But in 
perity. Now the population has grown some- | the heavier articles, like iron, furniture, agri- 
what in excess of the number which cah read- | cultural implements, steam engines, etc., which 
ily be supported from agriculture, even if| are protected at the West by the cost of trans- 
possessed of a large foreign market, and, as| portation of the materials, the increase there 
formerly in the East so at present in the West, | has far outstripped the progress of the same 
manufactures are growing up and are succeed- | branches at the East. These figures also in- 
ing, even in spite of the advantages of capital | dicate that all branches of manufactures are 
and long experience of the East. The census | organized and ready for expansion. At such 
gives us the following figures in relation to the | a moment war supervenes and closes the door 
progress of the West in that direction: to much of the usual trade of that region, by 

Population. No. factories. Capital. | cutting off the Southern outlets. The employ- 
Eastern States...... 10,580,840 71,878 $721,679,206 | ments of Western capital come to an end, and 
Western Btates.-- ee “mn aed enterprise is turned in the direction of manu- 

= ay : _| factures at the very moment when cotton, the 
Eastern States... $08 Ter ak3 Joe oot g1,doe 08 oes raw material for $106,000,000 of Eastern 
Western States... 224,257,494 222,325 390,411,042) manufactures, is no longer available, and the 

“Thus it appears that the value per head of | flax and wool of the West are becoming the 
manufactures at the West is $46, and at the | materials for clothing. 
East $122, and that the West produces nearly “Thus the golden period for the West has 
one-third as much as the Eastern and Middle | arrived; the East no longer having the ad- 
States. But the productions are of a coarser | vantage over her, and the usual employment 
description, as is evident from the fact that at | for capital being cut off to a great extent, we 
the West the raw materials are 60 per cent of | shall soon find her expanding in this new di- 
the value produced, while at the East they are | rection and furnishing not only food but cloth- 
but 50 per cent. These manufactures at the | ing for the world. Her fertile soil, aided by 
West, it must be remembered, have grown up| machinery, can, with the same amount of 
without any protection from the vast competi-| manual labor, furnish a larger surplus of food 
tion of New England Capital, although that} than any other region; while her raw materi- 
competition has been far more direct and ef-| als, her minerals, her water-courses, and her 
fective than was that ef foreign goods against | railroads all combine with cheap food to make 
New England at the close of the war in 1812. | the West the region for the cheapest possible 
The principal kinds of manufactures produced | production of manufactures. The fruits of 
East and West, have been as follows, accord- | her rich soil will then find a market, not only 
ing to the same authority : directly but also in the shape of goods. Eng- 

. BAST. land now imports food and material from the 
Capital. Valu West, and, combining them with English labor, 

1860 1850 1sco | furnishes goods for the supply of the world. 
Boots and shoes...... $20,019,039 $46.723.572 $77,355,368 | The Eastern States nave also in the same way 
—— orate sesocies amnrnoee gained great wealth. But now the West is 
Clotuing.............. 17,471,504 87/837,501  §1/618'292 | about to do that business for herself—combin- 
Sewing Machines... 1,344,050 syreore, _6,416,560 | ing her own labor, material and food, and 
ce ee TOTO thereby becoming the ceritre of manufactures.” || 
Bteamengines......... cise. 28,520,733 92'937/361 eee tee Agricultural impl.... 2. 4,184,232 8\249/281 ; 
Tron froundries....... ses... 14,683,600 20,871,310 b@s It is said that if bricks are dipped in { 
Floutecscesres “i téranoes o'aotngs | Water before being laid in the wall, the mor- 

Soap and candles..... 8,816,958 7,940,632 10,458,542 | tar will adhere better. i 
a a hg 

.
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A New Design of a Spring or Dairy House. | found equal if not superior to one of bricks or 
eae stones. 

BY J. WILKINSON, LANDSCAPE GARDENER AND nae i" 
The ventilation should be effected in the 

ee eee manner I shall describe, whatever may be the 

I constructed a spring-house during the sum- baie stoma Se aes S a ey 
mer of 1841, which has been very much ad- hi rn eit icat th rigimal idea, ‘a 
mired, and believing it to be very perfect in i ene aah incate 4 “ ae of ee ae 
principle, I will describe it for the benefit of | '™ ee ere - BEF, OF. ae Ke ne 
your readers. This house is for a small dairy; Sa om Th eco ei aa oo ay es iL 
it will accommodate but twenty pans or crocks, | ?™ ben ilk ? ti ee bin Shoes ean c= 
that are fifteen inches in diameter each, though oe cau a 1: hoe Mekal tha fetter eis oe 

ata oapaoity, Ma yate eee eset noue inerese: Lies the lanaeeantae of the building ‘below 
og the sixe Gt ieee re peacing. another | that of the air without it in summer, the ‘sea- sink for water twelve inches above the one I Wiléithe' daisy huude’ia used Hence 

hell desctibesaa gm ee congue S80 mal ther will bea citonlation doeneaed if en ner, and allowing the water to flow into the =e mines fer’ ovenlalion both’ aby a 
uppermost one first, thence to the lower one. is : eee aon Omnis or 
The building is circular, ten feet in diameter | ee 
on the inside, and has a ten feet ceiling. I provide the lower escapes for air, by in- 

The wall may be of brick or stone. If ot setng ty building of the are cree 
brick, it need pe but nine inches thick; if of | 8 eitmeune Slane Graining tiles, equally 
stone, eighteen inches thick. spaced around the building. The tiles should 

. | Bot project within or without the walls, and 
The floor to be cemented on the earth. The | should be set just below the sink. There 

building to be located below the spring, 80 | should be a space of one inch between the in- 
that the water will flow through a pipe to the |ner wall and the sink, that the air may have 
height of two feet nine inches above the floor | free passage over and behind the sink, to the 

_ of the dairy room. The water is received in- | openings in the wall, and to prevent the heat 
to one end and discharged at the other end of | from being conducted from the wall to the 
the sink in which the pans of milk are set. fae The eaves of the roof should project 

The sink is the shape of a horse-shoe, the | two feet six inches, and the boards with which 

opening at the heel being placed in front of |e projection is ceiled on the under side, 
the door. should be laid with a space of three-eighths of 

: . as 2 é an inch between them, as these are the ingress | } 
It is of iron, eighteen inches wide at the top, openings for air. By this aeiupeient tha 

and thirteen inches at the bottom, and twenty- | 95.5. taken into the space between the roof 

six feet long. and the ceiling of the room, where all dust 
It is supported on iron brackets, set in the |that may be floating in it will be deposited 

wall of the building, two feet six inches from | before it descends into the dairy through the 
the floor, and being circular in form, and sur- | opening in the centre of the ceiling, where the 
rounding the interior of the building, is most | air is admitted through an ornamental iron 
conveniently located. lattice, two feet in diameter. 

In the absence of both bricks and stones, it} In the downward passage of the air towards 
may be a double frame building, with an air | the egress openings, it is required to pass over 
space between the two frames. In the use of |all the milk in the sink, equally, which is of 
a frame building, it should be constructed by | great importance. 

laying two foundation walls, with a four-inch | 4 cireular marble table is set in the middle 
air space between oe eeen cet Se of the room on a single iron column, set in the 
at least two feet below the surface of the | ment floor. Onthis table the milk is skimmed 
ground, as it is at that point that the heat is andthe Butter worked: 
conducted into the building more than at any i cs ? 
other. The outer foundation wall should be| This location of the table in the centre of 
laid at least eight inches above the surface of | the space surrounded by the sink, it will be 
the ground. seen, is as convenient as it can be, as none of 

. the pans are to be moved more than two and a 
The floor should be built the same as in the half feet oor from the table 

brick or stone structure. re RS 

The exterior of the building may be lathed |, 7 he Duiding being entirely sbove ground, = : milk wu 
and plastered, or sided with boards. In either avoided © fi P 

case, the side of the outer studs should be| ‘Phe cost of a building constructed of stone, 
lathed and plastered before the inner ones are of the dimensions, and with all the appurte- 

erected, and the interior should beneatly plas- | nances described, finished in a neat and work- 
tered and lime-washed. man-like manner, is $225.—@ermantown Tel- || 

If arranged thus, this’ building will be | egraph.
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SCIENCE, ART, STATISTICS. = ae 

The Craig Microscope. | i : 

We cannot interest the curious, inventive, P| ley 

and knowledge-loving portion of the commu- bal 1 

nity more than by giving them a description fas ha . 
of a new microscope, lately patented and in- i i) 

troduced into public notice. It is, indeed, a Ys Sse eae 

new revelation to the natural vision, and opens 4 ay = 

up and extends indefinitely the field of obser- J pe — 

vation and investigation. It is thus described LM = 
by one who has used it and who knows its Gs ones 

merits : eS 

«This beautiful and useful instrument was | oy in the “Craig Microscope,” an instru- 

patented on the 18th day of February last: | mont which requires neither skill nor experi- 
The microscope, as the reader is aware, is 8M | ence, and but very little time and patience, to 

instrument used to manenity munnte objects ; it | make numerous examinations of microscopic 

reveals whole races of living beings which the objects, Although it has but one lens, yet its 

unaided eye has never seen, and enables us to shape and composition are new, and practical- 

behold the wonderful beauty and adaptation ly it stands midway between ae simple and 

to the purposes for which they were intended, compound microscope; and the serious obsta- 

of the most minute parts of animal and vege- | oles, named above, to the general use of either 

table organizations. No field of inquiry is| o¢ those instruments, are obviated in this new 

more inviting and promises a richer harvest microscope. The lens is neatly mounted in 

than that which is opened up by the micro-| , rq rubber, at the summit of the instrument ; 

scope, and few departments of education are the stand is either of brass or rubber, about ‘ 

more important and interesting than this. five inches high; the focus is on the under or 

“There are two kinds of microscopes, de-| flat surface of the lens, the object glass is 

nominated simple and compound. In a simple | placed immediately beneath the lens, and, two 

microscope we look directly at an object | or three inches below this, there is a mirror to 

through a single lens, whereas in a compound | reflect the light on the under surface of the 

microscope there are two glasses—one near | object and lens. The magnifying power of 

the object and the other near the eye—and the | this instrument is greater than that of the 

focus is adjusted by changing the position of | cheapest compound microscope, and in fact is 

one of the glasses. So much time, skill, and | just about the power most frequently required 

patience are required to use a compound mi- | in making microscopic examinations, and the 

croscope, that it has never come into popular | inventor has had the good sense to offer it to 

use, notwithstanding the wonderful interest | the public at a very low price—simply two 

which attaches to microscopic investigations. | dollars. 

The simple microscope, if of a high power, «There is no end to the objects suitable for a 

can be used with but very little satisfaction | microscopic examination—they are innumera- 

and comfort, owing to the fact that both the | ble. Take, for illustration, a common house- 

object and the eye must be very near the lens, | fly. Now, the reader must not expect to be } 

and it is difficult to get and retain the focus | able to place a whole fly in the focus of a mi- 

during the examination, as every one is aware | croscope which magnifies one hundred diame- 

|| who has attempted to use the little lens set in | ters, for the field is not large enough—the 

a plate of silver or other metal. But we have higher the power the smaller the field of
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vision—if a whole fly could be magnified one | and new beauties. Every insect may be ex- 

hundred diameters, a full-grown turkey could | amined in the same way, for no two are alike 

apparently stand in his shadow, but this is im- | even in the same parts, and some have addi- 

possible. To examine large opaque objects a tional organs. ‘The bee has his sting, the 

simple magnifying-glass should be used; of roach and cricket their antennie, or feelers; 

course this has but a limited power. In order | all very beautiful objects when viewed through 

that a microscope may be used for this pur-| the microscope. Hair, wool, fur, feathers, 

pose, it must be a compound instrument, and| silk, linen, scales from a butterfly’s wing, 

have a separate glass to condense the rays of| small seeds, thin slices of orange, lemon, or 

light on the upper surface of the opaque ob- apple-peel, or of the surface of a strawberry, 

ject, so as to render it visible, and then only a| are only a few of the multitude of interesting 

minute portion of the object can be seen at| objects. Liquids are very readily examined 

once. To be able to use such an instrument, | by the aid of this microscope. The globules 

with any satisfaction, requires an amount of! of the blood, milk, and pus may beseen; also, 

skill, patience, and experience possessed by but | the animalculw of stagnant water, and the 

few scientific meneven. The microscope, then | eels in vinegar. Sugar or salt, partially dis- 

as an instrument for popular use, is intended | solved, or dissolving, presents a beautiful ap- 

to examine either very minute objects, or such | pearance; and when dissolved and the water 

as are at least sufficiently transparent for the| allowed to evaporate on the lens, the wonder- 

light to shine through them. But to return to ful manner in Which crystals form may be wit- 

the fly. First, we have his feet; we haveall| nessed. 

noticed the ease with which he walks on the| «A fine assortment of microscopic objects, 

ceiling with his feet up, and we, perhaps, have | with a microscope, furnishes a chaste and ele- 

wondered at this, but the microscope reveals | gant entertainment for friends and neighbors, 

two small sharp claws. But how can he walk! young and old, far more interesting and‘ in- 

on the under surface of smooth glass? surely | structive than stereoscopic views, and at a less 

his claws can be of little Service to him here; expense. The stercoseope can only be used 

but on examination we find that he has two! with a given set of pictures or views, but this 

pads, or spongy bodies, between the claws,| microscope can be used to view innumerable 

which enable him to adhere to smooth surfa-| objects, of the most beautiful form and color, 

ces. Remove his proboscis, and place it be-| which the unaided eye can never see, and 

neath the lens, and it will be found to be a which cost nothing. In this microscope, then, 

wonderful and beautiful object. Shave off the we have a scientific instrument adapted to pop- 

front part of one of the eyes, wash itin a drop | ular use, and so simple that a child can use it, 

of water, and then examine it, and you will) and so cheap as to be within the reach of all. 

find a multitude of small eyes through which} |, The mi lik bok, 1 

the insect looks in different directions, for his e microscope, like = book, spy-g'9s8, 

ee - a telescope, &c., should be found in every school 

eyes are stationary. “Examine his wings, for 
house and college, as one of the means and fa- 

they are worth looking at, although not as| _.. 2 

< cilities for thorough and complete education. 

beautiful as those of the black wasp and many i 

2 But the microscope likewise makes one of the 

other insects. Next, shave off his face and if . ‘ . 

ects 2 5 Fe best, mest interesting, and instructive means 

examine it, and you will find it a beautiful ob- ¢ : is 

. alae “ of entertainment in the family at home.” 

ject. Beneath his wing you will find a small 

scale, or wing, which will pay for the trouble We mentioned having received one of these 

of an examination. So we may examine ev- beautiful little instruments, in the May No., 

ery part of the fly, which is either very minute but at that time we had not been able to give 

or sufficiently transparent for the light to it a careful examination. To-day we have giv- 

shine through it, and discover new wonders! en it several tests, and feel bound to say that 

ee
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we have been delighted with the result. The | days of Montagu and St. John to those of Can- 
farmer who o.ten wishes to examine the insects | "ing and Peel. You need not stop there, but 

es 5 is . come down to the time of Lord Derby, and my 
which infest his crops, will derive great pleas-| Right Honorable friend the Chancellor of the 
ure from the use of it; while the younger| Exchequer. Has it not always been the case 

members of the family will find it an unfailing | that the men who were first in the competition 
f a thisuuedik and of the schools have been the first in the com- 

source of amusement ‘an petition of life? Look also to India. The 
amusement. ablest man who ever governed India was War- 

By referring to the inventor's advertisement | ren Hastings ; and was he not in the first rank 
those interested will learn the remarkable |®t Westminster?  Thevablest civil servant I ee ever knew in India was Sir Charles Metcalfe; 
terms on which it is sold. and was he not a man of the first standing at 

eee | Eton? The most distinguished member of the 
EDUCATIONAL. aristocracy who ever governed India was Lord 

2 oun eee ___ | Wellesley. What was his Eton reputation ? oa 5 eae akan Hck RE ee: What was his Oxford reputation ? 
— “If there be in this world a trying test of 

To a member of Parliament who had inti- | the fitness of men for the competition of active 
‘|| mated that a University education unfitted | life, and of the strength and acuteness of their 

young men for the practical duties of life, Hon. | practical faculties, it is to be found in the con- 
1. B. Macauley made the following reply : tests of the English bar. Look at Lord Mans- 

“If 1 understand the opinions imputed to| field, Lord Eldon, Lord Stowell, Sir Vicary 
that noble lord, he thinks the proficiency of a| Gibbs, Lord Tenterden and Lord Lyndhurst. 
young man in those pursuits which constitute | Take either the common law or the equity bar. 
a liberal education is not only no indication| The present Lord Chief Baron was senior 
that he is in after-life to make a distinguished | wrangler; Mr. Baron Aldersen was senior 
figure, but that it positively raises a presump- | wrangler; Mr. Justice Maule was senior wrang- 
tion that in after-life he will be overcome in| ler; Mr. Baron Parke was eminently distin- 
those contests which then take place. I un-| guished at the university for his classical and 

derstand that the noble lord is of opinion that | mathematical attainments; Mr. Baron Platt 
young men gaining distinction in such pursuits | was a wrangler; and Mr. Justice Coleridge 

are likely to turn out duilards, and utterly un-| was one of the most eminent men of his time 
fit for the contests of active life; and Iam not|at Oxford. Then take the equity bar. The 
sure that the noble lord did not say that it | Lord Chancellor was a wrangler; Lord Justice 
would be better to make boxing or cricket a | Sir George Turner was high in the list of wrang- 
test of fitness than a liberal education. lers; all the three Vice Chancellors were 

«I must say that it seems to me that there | wranglers; Sir Lancelot Shadwell was a wrang- 

never was a fact better proved by an immense | ler, {and a very distinguished scholar; my 
mass of evidence, by an experience almost un- | friend Sir James Parker was a high wrangler, 
varied, than this: that men who distinguish | and a distinguished mathematician. Can we 
themselves in their youth above their contem-| suppose that it was by mere accident they ob- 
poraries in academic competition almost always | tained their high positions? Is it possible not 
keep to the end of their lives the start they | to believe that these men maintained through 
have gained in the earlier part of their career. | life the start which they gained in youth? And 
This experience is so vast that I should as soon | is it an answer to these instances to say that 
expect to hear any one question that arsenic is | you can point—as it is desirable you should be 
poison, or that brandy is intoxicating. Take | able to point—to two or three men of great 

the very simplest. ‘lake down in any library | powers, who, having neglected the struggle 
the Cambridge Calendar. There you have the | when they were young, have afterward exerted 
list of honors for a hundred years. Look at | themselves to retrieve lost time, and have some- 
the list of wranglers, and of junior optimes, | times overtaken and surpassed those who had 
and I will venture to say that for one man who | got far in advance of them? Of course, there 

has in after-life distinguished himself among | are such exceptions. Most desirable is it that ft 
the junior optimes you will find twenty wrang- | there should be, and that they should be noted, 
lers. Take the Oxford Caiendar: look at the | in order to encourage men who, after having 
list of first-class men, and compare them with | thrown away their youth, from levity or love 
an equal number of men in the third class, and | of pleasure, may be inclined to throw their || _ 
say in which list you find the majority of men | manhood after it, in despair; but the general 
who have distinguished themselves in after-| rule is, beyond all doubt, that which I have 
life. But is not our history full of instances | laiddown. It is this: that those men who dis- 
which prove this fact? Look at the Church, | tinguish themselves most in academical com- 
the Parliament, or the Bar. Look to the Par-| petition, when they are young, are the men 
liament from the times when Parliamentary | who, in after-life, distinguish themselves most 
Government began in this country—from the | in the competition of the world.”
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THE HOME. Children’s Summer Clothing. | 

SSS Sa For summer wear, the garments of children 

The Beautiful River. should be loose and light, and fitted so that the 
—— shoulders, which are the natural support of the 

ee et clothing, may perform their duty without any 
cocoa hindrance. For this reason, children should e di h > 

Tae the oriausoning taresneld of ae er ee never be clothed in those very low-necked 
And I thought that the glow through the “azure-arched | dresses which are so common, and which are 

Span apt to be cut lower than ever in the summer, ‘Was a glimpse of Heaven. F ; ? 
on canes ee rere eee in order to have the child cool and comforta- 

We had nothing todo but tolove eid. to dros ble asis said. There is no reason why one 
a ihe Gare etree Ror eee part of the body should be left sweltering un- 

meee the same days though they bear the same | .. s.ch a mass of clothing as is usually fast- 
With the old ones I shall welcome no more. ened about the waist, while another portion 

f equally delicate is left entirely exposed. The 
Bat may te eee eens undue perspiration produced from those parts 
When ee years shall forget the Decembers they wore, | of the body which are overclothed, will so open 

And the shroud shail be woven, no, never! the pores as to render the exposed parts far 
Ine twilight like that, Jenny June for a bride. pestde, {more liable to cold from draughts of air, or 

As we gazed on the river unrolled, changes of temperature than they would other- 
— neers os aap tot er mas pels wise be. A long-sleeved and low necked apron 
Ne Soe ee Ce So is undoubtedly the most sensible upper gar- 
Jenny June, then I said, let us linger no more ment that can be worn by a child either winter 

On the banks of the Beautiful River— or summer. It my be made ot lighter mate- 
a kad we'll wesliae Heaven pa iee: eee Tial for warm weather, and the under garments 

If the ungel on duty our coming descries, thinned out as far as comfort demands. 

[Siac eeaeee or Hoven oh 
‘And the vontry shall say, “Welcome back to the skies; | INFLUENCE OF Moriers.—John Randolph 

‘We have long been a-waiting for thee.” never ceased, till his dying day, to remember, 
with unutterable affection, the pious care of his 

Oh! how sweetly sho spoke, ere she uttered ® word, | mother, in teaching him to kneel at her side, 
An tar tonertika tne reser 2's dong we once heara, | and, with his little hands pressed together,and 

As she whispered, “ That way is not Heaven’s; raised upward to repeat, in slow and measured 
_ For the River that runs by the realm of the Blest accent, the pattern prayer. 

Bee eer ee “My mother,” said Mr. Benton, not long 
For it glides on in shadow beyond the world’s west, before he died, ‘‘asked me not to drink liquor, 

Till it breaks into beauty and bliss.” and I pate ie She desired me at another 
time to avoid gaming, and Inever knew acard. 

Iam lingering yet, but I linger alone, : 
On the banteot that Bostifal River. She hoped I would never use tobacco, and it 

"Tis the twin of that day, but the wave where itshone | never persed my lips. 
Bears tne willow tree's shadow forever. Not long ago, the Rev. Dr. Mills, in one of 

peau > SOE LR his powerful appeals to mothers to consecrate 
ee their children to the ministry of the Gospel, 
ae said:—*‘A youth, after great deliberation, and 

The dandelion Sowers ware Bright with the knowledge that his mother desired him 
‘Through all the month of May; to be aclergyman, decided at last to become a 

Like little rus with yells let es lawyer; and, soon after, his mother inquired 
ilgili sa a gag of him, in a tone of deep and tender interest, 
east ete a PSE “My son, what have you decided todo?’ ‘To 

But flowers must wither, after all ; study law, mother.’ She only replied, ‘I had 
a a an, hoped otherwise;’ and her convulsive sobbing 
Each tufted with a downy ball, told the depth of her disappointment. ‘Doyou 

In the thick grass of June. think,’ said he, ‘I could go into the law over 
‘The children came, with eager quest, my mother’s tears?? He considered the case, 

To pluck them where they grew; and has long been an able and efficient clergy- 
They sought each little downy crest, man. 
one ee a ane All that Leigh Richmond was, he attributed 

The baby seedlings blew. a oo ‘i * < f 
to the simplicity and propriety with which his 

ee A Saas mother endeavored to win his attention, and 
I look to see your heads of tow store his memory with religious truths, when 
All nodding in a sleepy row, yet almost an infant. 

‘Within the cottage door, ; Ob! Christian mothers would but wake up to 
Sleep on; there comes » sliding guest the use of their powers and their influences, a 

‘On your white low; Samuel might rise out of every family, and Thi h, and south, and east, and west— ; : > 
None but the Friend that loves you slots pf 7 Richmonds be numbered by thousands. 

Can say where you will go. —Hall’s Journal of Health. 

EE
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The Baby. DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

Another littl eens 
‘Upon the sea of life; An Ode to Lamb. 
Another soul to save, — 

‘Amid the toil and strife. Hind quarters of the type of innocence 

To more litte feet Whether with pens and mint I must dpenee, 
To walk the dusty road; nd thus enjoy thee in the fullest sense— 

To choose where two paths mect, ‘That is the question. 
‘The narrow and the broad. ese laey 

zs Rear section of young mutton—tender food— 
Two more little hands Just in the dawi of graefed {iey-hood— 

‘To work for good or ill; Dainties like thee should not be served up nude, 
‘Two more little eyes, | But graced with all the trimming understood, 
Another little will. | ‘To help digestion. 

Another heart te love, | ‘Then boil the peas—the fragrant mint prepare— 
io Be thou, prime joint! not overdone, nor rare, 
wh thing of oud ‘sal pains Concoct the gravy with exceeding care, 

{Providence Journat, | When alle ready, serve shal! be thére— 
Re Se , 

_A Tovenixe Ixcrpent.—The war has given pee peek) nian op a ee 
birth to many gems of poetry, patriotim, hu-| ‘Three slices midway of the leg be mine— 
morous and pathetic, illustrative of the spirit | Then put the rest away—for very fine 

and varied impressions of the times. A volume Is cold roast lamb! 
compiled from the newspapers of the day, would Sr ee | 
prove a rich contribution to the military liter- Something Quite too Good for Sinners. 

ature of the country. I send.below a touching iW dnb se ki 
morceau, from an unknown pen, copied from| or the following recipe for making a most 

the Philadelphia a in, suggested by an| delectable dessert, we are indebted to Miss 
affecting scene in one of the army hospitals. A]... \ 

brave lad of sixteen years, belonging to a New Nellie M. Hayes, of Palmyra. It has nee 

England regiment, mortally wounded at Fred-| good fortune, many times, to prove its high 

ericksburg, and sent to the Patent Office Hos- . : nd we 
pital in Washington, was anxiously looking for a “nd prepared by ae ne amber ‘ 

the coming of his mother. As his last hour | give it as our impartial opinion that no delica- 

approached and his sight grew dim he mistook cy of the kind was ever so delicious. Try it, 
a sympathetic lady who was wiping the cold, : ‘ally: cool 
clammy perspiration from his forehead, for the all ye lovers of things especially good. . 

expected one, and with a smile of joy lighting ALMOND CREAM. 
up his pale face, whispered tenderly, ‘‘ Isthat 
mother ??’ ‘ Then,” says the writer, “draw-| Blanch and pound twenty bitter almonds; 

ing her towards him with all his feeble} 5, tablespo: of corn starch, diluted with a 

strength, he nestled his head in her arms like oe a he one a alk lightly salted ; 

a sleeping infant, and thus died with the sweet little milk; one quart of milk slightly ; 

word ‘mother’ on his quivering lips.’” let it heat slowly. When scalding hot, put in 
“IS THAT MOTHER ?” ag rn 

pay Erato ti, OR IER the pounded almonds, ES stir in me col 

Asshe sung my cradle hymn— starch as rapidly as possible, and pour into a 
| Kneeling there in tears before me! ri cs 

| Say?—ay sight is growing dim. mould. Any deep earthen dish will answer. 

| cose = ee ee . Frosting.—Beat the, whites of five eggs thor- 

| To her pet boy dying slowly oughly, then add six tablespoons of white su- 
Of war’s battle wounds and ills? ‘ ick 

gar. Pour over the cream and put in a quic 
Mother! oh we bravely battled— 8 . 

Battled till the day was done; oven for a few moments, or until the frosting 
While the leaden hail storm rattled— myles 
Man to man and gun to gun. is slightly brown. | gally 

| But we failed—and I am dying— SSS ERT ML TAB 

Dying in my boyhood’s yeas, Wheat Coffee. 
‘There—no weeping—self-denying, es 

| bgaceaaee «i ayo al During a short visit to Chester county last 

| re eat ve acing tact week, I received some information pees 
| Tess in my ead ; i 

| Si a the use of wheat as a substitute for coffee, |} 

| ‘Sifias me, mother, ere i'm dead, which I have found so useful that I feel bound 
| — Se to do my part in imparting the knowledge to 

Ancrstry.—It is with antiquity as with an-| others, especially to those living in agricultu- 

cestry, nations are proud of the one, and indi-|ral regions. I tried the recipe immediately on : 

viduals of the other; but if they are nothing | my return, and no one at the table was able to 

In themselves, that which is their pride ought | detect the difference. : 
to be their humiliation— Colton. | [take about two pounds of wheat, seald it, 

OEE eee
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to assist the bursting of the grain, throw it in- | consumptive on sitting down, unless counter- 
to a colander to drain; when dry, put it into | acted by an effort or will; hence parents should 
a dripping pan, and brown it exactly as if it} regard such a position in their children with 
were coffee. On one or two occasions I have | apprehension, and should rectify it at once.— 
mixed a teaspoonful of ground coffee through | Hall’s Journal of Health. 
the quantity of wheat intended for the table, aii ty 
and it would puzzle any one to detect the de- TTH’S CORNT 

ception. 7, YOUTH’S CORNER. 

As this information may be of use to those SS 
who would otherwise be deprived of their ac- An Attempt to Catch a Shark. 
customed cup of coffee in these days of high Lote an 
taxes and high treason, may I ask you to give| When within four or five hundred miles of 

it a place in your valuable paper? New York, on one of the warmest and bright- 
Economist. 

est days of the season—the water as smooth 

HEALTH AND DISEASE. as glass—a half dozen wicked looking sharks 

ee eens came swimming alongside and were quite 

Bodily Carriage. around us, although we were steaming along 

Instead of giving all sorts ot rules about at the rate of 12 miles an hour, and were evi- 

tia oo ae La are A oe dently determined that something should hap- 
ody, and holding the shoulders back, all o: 

whieh are icapacticable to many, because soon pen... The whole compeny CR nsseen ces: were 
forgotten, or of a feeling of awkwardness and | on deck or leaning over the gunwales to get a 
discomfort which procures a willing omission ; | good view of them, when the sauciness of one 
all that is necessary to secure the object is to . ‘ . 
hold up the head and move on, letting the toes | 0" ‘Wo who, with great goggle eyes turning up- 
and shoulders take care of themselves. Walk| ward to the four hundred faces above them, 
with the chin but slightly above a horizontal | seemed to insist that some of us should fall in- 
line, or with your eye directed to things a lit- Gs fs 
tle higher than your own head. In this way | ¢ their jaws, induced us to see whether we 

you walk properly, pleasantly, and without | could not overmatch them. 

any feeling of restraint or awkwardness. A man was despatched to the first officer for 
If any one wishes to be aidedinsecuring| _~ PI < ie 

this habitual carriage of body, accustom your- | his consent and the use of his great steel hook 

self to carryisalg hands behind Hau, ene hand | and chain; another went to the cook room for 
rasping the opposite wrist. nglishmen are a & 

sdmired the world over for their full chests, | ® »!S2emp of pork, and there was a great stir 
and broad shoulders, and sturdy frames, and | everywhere on board. Finally all things were 

manly bearing. ‘This position of body is a fa-| ready and the baited hook was tossed over- 
vorite with them, in the simple promenade in 7 7 
the garden or gallery, in attending ladies along] 8d! Quick as a flash one of the sharks 
a crowded street, or in public worship. turned towards it and we were all in high glee 

Many persons spend a large part of their! the ladies scattering off to the other end of 
| waking existence in the sitting position. A Z 3 s 
| single rule, well attended to, in this connection | ‘he ship as hurriedly as if we were already 
| woul est SSealehlablexalue to eee aight dragging the monster on deck. But then, like 

backs, a little inclining backwards, and sit a sensible shark, he stopped to take the sober 
with the lower portion of the body close against | second thought, and rather concluded that lump : 
the back of the chair atthe seat; any one who| of meat didn’t quite resemble the man he ex- 
tries it will observe in a moment a grateful ee eet 
support to the whole spine. And we see no pected for his dinner ; and so he stopped in his 

reason why children should not be taught from | course. But the pork went on, and would soon 
the beginning to write, and sew, and knit, in|}. out of his reach. That wouldn’t do at all: 
a position requiring the lower portion of the &, 5: “i 5 5 f 
body and the shoulders to touch the back of | #nd again, swift as lightning almost, he dash- 
the chair ail the time. 1 ed atit. Again his reflections stopped him, 

| . A very common position in sitting, especial-} 
| ly ganie men, is Fith the phoahiess apa but only, for s moment;, once, more he. darted, 
| the chair back, with a space of several inches | and—we had him! 
between the chair back and the lower portion | Now there was a scampering in earnest. He 
of the spine, giving the body the shape of a 
half hoop ; it is the instantaneous, instinctive | W*S #°t one of the largest, but would probably 
and almost universal position assumed by any | measure fifteen to twenty feet in length; quite
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large enough for our purpose. As soon as he| have a week of five days, named from what || 

found there was no end to the other end of the they, iopnnider, tha are o ements, iron, wood, || 

bacon he had swallowed, his sharkship began ” a eee eee aed j 

to dash about and flounder, until the sea was The Spider's Industry. 
: : = a I 

all in # foam on that side-of-the ship. A room in a house of one of the principal 
Haul away! my brave tars, and all ye ex-/ ecclesiastics in Oporto was set apart for the re- 

cited, half-frightened passengers! Pullaway,|°¢Ption of a quantity of maize, or Indian 
od 8 z P : 8 va corn, which had been threshed out. It is well for there’s a load with a will at the other end. | known that each of these grains of wheat 

Be ready, too, with the axes and long-handled | must be, at least, as heavy as three or four 

knives, or we are all gone in a minute! There Siece of our common wheat. On visiting 
7 e z this room one day, its owner perceived a grain 

he comes! rolling his terrible goggle eyes, | of the maize suspended from the ceiling of the 
gnashing the chain, and looking like a demon | room by a single thread thrown out by a spi- 

¢ rill cB sae tea tanta iat sie der, and which was, from time to time, gradu- 
PEupeneonnon ts Te ¥ Co the crew at the! sily but slowly drawn upwards. Surprised at 
rope all suddenly fall backward? The rope| this very unusual sight, he invited several per- 
has broken, and that’s the matter! Sharkie | Sons to witness it, and amongst o:hers my three 
: ss .s : ,|informants. What the mctives of the spider 
is again in the deep, pork, hook, chainandall! | yore, in endeavoring to secure this heavy 
A general exclamation of ‘Oh pshaw!” and | grain of wheat, and draw it up to its nest on 

the sport is over. Henceforth that shark will the ceiling, I will not attempt to account for, 
a r , | 28 it is so contrary to the usual habits of these 

undoubtedly plow the brine on /is own hook! | interesting insects; but it is a curious fact, 
aoe aaa aT ae that a single thread thrown out from the body 

Tur Days or THE Week.—The division of| of a spider should be able to bear the weight 
time into periods of seven days each wasin use | jt did.—E. Jesse, in Once 2 Week. 
among the ancient Egyptians and Hebrews, 
and is borrowed by the latter from the Mosaic | ~~ Ra a 
account of creation. If according to some| {& 
modern philosophers, that account is of uncer- ie 
tain origin, a mere oriental myth, then every € 
successive week as it comes is an unexplained 6 FS Se A 
phenomenon. Both Christians and Mohamme- fi) * 5 Wa, 

dans adopted this division from the Hebrews; | eae ee ae bit 
the Greeks and Romans received it with the Co" age SS Sin hs 
introduction of Christianity after the reign of | (SS nae Ss Ma AW 
Theodosius. The names of the successive —= = “ene <a} 
days were those of the seven heavenly bodies ne <a - aot, mh 
with which the old Egyptian astronomers were our FLAG IS ©* “Gua 
most familiar; the sun, the moon, and five ieee ny | 
planets, which, however, they did not name as =) | want ‘ 
we do in order of their nearness to the sun, ee 
but successively as Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, 
Venus and Saturn. This institution of the 
week, though originating in the Old Testa- 
ment and propagated in the New, spread much WAR MI SCE L LAN ¥ . 
further and faster than the truths on whieh it | ——————_—_—_——— 
was built; the Roman names of the planets The Charge of Murat at Eylau. 

s and of the days over which they presided were = ae 
those of their own divinities, ae the Teuton-| It is at Eylau, says the historian, that Mu- 
ic nations from which we descend, while they | rat al ra in hi t terribl ot. 
retained the sun and the moon, substituted, B0 EER On sang: waa fos bs weanae 
for the other five days, the corresponding This battle, fought in mid-winter, in 1807, was 

names of their own mythology. Hence,. our| the most important and bloody one that had 
English week is an early Jewish institution . 
with Pagan names; the sun’s day, the moon’s then occurred. France and Russia had never 

day, Tuisee’s day, Woden’s day, Thor’s day, | before opposed such strength to each other, | 
Friga’s day, Seater’s day. It is remarkable | and a complete victory on either side would 
that the week is recognized by the Brahminic 
astronomers, the days being named from the | have settled the fate of Europe; Bonaparte 
ee planets and in the same ee = ae of | remained in possession of the field, and that 

the Egyptians, but beginning with Friday, or : ‘he ay. e Veuns: The ehiban weeks begets was all; no victory was ever so like a defeat. 
on Saturday. The people of ChinaandThibet| The field of Eylau was covered with snow,
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and the little ponds that lay seattered over -it passed, and the sabres above the dark and | were frozen sufficiently hard to bear the artil-| angry mags below, looked like the foam of a lery. Seventy-one thousand men on one side, | sea wave as it crests on the deep. The rattling 
and eighty-five thousand on the other, arose | of their armor, and the muffled thunder of from the frozen field on which they had slept | their tread, drowned all the roar of battle, as 
the night of Feb. 9th, without tent or cover-| with firm, set array and swift, steady motion, ing, to battle for a continent. Augureau, on/ they bore down with their terrible front on the 
the left, was utterly routed in the morning.— | foe. 
Advancing through a snow storm so thick he| The shock of that immense host was like a 
could not see the enemy, the Russian cannon falling mountain, and the front line of the Rus- 
mowed down his ranks with their destructive | sian army went down like frost-work before it. fire, while the Cossack cavalry, whicn were | Then commenced a protracted fight of hand to 
ordered to charge, came thundering on, almost | hand, and sword to sword, as in the cavalry hitting the French infantry with their long | action at Echmuhl. The clashing of steel was 
lances before they were visible through the | like & ringing of countless hammers, and storm. horses and riders were blended in wild confu- 
Hemmed in and overthrown, the whole di- sion together; the Russian reserve was ordered 

vision, composed of 16,000 men, with the ex- up, and on these Murat fell with his fierce ception of 1,500, were captured or slain. Just | horsemen, crushing and trampling them down 
then the snow storm clearing up, revealed to by thousands. But the obstinate Russians dis- Napoleon the peril to which he was brought and | dained to fly, and rallied again and again, so 
he immediately ordered a grand charge by the | that it was no longer cavalry charging on in- Imperial Guard and the whole cavalry. Noth-|fantry, but squadrons of horse galloping ing was further from Bonaparte’s wishes or ex- | through broken hosts that, gathering into knots 
pectation, than the bringing of his reserve in- | still disputed, with unparalleled bravery, the to the engagement at this early stage of the| red and rent field. 
battle, but there was no other resource left It was during this strange fight that Murat him. was seen to perform one of those desperate Murat sustained his high reputation on this | deeds for which he was sorenowned, Excited 
occasion, and proved himself, for the hun-| to the highest pitch of passion by the obstacles dredth time, worth of the great confidence | that opposed him, he seemed endowed with ten 
Napoleon placed in him. Nothing could be | fold strength, and looked more like a super- more impesing than the battle field at this mo- human being treading down helpless mortals, ment. Bonaparte and the Empire trembled in than an ordinary man. Amid the roar of ar- 
the balance, while Murat prepared to lead tillery and the rattling of musketry and falling down his cavalry to save them. Seventy | o¢ sabre strokes like lightning about him, that 
Squadrons, making in all 14,000 well mounted lofty white plume never once went down, while men, began to move “over the slope, with the | ever and akon it was seen glaring through the : Old Guard marching sternly behind. smoke of battle, the star of hope to Napoleon, Bonaparte, it is said, was more agitated at this and showing that his « right arm” was still 
crisis than when, a moment before, he was so uplifted and striking for victory. 
near being captured by the Russians. Butas| fe raged like an unloosed lion amid the foe; he saw those ‘seventy squadrons come down on | and his eyes, always terrible in battle, burned plunging trot, pressing hard after the white | with increased lustre, while his clear and steady plume of Murat, that streamed through the voice, heard above the turmoil of strife, was j 
snow storm far in front, a smile’passed over | worth more than a thousand trumpets to cheer his countenance. on his followers. At length, ‘seeing'a knot of The earth groaned and trembled as they | Russian soldiers that for a long time had kept 

;
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up a devouring fire upon his men, he wheeled | and the cool courage manifested by him, have i 

his horse and drove at full gallop upon their | inspired confidence in his future, notwithstand- | 

levelled muskets. A few of his guards, that | ing his temporary rebuff. it} 

never allowed that white plume to leave their! But why should we suffer these repeated | 

sight, charged after him. Without waiting to| failures? That is a question we would put di- 

count his foes, he seized his bridle in his teeth | rectly to the powers that be. Wejhave men | 

and with his pistol in one hand and his drawn | enough for an army whose march should be | 

‘|| sword in the other, burst in headlong fury up- | resistless and overwhelming. | Why, then, this | 

on them, and scattered them as a hurricane | piece-meal slaughter of our brave citizen sol- 

had swept by. Murat was a thunderbolt on that | diery? Why not raise an army so large as to 

day, and the deeds that were wrought by him | moye upon the enemy like an ayelanche, crush- 

will furnish themes for the poet and the painter. | ing him once and forever? Why not have 

Ere the end of this dreadful war, we shall} done this at first? . 

Bogbylens have herops of eur own to honor with Bud of'*what tise ate'tliese Fegreth ? Weare 

recitals as daring and sublime as any that Mave > 

haloed the history of the past. God grant that somehow, doubtless, under the general guid: 
A ance of Providence, and, if the war is not 

the greatest achievements of the war may be ‘ ee 

i ee managed in our way, let us hope that it will, | 

on the side of the Right.! at last, be terminated in God’s way. He may | 

| have grander results in view than we have— ~ 

NEWS SU MMARY. let us hope a more enduring basis for our free 

TEaeges Bate eames institutions than we would have builded for 

eee ourselves. 

There is yet vitality in the army. Banks| /x-Congressman Vallandingham, for violent 

has made a successful push into the Red River and defiant speeckes against the war and the 

region. Grant, routing the enemy at Port Government, has been court martialed by order 

Gibson, pushed eastward and captured Jack- of Gen. Burnside, and sentenced to be sent 

son, then following the railroad to Vicksburg, south. 

after five pitched battled and five decisive vie- . aga EW st 

_ tories over the forces of Gens. Johnston and eS 

Pemberton, invested that stronghold of the| Matters in England are looking better. The 

rebellion, taking 10,000 prisoners and more | people are more and more disposed to range ; 

than 100 pieces of heavy artillery. themselves on the side of justice and good gov- 

Stirring events in the East give evidence that ernment, and the cabinet are compelled by the 

something is likewise to be expected in that power of a more christian public sentiment 

quarter. Gen. Hooker is now known to have than they possess themselves to assume a more 

battered the enemy across the Rappahannock reasonable attitude towards this country. Mr. 

very severely, to have killed and wounded Seward and Mr. Adams are deserving of cred- 

some 18,000 of his men, to have captured it ror the able and prudent manner in which 

5,000 prisoners, and but for the shameful fail- they have managed the important and delicate 

ure of the 11th corps, would undoubtedly have | questions which have several times threatened 

vanquished them completely. This failure, | to involve us in a foreign war. 

however, so disconcerted his plans and forced| ‘The Polish insurrection still goes forward, 

him into disadvantageous ground that it was and there is an evident disposition on the part 

deemed best to recross the river, where it would of France and other powers to take sides with 

be easier to prepare for an irresistible advance. the Poles, The Emperor Alexander manifests 

‘The skill with which Hooker handled his troops | 8 disposition to deal moderately with the in-. 

in the fearful engagement of May 2d and 3d, surrectionists, however, and it is not unlikely 

Dn
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that he will consent to'an important modifica-| al and other errors, though the carefti'ness and : 
ition of his former policy towards that oppress- scholarship of the Fanwer’s excellent éonipos- } 
ed people. itor and proof-reader relieves us of nearly all 
| The French army in Mexico is still making | anxiety on that score. 
but poor progress towards the subjugation ot es 
that poor distracted people. Editorial Notes of European Travel. 
SS | —Lavsanne—Baste—Tue Rurwe--Juser, 1862. 
EDITORIAL MISCELLAN ¥. —Lausanne, the capital of the Canton of Vaud, < 

| is a handsome old town, very conspicuously 
New and Splendid Premium !—In ad-| jocated upon three commanding hills, whence 

dition to the Strawberries offered as prizes in the view of surrounding mountains, valleys, 
the last number, we now offer the Craig Mr-| and of charming Lake Leman, is extremely 
croscops, described in this number, for every | fine. History does not inform us of its origin, 
club of 8 dollar subseriptions—each subscrib-| put unmistakeable traces of a Roman roaé to- 
er being entitled to the strawberry premium. gether with a recently discovered subterranean 

FSS passage in the wood of Vaux, full of works of 
| The Editor Abroad.—Though seeming, | Roman art, leave no room for doubt that this | 

by this number of the Farmer, to be at home, Place has been the abode of man for many long 
it is, nevertheless, true that we are quite re-| centuries. Its present population is not far 
mote from Wisconsin, even at the Capital of| from 16,000. , 

the Nation—not in the capacity of an office-| The fine old cathedral, which cannot fail to 
seeker, however, but rather, and solely, on attract the attention of the stranger, was built | 
behalf of the State Agricultural Society, whose | in the year 1000, and consecrated by Pope 
interests we are endeavoring to represent in Gregory X. The College—also somewhat fa- 
the matter of a claim against the breeches | mous— was established in 1587, 
pocket of Uncle Samuel. A clever old gentle-/ In more recent history, Lausanne is noted 
man is Uncle S., but some of his boys some-| for having been the residence of Gibbon while 
times behave in such a manner as to almost | he wrote his famous history of the Decline of 
belie their parentage. In truth, some of them the Roman Empire, and of Kemble, known so 
are what a Hoosier would call right dowa scaly long and favorably in the dramatic world. 
fellers, unduly witholding what belongeth to} Many of the buildings, particularly the more 
others, and again, “ gathering where they had | ancient ones, are of a stone known as AMolasse, 
not strewn.” And the Treasury—is it not like | g very compact material capable of a long con- 
the “mills of God,” which not only ‘grind | tinued and very remarkable resistance to the 
slow, but grind exceeding small?” action of the atmosphere. It is found in the 

4 Incidentally, since our leave of home, we| chain of hills known as the Jorat, which are 
have been visiting the Agricultural Colleges of | likewise further noted for the beautiful vine- 
the country, of which a full account will be | yards that clothe its southward slopes and yield 
given hereafter in the Educational Department: | a delicious wine. Much of the fuel consumed ; 

Our journey to this point has been made via | in the city and country is derived from the 
Milwaukee, Detroit, Suspension Bridge, Lake | coal pits that lie between it and the village of 
Seneca, Albany, New York, Philadelphia, and | Vevay. 

Baltimore. We shail return through Pennsyl-| In the College and other public buildings ; 
vania and Ohio, in order to take other institu-| are many paintings and relics of ancient art, 
‘tions in our route. but other things beyond are fraught with more 

| In the absence of both of us, (Mrs. H. and| interest to me just now, and/soI have said j 
self,) it is not impossible’ that the June No. | Good bye to Lausanne, and am dashing ny ; 
‘will present an undue number of typographie- | way to the Rhine. .
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The railroad leads me through the beautiful hands of the man or men whose business it is 

plain. which spreads out between Basle and|to put them together; when the clocks or 2 

Lausanne, and affords me once more a glimpse | watches thus finished are turned over to the 

\ of broad fields, bearing rich crops of grain, | capitalist who furnished the material and by 

id | of grass and roots. On my left are the grand | whose order the work was executed by all. 

old Jura Mountains, shutting out from my view| In this connection IT should not omit to men- 

the fields of sunny France. Every few mo-ftion that quite in contradiction of the senti- 

ments the whistle calls us to @ halt at some | ment contained in the old adage, «<The shoe- 

station old or new—for be it known villages | maker puts shoes on everybody’s feet but his 

are sometimes born of railroads in the old|own,” almost every public building in Swit- 

world as well asthe new—but the most of them | zerland is provided with a great clock—very 

present nothing worthy of note. But here is | many of them announcing the hour by means 

Iverdun, a town of considerabie magnitude, | of a pleasing chime of bells. 

and deserving of mention for that it introduces | Off again. Good bye! O ye watchmakers! 

the northward traveler to the well known lake | If at any time in the progress of your art you 

Neuchatel, along whose pleasant border the | should chance to discover some simple method 

railroad winds its way. For some time after | of converting minutes into days and days into 

the road was completed to Iverdun, the only | years, this prolonging the life of man, be so 

link between it and the extremity of the lake | good as to let’ me know at your earliest con- 

was by boat; but the su-hing public could not venience—by the sub-Atlantic Telegraph, if 

long endure transpor’s'ion so slow, and now | you please! 

I am viewing the lake on the right, and the Lake Bienne! much smaller than Neuchatel, 

mountains on my ‘left, at the rate of thirty | but still a pretty feature of the landscape. At 

miles an hour. Soleure we touch the river Aar, a branch of 

Another scream of the locomotive, and the|the Rhine. Aarburg and Liestal are passed, 

station guards shout in at the windows, ‘‘Neu-| and Bale, Basle or Basel—as it is variously 

chatel! Neuchatel!” But what of it? Noth-| written and pronounced—is in view. Hardly 

ing, only that this is the place famous in all | in view either, for it is night, and but little is 

the world for the manufacture of clocks and | visible save the thousands of lights which, 

watches Itisa dingy looking old Swiss town, | glaring and glimmering high and low, prove 

lying rather low, and presenting no particular | to my curious eye that this city also is built 

attractions to the eye of the stranger. Did I on hilly ground. 

stop to visit the great factories which fill the I am directed to the “Ilotel de le Savage,” 

world with the best of time-keepers? No; for | which, after a little time, I succeed in finding. 

the reason that there are no great manufacto- | Hotel of the Savage! nota very inviting name 

ries there. The Swiss have not yet learned to | to be sure, but a really good hotel, neyerthe- 

apply machinery to the manufacture of watch- less. 

es, and have no need, therefore, for large [ have risen with the morning light, and am 

establishments. On the contrary, of the thou- | standing on the banks of the glorious old 

sands of Neuchatelers who devote their lives to | Rhine! The sun pours a flood of golden light 

this business, each one giving himself exclu- | #¢ToSs the flowing stream and gilds the old city 

sively to a certain branch of the manufacture into a richness and a beauty not its own. But 

takes the material to his own home and there | ™Y thoughts dwell most on the river, of which 

oes the work assigned him. When aquantity|I have o thousand times read and dreamed, 

of that particular article is completed, he takes | Whose name is classic in history, in painting 

them to the workman who next has need of and in poetry. Who can think of it without 

them; he to another, and so:on, until, at Inst, | the association of strange scenes in the far 

the several parts have found their way into the | feudal past of poetic legends, of more recent. },
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yet [quaint and delightful, vintage scenes in | hosiery and Jewelry, in the interest of which 
the far-famed vineyards that for many centu- | there are several large establishments 
ries have clothed its sunny banks? And this| Being near the head of navigation of the 
is really the Rhine—this full-flowing tide be-| Rhine, and at the same time on the very bor- 
fore me! 1 accept it all as a reality—the riv-| ders of France and Germany, it is natural that 
er and my own identity—and salute this old | it should be, as it is, the entrepot of the com- 
river as a patriarch come down from the glori-| merce of Switzerland with those Empires and 
ous past! with the so called Low Countries. 

The Rhine divides the city, and although : a ' 
there are bridges of stone. une and ‘nn ens eeuptingy mace AEARE is a 5 “T can knit with it men’s socks, ready to fin- 
Painted ferry “boats, "with | striped awning! +. for 10 cents @ pair, and make from $1 75 screens, a plying back and forth for the ac- to $2.a day; women’s long hose at 15 cents a 

4 Se eee the people, who seem to so pair, and make the same per day; and I am 

love the old ee on a theferty, at ap crippled with one hand. Peeple that think f 
seus, to the bridges at nothing. | there is no profit in them are people who know 

The chime of Cathedral bells reminds me nothing about them. There is profit all the 
that itis Sunday. After service, I so far in-| while you are working the machine, but none 
dulged my curiosity as to stroll out into differ-| when it is idle. can knit enough in one month 
ent portions of the city asa preliminary to the | to pay for the machine, and then the machine 
more careful inspection of whatever of most| will be as good as new. They are not liable to 
interest the city presents. Among the finest get out of order. A needle will carelessly get 
public buildings there are the old Cathedral, | broken once in a while, but five cents will re- 
the Library—containing 50,000 volumes, many | place it; a set of needles will last from three 
valuable manuseripts,, paintings and antiqui-| to five years.” —Extract from a letter of HW. R, 
ties—a theological seminary, a gymnasium Beebee, Platteviliz, Wis. 
(training school, similar to our college), with} See FARMER Prospectus, or address Branson 
twelve professors, a polytechnic school, a uni-| & Elliot, 120 Lake St. Chicago. 
versity with twenty-four professors, the Agri- ee 
cultural School, and the Erasmus College. The CONDENSE > CORR ERP ONDENCE. 
Cathedral was built in 1,009, and will probably Asparagus, Queries, Recipes. —Rar- 
last another decade of centuries without be- uonp, Wis. May 15, 1868.—Mn. Eprror:— 
coming dilapidated. The Botanical Garden The article on Asparagus, in a late number of affords many attractions. The Library con- the Fanaer, ended just where many house- s 
nected with it is said to be the richest of its keepers would feel the most interest. That , 
kind in the world. taught us how to cultivate it; the next thing 

The Agricultural School of Basel has been | is how to cook it. My way is this: Break off 
in existence for years and is full of interest; | the shoots while the heads are solid, as low 
but as I have in contemplation a series of ar-| down as they will snap readily; wash them, 
ticles on the Industrial Schools of Europe, I| cut them in pieces an inch in length ; boil them 
need not dwell upon this one in this connec-| about twenty minutes, or till tender, in just 

tion. 5 enough water to cover them, a little salted; 
Agriculturally considered, the Canton of| then pour in fiour and water stirred free from 

Basel is one of the finest of Switzerland ; while ; lumps, so as to make the soup about as thick 
as a manufacturing and commercial city, Basle} as thin cream or oyster soup; season with 
(which is the capital of the Canton) is the first | black pepper and butter. Cover the bottom of 
town in Switzerland. Its chief manufactures | your dish with light bread, good biscuit, or 
are paper, silk, gloves, leather, printed cottons, | crackers, and pour over it the asparagus and.
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soup, and you have a dish good enough for LITERARY NOTICES. 

a The Independent.—This w F e Independent,.—This weekly religious, liter- 
< have been told by some that they pour off brs and family Journal, edited by Rev. Henty Ward | 

; i i i Beecher, Rev. Joshua tt, D. D.. Tilto 
a . water and put in new, by doing which I |) iving'é circulation, it 1a atated, sdoie than dakibie that 
think they lose half the goodness of the aspa- | of any similar newspaper in the world, gives notice in its 

issue of the first of January, that its subscription price 
rague. will not be increased, nor its size diminished—that the | 
Wi : . same terms, viz: Two Dollars per Annum, will be coutin- | 

& ill some one please give a good and simple ped, notwithstanding the great advance in white paper. 
a . i e same array of distinguished contributors, including 
i} | Tecipe for making Sorghum cakes? Herriot Beecher oon iter Messrs. Hatfieldand Cuyler, 
t 7 ‘ é lorace Greeley, Whittier tl t, and others, al * || Wil come of your numerous readers who | ton by Mr. Descher, will continus to enrich ite columns. 

% aces ., * ca 
Fi iheve no trouble in coloring a jet black which Acknowledgments are duo to the following 

will not crock please favor me through the | named gentlemen for documents of much interest ; 

4| Panuen with their recipe? oe, a A. M. Little Falls for a prmphle: on 
= z e irying in Herkimer county. 

I give you my recipe for coloring red which To Henry 8. Randall, LL, D., of Cortland, N. ¥., for 

I have repeatedly used, and I have never failed | “Fine pebisadccnas Se work of 124 3 ci pages, imes. 
to have a beautiful, rich red. To one tb. of oe Dr. E. Pugh, President of Penn. State Agricultural 

lege, fora Report on the condition and progress o 
woolen, take 8 oz. of madder, 3 oz. alum, 1 02. | that Institution; also for the “Fifth Heport at ‘Experi- 
gcnksel tartkk, i _ | ments on the Feeding of Sheep. By J. B. Lawes, F. R. 

‘ erie’ and 4 gallons of rain water. | f° ‘and Dr. J. H. Gilbert, FR. 8. &c., England—the 
; First, put the alum and cream tartar into the | stme having been forwarded to us through him by the 

ee es | | authors, who likewise have our cordial thanks. 
water; raise to a boiling heat; then putin | we ati carefully dissect the above works as carly as 
the cloth and boil two hours; empty your ket- | opportunity will pernsit, and give their availabte contents 

tle, rinse the cloth in clean, cold water; putin} qo tograham Gould, of Beaver Dam; Batcham, Han- 

as much water in the kettle as before, put in ford & Co,, and others for Nursery Catalegues 

the madder, rub it fine in the water, eee the STATEMENT 

dye to near a scalding heat, then put in the OF THE 

cloth; keep it in constant motion one hour, | Madison Mutual Insurance Company, 

boil five minutes, take it out, rinse in cold wa- FOR THE YEAR ENDING 

ter thoroughly, then wash in strong soap suds. DECEMBER 31, A. D., 1562. 

Mrs. E. B. Loomis. | Made tothe Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as re 
@ quired by the provisions of chapter 303, of the General 

2 Laws of 1858. 
Information Wanted.—I have a horse | q¢ta: amount of accataulations,.........-. $327,404 67 

that became a little knee-sprung at the age of ASSETS. 

two years. He grew worse. I began to work Ces i pl notes of $281,000 0 
= e policy holders........+++--- 7 

him when he was four, and he still grew worse. | Cash on hand and due from dé 
. . . . icy holders and 

I have tried different things to strengthen his ae net 45,464 60 

knees, but I can get nothing to do them good. We No. ples inane Se ee 
i i Am’t of outstan: risks thereon........$15,962,000 00 

If any of your correspondents can inform me Reauver sa poudiea tonned a 168k ce $15, 7.706 

of aremedy, I would be happy to hear from | Amt of outstanding risks thereon........ $6,069,813 00 
‘Am’t premium notes thereon,............ 108,823 93 

them. a cash premiums thereon, less commis- 

- [believe it is one of the worst things that Amt interest remivetgLiueccuen wicks et 4 

a man can do to keep a young horse on a plank a aa pred joerg eels Arte ap ses 
ini ay inj MONDE cas shesgtnt ib dy-<neecs: stench LAP ei Re floor. In my opinion that is what injured | , ™Muined Stings Vestsesalas Vexausbet 2000 00 

mine. A. L. Losses avijusted and due........-++++---++ none. 
Losses adjusted and not due........++--.- none. 

a Loeses unadjusted, oo n0 ons -wseeese 292 85 
. Hops.—Posrvitix, Alamakee Co., Iowa.— Am’ paid ter a eee peitag is: 1368 & 

pa some of your s=bscribers tire me eee ‘Art paid ne ey nage ai ei532% 600 00 

|| ation as to the best method of raising hops, i. | Am’t paid taxes to Com’r Ligaen serene 82 02 

e. the trimming of the roots and of drying &c. fo Diocese and Dicesioes aeaeineae scat 

Westey Corton. mcpesioaes aon raw gone maetech 7,290 98 

te 

‘* ‘
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Water for the Prairies. ing and bathing; nor would they withold it 

BY D. 8. CURTISS, OF THE ARMY. from their animals. 
— Frequent, even daily washing of the whole 

This is an interesting topic—one upon which person is conducive to health and strength; 

we have thonght and planned very much ever | but particularly so on our broad prairies where 

since we hecame acquainted with the peculiar-| there is more constant exposure to sun, dust 

ities of the Prairies ; we haye sometimes writ; | and wind, are more frequent ablutions neces- 

ten upon the subject and wondered that abler| sary to secure the same measure of health, 

hands had not taken it up, and furnished in- | than is needed in forest or shaded localities. 

structive papers upon it for the Patent Office Certainly this is a too much neglected sub- 

Reports, which are unquestiorably the most | ject, and cannot be too earnestly pressed upon 

widely useful documents published by our| the consideration of those who inhatit the 

Government; and we have a lively hope that| prairies and extended plains of the West, and 

this important matter will not be longer neg-| new States generally, where the people are so 

3 lected by those amply able to elucidate it. | eagerly engrossed in money making that they 

Errects or Goop WaTeR.—Beautiful is wa-| 8carcely have a moment to study or think of 

ter, and rich in health and vigor and pleasure; | their highest personal comfort, so easily attain- 

and the effects of a full supply on the enjoy- able, And all who know anything dbout it 
ment of a people is hardly calculable—cer- must concede that no other practice does more 

tainly but inadequately appreciated, unless | to promote health and elasticity of mind and 

when once deprived of it. j body. than habitual bathing. - 

Particularly, where good water is scarce or Hence, no other temporal blessing is of great- 

procured at considerable cost, is that full hab- | °" importance than an adequate supply of soft 
it of cleanliness, so conducive to high health | “447s and if he “who makes two blades of 
and comfort and moral elevation, too much | St@8s to grow where but one grew before, is a 

neglected. Nor will sufficient drink be fur- benefactor,” then how emitiently is he also 
nished to animals, by which they will be ca- benefactor who is instrumental in securing 

pable of supplying that full vigor of flesh, | abundant supplies of good water in destitute 

fleece, milk and service, which would result locations. 

from ample drink; nor will the same quantity These remarks are principally called forth 

of food do as much goad, on scant drink, at by the lack of water on the Broad Prairies... 

different seasons. Unless we have observed! Disrripution or Bresstxcs.—Many per- 

the bountiful results of plentiful drink—par- sons, aware of this apparent destitution of wa- 

ticularly ef soft water—can we appreciate its | ter on the prairies, are deterred from settling 

value; “but those who do understand it could upon them; and hence, these extensive fertile 

hardly be induced by any means to dispense | regions, so surpassingly favorable for agricul- 

with the use of soft water for drinking, cook- | ture, remain comparatively useless to the thou- 

SS 
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sands of population who need them, and would | be lamentable. But such is not the case. Up- 

otherwise speedily settle and open up splendid | on this, as upon many other subjects, men oft- 

farms all over them. en take but a partial view of the facts, and 

Providence, in the dispensation of physical hence their judgments are pre peo 

blessings or resources over the face of the dant rains fall upon these prairie districts, as 

world, has observed a just system of equiva- several years in, Michigan, Illinois and Wis- 

lents—offsetting or recompensing one deficien- consin fully prove to me; though somewhat 

cy with some other resource. The absence of less snow, yet as much rain falls here as in 

timber is made up with cleared, pleasant fields most portions of the United States. 

ready for the plow; the absence of water with Proors sy THE Rain Guage.—The indica- 

handsome pastures and meadows ready for the | tions by various rain guages, recorded for sev- 

scythe; and the necessary labor required to| eral years, at different localities, on the great 

dig cisterns, and basins, and underground | Lakes and the Mississippi river, show that the 

ditches, is repaid by deliverance from the hard, | ayerage depth of water—rain and snow— 

dirty, weary toil of chopping and “logging| which annually falls on the whole surface of 

off” heavy timber; and the convenience of| that belt of country between St. Anthony's 

running water is offset by freedom from vexa-} Falls north, and Cincinnati south, is about two 

tion in plowing among stumps and raots and/anda half feet This is a vast quantity, and 

stones. did it not regularly pass off, by currents, ab- 

Apsexce or Water From THe Prarrres.—| sorption and evaporation, the entire country 

This Ipck of water is, in reality, only appar- would soon be. submerged. Even in a single 

ent, as there is aresource within the reach and month, sometimes, as much as six to seven 

power of every farm owner, which is capable inches of water falls on this region. This vast 

of affording a more convenient and wholesome | quantity of water, annually, showered upon 

supply, and at less expense, than is usually | those splendid prairies, is a beautiful as well 

enjoyed by those who live in regions favored | as blessed spectacle, delightful to contemplzte, 

with brooks and springs—although even the| 2s well as enjoy. 

latter class may, and had better, avail them- Roors anv Cistrerxs.—All interested parties 

selves of this facility, as well as those on the| nay collect as much of this as is necesary for 

prairies, who, being destitute of springs 2nd) rari and home purposes, with little trouble 
brooks, must rely upon Rain Water, which is} .4q expense, in various ways, some of which 

our ehief subject. will be distinctly pointed out in the following 

This idea of inequality of advantages for| pages. A more definite idea of the quantity 

residence, results in the minds of many from| of water which falls from the clouds may be 

taking a narrow view of things, which per-| formed by considering the fact that over four 

ceives only a certain lack, without seeing the | hundred hogsheads may be collected from the 

compensating advantages for the same defi- | roof of an ordinary 30x40 foot barn, annually ; 

ciency. Failing to take a broad and rational) enough to supply drink toa goodly number of 

view of all the facts and resources, this lack | stock, the year round, even though they got no 

of water, in regions so capable of feeding mil-|dzink from any other source. A hogshead 

lions with richest provisions, seems to present | contains about thirty-two pails of water, and 

an oversight in Providence. To have spread | four hundred hogsheads about 12,800 pailsful. 

out before the inspection of man such vast, | Allowing four pailsfal to each creature—a lib-” 

inviting tracts, upon which health, plenty and | eral allowance—per day, taking all seasons of 

easy labor might be enjoyed, and yet withold| the year, and this supply will afford drink for 

a necessary so indispensible as water, would) nine head the year round, or 8,200 head for 

be strange; and, were it irremediable, it would | one day. But there are many months of the
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year, when, in the dryest prairies, stock get | in all respects, of cloud water over earth wa- 
drink from low and hollow places on the farm, | ter; as well for barn as household purposes, || 
without having recourse to this supply collect-| as well in watered as in destitute looalities. 

ed from the roof. Thus, at — * ane hae Cost or Cisterns vs. Wetts.—Substantial |}! 
could be annually furnished with drink from| . iz x F | q 7 y cisterns, of sufficient capacity to receive this ||) 
os water which fallsonaniordinary barn oof, roof water, can be made at considerably less |}. 
iniphe alaenve ietrwella;andistrod as. expense than most of the wells on the prairies, | |’ 

With a little digging and plastering in the| yp iI. they need not be more than half as deep |}. 
low spots and basins of the fields, at trifling as the shallow ones, nor one-fourth the depth 
expense, more or less water may be retaned | o¢ tha ‘eop ones, rendering it far easier to 

after showers for stock, and save drawing on | raise the wacer; and besides, these cisterns 
the regular cisterns until very dry times. | ogy be placed wherever convenience may dic- 
These field basins can be made more or less tate, which is not the case with wells. Every 

capacious and permanent, according to the good farm or farmer has, or soon will have, a 
judgment of the owners: very cheap ones oft- good barn, from the roof of which the cistern ‘ 
en answer a good purpose. may be continually filled with wholesome wa- || 

Incidental to these suggestions for supply? g| ter; and, as before stated, a sufficient ciste. a 
needed water to farms on dry prairies, it is/ will not cost as much as the cheapest wells, 
pertinent here to ailude to another mode, some | nor one-quarter as much as the dearest ones, 
times resorted to, as well for this object as to on elevated prairies. Many of the wells in 
improve the productiveness of the land, by | the prairie districts cost from one to two hun- 
making it dry and warm. dred dollars, and rarely less than fifty dollars ; 

Some operators have been much and happily | While in any locality goo? and ample cisterns 
surprised by unexpectedly obtaining a tolera- | —both house and barn—w.th good pumps, can 
ble supply of water for stock from thorough | be made for this lowest sum, even less, which 
underdraining with “mole ditches,” and in| Will furnish abundant pure, soft water for all 

other ways—where side ditches are led and culinary, bathing, and washing operatiens at i 

flow into a larger main ditch, when a consid- | the dwelling, and for stock at the barn; and 
erable rivulet of water soon appears and con all within reach, under cover, and raised with . 
tinues permanently, even in fields and ravines | ©#8¢ by pumps, in pleasant contrast with the 
where no water was before known or suspect-| heavy tugging incident to deep wells and dis- 
ed; and this in consequence of most soils be- | ®t springs and brooks. 
ing saturated more or less with cold water, at| In some places, too, in the prairie regions, 
two or three feet depth, though we are unaware | the rain water is collected in reservoirs above 
of it, and which renders some of our seeming-| ground, then drawn out through faucets into 
ly dryest fields cold and sour, producing only | vats for washing sheep, which is much easier 
dwarfed sluggish vegetation, compared with | and better done, and with less water, than 
that which grows on warm, well drained fields. | where the hard water of streams is used. This 

Thus our lands are greatly benefitted by the | fact is well worth consideration by sheep grow- 
same process which affords us a reliable sup-|ers. .Then a second benefit may be derived 
ply of good water for stock; and teaches us a| from the water thus collected and used: the 

| wholesome lesson. vat being above ground, after the washing is 
But substantial cisterns must be the great | dune, the water, by a very little trouble, can 

and general reliance where there is no brook | be drawn off to irrigate the garden, or other 
water. And this is the chief point or central | Contiguous grounds, which will be found very 

idea of our article—to show their use and| fertilizing. 
practicability, together with the superiority,| Every one acquainted with its effects well
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| knows that the benefits of irrigation to crops| Experienced tasters, those in the habitual 

are very great, and will alone pay well for the | use of it, can readily distinguish by the taste 

cost of this operation, which 20 readily secures | tea and coffee made in soft water, by its richer 

the twofold use of rain water. Those who are | flavor and superior strength. 

not satisfied of this fact should observe the| And those who have become accustomed to 

| rich and thrifty effects, upon meadows and it like the taste of rain water fromclean cis- 

some other crops, of water standing a day or terns even better than good well water; while |} 

two on them, after heavy showers. after a little season of using it, the water 

drawn fr d i i 
The roofage of house and shed for a good ep from. these sleeper sisterns geil) be fama 

S| palatable, cold enough, and will be found to 
dwelling is usually equal to that of the barn, e a ns 

: quench thirst more satisfactorily than colder 
where a large quantity of soft water may be ot ig Z 

‘ é ss _. | water. Such is the experience of the writer. 
continually collected in a good cistern, which rhs ¢ 

a Then it is well known that apothecaries can 
every owner of a farm 1s able to have, with 7 7 Ee 

z is not make as good tinctures and decoctions with 

good pump and sink attached. But cisterns depuis 
hard water, but always use soft or distilled 

for the house should be deeper and narrower s 
water. Besides, the teakettles and other uten- 

than for the barn—say twelve to fifteen feet} . sabre 
x sils do not get coated and filled up with lime, 

deep, that the water may be cooler for drink-| wee 
4 oe , {in the use of rain water. 
ing. They should also be divided by a parti- ste 4 i 
ci e ‘: This is an advantage that will be appreciat- 
tion wall, with a filter of some kind; there Jae Sear eae 1 aiaw honsamiues 

” ves. 

are various ways of making them, at small e thee fii f 

cost. If the partition wall be of porous brick Sarety acamst Fire.—In dwellings and 

or stone, it will answer the purpose very well other buildings where water is collected in re- 

as a filterer; though a regular one, which can servoirs aboye the floors, or even in shallow 

be changed or renewed, as may be needed, is cisterns, it can be more quickly and easily 

5 better. The apartment into which the water used in case of fire, than when deep wells or 

runs from the eave conductors should be a few distant springs must be resorted to; a consid- 

inches deeper than the one out of which the eration of no small importance, particularly 

water is drawn for use; then the impurities in rural districts and small villages, where 

and sediments will settle to the bottom of the | there are no fire engines. Where these reser- 

” former, and clear water will always be afford- voirs are known to be kept in order and filled, 

ed for use for all purposes. in the buildings, the cheapened cost of insur- 

ing th: il : 

Besides being more healthful to drink, and ing them will nearly, ney the e=penas pt, er 

pleasant for washing, soft or cloud water ig} More Coxpveive To Goov Hearru.—But 

far better for all culinary purposes. All meats here is really found the most interesting argu- 

and vegetables cooked in it will have better ment in favor of the habitual use of cloud wa- 

flavor and be more wholesome, while tea and ter. Besides the convenience and cheapness 

coffee are more quickly made in it, and their resulting from a supply of water by this mode, 

finest aroma more perfectly preserved. An there is another and superior recommendation 

English physician, who has carefully examined to its universal adoption, for both man and beast 

the subject, writes: “Hard water for cooking —that is the preservation of health. 

is decidedly bad; many vegetables are nearly This important consideration will not be un- 

spoiled by being cooked in it; and it is aiffi- | heeded by wise and thoughtful persons in ar-' | 

cult’ to get a good infusion of tea or coffee in ranging a comfortable residence, in country . 

it; the water used in the city of London re-| or city, in watered regions or the destitute 

quires full one-fifth more of tea and coffee to | prairies ; in this respect it is everywhere equal- 

|| obtain an infusion of equal strength as that | ly valuable. 

which is obtained in-soft water.” It is a well established fact that the stomach 

ee
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and bowels are far less liable to derangement | exclusively used.’ And he recommends “the 

and disease,—to be attacked by epidemics— | general use of soft water, at whatever expense . 

under the uniform use of soft water, than | it may be secured.” 

where hard water is used. This will be con-| Dr. Hobbs, of Memphis, reports as follows;: 

firmed by the testimony of scientific and med-| ‘That by the exclusive use of cistern water 

ical men everywhere, who have examined the | cholera will speedily disappear and never re- 

subject carefully. turn; this is known both from analysis and an 

Cuorrra.—During the cholera seasons of) experience of over twenty years;’’ and hence | 

7 1848-9, the writer of this had an opportunity ie «recommends that it should be used, faith- : 

of seeing this fact clearly demonstrated. He fully, for all personal purposes.” 

spent the spring, summer and autumn, during| Prof. Sea, of Cincinnati, writes ‘that it is 

the prevalence of that frightful epidemic, in| verified fact, which will stand the test of 

one of the Mississippi cities, one portion of | strictest investigation, that rain water used for 

which lies below the high bluffs, on the flat] drinking and cooking and bathing, instead of 

near the river’s edge; while the other portion| the hard water of wells, is a sure preventive 

is high above, on the rocky bluffs, where it is | of cholera and bowel complaints; that no city 

almost impossible to dig wells, or reach water | or town exclusively supplied with soft or rain 

in the ground, so that a resort to cisterns is} water ever suffers from epidemic cholera.” 

the only alternative of obtaining water for any Thus, it is unquestionably true, that the 

use; and iiileor no earth ees is.used till | --cfasive use of: rain’ water" is @ preventive of 

you go some distance back into the country. epidemics and conducive to general good 

The consequence was that scarcely a case of| neath. Testimonies of high order might be 
cholers, fever or diarrhaa has gecurred among numerously multiplied, showing that the ha- 

the residents on the bluffs, and not one that| }itua1 use of hard or earth water is the fruit- 
proved fatal, nor was there a fatal case of dys- | ¢,) pre-inducing cause of disease and epidem- 

entery oF summer. complaint among the child-/i., put enough, perhaps, has been presented 

ren; while in the omer town, Basic earth | on this particular point, to secure the attention 
me was wes those diseases raged with ma- of intelligent, interested people; as well those 

lignant fatality, sweeping off old and young, | 114 have easy access to earth water as those 
and became so marked that hundreds removed | who jaye not, but are compelled to resort to 

fee abode to the vee torn __ | eisterns; for the possession of vigorous health 
With great unanimity Medical Reports, in| ang security from epidemics is equally desira- 

regard to cholera and other epidemics, which | pj by all, at whatever of expense attained. 

we have need, state that cases of attack me Even.-thongh: ‘hard-'water: were ‘obiained 

rare, and still more rarely fatal, in families . ae 
re x . | abundantly at small expense, still in the long 

and communities that exclusively used rain i oe eae 
a run we should find a pecuniary saving in in- 

water for all purposes, even in the most severe- . 5 
: tie i curring the expense of cisterns to secure soft 

ly afflicted localities, both in Europe and 
v z ett _ | Water for personal uses, by the decreased loss 

America; while those epidemics were as uni- = he ; 
of time and money in sickness, to say nothing 

formly fatal where hard water was used; and . . ‘ 
ji 5 i of the increased strength, capacity and exhil- 

this result is as marked in cases of ‘“‘ summer ‘ > 4 ‘ 
= . eration of joy, from continuous good health. 

complaints” as of malignant cholera. 

‘A French Commissioner of Health, writing} SU?F©nING on rum Prarnes.—In years past te 
upon this subject says: ‘It had been clearly | ¥° visited some eee on the broad 

ascertained, both in Paris and elsowhere, that | Western and southern prairies, where, from 
that rain water is a prophylactic (antidote) to general scarcity of water, it was very scantily 
cholera, and that the disease has never proved | used, in both washing clothes and persons— 

an epidemic in any city where rain water was | and in bathing never; while the animals abso-
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lutely suffered very much for the want of even end more economical when made in soft than 

- moderate drink, and in some places they died | hard water; and medical tinctures more effect- 

in considerable numbers, it is believed, from | ive in the former.than latter. 

this cause alone; and the larger number which | Tp all localities where a residence is desira- 

survived manifested but a feeble, sluggish life, | le or farming can be done, cloud water can 

making little or no thrift during a whole sea-|he secured, though no earth water may be | 

son. And nearly all of this loss and suffering | found; and in this the occupant has a decided 

might have been avoided for the price of one | advantage over Mahomet and his mountain, 

good animal, if judiciously expended in mak-} for when it would not come to him he would 

ing a cistern and temporary basins in the fields, go to it; but, in our case, we may uniformly 

as before suggested, to collect the rain’ water, | cause the water to come to us—the brook runs 

which falls in sufficient quantities in every | away; the cistern comes to us. 

locality to: relieve'these "wants. aoe ey Lastly, the prevention of disease is the most 

one of the peculiar conveniences of cisterns; |1,.. u1iful consideration. The bodies are kept 

they can'be made in any desirable spot, while clean, and the internal organs—stomach, bow- 

care, skill, and uncertainty must attend the els, &c.—are attacked with no unwholesome or 

sinking ¢f wells. ners mayee aes deleterious minerals or substances in the water 

always be under the buildings, out of a — which is drunk, consequently they are sound 

and:oold, 9 that tbe water DAY, a a times be | 14 invulnerable against the effects of epidem- 

drawn and used with comfort, which isa peas ics, and other diseases—except in cases where 

ant thought in DUPpaTIng feed. for animals, imprudent eating and drinking shall vitiate the 

washing harness and carriages, and drawing organs, Thus, the wise person may say to dis- 

water for the kitchen, &e. ease, “thus far, and no farther, mayst thou 

. | Coxonuston.—By the preceding pages, it | come.” | 

will appear that our design has been, not only | Thus, in the exclusive adoption of rain wa- 

to show how water, of the very best quality, |ter, we have economy, convenience, cleanli- 

may be cheaply supplied in abundance to the | ness, pleasure and healthfulness, and a sure 

ary prairies, and they be rendered more pleas- | supply in localities where other resources fail | 

ant and remunerative residences; but also to |—but the Warers oF Lirs rat nor! 

direct the attention of all to the healthfulness, ————————— 

‘|| pleasure and’ profit of exclusively using rain} RoraTion oF Crors.—The Country Gentle+ 

or soft water, even where other kinds are cheap | man says that James Beatty and sons, success- 

and abundant; and to prevail upon all, who | ful farmers in Cayuga county, N. Y., adopt the 

possibly can, to abandon the use of hard water following rotation: E 

in all personal purposes; and even for stock,| Their fields successively lie in meadow two 

a2 theirithrift-sind “health! and ‘stnéngth will |7e8Ts {2 Pasture the third; the fousth com 
is planted on the sod, the manure having been 

thereby be enhanced. applied the preyious autumn, and the sod 

Indoor cisterns lighten the toil and incHeage eigen 3: tomy: EB praia 

the comfort of the family, over outdoor wells | clover by rolling. The clover is pastured by 

and springs. sheep, the pasture thus obtained being equal 

|| “cistems under or near the barn are ore] RE crEe 2 aE de summer flog 
. convenient and comfortable for both man and | for wheat. The droppings of the sheep and 

beast, than the brook or spring in the field. the crop of clover furnish an excellent prepa~_ 
ration for this grain, which is harvested the 

Washing faee, hands or clothing in soft wa-| sixth year. It is followed by a growth of two 

ter is far more pleasant than using hard water | Ye@rs ‘and pasture one, as already mentioned. 
Sonsttin anise: Underdraining and this rotation “ have more 

than doubled the crops in the aggregate,” dur- 

Infusions of tea and coffee are much richer, | ing fhe last ten years.
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Tobacco Culture —Continued. priming is simply stripping off a few of the 

In previous numbers we have given a con- lower leaves next the ground, so as to leave a 

cise account of the manner of propagating and | SP9¢¢ of some three inches between them and 

the mode of early culture. It now-remains to | “2 surface. This may likewise be done at the 

say something of its cultivation in the latter time of topping. 

stages of its growth, and of the process of But this is not all the pruning that is neces- 

curing. sary. Suckers will early appear, starting out 

CULTIVATION. atthe junction of leaf and stem. These must 

Having cultivated and hoed the crop as often | likewise be broken off at each going through, 

as once a week or once in ten days, destroying | until they cease to make their appearance. 

all cut-worms as fast as they show themselves, | Care must be used in breaking them off not to 

it now becomes necessary to attend to other | break off the leaf itself. 

important operations. But the tobacco plant requires not only thor- 

If allowed to perfect itself for seed the to- | ough cultivation with the ordinary implements, 
Pi yamp! 

bacco plant develops into a branched top, full | and careful topping and repeated suckering; s 

of clusters of flowers. it must also be most carefully protected from 

But the object” of ultivation is’ chiedy the | eTevages of: the:tobaeco-worm.\; We are in- 

leaf. It becomes necessary, therefore, to pinch formed by those who have had experience in 

off the flower-bearing sialk, so as to secure tobacco growing in Wisconsin that this pest is 

the largest and most complete devclopnient of not so troublesome with us as in many other 

the leaf. Even the leaves themselves may not localities; still it is hardly probable that any 

all be allowed to remain, foy it is better that | C°°P will entirely eseape it. The pestin ques- 

the virtue of the plant should pass into a few, on isa monstrous green worm two or three 

rather than that it be distributed to many. inches long when developed, and the most in- 

The number of leaves that may economically veterate tobacco chewer in the world, unless it 

be allowed to grow will, of course, depend, to a be some of our Western grinders who consume 

great extent, upon the richness of the soil; a two-pound plug every twenty-four hours! 
and also on the apparent vigor of the plant, The only known way to dispose of these werms 

and on the length of time it has for maturing with absolute certainty is to knock them off : 

its leaves. The more forward plants, haying the leaves, when found, and tread them under 
x , 

alonger season of growth after topping, can foot—an operation which must be repeated at 
” *, . : 

nourish and ripen a greater number of leaves every going through with the ‘hoe, until the 

than the later ones, which must be topped low- plane MAES gadis seedy ig PORKESORE, 

er. “There is great difference of opinion as Of the cutting, gathering and curing, in the 

to the proper height of topping. From § to 20 pera e330 Rh oe a 
leaves are recommended—the latter for manu- . apie 

Ms 3 Fence’ Timper.—When a man has rail tim- 

facturing. If the tobacco is pretty forward | ber that is hard to split, and has a sawmill, it 

and the land rich, at first prime off just enough nig Deigood, policy to saw the logs ita rails, 
; three inches square; but the same timber saw- 

ot eae ee fue aanean well, and top | oq into boards would make twice as much fence 
to 12 or 14 leaves.” Continue to top to 12 (re might add, if well made, twice as good.) 

leaves until the first of August, then reduce | Rails should always be peeled. Bark preserves 

Tatton ab esch Guccemmive tappine: until timber when alive, but hastens its decay when 

PPIng, dead, unless buried in the ground; a post will 

the last when top to 6 leaves, The usual lim-| be more durable if the bark be left on. Two 

its in Wisconsin will generally lie between 8 kinds of timber, unless equally durable, should 
not be laid in the same fence; for one rotting 

and 12 leaves, and scarcely ever more than 14| pefore the other makes repair necessary. 

should be left to mature. By heeding this suggestion much time may 

What is known among tobacco culturists as | be saved. % 

. ——
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Culture of Hops. vine, which would be very likely to bleed so 
= as to injure the hill. 

In answer to the query of a correspondent In the succeeding month of October, or the 

in our last No., in regard to the best method a eae ee rrp be placed SS 
cos «| each hill of hops at least one or more 

of cultivating hops, we extract the following | «ovels of well anuad manure for anes 

article, written by D. B. Shapley, of Madison | tection, and to enrich the ground for the ben- 

county, N. Y., from the Country Gentleman. efit of the plant the succeeding season culture, 
. s = which requires more care and watchfulness 

Hops are largely imported into this State from | than the first year to secure a good crop of 

New York and elsewhere, and we see no reason | hops. 
$ As soon as the plants make their appearance 

why the crop should not be remunerative. chapel Geiecoad ake camntire eRenld he caine 

The successful cultivation of the hop implies | fully spread over the hill. Then the poles are 

watchful and incessant care during the first | introduced, varying from 18 to 20 feet long, 

stages of its growth. They should be planted | with two at each hill, and inserted in the 

upon a warm, deep, loamy soil, on a dry bot-| ground in perfectly straight lines upon each 
tom, which is best found upon a sandy, grav- | row, an incision being made with the hop bar 

elly or stony porous subsoil, affording drain-/in the ground to a depth required for firmly 

. age from off and about the roots of the plants | holding the poles. Then the plowing com- 
during the rainy and frozen season of the year. | mences, which is done by one horse, having 

Hops are one of the most exhausting among | the plow kept clean, beginning in the centre 
cultivated plants, both in respect to the organ- | of the rows, turning the furrow from the hill 

ic and mineral constituents which are extract- | the first time plowing—subsequent plowings 

ed from the soil. Therefore rotation of crops | the furrows should be turned towards the hill. 

should not extend more than four years on the| ‘The cultivator is used after each plowing to 
same ground, unless the soil is supplied with | jeye] and pulverize the earth, which should be 
that which the hops most extract. In compar- kept smooth and level at all times. The pro- 

ing the table of analysis, we find that both | cess of hoeing the first time is done as near as 
lime and potash enter largely into the growth may be at the same time as the first hoeing of 

of both the plant and hop. corn. ‘The vine is usually tied up before the 
The usual mode of planting is to lay out the | second hoeing, or as soon as the vine has 

ground in rows 7 and 8 feet asunder. The best | grown two or three feet in height; they are 

and quickest way to proceed in laying out the | tied by selecting two of the most even vines 

ground is to use 2 horse and a corn marker, | for each pole, the strong rank ones being se- 

by having the pins in the marker 7 feet, the | lected, and subsequently tied until sufficient 

distance required for the rows one way. Mark- | strength is acquired in the vine to force itself 
ing the rows the other way is usuaily done by | up to the summit for the production of its 

stretching a rope the distance desired, at which | flower. The cuiture in the meantime is per- 

‘ time the setting is done by the guide of the | formed with the plow and cultivator and hoe, 

rope, by setting the hill where the rope cross-| earthing up the hill a little the second time 

es the mark made by the corn marker. The | hoeing, keeping the ground clean and pruning 

setting is done the first of May, by setting the | the hills. Never suffer but two vines to grow 

roots of the previous year’s growth, called | upon each pole, which are preferable to a great- 

runners, which are carefully selected, so as to|er number./ It may be here remarked that 

get healthy. roots, which are cut into pieces | hops want richness of soil, which should be 

with two setts of eyes co each section—setting | kept up in order to be a successful grower. 
them with a dibble in the ground, with five Leached ashes is a good substitute for potash, 

setts in a hill, setting one at each corner of a | applied to the hill after the-first hoeing. When 

square of 6 inches, and the fifth in the centre | it is found to be important to use lime, it should 
of the square, all in an upright position, with | be well slaked, half a shovelful thinly applied 
the eye buds pointing upwards, and all beneath | to a hill in the month of October or the first 

the surface of the earth at least one inch. In| of November. When lime is used, muck should 
the planting there should be much attention | be applied to the hill, in the place of manure, 
paid to the introduction of a sufficient number | for winter protection. Salt has also been found 

of the male plants, one“hill in two hundred or | to be a good fertilizer when the vine is disin- 

about five on an acre. They ought to be plant- | clined to run the pole; by making a brine and 

ed at regular and known intervals, so that in | applying it in small quantity to the hill, it acts 

subsequent years they may not become indis- | like a charm in facilitating the vine in running || 

criminately mixed. The first year, planting is| the pole. 1 have practically used them all, 
usually done with eorn, taking care not to en-| and found the productions good. 
cumber the hop hill ; the after culture the same Pickine usually commences about the first 

as for the accompanying crop of corn. As the|of September; as the flower becomes | hard, 
corn matures and is fit for cutting up there| with a bright yellow color on opening it, the 

. should be much care taken not to cut the hop| envelope of the seeds a purple color, and the
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kernel or seed itself hard, they are ready for | better implements than you have been accus- 

Bo OU ease ae gotta | ee ee ae 7H aly FN a 
from the ground, severing the vine some three | race of weedy fields and stinted crops. 

feet above the ground, and Placing them. open OAT Ae BR SORE GAS. 

free apetlcedie’ SAN ancempdates ae ey Agricultural Fairs Again. 

pit ek es et te fr? |_ Using we seve hw mally te 3 
er filling the box two or three times during the | °8" ieultural men of the country are settling ‘ 

day, for which they receive from twenty to | down again, after two years of distraction, in- 

twenty-five ee men si ae to their accustomed channels of effort for the 

saDarina The i fo the creation of | advancoment af the grant interest (0 which 
stoves, and arranged in the room, and the hops they have consecrated themselves, and are this 

spread upon a cloth floor above resting upon | year so much less disturbed by the turmoils 
slats, where they dry in about twelve or four- 
teen hours. Hops in the green state, if left of war than heretofore. We would not have 

standing long after picked, are liable to be- them lose their interest in the grand struggle 

eee Reoeear acamensie teeter awiegas | ene Crs San EOR, We: eae 
fast as picked, at intervals of twelve to four- with the demons of rebellion—for vast conse- 

teen hours for each kiln. quences hang upon its termination—but we 

—__—_.___—_- | would have them so far prove their wisdom and 

Thorough Cultivation. | patriotism as to devote all their practical ener- 

How few farmers at the end of the present | gies to that interest upon the perpetuity of 

month will be able to show clean crops of such | which the ultimate success of the Government 

grains, roots, &c., as require cultivation ? Pro- | Seems now, more than ever to be staked. 

bably not one in fifty of all who are growing If we are not to break down the Rebellion 

such crops. Not that they entertain the belief | by great victories won on the field of Mars, it 

that the growing of corn, and potatoes, and | must be done by an obstinate hemming in of 

weeds is more economical than the production | the rebels on every side, and by triumphs in 

of corn and potatoes without the weeds, but, | the Felds of Industry. For the farmer, there- 

in most cases, because they have either cover- | fore, it is patriotic to attend to his farm until 

ed more ground than they can cultivate well, | his country shall call for his services in the 

or because they will have been 2 little slow in | ranks of war. Industry was never so much in 

getting about the work of cultivation, and have | need of the earnest efforts and enthusiasm of 

thus given the weeds an advantage which can-| its votaries. And, inasmuch as agricultural 

not easily be overcome. | exhibitions have been found to be a very effi- 

If the fault has been in trying to do “fs means.of advancing the interests of prac- 

much, it is now too late te correet it for this | tical agriculture, it is hoped that every effort 
year; but the lesson should not be lost, for will be made to insure their success this year. 

ten acres weil and thoroughly cultivated will yield| It is possible that, after all has been done 

larger and more profitable returns than fifteen if | that can by the most zealous friends of the 

cultivated in a slipshod manner. Again, if the | many Societies ef our State, some of the exhi- 

fault lias been in beginning too late, or oper- | bitions will not be ail that they otherwise might 

ating with too little energy, that, too, is, in| be made, nor equal to some of the great suc- 

part, beyond the power of correction; still, it | cesses of the past, but what of that? There 

may yet be possible, by means of new energy | is but little doubt that with proper effort they 

and persistent application, to make partial | may, without exception, be made to clear ex- 

amends for the failure; and this is the object | penses; and if they do no more than this, the 

sought to be attained by this writing. A little | results can hardly fail to make full compensa- 

more steam, rightly applied, with, perhaps, | tion for the labor expended upon them. 

yg ———
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Members of Societies, if your officers have | was filled with other hay. Not having occa- 

become lukewarm in these matters, kindle them | *iom to use all my hay the next winter, this 
i scaffold remained until the past winter, in 

anew by the fire of your own enthusiasm, and | which T have fed it out. As before stated, I 
thus set the ball a-moving once more. expected when I came to feed out this hay, to 

find it mow-burnt, rausty, and perhaps mouldy, 
a x but instead of this I found all of it bright and 

Curing Clover Hay. sweet, and as well cured in every respect as 
. any hay could be; all of the heads and leaves 

In the summer of 1861, having a field of red were on the stalks, and the whole was eaten by 
. clover to cut. I concluded to try an experi- |, Ae wei, " 
. # Se Ne y stock with as much relish as any hay that 

ment in making it into hay, or rather to vary . 
a which I gensealiy take in wonkin, T have, and it was eaten up clean, stalks and all. 

cea heats sea ey Ay y € The summer of 1862 I cured all my clover 

| My practice for some years past has been hay in the cock, but it stood out longer in the 
cock before it was put into the barn, than that 

. to cut my clover when about one-half the heads | ¢.4in 1961, All that I have yet fed i 

| were getting out of the blow, or beginning to bright and aa etek ae Cae hey et ae 
iti it ites a . 

| tara brown, If it isicut when there is no wet | ino by the way that my stock eat it and thrive 
in it, I let it lie in the swath until it is wilted, Beas. 

| and then put it into. cocks, using # fork to do onit, itis worth as much as any hay that I have. 
peers We eae : From my own experience in curing clover 
it with, and taking small forkfuls in making | . y = 
them ‘have the’ cocks ‘ae bimll'on'the groand |=" the way mentioned, I am satisfied that there 

2 aie g | isa saving of fifty per cent. over the way 
| as will stand well, and not make them very | wactiond tiy ueny:)dhaliis io eresdiout i 

large. J'he next day, if the weather is favor- =. Bete a see 
sero ft ES clover and dry it until the stalkisdry. By 

able, lay the cocks over in the following man- | 4); 1 * 
ner: With a fork take off the top of the cock | this way a large portion of the neads and leaves 

a * § | fall off and are lost, these being the most val- 
and lay it on the ground, then take off anoth- : - 

. es ~~ | uable part of the hay when cured in this way. 
er forkful and place it on the first one, and so | 2 = - P 2 

. * 4 Especially is this the case when the clover is 
on until the whole has been laid up and the ag i 2 

allowed to stand until it is over ripe before it 
cocks have been turned bottom upwards. In ie bat 0! T Alobed, ta Countiy’ Gent 

this way the greener parts are placed on the | ~ 4S an taal z 2 ee 

! top and outside, and the whole left loose so — > 

that the heat and air will circulate through it, A Good Farmer. 

and carry off the moisture. The third day — 
open the cocks, and let the hay be exposed to} An English farmer recently remarked that 

the sun for a few hours, and then put it in the | “he fed his land before it was hungry, rested 
| barn. it before it was weary, and weeded it before it 

Although this ™ethod of curing clover hay | was foul.” We have seldom, if ever seen so 

! is a great improvement on the old method, | much agricultural wisdom condensed into a 

(which was to spread oul aud dry it like grass) | single sentence. Reader, have you not some 

} yet in this way there is some loss by the leaves | land which at this time will pant and blow and 

and heads becoming so dry as to shell off. struggle under the burden of a starveling and 

The way in which I designed to make this | sickly stalk of corn. ‘ Weeded before it was 

field of clover into hay, was to cure it entirely | foul.” Why, some of our farmers raise weeds 

in the cock, not to open it at all, but to lay the|for manure. Vile pests, of no use to man or 

cocks over from day to day, until the hay was | beast, are suffered to grow up and encumber 

suitable to be put in the barn. - The clover | the ground, merely for the sake of the privi- 

was cut in the morning, in the afternoon it | lege of burying their bodies to supply vegeta- 

was put into the cock; the next day in the af- | ble matter to the soil. On a perfectly conducted 

ternoon the cocks were laid over. The next| farm no plant would be suffered to mature its 

morning (the third day) the prospect was that | seed which was not of some known and posi- 

| we should have showers before noon, and rath- | tive utility. Peas or clover are better than 

| er than have this clover wet I decided to put | weeds; they feed both the soil and domestic 
it into the barn, and as soon as the dew was | animals, and give no trouble to succeeding 

; dried off, commenced carting it in. Although | crops. Remember the practice of the English 
this clover was well wilted and some of it par-| farmer. Do not wait until your land begins to 

tially dried, yet at least one-third of it appear- | get poor before you manure it. If it is rich, 

. ed to be as green as when it was first put into | make it a little richer. Do not wait until your 

the cock, and I expected that it would be dam- | land begins to fail before you rest it; give it 

: aged some by putting it in so green, but prob- | rest in time to prevent its being tired. Do not 

ably not any more than by leaving it out and | wait until your farm is stocked with weeds be- 

having it get wet. fore you begin to destroy them. One weed Si 

The clover was all put on a scaffold near the | destroyed this year will save much hoeing next 

barn door, so that when the door was open it| year. Manure soon and well, give abundant 

would receive the benefit of the air or wind | rest, and cultivate clear. Heis a good farmer 

that might come in. After a while the scaffold | who observes these rules.
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Iowa Gleanings. the sheep of their covering. I protested that 
ee g. 

Maw that the Misseaierissiver ,dividesithe| (wes net’ time,) but they asiented “ye, 78, 
fnion, viz: the Wis. Farmer and your humble goot time,” and so fooled the animals as they 

servant, a few gleanings from the west side of chose. oSot Sig exanepee ast eee though a 

the “Father of Waters” may not be amiss to .” ‘ape ie ue ses ise = the 
e that, for the sake of washing before shear- 

your readers. 
a . ing, we wait for warm water and weather till 

This iss ¢great country,” like’ all the rest ag of the wool becomes loese, greatly to 
ie it 

other Sete Pec ee the loss and discomfort of owner and sheep. 

barley, sugar cane, pigs, cattle, &c, are the f ogi : 

staple products. The country through this Sugar Cane is FOCRENE much Syention.- 

county is very broken, but well watered. The | Almost every man is planting one to five acres. 

streams or rivers-are numerous and very crook- Arrangements have been ae for one man to 

ed, especially the Yellow river, rising in the get a mill and work up the entire stock for the 

county west and making an easterly course to lee elt aa a ee ait of 

the Mississippi but in many places running a it with a will, evidently intending to be ange 

distance of four to six miles and really gain- | pendent of the world and the rest of mankind. 

: : But one thing northern Iowa yery much 
ing but,one. The timber upon most of these e yery. 

streams resembles that of New York. Maple needs, and must. have in order to develop her 

is abundant, and maple sugar has been made full resources as an agricultural state, Here 

in large quantities the past spring. One man | prairies are large enough and her soil is rich 

we met had made nearly 1,000 Ibs. and the enough, but there is no market for the back 

season was not then over. counties. Eastern counties find a ready and 

The prairies are very rolling and broken convenient market at the river, but to draw by 

put no gravel to be found. They are covere 4 teams—frequently cattle—produee 75 to 150 

with a rich, strong limestone soil. Winter i eth es ae iM 

wheat is looking remarkably well, much to the er Ree Pou 3 oe se ea 

disappointment of all. The winter was ver, 
ae snow—and ‘all ‘expeoted that rising generation, as they are compelled to 

wheat would be ruined. But an abundance of travel much upon the road, for weeks and oft- 

akwadctediien: cient moisture, quite con- en months before their surplus produce is all 

trary toa cold dry winter, and ae crop now off. It may be owing to this drain upon their 

ei i 7 

bids fair for one of the best if not the best ota be Ten ae are 

ised fe Chi 1 aken. e hundreds of families I have 

aoe oe dese Chiniel nese ser eee visited, not six could show me the ‘“ Farmer's 
ruined almost the entire crop of spring wheat, a . 

so that-farmers have now great confidence in ee Pi tat a bak eel” A 
the wintes wheat oct Seenthieils thi ‘ruit trees are in bloom and look well. + 

' s ae ™ psaarineaineibetore they slight frost last week, but it did little damage. 
reach it. a 0. 8°W 

Considerable attention is being paid to rais-|} lamakee Co., lowa, May 11, 1803. ce 

ing sheep, especially among the Norwegians. a aia _ a ‘ 

i ming Canava TuistLEs.—In the spring - 

and mnecevont ee pave ann aegds Busy of 1861 I bought a few acres of land, That 

at their tread-spindle, working up the this} part of it on which I intended to make my gar- 

year’s fleece. They taught me a lesson not | den and plant my vegetables grew so full of 

without value in the economy of saving wool, Cee ee ee ee on 

t viz: to take it from the sheep early. They | would do; so, just as soon as the thistles got 

never wash them, but remove the fleece as early a = _ inches ange er setts a 

ri ‘ e whole season. i up res- 

as April. The first sheep shearing of the 8ea-| ont date, not one thistle has appeared. Any 

son I saw April Ist. Two women were robbing | one who will adopt this plan of extermination 

i
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will never have to complain of these pests.— | breeze through all the house, and a cool draught 

| Cor. Genesee Farmer. of air is poisoned to all delicate sense of smell. 
a eh ne A farm house ought to be, of all others in the 

Estimating the Capacity of Barns. world, the sweetest and most fragrant place. 
t — The scent of apple blossoms, of clover, of new 

[ Very few farmers are aware of the precise | mown hay, of ripened fruit, are ever about it, 
amount of shelter needed for their crops, bug | while there is no excuse for crowding build- 

‘’ lay their plans of outbuildings from mast ings together. Besides this, the wife and 
conjecture of guessing. As a consequence, | children should have their flower garden, and 
much of their produce has to be stacked out- | the yard about be kept scrupulously neat. 
side after their buildings ae vena OOGENSNOO eee 
and if additions are made they must of neces- 
sity be put up at fp of convenient STOCK REGISTER. 
arrangement. A brief example will show how | ————— 
the capacity of the barn may be adapted to Better Saddle Horses. Y 

the size of the farm. — : 

: Fisch ad ears that sae en An opportunity to visit the Grand Army of 
acres, of whic are good arable land, mace 

ead hak oaethinl ueneke Bes ia to mead. | the Potomac recently has been the oceasion of 

. ow, pasture and grain. Ten acres of the lat- | the brief article thus begun. Here there were 

ter may be corn, stored in a separate building. | thousands of horses devoted to the cavalry 
The meadow should afford two tons per acre, : 2 
and yield 60 tons; the sown graia, 20 acres, service, or used by officers of various grades, 

may yield a corresponding bulk of straw, or | from Majors up to Major Generals; and yet 

40 tons. The barn should, therefore, besides Sie 

other matters, have a capacity for 100 tons or hardly one per oenks; so far as we could dis. 

over one ton per acre as an average. Allowing | Cover, were particularly fit for the saddle— 
~~ cubic feet for se ton (pertare 600 ro easy in their gait, sure footed, fleet. Many of 

e nearer) it would require a bay or mow 

feet long Be 19 feet wide fora ie andehsit) oo foe nee cent —wowkd be called 
to each foot of depth. If 20 feet high it would | good for riding by a majority of careless ob- 

hold about 40 tons. If the barn were 40 feet j ; iti i 
wide with 18 feet posts, and 8 feet of base- hee = aie pole aisy patderernelely 
ment, about 45 tons could be stowed away in that by their owners this small per cent. are 

a bay reaching from basement to peak. Two | believed to be very superior; but all that can- 
such bays, or equivalent space, would be re- i i ‘i 

~ quired for the products of 90 well cultivated ae ae i revitenns egsinpttiedepehes a 
acres. Such a building is much larger than is | M¢ 12% hundred is possessed of those quali- 

| usually ome and yet, aon it there |ties which should entitle him to the special 
must be a large waste, as every farmer is ; 7 
aware who stacks his hay out, or a large ex- cee n ee a ae Es 
penditure of labor in pitching and repitching | In connection with this fact, certain ques- 
sheaves of grain in threshing. tions naturally arose, such as 

In addition to this, as we have already seen, . , is it th 
there should be ample room for the shelter of 1, Of what practical importance is it that 
domestic animals. In estimating the space re- | the army should be provided with good saddle 
quired, including feeding alleys &c., a horse | porses? ° 
should have 75 square feet, a cow 45 feet, and Te 
sheep about 10 square feet each. The base-| 2 Why is it that there are so few horses of 
ment of occa eae 40 by 75 feet in the | this class in the country? 
clear, will stable 30 cattle and 150 sheep, and 9 
a row of stalls across one end will erietoant 5, Howemt me or be comets 
for 8 horses. The 30 acres each of pasture} The first question will hardly require an an- 
and meadow, and the 10 acres of corn fodder | swer, as it must be apparent, on a moment’s 
already spoken of, with a portion of grain and a . h saibert achil 
roots, would probably keep about this number reflection, that at all times the comfort an 
of animals, and consequently a barn with a | endurance of the rider are involved, while oft- 

basement of less size than 40 by 75 would be | entimes his life and the fate of a battle may 
insufficient for the complete accommodation of Sa 28 A 
such a farm in the highest state of cultivation. | hang upon this single circumstance of officers - 

i —Register of Rural Affairs. and cavalry being well or badly mounted. 

OO ion i: il - 
A Great Favir.—On some farms the barns Sheen enn oe eer aa am 

and hog pens are so near the house that the | ference to the fact, which no one will deny, 
odor from either or both is wafted by every | that the people of the North have been—par- 

:
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| ticularly of late years—but little accustomed | Will not our farmers give to this maiter the t 

to ride on horseback. Buggies and other light | consideration to which it is entitled? 

vehicles have superceded the saddle horse, and, Tae ce 

until the war, our people scarcely ever thought ee tea es Se 

of any other means of private transportation, Ep. Farmer :—In the May No. of the Faru- 

whether for pleasure or business. In the |#® I read an article on The Horse's Eye which 

South, where the country is less supplied with | 1 cannot agree with. But before I commence 

good roads, and where carriages are manufac- | to criticise, I will inform you that I am not a 

tured to a small extent, the opposite is true. Farrier. 1 doctor horses occasionally, and 

Nearly all the people, ladies as well as gentle-|have had some experience for the past ten 

men, are good riders, and almost every family | Years, and what I have done has been done for 

is possessed of at least one pretty good saddle |pleegure and not tor profit, as I have scarcely 

horse. Ahd this is the reason why, in the ear-|¢Ver made a charge, except for the medicines 

lier part of the present war, the enemy so gen- furnished. 

erally exqelled us of the North in the perform-| Now, as regards the horse’s eye, I think that 

ances of the cavalry branch of the service. |if the anatomy of the horse’s eye is carefully 

His horses were better, and his cavalrymen paar and understood, no man will ever 

were more accustomed to riding. But now | cut or in any manner interfere with what the 

that two years have elapsed—within which — of that article calls the haw, without 

time the South has been nearly exhausted of he knows what the end will be. According to 

good horses, and our Northern men have been |the standard authorities, such as Mayhew, 

trained in horsemanship—the Stonemans and ee Mason, Jennings, and others, the Car- 

the Griersons of the Union Army are even ex- | filago nietitans, or haw, or third eyelid, per- 

celling the Stuarts of the Southern. eee a very important function in keeping 

Trve, the war will not always last—that is, the eye clear of dust or any substance that 

we hope not—but the habit of riding on horse- | ™*Y get on the surface of the eyeball And 

back, formed by thousands upon thousands this being the fact, should it be cut off, it then 

during the war, will not only be continued leaves the eye without that protection which 

after the war is over, but will likewise have nature provided. | 

the effect to extend the practice, and to render Now, according to my experience, and I | 

it more generally popular than it has ever been have had some, the best thing to do was first 

heretofore. to use cold applications until the swelling and 

It must be evident, therefore, that our third | inflammation were reduced, and then the haw | 

| question is one in which not only the riding ees its place, and was as good as ever. 

| public but especially farmers, who are our | | have never seen it mecessary to take it out, 

stock-raisers, are directly interested. The’ an- | nor would I. It may be necessary, sometimes, 

swer is simply this: Let our farmers take pains | '° place a seton in the side of the jaw if the 

to breed a larger prcportion of their colts from —— is severe, but cooling applica- 
parents themselves possessed of the requisite tions will do it, if persevered in for a little 

points. If the concurrent testimony of au- | time. 
thors who have written most acceptably on the And as for Wolf teeth, I have never seen one, 

principles of breeding can be relied on, it is | shough ® good many persons have tried to 
the male that gives form and proportion to the [eho them tome. I have seen caried teeth, 

framework of the offspring ; which eclatia ese some of them bad, but I could not discover the 

to require that the sire should especially be wolf teeth. I am inclined to think they are 

characterized by those points. But, to make | more in the eye of the examiner than in the 

the result sure, we would advise that the dam examined. 

be likewise possessed of them. How do you think the rule would work, if 

. 

a
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for inflammation of the eye we take off the | animal. She went up toit, patted it, anditstood |] 

haw, why not for inflammation of the lungs dice 25 lend, a Te ee ean Por ql 

take out or take off the covering of the lung? | kindness! It isa mighty cure.—Stock Toure 

I think if farmers would study their own in- om ieingnb gions sey 

terests they would purchase some standard Holes for Nose Rings. 

work, and study diseases for themselves, and The Maine ate recstiten an" boring the 

ii it ice, they can oversee and : g " 
sf saad mate en ‘aaa a noses of all domestic animals of the ox tribe 

ave i right. “iti 

In another article in the same No. an inqui- cau el Fuge a wi 0 ei ea ia 

ry was made about the cure of colic or stretch- Serre 3 “93 eat mm a 
csin sheep. If the inquirer will purchase trouble, and is often of great service when you 

é ish to h it b; i 
Cole’s Veterinary work, he will find the causes arhhae | ee een pee, LA deere 3 

and cure explained. Wa. H. McCracken sharers Sates oto oie aie 9 nee he) 

. Sesnie Went. Day aoe ti "| way te do this is to take a carpenter's gouge, 

. yey ae Sees Gane eee eee | about half an inch wide, with its edge ground 

. The Most Profitable Sheep. circular, that is with the angles ground off, 

. The Genesee Farmer for February has a aud the edge passing up the sides a little way, 

good editorial article under the head of **What aon 3. ee sharp—rake Dold of ao noe 
5 breed of sheep shall I keep?” After having of the animal with the left hand, holding the 

given the characteristics of different breeds, aor per De ee Oe eee aa gees 
the following summary is presented: trils with the thumb and finger, and then place 

The sfivantages' of; the Meritiocs aveeie gouge a little above, agains¢ the gristle, 

1. They produce more wool for the food con- and with a litile pressure turn the gouge round 
! sumed; and 2. Their wool usually commands | and it will cut a round smooth hole through 

a much higher price. The advantages of the . . é 
long-wooled sheep are: 1. They afford more easily, and without any apparent pain to the 

mutton for the food consumed; and 2. The | animal.” Anima's thus treated can be broken 

ge ips Aaa iceman nee eee) easily to lead or te stand hitched quietly, thus 

1 sy to determine which of these two classes of | S@V!7E much vexation and trouble. 
; sheep are on the whole most profitable. As | e==sse=s=eeenmens 
' before said, it depends much on the character 
! of the soil, on the location, the system of ag- THE BE E-K EEPER. 

riculture, the proximity to market, and on the | = eee 

taste of the breeder. Lee’s Patent Bee Hive. 
“Tt may be asked whst we mean by the long eS 

wooled sheep. In Engyand sheep are gener-| Experience has demonstrated that the Bee- 

nN Hy L : Wools’ and ‘5 

Lincoln and Cotswold; the latter the different | in keeping bees, but may as uniformly secure 
zee of the ee such as the Sus- | rich returns for his labor and skill in this as 
sex. Hampshire and Shropshire Downs. + = 

«We think that so long as the present price injany other dopastmenber basbanicy, 

of coarse w: ol is maintained, the English sheep| Bees need intelligent attention. The man who 
are the most profitable. But we would not| js unable to give this for want of time or abil- 
advise those who have Fine Wools to dispose |. a 
of them and purchase Coarse Wools; for by | #*Y ought not to attempt to manage bees, onif 
the time they have raised a flock of Coarse | he does so, need not expect great success. But 

bila) ne roel any, and probably will be| the greatest skill is often rendered abortive by 
n demand. 

& the want of a proper hive, and the most intel- 

Kinpwess.—“ We once had a very awkward ligent and successful apiarians in the country - 

horse to shoe,” said a smith, “and I was pun-| admit that the best and most uniform results 

ishing it severely to make it stand still. My! gre only to be obtained by the use of a hive 
shop was just before the kitchen window, and * 

| my wife who is a kind-hearted woman, came | better adapted to the wants of the bee than 
out, and reproved me for my conduct to the | the common box hive. Says Mr. Quinby, who 

i
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is confessedly high authority on this subject, | permit the passage of the bees over the top of 

(Appendix to “‘ Mysteries of Bee-keeping Ex- | their combs at all seasons of the year, which 

plained,” page 381,) ‘‘There is not the least}can only be accomplished by means of the 

doubt in my mind that whoever renlizes the | movable frames. : 

greatest possible benefits from his bees will| 6. The hive should be so constructed as,to 

have to retain the movable combs in some form. | give the bee-keeper complete control of both 

The principle—movable combs—can hardly be|the bees and their enemies, the greatest of 

dispensed with.” which is the’ wax moth; to secure which end 

To Mr. Langstroth belongs the praise of first the movable frame is indispensable. 

introducing to the American bee-keepers the| 7. It should be so constructed that the bee- 

movable frame, or of rendering it of any prac-| keeper can form artificial swarms with ease 

tical utility to him; although to another (Hu-|and certainty, thereby always keeping his 

ber) belongs the honor of its invention. stocks strong, which can only be accomplished 

But, like all pioneers, Mr. L. could not per-' by the aid of the movable frame. 

fect everything as he went along. His method} 8. It should enable the bee-keeper to shut 

of applying the principle, mentioned above by | off and slaughter the drones at will, thus say- 

Mr. Quiaby, is open to numerons and grave | ing from one to five Ibs. of honey per day in 

objections not applicable to the productions of | each hive. 

some later inventors. A perfect hive, adapted} 9 [t should enable the bee-keeper to secure 

to the latitude of the Northern States, must | the greatest possible amount of pure comb 

possess, among others, the following features: honey in surplus boxes, which can be readily 

1. It should be of suitable size, which, I put on and removed. 

think, has been sufficiently shown to be about 10. Lastly, the hive should be simple in con- 

the capacity of a bushel. struction, and cheap. 

2. It should approach nearly a cubical form, | A Wisconsin Hive, patented by Walter M. 

that a sufficient amount of heat may be col-| Lee, of Rosendale, Fond du Lac Cv., vet. 15, 

lected and retained to keep the bees comforta- | 1861, is claimed by its inventor to more nearly 

| ble in winter, in case they are wintered out | approximate this standard than any other now 

in the open air; and also to enable the bees to | before the public. 

lay up a sufficient amount of stores for the| Its chief points of excellence are claimed to 

winter, above them, that it may be easy of ac- | be the following: 

cess at all times, particularly in the coldest} 1. As to size; it containing a little more 

weather, © than 2,000 cubic inches. 

8. The interior of the hive should be easy | 2- Its form; being nearly cubical. 

of access, that the bee keeper may readily de-| 3. It has an inclined and movable bottom 
termine the condition of his bees at all times, | board, the advantages of which are claimed to 

which can only be accomplished by means of | be the following:—1l. It enables the bees to 

the movable frames. more readily keep their hive clean. 2. It af- 

4, The hive should be so construct! that it | fords a chance to ventilate the hive at the bot- 

can be easily and thoroughly ventilated, both |tom. 3. The entrance to the hive can, by its 

during the hot and cold seasons; the former | use, be so contracted as to shut off the drones 

to prevent the melting of the combs, and to | or confine the queen bee, and at the same time 

secure the uninterrupted labor of a1 the bees | afford to the workers uninterrupted ingress 

during the working season; and the latter to | and egress, or it can be entirely closed at will, 

prevent the destruction of the bees by the accu- | affording many advantages which cannot now 

mulation of frost in the hive. be named. . P 

5. The hive should be so constructed asto| 4. It makes use of the movable frame, the 

.
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peculiar shape of which uniformly secures | of their fellows, affording ready access to the 

straight combs; & result not attained by any | boxes at all times; also by this means keeping 

other hive in use. the boxes as warm as the main body of the 

5. Adjustable strips er bands are employed | hive, thereby enabling the bees to work in 

to keep the frames in their places, the ends of | them at all times, which they will do, it is 

which projecting beyond the side of the maix | claimed, as readily as in the hive itself. 

body of the hive are accessible to the eee | 10. The boxes rest on the top of the hive, 

without disturbing the movements of the bees | which is surmounted by a cap, easily removed 

when removing them from the hive. | to enable the apiarian to determine the condi- 

6. By the use of the frame holders the hive tion of his bees, put on and remove surplus 

can be thoroughly ventilated during the heat | boxes, &e. 

of the summer, also an entrance for the bees | 11. By removing the boxes and leaving on 

directly into the boxes is afforded, by which, | the cap every comb in the entire hive can be 

itis claimed, a greater quantity of surplus | completely ventilated at the top during winter, 

honey is secured. | which is of the utmost importance, as toa 

7. It is also a dividing hive, without a par- | want of this may be ascribed the greatest part ] 

tition, giving the bee-keeper a choice in his| of the losses so usual at this season of the 

method of making artificial swarms, which op- | year. 

eration, it is claimed, can be more readily and The construction and operation of this hive 

safely performed by this than by any other | may be readily understood by referring to the 

hive in use. annexed engraving. Letter A indicates the 

&. The bees can at all times pass and repass | open haftes of the hive, with the comb attach- 

around, above and below each and all of their | ed to the frames; B, the top cover or cap to 

combs, which affords them easy access to their | fit over the honey boxes; C, a honey box filled 

stores at all times, which is particularly im- | and resting in its proper place on the honey- 

portant in winter. boards; D, frames and comb attached, one 

9, The arrangement of the hive is such that | resting on the ground in front of the hive, and 

the bees, while at work in the boxes, are de- ore ugairist. a box on which the hive stands, 

tached as little as possible from the main body jand one held in the hands and resting on the 

is i ee eee ee 

. »
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a 
'\top of ;the: hives. shoming the -honpy. and.bees co Phe. bees ‘were-im an ‘old:-bixe consisting of a 

J] | attached, ,.. Dhe, moxable; nttom,loard is seen } enogs section of d hollow log,!iahdiwere: doing | if 
beneath the, hive. i: The iframe holdar iis\seen jthe best; they: dould under such: cireuimstaneds. 2 
in front, held at one end by a screw, the.othér | Did sequel. showed:'that they had béeninanu- 
<atatetry ere geee ee | facturers of honey under difficulties: :», <i! 

OL SED U Sd Sir. Mradcak. | | si Theret were, thie: old ihive ‘and: tenew:one, 
en A NE ee = side by sidé,: suggesting : comparisons we have 
ss ouvert —vatieetobne- vette ._|| sometimes been/adchstored itd make between 

stan Pat ae Seti hoorene the,old.Jimb-of-a-tree plow of the Romans,and 
“oe ain With AMR tala OSU Have | Me SPlPMAG steel patterns of the present dag. | 

|] | ?thtict to ‘do dre'théy so réptehenstbly igndtaut | 22 the wninitinted, it. would, hye, appeared p |f 
“as of the’ Bee.’ A tirge majority of them’ know difficult, thing i? tear open. that, old log and 
“How to’eat the ‘detioféus’ fruit of its skitt'aud | TARsfer, its, entire contents, bees, brood, comb, | 
faithful industry ; indeed we have never found Honey. ob dia the new quarters, sot £9, | 

‘pred eby anual! ininorily. jho\ ete disposed | HO¥STEE to Mr-,Stebbing, who, went as quietly | 
40 tegard.good, clear. white: héney:as'a thing | Mt, the, Work as. if he had, beep ening to.cat | 

PR ata etd Th helt a lg FS aE, Hanan cerning neha 
<take,any, pains, at. all 19, aoqunint; themselres aN — Sn epel9ue pebaaid ge old and be- 
cwith:the meedi-and habits of the wondetfil ora of i 2 a i vs 2 beneiat thoge, who 

‘Tete eratttethtoueh, whdse, agency fhe, fla, }?.R08 Dat. ould Nk fo know how a thing of | 
ars of garden, ond Geld cre madg taiyield for {At Sort i8 done, we giye.a description off the |} 

come tain rape PRI Is | 
- Tp She flaya at Ne Beas episodio removing the top part “gn : Mee oa 
ra} a piel ih" Sle th sda dae Wendt cake quays box. 
ce Fam At, ae ete Alfbenlh do. atady ha htc Sid i sed By io oll hive ree one | 
-eassinagot Uteommliziate! oubatl acargesihed the ial Lek ge, scien | anh) Soren oar el Tgedibiis hives oe Mr Tangstiden dda’ ater, Hiden Babee od Onto ete 
iedneaelad jn asecrdanch, with prinolslendel[arme eects hoe NY Mowing Wig moke |i ssonstructed, jn, accordance, pamnosples.des be gl ppiine? Allie, of rag into the seyeral Aluced trem yéars! Ufvpationd »obsertatiom-aud 5p i 1 qudageors sropbie) que wud Be : Fosse Aaa cle HE es Wate eek decal ts Openings; not ‘to put their eyes, out,” as a 
eae We WAY in bob Rong Hy Na ated Kel alate thet ti rand iateresting tha: wwonden ex-hiy ysiipsaip cldreybiegigy @ Linispaes Wa er one 
Hrelyveasyi ond dat esting that we ond ae thet Safety’ 80 thie they would, orge them- 
ae eet er eee dt lady ding lel pie ning ; 
Tae BAH OF ABBE. ei ce bie seu i Pepa aah ene ae ‘amply provided with a 
feiBut ibwas not clue speirpdde “hice we wtste bikie $2434" af’ dad) s a eet! siom- 
itlis ception “aboy ‘to descant, tipon the pros dehe'ih Bota In thi ‘condition ‘of satiety |f 
jand.pleasyre to, he derived ifrom the; eiilture of = Hive fto"atsp oto tanto é : ‘ugless ee 

i lead = stip $9 “Rint; Wy" roferits ola Lid Bdeity chose pinch: pad ma 3, be hand- 
“# oase which came under aur pwn gbsoryation | ir ith he faiich ‘impunity’ as so. many’ pegs, 
recently, how easily:! swarms:of bées anayi be] yi 'Velittindted the Hive was removed from itp 
era when‘ ‘Desoines hcetsiry todivide) yiaee tase the porch to'a, bench in the eagriy 

‘Gy ariib otto Vrahett antdntire ‘Siva! from | gta Hedleel thw new ‘nive felng placed near it 
‘an old hives: suld engl vetted on ose ovod | or tHe Bagplien O83 08 YEW TOM itol (one: 

iron baka saddest ii |thomere ting be dew fae 
reagntly pected i Madison, dy thea skilldal |ibeod outiotithe ‘old ito’ thé! Haw RIVE” doit 
Operdtor: and écieistifie! ‘tpiarian;!/ Mt! J. “M. | undiall, sothaw they might’ ‘be preputda’ todd 
‘Stebbins! of Apptétont Géiiebal’ agent for Wis: right on with their regular business fi'd few 

| gonsin of Langatroth’s admirablethives, /.- | hours: as thot gl: “nothing Una Mapped?!“ In
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|| the further progress of the transfer, Mr. Steb-| of his business, and we can conscientiously 

bins removed the top-board of the hive, and | and most cheerfully recommend him to all who 

then with an ax split out and removed about | may desire either information or very superior 

one-third of the circumference of the hive. | hives. 

This gave him an opportunity to get at 1b —————— 

comb, and to remove it card by card, by cut- THE POULTERER. r 

ting down the edges and around the central |] 

sticks with a long-bladed knife. ee) a oa eee 

The fourth step was to place the combs in As the ce. = srppeeshing when ay of 

the frames of the new hive. In order to do|°"* readers will desire to confine their poul- 

this, each section of comb was cleared of bees, By Ri inopder to keep BES from the sipening 
by brushing them off into the new hive, and grain, we commend to their attention the fol- 

it several times became necessary to trim down ee which we take from the Dollar News- 
oe hehe «| paper: 

the comb so as to get it within the frames; in Z = : s 
‘ ‘ «Much has been said and written upon this 

doing which care was taken to preserve all the | subject, and but very little practical eae 

brood-cells and to cause as little dripping as | tion has ever been given to the reading public. 
‘ I propose to give my experience in raising 

possible of ome When cut down so as poultry, and my plan for a poultry hous 

to just crowd into the frame, as a closely fit-| plan which will be the best fitted for the easy 

ting board might be crowded into a slate frame, | management of fowls, as well as being the 

two pieces of twine—one at each end—were least Ox For 8 hen-house, it may be 
P built on one side of the barn, or if you have 

tied around comb and frame to keep the form-| no building suitable, get four posts, hew two 
i til th hould agai | Sides; let them be, for the high side, say nine 

- $a pees anlil Whe bese Ghee Sea oe feet ; "for the low ‘side, say 6 or 7 feet, which 
it thereto by new wax. will be enough pitch of roof, provided the 

; house is not more than 9 feet wide. Twelve 
Thus prepared, eae yee sacceesixely, feet by nine will be large enough for twenty 

suspended in the box of the new hive; adjust-| hens; plant the posts firmly in the earth, so 

ing the distance between them, so as to leave ae te aor the moa tia = ay, 3 ee 
I ond quality pine or hemlock boards ; nail them 

room for the bees to pass me and Soun: 5 And on lengthwise, if you do not choose to get 
quantities ef the bees still remaining in the| plates so as to have the boards run up and 

old home were tenderly scooped up in our bare down. A shingle roof will be the best, though 
tea ctg berg iits the ne But after all | good board or slab roof will do well enough, 

= is eee —the slabs to cover the cracks between the 
there still remained a considerable quantity of | boards. The house must havea window, with 

ii i ; lath nailed across, to let in air and sunshine. 
aoe wpiehie Seo} pad semen rete: The roosts or perches should be placed in the 

ey cguld do better elsewhere. To transfer | highest side, so as to leave space enough for 
these it was only necessary to spread a clean | the soonrenient qissing of ae nee mich 

ought to be in the warmest part; a tig! 
sheet he eauioplatt a! a floor and place the | goor on with good hinges anda good lock, and 
two hives in juxtaposition. In a few minutes you will have as nice a hen-house as you could 

they strefmed off into the place prepared for risk {i The sont wali nol, be moe fan 25, 
; .3:_., | With lumber at two cents a foot. good fe 

them, and gradually the multitude of individ- or water trough is made out of a log, some- 

ual bees which had alighted here and there, | thing of the shape of a hog-trough. 

inside and outside of the carriage house, or cane ace Arent. diag in my oni: 
. - . is the Pol or top-knot; they are excellent 

on Soe loose) a from the fields, laden with layers, and are of profit till 5 or 6 years old. 
honey, found their way to the gathered swarm. | There are no better hens than the Poland to 

; A : raise with. As a good, hardy breed, the Eng- 
penne see eae opeesse me were! not | ii pheasants have no equals; they are good 

once stung, and in about thirty minutes from | layers, and are excellent for the table. They 
the commencement the task had been entirely | ate of middle size, with blue legs and double 

leted. combs; the males are in color red, intermixed 
er with black. 

Mr. Stebbihs showed himself to be a master| ‘A good feed for fowls is a mixture of corn,
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wheat screenings, oats or any grain you can | worn out stuff. If used chiefly for bedding 
get, mixed together; fresh meat is very good, | plants, a compost of leaf-mold and sandy soil 
but I would not feed onit altogether. To have | from a common, equal parts, and one-fifth of 
hens lay through the winter, they must not be | the whole very .old dung, would prove a good 
affected by sudden changes of the weather. | mixture. Bedding plants do notrequirearich 
Hens that lay steadily through the summer do | soil as much as a new soil.—@ardener’s Weekly 
not lay in winter. Pure water is indispensa- | Magazine. 
ble in poultry breeding.” ——_.—_—__—_ 

—_—_—O Strawberry Culture, 

THE HORTICULTURIST. One year ago we gave the readers of the 

4. G. HANFORD, : : CORRESPONDING EDITOR. | F4RueR particular directions how to treat 
——— > | their old strawberry beds. If our experience 

So Slax 5 vine is proof, all who carried out faithfully our 
why shield i vega tol drink in the sun, plan last year are abundant gainers thereby. 

aa Gnas i — eae pepo ons Especially are the advantages of this system 
Go plant a vine. apparent at this time, when the prevailing 

Dig deep the soil, drouth has blasted the hopes of many a straw- 
Let it behold thy morn and evening care; 

Bend to thy toil berry grower. 

an eee dabbar.¢9/ Drepers The principal features of that plan are 

Perhaps *twill cling, 1. Thorough and deep stirring of the soil, 

Alas! too late, around a withered tree, with severe thinning of the plants; 
And all its fragrance fling i a B 

On the ungrateful air full wearily ; 2. A light winter mulch in late autumn, to 

tba remain on to decay until after the fruit is off 
No clust 

Reward thy Iabor ani thy toil arrayed, the pert season. ‘ 4 

In summer heats beneath its brvad-leaved shade; | TAi8 plan of thorough, deep tillage, imme- 
Go plant a vine. diately after the crop is off, we deem one of 

Thou lovest thy Talo man? the utmost importance to successful culture— 

ve Ne pallanthronto plat! ee using the spading-fork, hoe and rake for the 

Peeves ee Riga soe sere? garden, and the subsoiler, drag and horse-hoe 

And then, when night shall come, for the field. 
Bhat ’mid stars, the Husbandman above This mode of culture we style annual renew- 

y vine shail carry home, r 
Transplanted, P oe garden of God’s love; ing. And this is the only period of the whole 

Prana year when this can be done without injury to 

Renovating Flower Beds. the succeeding crop. This is great economy 

If the exhausted beds have a good bottom, | °VeT the common way of allowing the ground 
we advise removing the top spit and replacing | to mat over with vines at two years from plant- 
it with a mixture of virgin earth from an up- |; i 
land field, well chopped up with old chippy ig Gus on eae new bane crag seca 
cow-dung, and a good proportion of leaf-mold | 7°" 
—say, if you can obtain the quantities, equal| Unless the soil is very rich, an annual top 
parts of each of the three ingredients. If you dressing of composted manure should be ap- 
can get the beds empty in the winter, the best| |. R 5 eS , N 
way will be to take off the top spit and fork | Plied at the time of this overhauling. None 
over the subsoil, so as to let the frost and snow | but such manures should be applied to the 
penetrate it; then get a good supply of burned F; clay'and hot-bed dung, ‘and. chop them down strawberry cae Avoid raw manures, as they 

together in a ridge, and let them be well frozen generally contain abundance of weed and 
and fill up the beds with the mixture early in| grass seeds. Sawdust, tanbark, or even chips 
March, and they will be in admirable condi- lent f int Ich. 
tion for planting as soon as they have settled. Fe Sees ace a 
Chippings off hedges, refuse wood, straw, &c., We do not advise planting at this period; 

built up over a hole, and packed round with | six weeks or two months later is found prefer- 
cakes of old turf, and then burned, make a RS ds, es 
capital dressing to dig into the old soil, if you | ble, but spring is the only sure time. 
cannot well get new material to replace the J.C. Prums.
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polbho! Qare@f Wouig Orchard Dreessio eiy Joes vor i Peuningin Mid-Summers.. jpsi\y 
lise yoase bus Dlom-tereto seoaimoo 6 ahaaly | bggm yiey @i doogs BT: tyliopas boxing say | 

1 aN a ike ELMOET]GEEVELAND,.O-, ,1o1, fovtheugh meh differencd of opinion, exists 5 | 
hoog ¢ avoug Ditow qaessh wd on cloily od! | 46 the propriety of:heavy pruning at this time, | 

“oN gyat' Walter the lgrstind ardtihia’ the trees iat | rhidte T3'n6 ‘Uoub” but’ thas Wile pruning ti 
Te ea tie Gay ur piney HES sat tea yOh at ee 
out. If they do not swell readily in spring, aaglected until now; shonld be prompt 

take a fine romans thee and just at sundown | ly attended to. “guibeord yatineg ai ete | 

each night 5 is: ‘the :tops:/!'If the ground |*~wehave, the last twenty years, { 

Sensi hard around the roots, loosen it with} . fig ares a ae ne An wr ee 

the hoe ia Hel “Hedy ‘an@ then cover bo midsummer ‘pruning; “trimnbing lus 

three inches deep jof ehwdust,.tan bark; chip | wood of RoRR locks, to render the palance of 

dirt, or any spibas litter. that vA, it oat the tree vigorous for August badding; and we | 
from drying, and prevent any eat changes Of esiTO a: saat of ‘ 

témperathie or ‘moisture “in ‘the sbil about the always found stich Woutids té'harden without | 

roses snd: iim, srniaia et foomaiiensane decay, and heal over rapidly ‘and healthy. 

‘owth, . This is called mulching, and shoujd | ~ a Bagi ef) Rinode Ute 

Here hid put around Wdes TH the fall tO kkep | 1 vigorous tross inthe nursery. oP orchard, | 
théein from being acted upon by'the frost‘heaw-| very heavy pruning may induce.a late growth, 

ing,and eracking.the,eartih., 5.0) so! sj oxi, | Which will not ripen sufficiently to,qithstand | 

If by any accident a tree has itgharkrubbed | the winter’; but moderate ‘pruning, ‘ | 

off, or broken, trim it smooth with & sharp : a Be. saab Br pee ny, i 

knife, bul aot fubbing any ekrth’Gr prépara-|F side shoots’ and ‘suckers, ‘where heeded, | 

tion of any kind: over “it; ‘loft untouched, ex- should not be delayed. _ it will be found per- | 

cept the smooth, trimming, iif oil. sogn feel | i ire licati | 
over. When, newly pli niéd trees or vines have | ae So apttiecas ree = tet | 

‘to be i’ Prats’ Ida; du ds sbMbtithes the case, | in case of largedimbs), whena.it, would;be well | 

eer ee saxon meee to apply a cement compésed'6f gum shellac | 

mellow and light a foot or morein dia: tT | a: *, Seen | 

beyond the area of the branclies; and ieee ciepred , aleahal 4! ite Comet oBpy. of, mu- j 

the uppaatlined gobd; #He mitich indy’ We Of new | cilage.. A. thin “evating’ tubbed: on with the | 

range yng — from — pa finger or swab will be perfectly: impervious to 

Say) bepom es, brown., Jathe autumn, Sus ; : | 
een have @ oat af elificliced mantive the weather. Te re ee ade i 

‘mixed With litte ‘Aad “all aver 'the préviowsty Look out for suckers from: the,roats of your 

muilched’ dineles ond Inft. to. be) dissolyed.and | choice roses, especially if budded sticks S they 
conveyed to the roots by the frosts and rains x ie { 

of winter. ‘itor cil Sor | shoot so rapidly, after. this, time.that,they often | 

“ Lowa alyie ow OW © 8i Tf ck eats 13 aaie bts!” beelfioy’ q 
, Should a tree or trees ‘eehtibil any feebleness| prove dangerous robbers, Sf! 1 

ee ee rough,|| The sanie’may We said of grapevines!” allow | 

ow: or rathisty rub. it, well with simong #08] Saat : i 
ends i weak lye water; this will not only me no young wood to grow below the fruit, or if 

renewed action to the bark, Wut destroy hy from the base'of te ‘buaringevihe ; for it is jf 

frisots thatimay Rave fastencttoritic 1!) ov" | pight here that the majority: of people fail to | | 

“LOO drops too be “grotm-wxhong itreesy during |b palatable grapes, er vines which-eubpro- |} 
thein,-early,,y earg op ,wntil Sher Feauire, the au Matis tiviee wnirti ‘Ve eats iny @ip si |i 

whole of the land,all grains and grasses aré to FRPREIGR: aise ge dogatio fies Te Be | 

be avoided, and potatoes, tomatoes, ete. atlopt- Jiiem tool seme TT Im: pai -veu ! 

ed! A Yery! god Wway"is to Cultivate:thb land |jo A: Putasann) Rartaacear-Many spergons, |i 

during the early :paxt,of | the. season; with; horge particularly. ladies; dislike to usaithe ordinary |} 
and cultivator, and in August sow farina | fertiliders form :the;barn,.or ,pouliry yard on 

‘when the turnips aré ‘grown, ‘pull'and ‘reti flowdérs; and othen,/howse plants; . *Onewho 

dhe botlorlis of the béstones, amd turnithe poor | knows?) sends the following forithe,4gniculéur- 

nes with thatopsnadernenth, by osingA light |e, mbiich is: gaod)not only. to,stimulate-honse- 

one-horse plow, an’ iB oe paly two or three | plants, ‘but for outndoop plants of almost every 

Giches déep." Top dFexs'the Innd'evety tat, if | kind: |Dissolve.one-alf to thnee-fourths of an 
ive not rich,.with good, well totted, compost-|eunceof sulphate: fi: ammonia; «(obtained 

ed manure, or with dime, ph bane dusty or such cheaply! at thei drnggist’s),in-one gadlon: of; ma-. 

other special manure ag the land may demand. | ters: Apply it.dnee a week, smd: then.only to 

Plats of ‘dwarf théedin' the ‘gurdet tire eaiest | growing:planis... oItimay .be,ased wish great 

| cared for:by: mulching theground all.oyer four ibenefition Sol ese eis tee } 

inches deen, the Kepping dome the weeds, and | dwarf: psars,.gtape: vines, dahbliasiand forall | 

the a ight, loose, an’ ‘unifétad in Yempeta- | kinds ofi-poti-plants::;' This, mixture inpreases 

turé’and moisture.—Ohio Farmer. dhe siadiof the foliage, of »plants, and gives.a 

eases a ee | 
a : iy
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abn get oben | lancet chine walle for annomicnh | 
nD. no! ” Fr 

| least toperiank th fertilizer, Mill do no ee leas laacnaniee ees melas ceallenh | 

! = wae ay abe; planted) six,(feetapart; | 
doi ih stp shag rhe oie ot ad Sndowhen of! arfair ysize every alternade,one, | 

a rs ne yal i tng ram ual | maybe eub cyt pitheny in.actew years,every | 

}) day Heb gue atllan! exges “VGH MANE 6H) sieeinate cine of thosd leftimay be put and aplit, 
enongh sud.tolepanes: Foy have time ,enough.,| into: hulvesifor fence posts,,, In process af time | 
If you cannot afford 6 prirchhse“thém,’guthier| (56 remaindan of the,ald.enes may be,ut, ang | 

! tH 66 gad oy “thet! jn some’ spare ouner, theshoats:from those that were previously. ut, 
and.in a yenr-or two transplant, them; andin | trained, withia very little care, to.eupply, their; | 
ore yee, jniproved! appedrance of YOUT| Dace. The locust grnws very rapidly, and.im 

| Beenie 21 Pott than’ pay ‘for the trouble | peainiesdistriots a litle: pains in their produe- 
, beet cont veil soy eons at ont lh tiomywillipdy .Kandsomelys-to Bay nothing, of 

nate fe ironed giknt nt na the beauty of the tree,..or its fragrance when, 

trees. aoe ‘shade asp the, hose sit imdilodson: day 5 sch ie dooney 
sat J é 

! soeese oie 4 ‘ohn Wid 4 Ne The Sugar Maple’ ‘grows: quite slowly bub 

tempered to-apmost. refseshing: coolness. ‘Then ae pony Ta ae Seen oering ai 

gure ook more ik the selene of 3 oe ene eat Ia ee an bapabemeaierasi ess | ee ar 
i onibiiveted in the siiidat! ‘of Gyer-irching'trées long if possible The tree will be more apt te 

and, interlacing ¥ines,, How different from the, ee eee ane abana: tape andi upon 

lonely aspect of a garish-housé, bleaching and ee aerate Tamar. sependa 

scorching in the sun of‘sumimer, ‘chivering ahd Cees asnenr? iekded: hy ie trees: We 

rattling in the blasts of winter}; 90: fier — heatdiof maple groves: in this Atate that 

‘What'do you! remettiber"‘most' ¥edily about yeasie eon mp lgief sngan the fealfth 
Gem sapkahieces childhood? ts i tie year after planting. ;| They may be set in aka 

well‘Kiotwn tree under whose shadow you play- slong (oi roacitide ond around the:houses Eifr 

ed and dreamed the dreams of; boyhood? On nmciaien’ aes anita areepectable aummr: 
bush. |The maple is handsome and remark- 

every bough hangs d°memory, fnd:tender re- n - 

miniscences cluster. about it as thick as the ably clean tree, not infested by insects ag are 

leaves on its branches: Plant trees, then, to very many trees usually.selected as shade trees, 

|| make your hothes altractive, aid comfortable, ‘The maples'may bb set with the loousts,/and 
dndito.wakeu, into life. in the ‘hearta.of your as'the latter ‘are cut out may be allowed to take 

children ‘ar affection for the old homestead; eee praten Set a Sor ae ene 

which will grow stronger and stronger as time The Chestnut is also ‘a liandsome tree, and 

cfirries ‘them’ away fromthe ‘hearthstone— quite easily raised,’ There ‘are soiné’ in this 

which, will be a gure safeguard against temp: city, twenty feet in’ height, that have bortid 

tatiogs and allurements to: vice, “A fier i as: ) puts, and others find no’ difficulty in making 

There'is eedhothy iW it. ° Buildihgs protected | them liver? mee weal 

A} by.shade will last longer,, but the trees must} Of course’ these do’ not take the place of 

Hiot!be'sd'neax ais -t0" elite; ‘ ov'igo''dense‘as to fruit trees, but’ are better for the purposes of 

prevent a free oitodiatien “oP air” ‘Where is | shade, as fruit trees grow so much smaller, with 

Pleasire ‘in lithus “béautifying “your: ‘homes. | us than’at the thst ; and besides, they nay‘be 

Tks il baie hotentfoucha Hp ht | loshin mons expend” staiiond at (4 
atriving after beauty. which-qwillifinally affect | roadsides, &e. .. Bub we: are. rather inclined to 

tie! chitradter ‘of! all your farthing operitionis: | the Spinto that the “tintber oF the Were Tos 

We may combine beauty with utility. and cust, the sugar ‘of the Maple, a the:nuis of ,
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the Chestnut would pay quite as well for the} MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL. ; 

time and care bestowed upon them, and for | —=—————————————| 

the space they occupy, as any fruit trees that Business | Rules. ; 

are raised—to say nothing about the increased} 1. Do not undertake a business with which 
you are not perfectly acquainted, any sooner 

beauty Stour! Bomes = Eres! sade than you would attempt, if blind, “to survey & 
afforded by them. Blending with the various | city. “ First thoroughly understand what zu 
kinds of fruit trees and shrubbery, they soften | propose to do. Serve an apprenticeship before 

into beauty the more rugged forms of the taking a single step involving risk. 
_ 7 ee 5s 2. Never attempt a business for which you 
merely useful, and thus, by quickening our | have no tast or tact. Seek todo that for which |} 

perceptions of the beautiful in God’s works, | you have a natural faculty and relish. Don’t 
ful. aspire to be a merchant when you should be a 

they become really useful. farmer, a mechanic, or a day laborer. \ 
Don’t neglect this matter. If you are too} 3, Never connect yourself in partnership 

busy in the spring, do it this fall. Select your | with those in whom you have not perfect confi- 
dence—with those to whom you would not be 

trees now, or find where they may be procured | willing, sick or well, at home or abroad, living 
and contract for them. It will pay in dollars | or on te ie a ae bases ae 

x 4. Never attempt to do more business 
and cents, as well as in comfort. * you can safely do on your own capital. 

Tn. Sanaa & 5. Avoid the taking of extraordinary risks 
Plants Consecrated to Heathen Deities. of long credits, no matter what profits are in 

— prospect. 
The ancients delighted to idolize and to sym- . 6. Give no credit pehateree 2 any one who 

, * | does not possess a good moral character. f 
bolize objects. They placed gods and goddess: 7. Supervise carefully your own business, 

es in the cups of flowers; and we may trace | (not your neighbor’s,) and look after your 
in our sympathies toward certain plants the clerks and see that they are faithful in the per- : 

aoe 4 A formance of all their duties. 
still lingering remains of heathen mythology. | 8. Let all those with whom you have dealings 
The fig t: in th 1 dedicated to | or intercourse, understand distinctly, that you 

epee gh ee es will not lend yourself, for sake of trade, to do 
Saturn, the oak to Jupiter, the ebony to Nep- any mean thing—anything which your con- 

tune, laurel to Apollo, thyme to Mercury, the mega Bilan approve. sai : 
: . Never lend your name by endorsement or vine to Bacchus, the poplar to Hercules, reeds otherwise, except under most extraordinary 

to Pan, the lotus to Harpocrates, the God of | circumstances, and then let the act be guarded 
fi x 7 . | with every possible security. 
pace 4 Poppies ea a mnoase ee nt 10. Never allow yourself or your partners to 
ive principle of poppies, or opium, is now) draw a dollar from the concern to invest in 
called morphia; ‘the lily was dedicated to Ju- | any ‘ outside operation” whatever. 

the oli . h 1 Vv 11. In forming a copartnership, insist that a 
no, the olive to Minerva, the myrtle to Venus, limited, fixed sum only shall be drawn by each 
corn to Ceres, garlands of flowers and nose- permeree personal expenses. a a 

., 12. Under no circumstances whatever, de: gays to oe orchards and fruit trees to Po- in stocks. Don’t believe any one of tae toe 

mona, the white rose to the nymphs, sea-weed | sand marvellous tales of a fortune in that di- 

to the Nereids, separate trees and trunks of |Tection. They are a trap and a lie. e 
13. Keep all your accumulated profits in 

trees to the Hamadryads and Dryads, the lilac | your business so long as you owe a dollar.— 

to Hebe, the Crocus or saffron to Sickness, the When pee hive more ete eae ae can use, 
en it will be proper to invest outside. 

laurel and palm to glory and courage. The} 44. Never Bae of banks or other sources, 
violet, the forget-me-not, and many other flow- | if you can avoid it. If temporary tee 

* + - . is needed, seek it from a tried friend, or from ers have still their symbols.—Septimus Piesse. a, sound banking institution, and aca return 

Praxtixne Grare Vines.—Geo. Campbell Pose aS en ee ee b 

says: “I have found very little difference in|" 15. Haye an eye on_ the condition of the 
the growth of vines, whether planted in fall or | country, its crore and the general penepent 
spring. When planted in the fall and slightly | for business, and look out sharp for the move- 
protected during the first winter, an early start | ments of politicans, who, in nine cases out of |}. 
and usually a more vigorous growth may be| ten, care more for a re-election than for our 

expected, than from vines transplanted in| commercial interests or our national pros- |} 
spring.” perity.
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There are other and most important matters | masons frequently neglect to fill them up with 
which should ef be forgotten. ane® good | mortar.—Scientific American. 
company. ue integrity more than money. + + % a 
Live within your means. Eschew wines, thea- Inattention to these little things is one great 

tres, and fast horses. Use no profane lan-| cause of so many rickety, dangerous buildings, 

faa Never quarrel with a partner. Be sometimes involving in their ruin the lives of 
kind, considerate and generous to clerks, and S . 
also to your unfortunate debtors. Cultivate | the occupants, as in the case of the cotton mills 

the friendship of all. Do your proper share in | in Massachusetts, a few years ago, in which 
promoting the public weal. Be a man, a gen- Muon Thats thee : 
tleman, and a christian ; and you will make | °° many operatives lost their lives. It is not 

sure of an inheritance in this life and of untold | now as when 
riches in the life to come. “In the elder days of Art, 

——OO" etaiybeyes rey ee care 

SCIENCE, ART, STATISTICS. For the Gods see everywhere.” 
—————————————————— It will pay a man here, as well as elsewhere, 

Making Mortar. to pay personal attention to his own business. 

In common practice, the cohesion of mortar Be Pea anes eae Gas ee 

is greatly impaired by using too large a por- EDUCATIONAL. 
tion of sand ; it should never exceed two parts | = 
by measure to one of lime paste. A cask of 
lime weighing 280 tbs., made into eight cubic eS ee 

feet of lime paste, should be mixed with six-} It is said that cleanliness is next to godli- 
teen bushels of damp sand. The notion used Thi Herat re ti ¢ 

to be generally entertained that the longer lime mapa may De TAthGe, A SPEEA S 

was slaked before it was used, the better would | the true value of neatness, but a great truth 

be the mortar made of it. underlies the maxim. A proper estimate of 

This, however, is not the case with our com- iti Seas 

mon fat lime ‘and sand mortars. The sand = a secpgnition es ihe trae Gapily sf mt 

should be mixed with the slaked lime as soon | humanity, which so distinguishes true religion, 

as the latter becomes cold, and no more water | will also manifest itself in a proper self-respect 
should be employed than will reduce the lime| 144 neatness is but one form of expressin; 

toa thick paste. In preparing mortar, the un- + i PI s 

slaked lime should be placed on boards and| self-respect. 

sheltered from the sun and rains; it should be asia 
open above and surrounded with some sand. The love of ornament seems to be an erigis 

The water necessary to slake lime should be| al endowment of our nature. It makes its ap- 

poured upon it with any suitable vessel, and| pearance where art would least of all be ex- 
care should be taken to stir the lime so as to I h 1 Seed 

bring the water into contact with every por- pected. It seems, when properly restrained, 
tion, when it may be left until all the vapor| to harmonize with the beauty of the world all 

has passed off. around us. The flowers might have been cre- 
The sand may now be incorporated with the el Ghee ete pace Pe 

lime by means of a hoe or shovel; and, if ne- cere ‘ see 2 yet pe 

cessary, a little water may be added to produce | every function they now do, for there are flow- 

a homogeneous, consistent paste, when it is| erg with neither; but God seems to have cre- 
eB ready for use. Sand from the sea-shore should d th ‘fal ify the 1 f th 

never be employed for making mortar without ated the beautiful to gratify the love of the 
being first washed with fresh water, because | beautiful with which he had endowed man. 

the salt left in such sand is liable to absorb i 

moisture and prevent the mortar becoming oe =e pi a ~ 7 ae: 
hard. e highest culture and the most com: - 

sun puns Oe ms of brick er stone, ore velopment which possesses the keenest appre- 
ould be taken that the stones or bricks be| ...; eaae 

moistened before they come in contact with the ciation of the beautiful in nature. 

mortar. . Byery bese and sions should, be laid} Andright here we would begin in the school : 
in a good bed of mortar, and should receive a ‘ 2 

blow to fix it firmly. The bricks should not cura the abate for thes pearete, a 

be laid merely, as is the common custom, but friendships with flowers, with paintings, with 
forced down, so as to press the mortar into all| with ornamental gardening. Imitate their col- : 

the pores and crevices. The superintendent ‘ s 4 theteulane’ with 

of a building should give his personal atten- | °°* their outlines, and their plans, with pen- 
tion to the vertical joints in the walls, as the| cil and paper, no matter with how rude a hand
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of coarse a touch) Once: accure'attention and « Tebohers,: parents; andschob)) boards; Will ||} 

} socereat hor, and neutnee in petvon and vat si fyW8h lbs, aid best fe apd yot Bue |] 
| will naturally follow. Slovenliness would “be | ceed? e2ciy wool tne toy aiditw Frit | 

I], impossible in’ the ‘midat “of such abscciatione. | —ebmseenbeuteeetmessbemnteesinetstiiniceeeisit! |} 
| Respect will also be paid to the appearance we t a ots THR ‘HOME... 5 anid 

| the school room. The desks will’ not be cut or!) === ——arstes eee IIIf 

scratched. The books will not be scribbled or o eens . He 

torn or soiled. Rudeness in manners will be) » {ec (iv soy Seas MORES a Hier cswolt 

softened, and vulgarity of language be refined’ c lo ie ceaenbet bial data ‘of ithe batilec 
into elegance, by ;the elevating influence of| jy5¢ amade this-mountatn -memorabte;-neither || 

this newly developed faculty. ‘ that OF imy tet Visit to.o lobality oo dacrdd and 
One great reason why we se¢ so many slov-| interesting. I only know it was in the time of 

enly school children’ is, we think, because ive'| leaves, and near the ‘Aatinivershty of the conse- 
see so many slovenly school houses. They’| oration of, that templeef. nature to holiest use. 

stand bleak ‘and bare, without the slightest at-| A°yéar of ‘intense life ‘has’ gone by; ‘and ‘many’ 
tempt at ornament in the building, or the re-| other pictures ‘haye been added to the'gallery, | 

motest hint at adornment in the grounds. Not| of memory, many’ other. impressionis,' ground’ 

a tree casts a friendly shade over the scorch- | into the tablet, of my soul; and yet, at this 
ing sides of the house; not a shrub stands as’ distance, looking out upon, the hubbub and 
a fragrant curtain before the glaring window.'| dust of ‘a gréat dity; a breath touches my cheelr 

The blank, dull monotony 6f the walls is uni-| and I stand again inthe dim cathedral aides’ 
broken by any object upon which the eye may '| of the summit of Rich Mountain. ie . = 

rést lovingly. Not a fence suggests privacy | « Jt'is ulways interesting to trace'thé law’of 
or home-feeling. All is repulsive, sombre; | associations to the results that often seem, in-, 
chilling to the soul. The children seem to feel| explicable; but time is everything inthis ori+ 

that neatness or ornament would be entirely | gig of life and death; Stand with mé; ‘just’ one 

out of keeping amidst such surroundings, ahd | moment, beside ,the, graves that have need of 

never make the attempt.: The teacher ries in| yg monument beyorid thatithe’ God of the for“ 

vain to secure order and ‘attention fromthe} es¢ and the sky has'reared. ’ se : om “( 

flock of hardly restrained urchins who: are) 9p ory arg ‘sixteen oa igi; ciated Abaprtar 
longing for recess. The trustees @on’t care; gether, ‘one ohly within the encldstirg of & gai 

and so goes on the school, term after term, and den, and all marked with the name, ‘yogiment, 

year after year. ‘| and state:of the soldier.boy: beneath.: ‘These; 
We would have flowers and shrubs 'and trees | eing on’ wood rudely. vit; ‘as By the jack-Kenite 

surround the intellectual nursery ef ‘the little) of a comrade, were, even then, “ab theyend of 

ones. We would have their young'eyés open'| the first year; :quite! indistinet, and» will:soon 

upon the beauties of God’s ‘handiwork atid | pe’ wholly ettdeed”' What, diferehee'? ° whey 

man’s skill, and not school their mirids to suéh| were soldiers of ihe, American. Army, and they, E 
a familiarity with the grosser realities of life | died in defence of their country. Is it mord 

as too many school houses and their surround to;have “bean | from Indiana, of. Wiscondig, gx 

ings would introdu¢e them to: *| Muine?, What if posterity. labeled thieir- ashes 

The raggedest boy in the street wilf'step tip- | as having belbulgeil 18 the frst, oi te forttetns 
toe when he enters 4 roori Where’ thete is'a| of this, or, that;.Stateregiment? jj tj oyoit 
carpet, and the most uncouth urchin-is tamied | '¥ aia’not? think or tis: "They thviight not 

into a sort’ of politeness by the neathess of d of it as their heaptis’ blbpd, ‘chbed ‘pinay, Som 

Indy’s patlor.° ‘Why not tise these facts in tiie | the enthusiasm of (the battle td:the westief this 

management of our schools f “ “* 512) ast teep. "One 'stood bebide inéwhe thought 

ZIT
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Hof sixtosn young inen, out of fronithe'active | mountaiii? ‘add detity’ tito mitt hdd help- 
|| Wuisintess of Lite,,'and’ ail fhe gains of, inferest,| ed build.the banticades where theserministérs 
| s32.devclonmens,bomallingthoantimely ond of Bea ay iA'wAR’ fot, told Uy se 
|| fis: musty pFomise=and*hope.! “Another of] to,desitoy,: »The-great trench, that was dug by, | 

}| cu party obuld Aes, NUE HRS shadow Gf death, | che sume hinds, forthe Butial yf thyie atone | 
|, amd the mourners) ofsixbeem: hémes »fullowings| éd higijind, 39. Founded; up; ta heayen, with the, 
| et skeierol Bail" Ae fre | poten of owe wows coundele: were to soo! | 
|| ail the.suffezing. and agony. of shot; and: shell, | bronght'td'nbught, °°)" 17 Wut ot Lor aan 
| and the quick! sabre thirsty unl gravely Wal) /.AsiLhave said, twos in the time ofleaves;i 

anced the ascendancy. of souk op body. in times | ax In'thi quiet of an edrly inoviting Hout that, 
|| of such: sharp'‘cinfiet: “Tomes there: wis no with reverent step, we. walked, amid the relics, 
|| businéss of life; ‘ho, mourner ai the bier;,no| 6f'so much infamy and''so great honor. “Tt 
|| endurance of hutiger, or thirst,’ or the yiglent| was thé first time I had ever seen the fair face, 
}| rending’of sbul tinal body, "only ‘thd glory ‘and’ of;am American: férest/ scarred by the hand of 

the gain of a, great sacrifice to.a great: princi. War, ‘the’ first! tittie’T had ‘placked flowers ‘from, 
| ples orl oqiten'unoe Jeole'oa 213) the graves of) those who kad died in defence 
|| Never béfore, pevbaps ney again, will Such | of ote’ Ping?! (1 ‘tiok stiy"nife''emd., dug ‘otit 
|| a vision: of: the: possibility (of the, individual | puilets that, aimed ‘against, the, life, of. your 
I] soul jpiiss before me!" Phie' thought of! the inis-| pyother, and miney were reodived by the breast 
: sion for which, it. was endowed, and’all, its vast | work’ of ‘the; sentinel trees... - put ‘them into: 

resourees and powers’ ordained j thie’ thought | my, pocket, mnd-into my soul theviron ‘of\w 
of .the, ages of human struggle, ad divine, deeper hatred of ‘the inen, and of the cattge of : 

|) over-ruling; to"‘bring the ‘éccasion’ for such’ a the men,.who--are, responsible: for the graves’ 

digplay to'bear directly “upon'the greater good | enait “titved theif’ bloom’ and their! appeal! to 
of the great future ;\ the thought\of ithe costliy| heaven... ye uy fu ou  ecaiie caer Le 

nesd “Of! thd ‘snerifice "df ‘those ‘sixteen royal) : athe memory of the rebel dead has been setile 
young souls opened up the fax, vista, of, the In-| ed with the éxecration of posterity; the heroes | } 
fillite meaning ofall this, ad thduyl that eis~) of; thabTitthé‘band of patriots seemed:to walk, 
teen had been multiplied by millions it had ak Hat the ‘yiooitng f Gbed wing, TH tHe 

been. well, sea/menolt: roeowe ano 1110 stillness. of - the. \overshadowing wood. » Ask 

‘Dhevinhumianity:‘6f -mieediess* atrocity ‘and| mtifset' these words ofthe most 'mystic/of our 

resklegenéas’ of Sif6"GG ohig ting the folly’ of) nogis| ero, 4resbly, translated, ‘and I, smiled 
attempting to,balance the» tindicature of the | thatimyiehould have counted'them other thaw 

clea pines of ght hy eh oF BT] aie ATG stale” at, ae yligiond 
anf. muscle, and, agony,,18. quite another., S| trath., [f,these-who mourn theiearly deady 
apeople'we havethdught:too mudh of this 1st, | whosé'butials dts mhking’ sabred’ ‘go'ihahy of 

tog little of the other... Yqur. brother, Husband, the, before -unneted, Topalities, of our (great 

son++these are wary desin{bory qa:t¢ Bo. aremine cottntryy would! dwell: upon the bright side of 

to she. ; Het is Hor make thembititke/ot giving | yolk present and tajnre pt ys struggle, shah 
theimost of jour thoughts, to meslections, upom lines as these, -would:be rich inministrations 

thpthihd, 8" Yours Tok thdae Whose: kduls'aind | of oG@'thedn, "69 Ms SOT 
bodies have heen thrust in the broach pada, hy,| «...f Lf the smd lajar blak hevabaAy 1 0 ood 
theater nd tet tee wplatyomy dete) ony avec 

oF aur poun tty, FuMBlY,, BNE AgWIBaL FRR hase, A | ic iy uetatee atutoge ota a9 alo saca 
our ¢ommon shumanity. 0 to Sua iRawoY, yecaut Eno guMOY, wundversity. > bi FE os 

a ke a 
up breast high of, ha golid.;wagd afithe,torests | Poke an aaa 
Titi Yor titles #Potitid thé baveata'sloped OF tHE | O° 1H’ emir Cattle oF HAe8¢ 210
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Social Life in the United States. she is a woman, and as such, has a right toa 
aa aites . kind of deference not awarded to her in older 

— ackeervesge rad ee This on countries. So it is in conversation. 
moet Dikter Raver lhe AaB OOTeM TRUE Oe.) Lin shoet respecte the “ordi social life of 

mit. “Take any American evening party, and | sq American household is very like that of an 
Yook will see a greater proportion of Se English one. Every man, almost without ex- 
ooking girls than in any part of the world I) (ection, is in business in some form or another, 
know of. Regular beauty is rarer than with us;| .0'that the male members of the family are 

that beauty which the French, why or where- | away from home during the day. The difficul- 
fore, I z ner = ee . eaenos a2 vee nee ty of obtaining servants, causes the ladies to 
certainly so. But the faces are 80 brig) look after the cares of the house perhaps more animated, the features are so delicate, the eyes | than they would do in a similar position here, 
so full of spirit, that it would be hypercritical but ate they appeared to do ver: vaaah 

2 - maplain » pegamne 180 emperor san ase what they would have aoae in ataptaa Ey- oretells a e sal e hair i . tate Ratetetit a American woman is a politician, and reads 
an invincible repugnance to curl. The man- rad FS ti which 

ners,.200, ¢0z0y aaind,, constitutes, the chief Gkortha i good deal oF finle, ‘Then, too there 
charm to American femalesociety. You never | i; 4 popular passion for attending lectures and experience in the States the torture of being meetings, which creates in itself a number of 
introduced to a woman who has nothing to say|-oirces ‘of interest for women; and finally, 

for herself. As a rulethe women, aro better calling in America is a custom enforced with 
educated, or at any rate more widely read; | the strictest regularity. Moreover the rock- than the men, and there is a frankness and |; > chair is like smoking, at once an amuse- 
openess in their conversation which one miss- al anal an casio ae The extent to which 

es sadly in our own more guarded intercourse: | 4 merican families te in hotels, appears tome 
To our conventional English prejudices, it is | +. have been much exaggerated. The practice 
I admit,somewhat startling, when “a ang lady undoubtedly offers great attractions to persons 
you have met for the first time, whose name | ¥th small incomes and without children. Still 
you have not canght, and who is obviously of all the people I was introduced to, I only 
Sg eeey MINCSESE PBEPEL TURE SOND: tells you found one gentleman living with his wife at an 
thas her parsals ms be very glad to see you 4 hotel, and that was at Washington, where my 
hihente door’ ids even if your own good | iend was himself only a visitor for'a few 
taste does not teach you so, experience will months. Of course for one family who lives soon show you that this freedon of manner im-| 4+ 45 hotel in England, you have a hundred 
plies no want of delicacy. How far the system | 51.9 do so in Austin: ae on fir an ood 
works altogether favorably may be a matter of learn, it was very nncntosa newly married 

a Two cies ROMENOE, sete sere 3| couple to board at an hotel during the first 
aga ea a . Jed life i ai het ie year or so after marriage. But in no sense is 

mestic wives, and married life 18 wonder a. > | hotel life the habitual or ordinary one of well- 
free from scandal in the States. The truth is, igaio Amenioune 
the abstract woman in America, occupies a : ‘ 
position dissimilar to that held by her in any| The social amusements of the people are, 
othercountry. I recollect talking to my friend like our oun, maseay hime ones. In sinter all 
N. P. Willis on this point and his telling me | the Northern gre the climate a too a in 
that a Mrs. W., a very pretty and fashionable | winter and too hot in summor for out of door 
New York lady, complained to him, that she| amusements to be much in fashion. In the 

quite Greeied having to return to Europe,where eae there are sleieaas nee: ee 
her husband was obliged to live, because she | doubtless very enjoyable to people who have 

should miss so much the attention which she had | no objection to having their fingers frost-bit- 

got used toin America. Mixed up with a good ten, and in the early summer there are straw- 
eal of affectation, there was some truth in this | berry feasts, which are a sort of gigantic pic- 

remark. Throughout the States, there is a re- | nic sgot up byte members of some class or con- 
spect paid to women which I never saw equal-| gregation. Dancing is said to be the great pas- 
led elsewhere. A young girl might travel alone | sion of the young people in America. Person- 
from Maine to Misssouri with the absolute cer- | ally I saw very little of it, for since the war 
tainty that not only would she meet with no | there has been a strong popular feeling against 
annoyance, but that on the contrary she might | balls or festive meeting of any kind. The few 
reckon on the assistance of any stranger she dances I saw anything of, were seee Ee, a 
met. At times, undoubtedly, the manifesta-| nary London parties, except, perhaps, the 
tions of this sentimentis Saaaepoe It nore app be a — Saas sre oa it 

seemed correct to my notions of the eternal | is in London. e most g feature, how- 

fitness of things, that an old man should be | ever, about them, was the extreme youth of 

expected, as amatter of course, to give up his the company. As a rule, citar eae! Abs 

Mino ies yal abe to aed ok soy ata the |to balls, Te great majority become church 
re there is a grace about the cus- members,’’ and the most of the churches, with 
tom. No matter whether a woman is young or | the exception of the Episcopalian, look unfa- 
old, beautiful as Venus or homely as Medusa, | vorably, to say the least, on dancing. Card
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laying seemed to me as rare in families as it HEALTH AN EASE. 
fein Hogland; and, saden from whan saw Sais Se me = 

should say that gambling in es of chance abi aa! 
was not a natural ma thes erthiomner— How, to Learn toEat Lees, 
Edward Dicev. It is difficult to convince people that they 

SS ERY really eat too much. They say that they eat 
DOMESTIC ECONOMY. no race than the appetite ydcmasides and that 

ees nature does not make a demand for more than 
To make Aprie Fritrers.—Take one pint|she needs. This I think is sound doctrine, 

of milk, three eggs, salt just to taste, and as|and yet I believe that most people do eat too 
much flour as will make a batter. Beat the|much. The error is begun by eating too fast. 
yolks and whites separately, add the yolks to| Americans are a fast people. They like to 
the milk, stir in the whites with as much flour | travel fast, get rich fast, work fast, eat fast, 
as will make a batter. Have ready some ten-| drink fast, and take the chances of going to 
der apples, peel them, cut them in slices round | destruction fast. The haste with which a din- 
the apple, take the core carefully out of the|ner is swallowed, for instance on board our 
centre of each slice, and to every spoonful of | Mississippi steamers, is quite astonishing to 
batter lay in a slice of the apple, which must | one who is not accustomed to such fast ways. 
be cut very thin. Fry themin hot lardtoa| The consequences of eating too fast are: 
light brown on both sides. 1. The food is not well masticated—is not 
Se eee reduced to such a comminuted, pulpy mass as 

A Deticats Dessert.—Lay half a dozen | to fit it for being readily acted upon by the 
crackers in a tureen, pour on enough boiling | gastric juice in the stomach. 
water to cover them. In a few minutes they| 2. The sufficient secretion and admixture of 
will be swollen to three or four times their ori- saliva, which is essential to good digestion, is 
ginal size. Now sae lost sugar ne little | not promoted. : 

nutmeg over them, and dip on enough sweet ) 5 1) order to facilitate the rapid - : pid swallow- 
H cream to make:s nico sauce. ing of half masticated food, unmoistened by 

2 i : saliva, an undue proportion of liquids is re- 
Hominy Caxss.—A pint of small hominy, a quired: hence we drink too much, as well as 

pint of white Indian meal, sifted, a salt-spoon-| oot too much, 
ful of salt, three large tablespoonfuls of fresh} 4 ‘yhe sense of taste—the enjoyment of eat- 
butter, three eggs or three tablespoonfuls of ing—is gratified only in a limited degree, and 

strong yeast, a quart of milk. Having washed | hence one reason that it requires more food to 
the hominy and left it soaking all night, boil satisfy the appetite. 

it soft, drain it, and while hot mix it with the | “5. ‘The most important consequence is, that 

meal, adding the salt and po ‘Then mix | for the reasons already given, the fod we take 
gradually with the milk, and set it away to | is less perfectly digested, the waste of the sys- 
cool. Beat the eggs very light, and add them | +om is unduly promoted by the too free use of 
gradually to the mixture. The whole should | jiguids, and hence an appetite is created for 
make a thick batter. Bake on a griddle. larger quantities of food to supply the demands 

ee of the system. 
Breap anp Burrer Puppina,—Cover the} In this view of the case it is easy to under- 

bottom and sides of a deep dish with moder-| stand how we may eat too much and still im- 
ately thick slices of bread, thinly spread with | perfectly supply the demands of nature for 
butter, and then fill the dish with any kind of| the wants of the system, and how an appetite 
sweetmeats. Over this place another layer of | is created for more food than would otherwise 
bread and butter, and let the dish stand until | be required. 
the bread is thoroughly soaked with the syrup. | Therefore, if we would learn to eat less, we 
Make a custard and pour it over the whole. | should first learn to eat slowly. We would 
Bake for about twenty minutes, and after it is | then enjoy our meals better, the appetite would 
cold turn it out on the dish on which it is to | be satisfied with less food, and what we take 
be served. Send to the table with a hot liquid | would be better and more easily digested. The 
sauce.—Genesee Farmer. demands of nature would be better supplied, 

i and there eon be less bee es - ee 

Leon Pre.—Two cupfuls of sugar, two | i= drinking either water or more potent liquids. 
cupfuls of warm water, eS eggs, eeteanns We would be healthier and happier, wiser and 

three ounces of butter, “one tablespoonful of | better, stronger and richer. Imperfect nutri- 
corn starch. Grate the rind of the lemons, | tion creates a feeling of want, which the un- 

use the juice ot both lemons but the rind of | happy sufferer too often seeks to relieve by the 
enly one, or it will make it bitter; beat the su- | Use of fiery beverages. Eating fast and drink- 
gar and eggs together, then add the juice and | ing too much water has often much to do with 

rind, then the butter and corn starch, then add | the intemperate use of alcohol.—Cor. Valley 
the warm water ; this is sufficient for two pies. | 7a7mer.
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tails of a battle, making an advance, or order- | popular with his men than he; their love for 
ing a retreat. "In short, he seems to be, and tin as aman is only equaled by their confi- 

is, familiar not only with the practical details | dence in him asacommander. 

of war, but with the principles which underlic | During operations he is omnipresent, en- 

this most intricate and comprehensive art. cone his men with advice, urging them 

cuxenar stznze, oe nee Next to Sherman, not in rank, but experience a 1g, and o1 

and ability, comes Major-General Fred. Steele pomp erely hipay when hurling his invincible 
who, like Grant and Sherman, originated in | brigade against the enemy. 
that much-quarreled-about institution, West GENERAL BLAIR. 

Point. Were I attempting a a ex-| A description of Gen. Blair will almost be 
amination of these gentlemen, instead of a a superfluous, so well known is he from his pone 
erficial portraiture of a few externals, I could | appearance before the public as politician an 
not get along with General Steele much more | jegislator. Tall, well formed, ‘‘sandy’? com- 
easily. Like a Geneva watch, he presents but | plexioned, light grey eyes, high forehead, 
little surface—his merit, the fine machinery, Keary moustache and clean shaven face, make 
and exquisite balance are all within. A small | up the “points” that will be noticed in a cur- 
and well knit man of eee with a hand | sory glance at his person. He is slow and de- 
delicate and white as a la ys ten complex- | liberate in speech, like one who has been ac- 
ion, only preserved from effeminacy e a flow- | customed to speak to large audiences, and per- 
ing beard, eyes of a light blue, and a full com- | forms everything, from leading an assault to 
pact forehead, dress rich, oe Coe with a touch | uncorking a bottle of champagne, with calm, 
of velvet about the cuffs and collars, always | dispassionate manner and dignified movement. 
free from dust and as clean as if just See Ido not think he knows what fear is—if he 
out of a dress parade at his Alma Mater, West | does, he learned to conceal the fact so com- 
Point. These are the outward peculiarities of | pletely, that its existence can, on no occasion, 
General Steele. Without ever being over-dress- | be discovered. In conversation he is a good 
ed, he is, I think the best dressed and best | listener, and, when he speaks, an engaging, 
mounted man in the army. His prevailing trait | an unassuming talker. 

is quietness—a gentlemanly sort of TPS Beneath all his calmness he has a character 
which he carries with him,undisturbed, whether | of tremendous force, and a brain of wondrous 
doing the honors of the table to his friends, or | power; the momentum with which he threw 
directing the movements of a Se party | his brigade against the rebel heights at Chick- 
amidst the roar of the fiercest battle. Fewsol-| asaw Bayou, and the revolution which his 
diers among volunteers love, but all respect | course has produced in the political character 
him ; as a strict, unyielding disciplinarian, he | of Missouri, abundantly prove both of these 
frequently,excites their dislike, but his unruffled | assertions. He, too, is popular with his divis- 
calmness when surrounded by the eure ne tides | ion; he is careful to supply them with every- 
of battle; his pre-eminent skill in guiding their | thing that will add to their convence and com- 
movements, and the lightning-like rapidity | fort, and when face to face with the enemy he 
with which he adapts himself to the new com- | asks no man to go where he will not lead. 
bination created in a contest», compel their 2- | 
miration, and have won their highest respect. 

He chats with you unconcernedly up to the NEWS SUMMARY. 

very moment he enters battle, and the instant | 
it is over he resumes his sociability and dis- 

= courses upon general subjects, as i the affair STATE MATTERS. 
through which he had passed were of as little past: 
account as washing his hands for dinner. From all parts of the State we get good ac- 

GENERAL LOGAN. counts of the winter wheat crop, and, from 

Were one to pass our Generals in review, | present appearances, we should judge that 
and endeavor from their countenances to select . . 
the man with the most gunpowder in his | 8P*ing wheat will not hereafter hold such a 

disposition, he mea. ony ly choose Gen. | prominent place in the affections of our farm- 
ee 5 oe ae couhbinn ioe dae ers. The chinch bugs have made their appear- 

thy as that of an Indian, jet black hair, and | ance, but we have not heard of any damage 
eyes of the most piercing blackness: The gen- | gone by them, and it is hoped that the number 
eral ferocity of appearance is not detracted| _ e See 
from by a heavy moustache, whose ends drop | Will not be large enough to seriously injure 
below his jaw on either side, and this effect is | late grain and corn. The drouth continues © 
heightened by a broad, short neck, like that of k g q as 
a bull or a gladiator. And yet, when the Gen- unbroken, at the time of this present writing; 

ane: een enee = ores lighted by ene glow | and, although but little damage has been done 
ie, his Sw: face is sunny wilt 
alata feaeinae with ha anil at yet, another week or so of such dry weather 

humor. No commander in the army is more | would probably result in serious injury.
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FOREIGNNEWS. , | EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. 
Prince. Christian, of Denmark, as is now) a ee 

understood, refuses the throne of Greece. In- ee . of European Travel, 
stead of begging for a king, let them remem-| __ eps adie cnehvinis tat ie ies so) Lin 

= Es = Srrasperc, Bapen-Bapen anv Herperperc. 
ber their own glorious history as the first re- a rc 

: Jung, 1862.—I had made up my mind to at- 
public on the globe, when they gave laws and Waida-Relis tedtin dN Fou 
language to the greater part of the civilized ae sin ie ianens ae = x teeed = oe of 

world. Greece begging for a king! The world ee ee ire ae day, 
ons crossed the Rhine and -took the train for that ' 

has not seen so pitiable a spectacle. aitbaielt 
The Polish insurrection keeps gaining 2 ‘ : 

The country along the route is a fertile val- 
ground, and the European powers are all tak- : 
: : ley, very happily protected by the Jura moun- 
inga hand in the matter. Uncle Sam. has|,. : i 

ie z s : tains, which slope northeastward. Arrived at 
been invited to dip his spoon in the porridge, | ,- eee = 

~ ’| Kehl Junction in the afternoon, in company 
but Sec’y Seward answered that under no cir-| _. B = 

._ | With a multitude of Swiss and German peas- 
cumstances could we depart from the doctrine : ares = 

‘ ants, who were likewise disposed to avail them- 
of non-intervention. : 

selves of that custom everywhere practiced on 

NATIONAL AFFAIRS. the continent, of practically regarding Sunday 

———— just as good a day as any other! Distance to 
All is once more excitement. The rebels | Strasberg one or two leagues, and as the east- 

have invaded Maryland and Pennsylvania. | ern boundary of France lies between, my pass- 

One division of Lee’s army is fortifying Ha-| port was put into requisition. Don’t know 

gerstown, as a base of operations, from which | whether I should have been compelled to spend 
i point they send scouting and foraging expedi-| the rest of my days in Germany but for the 

tions into the rich valleys of Pennsylvania. | good fortune of having it, or not. As it was, 

Strange to say, Hooker seems to pay no sort of | however, I was soon examined as to the con- 

attention to the matter, and no serious attempt | tents of traveling bag, &c.,and allowed to pass 

has been made to hinder the invasion or to| once more into the grand empire of the French. 

drive them out. The opinion seems to be gain- STRASBERG 
ing ground that Hooker has been completely} During the middle ages subject to the Ger- 

outgeneraled. man emperors and the capital of Alsace, was 

The rebels are now in the immediate vicini- | ceded to Louis XIV, in 1681, and is now one 

ty of South Mountain and Antietam, where | of the strongest fortified towns in Europe. It 

McClellan gave them such a severe defeat last | lies in the midst of a broad plain and on the 

summer. And if they are suffered to work | river Ill, about a mile from its confluence with 

months upon their fortifications unmolested, it | the Rhine. Surrounded by a strong wall, en- 

may take a harder campaign than the former|tered by 7 gates, it is further protected by 

one to dislodge them. The action of the au-| bastions, ditches, outworks, and a citadel at 

thorities seems inexplicable, and the apathy of | the eastern extremity, with five bastions whose 

the militia of Pennsylvania remarkable, to say | outworks stretch down to the Rhine. Further, 

the least. the river Ill flows directly through the city 

Matters at Vicksburg are progressing slow- | from southeast to northeast, and at its entrance 
ly and surely. Banks is also besieging Port | there is a sluice, by means of which the sur- 

Hudson. We soon expect to hear of the fall | rounding country can be flooded with water. 

of both these rebel strongholds, and then the | Just below this sluice, the river divides into 

Mississippi is clear. five branches, which, however, re-unite before 

A few days will probably bring us stirring| they issue on the other side of the city. 

news. Bridges, consequently, abound. 

ee
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if 0 baildings, pheyery deperiptiony in Stmas-| sar refineriesy/ braweri¢ns eo; further add te 

i whe we almost eres rane of stone, the industrial importance of the place. | 

| reisth ith tees then sjerp., zoefsrin- |" tts trade's chiedy ‘with’ other portions of 

]| ‘sows, Phere ars many ,pablic,squares,one (ance. with Switzerland, Germasy, Holland, 
I}| in honor of, Guttenbergy who, according to,theland Ttaly. eve winsls wud 

smopt reliable accouns, here made is frst eX- [pinnae aohiovundas,, fp éoxx oF 18 | 
sperimenta.in.,the art of printing,,:,Fhe most)" 7 gg TOMRE ota Sale ws 

wes : jupiliviv offs Yo dung aeknoig off o} opsupas 
noteworthy, public, edifices,,are the Royal Pal- The gueceeding day found, mein Baden-Ba- | 

i || ‘age,.the Episcopal Palace, pffiges of the Pre-| an "one of ihe several important towns, of,the | | 

| fect, Town Hall, the Public Library,.(im which UIEEIOD ue & UiUsnIg Ve SITE TUE © ie | 
es .Grand Duchy,of Baden, and the mest famous |f 

-there;are’ 140,000, volumes), sumerons military |5. top; lace in. Germ ai dh coh ae 

| institutions, including an: artillery school a [" BP ee Mrs of as dave | 

military hospital, &e., :amd -various seadeniies The Baden district ion, grand duchy: hag an | 

and other “schools,: and some fifteen churiches. aran-afib ses bqvomnileds and @ population.of | 

‘Among the’ latier, and: indeed: before all the — alalltee seses atone le Ae 
| great buildings of. Strasburg, ranks: first ithe cnth: of sity. Wustembueg, dst; Switzerland 

| mpied ifteibedeslix whieh nramsfousided: iat, south, and France on the west.) Carlsruheiis | 

“ddoizdy od. hy dightning in 1007, rebuilt in:10a6 |‘2° °*E'2h, 7RT, Sd ait Ni eae ij 
40-1439.) Thermost, remarkable ‘pant of -this commercial city. On the western Side, along | 

remarkable jedifice:ia the great:towsry Wwhiob, the Bhing, there is a,strip of very fertile,land, 

Geroommgn vevthc the! pemaieden ie ails ofsa,| THERES APOTHNE SPA, SFERAM MAAN PRET, | 
yeompactifreestone,i:which is; 466.feet high Indian corn, beans, potataes, flax, hemp, and 

| iS feot ikigher than: St. “Peters st Romey-and tobacen,,..Bast of this atrip,, the ppuntry. rises 

25 fect higher than thé Great Pyramid; asiit ‘until, it, pecpmeg, mountainous, some of, the | 

now stazds, andthe highest iri the world),and highest peaks being #6 Rieh.ae 4,950, feat, , ott i 

{]|| -which!is cunfieed all over «with such elaborate ae share. eat Beeuthe ofPRIE Beck Koel 

i] | cearvingsand!adied decorations'as to: give itithe (Sehmptzyela) high extends as far, noxth as 

“Sppeatambey at ia distamaes of-being:oevered |{P2720F.Nesee, 2 fSibPeTy, of, the, Rhine. | 

a eave ace of etongur:Bhaneher notable festares|| AR ict Rtueee eniy ne heme tas a ore | 
of this cathodjal are a: rode! windew:48 feét in mountainous lands of, Baden, that fhe Danube | 

‘||| .diameter|/ three equestrian statues to Clovis, pasts ce Jifasonepine | 

| «Dagobert) ‘and Radolph .of Hapsburg, !and:a | /: In, the plains and: valleys the climate is;very | 

| wonderful! clock :that gives not;onlyithe'time |S99¥ inthe moyntains,cqld, mgistandchange- |] 

(of the!daysday of the weeks month; &e:,/diit able.,,..Eruits,and wines. of, excellent quality 

I | tikewise itidiontes many “st the:mést.iriterest- Ake. produced,,in, all the morq favorable, nox- 

| ing Yhenomens of thédiearenn:®: cits ei pHOne ef Baden, @nd.F fonRd igre WARE ATEROP 1 

| eden gufeteellO shot "Hear “Yoel Ne [MR ROMRI SABA ine ieee ane 98 FES 

1B] cent’ do ‘naive ¥orWoltén the" Whjede''oftiily [*R2 Ate Assia Hares mithou area. BAN 

|} | osihilaly'travelwas’ characterized “by ‘noting every the stock, being, of inferior, quality,.and |} 
teint apie" © vols ceteris ealvovetan the farming. implements) more than fifty, years 

'}) \"as‘a manufacturing city, Sirasburgis a place aed ee Plows with woomengngit 

I cerns aed aeeele aes fice, NOMEN em eet 
Wy quantities of woolen and cotton ‘goods, ‘sail- eine oe aukuar a, Y: ce ae wld | 

i}| ‘cloth, ‘clocks ‘and watcties, ‘metalic buttons, | oy up for himaelfy.and, drawn, by, oows lash | 
i A eee 3% UPN IE Eke fit EMT, We Pet s Wis eee e 232 She ko | 

| Satlerys jewelry, gamer — nw ~ papas to them by the horns/—these are the eyidenges i 

| Wares phing, Percelain,, Sopp, Jeather, straw | that Agriculture here: yet plumbers asin the | 

hats, paper, &e,,,,, Several large dye-works,.su-|night of barbarism. bwoe 

Saar
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Manufacturing is likewise behind the age. | hill on the north side. of the valley, and is 
Tron, hardware, cotton yarn, cloth, and salt| quite in ruins. For 600 years it was occupied 
are its chief products. by the old Margraves of the middle ages. The 

| THE VILLAGE OF BADEN-BADEN new castle is remarkable for the subterraneaz 

Is delightfully situated in the valley of the dungeons, supposed to be of Roman Ores e and thought to have been the seats of the river Oos, and has appeared to my eye one of Wanacin Concise of eek 
the most charming little towns I have yet seen BRIS VOUS Sh ORTAR: HOR, 
on the continent, Many of the dwellings and ¢ “ BESDEREEAG: ancera 
public houses are surrounded with shrubbery ia ae ie ais Bees te : 
and flowers, even to the summit of the hills on h amma sae e : a % ae "i * a 
either side, and the streets are remarkably ie wie as . i . at . = es “4 
neat and clean. Population about 6,000. fo ner cet satiny: oe in eemilingank: h : hi Baden-Bad ley of the Rhine. An hour’s ride brings us to 

The springs which make Baden-Baden s0 Carlsruhe, the capital of Baden, and a town of famous the world over, are 26 in number, va- +3 @ * Sars considerable importance. Several gay young rying in temperature from 115° to 156° Fahr. ° - ; gentlemen in student’s dress drop off here; ‘|| Ursprung, the most remarkable of them, yields . . aoe from which we may conclude that, like many over 7,000,000 cubic inches of water per day; Sim 2 i it i 5) Mak 1 other German towns, it is the seat of some in- 
‘ Fis Jen f i a pena + stitution of high order. And it is, for the : 

nal? of, ume On 4 meen pres Eee P ae polytechnic school of Carlsruhe is one of the and free carbonic acid. When quite fresh it most noted in Europe 

snEReuawons —. = beet. : = “ee ey Another hour and I am in Heidelberg, and |} ~ 
for dyspepsia, scrofu = ro mae ee have already caught a view of the old univer- eases. Some of the springs are made all the sity, centre of many hopes and plans when I | fA 
more attractive to visitors by fine public build- Was a college boy, years ago, in my native | | 
ings, embracing spacious halls for dancing, | Jand. It consists of a series of plain old struc ||} 
beautiful saloons for all kinds of gaming, re-| tures quite unimposing, and requiring positive | |‘ 
staurants, reading rooms and handsome porti- | history to convince one that here have taught . 
coes for promenading. Probably no place in| and been taught some of the most distinguish- | |) 
the world is so distinguished for the extent to | ¢¢ literateurs, divines and scientists of mod- | |’ which gambling is‘ carried on by the many | rn or medieval times. The institution was |} 

strangers of wealth and fast habits who gather Vee oe mead ago 2 Elector moe 3 . Its librar 8 nearly a quarter of a 
= a a and — st, ad aaa i of million of bodks and 2,000 valuable MSS. The 
eer e me would Duane are AES. eer University embraces, not only theolegical, tunes in America are lost and won many times medical and law departments, but likewise in. 

every day ; so that such occurrences soon cease cludes a school of Agriculture and Forestry— 
tobenovel. Such desperate gaming does not | in which, however, the instruction is rather 
cease to mark the parties who practice it, for | behind the times. 
Tam sure I have never on earth seen so dread-| Ono of the characteristic features of this ful a play of the most hellish passions of the | university is the number of literary clubs and 
depraved human soul as I have witnessed there | the degree of the rivalry between them. The 
—faces the fiendish expression of which, I members of each are distinguished by some 
fear, will long haunt my memory. To the cit- Feeolienily of in see which boon, Wear, and 
izens these ruinous “sports” are wisely. pro- Te ete i ahapilhiah wal REROmae: hibited. between the champions of rival societies. There 

are nearly a hundred professors and many The most interesting objects next in order hundreds of students, 
are the castles, the old and the new. The for- [We are coinpelled to defer the description 
mer is located quite on the summit of a high | of the town &e. until the next No.]
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The Prize Strawberries—Each new | is certain, that with this fork the grain is delivered to 

subscriber to the Farmer will be furnished eo piel os a ao ae ShoBiow: 
. ing conclusions were unanimous 8 d in at- 

with 6 plants of the new and superior Wis- o ai si PEPE FE the 

constn Sgepiine Strawberry. Each old sub-| 4, phat thc’ Binder will work fast’enough; at least it 

scriber, who sends us a new subscriber, will'| looked like play binding a six foot;swath. 

also be furnished with 6 plants. Orders for| 2 That the grain can be saved much cleaner than in 

4] plants must be accompanied by 8 cent stamp. hand binding. 
3. That it is not hard work touse the Binder; all that 

sed with saying they would much rather work VE it EM! 3. we conve! 

NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. ] ooo pina eo euea’ 

The Tribune Strawberries advertiond in this | | +, 7st {* dope mot o04 muck to the cya of the Beep 
number are’ prize worth having. Bead the sitvertise-| .r. Philips was working itona six foot J. H. Manny 

ment clear through; it contains many usefal hints to with two horses without fatigue. 

amateurs and those engaged in improving the varieties This binder is manufactured by Emerson & Co., of 

of fruit. 
Rockford, Ill., favorably known throughout the West in 

Lake Side Nursery by J.C. Plumb nogis no es- connection with the J, H. Manny Resper, who sent to 

pecial notice from us, Ss its proprietor is too well and | UF enterprising Thresher manufacturers, Messrs. Harri- 

widely known to require any endorsement from anybody. son & Co., their agents, a number of these Binders, which f 
gc bai atnatlonsiat on ta Di pape ak eevee being made and warranted by so well established a firm, 

Sugar Cane Mills are advertised by Harris, | ¥*T° taken hold of by our best farmers, and cash orders 

Guild, & Angell, of Janesville. They claim some valua- | *T¢ NOW urged upon the agents, who are now unable to 

ble improvements, Examine all, and buy the best, supply any more. We, certainly congratulate our farm- 

Railway Horse Powers, so deservedly popular ers upon their happy escape from the hardest work ofthe 

at the east, and destined to be so here 80 soon as our peo- | Barvest field. Our farmers will, of course, look in see- 

ple geo the great economy of them, are advertised in this | $0" for next harvest.—Belleville Democrat, 

No. by R, & M. Harder, Cobleskill, N. ¥. ea ees 

4 Noses ” are treated of as indicating character in STATEMENT 

our advertising department. If any body nose enough, Or THR 

ho will read the advertisement. Madicon Mutual Insurance Company, 
—_ a are offered a by R. Richards, sn THE YEAR ENDING 

= = eee DECEMBER 31, A. D., 1662. 
i. Lee's Boo Hive ise Wisconsin invention of merit, Dio Gorecnse ak the BanTaE WT acta 

Read his advertisement. quired by the provisions of chanter 108, of the General 
Burson’s American Grain Binder.—We | Laws of 1858. 

had the pleasure yesterday of witnessing the operation | Total amount of accumulations,....0s.+++ $327,464 67 

of this important labor saving implement upon the farm TASSETS. 

of Michael Phelps, Esq., near this place.. Arriving on | ypimpaired | premium notes it 

the ground, we found a large crowd ef our cittwens and | _ policy hol sagas ce $281,000 or i 

digas ‘watching tho opsraiion with intense faterest, | Ou.00) Rent ane ee, fos 
all seeming pleased, satisfied and delighted. We would| forcash premmums,......... 45,464 60 

TotlaLigaigt to detttns'Cik UnigUs ‘machine WRAL Giaek | Omeotmnnreem actress. ee) Stage 
ofour readers will have an opportunity of examining ants of Se ee fans ++ 2 «= $15,962,000 00 

eeeceece 16106 
while at work in the harvest field. ‘The Binder is placed | NUmM&r ot Doar’ svar thereon........ $6,069,818 00 
upon a small extension of the Reaper platform, has no} Am’t premium notes thereon,..........-. 108,823 98 

connection with the gearing of the Reaper, but is worked | Amt cash bremiums thereon, Set Sel au ot a 

by hand. But three motions are required to bind | Am’t interest BaP yan ioten-cnzannced ‘972 18 
Total am’t losses reported during wees $17,744 16 

sheaf—to raise a handle or lever when tho gavel is 7:5) sot losses paid duril ae ois ’ 

brought up by the Forker, to push down the same handle, | number,.....--++++++-+eserenseree sees 21,413 97 
Am’t claimed for resisted as fraudulent 2,000 00 

which puts the band around the sheaf, when one turn of pe een eee 

the crank fatens the band around the sheaf, cuts it off, sees — and wetdaes...cicvecssc. sone: 
a ike taihea Losses unadjusted,.....-..s0scccssseseee 85 

and mengeates Sees ned Se the al ae BENE oF 50 

next sheaf, The grain is sl - to the Binder with an Aftpid entree aa ane 1708 08 

ingenious Clasping Fork, with which the Forker puts Printing,..seccceesecseeees 
oat "pt a: se ee o ceotg | Amt Bald for policy stamps)... -.0.--- 600 00 

grain e Binder in good order, and we are told | ‘amt paid taxes to Oom’r Internal Revenue 82 02 

by those using the machine that the Forker is considered | Expenses paid, 1 including all compensation 

almost indispensable in getting the grain to the binder| £2, (Migers and Disectoms sistent ents 
in shape for binding. However this may be, ene thing Bl EXPENSES... erreeceresscrereeereeeee 7,200 98
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Vou. XV. MADISON, AUGUST 1, 1863. No. 8. j 

The Agricultural Department of the Government | ours. We are not, therefore, of those who are 

Ever since the creation of this Department | *!@tmed lest the people go back from the De- oe] 
by Congress, there has been felt‘a deep anxiety | Pattment, so lately established, to the mere 
by all intelligent friends of American agricul- drawer-in-the-bureau of the Patent branch of 

ture as to the administration of the first Com-|*he Department of the Interior. They have 
missioner. For, upon his success or failure long asked for a recognition of this, the great« 

has been thought to hang the security of the | et terial interest of the country, and will j 
Department itself. We have not, ourself, been not be prepared to relinquish what they have | 

exactly of this opinion, although a failure of | Secured, even though the first and a second 
the Commissioner would undoubtedly discour- Commissioner should utterly fail in the admin- 

age a few faint-hearted friends of the new | ‘stration of its affairs. | 
Department, and strengthen the opposition of Has the old drawer, which, for years, did 
those who, blind to the great interests of the but little more than scatter worthless seeds 

country, have always opposed any and all ap- and comparatively valueless documents, with- 

propriations from the national treasury for the out discrimination as to place or person, ac- { 
encouragement of Agriculture. The reason of complished so much that it would be desirable 4 

our faith lies in this—that the honor and in- | to Feturn to the old regime? | 
terests of agriculture have long demanded a| But there are reasons for hoping that the 
more direct and positive recognition than they | 2°¥ Department will not disappoint its friends. / 

have received heretofore, when agriculture was A detention of several days in Washington has 
a mere incidental appendage to the Patent Of- given us an opportunity to examine somewhat 

fice, (itself a subordinate branch of the De- into its operations and plans, and we are hap- 

partment of the Interior), and that the growing | PY to announce an increase of confidence. 
intelligence of the industrial classes, and the The location of'the new Department in the 

consequent progress of the industrial arts, have | Building of the Interior (usually known as the 
qualified the whole body of the people to take Patent Office) is in the basement of the central 

higher ground on all great questions of polit- portion of the south side, as heretofore; some 

| ical and social economy. : eight apartments of fair dimensions being oc- 

| cupied thereby; under the general designations i 

| Fora half century most of the European) o¢ Commissioner's Room, Chief Clerk’s, Li- 
| governments have embraced either the equiva- | brary, Engraver’s Room, Laboratory, Statisti- 

| lent of an agricultural department, such as} cian’s Room, &c., &c. 
| the one at last organized in this country, or,| The working force of the Department. is 

aceording to it-a still higher importance, as’a | about as follows: Dian tithe es AF 3215) | 

primfry interest, have established Ministries aude rel omens rata 
| of Agriculture, holding rank co-ordinate with See yr) ‘agit: s i aii 000 

| the highest departments. Yet none of those fac) epermenind Genicas, f seeprnemne ae 

countries are so emphatically agricultural as | Some 15 Clerks each with s salary of,;.......$1,200 to 1,800
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The Seed branch of this Department occu- | previous to receiving his present appointment, | 

pies a separate building and, during the busy | and is now prepared to give to the Agricultur- 

season, employs about 15 men and 40 women. | al Department the rich fruits of a lifetime of |} | 

A few words of the controlling head and of | laborious research, He is about ony a 

the heads of bureaus; valuable work on entomological cl: figation, 

Commissioner Newton is understood to have | which appears to us very superior to anything 

been a Pennsylvania farmer of much experi- | now extant. ; 

' ence and good success. Of this we know noth-|° Mr, William Saunders, long and favorably 

ing personally. We are fully satisfied, howev- | known.as a leading landscape gardener and a 

er, that he is a man of earnest desires for the | popular writer on horticultural subjects, is, by 

progress of industry, and withal so identified | late appointment, Superintendent of the Ex- ' 

with the origin of the Department that the| perimental Gardens. Trained to his profession 

country is sure of the best, efforis of all his|in Great Britain, endowed with good natural 

energies. His plans, as far as unfolded, give | capacities for advancing the art and science of 

evidence of sagacity and foresight, and his| gardening, and fitted by many years of prac- t 

nominations for the several official positions in| tice and study in this country to serve the 

his Department are further proof of good prac- | public in this new field, we rejoice in his ap- { 

tical judgment. We shall continue to look for | pointment as an important element in the pro- 

good results during his administration, spective success and popularity of the Depart- 

Mr. James S. Grinnell, Esq., for some time|ment. Instead of a mere fancy garden, ; 

Acting, but only lately confirmed, as Chief| growing useless plants by the thousand and 

Clerk in the Department, appears to us espe-| yielding scarcely anything more than a crop 

cially well qualified for the important position) of boquets for Washington officials, he will 

he holds. An attorney by profession, but also | make it a garden for proving, in the most eco- 

the successful manager of a good Massachu- | nomical manner, the qualities of really prom- } 

setts farm, and for several years secretary of | ising foreign plants, and for determining, by { 

one of the most flourishing county agricultural | carefully conducted experiments, the best 

societies of that commonwealth, he, readily | methods of culture. j 

makes himself at Jjome in both the business] Mr. Bollman, of Indiana, lately appointed 

and the practical departments of the office. | to take charge of the Statistical Bureau, has q 

' He is, moreover, possessed of. those graces of | arrived and entered upon his duties. By pro- 1 ‘ 

temper which, although so essential in such a| fession he has been a farmer, newspaper cor- 

place, are too often quite wanting on the part | respondent, legislative reporter, &e. He seems 

of those who must deal extensively with the|to bea man of sound practical views, with | 

public. Moreover,.his course, thus far, has | habits of thought on all the important indus- | 

) been characterized by @. most commendable | trial topics of the day; and imbued as he is 

promptness, energy, and faithfulness to the| with a strong sense of the great importance of { 

discharge of his arduous duties. his bureau, we have good hopes of his success. | 

Prof. Wetherell we have never seen. Asa] The plan instituted by Mr. Grinnell for col- 

chemist he. has something of a reputation in |lecting and publishing monthly statistics of 

the country and, we doubt not, is. quite com-}the most important crops, in all parts of the t 

petent to the important duties of his office. country, meets with his cordial approval and 

Prof. Glover, of Philadelphia, the Entom¢1-| will engage his best endeavors. | 

} ‘ogist, is an enthusiast, and (if he'does notndw)] The distribution of seeds ‘hes’ been” more’ | 

is destined to stand’at the head of this depart- | faithfully and judiciously made the past sedson || | 

mnt of Natural History in this country. He ‘than ever before, and we have'good reason to 

had pursued the study of his profession and| believe that the future will show yet further: i 

the work of making collections »many: years:|improvements in this respect. aq} 

j
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The people want not a thousand varieties of | shame it is for editors to be bribed by specu- |} 

seeds of the commonest sort, such as they can | lators to quote prices thus! Cotton’ has quad- 
supply themselves with’from any four-corners | rupled in price; leather is nearly twice as high 
grocery, but rather seeds of the rarer and| as formerly, and nearly all merchandize has 
more promising kinds, such as the Government | risen in proportion. Now why should we be | f 
alone can obtain for general dissemination. | duped by these insignificant paper prices of ||! 
Nor do they want the distribution of even these | speculators, and let our wool go at half price? 
through the medium of Members of Congress, | There is but little wool in the’ market. It 
who, in most cases, will be influenced more by nearly or quite all went into the hands of the ||) 
political considerations in their selection of | manufacturers months ago, so that there is no ||. 
consignees than by any special fitness of the | old wool in the market, and the manufacturer 
individual farmer to make a careful trial of the | must have the present clip. ‘They can’t do 
seeds sent out. The agricultural and horticul- | without it, and if we fools will but hold on to 
tural societies of the country are the natural | our wool, we may just as well have one dollar it 
and proper media, and we are pleased to dis- | per pound as 50 cents. Sutu Row1ey. } 
cover that the Department is disposed to adopt | Wavroms, May 30, 1863, 
this view of the subject, in its practical dis- . Fe era ai 

tributions. The Great Internationa) Exhibition. 
When these more rational views concerning 265s ; 

seeds—when the more thorough collection of — j 

valuable statistics bearing upen every branch BRITISH DEPARTMENT CONCLUDED. 
of American industry—when the incorpora~-| What next? A thousand things of great 
tion into the Annual Report of none but the | interest which the scope of this article will not |} 
most valuable information, appropriate to the | allow me to mention; for I already imagine I 
circumstances and needs of the great industri- | detect symptoms of fatigue on the part of some 
al community of this country—when the strict- | of my listeners—a threatening to say pretty 
ly scientific and the experimental branches of | soon, if not relieved, Will the Dr. never haye 
the Department shall all be wisely and faith-|done with this long story about the British 
fully devoted to widening the domain of scien- | Department of the World’s Exhibition? Yes, 
tific agriculture, by the discovery and demon- | very soon; but then I cannot, in justice, slur 
stration of important facts and scientific | it over in any branch, and unless I do describe 
principles;—when all these cardinal ideas | it and all other departments pretty thoroughly, 
shall have thoroughly entered into the policy | it must; be evident that a good share of the 

| and practice of the Agricultural Department, | benefit derivable from our attendance and in- 
then will it not only be worthy but perfectly | spection will be lost to'the public. i 
sure of the approbation and cerdial support of| Nextimorder, after naval/architecture, of 
the whole American people. To that end may | Which you have’ already had a brief descrip- 

_ the real friends of our national industry in all | tion, we some'to ' 
parts of the country earnestly, unselfishly, A MAGNIFICENT SHOW OF GLASS WARE { 
and persisiently co-operate. Of every description’: Stained’ and gilded’ | 

SunEENSEEN Ee cunennemmnee glass for church’ windows, ‘glass for buildings 
A Better Price for Wool. in general, and for deceration—surgical, chem- } 7 

Ep. Farmer :—tI wish to converse, through | ical and philosophical apparatus ‘in glass— 
the Farmer, with my brother wool-growers in |'glass for household tise and ifor inmtimerable - 

_ regard to the ‘prices of ‘wool. Now} brother’ fancy purposes, iticluding catidelibras, Mistres 
| wool-grower,“for one ‘momeiit look at’ the quo-'} grandoles and chandeliers, &e., &el-sstamped 
| tations of the papers: -wool from 50 to 60 nu glass, blowii glags, “and cut gliss dir speot- | | | 

, the tb.—unwashed, one-third off! What ‘a'men¥'éf the finedtwork in' the World, unless it | 

—— ae —————— j
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be for chemical purposes, in which the Ger- | bracelets, plain. and jeweled—by countless | | 

mans have the oredit of excelling. precious stones, such as diamonds, sapphires, i 

It is wonderful to what an extent the manu-/| emeralds, opals, rubies and every other, flash- : 

facture of glass has, been perfected already, | ing with irridescent hues or sending out streams 

and yet the next ten years will undoubtedly | of blinding fire, until we seem to ourselves to 

advance the art much beyond its present sta- | have left this world of dull care and cold real~ 

tus. ities, and to be standing in the midst of some 

THD POTTERY WARE OF GREAT DRITAIN— fairy scene begotten of a wild and gorgeous 

Under which general head we may, for con- fancy. Strings of, pearls of almost fabulous 

venience sake, include all: earthen, china, size and worth thousands of pounds sterling, 

parian, Wedgewood, terra cotta and other like | necklaces of diamonds rich enough for a ver- 

wares,—as a whole is hardly equalled in the itable goddess, and costly enough te bankrupt a 

world. Until of late France was ahead in this | een; and, at length, outshining them all, the 

branch of the useful and decorative arts, and | Crown jewels of Her Majesty, including the 

it is quite probable that even now she excels great Koh-i-noor Diamond, the finest the world 

in certain decorative branches of the manufac- | €V€? saw! Oh! will there ever be anything 

ture. England, however, hes, of late years, like all this again? 

been more successful than almost any other in All British articles in the class of precious 

the revival of the antique wares, every day | metals are distinguished from those of other 

becoming more popular. countries by a remarkable chasteness—almost 

Here we have splendid collections of the coldness—of design, by massiveness and by 

cheaper earthen and terra cotta wares in jars, | ® faithfulness of execution. These last quali- 

filters,’ sewerage pipes, stoves, &c.—table and ties render them deservedly popular with all 

toilet sets, of every fashion, in queensware who delight in genuineness and despise every © 

and in china—vases, statuettes, lamps, &c., in species of sham. 

porcelain—Wedgewood ware of most exquisite BRITISH FURNITURE. 

patterns—Limoges enamels, Minton’s majolica| - Qn the north side of the nave we shall be 

and ivory enamels—pressed mosaics and beau- | favored with a fine display of every sort of 

tiful jasper wares of various patterns—all in | household furniture—chairs, sofas, and carved 

all a most magnificent display. and inlaid cabinets, in walnut, oak, rosewood, 

PRECIOUS METALS AND JEWELS. ° ebony and mahogany; sideboards, inlaid in 

Last of all, on the south side of the central white and gold with decorative panelings ; de- 

nave, we come to a large open court, the bril- | Corative jewel stands; cabinets mounted with 

liancy of which has had no parallel in history. marbles, enamels, &c., in or-molu; carved spe- 

Here, if one only had unlimited wealth, he cimens of Gothic and medieval furniture; i 

! could realize to himself, all that splendor of | highly ornamental japanned papier mache 

| furnishing and richness of decoration which works; carved sténe and marble chimney | 

he is wont to imagine have, in former ages, pieces, surmounted with oak panellings and 

distinguished the royal palaces of some of the mirrors; carved centre tables, flower vases, 

mighty potentates who have graced and dis- and a thousand other things for which we have 

graced the world. no time just now. 

Here we are dazzled by the magnificence of| Substantiality and rich, heavy carving, with 

a multitude of trophies and individual works | rustic or feudal scenes, characterize nearly 

| of art in silver.and gold—by immense glass | everything English in this department; in all 

cases of gold and silver and electro plated |of which we are frank to acknowledge our- 

| wares for household use—by most superb dis- selves quite in sympathy. Osk is the favorite 

plays of watches, tiaras, chains, brooches, | wood.
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Above us, in the gallery, there isa fine show | | The Statuary is‘partly exhibited in the cor- 

‘| | ef philosophical, chemical and surgical appa- | ner apartment of the Art Gallery and in part 

ratus, which we shall hardly have time to ex- | promiscuously along the stairway and the 

amine just now. aisles below. The most striking work in this 

Entirely outside the visible interior court of | branch of English Art is Gibson’s tinted statue 
Great Britain, and immediately under the Gal- | of Venus, which, if the artist had not bedeck- 

lery of Paintings, on the-south side of the | ed it with bracelets, ear-rings, and other tawd- 

Palace, we shall find a large’collection of all | ry ornaments, would have been almost perfect. 

sorts of wheeled vehicles—wagons, cars, om-| A veritable goddess, of faultless form and 

nibuses, coaches, carriages, cabs, &c. Weight, | beauty, standing nude before your ravished 

strength and clumsiness are the characteris- | vision, yet with rings of gold in her ears and 

ties. Of these again, at some future time. jewelled, bands about her arms! Who ever 

TEXTILE FABRICS, &C., conceived of such an absurdity before? 

eee Me Nm Well, we havey'at last, completed our hurried 

of every description, manufactured in the pes 2 S ee ee nanan Teas 
British Isles, are found in the galleries. Let ee pis ee Saar 
us climb the stairs and take @ hasty glance at a oe en ne ee =a i 
itis Wat’ dinplay-of!aniioles tutte ‘alion: tailed examination, and ‘the’ United Kingdom 

Fick sardiaKal Veraelbel, areasu RichimeenGi tlic ea out upon the stage of the great ro 

west of England and the West Riding, the Nor- ing world vaster in her resources, mightier in 

F : . . , | her ability to accomplish, and grander in her 

Fete are: een a eae tee reich wonderful achievments, than she has ever 
shawls of Paisley, the coarse woolens and mix- deetiioddkius before! God umakeshen,aspure 

tures of Scotland, the flannels and blankets of A aaa 

Wedhiiats anit Withey, kve aeepeiate denen. [Oe ne Meera tionin ahd as Henesonnt Sepreanian atkakow, ihe tinted tate eoveds in her deeds as she is physically and intellec- 

and bandannas of London, the sewing threads ee eae 

of Leicester, Paisley and Huddersfield; Lon- - 

don, Macclesfield and Manchester silks, the aout oo 

ribands of Coventry, and all the varieties of | This month is crowded so full of work of 
English and Irish lace. one kind—the winding up of havesting and 

The muslins, cheup prints, plain heavy haying—almost to the necessary exclusion of 

cloths, flannels and blankets, are, probably, | ¢verything else, that we came near letting our 
without a rival; the heavier silks, velvets, and | Tegular “suggestions” go for once. But then, 

ribands are following hard after the French |” thinking the matter over, so many things, 

manufactures of the same ¢lass; and some of | 0utside of the important work named, occur as 
i the laces are unsurpassed. One ‘lace shawl, | V°TY important to be attended to that we can- 

; (point) marked seven hundred guineas, ($3500) not forbear, at least, to ae them upon our ’ 

yas good enough for almost anybody to wear. | Teaders. If the hints we give dono good, we 

| BRITISH WORKS OF ART. eae wall ae 

The paintings, drawings, &c., are found in en eee ne ae ] 

the eastern and a part of the southern gallery ; ‘ Sit a at 
occupying in the aggregate some 50,000 square | ' important e pee In the siack it may be 

feet of wall surface. © Many of them are very | Secured by building round a pole, to be drawn 
fine, and challenge the admiration of connois- | 0Ut when the stack is finished—hole to be cov- 
seurs of all countries. Landseer, Hogarth, | ered-over in case of.storm, and entirely after 

‘|| Turner, West, and many others long famous, | the stack. is thoroughly cured. ., In the barn, | 

are well represented. proper curing may be facilitated by leaving the
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i doors open most of the time during the hauling |,of ambition, . Look out for the borers; they 
i in and for a week or two after the mowing | have hatched, ;probably, and penetrated the | 

‘|| ®way is all done, A little pains in matters of | bark... After them with a. knife before they : 

| | this sort will be amply repaid’ by the superior | shall have penetrated deeply into the wood. 

|| quality of grain and straw. We need not urge| The Garden.—Save all the fruits you can for 

attention to the barn roof, to the end that no| canning. Fruits are the most wholesome food | 

(7) leaks be left unrepaired—that is, we presume | of man, and he is a barbarian who, for want | 

met; though a knowledge of cases is recorded | of a little effort at the right time, will compel | 

in.our memory, wherein many Joads of wheat | his wife and children to munch pork and po- 

have been ruined by rain, 9°fter it was believed | tatoes the whole year round. 

to be snugly in the barn , ois Se eee 

tor Winter Wheat- plow early, so as to get Meppgoment of Oana Irigy: ; 
in early in Septer’ per, Ep. Farmer:—I feel much interested in the 

The Corn Cro», The plowing and cultivat- sorghum question, and have regretted that I 

ing heving "peen pretty much all done up, it oom: not ations the Coanention: held in your 

simply 1 smains to go through once or twice ky AhetepENE Bo Tastilente yous ssking 
7] 2p iy up any large weeds that may have es- yan: to lay my experience before your seaders, 

4" d the implements. Let not a single one |*™ = none alas tamny eronake dincuasign.on 
i © them go to seed, under penalty of being de- = topic hatdin trenton wine hom - mental 

4 nounced as a sloven of; the svorst sort ize the acid in cane juice, without injuring it 

some other way. 
Your Meadows,—Cut off, close tothe ground, | go, commencing to make syrup, five years 

all bushes, single or in clumps, that may be ago, I procured some litmus paper, (for detect- 

standing as a reproach to you. Now is the ing acids), which, in one pailful of water, re- 

best time to kill them by simple cutting Top- | (yired two spoonsful of sharp vinegar before I 
dress with fine compost, if you have it—and | 00114 perceive that the mixture would change 
you ought always to have manures on hand) +1, color of the paper at all. Well, after I 
when you need them—to increase the after-| j, 49 got some juice ready, I tried my paper, 
math and protect roots of cut grass from the! . 144 it was changed from blue to purple in- 

scorching heat of the sun. Keep off stock un-/| sanity upon touching the juice. I then mixed 
til the new grass is nicely up. with the juice about half a pint of lime white- 

Stock.—Good feed, a pienty of it, pure wa-| wash to fifty gallons of juice, tried my paper 
ter, and salt, are essential. Don’t neglect them | again, and could perceive very little or no al- 

if you would have your stock go into the win- | teration, proving that the lime had not neu- 
ter in good plight. Your swine and poultry | tralized enough of the acid to be perceived in 
intended for market should be fattened pretty | its effect upon the paper. Afterwards I found 

early to insure economy and the best prices. | {hat if much more lime was added than above 

The good of your sheep demands that the | stated that it would coagulate the impurities. 
rams should be separated from the ewes, and | and disperse them through the mass, instead: 

that the lambs be weaned and placed with the | of causing it to rise in the form of scum so 

yearlings of the flock. See that the udders of | that it might be removed. Thus I found that 
the ewes do not suffer for want of occasional | very little of the acid could be removed with 

. | | drawing of the milk. lime. . 

The Orchard.—Now is the time for budding, |. Then I tried saleratus when the syrup was |. 

layering &c. It’s so much better to have just | about two-thirds boiled down, and it gave ita 

the kind of fruit you want, and the very best | saltish, bitterish kind of:taste, Then I tried 

: kind, than to be eating miserable. gnurly, good |saleratus applied to the cold juice, and kept 

i for nothing stuff, with self-reproach’ for lack | on adding it until it would not change the col-
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| or of my paper, and got good: pleasant syrup, | school their children the)year round. And | 

; only it was of a darker color than if nothing | yet these are the men who complain of the 

| had been added. Afterwards, I tried, in the | scarcity of money, of the high price of calico 

i same manner; common ley and potash, (these | and the low price of wheat. : 

||| being cheaper according to strength), with i There are many ways: in which our farmers 

| equally good results. {might save money. I will not particularize 

{ There is a difference in the acidity of differ- | the many ways, but will only name a few, and 

ent juices, but it usually requires about one- | jeaye it to the general gopd sense of my read- 

||| fourth of » pound of potash to tem gallons of | ers to add whatever may suit each particular 
juice. In this manner I get good pleasant syr-| case, First, I would name the insufficiency of | 

up, that is universally preferred to that with | our barns, a lot of rough slabs or logs covered 
1 nothing put in to neutralize the acid, and has | with straw enough to keep the snow out while 

but one bad effect that I know of, viz.: dark- lit is all open on one side, and the other three 

i ening the color. I haye used Cook’s and other | sides about the same. This is all the shelter , 

evaporators, and the effect is equally good with | that the cattle get through the winter, and is 
them all. it to be wondered at that stock kept in this way, 

"Now, somecontend that alkalies destroy the laziaes and uncared for, present the ap- 
sweet, as well as sour, anda little of many | pearance that they do in the spring?—poor, 

; things are used to purify and to take the acid |stunted, gaunt, near sighted, weak jawed, hol- 

from the juice, all of whieh I have found in | jow bellied, flat sided, and their hair growing 

practice utterly insufficient. I am not able to |up their backs inetead of down, and alive with 

explain the chemical operations involved in }}ice, I was informed that I had two calves 

this matter, but I state. simple facts and leave | that strayed off, and late in the fall, when I 

it to others to enlarge upon; hoping that they | found them, they were almost devoured by the ' 
will do so, I leave the subject for the present. !yermin. I tried several remedies that I heard 

Tuomas SEARS. | were a sure cure, but they all proved a failure. 

A Brief acon, ES Secondly, I would name the grinding of feed | 

— of all descriptions, whether for horses, cattle, : 

Mr. Epiton:—When times are as hard as or fattening hogs. Corn, ground cob and all, 

they now are, when everything that the farmer | ;. } otter for working cattle than the clear meal; 

raises is down, and groceries and most of the | i> ground and used with cut straw for stock, | 

necessaries of life (whiskey, the root of all) i+ yin) save from twenty to fifty per cent. above 
evil, included) are up, it behooves every think- | +14 same amount fed unground and uncut. 

ing man, and the farmer especially, tolook to) 41, of my neighbors had a heifer die with 
se eer and expenditnne,---to, sae, tHiel noth- the blackleg, I should judge. I found, on ex- 

; ee bona b. a4 amination, that the disease was wholly confin- ' 

| 2 es ee ni BaP: SARTRE penny ed to the hind quarter, and it seemed as though 

||| gained, will commend itself to every one, in|. the blood had. settled and stagnated there. | 
times like these, when our country is in dan- . = 

oo. ¥ |The body swelled up a little before she died, 
ger and its rights trodden into the dust, and it and there Wis" maine “fedete Ria bldodieanning’ 

- would be well if our farmers would only put | 

ee . : out of her nose; these were the symptoms 

ati iato prone * alti mere ithan) theyadlo. when I saw it. Please state your opinion, and 

Rromperity spon infiucen slacknona ane what is the best preventive, and further state 

mmate,,and shereite hardiy.a farm in:te:lete, | 91 ner it in contagious or not. | 
belonging to what we would call a wealthy mide Deve. 

farmer, that this rule willnotapply to. There| Lopr, April 8, 1853. 

is enough wasted and lost every year on some| Have had no experience with this disease. 

farms in this country to pay their taxes and | Will some of the cattle doctors answer ?—Ep. | 

i
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Maud Muller. But the lawyers smiled that afternoon, { 
Se : _ When he hummed in court an old love tune; i 

BY J. G. WHITTIER. And the young girl mused beside the well, f 
he Till the fain on the unraked clover fll. : 

Maud Muller, on a summer's és | arose aslo Meee Nay Seer eremetennegerass! 
Beneath her torn hat glowed the wealth y : 
Of simple beauty and rustic health. ere etre heart ee aon, 

Singing, she wrought, and her merry glee And sweet Maud Muller's hazel eyes 4 
‘The mock-bird echoed from his tree. Looked out in their innocent surprise. 

But, when she glued to the far-off town, Oft when the wine in his glass was red, { 
White from its hillslope looking down, He longed for the wayside well instead ; { 

The sweet.song died, and a vague unrest And closed his eyes on his garnished rooms, 1 
‘And a namolew longing filled Ber broast— ‘To dream of meadows and clover blooms, j 

‘A wiah) that she hardly dared’ to own, And the proud man sighed, with a seeret pain: f 
For sounething Nether Shaniatie bat kop: “Ab, that I were free again! 

“ Free as when I rode that da; ‘The Judge rode slowly down the lane, q - Geontinr Lu bate eaten Where the barefoot maiden raed her hay: 
She wedded a man unlearned and poor, } He drew his bridle in the shade DE Aue mkglodineciig incr te peaiti And many children played round her door. 
But care, and sorrow, and childbirth pain, 

And ask a draught from the ‘that flowed a Trough the ane fe ped Left their traces on keart and brain. 

She stooped where the cool spring bubbled Fate eon tne ae 0 ere the cool q in 7 mK ‘meadow 
‘And filled for him her small tin cap. P RAY SIRS EM er 

And she heard the little spring brook fall j 
And blushed as she gave it, looking down Over the roadside, thicough the wall, 
On her feet so bare, and her tattered gown. 

In the shade of the apple tree'again 
‘ Thanks!” said the Judge, “a sweeter draught She saw a rider draw his rein; 
ae eet See ee And, gazing down with timid grace, 

: He spoke of the grass and flowers and trees, She felt his pleased eyes read her face. | 
Of the singing birds and the humming bees; dedi classe aera 
‘Then talked of the haying, and wondered whether Stretched away into stately halls; 
The cloud in the west would bring foul weather. The weary wheel to a spinet turned, 
And Maud forgot her briertorn gown, ‘The tallow candle an astral burned, z 
Aee ahaha reds ak oie ete ‘And for him who sat by the chimney lug, 
And listened, while a pleased sarprise Dozing and grumbling o’er pipe and mug, f 
Looked from her long-lashed hazel eyes. dinanitly aia ueaueinednueeies 
At last, like one who for delay ‘And joy was duty and love was law. 
oy vee arene, ee eee ‘Then she took up her burden of life again, ; 
Maud Muller looked and sighed: “Ah, me! Saying only, “It might have been.” 
ene Ree Degen mre nee: Bot ‘Alas for maiden, alas for Judge, 
“He would dress me up in silks so fine, For rich repiner and household drudge!” 
And praise and toast me at his wine. Gd fitty tHhem Bathtisaalptyiaa'e 
“My father should wear a broadcloth coat; Who vainly the dreams of youth recall. 
sles ese om yee acces For of all sad words of tongue or pen, 
“I'd dress my mother so grand and gay, ‘The snddest are these: “Ie might have béen ! ? 
And the baby should have a new toy each day. Aba sett QU alah ae Rape thay : 
“ And I'd feed the hungry and clothe the poor, Deeply buried from human eyes; 
And all should bless me who left our door.” : And, in the hereafter, angels may 
The Judge looked back as he climbed the hill, Roll'the stone from its grave away! 
And he saw Maud Muller standing still. ‘ 

ee ee 
“ A form more fair, a face more sweet, ° ! 
Ne’er hath it been my lot to meet. Now's the Time to Kill the Bushes on your ~ 

« And her modest answer and graceful air Farms. 
satel 0 ge oe apse It has been our own experience—and we be- _ 

we , ani vy . zi ; 
Like her, paneer of hay: ih lieve the testimony of others:corroborates that | 

= No doubtful pare of rights oat wrongs, experience—that the best season of the year | 
a jay dless says, 
er ome a ot for killing bushes, brambles, &c., by cutting | 

“ But low of cattle and song of birds, ae 
And health and quiet and loving words.” down to the ground, is this present month (Au- 

But he thought of his sisters proud and’col gust). . Their growth’ seems to be at just the | 
And his mother vain of her rank and gold, a) es ) a inde - 
Secchotin Me hove tes totes sos right stage to render decapitation fatal. 

- And Mand waa left fo the field alone. ” So, sharpen ‘up your bush-hooks,’ or bush-
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soythes, and down with the brush in the fence | will bring the: whole up to a‘temperature of 

corners and'elsewhere. Slovenliness on a farm Ot. Gama thiss breaking Jo sonmadand the 

is worse than almost anywhere else. Farmers, | oq = hey. 7 s 

don’t compel'us to be ashanied of your prem- & sare Sensi dans fore next a 
: a w off and heat as much whey as wi 

f satan y ene ee on She eroee raise the temperature to 100°. At the end of 
St eae the hour a portion of the whey is run off, and 

[From the Jour. of the Bath and West of England Soc.] the curd is afterwards very gently broken with 

The Manufacture of Cheddar Cheese. : ——a i ae 
— assist now gently pours as much heat- 

BY ALEX. M’ADAM, KIHILT, WIGTOWNSHIRE. | ed whey 2 will ome | more raise the tempera- 
— ture to 100°. ¢ the time the whey is 

For yarious reasons, I prefer making my | pouring, the whole is actively stirred, but aft- 
cheese according to the Cheddar system. If| erwards more gently, till the curd has acquired 
the system is carried out with care and intelli- | proper firmness. I cannvt say how long it may 
gence, one is almost certain of obtaining a lot | be necessary to stir. If too much acid is pre- 
more uniform and excellent in quality than | sent less time is required, and if too little acid, 
could possibly be made on the old Dunlop sys-| more is necessary. The time will vary, ac- 

sa The latter is neither so easy nor so| cording to these circumstances, from-25 to 40 
cleanly. In regard to quantity, I have found, | minutes 
after weighing the milk with the utmost care When stirring is finished, the curd is left 

for two successive days, and making one-half! half an hour, and then the whey is all drawn 

on the Cheddar mode, ‘and the other half on| of. One side of the tub is raised a little to 
the Dunlow spat the result is always in favor | allow this to ‘take ‘place more perfectly. ‘The 

The difference, however, in the price of the curd ini en ieareay a parents 

two kinds of cheese is important. In 18591) an hour. “AMEE cits interval it is cut into large 
\H| sold my whole stock made in that season at! slices, turned upside down, covered up, and 

rather over 14s. 6d. a stone of 24 Ibs. In 1860] je¢t for another half-hour. Then it is torn in- 

. oe ee healer to thin stripes and spread on a cooler, on which 
ny ovember, of 16s. - | it is allowed to lie fi ther half-hour. Aft 
Last year I sent the whole to an agent in Lon- shan being! ssiaied vapaiae awh i aa 
don, and, after deducting all charges, had @| other half-hour longer. 
return of nearly 14s. 6d. a stone. Th ante a sedi cadl-cabcint 

On the other hand, I have known of no Dun- rea: ie witeh eiialeecemence! ook 
lop cheese sold during the last five years which bo sntwatee. hthederaedes it i faken out: mill- 

has realized anything like what I have done. | oq and salied. Cheshire salt is aaa auahe “ 
‘ is A 

ae eee a been at least 8s. per stone | rate of two Ibs. to the cwt. It is salted in the 
Oo ete ee pnce le ieee The cere cooler, and if it is above the desired tempera- 

ing’s milk, as soon as it is drawn from the eh it a atone to lie, perhaps u ee 

cows, is put into shallow tin boynes [vats or pelt eae atiner onions? ce ae an a 

tubs] to cool. Next morning this is put through | ¢y, ease S low as I would wish before makin 
a very fine wire seive into the steeping tub, | i; ) s 4 

while the morning’s milk is added as carried _ - . j 

in from the byre [cow-house]. In May, and| On referring to my diary, I find that not one ' 
' the four succeeding months, the milk put in of the cheese I exhibited at Kilmarnock was 

|| | this manner together in the evening and morn- below 68 Ibs. when vatted. The cheese is 
| ing will generally have a temperature of 80° made up between two and three o’clock p. m., 

' Fahrenheit. If it is not so high, a little of and a dry cloth put on the same evening. 

+] |, the evening’s milk is warmed in boiling water What I make on Monday is carried to the j 
|| to raise the whole to the above temperature. cheese room on Thursday. Each cheese only f 

‘After this the sour whey, annatto, and as much | gets one dry cloth daily. The room is over 
rennnet as will coagulate the whole in an hour, the dwelling house and dairy. Its tempera- 

i are added, and well mixed. ture during summer ranges between 65° to 80°. 

I generally put in about 4 to 5 quarts of The specimens of cheese I exhibited at Kil- fj 

very sour whey to about 140 gallons of milk. | marnock were not subjected to any artificial j 

As soon as the curd is properly formed, I com- heat. ; 

mence to break it with a hand-breaker made| [use an oak steeping-tub in preference to j 

of tin and wire, which is’somewhat a arid-|‘any other. All the implements and utensils s 

i dle;:and having a wooden handle abort 3 feet | are kept as sweet and clean as ‘possible. The ; g P 
j ong, affixed to the middle... When partially | weight or pressure put upon the cheese is the } 

||| broken, the curd is allowed to subside a little. | same throughout the different stages of the ‘ 

As much whey is then drawn off and heated as | manufacture. j 

ir |
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For a Farmers’ Festival. them expect to gather from one to two hundred 
wt. the Bate of the Amesbury, Mass, Agricltural and bushels of apples this year. They. have-also _ 

tun for the occasion Uy JG. Whittier, was sung by the |® fine prospect for a good supply of excellent 
choir,] plums, cherries, currants, strawberries, &c. 

Cnosr grote, oh, Gott boben one aes One has, I think, twenty pear trees bearing 

Senlaee peta cedchens Sores this year, some of them profusely. Nor can T 

On'loyal homes, on rebel s6f, leave out of the list several of the finest vari- 

a a xine eu eties of grapes; witness the article of J. C. 
For thou, oh Father, pitiest all! Brainard on page 484 of the Farmer for 1862. 

Ans justice come iene i iy ea : And just because I had rather have one ie 

oe bee —eh deat a plucked from my own tree than a bushel boug! 

ou Riciataleapk tance th pn sis oa; si store, venld b own a spot of ground to 

| And mourners bow beneath the cross, raise them on, believing, as I do, that they can 

Thy ans Meapeedite aber ar be raised for profit as well as pleasure here in 

a  aemnT: Wisconsin. 

acti de! wrlases! ae, The reason why we “rate farming above all 

Ep. Fanmer:—In reply to Adolphus, in the | other occupations” is, in part, because it is 
June No. of the Farmer, I would say that I|the foundation of all other business. The 

never thought of being “offended” by his} farmer produces from nature, and as he pros- 
statements in the February No.; nor had I the pers others prosper; and when he succeeds 

remotest idea that mechanics and lawyers, by | but poorly, others stand a good chance'to fail 
reading my article in the April No., would | entirely. eee 

thereby be induzed to become farmers. I wrote} Ithink that Adolphus will, eventually be- 

it principally for the encouragement of such | come convinced that he is-mistaken in suppos- 

as Adolphus who seem to think that farming | ing that ‘the farmer depends as much upon 

and fruit raising in this climate is an extreme- | the mechanic for his. necessities and comforts 

ly unprofitable and discouraging pursuit. | as the:mechanic for iis bread on the farmer.” 

Adolphus and his neighbors, according to | These excellent pens, this paper, this kerosene 

his statements,—which I doubt not are true— | lamp, our magnificent engines &c., are indeed 

have had exceedingly bad results follow their | quite convenient, and for the time seem to be 

efforts to raise apples, &c. If I could see him, | necessary for our comfort; yet they cannot be 

I would inquire as to the varieties planted, | said to be absolutely indispensable. We can 
and whether they had hoed,mulched and pack- | get along, if need be, and enjoy ourselves com- 

ed their trees and shrubbery, as they have been | fortably with far fewer of these mechanical 

advised to do in past numbers of the Farmer. | contrivances than we use now. And, as for 

My own experience and that of my neighbors | physicians and lawyers, although they are. | 

has been quite the reverse. generally very clever fellows, and their oceu- 

I set out a few apple trees on my place, two | pation considered as honorable as the farmer's, 

| years ago, and this year some of them are bear- | still I don’t know as I ever knew an individual 

| ing. Last year I set out one hundred apple | to gain materially in this world’s goods by cul- 

| trees, some grape vines, and other small fruit |tivating a very intimate acquaintance with 
| and shrubbery. Out of that hundred apple | them. i 

trees twenty are bearing this year, several of| The mechanic turning agriculturist, and 

them over a dozen each. I have just been out | failing, proves nothing against farming, as the. 

and counted thirty on one of them, the Duch- | same experiment has often been tried by farm- 

ess of Oldenburg. ers with like results. I know number who 
Some of my neighbors have been trying to | have sold out and gone into other business; 

raise fruit longer than I have. Several of| some of them have returned contented to their
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i former vocation, while others would be glad to Ss T oO C} K RE G I Ss Fe E R = 

get the old place back again if they could com~ } 2———————————— 

|| mand the means. | Kindness to Animals. 

t Neither can I agree with Adolphus in his es- | ‘The noble hérse who toils for thee, 

i timate of grubbing, breaking, starting a new | A ee by'dod with Taste rare; 

||| farm, &c. Perhaps the grubbing may not be. Should in thy love and kindness share, 

Wo tedious in this vicinity as = Me Pisgah, | Hendath the ke and Sylow 

yet I never heard a man complain of its being | Hepat ith alee eared 

any tooeasy here; and from what experience | : ieee ata 

I have had I think I am‘safe in saying I can | Hare not thy /Gitbright recone ray; 

. |} take any ordinary acre of grubby land herea- | eee it incieae ows seeibate.” ° 
bouts and hire it grubbed, broke and sowed, | nae Ragland tepmer, 

and, with an average crop and price, I will | The Profits of ‘Wool-growing already Apparent. 

pay the whole expense with the first crop of | For years past we fates See eiee 

wheat. 

Adolphus gives me credit for an easier chair | growers—exclusive wheat-gr meen uw aa 

and a livelier imagination than I pos'sess, still | a trying (0 oe Apto mee 
tes : web aagk Sa ing, as @ more msiness. To some 

ed nb NO SE Coae eeee ae | i our ar; ne and efforts were success- 
children depending upon his daily wages for | ae 2 cee ee ee 

their support. Times are good, because the’ ene 

j farmers raise good crops and,receive a fer ee an forty years of oe ee 

‘|| price for them. Work is plenty and wages | ing a soreness ree at ae 

high. The children have plenty of both food | mn © oy aera oe 7 onan . Be 

and raiment. But suppose an untimely ead e 4 eat o oe mee aa 

cuts short the crops, or produce brings a low mmol attentionta Black-grawing of any 8p 

price. The een Dara ae ind | have discovered the folly of the exhaustive 

there is no work to be had. The chances are ayrien of eet a mere ieee er 

that Adolphus would awake ‘some cold winter | rs ai ened bared Seopa rnane LesianaeD 
y . 2 i | business, 

morning” and find his ‘twelve destitute of) = Fi é 

clothing, and erying for bread. Then, I think, | Uy capensis Soe 

he would wish for a farm that he might raise | ae 

bread, potatoes, pork and beans, garden sauce | eee paiaph aca wee ee ! 

and fruit; and if I should offer him one rent’ : i‘ * 

free for five years, he aan go to work upon it has been our policy to steady all such with | e 

? i ; : a i 

it with a will, notwithstanding there might be a Hille timely ceacn, ore sequel ar 4 

some danger of his losing a little occasionally | co Ea — the ae SS tad 

‘|| through a partial failure of his crops. ong y sant Mae ee Geter 

i G. H. Apams. | 2g fault with us because we ‘have not been 7 

i Daxvittr, Dodge Co., Wis., June, 1863. more zealous in stirring up the sheep question | 4 

pr that it q 
Fatse Burrer.—Can you or any of the nu- | the ue RRs: Weotene Sy casa i 

merous readers of the Farmer tell the cause of | ap Sisee donee nare nem coe» : { 

what is called false butter, and the way of! But the proets 2 Well, they are comes ‘ 

_| | avoiding it. Iam induced to write you from along—that is, to all such as have not paid f 

hearing the complaints of the butter makers four prices for their sheep. po ; 

of this section. | Mutton bears an extravagant price in all the | q 

! What is the best method of sprouting locust | principal markets, and good fine woobis pretty fi 

seed, and seed of all other trees! % | much blind to any figures less than $100 per i 

j Cuartes City, Iowa. pound. 
f 

3 —_—_ ee t 

-
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To make fair returns:all the surer, the farm- | an object of prime necessity. Most fortunately, 

ae : ’ the embargo was raised at just the right mo- 

a - ee parts: pl the/-conniag, mere, mele ment to allow the sheep, which the tention of 

meetings with a view to concurrent action in Spanish affairs threw in the-way of M. Jarvis 

controlling the prices. At some of these |and others, to be purchased and sent home. 

meetings they hive resolved to hold their wool | , At such a juncture, i would be ofpested 

at 80 cents, in others at $1 00. Large prices, | would be hailed with enthusiasm—particularly, 

to be sure, but not higher than have been rebenit wae learned that we bad obtained the 

7 * o very best sheep 0: in. And, as a matter 

known before!im: this eek ae any not! of oteeu: the spirit of speculation lent energy 
extravagant when put in comparison with al-)to the movement.. From one thousand to fif- 

most everything the farmer has to buy. ieee Jmdeed. dollars phead were in many ine 

: : stances pal for imported rams, an mn ous 

The last year’s crop of wool is undoubtedly | ..n4 Sellars - mae for ewaei Dineen full 

used up, and manufacturers must commence at need or ccnp anes were eagerly commenced 

once upon the product of the present clip. in all parts of the country. Fine wool com- 
mand h a 

Our advice to farmers, therefore, is that they sient this etinodl ie vier tot 

keep cool for a little time yet, and not sell out the most extravagant original disbursement, to 

iene alae render the venture unprofitable. As early as 

. 1807, wool rose to a dollar a pound. In 1809, 

re oe Mr. Livingstone sold his full blood Merino wool 

Fine Wooled Sheep. unwashed for two dollars a pound! During 

Circxmstances Affecting their ees San eae. oe it rose, to two, dollars 

early importation of Merinoes into the Unite 4 @ 

Btajen Serta but little public notice. The Effects of the Peace of 1815 on the Product 

woolen cloths then made in the country were and Manufacture of # ‘ool —The peace of Ghent 
mostly spun and woven in families. ‘The fine and ae liberation of commerce which followed 

Merino wool was as little adapted to the instru- ee ed Haare manufactures, and our ‘wool 

ments employed, as was so valuable a material eee = eee bfithe;warld=)7the 

to the cheap, common fabrics worn by our peo- SRE Ne rangement of our finances 
ple. Both Livingston and Humphreys, howev- assisted in their overthrow. The revulsion 

er, patriotically set the example of attempting bir healt ctaiaeaich noni aepleras almost iev- 

fine cloth manufactures with the new wool; erything, was enormous, and it carried bank- 

and the former, with his usual energy asa ruptey into every depen busney and 

public improver, made and published the re- Ouschiee nee ey. aa ay or Me geht als 6 

sults of investigations and experiments on the a eats ae res ad apnea 

subject, which were soon to prove of the high- 7809, valned.st one thourand Co are 2 peec2n 
eat value: 09, sold for a dollar a headin 1815. Specu- 

When the great warlike struggle then shak- lating holders eo ye accohe We take any 
ing Europe led, in 1807, to maratime regula- interest in them. Multitudes abandoned wool 

tions—the English Orders in Council and the growing altogether... Careless owners no Jong- 

French Milan decree—which converted Amer- a ae ay aaa oe ” eae purity of 

| ican commerce into the mere prey of the bel- ee oh a saps unkindest cut of all, 
ligerents, our Government made an effort to at Lever heard of their receiving, was the 

save it by laying an embargo (Dec. 22d) which fear sxprenpra PF an agricultural writer of 

entirely shut our shipping off from the ocean. ee en Teg a0 O08 OF Our er 

This was succeeded by the non-intercourse law ern counties, “that there was danger ue the 
which prevented trade with England and Merinoes running out the native sheep. 

France. France repealed her obnoxious de- United States Tariff Laws.—In 1816 a tariff 

crees, and trade was restored with her, but the | law was enacted by the Federal Government, 

continued attitude of England rendered com- | which imposed a duty of fifteen per centum ad 

merce with her neighbor precarious. A Brit- | valorem on wool, and twenty-five per centum 

ish outrage on an American vessel (the Ches- | ad valorem on woolen. manufactures. The du- 

apeake) early in 1811, forced our country to/| ty on the latter was to be reduced to twenty 

begin preparations for war. This was declared | per cent. after the expiration of three years. 

in 1812, and continued till 1815. This, as would be expected, produced no ef- 

Thus, for a period of about eight years, our | fect in favor of the growth of fine wools. There 

commerce was virtually suspended with those | was little domestic demand for them. The Me- 

nations which had previously supplied us with | rinoes continued without any considerable mar- 

our woolen goods, and was so interrupted and | ketable value until 1824. They became com- 

precarious with others, that the establishment | pletely lost. to public notice, and there was 

of home manufactories and of the means of| many a choice flock of sheep of which no'trace 

supplying them with the raw material became | can now be found. F
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In 1824 a tariff was enacted which. imposed | passions, spedk low and kindly under any pro- 

a duty..of. fifteen per. cent., ad yalorem, on | vocation, and soon. the cows) will learn that 

| wools costing less than ten cents per pound at | they are not going to be abused, and will sub- 

the place of export; twenty per cent. on those | mit to the operation., Milking should be per- 

costing more, until June 1, 1825; twenty-five formed at regular hours, not varying fifteen 

per cent. from that date to June 1, 1829; and | minutes from one day to. another. No talking 

thirty per cent. afterwards. On manufactures | or laughing should be permitted at the time, 

of wool it imposed a duty of thirty per cent. | and it should be done as speedily as possible. 

until June 30, 1 and thirty-three and a half peu il so adios oi frac i 

per cent afterwards. . 

The decided protection thus afforded to wool See 

and its fabrics conspired, with other circum-| Within the past year or two years, we have 

stances, again to turn the attention of farmers | several times noticed the fact that a certain 

to the production of that staple. Among these | description of long wool has brought:a higher 

auxilliary circumstances is to be mentioned | price in England than any other wool produced 

the arrival of Saxon sheep in this country. | in that country. It seems that the kind of wool 

The most extravagant ideas were formed of | most sought after, is that of long staple, silky 

their value. The country, after so long a rest, | to the touch, and of a glossy, or lustrous ap- 

was ready for another wool mania, and it set | pearance. It is produced to the greatest ex- 

in.—Hon. H. §. Ranpaxt, Cortland Village. tent py the Lincoln breed of sheep, but to some 

Ti ne et extent by the Cotswold and Leicester. “ The 

Cure for Stretches. growth of Lustre Wool” was made the subject 

— uf of discussion at a late meeting of the Londen 

Ep. Farmer :—In the May No. of the Farm- | or Central Farmers’ Club, when a lecture, com- 

zr I saw an inquiry for a cure for stretches in Peshending sameihing of aha history of the 
2 . owth of long wool and the manufacture of 

sheep. The cause is costiveness. Cure sine oad cain England, was given by Mr. 

oz. Epsom salts and one drachm of ginger, or | Anderton, of Leeds, The reason why the kind i 

an equivalent of hog’s lard or linseed oil. of wool alluded to has of late years become f 

7. K. Giuuuerr. valuable, was more particularly stated by Mr. 

Foxp pu Lio, May 11, 1863. Ps Unwin, of Colchester, a portion of whose re- 

yi a _ marke Oe reported for the Farmer’s Magazine, 

t Mi x are as follows: 
Mpante stag Come Mr. Unwin observed that there was no branch q 

One of the greatest errors in overcoming of trade or manufactures in the country which ‘ 

cows that are unquiet while being milked is to had commanded in past times so much atten- ; 

; whip, beat, kick and bawl at them. This is | tion as the worsted and woolen trade. The 

generally done, and the cow becomes afraid or | growth and cultivation of wool also had occu- 

angry, and, instead of becoming better, grows | pied the leisure of the affluent, and the skill 

worse. Milch cows cannot be whipped or ter- | and sagacity of the agriculturist from time 

rified into standing quietly, gently during immemorial. Notwithstanding the fiscal re- 

milking. They dislike to be milked, for they | forms which have of late years been carried 

know that hard words and hard blows always | out, thereby securing free ingress into this ‘ 

attend the operation. They dread to see the country for the produce of every part of the 

milker as a little urchin dreads to see the birch | world, the British farmer enjoyed at the pres- 4 

rod ini the hands of the angry pedagogue when | ent moment what amounted to a monopoly of f 

he expects to feel it applied to his back. A|the growth of long wool. There was now no ; 

cow, kindly and properly treated, is pleased | royal wool-stapler, as in the reign of some of. 

to see the milker, gladly awaits his or her ap- | our earlier monarchs, to dictate the price at 

proach, and submits with pleasure to the op- | which wool should be sold. There was, there- 

eration of being milked. Every one having | fore, a wider scope for the extension of the 

experience with cows knows this to be true. growth of wool and the breeding of sheep than 4 

But the cow is opposed to a change of milkers; | there was in any other department df periaals 

she soon becomes attached to one person who | tural enterprise and production; and he t ought 

performs the operation, and does not willingly | it both the interest and duty of the British 4 

and freely give down her milk to another per- farmer to increase the production of those ar- 

son; therefore, have one regular milker to ticles to the largest possible extent. ; 

certain cows, and bear in mind if you change The augmented value of lustrous wool was 

milkers it ig at the expense of a loss of milk | owing to the introduction of an entirely new { 

and of an injury to the cow. branch of manufactures; he referred to the ' 

‘All animals are appreciative of kind treat- manufacture of alpaca. Mr. Salt, the owner. 

ment and resent abusive treatment. Therefore, | of Saltaire, was. the first. purchaser of ance 5 

if you would have them gentle and quiet, treat ee raw material] in this country, and the i 

them gently and kindly. See that those who | first to convert it into beautiful fabrics. The ¢ 

milk them can control themselves, govern their | extensive use of alpeca gradually led to aa in- ! 

: 4 

|
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creased demand for Lincoln wool for mixing} Water troughs and water tanks should be ! 
with alpaca, and the manufacturing of fabrics | cleaned frequently, during the hot days of Au- ° 
of a lustrous appearance. The result of this | gust, and fresh water pumped into them sever- 
great demand for Lincoln wool has been to /| al times during the day. 
change the relative positions which fine and| Milch cows require a vast quantity of pure 
coarse wool formerly occupied, and enhance the | water in hot weather, in order to produce their 
price of heavy Lincoln wool far above the fine | nsual flow of good milk.—Country Gent. | 
South-Down; so that at the present moment . gil bo agub a hans 

South-Down wool is selling in Bradford at 1s/ To Cure Buoat 1x Carrix.—John Baker, of 
a ie fe lon ones ee ae Baker's Corners, Lenewee county, sends us his 

ee in the aa trade, 3 had eee aun sa fatioen? 7 ake ne shores bo ‘ bineter pete J ’ 4 as follows: Take a stick about the size of a 
pene as ee it Aare large sized rolling pin, or about two inches in | 
eon eicar: Pp 1 nol ted ack ‘| diameter, and, after fastening a string at each 

that all kinds of wool participated in the pres-/ end, put in the animal’s mouth, and tie it with 

Gch wan Yow chia ot raat tr] in tee tb UN ead ears eed Gol juch wes the extension of the demand for | will act like.a bit and kee; e mouth open. 
worsted and woolen manufactures, that there | In a very short time the bloat arising froin ext 
seemed to be no limit to the consumption of! ing too much wet clover will abate gradually; | 
sheep’s wool, while obtainable at a fair price. | and where the choking arises from a potato or 
Last year, whilst the home growth was esti-| piece of turnip, it will work itself either up or | | 
mated at 157,000,000 Ibs., the importations|down when the mouth is thus kept open.”— 
amounted to 147,000,000 Ibs. ‘The estimate of Mich. Farmer, 
the wool produced in Great Britain was based at one eee 
on a supposed average yield of 4} Ibs. per 2 aks 
fleece from 35,000,000 of sheep. He thought te eee LAR oP sganie) 

the average was not less than five pounds, and | yet clover, or horses from eating green clover, 
if that were the case, there weuld be produced | )6 has Youtd @ sure remedy in givi = } ; * ly in giving to the 
annually in the country 175,000,000 tbs. of the | jnimal ai h: f a 
value of £10,000,000 to £12,000,000 sterling. | Dived with about the sans quanvite’ of fing 
It was almost impossible to exaggerate the na- eal ce he Ae gale chew ae peel Ee en 
tional importance of this branch of our indus- ery fifteen minates; uahl two or ithe doses 
trial enterprise. It was equally important to]... given. He says: «Jn the summer of 1858 

Sea es aaa aoe Gf the grazier and | | had five head taken at one time, two of which ; 5 
what description of sheep was best adapted to ou The bee ms et Dane eon: payed 

produce, in the locality in which he might be | ycre sent into Battle Creek, and all ee ani- j 
cis geile weight of oavenae pean ma ee had been lost by early wet. clover.” 

other words, the greatest value of wool and|__ iat ite 
carcase combined.— Boston Cultivator. SS ese ee ee ee ee 

ast wisoy, weak to orbs THE BEE-KEEPER. ||) 
‘ Pure Water for Stock. Tall 08? 0) pie Ge CHET OD Tuo ' 

pees? Practical Culture. ; 
A good draught of good water is, probably, eae : 

as refreshing to beasts as it is to people. But} In‘a former article on the ‘Wants of the 

in the month of August nearly all domestic | Bee,” in which a few of those wants weré enu- 
animals suffer, far more than we imagine, for » 4 2 
want of good water. Sheep will thrive far |™merated, promise was given to show how to | 

peters. aorif can havea pee, of pure water. | supply some of them, and how to remedy cer- i 
nd if miloh cows must drink stagnant water|,.-— 3: a 

wherever they can find it, how is it possible toe aieultice, b oe 
for them to give their usual flow of good milk?| This brings us on to the ground of practical || | 
It is impracticable for them to do it. bee culture, where the matter of primary im- 

Some people allow water to stand in troughs, Chink: Admitindn -oltemdstnns bie 
day after day, and compel their animals to | Portance that demands attention: is the excess 
drink it allup. Did such people ever drink | of honey stored early in the breeding chamber 
water from an old dirty slop pail, after it had : i 
been allowed to standin the sunshine for two of the. hire, .dherehy 4m Showa stn, the former a 
or three days? Let them try the experiment |umber of the Fann, retarding breeding, 
of such water, and wait for 'the’restilt; and| and seriously reducing the strength of the col- j 
then they will be prepared’ to express & correct’ eect nates fudescrees barn Astogy J) f 
opinion whether or not stich water is as good | "9"; a | 
for stock, in the sultry days of August, as pure As hives! are: commonly» constructed,» the ' 
cold water would be. combs must all be attached to the top'and 

rr
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, sides. A hole is made in the top and a rudely | the hatehing of the brood. If, at that time, 

constructed box placed over it, into which but | the bees’are lodged’ in high and roomy hives, { 

a limited amount of the warm and peculiarly | they will crowd together in vain, and the heat E 

scented air of the hive is admitted, as the ori- | ascending is lost in the empty space above. ’ 

fice will have connection with but one or two | This never happens in low, flat hives, where it q 

of the spaces between the ranges of comb. | is more easily concentrated.” ' 

And what air does pass into the chamber is| Again, on page 81, referring to Mr. Payne, | 

rapidly discharged through open joints, thus | whom he calls “one of the most experienced 

forming a means of partial ventilation, instead | of cottage bee keepers,” he says:—‘« He saw 

of attractive surroundings and arrangements | reasons for altering the dimensions of hives 

that will cause the bees to feel as much at home | from twelve inches wide to fourteen, and seven 

_ there as when among their brood with their | or sometimes eight inches in height (both in- 

queen. side measure).” 

In the first place, the hive should be in pos-| Again on page 52, he says:—* A fair aver- | 

session of a young, prolific queen, ordinarily | age size for a plain hive is eleven and a half 

not more than three years old... The hive must | inches square, by eight inches deep, within- 

be shallow and broad, thus bringing the supers | side; or perhaps better, twelve by seven or f 

in close contact with the great body of bees | seven and a half inches, clear.” And on page 1 

and young brood, also to facilitate rapid breed- | 56 of same work, on authority of Dr. Bevan 

ing, where many more eggs can be kept at a| (who recommends a low hive), and giving a j 

hatching temperature than can be in a tall, | description of his hive, he says:—“ The di- 

narrow hive. mensions withinside are thirteen and a quarter i 

But, while on this matter of a shallow hive, | inches square, the height being seven inches.” " 

we will be pardoned for dwelling at some The American Bee Journal, 1861, page 126, | 

length, as it is at variance with the notions of | gives the results of Mr. Hiram Hamilton’s ex- | 

many bee keepers, whose apiaries have for | periments in California, in 1860, where Mr. H. \ ' 

many years been graced with these tall monu- | declares that thirty-five hives of bees were 

ments of bee killing, sulphur-pit experience. | increased to jive hundred in one season, and 

To Taylor’s Manual, London 1860, we will|shows how it was accomplished, and also . 

again refer:* Speaking of the form of a hive, | shows the comparative merits of deep and shal- “i 

he says, page 28:—‘‘It may be well, in this| low hives, as ten of the thirty-five swarms ‘ 

‘connection, to introduce the observations of | were in hives from fourteen to sixteen inches 

Gelieu. ‘One of my chief objects,’ says he, | in depth, and twenty-five were in shallow hives, 

‘has been to ascertain what shape of hive is | net more than eight or nine inches deep. All 

the most profitable; and with this view I have | of them being managed alike, the fen deep 

tried all the different kinds, and have invaria-| hives increased to but seventy-five, or seyen 

‘ bly remarked that ‘bees thrive better in low | fold and a half; while the twenty-five shallow 

hives than in high ones; that, in general, | ones increased to FoUR HUNDRED AND TWENTY- 

those which are jroad and flat amass more | rive, or seventeen fold! 

honey, thrive better, and give out stronger) But enough on this point, Now let the hive 

and earlier swarms than those which are high.’ | be so arranged as to allow a free passage of 

A hive thrives only in proportion to the suc-| air from every part of it into any or all the j 

_ cess or perfection of its brood combs in the] boxes or receptacles for surplus honey, and 

* spring.” It is, therefore, of great importance | the bees to be as readily admitted from any { ; 

to keep up the necessary degree of heat for part of the breeding chamber into these same y 

Ce A seo iit GCSEs Dae Tet Precéptacles. This fmportant item can be ac- ‘ 

* Thave special reasons for not quoting from the lead- | complished only by the use of bars or frames, 

i ne Arner can orate hat heat ene more import: | +) which'the combs will be attached. j . 

j
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| Gum all the inside angles and joints of the | ing accomplished their work as moths and are 
honey boxes with wax and rosin, so.that they | now ready to spin their cocoons and gointo || - 
may be made as nearly air tight as possible, | the chrysalis state, hereafter to become the 
excepting the large openings for the passage | miller, and then to deposit their moth-produc- 
of the bees from below into them; in which|ing eggs. Hence it is of, vital importance to 
case the warm and peculiarly scented air from | have perfect control over every bee and cell in 
the breeding chamber will be confined in the | the hive, which can only be. had by use pf 
boxes as it rises into them, and no upward | movable.combs, by the aid of which, also, ma- 
current will be formed for the constant escape | turing brood can be given to strengthen weak 
of this vitalizing atmosphere of the breeding | colonies,—and newly laid eggs or, young larves 

. chamber, and the bees will feel as much at| furnished to queenless colonies, thereby giving 
home in the supers as among the combs below. | them the means of rearing a queen and pre- 
Hence, if this arrangement be made, and the | venting their otherwise certain destruction. 
boxes placed on the hive as soon as a little J. M. Srepeiys. 
warm air can be spared from the breeding Sy et ge 
chamber in the spring—or, on a new swarm, fil a hi cesar eies: 
within not less than two nor more than four | dae eerere Cee 
days after they are hived—the queen will de-| Fienp Horr:—As the Farmer is a medi- 
posit eggs in cells as fast as they are furnished [es of communication of thought, of practical 
below, and the surplus honey will be stored \Tesults.and experiments, perhaps the resuit of 
above. In the latter part of summer and fall, {92 experiment in the winter management of 

after the height of the breeding season passes, | Pees, that I have been trying, may be of inter- 
the queen not occupying all the cells with eggs, | ©8t to some of the many readers of the Farm- 

the bees will rapidly fill them with honey for | ®®- 
their winter use. Thus all the honey the bees The American people are somewhat peculiar 
can be induced to store above can generally be in their habits. For instance, if wool growing 
taken from them with safety. proves profitable, all must at once launch into 

Should moths infest the weak colonies (strong the business of sheep raising, regardless of the 
ones they never injure), be not deceived by | Prices paid or the knowledge possessed of that 

< the idea that a trap can be used to exclude the | branch of husbandry, All must engage in 
miller or catch the worm, and thus prevent | that pursuit, should it require the clip for the 
their ravages, for every such device has thus | next five years to liquidate a debt contracted 

-|| far proved either a ‘bee-killer,” or a “moth-| under the excitement of a high speculative fa- 
breeder.” Moth eggs can, and do, get into | naticism. So it is, to some entent, at the pres- 
any “home of the bee.” And while strong | ent time in relation to bees. There can be no 
stocks will remove and destroy them in their | reasonable doubt that either branch of hus- 
embryo state, weak ones cannot thus effectual- | bandry may become not only a pleasant but a } 
ly guard all portions of their domicils, and the | profitable business, if managed prudently and 
worms get a foot-hold among the combs, feed- understandingly ; but to suppose that by pur- | 
ing upon their natural food, which is beeswax, | chasing a few stocks of bees, and then expect- 
and weaving their silken galleries among them | ing that their possessor in a few years will roll 
to the great discomfiture of the bees and the| in affluence that an Astor hardly dare dream 
final destruction of the hive, if timely assist- | of, is like the dog in the fable—eatching at } 
ance be not afforded them, which can only be | the shadow and losing the substance. _Now to || 7 
done by removing the worms and all their tra-| some the pursuit of the apiarian is both a 
ces from among the combs, and not by destroy- | pleasant and a profitable business. But in or- 
ing them when found on the bottom board of| der that we may meet with success in this de- 
the hive, in nine cases out of ten already hay-| partment, we should understand the nature
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and habits of the bee. We should know what | from cold and from the ravages of the miller. hive is best adapted to their wants, and what | It is constructed in such a manner as to carry one is best arranged to give us perfect control | off all dampness or moisture oceasioned by the of the bee and its stores; what is the best | breath of the bees, or other causes, by means summer arrangement, also what is the best|of a ventilator at the top of the hive, on system for wintering, whether under protection | which is suspended a lamp of tin, of simple or in the open air? construction, by whose light thousands of these Since the introduction of the movable frames annoying insects are lured to certain destruc- by Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the nature of the | tion. This lamp will Protect a space of forty honey bee is becoming so generally understood | feet, and can be use with any kind of dirty that there is scarcely a new hive made, or a| grease or oil. 
new apiary started, without.the introduction| There is also another advantage to be de- of his system. My experiment has been with | rived from the use of this hive: The honey can the Langstroth hive, and it has been highly | at any time be removed, beautiful, transparent 
satisfactory inits results. The following table | and white, without disturbing the bees ; this will show the time they were put into winter | is done by means of boxes places on the top of s quarters, and the time they were taken out|the hive. This is what we have long desired again, with the amount of honey consumed by | —a hive that would protect the bees from the each stock, as shown by dates. They were all | inclemencies of the weather, from the ravages 
wintered in the cellar except those otherwise | of the miller, and fiom all dampness and im- marked. purities occasioned by the tightness of the when Ibs hon- when tak- Ibs hon- Ibs hon- ths used | hive and other exposures, leaving the bees in Pye ope on eed oF Dee ST MPT toMy: spring perfectly healthy  M. Lrvinaston. ade Tinh mgoniies aay ies. ee PC ee PB ah ae 2 ee 5 #15 7 8 FSR) es Mn. Eprror :—Patent bee hive venders have . or = - a 10 iv been around here this season, and have hum- : Cua pO lt 3o | bugged quite a number of my neighbors, = r=) . fa se 18 | Among the pedlers is a man with H. Kelsey’s a 3 a He fs a 18 | movable comb hive—a hive that will not work a = = a se a a for two reasons: First, his frames are placed 16 arte See ceed -» | too far apart; it wants one more frame in each 

is i: ‘3 2 iB i ~. | Side. Secondly, he has a division fixed per- ner in —_ om ax nel oat eat erocecions ma: analy, in the centre of thehive, This makes larch 26, 1863. each side too smalt for breeding purposes, be- Would it not be just as unwise in principle | sides which, it is thus made a nice place to to think of wintering bees without knowing | raise the moth miller. 
the amount of honey, as it would be to attempt} Now, in such ahiveas that, no bee keeper can 
the wintering of a stock of cattle without| have success in this northern latitude. The | knowing the amount of provender on hand, or whole truth of the matter is just this: the 
necessary for their consumption? man did not understand his business. For, if 
RosexpAte, May 25, 1803, HWW neha understood the nature of the bee, he 

<r aaa ee would never have got up such a thing as that Morehouse’s Patent Hive, for bees to live in. I have no interest in any ; Mr. Eprror :—I have heard a great deal said | hive humbug whatever, and I do not like to . on the subject of bee hives; and my opimion | see my neighbors injured, in this or any other 
is that the hive invented by M. Morehouse is way. My advice is, subscribe for the Farmer, 
the best now in use. It is a self-protector both | and then you can ask for information about 

{ ?
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bee hives, through its columns, and you will one oH sey mies, my Siem ey, 

get it from some one capable of giving it. ner as equally, or ‘nearly equally e'divide the» brood 
comb, the bees and honey, substan’ as set : 

E. Gauuvr. “Sécond, T claim the pecultar construction and, ar 

ly 3, 1863. ment of moth trap, with 5! for closing the hive 

sic agpantin atuicht, and ventilating’screen, substantially as set forth. 
“Third, I claim the honey boxes, provided with screens 

The Langstroth Patent. operated by springs on the bottom, substantially as set 

s 3 , “Fourth, I claim the arrangement of the removable 

‘An article in the July No. of the FARMER | «rip, dovetailed into the front, for the purpose of holding 

on Movable Comb Hives, making special men-| 50° 1%, oes hive, and for the bees to alight up- 

tion of a hive sold by a Mr. Lee of this State,| ny, right to the use of Movanix Comp 

induces me to make the following eaten Frames is secured to Mr. Langstroth, and to 

concerning the Rev'd L. L. — * va him and his lawful assigns only; and there is 

ent, upon which many honestly think Mr. Lee} 1) doubt but that he is preparing to prosecute 

zs infringing. for infringement as rapidty as his feeble health 

The first papertene step towards a proper: and circumstances will admit. 

tion for infringements has been taken in the Havingino interest in this patent, except for 

-issuz of this patent. (See Patent Office 7 , 

° a a x es : - = as individual use, I give this to the bee-keeping 

ened ROS ee public for their information and self-protection. 

©1484.—Beehive—L. L. Langstroth, Oxted, Ohio, pat- 
cented, originally, Oct. 5, 1852. : J. M. Stespins. 

oy cidinn, fret, constracting ané arranging the movable | | Avrtztox, July 10, 1663, 

comb frames of Hoebives, i) sea a MANTEL ThMt WHO | 
placed in the hive or case they thre not only thelr sides 

d bottom kept ay suitable disitaces from each other 
ad ro tiot he case, substantially 'n the manner and for THE POULTERER. 

the purposes Goretibed, but have iuxewige their tops Sepa | = 

rated from each other throughout the whole or a portion 
a a ees 

of their length, substantially in the manner and for the | To Insure Eggs for Winter. 

purposes eet forth, : | oo 

“Becoud, Constructing and arranging movable frames) Several of your correspondents have been 

in euch a manner that when they are inserted in theshive | 4; <0 scing the point as to how t 

the distances between them may regulated at will, suly- discussing, point as to how to procure eggs 

stantially an the manner and ox ~ Durpones described. | in winter. One advises early hatched pullets 

“Third, Constructing movable frames and arranging aon - 

eens cone ie Gogh a taanner that the bees can pass | “= Yors. ee ne ae en ane 

sae te ems into a shallow chamber or air apace, substan. | recommends fleah end. stimu sling *00- ‘er- 

tially in the mauner and for any or all of the purposes | haps you will allow me to offer a few remarks, 

set forth. ; 
Ss il now iekndaber 15 sombbiatson withthe | Which T trast Mey oS eee ee T do net 

top bars of the Isterally movable frames, or their equi- | Consider Age 0 so much importance as some 

valents, and with the perforated houey-board upon which | do; yet, if an old hen has been laying well all 

Pree surplus poses senepreclens substantially 48nd | cymmer and autumn, and is consequently late 
for the purposes set forth. ; : * ony 

oFinth, ‘A movable partition or divider, substantially as | 12. moulting, she requires rest and time to re- 

described, when used in combination with movable | cover frem the moult; and if cold weather 

nanan ener {in the manner and for the purposes | 6omes on her when but pariinlly moulted, she 

“Sixth, The use of movable blocks for excluding moths will perhaps be a long time recovering the con- 

and omnis wpeme 2 cogent aoe a as to | dition proper for laying. In this case the ear- 

increase or diminish at will the size of the entrance, 
5 

substantially 12 the maner aad for the purposes sot a pone ay Lae ee best 
forth.” 

- ” . 

‘ : soi hen is allowed to sit late in summer, so as ti 
These claims are founded on the original spe-| oo hoe from sep nsinc tant aainciie we 

i “ : *, . r $ ae 

cifications which are not changed in case of | she is tending her trod she is encouraged to 

re-issue. moult, by warmth and generous feeding, she 

will, when ber moult is completed, soon get in- 

Those who! have—honestly, no doubt—as-| ,, laying condition, and, by good management 

serted that this patent was granted through | may often be kept laying all the winter, and 

és i its | lay better and larger tha ts. 

inrone of the parent atthe ne of | NSO ek have at eo ey 
issue, must now see their error, since the re- ing since October, having completed their 

issue is granted with so much light before moult in September while cooped with their 

= j second broods; the one is five and a half years 
those having the matter in hand. : __ | Old, the other is one year younger. y 

But what has Mr. Lee patented? Here itis| My feeding is very plain; they have the run 

in full: : of a small field, and I give them once a day a 

4 ‘ a half gallon of barley and oats mixed, amon, 
“ —W. M. ale, Wis. ,f it o s 

ee ee Dohntae, HE TEE twenty; the rest they must cater for them-
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| selves; they are in good condition, rarely clear Preserving Flowers in Sand: 
up all their feed at once, and we have more a cege than we care to eat. To prevent their H apne of a ee ne we ne wanting to sit, I regularly look up all the eggs i aed . aa ath 7. ae at as laid, and never leave but two eggs in a nest. ae oe atk ‘wo fram Sine a « Am ee Most of the twenty are late pullets, that will | fowers that hung upon the wall near a notes f ar ticultural tools.” They were the admiration of iy for a month or two to come. ~ f ‘a . a : iy oy. | 2s. and many times did’ We-hear visitors won- But there is yet another pert whi¢h I, con- dering by what process they wore thus pre- sider of some consequence, apd thatia(<breed.” | served in (heir natural form aadootors ft is Shanghais will lay well, but their desire to sit thine . Ser ee when they think proper is almost uneonquera-| “Get the finest and whitest of river.or lake ble, very provoking, and not condutive to lay- sand, wash it so clean that the water when ing; Spanish, crested, are everlasting layers, flowing from it will be pure as if fromthe well. exhaust themselves in laying during summer, | Heat itvery hot and-while hot mix it therough- find moulting difficult, and are song remo ly with stearic acid in the proportion of one from it. Game, in my opinion, lay the most |i}, of the latter to 100 tbs. of sand. Let it delicious eggs, but theyare rather fastidious | 45), Take a small common seive and nail layers, and sometimes a trifle pugnacious. My | hoards under the bottom to prevent the sand present fowls afe white Dorkings. I consider | -o1m Funning through; place emough sand in them the best of all fowls for general purposes the seive to hold the flowers in positidn—not capital layers, sitters, mothers, and for eat- covering them; then, with a sheet of paper ing; what more can any one want? Do not twisted in the form of a cone or tunnel, care- breed them in-and-in, then they are hardy ; if fully let the sand pass through it, between, you do, of course any breed will fail. Leave around, and over the flowers—cover about half the eggs in the nest, and they will sit when aninch. Set by the stove, orin some warm enough are laid; take all away and they for- place where the sand will be kept at a temper- sake the nest. They are first rate for the ta- | ature of about 70° Fahr. When they have re- ble; their uniformity is pleasing, their hie aad sufficiently long, remove the boards plumage protects he against, the sudden | carefully from the bottom and let the sand ran changes of out variable climate, and the feath- | out leavit Your flowers preserved in perfection. ers being all white are the more valuable for The 5 ALE dow when the ae 

beds. — ieee ae. i «| cess is plete, “different plants differing in | the time required. Those with thick leaves 
-’ }and petals needing more than light ones. Sev- THE HORTICULTURIST. ‘ {en hours are sufficient for some, while others Tl i ~— |require twelve and even more. Experience A. G. HANRORD,:; |: CORRESPONDING EDITOR. sione can determine this. It is best always Sees |for a beginner’ to experiment with a single What Apple Trees are,most Hardy? plant at a time at first. When he has succeed- Ee —— x ed with a certain variety and noted the time Mr. Epr¥er:—I wish to enquire through required, he can proceed to others, and in a ! ti hi d the | Short time become versed in this art. It should our Bast viel eels for reat eg ; ‘ be mentioned that the flowers for this purpose most hardy and productive in our State? I should be picked dry—say midday, after the 

tim satisfied that we all need more light on this |dew has iP ctapdiatee Rane Farmer. 
subject. Thousands of dollars have been worse | ————~__ 
than thrown away in attempting to cultivate What to do with Summer Fruit. 
trees which were not adapted to our northern| Much summer fruit is very transient, decaying 
climate. The country is filled up with tree |+¥*™ before it falls from the tree, and some- : nib times, eyen before it. is ripe. ..This is true of | |} salesmen, recommending this and that sort, |many pears. Picked, or shaken from the tree 
who know nothing as to the hardiness and pro- ea fear ore ver ee ea 3 2 which is like cider, but more delicate and wine- f 
ductivenesss of the plants they are selling here Hike: Tt needs a orel ontlac te undergo its fer. |} j in this climate. As most of us came from the | mentation in. ‘Apples should be made: into 
east, we bring our notions as to varieties with | cider. Sweet, it brings a high price in mar- . : it- | Ket, and is a delightful cooling beverage, but \ us. The consequence is we order trees unsuit- does not make so good cider as later when fer- 4 able to this latitude, and failure is the result; | mentation is less rapid, The small hand mills 3 ; in di : ceenite di ..| and presses are very good for Pressing fruits, | | ane — nh a ae —— ae “Ain and a family may supply itself with the juices less to think of raising good fruit here} for preservation, and considerable quantities 

~ «G@: Gi Wurre. | for sale. 

ahd
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> The Wisconsin Seedling. runners, it is sure to bear during the whole of 

‘This interesting variety of the Strawberry | the months of June, July and August.” Fruit 

is fairly shown in the above illustration. Oth- | Very large—some berries “‘ measuring 5} inch- 

er cuts may display a larger fruit, and yet we | ° in circumference, and 1} inches in diame- 

very much question whether the fruit itself| ter.” Flesh of the berry white and very sub- 

which they pretend to represent would really stantial; the flayor delicious, pineapple-like, 

|| prove to be larger or make a more aitractive | Subacid. Plant hardy, enduring the cold of 

appearance. winter if left unprotected. 

* 1 “The stem is generally thick, and strong 
ding to Hon. Emil Rothe, wh duc- ,, 

| at ae Tak OES ee 09 mI en tt oF enough to bear the fruit without bending down. 

ed it originally by my tatdisstion of the Tri-| The blossoms form a kind of grape cluster, and 

omphe de Gand, the a Giant, anda very | while some fruit ripens, blossoms and green 

splendid French variety, it ‘is very prolific. | puds may be seen on the same cluster.” 

Two years old plants yield from 150 to 250| It is this splendid variety of the strawberry 

berries; 287 have been counted on one single | that we offer as a prize for subscriptions to the 

stalk.” Farmeg. See advertisement »n cover, and a 

«When properly treated and kept free from | full description in May No. 

En a
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Dr. Jno. A. Kennicott. Sosieties, he won for himself hosts of friends, 

This eminent practical Horticulturist depart- and a yeeenn ee notoriety, sealed by the 
ed this life on the 4th day of June, 1863, at | *8Y familiarity and geniality of manner which 
“The Grove,” his home in Cook Co., Ill. ever recognized the real fruit-grower as a 

fs : ._, | brother in a good cause. Many in this State From a biographical sketch, accompanied| . b ~ . 

with an excellent photographic engraving, in ale as = - ea ae 
the June 18th issue of the Prairie Farmer, Chi- |" ‘he ©ld Senate Chamber before the, State a Agricultural Society, at our last Fair, in 1860, cago, we glean some notes of his early history. aficeward sdite-ths Becki ' 

He was born in 1800, in Montgomery Co., ee PS ye rons 
Wei¥e dio van called ths AC0A0 Donte the. actions. It is characteristic of the man—that a ey > c ‘ 
eause he,was the eldest of thirteen living]? or. direcksgenhinig which oe ls for | 
children, among whom were several doctors. them a a 

His parents were born in Rhede Island, but Sepa eerore, “Eis home, = very st | 
of somewhat noted English and Beotch origin. tractive outwardly by perseveringly applying 
His father was of the pioneer class whe aoee his peciies to practice, says the editor of iy 

newerkl! removals, finally Janded in the before | /airie Farmer, **no one could spend any time : 
mentioned ¢9 tty, m2 * Z with him, especially at his home, wandering 

The Ola D = Ant pete ya A became | {hFough his. spacions and well filled grounds, 
prehoistttn Bota oh MaMa teaide he de. where every living thing peemed to a8 in him | 

livered a course. 6f" lectures : in Buffelo, at the |* Siend and companionsor in,the ville, erected ' hy re —” with so much: taste, in, listening to his enter- age of twentysome, anid’ at twenty-three cem-| ss : 2 
menced the siudy of ‘medicine at the same taining: eonvecsation;: without fecling that. he : 
place. His active habits of life, both physical | "4 bee” benefitted by ithe interviow.. 1 ; 
and mental, formed, perhaps, from necessity at “In life the'Dostor has been erecting monu: 

an early age, continued a, Femarkable feature | ments to his memary’ all over the northwest 
in his charsoter while living. that are to last longer than marble. Thousands 

In the practice of his ‘profession he visited | of homes nave them growing in their grounds : 
several of thé western and southwestern cities,||in the beautiful, tapering; pyramidal ever- 
and, in the capacity ‘of editor and publisher, | gteens, especially, which were such favorites 
was a resident of New Orleans for several | %t “The Grove;” and, as each year adds'stat- | 
years. Atthe age of thirty-six he became a| Ure to them and they point upward, they will 
resident of Illinois. always be a reminder of him who was always 

Some ten years later he seems to have turned | *live to everything tending to improve or | 
his attention particularly to horticultural and |®W#ken interest in Horticultural matters in 
agricultural science, becoming a practical nur- | the land.” J.C. P. 
seryman. From this time he has been widely | ™4?!0%. Wis. 
known, not only as a pioneer of western civil- ie aa 

ization and intelligence, but particularly in the Homely Flowers. 

horticultural field, a practical, earnest worker;| It is not always the newest that is the most ; 
in the varied capacity of editor or publisher | beautiful flower. We have presented illustra- 4 y P P i 
of the Prairie Farmer, for three years from the| tions of some of these that were eminently ; 

close of 1852; for several years Corresponding | worthy of the high favor they enjoy, and we { 3 ponding ig 
Secretary of the Illinois State Agricultural So- | now pay our respects to a few whose common- Sri spec! 
ciety ; and President of the Illinois State Hor- | ness has so nearly run them out of the gardens } 

ticultural Society in 1861. of the more pretentious that they are likely, 3 

In all these, together with his numerous| at no distant day, to require re-introduction, | ; 

lectures before Agricultural and Horticultural | as something quite new under the sun. : 

. 

8 ;
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i: Ti ish heart. Why should it not continue in bloom 

Ail t be > the whole day and summer long? Even the 

ARR Ch aa perpetual succession, with increased variety, 

ae Sa ZB was hardly full compensation. Now, to the 

=." i) ca eye of experience and added wisdom, it so 

[a = i ZE % beautifully symbolizes thosé ‘pure and frail 

Ze ee M child-flowers whose faultless life on earth is 

a 4 4 a q i} : but a single morn, that we love it with a ten- 

Yi, ia (3 derer passion still. 

f ii, hive > We have no dbjection to the Dianthus Hed- 

\ F ?P . 4, | dewigi,” and Malope grandiflora; we would 

ui ee. i * | pave théin'too; but give us, evermore, the good 

: és ¥ old-fashioned Morning Glory. 
| a 

\\ fy i ) 

THE CONVOLVOLUS. N i) i wy 

Some people are persistent and eternal in Vv a Vy if | 

their likes—thal is, if the thing first liked does PR anny, 4 

hot chatige its qualities. ‘We are frank tu: ac- A \@Y)9\\ ‘ Vi 

Knowledge that we ate one of that class of old SS ay 0) Ex om 

fogies. Ever since we waked up one glorious | ri, (aa = 

fnorning, away back in the’radiant and joyous QZ PM AY ra 

days of childhood, and found @ most wonder- = a D aan 

ful profusion of frail, etherial, and exquisitely Qi ip & if ( (A ape 

beautiful funnel-shaped corollas of diversehue) ag y} { earn A (y ) Vi : 

and-delicate tint—blue, purple, pink, variega- AE yy & e Pi Sy y AX ] 

ted and purest. white—peeping in at the win- Y NA © Aran} X 

dow.of our little chamber, and hanging ine) ¢f Dp) & AEA jm) . 

more than rainbow arch over the doorway of —G RCC), SE 

the dear old cottage where we were born, the BS i NY .. 

Morning Glory has been a favorite flower. — SS a( Ze { 

How could so besttiful a flower unfold in all Hf F zn vn NAA exe 

its perfection in a single night? How could g y ws NS WD, 

so many of them appear, as by magic, in the if PPG, YS a 

fresh, dewy morn, where there were but trail- m~ =~ ly S / NGS 

ing vines and clustering green leaves just the ( \l WN oN Vill ip ‘ 

evening before?  And»then, how could they dg MoS C] AS 

come forth any beautifal color they chose? : { y) Za CA ie es 

These were the mysteries that bewildered and 0) ay R WW iy ZB > 

delighted us in the sweet spring-time of life. ie S59 . ieee 

They are mysteries still, just as then; and OZ h AN > 

the witchery that could so clothe a plain hum- a h ~ N 

ble cottage in all the charms of Eden’s bower G eS [ 

is not less wondrous and potent to-day. — cna se 

On one account the Morning Glory is even Cy 

more beautiful now than then. Its closing THE DWARF LARKSPUR 

with the morning sun was a grief to our child- Is another of the common plants worthy of } 

7
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more general cultivation in these days. The | orchards of the ola style, with tall trunks and 

blossoms are very various as to color, and are long, naked branches, furnished only with a 
i brush of decrepit: spray at their extremities, 

so profuse as to almost hide the plant. Grow-/ while their roots are starved beneath an old 

ing in a bed they are*but a little behind the sod vad been tramped and pastured for 

7 . years. nder these circumstances, the trees 
Hyacinth for beauty and attractiveness. producing ts canes ek Ulocaeaakensl tse: 

: having ceased to make any thrifty wood growth, 

Orchard Culture in the West. may need & thorough cultivation, as well as 4 

At the last meeting of the American Pomo- | Severe pruning, to invite a reproduction of ' 

logical Society, held in Boston last fall, Dr. J. healthy wood and foliage. The damage that i 

A. Warder, of Cincinnati, read a paper on or- | nsues from breaking. the roots is more than § 

chard culture in the West. From our own overbalanced by the,renewed vigor that ensues. 

observation, we can bear testimony to the cor- A thorough pruning, removing the dead limbs, 

|| rectness of one or two points touched in the and thinning out those Abat are too close, scar- 

following remarks copied from the Doctor’s ify: ae the bark, and washing the stems with f 

Essay. We haye reference to the pasturing Of | 22 alkaline solution, will ensure the rejuvenes- 

hogs in the orchard, planting low headed trees, | Cece of the trees, which are then able to push 

and near together so as to shade the ground. forth new roots where the plow had broken the 

Weare familiar with an orchard near Dubuque, old ones, and with these adjuvants, and with 

some fifteen years old, and of about two acres the application of lime, the breaking up and 

in extent. a that orchard the trees have at- after cultivation of the soil will be of the 

tained a large size, and stand so near together | 8™ eatest advantage to the old orchard. Still, . 

that in many cases the tops nearly, if not quite, it is a question whether it be not better to 
interlace their branches. The orchard has avoid the necessity for this treatment; and it 

been in grass ever since we knew it—a period is believed that bya suitable course this neces- 

of some six years, and during that time, we sity may be obviated. The proper cultivation 

believe, it has never failed to produce a fair of the young trees does not materially injure 

crop of fruit. The ground is so completely the roots, and it preserves the soil in a condi- 
shaded that the grass crop amounts to little or tion most favorable for their renewal In an 

nothing. Upon the south side of the orchard, orchard that has been thus cultivated, there 

some of the outer trees show the effects of sun will always be a system of roots at a depth be- 

. and wind by their inclination to the northeast low the influence of the plow; these are per- 

and blackened decay upon the sunny side of manent. If, on the contrary, by mulching or 
the stem. Dr. W. says: otherwise, the roots have been brought very |} . 

« When the orchard has acquired a sufficient | "2" the surface, the thorough plowing may i 

growth, and assumes its condition of maturity seriously injure the trees by too much break- 

and fruit-bearing, it no longer so imperatively | 7S of these important organs; here, as in 
requires to be cultivated, and is somewhat pet- | other cases, the less of two evils must be chos- 

ter if let alone; having been laid down to clo- | @™» Nor cam there be any question as to the 

yer, or clover and orchard grass, it should be propriety of plowing in the condition supposed ' 

made use of as a hog walk. No other stock above, that of an orchard showing signs of de- 

should ever be permitted to set hoof upon the crepitude from neglect of pruning, and of pro- f 

soil appropriated to the orchard. The swine per care of trees, with a grass-bound surface . 

alone should be allowed to pasture it, and to of the soil beneath them, and hard, mossy ‘ 

consume the fallen fruit, thus destroying im- bark, so that they are well styled hide-bound. § 

mense numbers of insects, they will keep these The condition of a thickly planted and well 4 

pests in check. They will distribute their grown orchard, with low heads, shading the 
droppings over the surface, and they may even ground, and mulched with the decaying grass q 

be allowed to root in the soil, to some extent, and leaves, is more like that of the primeval 

with their snouts. Should weeds make their forest, and such trees may be allowed to con- 
‘ appearance, they may be mowed and left upon tinue for many years without plowing; indeed 

the ground, or thrown about the trees asa it may be doubted whether, if occasionally 

mulch; but with the close planting that is now limed, they be not really better without this 

generally recommended, and sometimes prac- disturbance of their roots.”—Jowa Homestead. 4 

ticed, and with the low headed trees that are + ; 

so very much preferred by all who have had 

an opportunity of observing their ree Seeding down Orchards. 5 

there is really little space left for any crop| Mp. Eprror:—In relation te seeding or- i 

among the trees, except grass, and this will i 14 a F983 x 

scarcely grow beneath them, in the thick shade chards, my experience is against it, particu- 

of Facts depen Boasts. pala lay § larly with clover. I tried it and thought to ' 

an old orc! ever be plowed? isa = “ 

question often asked by those A have neg- | XeeP up the fertility by top-dressing. I got 

lected their trees, or who have fallen heirs to | great crops of hay, but injured my orchard + 
gr P' y 

; 
a
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See —— a 

badly for growth and fruit. Two years of cul- order to do justice to myself, the toad,and the 

tivation has repaired the damage in a measure. strawberry bed? VF: 

The last season I had a large crop of fruitand,| K=*xos4, June 26, 1868. 

good thrifty growth of tree. I believe it an The Color and Culture of Apples. 

t highly. I Tee 
Ee eT ae jie be ete! Apples, this year, here, are more deeply 

have lost many, as I think, by forcing too rap-| tinged than we ever knew them before. The 

id a growth. H. B. Hawney. | sun does this. Not more pictured are the leaves 

Mivsesn, (Ws. of autumn. The same principle (the sun) re- 

: 2 fines the flavor and the grain of the fruit. 
It is a positive pleasure to walk in an or- 

eee ater chard—limbs bending down with fruit that ac- 
Mn. Eprror:—I only cultivate the soil to Sealy aerne sy flame, oh blood ret and mbiny 

tu extent of «god sted garden, yet am an| SO gm a a ge 
attentive reader of the Farmer. I like its| And the great sphere, like a pumpkin, coarse 

ical fe i ; 1 h and rough, as if the bark of the tree had been 
peace features. It will do well enough for Sean ox ee teats it And then it ie'ewest fo 

journals at the east, where there are a great | hear the little folks, holding such spheres with 

number of fancy as well as theoretical farm- bolt bene oa hae “cheese SE They 

* : _ | always pick for the biggest apples. 
ers, to publish long copays upon different a Careful pruning, with Toor "judgment, does 

jects connected with agriculture; but here in| much towards bringing such fruit. Growth 

the west we are a go-ahead people, in a new checked when too thrifty; trees fed when re- 

a what ti tick\ knbWwl: tarded; thisis what is wanted. Liquid ma- 

country, and what we want is practical know! ' ure is the readiest. Holes should be made 

edge, derived from experience among ourselves, / by a long, thin tined fork in different places 

of the best methods of planting, growing, har- under the tree, and the liquid poured over. 

é 2 The effect is instantaneous. 

vesting and marketing our orops. A good way is to mulch with manure. In 

The subject of my inquiry—for 1 regret to | this case coarse manure is best, providing al- 

+ + es ways it is not new, not raw. I have known 

Say Eero panting OP ee ae manure fresh from ‘the stable to kill apple trees 

one, yet Ihave no doubt there are remedies | where soil was leachy. Otherwise, if the top- 

known to your readers, which, if made public, a Feralas its see ger the pend 
<i . e heavy rains wil e punctures with the 

will be of interest to others as eae myself. juices, arid you will have your mulch besides. 

I have a large bed of Albany Seedling Straw-| Mulching of some sort seems indispensable. 

' che lowi ith ruddy fruit. | But avoid a too heavy growth of fruit for sub- 

neigh rege ee er is oy 4 | Stain bearing. To this end, thin out both 
I have a great annoyance in the shape of toads. | fuit and foliage—foliage if there is lack of 

They are fond of strawberries, and notwith- quantity (of fruit); fruit if there is excess of 

A number. 

Panting have rgcced ogeviarrige et | Sometimes lime, ashes, bones, or some other 

times, still they find their way back again. fertilizer, will make a tree bear. I have known 

The question arises; what am I to do with Be of a ae pe sins, bared in 

5 aie - ifferent places under the tree, do this; not 
these ‘‘grave and reverend s oe To immediately, the carcasses must first be decom- 

see one of the largest sucking his strawberry | posed. They should be buried two or three 

reminds me of the old Turk, smoking in silence yards from the bole ef the tree, with a few 
ee Si inches of soil on them. This will give the + 

his chibouk. Again, if I attempt to treat them} heat a chance. Old or mature trees aloue 

harshly, 1 am reminded very forcibly of the | should be treated in this way. They will stand 

foolish lies told to and believed by me when a| r° abuse, and thrive better under good treat- 
. a ment. A young tree is a tender thing, like 

child, that if I hurt the toads the cows would | most young things.—Cor. Valley Farmer. 

give bloody milk. ————_—_>_——_ 

I have no doubt but that they are useful in | Want of Small Birds. 

eating flies and vermin and inhaling poisonous | The want of small birds is felt in England 

exhalations; still they are in my strawberry | 28 well as elsewhere, caused by a wanton and 

‘Gedo att Will " nind deed. wicked destruction of them. The following is 

eda nuisance. Will some of your kind read-/ 4 jetter which appeared in a late number of 

ers tell me how I am to act in the premises in | the London Times: 

e.
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“The spring proves the importance of the | corner at right angles, and, as a matter of | : ae \ 
RE pp a age ye ee course, on any desired curve. The plowing 4 

pillars were never known to be more numerous | #pparatus is easily attached, and the whole, ih 
ie eee ia oreo either for plowing or otherwise, to be easily y 

‘ruit is almost destroyed by them, an len- 
ers are forced to employ boys to pick them eee eee 
from ae trees. This, of course, cannot be so/ Judging from the article alluded to that you 

ees —— had some interest in such matters, and being 5 
» 

trees are covered with worms of two or three | pecuniarily unable to subject my invention to j 
kinds, which have destroyed most of the buds | ¢ ly reliable test, viz: that of buildi . 
and the young fruit. The effect of the univers- ac — pabegss) wae y 5 na S : 
al tendency to destroy the small birds will be machine capable of working out its practica- 

yearly more disastrous, unless active measures | bility or otherwise, I address myself to you, 

arse oo. ee creereaent these | thinking that perhaps among your prairie 
the mercy of the half educated; men shoot | farmers interested in such matters, there might 
them, entrap them and poison them; boys are | §6 those who would be willing to aid in bring- 

ee a eee aot ing out and developing ideas that might com- 

ture, is of more value than themselves. In my | mend themselves as useful. 

gece apse ae ee) In this section we have small farms gener- ' 

er more abundant, a lady has, this spring, ally, and there are but few, comparatively, 

pee ae cure eeaeaaeas who feel an interest in such matters. Hence ‘ 
er is 

of ene kinds, and she was, a few days | {cau hardly expect to find the needed help 
since, preparing for a second battue. Tocoun-|here. If you have those among your acquaint- : 

pe petdirilercp feria maccalinertstin ey ance who would be willing to assist, I should 

I look to the schoolmasters and to to clergy, be glad, in some way, to correspond. The 

who, as yet, seem not to have been fully con- principles involved in the construction of the } 

Ninoed of the importance. of the .gubjoct: machine will show for themselves. As for my- j 

nee = oe self, my friends will testify, when needed. If : 

MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL. it is not asking too much, I should like to hear ; 

Chance for a Speculation. from you. B.H. ' 
Mn. Evrror:—Your name and person are Remarks.—We like to be generous towards i 

both unknown to me, but sometime during the TUNE: Wille, Wife eeys aun ee trSrIUniG gead, § 

winter I read an article on Steam Plowing, aT oeeren es os ce wine eee { 

credited to the editor of the Wisconsin Farw- | trating the’ practicsbility” of flicir ‘ideas and ' 

ER. I have for some years been studying the Daas and, ecu » have ‘given Le one 5 
construction of a traction engine and steam the widest publicity in our power, witholding j 

plow combined; the intended design of which the author's ae ve obvious reasons, uaet 
is to take the place of extra teams on large requested by parties interested. As often said 

farms, I have built an illustrative model this | Pere, we eraly —— =o posse oe 
winter and, from the knowledge I have of Eng- steam plows that will do economical work on 

lish and American inventions, I believe my pia Epees BEsiteeOr tho) Wests momenta 

invention to be, in nearly or quite all respects, ly disbelieve tn Ss cueeentonercss oe Olea i 
equal, and in a number superior to those in such plow of which we at present have knowl- 4 

use. : edge. 

I can ascend any grade where the machine| If any of our readers have an abundance of 3 

will not upset backwards; cannot plow where | surplus capital to venture in an enterprise of F ! 

roots, stumps or stones are very plenty, but this sort, let them report, and we will cheer- 

will plow in any land sufficiently even for the| fully put them in communication with our + 

comfortable use of “horses or oxen ; can turn a! Pennsylvania correspondent.—Ep. Farmer. I 

5 

;
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SCIENCE, ART, ST. ‘A TISTICS. This royal personage was something of a phi- 

eee losopher. He was.exceedingly curious to know { 

Source of the Nile at last Discovered. what became of the old suns, why the moon | 

Just now, no subject of scientific interest is | made faces at the earth, and whether England ; 

receiving more attention than, the recent dis- could blow up all Africa with gunpowder. } 

covery of the source of the Nile—for centuries| + Leaving Karagwe, Capt. Speke and his i 

attempted by the most daring and intrepid ex | companion entered the more northern kingdom 

plorers, but hitherto unaccomplished, owing to | of Uganda, which is situated. on the most fer- | 

the fatality of the climate and the ferocity of | tile sheres of the Lake, and which is described f 

the savage tribes through whose wild and al-|as the most interesting and intelligent of all 

most impenetrable countries the course of that | the tribes of equatorial Africa. Their king | 

wonderful river must he traced. resides in a, palace consisting of several hun- 

Captains Speke and Grant, of England, are dred conical tents spreid ovér the spur of a | 

the heroes who, have accomplished the tad, | hill. At first the tented monarch refused to 

and just now they are being lionized by all receive Capt. Speke, bidding him, in the true | 

the scientific associations, people, and govern- grandeur of Eastern despotism, sit on the 

ments of the old world. It is not known that | ground and await his royal leisure. The gal- | 

any very important practical results will follow lant Captain replied ‘with proper spirit, and | 

from this discoyery, but so long as it still re- immediately pushed his way into the august 

mained, at the noon, of this sublime century, Presence of majesty. His attendants followed 

| a reproach to the enlightened nations of the | trembling; but he terrified king and court in- 

world that any portion of the globe should be to instant submission by merely opening and 

and continue a terra incognita, it is but natural shutting his umbrella, which’ they took to be 

and eminently proper that intelligent men ev- | 8°M€ dreadful instrument of magic. 

erywhere should rejoice at the great consum-} “ Capt. Speke very justly accuses the Ugan- 

mation. dis of some ‘very irregular” customs. Thus, 

The lectures of Captain Speke, recently de- | when a king dies, all his-sons are burned, ex- 

livered in London before the Royal Institution, | cept his successor, and two others who are 

abound in interesting descriptions of the kept in case of accident until the coronation, 

countries and tribes through which his daring after which one is pensioned off and the other 

explorations led him, and when: published in banished to the neighboring kingdom of Ungo- 

book form, as they undoubtedly will be ere | T° Another custom is not so bad, and shows 

long, they cannot fail of a universal reading that all the negro races are not subject to the 

in all languages. common reproach of inattention to cleanliness, 

It appears from the reports made that the | untidiness being a capital crime, unless the 

grand and hitherto mysterious Nile has its offender possess wealth enough to pay an enor- 

source in a lake lying about ten degrees from mous fine. Even ingratitude and omission to 

the equator. The explorers named this lake | 7eturn thanks for a benefit conferred are pun- 

Victoria Nyanza. ishable offences. No one is allowed to stand 

From the Independent's abstract of Captain in the royal presence; and to look upon one 

Speke’s account of his explorations of the sur- | f his majesty’s four thousand wives is a capi- 

rounding country, we extract the following: talcrime. The king is always attended by 

« Qn the southwestern shore of Lake Nyanzi women crowned with dead lizards, which are 

. he found the kingdom of Karagwe. Captain regarded as a sure talisman against the effects 

Speke was very hospitably entertained by the of magic and the evileye. Capt. Speke found 

king, passing several days with him in the | it necessary to wrap up his presents in chintz 

pleasant amusement of yachting and the chase. | before presenting them tothe king, as nothing 

. a
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bare or naked ycould be wet at by his ma- B.D. GA-Di0:N, A: L-. j 

jesty. Asa mark of special Bvor; Capt Speke | 2 ee ee ee ‘i 

was allowed to sit during the interview. His The Agricultural Schools of the Country. “ 

sable majesty stared. at him for nearly an hour | 4s ’szey By THE RDITORON A RECENT TOUR OF ‘ 
without speaking, and then broke the silence OBSERVATION. 

with the abrupt question, “Have you seen cabal : } 

me?” At the end of the second hour his dig- Pe ca a ‘ 

nity thawed out, and he consented to receive} The Agricultural College of Michigan we 4 

the Captain’s presents and to hold conversation | had visited before, and did not, therefore, deem i 
with him. it necessary to stop at Lansing at this time. 

“It ig the opinion of Capt. Speke that all The State has wisely corrected its first serious 

the tribes about Lake Nyanzi must be descend-| error by transferring the control of the insti- " 
ed from the ancient Abystinians, ‘a mixture of | tution frdm 'the' Board of Education to a new 

Negro and ‘Shemitic races. Of this double or- | organization entitled “The State Board of Ag+ 

igin he related a very singular native tradition, riculture,” and there is good reason to hope q 

that’ at one time all the inhabitants of that re- | that with this new «‘change of base” the col- | 

gion were half black and half white, one side | lege may date a new and more prosperous era. 

of their heads haying curly hair, the other| The Act of Reorganization requires a course 

straight. These tribes have no religion, and| of study of not less than four years, and that 
do-not believe in a soul,” : ‘the Institution shall combine physical with 

It has been suggested by two or three re- intellectual education, and shall be a high 

viewers of this discovery that this same lake | Seminary of learning, in which the graduate 

was alluded to by Ptolemy, that*it is found | of the common school can cémmence, pursue, 
laid down in’ an’ Arabian map of Africa over | and finish a course of study, terminating in i 

one thousand years old; and again, that an old | thorough theoretic and practical instruction in « 

Dutch atlas, printed in Amsterdam in 1638, those sciences and arts which bear directly on ‘ 

not only déscribes a lake “Zembre” in such a | Agriculture and kindred industrial pursuits.” 3 

manner as to render its identity with Nyanza| The following extract from the recent Report 
highly probable, but, in a reference thereto, | of President Abbott (then Acting Secretary of . 

presents the following remarkable language: | the State Board of Agriculture) will convey a 

* Out of which (some say) springeth the Nile,” | yet more complete idea of the plan of the In- : 

‘Se? © stitution. On this point he remarks: jj 

But, if all these statements are true, wedo| ‘The Board refer with considerable confi- | 

not see that they detract from the high merit | dence to the course of study laid down in the ‘ 

of Captains Speke and Grant, who; not content | catalogue of the College for 1862. It enters 

with any mere surmises, or ‘‘some says,” have | into no competition with that of other institu- 

persistently applied themselves to solve the | tions more literary in character or more full in 

question to the entire satisfaction of the en-| their mathematical or engineering courses. It 

lightened world. They have enlarged the/| does, indeed, present a number of such studies 

boundaries of absolute knowledge, and have | as serve to impart the power of communicating 

therefore won a valid claim to honor and im-| ideas and extending the influence of one’s ed- 

mortality among men. They well deserve the | ucation and experience; and a few, also, that i i 

flattering reception they haye received from | teach the student his own nature, and his du- 

their countrymen, not only on account of their} ties as a citizen. But its peculiar feature is ; 

crowning discovery, which reflects such honor | the prominence given to the physical sciences, 8 

on England, but for the pluck, endurance and} such as bear practically on the arts of life. t 

enterprise which carried them triumphantly | Botany and Horticulture, Chemistry and Ani- é 

through, in spite of danger and difficulty. | mal Physiology, in place of the weeks of study 

a
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required in other colleges, are here pursued THE HOME. 

from one to two years each. ee 

“The law requires each student to labor [From the State Journal.] 

. three hours a day, and provides for payment An Afternoon ‘in Brooklyn. 

for this labor. The plans for labor, heretofore] Eps. Stare Te eee TS one who has nev- 

existing, had been found to be such as to pre-| er before spent more than from sunrise to sun- 

serve the ability to work, which years of se-| sot in this great metropolis, one week, two 

dentary life is apt to endanger, and they were weeks, and then this third week, of continual 

adopted by the Beard.” going out and sight-seeing, has been each day 

Financially considered, the College is ina|a new delight, Besides the dear friend, the 

prosperous and hopeful condition. Sale has hospitality of whose home we have enjoyed, it 

been made of some of the Swamp Lands do-| is surprising to see how many acquaintances, 

nated by the State, and which lie contiguous | friends of of the old-time and new, one meets 

to the farm of the College. The State appro-| with in this Babel of streets and bang. The 

priates, for the present, .$10,000 per annum | people of Madison have not been without a fair 

: for the improvement of the farm and the main- | representation, and more than one of us has 

tenance of the school, and provisions have planned to send back to our friends, through 

been made for the benefits derivable from the | your paper, brief notes made by the way of our 

Congressional grant of 240,000 acres of land, daily adventures. And now, lest the beautiful 

as by the provisions of the Act approved July vision be drifted out of sight by the pageant of 

2, 1862. to-day, let everything else go by while I give 

The Faculty cf the College is believed to be you just a glimpse of yesterday afternoon. 

an able one, and the institution is gradually | ' It was the anniversary of the Sabbath School 

gaining « higher place in the confidence of the | of Plymouth Church.—Last Sunday the usu- 

people. Iw . | ally oyer-flowing congregation of that church 

The number of students in attendance the had assembled to listen to a farewell address 

past year was 72—“‘six more than during the from their pastor, who, on the coming Satur- 

preceeding year and twenty-two more than in day, sails for Europe. The announcement of 

1860.” The President states that the number | the Sabbath School anniversary for Tuesday 

would have been much larger but for the en- afternoon had been remembered by all Brook- 

listment of scores of young men after they lyn and a portion of New York, and we who 

had made application for admission. were there at the opening of the doors were 

We predict a career of great prosperity for fortunate enough to get in ;, those of our party 

this institution when the war shall have ended aebnee watcha Om aaa behind, with a 

and the attention of the whole people is again sii oe cee) dipappointed: mass of pep- 

turned to the great Arts of Peace. Meantime ple stayed onteide: 

the farm and garden, which were begun in the The children of the church, to the number, 

woods, and have required much labor to bring | 8° the superintendent told me, ef nine hundred, 

them into a cultivable condition, will have | occupied front seats in the gallery; those of 

been so far improved as to render them more other schools, counting many hundreds more, 

attractive and valuable to the students who | had seats nearest the desk below. Need I,tell 

may gather there for instruction in the best | you that the children, one and all, girls and 

methods of applying the sciences to these prac- | boys, little and large, were in the regalia of 

tical arts. their best, that they came in good order, filing ‘ 

In subsequent Nos. we shall give accounts | into their places, at the several entrances, with 

of the colleges in New York, Indiana, and| banners and song and flowers and the happiest 

Pennsylvania. of faces? Those who were in the good luck
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of having a position where no one could stand] those that did not belong to the Plymouth } 

before, and up stairs, may remember, but} Church going away to other festivities. The ay 

it is not in language to describe so fair a sight. | children of the church, headed by thirty-two 

Mr. Beecher was not present, and to those | little girls in white, then proceeded to Mr. i 

who were in the secret of the programme, this | Beecher’s house, where, with his family assem- 

was a marvel and no little disappointment. | bled, he stood upon the door-steps to receive 

The superintendent of the Plymouth Church | them and their gifts. I have said before that i 

Sabbath School called the meeting to order, |/every child had flowers, which is literally | 

and the strictly religious services were con-| true. Observing these as they came into the i 

ducted by the pastors of the several churches | church, I had asked the superintendent the 

whose schools were participating in the festiv-| occasion of this immense floral display. His 

ities ofthe occasion. Then followed speeches, | reply was, ‘If you remain till the ceremonies 

or little talks to the children, interspersed | are over you will see;” and did I not see? 

with singing of hymns and patriotic anthems, | Standing upon his-own door step, Mr. Beecher 

including of course the ‘ Star Spangled Ban- | received his little flock with smiles and bows 4 

ner,” and finally “‘America,” that alone being | and pleasant words as they passed, each one f 

worth a journey of a thousand miles to hear. | casting flowers at hisfeet. It was very beauti- 

Mr. Beecher’s church will seat twenty-five|ful. The day was cloudless, but of so milda 4 

hundred. The body of the seats below, as of | blending of azure and gold, and with such 

the gallery, which runs entirely round the | pleasant breezes, that thousands of uncovered 

building, all rise a little and is so constructed | heads stood reverent, looking on. 

.| | that ei ee oo. i geal As the last of these flowers fell at his feet, ( 
os with a face glowing and a voice tremulous with 

before vibrated every pulse, at the oa the emotion, Mr. Beecher looks up, for the first 1 

pee jay, ——. coum: pod = a Fi time from the faces of the children, and made « 
is may smile at my enthusiasm, but to ; Z : a 

meine aur genta sehen esi 
the number of peeple, the children it was that every child there feel how much more desira- 

held the spell, and did not break it when, with | 11, it was to be little folks than big folks. — ; 
banners, the penves of — I tried in vain| j7 told them this ovation was doubtless as t 
to count, and with flowers in every hand, rose, great a surprise to them as it was to him He a 

and sent eget “Ameriea”, Up 2 the listening | said he had only been apprized of ita week } 

eek aa volumeand a will I had never before, and had, in common with them, ‘been i 

= — el under promise to keep it secret even from him- i 
The principal orator of the day was Ex-Gov. a Z / 

: % self, and that having done so, it had blossomed 5 
Wright, of Indiana, whose remarks were well |. % is j 

2 aa, c into this beautiful reward. He told them how i 
worth repeating did space allow; but as is too 6 

<i he had stood Knee deep often before, in the 
often the case, on such occasions, more to the aewack Gens iain, 7: Wak shoved exten “Bi 

adult than to the child audience. I do not ° _ aed he 2 P : 
Loe Hel anes amid teih goahow cnn door-step, all of which would be incomprehen- 

ull 7 x r y sible did he not see the faces of the fairies all / 
standing-up seats there are in this church, e 

. - arcund. Many other good and apprepriate 
and I would only approximate it by observing}... . zm { 

2 things which without being remarkable, Mr. ‘ 
that all these children passed out and through : ees ae , 

Beecher gets off with such inimitable simplic- 
the parlors of the church, where refreshments ity a hae? nae era both ol¥aka # 

: were served to them, ere the people had found y 2 ee Sas “ 

their way to the outside and massed themselves ae i 

on the corners where the processions were to| Did the people go away as soon as they i 

be formed. This was done in three divisions, | were dismissed? No, they didnot. All lin- ] 

44 a a ee SE EE 

Hi
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gered, and some of our party who had been | but not for the fingers, for are there not plenty 

| too late for the church services, determined to | of little garments that have been unluckily 

have the compensation of a flower or bud from | caught upon strong brambles or inconvenient 

| the wealth of bloom that could not possibly all | nails, besides the backs that will soon require 

be preserved. Whether because I had aspeak-/|a newcovering. Children tear off their clothes 

ing acquaintence with the central figure of so fast, especially when they go to school. r 

n that floral platform, or that I was most of} 41) 199 soon the noisy boys and girls are at 

Yankee of any in our little company, I was home again—then there are twenty things wan- 

commissioned to bring the flowers, if such ted at once, and for the life of you you can’t tell 

could behad. I did make my way to the posi- which to get first, Their wants supplied, you 

tion, where, having caught Mr. Beecher’s eye | +1.) your attention towards supper; wash 

and indicated my wish, I met the approval of dishes again, attend to milk, clean sauce for 

a smileandbow? Certainly I did and brought breakfast, wash chubby faces, hands and feet, 

flowers, which, being arranged, made a nice slip them between the sheets, sit down and 
little memorial boquet for each one of our | draw a long breath of relief, that is, if the 

party of five. | little troop are likely to drop asleep soon. 

Did we go home? ae pe neither aig Again there is rest for the weary feet, but 
the children. This being anniversary day for |none for the ever busy fingers, for there are 

all the Sabbath Schools of Brooklyn, these with all the feet in the family to keep covered, and 

other, to the number of eight thousand, assem- the knitting is everlasting. As you sit by the 

bled in Carrol Park. Now, don’t talk, but bright lignt, busily plying the shining knitting 

you who have imagination enough, just think needles, the good’ man of the house comes in. ; 

of it. The afiernoon of a beautiful day, a | His day’s;work ie done; perhaps, it has, been 

beautiful park, the actors, eight thonsand i eherdione, hut, mow it is overs Hesnents him. 

beautiful children, five bands of music, the | self by your table in an easy chair, asks wife 

great =o of people below, the blue heavens | to get him the last paper, and composes himself 

blending above. a for a good rest, fingers and all; furnishing his 

nae a e mind with healthful food at the same time. If 

omens Werk! you should ask him to read aloud, as you had 

| phere is much force in the following arli-| found no time to look over the papers, he 
cle, and we hope that none of the thousand | would undoubtedly tell you he was too tired. 

husbands and fathers into whose hands the | Should you intimate that you were tired also, 

Farmer regularly goes will fail to read and | he would look at you in astonishment, wonder 

consider it.—Ep. ] how any one could get tired puttering around 

Women’s work is never done. Up in the|i™ the house all day ; he could do all the house- 

morning with the lark, prepare breakfast for | Work in two hours. Wants to know if you are 
ever so many hungry mouths; wash dishes, | tired why you don’t rest and read, not sit there 

skim milk, churn, work butter, bake bread, | Punching away at that knitting work that 

make beds, sweep rooms, dust furniture hunt | don’t amount to any thing. if 

strings for Willie, bonnet for Susie, jack-knife| You turn your eyes back, review your days 

for Sammy, and shoestrings for Mary, fill the | labor and find, fatiguing as it has been, that 

dinner basket, wash and comb and send off to | you have done nothing that he would call any 

school halfa dozen urchins; clean kitchen, | thing, or’ you either, taken separately; yet all 

black stove, scour pans, knives, forks, and no | together how tiresome it has becn. ‘Take six ' 

one but a genuine housekeeper can tell what | I almost might say seven such days, for ina 

not. Preparé dinner, wash dishes, sweep and | large family there is much that must be done 

now for a little rest.—Yes, rest, for the feet, | even on the Sabbath; add the washing, ironing
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and other extra work and you have a hard| Revelation re-asserts it) is that pérsons near i 
week’slabor. Fifty-two such weeks with soap | of kin shall not marry, Touching this subject i 

s making and house-cleaning in the Spring end | forcible illustration 1s furnished by the edi- ' 
butchering season in the fall, and you have a| tor of the Fredericksburg Vews, who says :— t 
year’s work which no woman can perform, | ‘In this ceunty, in which we were raised, for f 

year after year, without injuring her health| twenty generations back, certain families’of I 
and bringing on old age prematurely. wealth end respectability have intermarried, { 

Those who are not blessed with a strong/ until there cannot be found in three or four of i 
constitution to commence with, fall by the way. | them a sound man or woman! One has sore i 
They die of consumption, fevers and every | eyes, another scrofula, a third is an idiot, a ‘ 

disease flesh is heir to,—but no one can tell | fourth blind, a fifth bandy legged, a sixth with 

how long they have been dying by inches. | a head about the size of a turnip, with not one 
Husbands, if you have wives with whom you | out of the number exempt from physical de- 
would spend the evening of your days, see to| fects of some kind or other.” 
it that they are not overburdened, but have a And so it is and must be. Young men and 
little chance for rest of the body, and im-/ maidens, don’t persuade yourselves into love 
provement of the mind. Be not more careless | with your cousins. 4 

of their necessities than you are of the wants | OO 4 

of your beasts of burden. Do not think be- DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

cause a woman's whole time is consumed in = 

such work which would be nothing for your The Preserving of Fruits. 

broad shoulders and strong arms, that she is} Whether the process of keeping fruits fresh 

never weary. Do not say that housework 1s | by the exclusion of the air be really a modern 

not anything, until you have tried it yourselves | invention or not is a matter of indifference. t 

for a week,—not after your bungling mascu-| The fact stands that fruits of any kind thus * 

line manner, but as it should be done. Do not | preserved are just about as good as new at any | |. d 

be very particular about getting all the latest | period thereafter. And so, the old method of s 

patented drills, reapers, mowers and sowers| stewing down in sugar enough to bankrupt a 

before you fix things convenient for her work | prince, with a product sadly wanting in flavor 

about the house and door yard; and above all, | and savage on digestion, is fast falling into i 

don’t speak so slightly of housework before | disrepute. * 

your young daughters ; this creates a distaste| Vessels of every description are in use for \ 

for it in their minds, and causes them to wish | canning, and each has its zealous advocates. 4 

for employment that will be more appreciated, | Other things being equal, glass is preferable, A 

thus leaving the whole burden upon their moth- | for the reason that it is more easily cleaned, a 

er’s shoulders long after they should have re-| and, if carefully handled, will last forever. 

lieved her ofa part of its weight. Tin answers well, but soon gpoils by rust. 

| Mrs. G. H. Apams. The following method, practiced by the Onei- { 

Era, Dodge Co., Wis. da Community of Friends, N. Y., is highly q { 

| : = eee approved by: those who have tried it. The 
| HEALTH AND DISEASE. deka - taken from their Circular: 

Penalty for Marrying Blood Relations. pean pina Oi enen ee dotin whe f 
Nature’s laws are all in harmony with each ie 30m, *he pargcee, fining chee tye i 

other and perfectly inexorable as to man. We} 2. Prepare a syrup of melted refined or a 
may violate them with seeming impunity for a| White sugar, and pour into the bottles by the f 
time, but the penalty is none the less sure to folowing xule, Ys; Allow bts ounges af. Sizer | to one quart of fruit, or melt one pound of su- 4 
come. One of these decrees of nature (and| gar in one-half pint of water, and give one- q 

+f 
‘
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half pint of the syrup thus produced to ont repeated as before. In some cases during the 

quart bottle of fruit. season, a little vegetable mold may be seen to 

8. Place the bottles in a steaming box, or a| gather on the surface of the fruit in the bot- 

boiler with a false bottom, which may be made | tles, but this is not to be regarded, as it can be ||* 

of loose slats, resting on supports so as to raise | readily separated on opening the bottles, leay- 

it a little above the water in the boiler. Cover | ing the mass of fruit without harm. 

the boiler or steam box and gradually raisea| Two or three persons can carry forward the 

steam that will thoroughly heat the fruit and | different operations of preserving at the same ; 

syrup in the bottles, bringing them to the boil- time, and with more convenience than one 

ing point. This may take an hour from the | alone. 

commencement of heating; but whatever the| Very acid fruits, like the currant, will allow 

time, be sure that the whole contents of the | greater proportion of sugar. 

bottles are at boiling heat. eee geen 

4, Have ready corks, steamed or moistened 
sufficiently to make them flexible. They should How to Oolsr Bie 
be large enough to fill the neck of the bottle} Mr. Eprror:—I notice in the June No. of 
tightly, and require some force to crowd them he F hat M. B Z 

in. One cork, as procured of dealers, allows the Fanmer that Mrs, E. B. Loomis wants a : 

being cut in two, so as to stop two bottles. recipe for coloring black. Here is my recipe, 

5. Have ready a vessel of melted sealing| which I have tried several times and never 
wax, compounded of the following materials] , . ; y z 
and proportions: One pound of rosin, 1} oun- failed to have a beautiful jet black that will 

ces tallow, 3 ounces beeswax. = not crock: 
6. The fruit being sufficiently heated, take : = : 

the bottles successively to a table, and quickly ip sue wound of clos ote Oro or eruact 

cork them. With a towel in the hand, they logwood and one oz. blue vitriol. Dissolve the 

should be ieee = icebphales vitriol in rainwater enough to cover the cloth ; 
opening, and retain the heated steam in the : . : 
Sen the way to the corking table. The have it scalding hot, and put in the cloth wet 

corks may be forced in by a blow of a mallet, | from a strong suds; keep it scalding for three 

or better, by a small lever arrangement fixed rt ‘t eee ‘ 

to work at the right height above the table. bes oe of an Dot ae allewing, gf to boil 
When inserted as far as practicable, if any taking it out occasionally to air. In the mean 

part of the cork remains above the bottle, pare | time dissolve the logwood, then pour it into the 

it os eae arr tie ork tn tn dtaiplacs vitriol water, after taking out the cloth. Put 

a person.should stand ready, and apply a coat the cloth back in and let it remain three-quar- 

of sealing vx a ae ent of ne cork mee ters of an hour more, airing it as before. Then 

— or lather brush, to close the pores of the take out the cloth and wash it in four or five 

S. Next proceed to seal the bottle by dipping } strong suds—always use soft soap—then rinse 

its mouth in the melted sealing wax, so as to | ; 
see rie helh. | Sten teeantee it to cbactnet |e eed Satie ee aa ae 
cold water, dipping to the same depth, to cool SParNavILLE, Adams Co., Wis., June 9, 1862. 

the wax. If the dipping is carried below the P. 8. Would any of your numerous readers 

bulb or rim at the mouth of the bottle there is | like a recipe for coloring with cochineal ? 

danger of cracking the glass. Now examine TAS 

the sealed part to see if the wax has formed Se? aa 

blisters. If there are biisters, rub them away rg ee 

with the finger, using a little tallow or oil to Rhubarb Vinegar. 

revent sticking. 5 aie rt 
P 9. Repeat a dipping operation in wax and The English have found that a vinegar may 

in water. See that the wax is left smooth and | be made from the juice of Rhubarb, the qual- 

peg flaws, and the os is complete. ity of which is almost, if not quite, equal to 

10. Pack away on shelves or in chests in a a inegars 

cool, dry cellar. If placed on shelves, a cloth a fomen wine Wine of Benes), The 
should be hung before them to exclude the following is the process described by the Scot- 

light. ee a af days after packing away, in-| tish Farmer: 

spect the bottles te see if any show signs of 3 ‘ 
Fermin on, wKich may be dsthotad by . “Take twenty-five ordinary sized stalks of 

foamy appearance of the fruit. If this is ob-| rhubarb, pound them, or crush them with a 

served in any bottle, it denotes either a crack | piece of wood, in the bottom of a strong tub; 
in the glass, or that the sealing was imperfect. i 
The bottle should be opened or examined, the | #44 ten gallons of water ;, let this stand twen- 
contents scalded, and the process of sealing | ty-four hours ; strain off the ernshed rhubarb, 

= 7 = = : a :
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and add eighteen pounds of sugar, free from] PrcKLED Damsons.—To I peck damsons ak : 
molasses, and a teacupful of best brewer's | low 7 pounds brown anges half pint vinegar, | yeast ; raise the temperature to 65° or 68° and | 2 tablespoonsful ground alspice, the same of : : cloves, let the vinegar and sugar boil, and to |) put your browst into a twelve gallon cask; the mixture add the damsons and spiee. They Place it ina position where the temperature | should boil 2} hours, being constantly stirred; | | 
will not fall below 60°. In a month strain it | When cold they are fit for use. 
off from the grounds, returning it to the cask 5 ee ee re eee 1 gee A ‘ sans . ~ ct peppers, | pound white mustard, 1 cup o: i again, and let.it stand till it becomes vinegar. salt, add vinegar, 2 quarts onions. 
For a large quantity, follow out the common zi ira aihal de Gas i ; = * + Quick Picktes.—Take a head of cal bage, | fi ee ae ee ae — ee slice it up or chop it, sprinkle salt through it ; sugar, by adding rhubarb, which gives flavor | let it remain all night; chop up an onion with d pungency.” i the cabbage, drain it through a colander, sea- | f aad = an neeter PT | 22 it highly with pepper and celery seed, cov- | |) i e present high price of sugar will stan er it with strong vinegar, and it willbe fit for |} 
as an objection to this process, though if it | use the third day. : 
were fifty per cent. dearer than it is, the vine- Yettow Pickres.—Half a pound of bruised 

| gar manufactured would be much cheaper than pisck ae pelt * pound of singer, sliced ; i “ = alfa pound of garlic soaked in brine one | }) the expensive and miserable stuff usually sold week and bleached; half a pound of horse- : 
by our grocers. ‘Perhaps sorghum molasses | radish, soaked in brine one week and dried; | |! 
would answer as well assugar. Let somebody | two oz. of turmeric, two oz. cayenne pepper, i ‘ or four oz. of black pepper ; put in one gallon try it: e best apple vinegar, and Jet it remain in the sun: S ! Sa ee ee > | three weeks; then put in your pickles. iP 

Tieklen and How to, Moke, Them: Green Pickies.—To a jar containing four Pickles, though generally considered contra- Lee: put half oe aa e ery 38 es * sy | Of brown/sugar, andfuls of horse-ra: : ; band of good’ digestion,. are, nevertheless, in of garlic, and. 2 of bruised mustard seed; 3 oar, } 
universal use, and the clever housewives of the | of broken cinnamon, 2 02. of cloves, 2 of all. 
country will riot take it unkindly if we give | ®Pice, 4 of broken ginger, 2 of black pepper: 2 ut them in as much good cider vinegar as will i} them:a full bateh of approved recipes. Indeed hover your pickles ; oe them on the fire, and ||. they will not, for not a few of them have re- edie ae a to a boil, pour i ee 5 . iokles : a little vinegar now and then so quested information on this subject. Thus E to keep, them covered. j 
compelled, we, of course, submit, but wé want oie aa stated } : ' ED Pickies.—Divide your cabbage in quar- it understood that we publish two-thirds under ters, sprinkle it well with salt, sated aa = | 

protest. “ z a jar; let it stand 24 hours; take it out and { Gutex ‘Tousro Picxies|—Hfalt’ peck toma oe off all the salt, lay it in a sifter to drain |}! ee a ; ite | (he Water from it, and wipe as dry as you can; |} mars el tok apr, Sea ne |e ln aug, pone qe a pak’ | vie yer; 8°"! berry juice, (whic you can get by scaldin, dt t. 2 : BF OY. eity a the berries and squeezing them), one pound of Tomaso Catsur.—To 1 gallon of. tomato brown sugar, one pint of onions, two oz. of 
juice add 4 tablespoonsful of salt, same of|cimmamon, 2 oz. of pepper, 2 oz. of allspice; } black pepper, 2 spoonsful of allspice, 4 pods | boil all (except onions) a few minutes; pour red pepper, 4 tablespoonsful ground mustard, | °Ver the cabbage, while boiling; cover closely |} | : 1 quartvinegar;~boit two-toursy "wher cold, | 24 it will be ready for use ina few days. any 
bottle and cork tight, ©) » Hoa bce ee irk 3 i 

Tomato PickLEs.—One peck of green toma- YOUTH’S. CORNER. } 
toes sliced, 1 dozen sliced onions, sprinkle with a { salt and let them stand till next day, then A Very Old Riddle. j drain'them, 1 box’ inustatd, half an oz. black if Marae % 
Tepper, ‘1 oz. whole’ cloves, 1 of yellow mus- Fee eee 
tard seed, 1 of alspice; put into the kettle a Biot seo: Pepa 
layer: of tomatoes and onions, and one of spices King came, footless, 
alternately, .cover with vinegar and boil half ion eee | | an hour. $ ‘Rode away, horseless; 1 

a ga eS sean errr remnenncornerveemeayy ee ‘
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The Honey \Bee’s Song. ‘and have not, yourself, been to school.in vain. 

WHAT THE BEE SINOS 70 THE CHILDRESS Well, we saw a number of these “schools ;”” 

aiihoks some of the whales being monstrous great fel- 
I axa honey bee, buzzing away i 4 5 
Over the blossoms the jong saree, gars lows, twice or three times as long as the house 

\ Sher as oe Sanna OE aL, you live in—their immense brown backs ap- 

Seer L | pearing for a few seconds above the surface of ! 

Seeking for honey our hives to supply... the water and then disappearing from sight, / | 
| i 

Up in th t i are we . + sree. | I! 
3 mig the cov arty ano santee} to re-appear a long way off in another dices 

Waking the flowers stcannger day, tion. But it was only when they came quite 
Ere the bright sun kisses the dew drops away; . E 1 

H ee near/to theship that the whale himself could \ 

Back to thehive with thestores we are bringing.) | be.seen. It was only by his spout of water | |} 

No Sdle moments have we through the'day/ | | that we could know where he was when away 

ee eee aarent ba plays * lout in the ocean. The spout is made bya 

Food for the winter pg aogg to gecarp, stream.of water which the whale occasionally ||) 

Are up and alive; —every time he comes up to the surface—forc- 
{ Lazy folks never can prosper and thtive. : r 
H f es up with great violence through an opening | |) 

Awake, little mortals; no harvest for those L 
‘Who waste their best honrs in sloth und repose. | inthe fore part of the head, known as the 

ere ewect tina a elone—' spout-hole. The water thus spouted rises to | |. 

Banca were ue the height of several feet and is more like a 

Industry ever its own:rywacd Urlizing. jet of steam from an engine than a proper |]. 
wisest) tab bee cemar 

m What stream of water. . 
il of 8. ‘f 

ae es ’ Sometitiés bur ship woul! plow tight into a 

Our last story was avout, ‘(Catching ®| large school of these great leviathans, as they || 
Shark,” if we remetber: Of-the Whale We '| are called in some books; and then it was sport. 

haye nothing so exciting to tell, though we| to see them scatter in every direption and fill ||) 

were really more interested.in him than in his | the air with their clouds of spouted water. } 
fiercer fellows of the ‘briny d¥ep.”” We could tell you many strange stories of 

“But a ‘School of Whales!” what do you| the immense size of some whales—over &,hun- 
mean, Mr: Editor by that?” says some curious | dred feet long and as large.as 9 small house— 

little reader, his great round eyes standing out | o¢ the vast quantities, sometimes hundreds of 

like peeled onions! “Do whales go to school? | barrels, of oil obtained from one whale—and : 

—and do they have to stand up in the sea and | how they often knock sailors’ boats and small 

learn all their letters, and the everlasting mul-| ships all to pieces with their powerful tails, 

tiplication table?—and what school-ma’am | when wounded and pursued by the daring:sea- 

could make such big scholars behave?—I’d| men who make it a business to catch them for 

like to know that!” profit. But we have no time for all these sto- 

| Yes, there are schools of whales in the sea; | pies now; and, besides you can find them in 

but the whales do not go to school—only in| the books ‘which you will come to read in 
school. Eyes larger than before: ‘ Don’t} school. ‘ : 

know what you meag, Mr Editon? 610?) ——>>>E>>—E>E>E———EEEE———===== 

says a wide-awake-dittle girl who has studied NEWS SUMMARY. 
Natural History ;/*+when a number of fishes =k a 

of any kind go in company most of the time, ABIDES TRIAL ARE OPEB. 

like a swarm of bees or a flock of birds, they | In all matters of mere business, the country was never 

call them altogether a school—just because they | more prosperous and never hada better immediate pros- 

seem like a flock of children going in company | >°t The crops are gene ally good, agriculrural pro- 
i % ducts of every description bring high prices, and must 

to learn their lessons. : continue to'for some time to come. ‘The madufacturing 
That’s just it. You are a nice little girl, | establishments of almost every description are being 

———————————————————————
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| crowded to their utmost capacity, and new ones are being | soil and may yet be forced to pay a further penalty for | erected with the surplus capital which has not been so his treason by the utter Loss of the remanant of the abundant for years. haughty army with which he so vauntingly invaded the State Fairs for 1863.—Ohio, Cleveland, Sept. | free soil of the North. 

15-18. Indiana, Indianspolis, Sept. 28—Oct. 3. Illinois, | Charleston is under seige by land and sea, and is surely Decatur, Sept. 28—Oct. 2. Towa, Dubuque, Sept. 22-25. | doomed to the fate of Vicksburg. Then Mobile: then New York, Utica, Sept. 15—18. Upper Canada, Kingston | Richmond; then some desperate fighting in the interior Sept. 22-25. Vermont, Rutland, Sept. 8—11. of the South, and the glorious Stars and Stripes shall | f) 
County Fairs.—We have reliable information as | wave once more in unquestioned triumph! : 

to the precise date of but just four, to wit: Green Lake, Treason in the North, feeling the deep and at Berlin, the 234 and 24th of Sept; Monroe County, at | mortal wound inflicted upon itsally in the South, though | J) 
Sparta, the 8th and 9th of October; Vernon Co., (Bad | more alarmed and cowered than ever before, is yet more Ax) at Viroqua, Sept. 22—24; Sheboygan Co., at Sheboy- | fierce and venomous. Its minions, with a desperation 
gan Falls, September 23d and 24th. Will not the other | and @ devilishness scarcely equalled by any savages since 
Societies send in the dates and places of holding their | the world was made, have followed our great victories Fairs, for ptblication? Announcements may have been | with riots in New York and two or three other cities, made in their ceunty newspapers, but our absence has | more disgraceful than anything ever enacted in the Sand- prevented our seeing them for two months past, wich Islands or in British India. In New York about 100, 
“A Flax-Cottop Manufacturing Co.” is | in all, of the citizens, and 200 of the ricters were killed. said to have been lately organized in Oswego, N. ¥.,| The mob showed its complexion and its twin relationship 

which promises well for those who have undertaken it, | With the rebellion, by butchering, stoning tc death, and 
The building erected is 140 feet long, 5 stories high and | hanging nearly all negroes upon whom it could lay its 
has in operation 50 looms and numerous knitting machines | fiendish claws. ‘The pretext was the Draft, tlie real mo- More than » Million Dollars worth of| tive shatred of our Free Government. Sach devils de- || Pine Timber is reported to have been destroyed by | Serve tobe “hanged in this world and damned in the 
the recent fires iu the vicinity of Lake Superior. world to cone!” 
Commercial and Monetary.— Wheat and === 

Wool, being staples, naturally rise and fall, within limit- FOREIGN NEWS. 
ations, with the fluctuations in the’ price of gold, and = me dealls siaitata acts cea Sih ek 
haye hence declined considerably daring the past month. nah 
Wheat declined 2 to 3 cents in the Milwaukee market | °!Y> if he has not alrevdy, appoint a Dictator—all for the 
during the week ending July 25—No. 1 selling on that | 8°71 °F Poor Mexico and the progress of humanity !— day at 1,03}4@1,04. Wool was dull and nominal at 55 to | S°m* fe*Fs are entertained by our friends ti Europe that , a he may now turn his attention to the difficulties ia this 58 cente. country, but we havo no faith in any speculations of that Gold fluctuating last week of July betweex 122.and 127 | sort. t's too late for him to are: 
according to exporistion and demand for hoardings Gor-| potish troubles continue unsettled, 
ernment stocks eteady. 

NATIONAL AFFAIRS. EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. 
The War for the Union has progressed glori-|~___—=~=SCSCSCSCSSSS ously! Everybody knows this—yes everybody, for ere] May and June; Or, a Month of Travel and 

this 27th cf July our victories have been proudly told in| @ Month of Worry.—A direct and personal 
the hearing of every enlightened nation on the globe! knowledge of the condition of the Agricultural 
Vicksvnng captured by Grant, with23000 prisoners; Port |< 54 2 Gp the country, and the completion of Hudson, wiih 8,000 by Banks; 4,000 prisoners by. Rose- : : . crans, in Tennessee; 2,000 by Sherman from the rebel ar- business at Washington—these were our ob- 

my of Johnston; 2,000 by Prentiss, at Helena; 2,000 by | jects. 
Blair, at Jackson; 2,000 by Hickman, in North Carolina;! Left Milwaukee ina flurry of snow on the 7th e 2,800 of Morgan’s raiders in Ohio; and 88,000 killed, | o¢ May, via: Det. & Mil.'R. W. An easy pas- 
wares es Ss eee. ai sege to Grand Haven, zacuee alittle behind 

we have, within less than ene month, despoiled tne ene-| “ime, on account of head winds, so that we 
my! And the Micsissippi is again open—a consummation ; found it convenient to rest a good part of the 
s0 long fought for by us and dreaded by them. = a succeeding day at Det. Of all the clever things thou Fatherot Waters! bearing the freemen of the no bs annie Sei. cea Gh Comccteee mate aa said of the D. & M. z. W., we have 
rear effectual barriers against the freedom of thy course! | 8thing to retract, however. ‘The managers j 

Lee has been sent howling back to his own accursed | are thorough energetic and obliging—the route 

ie
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one of the safest and pleasantest in the coun- | spent on the beautiful Lake—than which Ge- 

try. Detroit is a fine old town with some | neva, in Switzerland, is not more beautiful— 

broad and beautiful streets, such as as few | and in visiting the State Agricultural College |]. 

cities can boast, a large number of fine|of New York at Ovid. Of this delightfully ‘ 

business establishments and a good many peo- | situated college, as of the other, hereafter. 

ple of the right stamp. Sabbath at Syracuse, one of the handsomest 

Made a pleasant call upon our agricultural | and most active business places in the interior 

and editorial friend, R. F. Johnstone, Editor | of the Empire State. Especially famous for 

and Publisher Michigan Farmer and Sec. Mich. | its extensive salt-works and the superior qual- 

State Ag. Society. A good man in the right ity of its immense yield of the saline product. 

place. There are many such in the Peninsular | Has one or two of the handsomest streets we 

State. ° have yet seen in this country. i 

Michigan has about the same population| Found the Voorhees House a capital hotel; 

as Wisconsin, but is considerably ahead of | the proprietors, Messrs. Sprague & Gage, ex-.| |! 

us in educational and agricultural enterprise. | ceedingly obliging and attentive. 

NIAGARA FALLS, At Albany about 8p. m. of Monday, after a 

Through Canada by night, reaching Suspen-| straight and fast drive through handsome ||| 

sion Bridge just after dawn. Pleasant comps | country and a multitude of thriving villages. ||| 

ny beguiled the hours, which but for the sad | The State of New York never seemed so grand ||; 

news of Hooker’s retreat across the Rappahan- | pefore. She is rightly named. Farmers were ||} 

nock, would have held a choice niche in the just plowing and getting ready to plant.’ Soil’ |]: 

memory of the years. _ not so good as ours af the Great West; and |}; 

The unrivalled Bridge over the fearful} hence her farmers deserve the more credit for. || ° 

depths, though a score of times crossed, had | their almost equally large crops. Never real- 

lost none of its wonder, and the mighty Nisg-| ized before how Albany is built upon undula- 

ara, with its thundering roar and heayen-| tions of land which deserve to rank among ||! 

reaching clouds of mist, poured its ceaseless | hills. Fine in some parts, dingy, and quite { 

floods'as sublimely down the wild deep gorge|too odorous of the past in others. Capitol 

of the river asin the days of yore. Mrs. H. | puildings scattered and cramped. sdb 

wus seeing the river and Falls for the second We called, of course, and we may say chief- 

time only, and they who know her enthusiasm |}y, upon our highly esteemed and very able j 

can judge of her delight now that she was | agricultural friend, Col. B. P. Johnson, Secre- || 

seeing them for the first time with clear vision. | tary of the New York State Agricultural Soci- 

Twelve hours were spent at the Falls—in| ety, Found him in his well furnished Library, 

standing in solemn awe, in running like chil- | and were delightfully entertained by him in the 

dren up and down the swift rush of waters, | Agricultural and in the Natural History Rooms 

throwing in sticks to see them plunge over the | of the State. These halls together constitute 

awful cataract, and in shouting ourselves | an entire and very handsome building, erected 

hoarse to deaf comrades on the rocky shores. | by the State at an expense of some $30,000— 

Niagara, Mount Blanc and the Ocean—there | a noble monument (especially if the contents } 

is nothing so grand on this planet. Let no| pe included) of the enterprise and wisdom of 

American die until he has seen Niagara. the greatest of the great states of the Ameri- || — 

SENECA LAKE, SYRACUSE AND ALBANY. can Tnion. 

The night of that golden day found Mrs, H.| In all parts of Europe we found the intelli- - 

at Syracuse, our individnal self at Havana, | gent people familiar with the name and mirac- 

seat of the People’s College, on the Canadsi- | ulous progress of the State of New York; their 

gua & Elmira R. R., and three miles by rail | knowledge of its resources and progress being 

from Lake Seneca. The day following was | chiefly derived from the widely distributed
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«Natural History,” and “‘ Agricultural Trans- | days—Mrs. H. much longer. But those few 

actions.” days were pleasantly spent in the society of 
Col Johnson has been for more than twenty | friends whom we love, and their memory will 

years the zealous hard-working Secretary of| be fragrant forever. If you have but little 

the State Ag. Society, and probably will con-| time in New York, and would see representa- 
tinue in charge of its important interests so | tive sights, visit Wall Street, Printing House 
long as it shall please Providence to spare his | Square, Five Points, and Central Park—grand 

useful life. The worth of such men is not yet/ types of all there is of this great weltering 
appreciated, but the future will remember him | city. 
with gratitude. A MONTH AT WASHINGTON. 

THRE HUDSON. Here is where the “worry” comes in. Heat 

The Hudson! who hath power to describe | intense—dust deep in the streets and filling the 
this noble river so that it shall seem to be| air with dense whirling clouds, suggestive of 
the grand and glorious Hudson itis? We| the sirocco of the Great Desert—officials in the 

have voyaged on the’ great rivers of America— | Departments indifferent, lazy, technical, stu- 

on’ the ‘sluggish Thames, flowing from the| pid! Did anybody ever have s tougher month 
heart of the Great Empire, whose throne is an- | than we? 

chored ‘in the’ seas—on the tortuous and pic-| Now that it’s all over and weicame off victo- 

turesque Seine, flowing through ‘the garden | rious, it is sometimes amusing to ¢all up, in 

fields and orchards of Nermandy—on the vine- | memory, the many provoking, fruitless inter- 

yard bordered Seine of Southern France—on (views with the legion of obstinate fellows 

the beautiful ice-born Rhone of Switzerland— | through whose several mills our grist of papers 
aye andon the glerious old Rhine of classic | must needs be ground ere the “ greenbacks” 

Germany; but “the Hudson, for the full and | could be fairly won; and we would like to give 

majestic flow ofits waters, the beauty and|a running history of that month of trial, were 

sublimity of its scenery, surpasses them all. | it not that our usually very amiable temper is 

Give to it the historic interest "which attaches | not yet sufficiently cooled down to render it 
to those great rivers of Europe and associates | entirely certain that we are now prepared to 

* them with the ages past, and it, too, would be| do all parties the fullest justice. Only this 
the inspiration of the world’s first painters and | we will say in this connection: If any man 

poets. o would prudently prepare himself to endure the 

The day of our voyage from Albany was as | trials of Purgatory we can recommend no bet- 
beautiful as Heaven could bestow and never | ter school of discipline than the engineering 

was a day crowded more full of pure enjoy-| of a war claim through the requisite Depart- 

ment. How much such days enlarge one’s be-| ments at Washington in the Tophetian month 
ing and add to the growth of the soul. The} of June. 

world is richer and life is more beautiful ever} If other creditors have as hard a time in 

after, for that they have been. getting their pay as did we in collecting a few 

NEW YORK CIty, thousand dollars for the State Agricultural So- 

The great Metropolis of America, the centre | ciety, (and we were frequently told for our 

of commerce, of newspaper literature, of po-| comfort that we were “ getting along splendid- 

litical rascalities and social abomimations!—/ly, much better than common!) there must 
wonderful for its unparalleled growth, for the | be a great waste of time and money in all the 

magnificence of its public and private struc-| country—and chiefly, as it seemed to us, be-\ 

tures, powerful by its immense wealth, glorious | cause the Departments are full of broken down 

for its enterprise and benevolence, and execra- | political hacks and old fossils, to the exclusion 

ble for its meanness! of the thorough, energetic, and experienced 

We (the editorial we) remained but a few| business men who ought to be in their places.
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In our own case there was this one mitigat- | Stafford Co. for a distance of fifteen miles up 

ing circumstance, namely, that we enjoyed the | and down the river. 

agreeable company of a number of Wisconsin} Ohitwasa grand spectacle when, at evening, 

friends—prominent among them, three of her | the drums beat, the bugles sounded and every 

popular Governors, to whom we, here and regiment and battery stood in its place on pa- 

now, return our grateful acknowledgments for | rade. It lacked only one thing to make it the 

numerous courtesies, Long may they flourish! | most splendid, soul-stirring sight we ever saw 

YISIT TO THE ARMX ON THE RAPPAHANNOCK. |—that was the prestige of 9 glorious victory. 

«No passes whatever to civilians!” But we Early on the following day we might have | 

were not to be bluffed. It was just after the | been seen upon the Colonel’s charger, and in 

return of Hooker to this side of the river; the | military dress, dashing through the intervening 

army was again nicely quartered but might | pine woods, for the very outposts of our pick- 

any day “move upon the énemy’s  work’s.” | ets, on the bank of the river. , Rebel pickets 

We wanted to see the Grand Army of the Po- | were on the other shore with glistening bayon- 

tomacin quarters. We went. ets, and, at first, we approached cautiously. 

The way from. Aquia Creek—fifteen miles, But finding they did not shoot, we became more 

by rail—was desolate enough. Fencesall gone | plucky and rode up and down the lines within 

—timber chopped off and burnt up—traces | speaking distance for more than ten miles, 

here and there of what had been corn-fieldé, | viewing the rebel camps and the scene of the 

the old stubs .and stalke still standing: in the | recent battle on the other side; stopping here 
midst of over-growing weeds—and not an in- | to.say a cheery word te our brave and patriot- 

habited dwelling the whole distance, ic boys, and there administering a slight re- 

At Falmouth, on the river, just: opposite | buke or wholesome advices as circumstances 

Fredericksburg. An immense stir at the depot | seemed to require. Altogether we had a rich 

—army stores being tumbled off the cars and | time—a time to be remembered, Thanks to 

hundreds of great wagons waiting to receive | the shrewd favor of our old-time friend, Maj. 

them. We pile intojan empty two-horse wag- | H.C. Bull, (formerly Gen, Bull of Madison) 

on, andare driven, Jehu-like some four miles, | Paymaster to the Army. 

over rough ways, in constantly enveloping THE STATE AG’L COLLEGE OF MARYLAND, 

clouds of dust and throngh the midst of old | Near Bladensburg, and about 9 miles from 

deserted winter camps;;»Hearing and feeling | Washington, Of our delightful visit to this 

were the only senses allowed free exercise, for | prosperous young institution, at another time. 

the blinding dust and suffocating stench of de- s PHILADELPHIA. 

caying horses and mules, only half buried, | Our mission accomplished, we left the “ city 

compelled: a violent suspension of sight and | of magnificent distances” for home, via Penn- 

smell. sylvania and Ohio. Spent a lovely sabbath in 

At last we are tumbled out in a delightful | the city of Brotherly Love—about the hand- 
little orchard on the summit of a mound and are | somest and neatest city in the Union. Excite- 

cordially saluted by the Col. and Lt. Col. of | ment occasioned by Lee’s raid had somewhat 
the 189 Penn. Reg’t of Vol’s. Noble, warm- | abated 

hearted, generous, patriotic soldiers, whose} Homeward again, and over that magnificent 

heroic conduct in the charge on the Heights | route along the Susquehanna and Juniata, and 

with Sedgwick’s corps made them thrice wor- | over the crest.of the Alleghanies. No better 

thy ofour respect. As far asthe eye can reach, | road and no finer scenery in the United States. 
and much farther, indeed, are the encamp-| Stopped at Tyrone. Over the Bald Eagle 

ments of the several divisions and corps which | Branch of the Penn. Cent. R. R., and thence 

make up the Grand Army; covering every | on foct over the Bald Eagle Ridge, some eight 

knoll and slope of this undulating section of | miles, to
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THR STATE AG’L COLLEGE OF VENNSYLYA4NTA. | ‘State; Ieanerjand/ more weary than wheii we |_| 

A fine imposing stone edifice, in the midst of | left, but yét richer in experience, happier; and || 
one of the handsomest valleys in the Quaker | we trust, better prepared for the work that lies | 
State. Of this college, also, again. before us. So mote it*be.- { 

—PrersevEG See 
Was all'shut'up—the peopte at’ work on the| a New and Valuable Book on Sheep j 
fortifications, upon the. heights,seross.the Mo- | Husbandry.—There is now in Preparation |} 
worghahela, | A portion of Lee’s'army expect- | and to be published. in a few weeks by J, B. 
et pext day. Exeitiiig rumors of thé approach Lippine tt & Co., Philadelphia, and D. D. T. |] 
of the enemy in. his march upon Harrisburg. | Moore, Rochester, N. Y., a new and complete | | 
Inspected ‘the fortifications, told the people | work on Sheep ‘Husbandry, entitled The Prac- { 
to keep. cool, and dashed ints tical Shepherd, hy the Hon, H. 8. Randall, LL. || 

- ° THE BUCKEYE STATE, D., author of Sheep Husbandry in the South ” 
Wheré, up to the date of Vallandigham’s Hoin- | «Life of Jefferson,” “Fine Wool Sheep Hus- 
inetion for. Governor, we haye always;elaimed bandry,” “etel; caldoBdlterocof! ‘the Ameritan 

10 have been'born. A good! old Statey in spite | Edition of *Youattoon'the Horse,” of which 
of her base men—rich in her mines, rich in | 6ver thirty: theusand copies» ha¥é been sold. 
her fertile soil, and rioh .inithe enterprise of | The!suthor: df “The: Practical’ Shepnerd” is 
her two millions of people: os | wellokmown' ‘as! thé ablest’ and «most reliable 

Crops, the last of Tune, looking ‘Petter than | writer'on! ShedyoHusbandry in: this country, 
in Pennsylvaniais;.s0 6 ssoteo ¥ a1 and the work ¢annot fail of becoming the atand- 

A day at Columbus, ‘pleasantly spent at the | ard authority onthe subjects didcussed. The 

home and splendid nursery of our friend Han- | work is'intended to:give»that full.and minute 
ford, and with the able and popular Secretary | practical information ofall subjects connected 

of the. Ohio, State. Board pf,Agrieulture,, the | with Sheep Husbandry which its author has 
’ Hon. J. H. Klippart ; a few days of sickness | derived from the direct personal experience of 

at the dear old home, where. noble father and | thirty-five years with large flocks, together 
brother yet live, and then a resolute dash fot } with that knowledge of different modes and 

Wisconsin, via systems which has flowed from a very exten- 

CHICAGO, ; sive correspondence during a long period with 
Which, after all, especially in vieW of its late |teqding flock-tinsteré ‘tht every ‘part “of the 
origin, is about the greatest town in America. | worjq, 
Splendid shops, magnifieent hotels, and, above t a 

all, such an array of manufactories, elevators, Sorghum—Good Prices Ahead.—The 
mills, and shipping and: forwarding houses as prospect for.large returns from the Sorghum 
cannot fai! to astonish the most ambitious and crop of the country was never so good as now. 

extravagant ‘‘down-easter.” Great is the |The Mississippi is again open, to be sure, but 
growth and grand is the destiny of this Me-| the southern papers report that but little sugar 
tropolis of the Northwest. has been produced, We hope our farmers who 

Found our friend Emery, of the Prairie | have been enterprising enough to grow consid- 
Farmer, in the midst of a flourishing business, | erable quantities of the cane will take care to 
as he deserves to be, good natured and hope- | provide themselves in time with the machinery 
ful of both: agriculture and country. The | and apparatus necessary to work it up. 

Farmer is a gcod paper and deserves a large he aie ea a 
patronage. The Tribune Strawberries will be dis- 

IN THE CHAIR EDITORIAL AGAIN. tributed to those of our subscribers who, in 
May and June have gone, and we have re- | subscribing fer the 7ribune with the Farmer, 

turned to the peerless capital of the Badger | then expressed a desire for them.
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§ Editorial Notes of European Travel| Machine Wanted.—Will you inform me 

have been crowded out this month by Notes | through your, esteemed paper whether and 
7 where a machine is to be got to “pill” barley 

] | of Home Travel. with to prepare it for cooking? C. WreLanp. 
— 

4 Who are You ?—* Mz. J. H. Horr—-Dear peice ee ae 

| Sir:—I send you one dollar for my subscrip-| NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

! tion for the Farmer, and a‘stamp for the straw- = 
H| berries.” G Madison Mutual Ins. Co.—Some very import- 

i eee ant figures illustrative of the business of this flourishing 
i The foregoing letter, without date and with- | Company for the six months ending June 30, 1863, will be 

out signature,—money all right—came just found, as furnished by the able Sec’y at the close of the 

s ¥ oa un ‘Annual Report of said Co., on the 2d page of our Adver- 
recently in an envelope post-marked Ladoga. | tising Dep't.. It appears that the number of members at 

If our anonymous friend will favor us With | that date was 20,000, No. Policies 27,338, total am’t accu- 

+ = os mulations $429,827 19. Probably few companies in any 
his a, ve will gladly send pia, the Farmer couisdey cin Setskab lt vei yap baircas ko 

and put him on the strawberry list. tofore, that there is no better or safer \o. in the world. 
& eee The season is at hand wherein the farmers are particu- 
y Our Article on Wool in the Stock Reg- | jarty Hable to suffer loss by fire and lightning, and it is 

14) aster was printed before our great victories in psa spi esp ile to their protection than to any in- 
: : ; terest of this Co., or any other, that we would urge them 
<4| July, and the consequent deoline of :gold. | +, axe their hard earnings secure without delay. 

|| Within limitations determined by actualim-| H. Southwick & Son, of Dansville, N. Y.,ad- 

?, perative demand, wool and wheat, being 'sta- vertise in this No. Trees, Vines &c, for fall) trade. 

4 1 {11° iaotuate: dnith: golds «which: Jaet, O. B. Maxwell & Co, advertise Pear and Plum 
am] Bees — ae = trees, and a general assortment of Nursery Stock. 
a therefore, may be looked to as pretty reliable} Great Western Nurseries.—See sdvertise- 

“| Gndicator. Let us have -the  vietories, .even | menteot Reiter & Maddocks, Tolebo, Ohio, Agents wanted 

|) though wool should go down to,80 cents! EERE LRN 
ee STATEMENT 

Importation of Sheep from the East. ea remaba nati 
“Mr. C,H. Jones, of Sun Prairie, the same| Madison Mutual Insurance Company, 
who recently sold a buck to Moses Chase for FOR THE YEAR ENDING : 

$100, goes to Vermont t6 purchase other sheep geen Se a 

for introduction West. We are glad to see this partes the provisions of chapter 103, of the @ sti 

disposition to improve the breed of our secep. | Laws of 1858. 

Soe oS tb ae Total amount of accumulations,....-....-. $827,464 67 
Sorghum Machinery, &c.—In sneer we ASSETS. 
to many enquiries in relation to machinery red premi tes 
&c., we feel bound to say that we have yet to — “oc ainguprieeemen or or 

be made acquainted with any Cane Mill better | Cash on hand and due from 

then the ‘Climax Adjustable Sugar Mill,” | poly, no\ders oad agentsy say 90 
manufactured by E. W. Skinner, of Madison ; | opice furniture and fixtures,... 1,000 00 327,464 67 
or any Evaporator superior, all things consid- ee policies Sc $15,902,006 00 

ered, to Cook's, ; Namber of Poles ised ir ieh cc its 
Horse-Hoes &0.—A letier, making on- | Aes premium notes thereonrerrsecsciss M0828 88 

quiries in relation to implements of this kind, a thereon, less commis- 

dated Stoughton, May, 1863, and signed “G,” | ,wiitanetuedy iii Es 
came during our absence, and could not be an- | ‘Total am’t losses reported during 1862,.... $17,744 16 

4| swered in time to make the answer of use this | Total am’t losses paid durihg 1862, 89 in eves 

season. At a convenient time we shall publish | , DMD ++; .----20-----enrooues sooo 

the enquiries and answer them. sniel aujpnensna dneticsiersedeoctsce-12208; same 
—__—__s—__—_ Losses adjusted and not due......++++++.+ none, 

What’s become of all the Spinning | tome iis competi. | ot BD 
Wheels ?—Mr. J. R. Crocker, of Belleville, aetna oe postage,.... oe M4 

has ransacked Madison and the surrounding | Amt paid for policy stimps,.......-...- 00 00 
towns but finds not one,—that is, of the good = paid ere pe Gew's tateenel Revenue 82 02 

old sort. The enquiry is suggestive, if not | Bxpensss ig all compensation 

important, and somebody should be able to an- ee test ta Sao aad bther inehdent 

swer it. al EXPENSES,....- 00ers eecescecerecseseces 7,290 98
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Sugeestions s for September. before frost, and secure in well-bound stooks, 
If there is to be an agriculturai fair in | It makes excellent feed for horses and horned 

your county it is your duty to attend it, and | cattle and will save so much hay. 
not merely with your wives and children, ag; Winter Wuear.—Now isa good time to put 
interested, selfish spectators, enjoying the|itin. Be sure the seed is clean, and do it 
fruits of the labor and enterprise of others, | thoroughly. Drilling is best. Sow grass seed 
but as ewhibitors. If you have anything worth | same time. 
showing, prove your merit by placing it along-| SPxinc Wuear—Plow for, this fall, and 
side of ether things of like character; and if | Plow a Jittle deeper than usual. 
you have produced nothing worth showing,| BuckwneaT.—Harvest as early as ripe.— 
then take the best of what you have, and man- | Straw will answer for bedding stock and for 
fully and repentantly bear the shame of being | manure. 
a laggard in your profession. But almost any| Root Crors may still be cultivated with 
of our readers, even the slowest and laziest, | profit. 
will have some thing—a calf, a pig, achick-| Sorcuum Manuracture.—Get ready for it, 
en, a trace of corn, a turnip, a potato, an ap-/ and begin last of month. 
ple, a pound of butter, a pair of stockings, or| Weps—Wherever found, cut them down, 
a skein of yarn—that might be added to the | gather before seeds will shell out and burn in 
display of articles, and so increase the inter- | heaps. It’s too late to make them into manure. 
est of the exhibition. Srock.—If intended for fattening, com- 

We repeat it; go to the Fair, but don't go emp-|mence feeding early and regularly; and if 
ty handed! not, still it will pay to feed well, for it is al- 

FARM WORK. ways poor economy to let stock run down in 

Don’t forget our injunction of last month soni eee agi sigh aigabersges ke: i very short and dry, a little help from the corn as to the care of grain aud hay crops. Many fichd onbataak ; ’ . eld, oat stack, or corn and bran bin should be & put-off-till-to-morrow farmer, after spending attosdeattiens' 
much labor in putting in, cultivating and har- 

vesting his crops, loses the advantage of what THE ORCHARD AND GARDEN. 
he has done for want of a very little labor| Not much to be done this month but to care- 
necessary to make them secure. The shock, | fully gather and sell or put.up autumn fruits, 
the stack, the granary—these are yours, but | to wash and scrub the trees with strong suds, 
rain, fire and vermin stand ever ready to de- | and to dig out the apple and peach borers. . 
stroy them. Take care of both grain and} Gmapxs.—Allow such as are intended to be 
straw. put up for winter to remain on the vines until 

Conn.—Select the best ears on the best | the approach of frost. 
stalks for seed; gather when ripe; trace and| BLACKBERRIES AND RasPBeRries.—Cut out 
hang up inadry place. Cut up, for fodder, | the old canes, leaving but three or four of the '
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strongest young shoots in each clump, for next | partial civilization, to very extraordinary 

year's bearing. growths. 

Om oe baat chips under those rip- Well, we shall not forget it hereafter, for 

ening and occasionally turn, so as to expose here, before otr astonished senses, stand the 

all sides to the sun. : representative products of a colonial domin- 

Squasies.—Gather as they ripen, and be-| ion which, exclusive of British India, embrac- 

fore the frost spoils. them. i es an area of not less than 3,350,000 square 

Cuceuners.—Save all you ae for pickles. miles, and a population of some ten millions! 

The soldiers of the great Union army will] t¢ tnaia be added—and geographical bounda- 

need them if you don’t. ries will hardly be anticipated or feel abused 
The fe Exhibition. if we do so include her—then the Colonial 

— possessions of Great Britain embrace an area |} 

ponies equal to nearly one-third of the land of the 

THE BRITISH COLONIES. whole earth, and a population scarcely less 

Standing again under the great Eastern than two hundred and twenty millions! 

Dome, and looking to the right as far north-| But let us descend fyom the dais under the 

ward and then westward as the naked eye can | dome and review this most interesting divis- 

distinguish the armorial ensigns and the ion of the Great Exhibition a little more in 

more prominent objects displayed by the dif- detail—and yet very rapidly, for the world of 

ferent nations, we are filled with amazement | other nations is yet before us. 

at the number of provinces here gathered First, on our right, proceeding northward, 

home by the great parent Empire upon whose | We encounter 

glories with ever kindling enthusiasm we THE WEST INDIA ISLANDS— 

have already dwelt so long. A full cluster of them, and finely represent- 

Nothing is so well remembered as what we | ed by products of every class, both natural 

learn in youth. The newspapers, now and and artificial, for which these interesting 

then, and quite often, considering the import- tropical islands are remarkable—Jamaica, 

ance of the event, have heralded to the world Trinidad, Barbadoes, Demerara, Bermuda, St. 

the accession of some new portion of the| Vincent, Dominica. 

globe brought under the sway of the royal| As yet the arts are only in their infancy in 

seeptre of “the little sea-girt isle,” and we these islands, but the spirit of progress is be- 

have once and again admired the indomitable ginning to be manifest. Here is 

energy and unquenchable ambition of this JAMAICA 

- leader of Anglo-Saxon destiny; but other| With a fine collection of objects in Natural 

events of still greater importance to us a8 a History—fishes and turtles, peculiar sea shells 

yet more composite and more wonderful | &.; a display of the economic minerals of 

race of new people have so engrossed us that | Jamaica, including iron, lead, zine and cop- 

those occasions have not all been numbered | per ores; botanical specimens of much inter- 

and recorded in the memory. We have lived | est—Guinea corn, sugar cane, mountain cab- 

a quarter of a century—some of us twice | bage, bamboos, 253 specimens of the woods, 

that—since on our maps of the world we|such as rosewood, mahogany, ebony, cedar, 

traced the British Islands and their depend-| yacca, &c.; a very large and remarkably fine 

encies, at the country school, and until our | collection of vegetable fibres, roots barks, &., 

eyes here corrected us, we have preserved the | used by the nations in the manufacture of 

outlines of her empire just as they were then; | paper, ropes, hats, umbrellas, and various fab- 

forgetting that the geography of great nations | rics; beautiful furniture from the yacca wood; 

is exceedingly liable, in these times of but | wax models of fruits and vegetables, includ-
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ing the yam, the cocoa, turmeric, common | work, for which the smiths of Malta are so ginger, pine apples, pears, oranges, lemons, | noted the world over. 
limes, bread fruit, &c; seeds, nuts and pre- But we may not linger. Another step, and served fruits, coffee, pimento, ; sugars, oils in | we stand, as if transported by magic, where great number, starches, flours, and 192 sam-| “the spicy breezes blow soft o'er ples of: rum !—chemical preparations, per-| ““CEYLON’S ISLE.” fumes, soap, wax, honey, choccolate, leather, | The satinwood, the ebony, and the cocoanut fibrous mats, window blinds, calabashes, and sere "i - 3 : palm, with its multiform products—oil, sugar, a@ great variety of apisosllanegua articles; arrack, vinegar, ropes, nets, mats, torches, 
specimens of printing andi binding; ladies’ calabashes, furniture, &c., &c,—betel nuts, yearn Tae eecue PuotoeraDhe, cinnamon trees and cinnamon bark, cotton, water-color drawings of Jamaica scenery, and rice, tobacco, coffee, pepper, numerous spices a@ number of excellent stereoscopic views of. which we have not time to name, and bread- 

+] | Jamaica. 
eit; fibres in great variety, seeds without Jamaica has now a population of about number, and tropical fruits in abundance, pre- 880,000, mostly colored, and is gradually sre in spirits. The air is filled with the creasing in importance. sweet odor of the spicy isle, huge elephant’s The display made by the other islands is of tusks lie around, the broad palm-leaf hats and similar character, and need not be so minute- palm umbrellas are overhead, the ear is now 

ly examined. |and then saluted by articulations of what is Next to the West Indies comes known to be the Cingalese tongue, and one 
MALTA, be but little difficulty in imagining himself 

Some four thousand miles, more or less, from | '® be * neritabla inhabitant of this most in- Jamaica. A long distance, if we were to | teresting island of the Indian oe a ship and cross over the sea to where it lies Another wave of the wand, and we stand in the warm lap of the Mediterranean ; bat in the midst of the forest timber, the rocks only a step here in the Great Exhibition. and minerals, the ores, the skins and furs, the We shall find none of the beautiful woods | #gricultural products, and the machinery and here which added so much to the interest of | implements of 
the Jamaica display, for in Malta there are THE CANADIAN PROVINCES! 
no forests—scarcely brushwood even. The These are most admirably represented, es- sirocco which blows from the African coasts pecially in the department of natural produe- will not tolerate their growth. Nevertheless tions. In the centre of the north end of the the nations, who are supposed to have come Transept stands a magnificent trophy of tim- originally from the Arabic stock, are skillful ber which opens wide the eyes of all but 
workers in wood, and have acquired quite a Americans (who are familiar with gigantic notoriety for their cabinet ware. trees) and attracts very great attention. This Cotton is the staple product, and we have trophy is 90 feet high, the timber composing here before us interesting samples of the raw/| it being sections, transverse and longitudinal, material and of the fabrics (Militensis vestis) | of walnut, oak, ash, pine, and the other for- which have long enjoyed a high reputation in| est timber grown in Canada. Here are pine Rome and the Italian States generally. But planks of great length and fifty inches wide ‘ the most remarkable articles in the Maltese —Without a knot—sawn from trees 22 feet in Court are, the famous Maltese lace, which oc-| circumference 120 feet to the first limb curs in patterns of great variety and beauty | and 250 feot high. And here are most splen- —capes, collars, shawls, coiffures, &., &.—| did Polished plank and squared timbers of and the exquisite gold and silver filagree | the beautiful black walnut, such asa vast ma- Se 

I
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jority of the countless thousands who gather begin. unl te dow, is a a Senty. dani 
uw 

wonderingly about them never saw bere: oe hine ae es aa paftisieutty afore taey 

Sir William Logan, who is Chief Commis-| will sunburn, which may be known by the 

sioner for Canada, has immediate charge of leaves turning white and looking puckered. 
5 - : Commence on one side of the piece, laying the 

the fine botanical, geological and mineralog-| piants all one way, in order to facilitate load- 
ical specimens, and almost every day lectures|ing. The plants may, most of them, be brok- 

instructively to the gathering crowds. His |¢m off essily, by gently bending them over one 
z 3 way and another. Small plants, which will 

collections of iron, lead and copper ores, and | not break, may be sawed off with an old saw 

of building stones and crystalline rocks is no oF out it a Baehet x If phe fu shinee woe 
+ ot, the plants shou e turned over carefu 

less remarkable than that of the timbers, rie Seevent burning. ° After lying an hour af 

fruits and flowers just alluded to. two to wilt sufficiently, so as not to break by 
. " handling, they may be carted to the barn or 

The specimens of cereal grains, of beans, | 304 Raploxuee toe curing should be pro- 

peas, Sc. &c. ure very creditable indeed, and | vided, and if any one expects to raise tobacco 

the wagons and agricultural and horticultural ey cog of aoe ‘is best to havea |]. 

implements give one a high estimate of the cpt dees tase feet BD 

Canadian mechanics. The Canadas are mak- | BUILDINGS. 

ing good progress in the arts, and have before In the first place one wants to know about 

them a career of still greater prosperity. Po-| how neh room they will need, and then build 

iti ; ite jnp-| accordingly. To hang an acre of good tobac- 
litically considered they are already quite = Soimaqhives & buildin abun thirty by ieonty: 

dependent of the mother country and will| four feet with fifteen-feet posts. Two girths 
scarcely remain provinces a quarter of a cen-| should be framed into the posts on all sides 
tury longer. of the building; one five feet above the sill, 

s and the other ten feet above, to rest the poles 
awe =e on, also to nail the covering boards to. This 

Curing Tobacco. gives a space of five feet for each tier of plants. 

2 : to. Have a beam run across the centre of the 

On this subject we quote from a valuable | huilding, with a postin the middle with girths 

article by Mr. Bishop, of Hartford, Conn., as | to ig infor phase os the eee eae 
< . ing lengthwise throu, middle of the 

given in the pamphlet on Tobacco Culture, =e ree for ithe eater or xailadeacktwelxe 

published by Orange Judd. As the season is | feet in length, to be laid upon; or if sticks 

now so far advanced that buildings, such as|®Te to be used (as hereafter described) lay 
4 rails or poles once in four feet for the sticks 

the writer seems to contemplate, cannot be|+9 yest upon. Place @ ventilator upon the 
erected in time, it may be well to remark that | centre of the roof, and have one board in ey- 

ery four feet hung on hinges, to be opened or 
cheap and temporary sheds may be made to Spe os piece, = eee aa ae one 

answer a tolerable purpose. a cellar underneath, to let down the tobacco 

CUTTING AND HANGING. into when ready to strip, it is all the better. 
We will now return to the crop, and commence 

The plants grow rapidly and require less hanging it. A common way of doing it is by 

than three months from the time of setting | tying with common twine. Tie the end of the 

before they are ready tocut. Any one used | string tightly around the butt of one plant, 

to the cultivation of the crop knows when it | and by placing it against the side of the pole 

is ripe, the veins of the leaves are swollen, | nearest you, put another plant on the opposite 

the leaves begin to look spotted and feel thick | side and carry the string over and around it, 

and gummy. The ends of the leaves will | placing the plants alternately on each side of 

crack on being doubled up. After it is ripe|the pole until filled, then fasten the string, 

the sooner it is cut the better, as it is liable to | place the pole in the right place, (it should be 

injury by frost or hail, and will not increase | nearly right before it is filled, ) and commence 

in weight as fast as the worms eat it, and the | on the next one in like manner, having some 

leaves get broken by catching them. The/one to hand the plants as wanted. As to how 

plants will generally ripen from the first to thick to hang it depends upon the size of the 

the fifteenth of September; they should not | plants, but in good sized tobacco about nine 

be cut immediately after a heavy rain unless | inches on each side is close enough, that will 

im danger of frost, as a portion of the gum | be from thirty to thirty-two on each pole of 

washes out, but should be allowed to stand |tweive feet; place the poles from fifteen to 

two or three days. The cutting should not! eighteen inches apart. Another method of
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hanging much practiced and approved by STRIPPING 
many is to hang on slats or sticks sawed out a : 
four feet long, one and a quarter inches wide| This must be done only after a damp, rainy 
and five-eighths of an inch thick. Chestnut | SPell has softened the leaves, so that they may 
timber is generally used here. The common | b¢ handled without breaking; it may then be 
lath answers very well for this purpose. An takenstoome the upalen and stripped as fast as 
iron made something like a chisel is used to takenid6wa, or-at may he oxen cgb into stegien 
slip on to one end of the sticks, which are and be piled in heaps to be stripped at leisure; 
sharpened a little at one end to receive it. It| #7 must be taken, however, not to let it re- 
is made about eight inches long, wedge-shaped | i too long in this condition, as the green 
at the small end, and a socket one half by | 8t#!ks would soon heat and injure it. To strip 
one inch to slip on to the sticks. When ready | * plsnt; hold'it an the left hand’by the butt, 
for use have a place fixed near where you un-|*¥4 with the other pull off all the bottom 
load to hold one of these sticks out at right leaves and ay tem: on: the: ground/or floor 
angles from a post and about four feet from |‘ ® Pile for “fillers,” or the poorest quality; the ground. Let the plants be handed you next, take off three or four more, or until you 

from the load and slip them on the stick, | Come to the beat leaves, these put in another 
piercing the stalk about six inches from the | 4¢@P for the “‘seconds;” now strip off the re- 
butt; put six or seven plants of medium size mainder for wrappers, except sach-ae-are/bad- 
on each stick, thicker if smaller. As each ly worm-eaten or otherwise injured—such go 
stick is filled, it may be carried to its place in | to poorer quality; throw the stalk away 
the barn. In getting them to the top of the|®"@ put the handful of wrappers under the 
barn they may be handed up with a pitchfork, | left arm to hold while stripping another in 
lifting them by the middle of the sticks.|!ike manner, put the two handfuls of wrap- 
These sticks should be about cight inches | Pers together, taking pains to keep the butts 
apart. I think a greater amount can be put | Ve and bind them by firmly winding a leaf 
into a given space by this method without |®™0Und them at the butt, commencing within 
danger of sweating, as it is more evenly dis-|* half or three-quarters of an inch from the 

tributed. The loose leaves that have been|24 and winding down smoothly about two 
broken off while handling may be cured by | ches, part the hand and put the end of the 
placing four or five together and securing to| band between the parts, then close it again, asmall pole, in the same way as plants are thus securing the end and holding it tight. If . 
hung with twine, the plants are very large, the leaves from each 

may be tied up separately instead of putting 
SAVING SEED, two together. Hands that will weigh half a 

. ound are about large enough. The seconds 
_ Strip the leaves off from the seed stalks and bee fillers are aieewarda cad up and tied 

tie up the stalks to a stake driven into the|in the same manner. Much of the value of 

ground by them, else they may be blown over. | tobacco in the market depends upon the man- 
The seed should be gathered before the hard | ner in which it is assorted and done up, as a 

frosts destroy its vitality ; when fully ripe, | few poor leaves in a hand would make a dif- 
the pods or seed-vessels may be picked off and} ference of several cents per pound in the 
dried, then crush or roll them between the price; none but good sound leaves, free from 
hands until the seeds are all out, the seeds rust, pole-sweat, frost, or large holes, should 
may then be separated from the chaff by pass-| go into the best quality. Small plants rarely 
ing it through a fine seive. contain any first quality, but should go into 

CURING. the seconds and fillers. A little practice will 
enable any one to sort it properly, better than 

After the crop is all housed, the building | any rules that can be laid down on paper. 
should be well ventilated by opening the doors | There is much difference in the color and fine- 
and boards on hinges, to secure a free circu-| ness of the leaf, a darkish red or cinnamon 
lation of air throughout the building. On/| color is preferred to that of a darker shade; 
rainy, damp, or very windy days the build-| the veins should be small and far apart and 
ing should be shut up as tightly as pos-|as dark as the leaf, as “white stems” are ob- 
sible, and opened again on return of fair| jectionable by reason of their growing lighter 
weather After hanging several weeks, until | still when going through the sweat after it is 
the leaves are mostly dried, the building should | cased. 
be closed to prevent the dry leaves from being} After it is stripped, it should be packed 
broken by winds. It usually requires about|down in a cool dry place. Lay some boards 
twelve weeks to cure the plants thoroughly, | flat on the ground about four feet wide, and 
that is, so that there is no more juice in the| as long as you wish the pile ‘to be, and com- 
leaves or leaf-stems; it matters not if the|mence by laying a row on one side of the 
main stalk is not dry, you need not expect it, | platform with the butts out, then on the other 
and there will be green leaves that will not| side in the same way, letting the tips lap about 

‘ cure but freeze while green and are worthless. | six inches, or just enough to keep the pile lev- 
It will then be ready for el; proceed in this way, laying on each side
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alternately till all is packed; lay the hands Top Dressing Grass Lands. 
as close to each other as possible, not sprawled :. ‘ . sate 2 
out like an open fan, but compactly. Lay | Now is the time, says the New England 
some boards on top of the pile and put on just | Farmer, to commence the preparation of ma- weight enough to keep them snug. Some | terials for this important work, Some persons 
boards or blankets should be put at the end of | doubt whether the application of manure to the pile to keep it from drying up. ‘The sec-| the surface of grass land is the best mode of 
onds and fillers are packed in the same way; | USing it. This depends upon two or three cir- 
they may be packed in a separate pile, or on | cumstances, viz.—1. Upon the nature of the 
top, or at the ends of the wrappers. Itis now | Soil. 2. Upen the time of application. 3. 
ready for market. If it should remain long | Upon the condition of the dressing. 
in pile it should be examined occasionally to! Top dressing will continue to bring a crop 
see that it does not hurt, as it sometimes hap-| longer on a moist soil than on a dry one, Ist, 
pens that when taken down, stripped and | because such land is the best adapted to grass, 
packed when it is too damp, it will grow damp-| and, 2dly, because the manure by being kept 
er and perhaps rot. If too damp, it should be | moist is brought into a state of decomposition, 
repacked on some windy day to give it an| and becomes prepared as food for the plants 
airing, shaling out the dampest hands and | instead of drying up. Top dressings, there- 
letting them remain exposed till sufficiently | fore, for high lands, should be applied in the 
dry to be repacked. The stalks, after being | spring, as early as March or the first part of 
stripped, should either be spread on grass| april, so as to receive the early rains and get 
land and remain till spring, when they may | thoroughly leaehed, and the coarser particles 
be raked up and carted on to land designed | washed down among the roots of the grass be- 
for the next crop of tobacco, and burnt, or let | fore the hot dry weather comes on. Or, it may 
them remain in the barn till spring, when | be applied—and perhaps with better effect— 
they may be cut up fine and dropped into po-| late in November, when it will receive the 
tato or corn hills, using a good sized handful | Jater rains and be leached by them, or be coy- 
to each hill. - ered with snow to be melted upon the dressing 

ae feet and thus carry its fertilizing properties grad- 
Mixing Oats with ‘Wheat. | ually to the grass roots aneingtie panine and 

[The following communication was received | 8PTing- . 5 ; = ae iy It is unpopular—we are fully aware—to re- some time since, but was mislaid in some way | e9mmend top dressing for high and dry grass 
so that it could not be published before.—Ep.] | lands i, cues. believe it spb a proeiabis 

. J . : way of fertilizing, when it is done judicious- Mr. Evrror:—I have just had my attention ly. The error consists in ecmictne tha tne 
called to mixing oats and wheat for seed. It| for many years, without manuring until not 
; ini i only the fertilizing agents are exhausted, but 
of e spots! Sacer ait Se Ree ane tha foe of grass dessicicce have rites quality of both are improved. I have often for want of food, or have been driven out by 
seen wheat, that was grown with oats, of a| plants more hardy and persistent than them- 

i Sty, i i selves. When a field is in this condition it is superior quality. With 2s improved Fan- folly to top dress it. ‘There is no basis upon 
; ning Mills oats are so readily removed that| which to act. The dressing was deferred too 

they need be but little detriment to the crop. eae ne OUer tty? Dower ish 
: a : he remedy for such land is throu e plow, Then, again, we know that chinch bugs manure, cultivation, and plenty teed, or all 

never work in oats. Would not a good sprink-| of these, excepting the cultivation, which may 
ling of oats form some protection against their | be omitted by turning over the sod and lay- 

e : ing down in August, orearly in September. ravages? A happy day would it be for us 2 
: 3 In a wet season something may be done on farmers if some means could be devised to high land by spreading fine compost manure 

checkmate them. If this can be done, as well| liberally, scattering on grass seed ane aan 
; os rowing. Clover, sown early in April in this 

= ee 8 sons By ae ee prose * way, will sometimes succeed well. If the 
well repaid for the little extra trouble it may | farmer would be watchful, manure his fields 
cost. in season, occasionally pains ollie gone 

over them, while producing liberal crops, he 
are Jaks nok some Ist: Ter sae iy — might save, Renae expense in plowing 

have tried it already, and can give us their| ang re-seeding. All this, however, should not 
experience, that we may have some guide peavents J paisions re a Sree ete 

* . ringing the grass fields into cultiva' when the spring opens and the operation of eon a § z Sada biay the course that 
seeding commences? JauzsK.Tnompson. | will secure the most certain profits. 

Betort, Jan, 29, 1863. The time when top dressing should be ap- 

EE eee eee eee
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plied, is a question upon which our best farm-| rate the fine from the course.’ But it is not 
ers do notagree. What is needed, is a copious ; 
rain immediately after the dressing is spread, Aupppged. that with ihe compe parissloneswe but as we cannot command this, we must éx- | ca” keep our stock thrifty; consequently, the 
eroite & none jndement, in ne ee and | coarse and fine must be fed together. Ihave 

e content wil e result. the compost + 
cart should follow that which carries away | 7° sonny bus that ae ane will be able.ta.en- 
the hay, and a liberal shower follow, perhaps | lighten us upon this point. 
there would be no better time to apply the | W. A. B. Banas. 
dressing; and in a moderately moist seagon, | 
this course will succeed well. March and D 
April are good seasons, but then the objection met pam 
exists of cutting up the fields by the feetof| The piles sustaining the London Bridge 
the team, and the wheels. In the autumn|have been driven 500 years. In 1845 they 
there is little danger of this, unless the sea-| were critically examined, and found to have 
son be very wet; the more pressing work of| decayed but slightly; these piles are princi- 
the warm season is out of the way, and, upon | pally of elm. Old Savoy Place, in the city of 
the whole, perhaps this is the best time for| London, is sustained on piles driven 650 years 
this operation. The third point requiring care|ago; they consist of oak, elm, beech and 
is the condition of the dressing when it is| chestnut, and are perfectly sound. The bridge 
used. It should be rich, that is, made of good | puilt by the Emperor Trajan over the Danube 
materials, and fermentation not carried so far| affords a striking example of the durability 
as to set free its gaseous properties; and then | of timber in the wet state. One of these piles 
it should be fine—if as fine as sand, so much | was taken up, and found to be petrified to the 
the better. This will allow of its being spread depth of three-quarters of an inch, and the 
evenly, and present such a surface to the rain | rest of the wood had undergone no change, 
and dews as to have every part quickly pene-/ though it had been driven 1600 years. 
trated and its fertilizing properties carried to} There is much uncertainty concerning the 
the roots below. conditions insuring the durability of timber. 

| waite ctl Many of the vessels built on the lakes during 
| ¥ the war of 1812-14, from timber then freshly 
| The Straw Question. cut, have varied materially in their durabili- 

s é . . ty, notwithstanding the fact that the timber 
2 The most important point of this anestion seems all to have been cut in the same man- 
is: How to make the stock eat the straw? It| ner at the same season of the year. Some of 
is, at least, the one upon which I need the| these vessels were decayed in three or four 

inf . h Howed to | ¥°87 while one of them, which, in the pres- 
most information. Cattle, when allowed to ence of numerous spectators, was permitted 

run to a straw stack, will nose it over and | to pass over the Falls of Niagara within a few 
‘ itbi years, was found to be perfectly sound when Pick out the titbits, and masis the zeke: They picked wp below the falls.— Working Farmer. 

would do the same were it fed to them, if they “ Bae. 9 

could. Now the question arises, Dotheyhave} (Cuzap Sumer Foop ror Hocs.—The edi- 

a natural antipathy to the coarse part, or is| tor of the New England Farmer says he has 
the presence of the chaff and what little grain | practiced the following plan for summer feed- 
there is in it, being so much more palatable, ing of pigs for many years, and finds it to be 

the cause of their dislike for the rest? Iam/|an excellent one: 

inclined to the latter opinion, asI have no-| “A few rods of grass-plat, convenient to the 
iced tl 1 thi th pen, is reserved for this purpose, and is ma- 
fond bat emmasneral thingy the beate eee nured by the weekly suds from the wash-room. 
tion obstinately refuse to eat a common arti- Commencing at one side of the plat, a large 
cle of food when there is access to anything | basket of the thick short grass is mowed each 

hotter, morning while the dew is on, and a ert given 
nee 7 to the swine at each feeding, thse times a 

If, then, this is the true difficulty, how are day. By the time the last portion of: the grass 
we to obviate it? This is the question upon i cut, the feat is era) to cut GPa, and in 

Ms ne . : ‘is way the ground is mowed over many 
which I want practical information. That it times during the summer, while the grass is 
can be done at an expense that will more than | kept short, thick, tender and sweet. It keeps 
bal the fit i 4 lu-| the hogs in a healthy, growing condition— 
~ anes tae oe tae apeeion: fi os a they are fed with as much ag they will eat ev- . tion. What is wanted is the economical way ery day, and little additional food is needed 

of doing it. Perhaps some will say, “sepa-| besides slops from the kitchen.”
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The Road to Poor Farming. the whole will be very much affected by the 

__ 1, Invest all your capital in land, and run caduucasaaraunkiet SE any) 

nse er — — é But, having occasion to sell a ton of hay in 
gute ceonry, ta. etoek your farm. my barn, to be sure of the quantity for future 

3. Have no faith in your own business, and reference I measured off a space 8 feet square 

ee ready to sell ue edi on one corner of the mow, and cut down 7 
: een eg Spavined horses, Poor | feet deep, and found the hay removed weighed 

oxen and cheap tools. 2,020 tbs., thus making 448 cubic feet, a good 
5. Feed poor hay and mouldy cornstalks ex-| measure for a ton of average hay; it was tak- 

clusively, in order to keep your stock tame; | on trom the surface, upon which 200 dozen of 
fiery cattle are terribly hard on old rickety good oats had bobn tatored) Stn ha wae d2 
wagons and plows. — feet deep. 4 y 

6. Use the oil of hickory freely whenever! Ty thig county, when hay is sold in the barn, 
oe need Strength; it is cheaper than | i+ jg generally calculated 392 feet to a ton, 

hay or meal, keeps the haz> lively, and pounds | yiich Tam confident will always fall short. 
oo Mle elses for stock as the butch- Onithe/contenry = es toee the ooerect 
ers shun—beauties of runts, thin in the hams, nuiniber seisctusl telalwilligiveie ve 
and pot-bellied; but be sure and keep their|/~ ————ss—sS—S—SS———— 
blood thin by scanty herbage; animals are 1 
safest to breed from that haven't strength to STOCK REGISTER. 

herd. Sheep Husbandry i portance Loyal 
8. Be cautious about manufacturing ma- = Saaenan —— 

nure; it makes the fields look black and ‘ z 
mournful about planting time; besides it is a| It is asserted by parties well informed upon 
deal of work to haul it. . ‘ the subject that no country adapted to “Sheep 

9. Never waste time by setting out fruit and i ”y ee 
shade trees; fruit and leaves rotting around | Husbandry” has ever entered into this im- 
a place make it unhealthy.—Springfield Re-| portant branch of agriculture without becom- - y 2 

publican. ing wealthy. In England—where the annual Ee ieee ‘ 
Joun Jounsron any u1s Farm.—The Gene-| "tof the land is fully equal to the cost of 

see Farmer says:—“A day or twosince we | the freehold in [linois or Michigan—the busi- 
were on the farm of John Johnston, of Gene- ; ied ou es 7a BM iie nclleloul tacaror ae teeta! ness is carried on om larger extent and with 

ing celebrity. He remarked: ‘The wheat |&Teater profit than in any other part of the 

pees never as me much damage.’ Ee i world. Sixty millions of sheep are clipped in 
years he has fed out large quantities of oil- Tai = 
cake, corn, &c., ‘o cattle and sheep on his farm. een eo ae Se means 
He has used more or less lime and any quan- | about 5 tb after being washed, and it is not an 

tity of plaster. He has raised immense crops | uncommon thing for a quarter of mutton to 
of clover and made it into hay and fed it out| h 60 tb aft 4 t 
to sheep. In this way he has made his land | WS" ) after being dressed. Many of the 
rich. At the same time he has tile-drained | fleeces weigh full 8 tb. It is a common im- 
every field on the farm, or, we might say, ev- Zon! that:42 i ; ery aod Wie banualll vec ey miles of aoe pression that the English apie are more fond 

draining tile. His land is dry, rich, and well | Of beef than of any other animal food. “John 
cultivated, and ‘the midge never did him | Bull” and “roast beef” are by many consid- 
much damage.’ No wonder that he is the 
great American Apostle of high farming.” ered synonymous terms, but, nevertheless, 

ee eee mutton has for the last half century displaced 

A Ton of Hay by Measure. beef on the Englishman’s table. 

It is a matter of considerable dispute how| A farmer in England who keeps no sheep 
Soa: agit a eucran, epee tl upon his land is regarded as a poor manager, 

nm in wef$ht. In some of the agricultural 4 ; 
journals figures widely apart are given as cor- and behind the age. Sheep manure is valued 

rect. Some assert that a cube of ten feet | at 40c. per head. Instead of importing gua- 

Square is required, or 1000 cubic fect; while| no from a distance of twelve thousand miles, 
others place it as low as six feet square, and : 
eight feet deep, or only 288 cubic feet. Now, atacost of from sixty to seventy dollars a 
both of cr aes oe eas coh ton, the manure of sheep is. obtained at com- 
measure be fixed upon to hold good under al : *, ane 
circumstances. Hay at the bottom of the mow | Pa?atively no expense, and is equally distrib- 
will be more solid than at the surface, and|uted over the land. From the discussion of
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the effect of the cotton famine upon England, | a success, and that worsted goods will hereaf- 
one would be led to suppose that the manufac- | ter be produced here to compete successfully 
ture of cotton goods was the most important | with England or any other part of the world. 
interest in that country, but Sheep Husbandry | All that is required to make it certain is— 
and woolen manufactures very far surpass it.| that the sheep shall be grown. 

For many years great attention has been \ i 
paid to the’ growth of a sdapted ts The soil and ae of all our Northwest- 

the growth of worsted. It is a singular fact Be See ee nee esa ae 0 

that very few of the most intelligent mer- aera, ao ue formes af ee pecuon 

chants in our large cities know precisely what Boao eed aaeaL Rae foe 

constitutes the difference between wool and | ™°"° SEL AER Se oe RURSnEoUR 
worsted. Worsted is the long fibres of wool sheep best CAG to the production of worst- 

separated from the short by combing. Until ed are the peceme and Cotswold breeds, and 

within a very short period, this process of can be obtained 8 Canada to any extent and 

separation was done by hand, at very great at reasonable prices. The carcasses are large 

expense, but within the few past years ma- and the fleece of long staple, which makes 

chinery has been constructed which performs oe ae eee 

the work so satisfactorily that a revolution in and for mutton. In Illinois, and other parts 

the cost of worsteds has been effected both in| °f the West, where corn is raised in such quan- 
England and on the Continent. So important tities that it is at times used for fuel, the Lei- 

is the growth of sheep best adapted to the pro- | °°ste? and Cotswold sheep would pay & large 
duction of worsted considered in England, profit to th® grower, if raised and fed for the 

that up to within the last 25 years, it wasa mutton alone, leaving out of the account the 

penal offente to export a Leicester or Cotswold ee 
sheep from any part of the Kingdom. By food for fattening sheep, and there is no coun- 

this means England has monopolized the pro- try on earth that can compete with the West 

duction of coarse worsteds, and to-day sup- in its production. 

plies the world with these fabrics. The im- By looking over the market reports of the 

ports of worsted and cotton-and—worsied | three cities of Boston, Philadelphia and New 
fabrics into the United States this year will| York, it will be found that the average price 

amount to about $17,367,672. of first-class mutton is higher at all times 

The nature of our climate makes worsted | than the average price of first-class beef, but 

goods more desirable than any other, and we| the largest profit in the growing of sheep in 

have been for many years the best customers | our country is realized on the clip. In Cana- 

England has for this class of goods. The de-| da, where’the Leicester and Cotswold are the 

rangement of industry in the cotton growing | favorite breeds, the average weight of the 

regions, occasioned by the war, must necessa-| fleece is full 6 pounds after being washed. It 

rily produce a greater demand for worsted | is estimated, in all sheep-growing countries, 

and woolen fabrics for years to come, and the| that the increase of the flock will fully offset 

tariff and high rates for exchange will make | the cost of keeping, so that the clip is clear 

it profitable hereafter to produce the raw ma-| profit. In February we predicted that the 

terial and the manufactured goods in our own | wool clip of the West would bring seventy 

country. This subject has attracted the atten-|cents a pound. At that time gold was selling 

tion of capitalists, and we are informed that a| at a premium of 72 per cent., which made le- 
company has already been organized in Mas-| gal tender notes worth a fraction over 58 cents 

sachusetts with a large capital, for the pur-|to the dollar. At present gold is at a premi- 
pose of manufacturing worsteds. It is confi-|um of about 50 per cent., which makes the 

dently believed that the enterprise will prove | legal tender note worth 663 cents to the dol- Z 

x
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lar. It will thus be seen that the currency | soil is rich, the climate dry and cool, and our 

has appreciated about 14 per cent. since Feb-| large cities furnish a ready market for mut- 

ruary, and it will therefore buy 14 per cent. | ton at higher prices than in London and Paris. 

more of all commodities, woolincluded. If| For years past the people of the West have 

nothing shculd occur between now and the | seen the wool buyer running through the coun- 

time the wool clip is brought into market to | try eager to contract for wool “on the sheep's 

change the value of the legal tender note, we| back.” How much more eager wili they be in 

think the best clips will range from 60 to 65 | the future when the consumption of wool is 

centsa pound. At this price it will pay the | increased fifty per cent. ag it is likely to be? 

grower a very handsome profit, and there is| Although the population of our country is 

no question as to there being plenty of buy-|small as compared with older ones, yet it 

ers for every pound in the country. should be remembered that we consume more_ 

It should be recollected that the apprecia-| than five times as many goods in proportion 

tion of the currency has produced a decline | to our numbers as any of the countries of the 

in the price of all kinds of merchandize as|old world. This is owing to the fact that the 

well as wool, so that the wool grower will be | wages of labor are higher and the cost of liv- 

enabled to purchase, with sixty cents a pound|ing cheaper. It is confidently believed that 

for his wool, as much of other commodities as | the 30 millions of people in the United States 

he could have purchased in February at sey- | before the breaking out of the rebellion con- 

enty cents a pound. For years past the quan-|sumed more goods than 150 millions of the 

tity of wool manufactured in the Upited States | population of any other part of the world. In 

has averaged full 125 million pounds.* Of| support of this assertion it may be mentioned 

this quantity not more than one-half has been | that in Russia a strong able-bodied man re- 

grown here. While we have been exporting |ceives 5 cupicks (cqual to four cents of our 

grain and provisions to an immense amount, | money) for a day’s labor pounding stone upon 

we have imported wool from Australia, the | the public road. In Prussia laborers receive 

Cape of Good Hope, South America, China, |5 silver groschen (equal to 12} cents of our 

Russia, India, and in short from every other | money) for a day’s labor. In Ireland labor- 

quarter of the globe, and are doing so to-day, |ing men receive about £15 sterling ($76 of 

though it is an indisputable fact that nocoun-|our money) for one year’s serviees. In Po- 

try on earth is better adapted to Sheep Hus-| land a night watchman receives equal to about 

bandry than the Northwest. Should the | 25 cents of our money for guarding the streets 

agriculturists neglect to grow a sufficient | from 6 o'clock in the evening to 6 in the morn- 

quantity of wheat and corn to supply our|ing. In Germany the women of the middling 

home demand, it would be regarded as most| or well-to-do classes rarely ever have more 

surprising evidence of a lack of enterprise, | than two silk dresses in a lifetime, and the 

and yet our natural facilities of soil and cli-| laboring classes none. Silks are worn only 

mate are no ‘better for producing corn and | by the nobility and wealthy classes. A team- 

wheat than they are for the growing of sheep. | ster in that country with a pair of horses and 

In Australia and the Cape of Good Hope,| wagon receives for a day’s work of himself 

where sheep husbandry is carried on exten-| and team one thaler a day (or about 72 cents 

sively and at a large profit, the climate is not | of our money) and pays his own expenses. 

as favorable, the soil is barren, and there is| 4 gentleman who travelled in Germany a 

no market for mutton, while in the West the few years since relates that on one occasion 

(ce sgatients taeaeetinnasaas o aescl aneaennia he he had his attention called to two hearty stout 

Sone bg post ig itl eo rege meg girls, who, he was told, had the care of eighty 
amount was dollars instead of pounds, and represented : 
only wool at and under 20c per pound. cows, and their pay was ten thalers a year,
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equal to seven dollars and twenty cents of our | number could be doubled without producing a 
money. Neither of them had ever had on ei-| sufficient quantity of wool and mutton to sup- 
ther a shoe or a bonnet, yet they were pictures | ply the demand for the next five years. 
of health, and apparently contented. | There is no mystery about Sheep Husband- 

These few facts are believed to be fair | ry. All that is required to conduct the busi- 
trations of the laboring classes of Hurope,| 8s successfully is the exercise of plain 
and will serve to show the inability of the common sense, which dictates that all domes- 
laboring people to indulge in dress to any-| tic animals (and sheep in particular, ) to thrive 

thing like the extent that the American peo-| Well, require to be well fed, to have plenty of 
ple are in the habit of doing, and they ought | 00m, and to be well protected from storms. 

furthermore to be convincing proof of the| The recent repulse of the Army of the Poto- 
blessings we enjoy as compared with any oth-| mac is calculated to prolong the war, to put 
er people on the face of the earth. | further off the renewal of the cotton supply, 

Our information from the West is to the ef- = - nage prec cba ie Hai i 

fect that much more attention has been paid ae oe 2 ane ve pgiapae ewer Ae 

within the past year to Sheep Husbandry, and pa a Sane in guikineer Rela’ a 

that the clip of the present year will be larger Se eee ot oo ee 
es : mand for wool and to enhance the price. In 

than usual, but we are inclined to believe that Feb dvised the W. = 

our Western farmers do not fully realize the . ae ri = ed ae sere Ss 

immense increase of the demand which will ey niet we a Peek 2 Settee 

be created for the great staple by the cutting Oh, SRE: 0 BE LORS GE kil any,  enneDt ae 
aged. We would renew that advice, with the short of the cotton supply. Si i 
addition that they import the Leicester and 

At the breaking out of the rebellion there| Cotswold breeds from Canada as largely as 
was in the hands of manufacturers, commis- | possible.— Economist. 

sion houses, importers, jobbers and retailers, a ee ~ - 
af 'o Retrevs Muscunar Pain in Horses— a very large stock of woolen goods, the accu- ‘The Datura Stramonium, or thorn apple plant, 

mulation of years. The stock of cotton goods | is a very excellent remedy, as an external ap- 
was also large, and to work off the surplus of | plication, for the treatment of muscular pain, 

h hi ke It is believed that | Uf#™mentary lameness, sprain of the fetlock, 
both has taken two years. It is believed that) 50° a4 is a remedy of great efficacy in chron- 
at present the stocks are limited both of cot-| ic pains and inflammatory tumors. Four oz. 

tons and woolens, as compared with the re-| of the plant, to one pint of boiling water, are 
; f ae the proportions. When cool, the parts are to 

quirements of thirty millions of people, and |}. pathed often; when practicable, a flannel 

that cotton having reached a point nearly as| is to be saturated with the fluid, and bound 

high as wool, the demand for the latter must one parts, the whole to be covered 
necessarily be greatly increased. If wedid| ‘The above is from an exchange. Medical 

not produce in the United States more than | works state Lm pamela as - tahinws 
application allays pain. It is used to make a 

half the wool used by manufacturers before | 1,4 by macerating it in hot lard, then strain- 

the commencement of the war, and when cot-| ing it. It is applied to burns, sealds, and is 
ton was abundant at ten cents a pound, is it used for piles and bruises. The thorn apple is 

dead], |. — Scientific Ai 5 
not reasonable to suppose that we could double ict SRC: ae rete ioe 

* the production profitably now, when cotton is| ggs=The Scottish Agriculturist says “An 
at 65 cents a pound and when there is sound | #nimal possessed of a broad, full, capacious 

foving that it will skull, with strong, evenly bent, deflective 
reason for believing that it will not for years horns, will be found to have a thick neck at 

to come, whether the war is prolonged or not, | the base, wide throat, and strong nervous arse 
4 7| tem, while one with long, narrow, contrac! rule at less than meee five cents a pound? kullu aes abruptly bent horns: will be 

We have at present in the loyal states twenty-| characterized by weakness, wildness and slow- 

five millions of sheep, and we believe that this! ness to fatten.” 

e
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Fattening Swine. | them an equal length of time on apples and 
ae - otatoes, alternatel ‘iving equal quantities 

On every farm there are articles which may oP rine in the nae Se an weigh- 
be made useful in fattening swine, if taken ing the animals at each change of food. The 
in season, but which if not so taken will be potatoes and apples were boiled, and an equal 

totally lost. Of these we may mention sum-| quantity of meal was mixed with them, stir- 
mer apples, and “wind-falls” of the late ring it while the mess was hot. After a trial 
kinds. Later in the season, pumpkins may | of seyeral weeks, the gain of the pigs was 
be used to advantage. September is a good | found to be slightly in favor of the apples. 
month for fattening swine, the temperature | The apples were a mixture of sour and sweet 
being generally neither too hot nor too cold. —mostly sour—being principally wind-falls 
The same quantity of food will produce much | of winter varieties. 

more pork now than in December. Beds | Considerable use may be made of apples 
itis much more convenient and every way | for feeding swine, the present autumn, thus 
better to feed out such articles as we have saving potatoes which will keep through the 
named before cold weather comes and renders winter, and also saving the corn which will 
them liable to be injured by frost. keep any length of time.— Boston Cultivator. 
Summer squashes, if cooked, will fatten ee 

hogs very fast. Many people who have used | Large Fleece. 
them consider them as profitable a crop for | . i 
summer and early autumn feeding as can be| Mr. Hiram Taylor, of Sugar Creek, Wal- 
grown. They are easily raised, and a large | worth county, Wis., the 3d day of June, shear- 
yield can be obtained on almost any soil, with da. #all ‘Meoded Shania back a ie 
& moderate quantity of manure. If the crop|°* * 7 ooded: Spanigni buck) aged) «wo 
is properly managed, the vines will produce a | years, the fleece weighing 22 Ibs. This splen- 
regular supply for a long time. It is best to] 4: ; , . 
take off the equashes when they have reached ek do = et penny hemp iatat ie 
their full size, but before the outer portion be- | West, and is owned by Hiram Taylor & Co., 
comes hard. Hogs will seldom eat them raw Sugar Creek. He was raised by J. T. Stick- 

to much extent, but by steaming or boiling 7 A 
they are made pelatatie and by ine with | 7°) : ecaans and is probably as good eo lune 
them, while hot, some meal or shorts, a dish is | buck as is to be found anywhere. The clip 

formed of which the animals are very fond, | above mentioned is one year and six day’s 
and on which they will thrive well. — 

In regard toapples much has been said in | © z Z 5 
regard Ee their ane as food for animals, es-| Mr. Taylor also reports the weight of his 

pecially for fattening swine. Various exper-/clip as follows: ninety fleeces, the average 

iments indicate that when cooked, they are weight being seven pounds—no fleece going worth nearly or quite as much as potatoes for iy 
this purpose. Hogs will eat ripe, palatable | below five pounds. We call this hard to beat. 
apples raw, in considerable quantities; but ——— 
they will not eat those which are hard, espe- Preventive of Hog Cholera. 
cially acid ones, to much extent. It is some- is, 
what so with the human family. If weeat| A correspondent asks us for a remedy for 

sreles 4 os ege hala them et ripe|hog cholera We have seen a good many re- 
and mellow; but for ing, or cooking in * . other ways, we frequently use those Si dncs medies proposed, but they coy SS in all 

not fully ripe. Hence apples which are too|cases. Prof. J. B. Turner, of Illinois, a gen- 
hard to be fed to swine raw, may be given to/ tleman in whom we place confidence, contrib- 
them in a cooked state with advantage It 2 x 
would probably be an object to save in this utes the following preventive of hog cholera 
way many of the winter apples which are|to the Prairie Farmer: 
now falling from the trees. Most New Eng-| Take 1 peck of ashes, 4 tbs. of salt, 1 th. of 
land farmers are in the practice of cooking| black antimony, 7 Ibs. of copperas, 1 1b. of 
potatoes for hogs, and the same apparatus | sulphur, } or $1). of saltpetre; pound the in- 
which is used for this purpose will answer for gredients fine and mix them well, and keep 
apples and other articles. them constantly in a trough by themselves, 

Several years ago, the late Payne Wingate, | and each hog will eat what he needs of the ||. 
of Hallowell, Me., made some interesting ex-| medicine from day to day. If predisposed to 
periments in regard to the value of apples as | cholera, they will eat it much more freely than 
compared with potatoes for fattening swine. | if wholly well; and at such times the expense 
We have not this report at hand, but have a| will be considerable. If, through any cause, 
pretty distinct recollection of its principal|a hog gets down, pour down him or induce 
points, which are as follows: he took two | him to drink in slops one gill of coal oil per 
shoats, in the month of September, and fed! day, till he dies or recovers. 

®
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J. W. Horr:—Partly from the timely advice} Mn. Eprron:—As there has been for the 
iven in the Farmer we were induced to buy | last year much excitement upon the subject of g iy J 

a small flock of common sheep one year and a| sheep and wool growing, I with to say a few 
half ago. I bought seven for twenty-one dol-| words in regard to what my sheep have done, 
lars. Only four were ewes; they brought | and then let every intelligent farmer judge if 
eight lambs. Soon after lambing ong ewe| they do not pay as well or better than other 
died, apparently from water around the heart, | branches of farming. 
the heart-case being full of it, one of her In the fall of 1860 I brought from Vermont 

patois alec tod er ee ree one | 74 full blood Spanish Merino sheep—the best 
From the seven I got thirty-seven and one |Icould get from some of the choicest flocks. fourth pounds of unwashed wool. The first Since that time I have purchased from Ver- 

of October dogs killed one lamb, that had three mont 27 more, making 100. From that flock 
* ’ : 

ote cnc neit pounde) ota washed pool-iaThis and their increase I have sold bucks to the 
year I got nine lambs—lost two. value of $622, ewes to the amount of $278, 

Notwithstanding these losses, I now have 2} ang wool $584, making in all $1434; and I have 
flock of nineteen, old and young. This year yet on hand my this year’s clip of wool, 924 
the six old ones and six yearlings sheared Ibs., and 123 sheep of the best end of my 
sixty-nine and three-fourths pounds of wash- flock; being, aside from what I have sold, an 
ed wool; one unsound one lost half or more | increase of 23 sheep above the original num- 
of her wool in February, so that she sheared ber, besides my last spring lambs, 47 in num- 
only 23 pounds each year; this is @ fraction | per, 

over six pounds each for the eleven sound My sheep are heavy shearers, as fnete will 

Saks. no says Rocpiyesdcgs pays a wall? show. Ihave a buck lamb, 14 months old, 
I attribute the gain in wool principally to from which I clipped 18 tbs. 12 o2. of long, 

CRE eee ae ae tn Srl Nemuted MOL 4 Hin pelea i ee taioa pasture after wild grass failed, they came in- one pound of wool to 5} pounds of carcass. 
to the winter yard, the Ist of December, as fat Some object to the Spanish Merino on account 

as I ever expect to see grass-fed sleep. Then of their small size, but is it not better to get 
with warm sheds, py oes ue ag large fleeces from small sheep than to furnish 

| and one and cane ppc cene Y oe a? | from 25 to 50 per cent. extra feed for large 
a day, they kept fat till spring, but in Febru- | sheep and get no more wool? I also sold a 

ary of each year they shed considerable wool. buck lamb to one of neighbors, Mr. Brown 
2 _ z : , 

Before next winter begins I would like the which sheared, at the same eee 18} the, sud 
i y 13% Ibs., 

best ace a 0a8 get, through the EAnwan, I have several other lambs which sheared from 
for feeding and sheltering sheep so as to keep 10 to 11} tbs, each. The 128 sheep, as I said 

ee fat aa Sen reel. above, sheared 924 Ibs. of clean, washed wool, 
Minnesota is admirably adapted to sheep- making an average of 74 Ibs. per head—100 

SOT SS CT AE of which sheared 800 Ibs; forty-two ewes of 
thelr interests a on: a eieo the the 100 went 7} Ibs., and 28 of said ewes ay- 
eet . shed cs . es eraged 8} Ibs. per head. My sheep were all 

Rrowtayp, Minn., July 13, 1863. SDERW0OD- | washed as clean as could be in clear running 
St eet ee ae water, after being well soaked in a long rain, 

| Bais or Har in tHe Stomacn —The Jrish | except some 8 or 10. My sheep have only oc- 

Farmer's s asst stipe sass bells of a or | cupied, at most, 89 acres of land, as follows: 
wool in the stomachs of calves and lambs can ‘ 

be dissolved by giving the animal a teaspoon- 25 ae Pe pasture, 10 for hay, and 4 to raise ‘ 
ful of soda in water, twice or thrice a day. their grain.
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Now, brother farmers, what branch of agri-| Scours iv Lawms.—A writer in the Mark 
culture pays better than this? A Jones. [ane Espre es thins fe greet gnune of — 

< : x ir being placed in pastures for- Lezrps Cextzn, Columbia Co., Wis., Aug. 4, 1863. | merly heavily stocked with sheep. As a pre- 

Remarxs.—The above is certainly a fine | ventive, keep them off such pastures; cure— 
. a =: give them a new range often, and feed with show of figures, and will hardly fail to make corn aid ‘oil-oske well salted.” 

more than one farmer who has no sheep wish vi nt 

oe i ae 2,000 S ne ao port ae ene Stappers 1x Horses.—Green burdock leaves 
item is omitted, to wit: the original cost of the | will, it is said, cure the slabbers in a horse in 
flock. If the 100 did not cost a very extrava. | fifteen minutes, if he will eat them; and usu- 
gant sum, the speculation was, beyond all ally a horse troubled in that way will eat 

: : them. 
question, a good one. We have received sev-| 

: : eet cee 
eral samples of the wool clipped this year by| Farrestye Carrie.—In fattening your cat- 

Mr. Jones, all of a very superior quality. ¢]e see to it that they get their food regularly, 
Such examples are worthy of imitation.—Ep. and just enough to satisfy the cravings of 

SEEEEEEEEERaEEEEEee | hunger fully, as cattle that are overfed until 
‘Worms in the Head of Sheep. | they are foundered will be seriously injured 

. aie | by such over-feeding. 
Mr. B. 8. Farnham, of this town, left at our 

office one day last week the head of a sheep |—_____—_————————— 
that had died from worms in the head. It was - 
a sheep eight years old, and was noticed to be THE B EE-K KEE Pp E R 2: 
unwell but a few days beforeit died. As this) de ag 
is acommon disease in flocks we will give a | Beehives. 
brief diagnosis of it. | The kinds of hi 3 

Cause-—The worm is the maggot of the e kinds of hives in use are so numerous 

sheep-fly, which deposits its eggs in the nos-| that the inexperienced bee keeper is perplexed 

trils of the sheep during the month of August, | {9 know which one to choose. The origina- 
where they usually remain until the warm : mt 
weather of spring, when they are loosened, | tors all claim some special advantages and 

and ejected Hapoel the epenile " aa ee peculiarities belonging exclusively to their 
of sneezing. As soon as they fall they crawl |. : 
into the straw or manure and pass their chry- inventions. How shall a man know how to 

salis state, until they become a fly, when they | choose the best from the numerous candidates 

are ready to propagate a new progeny. —_| before the public ? 

pyrene 5 red bear mapenns 200, Latdine | We answer that it is impossible to do it (ex- at the nose, with an appearance of stupidity. eesti e ore ae es 
After sneezing the sheep will frequently turn | cept by accident) unless he first makes him- 

the nose on one side, then on the other, with | .o1¢ acquainted with the natural habits and 
the head inclined downward. M 

Treatment.—Prevention is better than cure. | traits of the honey bee. If we first under- 
Remedies at the former are 4 tar applied to| stand their wants and peculiarities, then we 

the nose when at pasture; plowing furrows | _ . : 
in the pasture for them to protect their nos- i a better chance of choosing such a hive 
trils from the invasion of the fiy by placing|as is best adapted to their nature and our 
them in the fresh earth. Remedies for the lat-| wants. If we “ go it blind,” we are pretty 
ter: fumigating the animal with brimstone, | _ a ati 
and applying spirits of turpentine to the nose | Se to throw our money and time away, and 

and nostrils. Young sheep are rarely troub-| lose our bees. Our bees may not run out im- 

led with them. mediately, but are pretty sure to do so sooner 

Bioopy Mrtx.—A subscriber says he has a|or lattr. Then we come to the conclusion that 
heifer that gives bloody milk, and he wants to| ;,; “ ” i = 
know what will cure the trouble. The animal Be ppb oun Re A, mapceea. a hen keep: 
is probably affected with what is called gar-|ing- But luck had nothing to do with it. It 
ee = her a Pies of ae a was ignorance, followed by mismanagement. 
meal or bran, every other day for a week. Or 
give her a few slices of poke or garget root. That ‘was whatiwes the mantent: 3 
A piece as large as a man’s finger may be put] Before any one engages in bee keeping, let 

between two halves of a potato and presented | jim peruse carefully some good work or trea- 
to the animal's mouth, _ Give two such pieces| |. the h b inby’s If . 
at once, and repeat the dose every other day | tise on the honey bee. Quinby’s Mysteries of 
for a week.—Boston Cultivator. Bee Keeping is a plain, practical, common-sense
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manual. It ought to bein the hands of every | artificial colonies, properly employed, is of 
one who owns, or intends to own, a hive of incaleulable importance in bee culture, main- 

3 ;, | ly because we can thereby always secure a 
bees. It is a standard work. Langstroth’s supply of young and vigorous queens, but it 

Hive and Honey Bee is another excellent trea- a Sai to an spies when the bee- 
. aad eeper multiplies stocks injudiciously and in- 
oe phe ety ances oe ee anc ordimately, and then cendaviakenia nee his 
but not quite so well adapted to everybody’s| feeble and ill-provisioned colonies. None 
comprehension. With the knowledge gained Sete ec for radi Caessyiotasaiba 

ave at least twelve poun nett) of seal 
from these two works, no one need be badly honey on the first of October, and rhs sound 
gulled by travelling agents, or owners and in-|clean combs, a healthy vigorous queen, and 

+ vidi sGcial-s .| bees enough to cover five or six combs when 
yentare of patent Aivicings acHfsial Swarm) clustered on them in the evening. All that 
ing, anti-moth, honey-persuading hives. fall below this standard should be broken up, 

L. L. Farrcnmup. | adding the bees to other stocks, and using the 
Rowine Prame, July 27, 1863. | stores for further provisioning the weaker of 

ER OS ae piers retained. The poorer the season was, 
the more care should be taken to unite and 

September Management. | strengthen the colonies in the fall. All the 

In some sections of the country, where fall good, new and clear combs obtained by these 
blossoms abound, bees will find  pasturage | perations should be carefully preserved for 
during a considerable portion of this month; | SPTing use—they will “ come into play” when 
and though much of the honey they now gath- | !iving early swarms or making artificial col- 
er is less palatable than that collected at an| Mies. These, if supplied duly with good 
earlier period, it will answer well for their | °™Pty comb, will, im three or four weeks, be 
own subsistence in the coming winter. But | (ite as valuable as an old stock whose feeble- 
their accumulations derived from honey-dews | 2°88 @xacted much attention and constant 
on evergreens generally prove injurious to | °*%® during the winter. He whoisin the hab- 
the stock. This honey is of a very inferior it of wintering weak colonies must never ex- 

quality, and cannot be properly purified by | Pect to become a prosperous beekeeper. He 
the bees, because of the lateness of the season | Will have trouble during the winter, and with 
at which it is gathered; and as it, for the|#!! his watchfulness will lose some stocks; 
most part, remains unsealed in the cells, it is those which survive will make slow progress 
apt to become acid and produce disease, if the in the spring, be laggards during the summer 
bees happen to be long confined by the sever- and, instead of yielding him some surplus 
ity of the winter, or the inclemency of the honey in the fall, will probably need renewed 

weather. Besides this, when tempted to fly, | MUTS!7&- 
by the occurrence of such honey-dews at so| Even if after a favorable season, it be found 
late a period, many bees will be lost by be- | that all the colonies in an apiary have secured 
coming entangled in the webs of spiders, or | sufficient supplics, it will not be advisable to 
be destroyed by hornets, which now eagerly | winter them all. Among them there will prob- 
watch for, catch and devour them. ably be some whose queens are old and de- 

Towards the close of the month the colonies|crepid. Should these chance to survive till 
usually contain very little brood; and, if kept | spring, the number of eggs laid by them would 
in common hives, the bees of such as are not| be too small to ea the population of 
intended to be wintered as independent stocks, | their respective hives adéquately and early. 
may now be driven out and given to the best | Such had better be disposed of in the fall. If 
provisioned standards. The stores and combs | the hives contain good combs and a sufficiency 
may either be appropriated at once, or reserv-| of stores, the superannuated queens should 
ed in the hive for spring use, to receive the | be removed and replaced by a young one from 
earliest swarms. Where movable-comb hives | colony not so well prepared in other respects 
are used, it is unnecessary to defer these op-| to pass the winter safely. Italian queens may 
erations to so late a period, as the combs still | at this time be more conveniently introduced 
containing brood may at any time be trans-| into common colonies than at almost any oth- 
ferred to the hives intended to be wintered, | er period. There being now but little brood 
and colonies can be united without producing | in the combs, the workers are less disposed to 
much commotion among the bees. Such colo-| build royal cells after the removal of the old 
nies only as are in a healthy condition, have | queen; and the Italian queen may, without 
a young and fertile queen, and ample stores | disadvantage, be kept confined in a cage for 
of honey and pollen, should be wintered. The | a week or longer, till the bees have become 
attempt to carry feeble stocks through the| entirely willing to accept her, Queens. may 
winter will almost invariably end in disap-| likewise be used whose genuineness has been 
pointment, besides being attended with con- | previously ascertained or fully tested. 
tinual vexation of spirit. The making of| Those whostill practice the old mode of tak-
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ing surplus stores from the colonies, by cut-| proved thrifty and hardy? The only way 
ting out a portion of the combs containing * * + 

sealed honey, must deal liberally with their oe = ieee ae ae isto play = _— 

bees—allowing them to retain a full sufficien- ‘game” over again. He may do this a life- 
ee eee aeaeners 80 sree as a ae time if he does not chance to hit the nail on 

em from the severity of the weather, an : . 
being likewise conveniently accessible, from the head and replace with the right sorts. 

time to time as needed. It is better that the} Farmers begin to see the folly of such slip- 
bees should have more than enough, than to hod ei loneln hen th 
rely on spring feeding, should their supplies |*"°° ™@nagement, ne farmer, reat 
fall short. 2 trees begin to bear, finds them nearly or quite 

Colonies which still retain their drones at| 93] summer and fall varieties. They must be 
the close of this month, are usually queenless. Bs 

The population of such is almost invariably | 5°07 consumed or marketed, or they perish. 
much reduced and composed of old bees ex-| Another finds his all late winter apples. 

oor act tse igh ta en oc While others are enjoying their early fruit he 

is to break them up and appropriate the hon- | can sit with his mouth watering, and ponder 
ey. The combs of such stocks generally con-| over his folly. Farmers, be entreated to be 
tain large quantities of pollen, and should fal of th lecti a ava? 
therefore be preserved till the close of winter. |™ore careful of the selection and record 0 
Then they may profitably be given to young|the varieties you plant. It is not only for 
stocks of the previous year, which are rarely indivi i well supplied with that oiisla” Baside [your individual abort but for the benstl of 

es | the Whole community. If anorchard is worth 

THE HORTICULTURIST planting, it is worth while to spend a little 

eee eee extra time and do it up right. J¢ don’t pay to 

{| A. G. HANFORD,.........OORRESPONDING EDITOR. | do things by halves. 

Hardy Fruit ‘Trees. As the result of experience, Geo. J. Kellogg, 

A correspondent last month inquires for of the Belle Cottage Nurseries, at Janesville, 

hardy Wisconsin fruit. I have inquired scores eivesmasithe rae diets 

of times of those who own orchards bearing en roe A pees ae 

from ten to two and three hundred bushels of shan, , Caroling, lied Juno, Keawiok ,Ondlin, 
fruit. The answer has been, nine times out William’s Favorite or Early Washington, St. 

of ten, “don’t know. The labels I never paid Lawrence, Augustin Sweet. 

any attention to. I bought a lot of aman| Fall Varieties——Fall Queen, Snow, Lowell, 
who came along selling trees. Some had la-| Autumn Strawberry, Nonpareil, Fall Stripe, 
bels and some had none; but I hadn't time to | Fall Wine. 

bother; so I set them out; some lived, some| Winter Varieties —Talman Sweet, English 

died—so I don’t know anything about what|Golden Russet, Perry and Barrett Russet, 

sorts I have got.” Northern Spy, Yellow Belleflower, Willow 

Is it any wonder that fruit raising has been | Twig, Jonathan, Rawle’s Janette, White Win- 

-| considered uncertain and hazardous in this | ter Pearmain, Red Romanite, Winter Winesap, 

State? It would be just as sensible for a man | Westfield Seeknofurther, Limber Twig, Pomme 

to plant his field with seed corn of unknown | Gris, Fulton, Roman Stem. 

variety, trusting to luck for its prolifieness| The Maiden Blush is a fall apple, regarded 

and adaptability to our climate and soil, as it| with much favor here. It seems to be perfect- 
would be to set out an orchard, without know-|ly hardy, very prolific. Quality good, size 

ing whether he is setting summer, fall, win-| medium. I have never seen more vigorous, 

4 sid fruit, crabs, bitter-sweets, or the best qual-| thrifty and hardy trees anywhere than many 

ity of hardy fruit. How is a man going to| specimens of the Talman Sweet growing in 
know with what to refill the spaces left vacant | this and Jefferson county. 

in his orchard, if he don’t know what varie- L. L. Farrcnmp. 

ties have winter-killed, or what varieties have! Rouxa Prarmte. Dodge Co., Wis.
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they now embrace all shades of color 
Y Wi from pure white to dark purple. Some 

fi a \y of the varieties are beautifully “eyed,” 
ee i) a others brilliantly striped. ‘They bloom 
as i" £ continually through the season, and con- 

J < af = _ LG ¢ stitute a very attractive feature of the 

= cb (eee, fm ene SS i @,* ie f 4 pS The cut ar presented to our read_ 
=< ‘ o J \ “7 ers represents the species known as 
Gy. pon) / 5 a Drummondii. 
Z Me a Se da ya THE SALPIGLOSSI8. (a CN K = ; Sy i) Here we have another class of highly 
aK Ze a SS ornamental plants, blooming throughout ‘ 
(3% Ng C5 r \" ‘\ the season, and very attractive, not only 
ZF , Ro ¥ 7 by reason of the form and texture of the 
(de l i flower, but likewise for the many beauti- 
a s \\ ful shades and markings, including white, 

\ yellow, scarlet, crimson, blue, &c., splash- 
ee 7 ed and marbled in the most varied and 

us fa if beautiful manner. 

A x iF i) i, sn tania ee u ANN \N tl) i ip) Runes ror Winpow Puanrs.—Watering 
ny AN i} ip —practice tells the eye whether or not 
\ s v4 required. The collar of the plant shows 

‘ Gz i. Better still, knock at the pot. If it 
IRA ys sounds hollow, water; if it gives a muf- 

Z Zana SA fled sound, don’t. 

LZ acs “ Watering when not required sours the 
Wf 5 earth, and the fibres of the root will rot. 

jy = 4 } fi) To correct sourness, pour hot water—40 
Ye Gy dae } or 50 degrees Reaumur—if that won’t do, 

é aa repot. 
— ~ Worse than too often watering is too 

me 4 \ seldom watering. Once neglected, water 
little and often till normal health is re- 

| stored. ; 
SALPIGLOgsIS. In warm days, the surface may appear 

Pretty Flowers, moist and the root may be dry; plunge in 
: ae 5 z water. 

roa Magical) es a ee eee te Eeeeec ener 
are glad to see they are becoming so common | a ee 
in the gardens of town and country. Always Let the water be of equal temperature with | 
very pretty, they have been very much im. | the sir; the plant should be kept from gas; 
proved of late by skillful cultivation, so that | keep the soil loose.—From the_ German. {
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Three Long-Keeping Apples. | white, rather coarse, juicy, very mild subacid, 

| Rep Rowisice, ee sweet; in use from HE into 

Srv. Gilpin, Carthouse, Small Romanite. |spring. Valuable as a market variety. 

An old variety from Virginia, and though | 6. usinos, 0. July, 1863. A. G. Hanrorp. 
| © - 0., July, 1863. 

not of very good flavor, by reason of the many eee 

good qualities of tree and fruit, has become Ripening of Fruits. 

very popular in the West. We see everywhere around us numbers of 

| The tree is a good grower, very hardy, and | excellent precapnare oe, ee = 

| : er . . | stripping their vines of foliage to ‘let in the 
uniformly productive; fruit of medium size, sun and air to ripen the fruit,” and if there 

roundish oblong, smooth, fair and handsome; | is one spot on the ground more sunny and ex- 

color, deep red on yellow ground; flesh, yel- posed “to the air” than another, that spot 
. ois "5 they are sure to select for some apricot or 

lowish, firm, juicy; an excellent cider apple, | choice fruit that they particularly value. 

and in spring becomes fender and good et It seems to be forgotten that fruit ripening 

eating; may be kept a year. jis in eee a vital procest ven 7 

: sa : | tion is of course essential to it; but it is de- 
In passing through Milwaukee ee middle | pendent on vegetable life. This vitality is 

| of last month (June) we observed this apple | maintained by well developed and healthy fo- 

for sale at the fruit stores, nicely colored, | liage, and this is again dependent on the gen- 

. . | eral health of the plant. 
sound and fresh, dealers paying $1 75 per ae - 

All pruning is more or less detrimental to 

bushel for them. be ‘the general health of the tree. Winter prun- 

ae | ing or summer pruning, the effect is the same. 

A seedling of Perry county, Ohio. Tree is| Pruning is but 2 compromise. To gain a great 

; ‘ i object we sacrifice small advantages. In 

a fine vigorous, upright eee baat ae pruning that sacrifice is drawn from general 
an annual bearer and exceedingly productive. | health. We break off a strong shoot while 

(The original tree has produced forty bushels | green onsnosnient, apa it may not oD ees 

. ses er one below; or we shorten a weak shoot in 

of picked fruit a = secane.) ,. | winter that it may push stronger next season. 

Fruit, medium size, round, flattened; skin} Here we gain desired advantages, but the vi- 

dull green becoming yellow as it ripens, with tal force Beoeire a ae The more severely 

‘ . i : . | we pursue this course the more we perceive 
a slight brownish blush ; very uniform, ae the shock, till, as is well known, we can take 

smooth and handsome; flesh, white, juicy, mild | off leaves or shoots enough to utterly destroy 

subacid flavor. In use from April to midsum- | the life of a tree. We prune trees at trans- 
< .. «| planting, just as we would cut off a man’s 

mer—and will keep a year, retaining it8|}eg: not because the tree likes pruning, or 

juiciness beyond most long keepers. | that amputation is a peculiarly pleasing oper- 

It was first exhibited at the Ohio Fruit Grow-| #tion, but as'a part of that system of compen- 
i 4 3 ek sation which nature demands for broken limbs 

ers’ Convention in 1847. Its resemblance to/ and broken laws. We gain an advantage but 

the Tewksbury Winter Blush was so striking — a See ‘ ‘ 
: wee en like to deal with aphorisms. It is ea- 

eee eommed eh ee — sier to follow a rule than to understand the 

tical. In 1854 it received the first premium | reasoning; so if we tell a child to “take care 

on Seedlings at the Ohio State Fair. of the pence and the pounds will take care of 
. . themselves,” it will be more likely to be eco- 

On several occasions fruit of two seasons | ,omical than if we read it a long homily on 

has been on exhibition at the same time. Like|the reasons therefor. So we shall, perhaps, 

; i a ci be more generally understood if we reduce all 

the Romanite it is also # good cider apple we have said to this, “take care of the leaves 

SEARK- and the fruits will take care of themselves.” 

From Delaware county, Ohio Tree is a| If we go a a oe eee the srape 
«| vine never knew the gardener’s knife, and see 

Beare, Renieene ea gs EROSMIESS the vine in its massiness of foliage, ambling 

fruit, large, roundish oblique; color, greenish | over bushes and trees, in dells or ravines, and 

striped and splashed with crimson and red, where the eun’s direct light never shines, our 

: uae “sun and light” friends will expect to see 
covered with fine dots, always fair and very green and unripe grapes; yet no enraptured 

uniform in size and shape; flesh, yellowish! poet ever dwelt with more pleasure on “the
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dak black ore of his fe sneel, fae ihe For four more varieties, making a dozen genuine lover of good fruit may dwell on the a 
dark black orbs hanging in the wildest Iuxu-|™®"€et pears, the committee would add four riance from these extremely healthy but sun-| autumn pears, numbered as they come into forsaken vines. eating, viz: 

When your gooseberry leaves fall off by r 
mildew, the grape leaves by hail, or the pear} 1. Buffum. P. 
leaves by blight, do you have gooseberries,| 9 Fulton. P. 
grapes or pears? We need scarcely answer; 
and yet the same persons, who know they do| %- Beurre Bosc. P. 
aot get good fruit under these misfortunes, by| 4. Marie Louise. P. 
their very systems of pruning, “which lets in| ~ 4 the sun and air,” are really working to the} The committee could not undertake to re- 
roe cnsalSetecreey end. i ean port in regard to the soil and cultivation spe- take cae of teemaeine e BedeetTi| cially adapted to cach variety ofthe fruit 
showed this in an article he contributed to an | above recommended. They would, however, early volume of the Gardener's Monthly. He} state, i 1 iti 5, 
set a novice to shorten in some shoots in his a ir ee ve) seigee sons which vinery, and before he saw him again, he had they consider essential to the successful culti- 
a few vines nearly stripped of their foliage. | vation of nearly all pears. These are: 
These vines had badly colored s. The a ae . 3 never had before, ee iad Geet of ae 1. High cultivation; especially of certain 
grapes from the point where the defoliating | varieties, as the Seckel, &c. 
operation ceased. 2. Vi s 

“Take care of the leaves and the fruits will| 2 Very deep tillage. 
take care of themselves.” Long before Mr.| 9. y; di ini NG 
Buist’s article ever saw these pages, a few ngerdeatiing, peer piatnibaeiete acute gardeners were well aware of the im-|°!®y, hardpan or retentive in its character. 
portance of the maxim. If they wanted grapes . Thinni : to color “very particularly” well, they shaded |. 4. Thinning out of the ae wherever there 
the vinery a week before the fruit ripened ; | i8 a tendency to overbearing. 
“for,” said they, “too strong a sunlight has a Protects * as 
tendency to ripen leaves, and as soon as they |. pag oot Framathe wind gan ae ripen they are no longer of any service to the | !™portant. The protection may be a high wall fruit. The longer we keep our leaves healthy or board fence, or belt of evergreen trees, 
eae and better the fruit.”— Gardener's which, where the room can be afforded, is, 

perhaps, the best of all, being at once useful 
Twelve Best Varieties of Pears for Market Culti-| and ornamental. 

vation. - At a meeting of the Worcester (Mass.) Hor- [All of which we fully endorse.—Cor. Ep.] 
ticultural Society a committee appointed to At the same meeting it (Was stated that a 
prepare a list of eight varieties of the pear, tree of the Buffum, belonging to Mr. Edward 

such as they themselves would recommend as | P8*le, has produced fruit to the average value 
best for market cultivation, stating whether of $23 per annum for the last ten years. 
on pear or quince, and the soil adapted to each Gri Sistas 
variety, unanimously agreed to recommend| Bzcerne Szeps.—How many of our readers 
the following eight pears, which are number- | are in the habit of annually begging or buy- 

ed in the order of their ripening, P. meaning|ing all their garden seeds? We know of 
pear roots, Q. quince roots : some; and as human nature is about the same 

1. Rostiezer. P. | in all localities, it is presumed that the num- 
2. Bartlett. P. ber of those who prefer to beg rather than 
8.. Flemish Beauty. P. take a little trouble on their own behalf, is 
4. Paradise d’Automne. P. not so small as it ought to be. Come, neigh- 
5. Louise Bonne de Jersey. Q. bor Shiftless, and Mrs. Slack, have a little 
6. Seckel. P. more ambition, and never henceforth be guilty 
7. Duchesse. Q. i of planting seeds which you ought to have 
8. Beaurre d’Anjou. P. or Q. Produced and saved for yourselves.
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Why not Grow More Plums? 8. lt is more easily preserved than several 

It has been in our mind many times to urge | of the other fruits, requiring neither paring 

upon the farmers of Wisconsin more attention | nor coring 

to the cultivation of the Plum. True,insome| 4: The trees are hardy, do not require cul- 

localities, it is liable to attacks from its spe- tivation after being well established, as do 

cial enemy, the curculio. But almost every the apple, the pear, and most other fruits. In- 

other fruit has its foes likewise, and there is| eed they succeed better and produce better 

scarcely one of the larger class that does not fruit in a hard trodden soil, and may, hence, 

suffer more than this one. | have their place in the pig and chicken yard, 

Several good reasons stand in its favor: | thus economizing space. 

1. It is a delicious and wholesome fruit. | 5. 1f well managed, the plum orchard will 

2. It is easily produced, and in quantities | yield a larger return in money for the space 

which make its production economical. occupied, than many others.
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This article has been suggested at this par-| the more we plow it the faster it grows, and 

ticular time by a magnificent crop of plums | the bigger the ears get. Is it a matter of opin- 

lately examined in the well-ordered and pro-| ion merely, or a difference of soil and climate, 

lific grounds of our esteemed friend, Mr. H.| or what is the matter?” 

W. Hayes, of Palmyra. Inhis gardens plums} To which the editor replies:—“It is true 

are only one of a large family of fruits grown, | that a correspondent took the ground you 

and they receive comparatively little atten-|name. Old, decaying orchards have been 

tion ;,and yet the profit in luxury and money | plowed at our suggestion in?many different 

which they yield is really surprising. Stand-| places, and always beneficially ; hence we can- 

ing here and there, scarcely observed at first| not appreciate the fears of those who argue 

glance, and seeming to occupy no space at all, | that much damage will be the result of plow- 

these trees will yield this year not less than|ingan orchard. Like you, we cannot perceive 

80 bushels of superior plums. Clustered by | why it should injure a tree to cultivate it any 

the hundred upon the slender branches, they| more than a crop of corn. We try to treat 

were a temptation while yet green, and made/ our trees and corn alike, and are benefitted 

the mouth water most decidedly in prospect |in both just in proportion as we do it faith- 

of the ripe fruit, green, purple, and gold. fully. Others are also, and we think all would 

Among the favorite varieties is the Imperial | be.” 

Gage, illustrated on the adjoining page. El-| We (the Cor. Ep.) have tested this matter 

liott says:—“As a market variety it is far|of culture very thoroughly in Wisconsin, and 

superior to Green Gage and hardly surpassed | feel that we can heartily endorse as safe and 

by any other plum. Fruit above medium, | profitable practice the above recommendation 

oval; skin at first pale green with a white|of the Horticulturist. Our adyice has long 

bloom, becoming yellowish green, rich, spright- | been to keep the soil loose and mellow by free 

ly favor. * * Season, first September.” use of plow and cultivator, ceasing to cultivate 

Hooper styles it “a fine market variety ;| by first of August that the growth may be 

very rich stewed, in pies, or preserved.” checked and the wood ripen up seasonably. 

Wisconsin fruit-growers speak highly of it,| The cherry and peach, perhaps, should be 

and surely nobody could speak ill of it after | excepted in this treatment. 

tasting such specimens as now lie in magnifi-| We have never found any objection to grow- 

cent clusters on the table of our sanctum. ing hoed crops in the orchard, but rather bene- 

Wi ies fit, observing to return to the soil an equivalent 

Sotivating Orenarta: Sor the crop removed. 

An Illinois correspondent of the Horticul- We believe vastly more trees have been in- 

turist, referring to an article in a previous|jured or destroyed by the grewing of grass 
number in which the writer takes the ground | and grain, and by neglected culture, than by 

that it is injurious to an orchard to plow the | « high” or “over-culture.” 

ground after the trees are planted, says:—/ The bark-louse (that pest of the orchardist 
“This idea is so at variance with our Western | in the northwest) is sure to be found on the 

notions of orchard culture that I would like | gtunted, grass-bound, grain-cropped trees. 

some explanation. My own rule has been to! Under such treatment trees make but fee- 
put in the plow as deep as I could, and never ble, sickly advancement. The new growth is 

mind if it did break some of the roots of the! none the hardier (as is claimed by some) be- 

trees; they seem to grow all the better for it.| cause so small. In such starved condition the 

If it injures trees to plow among their roots, | tree is not only fit subject to the depredations 
is it not bad practice to plow at all when there | of the louse and borer, but also to summer's 

is any crop in the ground? We plow corn | drouth and winter's cold. A. G. H. 
when the roots ‘interlace across the rows, and! Corvsus, 0., Aug. 1863.
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MECHANICAL AND COMMERCIAL. |e; ever ready to assist in any expenditure 
eats) 105 & meri will excite the envy of her dear friends 

hart ta i Si = and neighbors, indulges in new carpets and 
Commercial Economy. mirrors and costly furniture. His family ex- 

pak penses increase. But his luck turns perhaps 
"hh soo after he has well “spread” himself. (a 

a oo : . | expressive term if well considered.) His ven- 
_ Next in importance to the science of poli-| tures are not so successful. itis mind is 

tical economy, or the knowledge of the rela- ; 
tions of society to government, is a knowledge slwaye on the rack to provide the means for amen : S° | carrying on his schemes. Afraid of what 
of the principles upon which commerce is Mrs. @: 7 A 

> ROC . Grundy will say, he dare not reduce his 
founded, and of the proper relations existing sos : 

between it and the various interests of socie- style of living. Thus he continues under » 
ty. see ee tili_ the snore ple we 

The most successful merchant is not always | ee ae seas nofexcepdansl case, 02 

he who amasses the most money, but he fe he | eb sacra oe pariness planes pbnien es. 

accumulates it in the proper observance of eran eee. eh aE ise bb elite nazi 
the immutable laws which govern the commer- | }},, aE ie ee ons 
cial and social as well as the physical world. | rma 
The man who has neglected no other duties in| |The cause of misfortunes like these is, evi- 

the pursuits of commerce, nor suffered his | dently, too great facilities for obtaining cred- 

moral nature to become dwarfed by a slavish |it. Probably nine out of every ten merchants 
subservience to money, is truly successful, |‘‘carry” property to even ten and twenty 

whether his portion of worldly goods be great | times the amount of their capital. Their 

or small. That so few men succeed is a proof | risks are enormous, and interest is their bane. 

of the prevailing ignorance or disregard of |The young men of America have a great les- 

the simple but important principles of com- | son yet to learn, viz,; that saving more than 

mercial economy. |gaining is the true course to wealth. That 

Consider for a moment the operations of | prudence and economy (not meanness) always 

Wall street; the bolstering up of worthless | result in competence, besides leaving the 

securities; the fictitious rise and fall of stocks, | mind and body in a healthful state; while a 

uninfluenced by any real cause. An “opera-| wild, speculative career brings upon its vota- 

tor,” by putting up a “margin,” carries stocks | ry premature old age, a decripit body, an 

to many times the amount of his capital, | exhausted mind, and, at the close of life, gen- 
enough to have the decline of a single day | erally an exhausted purse. Business, as 

sweep away his whole fortune. Or if the| most of our people practically interpret it, 

“pulls” are in the ascendant and a rise comes | instead of being a means to an end, is made 

instead of a decline, he may become, as many | the grand end and aim itself, and every thing 

have of late, a millionaire by the lucky in-|else subservient to it. Scheme is crowded 

vestment of a few thousands. In neither case | upon scheme, project upon project, with no 

is this right. In the first instance we can relaxation, no intermission. If recreation is 

readily discern the wrong, but can we as well | sought, it is on the high pressure plan, at 

in the second? Is it right that a reckless|some crowded Saratoga or Newport, where 

gamester, without the exertion of intellect, | the motto is, “the greatest excitement in the 
industry, or even adequate capital, should be-| shortest time,” that the treadmill may be 
come the possessor of millions, with all the op-| again set in motion. This overdone business, 

portunities for good or evil which wealth be- | this doing too much is eminently the fault of 

stows? Money, like any other good, (for it is| our commercial system, or more properly 

good, and only ignorance or folly apply it to| want of system and sound principles. 

evil purposes,) jshould only be attained by! American society isa hothouse. It forces 

exertion. The winning gambler is no more | our business to overgrown proportions, with 

virtuous than the losing one. These suddenly | no real strength; it forces our men into (to- 
acquired fortunes are the curse of this coun-| bacco) smoke-dried dyspeptics, while they 

try. |should be still vigorous, and it forces our 

Let a man of the most ordinary capacity, | girls into used-up belles, before they are out 

possessed only with the necessary recklessess, | of their “teens.” Conservatism is the ele- 

venture but a small “margin” in the stock |ment which we now need. We are like an 

or grain market. He makes his ‘“calcula-| overgrown schoolboy : weak in the joints and 

tions” and thinks he knows it all. By chance | chest, and lacking muscle. We need to stop 

the market takes a favorable turn, (it might | growing and to fill in and build up. 

as easily have gone the other mh and he In this duty the business of the country 

has won. Behold his self-adulation and com-| should lead the way. Too often the merchant 

placency. He can never after take advice. | is a man of one idea. He can grow eloquent 

It is all through his “ genius,” “shrewdness,” | on the price of New York Central or of corn, 

and “business talent.” but will not attempt to understand the science 

He builds a large house; his conjugal part-| of trade. Hence he is often faulty in his own 
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gration, but remarkably demonstrated by the |in its application to the offspring in the first 
detail of facts established by our census re-| stage of development, as at the time ef con- 
turns from the individual States, For exam-| ception and during the earlier period of ges- 
ple, in Massachusetts, one of the oldest of the|tation. And, if bodily form, cerebral con- 
originul States, the number of females was} formation, and even extraordinary physical 
found to be, in 1860, 37,000 less than the num-| marks are determined, as we know they often 

ber of males; while in Michigan there was | are, by mental conditions of father or mother, 
an excess of 40.000 males, in Wisconsin of | or both, either at the moment of fecundation, 

48,000, and in Illinois of 92,000. In the still) or during the period of foetal development, 
newer States, and in some of the territories, | why may not powerful impressions begotten . 
chiefly settled by enterprising pioneer young | of masculine thoughts, emotions and desires, 
men who are not yet ready to marry, and by | have something to do in determining the sex 

adventurous married men whose families are | of the offspring? 

temporarily left behipd in the older States,! Whether the sex be decided at the moment 
the disparity is still more surprising: as in of conception, as is the popular notion, or 

Colorado, where the proportion of males to whether afterwards, as is taught by Siebold, 
females is as twenty to one. Ploss, Martegoute, Ducpetiaux, Le Play and 

If, then, there was an absolute excess of | others, is not important to this theory, since 
males at the beginning of the war to the num-| the cause referred to, if it bea cause, would 
ber of 700,000, it must be a very bloody and | operate alike in either case. The times are 
very protracted war that will overcome even | heroic, demanding, as never before, an unfail- 
this excess. ing supply of masculine force. This feeling 

2. But there are causes and influences at|i8 shared by the whole people, without dis- 
work whose tendency is at once to counteract | tinction of sex, and the sturdy, manly quali- 
the unequalizing tendencies of the war. The | ties needed for the present struggle with ram- 
most important of these is the constant influx | Pant and powerful treason are craved by all, 
of population from the Old World, inasmuch | Whether men or women. We believe that these 

as a very large proportion of all who come to | P8ychological forces, taken in connection with 
our shores—and more particularly is this the | Possibly increased physiological impressibili- 
case now, durimg the progress of the war—|ty, are of themselves sufficient to account for 
are men, in the prime and vigor of manhood. | the important fact of an excess of male births 

‘ . |at the present time, as stated above. But 
8. And then, there are correcting causes in ‘ x operation whose effects, though more remote whether accounted for upon ous hypothesis 

in time, are yet more certain. In time of war = epics, Me eee otends, Reomipenely,farthy yd r . | and it is that with which we have more espe- a majority of children born are males. Itis| _ wae 
philosophical that it should be so, and obsery- cially to deal at this time. 
ation confirms it as a fact. May we not, in view of all the facts herein 

. Just the nature of these causes and their |Teferred te, re-assure ourselves of these two 
modus operandi it is, perhaps, quite difficult to | truths:—first, that there is really no ground 

determine, since the relations between the | for apprehending a serious disturbance of the 
psychological and the physiological forces are, equilibrium of the sexes in this country on 
as yet, imperfectly understood. There is no| account of the war; and secondly, that all the 
principle of psychological science more firmly great laws of nature are so characterized by 
established, however, than that mental causes | wise adaptations and just compensations that 
have a mighty influence in determining phys-| we may always confide in them most implic- 
iological conditions. Especially is this true | itly?
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‘Water-Lime tor Pipes. the National Convention on the evening of 
Mr. Eprror:—In your next issue of the| te 8th ult. We can’t say that we were par- 

Fanwer, will you be so good as to give what ticularly edified by the numerous buncomb 

information you can in regard to the use of | *Peeches on that occasion, but as it was the 
water-lime for water-pipes. I should like to closing hour and the immense concourse of 
know if it has been much used for that pur- | People who crowded Bryan Hall to its utmost 
pose, and whether it is cheap and durable, | °#Pacity eS remarkably patriotic mood, 
and what amount of pressure it will sustain. | W¢ 9¥¢ disposed to make but small account of 

D. Battanrixe. | What the Times considered as the mere vapor- 
PatcH Grove, June 21, 1863, ings of a town meeting. 
ee 

Area and Population of Mexico. The only two respectable speeches we heard 

Mexico is made up of twenty-one States, | “°° oaenty oa ae eee e e 
three Territories and one federal district, the | Senator, snd Superintendent Pickard, of this 
names, areas, and populations of which were, | State—the former an eloquent and patriotic 
in 1850, as follows: statement of the great truth that the intelli- 

Square miles. Populat’n. ‘ i 
eT] DipAs...neeseesseeessssemnnecssseeesssesseee 16,680 144,070 | gence and virtue of the people is the only 
Goalies. Sa “tan [sure foundation of a republicdm goveynment; 
Gonnafuni III TRG Tages | the latter, a sharp and exceedingly pungent 
Salisconc cc Ra Talat | Satire on the boastful and pointless speeches MexicOveoreeeneeesssnseenseensseeneess 195834 973,697 | made by most of those who responded to the MichOACAD.......cecsseeeeeseessensevecsssssses 22,093 491,679 
Nevo LEOD....scesceerveseeerersseessesereeee 16,688 133,361 | Call of the States. 
HF CCR srrsrnentennntsentnnteeneie 31833; 525,201 ie 

Quests eats iecaet | We were informed that 1100 names had San Luis Potosis.ssesesessseevwreseeee 29486 368,120) been enrolled on the list of regular attend- SiMALOR -eeesseeseseereneereseeseeseesereesesse _ 83,721 160,000 
SOMOrG....--ssseeeeeessereerneeeeeeeessereeree 183,467 139,474] ants and that a number of very able papers TBADOSCO .sscesesscisnssssssreceseseoeseecsneees 15,009 68,008 2 
Tamaulipas .....csccsccsssssscsceresssevee 30,445 100,064] Were read during the progress of the Conven- 

Trcstoncccii, Ei Gapgas|tion. The heads of some of the most distin- 
Blanca (Georgio “ost “sat guished universities and colleges were pres- 

Lower ONee (GN eo;662 10:00 | 2S ae ore als au ber us ane are Becher al dist hot on oon ssn canns 90 200,000 | Superintendents of Public Instruction. 
Total. --seceensersereeeeseseeereerecenee 829,916 7,661,520! Whether managed in the best possible man- 

—— ia mer ~ |ner or not, it is, nevertheless, very certain 
E D U C A 7. I O N A L + |that these reunions of the teachers of the 

— a SSSSSCS f COUTY are calculated to promote the great 
The Educational Conventions, | objects for which they were inaugurated, and 

The meetings of the State Teachers’ Asso- | te rejoice to find that they are increasing in 
ciation at Kenosha, on the 28th of July, and | interest. 

of the National Association at ae Aug.| We learn that Mr. S. H. Peabody, of Fond 

5th, are a a have been, in respect of du Lac, President of the State Convention, in 
large and influential attendance, about ee his address at the opening of the Convention, 
most successful that a yet been held. This | giscussed at some length, and with ability, 

argues well oe oo and — of! the question of the State Agricultural Col- 
the noble profession whose end is the molding lege, strongly urging its importatce to the 
of the characters of the youth of the country. in this No. f 

It was our intention to be present at both State. We have not room in tl 'o. for even ' 

of these conventions, but sickness prevented, | ® Synopsis of his views, but shall take occa- : 
so that we were only able to slip down to| sion to lay them before our readers at some 

Chicago in time for the closing exercises of| future time.
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i, ; = | from the State Journa.] 
THE HOME. Sight-Seeing at the Metropolis. 

BRINGING WATER FROM THE WELL. fay Noss, June > Ieee 
aS Editors of State Journal; Since my letter of 

Early on & summer's morn, : 
While the lark was singing sweet, ten days ago we have about finished up the 

Came, beyond the ancient farmhouse, : $ . 
__ Sounds of lightly tripping feet. great city. We were wise enough to begin 

On oe Nengiatiarcor t tell, with such places as the Five Points and the 

hefner damper aan Tombs, reserving the agreeable for later im- 

desde lay eincoact ths petinss, pressions. The lanes and alleys and rag 

All along the quiet lane, population are said to have undergone won- 
And the breezes of the morning - * 
Moved them to and fro again. derfully renovating changes in the past dozen 

O'er the shadow, v’er the sunshine, seg : . 
Passed the maiden of the farm, years. As it is, notwithstanding the vast 

Riese eee outlay of human and Christian benevolence 
expended in Industrial Schools, Mission Sab- 

Pleasant, surely, were her musings, z 
_ For the nodding leaves in vain bath Schools, Homes for the Friendless, Guar- 
Sought to press their bright’ning image Be Se . 

Ou her ever busy brain. dian Societies, Bible Readers, the cheapness 
Leaves and joyous birds went by her, . Like a dim, half-waking dream, of soap and abundance of water, New York 

Ty uA esas sae ee. to-day spreads out a mission field from which 

bt Gio ebdmedig shelly Sacming, no one need turn to the jungles of the Old 
Lay a well of water bright, World. 

Singing sot its hallelujah ‘ : 
‘0 the gracious morning light; i P thi i Pern lane, bron and grens bent o'er i. The magnificence of this emporium of = 

ere its silver ts fell i i suite ae +) , wealth and art of the American penne as 

In the spotted foxglove bell. been written all over. Have we, the little 

Back she bent the shading fern-leaves, party of Madison people of whom I epoke in 
brew i with the dripping ater my last, seen it all? Haven't we! Every 

jowing o’er its glazed side, ildi ‘i . i Sattekn ecco aie ; great building, bridge, ees = the 

On her shiny, wavy hair, sights and secrets of the Navy Yard, includ- 
By her side a youth was standing! ; 3 : sas 

‘Love rejoiced to see the pair. ing Admiral Paulding and the inside of one 

Tones of tremulous emotion of the turrets of the Roanoke through the 
Trailed th ing bi » . 5 Gatiswcckuftouteaenien grand entrance of a port-hole; all the big 
Whispered ‘neath th tent t ; i i ive i “ Bat the holy, bl ic machinery in town, to the almost liye intel. 

It becomes me not to tell; ligence of the Tribune Power Press ; all the 
Life had met another meaning— ie AR 

Fetching water from the well! [Joyal] editorial sanctums and their inmates; 

Down the rural lave they sauntered. Barnum and his babies; asked the price of 

ste with fey ree Seis everything at Stewart’s and the India; looked 
irew more iteous than before! i When they be ed th elent homestead, at every thousand — — and wa e 

e the pitcher light, 3 
nan fitting creyn be placed it P wees alryaetes me eae ey perenne 

On her head of wavelets bright. mornings at bookstores, afternoons at schools 

mbes 1 7 of the coming ba rene of design, and evenings at =e TT 

for love of him she’ 3 i ; had on calling every eat Poe a saw ae as ones = we could; 

a ea keve be lighicn pe, all the diamonds in Maiden Lane once; yes- 

Further-—further off be ae terday, our last Sabbath in the city, said 

ee, fcr sai : prayers in the morning amid the solemn chant 

Now about the by ase 1d duties and choral of Trinity, and in the ee 

ently the maiden went, i i t aateneee 5 ctu found ourselves ——- away into the pee 

With her daily life was blent. delightful of tranquilities hy the music of 
Little knew the ancient matron, * 

As her feet like music fell, vespers at the Church of the Messiah. 
treasure id she, : 

ae ee the well. = My trunk is packed and arrangements
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made with some of our party for an early| I wish I could tell all who have never seen 
start, this morning for Washington. This, | it, about that bridge, so that they would seem 
that has been just indicated, with ever so| to themselves to have stood, as we did, under 
much that can never be written, has been | its grand arches and sent Old Hundred up to 2 
three weeks in New York. the God of the mountain and the rock. I 

Does any one suppose that the city proper! wish I could make all who have not been 
absorbed all of that just passed, precious here, see some of the days, and westward 
three weeks? We who have been wide awake, gliding evenings, that we saw up bay, and 
with real western enthusiasm, retiring at two river, and island, and shore, until our dreams 
and rising at four, when we chose to, can tell| were made up of the magnificence of earth's 
of certain glorious days, and half days—days | best of sky, and water, and wood. 
that seemed made on purpose for us to spend| The moments T had apportioned to this 
outside. We took the hint, a lunch basket,| sketch are gone, and I have not yet spoken 
an old resident friend, an accomplished ex-| of Greenwood, our visit to Fort Hamilton and 
eursionist, and went,—where didn’t we go? | La Fayette, our sea bath, the Great Eastern, 

The day we went down to Sandy Hook was|the Lee Avenue Sabbath School, and other 
my first experience on the ocean. Oursteam-| things, some of which interested me more 
er, the Merrimac, is one of the finest, and| than anything I have mentioned, and which 
larger than most of the regular passenger | must have special notice hereafter. 
lines. That day it carried banners and music| Before many days, I will send you a word 
and a great crowd of friends escorting Mr.| from the Capital. Mrs. Hoyr. 
Beecher to the City of Balimont, pees which Nice Things for the Soldiers. 
were already a party of missionaries embark- — 
ed for their far missions of danger and good| We hope that every good housewife in Wis- 
will. Among these were Mr. and Mrs. Smith, | consin who has it in her power to prepare any 
known to many of your readers. The sailing} Dice thing in the way of delicacies, medicinal 

of this little band, the majesty of the great | drinks, or disease-preventing food, such as 
ship, the immensity of the great ocean, the| Wines, jellies, pickles, sauerkraut, &e., &e., 
perfect day of God’s blue arch bending over | Will not allow the favorable season to pass 
all—these made an impression never to be| Without giving to our noble patriot soldiers 

effaced. this good proof of their sympathy and loyal 

One of the pleasantest of our trips out of devotion to the cause af the country. 
the city, was up Hudson river, to High| With a view to this patriotic service, as also 

Bridge. I will not attempt to give its dimen-| for your own advantage, we have published 
sions, or speak specially of its structure. The| in this and the last numbers of the PERE 

memorandum made at the time, mislaid.|2U™merous approved recipes for preserving 
Everybody knows it is a great stone bridge, fruits and manufacturing medicinal wines and 

over which, through pipes laid on the top, the | ther delicacies. . 
water of the Croton, from thirty miles dis-| Blackberry Cordial is an excellent remedy 

tant, is brought into New York, for the use| for dysentery; and Elderberry Cordial is a 
of its hundreds of thousands of people. Does | 0st grateful aperient or laxative. 
everybody know that the new reservoir, new| Women of America! if to give acup of cold 

Central Park, has an area of ninety-six acres, | Water toa needy disciple was accounted by 
forty-five feet deep with walls of solid mason-| Christ as worthy of a reward, how much more 
ry, substantial, yes, more so than those of our| Shall ye be blessed if in this time of trial you 
proudest forts? God’s forces, of which the|Temember to give of your best gifts to the he- 
cup of cold water isa type of the grandest, | roes who are giving their lives a sacrifice to 
sre mightier than any man can forge. their country!
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A LESSON FOR WIVES—OR HUSBANDS- Cure ror Poisoning By Ivy.—In case of 

—— poisoning by ivy, plunge the part affected in 

Gieeaegaall aa im: hot water—as hot as can be borne—holding it 

Love will stenh hisseslf away, there sometime. The unpleasant itching and 

. Maidens, if you scold him. burning sensation will be removed, and two 

a ee stein, or three applications are a sure cure—at least 

If tho taly plague his life this has been the case with our informant.— 

With her household duty. N. E. Farmer. 

You can have him in your power, _—_—_————_— 

_ Ladies, if you try it; DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
Use him as you won him first, puma! wer ar 

Love, he can't deny rit. e —<—<—<— 

Peer To Put up Fruit Without Self-Sealing Cans. | 
Beauty kicking up a rout = : 

Makes misfortune double. Prepare a cement of one ounce rosin, one 

—_—_—_—_—_ ounce gum-shellac, and a cubic inch of bees- 

HEALTH AND DISEASE. wax; put them in a tin cup, and melt slowly 

a eee —too high or quick heat may cause it to 

Health of Children in Summer. scorch. Place the jars where they will be- 

—_ come warm while the fruit is cooking. If 

There is a way to kill children, and a way | they are gradually heated there is no danger 
i “ of breaking. 

to keep them in penith; but, unfortunately, he aaa tho feuit te thotoughiy ‘kesied; 

many mothers unwittingly choose the way t0/and while boiling hot, fill the jars full, let 

kill; and this is the reason of such sad mor-| the juice cover the fruit entirely tary ready 

+ some circular pieces of stout, thick cotton or 

tay eons ee linen cloth, and spread over with cement a 
If you would kill your children, keep them | space sufficient to cover the mouth and rim 

pent up in the foul air of the nursery; feed of the jar. Wipe the rim perfectly dry, and 

heme Ge Secpese Gall, nating doa. apply the cloth while ‘warm, putting the 

. P' , on constipating food, | cement side down, bring the cover over the 

salted and putrescent meats, bathe them only | rim and secure it firmly with a string; then 

; spread a coating of cement over the upper 

ape ~ eee aes oa on seer Garabe: As cae contents of the jar coon te 

with his drugs every time they wince or com-| pressure of the air will depress the cover, and 

plain of the colic. give most positive proof that all is safe. 

If you would insure their health and the|, The cheapest as well as the most suitable 
sikeineiens aff wh honda jars for this use (quart size) cost $1.50 per 

gorous manhood and woman-|Go7en. Queen’s or yellow ware has imperfect 
hood, indulge them much in the open air, de-| glazing, and the moisture is forced through 

i ii the sides of the jar. Self-sealing cans that 

aie? eaeies Ranh seed eee Rr have failed can be pressed into service: stone 

bread, plain-seasoned vegetables, and good jars, common bottles, tin cans, and various 

ripe fruits; bathe them often in soft, tepid | vessels that every housekeeper has on hand 

water, and beware of the poisonous disciples can be made to answer only be sure’ thst the 
:. 5 fruit is boiling hot, and the cover is properly 

of Zsculapius. So say the wisest and more adjusted. 

honest of the medical professors, and so say Many think that sugar is essential to en- 

we. able the fruit to keep. This isnot so. “Ber- 

ee ries and peaches” are better put up without 

Cerne ror Tue Brrz or A Map Doc.—The fol-| it. Sugar strewn over them an hour before 

lowing is worthy of the attention of all, par-| eating, gives them more the flavor of fresh 

° ticularly as the season is coming on when|fruit. Cook only sufficiently to fill two jars 

dogs are no longer safe: at once, to avoid crushing tender berries. 

Mix one pound of common salt in a quart| Pears and quinces are best cooked in water 

of water, and then bathe with and squeeze | till tender, putting in as many as will cover 

the wound with the same one hour, then bind | the top of the water at one time; when clear 

alittle more salt on the wound for twelve|and tender, and to the water add sugar to 

hours. taste; as soon as boiling hot put in the fruit, 

_ The author of this receipt was bitten six |and when it is penetrated with syrup, put it 

times by mad dogs, and always cured himself | in jars, and fill it up with syrup boiling hot. 

by the above mixture, and offered to suffer|Seal as directed. Apples the same way, or 

himself to be bitten by any mad dog in order | cooked in water only, and secured. Let them 

to convince mankind that what he offered was | be in quarters, for, if mashed, the pulp will 

@ real truth, which numbers could testify.— | hold so many air-bubbles it will not keep. 

New Haven Register. Grapes. Pulp and cook till the pulps are 

EP ee ee
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melted ; strain out the seeds; put in theskins,| Brackserry Wrxe.—The following is a re- 
and re well poorea, act saar tor tage cipe which was given at a late me¢ting of the 

Tricnarane pat tx with oe: wishooch,plimta | door" Wid econ poses st weaned wagan'ts — pounds of refined sugar 
one chooses. each half gallon of the pure juice, aud one 

_ Tomatoes are cooked till all the lumps are| quart of water, and let it ferment and work 
dissolved, and the mass quite thick. off freely at the bunghole. Care must be tak- 

Sweetmeats of any kind, secured in this way, | en to keep the cask full. I would not recom- 
will keep for years. If required for trans-| mend adding over fifty per cent. of water to 
paren pervs fea be wel z use | the juice sae any fruit to make rene The 
close fitting corks, cut off even wit e ce-| great fault is over-watering. me gra) 
mented cloth, otherwise corks are not neces-| will make wine without sugar, but there pes 

sary. few that will Us r jui da 2 few will answer. se more juice an‘ 
Vegetables. Squash is steamed in pieces. | less water, and give your wine age. Don’t 
Cauliflower cooked as for the table; fill jars | sweeten your must until you make syrup when 

while the articles are hot, and fill up with | your intention is to make wine. I have late- 
boiling water; let the jars remain in a kettle | ly tasted wine made of blackberries that was 
of bolting: wwatersfor Sa gn serves ase equal oe to on ieee ae =r 

y have lodged while filling. hen | wine; it was well worked in a barrel by kee, 
no air escapes, seai up with jars in the kettle; | ing it constantly filled up, so that all the frock 
when cool remove them. and matter rising with it would go over, until 

Green Peas and Green Corn seem to possess | fermentation ceased, and then bunged tight, 
eae panne, ae is not destroy-| and stood till a convenient time in winter or 
ed by a degree of heat sufficient to secure| spring to draw off and bottle. It must be 
them apparently as well as fruit. To keep| corked tight, sealed, and laid down till two 
these, I have tried various methods; all fail| years old, when it becomes a truly excellent 
except drying or putting in salt. wine.” 

By this method of self-sealing, provision can —_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—— 
be made in years of plenty for those times | WIT AND WISDOM. 
when fruit fails, and with less labor and al ———==—— 
certainty of success that no other method| Aw op Saw New-Ser— 

.— Godey. “Come wife,” said Will, “I a PoP a Orley | Suse Ralf'a tatnate to mend this cies, 
Fiera ae a Which a nail has chanced to rend.” 

Currant JeLiy.—Pass the currants between | - oe ten srolociey souite acuwasseste; ; 

rollers so as to burst each currant, and press “ noe uc 
out the juice. (Any other method will an- ee eee ee F 
swer to break the fruit, but this is most con- | Bae Morality, without reget is only anne 

venient.) Place the juice in a perfectly clean | of dead reckoning—an endeavor to find our 

copper or brass vessel over the fire, and heat| places on a cloudy sea, by measuring the dis- 

it slowly until it simmers, being careful not | tance we have run, and without any observa- 

to permit it to boil, or much of the aroma of | tion of the heavenly bodies. 

the currant will be lost. Skim the juice un- a that h 
til the scum ceases to rise; then pour the hot 1 A oe ties Si a eanaeh 4 
juice on to loaf sugar broken, and placed in has o! angea Say Teh be Rouea TE pen 
a wooden vessel. Stir it until the sugar jg | of the churchyard, w hi Sa th ak 
eee by. ee hot juice, then pane ae ws a great convenience to his numerous pat ients. 

blers or other convenient vessels; when cold,| ge “It is very difficult to live,” said a 
it re aa Seer be a firm, bright | widow, with seven girls, all in genteel pover- 
colored and high flavored jelly. ty. “You must husband your time,” said a 

ah Saal cee Ee sage friend. “I'd rather husband some of 

Etperserry Wi1xe.—The berries when ripe | my daughters,” answered the the poor lady. 
icked by the ste then stripped with - = 

the hands, or trimmed ‘with shears. Next | SF “Hove you dined?” said o lounger to 
they are mashed fine, which can be done by ee tenes E i beyesoee ae eee vpeee 

means of a pounder similar to those used for| °° d ek nner T'S a d 
pounding clothes. Let them remain until the dined upon your - or, fear you have made 

next day when the see is pressed out in a| but ® scanty mea 
cheese press, or any other convenient way. 4@FSomebody once remarked that the Eng- 

Next, boil the juice twenty minutes; skim it, | }jshman is Mave happy but when he is miser- 
and add four pounds of sugar to the gallon. able} the Scotchman is never at home but 

When milk-warm add a small piece of bread | when he is abroad; and the Irishman is nev- 
crust that has been dipped in yeast. Let a er at peace but when he is fighting. 

stand three days, remove the crust, and the : 

wine is ready for bottling. Age improves it. | _ Qe The great obstacle to progress is pre- 

Some add spices to the liquor when boiled. _| judice.
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Wuy « Doe Waactes 1s Taw.—Lord Dun- Sound Reasons. 
dreary tells his friends the solution of this a Ter, s x 
difficult riddle: “Because the dog is stronger Daniel Archer, Esq., of Springfield, Wis., 
than the tail; if he wasn’t the tail would) gives the following substantial reasons why 
waggle the dog. tobacco should be eschewed. We commend 

bes Noman, “living,” should say an evil/ them to all who indulge in the “vile weed:” 

word against the doctors. 1. God made man with a clean mouth, from 

BEF Neither mind nor body can long en-| which the inference is that he meant he should 
dure incessant toil. Relaxation is therefore inane 3k sheen. 
a Christian duty. No man has a right to| ““P 1¢ clean. 

destroy himself by labor, any more than by| 2. Science and experience concur in teach- 
poison. The bow that is always bent loses its |. : Hiwoly aciurl 
elasticity; the mind that is never relaxed |i? US that tobacco is positively injurious to 
either will wear ont the body or become in-| the bodily health, if it is not, indeed, corrupt- 

a: ive of a pure taste and good morals; the 
a ae 7 once asked as one = his | which being true, we cannot indulge in its 

j “ i idicu- . . . . sae : 
oe rad iatewte ” A Motiing @atdhe ‘head,” use without sin, without becoming suicides in 

was his reply. fact. 

GS The man who made an impression on| 38. By using tobacco we disregard the posi- 
the heart of a coquette has taken out a patent | tive injunction, “ Whatsoever ye eat or drink 
for stone-cutting. 

or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of 
Bas At a printers’ festival the following ” * th S 

toast was given: “The Editor and the Law- Gea ee will. have phsrdihood Loraay 
yer—the devil is satisfied with the copy of the| that he believes he may glorify God by a 
former, but requires the original of the latter.” | criminal indulgence in what he knows to be 

Ras” A wag says of a woman—to her virtue | at war with his health of body and purity of 
we give love; to her beauty, admiration; to|soul. “To him that knoweth to do good and 

' her hoops the whole pavement. _| doeth it not, to him it is sin.” 

| MISCELLANEOUS. 4. It isa miserable, filthy habit, offensive 

aera ee to all persons of really pure and uncorrupted 
| roe eae Srey taste, and every man is bound to pay a decent 

si > O Ni d 1 . . 5 Seceniey Asan — respect to his neighbor's comfort. 

| Eee ceten | eepeaaseae eg ae sees = z A Roruscuitp on tHE Reset Loan.—Dr. Mo 
| Wiad werkuss wroague thy ient stall; Clintock writes from Paris as follows:—“A 

Who made each mast, and sail, and rope, gentleman was transacting some business 
Wi heet ovis FOnk, wen berrers Peet, with the Frankfort head of the house of Roths- 

‘n what a forge and what a heat * . : 
‘Were shaped the anchors of thy hope. child. After the business was finished the 
= poved = —_ ao enere* ars conversation turned toward American affairs. 
Sel case: ein “How is it,” asked the stranger, “that the 
Our hearts, our hopes are all with thee, Confederate loan is not quoted in Frankfort ? 
es vores we — er Seta tears, “ Because we do not believe in the loan, and 

d —_— tenets because we do not believe in the cause.” 
| Apna ew ea How) ce But the loan was negotiated here by the 

house of Erlanger.” “Yes,” replied Roths- 
fod lt child, “but you do not find it held here, to 

Happy insect, what cau be any extent, except by that house. No Jewish 
In happiness compared to thee! house of any character or wealth has touched 

ahs ony ecetece Genet! that loan, nor will they touch it.’” This 
Nature waits upon thee still, shows that Jews are wiser than Christians, 
And thy verdent cup doth a in lucre. 
Thor rink, an +) and sing ; 

fe eo ae fae All the fields which thou dost see, Troe Parriotism.— I wage war because it 
Au Get oceeenoeey Lie AS is a duty and because I desire the preserva- 

Rortile made with early aoe. ¥ tion of the Government and Union.” We are 
oe nea enticed thoal? fighting battles not of hate or vengeance, but 

—From the Greek of Anacreon, | upon the principles of honor, for a cause, not
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ee 
for blood, but for freedom and the institutions | April is named after the word Aprilus, or 
of civilization.” i opening, because in April vegetables open and 

“This war will give us future permanence | bud. 
and greatness.”—John J. Crittenden. May is derived from the word majores, and 

Se was so called by Romulus as a mark of re- 
LossEs iv THE Russian CamParan.—A wri- | 8pect to the senators. 

ter in the Washington Chronicle contends that; June is named from the word junius, or the 
“ Americans know nothing of military disas- | youngest. 
ter,” and proceeds to fortify his assertion by| July was named in honor of Julius Cwsar. 
a statement of the losses suffered by the| August was named in honor of Augustus, 
French in the famous Russian campaign, | by decree of the Roman Senate. 
The grand army of invasion consisted of| September was named from the word septem, 
801,976 men and 103,854 horses. During the | °Y seven, being the seventh month from March. 
short campaign of nineteen weeks and two| October from the word octo, or eight, it being 
days, the losses of the French, purely milita- | the eighth month. 

‘ ry, amounted to the enormous number of| November from the word novem, nine, it be- 
247,000 men and 92,000 horses! These apr the ninth month. 
tistics are derived from official statements of| December was named from the word decem, 
the War Office of Paris. But other French|ten, it being the tenth month from March, 
armies, besides that under the immediate | Which was anciently the first. 
command of Honerers) entered Russia, and | a 
took part in and prolonged the campaign. | : 
ae ee aunts numbered 647,000 ea oC | Never tell Lie. 
whom 600, were combatants. The number ; : = 
of those who got out of Russia was 85,000. derek nthe aieeeaanes en ees 
The loss of the French, then, during that brief | truth in a story of bis childhood. After stat- 
campaign of twenty-five weeks, was 562,000 ing the vision which made him entreat of his 

| men and 900 cannon. mother to go to Bagdad and devote himself to 
ee God, he thus proceeds: I informed_her of 

YOUTH’S CORNER. what I had seen, and she wept; then taking 
| —————— out eighty dinars, she told me, as I had anoth- 
} THE WASP AND THE BEE. er brother, half of that was all my inherit- 
labs a ben tial eores ee and she made me swear when she gave 

thes Jeon esc  ed nigel oat tec She it to me, never to tell a lie, and afterwards bade | Seema reeisete | etheewsll, excisiming’—Go,ary sum Eom 
| “My back shines as bright and as yellow ag gold, | oe 5 2 es = bh eal net amestian ity the d | Day of Judgment.’ 

ey ee ee eres to benold, | I went on till I came near Hamandal, when 
our kafilah was plundered by sixty horsemen. 

Sora a bee ae enon ay true: One fellow asked me what I had got. 

par en cock “Forty dinars,” said I “are sewed under 
my garments.” 5 

“You have a fine shape and a delicate wing, E The fellow laughed, thinking, no doubt, I 
| They enyon a5 handsotse, bat then tere oe thing | was joking with him. 

TST CARROL PELED Te seer “What have you got?” said another. 
a ue oat i aoite homely pane Baia, as you see, I ee him the same answer. ae they 

ce Dee gi iS ra were dividing the spoil, I was cal toan 
Ree Te en eminence ieee the chief stood. 

| le story let le beware; i it - From ae le. stor, zie ichitbnteret ee ie Nias proves have you got, my little fel. 

They will never be loved if they’re ree = a an “T have told two of your people already,” 

Se nae saidI. “I have forty dinars sewed in my 
arments.”” 

omen SoM. 2 He ordered them to be ripped open, and 
The names of the months were given by the | found my money. 

Romans as follows: * “And how came you,” said he, in surprise, 
January was so called from Janus, an an-| ‘to declare so openly what had been so care- 

cient king of Italy, who was deified, from the | fully concealed?” 
word Janarius. “ Because,” I replied, “I will not be false 

February is derived from the Latin word | to my mother, to whomI promised J never will 
Jebruo, to purify ; for in this month the ancient | telZ a lie.” 
Romans offered:expiatory sacrifices to purify} “Child,” said the robber, “hast thou such 
the people. a sense of duty to thy mother, at thy years, 

March was anciently the first month—is|and I am insensible at my age of the duty I 
named after Mars, the ancient god of war owe tomy God? Give me thy hand, innocent
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boy,” he continued, “that I may swear re-| The International Agr. Exhibition at 

pentance upon it.” —In the Stock Department there 
He did so. His followers were alike struck Hamburgh. 5 re 

with the scene. were 4,000 entries; 1,700 entries of sheep 

“You have been our leader in guilt,” said| alone. The United States were but meagerly 

they to their chief; “be the same in the path represented. 

of virtue.” 
Aaa they instantly, at his order, made re- The following is the list of awards to Ameri- 

stitution of the spoil, and vowed repentance can exhibitors as far as made public—no offi- 

on his hand. cial list having yet appeared : 

ae eula ae SSSA | gals CH. MeCormick, of Mlinols, for the Introduction 
‘Trapping a Tiger. | ee tl t reaping miowing machine, a 

ae 2. Se & Mo: f New York, for an i red 
A most ingenious mode of tiger-killing is reaper gad mower, a large siver medal. Eisen 

that which is employed by the natives of Oude. | 3. Thompson and Avery, of eee ee 
They gather a number of the broad leaves of aL eee ae h 

the prauss tree, which much resembles the syc-| 4. ee a! Pennsylvania, oe an ae har- 

amore, and having well besmeared them with | Tw ond other tmp) lements, @ large bronze 4 

oe Ne se a eee 
the praneeacine fama tee. a tiger but | sortment of agricultural machinery, ® large bronze 

put his paw on one of these innocent-looking | 7, John Vanderbilt of New York, for an assortment of 
leaves, and his fate is settled. Finding the | agricultural machinery, a large bronze medal. 

leaf stick to his paw, he shakes it, to rid him-| 8 ee ee Ball’s mower and reap- 

self of the nuisance, and finding that plan|“")"soicn P. Hubbell of New York, for an improved 
unsuccessful, he endeavors to attain his object | broadcast sower, a dares bronze medal. 

by rubbing it against his face, thereby smear-| | 10. Jolin W. Free of Tadiana, for a superior fanning 

ing the ropy bird-lime over his nose and eyes | "11" J. bo nose of Michigan, for a superior and elegant- 
and glueing the eyelids together. By this | ly ae set of garden implements, a large bronze 

time he has probably trodden upon several | ™$S*; , i 

more of the treacherous leaves, and is bewild- nines, $. uae Eres teaeee sees 

ered by the novel inconvenience; then he rolls | bronze medal. z 

on the ground, and rubs his head on the earth tome SS ae for an improved 

in his effort to get free. By so doing he adds | “14. johnson & Co. of New York city, for washing and 
fresh bird-lime to his head, body, and limbs, wringing machine, ees sede 4d ‘ 

agglutinates his sleek fur together in unsight- Geo. Oneapbell of Vermont, tor Spesish Stn 

Iy tufts, and finishes by hoodwinking himself] pris? of twdniyhve. talers fr" th second beat buck: 
so thoroughly with leaves and bird-lime, that — — pea at ote ae for ee Oe ese 

he lies floundering on the ground, tearing up . G. Hotohkiss of Now York, tor the two 

the earth with his claws, uttering, howls of “th ile Paral ot New York, ora Baneor Asal 
rage a1 - 18 
cae ae ante: Aeich he has been s0 long | _16,dehu H. Redstone of Indiana, for improved lumber 

: 5 and timber sawing machine, a bronze medal. 
engaged. These cries are a signal to the au-| 4 model of an improved machine, for gathering and 
thors of his misery, who run to the spot, arm- | pitching hay, an invention ot Mr. Fow'er of New ‘Tork, 

ed with guns, bows and spears, and find no was exhibited to the committee; also a model of an im- 

difficulty in dispatching their blind and wea- Ee ean mew, ee a eee 

ried foe.—Routledge’s Iliust. Nat. History. the rule excluding models from the list of premiums. 

| ————— | A to tho Gold Medal awarded to Mr. Mc- 

N E W S S U M M A R Y Cormick, we find the statement in foreign 

Se papers that it was “an honorary distinction 

INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS. conferred on that gentleman as being the in- 

oo troducer of reaping machinery on to the Con- 

Our Enterprising Neighbors Illinois and | tinent, and not, as some suppose, awarded in 

Iowa are working hard to make their respec-| connection with the trial of reapers which 

tive exhibitions eminently successful. We | took place.” 

admire their energy, wish them an abundant) The correspondent of the New York Hve- 

reward and would urge our Wisconsin farm-| ning Post has the following remarks on Mr. 

ers and mechanics to make all reasonable} Campbell’s sheep prizes: =~ 

; i “ Mr. Campbell of Vi t wi miums for the best 
eter; to attend them tot This ay, can ete ee ae wine pre mies ae 

sily do, as they occur in two successive weeks. | dissatisfaction on the part of European exhibitors, Col. 

Pl
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N » the V it Commissioner, i 3 . sees, ram of ma are Pesto as Onnee land for onan Fair Grounds. &c., ie 

bell $10, and cach of the dissatisfied German and French | At the election held June 27th, the following exhibitors to pay the same. A jury was then to be se- 
lected by the Association, and the sheep to be sheared on | Officers were elected for the current year: 

sak tape Seacl ote tl fe llowase Hamilton H. Gray, Pres; B.F. Buckmaster, Peining echibitoes etna oh ee V. Pres; A. F. Dickinson, Sec’y; Silas R. Da- 
jury te ree ete Beene the decision of the | vie, Treas; together with six additional mem- 

: bers of the Ex. Committee. Haven’t learned The correspondent of the Tribune says on Tenldtiavl 1 Watetiinnediaa 
the same subject: “The entry of twelve | "7" ‘ue Annual Fair is to siege 
American sheep was made public through the 3 a a 7 
press of Germany several weeks before the} The Marxets, Aug. 25,—At New York.— 
Fair, and it was regarded as a great joke that Wheat dull and a little disposed iS decline. 
America should for a moment think of com-| Mil. Club 87@1,15; red western winter 1,13 peting with Germany in sheep. But thecom.|@1,21. Corn scarce and le better; mixed 
petition has been eminently successful—and | Western for shipping 71@72; western yellow 
the long faces of the other exhibitors indicate | 75@76. Oats heavy, declining; western, 47 
their mortification and disappointment.” @52. Gold, 1, 285, unsettled and disposed to 

ee eC, decline still further. 
Another Universal Exhubition is to be At Chicayo.—Leading markets continue firm held in Paris, in the year 1867. The Emperor and active. Prices of wheat (No. 1 spring) 

has issued a decree, fixing the period between 93@96; corn in ear, on track, 52c per 70 Ibs. 
the Ist of May and the anh of Benes ot that} 4, Milwaukee—Flour very quiet; sales of year, and intimating his determination to 800 bbls. of Hiawatha spring extra at 4,50. 
make it more universal than any hitherto Wheat declined 3@5c; sales of 300 bushels 
held. May we not hope that ere that day the of No. 1 spring in store at 94c; 7,000 bushels 
United States will be prepared to make an do at 92c; 800 bush. at Higby’s, old No. 2, at 
exhibition of its industrial capacity and gen- 900; 1,000 bush. at Smith's, old, at 850; 2,100 
ius that shall be wonehy, of its high rank | push. at Smith's, new, at 90c; 700 bush. No. 2 
among the great nations of the world? and No. 1 delivered at 88@96c; 400 bush. do. 

Z ba Ten at 87@94c. State Fairs for 1863. ea nada : 
QMO. ---roveeeereereeeeeeee Cleveland. vvseseeeesseeesSept. 15—18| But little is doing in the wool trade in any 
Toda eawt Tepe a8 ose | Part of the country. Buyers and holders are 
Mig Atm Sea [alike frm. Prices vary from 50@75e, accord- 
Upper Canada Wigston gett BOIS | ing to locality and quality. Mermontneneereoeeee BOEANG easnescnee neeeeSept, 8—11 Se Calitienia = Sacra EDs rennne SOPs 2030 NATIONAL AFFAIRS. 

County Fairs in Wisconsin. | Sen eg Ge pheeee ine meine clone: 1,17| The glorious old Stars and Stripes are every Goltmbinvneneneveeeree LU OMkervserereceree Bete 22-24 | dqy being borne further and further into the ei rags ere eee 2-H (eos aemuligeerk 
Sheboygan ccs Sheboy gait Fala Sebe 98 24 | *&*Fitory of the Rebellion. scorens fs pred POM ssevessvessesveseneseeeesetee OBCOO ses ssesvesesseeseeseeeeeOOts 7, 8 ing down upon Bragg’s army, which is con- MOD ...cssseeseeeeneesenseem SPAEUB svesseeesssseseesneeeesO0C. 8 9 i ‘ PHCECO......cssseceesseesnere severe PTOBCORtuccseseeeesveeeeSCDte 25 8 stantly being weakened by desertions to our 
i ea “| side; while the fleet and land force at Charles- 
La Fayette Co, Ag- Soc,—We learn from |ton are gradually compelling the surrender 

& communication received by this office during | of that stronghold of the enemy. Fort Sum- 
our absence at the East, and unfortunately | ter is already pretty well knocked to pieces, 
mielaid so that we could not publish it in the its guns silenced, and the dispatches now 
last No., that this Society is actively at work, | warrant the hope that ere this No. of the 
making arrangements for the purchase of! Farmer shall have reached our readers, the
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city itself will have fallen. This is one of| Resolved, That we hail with delight some 

the | manifestations of a desire on the part of the 

the towns we want to have blotted from'the people of some the seceding States to return 

face of the earth. Always  hot-bed of trea-|to their allegiance to the Union, and hold it 

son, and the spot where the Rebellion began, to be the duty of the saninisie in cordially 

. . .| to co-operate with the people of such States 

it deserves to be summarily and utterly de for their restoration to the Union with all the 

stroyed. guarantees of their rights and interests con- 

v d Meade’s still front each | tained in the Constitution. 

Beret eee ‘Resolved, That while we would not withdraw 
other on the Rappahannock; neither party] 9,7 armies from the field, or in any manner 

feeling confident of its ability to destroy the| recognize the so-called Confederated States, 

other. 
yet if such manifestations should become 

= general throughout the seceded States, we be- 

In Kansas a force under the rebel Quan-| jjeye that the offices of peace should supercede 

trell have been committing ravages and per-| those of war, and that it would in such event 

5 ae + be the duty of the administration to encour- 

petrating atrocities more wenpn ana ae age the holding of a Constitutional Conven- 

than any others recorded in modern history. | tion of all the States to restore to peace, main- 

Lawrence has been burned and many of the tain the Union and support the Constitution. 

kakaheeny = either Lama in cart = The Republican Convention held on the 

aia eains.” "AS dest apeone ” ae ere ie 19th ult., adopted the resolutions subjoined, 

overtaken. Quantrell and killed a number o: and put in nomination a Union ticket. 

his men. RESOLUTIONS. 

The Draft is quietly progressing in New| Resolved, That this Convention cordially 

York and several of the other States. Negro | approves the following propositions, contained 

‘ . Sanat: ized in |”. the call under which it assembles: 

regiments are being continually organized In| ‘That the Union be preserved in its integ- 

the South, and it is expected that nearly 100,-| rity; 

i ; the Ist} That the Constitution and laws of the Uni- 

OO) Bask szompe wit pene os pees eee ted States be enforced throughout the whole 

of January. The President’s order guaran-} national domain; 

teeing to them, equally with the white soldiers,| That the sees be suppressed, not by 

a s compromises with or concessions to traitors, 
the protection of the schduedinares) in pare of put by the sword whose agency they an 

capture, has given a new impetus to enlist-| themselves invoked ; 

ments. That the national administration should be 

— j heartily and generously supported in its ef- 
forts to put down the rebellion. 

ea r Resolved, That the dignified, courteous and 

= . patriotic manner in which the Hon. Edward 

The Democratic Convention which met| Salomon has discharged the duties of the 

at Madison Aug. 5th, placed in nomination office of Governor, devolved upon him by 
2 ff owi the decease of Governor Harvey, at a most 

for the various State offices, the following gen- important period in our political history, 

tlemen : meets our cordial approval ; 

Governor—Ienry L. Palmer, of Milwaukee. Resolved, That this Convention, following 
Eacet, Govern Sesee oes) care the example of the Union Conventions of 

Secretary of State— eS eo Ohio, and other States, present to the loyal 

ea mie Hae | rh people of Wisconsin the names of the persons 

Bank Oomptroller—Henry 8. Pierpont, of Manitowoc. | this day nominated, as Union men, not as 

Papociaietent of Public Instruction—Volney French, | partizans, without reference to their politioal | } 

ot een phiwon Commissioner—John BR. Bohan, of Ozan- antecedents, and ask for them the support of |} 

kee. oe men, without distinction of party. 

f ; the resoluti dopted solved, That we deplore the partizan hos- 

oom ee a erigumeaetns iacanans te tility which has been and is being awakened 

by the convention : against the Government by interested politi- 

Resolved, That we re-affrm and adopt the cians and designing demagogues of the North, 

address issued by the State Convention held believing that it can only tend, by encourag- 

September 3d, 1862, and the resolutions of the | ing rebels to protract the war; and instead of 

Mass Convention held in Milwaukee, June| kindling the putriotism, to arouse the ani- 

25, 1863, as the settled doctrine of the Demo- mosities of our people, and to occasion else- 

cratic party of this State. where the same riotous, diabolical, and anar-
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chical scenes, which have already disgraced | Editorial Notes uf European Travel.— 
the commercial metropolis of the nation. A Gumese at Some or Tre German Statrs— Resolved, That the warmest thanks of the ¢ = loyal people are due, and are hereby tendered | HEIDELBURG, continued—But the town! The 
to he ae and chrotarluecidiery who aes University bas so absorbed me that I had well rallied to the defence of the old flag, and no-|_. * bly and persistently fought the battles of the nigh forgotten everything else. In truth, so 
country, and met and vanquished on so many |faras it relates to the town itself, there is TY, q' y 
fields the hosts of rebellion, seeking to de-| not much else here worth looking at; at least, stroy our national life, and that we piedge|. 1 tnolwad : ith ourselves, before Heaven, to sustain them, by | 18 two or three principal streets, lined wi filling up their thinned ranks in the most ex-/old, dingy, and rather slipshod stores, work- 
peditious manner, until the end of this rebel- shops and saloons, do not so impress me as to lion shall come and peace be restored to the ; . land. awaken much enthusiasm on its behalf. 

Resolved, That we admire and reverence the | Heidelburg is, nevertheless, distinguished for 
Soe alty eh ee eas several important events in history—promi- 
persecutions, has kept them faithful to the old | nent among them the signing, in 1884, by the 
fag, at in ate Sn oe Emperor Wenceslas, of the celebrated union rofound sympathy, and that it is the duty o! 3 7 ; Government at. the earliest possible mo- of Heidelburg, as a result of which the differ- 
ment to deliver them from rebel oppression. | ent leagues of German cities were united in Resolved, That we recommend to the loyal | one, 
people of the several districts and counties of i i . the State such a re-organization of commit-| In the Heidelberg of to-day, that which tees as will ensure a more perfect Union or-| interests me most is the query as to how the 
ees ends ee ee and people subsist. Literally speaking, the ques- 

Resolved, That the loyal people of Wiscon- | tion is easily enough settled, for at any hour 
sin, friendly to the maintenance of Republi- of the day, and almost any hour of the night, can institutions upon the North American t 1 th bane half of th Z continent, cannot look with indifference upon | "°¢ less than about one half of the entire armed intervention by European powers, and | population may be seen in the numerous re- 
the establishment of an empire upon the staurants, demonstrating their respective ca- ruins of our sister Republic of Mexico, and me ¥ : 
that in due time, of whatever duties and re-|Pacities for beer! But, unlike the Yankee, sponsibilities God in His providence shall cast | who slides into the whiskey shop, swallows 
upon the Republic of the United States, grow- his poison, and then either goes out to his ing out of such intervention, Wisconsin will r : : 
be realy to bear her full share. business or staggers into the gutter, the 

The following is the ticket nominated : | Germans sit over their beer for hours ata 
Governor—James T. Lewis. | time, jabbering, playing at games of chance, 
et he ae |and smoking their monstrous pipes. The 
Buperluterdent of Shoals seniet  Biekara. | question of how they secure the means to live 
Rok Ce ee eae | is therefore still in doubt, being but partially 
State Prison Commissioner—Henry Cordier. solved by the discovery that they live much 
TP el oa en eee yy |more simply and inexpensively than do the 
EDITORIAL MIS CELLANY. people of America. One moderate roll of ————————— 
A Premium,—A copy of “Randall's” Fine eo a a ae ae of we i 

Wool Sheep Husbandry” will be sent to any pe eae munmecion for! # 2a btn april : - .|the Yankee must have three kinds of meat, one who will send us rurex dollar subscribers; inaon nieces is an ¢ 
each subscriber being entitled to the srraw- | Cr things in Beer ra a & se eee . benry premium. pastry and Packer 8 bo nish off with. 

etch Bios ie The true mode of living lies between these 
The Pittsbugh, Fort Wayne & Chicago | two extremes. If people will drink beer, and 

R.R. & Det. & Mil. R: BR, the best routes may be allowed to congratulate themselves on 
to the East, have lately madea very consider-| a superior quality of that article, then blessed 
able reduction in passenger rates. are these Germans, for no better beer ever
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fiowed into the bottomless pit of the most| recorded of those barbaric times when the 

lucky Teutonic stomach than is perpetually | power of Might was stronger than the law of 

foaming in the great liberal mugs of this| Right; for is rot that even true of to-day? 

beer-making and beer-drinking city. Yea, the world of men and of nations is bar- 

So much for the old town of Heidelburg. | barian still! But it is struggling for the light 

My visit shall next be to the fine old Castle, with ever-increasing earnestness, and so we 

the ruins of which are famous the world over. | may well continue to hope. At length I grope 

Who has not seen pictures of this interesting | my way less doubtfully, and finally walk ina 

relic of bygone ages, crowning the rugged | light whose increasing strength convinces me 

brow of the hill which overlooks the time-be-| that I shall soon re-establish my relations 

dinged city, the picturesque valley of the | with the outer world. Creeping on hands and 

swift Neckar below, and the distant valley of | knees through an opening in the rubbish of 

the Rhine—its turrets, walls, and arches yet | a breken-down wal!, I stand once more in the 

standing, representative of every style of| light of glorious day. Give me, after all, the 

architecture in favor during the three suc- | noon of the 19th century! is my first utter- 

cessive generations of its building, and yet all | ance. 

blended, with a beauty of harmony that makes| A few fragments of the red sandstone of 

the whole, as it stands to-day, so perfectly | which this once magnificent castle was built, 

enchanting ? Including the inner, open court, | and other mementoes of my visit, and good 

the castle occupies several acres, and the site | bye to Heidelberg! 

being so simon of —- with the pansies Hence my way is yet further by rail down 

stone which = its structure, it must) tne valley of the Rhine, across the line of Ba- 

have cost an immense amount of labor. t den, and through Hesse Darmstadt to the il- 
I have already taken the upward winding : “vine E 

Z lustrious freé city of Frankfort-on-the-Main. 
path which leads to one of the entrances, : 

On my left are Mannheim,and Worms, famous 
have passed the portal and stand amazed and i : 

orn z as the place where Martin Luther in the days 
awed within the inner court. Many of the = 5 

of his persecution would go and confront the 
walls have tumbled down, and most of the Perea isi . 
Saeed ae prelates and other dignitaries of the Romish 

si eases Manda waail - rtettons | church, “ though the devils should be as thick 
of owls and bats. Some of those which front s 

= as the tiles on the houses!” 
the town are nicely fitted up, however, and 

e i ‘ | At length we approach 
occupied by a family with whom live several | 

of the more romantically inclined students of | meen roRe 

the University. Have seen all there is on|The city of all others in Germany remarbable 

the surface and have gazed upon the enchant-|for its historic associations. It was here 

ing landscape from the summit of the towers; | where, for many years, the Emperors of Ger- 

and now descend into the dark subterranean|many were crowned—where the greatest of 

passages and apartments designed for secret | German poets, Goethe was born—where the 

conclaves or for the concealment of lordly | immortal Luther, the world’s greatest reform- 

occupants in times of peril. I am alone, and | er, lived and wrote—and it is here where that | |! 

wander as long as I please in labyrinthine | peculiar enterprise, so characteristic of the 

halls, as dingy, musty and grimas the feudal| American people, has made its way more ef- 

times they represent. I shall not be lost, for] fectually than in any part of the continent I 

I have, as is my wont, unconsciously noted|have yet seen. The streets, the architecture 

my turnings and so can retreat, should there|of the more recent buildings, the sale-shops 

be no secret door the other side of the hill.|and public houses constantly suggest to the 

J commune with the Past, and yet hardly | American traveller New York and other cities 

shudder at the thought of the dark wrongs! of the United States. It is a freetown, with
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70,000 inhabitants, and the seat of the Ger Mayence has a population of near 40,000, 
man Diet. and is the most important fortress of the 

The evening shades close around me, and | German Confederation. The garrison, half | 
yet Ihave visited none of the distinguished | Austrian and ‘half Prussian, numbers 10,000 
public buildings, none of the fine promenades| men. ‘The first thing which strikes me is the 
8o characteristic of Frankfort, none of the magnificent view here possible of the Rhine, 
several private residences remarkable for their | the Taunus mountains, the vineyards of Hoch- 
assciation with some of the greatest men of eim, and the valley of the Main; one of the 
the dead past; I have thus far endeavored | rare pictures which can never be effaced from 
simply to gain a just general idea of the city |the memory. My second thought is of the pe- 
asa whole. But the streets are bright with | culiar style of its architecture. Most of the 
the light of burning gas, and I must improve public buildings are of red sandstone and 
the hours between this and midnight, for in| some of them have stood nearly thousand 
the early morning I turn my face westward. years. | 

Have seen the Domkirche, where the Emper- 
ors of ancient Germany were crowned—a fine Among the many statues and monuments 

old cathedral, the last remaining specimen of srecied 9 ne ney certs aba a whose the ancient German style of architecture— history is linked with oar the city, the 

have walked round and round the monuments | 70S" interesting (9 ane.is: the monument tp of Goethe and Guttenberg in the Hop Market; Sateniare, the inventor of the art af print- 

have stood before the modest old two-story eng) with jacesble types, rhode olninadiite 
mansion in the Hirschgraben where Goethe he re)ibeeitien here = ene was born, and thought of the wonderful sway was really born hee) or inoue or more of the 
of Poetry over the human mind in all gener- half dozen other cities which contend soe the 

atious; have sought out the quaint old house hongr of iene brought thiny' gross aint tno 
of Luther, with its three stories and high steep the world, zeit Bis BAH eE Ch mh aaa roof, each story projecting over the one be- count than is the a that - was mclaaiy 
low, and throwing the upper windows so far somewhere born, and with a genius which has 
over the narrow street that one could almost|%2@ more than slmost any other to advance 

shake hands with his third-story neighbor on the great. world in abahisetion- Ayer thax the opposite side; paused at the dwelling in wast born, O Genius of Printing! and Gutten- 

the Judenstrasse where Rothschild and his berg was) thenceforth « rea fonbe:spakes 
children were born, and at the present count- — aratinde by ee ealienisnad Pecpieof 
ing house of Rothschild, ruler of all the mon- = nations paEueh: atl comming ine L) Wibethe 
ey kings and dictator to the thrones of Europe; jee ie oa colin mS: su 
have lunched and slept, and am now on my | *\*2¢1” the Guttenberg-Platz admired and re- 
way down the es valley of the ie vered, for one century or Oe Onis 5e 
and through the famous vineyards of Hocheim, thee, and to me of but little moment; the source of the popular Hock wines, to Press, the Press is thy monument now and ; 

MAYENCE, MAINZ, OR MENTZ, forever! 
On the Rhine. I had intended to visit Wies- Here also, and not far away, I find the mon- 
baden, capital of the Duchy of Nassau, fa-| pment erected in 1843 by the ladies of Mentz 
money like Byte nite re its baths snd hat in honor of their favorite, Meissner, the min- 
mee Ay wltie Goothaceal eke e strel, who sang so anecenstolia the praises of 

Nassau, and of the splendid Laboratory of the women and sang nothing ale.» Erauniee 
great Dr. Fresenius; but the narrowing limit they called him, and with that tender sini 
of time within which I must again be at Lon- | With the aid of Schwanthaler's artistic genius 
don, will not permit, he goes down the ages, a precious heir-loom to
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the grateful Darmstadt women of the future, The State Fair—Explanation of Post- 

and a generous encouragement to all the | ponement.—It was our intention to give a 

Frauenlobs who may come after him. If he | full account in the August Number of the 

told the wemen of his fine old town that they circumstances which led to the postponement 

| were as stout as unicorns, plump, healthy,!of the State Fair the present year; but the 

| prolific of robust, sturdy children, industri- | columns were running-over full before we 

ous without stint, and fond of just praise, I} were aware of it, and as full notice and ex- 

shall not quarrel with his yerse; but if fell pianatioe had been published in most of the 

worshipped them as the representatives of | newspapers, we did not think best to delay 

those glorious Homeric ideals which have for | the press and put back the number. for the 

ages been the admiration of the world, then | purpose of reiterating what had already been 

I must beg to demur. | $0 generally advertised. 

| The old Electoral Palace, with the museum!) We are glad to find that disappointment is 

of Roman and other antiquities; the Town | felt by a good many friends of the Society 

| Library of 100,000 volumes—among them the | and of agriculture in the different portions of 

first Psalter ever printed; the grand ducal | the State on account of the decision made by 

| Palace, originally the house of the Teatonic | the Board. It shows that there is some vital- 

| Order, and once occupied by Napoleon I; the | ity still left in the farming community, and 

| bridge of boats across the Rhine, and a polio well for the future. It is to be re- 

. many other objects challenge the travellers | gretted that this positive sentiment did not 

attention. But the most interesting of them | make itself apparent on the occasion of the 

| all are the relics of Roman power which car- | meeting of the Executive Committee on the 

ry one back through the long interval of sev-/ 16th of July, when it might have been of more 
| enfeen hundred and ninety-five years, when | ayail. 

| the Legion of Titus, after the conquest of Je- | It was our own desire that an attempt 

rusalem, came to this place and established a| should be made to hold a Fair, even at that 

| garrison which was to impose upon the Ger- ate date, and we accordingly looked with a 

| mans the government and institutions of the | hopeful anxiety to the council that should be 

Great Empire. It was from the very Wiesba- | held on that dey. Each of the 15 members of 

den I see in the distance, that, in times a lit-| the Board was requested to attend the meet- 

tle later, the hordes of native warriors poured |ing and to come prepared to represent the 

down upon the Roman Eagles and drove them | sentiment of his section of the State as to 

beyond this province of the Rhine, and thus | whhether we should attempt a Fair. But one 

began the war which, after many alternate | reported favorably, and the minority present, 

defeats and victories, resulted, at last, in giv-| had they been of one mind and for the exhi- 

ing these rich valleys of the Rhine and its | bition, should hardly have been willing to 

tributaries to the Germans for an undisputed | take the responsibility. But even that small 

inheritance. Thus waneth the power and the minority were not all clear as to the possibil- 

glory of one empire that another, better fitted, | ity of a successful exhibition before the meet- 

for some reason, to fulfill the designs of Pro-| ing was called, and after the adverse reports 

vidence, may be built up on its ruins.. Thus|from the majority who did not attend, it 

it hath ever been, and thus will it ever con-| seemed to them a settled matter that, under 

tinue to be. the circumstances of general indisposition— 

Our Thanks are hereby tendered to those of the lateness of the day, giving but little 

County Ag. Societies which have so liberally time to advertise and wake up the people, to 

used the Farmer for premiums. It’s a good | Select and prepare grounds, and none at all 

plan and helps three parties at cne and the| to prepare crops, stock and machinery for the 

same time. exhibition—of the general absorption of the
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public interest in the affairs of the war—of| stances and so, himself, proposed that his 

the approaching draft, and of actual and/salary be discontinued from and after the 

threatened resistance in many portions of the | date of the meeting until the Society shall 

country,—we say, under all these circum-/ again determine to resume active operations. 

stances and others which we will not stop to| This motion was amended by fixing the date 

enumerate, it seemed not only best, but almost | of discontinuance on the Ist of October, and, 

necessary to again postpone the State Fair. | after some discussion, as thus amended, pass- 

The four members present at the meeting are|ed. This is a plain and full statement of the 

willing to be held responsible for the decis-| whole case. 

ion they seemed forced to make, and which} The amount of money now in the Treasury 

we so reluctantly announced in the August | of the Society is some $3,000; an amount whieh 

No., but they should not and must not be held | on the return of more settled times will of 

responsible for the postponement itself. course enable the Society to resume the work 

And is the Society therefore dead? Not at | of holding exhibitions with more certainty of 

all; though we confess it has the appearance | success than if it were that much in debt. 

of having composed itself for a comfortable | Meantime, we, the Secretary, still stand by 

nap. The exhibitions which are accustomed | our guns, powder or no powder. 

to be held by the various agricultural socie-| The State Agricultural Rooms will still, as 

ties of the country should be regarded as | heretofore, be open to the public, and all cor- 

merely the outward showing of the real work | respondence shall receive faithful attention. 

that is done through their agency. They are ae 

like the experiments which accompany the Transactions Wis. State Ag. Society.— 

instruction of the chemical professor. Their | One or two complaints as to the distribution 

office is to illustrate while that of the Society | of the last volume of Transactions W. 8. A. 

is properly to ‘each and to stimulate. To sus-|S. lead us to make the following explanation: 

pend operations, therefore, altogether—to dis-| The volume in question should have been 

continne the crrespondence and the book ex- | issued in the spring of 1861, and would have 

changes so difficultly begun and laboriously | been so issued but for the failure of the State 

continued—to relinquish the plan for all| Printers to do the work. As Secretary of the 

those scientific investigations, such as have Society we could only furnish the copy, and 

been made with so eminent advantage by |had no control whatever over those whose du- 

similar societies in some of the older States— | ty it was todo the work. Consequently they 

to leave our prospective State Agricultural | took their own time, and did not commence 

College to the fate of struggles between zeal-| printing until late in autumn of that year, 

ous, self-sacrificing individuals and a Legis- | and even then allowed the work to drag along, 

ature almost invariably short-sighted and | making it incidental to everything else, with- 

perverse—in a word, to relinquish the general | out other cause than, as was said, because by 

industrial interests of a young but giant com-}-an unexpected interpretation. of the law by 

monwealth to their own fate and the faithful | the State they were compelled to do the print- 

unremunerated help of one laborious agri-|ing and binding at several hundred dollars 

cultural journal, seemed to us, if a necessity, |less than cost. In December the Secretary 

yet most forlorn and sad necessity. But| became the victim of a severe attack of con- 

the feeling that the financial condition of the | gestion of the brain that well nigh proved 

Society and the consequent public sentiment | fatal, delaying the work, and resulting, it is 

of the State would require it had been ex-/| feared, in some annoying errors in that part 

pressed by agriculturalists, outside and inside | of the volume (the “Industry of Counties”) 

the Board, and the Secretary was not the man | then going through the press. Finally, about 

to draw pay for services under such circum-| the first of April, 1862, and not until we were
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obliged to leave for Europe in discharge of} Shall we make the Farmera Weekly? 

our duties as Commissioner to the Internation- | —In these fast times the question often comes 

al Exhibition, a few copies of the Transactions | to us, “can’t you send us the Farmer oftener ? 

were delivered to the Legislature. But it was} A month seems a long time to wait; and in 

on the very morning of our departure, and it| spite of all the publishers can do, some things 

was with much difficulty that we succeeded in| of interest,” especially market reports and 

spiriting away 8 copies for certain institutions | current news, must necessarily be behind the 

in Europe. Of course it was impossible to| times.” 

forward to contributors and others in this} All this we have felt repeatedly, but thus far 

State who were especially entitled to them.| we have not deemed it judicious to make the 

We had provided, however, by resolution, that| change. If the great crops and an abundance 

each County Ag. Society should get several | of money have made the farmers feel so liberal 

copies, and this, together with the fact that | that they are willing to pay twice as much as 

the Society’s Office was accessible and provid-| now for the weekly visits of a better agricul- 

ed with a clerk during our absence, secmed to| tural and family newspaper than has yet been 

furnish assurance that none of the class of| published in this country, let them say so. 

persons referred to would fail to secure them. | We are ready to do our part. 

When we returned, there were but very few 55 Se < 

copies left undistributed, and it was believed Words of Cheer.—{The eae ees 

RT oe a ee 
ries, of which there were more in number a time, is stillin order. We thank the author 

for her kind wishes and most heartily recipro- 

than we couid possibly supply, should rank | oaie them. It is such words of cheer that 

ong * lighten our labors and keep up our courage in 

In conclusion, we desire to say to any and| these times of embarassment to agricultural 
all who, being especially entitled to copies, editors.—Ep.] 

have not received them, Send in your names, 

and from the few dozen copies reserved for a Bors 4 e 

such demands, you shall be supplied so long Howansoe tt - aa shes 3 poe, og me done 
as they last. and have a familiar chat with the editor—for 

Siti gt Sia of course, the editor likes every body, and 

The Farmer’s Premium Strawberries |°’°'Y body likes him (excepting, perhaps, 

will be sent to subscribers direct from the|80me who do not.) But let me tell you, sir, 

grounds of Mr. Prentice at Watertown, where that every one in this cottage likes the editor 

they are produced. The distribution will of the Farmer and the editor’s wife—and while 

commence on the Ist of Sept, and continue so|™Y larger and stronger half is going to send 
long as it will answer to transplant. you @ word a two, I want to just let you know 

° how much pleasure we big folks and little 

T he State Ag. College Lands.—We are folks have derived from the perusal of your 

gratified to learn that Messrs. Reed and Ham-| publication since we have been its subscriber. 

mond, commissioners for the location of lands | While one portion of our family is interested 

for the Ag. College, as provided by the act of| in stock growing and corn raising, the other 

the last Legislature, are meeting with better | portion culls from the Farmer all the hints on 

success than was anticipated. They report| gardening, flowers, house designs and the 

considerable tracts of very valuable lands in| receipts and the youths’ corner. We all had 

the St. Croix District, and it is believed that| a delightful chase after “ mousie,” and “Uncle 

good lands yct unentered will be found to the| William” edifies us much. We followed with 

full amount of the 240,000 acres to which this| a great deal of interest Mr. Hoyt’s journey in || 

State is entitled. the Old World, and Mrs. Hoyt’s romantic and 

Deee renee eee en eee ee ge pera eee ERR EES 

'
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almost fatal excursion. Hope she is restored | rate, but the ae of its construction seems to warrant 
z x the assurance in advance that it will do excellent service. 

to health, and will continue to remember the ome 
little folks in the secluded farm houses of| tised. Saere eimenee te nen 2 ee 

Wisconsin. Sacer aoe 
Since we have made Wisconsin our perma- See CM. ewe advertisement of \« Randall's Fino 

nent home and farming our constant eccupa- werk hn oan looked for, with, gest Interest td = 
Fi + 3: nm of vel mesive . 

tion, we have hailed with much pleasure the |") °x" oar, ear ‘Rural New Yorker, Rochester, 

appearance of a periodical devoted to the ben- | *!80 advertises this valuable book. 
i Messrs. Bateham, Hanford & Co., proprietors of the efit of the farmers of this State—we make olumis (Ohio) Nareries, have ivr nowadvertisoments 

i i io t] jo. st tl cor 5 her interests our interests, and feel to-day | {> Svan oe Aienaines oe de eee — a 

God speed to whatever tends to her elevation pene — growing, a a — are emi- 
s nently worthy’of the v are re- 

and improvement. Mrs. T. T. Hotaes. caving from un the Boker wet of New York. So 

Hore Corrace, Wis. Ramsay & Campbell, dealers in Hardware, Madison, 
a oop constantly on hand the very best of Seas in 

. eir line, includin, iv eo as imsted’s 

Capt. Curtiss—We arg pleased to learn| Fraporator,) ‘which they offer at tho most reasonable 
that our old-time friend and correspondent, | "*** 
D. 8. Curtiss, Esq., late of the Oconomowoc Pein ea tnd aha Lochnig aren hein itehgy 

Free Press, and subsequently a Lieutenant in} 4, Jones, of Leeds Contre, advertises a superior lot ot 
the army of the Potomac, has recently been | Spanish Merino Bucks. 

commissioned as Captain in Col. Baker’s works ‘ha i's god epblahmenty snd desires 
i i ronage. imax Su; Cane an 

paeineny of Mounted Rangers, now organiz-| ¢(o),,)ivaporators are manufactured there. Both have 
{| ing at Washington. This is good proof of the | been favorably noticed heretofore. —_—— 

high estimation in which he is held, as the 

“Rangers” are organized for special and very STATEMENT 

important service and under commissions roe 

direct from the Secretary of War. Col. Baker Madisen Mutual Insurance Co. 

is a brave and able officer, with many years’ FOR THE YEAR ENDING 

experience in the most dangerous service of DECEMBER 31, A. D. 1862. 

the U. S. in Oregon and California, and is to | Made to the Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as re- 
a, : 

operate independently and wherever he can ced br the provisions of chapter 103, of the General 

do the enemy the most harm. The regiment ae eet ks uopancialatione $327,464 67 
is to be composed of select men of good habits — i 
and unquestionable courage, armed with sa- Unimapaired premium notes of : 
bres, 6-shooter revolvers and. 15-shooter car-| "Toticy holdert.ce.secrceese--8281,000 OT 
bines, and mounted on the fleetest and most | Cash on hand and due from pol- 
powerful horses that can be found. 7 ees and agents for feed 

Capt. Curtis has his own company already | ogice furniture and Azxiures..- 1,000 00 327,464 or 
formed and in active service, making raids yale Mo. potichen semaad ences 915 opm Sah 

into Virginia, killing and capturing rebel | A™'t of outs a. 
raiders and recovering property stolen by | Aut sf sutsanding reks thereon.» $6000.88 00 
them. We predict for him and the noble | Am’t premium notes thereon.........--.----- 108,323 93 

regiment to which he belongs, a brilliant and | Am’t cash premiums thereon, less ee a 

highly useful career. Amt interest reoelved..c.ccse-scccceom "972 18 
re Total am’t losses Teported during a= $17,744 16 

s . | Total josses » 89 in 
We shall be there, “nopreventing Provi-| “wunber- ee tecrweegeecenscss M413 97 

dence”—at the Sauk and Green Lake Co. Divi detest ieee ee ee oe 
Fairs, on which occasions we have promised | Losses adjusted and not duc.ccecveescesemee none. 
to talk to the people. Toni anette a a - 

————— er claims against the cot ea 
— Am’ for advertii d ee 763 66 

NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. Aas Fld plating een “to % 
ea ee, Policy StaMpS......-.e.---sereeee 

a en aeons Am’t paid taxes to Com'r Internal Revenue 82 02 

Cane Apparatus.—We call the attention of all | Expenses including all compensation 
eat the manufacture of sorghum avrap to Oman eat Director*, stationery, ex- 

and sugar to the new mill offered for sale by PowERs tra clerk hire, fuel, lights, and other in- 
BeRawin of Medion, We have never seen this mill ope- | cidental expenses..ssnvew.nnnsmesiaeens 7,200 98 

. 

ee ——



Wisconsin Farmer—Advertising Department. 

Comparative Statement of the business of the Company DIRECTORS FOR THE YEAR 1862. 

the years 1859, 1860, 1861 a . W. BOYD, Walworth Oo. for nd 1802, J. W. BOYD, Wi Oo, 

Bai RAS eit ce >>> >> Beso > OF B }, Dane 
peghenseu seb sncaueees = G. R. MONTAGUE, La Crosse. 
Bee corockegeeces scare & ASA KINNEY, Groen Lake Co. 

28887 5258 7 & . He Dane Co. 
TESA EES BoE grass E LUTHER BASFORD, Grant Co. 
ESESESESi ET ETesei Gere = B. F. HOPKINS, Date Co. 
eM Sse ree: F: SEE: oar = ORRIN GUERNSEY, Rock Co. 
BOSSES EE: 7: BESS: ogo eps FRANK H. ROPER, Dodge Co. 
Fe. 8235 5: Si pEESE! BrESES J. H. WARREN, Creen Co, 
4 Bessa: =: Sage: soos TIM. BROWN, Dane Go. 
BEcsS5: =i SEnER S2S225 8. D. . ASTINGS, Trempeleau Co. 

Bt goee ee: Bi sE5G5: 255° 2 DAVID, TAYLOR, Sheboygan Co. 
Bae eeee: ©: Sees: Pe 5 E.R BRCLELLAN, Benetn ce, PeFbs 30: 8: Beeeh:i Be 2 ¢ J.T. LEWIS, Columbia Co. 
:BREeS2F: 5: Seg: BPS & JOHN TOAY, Iowa Co. 
: See PRQig: BR98: ici y3 ; 
: BENG: : $i B2°::i 8:2: : OFFICERS. 
3 Psirt 3 rans? 5: i 

LARSEDL ELE SEEE ERE S: Ff | | souxw. orn, President, 
Guar tTSRER Sorte wild Sunt t cal a elinalis B. F. Horxrys, Vice President. 
: Sit Cust at ae ¢ : 8D, Hasrina’, Treasurer. 
; 9 a a i . WORTHINGTON, 5 
: $2 2 ei Cyaan: Oheeatanet i fcaite) 2 cae ee = 
i tia te tte ee ; eae 
oe reser ts ss ee ee " LOSSES PAID BY THE COMPANY IN 1859, 

; Praca & | | 8H Colman, Juneau, Dodge Corecess $10 00 
eo : eg i eee 2 J H Seaman, Richland, Richland Co.............- 10 00 
Sf ee oe Fanny Plummer, Mauston, Juneau Oo........ 15 

Es eames i $i : 3.2 Geo F Taylor, Madison, Dane Co.............0-. 15 00 
$ fees. i Be ei i i Nelson Sickles, Waterloo, Jefferson Co........- 090 00 
Bi) abe? SEeSi 2 2k AL Boebee, Dunn, Dane Go.ecrseennnscccs, 650 00 
p__geee i see! i is) | |i Meinsunean, Dodge OS alg er 
fii??? ff???) | | Thos Mayhew, Merton, Waukesiia UG scoacese 21 00 
: fccee t eee ans W N Seymour, Madison, Dane Co....ss0s....-- 20 00 
3 £7 en peer Wm Edwards, Sugar @reek, Walworth Co... 400 00 
: iiiii ? fiite Be: Leonard Hatch, onoubateist ccm ate 100 00 
E 3352 seeesee Sus: aaa 
: tiiit 3 ii sss 3 fae “esi 
erie ee ee LOSSES PAID IN 1860. 

as hee Source S | | JS Wilmarth,Sun Prairie, Dane Coven $814 50 
2 Deecictaters |2 Cyrus $ Davis, Menominee Falls, Wauk Co... 5 00 

sie ni: i 2 FW Gey, TIN a pscp concn meee 15 35 
= BREs a ee a Lewis Thompson, La Prairie, Rock Co........... 172 52 
€ Beebe § BEne! i i B Henry Johnson, Somers, Kenosha Co............ 12 50 
= eser Sees te Pliny Putnam, Rubicon, Dodge Co.....----.....- 5 00 
= BSESE & ESSE ft Ss EB Thurtell, Jamestown, Grant C0...ccscs0...-- 500 00 
ooo A A Anderson, Delafield, Waukesha Co......... 70 

: Sees 2 eae ee Jas T Walkin, Eagle, Waukesha Cv.............- 20 00 
i Pe eee 2 2: @ Sutherland, Fitchburg, Dane 00.........0000. 10 00 
: iiiiio f fife BS B: Harrison Koonz, Concord, Jefferson Co......... 400,00 
: fiiii = $3:88 8 & Owen Garity, Sullivan, Jefferson Co............ 6 00 
3 $2 Rg S358 i € P Churchill, Waukesha Co......0.--.scce0s-+ 568 
3 33323 3 22 SSS Be ™ Caleb Jewett, Town of Madison, Dane Co...... 47 61 
= rh @ | | Mary La Follett, Primrose, Dane Co........... 115 00 

ae ke eee 2 Wm A Stowell, Cottage Grove, Dane Co........_ 1,041 71 
2 S. 2 by: ™ | | Sam H Sabin, Windsor, Dane Co......se.ecs.cene 18 00 
= Za leaded ie htigi ae Abel Strong, Marcellon, Columbia Go... 98271 

2 aBSe 2 oS 5! ii s Quartus Towry, Johnstown, Rock Co........... 500 
& #885 & Be ee: i: Robert Horuby, Fairffeld, Sauk Co.cc 408 05 
~ Sxfae = sege: eins — Stevens, Dane, Dane O6..,--neeenwene--- =~ ss 

Hs essai i i zs in Wightman, Berry, Dane O0..cccccssssocr-- 
S__#88838 8 S853: i: 3) ee ten ison Beevens Grant co......... 1,000 00 

z FEE Rea ee a 8 Josiah Pierce, Pardeeville, Columbia co......... 400 00 

g LhmiiAd.d 42 Hird nabetidaal acdameae $5,908 23 3 iiiii i Gili BB: LOSSES PAID IN_1861. 
i $23.33. } $94.23 ae 3 ilonane = heipecplne) eee eS 
E 53 399i Fed Gai Se ii ward Walsh, Centre, 1VELLO COveereneeneee 
area yoy ops 2 Nathan Kellogg, Madison, Dane C0......-0..0.-- 16 00 

rit wit oF bee LB $ | | Henry A Chapman, East Randolph, Goi co... 20 00 
7. 2 i 5 Jared Bishop. Jamestown, Grant C0: 371.00 - 

{ ives cs we wi bd z Allen Hoxie, Porter, Boek CO-cssereeessssss---» 1,000 00 
= igkB . sp 8)o:id 0 C Burdic, Christiana, Dane co... 2.00 
8 iBBE. S Bees iics Samuel Geossett, Juneau, Dodge 60........-.-.-. 13 50 

: SEBS 288 Reet Albert Gaston, GottageGrove,Dane cons. A183 
i fd -4 Stephen Young, Somerset, St. Croix 00... 

eS eee ee 4 Fan, OB ciceescecsss 
© Resisted as frendulent, Lydia v Crocker, Lake Mills, Jefferson co....- 200 
+ Deducting agents’ commissions. John Feller, Bear Creek, Sauk CO. GB OS 

,
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J.W. HOYT, : : : : : EDITOR. | 

Vor. XV. MADISON, OCTOBER 1, 1863. No. 10 

“God and our Native Land.” mised so much for the people of this continent 

It was a maxim of the great Napoleon that |#24 the anxious, struggling peoples of the | 
“God is usually on the side of the heaviest | Old World as it promises to-day. Groping in | 
battalions.” Buonaparte was right. God darkness and defeat for more than two years, H 

does help them most who most help themselves. | the dawn of a better day than our young Ro- | 
We do not mean to deny that there have Public has ever yet enjoyed is upon am | 

been signal cases in the history of the world It may be thatwe have .not.ovon eeetrank 
| in which the Almighty has, for a time, eus- the very dregs of the cup of humiliation, and | 

R | that trials more severe and defeats more gall- 

{ pended ee operet 2090 maar iema fad | ing that any we have hitherto suffered await | 
signally interpened fon, the fipaRe nd the jus in the future, ere the angel of Peace shall | Right, but rather, to assert, as forcibly 28,1) ke aethfehea “Yhe ashnan ob? Was? DiC Gbd 

words will permit, that God is not wontto ated cectaiuly, within che Yast thine Lait 

rogate or even temporarily set aside the 17 Jsubtisitéa 6 ‘ag aewokaa Aetbud Be . 

mutable laws by which he governs both the | msgadati fa Gaidly*disiled ald ii ‘wedi j 

maigriel ante aptrion) mapide, His lay, | with trembling the deep damnation it deserves is inexorable, and, no matter what our cause, | 59 damnation not pubgatorial—it is already 

hom mush: Heyeced of mankind may, Ae, enduring that—but final and eternal. This 
mand ife snossas, it, will only, sneestd.j2 BE is as fixed and certain as if it were a ihe portion as they who have it.in charge are true aeeted at’ thé Aliilghly ; 

to their trust. If the American people and | ; 
government had believed this truth, and, from| Nor is this all. With an tnprecedented 
the first, had acted upon its conviction, like a | bounty the great Giver of Good is filling the 

government and people thoroughly honest and ee the North with such plenty and PPE, 
earnest, there is little room for doubt that the | Perity as the world never saw. Our mines 
monster Rebellion which has despoiled the na- pre yisliing “— nee pooustomed) fresaure; 
tion of more than two billions of treasure, of OUT griculture is feeding and clothing us as 

almost a quarter of a million of lives, and | ¢ver before, and filling aypmoriae Sreuapiee 
shaken the temple of Republican Liberty to | With food; and our multiplied ee 
its very foundations, would have been crushed CY _— wr Sat 15 aaaprhaeir } 
months ago. e ge ions of the orld are filled w: 

But regrets ‘are unavailing, except as they oat Maciek icity eee 

shape our conduct in the future; and, besides, neia 6P'tie Pantie Ue this néw mighty em- ! 

for the present, our notes should be those of pire, are ourselves compelled to acknowledge’ || 

rejoicing. that we had scarcely dreamedof their immen- || 
The cause of, American«liberty never pro-| sity. ¢ " ; | 

ei ciltit ee
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| 4 nation that can carry on so stupendous & | Those expected to keep through the winter ! 

war as this without borrowing a dollar from | must be taken off with the hand. } 

| other nations, that can, by its industry, safely | All vegetables and roots should be secured 

| continue that war until it shall end in a man-|in dry weather and put away in dry, well 

| ner at once consistent with its own highest| ventilated heaps or cellars. Neglect of this ||) 

| present honor and the future security of its| precaution costs many & farmer a large per. 

! fundamental law, is worthy to rank as thé}cent. of the crop he blunderingly attempts to 

| United States henceforth will rank, first among |keep. : 

the great powers of the earth. God grant| Corn intended for seed—as, we have urged |} 

| that our execution of the sublime and sacred | from year to year—should be selected this 

| trust he has placed in our hands may entitle | month from the best stalks and best filled ears, 

| us, as @ people, to the glorious destiny which | traced up and put away in adry place. Husk- 

| the present so visibly foreshadows. ing should be despatehed, if possible, before 

RO Hae y TNF ce wet weather of November and the cold, |]. 

October's Work. stormy weather of winter is upon you. Crib } 

4 “As when the soul, furnished with deeds | in dry, well ventilated, rat-proof cribs. K 

ered Sn tal ese) | | See that everything that will answer the, i 

| ep eee eter tate ay | purpose of cattle feed is saved—corn-fodder, 

Se straw, pampkinn, 
} Full-ripened in her generous air, | THE PREPARATION, 

' With gifts repleteas mun with needs.” z 

| —Mrs. Hoyl. | This word is full of suggestions, reminding 

| October has ever been our favorite month, | the provident farmer 

| because it is really the most generous, twa Of the soil to be cleared, plowed, and, as far 

ful and beautiful month in the calendar; fill-| as practicable, drained, preparatory to the crops 

ing the lap of provident man with all needful|of the coming spring; [See ‘Reasons for 

Iuscious foods; coloring the field and wood Fall-Plowing,” in this No.}; » | 

| with gorgeous hues; toning the cool invigor- Of seed to be selected from the best for field 1 

ating air with o soft autumnal haze; and fill- | and garden crops; 

ing the souls of all grateful men with thanks-| Of Nursery stock for the garden and or- 

| giving and hope. | chard; | 

| But October is not alone the time for the j Of stables, sheds, and snug covered pens 

indulgence of poetic and religious reflections. | for horses, cattle, sheep and swine; 

These are well, and sheuld not be omitted, for | Of iron mills for grinding, and straw and 

they serve to make richer and better the lives | root cutters for chaffing and chopping their 

of men; but they are not all. The farmer is feed; 

not yet ready to hang up the implements of} Of agricultural boilers for cooking roots, 

husbandry for the year. He may rest; but) potatocs, meal and other kinds of food, so as 

he must also work. And surely there never| to make their use as economical as possible; 

comes & better time for out-door labor. Of hogs to be fattened for the earliest mar- 

This is at once the season for ingathering | ket. 

and preparing. Of sugar cane syrup to be manufactured ; 

i THE INGATHERING. Of cider and vinegar to be made; . 

‘The fruits, the garden vegetables, the roots| Of butter to be made and firkinned for win- 

and potatoes and, towards the close of the} ter; 

month, the corn crop—all these will need your Of ice-houses to be built; . 

attention. Of buildings of every description to be 

‘As to fruits proper, it may be remarked | painted ; 
‘ 

that they will pay for careful handling. Of agricultura! machinery to be put under
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cover, oiled and painted, ready for spring’s|land is not all fish and blubber—samples of || 
use; grey oxide, peacock, and yellow copper ores; 

Of the roads to be repaired previous to the| argentiferous lead; vitreous, ruby, and chlo- 
rainy season; ride of silver; quartz, rich in silver; iron 

Of the school-house to be looked after, and| ores and marbles. 

furnished with everything necessary tothe| Touching the mainland again—which we do 
comfort and progress of the neighborhood | here in the Exhibition by turning a few steps 
children; to the right—we come first upon 

And finally, of a thousand other things too NOVA scoTtA; 

| numerous to mention in detail. A province, just now a shining point on the 
O, ye farmers! neglect none of these duties. map of the great world, on account of its 

raat ee ase Oe = x : : ists many promising gold mines. This court is 
British Colonies at the, Greet M=bpSee. i, | distinguishediby! a meseilioenk: <a sdeliy; 

NO. It. consisting of a shaft or pillar of coal 34 feet 

Next in order, after Canada, we find an in- high; showing = actual vertical thickeese 
teresting display of wheat, oats, barley, Indi- ane re see ae wa os a 
an corn, grass seeds, agricultural implements, | "'** ph as eds = of lesser: height, 
furniture made of native woods, Indian bas- each i Insirating the thickness and character 
kets, leathers, furs, and bear skins. in the of the ped. to which it belongs. © i 
courtier In the side court—the entrance to which is 

Eeiica bw cae tren | guarded by a noble representative moose— 
a nana: sae a | mere is a fine collection of the minerals of 

: Sieuate; in. the : o bh i Se Nova Scotia, together with a series of samples | between the ae and 47 BATES IRS of gold. to the value of $20,000; also several 
tude, its ¢limate is necessarily somewhat re varieties of building stone and marbles; spe- 
opens; SHA. et, CRE eRLTErIRA OF At obs 5 cimens of fish, illustrative of the importance 
thonsand people has already made it an islan of her fisheries; of birds, fruits, vegetables 

: of some importance. Extreme length, 180 and cereal grains. 

miles; greatest breadth, 34 miles; area, 1,- : ’ ° 
A Fi = i The discoveries of gold were not made till 365,400 acres, divided up into 67 counties. | , me 

is Ss just last year (1861); since which time no less Agriculture, the mechanic arts, commerce and 
* Ee than one hundred places have been found to educational enterprises report themselves fa- 5 i r 3 

contain auriferous deposits. The gold is found vorably. 2 . . in quartz rock, and whether the wines will And here also is larger ‘ " 
: prove sufficiently rich to warrant another 

SAEED grand rush of the gold-diggers is a matter of 
Further out in the Gulf—the most ancient of|doubt. Judging from the descriptions we 

the British colonies. Fish and oils are the| have seen of the geological formations in 
chief attraction in this court. Codfish and| which they occur, and from the specimens 
capulin of course. Is there so fishy a place| here displayed, I must declare that I haye no 
anywhere else in the world? The Superin- great faith in their richness. 

tendent tells us that the annual British catch} Iron and lead are also found in Nova Sco- 
is ten million fish, the Frerch catch, five mil-| tia. But after all, and especially in view of 
lion. The universal Yankee, whether counted | the fact that Halifax, her principal city, isa 
in or not, undoubtedly makes a good haul.| sort of halfway house between the two conti- 
Seal oil is shown in great abandance, as also| nents, her coal mines are probably more im- 
a new kind of stearine made of it and much| portant than any other. 

used for soap. Next in geographical order we have the next- 
Sundry minerals, in proof that Newfound-’ door neighbor of the peninsular province, 

SS ee ee 

eee eee
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NEW BRUNSWICK— | fair samples of wheat, barley, oats, field peas, 

The second colony of the British crown in | timothy seed, all sorts of garden products, | 

North America. | including apples and cherries, demonstrative 

At the beginning of this century, New | evidence of what the science of Physical Ge- | }- 

Brunswick was a wilderness. To-day, nearly | ography teaches, that the western coast of 

a million of acres of land are under cultiva- | North America is much warmer than the east- 

tion, cities and towns have sprung up in great lern. 

number, mines of coal, iron, copper and lead, | The wheat on exhibition is above the stand- 

and quarries of marble have been opened, | *T@ weight—being 64 Ibs. to the bushel—and 

factories have been erected and railroads aye! the yield large enough to make some of you 

been built. Not much in the way of rapid | Wisconsin ten and twelve bushelers open wide ‘ 

progress for a Badger to contemplate; but » | Your eyes. Winter wheat of superior quality 

good deal for an offspring of John Bull in a/ 8t 86 bushels to the acre is a good crop. : 

territory mountainous in parts, a dense wie And then here we find splendid specimens 

erness in others, and with a climate not the of timber—oak, pine, fir, spruce, hemlock, 

most kindly, and a soil a good deal less pro_ | maple, &c-—and of minerals, including cop- 

ductive than ours. jper and gold. Vancouver is a flourishing 

The articles on exhibition are miecetlane- | YOURS member ee great colonial family, 

ous; consisting chiefly of agricultural imple | and deserves credit for nn ari in coming so 

ments and produce, native woods, subinbe = to show us what she is doing on the far off 

ware, minerals of ordinary quality, marbled | Pacticeee 

manufactures in iron, woolen manufactures | ss eters 

some models of a suspension bridge, a rail-! a . aes id we have crossed the greet 

way train, sawmill, &e., and preserved fish | os ee strode the stormy ALS 

anf totaters! 
| tic, the burning sands of unexplored Africa, 

the wide expanse of the Indian Ocean, passed 

Grouped all together, these several Anglo | the new world of Austtalia—a distance more 

American colonies constitute quite an empire. than two-thirds of the way round the globe— 

The Queen of England may justly be proud | anq planted our feet, for the first time, on the 

to reign over them, and the satldnees oa island of Tasmania, formerly known as Van 

government proves her to be what all nations | piemgn’s Land. In the Exhibition it is dis- 

with ae snoord suprise ahs ‘is, © wise tinguished by its lofty trophy of spars, which 

and liberal sovereign. rise almost to the roof of the Transept, 100 

Bh Boon ~ oe aiasia alas ated feet high. There also fine specimens of coal, 

, | furs, fibres, wool and other agricultural pro- 

parallel of latitude we shall find, on the coast | juts, The wool crop of last year was over 

of the Pacific, another British: colony; which, 5,000,000 pounds; a fact of much importance 

though restricted in its limits by es waves! 4s showing the wool-producing capacity of 

of old — ” . narrow boundary, is, never-| 11.4 island. 

— one a Se = Pee The woods used in the construction of the 

= its growth. It is a part of British Colum- trophy are remarkable not only eciun tha fenk 

bia, and is known as that many of them are different from any with 

VANCOUVER’S ISLAND. which we are acquainted in America—for in- 

It has a superficial area of about 16,000 sq. | stance, Blue Gum, Ash or Swamp Gum, Stringy 

miles; being 25 to 75 miles wide and 275| Bark, White Gum, Silver Wattle, Muskwood, 

miles in length. It would seem to be too far| Blackwood, Huron Pine, &.—but likewise 

north to warrant, very considerable expecte-| for their beauty of color and great intrinsic 

tions of its agriculture, and yet here we have | value for economical uses. 3
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i Tasmania has an area of about 25,000 sq. | their solitary habits and clusterin great num- 

miles; its average length being 166, its width | bers at the base of the chaff which envelops 

155 miles. The central portion consists of a/the grain, and, inserting their piercers into 

table land some 3,000 feet above the level of | the plant, extract the juices which should form 

the sea, and is dotted with beautiful lakes, | the grain, causing the kernels to become more 

which are the sources of several rivers of con-| or less shrunken and light of weight. When 

siderable magnitude. The whole island| feeding upon the juices of the young grain 

abounds in coal, and is likewise favored with | the plant lice change their color from green 

valuable mines of galena lead, copper, iron | to a yellow orange and orange brown. These 

and gold. Altogether, it is quite an attract-|elusters or communities of plant lice at the 

ive point, and within the next ten years will | pase of each grain consiat of winged females 

acquire a large population. Number of in-| and their young; which last shed their skins 

habitants now, about 90,000. several times before attaining their full size. 

| With her immense mineral and agricultural} During the summer, female aphides give 

resources, aud with a climate exceedingly fa-| birth to living young, without pairing with 

| vorable, Tasmania is destined to rank high in| the males. These young, when perfectly de- 

| the family of British Colonies. veloped, produce young, likewise, without 

See ae pairing, and so on for several generations. 

| | — ie The males appear later in the season, when 

| [The following communication from the pen | thoy pair, the impregnated females flying to 

ef Prof. Glover, of the Maryland Agricultur-| ine Jate sown wheat, &c., to deposit their eggs 

al College, Entomologist to the Agricultural | nich remain uninjured all wint-r and hatch 
Department, and one of the most learned men | the following spring. 

aa hes proteesions cf vei pists comieey ices Dr. Fitch mentions this insect in his valua- 

Roeaionillsbal ened ens interest by all who ble report for 1860, as having been found all 
are not sizeaty, a — the character over the New England states, in New York, 

ond sable oi insert aie neared a Canada and Pennsylvania. Last year it was 

ama sinmepcein: sareorporiscesson.shisiGiste very destructive in Maryland, and during the 
| just —_ harvest.—Ep.] present summer literally swarmed upon o 

eC eors field of oats you saw at the Maryland Agri- 

| J. W. Horz, Esq.:—The insect you mention Cos MEATS ee : iS oo at Le 

| . is i Se tunity of observing its habits. 
| as being very destructive to grain is most 

| probably the FOES OF THE GRAIN APHIS. i 

| Aphis avene, (Fab.) Grain aphis or plant| The Lady Bugs (coccinellide)—small round 

| louse. red beetles, spotted on the back more or less 

i | Eggs probably deposited by the unwinged | with black—are also very numerous in the 

}} females in the autumn upon late sown wheat, | grain fields, and, in both the larva and pupa 

rye, &c., where they remain all winter, and | state, feed voraciously upon plant lice, and, || 

|| hatch the following spring. | therefore, ought to be protected by the farmer. | 

Insects live solitary at first upon the leaves| The maggot-like larve of the Syrphus— || 

{ and stems of oats, wheat, rye, &., before the | small yellow and black banded, two-winged || 

flowers or heads are formed; where, by means | flies which may be seen hovering in the bright 

|] | of their suckers, they drain the sap from the| sunshine over flowers—feed also upon plant |, 

|| plant. At this time only females are found, | lice, and may be considered as benefactors. 

which are of a green color, and bring forth| The larve of Chrysopa—delicate greenish | 

their young alive. When, however, the flow-/ flies with golden eyes and wings like the fin- 

ere and heads are formed they discontinue ‘est gauze—feed likewise upor plant lice. These |) 

———————————— << —
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last mentioned flies may, perhaps, be better | clay, no fear need be entertained of valuable 
known to farmers from the fact that many of | fertilizing substances becoming wasted. if the 

th hi init: theythighiticonite t manure cannot be plowed in at.once, Fresh, 
em, when crushed in the hand, emit @ most! and even well rotted dung contains very little 

powerful and nauseous odor. free ammonia; and since active fermentation 

Several extremely minute Hymenoptera and wi ith it the further evolution of free am- 
‘) i monia, is stopped by spreading out the man- 

flies, with four transparent wings, also destroy | ure on the field, valuable manuring matters 
the plant lice by depositing an egg in each | Cannot escape into the air by adopting this 
living plant louse. This egg produces a b plan.’ If this is a reasonable conclusion, it 

BP " ee P grub | goes far to remove the dread of losing, on 
which devours the interior of the louse and |such soils, the better portions of farmyard 

chan into a pupa in the hardened skin, | ™@®"¥res by top-dressings. As the season will 
sal Pap 7 ‘| goon be here when these dressings are com- 

and, finally, when changed into the perfect or! monly applied to grass, it will be useful to re- 
fiy state in the body of the louse, gnaws its member this fact. . 

A ir-|, Tbe best time for applying the manure is 
ie ach roe oo Pair! held by the great Cheshire grass farmers, to 
ing, flies away to find other vietims in which | be in the end of September or the beginning 
to deposit its eggs. The skins of the aphides | of October, particularly in a showery period, 

eut'Sten Aabizoyplitoy thekt Oi | as the grass soon covers it, and renders it less 
or plant lice destroyed by these flies may ea-/jiable to he damaged by the sun or drying 
sily be recognized by their brown and dry | winds 

appearance and by the round hole choo ee ae j 

which the perfect fly has made its escape; al- | Groat Crops in 1862. 
though the hard and indurated skin tothe| It’s a good thing for Wisconsin credit that 

casual observer presents the same shape as| we visited Europe last year instead of this; 

the living plant louse, and clings to the leaf| for the statistics of our great wheat crop of 
or plant in a similar life-like manner. 1860, then and there published to all the na- 

In greenhouses plant lice may be destroyed | tions, as the largest crop ever yet produced 

by fumigating with tobacco smoke; also by | by any one State, have since been beaten by 

syringing the plants with tobacco water, or| the great state of Ohio. 

whale oil soap mixed with water; but such re-| Our crop was 27,316,306} bushels; that of 

medies will only answer on asmail scale, and | Ohio in 1862 is reported at 29,883,651. 

not in fields of several acres. And, asoneof| Nor is this all. That noble agricultural 

the objects of this office is to collect the best | State does equally well in many other fields 

information about the remedies for injuries | of agriculture, as will be seen by the follow- 

caused by insects, and the diseases of plants, | ing quotations from her imposing table of sta- 

will you be kind enough to write if any of | tistics of the chief crops: 

your neighbors have succeeded in destroying | Wheat—number of aoreSsessssmsestesmuneessenee 2,090,087 

them; and if 20, what, in your opinion, fe the | mse Noms gga” 
° te OBIS accccceesesacneees eeeeereeseeee 883,002 

beat remedy ? [Barley ‘ — acf0t.cvcccseccsoeoereneeceeee 50,178 
Aveceete vere Oba rere jour aattegrneacscenenesen , SATSSL 

Towxsenp Grover. ||“ = WOBheLB.......sssvssenneersserseerssees TOG, S14 

tes eee ee bala: TRF 
Surface Application of Manure. Onte—negber of sere hereatinertot ees 

: - Potatoes—number Of acreBrecsssssscncnererenseseess >, 81,069 
The Mark Lane Express, in commenting up- ie ed, <2 aia 5,128,756 

on the various experiments of Prof. Voelcker, | Mesdow—number of a Spans i 

states that the Prof., judging from the results | pay umber of acretiecnsmsenscoccccnncns 60,488 
of these numerous trials, leans to the opinion | « “ Dashels Of 80Cd.....cceeccree-eeee _ 383,900 
that the spreading of farmyard compost on | _“ Fi pounds Of fbTC......eswseeee 2)589,877 
the surface of the soil, for even a considera- | *°Tgbum—numler See eeensr 2a 
ble period before it is plowed in, isbyno| « “ gallons of syrup.eccccscssce 2,696,169 
means £0 injurious a practice as farmers have | Maple sugar—poumds........ssvsve-sesseereeeeerees 9,204,820 
een led hitherto’ to suppose: He ‘anya that [5 40. sounge eee en |! } 

“ap ; SSO I se ocxeeceecapeerosorsootrcere Ie 
“on all soils. with a moderate proportion of | (Cheese—pounds...scsossusssssenesssssesseneesssnves 205188074
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But Wisconsin is still ahead om the acreage | rule our existence, that “ninety-nine trades- 

of her chief products. The average of wheat | men in every hundred fail in business.” They | 
in Ohio was only 143 bushels; fail to maintain their own prosperity, because | 

| per te an 5 omy S;, ours they actually do nothing to support it. Every | 
| was 24}. tradesman is unwittingly the agent himeeif | 

We in: : . -.,,. | that undermines his own successes. | 
iain i p penny 1) Let cosatlele a out cf twenty, turn | 

2 ‘ y as a wheat | from their unhallowed, unproductive, specu- | 

growing State—especially since there are good dative pursnita, to the honest, nectul, healthy 
5 - usiness of farming, whereby the necessities 

calculators who figure our crop of this year/ ang luxuries of life shall be produced, and 
up to 80,000,000 bushels. When we come to| they will lend a helping hand to the true end 

sow as many acres as she does, Ohio will be | °f existence, Then,—when this shall be,— 
“man’s inhumanity to man” will be lessened 1 y 

nowhere. sage — world will be turned in the direction 
a... Toa of the millennial age. It is the desire of all 
A Plea for Farming. to better the present condition of living. This 

| From the “Introductory” of a pamphlet | oo) ceva hat te arercivetine el oder 
* and effort at is unproduetive and useless; 

recently published, entitled ‘A Plea for Farm-|}u¢ it ma: i 7: : say Sac y be easily done by the increase of 

| Tan one aes are always | ‘Por and effort that is productive and usefnl. 
crowned with success. Tadividuel sompstenee Soe eee aa 
for every one, and a nation’s peace and pros- The Wheat Mania—Threshing,, &o. 
perity must be born of agricultural successes. - . 
All institutions of civilization rest upon he| 1?- FAmaen:—Tt seems to be the lot of this 

| basis of farming, and these institutions totter} world to be made up of extremes; and the 
and fall, or stand firm and strong, according | present generation can have no rival. I have 
as the resources and pursuits of agriculture | - r 

are weak and neglected, or are healthy and | lived long enough to witness two past extremes 

vigorous. since my boyhood and youthful days. Then | 
Mechanics and manufacturers keep pace in beet 1 ieue z limi a oe | 

progress with the increase of productions that | “ "at was only raised on « limited scale as a | 
come from the farmers hand. The institutions | rotation crop, with barley, oats, peas, clover 
of useful knowledge are developed with the da i th ds. Th in had all 

| increasing wealth of a nation’s agricultural ppaet aii. suit aah uy woMoe | 
riches. The germ of financial morality, and | ' be threshed out by hand, and the precious | 
the antidote for all financial woe that now | straw all fed out on an equality with hay. be ¢ 

| pectin Ba pttacitnetomctrin Ihave myself passed through the ordeal of 
| ghee is a long outstanding debt of attention | hand-threshing, and know the value of new 

and respect yet unacknowledged that the ; 
business men of the world owe to agricultural somes THe icabile.im theese: dare conid.elwaye 
efforts, and the time is not far distant when | *emind the owner that the straw was not re- 
a ee tan Se aia and Me te lished beyond a week or two from the flail. 

Seat ofisteadlingiirilitones sie Sumewcsne But time seems only to have passed away as 

| through the financial ranks of men, is but a| the morning dew. Before we seem to have 
warning to take heed of this indebtedness. ‘ived at the oth ti to hi 
Men who are the shrewdest, and have had the EEGON Set Witla ane Oe SER ORT m i? 
most experience in trade, see and know the| 8° toa part of the world and an era of time 

injustice and almost criminality, that is inci- | when the watchword is wheat! wheat! wheat! 
dent to “legal” trade; th u tisfied of ent to ega. rade; ey are satished 0! : : : 

the injustice and the uselessness of nine-tenths S57 tbe,eresiest Jevisshan threshing ae shinee 
of the time and effort bestowed thereon. a yearly song from January to April—s per- 

| Farmers, manufacturers and mechanics feed | petual inquiry, What is wheat worth a bushel? 
and clothe the world. Traders work in an 2 2 y 
opposite direction; they take. the food and No sooner is the grain deposited in the 

aiething fat there, have Proinosd, tolire ed ground, in April, than the old song is resumed 
on, without producing anything that contri- + iB =. * | Bates’ lawfully to the end of their tem 1 until harvest; when that arrives, it is gen- 

existence. It is w just.demand of nature that | erally expected to be little else than wheat. 

every healthy man, should, by his efforts, | Now, if every sixty pounds of wheat contain 
contribute something to his own support—be| Plat eal { 
useful and do good in the world—and thus it| ight pounds of sugar, twenty-eight pounds 
seems a just retribution from the powers that | of starch, fourteen pounds of gluten, and the
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balance oil and water, where is the note Reasons for Fall Plowing. i 

that a succession of wheat crops shouldim-} Thetfarmer nae time in the autumn 

| Poverish the land? io he can possibly command in the spring. i 

| Secondly; the way threshing is conducted| 2, For this reason he will plow deeper and |) 
| renders it a perfect confusion instead of a| better in the fall. : ; 

| comfort. It is remarkable that every eral 8. The condition of the soil is more favora- || 
that invests so much money in one single ar-! ble to easy and advantageous plowing. i 

| ticle can but have one object in view, that is, | 4. If deferred until spring, the land must { 

to meet all demands, and reap as great a pro-| often be plowed, if at all, when it is too wet; | 

| fitas he can, Consequently horses have to be| the result of which is that it becomes stiff and || 

| driven beyond humanity to achieve the object. | }umpy, unfit for cultivation. ' 

| Thirdly; in the hurry and flurry, various | 5. Fall plowing exposes the minerals in the 

| kinds of wheat, as a consequence, must be | soil to the action of weathering, whereby such 

| mixed, so that to get pure sample is outof| elements as are needed for the succeeding || 
| the question. crop are decomposed and better prepared for || 
| And, lastly; the straw is rendered a perfect | assimilation by the plant. 

| loathsome mess, unfit. for animal consump-| 6, Fall plowing exposes to the destructive | | 

| tion; and, as a matter of consequence, the agency of frost a host of insects and other || 

evils can only be removed by a perfect revoiu- | yermin which would otherwise remain in the |} 

| tion. : soil undisturbed until the season when their 
Threshing never can be beneficial to the | ravages begin. 

| farming community under a system of specu-| 7, It insures early planting or sowing, 

| lation, We must have a reconstruction of| which are usually essential to the best suc- 

| stationary machines, adapted to the wants of | cess. 
| farmers generally, We know thatitcan be| 8. For all the reasons above named, fall 

done, for I myself have seen the six-horse | plowing insures u larger and better crop. 

| power saw reduced within the limits of a po-; Se ee an 

| ny to operate, cutting three-inch plank into! Suthicnees oe ees 
| brush-backs; and the six-horse power grist Epivor Farmer:—I would like to aay a 

mill can grind corn, and the Little Giant can \ word about our Game Law and its operation 

do the same. We will suppose, for instance, | in certain respects. 
that a farmer with eighty acres of land (and; We have Game Laws. protecting certsin 

no one ought to have less, in order to keep | kinds of animals, birds, Xc., amongst which 

what he ought to possess, and to include ajare prairie chickens. Now, game laws are 

patch of timber). Of course, a man so situ- jfirst rate, and we should have them’ by all 

ated needs one pair of horses, and if he could | means; but I would like to have a little alter- 

own a threshing machine for two horses that | ation in regard to prairie chickens.” The time 

could tiiresh six wagon loads or a small stack | for killing them commences, if I am not mis- 

in one day with his own force, and if this|taken, on the 12th of August, just the time 
could be done no faster than a boy ten years | that farmers are the busiest, and could not 

old could hand the bundles, it would be all | leave their work to hunt even, were the fields 

that would be required, and the benefits would | full of buffaloes. Now farmers will notice 

be combined with the advantage of choosing | that just so soon as the time arrives for kill- 

a right wind (which is no small matter) and} ing chickens, the fields are full of chaps and 
a favorable opportunity to clean the grain and dogs every day, killing what they can, (and 
put away the straw in quantities that might very many are good shots), and frightening 

Peet oe forall Bevo the balance away from the fields, so that, by 
Sprincrieiy, Walworth Co., Wis. ~~ | the time'a farmer gets a little leisure to hunt,
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where are his chickens? In the barnyard, | thick, stiff, inelastic skin, like that found on 

eaysone. Granted; he has chickens in his | many badly bred French sheep, is highly ob- 

yard, but some plow-joggers like the sport of | jectionable. 

hunting occasionally as well as white folks; |  Folds—The Spanish, French, and German 

and as the farmer raises a portion of the food | breeders approve of folds in the skin, consid- 

that chickens devour, it seems no more than /ering them as indications of a heavy fleece. | 

fair that he should havea chance at the game.|The French have bred them over the entire 

Therefore, I say that the game law, in re-| bodies of many of their sheep. I have seen 

spect to prairie chickens, should protect them | two hours and a half expended by an active 

until, at least, the Ist of September, to give | and skillful shearer, in my barn, in getting a 

all an equal chance. S.N. Tarznor. | fleece decently off a ram of this stamp. This 

Bonnett, Aug. 24, 1863. might do better in a different climate, and in 
Se countries where labor costs nothing, but the 

= _8T 0 Ck REGIST ER. ‘additional quantity of wool will not pay for |, 
| anne mete ere aeei se lit in this. Besides it is unsightly, because 
| Selection of Sheep Flocks. [easy unnatural. A deep, soft, plaited 

| oe ANN | dewlap on both sexes, and some slight corru- 

| Recenter ro . gation on the neck of the ram, were all our 

| Carcass.—In a climate like ours, and under | older breeders of the Merino desired in this 

a general system of sheep husbandry like| way. The fashion has extended to heavy neck 

ours, carcass is unquestionably the first point | folds, particularly on the ram, a short fold or 

| to be regarded even in the fine wooled sheep | two back of elbow, and some small ones round 

—because on the proper constitution, or the | and on the roots of the tail, and on the breech 

' proper structure or connection of its parts de- | —the latter running in the direction of lines 

pends the health, vigor and hardiness of the | drawn from the tail to the stifle. Gentle cor- 
animal; and without these, all other qualities | rugations over the body, which can be pulled 

are houses built on sand. Plump medium | smooth in shearing, are also tolerated. 

| size, for the breed or variety, is the most de-| /eece—Wool long enough to do up in the 

| sirable one.’ The body should be round and | fleece is not desirable on the nose, under the 

deep, not over long, and both the neck and | eyes, or on the legs below the knees and hocks, || 

| head short and thick. ‘The back should be | though a thick coat of shortish wool on the 
i straight and ‘broad, the bosom and buttock | latter, and particularly on the hind legs is re- 

| full, the legs decidedly short, well apart, | garded as a good point. The armpits and 

| straight and long, with heavy forearm and | most of the base of the scrotum must neces- 

fullness in the twist. The “pony-built” fig-| sarily be bare; but these cavities should be 

ure, as farmers’term it, indicates a hardiness, | as small as the freedom of movement permits; 

| easiness of keep, and predisposition to take | and all the other parts of the bodies and limbs 

| on fiesh. should be densély ‘covered with wool of as uni- 

| | Skin—The skin should be of a rich, deep | form length as is attainable. It is a specially 

| rosy color. The Spaniards ever justly regard- | fine characteristic to see it of full length on 

| ed this a point of much importance, as indi-| the belly, forehead, cheeks, and on the legs as 
| cative of the fattening or easy keeping pro-} far down as the knees and hocks. 

perties of the animal, and of a normal and| The wool should stand at right angles to the 

| healthy condition of the system. The skin | surface, except on the inside of the legs and 

should be thinnish, mellow, elastic, and par-|on the'scrotum; it should present a dease, 

| tiouldrly loose on’the carcass. A: white'skin, | smooth and even surface externally, dropping 

when the animal is in health, ora tawny one, | apart nowhere, and the masses of wool be- 

| is rarely found on a high bred Merino. A | tween those natural cracks or divisions which
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are always seen on the surface, should be of | each other in every other particular, but that 

medium diameter. If they ere too small they | under the same treatment one is comparative- 

indicate a fineness of fleece which is incom-/jly stiff and hard to touch, while the other has 

patible with its preper weight; if too large, | silky pliancy and softness, the latter is de- 

they indicate coarse, harsh wool. cidedly the most valuable, because it will pro- 

The good properties of wool are too well|duce manufactured articles far superior in 

understood to require many words. Length is| beauty and for actual use. But in point of 

no longer an objection to the finest staple, as | fact full blood wool is almost invariably soft 

it once was. The maximum, both of thickness | in proportion to its fineness, and is always so 

and length, cannot be attained on the same|in proportion to its marketable yalue. A 

animal, and the object of the breeder should | practiced buyer can decide on that value in 

be to produce that particular combination or | the dark. | 

co-existence of these properties which will | Style is, perhaps, a word which hes rather { 

give the heaviest fleece. | vague boundaries to its meaning; but it in- | 

Fineness.—The grower knows his market, ipteaee that combination of useful and showy 

and must produce an article adapted to it. In| properties which gives value to the choicest 

the American market there is a much larger | Wool, viz: fineness, clearness of color, lustre, 

demand for medium than fine wools, and the | uniformity and beauty. of curving, and that 

former commands much the best price in pro- | peculiar mode of opening on the body, or dis- | 

portion to the cost of its production. It is to| position of the fibres on the sheared sheep, || 

be hoped, however, that the demand for fine | Which indicate the last extreme of pliancy 

wools will increase. Whatever the quality | and softness. These qualities, in combination, 

aimed at, it should be the same throughout} present an appearance at once, without a suf- 

the flock, so far as is practicable. | ciently close inspection to discover the sep- 

Evenness,—Evenness of quality in every|arate fibres, or even without a touch of the 

part of the fleece, so far as this can be obtain- | hand, to point out the best fleece in the pile. ' 

ed, is one of the first points of a well bred Yolk.—This, in its most usual form, isa | 

sheep. Jar is very objectionable, but not so | semi-fluid, unctuous secretion from the skin, | 

much so as what the Germans term dog's hair | found in wool of various breeds of sheep, par- | 

—hair growing out throngh the wool on the | ticularly in that of the Merino. Sometimes 

| thighs, the edges of the neck folds, about the | there is only enough of it to lubricate and | 

| roots of the horns in rams, or scattered here| make a shining coating on every fibre. In 

and there through the fleece or inside the legs. | others, it appears additionally in little bril- 

| This indicates bad blood or a defective course |liant globules among the fibres. It others 

of breeding. still, it forms a separate, visible and abund- 

| Trueness and soundness.—Wool should be of | ant mass in the lower parts of the wool. in 

an equal diameter from the root to the point | some instances it is as thin as the most deli- 
of the fibre. It should especially be free from | cate oil; in others, pasty and viscid; im oth- 

any finer or weaker spots or “joint” in it, | ers it has the spissitude of. soft wax, and ap- 

occasioned by a temporary illness or other low| pears in concretions of considerable size | 
state of the animal. This can often be de-| within the wool; and when it is sufficiently | 

tected by the naked eye, and always by pull-| abundant in the fluid form to ooze constantly | 

ing the fibre. Wool is said to be sound when | to the outer extremity, it catches and retains 
it is strong and elastic. dust, the pollen of hay, &e., and gradually 

Pliancy and Softness are considerations of | inspissates into that black gummy mass now 

the first importance, not only as indicia of|so eagerly sought for by.a class of Merino 

other qualities, but intrinsically. If we can | breeders. 

suppose two lots of wool exactly to resemble' Vauquelin, a celebrated French chemist,
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found that various specimens of yolk contain-| cent. freer from yolk than New York wools, 

ed about the same constituents: and New York ten per cent. freer than Ver- 

: 1. A soapy matter with o basis of potash | mont wools. I know, by my own experience, 

which formed a greater part of it. that sheep driven from the wheat soils of On- 

2. A small quantity-of carbonate of potash. | ondaga become lighter colored in Cortland | 

8. A perceptible quatitity of acetate of pot-|county. Taken back, the same sheep again 

ash. resume their dark color. 

4. Lime, whose state of combination he was! There are some incidental and easily ex- 

unsequsinted with. plainable reasons for a part of this. On 

5. An atom of muriate of potash. wheat lands sheep are put on stubbles, and 

6. — animal oil, to which he attributes the | pecome dirtier. The heaviest fleeced flocks of 

peculiar odor of yolk. He found the yolk of| Vermont, from which high-priced breeding |, 

French and Spanish Merinoes essentially the sheep are sold, are sheltered in summer as 

oe. - : wellas winter from rain, and thus all their 
This substance is, then, substantially a soap |. ot ural yolk is retained. 

—and the usual terms of grease, oil, &., are 

not correctly applied to it. It washed freely | 
Facts About Milking. 

from the hands, except that an unctuous feel- — 

ing is left by the trace of fatty matter in it. ae oun rule cows should be milked 

The hands of shearers, kept covered with it! The times of milking cows should be inva- 

for a number of days, grow perceptibly softer | riable all the year round, at six in the morn- 

: . ing and six in the evening. 

and wealian ah enery weehing- a NOR If in the early state of milk, after calving, 

With a few hours previous soaking, it will | it should be found that a cow’s bag becomes 

wash almost entirely out of the wool in soft, | too full, it may be desirable to reduce the bag 
shu rhneake te: t haps, the (a the middle of the day, in which case eight 

warmish brook water, except, perhaps, the| o’¢Jo¢k in the evening will be late enough for : 

external black gum. Let sheep be exposed to | the last milking. ei 

; Too great eagerness to relieve the over- 

a warm rain long enough to wet through the pressed bag of the cow may have an injurious 

wool, and let them be thoroughly washed the | effect by weakening its power of retention. |, 

next day insoft water falling ina swift, heavy | Jt is the custom in Yorkshire to give cows 

current over a mill-dam, or from an aqueduct, something to eat caring maine to keep them 
: leased and quiet during the process. 

and = owner will aa (perhaps to his con- P In milking, the hands should be dry and . 

sternation) that even his black gum has dis-|clean, as wet hands crack the teats in cold 

red, unl hay ? q| weather, and dirt injures the skin. j 

ear > nis nee ie ae va ot aie ei ne In milking take care that all the last of the 

a few incorrigibly dirty and “gummy” ewes’. | milk is drawn off, as the last pint is richer |: 

Yolk of any form that will remain in visible for the production of buber than two quarts 

+ .  -_|at the commencement of milking. 

mages in, the, wool. after such, ® washing, - Imperfect or slovenly milking will dry off 

improperly there; and he who cultivates it | cows prematurely. 

pursues an illegitimate line of breeding. Few Annoying or disquieting cows while milk- 
: ing has a tendency to diminish the quantity 

or none of our farmers wash their sheep thus, | o¢ ynilk. 

on the ground that buyers will make noade-| Milk as quickly as possible, and never leave 

i + eht. | the cow during the process. 

pe reTRaETES Stuer Semper ro ‘An active milker may milk five cows in an 
er condition of the wool. hour. 

In the hard water of the limestone regions, | Six anak hefot, aga Ae to calve, com- 
mence to dry the cow by milking once a 

! wool washes ean cleanly. And I am|'5.. 4), or four days, which will 0 ay 

informed by experienced wool buyers that| the quality; then cease milking for three days 

much more yolk appears in the same wool and which will diminish the quantity. 
i . chau’ i All milking of cows ought to cease at least 

sheep in some regions than in others. Ohio} one month before the time of calving. 

and Michigan fine wools are said to be ten per| In finally drying up ® cow’s milk, care must 

as ~ —*
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be taken not to leave a quantity in the bag to | should be allowed to rest for a time, then’ giv- 

teks pelersdae sis. orrneae inet nadine pale aa te ee ee e milker keep mper an at|and then oats, By water ma; 
young cows kindly, for young animals never | given without risk of sol as the oats act as 
forget ill treatment, and s recurrence of sim-|a stimulant.—Journal @ Agriculture. 
ilar circumstances will remind the cow of eee 
former punishment.—Farmington Chronicle ‘Mean Dogs in Ohio. 

—_—_——————— — 

To Cure “Stretches” and “Blackleg.” It appears from a carefully prepared report 

Mr. Eprron:—Now that I have sent my |0f the agricultural statistics of Ohio, taken 
zi ¥ ey by the town assessors, under the direction of 

regular dollar, I beg leave to answer one or the Becretary'ef the: Gtste:Toerd:nf Agritul 

two queries. First, then, of 4 
: ‘bon ae i ra anes ture, that the dorgs of the good old Buckeye 

The cause of this scratching or itching is, ao Se wicttae 

as near as I can ascertain, costiveness or ticks. a a 53 ieiit aerial s 

In either case, thoroughly mix one pound of meena St ncawait aieiecsabalas 
sulphur with four quarts of salt; place it in 174.404! : traordi P be 
& trough where the sheep have free access to te eee ae 3 niin re eet 
it. It is also a preventive of a complaint i, cee “9 ei ei # i 
commonly called “smottles.” If the sheep| ~ Sere Seer oy P an 
are not bad, half a pound of sulphur will do. sete, i Gndiyeaks baat 

THE BLACKLEG. 
Tne years ane Hiliob ba by thie dis interests of the sausage market !—86,778 kill- 

gee a a 2 he igs eeghie ais dy. This | C2 20d 24,972 wounded; damage estimated at 
a TPs s $186,847! And still, the miserable dog-tov- 

SOFAS Coe OF, SHE RELEADOA MEE & JoNNE o8W ing Buckeyes howl like savages at the bare taken with it. I drew about four quarts of 
Blood from her neck, and gave ie quite a mention of a Dog-law; that sort of legislation 

2 . ae aac 
quantity of soap and milk. In two days she = aa a HP ees Bee Se 
was well. In the June No. of the Fanwen a| ”° ae 5 reget 3 hich bably i 1 Enough property destroyed in two years by 

rs i adore ee ee worse than worthless curs to establish and 

espeaey. 2 > _ |endow an Agricultural College! Such dogs 
. warmers; as the editor has given us an in-/ and such people are fit associates, and in the 

vitation to send him our thoughts, let us not next life should be put upon sume hot and || 
be so backward in responding to his reasona-| confounded mean planet, all by themselves. 
ble request. Iam sure the result will be good.| If this plan of disposing of them were to 

J.¥F. Barker. | be adopted, wonder if Wisconsin would be || 
Cassxt Prariz, Sauk Co., Aug. 15, 1863. much behind in furnishing her fall quota of 

————+___— both dogs and dog-men? Not much, unless |! 
_ Freprnc Oars To Horss.—The same quan-| there has been a great reformation since we 
eA 8 oats given to eee produces diffezent | were around last time. i 
effects according to the time they are admin- ds SA 
istered. I have made the experiments on my| Tue Fare or Horses 1x Austrawia.—Talk 
own horses, and have always observed there | of the nobility of the horse! Why, we learn || 
is in the dung a quantity of oats not digested | from Zeliable authority that Mr. Atkinson, of || 
when I purposely gave them water after a| Sophienburg, has taken a contract to boil down || 
feed of oats. There is, then, decidedly a great | 2,000 horses. There is no sale for these ani- 
ag in ee las before corn. | mals, and the owner wants’ to sell their oil, 

ere is another abit, that of giving | hides and hoofs, and thus gets much forthem || 
corn and hay on their return to the stable aft-| as possible. The fate of Dibdin’s high-mettled 
er hard work. Being very hungry, they de-| racer was illustrious compared with the igno- 
vour it pay and do not es the con- | ble doom which awaits the horse stock of the || 
sequence is, it is not so well digested and not| interior. The wild charger of Australia’s 
nearly so nutritious. When a horse returns | burning plains may well envy the European 
from work, perspiring and out of breath, he | donkey his thistle —/Wlawarra (Australian) Br.
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IN ae | 

Wool-Raising at the West. Early Training of Horses. t 

This branch of stock growing is receiving| During my long career among the Arab 
largely. increased attention throughout. our| tribes I have seen and watched thé breeding” 
Western States; partly caused by the war and|of mere than ten thousand colts, and Iam 
increased demand for wool, consequent and | certain that all those whose education did not 
partly owing to the partial failure and low | commence very early, and was not directed, ||. 
price of wheat, and to the fact that pork sells | moreover,on good principles, turned out faulty, | | 
low compared with former years. In this in-| vicious, and, in general, good for nothing. 8 
crease of sheep, no hindering cause has been | much am I persuaded of the necessity of early 
found and no new. enemy developed. The| instruction, that invariably, in my travels, 
present year has been a remarkably wet one,| when I was under the necessity of buying } 
and yet sheep in larger numbers than ever | horses, I refused those which had not been 
before have pastured the prairie in perfect | mounted at the age of eighteen months. 
health, “How has thy horse been bred?” was al- 

Many farmers almost unacquainted with | ¥°VS™y first question. Pi . 

sheep and wool growing have invested in ee My lord, replied the city Arab, “ this 
floccks the past summer. The coming winter | S°@¥ Jewel of the Pewee has been reared like 
may prove a dear “experience school’’ to | °¢ of my own children; has always been 
them, and cause them to wish their money well fed, well nursed and well taught. I only 
back again. mounted him when full four years. See how 

¢ ‘ es sleek his skin, and how glossy his mane!” 
In sheep growing there are three distinct | «My friend, keep thy horse. He is clearly 

sources of profit sought, viz: increase of num-|thy own and thy family’s pride; and shame 

ber by natural propagation, growth or increase | ypon my white beard were I to deprive thee 
in size and weight, and annual product of | of him.” 
wool.' The fattening of sheep for mutton ex-|  « And thou,” I then addressed a son of the 
clusively constitutes.a branch of business by | Desert, sunburnt from head to foot, “how hast 
itself. thou bred thy horse?” 

The three objects above noted are the chief| “My lord,” he answered, “ from his earliest 
aim of Western sheep growers. The ewe used | youth I have accustomed his back to the sad- 
in breeding should possess as nearly as possi- | dle and his mouth to the bridle. While still 

ble the points of excellence desired in the off- | young he carried me far, far into the Desert; 
spring. They should at least be one year old, | many days without drink, and many nights 
of good strong corstitution, have'air, exercise | Without food. His flanks look naked, it is 
and healthy diet. The lamb will thrive finely | true; but, believe me, should you ever meet 
if the dam be strong, healthy, and a good | false friends on the road, he will not leave 

breeder. Prairie storms are exceedingly se- | you in trouble.” . j 
vere on lambs, and they require good shelter, “Halloo! servants, tie the chestnut horse to 

i iend.”. 
dry under foot. Those farmers who have dis-| the tent, and entertain my Arab friend.”— 
carded swine for sheep should bear in mind | Zhe Horse of the Sahara. 
that a hog-reeve and shepherd are quite sep- ae 
arate occupations. The hog, though native of 2 Sepecalaneee il Greeayee wetrrea wiih: |, Cnenme. 1s Hosars 8 coresuandane of 
out shelter; the sheep will suffer far more, | 24 45 by i. oe y 

mrtg . mount of $50 by the purchase of a 
and its increase frequently perish. The ewe, |} orce sold as “ d.'*hut which dio 6 
healthy, well fed and sheltered, will generally orey fa Cee ere ee eee ied rae i a fond h f the shepherd for in-|°" inveterate cribber. Various remedies were 
pee a ot eae . a ee 1 or 1n~ | recommended and tried without success. Fi- 
pice id. n Gead sais eereesagl fick, nally I found a preventive if notacure. I 
and rapid. ealtl 18 necessary, WiC’ | have arranged the stall so as to leave nothing 
requires ary pastry ate probes Soe aE against which he can press his teeth. He is 
Jcctsaor Bendy Hot CSaily exhausted: fed from a low box which is pushed into the 

The annual product of wool depends much | stall from a passage-way, and the box is with- 
upon the health of the sheep, both for strength | drawn when not in use. (It is said thata 
and beauty of fibre, and also weight of fleece. | horse carmot crib with his head down.) The 

The three sources of increase above named, | 0P¢21ng for air and light is placed too high 
closely looked after, and there will be small | for him to reach it. 
chance of failure in, making sheep or wool ee 
growing a remunerative branch of Western} Srrerciks rv Suzer.—In conversation with 
Foaneueey: We have the summer range with- | an intelligent sheep breeder, recently, he in- 
out limit and winter forage superior and more | formed us that he cured the “stretches” by 
abundant than any other portion of the earth | administering an injection composed of tepid 
visited by us. Let it no longer be said the| water and castile soap. In one instance he 
prairies are unsuited to the production of| used nearly half a pailful before the desired 
sheep and wool.—Stock Journal. results were obtained.—W. H.. Jour. Ag.
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THE BEE-KEEPER, under title of “The Langstroth Patent,” was 

a occa | unquestionably calculated to damage the cred- 

End of the Beehive Controversy.—Mr. Lee's Reply. | it of the Lee Patent, and we cannot, therefore, 
{Glad as we are to haye the important sub-| with justice, decline to publish the response 

ject of Bee-Culture thoroughly agitated, we | of Mr. Lec; although we would have preferred 

nevertheless regret that the discussion should | that he should have confined himself to s bare 

have degenerated into a mere controversy as| refutation of the charge of “infringement.” 

to the comparative merits of two rival hives. | And, inasmuch as we propose to end the con- 

The question of hives is, no doubt, an import-| troversy in this No., so far as this journal is 

ant one; but then, after all that has been said| concerned, we shall ourself correct two or 

by parties interested and disinterested, we | three errors in the reply of Mr. Lee, to which 

are not yet convinced that the style of the | Mr. Stebbins would otherwise be inclined to 

hive is everything. A person who thoroughly | make rejoinder. 

understands the principles of bee-culture will] yy ¢he first place, the article on “Scientific 

find it easy to make honey even in a straw hive Handling of Bees,” to which reference ie made 

or hollow tree. It is knovwledye hs bee, more by Mr. Lee, was not “written by the redoubt- 

than of the thonsand patents which now com-| sije J, M., himslf,” but by our own hand 

pete for the public favor, that the bee keeper | \y ite in Washington And here let it be un- a 

needs. derstood, once for all, that the Editor of the 

In the March No, of the Farmer we pub-| Wisconsin FarMer writes his own editorials, 
lished a challenge from “A Bee Keeper of the | even to the brief notice of an advertisement. 

Northwest,” who has been using the “old box | There can be no misapprehension as to this on 

hive,” to any and all friends of the patent] the part of those of our readers who know 
hives, proposing to prove the merits of each | how exceedingly jealous we are of any single 

respectively. But, for some reason, none of | jine or word getting into our columns as edi- 
the champions of patents thought best to ac- | torial that was not either veritably written or 
cept the challenge. We believe in the superi- | dictated by ourself. We hate all humbugs in 

-] | ority of some of the patents—particularly of | others, and are not disposed to practice them 

the movable-comb hives—and would have | either for our own benefit or that of other par- F 
been glad to record the results of their com- | ties, 

petition ce the “old box.’ ie would, no Secondly; Mr, Lee, and ¢yery other inventor, i 

doubt, be difficult to make such a trial perfect- cee 
iititrand bial a . | Should know that it is not necessary tosend to 

Saami cat ee ron a ae eee od Washington, at an expense of “$5.00,” fora 
asmuch as such vast superiority is claimed for E 5 A 

eee a in shah the vata copy of an inventor's claims, or other inform- 

a eee bina parE ~~ - ae ation of that sort. All this is published from 
eh WT Ovaat OF Le OWN ate aah boeeecie area wn tb weal by Messrs. Munn & Co., of New 

CREEP ES: 7 : x York, in that most admirable and invaluable 
As to the merits of the two hives in contro- = 4 

bien ‘ weekly journal of science and the mechanic 
versy, we declare our inability, without actual es Z aes 

;. at Z arts, the Scientific American—the subscription. 
trial of them both under like circumstances, és f which i ly $2.00 

to say which is the better. We have no doubt | P™1° ° Which 38 only S208 9 year. 
that both will, in most respects, meet with the| Both of our correspondents are well quali- 

approbation of all reasonable bees, and we | fied to enlighten the reading bee-keeping pub- 

find not the least difficulty in satisfying our-|lic on the important subject of management, 

self that we should not very bitterly protest |and we doubt not that, now they have each 
against a good liberal box of honey made in | had their say on the hive question, they will 

either of them! be pleased to give us of their large informa- 

Mr. Stebbins’ article in the August number, | tion.—Ep.]
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“INFRINGEMENT.” ~ Patent Office another five dollars for s copy of 
Mr. Epiror :—I noticed in the August No.|my claims, he will find in my late patent of || 

of the Farman an article headed “The Lang-| June, 1863, a claim on the frames and also on |} 
stroth Patent.” On looking it over, I saw|the sharp bevelled lower edge of the top bar 
that the Rev. J. M. Stebbins had opened his | of the frame, &c. Mr. L, has patented no de- |]' 
battery upon me in good earnest, and that, | vice to compel the bees to build their combs i 
too, “ without any interest in Mr. Langstroth’s | straight within the frame; hence, in his frame | |, 
patent except an individual right.” Wonder-|as patented, the bees are quite as likely to 
fully generous and disinterested for the Gen-| build their combs at right angles with the 
eral Agent of the State of Wisconsin for the|frame. To obviate this, he makes use of a 
Langstroth Hive! (See Juiy No. of the Farm-| triangular strip which is nailed to the bottom 
ER, article on “Scientific Handling of Bees,” | of the top-piece of the frame, without which 

| evidently written by the redoubtable J. M.,| Ais frame would not be worth a straw. But 
himself. Ah, Elder! that was an unlucky unfortunately its use is a direct infringe- 
stroke of the pen, wasn’t it?—that “scooped ment, and every purchaser of the Langstroth 

| up in our bare hands.” But then, who would | hive is liable to pay ar extra fee of $5. Of | 
| suspect that anybody but Editors make use of | course, the “General Agent for the State of 
|| the first person plural? Wisconsin for Langstroth’s admirable hive” 
| He seems to know all about other people's | will studiously avoid the mention of such a 
| business, and mine in particular. He reminds | disastrous truth to the poor public, whom he 
| me of the man in the fable, who had a hoe-| proposes, with such unparalleled generosity, j 
| handle go long that it was easier to work in his | to furnish with the means of self protection. 

F | neighbor's garden than in his own. And now, in conclusion, let me say that I 
_ |} He states in his article that “many honest-| want it distinctly understood by all parties 
: ly think that Mr. Lee is infringing on the| that my patent hive is no infringement upon 

| Langestroth Patent.” I don’t doubt it; from/any hive whatever. And I trust that my bee- 
| the fact that Mr. Stebbins has spent the most | keeping friends will give themselves no unea- 

| of his time, for the last eighteen months, | siness on account of the empty threats of in- 
| travelling through this and other States, cry-| terested parties, mere especially of those who 
i ing, “ Infringement!” “Prosecution!” “Hum-| attempt to hide their selfish interest under a 
| bug!” &. And all; too, “without interest!” | show of “public generosity.” 
| From such talk péople ot understanding the Warten M, Lee. 

i matter would Aonesily think that I amin-| s*8?44s Aug. 10, 1603. 
fringing. Again: he states that'the first im- Raormaey net e 
portant step has’ been taken by Mr. Lang- Malian: Honey-Dyee 
stroth towards prosecution for infringement,| Mr. Epiror:—In answer to the numerous 
in the re-issue of his patent. It does not fol-| letters of inquiries pertaining to this new 

low, by any means,. that because Mr. L. has | species, allow me, through the columns of your 

ebtained & re-issue of his patent, he is pre-| paper, to give a description of this peculiar 

paring to prosecute any one. That gas has | kind of bee. i 
been burning these five years. Friend Steb-| When they were first introduced into this 

bins would fain make the public believe that |country, I regarded them more of a humbug 

Mr. Langstroth has an exclusive right to the}than an improved species of honey bee, and 

| Trame itself. Now if the Elder will look a/no doubt but others have come to the same 

little closer on the other side of the question |conclusions. But after due consideration and |}. 

with a little “interest,” he will find half a|experimente for the past three years, I have 

score of patents granted on the movable frame. | become fully convinced of their superiority 

And if he will trouble himself to pay the|over the native bee. They seem to be a very
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tough, hardy bee, will stand the cold of our| speak very favorably, unless it is for the rob- 
northern winters better, collect honey much | bery of our common stocks. In that capacity, 
faster, work earlier in the morning and later) they will excel anything I haye ever seen. 
at night than our native kind. The queens/| Being very smart and active, they will make 
are more prolific and will brood much faster| their way into any, common hive and geta 
than the common species. They will collect | load of honey and make their escape unharm- 
honey from some species of flowers which oth-| ed. They will have a full hive whether it is 
er bees pass by. Their proboscis seems to be| good honey season or not, and I have fre- 
a trifle longer, and being stronger and lon had them fill two hiyes, by placing 
active, they will frequently tear the anthers | on the top of the other. 

of flowers open to obtain the sweets, which) | would advise all persons who engage in 
the common bee will never do, and, as has their culture, to make the entrance of the hive 
been frequently alledged, wild collect honey containing the native species, very small, to 
from the smaller species of red clover Their | prevent being robbed by them. The entrance 

size is governed by the size of the cells in | of the Italian swarms should also be contract- 
which they are reared. If comb of other bees’ | ad, to prevent their robbing neighboring api- 
make is used, they will be about the same size| aries. The Italians are. not so liable to rob 

as our common bees. Butif they are allowed | thoiy own species. Amateurs just commenc- 
to build their own brood comb, they will be | ing the culture of bees would be greatly ben- 

considerably larger. | efitted by purchasing some good treatise upon 
It has been frequently asserted that the their nature and habits. 

Italians have no weapon of defence. This is| K.P. Kmper, 

an error, as I learned in the early part of my Practical Apiculturist. 
experiments. I then thought they had in-| Bunuscros, Vt. | 
struments of warfare of unusuallength. By| 
careful management, I find they are much less sae HE P Ou LTERER, es 
liable to sting than the old kind. Bee-keep- eee Soe, Nosema 
ers who are not thoroughly acquainted with == = = =. = 
the nature of bees, would do well to use a Fu- = = = 
migation Pipe, which will render any swarm oe a = 
perfectly manageable in less than ten seconds, | === mes a a 
They can even be shook out of the hive, and) === ‘ = 
not a bee will resent it. | a [_— cay 

They seem to differ very materially in color = Vl nM — Se 

as well as in the shape of their body from the| ‘Tf mn Pie be 
common kind, Their bodies scem to be some-| (Mmmm ee | | , 
what longer, and taper to neara point. The = 
workers are all marked by a series of gold| = ee ty : = 
bands, encircling their bodies just ander the See 5 — 
wings. The drones are not so strongly mark- a oa 
ed, The workers resemble the common yellow | P ‘oultry Houses. 
wasp quite as much as they do thecommon; [The following is from the pen of a corres- 
kind of bees. The queens vary in color; some} pondent of the American Stock Journal, and 
of them are a dark brown, others are quite| one of the best authorities in the U.S. on the 
light, approaching to near a gold color; but| subject of Poultry., Read it.—Ep,] ‘ 
the progeny of a dark queen bear the mark| Every householder knows the value of fresh 
quite as plain as a light colored one. eggs, and an abundance of good fat poultry 

In regard to their moral habits, I cannot/the year round. But few know how to obtain 

tS
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them without having them cost twice as much | this article, simple and unpretending — for 
as they are worth. But with proper manage- } utility rather than show—and can be erected 
ment and conveniences for them, they are}at no great expense. Itis designed to accom- 
among the most agreeable, ‘useful and indis- | modate from twenty-five to thirty fowls, and 
pensable objects in country life that is as many as any common sized family 

We will now mention a few points requisite | would find it profitable to keep, unless they 
for the successful managing of poultry. The|have a wide range. If restricted in their 
sailor commences housekeeping by getting a freedom, a yard of one half of an acre would 
wife, and then a house; but as this system | be sufficient, provided a portion should afford 
has its inconveniences, we recommend to be- grass, and sa dense shade of low trees and 
gin with the house. First get the cage, then | shrubs, to which the fowls may retire in hot 
the bird; or, in other words, first Prepare the} weather, where they will bask in the dust, : house, and then procure the fowl. and spend much of their time in a sociable 

Whether fowls are suffered to run at large, | and agreeable manner. 
or are confined, there should always be a| In the first place, the location of the house 
poultry-house and yard, where they can be| should be on a dry, gravelly or sandy soil, 
regularly fed and cared for. Previous, there- | and the surface sloped and so drained as to 
fore to getting a stock of fowls, a suitable| avoid all stagnant moisture, so destructive to 
place should be prepared for them. chickens. The house, if there be a choice, 

The confinement of fowls will be found a should have a southern aspect, and the yard 
most necessary arrangement, as on many oc-| on either side, as taste and convenience luay 
casions itis highly requisite they should be suggest; but so long as the ground is uncov- 
confined, as at planting time, or at some other ered, the fowls would enjoy a range on the 
periods when they are particularly trouble-| south, and would be benefitted by coming to 
some, ~ Close confinement in a room or shed | the ground. The house, to accomodate the 
would interrupt their laying, and make them aforementioned number of fowls, should be 12 
sick, but a yard on a plan we are about to de-| feet long, 8 feet wide, and 8 feet posts. 
scribe, would answer every Purpose, and be| Interior Arpangement.—The house must be 
found very advantageous in securing the eggs| airy and well ventilated. The floor must be 
of étich fowls as had contracted a habit of made of some hard material, so as to allow 
laying away and hazarding ‘the loss of eggs.| the droppings to be scraped away, and the 

In order to unite all the advantages desira-| floor strewed with fresh sand, loam and spent 
ble ina poultry-yard, itis indispensable that it ashes, which should be done daily if possible. 
be neither too cold during winter, nor too hot Cleanliness is indispensable; and to insure 
during summer; it must be rendered 80 at-| the destruction of insect vermin the whole in- 
tractive to the hens:as to prevent their laying | terior of the building, with its fixtures, nests, 
in any,chance place away from it. ‘The ex-| roosts and all, must be thoroughly whitewash- 
tent of the place should be proportional to the ed, at least once or twice a year. 
number of fowls kept, but it will be better} There should be @ partition across the end 

| too small than too large, particularly in win-| of the house, starting from between the win- 
ter, for the mutual imparting of electricity | dow and the door, forming « hall, or narrow 
and animal heat. There is no fear of engen-| room for storing feed, &c. There should be a 
dering infectious Jiseases by too much crowd- | door in the Partition opening into the main 
ing; and it is found, in fact, that while fowls} room. Nest boxes may be placed against the 
have been kept apart they are much less pro- Partition, one tier on the floor, and another 

lifie. tier about three feet high, over them, which 
Having settled all preliminaries, we will] should be not larger than will accommodate a 

now give @ plan, as illustrated at the head of} single hen. The roosts should be placed cross- :
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wise of the gable over the entry or feed-room, | of such varieties as are offered respectively, |’ 

commencing at the top or peak, say one foot | we herein give concise descriptions as fur- - 

| from the end of the building, the second about | nished by the most reliable authorities; re- 

18 inches distant and 12 inches lower, and so | serving more elaborate and illustrated descrip- | 

| on, ending with a hen ladder to the floor, | tions, with methods of culture, until the win- 

| which will accommodate the larger and more|ter months, when our columns will be less 

clumsy fowls, which often injure themselves | crowded with matters of pressing importance. 

flying up or down from the roosts. A door 7) THE PREMIUM GRAPES. 

inches wide and 8 inches high, for the ingress The Clinton is esteemed less for the real 

| and egress of the fowls, should be made, at| value of the grape than for the perfect hardi- 

least three feet from the ground, which will | ness of the vine and the profusion with which 

5 insure the safety of the fowls from the depre- | it bears. Clusters and berries, small, black; 

dations of animal enemies—cats excepted. colors early and is quite tart until fully ripe, 

C.N. Bement. | on which account it is liable to lose with many 

| ——— | the reputation it really deserves. 

| THE HORTIC ULTURIST. Isabella—One of the best old-fashioned , 

| A. G. HANFORD, .......«..CORRESPONDING EDITOR. grapes and generally popular. Clusters and i 

z ~"—| berries large, juicy, sweet, and pleasantly 

| musky. Vine vigorous and productive, but 

| = ? only moderately hardy ; requiring some win- 

| / WR ; ter protection, except in favored localities, to 

| 4 [ Pp render it perfectly safe during our cold win- 

AV — r RT ters. 

= ie 34 Hartford Prolijic—Hardy, vigorous, and very 

y Sees By, productive. Matures in latitudes where Isa- 

| f pe iterey [Seite will not ripen. Berry, large, black, 

sn EES ® with thick skin covered with bloom, sweet and 

| a “ype ‘5 A) juicy, ripens ten days earlier than the Isabel- 

¥ mee eee la, and the “earliest of the good grapes.”— 

eee Grapes liable to fall as soon as ripe; though 

| os a 4) Fi , this fault is said to lessen with superior culti- 

i % 2 7 | vation. 

is Coe Concord—Eminently the grape for market; i 

| H d fammieay | being a very vigorous grower, exceedingly 

‘ SWE) | hardy and prolific. Clusters large, compact; 

| 1 aren eevee < berries, large, almost black, thickly covered 

Sa AY with bloom, flesh moderately juicy, sweet, 

Ree rather tough. 

ae | Diana—A popular seedling of the Catawba, | 

° \is vigorous, hardy and productive. Clusters 

The Hortioulturai Prizes for 1864. large; berries resemble the Catawba, though 

By reference to the 4th page of cover of this | not quite so large; flavor superior and much 

number, it will be seen that we have s plan esteemed. Fruit easily kept for winter use. 

for doing two good things at once—increasing| Delaware—The best grape in the world.— 

the circulation of the Farmer, and furnishing | Vine very hardy, a moderate grower and mod- 

the farming public with approved varieties of | erately productive. Clusters small, well form- 

the most desirable fruits. And in order that|/ed. Berries small, of a beautiful flesh-color, 

those who are unacquainted with the qualities |and very translucent, exceedingly tender, 

Po
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juicy, but sprightly, aromatic, sweet and/ haps, that it is a profuse bearer, and that the 
perfectly delicious! Nothing that we have ever | fruit is large and luscious—the ground of 
tasted in the way of grapes can be said to ap-} complaint with some being simply that it is 

proach the Delaware as a grape to cat. not sufficiently hardy. It is, nevertheless, 

THE PREMIUM RASPBERRIES. our opinion that it is worthy of even more 

Antwerp Red.—Moderately strong, the bet-' care than any one claims it must have. 

| ter for winter protection. Berry, large, long| If grown in a cool, moist, well mulched soil, 
conical, dull red, with rich, sweet flavor. | and properly laid down for winter, it is about 

Ripens early. as sure of doing well as most other fruits. 

Hudson River—Fine market variety. Not | TL ae 

80 vigorous or hardy as Antwerp Red, but} KS u S 

produces finer fruit, which is large, red and| Pa \) } 

juicy. | - & \ r ‘i 3 

Cincinnati Red—Much esteemed by some, | SS My \ \} : iV 
not known to editor personally. < Ga). <— Yt fA 

Belle de Fontenay—A great grower, moder-| Wt 7 

aiely hardy and a good bearer. Fruit large, | WY B —\ 
purplish, rich; ripens late. | " Sa ~ 

Black Cap.—Very hardy, vigorous grower, . Aw ii iy, f 

very productive. Berry, almost black, round, i 

flattened, firm; ripens late, profitable for mar- | 

ket. Allin all, one of the very best raspber- . 

ries for our cultivation in the Northwest. : 

Brinckle's Orange.—Moderately hardy, but) ; 

vigorous, and an immense bearer. Fruit, | 

large, ovate, of a splendid orange color, deli-| H 

cate texture and delicious flavor. | Barty Spring Flowering Bulbs. l 

i Kirtland.—Hardy, bears well. Fruit red. } Every one loves the spring flowering bulbs, 

Purple Cane, or Red Prolific—Only moder-| with their early brilliant beauty. Their cul- 

ately hardy, productive. Fruit, red, of deli-| ture is easy and simple, and the first cost com- |, 

| eate texture, sweet. paratively trifling. All may enjoy them who 

White Cap.—Great grower, productive; | will. 

eanes yellowish. Fruit, yellowish, early. | First the Snowdrop and Crocus, then the 
| Allen.—Hardy, not very productive Fruit | Hyacinth, Narcissus, Tulips, Iris, &e. Al 

reddish-black, good. pretty, many beautiful and fragrant. 

| The Raspberry is very easily cultivated,| A few things need attention in order to the 

and even the tenderest varieties may be grown | best results; these we will briefly note. - 

with success by simply laying down late in| Select, when practicable, a position for 

the falland covering with coarse litter and | planting sheltered from northerly and easter- 

earth. | ly winds, open to the sun. 

THE PREMIUM BLACKBERRY. | Allight soil to be preferred; if close and 
We have offered simply the Lawton, because | heavy, mix with it clear road or river sand, 

we believe it to be the best of any of which | and enrich with well decomposed fine manure; |! 

we have personal knowledge. As of almost turfy loam and woods earth are also good. 

all other fruits, there are different opinions} Spade full eighteen inches deep. The beds |, 

as toits merits—some maintaining that it is| or border should be prepared a week or two 

entirely faultless, and others throwing it out| before planting, to afford opportunity for the 

of their gardens in disgust. All agree, per-| soil to settle, and should then be a few inches 

} a eB es ee ee
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higher than the paths, and slightly rounded | ing all shades of color from pure white—yel- 

to carry off superfluous water. low, rose, scarlet, crimson, and purple. All 

All hardy bulbs may be planted any time | are very hardy, and succeed well in any light, 

during October, November, or December. The | rich, well drained soil. Move every 2 years. 

best time is October or early in November. Crown Imperial—A stately growing plant 

When several beds are made, it ie well to vary | with dark green foliage, crowned with large, 

the time of planting, thus prolonging the sea-| showy, bell-shaped, pendulous flowers early 

son of flowering. in spring. The varieties embrace all shades 

The rows may be ten inches apart, and the|of yellow and crimson, are perfectly hardy 

bulbs three to six inches, according to variety, | and thrive in any good garden soil, need not 

and should be set two to five inches below the} be lifted oftener than every fourth or fifth 

surface—Hyacinths 4 inches, Crown Imperials | year, and then should not be kept long out of 

and Polyanthus Narcissus 5 or inches, Tu- | the ground. 

lips, Narcissus and Iris 8 inches, Crocus and| Narcissus—A popular and favorite early 

Snowdrops 2 inches, always measuring frop | spring flower, white and yellow, single and 

the top of the bulb. , double, all'pretty and highly fragrant; will 

A handfal of coarse sand over each bulb| thrive in almost any soil or situation. Need 

4) will serve as m protection from excess of| not be moved oftener than once in three or 

4| moisture. Just before winter sets in apply 2| four years. . 

'}| or 3 inches of leaves, or coarse, strawy man The Polyanthus Narcissus is the most desira- |: 

ure, as a protection against severe freezing; | ble, but it is not hardy. It requires to be 

. this should be removed carly in spring. planted full five inches deep, and well pro- 

Procure good bulbs—not necessarily the] tected. They bloom quite early, and are very 

|| largest, but sound, firm, heavy; these acquir-| fragrant. Will do finely in pots and glasses, |! 

‘| ments attained, then the larger the better. | treated like the hyacinth 

|| This is partioularly applicable tothe Hyacinth} Snowdrop—A modest little single white flow- }| 

of which the imported bulbs are generally the] er, of drooping habit, very pretty and the 

best, especially when insended for growing in | earliest in bloom, They look better when o 

pots or glass. number are planted in one spot. Should be 

i Home-grown bulbs are much cheaper than | taken up every third year, and planted again 

the imported, and will flower nearly as wel! | in September. 

'}| in the open ground. When intended for forc-}  Orocus.—Next to the Snowdrop the earliest 

ing in the house, always give preference to|of spring flowers. Admired for its brilliant 

the imported. blossoms—white, golden yellow, blue, striped. 

{ The same varieties from different growers | Should be planted in groups or small beds on 

{ differ much in value, and there is a large dif-|the lawn; fine for edging. May remains 

ference in price too—the most expensive being | number of years without moving. A. G. H. 

really the cheapest. Corvus, Ohio. 

In July, after flowering and the tops have Seti ! 

become dry, Hyacinths should be taken up and o- gods ae 

|| dried in the shade. Wrap in paperorpack| J. W. Hort, Esq.:—As your Magazine is 

|| in dry sand, and keep in a dry place until] open to all to contribute, I thought I would 

time for planting again. send youa few lines for the benefit of its 

The Tulip is the gayest of all tha gay flow- readers and the world at large. 

|| ers of spring. It lacks the fragrance of the What I want to disclose is a recipe for the 

j hyacinth, but is equalled in brilliancy by no extermination of bark lice on fruit trees. 

other flower. Last fall I had two apple trees that had green 

The varieties are very numerous, compris- | lice all over the leaves and small limbs. I had
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heard of vaccinating (?) lousy calves with | also we should perceive the lighter tints made 

unguentum (blue ointment), to kill the lice, | "8° of in decorating the inside of the bonnets. 
ae 3 Lik «Sl They would soon be aware that glaring color- 

and tho thought occurred to me it might do| jng was not suited to their complexions so well 
with fruit trees. I tried mine, and in less | #8 the more subdued shades. 

. “Moreover, God ‘has given us health that 

chan three: Gpya tie Tee were coe ot Oe | ae may enjoy the blessings he sends, and de- 
Lhave.a fine young orchard of about 150] pend upon it, that where a lady gardener re- 

trees which is affected more or less with bark | Sides itis there the physician's carriage seldom 

lice. This spring, (some four weeks ago), I SEE i Eel 
applied the ointment to some four or five of eB 

the worst trees. The result is the lice are all | Y : We 

loose on the bark, and you can rub them off | rd s i {ZJ 

with your hand. » Y/ 

My mode is to slit the bark up and down oa S 

the body, about one inch long, in two or three ~~ m S 

places, raise the bark with the point of a knife ><a < 

on each side, and put in the ointment; also os NE 

apply to some of the largest limbs, and your e i WA 

work is done. Sryruorr CARVER. ° RO 

Homrr, Wis., Juno 16, 1863. rae 8 Ale B 

re i Al « 

Gardening by Ladies. b : 
{We had the pleasure last summer of visit- un \ 

ing the delightful residence of “Sam. Slick,” cz Bit 

on the banks ef the upper Thames, near Rich- =< NAS \ 

mond, and can thus, trom personal observa- = arm \ 

tion, corroborate the complimentary statement 

of the Gardener’scorrespondent. “Sam.” was| 

not there, but the beautiful garden and the The Gaillardia. 

fair gardener were. Would there were more| This is « representative of another species 

such gardens, snd more such women.—Ep.] |of magnificent plants, with bright, showy 

A correspondent of the London Cottage Gar- flowers of several shades of color. It blooms 

dener, describing the residence of Mr. Justice | profusely, and the flowering continues a long 
Haliburton, the “Sam Slick” of literary no-|)- 7, 
toriety, says: 3 62% 

“Y paid a visit to these gardens about a SR ae als 

year since on the occasion of a fancy fair giv- Fruit Trees—What are Hardy. 

enc eut CEL UeTuame doses roll This question, which has received the ear- 
or so choice @ collection of plants brought to- | nest attention of professional fruit growers in 

gether in a place of 80 limited an extent. Ij the West during the past five years, is one up- 
was given to understand by a florist of some hi wanetat zs ivided 
celebrity who was present, that the arrange- on which opinion is variously divided, accord- 

ment of the beds and the selection of the|ing to the extent of observation and experi- 

fae in the hands of the lady occupier | ence, ag well as the peculiar location of the 

“Their taste for the harmonizing of colors | 8TOWer. 
t eee eee all ro of ee We think it is often decided upon very lim- 

lucation, only unfortunately many of them | ; pees . : 
display their taste in decorating themselves ited observation: oreo a single experiment 

more then in ornamenting their gardens. — perbaps, or that experiment based upon some 

“But if ladies were to follow gardening] mistake in the names of varieties; this latter 
more usually than they are apt to do, how g e QT 3 
much oftener we should see the check resem-| ¢*Pecially is common. The tendency is to en- 
ble the rose in place of the lily; and how soon! large the list of “hardy” to a degree which :
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may, by-and-by, prove fatal to the hopes of| consideration. In the September issue of the 

many 8 new beginner in tree planting. Farmer, one nurseryman, through a second 

Wher we look over the Reports of various | person, recommends, among others, the C. Red 

Horticultural and Pomological Societies, also | June, K. Codlin, Fall Wine, and White Winter 

individual and catalogue lists of those recom-| Pearmain,—names we {we would not place in 

mended for general culture, we find very few| the hardy list, and which should be recom- 

of the old favorites “left out in the cold,” and| mended with a caution or proviso attached; 

the conclusion would be, that after all our ter-| and the same of Maiden’s Blush. 

rible experience of 1856, we stiJl can trust the} The Corresponding Editor, in same number, 

favorite lists of New York and Ohio in the | “fully endorses” the list of pears of a Mas- 

changeable climate of the Northwest. sachusetts Horticultural Society, containing 

But we reason differently; what has been | the Bartlett, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Duch- 

may be. During the twelve years previous to | esse and others of doubtful utility—varieties 

1856, we saw the favorite Greening, Swaar, | which do not possess that hardy constitution 

Baldwin, &c., as well as apricots and quinces, | which adapts them to general culture in the 

peaches by the hundreds of bushels, and many | Northwest Especially the last two named 

beautiful shrubs now discarded, all apparent-| varieties we pronounce comparatively worth- 

ly at home in Wisconsin; but what followed | less in Wisconsin. 

we need not repeat. Tree planters were seiz-| True, isolated cases occur in which many of 
ed with excessive fear, followed by excessive | these discarded varieties fill the highest hopes 

caution, which has now been replaced with a | with a crop of luscious fruit, but the tens of 

just confidence, which we hope never to see| thousands invested in them yield only the 
relapse into a reckless run after every fancy|seyen hundred per cent. discount, from a : 
picture and worthless assurance of the “far-| blight equalled only by {hat of rebeldom. ; 
fetched” tree agent. Professional fruit growers, do not lower the ; 

The object of the tree planter is, first, food;| standard! But while we propagate in our ; 

then money;—to which may be added occasion- | nurseries every good variety of fruit practi- 
ally the amateur’s desire for show. cal, yet we should remember the public at 

But for home use or market, what is wanted large want but few of them for general plant- 
is, almost universally, those varieties that are ing, and that few of the “every time sure” 
first sure, then good; and as these two quali-| ojass, J. C. Prvmn. 
ties certainly can be conbined in a list of 20] axe sive Nurseries, Mapigon, Wis. 

or more varieties, new and old, of apples, and ag eee 

half as many of pears, we would repeat the | (rrom an address before the Fruit-Growcrs’ Soc, of West, 
word of caution to every nurseryman and tree ern N. ¥., by H. T. Brooxs, Eaq., President. 

planter in the Northwest. History of the Apple. 

Confusion of names has led many an honest Geology, an acknowledged chronological 

fi grower to Peeomunend oe varieties as ance ‘ds appt Wekeaea tse Hele aaa 

good and hardy.” And a prolific source of| than man. As if conscious of the coming of 
this wrong nomenclature is the wholesale im- | her lord, the earth blossomed with unwonted 

portation of good looking hardy trees of pass- Sa Biened Sie eaae emo are 
able fruit, mislabelled with all the dear old|~ Whether apples early became prominent as 
fruit of Egypt (New England). But wide- | food we do not know, but there seems reason 

a . to suppose they should at once assume the 
awake tree planters wil! look out for this old place they prove so fit to fill, 

“hand” every time. Solomon among inspired, and Homer among 

The tendency to enlarge the list of “hardy Seal eeie of tis ernie Gan'ae pet apple. 

varieties, or those recommended for general |” Some Biblical critics assume that since the 
culture is, we fear, indulged in without due|apples of Sodom are known as indifferent
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! fruit, the glowing descriptions of the sacred | wood, lay down under the shade of a wild ap- 
writers would better suit the citron, quince, | ple tree.” In 1175, Pope Alexander III con- 

* pf ete., than the apple. Whoever will take the | firmed tothe Monastery of Winchombe “lands, 
|, pains to observe the apple tree in blossom or | orchards, meadows,” &c. The fruiterer's bill 

bearing, must admit that its beauty and fra-|of Edward I, in 1292, mentions the “ Poma 
| grance fully answer the description of the Sa-|Costard,” which was grown so extensively 

|} cred Volume. I can, perhaps, enlighten the|that the retailers.of it were called Costard 
pomology of these critics, by informing them|mongers. The Costard is now rarely found 

; tnat the present condition of the apples of|in England, but the Winter Pearmain, that 
Palestine is a very poor index of what they |has a still earlier record, being cultivated in 
were 3,000 years ago—all vegetable products | Norfolk in the year 1200! is still extensively 
improve or deteriorate by good or bad man-| grown and highly esteemed. (See Bloomtield's 
agement. History of Norfolk). The Pippin, the Romet, 

“And God saw everything that he had made | the Pommeroyale; and Marigold, are very ear- i 
and behold it was very good.” Such, doubt-|ly spoken of. In a note-book, kept in 1580 to | 
less, were the apples of Adam’s time, but the | 1583, “the Appell out of Essex, Lethercoi:. 
nomadic character of succeeding generations | Russet Appell, Lounden Peppen, Pearmeane, | 
would insure the general deterioration of fruit; | Grenlinge, Bellabone,’’ etc., are mentioned. 
yet, in exceptional cases, very good apples |The “Husbandman’s Fruitful Orchard,” pub- 
may have reached Solomon’s day. If the wise | lished in London in 1597, enumerates Pippins, : 
man’s apples were “crabs,” when he says, |Pearmains, John Apples, Winter Russetings, 
“Comfort me with apples, for I am sick of|and Leathercoats. { 

| Reeik Sivaaves nine he was driven todes-|  Jonn Parkinson, who wroie in 1629, was the 
peo ree ae first English author who gave anything like 

Beyond all doubt, the Crab or Wilding was | , satisfactory account of Early English ap- 
the prevailing type for several centuries an- ples. He enumerates fifty-nine varieties, with 
terior and subsequent to the Christian era. “twenty sorts of Sweetings, and none good.” 

At the bottom of the Swiss lakes have been | Fither he was very sourly disposed, or the best 
found the remains of a people so ancient as to| sweet flavors were very coy and slow to come 
have no metallic instruments—older than | out, discriminating very unmercifully against 
Rome—but among their stores was an entire|the ancients and in favor of us. Rea, 1665, 
black and shrivelled crab apple. The ancient} mentions 20 varieties, 16 of which waneGiot 

Germans, Tacitus informs us, satisfied their | mentioned by Parkinson, from which we con- 
! hunger with wild apples (Agrestia poma),| jude that the popularity of some sorts was of 

4 among other things. The word for appies, in| short duration, as is the case in our day. 
several languages, traced to its root, signifies | Maver, 1670, gives 83, and Worlidge, 1676, 
fruit in general; but as this fruit has appro-| gives 92 varieties. From this period there 
priated the generic term, it.has proved its an-| were sorts enough, the world knows, Coxe, in 
tiquity, universality and importance. Hero- 1816, enumerates 133 varieties ; Downing 182; 
dotus, Theophrastus and Virgil speak of the] toge's “British Pomology” enumerates 42, 
apple. Pliny treats it largely, and says that | ang yet our “New American Encyclopedia” 
the Crabs or Wildings “have many & foul| takes the trouble to tell us there are over 200 
word and shrewd curse given them on account | yarieties, 

of their sour harshness.” He mentions sev-| ]¢ is well known that apples were introduc- 
eral improved varieties introduced by Cestine, | oq to this country from England by the first 
Manlius, Claudius, and others. settlers. ‘The Governor and Company of 

Grafting was introduced previous to this| the Massachusetts Bay in New England” in- 
time. Columella, who wrote before Pliny, de-| troduced apple seeds in 1628. Governor Win- 
scribes several methods, and Virgil, born 70|throp was granted Governor's Island, in Bos- 
B. C., says, (as translated by my friend, Prof.|ten Harbor, April 3, 1632, on the condition 
Morse, of Wyoming), “ And we oftentimes see| that he should plant thereon a vineyard or 
the branches of one tree inserted in another | orchard—I suppose he planted it. Orchards 
without injury,—the apple ingrafted upon the | were planted near Pawtucket, R. I., 1636, and 
pear,” etc. Christ, also, alludes to grafting. | at Hartford, Conn., 1645. Mr. Henry Coleman 

The Api or Lady’s apple is believed to be| says, “An apple tree growing in Kingston, 
the Appiana, and by some the Petesia of Pliny. | Plymouth county, and planted 1669, the year 

The dark ages was o dark time for apples, | of King Phillip’s War, bore, in 1888, thirty 
but it is known that Agriculture and Horti-| bushels of good fruit.” Pretty well for a tree 
culture were kept alive by religious establish- | 169 years old—it was a “ High-Top Sweeting,” 
ments, endowed with lands by princely pat-| a favorite apple with the Colonists, 
rons Cultivated apples doubtless owe much} The apple, like the pear, is tenacious of life; 
to their fostering care. our best varieties, with their owner's permis- 

The ancient Celts knew the apple, calling | sion, will last from fifty to eighty years, and 
it Abhail, Aval, Avel, in different dialects. some hardy and vigorous trees have reached 

1 In 973, King Edgar, “while hunting in a! at least two hundred years of age. 

=
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There was recently standing in Prince|the apple, with pride points to its Melon and 
George county, Maryland, a Codling tree sent | Northern Spy, while the Early Harvest and 
there by Lord Baltimore over a century ago. | Rambo own to an American origin. The Pri- 

The interest that our fathers took in fruit is} mate I cannot trace Coxe does not mention 
further witnessed by the liberal premium of | it in 1819; Downing records it in 1845. The 
£10 awarded in 1768, by the Society for Pro-| King of Tompkins County, born in. the Jer- 
meting Arts, etc., to Thomas Young, of Oys-|seys, is an apple eminently fit to be eaten,— 
ter Bay, for the largest nursery of apples—|Hubbardson Nonsuch, of Hubbardson, Mass., 
the number beinz 27,123. The famous apples | snd Jonathan, of Kingston, N, Y., are not un- 
of the 17th century were the Pearmains, Cod-| known to fame. 
lings, Catsheads, and Red Streaks—the Gold-| The Pippins are as numerous as our cele- 
en Pippin, a small yellow apple ef very fine | brated family of Smiths, and seem to glory in 
flavor, though well known at that time, reserv- | being citizens of the world. I find enumera- 
ed its popularity for a later period. Miller, | ted in “British Pomology” 128 distinct Pip- 
in 1724, records among others the following | pins. 
apples that are well known now, Juneating, It is too late to ask, «What's in a name?” 
Summer Pearmain, Sops of Wine, Gilliflower, | Judas Iscariot has copyists enough, but no 
Flower of Kent, Go No Further, which, being | namesakes. The poorest child, even in South 
interpreted, means “I am as good as you can} Carolina, would sooner go without a name 

. get.” than take Benedict Arnold. And. yet, every 
Our own Newtown Pippin, of world-wide | Paul is not a saint, nor every Jefferson a pat- 

repute, dates back to the same period. The | riot. 
original tree was a seedling which grew near| Apples sometimes take their patron’s name, 
a swamp in Newtown, Long Island, about | and if the apple be only a good one, that name 
1700, on the estate of Gershom Moore, and the} bids fair for immortality. I would sooner 
fruit was called the Gershom Moore Pippin|trust the Roxbury Russet than any granite 
for along time. The tree lasted over a hun-j obelisk from New England quarries. 
dred years, and finally died from excessive; If great names would make apples, what 
cutting, it having been much resorted to for | may we not ecpect from Gloria Mundi, the glo- 
seions to graft with. ry of the world; Nonpareil, unequalled; Sine 

‘The Baldwin, New England's favorite apple, Qua Non, indispensable; tossy nothing of the 
originated in Wilmington, near Boston, more | Kings and Queens. 
than a century ago, (if it started last year,I! Among the efficient friends of the apple, 
don't believe the Yankees would like it so ex-| beside the old writers alluded to, I will men- 
cessively well); it grew on the farm of Mr.}tion Mr. Knight, President of the London 
Butters, in the part of the town called Somer- | Horticultural Society, who assiduously labor- 
ville, and was known as the Woodpecker’s | ed to correct the nomenclature and arouse an 
apple, (the woodpeckers having pertorated | interest in the apple itself. The Society over 
the tree), being disseminated by Col. Baldwin | which he presided, as well as our own Ameri- 
& Sons, it was called Baldwin apple. can Pomological Society. now under the able 

One of our old varieties, the R. I. Greening. | presidency of Marshall P. Wilder, of Mave., 
telis its own birthplace and color. It deserves | have done and are doing a work for which the 
its high reputation. world should thank them. Mr. Robert Thomp- 

The Spitaenburg and Swaar grew up on the] son, of England, Mr. A. J. Downing, of Amer- 
Hudson, under Dutch patronage. We have| ica, Diel and Van Mons, of Germany, and a 
borrowed some choice flavors from our neigh-| host of others, have done a work beyond all 
bors on the other side of this beautiful Onta-| praise. 
rio—the Fameuse, St. Lawrence, Red Canada| The apple, famous for its many uses, was 
and Pomme Grise. early found to make a pleasant drink. The 

The Red Astrachan, that helps when we| ancient Hebrews made a drink from apples as 
want help, having learned, like the Arctic! wellas from other fruits. The ancient Ro- 
corn, to grow quick, and the Duchess of Old-| mans knew all about it; the African fathers 
enburg, ice-bound Russia sends us grecting.| Tertullian and Augustine took time to men- 
Scientific Germany, rich in treasures of|tion it, if nothing more; while the ancient 
thought, makes us her everlasting debtor for | Britons, like our own Yankee fathers, patron- 
the Gravenstein ; while France, in the warmth | ized it liberally. Hogg says that there was 
of old friendship sent her Reinettes, Nonpar-|a large cider manufactory as far north as 
eils and Pomme d’Ors. Richmond, in Yorkshire, in the early part of 

Italy, with her Api or Lady Apple, weds the | the 18th century. The “ Husbandinan’s Fruit- 
present toghe past; and old Spain and her|fal Orchard, 1597, says:—“I have seene in 
monks watch for mankind, through the world’s | the pastures and hedgerows about the grounds 
eclipse the Pomological treasures of the East.|of a worshipfull gentleman, dwelling two 

Britain, our fatherland, sent us all she had;| miles from Hereford, called M. Reger Bed- 
and we return again more than we received. | nome, so many trees of all sorts that the ser- 
Our own neighborhood, the favored home of! vants drink for the most part no other drink 

o
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but that which is made of apples. The quan-| In conclusion, I will only say that the ap- 
titie is such, that by the report of the gentle- | ple, in my opinion, outweighs in value all oth- 
man himselfe, the parson hath for tithe many | er fruits together. It may not equal the ex- 
hogsheads of sydir.” quisite flavor of the grape or pear; but as the 

The Britons, I judge, belonged to the “hard | every day food of the million, I believe it will 
|] cider” party, for we read of a kind “not to| yet rival the potato itself. Its best varieties 
|| be drank till two or three years old.’ They | in nutritive value equal the potato pound for 
made a famous drink, called Lambs-wool, by | pound, and can be produced at one-sixth the 
putting the pulp of roasted apples into ale—| cost of the potato. My friend, Mr. J. J. Thom- 
victuals and drink, [ should say. as, of Macedon, who generally honors us with 

The zeal of our Puritan fathers in the cider | his presence at these meetings, estimates, in 
business is quite remarkable; the cider-mill | Patent Office Report for 1850, the cost of pro- 
early became one of the established institu. | ducing apples at two and a half cents a bush- 
tions of New England, and other sections|el. Before seeing his estimate, I had calculat- 
were not far behind ed it at from three to four cents, good varie- 

The specific gravity of the juice varies with | ties; they are, therefore, the cheapest of all 
different apples. The famous English cider | food for man, and, excepting grass, for beasts. . 
apple, Red Streak, gives a specific gravity of | Hardy and less exacting than other fruits, 
10.79, and other varieties are as high as 10.85 | adapted to a wider range of soil-and climate, 
and 10.91—these latter may be considered|more regular and more abundant in yield, 
pretty strong cider. they are God’s best gift to man, next to wo- 

Favorite cider has been sold in New York | man. 
for $10 a barrel, and I. ventare to say thet | cnc licensees cede 
good cider is better than poor wine. The fla-| serra gray ART) CAASAIDDCTAT. 
vor of the cider toa great extent comes from MECHANICAL AND COMMERCIAL. |}. 
the skin; small apples, se having proportion- | —<——_____———— 
ately more skin, make the best cider. If we 
use cider at all,” we will do well to study the Masi Ronkiet oe aka, 

best modes of making it, and select the best} {t was one of the grounds of the declara- 
apples for the purpose; they must be maiure, | ,. t ind a ion, in 1776 
without decay, and must be made up when the | #8 of our independence as a nation, in ? 
warm weather is over, so as not to occasion | that the British government persisted in com- 

ates Man eae and be sure and put | pelling the purchase of none but stamped pa- 
i If we would have good fruit, good culture | Pe? But how much worse was that than the 

; isindispensable. It is a matter of extreme | present abominable tax upon paper which the 

i nogret that: the mass.of eur icitisens are s0 great reading and writing public are obliged 
H neglectful of what, by general consent, makes < ' 

the best return for labor and capital employ-| to pay to-day in the form of two prices for 
ed. Fruit trees need manure, and the right | every sheet of paper they use? 
kind of manure. Well rotted barnyard man- 
ure, lime, ashes, charcoal and muck, are the} There is no scarcity of material—the price 

leading fertilizers. of rags being two to four cents per pound, ac- 
Columella treats of stirring the soil among i stip itant 

fruit trees, and it is known that the Romans Bee Sd ane a: 2 hth 
had tools similar in character to ours, includ- | Prices are kept up. There is no way to account 

ing the ote rakes, noc or Pees for it except by the assumption that there is 
e marra, & hoe-mattock, ete.—and we know 

they used them sometimes, for Pliny informs | * lengne of reper aueners; He end an nee 
us that the success of one cultivator, C. Furi-| may make themselves rich without waiting 

us Cresinus, was so great that he was accused | for those slow and tedious accumulations by 
before the Senate of practising magic, and 4 . dl 
justified himself by the exhibition of his tools, | Which the great body of business men and la- 
exclaiming, “these are the implements of| boring people make themselves comfortable 
magic which I use; but I cannot show you the ; 5 cares, the toils, aii thatensiiece! thoughts that and independent after years of faithful effort. 

occupy me day and night.” (See Loudon, p.24.) Before the war, such paper as this on which 

y This spare of promoting, aowy ane Py the Faraen is printed could have been bought 
juctiveness by stirring the soil, so singularly 

divulged before the Roman Senate, eighteen for about 37 per ream. For the past two years 

hundred years ago, would seem to be a secret | We have paid $14 to $18. We are paying $14 
now, so far as the owners of many fruit or-| now, and without much prospect of early re- 
chards are concerned. But while we stir the li ea - a eae _ % 
soil, let us not destroy the roots by reckless a m 60 great & At: CARE. a 
plowing and spading. The natural way in which an evil like this 

‘
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should be corrected would be by the establish- | of three years corresponding with the date of 

ment of new factories by honest capitalists, | our last returns, August 5th: 

or by men interested in a reduction of rice} Bryepegee? e . 

But thie requires time and large means, and 33 meSaSe Ze 

with all the contingencies of sudden fall and | 2s g223 22 $5 g 

unfair competition, is so much of a risk that, - sobs sees 

but few have been disposed to venture it. | : S58 a38: ae = t 

It is not more factories of this sort that we | SEE! E: Fi i & - 

want; there are probably enough already to | sri 8: fiige 
Siz2 Festi sae 

supply the large demand. We want simpty| git c33i4 ig > 

decent horesty on the part of manufacturers Bi i : i ii : é & 

already in the business. For this we sal eee ce = = 

probably have to wait some time. There is no} ee 

law against rascally combinations of this sort, ,obeneress ~ 

except the law of common honesty and simple a BBESeEE = 

justice, which the robbers of these corrupt BPS SE2R= 

times seem but little disposed to regard. WHEE Bol 37 

Se ea syeeseues 
Pennsy] Business. \ oe SeReske The ‘Ivania Iron | 38588288 

The iron districts are said to have made | pee ae 

good progress within the past year, under the | esbeceuge s 

stimuius of a constant demand for iron at re- wie eee EABBESEBE 
munerative prices. The following is @ COm~ | eT —— 

densed exhibit of this branch of industry for THE MINER. 

the year 1862: ———— 

Furnaces in blast in Lebanon Valley.......+.seesse- 6 Gold Mines of Nova Scotia. 
Pig iron manufactured, tons......-s-00eereverreeeee-+ 30,000 —_— 

Soe oe Speed ee IR engon| (cite rerortod that thesgold uminesiot Here 
Pree ar ols ree apes Se which so much boast was made last 

Farnaces in Susquehanna Valley... _ 10! year at the Great Exhibition, are proving 
Producing of pig iron, tOU8.......cc.scccererreeseseeee 96,000 

Several extensive rolling mills have been themselves a valuable ee oe Pers 

added to those already existing. Amount of posed. In this we are not disappointed. They 

iron rolled in Pennsylvania during the year, eve but liiseanal prome ee, ananpiest: T 

about 280,000 tons. Value, $15,000,000, or mation of competent, unbiassed judges. But 

- nearly $3,060,000 more than in 1860. then, the Exhibition afforded the zealous Seo- 
,060, . 

tians so good an opportunity for advertising 

Wisconsix Banxs.—The statement of the the natural advantages of their bleak, trans- 

Wisconsin Banks on the 6th of July was as Atlantic province, and they could not resist 

‘Stina: the temptation to use it. 

Sapte nnnnrnrverrn ess onnernnn $3,497,000 00 ca aie 

EM ee Fors.o0s 64 ‘Ab Tamense ron Deposit. 

mane a ee aa ‘To0,508 $3| In late number the Lake Superior Journat 
Public securition III 2513/21 00 | says that recent explorations show the deposit 

ae |of iron ore, embracing what is known as the 

Bank of England. St. Clair Mountain, on the Esconawba river, 

==> |to be very much more extensive than was sup- 

The following comparative table will be of| posed. West of the river it not only skirts 

interest, affording as it does a view of the along on the south side of cections 1 and 2, 

. but covers the entire north half of section 11, 

bank returns, the bank rate of discount, ard/ nq also that of section I2, being nearly two 

the price of wheat in London during a period! miles in length and about three-quarters wide, 
Pp ga pr . 

a 
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oot rising from fifty to three ane feet | of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts; and 
above the fevel of the surrounding country. | .; reov "3 
On the east side of the river it has been found — ee or “ ied: Ag 
to extend over large portions of sections 6 and | ricultural Schools of this country is strictly 
or a length a ante one ee - and exclusively professional, it has seemed to 

miles, with an average of over one-hal . mile, and rising from fifty to one hundred and us that the People’s College should rank with 

fifty feet. that class, and nowhere else. 
What the ultimate value of these huge de-| This Institution was incorporated in 1854, * 

posits may prove to be, can only be fully es- b - f aed h. 
tablished by more minute examination and | U4 by circumstances of one sort and anoth- 

: practical tests; but from the specimens we | er, was kept in abeyance until January 8th, 
Have seen, there is hardly a question but that ; i 
they will prove of the highest value, in loca- Heh qraen ib wae seated sf.the allege sf 
tion, they being only thirty miles from the Havana, in Schuyler Co. The organization 
oe mas in ats aay, of ore eee was deferred until August 12th, of the same 
while they wi easily opened and cheaply 
mined, as the railroad within one year will year, when Rev. Amos Brown was chosen 
pass up the valley of the Esconawhba, directly | President. 
between them. : >LW’S COLLE 

But while iron is thus being found, and att ial pei ae EROS 
roads constructed to bring it to the lake, many The distinguishing motives which have 
more vessels must also be built, or it will be| prompted to the organization of this institu- 
wholly out of the question to place it in the | ;; 
lower lake markets. Let there be a corres- Hon. se declared Eanes . 4 
ponding amount of work done in this direc- 1. “The belief that a modification of the 

tion. college system of this country is required, to 

ie t it fectly to th ts of th 
New Goup Mings.—By telegraph under date aanbs a I a 

of August 15, accounts come via Los Angelos, time. 
of the discovery of a very rich and extensive/ 2. “The complete success of Seminaries es- 

gold mining region in the San Francisco | taplished in European countries for the pro- 
Mountains, lying east of the Colorado river. k 

" The La Paz and onther recently formed | motion of the sciences and useful arts, on 

i mining companies on the Colorado have been | plans similar to that of the People’s College.” 

y oes —— Cuutceai ce 8. The belief that “institutions of this 

\ ——— class, generally established, would perfect our 
EDUCATIONAL. common school system, by affording aut an 

eee} opportunity of continuing their education 

The Agricultural Schools of the Country. while learning a trade or pursuing agricul- 

AS SEEN BY THE EDITOR ON A RECENT TOUR oF | culture; thus remedying the great evil which 

OBSERVATION. now compels a large proportion of our youth 

Saya to discontinue their scientific and literary 

ene education at the age of twelve or fourteen 

THE PEOPLE'S COLLEGE, N. Y. years, in order to become farmers or mechan- 

It may be objected that this is not an Agri-| ics.” 

cultural College, and should not, therefore,| In order that these objects should not be 

rank among institutions of that class. But] lost sight of they were definitely and point- 

inasmuch as one leading object of its estab-| edly named in the Organic Act by virtue of 

lishment was that the youth of the Empire] which the Institution acquired a legal exist- 
State might be furnished with the facilities | ence, as will appear by the following quota- 

for acquiring a more thorough fitness for the | tion from section 8 of the original charter, to 

practical duties of industrial life; and since} wit: 

the institution is now especially pledgedon| “It shall be the duty of the said Trustees 

behalf of Agriculture by the acceptance of | t0 80 arrange the business and courses of in- 
‘. 5 struction in said college as to accomplish in 

the magnificent Congressional grant of lands} the pest possible manner— 

for the endowment of schools for the benefit] “1. The dissemination of practical knowl- 

SSS
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edge, including chemistry, geology, mineralo-| WHAT THE PEOPLE'S COLLEGE HAS ALREADY DORB, 
gy and those eciences most immediately and} Jt was a part of. the original plan of the 

ee esremmere ees ene eee! People’s College that it should not only be for 

“2, To require that every pupil ah pacer the people, but that it should be endowed and 

chal erie ome pour, ech of dn untae by volt conraioe of the pe 
and Saturday for recreation) to bona fide la-| Ple of the whole State—the capital stock of 
bor in some branch of productive industry.” | the corporation to consist of not more than 

“8, To have Agriculture, with the various | $500,000; the said stock to be in shares of 
branches of Manufxctures and the Mechanic 
Arts, systematically prosecuted within the col- | ©" dollar each, and each stockholder to be en- 
lege and ite grounds, und as a part of its reg-| titled to one vote in the choice of trustees, or 

ular course; and no student shall be permit-|in other matters determinable by the votes of 
ted to graduate with honor, until he passa 2 Z 
searching examination with regard to his|the stockholders. In accordance with this 
proficiency in agriculture, or some branch of| provision, the Farm Site and a portion of the 
manufacturing or mechanical industry.” College Edifice have already been secured, and 

It will thus appear that the Farm and the| subscriptions are in hand sufficient to put the 
Workshop are to be leading features in the | Institution in actual operation within a very 
course of practical instruction, and that to! short time. 

whatever profession the pupils may aspire, The Location for the College appears to us 

they cannot receive the honors of the Insti-| to have been well chosen. For, although not 

tution unless they have first learned the prin-| altogether central to the State, yet it is suffi- 

ciples and familiarized themselves with the] ciently accessible from all parts thereof, and 

practice of at least one of the useful arts. it possesses the important advantage of being 

But the plan of the People’s College does} in the midst of picturesque scenery and of a 

not confine the curriculum of study to the| section of country which very well represents 

Practical Arts; it also embraces General Sci-| the State in its entireness. Havana is situat- 

ence and Literature. Witness the Act of In-| ed near the head of lake Sencca, on the Che- 

corporation, by which the trustees are requir-| mung Railroad, 18 miles north of Elmira— 

ed “to make ample provision for instruction | the point of its intersection with the N. Y.& 

in the classics,” as also the Circular issued | Erie R. R.—and 51 miles southeast of Canan- 

by the Board of Trustees, wherein it is de-|daigua, where it connects with the N. Y. Cen- 

clared to be “the intention of the Trustees to| tral. The Chemung Canal also passes through 

make this Institution not only the best, so far|the place. On either side of the village, east 

as practical knowledge is concerned, but to| and west, there rises a range of hills; the one 

afford opportunities to all who may desire| on the east being bold, precipitous, rocky, and 

them, for obtaining ss thorough a knowledge|clad with dark evergreens; the onc on the 

of all that pertains to Science and Literature | west sloping handsomely eastward, andclothed 

as any other institution in the world. The| in summer with cultivated crops of grass and 

People's College is to be eminently an educa-| grain. 

tional institution, and, as such, it will seek} Atthe date of our visit, in the month of 

the attainment of its purpose by means which | May—a time when water channels are usually 

experience has proved to be the most appro-| full—the rocky bluff was jewelled with sever- 

priate. ® © © There will be taught, as}al beautiful cascades that came tumbling 

means of mental discipline, full courses of |} down from their lofty heights with the flash 

study in pure and mixed Mathematics, in the| and roar of young Niagaras. 

aneient and modern Languages, Geography,| The Farm, on which the college is iocated, 

History, Astronomy, Mechanics, Esthetics, | lies partly within and partly without the cor- 

Mental and Moral Philosophy, and the Bible.” | poration lines of the village, and embraces 

i So much for the plan. Now let us see some two hundred acres of good land with 

ee eee
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varied surface and soil. But little has been, | result ina fair and equal division of those 

as yet, done towards putting it in condition | lands between the People’s College and the 

for » model farm, such as it ought to be before | State Agricultural College of New York, still 

the institution is fairly opened for pupils. the endowment, added to the funds already 

The site of the College, upon the Farm is|accrued and accruing, will be a munificent 

high, commanding a fine view of the village,}one, and insure to the People’s College a 

of the Chemung valley for several miles, and | course of great usefulness. 

of lake Seneca. Could the entire amount accruing from the 

The College Edifice has been planned ona|sale of the scrip to which New York is 

magnificent scale, commensurate with the/entitled by the Law of Congress, be pour- 

breadth and liberality of the educationaljed into the treasury of one institution, it 

scheme of the institution. “Its length of front | would undoubtedly insure to it the early pro- 

will be 320 feet, its width 52 feet. Height] vision of larger educational facilities than if 

four stories above the basement. At either] it were divided; and weare frank to say that 

end will be a wing 206 feet long, 52 feet wide | we would be glad to see at least one industri- 

and four stories high. From the centre will | ‘al school in this country even more nobly en- 

be a wing projecting rereward 68 feet; 64|dowed than that. Still, it is a question wheth- : 

feet wide, and three stories high. The build-|er more good would be accomplished by such 

ing will be surmounted by a cupola of an oc-| concentration than by the division referred 

tagonal form, 36 feet in diameter, and extend-|to. The decision of that important question 

ing over 50 feet above the apex of the roof.| we leave to the wisdom of those with whom 

Acupola is also to be placed on each of the | rests the responsibility. 

end wings. The basement walls to be of stone,} The People’ College is demonstrably founded 

the remaining portion of brick.” upon a true and noble idea, and whatever the 

i When thus completed, this building will |embarassments with which it may still have to 

contain a chapel large enough to accommodate | contend, we look upon its steady growth and 

1800 persons, 16 lecture rooms, 47 rooms for | future greatness as a foregone conclusion. 

the Faculty, and 220 rooms for pupils each stud Sven TUR ase 

ent’s room arranged for two persons. It will} The Agricultural College Lands—Letter from 

also contain a culinary department, with ap- Commissioner Reed. 

propriate rooms for the Steward and his work- Srevens Pernt, Wis., Aug. 31, 1863. 

4] ing force. Estimated cost, complete, $175,000. Prov. Hort :—Dear Sir :—My promise, though 

‘The portion already built is the main front, | long delayed is not forgotten. I might with 

with (he central wing in the rear. The join- | Propriety plead that my duties as Commission- 

ers’, plasterers’ and painters’ work was nearly | &T exonerated me from any correspondence 

eompleted when we were there, and we were | 20t specially called for. 

able, therefore, to bring away a correct da- Since I last saw you, I have been in the 
guerreotype upon the memory of the various counties of St. Croix, Polk, Eau Claire, Dunn, 

interior arrangements; which, we may say, Buffalo, La Crosse, Monroe, Juneau, &c., &c. 

in a word, appeared both tasteful and conven- Ihave taken many notes on which I propose | 

ient. to draw at some future time. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS OF THE COLLEGE. But, in the first place, I know that you ore 

If the Act passed by the last Legislature, anxious to hear from the Agricultural College 

giving New York’s share of Ag’! College Lands | —its present attitude and future prospects; so 

to the People's College, should be approved by |far as the location and quality of the two 

the Governor and thus be: ome a law, this will | hundred and forty thousand acres that are to 

then be among the best endowed Institutions | be set apart for its endowment may affect the 

in America. Or, if the Executive veto should | general object.
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The lands are not all located. But over| &c. Butare not such expressions the offspring » 

thirty thousand acres have been selected in|of a want of inforntation? Have not these 

the Eau Claire land district—the larger por-| sublime manifestations of invisible power left 

tion in Chippewa county. In the St. Croix] a handwriting, too legible to be misunderstood, 

land district about sixty thousand acres were | in the native forests that cover so much of our 

chosen, that for timber, soil, water, and all the| country? Who has visited these woodlands 

elements that are requisite to make good farms | beyond the confines of civilization and not 

were found more valuable than we expect | observed long lanes cut through the very heart 

ed; but the most desirable locations yet made | of the wilderness, and every tree both small 

are on the branches of the Chippewa river, in| and great either broken off or torn up by the 

Chippewa county, not far from the flourishing| roots by similar wind-storms? “What has 

town of Eau Claire. These entries are most-| been, may be.” 

ly covered with beautiful groves of red and| ~ Yours Truly, 

white oak, ash, elm, sugar maple and white Wu. N. Resp. 
pine. Specimeas of the latter and of white Xe ail Ce . 

oak can be seen on these lands that are rarely The Noble Example of Kansas. 

excelled in any country. The State of Kansas has verified the saying, 

Oak of this description, suitable for the| “For the first shall be last and the last first.” 

manufacture of staves, heading, &., is already | The last to come into the Union, she is the 

in demand, and must, as the country rapidly | first to put into operation an Agricultural 

improves, command remunerative prices. The | College begotten of the Act of Congress mak- 

uniform testimony of the pioneer settlers is|ing donations to the several States for the 

that wheat and all the crops usually grown in | endowment of institutions of that class. 

this parallel, flourish here; and that the na-} Behold the way in which she has accom- 

tive grasses, which are very nutritious on this | plished this great work in so short a time. 

description of timbered land, spring upand| At Blue Mount there was a literary college 

are fit for pasturage at least a fortnight earli-| already in operation and under the manage- 

er in the spring than upon the adjacent prai-| ment of what was legally entitled the Blue 

ries; and, from actual examination of the | Mount College Association. This Association 

premises, I have no doubt that they tell the|owned, in addition to a fine college edifice, 

truth. Judging the balance of the lands by | with library and apparatus, one hundred acres 

those already selected, the “Wisconsin Agri-|of land—the value of the whole being not less 

cultural and Mechanical College” needs only | than twenty to thirty thousand dollars. The | 

to be inaugurated by the adoption of a liberal | institution already existing was in a prosper- 

and enlightened policy, and placed under the} ous condition; but the Association had wis- . 

care of suitable officers, to prove a success and|dom enough to see that an endowment of 

permanently silence the clamor of its enemies, | 90,000 acres of government land added to 

There is little of interest in this part of our| what the College already possessed would in- 

State. Lumbering—the great interest of mid-| sure the establishment and maintenance of an 

dle and northern Wisconsin—is jubilant over| industrial college that would probably be of 

the present high water and high prices. The| greater value to the State than two half en- 

fearful tragedy at Buena Vista, in this coun-| dowed institutions could possibly be; and so 

ty, is already being forgotten by all except| they magnanimously offered their favorite 

the large and influential circle of those more} college, with all the land thereunto belonging, 

immediately connected with the deceased. to the Regents of the State Agricultural Col- 

We often bear it remarked that the like has| lege, with the simple condition that the said 

| never happened in this latitude before; that| Agricultural College should be located at that 

| such tornadoes belong to tropical countries,! place. The offer was accepted, and the work 

1 So a
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of transformation commenced; and to-day} Letter postage will be collected on any 

Kansas has the beginning of an institution | newspaper or periodical so marked or written 

such as can hardly fail to be an incalculable | upon as to give any other information than 

blessing to the industrial interests and social | that contained in the print. The same rule 

life of that State. applies to other mailable matter. 

We had long been revolving a scheme of| All letters not duly franked or prepaid, 

thie sort in our mind for the Agricultural | (except soldiers’ and naval letters), and all 7 

|| College of this State, and are glad that we| printed matter except that sent to regular 

| are to have the advantage of so remarkable a | subscribers, and all miscellaneous mail matter 

precedent. reaching the office of delivery without pre- 

i For the present we submit the simple ques- | payment, is charged at double the usual rate 

'| tion whether there are not several institutions | of postage. 

of learning in Wisconsin, the general educa-} [f the postage is partly prepaid, the unpaid 

tional objects of whose organizations, as well | postage is charged at double rates. 

as the special interests of the localities where In all eases where the failure to prepay 

they are, would be largely promoted by the postage is evidently intentional, such letters 

adoption of a policy like that ee the Blue} ¥i11 be forwarded with other “unmailable” 
Mount College of Kansas. ‘The time has not} ) +1015 to the Dead Letter Office. 

come when the offer should be made, but it 3 
A * * Letters bearing request to “return to writ- 

soon will come, and we hope this suggestion His 9 : i 

will be of service in shaping the thoughts and Sate = ae time be specified, he returned 
. 7s s - at the expiration of thirty days after their 

plans of the friends of industrial education : 
in all parts of the State. Recernt They sigald be returned pear Bay 

a the time specified when the request is made 

MISCELLANE OUS. in any form. A business card on a letter is 

= eee =-| not, however, regarded as a request to retarn. 

The New Post Office Law. The Registration fee will be, in future, 

The following are some of the features of twenty cents, besides the regular postage, but 

the Post Office laws which took effect July 1: | the sender receives the receipt of the party 

Section 3 absolutcly prohibits the delivery addressed, and other measures are taken to 

of any letter, newspaper, pamphlet or pack- afford greater security to registered letters. 

age whatever, until the postage charged there-} The maximum standard weight for the sin- 

on shall be paid. gle rate of postage on printed and miscellane- 

Box-rent must be paid in advance. ous mail matter, is fixed at four ounces avoir- 

Unclaimed letters will be returned to the|dupois. The postage on transient mailable 

Dead Letter Office one month after the date of | matter is fixed at two cents per rate (four 

their advertisement. ounces or less), and four cents per rate for 

Letters bearing request to “return to ‘writ- | books. 

er,” are not advertised, neither are drop let-} Three circulars pass at the same rate of 

tore. two cents, when enclosed in one unsealed en- 
The postage on letters returned from the velope 

Dead Letter Office is reduced to three cents. N hi ‘ a heretofere’s 

Tuc weight of maiale meter simi) lo] mesteuemen ocak eos 
four pounds. any business card or address printed on the 

The postage on letters to the Pacific coast is | ¥7*PPeT of a circular or newspaper. 

reduced to three cents per half ounce. Only weekly newspapers can hereafter be 

Drop letters are charged with two cents delivered free within the county where the 

postage per half ounce, but the carrier's fee | paper is published. : 

is abolished. 3 The rate of postage on regular papers will
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be the same within the State as from one State | semi-weekly 100; tri-weekly léc; daily 30¢; 

to another. semi-monthly 6c; monthly 3c; quarterly le. 

Small newspapers may be sent in packages | Not exceeding 8 oz. in weight.—Weekly 100; 

to one address at the rate of one cent for a| semi-weekly 20c; tri-weekly 800; daily 60; 

package not exceeding four ounces, and one semi-monthly 12c; monthly 5c; quarterly 2c. 

. cent additional for every additional four oun Not exceeding 12 oz. in weight—Weekly lb; 

ces, &e. semi-weekly 20c; tri-weekly 45¢; daily 90¢; 

Publishers may enclose in their publications | semi-monthly 18¢; monthly 90; quarterly 8c. 

sent to regular subscribers the bills for sub-} The privilege of publishers to exchange is 

scription thereto without additional charge, | restricted to one copy, not exceeding 16 oun- 

and may write or print the day of expiration | ces in weight, sent direct from one publisher 

of subscription with the address. to another. 

Route agents may carry and deliver pack- = aeera ee 

ages of newspapers on steamboats and cars, IN THE BATTLE. 

at such rates as may be agreed upon between | The following spirited lines from the Continental Month- 

the publisher and postmaster, subject to the So popeany are tye Been ee ee at 

isi i The a beat, th bi 
revision sad the Postmaster General. ee ee be areca ben tke rim 

All mail matter not sent at letter rates of | Dark bristlingo’er exch murky height,’ 

“ 3 ‘And all the field ts whirled in fight. 
postage, embracing books, book manuscripts, 

proof sheets and other printed matter, and all Zhe bees hin Oe Mec: ot 

i I stand the battle’ 
other mail matter, except seeds, must be 80] 454 watch the smoking squadrons charge. 

wrapped or enveloped with open ends or sides} 5,.4,.14 one starry banner reel 

as to enable the postmaster to examine the} With that wild shock of steel on steel ; 
: And ringing up by rock and tree 

package without destroying the wrapper, oth-+| At last the cry that summons me. 

erwise such packages must be rated with let-| J hear it in my vibrant soul, 
thundering back its counter roll; 

ter postage. aT aii tity ore aetgen ante TAPERS 
The franking privilege is restricted to the} Inthe white ‘uruace of my thought. 

heads of the various departments and mem-| No dream that made my daye divine 
But flashes back some mystic sign; 

bers of Congress. ‘And every shape that erst was bright 

All correspondence addressed to any execu-| Sweeps by me garmentod in light, 

i ini High | ds ot ii tal praise, 
tive department, or any officer in it, must now High hgeed dnot imc tal praia = 

be prepaid, except official communications | The crowned maje tirs of Time 
5 Rise visioned on my soul sublime. 

written by some officer of the department, or é 

an officer under its control or responsible to  ieomliptton. Fed Sett-brret sone air; 

it, and in such cases, under the words “official Ans eres lock oat Ree ed sionae 

business” on the envelope, the officer must) «Charge! Charge!” at last the captains cry; 

sign his name with his official designation.| We paut—we speed—wo leap—we fly— 
oe I erl my Itfting feet aspire, 

All other persons, and all persons writing | As'I were born of wiud ‘aud fire. 

to departments with which they are not con-| On,on! where wild the battle swims, 

nected, must. prepay their postage. ee ees eet 

Postmasters can frank only official commu-| 1% the glory of great Death. 

nications to the department and to each other.) Come flashing blade, and hissing ball! 
Igive my blood. my breath, my all, 

RATES OF POSTAGE ON PRINTED MATTER. Se that on yonder rucky height 

Transient matter of all descriptions per rate ‘The Stars and Stripes may wave to-night! 
(GOz. OF VeH8). .. seevsessnvereensveceseeseeessnseeeseseneee 2 COMES. webs toe 23 eS ete 

Books, per rate, (4 02. OF 108s) -ccereeescecrensescvneeeene 4 tt es ‘ . i 
Uusealed circuturs....csseeeerverreesenneessereessennneme BE gear it is said that printed declarations, 

% So 2 Ee with blank forms, are to be used by young la- 
. * ONC BAUTEBS..eecveeceqenvereeee AC. Be. | 4. 

dies who bave lovers too modest to propose. 

REGULAR NEWSPAPERS. The lady herself fills out the blank, and, of 

Not exceeding 4 oz. in weight.—Weekly 50; course, no sensible man can refuse to sign it. 

Fi 
ee
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Greek Fire. time when kept from the air. The compound 

Gen. Gilmore has been throwing shells into Singer a ee ne an poe ee a 

Charleston charged with Greek fire, and Gen. | mixture explodes, fe the per tal i a 

Beauregard has remonst against the use| wise, the Selred — ts . re 2 5 fi a3 

of this “villainous compe@ind.” ‘The secret| and scattered far ae Et Wher ee 

of the preparation and use of Greek fire was] strikes it burns for a long time with ut st 
preserved by the Romans of the east for 400 | inextinguishable flame, and ignites all com 
years, the direst vengeance being imprecated bustible materials that it toaehee . ‘At the 
upon whoever should divulge its composition.| same time the bisulphide of eae ihle es 

The Mohammedans finally obtained the secret | out its abominable te and assists i ale 

and turned it against the Christians in the | ing meddlers at a res etful Pee RESP: 
holy wars of Syria and Egypt. It appears to (genet 7 

have been a compound of bitumen, sulphur SS Saree Tee 
aug es poured from caldrons, or projected LOVE IN AUTUMN. 
in fire-balls, or on arrows or javelins, around Ep! 
which flax was twisted, saturated with the aay, Tene one bey aati 

inflammable compound. The fire went through And in the fields of stubble near = 

the air like a “winged, long-tailed dragon,” Incessant pipe the speckled quail 

perhaps not unlike our sky rockets. All golden ripe the apples glow 

Greek fire used also to be called liquid and Pec con Py lipio 2 vee 

maritime fire, burning even under water and jt ee owen tia dhe 

that with even ecalseaneaos than out of it, ee Pee en HRS, 

being only extinguishable with vinegar mixed Se ee eee ee . 
with sand, or by covering it with a hides. aati cet 

It takes its name from being first used by the The sunflower shines'upon the lawn. 

Greeks, in the year 660. And stretched athwart the burning sky, ; 

The inventor was an engineer of Heliopolis, Lie eee ee mae petite 

in sem mene: Sere who first applied Hang quivering fn the noonday light. 
it in the sea fight near Cyzicus, in the Helles- 
pont, and with such effect that he burned the A ere ee ee eae glow, . 

whole fleet of the Saracens, wherein there ‘That, like a watchfire in the wood, 

were 80,000 men. Its use was continued till Gleamed to the yellowing yale below. 

phous the middle of the 14th century, when os bene ee sees Soe 

the compound of nitre, sulphur and charcoal 4 prbeees See ; 

erat a revolution in the et of war and the x re ieen like te Cantor cheep: ent 
‘istory of mankind. An old writer describes 

the composition ot Greek fire as formed by ee oe the eine tool tae hollow: sound 

mixing over the fire the charcoal of willow, Of dropping nuts, and sweet and clear 

nitre, rosin, brandy, sulphur, pitch and cam- The spring that bubbled from the ground, 
phor. A woolen cord is plunged into the mix- Close at our feet the brook slid down, 

ture and made into balls. The subject is fully je ae eciact tee ae vert, i 

treated in the work by Scoffen, published in To sparkle throug the level eae 
London in 1858, called “Projectile weapons a isc or bat ‘is fi 

of War, and explosive Compounds,” in which Tho latter faded ead, pa 

he names several liquid mixtures that spon- Mate recente of lt eealied Loar, , 

taneously ignite, and may be used for the Memories that my heart holds dear. 
same purposes as Greek fire. Like one who in a pensive dream i 

The generic name of Greek fire has been Tenet rena ce cee ee 

given to all kinds of incendiary compounds ‘fo hold communion wit the dead, 

inclosed in shell and thrown into cities for ‘The whispered vow—the lagering kiss— 

the purpose of firing them, There are several ‘The long embraces, cheek to cheek— 

‘patents out for these compounds, and the ex- Ga ory Ae eoene ees 

act methods of mixing and using them are Pee pases of orgs tp, poeel 

known only to the inyentors. But the basis Aloo ee eee eae 

of them all is said to be phosphorus dissolved While overhead the 1 hoes ine blaet ae 

in bisulphide ye Seer The latter is a very Of sunset with the melting blue. 

curious liquid, having all the apparent purit, “ 

of distilled water, and a very Teh nena OM arache cate operant breath, 

power, but evolving, on evaporation or com- O winds that strip the ugarnered sheaf, f 

bustion, the foulest stench known to chemical ie Sue to me.the tayee of Death 
science—a science which positively revels in Ah! soon these groves shall lose the glow, ; 

nauseous odors. It has the extraordinary Oe fan orate Deeenior Bee 
property of dissolving phosphorous freely and |. Shall leave the branches bléak and bare. 

preserving it in a fluid state for any length of —Harpers’ Monthly, 

tlle
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THE HOME. hover near, whispering kind words of solace 

oe + | when the ear will bend to listen. 

THE OLD HOMESTEAD. — We hear music in the murmuring stream— 

‘When first the skies grow warm and bright, | the sighing “a call it the mélody of 

‘asain he palo, int robes te SPINE | Nature, not think¥hg that it may be voices 

wien hive, with soa pered feet, | from the far off distance. We hang upon the 

= hee a bo en eer | walls of Memory rare pictures of unreal 

Where the yellow corn must be: beauty, and fancy that we fashioned, them, 
What a beautiful embodiment 

Of ease, devoid of bride, a when they were sketched and tinted by an- 

ne Goh Tepe we | gelic hands, which found their prototypes in 

But when the happiest time is come heaven. fy 

‘That to the year belongs, | 
Of uplands bright with harvest gold, | But, dear to usas are such messengers, they 

‘And meadows fall of songs; | aie 3 
When fields of yet uuripened corn, are invisble, and our earth-trained natures 

ona erect seek something more tangible—something tp- 

ie ae Fivecning Noor ait on which the eye can dwell and the heart rest 

Bet te Soa oS eae isa’ at all times aud seasons. We need fireside 

With steep and mossy roof. angels to be the guardians of home, sweet 

When Lome the woodman plods, with axe * home, And we have them without number; 

otia os Saeed naats eee, sitting at our hearthstones, coming and going 

wn eee petnserertehac with us in every walk of life. Their names 

A th abe om te tied porch : are as household words, but grown so familiar 
aaa : —_ fone ee 

HE dearer ate a a eer that we forget their divine origin. hi 

Toe Ue aaehaeok hoooervoke ” Kind words are fireside angels;,and with 

With gables shiarp'und brown. their twin sisters, Smiles, they pluck manya 

When the fi f Si ish. i : ‘ 
a ewes ae peri thorn from the brow of Care, and cover the 

And little birds with weary wings wound with freshly budding flowers. Their 
Have gone across the main; ss - wee 

‘When curls a esate ‘upward ’ praises are sung by all, but their true mission 

Ancol along ithe maxed hilt is best known by the wayworn heart to which 

toieeeate lve and gr life seems full of bitterness: Gentleness, Pa- 

j ead tience, Meekness, and Forbearance are all of 

j ‘With hearthstone large and warm. heavenly birth, and although clad in earthly 

| SaSee ens a ara guise have hidden wings which we shall see 

, 1 Fireside Angels. by-and-by: can 

{ Angels are ministers of God—divine mess-| ‘Love is a fireside angel, nearly akin to the 

engers, who revealed many things in ancient| one which fills all heaven with joy. Its mis- 

‘| times to the frail sons of men. Angels are| sionis to unite the great band of human broth- 

dwellers in’ the, “Celestial City ;”),they guard | erhood. Faithful and true, it binds husband 

the gates of Paradise, and welcome the child-| and wife, parent and child, brother and sister, 

ren of time, when, careworn and weary, they | each to the other witha bond so delicate as to 

|| arrive at the closed portals of Eternity. be invisible, but firm as clasps of steel. 

i When Night casts her shadows over earth,| _js4.n4 in hand with Love, comes Truth, tha) 

}| and Bicep. closes the eyes of Humanity, ey brightést of the train,—sitting with us atthe 
visit us in dreams, fanning our brows with fireside, kneeling at the altar, and casting a 

Pinions bathed in the’ glories of perpetual | 5,4), 0 of glory about the humblest spot, and 

beauty. And when Day comes with, its glare| making home a hallowed place. We see our 

and glitter, although etherialized so as to be| type of the beautiful on. earth, the beautiful 

invisible to our earth-blinded vision, they! in heaven. Carrie. 

; ee ——————
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rica eae Me aS tata to} On this subject of the use of water the 
. ave visi e, showy . 1 J 

house, in disorder from cellar to garret—noth- learned Dr, Smith discourses as follows: 

ing homelike, nothing inviting; and on the} \“‘The are in the human body 2,700,000 
other hand we have seen a low log cottage, | glands, and 7,000,000 pores, from 2,000 to 
whitewashed outside, and embowered with 3,000 to the square inch, and one-eighth of an 
roses, a model of neatness and comfort inside, | inch in depth, making twenty-eight miles of 
with its white. window curtains, and every | human drainage. 
article of furniture handsomely arranged.| ‘‘Five-eighths of all that is eaten passes off 
This was owing to the excellent housewife. | through these pores, and but one per cent. of : 
But while skill and labor within are so im-| all perspirable matter consists of solid sub- 
portant in this great element of high civiliza-| stances. The change in the muscle, tissue, 
tion, namely, Home Comrorz, the surroundings | and bones occurs in from one to two years, 
of the house, under the care of the owner, | and in the entire body in from six to seven 
should never, for a day, be forgatten. years, If this old matter be retained, it caus- 
Remember—the highest mark of civilization | es disease—it is a real virus. y 

is attention to domestic forts, domestic| ‘Some diseases are relieved almost instant- 
happiness and to clovating the condition and} ly by opening the pores. Diarrhea is fre- 
character of the female members of the fami-| quently cured, matter from the mucous mem- 
ly.— Country Gent. brane is expelled through the skin; tobacco, 

s ae a Fo re su sesteuny Deve voor eenried: 
ourTEsy AT Home.—Almost any one can atever throug! @ skin the ly can 

be courteous in, a neighbor's house. If any-|expel, it can absorb. Hold the end of your 
thing goes wrong, or is out of time, or is dis-| finger in spirits of turpentine; it is absorbed, 
agreeable there, it is made the best.of, not the | goes through the system and may be detected 
worst; even efforts are made to excuse it, and| by its odor. Constant handling of arsenic 
to show it is not felt; it is attributed to acci-| has produced death by absorption. 
dent, not to design; and this is not only easy} «perspiration is elimi . a : piration is eliminated from all parts 
but natural in the house of a friend. I will) of the body. and the excretions cutaneously 
not, therefore, believe that what is so natural] forced may from some parts of the surface be 
2 the house ‘of another is impossible at home, | readmitted to the circulation, and if poison- 
ut maintain without fear that all the courte-| oy or injurious, whenever the bloou visits it, 

sies of social life may be upheld in domestic | it must carry disease. Nature keeps her side 
society. A husband as willing to be pleased | of the interior clean and soft, and demands 
at home ye he is anxious to be pleased ina} , unobstructed, exterior, and exudes to the 
neighbor's house, and a wife as intent on mak-| surface the refuse matter for removal by bath- 
ing things comfortable every day to her fami- ing and evaporation. A light, dry powder, 
ly as on set days to her guests, could not fail| nixed with sweat and oil from the glands, 

; to make home happy. and dust, clogs up the pores. As all parts of 
ee ee ., |the cuticle has pores, as well as the face and 

Rene nee punish your children for wil-| arms, all the body should be bathed at least 
ly disobeying you, but never punish in an-| one-third as many times as those are. P 

ger. ‘ i = 
Never let them perceive that they can vex |, On heard * lore ship the sinall pox sad: 

you or make you lose your self-command. Sa y broke out. h Bie ia wee kes 
If they give way to petulance and temper, Tern ee the ‘a tn Seni wey ers: : 

wait till they are calm, and then gently rea- Waee tang, avexboar: mane ied ae: eh 
son with them on the impropriety of their |T” and anguish the negroes cried out, ‘Let 
conduct. us do as we used to do in our own country 

op with the sick.’ Permission being given, they 
HEALTH AND DISEASE. gently lowered their sick companions into the 
See nee sea, letting them remain a few minutes, and 

then raised them and placed them in the sun- 
ane ae ee light on deck until dried, and repeated the 

How-many—that is what proportion—of the | process. several times, when the disease left 

whole people of this or any oth tary dail | CGR Ee theyomeroi cured. *. Boe is a me o ene 2 “Cold water is used and press ee ee 
‘of even one thorough bath per annum? Prob-| more than formerly, though many woul ‘in. 

ably not less than one-fifth, while there are|® physician not worth sending for who should 
af oa prescribe so simple 2 remedy. Abernethy's 

multitudes in city and country who never en-| advice to one of his wealthy patients was:— 

joy this great luxury—this esséntial, for it is| ‘Let your servant bring to you three or four gs 7 d oy aaa 
essential to the health of the body—any more ae poermaal ee ib ae ae 

than as though they had a chronic hydropho-| head to foot rub yourself with it, and you'll 
bia! : recover. ‘This advice of yours seems very.
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much like telling me to wash myself,’ said the| Picxte ror Brer.—To one-half barrel of 

patient. ‘Well,’ said Abernethy, ‘it is open beef, 14 pails of water, 6 quarts of salt, 4 

to that objection.’ quarts of saltpetre, 4 lbs. sugar; sprinkle 4 

«Dr. Currie used fresh water generally, and | quarts of the salt on the beef as you lay it 

by long and careful experience he found that | down, boil the rest, skim and pour over the 

bathing prevented or cured most diseases.” beef while hot. 

Good people of the country, don’t be afraid} pocxOne Ib. of rump steak, 1 Ib. of pork 

of pure cold water; your occupations subject | steak, half a loaf of bread, chop all together 

you to the necessity of frequently perspiring like sausage meat, add two beaten eggs, and 
" z ‘ season with salt, pepper, and sage or summer 

profusely, and likewise to an almost constant savory; bake like a loaf of bread—to be cut | 

accumulation of dust upon the surface of the | in slices and eaten cold. 

body. In this way, the pores, which should) Appre Jetuy.—Boil 1 peck of apples—quar- | 
be always open, are clogged, and the health | tered ey tapenee and apne Pr in ores 
= ae ., . pints of water; then put them in a bag to 

iadiable, tnSoaeicsere ae strain. Take as much sugar as there is jules 

ment. If cold water be repugnant, as it will | and boil this 15 minutes; add the juice of 2 

be in most cases where it has not been in cus-|!emons; pour into moulds to cool. 

tomary use, take the chill off, so that it shall] Wasuincron Caxe.—One pound of sugar, 

not be uncomfortable. It is not necessary one peend = eon oe of o roant 
* aS ., -.| of butter and five eggs, a small cup of sweet 

that it should be as cold as ice; indeed it is milk, a teaspoonful of ssleratus, t saiteon 

sometimes better that it should be a little | and cloves to your taste, one pound of raisins, 

warm, or even hot. But ordinarily, in health | °"® wine-glass of wine and another of brandy. 

cold is better. It is the best tonic inthe] Prum Puppinc.—One cup of mulasses, one 

world. cup of milk, one pound of raisins chopped, : 

‘ * one teaspoon of soda, one of powdered cloves. 
Just when the bath should be especially | yi. with flour about as stiff as pound cake. 

cold, and when hot or warm, cannot be ex-| Melt half a cup of butter and stir it in. 

plained in this connection, without making Steam in a dish over boiling water four hours, 
* > and eat with a hot sauce. 

our article too long. Of all this at another 

time. Meantime don’t be afraid of the bath. WIT AND WISDOM. 

There is not the slightest danger in keeping per- — = | 

fectly clean. pes” A physician has discovered that the 

_—_—_ nightmare in nine cases out of ten is produc- 

DOMESTIC ECONOMY. ed by owing a bill fora newspaper, and that 

—— ———— the best cure is to pay up. 

oi fal Recipes. n@e A noble life is but the development of 

Sweer Arrie Pupprxc.—One pint of scald- | # noble thought. 

ed milk, one-half pint of Indian meal, one 

teacup of molasses, one teaspoonful of salt, wr te. who xan a ‘ee senerally 

six sweet apples cut in small slices. Bake healthiest; the road of perfect health is too 
three hours. narrow for wheels. 

Mourrins.—Three tablespoonsful of butter |. Why is ee the sun? Because when 

melted in three pints of milk; when cold stir it rises it is light. 

in six eggs, one teaspoonful of salt, twe table-| tow ig it that the wheels of a carriage give 

spoonsful of yeast, flour to make them as thick | evidence of great feebleness ? Taenibe they 
as you can beat it. Should rise in Shours. | sre tired before they start. 

° 
nee ee a ae er When was Napoleon most shabbily dressed? 

of boiling toes, , it bow ). 
and this is the formula: Pet each moss be a? | When he was out at Elbe (elbow), 
equal size. Let the water boil before putting | g@eRed noses are light-houses to warn 

the potatoes in. When done, pour off the wa-|voyagers on the sea of life off the coasts of 
ter and scatter in three or four tablespoonsful | Malaga, Jamaica, Santa Cruz and Holland. 

of salt; cover the pot with s coarse cloth, and eae 

return it to the fire for a short time. In five ba Scrutinize a lawyer when he tells you 

minutes take out and serve. Watery potatoes | how to avoid litigation, and a doctor when he 

are made mealy by this process. drinks to your health.
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B@F" The Italians have this proverb: “Wo- Willie Turner's Story. 

men are wise on a sudden, foolish on premed- a 2 
itation.” A few weeks ago I was down in the coun- 

$@F-The light of the world comes chiefly ty, aot went to visit the Pa and Ma of little 

from the sun and the student's lamp. Willie Turner. 
is Willi % ? 2 : 

BaQe Weakness in a General is the demor- We Si aie Taran |. Donk you kane 
alization of an army. He is a boy about as old and as tall as you 

——_:_: are, and has hair and eyes just like yours— 

YOUTH’S CORNER. that is, if you are about six years old, area 

‘THE BRAVER BRAVE- very little higher vee the table, and have 

a blue eyes and brown hair. 
TO WAR-BOTS. 

— Where does he live? I told you he lived in 

BY as Ort: the country, and, since you live there too, and 

Little boys, high and low, are so near his age and size, I am sure you 

Little boys who want to go ought to know him better than I who live in the 

‘Where the battle rages 2, city, and am much larger than he, besides be- 

Boye so big you acarce can wait, ing as old as four or five of you all together. But 

Boge so, Uisle aye meat waits I see that you don’t seem to know much about 
To be soldiers of the State, he si 

him, so I will just tell you a few things, and 

Lye might Dy tee seemma | may call it a story about Will, and he 
Soldiers very brave and good, Ie ee . ? 
Staunch as any ever stood may call it his story. 

Where the bullets fall like rain, I will begin by telling you what he did the 

Where the fing is shot in twain, most of the time I was there. You must be 

‘Whore Gheyiralty once again. very much alike, for he did what you do near- 

You may think it would be fun, ly all the time. He ran around after the but- 

eae terflies, not to catch, to chase them—climbed 
I think most of you would run. 
* a i: some trees, not after bird’s nests, but to see if 

‘ar is dreadful. Shot and shell, :. ‘ 
Which kilt most? dh, who can tell? he co oor waded eh in the oe, 

Not the soldier-boy who fell. sometimes on his head, sometimes on his feet, 

Now you little bits of boys, and all for the fun of it. 

And you somewhat bigger boys, | Idon’t know as I am right in saying he 

Listen to me; all you boys. | spent most of his time in this way. He must 

It is noble, it is grand, have busied himself a part of that bright af- 
In the Union blue to stand, i + + = 
wightiag bo pec ail ina ternoon in looking up the very prettiest flow- 

eet In ee ers, the largest bunches of currants, the 
rand to bear the flag on high, 

; Katehi rebalaty, plumpest gooseberries, and the mellowest ap- 

In that holy cause to die. ples he could find. How do I know? How 

Bs a ctlee tung te dous, does anybody know, when you go out to the 

And a grander triumph won | garden and orchard and come back with your 

By many a little one, | hands full, that you have been looking for 

Every time a boy like you, | these things. Willie came with his hands full 

Though not dressed in Union blue, a good many times, and gave them to me every 
Tells « story, straight and true— ‘Gee 

Tells-the truth in time of danger, : : 
Tplis Hie shine nUnD ONT DE Gomece, Maybe you think I tell you a so that when 

Jast the trath to friend and stranger. Icome to your pouee you will ae the same. 

ate bento to nobly ata; Well, I can’t help itif youdo. Itisso pretty 

*Tis a famous victory to see little children ready, and all because 

To live and tell no lie. they want to, bringing the prettiest and the ,
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: best of flower and fruit to others, instead of | don’t think he has been to school much. He 
keeping it themselves, that I wish they were | isn’t large enough. But there is one lesson | 
all like Willie. 1 think, too, that I should be|he has learned already—has. earned very 
just as glad to see this if the flowers and cur-| well, and didn’t forget once while I was there. 
rants and gooseberries and apples didn’t come | It is this: “LirrLg FoLKs SHOULD BE-SEEN AND if 
to me, but were given, with a happy face, to | Nor NEARD.” t , H 
some one else. Still it is very pleasant to} The only thing I remember to have heard || 
have a nice little boy or girl, come in, every | him say, except to answer when he was spok- 
now and then, while you are talking with the | en to, was, ““Woulda’t Mrs. Hoyt write him a || 
grown folks, and, without making any noise| story?” He asked this of his mother, who 
to disturb the conversation, drop these good | said “ Perhaps, if you will be a good boy.” I 
things into your lap. said “Willie is a good boy, and I will write 

That afternoon I had so many that, besides | him a story some time.” Se here it is, all |j 
eating all I wished, and giving some all round, | about himself. But I don't think it is much |! 
a whole row of red and yellow apples stood | of a story, after all. Do you? How could it || 
over the large glass in the parlor, very much | be? he is such a little fellow. 
like the “apples of gold in pictures of silver,” | Next month will be November, that ugly 
that, the Bible says, are like to good words. time, when there is neither green grass nor || 
When we went to come away, just as the car-| snow to frolic upon out doors, but rair and 
riage was turning from Willie's home to my | shiver and stay in the house. I am always || 
home, I said, “Oh, I musn’t forget my apples!” | sorry for children at such times, and will have || 
Willie heard this and ran back as fast as he| a story ready for all tho little boys and girls 
could and brought them. They filled my pock-| in the State. I think you will like it, and you 
et quite full. I carried them home and laid may each one call it Mx Srory. 
them up, in the bright sun, in my window. | —————————————_——_— 
Every time I ate one, I gave one away, for I NEWS SUMMARY. 
remembered how Willie had given them to me. ~~ ~TNDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS. ae 

But we had not gone yet. We staid all ee "i 
night. When Will was sent to bed in the eve-| ‘The State Fairs, so far as heard from, have gone off q 
ning, he looked as if he would rather not go, tae, ae bce tae ee 
but he didn’t say a word, or pull back, or kick. a uae farnieti ltée! esis te coon of the 
He went, as a good soldier goes to battle, | state Fairs ot Iowa, Mlinois, Ohio and New York. 7 
bravely. SSS j 

The next morniag, when Willie’s Ma told ae ae peace 
him that this was the lady who wrote “Little Nothing of anuchi tabpartaned has ‘thanépired in the in- 
George and his Hatchet,” “Little Big Man,” | dustrial world. County Fairs generally successful. The 
“Bumble Bug,” &c., I saw that he did not run a Democracy” of Wisconsin met at Janesville, 
out doors so much, but staid a good deal in the sas ae Aa aa eg a eee 
house with us. I expect he thought that in| tis journal. It is sufficient to say they were denuncia- 
all that talking there would surely come a | try of the “Ryan Address Democracy,” and fall selene fi if 5 pressions of devotion to the country and of a determina. story after a while. Did we big folks stop tion to sustain theadministrative head of the government. 
talking when he staid in the house? No, in- ee 
deed! Why should we? Do you suppose FOREIGN MATTERS. | 
Willie made so much noise that it disturbed menial of infowasd dateCreatidu Ghd aboogaition are 
us? Do you suppose he talked much himself, | sti11 aftoat in Europe! France seems more likely to make saying “Ma! ma!” every few minutes, or| us trouble than any other power at this time; though it 
pulling his father by thesleeve? He did noth-| ® Seep Rae ee eee. 
ing of the kind. Willie is a small boy. T} throne of Mexico, has not yet accepted. i 

\ 
Ee
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ce. onl® sibesG wow )the'people, we are ready to ‘offer réwards, 
eS) - boars “ |'though-it be at the sacrifice’ of nuchithat we || 
“ren eZ : 3 | ave entitled to’ as‘ legitimate return for our | 
eae ees - |abor—on the principle that it is ten times 

te | better'to do good to ten thousand farmers than 
sp eagen » » one thousand. ‘ q 

eae Fone To such friends of the Farmer as are influ- 
= Saar a Rosy | enced by that State ‘pride which actuates us, 

nt —-s ‘in part, we will state, for their gratification, || 
yo mS | that the Farwer is going ahead splendidly 

< Ey (ae “* | Some'two thousand names have been added to 
\ : as! | dur subscription list within'’the past few |} 

- = “| months, and there seems to be’ growing dis- 
NATIONAL AFFAIRS. | position to give it the support it deserves Tt |, 

i cdtan ceigsecDicisst oeeacet cae eae table! his true, ‘however, that it does ubt afford the | 
isejAgat of die Tatgrancis capi aaloatate Editor and publishers anything like a fair Te- 
Gilmore has gained possession of Morris Island, including | ™Uneration for the effort necessary to keep it || 
Forts Wagner and Gregg, and is now about bombarding | Up to even its present standard of excellence. || 
the city of CharleSton. : Nor can it, indeed, so long as the cdst of its |/ we. _ ce npeeichigreba nie Be sad publication ib 80 great ag now, ‘unless the sub- |’ 
hag sailed with a stroug force for some unknown point— | °F#Ption list is further inoreased by the addi- | 
probably the month of the Rio Grande, where his services | tion of some thovs#nds. ' * i 

""powernd has pe! Gory and has jus aa | ARNO IC Plane eng Hie Raa | 
terrible battle wil aigg't ‘atin: “sbintoseat 16S soe un yot more ‘valunble: than: it'is/'bat weean | 
Johnston and troops from the army ‘of Toe.) hardly’ afford to make thése improvements | 

‘Two of Rosecranz’s divisions aro reparted to have given | Solely, or even temporarily, at our own ex- 
way, compelling him ‘to fall back to Chattanooga, near | pense, and pectiniary ruin. Will not one- | 
Which place the battle occurred. Reports from Washing Few tin of the 80,000 farmers of Wisconsin 
ton assure us that Burnside, who has been carrying every . thing before him in East Tennessee, has reinforced him |i2terest themselves more warmly than now in t 

and that he will be fully: sustained. ; their own Home Agricultural Journal? oil 

Gold has gope upta, 1.20, | «The. prizes themselves will prove to be of | 
a | more worth than the price of the FARMER, and 

EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. if we'are to make not one cent, by reason of 
Lali nL aaa atinn.od favors, it will, at 

The Prizes for 1864.—The attention of least, afford us great pleasure to have furnish- I 

everybody who would be glad to promote the ed to all parts of the State the beginnings ‘and : 
worthy end important objects for which this the guides to an indfstry that is sure, in the 

Jeumiali is published is direoted to, our new progress of timé to result in the increased | 
offer of premiums, as found, on. the 4th page happiness and economical advantage of the 
of cover, and to the description of prizes in great public of our favorite Northwest. i 
Horticultural Department. . fe bdo virn 2 ting wast 

Tt.seems absurd that the farming, public | «Fine Ag: Soc. Diplomas.—e are in- || 
should need anything in the way of prizes to | debted to Mr. Pulcifer, late editor of the €o- 

induce them to take a cheap-and' valuable pa- | lumbusi Journal; for samples. of the beautifal || 

|| per devoted especially to their own interests; | Diplomas executed by J. Sage & Sons, Buffalo, |, 

but if by these means we may the more thor-|N.Y. We know of no place in this country 

oughly insure the wide diffusion of practical |where work of this sort’ is done''better or || : 

l knowledge and correct social sentiment among | cheaper. f 
t
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To the Growers and Manufacturers of} A New Seedling Blackberry.—We were 
Flax and Hemp.—Congress having, at its | recently favored with a box of large fine seed- | | 

| last session, placed in the hands of the Com-{ling blackberries, produced by ex-Lieut. Gov. 

missioner of Agricultare an appropriation of | E. D. Campbell, of La Croase. Unfortunately 

$20,000 “For investigations to test the prac-| they arrived during our absence and had suf- 

ticability of cultivating and preparing Flax | fered considerably from the hot weather be- |, 

and Hemp as a substitute for cotton,” the Com-|fore they: fell into the hands of competent 1 

missioner, after conzultation with members of | judges. It is believed that this blackberry 

Congress and with manufacturers, determined | will prove a valuable acquisition, and we 

to place the whole matter in the hands of three | thank the Gov. for his kind effort to afford us 

Commissioners, and accordingly appointed | an opportunity to prove its merits. 

Hon. J. K. Morehead, of Pittsburg, Penn.; a ae 

John A. Warder, of Cincinnati, Ohio; and| Returns from the Wheat Crops were 

William M, Bailey, of Providence, R. 1. The|Scarcely ever more encouraging. The crop 

Commissioners met, at the Department, on|in this State was but little damaged by in- |} 

Thursday, September 3, 1863; chose Hon. J. sects, and though harvested in some counties 

|| ks Morehead Chairman; appointed 0. A. Staf-| with great difficulty, owing to its lodged con- 

ford, of the Department, their Clerk; and dition, the catching weather and the scarcity 

passed the following resolution; of laborers, still there is reason to believe 

“ Resolved, That the Commissioner of Agri- that it will fall but little short of the great 

culture be requested to issue an advertisement | crop of 1860, Tife aggregate may possibly be 

ees ae, aoa to abies greater, but the average per acre has not been 

Department, on or before the 20th day of No-| so large. q 

vember, samples'of the fibres and ceca pre- Bie eige ee 

spect shete,'te pe eee ae Prizes.—What is the reason newspaper men 

cesses, and with estimates as to the probable | all offer prizes to induce new subscribers to 

A a | ee ee take their publications, and none to keep the 

Be eralool fos aeiie quantity of the old ones on the track? r sos 

stalks or straw of flax and hemp.” f | [Because they know that the subscriber gets 

All packages of specimens or samples, and | his money’s worth in the paper alone; and be- 

all letters on this subject, should be addressed | ing honest themselves, they are slow to believe 

to the Commissioner of Agriculture, with’ the | that any who have once read and profited by 

endorsement “For Commissioners of ‘Flax | their teachings would wish to get more than 

Culture. Isaac Newron, Gom'r. | they pay Jor—Ev.] 

Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, Sept. 1868. Sa REE io TET 
, 2 “The Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Ma- 

The University Commercial School.— | chine is constantly gaining in popularity.” 
We are pleased to leary, that this excellent in-| 411 right; it deserves very great popularity. 

stitution continues to flourish notwithstanding |The sale room of Geo. R. Chittenden, Esq., 

the hard times. The course of instruction is |General Western Agent, at Chicago, is one of 

full and thorough, and the expensesare about | the finest establishments of its kind-in the 

one-fourth less than in any other similar in-| United States The machine which it repre- 

stitution of whiok we have knowledge. Gen-| sents gtands first in Europe and America. 
tlemen or ladies desiring to acquire a mastery 1 

of the science of book-keeping and its colla-| “‘ Chester County White" Hogs.—Who 
terals can hardly do better than to attend the | has them to sell? Enquiries are frequent, and 

University Commercial School. yet no one advertises. Do men who keep stock |]. 

For full particulars, address D. H. Tullis, |'to sell understand the value of the Farmer | 

| Madison. as a medium? 4 
| i
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Editorial Notes uf. European Travel| To the Chicago and Northwestern R. W. Co. 

“Down the Rhine” again crowded out. Will|for a copy of their Fourth Annual Report, 

appear in next No. submitied to the Annual Meeting of the Bond 

SR Gaia FR. A and Stockholders, held at§,Chicago, June4th, 

Farmer's Premium Strawberry-—0rd- | 1363—and of which a full noticefwill be given 
ers received since Sep. 10th, will receive atten- | our next No. 

tion in the spring. Solas SS SSE eR ee te 
ee os NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

[Advertisement.} rere 

South Downs,—Mz. Eprror:—Please say| Tur Broommcron Nurseniss, advertised by 
to your sheep-men that South Down bucks| My. Phoenix, will, doubtless, be remembered 
and buck lambs, pure bred, and as good as can | py our readers as having been advertised and 
be found anywhere may be had of Mr. James | noticed before in these pages. He offers a va- 

Davis, of Waukesha, for less than half the riety of bulbs. See article in Horticultural 

price usually charged by Eastern breeders. Department. 

I know the history of these sheep, and feel 
5 : a B Sourn Down Bucks are offered for sale by 

entirely safe in saying they are every way Bs 
s 7 ; |James Davis, of Waukesha. {Read ‘also the 

superior. I saw the flock in June: every ani- a é of Me Mant aa ¢ Col b 

mal was a fine one and in excellent condition* a eae “i 5 a a e 1 o f ao ae 

Mr. Davis, I think, does not care to part with|—° ” vii = ° one or ey ee ae Soe 
buck, whose pedigree is given in the adver- 

any ewes at present, but can spare half a doz-| | 

en or more bucks. A. G, Hanrorp. eee 

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS. STATEMENT 
a EE eee OP THE 

Five Woo. Saeer Huspanpry. By Henry Madison Mutual Insurance Co. 

8. Randall, LL. D., author of Sheep Husband- FOR THE YEAR ENDING 

ry of the South, Practica! Shepherd, &c., &o. DECEMBER 31, A. D. 1862, 
C. M. Saxton, Agricultural Book Publisher, | Made to the Governor of the State of Wisconsin, as re- 

New York, will accept our thanks for a copy ae oe Drevitioas| of (chanesest ey cf see Gensel 

of this valuable little book; we have already | rotal amount of accumulations... $327,466 OT 
noticed it in advance of publication, in book . ASSETS. 

form, and are none the less willing to recom- ee Eee ee aan iono oT 

| mend it after a re-perusal. 3 One oa oe ed zk 

| Premium Lists of California State Fair— gn. ooo 0 327,464 67 
* Whole No. policies issued ........-.-.--eseeeese 22,061 

| Amount of prizes, $10,000. Ain't aCotnesantug eiike Garson... os $15,002,000 00 
i x Number of polioies issued in 1862.............. 7,108 
| Transactions of the Rhode Island Society | Am’t of outstanding risks thereon............ $6,009,813 00 

. ‘Am’t premium notes thereon... 108,323 93 
| for the encouragement of Domestic Industry | am’t cash premiums thereon, less commis- 

eo handsome pamphlet of 98 pages. Er einai gaa 
Te 5 rted during 1862...... 17,744 16 

| Forty-Seconp Anxuat Report N. Y. Mer- Toul amt amen during 1862, 89 in : 
| . aie TUBADOE -scsecsscZeccscsecncewssereeoreommtcmeee |, SEAISOT 
| cantile Library Association. Am’tclaimed for loss, resisted as fraudulent 21000 00 
| ; | Losses adjusted and due.......sccseseesseeeenes none, 

Annuat Rerorts N. J. S. Agricultural Soci- | Losses adjusted and not ducs...+-..+---reeseee none. 
Losses unadjusted.........nscererrereresmeecees 292 35 

| ety, for 1862 and 1863. All other claims against the company...... 97 50 
jc | Am a4 for advertising ‘and postage...... 1,783 60 

mn’ saeeeeeesanenseteesenceenens | Thanks to the worthy Secretary for copies Aart bal or Lota ain we 

_ of: the “Proceedings of the American Geo- | Am’t paid taxes to Com’r Internal Revenue 82 02 

| - ae , Expenses paid, including all compensation 
graphical and Statistical Society of; New| to Officers and Directors, stationery, ex- 

tra clerk hire, fuel, lights, and other in- 

York. cidental expenses......-sesesvecesssesdnseseeseee 7,200 98 :
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Wisconsin Farmer—Advertising Department. 

Comparative Statement of the business of the company | { DIRECTORS FOR THE YRAR 1862.” | 

for the years 1859, 1860, 1861 and 1862. J. W. BOYD, Walworth G0. Bont} 
sae ee b = > e Co. r 

gegeeediy GFEEe# ict] # oe SecdeBeseeasaste "es = 4 . 
Bre ccsisstasearsieese z Ht. H.GULeS, Bane Co. it 
EeSesovei ged tees: see 6 LU! H.R BASFORD, Grant Qo. 
BEgSERS2: EF STZ: zeF2 B. F HOPKINS, Dane Co. i 
omega res: £: 2S27e: S222 & OKR.N GUER ‘SEY, Rock Co. 
& SEEre ii BeEtsi gg Fsps FRANK H. ROPER, Dodge Co. 
ic 55 2 Si ERER2: esEaSe J. TH. WARREN, Cre n Co. 
Ss BoBig: 28356: Foo 28 "TIM. BROW N, Dane €o. 

S9gE-85,: £! eFsS0: S37 2225 8. BD.  ASTINGS, Trempeleau Co. 
pS PPES ee: 2: g-585: 35747 DAVID TAYLOR, Sheboygan Co. 
3 gee ecet! Si Eetesiseel & 8. R. MoCLELL *N, Kenosha Co. 
? BY 2528 3 53 SaSsii zg = J.T, LEW!S, Columbia Co. 

3 BEES 23%: eimersi i GFEs & JOHN TOAY, lowa Co. 

iebashigieigeesiici ts : orFicens. 
iBeSei: sia: Peri::: Si =: 3 
PSFEDLiTi FS riizisi cs? : Joux W Born, President. is 
—————————— = B. ¥. Horxtys, Vice President, 
z FPIPE PovPF od Bo} S. D. Hastrne |, Treasurer. 
3 $28 t. Smee d sutoae D. WontHxcrox, Secretary. : 
3 SSas 8 5 Fos ees 2 ee G. F. Hastin..s, General Agent. 

i fecet 3 ets SS eS hee LOSSES PAID BY THE COMPANY LN 155%, 

: 2 $$ LY | | gat Colman, Junéan, Dodge Co.-cacseessetnee $10 00 
ms Gat uctiwsttt ia He © | | FH eaman, Richland, Richland Co............ 10 00 
= : S i  E wal tanuy Piummer, ‘auston, Juneau Co.,...... 5 15 00 

as gta - ie eB aiid ile Go F Taylor. Madison, Dane Co......secseees-+ 15 0 
= Sere! Pee ees ae Nelson Sickles, Waterloo, Jefferson €0......... £90 00 
3 28sS- i: SBeZio i i z 3 L Bestee, Duns, bene 00 preonniras 650 90 
= seal ee gS ace ber. SJtnewn, Dodge O0.....sevsecsseseehic 
SB S2ess : BESS: ft GI. || | Jas H Main, Juneau, Borge 0 -opaitics ,, 403 57 
Se aT a hos Mayhew, Merton, Waukesha Oo.......... 27 00 
: S228 eo cee. we W N Seymour, Madison, Dane Co-..sssssersee 20 00 
i PPE te bites ee Se | Wm Edwards, Sugar @reck, Walworth Co..... 400 00 
3 iiiGi i Pfigz & & i Leonard Hatch, Kenoghiv.:....seccegeessoneenesee 100 00 

3 i?iii ingg@#SB 6S; Sous 
3 iiiit 3, ipl ees ibe $2,409 45 
Ae ES be LOSSES PAID IN 1860. 

Sata S| | 58 Wilmarth, Sun Prairie, Dane Coweeg, 3814 50 |] 
¢ ahs -e'5 «| . | Cyrus 8 Davis, Menominee Falls, Wauk-Oo..... ' 5 00 

ease pS poi bo 2 | | FW Cook, Dane Co.esseerseessccersvsossoongeeeeees 15 35 
s SSE Pe tte — areertic La — eee ah S 

a ee ee a 3 leary Jphuson, Somers, Keno Jecoseoqainens 2 
Es e285 2 Bene: ae | Pliny Putnam, feubicon, Dodge Oewcnwen: 9 08 

5 B Sesei io: s 4 BThurtell, Jamestown, Grant C0......090--- u 
ee ——**——| | 8A Anderson, Delafield, Waukesha Go......... 7 00 

? iii3-2 232 wo: Jas T Walkin, Eagle, Waukesha Qv......:00000- 20 00 
i oe See ea ss eaters | © Sutherland. Fitchburg, ane Co.......-...:-- 10 0 |) 
3 ii:iio: fips B 3 Harrison Koouz. Concord, Jefferson Co......... |» 400 00 
: $3328 F sae 38 = =: Owen Garity, Sollivan, Jefferson Co...........- 600 

3 22 $444 Yess e: Pt hurchill, Waukesha Co.......c.-resecsees- 5 58 
z 2232: 2 2.2 6 Beit ences - Caleb Jewett, Town ot Madison, Dane Co...... 17 31 

—— To Sees gta Bin Mary La Follett. Primrose, Dane Co............ 115 00 
os i canal @ | | Wm A Stowell, Cottage Grove, Dane Co........ 1,041 71 

z Budi obe = at am H Sabin, Windsor, Dame Co......-e--s+0se 18 00 
= heated) Sieg ae Abel Strong, Marcellon, Columbia Go........... 382 71 

— aban a @8 Siu Poe Quartus Towry, Johnstown, Rock Co.........- 500 

3s Seer. B Erg! G i = Robert Hornby, Fairffeld, Sauk Co.........+00+0 “496 05 

a. Bates = 258i Page Thos Buveus, ane, Due Goons 300 OB 
a= > oP) ee ee er john Wightman. Berry, DE COsseecesereeeeees 7 

Z_ £8282 F 288s: : § 3) _| | Donates Oliver, Glen Haven, Grant cose.) 2.00000 |) 
z Sis ag eet abn k ek Josiah Pierce, Pardeeville, Columbia co.......-- 400 00 

: fidibdyipbhabubeBo 36,908 28 
i fifa o8f gadeera meg & LOSSES PAID IN 1361. ‘ 
i P2223. 2-33-53 2.8 LD Lateer, Janesville, ROCK CO.ssnreeeeeeeee $409 53. || 
3 52 Fed th BSE ev Sasol ww dward Walsh, Centre, La Fayette c0..........-- 306 80 

OT ee a Sgt ees oa ee ty Nathan Kellogg, Madison, Dane C0.......+.+:++-- 15 00 

a ahh a ban bs { $ Henry A Chapman, East Randolph, Col co... “20 00 
+ 2 rs 3. peter ? Jsred Bishop. Jamestown, Grant CO..........-.-- 371 00 

i we eS comm foe 2 ‘Allen Hoxie, Porter, Roek C0....ccseseseeee+++ |» 1,000 00 

3 PSB gs eB RP dt 3 0.6 Burl, Christiana, Dane Given | 2 OD 
+ idee oe % @? dot % Samuel Ceossett, Juneau, CDs -cocsas ooddsncftl 11 2 

S i s88s 8 SES: Ee Allee Garton, Garage roe, Dane ee as 
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| New Mexico. | came up from seeds lying in the gronnd the 

[The following letter from Hon. J. @. Knapp, last of April, is now eight feet high, and will 

| U. 8. Justice for New Mexico, touching the cli- | S"°W two months more this summer, when it 
mate, agriculture, horticulture, &c.; of that will live over the winter and be ready to grow 

| far off territory, will hardly fail to interest | again next summer. But the sun-flower 
every class of our readers.—Ep.] ripened its seeds in July, and is dead. The 

Ep. Farwer.—Every kind of agriculture is old colony sweet corn made roasting ears in 

here conducted on so different a scale from | June, and was unfit for use the 20th of July. 
what it is in the States, that you can form no |The early bush beans matured in July, and 
idea of the-manner. You draw the water out | Would raise a second crop; but the Limas, 

of the land by drains and underdrains: we after making from ten to twenty feet of vine, 

put water on the land to produce moisture, in |*2d maturing what would be a full crop, are 
order to induce vegetation. You are blessed still growing and blooming as vigorously as 

with showers and rains from the heavens, |if they had just began to bloom. Water mel- 

and dews bedeck every plant, or fill the newly |S are past their prime, and musk melons 
stirred earth with needed moisture; here, but | With meare going. Field corn is atall stages, 
one inch of rain has fallen in the valley since | from hard corn to plants @ foot out of the 
the beginning of the year. You talk of wells |@Tound. The cotton woods and willows have 

and cisterns, and make comparisons between | Made more growth than I have ever seen be- 
hard water and soft; we drink and use the | fore; but they are almost valueless for timber, 

water of the Rio Grande, glad to take it as it | #24 yet they are the entire timber of the val- 

rung, nearly as muddy as the Missonri. All|ley. The musquit (mus-keet) is a mere busb, 
water found in the ground is charged with | Seldom found ten feet long or three inches 

salts, and one might as well use glauber salts | through; but there is large root just under 
ag such water. For myself, I have construct- | the surface, which is dug out and makes ex- 
ed a cheap filter with s common barrel, and | cellent fuel or charcoal. This and the screw 

by that means get a good supply of clear bean are varieties of the accasia (loeust); ‘and 

water, nearly soft, by using the river water the musquit resembles the black lecust found 
as a basis. sometimes in Wisconsin, in the leaves and 

Since the first of June the thermometer has | flowers, though the pod is not flat, but nearly 

every day reached 90° some time during the | round,and if picked when green it is filled 

day, and not unfrequently it has reached’ 105° | with a sweet substance, which is often used |}. 

in the shade. Vegetation of certain kinds is | by the natives, and is eaten with great ayide 

enormous where there is a supply of water, | ity by horses and mules, both dry and green; 

and other things are forced to an almost pre- |The beans are eaten by all kinds of stock, 

mature ripeness. The castor oil bean, which | even after they fall out, and are very fattening.
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The Mexican grants to the lands in this | size and color of the catawba, but as sweet as i 

valley, required all the grantees to plant fruit | the black grape and much resembling them in | 

trees and vines, and though the non-compli-| flavor. This is also an excellent wine grape. 

' ance with this condition forfeited the grant, | El Paso wine, pure juice, sells at two dollars 

it has, in almost every instance, been neg-|a gallon, by the barrel, in the early winter 

lected, and fruit is almost unknown, even such j'months, and some vineyards have been known 

as they might have. From El Paso, Mexico, | to make as high as 800 gallons to the acre, of 

come apricots in June, pears and moscatel | fermented wine. With these figures, and cut- 

grapes in July, peaches, pears and El Paso | tings to be had for the asking, yet the Mexi- 

grapes (dark variety,) and sweet apples in| cans will not plant vineyards 

August, peaches, pears and grapes in Septem-| The apricot, when cared for, makes one of 

ber, and in October peaches, pears and pome-| the prettiest shade trees in the country, and 

granites are produced, and sometimes oranges | will give its fruit in four years from the pit. 

find their way here from Chihuahua. Both it and the peach grow very rapidly, not 

All the grapes of the Rio Grande are raised | unfrequently making a length of limb of six 

in the same manner. The vine is planted and | feet in a summer, and adding two inches to 

allowed to grow at random, only trimmed by | their diameter. And notwithstanding these 

cutting off the branches about two eyes from | may be had for planting the stones in proper 

the main vine fora foot or eighteen inches | locations, and protecting them from the dep- 

from the ground, where the whole is cut off. | redations of the goats for but ‘two years, the 

This portion iscovered in the winter by draw-| Mexican has so little care for the future that 

ing the earth up around it with a hoe, and is| he will not even put the pits of the peaches 

expected to bear grapes the third year from|he,has eaten into the earth, lest they might 

the cutting. The vine grows with strong | make him a tree, and heeat of the fruit there- 

reeds, but short, seldom reaching more than| of. The peaches and apricots are all poor,/as 

six feet, and about two inches from joint to|no care has been taken to improve them. 

joint. A-small branch, or, as the vine-dres-|The pears are all spontaneous productions, 

sers. call it, “a thief” starts at every ledf.| and may be pronounced unworthy of cultiva- 

This, and the fact that the vine is allowed to| tion. This is certainly true of the apples. 

produce as’ many vines, as it may happen to| Hard, tough, sweet, and about as edible as the 

have eyes, which are allowed to run over the| bark of the tree on which they grow, they. 

ground in every \direction, without any sup-| are picked long before they are ripe, and never 

port or training, is undoubtedly the cause of | become ripened. ( i 

the deformed condition of the vines, and their| I have learned many facts about the agri- 

small yield of fruit. I have no doubt but | culture.and gardening of the country which I 

that if these vines were properly cared for, | knew not before. I do not think the tap roots 

trimmed and watered, three times the amount | can be relied upon as asure crop, though were 

now produced might be obtained. the ground properly manured and prepared, 

' There are three varieties of the grape, prob-| I think they would be a success The Mexi- 

ably Bll of foreign origin. The moscatel is a | cans never raise them. Onions are the great 

white grape—color, alight green, almost water | crop. They are sown early and transplanted 

colored—sweet, sugary, with a slight flavor of | in May, in rows, at proper distances. I have 

musk, just enough to give them spice, The| 75 onions growing upon a bed four feet by, 

El Paso is a black grape, sweet, and without | eight, among which are several that now 

my musk or other flavor. When dried they | measure fourteen inches in circumference, 

resemble small [raisins. These are the great | and all are large, fine roots. To make such a 

source of the wine, making a red wine of|crop requires. irrigation once in four days 

great body.» The other is a grape about the! during the heat of summer. ‘
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Next to onions, perhaps before it, is to be might be extended from the middle of August 

placed by the Mexicans chile (red pepper. ) | to the middle of November. But it wants men 

This is eaten green and ripe, and at nearly | who have the will and know how to develope 

every meal. I have seen a man eata half pint| the soil. The mines would then take care of 

‘ of green, full grown peppers at one meal _ themselves, 

bread and chile. | Secondly, it wants seeds and fruits. You 

But the country has its pests. In early | boast of apples named by the thousands ; 

Spring it swarms with black birds, which | plums, peaches, cherries and apricots in large ‘ 

prey upon almost every herb which eprings catalogues; small fruits in almost countless 

out of the ground. To these succeed bugs} varieties. Here there is not a blackberry nor 

and worms. The worst pest of the gardener |a mulberry in all New Mexico, to my knowl- 

is the plant louse, and especially the one | edge. There is a small red raspberry growing 

which infests the brassica (cabbage) tribe, | on the mountains. No strawberries, no cur- 

and often destroys a whole plantation in a| tants, in fact, nothing which the inhabitants 

few days. Next to these is a chinche, an ani-| of Yankee land consider, not luxuries, but 

mal when fnll grown three-fourths of an inch | necessaries, of life, and every summer com- 

long, and one-third as broad as long. These forts. 

infest the vines. By them I lost all my choice | Ican think of nothing which a humanita- 

winter squashes, and my cucumbers were | rian could do which would conduce so much 

badly injured. They committed their depre- | to the comfort and well-being of New Mexico, 

dations in June, and by withholding the seeds | as the introduction of American apples, (no 

until after the ground has given a crop of of tender vdrieties,) plums, cherries, 

early peas, the vines would escape their dep- peaches and pears in varieties, with all the 

redations, as I see is the case with late plant- smal] fruits, blackberries, raspberries, cur- 

ed vines. The larvae of a red-spotted bug, a rants, high bush cranberries and strawber- 

little larger than the half of the largest pea, ries, all of which I believe would flourish 

doee great damage to the bean crop by eating finely, as they can be supplied with any 

the leaves and thus destroying the plants. |®mount of water. The locusts, maples, and 

Early planting is the surest remedy against white willow would be valuable as timber 

these.’ Wheat has no enemy but the black | trees, and no time should be lost in their in- 

bird, which eats off the plants in the Spring, troduction; so the walnut, hickory or pecan, 

and if properly watered is a sure crop. It and the butternut, would thrive luxuriently 

miay be cut in May, in time to plant corn on if introduced. None of these are here. Roses 

‘the same ground, though it is seldom done. and flowering shrubs are strangers, and only 

Corn meets with twé difficulties. ‘The first isin | the first is ever seen. The Mexican has sel- 

getting up after planting, and the-second is dom planted a vine, and a tree, never. There 

the worm in the ear. The first may be reme-|i8 ® fig tree in Mesilla, of two summers’ 

died by care, and for the second I know of no growth, which is twelve feet high, and four 

remedy, as there are no birds to take the inches in diameter two feet from the ground," ; 

worms before they enter the ear. yet nobody plants the fig, even for its fruit. 

This country, abounding in mines as rich| I have already written to my friends of the 

as California, wants people—Yankee people in Rock Terrace Nursery to prepare me some- 

the valleys, with Yankee tools tomake the soil, | thing of all their varieties, which I propose |} : 

rich and inexhaustible as the Nile, produce | receiving by mail to experiment with. 

what itcan. Cotton grows well, and ripens a J. G@. Kwarr. 

full crop. Rice would grow as eas a espe- eee ee “ 

cially the upland variety. Sorghum ripens The cultivation of fruits is characteristic of 

its seed in August, and the grinding season ‘a civilized people alone.-
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November's Duties. leges, honors and responsibilities of a sove- 

As the seasons stop not in their course, but —_— ee i 

ever unresting, yet never hastening, move on The right of suffrage in the control of the 

in their'unending circle, so must the husband_| *=*i78 ef # great mation isis sublime end 
4 fé sacred trust, and carries with it an obligation 

man know no end to his provident care and eons : 
zi j equally sacred—an obligation which no man 

| faithfal ae mhere «te eee ae he | entitled to its exercise may reasonably hope 
may have relief from the severity of his la-| 5 escape. 

| bors, when by means of relaxation, travel We do not say that you should support the 

and study he may reenforce himself for the | nominations of this party or that. We have 

| labors that lie in his way, in order to their | nothing to do, as a journalist, with political 

| better performance; but his labor must not | parties or party strifes. But as an indepedent 

4| be postponed when the time comes for it to be | friend of our common country, it is our prerog- 

| done. Ie must strike at the right time, or| tive to urge upon every one of our readers 
suffer for his procrastination. Nature will who is @ constitutional elector, the faithful 

suk weit: discharge of this sacred obligation at all times, 

| Rote ae and especially in these times of our national 
| = * peril. Vote as your own best judgment and 

| “Summer, sighing, has fled the plain. conscience shall dictate, but vote. That man ‘And waiting Winter guant and grim, 
| Sees miser Autumn horde his grain is unworthy the name of a patriot who, when 

| pee eee ee occasion comes, will not cheerfully sacrifice 
while the plow of preparation stops not in the | something of his own convenience and mate- 

furrow, there are a thousand little things, as | rial interests for the good of his country. 

well as other larger labors, that must not be ahi Ba ee aed 

neglected. Many of those suggested in Octo- The British Colonies at the Great Exhibition. 

ber should be understood as reiterated here. | NO. I11.—CONCLUSION. 

In a word, as to all practical duties onthe| From Van Dieman’s Land we but step across 

farm, November is, in this climate, simply | the narrow strait which separates it from the 

prolongation of October—a special favor to the | New Holland of the old atlases, and we stand 

husbandman, in order to the more thorough |on the soil of that vast island, which, from 

completion of his work of gathering and stor- | being # prison place for the condemned felons 

ing his crops, laying down and covering |of England, has, within the past few years, 
with straw and earth the vines and plants that | become a centre of most extraordinary interest. | |, 

so enrich and beautify his home, in providing! almost as large as the whole continent of 
ample food and shelter for all his dependent Europe, Australia is at the same time endowed, 

animale, in gathering up all the odds and} to 9 remarkable extent, with many of the ele- 

ends of everything, ond in thus preparing] ments of material ‘greatness. Of gold and 
himself to sit by the family hearth during the | wool it has already exported so much as to be 

f long evenings of winter with perfect immu- | entitled to rank first in the production of these 
nity from reproaches of neglect and with great staples of commerce. 

larger facilities than heretofore for intellect-| ‘This entire island, destined in the progress 

ual advancement and social happiness. of its civilization to be a galaxy of flourishing 

And then there is one other duty falling | states, as yet has been divided into but six 

this year within November. It does not refer | colonies, to wit: Victoria, New South Wales, j 

itself directly to either the farm or the gar- | Queensland—which three constitute the east- |] _ { 

den, or to any other branch of farm work, | ern portion of the island—and South, North i 
though it does have an important indirgct re- | and Western Australia, which together make ; 

lation to them all. We referto your duties as | up the rest of what is now known under the | | 

citiz-ns,—as men clothed with the high privi- | comprehensive name of Australia.
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VICTORIA | But the most remarkable displays are of cop- 

Is the first colony we touch on landing from | per ores, which abound to an extent only sur- 

Tasmania or Van Deman’s Land. Compared | passed by the gold of Victoria. Some of the 

with the others it is small, comprising but | green carbonates (Malachite) are magnificent 

. 89,644 square miles, or about five-eighths | —almost rivaling those of Russia. Here are, 

larger than Wisconsin. likewise, fine specimens from the silver-lead 

In 1836 its population was 177; in 1861 it| mines of South Australia. Beautifully exe- 

hada total of 540,322 inhabitants—37 per cent. cuted photograph views, fine samples of silver 

being English. The western portion of i samples of tannery, printed books, 

colony is low, the eastern, mountainous. Cli-| newspapers, maps, and various implements 

mate remarkably mild—the average tempera-| and wagon work made of South Australian 

ture in summer being 65° Fahr., the average | wood, make up the collection in this depart- 

of winter 48°. Soil in the main rather light, | ment. | 

} but admirably adapted to the production of| In the department of 

sheep and other domestie animals. WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Number of sheep in 1860, nearly 6 millions; | The woods and minerals will most interest us. 

amount of wool exported the same year, 244| The principal timber trees are of the Eucalyp- 

million pounds! Number of cattle in 1860,|tus or Myrtle species. Of those most valua- 

over six hundred thousand; value of hides| ble for ship-building, the “Jarrah” and the 

and tallow exported, ahout one million of dol- | «Tooart”’ are the most valuable. Both are 

lars. A splendid showing for the pastoral in-| remarkable for their indestructability. The 

dustry of this new colony. | Jarrah is especially remarkable for its resis- 

After the discovery of gold, the agriculture|tance to decay—setting at defiance time, 

of Victoria languished for a time, but again| weather, water, the white ant and the sea 

revived, and is now going forward most pros-| worm. The Tooart and Blue Gum constitute 

perously. The magnificent trophy of wools,|immense forests, and are equally valuable - 

and the fair display of grains and fruits in| for ship-building. The grain is exceedingly 

this department of the Great Exhibition ad-| close, the wood is as hard as box, and is found 

mirably illustrate this branch of her indus-|t9 endure a great amount of heat without q 

fry. cracking. 

“But the gold of Victoria” Ah, its rep-| Sandal wood also abounds, and large quan- 

resentative monument is there, under the| tities are exported. 

grand dome—a “Gold Pyramid,” forty feet} The Casuarina or Shea Oak and the White 
high and six fect square at the base, illustra-|@um are used for axe handles, wagon spokes 

tive of the amount derived from that colony | and felloes, and other purposes of that sort. 

since the last exhibition in 1851, scarely less| The samples of manufactures illustrate their 

than jive hundred and fifteen millions of dollars! adaptation in this regard. 

‘As to the social and educational interests} The minerals here exhibited illustrate the 

of Victoria, the library of works illustrative | copper and lead of the colony, and are full of 

of the natural resources of the colony, and of interest. 

the reports of institutions of learning, Xc.,| Here are, likewise, specimens of leather of 

give evidence that these keep even pace with | different descriptions, of fine and coarse wools, 

the industrial. of shells, of gorgeous feathers, and of the 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA. queer, fantastic weapons used by the natives 

Here we find splendid samples of agricul-| —wooden spears, spears with quartz heads, 

tural preducts—wheat weighing 69 lbs. per| double-headed spears, ( Gidji-man-gar) the 

bushel, oats, barley, Indian corn and other| Aylis, the native knife made of sharp-edged 

cereal grains; also wool of excellent quality.' quartz, the throwing stick (Dowak and 

a ——
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D-yuna) throwing boards for the spear, ham- Turning southward, down the Pacific coast, 

mers and shields we next stand within the borders of 

The colony of Western Australia includes NEW SOUTH WALES, 

al! that portion of New Holland west-| The first discovered portion of the island con- 

ward of 129° E. longitude; its greatest | tinent, New Holland. The discovery was 

length beiug 1,28: miles from north to south, | made in 1770, by Captain Cook, who gave it 

its width 800. It has a coast of 2,000 miles | its present name because of the resemblance 

on the indian Ocean. Lying parallel to the | of its bold coasts and the broken outline of its 

coast, and some twenty-five miles from it, isa | inland mountains, to the coast of South Wales 

range of hills, or low mountains, ra Great Britain. The first settlement was 

which—20 to 50 miles to the eastward—are | made in 1788, on the present site of Sidney, 

the undulating, grassy landsadmirably adapt-| but for many years, owing to the fact of its 

ed to the grazing of cattle and sheep. The] being a penal colony for exiled convicts, it 

climate is said to be one of the most healthful | had but slow growth. 

| in the world—the average mortality since its| The area of this colony is said to be 323,437 

| occupation having been less than one per cent. | square miles—three times as large as England, 

| —and favorable to the growth of not only | Scotland and Wales, and more than six times 

| maize, the potato and other field crops and | as large as Wisconsin. Population in 1861, 

fruits common in the temperate zone, but also 350,860, exclusive of the military and aborig- 

the orange, the banana and the fig. inalinhabitants. Sidney, its commercial city, 

Coming over from West Australia through | contains a population of 94,000. 

a but little explored and as yet unnamed ter-/ In pastoral industry New South Wales leads 

ritory of large area, extending from South|all the Australian colonies—the statistical 
Australia to the northern water boundary me for 1861 showing over six millions of 

the great island, we come at last to sheep, nearly two and a half millions of cat- 
QUEENS LAND, | te and a quarter of a million of horses. 

On the north-eastern coast. This large ana | Vool, tallow and hides are great staples of 

flourishing colony was separated from its pa- commerce. In 1860 the export of Wool from 

rent colony, New South Wales, as late as 1859. | Sidney was nearly thirteen million pounds; 

It has an area larger than that of South Aus-| value over five and a half million dollars! 

tralia, and is more favorably situated in those | Wheat, Indian corn of fine quality, the vine 

matters which insure a successful agriculture | and most other crops grown in Victoria and 

and horticulture, as we shall see by the varied | Queensland, are likewise grown in this col- 

and interesting collection of articles on exhi-|ony. The wines, of which we find so many 

bition. The potato, the turnip, the carrot, | samples, are of superior quality. 
maize, wheat, arrow-root, tobacco, sugar cane, The mineral resources are immense, though 

coffee, cotton, the pine-apple, banana, orange, | not so great as those of Victoria. Amount of 

the grape, olive, tamarind, cocoa, are’all here; | gold—of which here are fine samples—export- 

also many of the most valuable spices, such |ed within the past ten years, over fifty-five 

as cinnamon, the nutmeg, ginger, allspice and | millions of dollars worth. 

the clove. Indigo and cinchona are likewise} Coal also abounds. The samples before us 

represented. Moreover the finest quality of | are of excellent qaality—one 7 per cent. infe- 

silk has been producedasamples of it having | rior to the best Welsh coal for steam, and sev- 

a place, as you see, by the side of the fine|eral per cent. superior to many of the best 

Queensland cotton. Coal and copper are im-| English coals for its illuminating power when 

portant articles in the mineral collection of | manufactured into gas. 

the colony, and valuable woods abound in| The reports of railroad and telegraph cor- 

great variety. porations, of institutions of learning and
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charity, of public libraries, natural history | inces; of the teas of Assam, Gurhwal, Kan- 

cabinets, &c., &c., on exhibition in this de- gra, Dehra Dhoon, of Sylhet, Darjeeling and 

| partment, convince you, at glance, that all of Cachar; of magnificent silks of various 

the great industrial, educational and social and brilliant oyes3 of splendid, cashmere 

interests are in a prosperous condition. shawls from Srinuggur, the capital of Cash- 

We thave now made the circle of New Hol- mere, with floss silk embroideries and embroi- 

land, and are certainly the wiser for all that deries in gold and silver thread of unequaled 

we have seen. We had repeatedly nondeat beauty, from Delhi; of carpets of novel pat- 

the rich gold mines of Australia, but we had | e™BS and gorgeous colors; of handsome and 

no adequate conception of the vastness of its | Yery cheap Mig puraeetres in straw, from . 

total area, of the immensity and value of its | Monghyr; of plain and embroidered muslins 

mineral and agricultural resources, of the and of wool and woolens, cotten and cotton 

rapidity of its growth in population, and aia cloths, from Bombay; of camel's and goats hair 

degree of its social and industrial progress. and its manufactures, from Shikarpoor and 

esas Naw Helena sndlite eeveratanterlat the Upper Scinde; of interesting specimens of 

ec x 2 the famous Daphne paper from Nepal; of lac 

a Meer am at are ean very naturally | Vork eabinet work inlaid with ivoryand other 

ushered into the court o precious metals, silver filigree work, orna- 

NEW ZEALAND, F A 
ments curiously wrought of ivory, black- 

Representative of another island several de-| . 444 and esc hag of costl: Ps tenn, 

gress yet further to the southeast in the Pacific | |; . eee Sa : 
tiful specimens of skill in the gold and silver 

ocean, and about as far south of the equator | itis art; of paintings on ivory and on 

as our Wisconsin home lies north of it. Area) canvass; ot guokeafagl a ee ee 
z . i s 

. pete ones eee ei ee 160,-| art from Lucknow; of beautiful samples of 

= a eo <aoniiea 3 — —s a rich tin ore from Kassang, Malacca and Pen- 

oe ae cane a i lees ss aL ang, and of iron, coal, earths and clays, and 

" a their manufactures, from Singapoor, Saigon, 

minioe tee etre notion gS Canaastbattiy eens Borneo and Madras, and finally of a vast 

rapid res pick ne = - civilization, | . umber of most wonderful articles in all these 

particularly in agriculture and commerce. and in other classes which we have not time 

The articles here on exhibition, consisting | to examine in detall. 

eeteaiie sm pease ole and of war-| ‘The shawls, the laces, the embroideries, silks 

fare, together with a few products of agrical- and brocades, orkinkobs, and the inlaid fili- 

ture and the more advanced mechanic arts, | gree work are specially attractive, and many 

duly illustrate the condition and progress of|of them surpass every thing of the kind in 

this far off island colony of the British Em-| the Exhibition. 

pire. 
If Great Britain will exercise a wise and 

If now we make our way into the crowded | liberal policy towards the Indian Provinces, 

galleries above, we shall have as good as|she may make them a source of immense 

crossed the isle-studded waters of the Archi- wealth and advantage. 

pelago and of the China Sea and planted our A rapid glance at 

| feet on the fertile soil of THE IONIAN ISLANDS, 

. BRITISH INDIA, x aoe 

A vast empire in itself, whose records of his- Sevan. in. nambers,t0 vit: Corfe, ee Banta 

tory go back to the first rude beginnings of Maura, Ithaca, Cephalonia, Zante and Ceriogo, 

the human race. where are the vine, the currant and the olive, 

A splendid show is this of the timbers, and we touch upor the dark shore of 

fibres, seeds, gums, rosins, oils and other pro- NATAL, 

ducts of Bengal and the Northwestern Prov-'In the extreme south of the great African
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continent—a modern encroachment upon that | exhaustible resources, of her agriculture cov- 

black, rude race, the Kaffirs. | ering millions on millions of territory, of her 

The specimens of wheat, barley, maize, ar-| countless mines of every known metal and 

row-root, sugar cane, coffee, silk, flax, wn | nea of her fleets of ships weaving the 

and preserved samples of all the fruits com-| web of commerce all over the seas; estimate || 

monly known in the north temperate zone, | thé working energies of her hundred and 

prove the capacity of this new colony for the | twenty millions of people in all the depart- 

production of the ordinary essentials and lux- | ments of Industry, of Science, Art and Lite- 

uries of life; while the skins, horns, tusks|rature; take into account the slow but sure 

and even whole heads of the antelope, the| progressiveness of her social, religious and 

gnu, the giraffe, the elephant, the rhinoceros, | political ideas; and then you cannot refuse— 

the hippopotamus, the wild boar, the lion, the|even in these times of ‘her unjust bearing 
leopard, the panther and tiger, and the feath-| towards the young Republic of our love and 

ers of the ostrich, surprise us with the nan, ere exclaim with me, Great is the Em- 

ber of the species of fierce and gigantic wild | pire of Britain! 
beasts that roam its jungles and forests. TR Sr ae et | 

Man is more than a match for them, and it| Towa State Fair. 
will not be long ere subdued Natal will be| Mn. Epiror:—We reached this place last 

studded with villages and covered with smil-| evening, via Mineral Point, where we propose 

ing fields. to spend the week with the Iowa farmers, see- 

At sea again, we touch at | ing and being seen, of course, with the rest of 

ST. HELENA— the world. The weather is beautiful; warm as 

The hated, because cruel, prison of war's | June, and everything “looks” well for a “good 

greatest hero, the mighty Napoleon. A bleak| time” coming. Entries are already well : 

and rocky isle: let us tarry but to drop a tear | commenced, and considerable “stuff” already 

at the grave of the world-conquering, but at| on the ground. Nearly 700 entries were made 

last fate-conquered Titan whose great deeds | up to last night, and at dark sixteen car loads 

have made so many names immortal. | of stock, we hear, came in from the West, be- 

THE BAHAMAS | sides another arrival by boat from down the 

Come next, though they lie across the Atian-| river. So we think that success will at- 

tic, between Cuba and the United ‘States. | tend the efforts of those concerned. Evening 

Sugar, coffee, rice cotton and the cereals—/| finds us tired. The fair grounds all day ex- 

these are here—not much else that interests. | hibited a hurly-burly mass of men and wo- 

Another ocean voyage, and we are again in| men, making entries and arranging articles. 

the waters that lave the shores of England.| Departments are generally filling up well.— 

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS,— Noticed some very fine stallions and trotting 

including Alderny, Jersey and Guernsey,— | stock. 

lying in the British Channel between England THE GROUNDS. : 

and France, are chiefly distinguished for the| The grounds are favorably located: about 

attractiveness of their scenery and for the| one and one-half miles from the busy part of 

breeds of cattle which bear their names. | the city. Sandy soil, and now would be im- 

They make but little display in the Great Ex-| proved by a sprinkling, not a light one either. 

hibition, but are worthy of mention as com-| Conveniencies thereon are well arranged, and 

pleting the long list of British Provinces. | are not very dissimilar to the fair grounds of 

_—_— |our own State Floral Hall and the Hail of 

Look backward a moment; review the mul- | Fine Arts are situated upon an eminence com- 

titude of distinct departments of her vast! manding both a view of the city and adjoin- 

empire as here represented; think of her in-' ing grounds. At the foot of the hill or knoll
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is the trotting course, and between the two is | have we noticed, and very few choice plants. 

the ampitheatre, in front of which stands a| We think the Society is quite to blame for 

well: arranged speaker’s stand three stories this, as they have not provided a suitable 

high. Adjoining the Ampitheatre on its rear | place to show them. Itis at best but an open 

is the Lapres’ Arp Socterx Refreshment Stand, | shed, where all the wind and dust blows un- 

gotten up in this wise: The good ladies of | cerimoniously through, which no gardner 

Dubuque, realizing the wants of soldiers fam-| mych admires. The day was wound up with 

ilies, gratuitously bring in of the stores of| fast horses, both double and single teams. 

their homes, and here it is offered to the bane ‘An hour spent in the Fine Art Hall on 

gry public in as acceptable form as we will Thursda tad oa ft adaicels | 
: y, presented a scene for admiration. | 

find at any firat lass holeltor:Mo oxen at lit is well filled with choice articles. The | 

tends the entire operation, and the entire re- re 

< z és walls are decorated with numerous fiags, 

ceipts go into the Aid Society. We haye not : r 

had a larger bill of fare offered us in a long UL AC ae Ci 

time, nor one that we found more palitable, too much shattered for further use and sent 

: . coer . home. Five such are here suspended and 

than “roast pig and fixings,” with a tip top many has been the groan and the sigh as 

cup of coffee. friends have looked upon these mementoes.— 

The fair was favorably opened this P. M.| Beside these are six rebel flags, captured by 

by some timely remarks of the President and | « Towa boys.” 

the “books are closed.” We like the idea—| ‘The Ladies’ Aid Society have here another 

Instead of spending half the time in entering | grab, in trinkets for sale and “ tickets in a 

and fixing, onezday winds the matter up and | game of luck.” Now you know J am death 

the fair is in running order. Wednesday is | on ali such; but this morning as I passed the 

ushered in with bright prospects, and like its | stand, two eyes, blacker than any bur oak 

predecessor is likely to be very warm. A | coai in Wisconsin, so pleasantly, bewitching- 

very good attendance, and committees com-|yy, and temptingly asked your humble servant 

mence work. The ground allotted to machin- | to «puy a number in her album,” with the as- 

ery is not as well covered as we hoped to 80 | surance that she ‘thought and almost knew 

it. Kirby, Seymour &. Morgan, J. H. & J.P.| 1a get it,” that my heart was brought into 

Manney’s, and Quaker City Mower, comprises | submission. An hour later and the prize was 

the class of reapers, J. H. Manney taking the | mine.————Not the black eyes, but the beau- 

premium on its class, and Seymour & Morgan | tiful Album 

as self-raker. Seed sowers and drills, quite CATTLE 

a variety of corn planters, and two wheel| Cattle are limited, being eighty-four entries 

horse cultivators make up their department, | only, in all classes; but some as fine as we of- 

excepting the lesser lights of washing ma-|ten meet. A Durham bull, brought from Ken- 

chines, wringers, &c. tucky last spring, weighs 2,200 pounds, has 

The Fruit. and* Floral Hall mow looks:its|™ny fine points. Another weighs 2,500 

best. In the former there are inall sixty en- pounds. Two cows in same class, 8and 5 years 

tries, and cover a large space of table. We old, were coveted by msny eyes. 

never saw finer specimens or better colored ‘SHEE: 

ones. Many: were very large. Some Alex- Sheep are quite plenty and varied infquali- 

ander apples are over fourteen inches in cir-|*¥- A buck, Spanish Merino, two years old, 

cumference. Asa whole, wo think the sam-| sheered at eleven months, [214 Ibs. Much in- 

plo would be difficult to beat. The Floral | terest is shown in this branch, and a spirit 

Hall is more scantily filled. Indeed it hard- | of progess is awakening. Among the horses 

ly deserves to be called floral, so meager is| was a stallion, Royal Morgan, from Mass., 

the representation. Not a single rose bloom | admitted by all to be the finest specimen of 

Er Ee
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horse-fiesh on the grounds, and attracted more} But-my readers, agriculture is a science 

attention than any othor, except Dr. Cald-| that deserves.far more investigation and a 

well’s, of Mich., whose “Baby” took the prefer- | greater amount of study, than many of you 

ence. A public exhibition of this horse took | may really suppose, and it isto the deficiency 

place on Friday, in the ring, driving him/|in this knowledge that are owing the grand 

without lines, and thus turning him loose on | failures which are constantly being brought 
the grass. to our view. To prove what I have said, re- 

The good sight of to-day has been the pro- | quires no great effort, for we have but to look 
cession around the ring of the running ani-/ about and observe the mistaken notions and 

mals. It reached quite around the one-third | the conglomerated mess into which the theo- 
mile track, and was an imposing sight. AS | ries of some farmers are carried. 
the procession moved on, the noble animals! Here we may observe a straw stack in the 
seemed to receive new life, as an admiring | field, placed here no doubt to get it out of the 

throng earnestly watched their movements | way, and after the proprietor becomes weary 
and new and then cheered them most lustily.| of ploughing around it he sets fire to it.— 
Thus the fair is nearly to a close, not doing as | There we will notice a barnyard on the hill, 
well pecuniarily as was anticipated. Re-| where the rain may spare the laborious job 

ceipts are $2,200, and premiums offered are | of drawing out the manure. Yonder we ob- 
$2,000. The weather has been beautiful | serve one who has sowed the same crop on the 

throughout. A heavy rain Wednesday night | same piece of land for years in succession— 
layed the dust and cooled the atmosphere 80/9 practice which is as deadly to the soil ag 
that overcoats. were brought in use. The offi- | consumption is to the human frame. As we 

cers are social, and genial men, always ready | pass along we will observe others . cut- 

to answer questions and give all desired in- ting their grain a week after it is ripe, when, 

formation. To the secretary, Dr. Shaffer, we | had they cut it a few days before it was ripe, 

are indebted for complimentary tickets and | their grain would have been larger in bulk, 
access to his books, all of which has been | and also weigh heavier, and yield more fine 

gratefully. received. o's wire (Smet the bushel. Because while the grain 

Dusugue, Sept. 19, 63. is in the milk, there is but little woody fibre, 

P. S.—The receipts at Ladies’ Aid Society's }1,y¢ as the grain ripens, the skin rapidly 
tables, are about $1,200 net, which can help | thickens, woody fibre being formed at the ex- 
much to comfort the soldiers’ families, as| pense of the starch and sugar, which must 
winter is coming on. W. | obviously, in a corresponding degrce, injure 

er pees eo et the quality of the grain. 
ries Readers, these are no vainzideas, founded 

Of all the occupations to which man may | upon individual theory, but they are facts, 
turn his attention, there is, in my estimation, | tryths that have been told us by such men as 

none more worthy a thorough investigation | Norton, and which have been verified by our 
than farming. However, I would not have| own experience, and how much soever you 

you infer that every one who reads this arti- you may discard them at first, after a thor- 
cle should immediately abandon his ‘an en deliberation you must acknowledge 

and become a farmer, nor that every man is | them to be real. 8. 

actually capable of being one. Mitron, Wrs-, Sept. Ist. 

It is a marked feature among the people of | hae eet 

our day, to suppose any man competent to} ae ee, 

perform the necessary duties of the farm, re- | Eprror Farmer :—I see in the last number 

gardless of whether he has a knowledge — the Farmer your correspondent W. A. B. 

the science of agriculture or not. Bangs is in want of practical information
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“how to make the stock eat the straw?” My | other nations, are strong proofs of the degen- 

practice for two years past has been to stack|eracy that naturally follows such a policy. 

my straw as well as I do my hay, by laying | In the animal kingdom it is well known that 

the foundation of the stack its full size in the|all the superior breeds are the result of 

beginning, and to every layer of straw 10 to| “crossing.” 

12 inches thick, I scatter a peck of salt, and| ‘The thorough-bred horse, the great breeds 

so on until finished. After the machine is | of cattle, sheep and other animals are so con- 

removed, I rake the stack well and top it with | clusive proofs of this principle that not a 

the raking. Ido not allow my stock to come| word of comment is necessary. The same 

to the straw stacks until winter sets in; then | principle applies to the vegetable kingdom, 

let the cattle go and help themselves. They | where all the great improvements in variety 

never come to look for their hay night and|are the result of the mingling of different 

mornings, as in former seasons, 80 long as|elements, while the planting of seed in the 

the straw lasts. By the first of March I have | ground from which it is raised, is believed to 

been so eaten out of straw as to have no bed-| be the principle cause of the numerous evils 

ding for my liorses. thaé beset the cultivation of the soil, such as 

Yours, &c., J. J. Davis. | the “rot” in potatos, the “weevil,” “smut” 

a and “cockle” in wheat, &c. Some eight years 

STOCK REGIST ER. since, it will be recollected, the wheat crop of 

| Ohio was destroyed for several years in suc- 

Sheep Husbandry—Breeding In. cession by the -‘ weevil.” This result is be- 

One of the greatest evils connected with the lieved to have been caused by sowing wheat 

culture of sheep is the custom of “ breeding | on the same ground from which it was raised, ‘ 

in.” Tt is a law of nature, as well’defined as|as it is well known that this was the com- 

that the needle points to the North pole, that | mon practice in Ohio at the time referred to. 

the mingling of kindred blood will produce | Finding their crops destroyed, the farmers 

degeneracy and disease. In all civilized | came tu the conclusion that the particular vari- 

countries. this principle is so well understood | ety of wheat they had been raising had “run 

and recognized, that laws are enacted to pro- | out,” as they termed it, and sent to other parts 

hibit marriage between kindred, On the of the country for seed wheat. The impres- 

other hand, it is a well established fact that | sion became very general that “ Mediterrane- 

the greatest races of men that the world has| an” wheat was not subject to being destroyed 

ever produced have sprung from an intermix- | by “weevil,” which was true simply for the reason 

ture of remotest nations. England may be | that it was a new variety, and had been but a short 

mentioned as a striking illustration of this | time before introduced. It had not, therefore, 

theory. The great historian Macauley says, been “bred in-and-in” as that which was de- 

“early in the fourteenth century the amalga-|stroyed by “weevil” had been for years. 

mation of the races was all but complete, and | Any seed wheat brought from other states 

it was soon made manifest by signs not to be would no doubt have proved equally as bene- 

mistaken, that a people inferior to none exist-| ficial as the Mediterranean. We heard a gen- 

ing in the world had been formed by a mixture | tleman from Ohio, short time since, extoll- 

of three branches of the great Teutonic family | ing a variety of wheat brought from Califor- 

with each other, and with the aboriginal Brittons.’ | nia Which had proved wonderfully product- 

The rapidity with which our own country has | ive, and free from the evils we have mention- 

progressed in the scale of nations, may rea-|ed. If the farmers of Ohio will send to Cali- 

sonably be attributed toa mingling of races, fornia or Maryland, Michigan, New York, 

while China, Japan and other countries that | Minnesota, or any other distant country every “ 

have for centuries refused to commingle with | year for their seed wheat, they will, in our judg-
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ment, find themselves relieved from “weevil,” by wool-growers, as disease is sure to accom- 
and from many other evils to which they have | pany degeneracy, and degeneracy, it is be- \ 
been subject. We noticed a short time since lieved, is sure to follow “breeding in.” We 
an account of disease having been developed | are aware that in expressing this sentiment, 
in the silk worm in France to such an extent | we are treading upon disputable premises.— 
as to seriously threaten the destruction of the | The Hon. H. S. Randall, whose writings upon 
silk crop. The remedy proposed for this evil | the subject of sheep husbandry have a well- 
is suggestive of the sound philosophy with | deserved and widely extended influence 
which the French people conduct their affairs. | among intelligent wool-growers throughout 
Their representative at Shanghai was direct- | the country, declares that “it is by no means 
ed to procure a large number of cocoons and | true that it is either unsafe or improper to in- 
send them to his government, and by thus | terbreed animals of any degree of relation- 
intermingling a new element it was thought | ship.” He also says, “a majority of the 
the disease would disappear, It is plain from |most celebrated breeders and improvers of 
these facts that the disease among the silk/English cattle have been close in-and-in 
Worms was believed to have been caused by | breeders.” Such testimony from ;so high au- 
degeneracy, produced by “breeding in,” and | thority is entitled to great respect and consid- 
there cannot be a doubt that the-remedy pro- | eration, yet we cannot believe but that the 
posed will prove effectual. | great cattle breeders referred to attained their 

Nature left to itseli, without the ingenuity j success mainly in crossing the breeds. After 
of man in mingling varieties and crossing | haying produced a distinct breed through the 
breeds, produces stinted growth and degene- | process of crossing they no doubt bred “in- 
racy in both vegetable and animal life. A|snd-in’’ to a considerable extent to preserve 
few illustrations by comparison will serve to | it, but without an occasional intermixture of 
Prove this fact. Contrast for example the new blood, we think the tendeney would be 
wild strawberry with the immense garden va- | decidedly in the direction of degeneracy, and rieties—the wild plumb with the “green gage” | in this opinion we are confirmed by Mr. Ran- 
—the wild cherry with the “Oxhearts”—the | dall himself, who says, “there cgmes a time 
crab apple with the “bellfiower” and “ gold- | generally when close in-and-in breeding be- en pippin”—the wild pear with the “ Bart-| tween the artificial species which have been 
lett” and “Virgaloo”—the wild peach with | partly moulded by man, produces loss of vig- 
the “clingstones” and others—and the wild | or and degeneracy, and sometimes this fatal 
rose with the “moss rose.” overthrow is but one step away from the pin- 

In the animal kingdom, contrast the wild|nacle of apparent success,” In breeding 
cattle of Texas and Mexico with the Alder-|sheep it is not necessary to keep constantly 
neys, the Durhams, the Devonshires, and oth- crossing breeds, buta frequent change of rams 
ers—the sheep of Mexico and South America | of the same breed, and obtaining them from 
with the “Southdowns,” the “Merinos,” the | flocks as remote as possible, with occasional 
“ Leicesters,” and “Cotswolds”—the wild crossing, is believed to be the most effectual 
horses of Mexico and Indian pony of ourown | method of keeping up the vigor and health of 
country, with the “Glencoes,” the “Eclip- | the flock. In England the growers very rare- 
ses,” the “Herods,” the “Bostons,” the “Fash- ly breed from an ewe over seven years old, 
ions,” the “Lexingtons,” the “ Patchens,”’ land never before they are two years old. By 
“Flora Temples” and “ Idlewilds.” ; 2 careful selection of the breeding parents a It is the mingling of different elements that | constant improvement is kept up, and there 
produces the healthy and vigorous growth, both in jis no country in which crossing breeds has 
the vegetable and animal kingdoms, and this | been practiced to a greater extent or with 
principle cannot be too strongly adhered to greater success, as we shall attempt hereafter
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toshow. The great object to be attained in | the pepper makes the sheep sneeze them out, 

our country, is to induce the farmers gener-|tar is healing. I never knew a sheep to die 

ally, and of the West in particular, where the| of grub in the head after being treated as 

facilities are greater than in any other part| above, that season. 

of the world, to try the experiment of adding} Preventive—Take the above mixture without 

sheep husbandry to their other agricultural | the pepper, and go through the flock as above 

pursuits. It is not expected that they will| in October, or prior to putting them into win- 

enter largely into the business at first. In| ter quarters, as it will destroy all the para- 

all new enterprises it is well to feel the way, | sites, and the sheep will do wel! through the 

and we recommend that those who enter into | winter. Truly yours, 

the business should, by all means, adopt the| Giupert ALLARD. 

policy of avoiding “in-and-in” breeding.—| Benz, Sept. 16, 1863. 

Its tendency is unquestionably to produce | a Le a 

degeneracy, and by many judicious observers | oe on Es 

is believed to be the cause of “rot,” andmany| Dr. Horr:—Dear Sir:—The Farmer is a 

other diseases to which sheep are subject.— | monthly visitor that is closely perused on its 

Economist. | arrival, and always with the hope of findipg 

[Sa ear aa | some new idea. Life is too short to experience 

Remedy for “Grub in the Head” of Sheep. {many things; therefore we depend on one 

Mr. Eprror = Sraviaeanticed an article in | another; and the Farmer is one of the sour- 

the September number of the FARMER on | ces whence comes the necegsary information 

worms in the head of sheep, and their treat-/ to us farmers. The whole of life’s knowledge 

ment, and as I have had quite an experience is made up of littles, experienced or acquired 

for twenty or thirty years in the Eastern} from others; therefore I endeavor to contrib- 

states upon said treatment, I thought I might ute my might. 
perhaps, confer a favor on wool growers by A friend of mine on a visit with me, en- 

giving my mode to the public. It is natural quired about a fine horse I formerly owned, 

for the sheep fly to propagate it species by de- | but which had died of colic, and said: “If you 

positing its larvae in the nostrils of sheep at | have another case of the kind, mix flour with 

what is called the “bridge of the nose.” As| Water, (not very thick), and give him. If 

the weather begins to moderate towards | one bottle full does not cure, two will. 

spring, they become maggot, or grub, and| Since then, having had an animal taken 

seek to crawl about. If the spring pines colic, caused by change of feed, I used 

turn out to be late, so as to prevent their seek-| the above remedy and it effected almost an 

ing the open air, they will follow up the ont- instant cure; and others to whom I have 
side cavity of the skull to the brain, and thus recommended it have been equally successful. 
destroy the sheep. ts many valuable animals are lost by this 

About the first-of March, make a mixture disease, the above should be known to all who 

of one quart of tar, one pint of spirits of tur- | use horses. The medicine is safe, at any rate. 

pentine, one pint linseed oil: simmer well, | Yours; Fraly, 
and when cool mix two ounces of black pep- Hs Biv HAwiny: 

perground fine. Makeasmall swab by wind- eee eee poe aie 

ing tow or flax on @ small, tough stick, dip it} Cure ror Bors 1x Horsss.—We know of no 

in the mixture and gently slip it up the nos-|surer cure for this terrible, and too often 

tril to the bridge of the nose. Go through/| fatal, disease than a strong sage tea, well 

the flock in this manner. If on the barn| sweetened. Administer warm, and about one 

floor, you will find grubs there in a little| pint at a time until relief is afforded. Have 

while. The turpentine kills, the oil loosens,! tried it repeatedly and always with success.
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Spanish Buck— Washoe” ie | 
Herewith is presented say ATS i aS} 

acorrect portrait of the te 

Spanish Stock Buck ; 4 é 
“Washoe,” of the At- ~ 
wood variety. Was se- eM SSS SS 

lected and purchased 6 ‘ ‘ . ee | 
from first class stock in — & ¥ Ami x Ze 
Vermont, and imported ~~ Pe Pite ser —. 
to the West in October, ——— A ) eon 5 alii aaa 
1862, by H. H | os ill eee 2S awe newarer Wie ie, Sa a ne of Whitewater, Wis., the Ths — = win) i} SSS = By present owner, Was bred ~~ SS : a... | ry Ip iu 1 
by S. W. Remele, of Mid- ©ctopy,  Rt D SSK si . cago we nN SS 
dlebury, Vt., in a direct SEN Wan SSS Rs 

line from E. Hammond's <r SSS 
Stock Buck “Sweepstakes,” a pure Atwood Sa 

r sheep. Washoe’s dam was bred by Remele THE BEE-KEEPE R, 
from company (Hammond, Hall & Remele), —= SET ian hE 7 Eee 
Buck known as “Black Buck,” bred by s| ‘Wintering Boss. 
Atwood, of Conn. Washoe was four years old | To winter bees successfully in our cold 
last spring, weighs 140 lbs. His last three | northern climate, is a question of great mo- 
fleeces, of one year's growth each when clipt,| ment with the apiculturalist. There seem J g P' | 
weighed, respectively, as follows:—first, 19 | to be almost as many ways recommended as 
Ibs. 8 oz.; second, 23 lbs.; third, 23 Ibs. 4 0z.; | there are bee-keepers. Having had several 
weighing, when combined, 65 Iba, 12 oz. | years"experience in this business in Northern 

eee SE a Vermont, I haye arrived at this conclusion, 
cease: that Bees should have for their welfare in 

Bs ae a See on cattle ae whe winter, a dark, cool, dry, still place, where the 
almost fatal disease known as foot-rot, whic: : . I could not cure, until in the spring of 1862, temperature is even as possible, and about 
I noticed a fine young cow beginning to fail | fivedegrees above the freezing point, or 86 de- 
and standing in the creek which run through | grees Fahrenheit. In’ this temperature, the the field, and on getting her up and examin- “il iS 5 % f ing her legs, I found there was quite a high | bees will remain very still and quiet, and will 
fever, and swelling in both hind legs and one | require but littie honey to what they would if 
fore leg. : 

I at once procured a wash of strong lye and | eee wermiee S)8ce - a 
bathed her legs effectually, from the knee to} In the first of my experience, I was advis- 
rs _ a Sciesic edhe in] ed to put my bees into a tight dark room in ; 
the clefis of the hoofs. I then wiped the legs : i dry with a cloth, and let her stand in a warm the house. I did so, and the poeeeinence = 

dry stable all night. Next morning I made a/I lost many of my bees before spring; during 
wash of strong vinegar in which was dissolv-| the warm days in the winter, the bees would ed a good portion of blue vitrol; heated it as m . hot as I could bear my hand in it, and ap- become very lively and crawl out ef the hives 
lied it twice a day for about two weeks, | upon the floor, and if there was a ray of P 1 - I y ne the animal was cured and is now doing light, they were sure to find it, and would 

f there perish; if shut into the hives, the J. Suernerp. P eB, y 
Seg et would create such a heat in trying to get out 

To Cure Cracks on Cows Teats.—After | that they would melt their comb and become milking, rub molasses on the teats and in the a aan tino This I found 
cracks. Apply it for fwo or three days, and|¢Towned in their own sweets. ee 
your cow’s teats will be sound. was owing principally to the outside temper-
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ature being so changeable and the want of|January. They generally suffer more in 

proper ventilation. 7 the latter part than in the beginning of 

Wintering bees out of doors, as practided | winter. 

by a large proportion of amateur bee-keepers, | Position of the Hives when placed in the Cel- 
is always attended: with bad results, as near-| Jgp_If straw or the old fashioned board 

ly one-half the stocks are frequently lost, and | Hive, they should be turned bottom-side up 

those that are not, are so reduced'in number, | with the bottom-boards removed. Their ani- 

that they will not swarm the coming season, | ma] heat will then driveall the dampness and 

there notibeing bees enough to permit of it, | mould out of the hive. The only disadvant- 
consequently are worth but little to their own- age in turning a hive bottom-side up, is, all 

ers. When bees stand out of doors, every | tne dead bees and particles of comb will drop 

warm day during the winter they are inclined among the particles of combs in the bottom of 

to fly from the hive, and thousands of them) 1. hive, But if there is honey enough there 
get chilled and are lost, and where there was | 1) he no trouble resulting from it, as when 

a peck of bees in the hive in the fall, by| the nive is carried out-of-doors, and placed 

spring there may be but a handful left. In right-side up, the Bees will readily clear it 

the Middle or Southern States, bees can be al-| 4 If movable-comb Hives are used, the cap, 

lowed to stand out of doors during the winter boxes, &e., should be removed and the hive 

with safety. In my more recent observations allowed to remain right-side-up, with the en- 

and experiments, especially in the Northern 

States, I have found no place to winter bees trance closed, 

in, equabto a dark, dry cellar. , The Time to remove Bees from the Cellar de- 

If the hives are rightly arranged, and the pends ins great measure upon the forward- 

cellar ventilated by opening ‘either a door or ness of the spring, and care should be taken 

window in the night time, occasionally, there | that the weather is warm enough that the 

will be no Joss of bees only what die of old| Bees can safely fly from the Hive and return 

age, and the comb will look nearly as white| again, always observing to never.set but a 

as in the fall previous.’ Bees when kept in a part of the Hives out the same day, and al- t 

|| cellar of this kind, will not make a discharge ways place them as near as practicable on 

to soil the comb during ane aaa winter, and ies cosas ain athac they. caamad the, year 

ill consume but ‘a very few pounds of hon- t t 

und about 1s foun to Rica duis previous, to ayoid confusion and robbery. 

for ordinary swarms it would require from After the bees have all made their excur- 

ten to twenty pounds of honey. At this low | sions they always: Avill do on the first day; 

temperature, the bees will remain very quiet | and discharge themselves, thousands of bees 

|) and still,-and;if the cellar is kept perfectly | might then be saved by setting them back in- 

on fltoyl, will wera Biel rao tein gene ly to the cellar again for three or four weeks, 

ee we Hepdly een ee and at the same time supply each hive with 

P Sppnetsheh pager dss ar ay ~ aa ae substitute for Bef bread which is Rye Meal 
kept in a room above ground or-out of doors. 
ae frequently eres muirelinjisy in being (or common flour will answer) as Bee bread 

confined. in. the-hize/on the.approach of or Pollen is the first thing the bees will visit 

|| Spring, than they will if allowed to fly out. the fields for, in early spring; by supplying 

‘The time to put Bees into Winter Quarters de- them with this useful article the lives of a 

pends somewhat upon the severity, of the large number of bees will be saved which if 

weather—usually the last of November or the | allowed to stand out would be lost. 

first of December; if the weather is not too BURYING BEES IN THE GROUND, 

cold, they may safely remain out until near'Is a practice that some inexperienced bee- 

SS  — —
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keepers have resorted to, and not unfrequent-| inches above the surface, and we have seen 
ly with fearful loss. The object aimed at| imported French dwarfs with @ quince stock seems to be the low, even temperature that | full a foot high; in such cases we should re- 
our cellar affords. In a light, loose sandy | ™°V® the lower portion of the roots and tongue aa the stock, then plant ag above. Our nursery soil, if the bees are properly buried, there are aoe é : Practice is to open up the rows and work as instances where they have lived through it— near the natural surface as possible. 
Thave frequently heard it remarked by those We also deem it important to muleh over 
who advocate this process that the hives were the roots for several feet from the tree at the 
as heavy jn the Spring as they were in the approach of severe weather, first raising a 
Fall before; should the Bees all perish as I| mound of earth fiftecn inches high around 
have repeatedly seen, this theory might prove | the base of the tree. 
true. I have yet to learn if Bees can be win- Amalt Fraita—pege 220.—Mr. Fairchild is 
tered in any place Without cousuming some | 8T°W2& something else for Yellow pe Red homey: itis true Sf boos ake kept in a damp Antwerps. The Antwerp does not increase : . from the tips, and must be protected in Wiscon- place and should they survive the dampness; sin. The varieties referred to by him‘ars 
the amount of honey they would consume probably the Red and White Cap, the latter 
will be small, the weight of which would be sometimes called “ White American,” “ White 
balanced by the dampness and mould which English,” “ Yellow Cap.” 
the combs will take up, so that the hive would| In size and shape of fruit, and habit of 
be nearly as heavy in the Spring as it waa| growth, it ig like Black Cap,—truit orange the Fall previous. yellow with a peculiar and agroeaille mae 

P. S.—If the reader desires more informa- apple, payor v In unsheltered situations it is s f F i a +, | 9ccasionly injured in winter, tion on this subject, fuller information will Red. Cap.—Is..quite unproductive, fruit of 
be given on application with stamps for re- fine flavor, but very soft and often imperfect. turn postage. KP Se ; 7 Allen—It is now pretty well understood seeaecisere ee Practical Apiculturist. | tha: two varieties were sent out by Mr, Allen, —_— | one very unproductive,—except in’ suckers, THE HORTICULTURIST, the other more productive and esteemed val- ——————————* | nablein some localities. They are gaid to do = EEE cn SEIS ROIS better when planted together. 
‘Notes on Back Numbors.— Answers to Correspon- Cutting Back—All raspberry canes should 

mie, Be. be cut to within a few inches of the ground 
Cleansing the bark of Fruit Trees.—Feb. No. | when planted, and not allowed to fruit the —Page 62. Sal Soda 1 lb. to 1 bbl. should be| first season. (If planted in the Fall defer 1 Ib. to 1 gil. cutting back until Spring.) More than West- Dwarf Pear—page 147. We deem it of the | ern interest (old style) will be forfeited for all highest importance that the point of junction | fruit grown the year planted. 

of quince and pear should be two or three| Pear Blight—H. W. Wolcott, page 224.—Its |} inches below the Surface, especially in severe | cause to us seems still as much a mystery as climates; besides the support mentioned by Mr. | ever, no theory yet adduced seeming applica- Chandler, the quince, when thus planted, is} ble to all cases. Like some epidemic diseases protected from the-borer which is especially | in the human family, without apparent cause fond of this stock, and the roots are less| it breaks out ina neighborhood or district, tak- liable to injury from severe weather. It used ing a tree here or there, or badly affecting one to be the practice to work the quince several orchard and passing by another; at other times
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sweeping nearly all off and then disappear-| 5. It is @ good wine grape, as it makes a 
ing for years. We know of no better remedy | wine equal (to my taste and a good many 
than that suggested on page 888, Vol. 14: (1862) | others,) to the best Catawba, if not superior, 
“Cutting away the diseased part promptly, | and we pretend to know here what good Ca- 
two or three feet below the blackened por-| tawba is, haying grown it for sixteen years. 
tions.” When this fails, plant out two more | It also makes more of it than any other grape 
for every tree that dies. Trees in deep and/ I know of, to the acre, as itis nearly all juice.” 
dry or well drained soils seem less subject to Reg 

this disease. The Bartlet is one of the varie- Tobacco, Fruit Trees, &. 
ties which has seemingly suffered most from Ma bron 2t hiavorvatuad tween it 

blight, while the Flemish Beauty ix among the and seven acres of tobacco this season, and it 
mon ORM BE has done well, being well matured and a fine 
ee ee ee aS see growth. It is most all secured in the barn, 

—we should ‘very much prefer seedlings; and out of danger. Some of my neighbors 
still, 88 you have these, try them. They have raised it ‘thie year, and where it has 
will cost but the trouble of transplanting, been properly attended to it has done well, 
and may do well. We should prefer to plant and will prove very remunerating. 

on @ new piece of ground, simply Peseta Ihave a very fine orchard which I wish to 
it will not be at all exhausted by previous improve. Can you tell me where I can pro- 

growth of the same kind of trees. cure the best trees for this climate, true to 
Flower Seeds.—We have received a number of| their names? This year I set out some trees 

applications for seeds of the flowers described | that eame from Illinois, which I fear will not 
in the Farmer. We have placed these appli- prove to be the right kinds. ‘ 
cations on file, and will take pleasure in send- Yours, &c., Gro. 8S. Kemp. 
ing to our correspondents of such as we may| Wavrun, Sep., 1863, 
have opportuuity to save. Sane 

A. G. Hanrorp. AnsweR.—We have confidence in the honesty 
CoLumnvs, Onto. of any and all our horticultural advertisers. 

ua Fagus oe ese If our Corresponding Horticultural Editor, at 
ase Conon Gcape- Columbus, 0; J.C. Plumb, of “Lake Side Nur- 

George Husman, of Herman, Mo., in the sery,” Madison; F. K. Phenix, of Blooming- 
Horticulturist for August, claims the Concord ton, Illinois, and the rest whom we have en- 
as the best grape for every body. He says: | dorsed are not to be relied on, then we know of 
“This is a bold position to take for any fruit, | no nurserymen in the United States who are. 
but I take it after trying it for seven succes-|__Ep, . 
sive years, and after comparing it with about a ee 
sixty varieties I have in bearing, and also The “Fink” Apple—A Query. 
after due consideration of the pros and cons.| Dr. Hoyr:—Dear Sir:—In regard to the 
Now let us see why: “Fink” Apple described by Mr. Hanford, 

1, The vine is a strong, healthy grower, |is it identical with the Tewksbury Winter 
and will succeed in any soil so as to givea| Blush? Elliott gives “Fink’s Seedling” as 

fair crop under any treatment. a synonym of the Tewksbury. I am not 
2. It is entirely free from disease, and en-| aware that it is propagated in the State, 

tirely hardy. . and would like to knowif Mr. H. has it in his 
8. It is, under proper treatment, a great nursery. 

bearer, and always ripens its fruit well. Yours, &c., M. Pavye. 
4. It has a fine, large, handsome bunch and| [Mr. Hanford will please answer in the 

berry, which sells readily in market. next No.—Ed.]
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Wisconsin Fruits This Year. sap in the stems of the plants; it is not neces- 

j It is «just cause for congratulation on'the | ®**Y that it shonld. But it will prevent that 
part of all who are interested in the progress | ®lternate Aza and thawing which is the 

}| of Wisconsin, that fruit-growing is making cause of their death. 

|| such rapid advancement in all parts-of the e 

State. At the present rate we shall soon rank Perey, Varietion Sepa havin apaae Bigs 

No. 1. among the many fruit-growing states} 1, times past, the farmers of the Northwest 
of the West. have suffered so much from the foolish prac- 

Orchards are coming into bearing in almost | tice of planting varieties of fruit trees un- 
every neighborhood, and their products are| scrupulously recommended by Eastern ped- 
unsurpassed in quality. Everything com-| lars, or such as were favorites with the pur- 
monly grown in the northern part of the| chasers in other States, and without the least 

North Temperate Zone, except peaches—and | regard to hardiness, that further caution on 
even these are getting in the way of showing | this subject would seem to be unnecessary. 

their blushing cheeks at many of our County Nevertheless, we find in our occasional travels 

Exhibitions—is produced under circumstan- through this State, that all have not learned 

ces that warrant the largest expectations for ern suggested by the aboye penton. 
ioe pclae : It may be a nice thing to ot by one’s fire 

in winter and eat the fruits which so pleasur- 

Peer, SERIES Rear PSM a ART ANE Sh” Totnina ‘hie Of 4h6 good ‘old tine! et the 
other small fruits sgt yr than we have home of years gone by; but if in attempting 

seen in all parts of Wisconsin, north, south, | +, restive that luxury we should fail of having 
east and west, the present year. We only fruit to eat at all where will be the pleasant 
lack quantity, and this we shall not lack/ memories of our children as connected with 
many years longer. apple-eating social enjoyment by the cheer- 

Too much credit cannot be awarded to those | ful farm-hearth, such as now give us so much 
leading horticulturists of the Badger State/ pleasure in the retrospect. In other words, 
who have skillfully determined and wisely | what will be the advantage in sacrificing 

recommended the most reliable varieties and|reason and sound common sense to a whim, 

the best methods of culture. if we are thereby to endanger the loss of fruit 

+ Lagng Doo” be Wise —— ying eee . There is nothing surer than that there are 
Our most provident and hence most success- | some desirable varieties of fruits which we 

efall fruit growers and floricutturists are get-| cannot rely upon in this climate, while there 
ting in the way of “laying down” their| are others equally good that have been proved 
grapes, raspberries and blackberries, and also| to be thoroughly hardy. And we wish to say 
all roses and ornamental plants not perfectly | right here, that the people of this section of 
hardy in order that the weather of winter, no| the country cannot too highly appreciate the 

matter how severe and changeable, may not | persistent and faithful efforts of those resolute 
injure them. It’s a good practice, inasmuch | and skillful fruit-growers of Wisconsin, who 
as it costs but little labor and fulfills the|for many years have kept up those careful 
motto, “Sure bind, sure find.” experiments and periodical observations 

The process is perfectly simple, consisting | which have at last resulted in reliable inform- 

in merely bending them over to one side—| ation as to what varieties of the apple, &c., 
pliant vines may be coiled, where space is| are most sure. 

insufficient—and covering over with straw or} Among this class of valuable workers for 
marsh hay and enough dirt to keep the cover-| the public good, none are more deserving than 
ing in place. A light covering like this will| the worthy Corresponding Editor of this De- 
not, of course, prevent the freezing of the’ partment, and our highly esteemed contribu-
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tor, J. C. Plumb, of this city; both of whose tenderneere its feligions sweptness, omy pedis snes jelicat nous spirit, len the of all communications are always so well worthy of whoreatit."-3¥e Sines it the ect hay 

careful perusal. ‘jing the first, American grape to truly educate 
These gentlemen, together with others, have ang en a peblie teste, ee i may be 

- sot said that all do not consider it equally good ; repeatedly urged the importance of giving the we know there are some who, fac deny: 
most careful attention to the matter of varie-| ing its high qualities, think that it has been 
ties as above re-urged by us. Will not all our | Over-estimated. Its excellence has certainly 

; i 5 ing’s | been lauded in exalted terms, and we must readers.in their selections ao next spring's | confess that we delight to ae its praises. It planting give heed to their advice. carries us a long way up the classic mount, 
That there may be no doubt as to what ne makes us scanuae fee ae — 

+ + lympians may be sup) ve delig! 
ate aay be ao si Bee oy ane in. With it, we can be content till another furnished us with o list of apples, such as) .151) give us a taste of something more celes- 

have been found to be worthy of entire confi-| tial.” 
dence. This list we publish below: See ‘aos Pomological Terms Explained. 

No.1. Extra hardy list of well tried valuable Apples,| The American Fruit Oulturist gives the fol- 
for general planting in season from July to July gala. lowing explanation of Pamatgeteat terms: san oem ieee? Alburnum—The sap wood as distinguished 
3—Fall Stripe, 13—Northern Spy, from the heart-wood. t 

eo ee Sap. Ponex ete iheial hed of snsiohed serth 
> a 7 allus—Ring or swollen portion formed a 

ere Sep, ay aes Janet : the base of a cutting by the descending cam- 

are Roe. eee 10—Sweet Wine, 20—Dumelows. sas ae soft wood newly forming 
moat of thom promise neatly equal invalneto No.1’ Ta] CaMes—Long, bearing shoots; applied to 
season order as preceding. grapes and raspberries. 
21—Sweet June, 31—Bailey Sweet, Clipping—Trimming down to some definite 

25—S0pe of Wins,” 33—Palton’ hci iil Nes ghia e Ski 2 /oXcom | lied to the form of straw- 
omens eon Seas net berries when Tek compressed at the sides. 

aoe oo eee ac or cut around like round- 
=a . mS or blunt saw teeth. 
Sue ot Soe Dwarfs—Trees made diminutive by grafting 
30—Roeseau, 40—Black Vandervere. | or budding upon stocks of sniall growth. 

a eee Espalier—A tree trained flat upon a trellis. 
The'Delaware Grape. En quenouile—Training to produce fruit- 

— fulness, by tying the branches downwards. 
Mr. Goodale, in his Report, ranks the Del-| Fibrous roots—The smaller, branching, or 

aware as the best grape for open culture in | thread-like roots. 
Maine. The editor of the New York Horticul-| Forcing—The early ripening of fruits by 
turist pronounces it the “King of the Natives,” | artificial heat under glass. . 
—Possessing, in an extraordinary degree, all] Fore right shoot—The terminal shoot of a 
the desirable requisites of a grape for general | branch. 
cultivation, hardiness, vigor, fruitfulness and| Head back—To cut off the limbs of a tree 
quality. Upon this last point, the editor says :| part way down. 
“all opposition to the Delaware fairly breaks| Lay in—Applied to selecting and fastening 
down. It ought to be considered an impeach-| to a trellis or wall, new branches or shoots. 
ment of a man’s good taste to doubt its excel-|_ Lay in by the heels—To bury the roots of 
lence. We wantaclass of grapes of the first ex-| trees temporarily in a trench. 
cellence, productive, and sohardyastobesuited| Leading shoot—The longest or main shoot 
for cultivation in all sections of the ccuntry ; | of a limb or tree. 
and the Delaware, in our opinion, possesses ge 
these requirements to a greater degree than any PRESERVING Grares IN MuteT SeEp.—It is 
other grape we have. For this reason we shall | said that in Southern Russia grapes are gath- 
adopt it as the. standard of excellence by which | ered before they are fully ripe, and put down 
to judge all new comers. It possesses the|in alternate luyers with well dried millet 
merit of being not only our best table grape, | grains in earthen pots. The grapes must not 
but also the best for wine. It is pleasant to | touch each other, and the pots must be tightly 
find the great mass agreed on one point at|sealed. They are said in this manner to keep 
least, in regard to the Delaware. Its melting ' an entire year, and to become very sweet.
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MECHANICAL AND COMMERCIAL. | Well wonder. One million and four hundred 

—_—____—_————————————— | and ninety-five thousand men have been called 

Russia and the United States. into the field, and $1,500,000,000 of capital 

That invaluable journal and prince of bus-| Poured into the Federal Treasury to support 

iness monthlies, Hunt's Merchants Magazine, the war, without apparently disturbing the 

has an able articlein the October No., entitled | COUTS® of events or checking the supply of 

“Russia and the United States—Future Em-| food sent to make good the short harvests of 

pires,” showing the advanced position and Western Europe. Russia is developing sim- 

prospects of these two mighty empires. We ilar powers, and it has become apparent that 

copy the following remarkable passage : in fifty years—perhaps in the lifetime of the 

. The United States have the greatest number | Present sovereigns of France and England— 

of miles of railroad of any nation of the earth. | ‘he two great nations will completely have 

They have expended in their construction overshadowed the political power and com- 

$1,000,000,000, and by means of them a popu- mercial importance of Europe and England. 

lation, doubling every few years, is enabled The present importance of the latter consists 

to make available the products of the most in working up the raw materials and food of 

fertile land in the world. The same agency, | ussia and the United States into goods for 

started by American engineers, is now spread- sale in the general markets. But Russia and 

ing oyer Russia and producing results there the United States will very soon rival her in 

only inferior to those mighty creations of ability to manufacture. In that hour the em- 

wealth which we have seen from their opera- pire of commerce will pass to the new powers. 

. tion here. Under the influence of those two Tio Pe te ao 

mighty agents, steam and rail, aided by ma- qabee Paves moe, oo 

chinery of all descriptions, the two young, Having patiently and hopefully bided her 

active, and growing Powers of the East and time, woman is at last beginning to be reliev- 

the West have: but started on their career. | ed from that severity of drudging toil under 

The following figures show how they compare | the doom of which she has rested hitherto. 

with Europe: The Sewing Machine, though so long in 

scare dee sone i os coming, is so wonderfully helpful as almost to 

Russia 302,074 75,148,690 1,248,900,000 ‘$28,000,000 | compensate the race for the slow and tedious 

U.S....3,250,000 $1,445,080 1,600,000,000 65,000,000 | Ginger stitching of ihe centuries gone by. 

ae 106,593,770 $2,748,900,000 $27 $93,000,000 | Nor is the blessing it has conferred confined 

Gr. Br..1,647,125 215,913,008 7,977,464,000 41 15,000,000 | to the immense saving of actual labor which 

Thus the two empires have an area of vir-|it hasso effectually secured; it willalso prove | 

gin and prolific soil more than double that of) an incalculable good in that it has, to an ex- 

the whole of Europe. Their population is|tent never before realized, led the inventive 

nearly one-half that of Europe, doubling genius of man into this wide and interesting 

every twenty years, and will, in half a cen- field. 

tury, exceed that of Europe. The power of Women have had less intellectual culture 

each country respectively grows in a ratio because the false sentiment of society has, in 

much greater than the mere increase of the | the first place, denied their need of it, and 

population, as is manifest in the unhappy secondly, demanded such a use of their powers 

straggle now going on in the Union. In}as must, necessarily, leave but little or no 

1800, five millions of exhausted people came time for mental improvement. A more libe- 

out of a struggle for their independence. In ral sentiment is growing in favor; however, 

sixty years they have overtaken Great Britain | and with its advancement there will come 

in numbers, and have displayed a military | those improvements in those material appli- 

power in two years at which the world may | ances which look to a lightening of her labors.
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Knitting Machines have followed the sew- THE MINER. 

ing machine, and these have been succeeded | ———————————— 
by a good many others Mineral Wealth of Nevada. 

In a remarkable discourse delivered in Chi- 

Cs cago on Thanksgiving day, in August last, a 

a, Bishop Simpson gave thé following extraordi- 

3 ai t as nary account of the inexhaustible wealth of 

oS = the mines of Nevada: 
¥ + (> y == “While in California last fall, I thought I 

= | Bp f —— would visit the territory of Nevada to see 
=) i (4 i =.  |something of the wealth of that country. 

=a se Ly r | : * * * That wealth comprises what the 
= | Wii | nations of the world never yet have contended 
=a i Wy vin E for. Were the debt of our nation to amount 

= _ iy to 20,000,000,000 of dollars there is wealth 
q Ee ie  |enough there, when our debt is paid off, to 
ores aol .| give to every soldier who returns from our 

weni i i battlefields, muskets of silver in place of iron, 
aaa f H a {applause] and when our iron clads come 

ne ars back from the scenes of victory before Charles- 
SS ton and Mobile, and have swept away the de- 

But the object of this article was to call | fences of Wilmington—when the iron clads 
‘9 q come back into our harbors, there shall be 

the attention of all housewives, and those | sijyer enough left to plate those boats more 

who entertain a regard for this most impor- heevily, than they are now plated wih iron. 
: “T do not speak now from idle speculation, 

pe ge of women, to ® view machine for but I speak of that wealth from observation 
wringing clothes. and actual calculation. When in California 

There is scarcely any kind of work eon- I visited the mines, and I thought the time 

ith th : f the hi hold would come when they would be exhausted ; 

nected with the operations of the household | ++ in the mines of Nevada there were no such 
which lays so hard a task upon the muscular | indications visible. The more the mines are 

‘ f clot! worked the richer the yield. The extent of 
re ots eae ee ee the ledges containing the precious metal no 

for drying. And, unhappily, it is a task | man has, as yet, been able to measure. 

which always comes after the severe labor of} “J will mention 8 sine aes to sy 
+ | you some idea of the inexhaustible supply. 

washing, when the mex voun ecerey is so near-|7 what is termed the Oplin mine, single 

ly exhausted that the wringing is ten-fold | ad, as it is called, is fifty-five feet in thick- 

harder than it would be otherwise. ness, and inclines only at an snete of 5°. 
- 7 *, Think of the extent of that—nearly as far as 

Well, some merciful Yankee has kindly re-| f.4m this altar to yon wall. This is all silver 
membered them, and contrived a machine| mingled with gold. There is more gold in 

ich ii id to 5 ;_| value than silver, but more silver in weight 
which is sail do the business mons admi. isantgoldia eae "es There is this peculiarity 

rably. Indeed, patents have: been issued to) shout it, that the deeper the mine extends, the 
two or three parties for machines with the | richer and more profitable it becomes.” 

Paiste Soe Se tg abot cee 
same end in ar We are unable to say Mineral Wealth of Arizona. 

which of them is absolutely the best; but we — 
have been so often assured of the good quali-| It is not generally known that the recent 

ties of the one above illustrated that we have | discoveries of gold and silver at the San Fran- 

felt it a duty to present it for the considera-| cisco mountain, and on the Gila and Salinas 

tion of our lady readers. It is perfectly sim-| rivers, are in the region now embraced in the 

ple, consisting of a couple of india-rubber | territory of Arizona. The discoveries are 

rollers operated by a crank. The clothes are | among the richest ever made on this conti- 

introduced on one side, and by the turning of | nent, and are attracting thousands of miners 

the crank carried through and dropped into| from California. Late dispatches from San 

the basket on the other. A child of twelve | Francisco state that steamers have gone from 

years can turn the machine, and the clothes | there to the nearest seaports, heavily laden 

are left in a good condition for drying. Price, | with mining implements, and that there is a 

&c., will be found in the advertising depart-| fair prospect that the new territory will soon 

ment. be largely populated, and take rank with Ne-
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vada and Colorado. We learn that the terri-| was finished and the institution opened in 
torial officers of Arizona left Leavenworth | 1960, 
last week, and will go through as speedily as 
possible. They were escorted by several com- — 
panies of cavalry, and followed by an exten- A better location than the present one could 

‘ sive train—New York Hoening Post. hardly have been selected. Though not cen- 
—_—_—=—_—_—_""—__"_ 

: : 
tral to the State, geographically, still its ready 

EDUCATIONAL. accessibility from all points by rail and 

aaaRmnmae=aOoeeeeeeeeoooaE=SOS | stent, onder that’ circumstance of but 

The Agricultural Schools of the Country, trifling importance. Seneca county lies in 

48 SEEN BY THE EDITOR ON A RECENT TouR or | the heart of a fine farming district, between 

OBSERVATION, Seneca and Cayuga lakes, and the village of 

NUMBER 111. Ovid, whose western suburbs are the eastern 

— boundary of the College Farm, is the elevated 

From Havana by steamer across Lake Gen-| centre of the county, commanding a view of 

eva, the journey is brief and delightful, The portions of several counties, and presenting 

world can boast of no finer little lake, and} ¢, the eye as magnificent a prospect as it has 

the country on either side is beautiful, most} over been our good fortune to enjoy. 

of it highly improved. e * ‘ 
th ut the F, hi 

Some little time before reaching Ovid Land- Hrout the xillare,, the rer Wan a 
ahs 5: (detomsbecctveiatkokek ices lately embraced 700 acres, slopes gradually 

Me eres conse ees rst 8P-| some two miles anda half westward to the 
pears to be a cluster of tall forest trees on the peeeeee . 

i a border of the lake; the lower limit being 

high lands beyond. A little nearer, and these 5 
over 500 feet lower than the upper. The soil 

apparent trees are transformed by clearer|. . 
te x is chiefly of a clayey character, though seve- 

vision into what now are defined as chimneys ent 
En cee 7 = oe ral varieties are presented, rendering the 

ee i SapOeiny wimeniare ates Farm on this account very desirable. The 
concealed by timber nearer the lake. That]. ‘ 

RUE s r soil rests upon shale rock, limestone and slate; 
building and the beautifully sloping lands on A . 

hich it stand ei eciitad each of these cropping out at different places 

e ee . epee are Reever are, on the premises. The Farm is well watered 

mee by a living stream of sufficient magnitude to 

THE NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, | furnish a good mill power, now in use, and 

the object of this detour from our line of|near the upper end there is a fine body of 

travel. As long ago as 1844, Judge Buel and | timber. 

other leading friends of agricultural educa- THE, COLLEGE EDIFICE 

tion agitated the subject in the public jour-| stands upon a handsome swell about_midway 

nals and in the Legislature of the state.|of the Farm, which is, unhappily, bald of all 

Nothing was actually done, however, towards} trees. When completed according to plan, it 

the establishment of an agricultural college, | will consist of a central portion with two 

until 1858, when an act of incorporation was | handsome towers, two wings with front lines 

passed, but without any provision for means | parallel to that of centre, each 84} feet in 

to carry the act into effect. But in 1856, an-|length, and beyond these two transverse 

other act was passed authorizing a loan from | wings, each 128 feet deep and 580n front line 

the Treasury of $40,000, without interest, for|—the whole, except the first named wings or 

twenty-one years, in aid of the enterprise; | “curtains,” five stories high. It is designed 

provided an equal amount should be raised | that it shall be finished with all the improved 

by subscription; which condition was at an| modern facilities for ventilating, warming 

early day fulfilled, the required amount being | and lighting, and that it shall contain apart- 

chiefly subscribed by the citizens of Ovid and | ments for not less than 350 pupils. 

vicinity. So that a portion of the building’ The portion already completed is simply
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the southern end, including the transverse | forced into sale for the liquidation of a mort- 
wing and the “curtain” in its rear; or about| gage debt incurred for, the; improvements 
one-third of the whole—sufficient for the tem-| already made. 
Porary accommodation of 150 students. From| New York proudly, and justly, bears the title 
its windows one has @ glorious view of its|of “The Empire State;” it remains to be seen 
charming lake and surrounding villages and| how long she will deserve the reproach of 
country for many miles. All in all, there is| allowing an enterprise of so great magnitude 
probably no finer site for a college anywhere in|and importance as the endowment of an 

either the old or new world, and the building | institution for the benefit of her large ‘agri- 

is likely to be worthy of the site. There are| cultural population to languish for want of 

also two or three other buildings, including a| means which, all summed up, would be utterly 

farm house and residence for the President, | insignificant, whether as compared with her 

but not of great value. immense resources or with the noble and be- 

THE EDUCATIONAL PLAN OF THIS COLLEGE neficent end toshe accomplished. 

is different from that of any that have, as yet,| We have not yet,learned whether the Gov- 

been organized in the United States, in that it|ernor has approved the bill passed by the 
is more exclusively professional. The languages | Legislature giving the scrip awarded to 
are excluded altogether, and the time which|New York under the act of Congress grant- 
in the literary colleges is usually devoted to|ing lands for the endowment of agricul- 

them is to be devoted to the study of the,Prac-| tural colleges, to the People’s College alone, 

tical Sciences and/their applications to indus-| but we have presumed ‘that he would veto 

trial pursuits. The course of instruction is|it; in which event the next Legislature 

limited to three years, at the expiration of | will undoubtedly divide the amount between 
which time the student may, if able to pass a| the two institutions—thus throwing into the 
thorough examination, receive the degree of | hands of each scrip equivalent to nearly half 

B. 8. A. (Bachelor of Scientific Agriculture.) |a million of acres of the public lands. Should 
“ It is not intended to be a manual labor school, | this not be done, then we trust the State will 

still the student will be required to spend | make an appropriation from its own treasury 
such time in the field as may be necessary to | sufficient to set the State Agricultural College 

apply the theory to the practice of husbandry ;” | fairly on its feet. Farmers of New York! 

the law requiring that each shall be thor-| see to it that the Empire State does not longer 
oughly instructed in all that pertains to the| remain a stumbling block in this regard to 
practical management of the farm, the dairy,|the several younger and lesser states now 
and of the various kinds of live stock. zealously at work for the advancement of In- 
PRESENT CONDITION AND PROSPECTS. oF THE | dustrial Education. 

INSTITUTION. ener oe eas es 

Although formally opened, as: before re- = SS oe 

marked, in 1860, yet the embarrassment of its} | While war is abroad in the land, compelling 
finances, together with the excitement and dis- ok eee es ee 
traction incident tothe present unhappy war, | if not even unpatriotic, to expect any large 
compelled a discontinuance of instruction in Rt ene ee ee 
the fall of 1861, when a large number of the| Providence has ordered us to the front rank 
students, and even the patriotic President, | of contending nations, and engaged us in» |} 

Gen. M. R, Patrick, entered te service ot|onlct which, absorbs inte its own tile 
the country. industries and our ideas. A generation thus 

‘The farm has been but little improved since | C#lled upon to struggle for its life and liber- 
ties, might well be excused if forgetful, for a 

the purchase, for want of funds, and even a time, of the generations coming Res it. 
portion of it—the ‘eastern end—has been! But the grand march of humanity stops not
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in its course even for war.. From the cradle MISCELLANEOUS, 
to the coffin, the crowding columns Ot 
with lockstep through the successive stages of | ~ = 
life. Children cannot halt in its progress for A Glimpse at the Illinois State Fair. 
returning peace to afford leisure foreduca-} ppop Hoyr:—-Dear Sirt—In compliance 
tion. On into the years—to manhood, to citi- : . 
zenship, to destiny—it rushes, whether learn- | With your request, I will saya few things in 
ing lights its _ end a — or | relation to the Illinois State Fair, which I had 
ignorance involves it in error and conducts it 
headlong into vice. And if in peace the the pleasure of standing: i 
school is needfal to rear our children to an| DxcaTur, where it was held, is pretty well 
intelligent and virtuous panbors| how oem down south’ for the accommodation of the 
greater the need in war, which with its . . . 
inseparable barbarisms, is drifting the na- ae Portion of the State, which, inclu- 
tion from its onward course of peaceful civili- | ding Chicago, undoubtedly contains much the 
=ayoniberk i! the old realms of darkness and largest half of the fair-going population 

orce. 
: 

The high and heroic aims of this conflict |®24 to make the matter worse, the railroad 
Will doubtless mitigate the evils which neces-| arrangements were almost entirely incom- 
sarily attend an appeal to arms. To say as, * 
nothing of the physical health and prowess aged oe —— nies Going:dowa on the 
that camp life and military discipline will | Illinois Central at night, parties had to lay 
develope, the love of country and love of lib-| over at Tolono, @ little (less than a) one 
erty will rise again from mere holiday senti- h ight h ai 
ments to the grandeur and power of national | 20rse town, eight hours, and we understood 
passions, and the Union, made doubly pre-| the same was the fact on the St. Louis and 
cious by the blood which its maintenance will ‘: 
cost, will attain a strength which no mortal pated x5e0,ebemiogino Sevengoments wo 
force can shake or destroy. History will | ¢ver to accommodate the Fair—a sad oversight 
grow heroic again, and pemeeea itself will| on the part of the officers of the Society, or 
be inspired and glorified by this fresh vindi- : - 
cation of its God-given rights and duties in pack of ee of the: railroad: com- 
this incarnation and triumph of the princi-| panies. As the Fair is to be held there next 
ples of constitutional and republican liberty. | year, it is to be hoped that the matter will be The too absorbing love of money which has bet dea . 
hitherto characterized us, has loosened, some- | Setter attended to, as a stop of eight or ten 
what, its clutch, and been won to acts of gen-| hours in a place where not even a newspaper 
uine benevolence, at the sightof an imperiled | can be found, is a sad loss of time to one who country; and the fiery demon of party sinks} | = S. 
away abashed before the roused patriotism |is in a hurry and,has only a little time to 
whee lays life sent on the altar of liberty. | either use or waste. So much for the getting 

jut with all this the barbarisms of war are : 
too palpable and terrific to be forgotten or tothe ar Bid sow for what 1 maar toa? 
disregarded, and the wise and patriotic states-| Decatur is a pleasant, scattering, western 
ee wa pot se nen more urgent oe prairie town, claiming some four thousand 
for fostering those civilizing agencies which |. : . 
nourish thé growing intelligence and virtue | ‘habitants, split through by the Great West- 
of the civilized people. Against the ideas | ern Railway, on the track of which, about one 
and vices engendered in the camps, and/and a half miles west of the city, are the fair amidst the battle-fields, we must raise still é ‘i 
higher the bulwarks of virtuous habits and | gTounds, situated upon an undulating, woodsey 
beliefs, in the re athome. We shall | site, just cleared and fitted for the occasion. 
need the utmost stretch of home and school : 
influence to save society and the State from a! oa poneceneee aoe meee: 
the terrible domination of military ideas and | very beautiful, and were finely fitted, having 
military forces, always so dangerous to civil | had 10,000 nded and about 
liberty and free government.—Hon. J. M. = + o oe § on : Grxcory, Michigan School Report. them, making them in all things convenient 

Se ee gor is for holding a fair. Good water, that all-im- 
The Agricultural College lands have at last | portant item, is supplied in abundance by a 

. all been located, and the Commissioners’ Re-| small creek and some fine springs. Alsoa 
port gives evidence that the work has been | good half-mile track, within the grounds and 
well done. Better lands have been secured than | out of the way of every thing else. 
it was supposed were yet vacant in the State./ Articles on exhibition were medium in
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amount and respectable in quality. Lllinois | claimed to be on the ground at one time— 
ean make a good show in horses and mules— | probably twelve to fifteen thousand. 
much better than she did make on this occa-} In the way of accommodations, only two 
sion; still, this branch of the show was fair. | small hotels, both’ kept by the same proprie- 
Among the more notable things was a gen-| tors, twice full, and more, of course; citizens 
uine English dray horse, weighing over nine-| quite accommodating at their houses, at two 
teen hundred pounds at five years old, with | dollars per day. 

legs as large as a young elephant. One of| Finally, the Fair was a very decent affair 

his June colts, out of a large Pennsylvania | for an interior location; but Illinois, to have 

mare, was as large as some two year olds of|a first class fair, and largely attended, must 

the small, common stock. Jacks fifteen hands | hold it at Chicago. Twice as many people 

high, big spans of mules, fast nags, &c.,&c. {and articles can be got on exhibition at that 

Cattle, sheep and pigs we saw but little of,| point as at any other in the State or West, 

and nothing extraordinary among them. and we have no doubt but good grounds could 

The machinery show was full middling, | be found fer‘it as well there as elsewhere, if 

though embracing very little that was new. | common sense and honesty were exercised by 

Some dozen or fifteen reapers and mowers, all| those having the matter in charge. Chicago 

of them familiar to our farmers already, with | is naturally the great Fair-point of the North- 

the exception of two or three of very little} west. We hope ere long to see it fully devel- 

promise of future distinction. Grain Drills | oped and improved. 

and Broadcasters in smallish show, and good D. J.P. 

. ones scarcer yet; corn cultivators and shovel Fe 

plows in abundance, most of them too un- ‘What “About the ‘* White Willow +” 

wieldly and awkward for our small cornfields;| Frrevp Hoyr—Dear Sir:—At the request 
gang plows plenty and subject to the same | of several of my neighbors who are somewhat 
objections. Corn shellers and separators, like | interested just at this time on the subject of 

small threshing machines, with two and four| White or Grey Willow for fence, I write you 

horse powers in abundance to drive them. | at this time. 

Corn-growing and harvesting machinery in 1st. Do you know whether it will answer 

all its varieties is much more abundant in | in this climate for a fence? 
this great corn state than with us. 2d. Willit grow and form a body sufficient 

Sorghum was also well represented. Seve-| for a fence without trimming or pruning? 

ral mills were in operation on the grounds,| 8d. Have you in any of your travels seen 

and performed well, grinding the cane clean|® fence grown from the willow, that in your 

and expeditiously. The amount evaporated | judgment would answer the general purpose, 

was small, and showed nothing new or re- or in other words, was the thing needed by : 

markable. The interest taken in this depart-| the agricultural public? Or have you seen 
ment of the fair, showed that the subject of | any person or persons in whom you have con- . 

Sorghum is not loosing ground in public favor, | fidence, so that you have become satisfied that 

but, probably, steadily growing, although this | such is the fact? : 
specially frosty season will dampen the ardor} An answer to the above, with any other 

of the lukewarm. informatian which may be suggested to your 

The Halls of Manufactures, Fine Arts and| mind, would much oblige several of your 

Farm Products had little or nothing in them | subscribers near this place. 
—less than we have usually seen at good} Please answer at your earliest convenience, 

+ county fairs. as there are several who have purchased the 
The attendance was quite respectable for| cuttings sufficient for a mile or more each 

these times and the location; 20,000 were! upon the representations of Agents who are
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selling through this region; some of whom An Effect of the War.—A Sumgestion- < 
are beginning to fear least it should prove | We see it stated in Eastern journals that in 
second edition of the Multicaulis or something | New York, New ae Maine and are 
similar, prefe’ necticut, extensive manufactories are now de- 

venaeromt Ss pe peteerane voted exclusively to the manufacture of stock- 
they are, rather than incur the further ex- ings and socks for the army. Before the out- 
pense of setting and cultivating two or three peek bef fhe rebellion sneee tock coseni had in- 

troduc ‘nitting machines which they run 
roe and then be compelled to \ebenden'or by steam or water power, turning out such 
dig them up. Truly yours, quantities, st so low ® cost of manufacture, 

Epwarp Pres. oat the cogntey arap Seeded with this glass of 
goods, and socks and stockings were cheaper 

Roar pr heen, Ont 38, 200- than ever before. But now these establish- Answer.—In order to be able to give the| ments are working entirely on government 
it reliable answer to numerous interroga-| contracts, and as a consequence the supply of 

ae = “eres # . a socks and stockings will be almost entirely 
tories of this sort, we recently addressed 6 | wut off; jobbing houses and heavy dealers, in 
letter of enquiry on the subject of the White/| this city, with whom this class of goods is a 

; s P. 1 . Tl. | leading feature, have very meagre stocks. 
Millon #» ie si a Rayarhie, ee ._ | The present prospects are that good fair socks State Ag. Society. It will be seen from his! will command from $5 to $6 per dozen this 
response herewith published, that our own/| fall and winter, and that country merchants, 

views fren exproted inthis journal last | 4nd greet extent ur clty dealers must 
spring, are in the main entirely confirmed,| their supply. Very opportunely for the 
As to the nursery men who laud the willow| West, and for the country at large, family . . knitting machines are being introduced, es- 80 highly, we have good reason to believe that pecially in wool growing districts. Even at 
some have not been actuated by good motives|the present high prices of wool, those who 7 
; j-| make it into socks, instead of selling it in 
in so doing. “In thot, we have pretty good evi bulk, will realize fully three times as much dence that a few of them have made much | ag they could otherwise. We hope to see 
money by selling the common swamp willow these aaachines datsodaced into farmers’ fam- 

at high figures, for the new-fangled ‘ White” | es throughout. the country, where they oan 
or “Grey,”—Ep1Tor. the children. Capitalists could profitably put 

a number of these machines in operation; and 
ee ee inasmuch as in several States they have been 

Orrice ov rue Ir18. Starz Ao. Sociery, | |introdueed with the best results into Blind 
Springfield, Oct. 13,1803. S | Asylums, Reform Schools and State Prisons, 

Pror. J. W. Horr, Sec'y State Ag. Sociey, | we suggest the propriety of introducing them 
° é in similar-institutions in the Northwest. 

Ey, Mameon, Wie. - 2 ‘ Woman's sphere is limited at best, and it is 
Deak Sir :—Your favor of the 9th inst. is| fortunate for those whose husbands and fathers 

received, and contents noted. are in the army, and who are dependent upon 

Ihave not been impressed favorably with TS aiieeea tals eta cee einean 

the use of the White Willow for any economic by the aid of the knitting machine— Chicago 
purpose except to produce a poor quality of | 27ibune. 
fuel rapidly, in situations where it is desira- Ti fc a : 
bl a > and k Returns of half-time industrial schools in 

¢ aE _ lee i ite eld 7 3 pan 3 ra England, that is schools of pupils who devote 
= cEngldiiatnc erie in to work and half to education, 
judgment than I, some of them leading Nur-| show that the mortality is reduced to one- 
serymen, esteem it highly as a fence plant, | third of what it is at the same age in the gen- 
&e., &o. * * = * eral population of England and Wales, show- 

- ¥ ing the importance of preserving the balance 
ery truly yours, between intellectual and bodily labor. 

Joun P. Rernoxps, | cleo a nbs! had 

Cor. Sec'y, &e. | A German agriculturist says that before 
at vad Siw LIOTSE. he plants his potatoes he washes them in 

The body of a guide, lost in 1844, has been |chlorine water, and dries them in the sun. 
found in the crevice of a glacier near Mont|He says that this has saved them from potato 
Blanc, in @ perfect state of preservation. disease during several years. :
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| SCIENCE, ART, STATISTICS, | density is one of 377 individusis to the square 
. u mile, 80 that, in this Saas, Selgtuse is the only 

BaP SEE sa RA er CS me more thickly crowded 
Mz. Evrror:—You often ask us to write for| with inhabitants than‘ourown. - 

the Farmer, butevery department issocrowed| In England, for the last few years, the 
< ® ¢ portion of marria; to the epulation bap it is almost impossible to — article insert- been one in 123, aah isa higher rate th 

ed edgewise; however, there is nothing that | that of most European countries. In Norway, | 
bests s trial. the Beeeraen is one in 124; in Hanover, one | 

rc in 128; in Holland and Denmark, one in 129; 
Aluminium appears to me to be ene of the | in Sweden, one in 185; in Spain, one in 141; 

greatest desiderata to successful farming. |!" Bavaria, one in 160; and in Greece, only 
u ee one in 174, Proportienately more marriages 

Its properties, when amalgamated with iron|than in England and Wales are made in 
and copper, fill a gap in agricultural econom-| France and Soe es in both countries the | 
ies—the iron becomes eight times tougher, | is one in 122; in Austria, where it is one : 5 in 117; in Russia, where it is one in 111; 
thereby enabling us to dispense with much | and in Prussia, where it is one in 106. 
cumbrous weight in reapers, drags and plows} Rather more fixed is the proportion of births 

—the copper becomes almost as hard as an ad-|topopulation. It isone in 28 in England and 
ale ind Wales; one in 29 in Spain and Bavaria; one 

amant, thereby making it almost indestruct-|;, 309 in Belgium, Holland and Norway; one 

able for machine bearings. When rolled into ip 82 in Sweden a in 58. in Henares the 
: : anse lowns ani enmark; ene in in 

anes it will: take the. place of shingles end Greece; and one in 38 in France. Conse- 
tin for roofing and make our roofs fire-proof. | quently the natural increase of population is 

Tin, on account of its scarcity, must always mite France, em oan the nae earcees 
‘ e ; . | rat an in any other European state. More 

be dear, while the aluminous deposits are uni-| po tite than England are ae Wurtemberg, 

versal. where the proportion of births to population 
Tr decththenidaianl ‘ but th is one in 26; Russia, where it is one in 26; 

ue, aluminium 18 algo precious, but the! Austria, Saxony and Prussia, where it is one 
subtile forces of chemistry, which only un-J in 24; and Poland, where the proportion is one 

fold themselves to the seekers of truth, will in d : nel XO 
4 . : e greatly varying sums which the differ- 

make it as abundant as gold and silver in the | 51+ nations of the world pay for their govern- 
days of Solomon. ment, a very interesting points of compar- 

i . -|ison. Great Britain, it is hardly necessary to 
* ee tone say, stands at the head of all eatae in thie 

et a respect, the public revenue amounting to £2 
ee a ett be per head of the population. Next in the 

The Statistics of Europe. .| list stands Holland, the best taxed country of 
— the Continent, ann £2 9s per head ; and then 

A curious bird’s-eye view of the political | follows France, with £2 0s. 8d. The inhabit- 
and social state of Europe is afforded by a|ants of Hanover have to pay £1 11s. 1d. each 
heavy Blue-book just published by our govern-|for being governed; while the subjects of 
ment under the title of “Statistical Tables| King Teotstd disburse £1 6s. 3d., and those of 
Relating to Foreign Countries.” First, as to| Queen Isabella £1 5s. 4d. per head for the 
density of population, we find that while in|same.. In Prussia, despite its large standing | 
England and Wales there are 352 inhabitants | army, the taxation does not amount to more 
living in one square mile, in Russia there are | than £1 2s. 3d. for each individual; while the 
only 10; in Norway, 12; in Sweden, 22; in| revenue of the other states of the Confedera- 
Greece, 56; in Spain, 89; in Poland, 91; in| tion varies from £1 3s. to £1 per head of the, 
Moldavia, 100; in Portugal, 104; in Denmark, | population. In all the remaining countries : 
119; in Switzerland, 161; in Prussia, 165;|of Europe; the burden on public taxation 
in France, 176; in Brunswick, 194, and in|amounts to considerably less than £1 per 
Holland, 280 persons to the square mile.|head. The Danes pay 19s. 8d.; the Portuguese 
There are only two countries in SUrOphy at|17s. 4d; the Greeks, 16s. 84.; the mixed races 
this moment, possessing a denser population | inhabiting the Austrian Empire, 16s. 4d; the 
than England and Wales, namely the King. Norwegians, 13s. 11d; the Swedes, 9s. 2d; 
dom of Wurtemberg, in which there are 873|and last of all the Swiss, only 6s. 10d. per 
inhabitants to the square mile, and Belgium, | head. 
with 893 persons on the same space of ground.| It is with something like awe and trembling 
However, if we take’ the copoeees of Hng-| that we approach a last subject of compara- 
land alone, leaving out the Principality, the! tive statistics—the public debt of modera
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nations. Here, again, Great Britain stands | next, with over one million three hundred 

atthe head of all other countries in the world.| thousand; England follows with 431,000; 

Our eight hundred millions of indebtedness, | British America had 249,000, Scotland 108,000, 

divided equally between the twenty-nine mil-| France, 107,000, Switzerland, 53, Wales 45,- 

lion inhabitants of England, Scotland and /000, Norway 43,000, en 42,000, China 36,- 

Ireland, give a share of responsibility amount- 000, Holland 38,000, Mexico 27,000, Sweden, 

ing to nearly £28 to every soul. But the | 18,000, Italy 10,000, Belgium 9,000, Denmark 

Dutchmen are responsible for nearly as much, | 9,000, Poland 7,000, West India Islands 7,000, 

the share in the public debt of Holland, per | Portugal 7,000, Russia, 3,000, South America 

head of the population, being £26 11s 8d. 8,000, Asia, Africa, Australia, Atlantic Is- 

France, the next in the list, has proportion-| lands, Central America, Greece, Pacific Is- 

ately, less than half the debt of Holland, the lands, Sardinia and Turkey are to be counted 

share of every inhabitant amounting to not|each by hundreds. 

more than £12 8s. 9d. Now the figures sink > — 

rapidly. In Portugal the public debt per A Roslin. pratonecr finds that Bares con- 
head of population amounts to £7 14s, 7d.; in | tains 272,000,000 of inhabitants, Asia 720,000,- 

Resin ie £6 188, 2d; in Austria, to £6 8s.;/000, Africa 89,000,000, America 200,000,000, 
in Belgium, to £6 12s. 9d; in Bavaria, to £5 | and Polynesia 2,000,000—total, 1,283,000,000. 

14s; in Saxony, to £4 10s.; in Denmark, to] Of this little crowd, about 82,000,000 die in 

£498. 1d; in Greece, £8 14s.; in Russie, £3) each year, which is 87,761 a day, or 61 per 
9s..; in nearly all the states of the German| minute. Another professor calculates that 

Confederation, to from £2 to £3; in Norway, | 36,627,848,275,075,855 people have lived on 

a 1s. 94; and in eras 98. ae aes the earth since the creation. 

erland, and several of the smaller German! Recent reports show that the average dura- 

states have'no public debt whatever.— London | tion of life in England exceeds that in France 
Globe. by 11 years. 

Our Foreign Population. Achemical substitute for indigo has, it is 

= said, been discovered in Paris which may 

It appears by census tables (not yet printed) | largely affect the Indian trade in that article. 

that the entire population of the United States,/ There are 24,856 male, and 13,100 female 
born in foreign countries, was, in round num- foreigners, natives of various European States 

bers, in 1860, four millions one hundred and resident in London. f 

thirty-six thousand. This aggregate was dis- About £400,000 of the old copper English 
i iz BEY ar eifig’ coinage has been called in, leaving about 

tributed in states and territories, in round | £350,000 still in circulation. 

numbers, as follows: Alabama, 12,000; Ar-| There are 250,000 noblemen in the Austrian 

kansas, 4,000; California, 146,000; Connec- | States, of whom 163,000 are in Hungary, Gall- 

on, aera 90; Pin nando cea Bana 
. =, . * ma 

Georgia, 11,000; Llinois, 824,000; Indiana, | used in the citadel of Warsaw to force confes- 
118,000; Iowa, 106,000; Kansas, 12,000; Ken- pices. It consists of an iron ring, placed 

° ini :: _|round the prisoners head, and tightened til 
tucky, 59,000; Louisiana, 81,000; Maine, 37, this winttea da deiven ‘to yiel a. 

000; Maryland, 77,000 ; Massachusetts, 260,- oS : < 
Sia et The mischievous practice of feeding horses 

000; Michigan, 149,000; Minnesota, 58,000; | and sheep with wheat is alluded to in Eng- 

Mississippi, 8,000; Missouri, 160,000; New lish papers. Four horses were nearly, and 

Mampetiive, 90,000; Hew Jorvey, 123,000; Now | nemo eee? quite, killed. in Hampebire Jetely 

York, 998,000; North Carolina, hod Ohio,! 4 man in London is getting out a patent 
828,000; Oregon, 5,000; Pennsylvania, 480,-|for printing without ink. He charges the 

000; Rhode Island, 37,000; South Carolina, | P®Per with some chemical substance, which 

10,000; Tennessee, 20,000; Texas, 47,000, pea ony seriiattitinn ater rr 

Vermont, 82,000; Virginia, 35,000; Wiscon-| ‘Tides have recently been remarked in the 

sin, 276,000 ; Colorado, 3,000; Dacotah, 2,000; | Lakes of Geneva and Neufchatel—esause not 

District of Columbia, 12,000; Nebraska, 6,000; ee ei 2 Bi sr oma 
4 e next transi RUS Wi 

Nevade, 2,000; New Mexico, 6,000; Utah, 12,-| 1974, see asc aderwask in 1BEL Wieace 
000; Washington Territory, 8,000. Of this| will be great preparations to take observations 

foreign population the natives of Ireland are|in all parts of the world, and it is expected 

the most numerous, amounting to 1,600,000.| that the sun will be found to be four million 

Germany, or the several German States come! miles nearer to the earth than was supposed.
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THE HOME. a rough. blow in the battle of life. Be nobly 

seiner eens | SOMMER 80 thy father, for in thy keeping are 

MY WINDOW. centered many hopes. " 

a ee With thy mother deal lovingly and tenderly; 

— she has kindly led thee through the opening 

sate oo ee we ie os portals of life: lead her as carefully through 

‘To the eyes that asked ‘ What have I here?” its closing gates down to the dark valley, and 

‘There looked in a face that was pallid with wee, the remembrance will preve a sweet solace in 

And a voice replied, ‘‘ It is dreadful here.” later years. 

i‘ I barred the shutters; I brightened the fire; Speak gently to the child; keep the clouds 

I counted no more my window panes: away while you can, for they will come soon 

Mid the winter’s storm and the battle’s tre, enough—too soon for his peace or thine. 

— ena ae facades of eilal Speak gently to the aged, for their prayers ® 

_ , : i : . A may help to gain thee an entrance into 

7 Heaven. To the stranger, for ice encrusts 

On the midnight hour of # later time, too many hearts already. 

a Becomes ts hrs oa Se ie Speak gently to all—all whom thou mayst 

opwas the joy of millions beginning to climb meet at home or abroad—in the crowded street 

‘To a freedom, oh, sweeter than bells, bells, bells. | or in the lone by-paths, in the light or dark- 

November had passed with its havoc and wraith ; ness, in the sunny arbor of smiles, or the 

‘The earth lay calm in a great repose ; shadowy vale of tears. 

And my soul was filled with its old-time faith, Speak gently to all, and then listen for 

Astle hem See” sweet echoes; they will greet thee on every 
‘Trailing its beautiful mantle of snows. , ‘ 

side, and no other music will be needed, no 
Ah, since that day, with my window unbarred, 

What sights and what sounds! softer lullaby of love. 

As, daily, the King in his pomp has passed, The angel upon thy left shoulder will have |} 

And nightly, with stars all his canopy starred, little work to do, while the one upon thy right 

Till wo stand in this glowing Autumn at last. will keep his silvery pen in motion all the 

Oh. friends of these years while, and have no cause to bow his head in 

‘That, plan as we will, have their darkness of days, | sorrow. Cann. 

Keep your souls unbarred; lean out to the light, Mrwavxzx, Oct. 8 1963. 

Lest the fair and the grand of God’s wouderful ways 
Find you doubting and blind in the valley of night, avoisera eats eamncma 

Mweek are: © Want your pickle tub fixed, do you, Mrs. 

“Gentle words are well-springs of joy, in| Smith. Well, you are always wanting some- 

whose crystal depths are mirrored life-pictures | thing done. If I should attend to all your 

of gladness.” They are like flowers strewn |pwants our family would soon have to gq to 

along our pathway of life to cheer us; like| the poor house. Think if I were to attend to “ 

sun beams shining upon o dark horizon. half of them the family would be more com- 

The cup of human trial and sorrow is run-| fortable than now, do you? That shows how 

ning over, and we must all drink of it some | little judgment women have.” 

time in life. Let us bear this in mind, re-| “Jones fixed his wife’s pickle tub without 

membering that gentle words will calm the asking.” 

troubled waters and make the contents of the} “Ill warrant he did. Ihave no patience 

cup less bitter. with such womens’ men as Jones. If his 

Be kind to thy sister, for her love is of| wife wants a shelf put up, ora nail drove, or 

priceless value. Speak gently to thy brother, | tub fixed, he is in his element. A happy 

for his strong arm may shield thee from many ' woman is she, and he a good husband! She
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will be happy when she finds her family lack- dppenelderst la step er the piiainment of: 
: Sconll . re eh at love of God, which, while it is the perfec- 

ing for which hin ,goodnens will £951 to tion of religion, is also the perfection of hu- 
procure. Why, only the other day I passed | manity. “ 

there and he was actually tending baby while a ae —————— 
his wife washed.” Let Us Try to be Happy. 

“Raining, was it? You are blessed with a s.Jiat as try to be happy! we may if we will 

good memory. Better be tending baby than| There washever an evilif well understood, 
spending time, and money too, at Brown's, Ire ware bux rendy fo ook to thw igh” good. 
hadn’t he?” As we are to sit moping because it eae 

5 = s We should own it a truth both in w in deed, 
“Insinuating, are you, Mrs. Smith? Do ‘That who tries to be happy is sure to succeed. * 

that I detest that \d Let us iry to be 1 shades of t zoe.net kw thas Kdetee ches deen weit] ot Scie can ee, 
have had the tub all ready for the pickles ‘There are times when the lightest of spirits must bow, 

. while Ihave been talking, would he? Mrs.|  Wemust nover bid follngs the purcet aud boot? 
Smith, I wieh you to distinctly understand] © Boris.cinnied and oold in ons bosoms st rests 
that I have the liberty of talking as much as To try to be happy lest other hearts bleed. . 
I please and as long asI please in my own Wo ciall Gatee SE eal ebee We een or oiads 
house. Wouldn’t care how much I talked nor If we make Sota our time that we may, 

long, if I would only work, too! Mrs. Tat us outyin earnestness cock do cer bare, 
ber, ones 7 . i Before God and our conscience, and trust for the rest ; 
Smith, Iam none of your milk-and-water men. Bul faking fhis crath t both in word and in deed, 

You have provoked me forever, and I tell you Re ae ay ae eee 

now, once for all, that when my day’s work is} It is the great event of life to find, and 

done I wish to rest without being ding-donged | know and love a superior parton j to find a 
Geuslis ghoat ‘trifling jobs. The character that preeances eaven and the 

et Fone, este Y| saints on earth. Such a one is left alone as 
are of no account; and now I believe I will] the gods are. In all the superior persons I 

run over and take a smoke with Hamlin, | have met, I notice simplicity and distinctness, 
: truth spoken more truly, as if everything like 

You do wishI would fetch you cup of yeast.| ohstructions and malformations had been 
There it is again. No, I will mot. [Exit hus- oa prey taaar ey to copra? 

vee eee at have they to exhibit? Between simple 
band, pipe eee oes and noble persons there is always a perfect 

The Narrew Lot. understanding. They recognize at sight, and 
_— meet on a better ground than the talents or 

a See, grew, skill they chance to possess, namely, on their 

That heaven look'd like an eye of blue sincerity.— Emerson. 
Down on its rocky cleft, —_ + 

What could the little flower do A Beavtirut Taoveut.—Leigh Hunt says: 
In such a darksome place, “Those who have lost an infant are never, a8 

bate Fagot tid pe it were, without an infant child. They are 
: the only persons who, in one sense, retain it 

Srioear milk, always, and they furnish other parents with 
From narrowest lot on earth to grow the same idea. The other children grow up 

The straighter up to heaven. ;|to manhood and womanhood, and suffer all 
the changes of mortality. This alone is ren- 

ole 9 Sots Cepeda: | ered tettiortal’ child! 
The love of God is the essence and perfec- ———E__ 

tion of religion. Itis the love of all sublime HEALTH AND DISEASE. 
and beautiful things; the love of all high —_—__—_. 
thoughts; the love of all lofty purposes; the Vemtilate Your Bedrooms, 
love of all noble feeling; the love of all ele- —— 
vated principles; the love of all holy and| The importance of ventilating bedrooms is 
generous affections; the love of all magrani-|a fact which every body is vitally interested 
mous deeds. He, then, that has added to his|in and which few properly appreciate. We 
permanent possession one image of beauty | copy the following from an exchange, which 
and nobleness, one sound principle, one just | shows the injurious: effects which must arise 
thought, one generous sentiment, one pure| from ill-ventilated sleeping apartments: “If 
aspiration, one holy feeling, one right act, | two persons are to occupy a bedrpom during a 
one unclouded gleam of truth, has taken no! night, let them step upon weighing scales as
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|| they retire, and then again in the morning, | worth thousands to me. Its adoption in a 
and they will, find their actual weight is at |family of children would remove'at once all 
least a pound less in the morning. Frequently |.difficulties in the management of children’s 
there will. be a loss of two or more pounds, | diet.’ ‘The dessert and the appetizing fascina- 
and the average loss throughout the year will} tions of @ gecond and third course ’are’thus | 
be more than one pound. That is, during the| avoided.» While not one child in twenty, if : 
night there is a loss of a pound of matter| allowed to eat without restraint, will stop 
which has gone off from their bodies, partly | when he has enough, nineteen children in || a 
from the lungs and partly through the pores | twenty will observe the rule suggested with- 
of theskin. The escaped material is carbonic | out a struggle—Dio Lewis, M. D. 
scid and decayed animal matter, or poison- een oe 
ous exhalations. This is diffused through the So E Ly re a 
air in part, and in part absorbed by the bed- DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
clothes. If asingle ounce of wool or cotton Rtaer F 
be burned in a room, it will so completely Pickle for Beef-A (Query. 
saturate the air with smoke that one can] Dran Dooron:—A title ' signi 
hardly breathe, though there can only be one : 7 vi sour. tite entice, en ounce of foreign matter inthe air. . If an | °V@TSight of Domestic Economy, and especial- || 
ounce of cotton be burned every half hourly in directions of health, I would simply call 
during the night, the air will be kept contin-| — i; : “Pps, ually saturated: with, smoke, xinlesa. there be SAPS, Ayantion to the recipe for “Pickle for 
an open door or window for!it to escape. Now | Beef,” on page 392 of the October No. of the 
the sixteen nent smoke thus formed a“ Farmer, and ask the cost and effect of four qts. 
far less poisonous than the sixteen ounces 
exhalations from the lungs and »bodies of the of saltpetré to one bbl. of beef, - those who 
two persons who have lost a pound in weight | should be so inclined to follow it and eat of 
during the eight hours of sleeping; for, while | the game? It is now war time, and would a the dry smoke is mainly taken intothe lungs, d, ayer . the damp odors from the body are absorbed | PeTson be considered patriotic and loyal if 
both into the lungs and into the pores of the |so extravagant in robbing Uncle Sam of so 
whole body. Need more be said to show the : ea ; 
importance of having bedrooms well ventila- valeanle a sngremien tin meking gunpowder ted, and of thoroughly airing the sheets, | to kill this monstrous rebellion? 
coverlets and matresses in the morning, be- Very respectfully yours, 
fore packing them up in the form of s neatly he ie crea 
made bed ?” me 

ogee Savx Orrx. Oct. 10, 1868, 
Don’t Eat Too Much. Axswer.—Your objections, friend Seymour, 

Next to imperfect ventilation, excessive | ®¢ Well taken, As furnished to the printer, 
eating makes the most serious inroads upon | the recipe in question read “4 ounces of salt- 
our health. Prof. Hitchcock thinks we eat too petre;” and how in the world he made it 
much because we dine upon too great a va- ae *. 
riety of dishes, and suggests as a remedy that | quarts is a mystery, unless he was laboring 

-| we ahenid confine ourselves to ous oun under the inpression that the recipe was go- 
Several eminent men, among whom I may}. ¢ ; . 
mention the distinguished Dr. James Johnson, | ‘78 south and might render important service 
urge that every person should watch himself|in killing off the rebels. We were absent 
while eating, and when he discovers that the | when the last ‘ form” was made up and only 
pleasures of the palate begin to lessen, at 4 
that moment he should stop. An eminent had an opportunity to glance at the proof, else 
American writer, who declares the cenvic-| so gross an error could not have escaped our 
tion that, of the men, women and children in * : : the United States, ninety-nine in every hun- notice. A fortunate thing that the mistake 

dred eat to much, fears the evil will never be | was so palpable that no sane packer of beef 
corrected until we adopt an expedient em-| could be in doubt that it was a blunder. 

aaa oe ae phe keene DiMonU phen We also agree with you that the traitors in 
I do not believe in any of these plans. But| arms deserve all the saltpetre that we are 

I am confident that an expedient given in one likely togive them. Saltpetre here, and brim- 
of my former: contributions will meet every ? 
want, namely, taking upon one's plate, before | Stone hereafter! 
one begins to eat, all that is to be eaten! a 

No one with ordinary reason would eat too] Brzap Puppinc.—Take one quart of sweet || 
much under this plan. Gourmands may sneer.:| milk, three ounces of light wheat bread, (salt 
I have only to say that this rule has been! rising bread is best); soak the bread in the
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milk until it is soft, then mash it fine, add two|as to be sure and bring every grain of flour 
well-beaten eggs, pinch of salt, a lump of | in contact with its equivalent grain of water, 
butter about the size of a hickory nut, anda|and so as to diffuse the yeast uniformly 
small tea cup of sugar. Season with nutmeg | throughout the mass, or else the resulting gas 
or s few slices of lemon; bakg in a brisk| will be liberated in excess in one spot, and 
oven over one hour: raisins may be added if|mot at allin another. This is seen in badly 
desired. kneeded loaves—in the holes they contain 

—___——__ and in a crust that easily detaches from the 
Economy in Homsekeeping. crumb, as though it had been lifted up by in- 

oh ternal force. The air-cells in a well-kneeded 
In housekeeping # careless woman can 4l-/joaf are fine and uniform throughout the 

ways make # muss and keep one, but there is | mass and all will be formed at the same time. 
no one article more calculated to make confu-| I¢ the flour and yeast are decidedly good, and 
sion, or wherein more waste is involved in ifS|the kneeding decidedly bad, the bread will 
use than flour, both before and after being] give satisfaction. On the other hand, good 
baked. Careless handling, sifting or spilling | kneeding, good moulding, and good baking, 

the flour, careless mixing, throwing away the | will Rake & second or third rate quality of 
bits of dough, instead of working them into| four almost equal to the best. 
the bread, cake or biscuit. Most women put pe Lente A edges 

up their pan or tray covered with dough, and} Doven-Nurs.—Everybody and his wife, and 
the rolling pin and kneeding board in like| particularly his little folks, love the good, old 
condition, Now, if you ever calculate to get| fashioned “dough-nuts,” or “nut-cakes,” or 
that dough off, why not do it when you mix, | whatever name you choose to call them. But 
while it is soft? As you finish up your bread | many persons are troubled with “weak diges- 
or biscuit, or cake loaf, yon can rub it off| tion,” (dyspepsia,) and the large amount of 
with your hand, or with a spoon, and work it| greese absorbed by the said dough-nuts does 
all in, and put away your things clean, ready | not always ‘‘set well,” but produces a “ rising 
for another time. Do not plead the want of| in the stomach.” When this is the case try 

time, and that you “can’t take the trouble,” | the following invention :—The dough-nuts be- 
&c. Do it in the right time, and it is done.| ing prepared as usual, just before immersing 
Ten to one when you want to mix again you/them into hot fat, plump them into a well- 
will be in haste, and your time precious; then| beaten egg. This will give them a thin coat- 
you take a knife and dig your pan to pieces, | ing of albumen, which will keep out the greese 
and scrape your board, pin, &c., and run to| effectually. Furthermore, this coating retains 
the swill with it. 0, it’s but a little; of/ the moisture, and keeps them in good condi- 
course itis! But all these littles every day | tion much longer. 
or two, besides the loss of time, are wasteful, Piece a eg Serre 

and if you had to earn these littles youwould| Danze, Wenster ox Cooxtxa Porates.—It 
sooner find it out, Iam thinking. And if in| would seem from the following extract from 
every department under your supervision you | his published letters, that Mr. Webster was 
are thus regardless of the trifies, you are! fond of good potatos, and knew how they 
poor economist, and far from a model house-| should be cooked: 
keeper, whoever you are or whatever you may| «Dear Fletcher:—I send a quarter of lamb 

think. z to roast, and, if not too rainy, will come to 
And then the bits of bread that many throw | dine with you. Tell Mr. Baker the hour. 

away, and many of them made by careless) «Poraros.—Let these potatos be peeled 
cutting of the loaf, haggling it off one-sided, | early and thrown into a basin of cold water 
&e, Cut true, smooth pieces, and do not throw | until time to cook them. Let them be boiled 
away the odd bits that are left. These can|in a good deal of water. When done, pour 
always be used in some way, if you can only | off all the water, shake up the potatos a lit- 
“take the trouble.” Extreme poverty is al-| tle hang on the pot again, and then bring 
most wholly unnecessary in this country./them to the table. I remember when we 
Look where you choose around you, and nine} heard Hannah Curtis shaking her pot, we 
times in ten the poor are shiftless, wasteful, | knew that dinner was comming.” 
extravagant; and if a man works ever so isan nis ee URES: 
hard, a thriftless woman can and will waste} Poraros 1x Haste.—A nice dish of potatos 
all he can earn. may be made in five minutes if the water is 

A woman who “can’t take the trouble” to| boiling. Peel and cut some potatos in slices; 
use economically the material her husband| pour on them boiling water enough to cover 
gets to feed and clothe his family, is anything | them, and let them boil till tender; skim them 
but a blessing to herself or the world.—Cor. | out, add butter with flour; let it boil up once, 
N. Y. Times. add a little chopped parsley and pepper. 

Hints on BrEap Makinc.—Good bread can-|' Sruryivc.—Take light: bread or crackers, 
not be made by merely mixing flour and wa-| chop them fine, put in a small piece of butter 
ter and yeast. The mass must be kneedd so! or a little cream, with sage, pepper and salt; 

x
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one egg and s small quantity of flour; mois-| enough to count back and see just the year 
ten with milk. when this coronation took place, but you will 

SS eee be good many years older than most of you 

YOUTHIG/ CQRNEIN now are before you will be able to judge . 

Bids ® whether he was as good as his people thought 
‘ a : a= him great. 

4 TEL 2 Bae A very pretty story furnished by Mrs. 

ee y Bim: Hort, and now in type, has necessarily been 

fo Be ia mn be crowded over to next No. 
[ = Ba aS ca a V_—_—_— OO 

a), ee caer NEWS SUMMARY. 
si re Boiitt= ee 

: & : + ri i INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS. 
tn eo) \ So i The State Agricultural Exhibitions of the 

Wag SAR past season, so far as we have been able to . 

a yy glean from the reports of our own correspon- 

: 5) dents and from our exchanges, have hardly 
ara f been up to the standard of the years before 

\ the war. It was scarcely expected that they 

would be; yet we have heard of no absolute 
Otho — Great. ieee 

Here isa king. Whatdo you think of him? Towa 

Very likely you may judge your father, your | seems not to have been quite so successful 

unole, or your brother to be better looking. | with her Fair this year as some of the other 

Well, I think he looks pretty well for a king.| States. A repert of it will be found in the 
For a king! Yes, that ’s what I mean. | first department of this number. 

Did you think allkings were handsome? That ILLINOIS ; 

would be as great a mistake as to suppose| is reported by Mr. Powers. [See Miscellane- 

So fay te ane aaa am A i r was certainly a success. Hon. Jo! . Rey- 

ae ga - _ pone; the able Secretary, writes us that the 

and use them to make the people fear them; wRoeD i. ware over $15,000 hoa 
they are not often much loved. During the ipEecene of the ee there 

Otho hud a wise father who raised his little |" held an interseting ee sie ofthe ey 
qn do be wojxood « bays thai phenske died, ee of the State, at which the following 

the people were quite willing to have him for ee reported by Hon. John Wentworth, 

their ruler. His father's name was Henry, chairman of the committe, were unanimously 

and he was the first of the German kings by | opted: 

that name. Otho was the first of the Saxon ete grine: ee et ane eee 
German kings by thisname. He became king aoe os Cal ate ae 

on the death of his father, whon he was twen- a om dogs, and by Ceo Abarat puvniion, ean 

ty-four years old, and after many wars, in| means therefor by taxing or licensing dogs or otherwise. 

which he was very successful, and after he ace devo largely rt din tpn import, as they 

had worked hard to make the county strong | Ieyying those duties to protect the manutheturors 
and the people happy, when he was fifty years shold be oat io the growery ot ia eoane 
old, he was crowned eror, and called | own manufactares, it is equally that the great sta- 

Otho the Great. This ee rhinired and patsiong seo nil ee en 
YX aslo axe: fF eoutold Resoived, That, while we acknowledge our obligation 

one years ago. You iy of y the press of the country generally, we deprecate the 

\ 

£
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fa few srs which quote from the Ne qouree of « few newspap. Fe oS e ew | Show = Cashmere goats and poultry very 

and monopolist, ‘and thus deceive many of thelr #80 Con fine; dairy products good. 
fiding 8 into selling theh” Wool below remunerative 
a Seen country thatisfalseto/ «<The striking feature of the exhibition 

Resolved. That the wool-growers of the United States | was the excellent show of agricultural imple- 
have acommon interest, and should havea common or- ‘ 
ganization to discover, expose, and protect themselves | ments and machinery.” 

the various combinations of speculators and monop- . 
Mets, who are Dot only continaally: a = of | Attendance and receipts very large. 

1, 1a 
Thich we sell, ‘while they wish to raise it upon the cloths | THE INTERNATIONAL WHEAT SHOW, 
ease re Uy at we do now form ourselves into an asso- | 2t Rochester, was not so large as was antici- 
ciation to be Lnown as the “ Wool Growers Association | pated. 

Seat and Becretary, who shall urge ‘ae organiaton of First prize ($150,00) for best 20 bushels of dent 5 ii rize for ushels of! 
associations it tate in the Union, and shall 

coer ha l whiteiminte® wheat, divided between J. W. 
A permanent associatiion was organized, | Henderson, of C. W., and E. 8. Hayward, of 

with A. B. McConnell for President, and Da-| New York. 

vid A. Brown, of Springfield, for Secretary. Second prize ($75,00) toR. Embury, of New 
. Of the Minnesota and Michigan Fairs we | yory, 

have seen no report yet. Sevond prize of $50 for best 20 bushels red | }- 
THE OHIO FAIR winter wheat, to E. A. Hebard, of New York. 

was—financially, at least—a “big thing.”| First prize of $40 for best 2 bushels of red ; 
Hear the Ohio Farmer : winter wheat, to E. A. Hebard; the second of 

“ 1 k was, all thi considered, one ef the most successfal Fairs over held | 920) t0 H. Jerrels, of New. York. 
Se eeseerivasta Path 
large to caable the Board to relieve itself of all inaebted-} The correspondent of the New York Tribune 
nese—both of the amount carried over from last year, i 7 é . 
Sey snare aes paece ore ma votes himself disgusted with the promine.nce 

Servent expences, and to leave s surplus of several thou-| given at this Exhibition to the horse rar;ing, 

pes pee pregrptappee d far a attendance which, even to a horseman, must have been 
herb eeioat sestdents of Chie, but wae ll ae very unsatisfactory, on account of the ‘medi- 
from adjoining Siates and Carada.” ocre quality of the animals put upon the 

In several of the departments there were | course, and yet which took away the atten- 
deficiencies, but these were accounted for! io from the other branches of the Bixhibi- 

by reference to circumstances over which the | tion, many of which were very credif.able to 

Society had no control. Ohio knows how to/ tp. old Keystone State. 

do great things, and not unfrequently does THE COUNTY FAIRS 

them. jor our own State were some of them quite 
has fhe eagle | successful; others were just abou't failures 

According to the Genesee Farmer the 234 | i¢ compared with what they might #.nd should 

Annual Fair “ was a decided success.” heve been. A brief account of such as the 
Stock Department not so full as on some| Editor attended will be fourd und er Editorial 

previous occasions, owing to the fact that Miscellany. 

some of the best breeders had nearly sold —___._____. 

themselves out, and had not fine animals to| The Markets have been doing; the farmers 

bring! [Good thing for the West, which has| better justice of Iate. Present. prices quite 
been a large buyer.] respectable, although considerably below the 

“Among the cattle, the Shorthorms, as usu-| true mark if compared witb. the outrageous 

al, were the most numerous.” prices of every sort of thingy he is compelled 

Sheep show not large but good; the Sile-| to buy. 
sian breed taking the lead. Wheat still fluctuates. At Milwaukee, Oct. 28, No. 1, 

8 % : Ne, 2,at $1, in store, 
“The show of swine was confined almost teeta Corn Salven, taney andy 120 a 

z store, . wantities 8! 
exclusively to the large breeds.” ion eer een Warzsers gearaily holdihg on. 

\
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NATIONAL AFFAIRS. Done at the City of Washington this seventeenth 

ena ienrar armen ceescaeeae ie 
Military achievements few and unimpor- | United States the elghty-eighth, pee 

tant during the past month, Meade and Lee By the President: ie am 

have been playing “hide and seek” in the ene ee ee — 

neighborhood of Manassas, Politioal.—The elections in Pennsylvania, 
Gen. Rosecrans has been relieved of the | Qhio and Iowa, all of which were held Octo- 

command of the army of the Cumberland on| ber 13, resulted in large Union majorities; 

the ground of o violation of direct orders | Iowa, and Pennsylvania, about 15,000 each, 

from the Government, and of absence frem the | and Ohio over 62,000 majority. By the laws 

field of Chicamauga during the progress of | of Ohio the soldiers in the army are allowed 

that disastrous battle, and Gen. Thomas, who|to vote and at the present rate of returns 

so gallantly led one wing of the army and Brough’s majority over Vallandigham will 

saved the whole from utter route and ruin, probably be about one hundred thousand. ; 

|| bas been placed in command of his army. . Nevada, ae — Colorado territories 

The President has issued the following ave sleo given large Union majorities: 
f ; eee ree rR 

proclamation, calling for 300,000 men to fill See ee eg ne 

the places of the soldiers whose time will ex- FOREIGN MATTERS. 

pire next year: News of vast importance from, England, 

A PROCLAMATION. Russia, Austria and other nations. 
Whe ‘The term of service of t of the voluntee1 

forces ote United Staten wil expire during the coming England has been menaced by an earth- 
3 whereas, in jon to the raised the ;: 

Present drat, Nee eee t te call ont cares | UuaKe=”): Fhe shook took place 43 minutes, past 
undred thousand volunteers to serve for three years or | 8,.A, M., October 6th, and was sufficient to 

during the war, not however exceeding three pone 3 = . = 
‘Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the | break windows in many places, set the dogs 

United States and Commander-in-Chief of the Army and — : 
Navy thereof, and of the militia of the several States | a-howling, and terribly scare the whole brood 

when called into :.ctual service, do issue this my procla- : A atte 
Tration, calling upon the Governors of the different Ftates | Of Wicked sympathizers jwith the Southern 
to raise and have enlisted into the United States service, | pope] li 
for the various companies and regiments in the field from | *€D@)110n 

thouaad men na ae as marten oe The foreign policy of England is becoming : 

Ido farther im all volunteers thus more li j this 
outand daly: culisted shall receive advance Pay, premiam, liberal and just towards eevee y; 
and bounty, as heretofore communicated to the Gover-| Earl Russel, Secretary of State for Foreign 
nors of States by the War Department, through the ‘ j 3 

Provost-Marehal-General’s office, by special letter. Affairs, recently made a speech, in which he 

I further proclaim that all volunteers received under : . Rake 
this call, as well as all others not heretofore credited, | discussed the subject of non-intervention in a 

cntablshed rth, cet = me nea = quotas | most candid and honorable spirit, well caleu- |) 

T fa ‘oclaim that if a te shall fail to”rai i 
tl ue quote aigood to it by the War Department’ ander lated to promote the interests of peace. He 

this call, then a draft for the deficiency in said quota i i ; - 
Si al, ae a ee ca ghee cies of and {nev SO NSD OTe speech 
Stato, for their due proportion of said quota; and the | | “Such is thespiritin which Iam prepared to act. Every- 
eaid draft shall commence on the fifth day of January, | thing that the law of nations requires, everything that 
1864. our law, that the Foreign Enlistment Act requires, I am 

‘And I farther proclaim that nothing in this proclam- | prepared to do, and even, if it should be proved to be nec- 
tion thall interfere with existing orders, or those which | essary tor the preservation of our neutrality, that the 
may be issued, for the present draft in the States where | sanction of Parliament should be asked to further meas- 
it is now in progress or where it has not yet commenced. | ures. In short, to sum up, Her Majesty’s eet 

The quotas of the States urd Districts wil! be assigned | are prepared to do everything that the uty neutrality 
by the Wrr Department, through tho Provost-Marsbal- | requires—everything that is just to a friendly nation, 
General’s office, due regard being had for the mou hereto- | taking as principle that we ‘should do to others as we 
fore furnished whether by volunteering or drafting, and | should wish to be done to ourselves. But this wo will 
the recruiting will be conducted in accordance with such | not do—we will not adopt any measure that we think to 
instructions as have been or may be issued by that De- | be wrong. | We will not yield s jot of British law or 

partment. British right in consequence of the menaces of any for- 

Oy oedipal steer splat betta to jovernors of the sevel ra ma fo the 5 

See ones ee eee ah keemee ameter will dl ive aid to the measures | ¢j i i 
sem ed ih a sie io raid « soa rio ting sail for America, a few 9) es to 

armies now in t an our li i i Scotch andi i 
operations to a prosperous end, tus closing eae ae immense Rugiteitand lences, with 
Soantainn of seaition sot va. Bi ai good effeet. 

‘mn witness whereof, sve hereunto set my hand = 

caused the seal of the United States to be ieee Mason, the “Confederate” Minister, has
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left England in disgust, and gone to Paris. | Germany, and issued an order that the regi- | 

Rassia, though atill folding on to Poland, | mental lists shall be filled up to war strength 

has, nevertheless, taken one more long stride | by the Ist of October. 

towards # constitutional government, which| The Ionian Islands, for many years depen- 
alone seems wanting to insure to her a future | dencies of England, are allowed to join the 

of unrivalled greatness among the nations of | the Kingdom of Greece. 

the old world. This new ground of hopeis| The Rebellion in St. Domingo still rages, 
found in the recent speech of the Emperor] but the accounts which reach this country 

Alexander, on occasion of opening the Diet of | are very indistict and confused. One story 

Finland, at Helsingfors, Sept. 19, in which he | is that the Spaniards have already lost over 

intimates an intention to summon occasional | 2,000 in killed and wounded, and that from 

meetings of the Diet, and to put that body on | 20,000 to 30,000 rebels are in the field. 

a sort of initiative constitutional footing.| The Condition of Mexico is truly deplora- 

His speech ended with the following significant | ble. Bands of remorseless guerillas infest 

words, which have been interpreted to mean |every part of the country, and are plunder- 

that he intends to place other parts or all of|ing and murdering friends and foes of the 

his dominions on a similar footing: ‘It be-| Republic without distinction. Jaurez is pow- 

longs to you, representatives of the grand-| erless to restore order. Ports blockaded. 

duchy, to prove by the dignity, moderation | mm 

and calmness of your discussions, thatin the} EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. 

hands of a wise people, and one who are de] | oo 

termined to labor in oonoert with their sove-|_ 9&7 The FAitor-ef this Journal will spend 
reign, and in a practical spirit, for the devel- a an of his time the coming winter in 

opment of their prosperity, liberal institutions, delivering Sree public lectures on Industry, in 

far from being a danger, become a guaranty of such aes as he has = visited hitherto. 

order and of protperity. I declare the present. He has also in preparation several lectures 

Diet opened.” on themes of general and national interest, 

Austria is considerably excited on the ques- for the delivery of which he is ready to make 
tion of the acceptance by the Archduke Max- arrangements with such lecture associations 

imilian, of the crown of Mexico, so generously ee omay ehaoes tor communicate with him. 
offered by Louis Napoleon. His possible The following are case of three of the lectures 

Majesty received the Mexican deputation on rene class iat picationed: 

the $d ult. at Vienna, and graciously express-| “Napoleon in Mexeoo.” 
ed his willingness to sacrifice his chances for “England.” 

the crown of Austria and rule over the Mex-| “Our Heroes.” 

ican republicans, if they (the Mexcan people)! The Farmer for 1864 will be richer in mat- |’ 
are unanimous in their wishes and the Great| ter and in every respect more valuable than 
Powers of Europe will make him secure! any volume hitherto published. 

The Polish Struggle still goes on, and Eng-| The practical departments will have the 

land and Austria have both declared their | added help of several able writers who here- 

determination not to interfere. France, all | tofore either have not contributed at all, or 

the while anxious to unite those two powers | but seldom; while the interest of the general / 

with her, feels deeply insulted by the recent | reader will be very much increased by a 

haughty and defiant answer of Prince Gorts-| monthly budget of highly plesaing and in- 

chalk, the Russian: Prime Minister, to the| structive correspondence from some of the 

remonstrance of the three Powers. most interesting portions of the Old and New 

The Danish Government has commenced | World. 

preparations for ite probable struggle with! We are not ashamed of the past, but pro-
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pose to do still better by our’ subscribers in| them set off with handsome ehateaux, and 

the future. , others rocky and but little changed from ne- 

Standing on a platform like this, and fulfill- = . wold nts tosis now stages jets 
ing all our pledges, in spite of all the sacri- Minna aameeabcteeinie ee 

fices we have made in these trying times of 

high prices of material, we fea de we are o ae Aes oe a — ae 

entitled to the hearty co-operation of all who rom. the, highest inointes on; thon hights dook 
are friends of the important objects it aims oye trae the dan pack of tan penturiag 2g9- 

to promote, and we believe we shall have it. — a ——— prt badiecpicn 

Only this one word more. Now is the time | ~ ial : 

when outside publications have their agents Unehey and: snd, within, hereneet vineyards, 

at work everywhere, and hence now is the Atenas aamectin dec 

time for th ing frien : - 
ious at boa foe i eae where else in the world, astonish and delight 

THER OWN HOME AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL. eS eee ees iceraia mia oie $00 
large, are dotted in upon the slopes, at the 

gees mouths of smaller tributary streams and along 

Editorial Notes of European Travel.— the narrow beach, as though all Germany had 

Down the Rhine to Cologne, June 4.—Who has made its abode on the borders of the favorite 
not longed fora midsummer voyage on this viver. 

glorious river? Who that has read the pas- ) 

toral poetry and the rich legendary tent | An excitement ‘among oe passengers for. 

of classic Germany, has not often dreamed of mae No seat a ee yeaa ae 

its full-flowing tide, meandering its way daly in Soe bonita fries Lie ona 

through castle-crowned hills and vine clad|"~™ cali 

slopes to the Netherlands and thence to the ting egverenl eh wend, pad, bencash them 

sea ?—of the warring strifes of feudal times | *® the Hiagerloch. ;, Ruined epstles bang, 94 if 

—of the floral and autumnal festivities of by meee supernatural, fens, defiant, of SENET 
later days? No matter who has not, I have; ae? ee bowel ee ae 8 

= here is the realization! Not the feudal impetuosity, as though it would fain cash: call 

strifes, nor yet the autumnal festive scenes: the feudal wrongs they represent. 

the one are long past; the other are only now 

in preparation. But here is the Rhine!—the| Of again, and more to the northward, forthe 
same that vexed the Roman generals many black mountains now on our left, and reced- 

long centuries ago, and has since been the |g re sullen in their grandeur and would 

witness of some of the greatest events of his-|°t be washed out of existence even by the 
tory. Born of Alpine snows, but hence flow- | /ordly Rhine. More mountains, ee ioe 
ing through gardens, and vineyards, and yards and villages, with no possibility of 

Elysian fields. tiring of the glorious panorama, and we aré 

4 greeted in the distance by the lofty and for- 
I have embarked, and am a seat- midable citadel of Ehrenbrictstein, the strongest 

if ed the covered deck of the little steamer fortification in Germany. A nearer approach 

tint ts'to ‘bear ms to Cologae)’)/Msyenceand affords us a fine view of the old town at the 

Casel recede, and countless villages approach | toot of the towering bluff on which the citadel 
and are passed in sucoession. The river is| is built, together with the famous old Roman || * 
broad from here to Bingen—in many places | city across the river, and with which it is | 
2,000 feet wide—and its course is swift. Beau-| connected by ® bridge of boats. It is here 

tiful little islands are sprinkled along like/|that the Moselle empties into the Rhine, and 
tiny emerals in @ necklace of pearls; some of ' since Coblenz is at once the strongest and the 

nsnhinenstetnicnenttnencestennnetnnnmeneennesintendeiieetisinmmaeeentbamemnimtamemtammmana aiananmdaiashemaiiiieiaeiaidadaeen dete 

1 

{
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\} | Most attractive town on my way to Cologne. | seeming to rise above theclouds. The highest 

I will stop for an hour or two, at least. is, nevertheless, but a pigmy compared with 

Thirty-six miles since we embarked at| ‘he Alpine mountains left behind. They have 

Mayence, and it is just a little past noon—al-| queer significant names, such as Drechenfels 

most 12 miles an honr, including numberless | (Dragon’s Rock) and Wolkenburg, (Castle of 

stops. Pretty well. Clouds,) and on most of them are seen the 

My two hours are up, and another boat is | Tuins of old Castles, said to have been built 

already at the wharf to take me on. Have| i” 368, by the Emperor Valentian. 

seen all the public squares, and the principal| Bonn!—another large town of Roman ori- 

public buildings, and sundry quaint old|im—famous for many remarkable events; 
churches,—have crossed the beautiful Moselle | famous also for its great University, and as 
by the long bridge; have crosed the Rhine on | being the birth place of the immortal Beetho- 

the bridge of boats, 485 paces in length, and | ven, one of the world’s greatest musical mas- 

clambered up the heights of Ehrenbrienstein, | ters. Here likewise I stop for an hour; view- | 

and am again steaming down the river. Does|ing the ancient wonders, the University, the | 
it take a Yankee all day to see all there is of| splendid gardens, and taking my bread and 
general interest in two or three small towns, | beer in the Rhinegasse, just spposite the house | 
provided they lie close together? Not quite, | where Beethoven was born—a plain two-story 
if he isalone, is systematic and knows before- | dwelling with stucco finish outside, not leok- 
hand where to go. ing a bitas though it had given so great a 

Am well pleased with my dashing visit to genius tothe world. But, then, is this not 

the city of Coblenz,—most pleased with that/ the history of nearly all the remarkable men 
tothe cloud-capt citadel, the checkered his-| who have ever lived? Genius is oftenest 
tory of which is full of romantic interest— born in obscurity. It is thus that nature re- 
The fortifications there are armed with 400 sows Ker taielindtest Ghee! 
cannon and cost over $5,000,000. But the 
view from the summit, that. was\ glorious — At last my feet tread the streets of Cologne. 

: . -| And here I may look backward, for I have al- 
The several chains of mountains—the valley i a eS 

of the Rhine, and the Rhine itself with its | 7°*dY Seen the best portion of this, the king 
islands—the navigable Moselle with its char- of West European rivers. Taking its source 
ming scenery—the city within the angle in the grand old Alps—strengthened in its 

formed by their confluence—the Chartreuse | Progress by the gathered waters of Switzer- 

on the vine-clad heights beyond, and the more aie ania ie icy flow from 370 gla- 
than thirty towns and villages in the plane|‘ieTs #0 smaller rivers—now flowing 

below! es places in the ee afford a q,| lowly and wide through the broad valley of 

view: the upper Black Forest ‘and encircling its 

The channel of the river widens here, but is | thousands of little islands—now again nar- 

soon shut in again by mountains. Neuwied|Towed down to a deep and strong current 

and Andernach are announced—old Roman | dashing its way through’ the rocky ramparts 

towns on opposite sides of the riyer. The|of Bingen and Andernach and bearing its 

latter still presents some interesting ruins of | majestic way through dark defiles in the His- 

Roman gates and palaces. At length we/|toric mountains of Rhenish Prussia—and 

reach Unkelt beyond which the Rhine forms | hence more quietly, as'if with assured great- 

, another broad basin with delightful land-| ness, through the rich garden lands of Hol- 
. scapes on either side. A multitude of little|land to the Northern Sea—it is truly a glo- 

villages are seen scattered over the plain, the | tious river, even to a native American, born 

hills are clothed with vineyards, and in the | in the valley of the Ohio and finally settled 

distance the famous Siebengebirge (Seven Moun- | on the banks of the great Father of Waters. 

tains) greet the eye; their majestic summits | No wonder every German heart is proud of
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the incomparable Rhine. The Yankee snust | chatoeat of them all, we feel ourself largely 

make a thousand years more of history be-| indebted for courtesies which, at the time, 

fore his noble Hudson will outrival it. were very agreeable to the taste, and are 

aie cha since remembered with much- pleasure on 
A look at some of the County Fairs.—Usu- | account of the good will they betokened. 

ally it happens that the Fairs to which we| Articles of domestic manufacture, chiefly 
have special invitations, are so jumbled to-| from the country, and of good quality, were 

gether in time, that it requires a good deal of| not so numerous as they should have been, 
engineering to get around to them all; and | and the mechanics and manufacturers of Ber- 
even this year we were compelled to forego |}in were scarcely represented at all. 

the pleasure of attending two others because} In the department of fine arts, we found 

they fell on the same days with our engage-| some of the finest photograps we have secu 
| ment to address the Society of Green Lake. | made in the State (they were executed by Mr. 
| Happily, however, the three Fairs which we| Jas. Tripp, of Berlin) and several other arti- 

did find it possible to attend came in regular | cles worthy of mention. 

order in the middle of three successive weeks.| The trotting, and the horsemanship of the 

THE GREEN LAKE Co. FAIR, ladies were attractive features of the Fair. 

At Berlin, was held on the 28d and 24tk.| The officers of the society are live men, and 

Left Madison at noon of 23d, and after a com-| deserve much credit for their enterprise. 
pelled rest of about 5 hours at Burnett Sta- THE SAUK COUNTY FAIR 

tion (Berlin Junction) got inte ihe goodly | Occurred on the 80th September and Ist of 

town of B. about 9 o'clock. An officer of the} Oct.—days of rough, bad weather; first, hor- 

Society at the Depot, cleverly awaiting our|rible dust and then rain. Nevertheless the 

arrival, and a warm welcome at the pleasant | Fair was in many respects a very good one, 

and hospitable home of our esteemed friend, | and the people turned out in large numbers 

ex-Senator Kimball. tosee it. The best men of she county were 

Found the people of town and county pret-| concerned in the exhibition, and few but the 

ty generally alive next morning, and the| laggards and drones staid at home. 

pleasant Fair Grounds all astir at an early The show of stock was less than it ought 

hour. to have been, and but for the Durhams, enter- 

The show of Horses, Cattle and Sheep, was|ed by our patriotic friend and whilom asso- 

fair, while swine and poultry of the county | ciate, Major C. H. Williams, would have been, 

were mostly not there. in the cattle department, quite meagre. Hors- 

The display of fruit was really splendid—| es and jacks of good quality were there, but 

apples, pears, plums, grapes, ay, and peaches! | few in number. 

Messrs. Henry Floyd and V. C. Mason; of} The Fruit Department was well filled with 

Waushara Co., (just over the line) especially | fine specimens; Messrs. :Tuttle, Clark and 

made a magnificent show of some of the finest | several others doing themselves and county 

fruits of these several sorts, that we have seen | great credit. 

in many years. Are there no other places| In the Mechanical Department there was & 

in Wisconsin where the luscious peach may | pretty faircollection of plows, harrows, drills, 

be made to grow? ‘To these gentlemen, to Mr| washing and wringing machines, &e., &e,— 

P. Newbert and others, and especially to Mrs.| prominent among them a very superior kind 

Judge Wheeler, of Berlin, who made a beauti-| of fanning mill manufactured by ex-Senator |] 

ful exhibition of apples, pears, plums and | Curtis, the inventor, of Delton. The pecu- 

grapes of very superior quality, and from | liarity of this mill consists in it having a 

whom we had the honor, at the close of our | contrivance, by means of which, at the will of 

address, to receive a nice basket-full of the| the operator, either of two different motions {} 
'
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may be had, according to the kind or condi- THE JEFFERSON CO. FAIR. 

tion of the grain to be cleaned. The Senator! Was held at Lake Mills on the 7th and 8th 

was there himself operating and explaining | ult. We went over “by land,” taking Mrs. 

the peculiarities of the mill. H. and other friends with us. A pleasant 

The Hall of Domestic Manufactures, dairy | drive through @ country to us entirely new. 

and other products was filled with many | Delightfully entertained at the elegant and 
things of interest. city-like farm home of our friend M. R. 

The rain came on just in time to sprinkle Capp; Hea, President “ the Bociety. aa c. 

the fair equestrians and to test thecourtesy and Paes ae er, cies ates ona epee eee 

spirit of the large crowd of intelligent people een ee ae ee eos 

who politely listened—some under umbrellas, | His farm of 200 acres is one of the handsom- 
and some in the storm—to what we had to rete = have seen, is pore with excellent 

say on the subject of “Some of the Political PeuteeE ead “ef peoens rit the Tent ones 
deletions of Lekor™ forts of country living a we shall be tempt- 

ed to pass that way again. 

We like the enterprise of the managers of The Fair showed the effects of an unwise 
the Sauk Co. Society, and regret that cireum-| gigerence among the people of the county as 

wtanpeh thin yaar conepined a deny them | +o where it ought to be located. Thinking of 
that large success to which their efforts 80 |}, long this county had been improved— 

justly entitled them. of its many excellent farms—of its numerous 

On our return, via Sauk City and Mazo| cities and villages, including Ft. Atkinson, 

Manie, we were conveyed over the romantic | Jefferson, and Watertown, places of consider- 
bluffs which environ Devil’s Lake by Mr. Wm. able magnitude—and thinking, too, of the 

Johnson, one of the first settlers of Sauk Co.,/ many able and enterprising citizens of town 
to his fine large farm on the border of that/ and county, of whom we have long entertain- 
handsome and fertile tract of farming lands | ed a high opinion, we were prepared to see a 

known as Sauk Prairie. We had never seen | grand“exhibition, and a magnificent turn out 
this beautiful prairie before in the day time, | of the people. Indeed we were so fully im- 

and felt ourself well repaid for the rather cold pressed with what we knew it ought to and 

ride in the rain which afforded us this oppor-| probably would be, that we took a little pains 

tunity. In the morning at 5 o'clock, Mr. J.| in thinking up an appropriate speech for the 
took us in his carriage and drove us five miles | occasion. To those were there it is needless 
to the vineyard of Mr. Peter Kehl on the left) to say, we were disappointed. Beautiful 

bank of the Wisconsin, where we enjoyed the | grounds—though merely enclosed by a poor 

pleasure of seeing this pioneer in Wisconsin | rail fence and relieved by a small barn in the 

grape husbandry for the first time, and of| centre—were there, and there floated the good 
eating of his excellent grapes on the bold and | old “flag of the Union! but the long line of 

precipitous bluff where they grow in profu-| pens of grunting swine and bleating sheep, 

sion. the herds of lowing kine, the magnificent 
Mr. K.’s vineyard at present comprises | show of horses, of manufactured articles, the 

about 13 acres, and is constantly being ex- always attractive products of the handiwork 

tended. He has hitherto relied almost entire- | and industry of woman, and the piles on piles 

‘ly upon the Isabella and Catawba, but is now | of luscious fruits which so abound in the 

going largely into the Delawares. Makes | immediate vicinity were not there. 

800 to 400 barrels of wine per annum and| A fine herd of Devons and pens of Merinoes, 
sells thousands of pounds of grapes, the for- | exhibited by Mr. Richmond of Walworth Co. ; 

mer at $1 50@$2 50 per gal., the grapes at|/two or three pens of Merinoes which Mr. 
10 to 12 cts. per Ib. Jones, of Dane, happened to have there on his
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way from Vermont; a few trotting horses County Fair, by D. M. Aspinwall, of Farm- 
from Jefferson, Dane and Rock, a few nice ington, General Agent for Wisconsin, Iowa 
grapes, shown by Mr. Atwood; 80 varieties| and Minnesota. It appeared to us a capital 
of apples by Mr. Iverson, of Lake Mills; some contrivance, and we have secured electro- 
fine two years’ old apple trees, by J. C. Plum, | types for its illustration in the next number. 
of Madison; 14 varieties of pears, by Jas. >_> —_—___ 
Barr, of Jefferson ; a half-dozen big pumpkins,/ A New Style of Cultivator was likewise at 
turnips and beats; a few pairsof stockings and | Jefferson County Fair, so constructed as that @ coupble of patch quilts; together with a|the narrow shovels constantly tremble with 
fair collection of farming implements, made | sufficient force to shake off the most tenacious 
up pretty much the entire display. soil.* It ripped up the turf finely on the Fair 

The worthy President and other offi¢ers had | ground where we saw it operate, and is evi- 
labored to make the fair a success, but “no- dently capable of doing good work anywhere. 
body helped and nobody cared.” A Mr. Francisco is the inventor. } 

Under these circumstances it is needless to 
say that we felt little provoked at the sleepy Our Special Acknowledgments are due to heads at home, and that, instead of making — P. M. Putnam, of Neosho, for a basket of 
the regular speech we had intended, we took luscious peaches, grown in her own garden; 
off eur coat and gave them an off pond blow-| To Mrs. Judge Wheeler, of Berlin, for a bas- 
ing up. If therein we did wrong we would | ket of splendid pears, grapes, plums and ap- 
be pretty likely to do wrong again under| Pes cultivated by her own direction ; 
similar circumstances. Jefferson is among| 10 Mrs. T. D. Plumb, of Madison, for deli- 4 
our best counties, and her citizens ought to be | cious Doyenne Pears; 
ashamed of their Iukewarmness in an enter-| To Col. G. F. Hastings, Madison, for clusters 
prise which is demonstrably capable of doing | Of superior Catawbas ; 
so much for the progress of her industrial in-| To J. C. Plumb, of Lake Side Nurseries, 

teresta. Madison, for fine specimens of apples; and 
woe To Mr. —— Atwood, of Lake Mills, for sev- 

Distribution of the Strawberry; or how | er! pounds of Concord and Isabella’ grapes. 

some of our friends have “killed two birds 
with one stone "—In distributing the Wiscon-| The Singer Sewing Machine has long been 
sin Seedling Strawberries, they were in some Pony, with manufscturers, and for some 
instances sent by express to a single party, kinds of heavy work has perhaps ranked he; 
with the request to divide with the persons fore all others: But the inventor not satis 
whose names were on the accompanying list. At Pea eetr sariatle tank, ss daxnced, 
In most cases this method wotked to the satis- himself to the construction of a Fomity a 
faction of all parties concerned. But in one chine which is claimed to have capacity for a 
or two instances the recipient misapprehended | 8" ace varity: me Wark _ a ian ein aes 
our intentions and planted the whole lot in useful appliances for heming, binding, felling, 
his own garden! thus disappointing neigh-|‘*¢king, gathering, gauging, braiding, em- 
bors, and bringing upon our heads undeserved broldery, cording, &c-, So. 
curses. All persons entitled to the Straw-| Parties interested can obtain further infor- 
berries, who haye, in this or any other way,|™ation by sending for ® pamphlet giving a 
failed to get them this fall, shall be faithfully | full account of the machine, to the Singer 
served in the spring. Manufacturing Company, 458, Broadway N. 
+ Y., or by calling at the office of either the 

ANew Feed Raok, patented by a Mr. Streuve, | Milwaukee Agent, No. 17, Newhall House, or 
was shown us, in model, at the Jefferson! of William Booth, Agent in Madison.
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Prizes for Old Subscribers.—Some of our | firm, tell us that their goods are also of very superior 

long-tried friends have been afraid they were es oa sna bo Eeremty per cent. Slower eeieoe 
lwaukee. 

to be left out in the cold. Not so, brethren, mala oe 
‘ Fe © Universal Clothes Wripger is noticed 

It’s a prety tough case to have to pay & DUS | ssewhore.’ ed a oil 

to induce a man to read a good paper, itself mak cad = ies ncenany aay 

: * OF orns of superior quality je by Maj. 

worth four times—and actually costing very |, win A RA * 

nearly—as much ss we ask for it, that’s ®) the state. 

sure case; be then the press os the oomntey J.C. McKinney; 4 ey and War Claim Agent. 

has very foolishly got the reading public into | From a personal acquaintance with Mr. McKinney's busi- 

the habit of being paid for doing their duty | ness capacity and integrity, we heartily recommend him 

to themselves, and we are bound not only not to car patrons. 

to be outdone, but ourselves to outdo all oth- See advertisement of Farm for saleby Mrs. A.J. McFad- 

ers. It now remains to be seen whether pluck a 

7 and generosity will be rewarded by a corres- Raa kee 

ponding influx of subscriptions. 3. ©. McKENNEY, 

Nearly every paper and magazine, whose ATTORNEY AT LAW, 

publishers are giving prizes has, itself, been 77 Dearporn STREET, 

raised in price. The Wisconsin FARMER Chicago, : : : ; : +> linois. 

stands unchanged, exeept that it has steadily ea given the collection of soldier's 
claims for 

improved. BOUNTY, BACK PAY, PENSIONS, &c., 

Old subscribers are referred to first para-| My former connection with the army enables me to 

graph under head, “ For Single Subscriptions,’ Pi craton tnd apmened.Saske Keraished to 
: : ose who wish toactas agents, through me or otherwise, 

in advertisement, on cover. snoee able terms. Alt letters asking for information, 

a Sa SMM Milas ov oohtectiome attemed te: 
Many Friends Write Us that they have gen- ie ARB Ot Cenentettnie pr eencses 

erously planned to do a big thing for the Fanuer Farm fur Rent. 

on election day. A good idea friends; we M3 A. J. McFADDEN, of the town of Montrose, | |” 
e Dane Co., Wis,, being about 18 miles from Madison, 

heartily thank you. 244 miles from Belleville, and about 7 miles from nearest 

i station on B. & M. Railway, has a farm of about 150 acres 

south Down Buok for Sale-A Queer Mis: | Sau, Si bit hin acy rane 
wn Bul ir Sale.— jueer Mis- its, An orchard which this year bore about 350 bushels 

take.—By some interference of the devil or Ofapols, Facts of winter wheats and» good chance for 4 
wi ‘and a large spring rising on and runnin; 

somebody else, an advertisement of a fine through the plac, from which the rots has the name 
ce “ “9 ” There 

South Down Buck, ordered published by Sam-| with St, Dat unless it is au object, rn cee eeeaicess 

uel Charlesworth, of Omro, appeared in the ee Caer babe celina 

October number over the name and address Relleville, Dane Co., Wis. 

is, of < i - bape ai nares Parties inter. MADISON BOOK BINDERY. 

wi e notice. cosines 

———oooooee B. W. sUCHZOW 

NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. || piank Book Manufacturer & Book Binder. 
ee 

Interesting to the Ladi Da. the aoenel PORTER'S BLOCK - - MADIEON) WIs. 

page of cover, our lady readers will find an advertisment eS = pasecrhcplen onaeee oe 

of Millinery Goods, for sale, in gross or at retail, by G. T. “netsh ‘and warranted to give satisfaction in every par- 

Winslow. 5} 
Mx, aud Mex: Windlewihere been bor am All Kinds of Binding and Ruling 

this branch of business, and have lately established th Executed to order, and in the best manner. 

selves in Madison at the urgent solicitation of friends | ast sige tal “a ee =o ft 
vin} a long experience in 

who have had personal knowledge of their popularity fn | yasiness, fecle nr ad sions ion Gok aioe entire.netiniention 
their former place Of residence in the East. There never | to ‘all who may favor him with their patronage, both in 

ts boon:ab'laigh and indalatodk: of quod of laden | PEAR SOE Nom 5 
Dane Co. before, and Indies who know whereof they af B. W. SUOKOW.
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Hon. E. D. Holton in Switzerland.—Attends aCanto- | Lausanne, I hoped that the storm had passed. 
nal ¥air.— The Swiss Enthusiastioforthe North: | pot no. | It came on to rain, harder and hard- 
My Dear Docron:—I ought before this/er. I however pushed on and found the place, 

to have acknowledged your kindness in for-| and a very delightful one it,would have prov- 
warding to me the letters you did. I was| ed, but for the rain. 
very sorry indeed not to have been able to} The ground chosen was yery beautiful and 
have gone to Hamburgh in July, when, I doubt | romantic. On the one hand was the charm- 
not, the letter from the Wisconsin State Agri-|ing Lake of Geneva while behind were ¢ 
cultural Society would have been of real ser-| the mountains and the quaint old Swiss town 
vice iu promoting my opportunities for obser-| of Colombier, ornamented with the greatest 
vation. But I could not have gone there | taste, and labor, with festoons and wreaths of 
without having been obliged to have mate-| flowers running from door to door, and from 
rially modified my route of travel, and having | window to window, along entire streets. 
my family and others with me, I was obliged | Despite the rain, the good people would have 
to give up the Hamburgh show. In Paris, I| music and flags, and a gala time of it any 
met Governor Wright, and spent a day with| way, and their doors were liberally thrown 
him, and learned that it was not only a grand | open to all who came. 
occasion, but that Americans were sympa-| Within the grounds, the Managers of the 
thized with and found fair play, so that Society had made expensive and ample 

{ McCormick carried off the prize for reapers, arrangements for the comfort of man and 
and g Vermonter the prize for sheep. At|beast. Sheds were duly provided for all 
Worcester, England, too, was a magnificent | the animals, and an extensive eating house 
cattle show that I desired much to reach; but|had been erected with a cooking estab- || 
here, again, it could only be done by inter-| lishment on a large scale. To this I paid my 
fering with plans already laid. And so [have | respects first, for I had been obliged to leave 
fallen in with no agricultural gatherings or | Lausanne without my breakfast. A most ad- 
shows until yesterday, I was pausing at/mirable mutton chop with “pomme de terre,” 
Lausanne for a few days, (where I have placed | bread, butter, cheese, coffee and milk was sup- 
our children for some months’ stay at school), | plied with lavish abundance, and I wascharged 
dnd learned that the five Swiss Cantons, |the moderate sum of one and a half franos. 
speaking the French language, were to hold} But now I was prepared for business. I 
an agricultural fair at the neighboring village|was alone. A gentleman from Lausanne, 

of Colombier, and was but too happy of the|who could speak both French and English, 
opportunity of looking in upon it, and so|I had expected would accompany me, but ill 
yesterday morning left home and came up.| health prevented, so I was not only alone, but 
The week had been unpropitious, and as I left! had no interpreter, and was left to make my
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way on my own hook. I knew that a horse | this, which has no corn or other cheap cereal 

was “cheval,” that the cow was “ vache,” that | product, or cheap fat-producing esculent, but 
the ox was “boeuf,” that the bull was “tau-| why sheep are not raised upon the Alps more, 

reau.” I knew that “grande” was large,|I have not been able to learn. I have observ- 
that “petit” was small; that “tres bon” was /|ed but very few in the country. 

very good, and so on, and with this small! The exhibition of poultry and fowls was 
stock of French I made my way, expressing / extensive, but it did not interest me much, 

quite freely my opinion of oxen, cows, hors-| and as the weather was so inclement, I gave 
es, sheep, swine, poultry, fruits and agricul-| i¢ put slight examination. 

tural instruments, finding much amusementin| p,uits such as apples, plums and peaches, 
thus singling with the cheerful and good were good, but pears were very splendid, both 

natured Swiss people. in size and quality, There is a large, blue 
The show of cattle and horses was quite/ plum, nearly as large asa hen’s egg, which 

extensive; that of sheep and swine emall.| js yery abundant in Switzerland and is a most 
. The cattle of this country are really very| delicious fruit. Its meat has as much con- 

fine. The pasturage upon the mountains be-| sistency as that of the pear, and itis very 
ing very extensive, the cattle become nume-| gwoet, 

Tous, and constitute one of the principal} | marked with much interest the agricultu- 

sources of subsistance and income. Butter, | ral implements, for an American well knows 
cheese and fat cattle are among the produc-| how to prize this department of agriculture. 
tions of Switzerland, and in the exhibition | 7h». plow of the Swiss farmer comes nearer, 

were some as fine cows as I have ever seen/in the principle of the instrument, to the 

anywhere: and not only were they of symet-| American idea, than any plow I have seen. 
rical proportions, but they were likewise of |The immensely long-handled and heavy iron 
large size. I have seldom seen any Durhams| English plow seems to me a miserable con- 
of better size than were some of those Swiss | cern when compared with the American plow. 

cows. They were known as the Freibourg| Of course, it is not to be forgotten that each 

cattle. Their color was black, with white | country requires peculiarities in its instra- 

spots and lined back. I observed no working | ments, and it frequently happens that differ- 
cattle or oxen in the exhibition, but many|ent localities of the same country require, 

handsome bulls were exhibited. There wasa/in some particulars, a difference. Take, for 
large show of horses. The Swiss horse is an | instance, the Elgin plow. You will remom- 

animal well adapted to the country. Ina) per what an immense desiteratum this form 
mountainous country like this, the beasts of | of plow supplied to the farmer upon the black, 

burden must have strength and endurance | sticky prairiesoil. But while variety is given 
above all else. Speed and fieetness are ele-/to the mould-board, the land-side and the 

ments of less consequence. The Swiss horse | point of the American plow, its general prin- 
is admirably adapted to his (use, being very | ciples of compactness and lightness are pre- 

thick and low, with a splendid muscle. He is} served. The Swiss farmer builds his plow 
grey or sorrel, or bay or black as the case/ with a swinging mould board or a double 

may be. I observed particularly, two very| mould board. The wisdom of this plan will 
fine coal black stallions, that had more of the | he seen when it is considered how much of 

race horse build than the average, which/ his land is upon the mountain side. Still, 
would have passed with us as fine specimens | there is great room for improvement. His 
of Black Hawks. plow could be made much lighter, neither 

In sheep and hogs the show was very mea-| does it always need to be constructed witha 

gre. Ican understand why hogs should not| shifting mould board, since he has more or 

be raised to much extent ino country like less level land.
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eee = There were upon exhibition six sy me by the side of Mr. George Guillame, kinds of threshing machines, with as many | Counsellor of State for the Canton cf Neuf- different horsepowers. They exhibited good | chatel, who could Speak good English, and, workmanship in both iron and wood, but/by my small understanding of the French were far behind such a machine as the “ Pitt.” and his good offices, I became thoroughly in- There was, to ene of the machines, a separa-| formed of the many good speeches that were tor. Thatis, the thresher ran high up from the | made. . ‘ ground, say five or six feet, over a deep, large In the course of the proceedings, and bin or box, into which the grain and chaff most unexpectedly to me, Mr. Guillame an- would, to a large extent, naturally fall. Bees that an American gentleman, from sides, this bin extended beyond the the thresh- | the North, was present, and taking his seat 
ing cylinder say two or three feet, upon = with the sentiment that success should attend space was ascreen. Over this the straw pass- the arms of the free North, and that free labor ed and dropped to the ground. Doubtless should be estublished in America, he called this bin would catch most of the grain. I out the house in most enthiisiastic vivas,— should judge, however, that more or less would | “Vive l'Amerique Nord;” and being called for be carried over by the straw, but would be by the assembly, I could but return my thanks found, if so, mostly sifted at the bottom, as} as best I was able, adding a few words sheut the pitchers carried away the straw, which our State and country. This was so kindly they must certainly do, as the machine run. received that gentlemen left their seats and Beyond this there seemed to be no attenpt to came rushing from all parts, with wine eee do more than to’ thresh, leaving grain and in hand, to pledge their friendship and fra- 

straw to fall together from the machine. ternity. I had no alternative, and so with tears There was on exhibition a small sized mow-| in my eyes at this expression of profound er, for one horse, cutting a two-foot swath, | love for my country, I stood up, and holding which seemed to me to combine the principles forth my glass received tip, tip, tip, tip, in of that best of all machines in that line, ong Succession, from outstretched arms, and known as the “Buckeye” machine. Reapers then drank well to the health and prosperity will hardly ever be wanted or used to much | of the freemen of Switzerland. extent in so mountainous a country as Swit- Tell my teetotal friends they must excuse 
serland. 

me this once. Under the circumstances I There were numerous small machines on | think Iam entitled to absolution. exhibition, such as straw and root cutters, Yours respectfully, cheese and wine presses, &c Showing creditable Epwarp D, Hoxton. ingenuity in invention, and skill in manufac- NxUFcuATEL, Switzerland, Sept. 25, 1863. ture. 

== Having concluded my observations, I was Work for December, about to depart, when it occurred to me that| Get redy to settle up with the whole world T would visit the “Bureau” and pay my re-/all annual accounts. If you can’t pay all spects to the President or Secretary and solicit | you Owe, pay as much as possible and get the Scatalogue. I did so, using your general offi- | consent of your remaining creditors to defer cial letter 4s a sort of introduction. I found payment of your debts to them, Al all evenis the President who at once extended to me an | settle, and so have a fair understanding and invitation to dine with him, together with a | know just exactly where you stand. There ’s large company of the Cantonal and Federal offi- | nothing like beginning the new year with a cers and invited guests, to the number of four | clean account book. or five hundred. It turned out to be avery/ Finish the construction of sheds and feed Pleasant sit down. He was s0 Polite as to'racks for stock. Put the sheep by themselves
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and take good care that they are judiciously | with amazing rapidity. It has caused great 

and regularly supplied with good hay, roots,|alarm and uneasiness among the farmers. 

water and salt. . . you enlighten us on the subject, or pre- 

Fatten your swine as early as possible and | scribe a remedy? 

market. First prices quite as apt to be as Very respectfully yours, 

high as any. | ARMINE PICKETT. 

Stables—have them in good repair, warm| Weetavxer, Wis., Oct, 16, 1863. 

and yet well ventilated and light, and pro-| Axswer.—The oat-like grass to which you 

vide for the saving of manures. Thorough | refer is undoubtedly a species ef the Holcus, 

cleaning, particularly of feet and legs, will be though it is impossible to determine, without 

more needed now than in the colder weather | more particular information as to the height 

of winter, when roads are hard and dry. and character of the stem the appearance 

Odd spells of good weather may be well/of the leaves, flowers and roots, which partic- 

employed in cutting timber for lumber and|ular variety. Please give us as complete a 

fencing and wood for fuel, so that when the|description as possible of every part of the 

most favorable time comes for sledding they | plant, and we will endeavor to identify it and 

may be hauled in. ae a remedy.—Epiror. 

Rainy days, in threshing, cutting feed, oS ee ee 

greasing harness, looking and assorting over The Latin Nations at the Great Exhibition. 

fruits and vegetables in the cellar and in Passing hurriedly through the rich and beau- 

reading the Farmer, other periodicals and | tiful collection of rare and embroidered silks, 

books. KNOWLEDGE Is POWER. of inlaid and laquered furntture, of elegantly 

If any vigetable roots—asparagus, straw-| mounted saddlery, and a host of queer fancy 

berry or others—have not been properly cov- | articles of various descriptions from China, 

ered with litter, attend to it at once. Japan and Siam, we have finished our survey 

Earth up around fruit trees to prevent dam- | of the products of Anglo Saxon and Mongolian 

age by gnawing of bark. Tramping the suc-| industry, and are next prepared to see what 

cessive snows about the trunk answers well, | the Latins have done and are doing. 

also. SUNNY ITALY 

Many other things will doubtless suggest | Is here with an attractive display of mine- 

themselves, on reflection, as necesary to be| rals, including copper, lead, iron and sino, 

specialiy attended to this month; and we need | Sulphur, too, in quantities sufficient to make 

only add, be sure that nothing of importance |one shrug his shoulders at even the bare 

is neglected. thought of Pluto's quarters, down below. 

er Fine samples of a hundred different raw cot- 

“Wild Oats.”—A ‘Nuisance. tons; beautiful fabrics of cotton, silk, linen 

Mr. Eprror :—I wish to say a few words to| and wool; Leghorn hats of every description; 

you in relation to a kind of grain, or foul fire-arms of several kinds, but not extraordi- 

plant, termed “wild oats.” It has the ap-|nary in quality; leathers, velvets, picture- 

pearance of oats, but is smaller, and has a| frames, marbles beautifully polished ; decora- 

fine, thread-like appendage attached to theq tive furniture, such as inlaid tables, Floren- 

tip end, and ripens much earlier than the|tine mosaics; Tuscan tazzas; of alabaster, 

common oats. It has made its appearance in | &., &c.—the whole collection handsomely set 

the wheat fields here and threatens to anni-| off with a very fine display of jewelry, after 

hilate the wheat, as it ripens earlier, falls off | antique models, and statues of bronze and 

and disappears in the soil before the wheat is | marble interspersed. . 

ripe; and the next season the whole of the| The most attractive and one of the finest of 

seed thus sown appears to grow, and spreads | the statues is Garrabaldi, the hero of Italian
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unity and coming independence. Heroism THE SPANISH COURT 

appeals tothe heart uriversal, and since thine, |Comes next, and attracts the visitor by fine 

O Garibaldi, was heroism for that Liberty | collections of cereal grains and tobacco, fruits 

which is the hope and aim of all humanity, | peculiar to the climate of Spain, such as rai- 

we reverently uncover our heads in thy pres-| sins, figs, olives, acorn coffee, &c., &c.; woods, 

ence: cork, wools, cottons, silks, and their fabrics; 

In the gallery above are hundreds of sam-| straw hats and mattings; specimens of cop- 

ples ef agricultural products, wines, woods, | per and other minerals and their products. 

wools, raisins, figs and other fruits. And in| There are likewise good displays of silk em- 

department of machinery in motion we shall | broideries, showing the fine taste and skill of 

be interested in the electric loom and in a/| the Castilian women. 

collection of quaint, clumsy agricultural im-| The pianos are well made and remarkably 

plements, such as are used even to this day | fine-toned; the carved furniture, much of it 

in the land of Virgil and Columella. is beautiful. 

And here, also, is | Spanish porcelain. But recently no crock- 

ROME, THE ETERNAL CITY, ery ware of any merit had ever been made in 

Represented, as is fit, by her inlaid mosaics, | Spain, England having furnished them from 

her bronzes, her skilfully wrought jewelry and | time immemorial. 

cameos, lavas and precious stones, her mar-| Here, too, are fire-arms, cannon and mili- 

bles, carved and plain, by a few textile fab-|tary equipments of Spanish manufacture. 

rics, but chiefly and magnificently by her | And better still, 2: evidence that Spain is not 

works of art. utterly dead, we shall find in the department 
Her best two statues, ‘“‘Cleopatra” and | of Civil Engineering, models and drawings of 

“The Libyan Sybil,” are from the hand of our|the Tudela and Bilboa Railroad—one of the 

own gifted countryman W. W. Story, whose | most remarkable triumphs of the Engineering 

fame nobly supports that of Powers. Of both} Art yet achieved. This road crosses the Can- 

of these we have spoken already, under the} tabrian chain of mountains in the north of 

head of “The American Court.” Spain, meandering its way up and down the 

Rome is still, of all the cities of the world, | Sides of the mountains in a manner which 
first in the department of Art, but it is now, | leaves the Pennsylvania Central quite in the 

and has been for years, only by virtue of the shade, and piercing the summit at the level of 

transcendant genius of artists dead or artists | 2,163 feet above the level of the sea. 
: foreign. Her ruins are not alone of palaces| Who knows but that the spirit of improve- 

and temples, and the throne of universal do-| ment may yet be so enkindled in this ancient 

minion. When the nightmare of superstition |and once powerful kingdom as to give to it 
js once and for all shaken off, will she not| again a place among the acknowledged pow- 

rise again intoa new and beautiful life of} ers of the old world? 

intellectual, religious and political liberty? * FRANCE. 

PORTUGAL Now we enter the most brilliant and taste- 

Displays, in small space, but very neatly, fine | fully arranged of all the National courts. It 

samples of wool, raw silk, seeds, nuts, oils, | occupies the whole of the great rectangular 

fruits, green and preserved, cork, wines, silk | space in the southwestern part of the palace, 

and cotton fabrics, straw work, wax flowers | and the magnificent galleries which surround 

and other articles of like character. She /| it on every side. 
likewise presents fine specimens from some of; In the centre is a splendid ornament—part 

her but recently worked mines of iron, cop-| of the service of plate belonging to the Hotel 

per and antimony, together with a good ss Ville, of Paris—allegorically representa- 

lection of building stones and marbles. tive of Paris, drawn in a golden ship by the
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French eagle, while Naiads and Tritons are| dence that the French genius is not confined 
playing about the ship. The figures compos-| to articles of luxury and works of art. Gates 
ing the group are all golden, and the sea in| of cast iron, implements of various kinds, 
which they sport and are borne along is beau-| manufactures of iron and steel, copper, brass, 
tifully represented by an immense mirror | aluminium and other metals. Fine specimens 
plate of French glass. The entire ornameat| of fire-arms and military equipments, hollow 
occupies a space about 10 by 20 feet, and is the | ware, some machinery, millstones, &., &c. 
admiration of every beholder. From this} In the department of Machinery in Motion 
centre, avenues or aisles radiate in every|there are looms, spinning machinery, ma- 7 
direction after the manner of the Boulevards | chinery for working in wood and in the met- 
from the grand Arc de Triomphe in Paris; | als, and most! conspicuous of all, magnificent 
splendid glass show-cases of uniform height, | railway locomotives, passenger cars, &c. 
and filled with articles of every kind and of} But there is one other department of the 

incomparable beauty and elegance, being ar-| magnificent French court that we must not 
ranged on either side; while in the ample gal- neglect, especially since it is not only promi- 
leries are immense and unequalled displays of | nent in itself as a part of the French Exhibi- 
textile fabrics of wool, cotton, flax and silk, tion, but also the most prominent of its kind 
hosiery of every description, laces, embroid-|in the whole Exhibition. We refer to the de- 
eries, gloves, ribbons, trimmings, and ten partment of Agricultural Products. This 
thousand fancy articles, such as no people on magnificent display of. wools, grains, grasses, 
the earth but the French can design and man- seeds, fibres, fruits, wines, nuts, and whatever 

facture, else is produced by the agriculture of the 
The silks are not more remarkable for their Empire, occupies the whole of the space under 

richness and costliness, than for the great| two of the galleries, the space being divided 
variety of the new patterns by which they | off into alcoves and the articles put up in 
were woven, and the Gobelin and Beauvais| uniform and handsome glass jars, closely 
tapistries are of course superior to everything arranged on innumerable shelves. 
of the kind in the world It is certainly remarkable that a country in 

Case after case filled with brilliant collec-| which agriculture has always lagged in the 
tions of jewelry and precious stones—pearls| rear of every thing else, at least until quite 
in profusion, (one exhibitor has six strings of lately, should have borne off the palm in this 
pearls worth $18,000 each,)-diamonds, rubies, |department of the Great Exhibition. No 
emeralds, opals and sapphires. Other cases | other nation approaches it. . 
displaying most beautiful imitations of all| It was said of the Great Napoleon that ‘he 
these and others, made of paste, and yet 80 | always scorned to do things at the halves. In 
perfect in appearance that ninety-nine out of| this element he is well represented by his 
a hundred purchasers would not know the nephew, the present Emperor, whose ambition 
difference. Tables and elevated platforms | is scarcely less universal or less intense fin 
covered with porcelains, ornamental glass, | every special direction. 
bronzes, China, clocks of every pattern and| However selfish his aims, nothing is surer 
price. Then cases of wearing apparrel of| than that Napoleon III. understands what is 
every sort and for every possible use a Ja| the true basis of the material prosperity and 
mode ; toilet articles, fans, parasols, and every | glory of a nation, and he displays unusal wis- 
other thing in demand by a refined and en-|dom in the application of his principles to 
lightened people. practice. Scareely any ruler in the nations 

In the more solid branches of the French | of the world has done so much within go short 
exhibition, and in the department of ma- 8 space of time to develope the resources of 
cinery in motion, we shall find convincing evi- his Empire. Agriculture, mining, metallurgy,
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manufactures, the fine arts, education, science, | watered, and timbered with birch, hemlock, maple, pine, 

literature have each and all felt his fostering | “*" ae ee iets eee gently ata ok 

care and the infusion of his own restless en- ae ret ae en i i ‘4 ‘ 1 whole tract. 
ergy. Since his accession ie power, aoance At Cilicia eit iinet 

has had a steady, systematic and rapid de-| Qowns.ccsccsssnsnnuesstunnennBly 52, Raoges 10, 11 east. 
velopment, such as no other nation of Europe| Streams flew over sandy, gravelly or rocky beds—nume- 
has had, England not excepted. Only this| Tous mill sites; timber—oak, maple, black birch, hem- 

we have to record against him: he is a selfish, |! Pine and red oak. Soil—rich, sandy loam, inelin- 
nah ing to gravel; subsoil rather tenacious. Some portion of 

unscrupulous despot, worshiping Glory, a8} 14 ianq rolling, but generally level. A beautiful stream 
did his immortal predecessor, and blind also, | of clear water cuts Town 31, Range 11 diagonally. Town 
ap was he, to this great truth —that true Glory | 32, R. 11, is described as well wooded. Town 32, R. 10, 

is alone attainable through Justice. has some of the finest “sugar campe” in that part of the 
Se State. 

‘The Agricultural College Lands. bth Suaprvistox—Shawano county. 
sire TOWD..-.crecoccsseseserneseneeeseesveeeseeeDTy Banges 12, 18 enst. 

We are indebted to W. H. Watson, Esq.,| Town. -.....ccccssececsscesseeseenseseeen28, Range 12, 0 « 

Private Secretary to the Governor, for the| In Shawano and Oconto counties. Well watered, sur- 

following interesting memoranda, drawn from eee ; See ae Rte rae oe ae 
white pine, elm, ash, &c. ‘Y, sandy loam. 

the Report of Messrs. Reed and Hammond, |... general characteristic of the tract, except that in 
Commissioners to select the lands devoted by | owns 23 and 20, Range 18, the soil is a yellow, friable 

Congress to aid in the endowment of an Ag-| clay, mixed with sand. 

ricultural College: From these memoranda it appears that the 
The lands selected by the Agricultural College Com™| Agricultural College will not, as it was feared, 

missioners, lie in five separate and nearly compact bodies, be obliged to put up with refuse and worth- 

in the northern part of the State. The following are : 
Sbutniociticnsiant general chiarumess less lands. We were, cee more sanguine 

Ist Suuprvision—North part of Polk county: than were many of the friends of the enter- 

TOWD.ssesecscssencenssesnesesess sossessrereeseeeesTy Re 16 west. | prise on this score; and yet the efforts of the 

TOWNE ..+.--eesveeserseesseeesereesessereeddy 3G, ST, RIT Commission have been more successful than 

Beagrie eras ie _ ra [OVD We had dared to hope. 
Bm 36, R. 17—surface divers! with natu 4 ; ., meadows and beautiful “lakes; land roiling, well It now,remains for the friends of Industrial 

watered, soil first rate. Timber—sugar maple, oak, | Education to gird themselves up for the good 

pine, butternut, elm, ash, &c. Town 36N., Range 18—| work of completing the needed endowment 

samo as preceding. Town 37 N., B. 16—land rolling;/and actually planting the institution in the 
timber about the same; soil second rate, well watered : : 4 
Town 37, R11, eawe. Town 5, H. 18 ts within 10 miles| “Ot omuiey aad atthe earliest. day practica- 

of St. Croix Falle—surface rolling, not well watered; | ble. 
timber—aspen, oak, elm, ash and basswood; soil—rich ae ae : 
loam mixed with gravel. Town 35, R. 17—about the Cattle Sheds. 

same as the last, but better watered. ae a 
94 Bonrvmox—Chippewa and Clark counties. Mr. Eprror :—I send you an article on cat- 

TOWNE sooseeeeeseeersssveseeeeceesessesee28, 29, R. 4and 6 west'| tle sheds which may not be out of place at 
Lie on the tributaries of the Chippewa river. Town| this season of the year. I think the two prin- 

28, BR. 6.—Surface slightly rolling, well watered, heavily cipal elements of success ip stock raising are 
timbered'with hard maple, oak, basswood, elm, butter: good feeding and proper shelter from both ex- 
nut, ash and pine. Soil—deep vegetable mould, resting 2 jableweli Auster 
on gravelly loam. Town 28, R. 4—nearly the same as| Temes of this variable climate. oe 6 
above, having an abundance of the finest hard wood tim-| latter, there seems to be much diversity of 

ber. The selections in the other townships have the same | opinion, especially as it regardsjhorned cattle. . 

* ne Some build expensive sheds and tie up all of 
3d Funprvision—Marathon pee ieee that kind of stock in separate stalls, while 

OW iscseehstasiee eos tins at OR nO d «| others seem to think a stack of straw, or even 

West side of Wisconsin river. Town 31, R. 4—well an old rail fence, ample shelter for catt
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I have no objections to the former mode when | to do with. Yet even these can be worked up 

applied to old and matured animals, provided into beautiful walls by @ good workman with 

they have sufficient light and ventilation ; but | a good steel hammer, and this, too, at but lit- 

as for sheep, colts and young cattle, give|tle more cost than the carpenter work on ® 

them open sheds fronting to the south, and wooden building of the same size. True, it 

plenty of room for exercise. Some one has | is some trouble to draw them from different 

said itis better to have racks and feed-boxes | parts of the farm, but after they are walled 

under the sheds. I think he is right. up we have the satisfaction of seeing a mon- 

In the summer season, the shade of a tree} ument to our perseverance which will stand 

during the heat of the day is a grateful shel- for centuries, and as for utility, they are ex- 

ter to most animals. In fields where there are | actly suited to this climate—a warm shed for 

no trees, the evil should be remedied as soon | winter and a cool one for summer. Of course, 

as possible by planting, hardy trees of quick such sheds need ventilation, which can be bad, 

growth, which will not throw up suckers by | to our liking, by putting in trap doors and 

cultivation, along the margin of the pasture, or | Windows. 

field intended for pasture. They will not} Stone buildings are especially valuable for 

only make good shelter for stock, but will be| swine and poultry, the thickness of the walls 

highly ornamental and valuable in other re-| maintaining a moderate temperature through- 

spects. out the year. 

The question which usually comes first in| But for fear of trespassing upon the valu- 

building is, what will be the best and cheap- | able columns of the Farmer, we conclude by 

est kind of building? This depends some-| urging upon farmers who have not already 

what upon circumstances. In extreme cases, | done so, to provide some good shelter for their 

erotches put in the ground, with poles or rails | stock, and surely they will find ample reward. 

over them and a stack of straw over and Joun Ruopxs. 

around the whoie, except one side. Sods of ss bosses Netesmuere 

turf from the marsh will also answer for walls Cost of Fences. 

between the crotches, in the absence of straw. Fe ee: 

Next come log sheds with thatched roof, and Mr. Cornell, late President of the New York | 

better still, good posts set three feet in the State Agricultural Society, in his address, 

ground with girths running horizontally be- makes the following remarks in regard to the 

tween them with inch boards nailed vértically | relative cost of fencing land in large end 

upon them, the roof made of inch boards, and | small fields: 

the whole well battened. Any of these con-| “To fence a farm into square fields of two 

frivances are better than none, but still not|@2d 9 half acres each, crediting half the 
5 a :|fence to the adjoining field, requires forty 

good enough for a genuine enterprising far-| rods of fence, or sixteen rods per acre, which, 

mer, and, perhaps, considering all things, they | at $15 per thousand for rails, and $10 per 

ere no cheaper than good sbsantia uid | Motta Ake he cere an ental a8 
ings. A frame building with sills and shin-| annual expense in the interest of money, nat- 

gled roof, and inch boards firmly nailed in a | ural decay of material, and labor for repairs, of : 

vertical position upon the sides, makes an ex- os ack ees eee pai 

cellent ‘shed; but far the best and cheapest] acre, costing $3 45 per acre. Ten-acre fields 

material we have yet tried is stone. Hun-| require eight rods of fence per acre, costing 

ais et ‘aacnirs tn thle tlhe ave thisiin- 4 eee at eca, come 
terial strewod in abundance over their farms, | cost of $165 per acre. Forty acres in a field 

piled in sence corners andon the ont side, See ee may houses ic ae fold 

rough, hard, ill-shapen blocks, which many | with two and a half rods per acre, costing 75 

farmers are at their wit’s end to know what’ cents per acre.”
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Take Care of Your Fodder. A. is the standard or centre post, 2x4 scant- 

All the signs, so-called, indicate that we ling; height 4 feet. B. is the rack, two feet 

are to have an unusually hard winter. All| Wide; the slats 4 inches from centre to cen- 

those animals whose promptings of instinct | ‘T¢- Cis the centre board, 16 inches wide, 

have been accustomed to be observed by the | ‘loses at the top, 8 inches apart at the bottom. 

Indians, and now have established reputa- Dis the trough which catches the seed and 

tioks for weather wisdom, tell us so, and the ‘me stuff pulled out with the hay; space from 

weather itself has thus far endorsed ™ 

their prophecies. ill : A F. / 

It is not presumable that our farm 7 / 7, i 

ers, aftet two or three warm, open win- : ( j Pe Ih) 

ters successively, and with a decided i i 3 id) 

lack of help the past season, have H i 1 (a 

made unwonted provision for their \ i / ¥ Cd | A 

stock, and yet the amount of stock is | | ‘gp v 4 Ba 

increased. It behooves them, there- SA | Lt 

fore, to make the best of what they | | SS t_ 

have. The old, slovenly method of | cp Ss 14] ca 

throwing out hay, corn-fodder, straw, | } ie A | J 

&c., without care as to where it falls) ye AM i =e 

or how much of it is actually eaten, i ie Ce Tel — 

must be abandoned, and pains must be BM is y j = 

taken to make the stock of feed hold 3 EL H) ' = 

out as well as possible. CZ Hi / yi 

Bheds to diminish the amount of 2 EB y H} | Ye) 

feed required, and racks to ensure eco- = SS Yi ___} 

nomical consumption, should be con-}iH ye = (Ea yy Hh 2 Ce 

structed without delay. i == I Ap Bare My a 

There is no economy in half starv-¥ Ss aN ae 

ing cattle and other stock, until they amen ay Ee 

get run down in flesh, and then giv- =a Tc 

ing them more than otherwise to bring |} \ un 

them up again. : ® =e eee 
HI == Se Mies 

Among the patent racks, of which BM ae 

there are so many here and there, for ace = / 3 At] : 

accommodating sheep and other stock, i a bP ay Ses 

we have as yet seen none that ‘co 

have appeared to be so nearly jus? the) bottom of rack to edge of trough 4 inches. 

thing as Struve’s—the same to which refer- Eis fhe arm, 42 inches long, to support the 

ence was made in the last number of the Far-| upper rail of the rack when thrown open; 

xR. Illustrations of this rack are herewith | the entire width of platform 42 inches; side 

published for the benefit of our readers, to-| pieces to platform 6 to 6 inches. When the 

gether with directions forthe construction and | hay has been placed in it, the upper rails of 

use, as given by the inventor. the rack are pushed towards the centre post
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into the groove which is seen near the post.| These racks, constructed as above, may be 

The rack, when filled, lies pressing on the| made portable, and so put under the sheds 

hay, thus preventing more hay being pulled | during the summer. In this way they will 

out than is eaten. From the position of the/last many years, and pay for them- 

feed to sheep when eating, there is no drop-|selves many times over in the saving of 

ping of seed and dirt into the wool and eyes, a 

Pais: —_ Nor does the question of eco- 

Ss DR ———— nomical: feeding simply involve 

ae” ie = = a consideration of the amount of 

a a — : e oo feed saved. The Aecalth of the 

ry’ (N Bigs) N i. stock is not less important, and 

Fi [ Je ei id a a =~ this also is involved. For noth- 

7 La 4 he “Sing can be plainer to the farmer 

H ee 5 fei who takes the least pains to ob- 

i | ——_ § ess serve the habits and require- 
j cD ae pe: ments of his domestic animals, 

a } Eee = i ; : than that they constitutionally 
| i i ul demand that their food shall be 

; | Sree! fi , i clean and otherwise in good con- 

, Fe ce hi | 8 a The hog is the ely) ex- 

i = ya j , is ception, and we are not quite sure 

= rf a 4 ; ‘oe 3 that he, too, is not better pleased 

f F i _ === teat clean food in aclean place. 
: : ene ae j Z:== It is, no doubt, true that a cow 

oe hs i GZ or a horse will eat muddy hay, or 

J Sia =) E ! Se 3 poor straw, or even pull either of 

y “a a — HW a 2S these out of the mud rather than 

38 Bore sees = starve. Indeed, we have seen 

OE i gee. poor creatures, driven to the very 

ae eee i pay verge of desperation, piskisg 

f | ne — aoe" out ce dung ae 

Cae 7 i Pe apparent relish. ae “= of 

F ag P= Je. treme cases are nothing, in evi- 

‘ a Pee : = dence against the proposition 

eed E = =a that those same animals would 

E , = i pre. very much have preferred good 

x Oy NN oe Sis sweet hay, nicely put up in clean, 

= X Seis SS dry racks, and that they would 

which is the case with racks inclined the | have been in better plight had they been thus 
other way. The rack is to be hoisted to the | ‘Tested. : 
upper pin or notch when the long hay ts We are satisfied that here is a matter to 

been eaten; then the trough affords an oppor-| which altogether too little attention is paid 

tunity for the sheep to eat the seeds and the | by the majority of farmers. We could not, 

fine hay. The trough is also a good place ss hope to maintain our own good 

which to feed grain or salt. feeling, comfort and health if daily compelled
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to the use of food which, from the indecent | Arizona be within cannon-shot of the trath, 
way of its being served up to us, was calcula. | it is about the last country in the world for 
ted to disgust the appetite and produce alee 
inevitable loathing. Well, there is much less | The San Jose Mercury thus sets it off: 
difference between man and most of the gram- “Take a large dry goods box, fill ithalf full 

i ; _| of sand, and put in a few rongh stones, throw 
Maen ge WG ere wont wo SUDbOee: | eee aeatnlllgn eengie? aed ae Reneeall Whatever will contribute to the relish and| of water in one corner, put in a horned rat- 
good feeling, in a word, to the gene- <ul on 

i 
ra} satisfaction of an animal, will in wil A 

i 7 BA 
the same preportion promote health fa i a 

and facilitate fattening. This is a i un = cf 

principle of feeding which should not , a He ii 
tia TP Ale iS 

be forgotten or ignored. And yet ie KH ff ni 
nothing is more common, even with i | i ~ 7 seat 

Bi GH ea 
those farmers who take the trouble to a Bi i =— | 

AR —s provide racks and troughs, as herein | ie I | — / 
i Sl ——— 

urged, than to allow the depositories | | i Hf a 
i f Re 

of provinder to become foul and dis- hf Ra 

agreeable to such an extent as to de- | Hy im | 
prive them of a good share of the | a | 

advantages they were intended to HM G = — a | \ | 
secure. But of this at another time. Ae vi] — ae 

It was our purpose in this article to Hf 7 ae 
- _— ———— 

urge, first, the value of racks in gen- 9 ~ iy me. | 
i. —_—————_ _~- 

eral, and, secondly, tu present the i | Le kes] 
a rp 

particular merits of the one illustra- (a_i | 
i => trated. Yl mZ~m/! i 

If any should find it impracticable ———+/ a aa 
Y $A ree 

to supply their stock with such racks, \ Ye 

on account of the expense, let them Vie i 
resort to the use of forks and poles; J T= a 

for racks of some sort will assuredly 4 Tins. ‘ 

pay. a , 
Persons desiring farm, town, or i Hi 

state rights, may apply to D. M. As- ad { 

pinwall, General Agent, Farmington, 0 PR 

Jefferson Co., Wis. TN 
ee gee ee ; 

| tlesnake, a horned toad, a lizard, a tarantula, 
| A Tough Country. ja centipede, @ scorpion and a ‘wild thistle, 
| 7 . then take a bird's-eye view of it, and you 
| ype age have in miniature a fair description of the 

Arizona, organized just recently by Uncle | beautiful, fertile Arizona—at least of the 
Samuel in a portion of New Mexico—of its | greater portion of it.” 

inexhaustible mineral resources, &c. The} Ex-Governor Bashford, whose brother is 

mineral wealth it undoubtedly possesses, but, | Surveyor General of the Territory, and who 

if some of the descriptions we have seen of | is himself at least temporarily settled there 

a
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as attorney for a wealthy mining company, | temporarily, the appearance of increased pros- 

has promised us a communication on the su!) | perity. But it must not be fogotten thata 

ject of its agricultural resources, and we take protracted war is, after all, a weakener of 

this occasion to notify him that we would be | national strength for the time, and is never, 

glad to have some more favorable account| in any case a positive good except as it vindi- 

than the above, unless the Afercury really tells|cates and confirms a principle or prunes o 

the truth. nation of some of its serious faults. 

Sr aa oe ase s As it respects their property interests, the 

ant ceaptins en Fee a people of the North have not yet begun to 

abet ue ie feel the inevitable adverse effects of the war 

MAKING INVESTMENTS. now being waged for the preservation of 

Bince the times of high tide in 1856, when | our Republic. The large increase of paper 

money was so plenty that the chief trouble| circulation and the extraordinary call for 

was to know what to do with it; when the | everything that can be produced or manufac- 

price of a lot of wild land or of a city lot was tured have thus far inflated rather than crip- 

about the last thing that was thought of; and pled the business of the victorious North. 

when even steady, plodding farmers caught What we wish to enforce is the importance 

the infection, and at most extravagant figures, of calmly and wisely looking this matter 

purchased their own torment, and, too often, squarely in the face, and of so shaping our 

ultimate pecuniary ruin, by enlarging the area conduct and our plans as not to commit the 

of their already too large farms, the people of | same folly in the future from which we have 

this western country have been grinding out | suffered so much in the recent past. 

the penalty of their dizzy-headed folly and] To farmers especially we would say, be 

reckless extravagance. But the bubble that] careful of your surplus funds. If not entire- 

burst so unexpectedly in the grasp of so many | ly clear of debt of every kind, avail yourselves 

strivers after sudden wealth, is re-forming, | of these flush and easy times to psy off the 

and the appearance now is that within the|last farthing. For the next twenty years you 

next twelve months speculation will, again, | will be expected to contribute something an- 

be the mania in all parts of the country. Al-| nually towards the liquidation of the national 

ready the disposition to indulge in luxuries indebtedness, and you won't care to be ham- 

that can ill be afforded is apparent every-| pered and harrassed by debts of your own at 

where, and men who went down with the crash | the same time. 

of 1857 seem to have forgotten the lesson it) If already out of debt, and your industry 

taught them and to have turned their backs | and thrift have brought you a little more than 

upon all the counsels of prudence and com-| is needed for current expenses, see to it that 

mon sense. every dollar ig placed where it will most sure- 

A word of caution to our readers touching | ly add to the comfort and advantage of your- 

the matter of investments: These times of | self and family and bring an increase of fairly 

much money and an upward tendency of| gathered gains in the future. These ends are 

everything that commands money, Will not|in no way so easily and pleasantly made se- 

always last. As a nation, we are piling up| cure as in adding to the improvements of your 

an enormous debt, and we have hardly yet be-| homes and farms. Draining and more thor- 

gun to feel the burden it must necessarily im-| ough cleaning up of cultivated fields; the || 

pose upon the industry of the country. Wars|enriching of the soil by all the economical 

usually operate as stimulators of the energy | means known to science and approved prac- 

ef a people, and when they do not devastate | tice; the seeding down, for a short time of 

the country on whose behalf they are carried | such fields as demand rotation and rest from 

on, they sometimes, as in our case, give to it,! exhaustive cropping; the planting of fruit
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trees of approved sorts; the making of better | with grain; commencing lightly, increasing 

fences and the putting up of labor-saving| gradually until you give them all they will 

gates where only bars have been; the build-| eat, if you like, and the more they eat the 

ing or repairing of barns, cattle sheds, feed | tighter the wool will stick: provided there is 

racks, pig pens, heneries, wood houses, &c.;|no dfsease. Feed corn, beans, wheat, (?) rye, 

the making of a nice and profitable garden; | barley, oats. vegetables, or anything that 

and last, but not least, attention to all those| sheep will eat that makes fat—anything you 

improvements of and about your dwelling| happen to have the best supply of, avoiding 

which are so requisite to the convenience and | sudden changes, The wool will not only stick 

happiness of wives and children—which are | well, but you will have enough more to pay, 

necessary to the very idea of home;—all these | you well. Continue feeding your grain to 

are legitimate uses for money, and such invest-| the ewes all through the time the lambs are 

ments will pay you a thousand times better dropping, if you like, and after that until feed 

interest than lands which you cannot work|is so good that they do not care to eat it. 

and the payment of interest and taxes on| You will raise more[and better lambs with 

which would more than likely prove a griev-| much less trouble. 

ous burden if you had them all paid for. Each kind of grain in its turn, by different 

Again we say, steady yourselves in these| persons, has been charged with taking the 

times of temptation, wisely economise in all} woo} off, so that they have to stop to save the 
your affairs, get out of debt and keep out, and | wool, I think it comes off for want of the 
put every surplus dollar where it will les properly fed. 

contribute to your own secure happiness andj The best remedy that I know of for thegrub 

the prosperity of the country. in the head, is to rub on a little grain that is 
—————— 77 | found in the troughs, before feeding in the 

STOCK REGISTER. morning. 
SSS ch eiae Dees Underwood te put! tive ite of 

To Prevent the car betel ool. and to Cure the | tobacco and two ibs of copperas—steeping the 

— mixture thoroughly in water—iato about two 

Mr. Eprror:—Mr. W. P. Underwood, of! parrels of the liquor. Into this dip the sheep 
Richland, Minnesota, on page 327, September thoroughly, not omitting any part. Do not 

number of the Farwer, in an article on sheep-| be afraid to put the head under two or three 
raising in that State, asks advice through the} times. This, thoroughly done, will cure the 

Farmer for feeding and sheltgring sheep, 80| scab. If they have no scab it will do no 

as to keep them fat without their shedding harm, but kill every tick, if there are any. 

wool. I have not seen one in my flock ingeven years. 
With thirty years’ experience, I have not} pix you shed go as to fasten the sheep under 

known high keeping cause wool to shed, that| yon it storms. 

is, when properly done. My plan to keep the Lewis Crank. 

wool on would be to keep sheep fut. Ithink} Bexosr, Oct. 17, 1863. 

Mr. Underwood's sheep were not fed regular- ee 

ly,but if they were,they must have had thescab. Nilk Fever and Dry Murrain.—Queer Remedies. 

If sheep run down from any cause, and are} Prov, Horr:—I send you a remedy for Milk 

suddenly recruited, wool will start. All| Fever and Dry Murrain, (very apt to go to- 

kinds of grain will do it; and I have known | gether,) which I have used the past season. 

a sudden change from a next-to-no-feed pas-| I hada fine cow taken with the dry mur- 

ture to timothy-and-clover full féed, start wool | rain and milk fever when her calf was about 

from a poor sheep. two days old, which is the usual time for an at- 

Begin a little before the Ist of December! tack of the above named diseases. After a
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failure of all my usual remedies, I thought of Origin of English Thorough-Bred Horses, 

one I had heard of when a boy, and resolved} J; jg recorded that Spanish and Flemish 

to try it, which I did with perfect success. horses were imported into England to serve 
as chargers; but there is no authentic history 

I went and caught about ten common frogs | of the importation of an Arabian horse until 
and made her swallow them alive, by hdlding| the reign of James I, when a London mer- 

ith hand and putting a | Ch®2*, Mr. Markham, sent to Constantinople 
out her tongue with one hand and p &*/for an Eastern horse, and sold him to the 
frog as far down the throat as convenient| King for £500, or about $3,500. His stock 

with the other, and then letting go with both | proved too slow for racing. No further effort 
= 2 was made during the reign of James I. or hands at once. He will godown without any | G,.,J¢5 T, by way of introducing the Ara- 

,Jifficulty. I afterwards recommended my Dian. 

remedy to a neighbor who had a cow very! The stud groom of Oliver Cromwell obtain- 
sick with the same diseases. He went home an apie horse, appearing in the Stud- 

k as “Place’s White Turk;” but nothing 
andl igprs het 6 Soren Fro, wae she nert further is recorded of him. Fairfax’s Mo- 
morning he said she was “all right.” rocco Barb, and Helmsly Turk, property of 

If you think it worth while to publish this,|of the Duke of Buckingham, were crossed 
. with four Barb mares, imported from Tangiers 

you are at liberty to do so. by Charles If, and known in the Stud-book 
Truly yours, as the “Royal Mares.” Down to 1700 little 

Lutuen Rawsox. | more was done except the procuring of three 
Hamburg mares, taken at the siege of Vienna, 

AE Caen, Oot. 8, 1088. and brought over in 1684. These, it is said 
Remanns.—Frog broth has been administer- | by Stonehenge, are regarded as the founda- at Sei ish ‘i f the hu. | #02 of English thorough-breds. Prior to OE PO SE VT Oana: soem RET “| this, however, England was in possession of 

man family from time immemorial, but not | race‘horses of fair speed, for the Arabs were 
for diseases as malignant as the dry murrain, | beaten on the Newmarket race course 200 s : years ago at English races. It is not claimed Without over having seen the remedy of twelve | that the imported horses were bred excusively 
frogs adminisiered, we could almost predict wilbits Spanish pe for poet the ear- 

A pedigrees are imperfect. In the igree that ee wearin cow would Renta to pen a Eclipse, there ae blanks, epee aay 
the sick-list very soon again, after being | have been filled with mares of Eastern blood; 
forced to bolt a dozen living, kicking, scrab-| but it is impossible now to remove this blot 

: ID from the escutcheon of that noble horse, as bling frogs seriatim / English writers admit Stonehenge gives it 
Query.—Was the remedy probably euggest- | as his opinion that the race horse of that day 

: Seask Lowi was imported from Spain, and bred froma 
ed by the ancient story of Jonah swallowing | cross of the Andalusian mare with the Barb, 
the whale? If so, there ought to be an ever- | introduced by the Moors. Headds: “a fresh 

i infusion of Eastern blood, therefore, was lasting feud between all the cows and the de- likely to ‘hit,’ as we know it did; and by 

scendants of Jonah.—Epitor. eare, and taking advantege of our climate 
i ee and natural advantages, the fine breed we 

Kerrixc Horses Fret axp Leos 1x Orpen, | 20W Possess was produced.” 
—If I were asked te account for my horses’| The Duke of Newcastle, after describing 
legs and feet being in better order than those | mares suitable to breed race-horses from, says: 
of my neighbor, I should attribute it to the | “Your stallion must be a Barb, for a Barb that 
four following circumstances: First, they are | is a jade will get a better running horse than 
all shed with few nails, so placed in the shoe| the best running horse in England, as Sir 
as to permit the foot to expand every time | John Fenwick told me, who had more experi- 
they move; second, that they alllive in box-| ence in running horses than any other man 
es instead of stalls, and can move whenever |in England. For he had more running horses, 
they please; third, theyspend two hours, dai-| rare running horses than any other English- 
ly, walking exercise when they are not at|man; and most of the famous running horses 
work; and fourth, that I have not a headstall | in England were of his raceand breed. Some 
or track chain in my stall. These four cir- | commend the Turk as a stallion to breed 
cumstances comprehend the whole mystery of| mares from, but they are so rare that I can 
keeping horses’ legs fine, and their feet in| give no judgment of them, and, therefore, I 
sound working condition up to old age—Jadvise you to the Barb, which I believe is 
Milles. much the better to breed running horses.”
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The Duke insisted that the stallion should, ) 
ay, must be a Barb, for breeding race horses, _THE HOR LTIC ULTUR I ST. & 
though the same was not urged in regard to ers 
mares, though he piaced no limitation on their | 4- 9- HANFORD...........6ORRESPONDING EDITOR. 

beneting, I being evident from what he did | =——————> 
say that he regarded their quality as impor- ‘ture. 
tant as do the most skilful breeders of the ae. aescn ras, Gal ‘ 
present day. Stonehenge says: I believe that BY PELEG, 
the use of the Spanish, mixed, perhaps, with — 
oe rears arta blood in ane mare, vo ee [The following singular and yet valuable 
real cause of the success which attended the ee 
cross with the Barb; the mare being of greater communication, all the wy, from the south 

size and stride than the horse, and giving | side of the Equator and written by a distin- 
those qualities to the produce, while the horse guished representative of the American Gov- 
brought out the original strain of Eastern . a 
blood, which possessed the wind and endu-|°™™™ent, into whose hands a stray copy of 

rance so peculiar to it. We may, therefore, | the Wisconsty Farmer seems to have fallen, 

eousinds ie ae ore Se ee should be read by all who need caution on 
following Aiea - the important subject of which it treats. May 

1. Native Mares used for racing, and bred} “Peleg” remember us again.—Ep. FarMer.] 
from Spanish and English strains; the former 2 
Reccended most probably from the Barbs of} Mn. Farmen:—I have been taking your ad- 

orocco. ‘ i find i i 2) Markiew's Atabien, imported in the seign vice for some time and find it =o uniformly 

of James I, but proved to be good for nothing, | CrTect and profitable that I begin to feel an 

there being probably now not the slightest | anxious solicitude that in your career you do 

oreo Plead ears extensively used not fall into some of the fatal faults of your 

and to him most of our best horses can be|Cotemporaries. A prominent one that now 
traced through Matchem. occurs to me, is that of admitting, without 

4. The Three Turks brought over from the tha'el . h guts a 
siege of Vienna, in 1684. e closest scrutiny, the communications o: 

6. The Royal Mares imported by Charles II., | correspondents who do not sufficiently under- 
who sent his Master of the Horse to the Le-| stand their subject. For instance, “Fruit 
vant, specially to procure them. These are Jers te is fe 
mentioned in all the best pedigrees. Calture” is on almost “unanimous” theme, 

In the early pedigrees, various other horses | which is too apt to drive the pen with more 

oe en Ste ae a pated zeal than knowledge. This leads the inexpe- 

of his importation nothing is known: and the | rienced to failure, and consequently toa loss of 

same is true of Moock’s Arab, the Moroceo taste for one of the noblest pursuits of hu- 

RAT Eaae - aaa ade ge ee manity. It likewise diminishes the influence 

Arab, Harper’s Arab, Pullen’s Chestnut Arab, | of “book knowledge” in these matters, which, 
Honeywood's White Arab, the old Bald Peg after all that can be said against it, is the 
Arab, and the Arab sire of Makeless. Most 

of rr names oceur in the best pedigrees, only sure road to even moderate success. A 

the D'Arcy Turks being particularly conspic-| wise, and certainly very ancient lady of my 

uous.—Boston Cultivator. neighborhood, gives me leave to say, in great ee 
—Tue Cleveland (Qhio) Wool Grower and| confidence, that her idea of o good Horticul- 

Manufacturer states that the clip of wool in| tural J ournal has long been, that it should be 

Ohio this season will be 20,000,000 tbs., bring-} about equal to an old fashioned blue-hose 

ing 50 to 60 cents per pound. Presbyterian Confession of Faith in certain- 

Saat See ee, ty (?), and as easily understood (?) and agree- 

—An English paper of late date deprecates} 1, (2) to follow as that famous and ever 
the mischievious practice of feeding wheat to Sraslae tata lkown anihe sacred amt 

sheep, declaring that it has been known, in Pept e 

several cnses, to prove fatal. How much| Every one, therefore, who writes on these 

trainee any pein ils eects are/ subjects without knowing personally and 
unable to say, but we fancy that so long as s ss 
wheat brings $1 per bushel the sheep of Wis- practically, from repeated experiments, where- 
consin are in but little danger. of he affirms beyond a reasonable doubt, (I
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write in her own words), is guilty of the artist—saw that here was the beginning of 

crime of malicious mischief and should be | what could one day be made the envy of the 

punished without the benefit of clergy under | whole laughing neighborhood, and Mr. A. 

the statutes of Moses in such eases made and | bought it, paying the round price of some- 

provided—taken without the gates and stoned, | thing like $100 per acre! But even this, at 

and no more admitted into the congregation that day—the ttme of fever-heat in Wisconsin 

of the Lord—i. e. among the fruit growers. | speculation—in view of its lying within the 

For, she says, nothing short ef the imminent limits of a (prospectively) great city, was con- 

peril of such an infliction will keep some vain | sidered dirt cheap; and the skill and industry 

young farmers—generally esquires, consta- of Mr. A. have made good the assertion in 

bles, schoolmasters or retired peddlars—out of | spite of the fact (admitted, we believe,) that 

the public prints. I have no doubt but the Lake Mills is not yet a city of fifty thousand 

old lady is in earnest in what she says. inhabitants. 

Asking your pardon for obtruding my name The labor of redemption from water and 

before an appreciating public (being impel- stony wildness was long, and will be remem- 

led to itin defense of a large and respectable bered by the engineer-and-all-hands who per- 

class, to which I have the honor to belong,) I formed a good share of it; but the results are 

take my firtal but respectful leave by sub- a sufficient compensation, and the story may 

scribing myself, in the bonds of faith in the be short. Draining and dyking did the busi- 

Delaware grape and the platform of Dr. ness of removing a surplus of water, and 

Grant, of Ionian Island, near Peekskill, New grubbing, trenching and terracing have made 

Vork, the hill-side as beautifnl as the banks of the 

Your friend, Pexec. glorious Rhine. So that, as this nursery now 

| Ganpen Greex, Oct, 1863. presents itself to the eye of the stranger, it 

——__—_— looks just exactly as though God made it for 

GARDENING IN GENERAL AND GRAPE CUL-|that very purpose—embracing low, rich, 

aaa EXAMPLE | nucky land for certain garden vegetables and 

poo plants requiring much moisture, handsome 

Every successive year finds us saying with | slopes and undulations for fruit trees of every 

added emphasis, What’s the need of our starv- appropriate sort, and gravelly terraces for 

ing for fruit in Wisconsin, when nature has] the yine. ° % 

been so careful to provide everything really} ¢ the date of our visit (Oct. 8th) the ap- 

essential to the highest success? pearance was really beautiful, and kindled . 

A recent visit to the Nursery grounds of|our enthusiasm without a bit of difficulty. 

Mr. Isaac Atwood, of Lake Mills, raised this | The fruit trees were thrifty and good, and the 

question, and became the immediate occasion | vines, though just relieved of the greater part 

of this present article. of their rich, purple clusters, were still attract- 

The piece of land now occupied by Mrs. A.'s| ive by the mingled green and russet of their 

flourishing little nursery, garden and vineyard changing autumn leaves. 

was, at the time of purchase by him, one half] Mr. Atwood was kind enough to detail an 

gravelly hill-side, covered with oak and hazel | account of how the thing had all been done; 

bushes and boulders; the other half was lit-| and in some future number We shall make the 

erally under water. Almost anybody but Mr. | information thus gained the basis of an ar- 

Atwood or an old country Dutchman would | ticle on practical directions. 

have laughed at the idea of making anything| For the present we have only to assert our 

valuable out of such a heaven-abused tract] faith in water lots and worthless hill-sides, 

asit was deemed. But the eye of a true|and to urge upon our sleepy, pork-and-potato- 

gardener—which is always the eye of an] eating friends—if any such we have—the
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scriptural injunction, “Go thou and do like-| been removed. Wo have no doubt of this, 
wise. and if many of those who complain of short 

: F 2 crops will look to this matter they will find 
Some day, if we should live long enough, | the cause, and learn how to apply the remedy. 

we expect tosee hundreds of our well-adapted | —/urmer and Gardener. 

gravelly hill-sides in Wisconsin smiling with SE Se 
vineyards which shall make glad the hearts Pera Evergreens from, the Woods. 

of the rising generation. Mr. Eprror:—I want to transplant Ever- 

Farmers, there is nothing of the nature of| greens from the woods. When shall I do it, 

labor that will pay you better in all those|and how? Shall I select very small trees, or 

things which are most desirable, than the| those of medium size? By answering the 

making of good gardens and orchards. above questions you will confer a favor on ee eaiane ae ese 
several persons. D. J. Quinsy. 

anas sete a Deront, Wis., Oct. 1863. 
Mr. Evitor.—-Mr. Hanford rightly describes} Answen.—Evergreens transplanted from the 

the kind of frut that I have supposed to be} woodsare more likely todie than live with any 

Antwerps, as I received them as such. , “ Red | treatment. Remove in the Spring just before the 

and White Cap.” Thank you, friend Han-| starting of the buds, protect the roots with great 

ford, as we always like to be set on the right | care, plant in good rich soil with “sea-room,” 

track and mulch. O/d manurein moderate quantities 

Will your Corresponding Editor, or Mr. | willdonoharm. Forked in about the roots an- 

Plumb, please give us lists of pears known to| nually will quicken their growth. Small trees. 

be hardy and able to endure our winters?— ae 

Let the lists embrace Summer, Fall and Win- see 

ter varioties, adapted to cultivation in Wis-| After grape must has undergone its first or 
inetd fs 11 caida great fermentation, and is barreled and stored 

Conain)y Cwarse aa) wer” Ss /stancards away, # seeond or slow fermentation usually 
L. L. Farneninp. takes place, and is allowed to continue up to 

Rotuxe Paaimiz, Wis., Nov. 1863. a certain point, which differs for different 
eee eee wines. As long as a particle of sugar re- 

The Yeddo Grape. mains and a particle of vegetable fermentive 
— matter, this secondary or slow fermentation 

This is the name of a new candidate for|may, under favoring circumstances, take 
popular favor, its claims being based upon| place. To whatever extent it may have gone, 
the fact that it promises to be hardy; the | the resulting wine is turbid, because of opaque 
quality of the fruit is excellent, its bunches | vegetable matter left floating in the condi- 
are of medium size, berries of a brownish | tion of minute shreds, This vegetable matter 
color, thin skinned, and the flavor all that | may deposit, if sufficient time be given, or it 
can be desired, while it is supposed to be| may not, the result being dependent upon the 
specially adapted to our climate. Messrs.| nature of the wine. If it deposit naturally, 
Parsons & Co., of Flushing, New York, in a| the addition of finings may be dispensed with, 
communieation to the Horticulturist, repre-| racking into another cask sufficing to achieve 
sent the leaf as resembling that of the Del-| the desired object; if otherwise, some sort of 
aware. This, we are assured, is anerror. Aj finings must be used for this purpose from 
gentleman who has some two hundred of the | time to time, such as white of egg, milk, gela- 
“ Yeddo vines” under cultivation, informs us | tine, isinglass, &c. Whatever the clarifying 
that the leaf is large, resembling the Catawba | material used in any particular case, the de- 
and Isabella, and wholly unlike the Delaware. posit should be allowed time to settle and the 
It is said to be a very rapid grower, scarcely | clear wine racked off.—Scientific American. 
surpassed by any of our native sorts. If it ee 

is all that is represented it will certainly be Wixrer Kirurxe or tHe Lawton Brack- 
a@ great acquisition to our present list of|perry.—It is a subject of complaint with 
grapes. We hope the high praises lavished | many that the Lawton blackberry is subject 
upon it may be well merited— Farmer and} to winter kilting. Mr. W. D, Hall, of Ham- 
Gardener. den, Conn., obviated this difficulty by keeping 
a down all shoots until after the first of July. The 

Somesopy says the very best way to secure|canes that start early and get thoroughly 

a meagre crop of strawberries is to allow the | matured are the ones that are destroyed du- 

weeds to grow without stint after the crop has | ring the winter.—Farmer and Gardener.
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THE BEE-KEEPE R.° | less degree, and expect that they will come 

| out unharmed in defiance of the general law? 

Wintering Bees. Reason teaches us better. At the same time, 

K. P. Kidder, in the November number of if we are so situated that we cannot do bet- 

the Farmer, recommends win'ering bees in| ter, we may perhaps winter bees ina dry qui- 

the cellar. I have wintered bees in five dif-|et cellar, and suffer less loss than we would 

ferent cellars in this and New York State, and | by letting them stand exposed in our severe 

have not yet found one dry enough to prevent climate, without any adequate protection. If 

the combs moulding more or less where not | We go upon the principle, “choose the best of 

occupied by bees. Where the cellar has been | two evils,” it may be advisable to put our bees 

quite damp, it has nearly or quite ruined the in thecellar. But we cannot help regarding 

stocks. Though bees winter much better with | it as an evil to be endured only until we can 

hives inverted with bottom boards removed, | make better provision for wintering our in- 

(if in box hives,) than in the old way of pla- dustrious little subjects. 

cing them right side up, as on their summer L. L. Farmecnirp. 

stands. Yet we opine that eventhen, fewcel-| Botttxa Pram, Wis., Nov. 1863. 
ae 

lars will be found dry enough to eee One Eifect of the High Price of § 4 

prevent moulding. Then, again, in saat Noa aa 3 

. 5 . othing is more characteristic of our peo- 
ring bees that have been wintered “on their ple than fertility of resource, and the readi- 

heads,” we have found much filth that the bees | ness they display in adapting themselves to 

have failed to remove in the spring. They | circumstances, favorable or adverse, is remark- 

: = : he filth able. This trait has recently been brought to 

had spent much time in covering the filth) O47 notice with great force, by reason of the 
that remained with propolis. If this accumu-| immense numbers of bee hives inventors have 

‘5 ; . | forwarded to us, with the commedable design 

om pnoan spalinne £0 eocumulh oer a of stimulating, through better habitations 

ter year, it would be a serious objection to|and economical arrangement generally, the 

wintering bees in an inverted position. An-|art of ere ne on this, the snesy doen 
uae: a . + ver will see a loophole of escape from the hig 

other objection to wintering pee e the house prices of all kinds of “sweetening ” which 

cellar, is on account of their being so fre-| now prevail, and which are not so much due 

quently disturbed by the admission of light. | to the taxes imposed by Government as to the 
te dieinsks b edi combination of unscrupulous speculators. 

This disturbance may be produced by t-e Sorghum mills were at one time all the rage, 

opening of a door or by a light carried into | and also other apparatus for defecating and 
sari granulating the sap of all sugar bearing 

the cellar Au) Sprens ere a ney plants and trees; but we think nothing is 

should be kept as quiet as possible during the | more noteworthy in connection with this sub- 

winter. Yet this is impossible, in the house aoc than the eos of ar) pesenlorsiee pro- 
: . vide comfortable and profitable bee houses, 

poe ee the various inmates are constant- whereby the crop of honey—a delicious sub- 

ly visiting it for vegetables and other family | stitute for molasses—will be largely increased 

supplies. Then does uot analogy teach us|@uring the coming year. If it tends to 
UPP! sel lower the price of the article, now far beyond 

that the cellar or underground rooms are un- | itg intrinsic value, the exertions of the inven- 
healthy places for wintering bees. We know | tors will not have been put forth in vain.— 

that mankind or animals, kept in damp, un- Scientific American. seo Ne 

aergrouad xeon) oe grow diseased. That} 4 yyiter mentions the case of a swarm of 

the bee needs pure air as much as any breath- | pees leaving one of his hives. The hees staid 

ing thing, is evinced by the instinct given ph me hive some four days. On the fooce 
. jay the sun came out npon it very warm for 

hem, ° proms poneaae a fresh supply of| the first time; and, he says, “they had made 

pure air by ventilation. How, then, can we} quite a lot of comb.” He supposes the heat 

expect that we can immure them in the im- started the rosin in the boardg and that the 

. ;. * smell of it made the beees leave the hive. It 
pure air of a cellar, with decaying vegetables | i, more probable that the heat itself drove the 

and dampness, ulways to be found in greater bees away.
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MECHANICAL AND COMMERCIAL. | !t is, therefore, true that the art of succesful- 

——_—_______—_———— | ly resisting the encroachments of foreign 
Mechanics Masters of the World, powers, or of prosecuting aggressive measures, 

A fine field for speculation and sober reflec-| rests in a great degree upon the skill, energy, A 

tion as well, is afforded in the adoption of|intelligence and inventive talent of the en- 

machinery in doing the work of the world.| gineering and mechanical professions. Of 

Paragraphists never tire of recounting the| what use is it fora mariner to safely navigate 

wonders of steam; essayists exhaust their|an iron-clad ship through perils by shoal and 

rhetoric in recounting the wonderful deeis| storm, if he falls into an enemy’s hand at 

performed by iron and steel arms; stat™| last through faults of construction ? 

isticians enumerate and detail at length the} Great guns are peace-makers. If they dis- 

saving obtained by the use of quick working} turb public quiet they also aid in restoring 

and powerful tools instead of the slower|it; the long arm of the 800-pound Parrott 

methods of hand labor. But each and all of| gun at Charleston reached over all the forts 

these fail of conveying that vivid and intense | and struck heavily in the very citadel of the 

appreciation of the indispensability of ma-|enemy. Here, again, are the science and 

chinery to the world, as exhibited in the daily | skill of the engineer and mechanic made 

economy of society. No more striking proof| manifest. The enemy, in fancied security, 
can be found of the rapid innovations men-|lurked behind the protections his science 

tioned, than the vessels of war now in use, | taught him were secure: when lo! a stronger 
compared with the bluff-bowed, dull-sailing, |#nd greater than he reached over his guard 

heavily-armed frigates of old. We do not|and destroyed the illusion. So engineering 

claim it as an original assertion, but it is|Science progresses. Possibly, in turn, the ag- 

none the less true, that the naval battles of|gressor may learn from the assailed and be 

the world will soon be performed by engin-| driven out; but now the engineer and the me- 

eers and machinists; and the brave captains |chanic are the masters of the world, and in 

and admirals will find their occupations gone. | either event, the result will be due to a more 

In place of the gallant frigate standing down | perfect and thorough knowledge of the true 

upon her adversary, turning heavily in her | principles of science and art.—Scientific Am’n. 

course and full of shot holes, we have a long, a a 

low, lithe vessel, unsightly to the eye, but The First Saw Mill. 

deadly to the foe. She draws near with in-} The old practice of pking boards was to 

credible swiftness, delivers a crushing fire split up the logs with edges; and inconven- 
., {ient as the practice was, it was no easy mat- 

from one or two guns, every shot of which | ter to persuade the world that the thing could 
tells upon her adversary; instead of fighting | be done in a betterway. Saw mills were used 

for hours demolishes her antagonist in a few etal ne bes Soret pay ae teenie eee 
minutes or is disabled herself. In proof of| seen a saw mill in France, thought it a novel- 

which, witness the conflict between the rebel | ty Which deserved a particular description — 
craft Atlanta and the Monitors in Warsaw ean See ee 

Sound. No exhibition of seamanship avails| England. The first saw mill was established 

against twin screws, which allow a vessel to by a Dutchman, in 1668, but the public out- 
cry against the new fangled machine was so 

turn almost upon her keel, and manoeuvre| violent that the proprietor was forced to de- 

with the celerity of a dancing master; and it}camp with more expedition than ever did 

is not too much to say, in view of the contin- at eee tae eee wee. See 

ual improvement going forward, that in a| generations; but in 1798 an unlucky timber 
short time our artillery will be so perfected ner bering Mon boa eo eee se 

that it will be impossible to render a vessel| torests made a rash attempt to construct an- 
shot-proof and at the same time sea-worthy. other mill. The guardians of the public wel-
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fare, however, were on the alert, and pulled |SCTENC E, A RT, STATISTICS. 

the mill to pieces.—Bulletin. . . xi 

Enterprising and Generous. Greek Fire—Shell and Shot. 

: The statements which have been published 

We were gia so Ss oeerre ae Ce respecting some incendiary shells stated. to 

the late Northwestern Fair at Chicago, that | have been thrown into Charleston by General 

many of our Wisconsin manufacturers were Gillmore, seem to have set the whole country 

bend 1 ted by important contri- in a blaze of excitement According to a 

andeomely represented by 1mporta! very common mode of romancing adopted by 

butions to the worthy object on behalf of|ietter writers, these shells have been denomi- 

which the Fair was held. nated “Greek Fire;”’ but there is no resem- 

: id eigh blance whatever between them and the genuine 

J. L. Case, of Racine, gave a splendid eight-' Greek Fire of ancient times. It is related 

horse power, with thresher and separator; E.|that the former was discovered in 660, by a 

‘ ‘ = anges, »|Greek engineer named Callinacus, who in 

W. Skinner, of ee, aa oe Cane that year destroyed a large fleet of Saracen 

sugar cane mills; Mr. Easterly, of White-| vessels with it; and it afterwards became a 

water, one of his reapers and mowers. Other | terror to the whole Mahommedan races. It is 

ee is ab bot th th described to have consisted of resin, saltpetre, 

contributions were made, but these were the) <u ohur, pitch and camphor, mixed with tur- 

most prominent and valuable. pentine and made into balls with flax It 

When enterprise and generosity go hand in was ignited, then fired from arrows or thrown 
.__| by javelins on board of the Saracen vessels 

band we are always glad to see the enterprise | when they were engaged with the Greeks in 

richly rewarded; and it is on this account the hand to hand contests of those days. The 

+ Si compound was very imflammable, but its chief 

that we have grest pleasure in giv!ns ee danger consisted in being capable of burning 

gentlemen above named the benefit of this|jn water. Tradition conveys exaggerated 

notice. ideas respeeting its destructive effects. It 

: would not produce much fear or very formid- 

Mr. Case is known throughout the ae 8) able results on board of modern war vessels. 

the prince of manufacturers in his line, and | The incendiary shells now called Greek Fire 

; de himself lthy by a straight-| Were first brought to public notice during the 

os DeNing ate z eg ee Crimean war, by J. Macintosh, who made ex- 

forward, honest course; first in getting UP| periments with them at Shoeburyness, Eng- 

the best thresher and separator known, and | land, and set inflammable material on fire at 

‘ : _|a distance of 800 yards. A patent was secur- 
secondly in turning out none but the most un: ed for the invention in 1856, and the compo- 

exceptionable work. sition is described in the specification as fol- 

Mr. Easterley makes a good reaper and lows:—‘I fill diaphragm shells with naphtha, 
a t ae mixed with phosphorus and bisulphide of car- 

mower, and a great many of them; wht bon, having a bursting charge sufficient to 

Mr. Skinner has the high credit of|open the shell. When fired, the bursting of 

+ ; : these shells scatters the contents in all 
ti e 

maaking the bert are end eer directions, and the shower of inflammable 

duced, and of carrying off pretty much all} material falling among troops ignites spon- 

the medals at the State and County Fairs. If taneously, eee their canes oe 

: ” ganization ired into shipping, these 

any body ean beat the “Climax” we should) },4)15 bursting on the deck below, scatter the 
like to see him do it. inflammable material, and the spontaneous 

—_—_—_—_—._—__ — combustion which results causes injury to the 

Tae Artantic TELEGRAPH is again under |crew, who are driven overboard, and the ves- 

. Fiel the | 8el itself is speedily consumed. Fired into 

contract. Mr. Cyres Meira, who arene hirbors, dockyards and towns, the result is 

prominent mover in the first attempt, has | alike destructive and decisive.” 

been spending sometime in England on behalf} A little volume forwarded to us by Captain 

of the enterprise and has finally got it again | J- Norton, from Rosherville, England, 1860, 
. b int contains the following description of his in- 

under headway. The cable is to be made by | condiary shell for infantry :—“ A leaden rifle 

a wealthy English firm who take the risk of |shell is first nearly filled with bisulphide of 

failure. We have never doubted the practica-| carbon, then small bits of phosphorus are 

bility of this great work and are heartily glad | dropped into it, and the mouth of the shell is 

that capitalists and men of science are deter-| then closed with aeork projecting like that of 

determined to put it through. a bottle. A leaden shell thus charged and
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adapted to the military rifle, will continue to | ed properly for a dry season, and upon suffi- 

ne ee zatenee, fame ciently elevated lands to mainly escape the 

Such are the descriptions of the modern in- | frosts. Among the many, we know a num- 
cendiary shells called by some persons “ Greek | ber of such, who have grown good crops, and 
Fire.” As phosphorus was vnkrown to the! tained hand ields of Ret 
ancient Greeks, of course it is sheer nonsense Chesined Sandie: visits et exceness ayuey 
to credit them with the invention of this fire. | from the same. 
Thus far such incendiary shells seem to have * ne : 
canned (hi Milla quisshict Ani officer of tha |) 0% Schuowan os Cassy eee . 
United States artillery recently informed us | us, that he obtained over two hundred gallons 
that he had made experiments and found them | to the acre, of very thick and superior syrup. 
of no utility, owing to the imflammable liquid . 
being so scattered when the shells burst. He We have also heard of several others whodid 
believed that if a considerable quantity of| as well. ‘ 
the inflammable liquid could be held together Over Two Thousand Gallons have been made 
and thrown into one place, it would prove de- ahh 7 
structive, but this could not be effected with | by another farmer near this city, from his 
any of ee incendiary shells which ue had} own and his neighbor's cane, and all of it, 
tried. For producing destructive results by + 
setting wooden vessels, buildings and other excepts couple Ge oe malar ease 
combustible materials on fire, red-hot shot is| Start, we are assured isof the very finest qual- 
more to be depended upon than liquid fire-| ity; a sample of it we have seen we know is, 
shells. ‘The modern method of producing}. fact it i f the best 1 hi 
such shot is to fill shells with molten iron, |*™ fact it is one o} fo Dest Sain ples: We. Rte 

then fire them from guns. A small cupola} ever seen. We underetand the gentleman, 

has been put upon one of the English iron- | that much of it was made from quite inferior 
clads for melting pig iron, thus to fill shells; i 7 
but against armor-clad vessels, of course, |c@ne; but that he had no trouble in making 
such shot would be useless, as they would | a good article from it, and that he has readi- 

apa rae plates like balls of clay. ly marketed all his syrup at an average of six 

ee ee shillings per gallon. He states that he was 

MISCELLANEOUS. occupied a little less than a month, in the entire 
—————— == | operation, though running but a small set of 

Sorghum the Past Season. apparatus; and that it paid him very hand- 

Mr. Eprror. —As many are enquiring about somely indeed. He thinks he shall secure the 

the results of Sorghum-growing the past planting of one hundred acres in his neigh- 

frosty season, and inasmuch as I am meeting borhood next season, feeling that it will be but 

and conversing with many in the course of little more personal trouble to him to make 

my business who have been engaged in its from ten to fifteen thousand gallons than two 

cultivation and manufacture more or less ex-|°F three thousand, only requiring = — 

tensively, allow me to talk a little upon the heavier machinery and a few CEL 

subject in this, your closing number for the | hands. He is the man that ean do it here if 
year. he tries. But as he has promised to get up a 

The smount of Sorghum that was grown | Statement of his operations, for publication, 

and manufactured in Illinois and Iowa du- |! Will not refer further to the matter myself, 

ring the season of 1862, and the handsome except to illustrate in some small degree, from 

profit it yielded those who managed well, to- what has been done what may be done by 

gether with the general awakening upon the good resolute farmers in cane growing, com- 

subject, induced our farmers to plant much | pared with corn and wheat growing. 

more the last spring than hitherto, and but} The past has undoubtedly frightened some 

for the peculiarly dry, bad, early season, and |of that faint-hearted class, who are always 

more frosty late season, large crops of it} scared at shadows,especiallyin all new things. 

would have been grown and handsome re-| Such men seem to forget that the frost even g g 

1 sults been realized by the cultivation. the present season, has hurt the corn crop 

This is amply proved by the few who plant-' more than the Sorghum, almost invariably, 
i <
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and that they must abandon corn planting, | To illustrate: half an acre of Sorghum, after || 

as readily, at least, as Sorghum, if they pro-| being manufactured at the halves, will yield | 

. pose to dodge the frosts. forty gallons, for a family’s use, at an actual | f 

I have seen twenty-six creps ripen in Wis- | expense of not over twenty-five cents per gal- 

consin, and do not remember but one or two lon. Half an acre of corn, on the other hand, 

seagons as bad as the past. In at least nine | Will yield, at most, ordinarily, seventeen and 

cases out of ten, corn has made a fair crop, one-half bushels, which at 35 cents per bush- 

and sugar cane of the early and proper vari-|¢l, amounts to $6,18 cents, which, invested in 

rieties, would and has done the same, when | Southern syrup, at 80cts. per gallon, only buys 

planted. It is at least twice as safe a crop as between seven and eight gallons, or less than 

wheat. Still, farmers persist in sowing = oe as much. The same is the result, if 

good deal of wheat. We throw out these re- wheat or any other common crop is substitu- 

marks merely for the benefit of those who get ted for corn. 

easily frightened, and come to hasty conclu-| Well, now, this difference, when applied to 

sions on single experiments, and individual | all the consumers of the State, amounts too 

cases. sum of money, by no means small, probably 

I know from actual experience, that an acre | counting up hard on to millions. Such mat- 

of Sorghum can be raised, and got ready for | ters of economy, are well worth the consider- 

the mill, as easy as an acre of corn, and an | ation of individuals, communities and states, 

average crop, will yield 160 gallons of good,| and just such items of waste and extrava- 

thick, clean syrup, worth at wholesale, in any | gance, in almost all eur western farm opera- 

western market, at least fifty cents per gal-| tions, are what keep so many families poor 

lon, and seventy-five cents at retail, making|and shabby. So many riding to townin lum- 

the net product, when manufactured on equal | ber wagons, so many wives and mothers do- 

terms, $40 per acre. Now an average|ing without sewing machines, clothes wring- 

crop of corn would yield from thirty to thirty- | ers and other articles of indispensible econo- 

five bushels to the acre, which at the ordinary | my and comfort in every well regulated house- 

price of 23 to 25 cents per bushel, would be hold. 

just about one-third of the net amount of the The Profits of Manufacturing Sorghum, either 

acre of Sorghum, saying nothing about the| ypon shares, or for pay, has also been well 

cane seed, which, when mature, is worth near- | demonstrated the present season in many ca- 

ly or quite one-half as much as corn. ses, notwithstanding the unfavorable season. 

Well, now, I don’t wish to have any one| Men with machinery have cleared from $200 

think, that I would have them abandon corn-| to $500 and even $1,000 in from four to six 

growing and substitute Sorghum entirely, by | weeks, and in doing so, have as it were, just 

any manner of means. Not at all; but what | learned the trade; and feel sure that they can 

I would advise is, simply, that every neigh-| do much better, especially with good cane, an- 

borhood grow Sorghum enough at ieast for its | other season. I have hardly met with one, 

own supply and consumption, and as much| who does not mean to try it over another 

for export further North and West, as would | year, with enlarged facilities. Numbers, who 

supply the demand. I would advise this as | run machinery this season, that made but 100 

matter of economy, not to each family but to| gallons per day, intend to make from two to 

community, for nothing is more certain than | four hundred per day next season; thus they 

that all Southern sweet products wil] contin-| will go up, as they have in thrashing ma- 

ue, as now, very high for some time to come. | chines, from little two-horse treadles to eight 

In fact, we expect to see those prices go high- | and ten horse machines, that will rush through 

erand higher, even after the war is over, un-/| a days work, and pay well for having a smart 

til some new system of labor is established | and capable man to see to it. '
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In Sorghum-making as in threshing, it is} The morning of a delightful day in June 

not probably best, for any farmer to have a/ witnessed our departure from the magnificence 
a little shiftless rig, to work up his crop. One| of New York. I did not look back, or think 
good set of machinery in each neighborhood, | back much. There was only a glance of tri- 

that can rush the work right through, with| umph at what was pointed out for Independ- 
all the improvements and facilities for doing | ence Hall as we passed through Philadelphia, 

good work, is what is wanted, and where is/and, if possible, a more soul-full surge of 
there a school district, that would not do well| hatred for the rebels in contemplation of the 
to plant among them from 30 to 50 acres.—| locality where those good New England boys 

Enough to make a good job for a week, and | eft the first blood of this rebellion upon the 
where is there such a neighborhood, that has} pavement of a street in Baltimore. I was go- 

not some good stirring worker in it, who, if| ing to Washington. This was enough to {ill 
he had the assurance of having the cane| the thoughts of all that day. 

grow, would not obtain and start the requi-| Who ever heard of a traveller who was not 

site machinery to work it up profitably for all | disappointed upon arrival in London? Who 
parties. That is the proper way todo it—/| has not read of the bitterness of Luther's dis- 
Then each farmer is not hindered in his regu- appointment in Rome, the city of his God? 

lar work, and the one who does give his time | ty company, then, with my friends, the uni- 

to it, is well paid for it the same as in thresh-| versal traveller, and the illustrious Martin, I 

ing. consider it entirely respectable to say, I was 
“ I shall keep an eye on this Sorghum sub- disappointed in Washington. 

eet ee ee oe Perea probebly Everybody knows the city to be situated on 
say more about it. Meantime I should be . Pinas 
happy to hear from othere on the subject, ef- the north bank of the Potomac, in a district 

ther through the Farwer or by personal cor- eetea teat ae eure a ene Gomera 
respondence. D. J. Powsrs. | ™e2t by Maryland and Virginia. The situ- 

Maison, November 10, 1863. ation is a fine one, though with streets un- 

Se paved and deep in the dust with which every 

Washington City. breath of wind and every pat of the foot 

I believe there is no city in the Union in| brings you into intimate acquaintance, yet 

regard to which, as a city, there is so general | broad and laid out for a some-day imposing 

a misconception as that to the Capital. You| appearance. Everybody does not know the 

may seek to save a friend from disappoint-| architecture of the city to be unworthy the 

ment by the best description you can give of | name of Capital, or of the majestic river in 

it, you may even go there yourself prepared | whose presence it stands. The houses, a few 

by previous visits; both your friend and| public edifices and State buildings excepted, 

yourself will be, first time, or last time, some-| are of every quality and style, save good and 

what taken down from your expectations. tasteful. The “magnificent distances” of 

Those who choose may speculate as to the| which we hear in everything that dates from 

cause of this. I think I know how it comes to| Washington, save State Papers, are distances, 

be so, as well as any of you, and that all of|indeed, between points upon which the eye 

you know it as well as I do, if you have ever} would choose to rest. 

reflected upon the insignficance of any sym-| The plan of the city is the same as that of 

bol of the morally sublime—as, for instance, | ourown Capital, with principal streets pro- 

of the idea which is the soul and front of our| ceeding at right angles from Capitol Square 

dear native land. and filled in with that intricacy of diagonal 

Iconfess I feel small assurance of being|and half streets that look so well froma 

able to do what I attempt, and yet I would | hight, or on paper, but is so wearying to the 

like to give you some idea of Washington. feet and temper-trying to the uninitiated.
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Of the churches, I cannot give you the num-| words can, of its amplitude of accommodation, 

ber, but this Ican, I saw not one there of| and fitness of finish, for the Legislative bodies 

which any flourishing town in the West would | of so great a people. You have all read of 

be proud; so of the school houses; so of the| this, as had I, and seen it, doubtless, in pic- 

stores, of the markets,—not so, they are an/ture as well asin print. But there isa some- 

abomination of inconvenience and slovenli-| thing you cannot tell to your neighbor, nor I 

ness, particularly one that bears the distin-|to you. It is thatexperience of emotion, that 

guished name of Washington Market, which, | elevated conception of the greatness and the 

by any honesty of signifisauce, should stand | future of our Republic, of which you there 

for the market par excellence. seem a distinct part, while standing under 

When you are out sight-seeing in a great | that magnificent dome that, all by itself, pays 

city, and wish to economize time and strength, | you for the expense and fatigue of a journey 

you will find in picture galleries, libraries| there. Then go the rounds; visit, in turn, the 

and refreshment saloons far more than the | State, the Treasury, the War Departments, the 

trifle you pay for, but in these, as in other| Patent Office, the Post Office and the Navy 

preparations for the crowd of people who are|Yard. These buildings, with the exception 

there to-day, and gone to-morrow, there is no|of the State Department, which is soon to be 

adequate provision. There is not even such | in keeping with the rest, are just about as fine, 

a display upon the streets as to attract one’s|I mean in the sense of the substantially ele- 

mind from the wearisomness of getting about.| gant, as buildings can be; while the Navy 

Those who dress best, that class of persons| Yard, with its countless shops of clamp and 

whose attire helps so much to convert the| hammer and hiss, is day and night forging 

streets of many of our large cities into an|the thunder bolts of retribution against those 

ever-shifting panorama of beauty and art, | who ate secking to make the nation there rep- 

here, ride; while those who walk wear the|resented a by-word and a reproach on the 

second or third best, of such apparel as they | earth. 

hy I think I ti ly di i 
aig a ee ponieny Ep There is, after all, an atmosphere in Wash- 

ed in this when on Pennsylvania Avenue, the|. i = 
z = ington that makes you quite forget the archi- 

great street of this world famed city. There, 8) Ae z 
s tectural unfitness and dilapidation of the city 

at least, I found [had been expecting to see i Cars Wea 
ie proper. Itis the inspiration that comes of 

something worthy the days, and the men, and : 
: . ‘ the overshadowing presence of those great 

the women illustrious in the early pages of é , E 
: symbols of our nationality. It is a good 

our history. It was there as otherwhere. ss s E 
' . , place in which to feel all the littleness and 

Aud is this) ail ot Washington? ao: 1? all the glory that makes up the vaunt of the 
was to mea small part of it. Stillit is that} . 045 i z merican people. 
which you cannot escape in your long walks 

or drives, after that which is really the city of | To speak of the Hospitals and the surround- 

our pride. Am I now going to tell you about | ings would require a eeparate chapter. As is 

the Capitol, the State Departments, the White | fitting, the nation’s capital is environed with 

House, the Public Gardens, the Navy Yard, | commodious and entirely comfortable retreats 

the Hospitals, Contraband Camp and those|for the dying and the convalescent soldiery 

surroundings that invest the city with all the | whose right arm has been its defense in the 

sacredness of the past and all the hopes of|hour of danger. Of these, and the Soldiers’ 

the future? Not much, and for the reason | Home, retreat for the regular army aged 

that it were words multiplied in vain. Sup-|and infirm, and of the Contraband Camp 

pose I give you the dimensions and cost of | where, for the first time in the history of our 

that vast structure, the Capitol, yet piling up| country, the dusky children of the sun are 

its marble to the sky, and, in detail all that! gathered in safety under the folds of our own
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glorious tri-color, I would like to speak, and pees 
may in the future. Ui 

Have I forgotten the White House and Mrs. ae 

Lincoln? I had, nearly. % . 

As for the White House, it is a substantial, ban ae Ze 

good sized, well furnished stuccoed dwelling, pea | , 
not a bit too good for you, or me, or our neigh- xf , 

bors: provided always that we are entirely mm 

loyal and not, in our personalities, evidence ? a” 
‘ of the doctrine of total depravity. As for the f SS a 

Madam, I was two weeks within crossing of AS 3 ii 

her threshold, but did not see her. Why not? foe * 

I didn't wantto, Ihave not forgiven, shall not fees S 

forgive that lady who, having the best chance a ee. Ra 

woman ever had to display all womanly and} jg: SSS 
high qualities of soul, has, instead, by the lit- < 5 \ 
tleness and frivolity of her course, touched SS SS WY . Ny e 
with the blush of shame the cheek of every “WS gS en? 
noble woman of the land. Ins Si 

One thing more that asks for a word in the Miss Anna E, Dickinson. 

future: It i the unfinished monument that his ‘eauewhat noimnecene ve shied 

pioneer meg Sask Succ say distinguished—political speech-maker has 

along the sacred shores ofMount Vertion. attracted so much attention by her public ad- 

Mus: Hove, dresses at different points, east and west, du- 

ring the past few months that we have pre- 

THE RAIN—THE BABLE AND THE PRAYERS, | ®¥™ed many of our readers to be interested 

ao in some reliable account of her history and 
BY B, P. TAYLOR. 

aes personnel. 

Swale wees, In times past there have not been wanting 7 

Just as before when it was dry, women with the courage to invade the profes- 

They mourned a drought with many a sigh, sions of literatue, of medicine, of theology and 

And seemed most strangely to forget social reform; but, so far as we know, Miss 

tae Dickinson has been the first of her sex to en- 

‘The world would have the queerest weather. ter oe arena of mee and to take the stump. 

«© My mill otands still—Oh, Lord, give rain” | She is therefore a prodigy among women, and, 

« My grain is down—Oh, Lord, refrain!” | of course, a marvel among men. 

“My corn is parched !"—“ Ah, Susan’s bonnet— We are not going to say that she has no 

Pee oa ae, ae | right thus to leave her own more modest and ‘ 
i“ eal = — cae ron eet | restricted sphere, fur we believe it to be the 
“The hen’s come off—the brood is drowned!” prerogative and duty of every human being 

“Ah, let it pour! my boat ’s aground !”” to do that work in the world which he or she 

P So, ’mid the murmurs of the world, best fitted to perform: provided, always 

The clouds like banners are unfurled; that that work is honorable and needs to be 

The rain descends, the bow is bent, |done. We have no Procrustian rule to which 

Ginn shy emttce clear Gods spats tant every individual of the race must conform. 
a ae aan We have no anxiety lest the whole race of 

And harvest songs are always sung. women unsex themselves and become monsters
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to the great discomfort and horror of men— after having both seen her and read her 

no feeling of that sort. speeches. 

— The above is not a perfect likeness, as one 

ue oe es oer Mit Ao orente, or, if in the rarely sees a portrait is; butit — taken 

operation of his laws there has come to be, a romia phot h and faithfull ‘a 

: 7 graph and faithfully represen 

woman with masculine powers and tastes, 0 the general features and what little expres- 

that she prefers to do man’s work and can de| . 5 . ei 

- _ |sion of face she has—except that it does not 

it better than he, why should oo Cosee ite fairly exhibit that apparent self-consciousness 

ae pbout sist; @ny mare a mite the Spots which now unpleasantly marks her pale and 

Giant for being so tall or with Tom Thumb . 

for being so ridiculously small? God's laws mand VOIy Cx Brees vO) Coun onSe yeasty 

are pretty well poised, and we should have no igh eet come £0, be Gxt 

fears of their being tilted over and completely Her stature is small, hor a ders drooping 

oper becnaes yoiee — Re von forward. Her gait is easy and graceful, her 

ome — Hicoaptie prota: sapien, 36 1? dress sufficiently elegant and becoming, her 

hs exeeptions that prove the sale) en? {P= air that of one who fancies herself a genius 

is no need of being frightened. If Miss from the ranks of the aristooracy. 

Dickinson or any other woman proves a genius ‘As a speaker she is recitative, rapid anor 

for enlightening the public mind, and for con- ctistanne ond Gather ate eae Of her 

tributing, in the least degree, to the purifica- speeches themselves, our readers Ses 

tion of the dreadfully turbid political elements, Gaon tiem can jude on well as we They are 

hy ee me estes ane ee not neither remarkable for originality of thought 

let her do everything in her power for its nor power of expression. |A man making 

accomplishment? Are mental blindness and|_ hi ld not on that aosount 

moral and political corruption calamities of so Just gay epee ms pee ° 

little moment that we should not be willing to Baan bet i a aon 

earn are ee ye — t a however, she does most emphatically excel: 

own masculine fingers? Such a sentiment is silken Game cheek. No man would have the 

orev ot face, on an occasion of universal partriotic 

: But then here is one thing that Miss Dick-| sacrifice, such as was the Northwestern Fair, 

inson and every other woman of her kind | to ask and receive for one lecture the exorbi- 

should think of: The world will only excuse | tant price of $500. 

so wide a departure from the usage of her! Miss Dickinson is said to have been born in 

sex on the ground of unquestionable genius | Philadelphia, and to be of good Quaker stock. 

for the very work undertaken. There must/|She is only about 23 years of age, and it is 

be in her a power of attraction and influence | quite possible that she may yet become all 

of a higher and very different nature from the | that her enthusiastic admirers believe her to 

mere novelty of a woman on the rostrum; | be already. 

else she is leaving the glory of her own sex ———___ 

and coming short of that of the other. She Ricues beget idleness and idleness begets 

may make notoriety without regard to this poverty. For person to be idle because he 

principle, but she cannot make solid resputa- is rich is Just as disgraceful as to be poor be- 

tion, nor yet enjoy the consciousness of doing | ©°75° he is idle. There is no) snore ee 

a noble, unselfish work for her country and ign ead aes ane 
a ? 

an 
a. aa should render the observance of 

It is our private opinion that Miss Dickin-| temperance unnecessary. If for nothing else, 

son will prove to be obnoxious to this ob-| the rich should labor for the sake of affording 

jection; and we make the suggestion only example and encouragement to the poor.
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THE HOME. little Lina’s doll by the leg and held it high 
aaa ZZ fover her head, while she was struggling to 

Putting the Baby to Sleep. recover it; and little Annie seemed to be cry- 
In Dr. Holland's poem “ Bitter Sweet,” Ruth| ing by way of chorus. Now I know some 

kneels beside the cradle and thus beautifully | mothers who would have just washed up their 
soliloquises : hands and chastised the whole party, leaving 

“ What is the little one thinking about? them to gloom and sullenness for the rest of Very wondertul things, no doubt. 
Unwritten history ' the day. 

Yet he laughs pr nies ot cos and drinks, Not so with Mrs. Austin. A few mild, firm 
et Wer en ee oe wake, words were like oil on the troubled waters. 
ae vateter ote aRICae ty bare: In her presence the storm was lulled, though 

Punctured by pins and tortured by fears. by no means quelled, so she said in a cheery Our little nephew will lose two years! 
And he'll never know voice, “Now all come into the kitchen with Where the summers go: : se He need not laugh, for he'll find i it so! mother, and let us sing ‘Shining Shore’ over 

Who can tell what a baby thinks? once, and see if it doesnot make all our hearts Who can follow the gossamer links 
By which the manikin feels his way happy.” 

Out from the shore of the great unknown, ; : Blind and wailing and alone, So the little ones trooped in as mother pick- 

Oui ties a were tos akon sae ed up her rolling-pin and commenced the air, 
apelin eens ‘and vella and stationing themselves by the vine-covered 
Bk hat wore anne et on the ther a, windows joined heartily in the song. It was 

i 1 i i fe Heped ms poatan 0c am abbiog, Cah & thousand times more soothing than all the 
What does he think of his mother’s hair? rebukes she could have administered, and left ‘What of the cradle roof that flies : ‘ Forward and backward through the air ? , | the heart beautiful and happy. 

Bar and beaut smooth todas, bast | “Now shall we try ‘Happy Land’ before 
oe cokes aoe ae nett yourun out to play again?” So the young 

What oes te think when Io Guo embrace voices united again in that sweet-spirited 
a Repeal clipe prt iurayerg swell hymn, and by that time the angry furrows 

te she murmur the words were quite cleared away. Then mother had Of all the birds— 2 - z Z Ue = bee lonere to murnane well! just a little bit of crust left which would make 

pon este eee S ne three pies, in some bright, dainty little “ pat- 
See Soe ne teins, ty pans,” and the pleasure of the children 
fone ee ee baat was complete as they watched the process of 

ee ore areeccas ts making, and saw the letters L., F. and A. cut 
SS in niee white covers above the delicious rasp- 

Hints to Mothers: The Song Gift. berries. Then with a few loving words of 
It was baking day and Mrs. Austin was | admonition, they all went. out pleasantly to 

more than usually hurried. By a coincidence | play under the shady apple trees, and there 

which will not surprise any mother,’the chil-| was not a word of contention heard among 
dren were twice as troublesome as common. | them. 

They were fine, hearty, every-day children,| Mother, to whom God has given the blessed 

and, unlike the “book children,” often unrea- | gift of song, use it without stint in your little 

sonable. Little wills not unfrequently got} home circle. If your children have an ear : 

tangled up in a way never heard of in books.|and voice for music, develope the talent as 

So it happened that while mother was rolling | carefully as you would a gold mine in your 

the pie crust the little voices in the back} garden. It will yield you far richer returns 
porch waxed louder and stormier, and moth-| in heart and soul wealth. Sing about your | |\ 
er was compelled to look out upon them and|work and teach them to join with you. It 

see the cause of the commotion. Frank had! will lighten your cares many fold, and make
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home a more blessed spot in their memories | their way through them without feeling much, 
ssi i extremely incommode persons of a more re- 

forever.—New York Chronicle. fined turn in their journey through life, and 
— ee goa ae make the traveling irksome and unpleasant. 

‘ Our thirsty souls with rain; a ee ae 
mee Mow aeet ee ae to break | Scorpina anp Governinc.—Some writer 
Aol oraigiat sant smeabatemke says :—“I never knew a scolding person that 

The leve of God more plain. was able to govern a family. What makes 
a sea oe arly! niece people scold? Because they cannot govern 

On gicame of stars aus depth of biuo themselves. How, then, can they govern oth- 
‘The glaring sunshine never knew. ee ers? Those who govern well are generally 

—Whittier. | calm; they are prompt and resolute, but steady 
Sat a ee and mild.” 

Are youa Lady’ ———— 

The term lady is an abbreviation of the! HEALTH AND DISEASE. 
Saxon word “Leofday,” which means bread- NPIS 
giver. The “Lady of ‘the manor,” was accus- Distribution of Heat in Dress. 
tomed, once a week, to move among the poor! Dy. Dio Lewis says, on this point :—‘'What- 

orate er cnrenng thi en 2a cvr ibe mati andy he form and orange queen bait, andto her quenly robe cung | tm Per rt gree ue whole badge 
the chien of he lowly, Joking at Bera | Thum and ths oly, ea balanced creation °§ y ensured, and the system effectually braced 
pe ae against either extreme of temperature, togeth- 

eir little hearts could never utter, er with its changes. As an equilibrium of 
Hlow well they doved: at ios paeeeee the vital fluid is essential, and it can be se- 

a eey ore her ae face sie iy cured only by an equal distribution of clo- 
needed not that any tell them how priceless is | thing over the body—together, of course, with 

. asmile. It was May-day with them whenev- | its non-compression—it follows that the cut is 
= = ope ament oe me a one not of minor importance in the construction 
read, and always BMay-day wi er, for the | of dress. Sufficient clothing may be worn to 

smiling poor loved her, and crowned her queen | secure warmth, yet the wearer actually suffer 
of all the year. from cold. Instance: A woman clad in win- 

Reader, are youa lady? Are you ® queen |ter in twice the weight of material o man 
a seerest? acta De Tiere tel cae ky to experience any Huag like a 

4 y' Do 1 a warm e enjoys. He has a general equable 

your hair gleam with gems, or is it burning | sense of comfort, while she, if warm at all,is 
with caeness a fad fingers of the poor| so only in spots and at intervals... Such dis- 
never set there? Do the poor man’s children | parity is plainly traceable to the difference in 
cling to your gown, and find a protecting|the construction of their costumes. This 
shadow in its folds? equibalance in dress is essential to heat, too. 

Are yper Senne ee erie serie ot abs As a balanced circulation is due to the heal- 

poor? ey are, then they will never lose| thy evenness of our sensations, it is in an: 
seat lustre, but shine brighier ane pall @ prerequisite to temperaturial aie. 4 

ie longer you wear them. would rather] tion and bodily comfort. As to the second 
have one grateful tear from 2 famished child | part of pesteiten! its indications are met in 
Thad fed, than all the jewells that glisten on| securing the first. If the form is clad with 
a queen’s brow. I would rather carry light due regard to heat and cold, it is, at the same 
and joy to one desolate home, than call the| time, in the best manner secured against im- 
kingdoms of the world my own.—WNational| proper exposures. I heard a reverend gentle- 
Banner. man remark not long since that ‘‘ women were 

Ce a not dressed; their clothes were hung upon fi > Seles 
: Oniaix oF Quanners —The sweetest, the|them.” We may safely leave it—in view oe 

most clinging affection, is often shaken by the the oft-recurring a Boones, {00 os ee a 
slightest breath of unkindness, as the delicate | im the house, and the constantly-reitera 
rings and tendrils of the vine are agitated charge little girls receive, to be more care- 

by the faintest air that blews in summer. An | ful and not show themselves ” and with 7. 
unkind word from one beloved often draws | impartial judgment to decide how. a 
blood from many a heart which would defy ground in truth there is for this assertion.’ 

the battle ax of hatred, or the keenest edge of So So 
vindictive satire. Nay, the shade, the gloom| “Only acold.” Take care! more than half 
of the face familiar and dear, awakens grief|the more dreadful and fearful diseases were 
and pain. These are the little thorns which, | at first only a cold. The catalouge is long and 
though men of a rougher form may make ‘sad. Beware.
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WIT AND WISDOM. Monats or THE Navy.—A maiden of uncer- 
=a ._, | tain age, whose nephew had just passed his first 

During the Seven Years’ War, an alchymist | examination for the navy, writes to us how 
offerred his services to Ferdinand, Duke of | shocked she is to hear from her youthful rela- 
Brunswick, for the purpose ef converting iron | tive that “a sea captain in transport often 
into gold. “By no means,” answered the|hugs the shore,” and that he never even re- duke, “I want iron to fight the French; and | ceives a repremand for such indecorous con- 
as for gold, I get it from England. But if} duet. 
you are able to convert mice and rats into —_—_—_—_ 
calves and oxen, you are my man. The for- DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
mer make great havoc in my military stores; sea i ” and the latter I stand in great need of. Squasn Puppixa.—A quart of well stewed 

A German journal relates the following| and sifted squash, a quart of grated or fine- annecdote on the authority of a traveller re- ak i heewat ere eat of nal ai 
cently returned from Africa:—“A wealthy |'Y ©20pped bread, a teaspoonful of salt, six 
Arab residing near the frontiers of Morocco, | eggs, a pound of sugar, any flavoring you 
lately paid his first visit to Algiers, and was like, and a quart or three pints of good milk, 
present at a ball. On his return home he| | %, = ie 
said to his wives, “What strange creatures | Will make a nico pudding. If convenient, 
these French women are! Would you believe | line the pudding dish with thin potatoe paste. 
it—they absolutely carry an open umbrella 3 
under their petticoats!’ Such was the idea Bake well and serve warm. 
formed of crinoline by this son of Mahomet.” Fiour axp Ixpran Puppinc.—Four table- 

A gentleman hearing that two of his female | spoonfuls of flour, four of Indian meal, four 
friends had quarreled, asked “Did they call 5 . each other ugly?” “No.” “Or old?” “No.” | °S8% one quart of boiling milk, one cup of 

“Well, then, we can soon make them friends | molasses, one teaspoonful of salt; pour acup 
again.” of cream, ora cup of milk with a trifie of but- 

David thus describes the gentleman: “He | ter over it just as it goes to the oven. Bake 
that walketh upright, and worketh righteous- 
ness, and speaketh the truth in his heart.” eiree Hours: 

Sincere desire after God, and actual com- Sauces ror any Puppinas.—Fruit Sauce— 
munion with Him, constitute the real life of | Stew a dozen plums or cherries, or a couple 
religion.— Chapin. of peeled and cored apples. Boil a pint of 

We should round every day of stirring ac-| cream, or good milk, and pour it over a pound 

tion with an evening of thought. We learn | o¢ powdered sugar; add the fruit, and, if you nothing from our experience unless we muse 
upon it. choose, flavor. 

In the register of the parish of Eckington| Soups.—The season for soups has come round 
is to be found the following curious Stauz8, | again. It is surprising how few families make written by a poetical vicar towards the close f thi = 
of the seventeenth century : use of this most palatable and economical ar- 

“Our grandfathers were Paists, ticle of diet. A bone of beef or mutton, a part 

Wallets tens ars a thelse, ' of a fowl, or a pound of any fresh meat, prop- 
Sure our sons will be queer ones. erly prepared with vegetables and seasoned, 

Ihate anything that occupies more space | will, if nicely gotten up, serve more satisfac- 
than it is worth. I hate tosee a load of band-| toriaily for a dinner than many a one that is boxes go along the street, and I hate to see a ee 
parcel of big words without anything in |#erved at greater cost. Of whatever meat soup 

them.— Hazlitt. is to be prepared, it should be carefully washed, 

A good-for-nothing fellow left his wife in a | not soaked, and then placed in water quite cold 
great rage telling ber he would never come | bringing this, very slowly, to a scald. If boil- 
back until he was rich enough to come in a ‘ ca 
carriage. For once he kept his word—being ed = all, it should only be after a long sim. 

trundled home drunk in a wheelbarrow. |mering. This will bring out all the natural 

Captain Berry, of South Carolina, isa fierce | juice of the meat so that when ready for the 
patriot, as can only be ee the nee seasoning, and such vegetables as you choose 
he made:—“I would rather be hung in Sout sie 
Carolina,” said he, “than die a natural death | ‘° 944, ne scraps of meat may all be skim 
in any other State.” med out without loss.
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YOUTH’S CORNER. I looked at the preacher, 

a Looked out of the window, i 

THE WAY. TO BE GOOD. And round to my teacher. 
BY mns. HOTT. I numbered all the folks, 

se And said, “That is the stove 
“Tell us a story, aunt,” That in winter time smokes.” 

me ore, md By twos and by fours 
ake 1 counted the children, 
“ Yes you can! yes you can!” Then looked out of doors. 

Cried they all, and at once; My mother shook her head; 
And to I began. And plainly enough 

The story I told them Hor look at me said, 

‘Was pretty, they said, “ Don’t you want to be good? 
As ever I told them. Then be quist and learn 

So, then, who can deny ‘The way to be good.” 

‘That an aunt can tell stories Then I sat very still, 

If an aunty will try? But said to myself, 

And the story was true “Try as hard as I will, 
Ineach part, and the whole: I can never be good! 
Shall I tell it to you? How can I be good? 

aoe I have tried to be good.” 

One very warm day, °T was that same afternoon, 

Iwent with my mother That I saw with surprise, 
To a'church old and grey. - Roe neget oay oom) 

Five days were for school, How a brave little ant 
One for home, one for church ; qovediaikacnel nf gorns 
‘That was the rule. Tho’ at first he said plainly, “I ean’t.” 
In the country lived we, Did I see it with my eyes? 

By the river and wood Honer bright! could it talk? 

So pretty to see. What color was it, and what size? 

On the grass, on the moss, I saw it with both my eyes. 

We walked slowly on 1t was red, and about as large 
And, of course, I was cross. As when ants are all of a size. 

For the beautiful day, As for talking, it could talk 

Oh that was not grey, Full as well as other ants— 
And I wanted to play. As well as a piece of chalk, 

And why people went, Or a boy who is not born. 
When they were too large I only said, it plainly said, 
‘To be taken, or sent, It couldn’t move the corn. 

And why we must go, And listen now, I say 
I asked of my mother. I saw it try and win 
‘She said, “Den’t you know t By trying hard all day. 

“Why, to sing and to pray, Poor little red ant; 
And to hear the Lord’s words, Great big yellow corn; 
‘That the ministers say.” No wonder it said “I can’t!” 

What I understood Why didn’t I go help? 
Of the sermon that day And how far did he move it? 
Was about being good; And bow am I going to prove it? 

How children quite small, I didn’t want to go, 
Little girls and boys, And I intend to prove it 
This one, that one, one andall, By saying it is so. 

Might be as good as others, “How far?” ob, very far; 
As aunties and uncles, As far as from end toend 
Big sisters and brothers. Of the longest barn-yard bar;
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As far as the pew is long Did I run to tell about it, 
Where you sit and wish that playing Saying, “ Yes, I saw it!” 
On Sunday was not wrong. "You need not doubt it. 

As far as from here to there; Isat and thought; 
For there was his little nest And thonght it plain, 
And the household of his care, That the way to be good 
Did you ever see a holo ‘Was to try tt again. 
No bigger than mousey’s head, a 
Or the head of a small brown mole? a 

~ gr f aN Of course you have; so has the cat, f— G S Up in the corner close to the floor. SAME 
5 1 \ aS This hole was just like that. ; LZ! op LEN 

‘How long and how many, who knows? Ze (SS SOQ . mr E NV} But down there lived little ant, } sae) X = = SS 
And his family, I suppose. Vi Md 2 SD) 
On, on towards that den 4 = ae i 
He pushed with all his might ; y —— a yy 
Pushed as if hé were ten; 7 a ta 
And went in front and tried, ‘ es A 
And tugged, I tell you now, rs 
And round from side to side. Sa _ ZS, J 
Sometimes he stopped and looked i , 
As if he’d given it up, Santa Claus brings Johnny a stocking full 
Then walked away and looked. of goodies. Johnny is glad. 

Not far away he walked, ee 
Nor did he give it up, GEIS ESF yr 
And here is where he talked ; Gira Ss is SS. 

pe (KS ID = Saying, “‘ Sure as I am an ant, a oi AS mK A Zi T'll lay that up for winter, Cee Ske = SESE > ZgNS And sting who says I can’t!” eS LESS GEE aS 5) Then back to his labor, Ne 3 ae wt 
With a will as stout NSS ah S 2 = 
As a soldier’s good sabre. \ag a A = , 
Little by little he moved it,— Sw Ci«; <e 7 A 
A will finds a way,— SS Zz pe = - ‘ . ea LS SRE Little by little he proved it. 5 Eee SS ee 
There, ere the sun went down,— 1 Rod ——— 
Worthy illumination —— 

the town,— Ai ores tee ere When Papa comes home from town, Johnny Vt ; Loew Ge ares trenars sees that Ned gets the sled. Johnny is mad. Most safely arrive— 
The great golden treasure; re eS os Ew1ama,—Six letters compose may staff 
At the hole in the corner My second you write if you write the word laugh. I saw it go, down; My third you pronounce if you just say “Oh, 
And, proud as Jack Horner, Why mother, these buiscuit are nearly all dough. With his pie full of plums, My fourth, why child, you couldn't spell cat 
Saw my hero go down Without using this, and its plainly in that. 
To beat all his drums, My fifth in the alphabet isn’t the worst— 
To call all his neighbors, To tell you the truth, it stands next to the first. 
And tell all his folks My sixth is as plain as you please in muzzle, 
Of his wondertul labors. My first is in every line of this puzzle, . 
Then they held—as was right— My whole is name of a man quite famed, 
A joyful high feast If yon don’t make it out now who’s to be blamed? 
That good Sabbath night. Answer next month.
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EDITORIAL MISCE LLANY. | majesty; the old, by its moss-covered walls 

——__________—————= | appealing to the dead Past, the new, by its 

The Editor's Late European Tour. lately ehisseled columns, its scaffolding and 

Corocxe, THRovGH Bexerem, To Lonpon—Bat- mighty construction engines looking bravely 

TLE OF THE WINDMILL AND OF WATERLOO. forward to the 500 years hence, when it may 
ae, have been finished and—in a new spirit, pos- 

Cologne is a town of 100,000 inhabitants sibly by another race of people-—finally con- 

and has greatly interested me by its Roman secrated to the worship of the true God. I, 

antiquities, its numerous old churches, its also, did myself the pleasure of paying a moon- 

grand cathedral and much else. Founded | light visit to the house where my favorite ar- 

more than fifteen hundred years ago, what tist, Peter Paul Reubens was born, and where 

wonderful changes have occurred in iis his- the unfortunate Marie de Medecis, Queen of 

tory. First an intrenched Roman camp, then Henry IV of France, ended her eventful life. 

the abode of the ancient Ubians, it after-|4 plain, two-story and a-half dwelling, with 

| wards witnessed the coronation of the Empe-|® beautiful head and bust of the great artist, 

ror Vitellius, and then of Clovis, King of the carved in wood, in the transem over the door. 

| Franks, was united by Otho the Great to Ger- Notwithstanding its 60 cologne factories, 

many in the 10th gentury, exerted a power- the city of Cologne is, by no means, tho sweet- 

ful influence in, and was the chief support of, est and neatest of all the German towns, and 

the famous Hanseatic League, in the 14th Iam glad to be on the railway cars, dashing 

century, was conquered by the French in westward, 

: 1794, by the Russians in 1814, and finally fell] Between Cologne and Aix la Chapelle, the 

into the hands of Prussia, by whom it is still | Country is quite flat and cultivated in good 
held. German style. Wheat, rye, barley, oats, hemp 

The people show their origin by a peculiar and the sugar beet are looking well. 

physiognomy, different from that of Germans The engine whistles, and the agents an- 

of a pure blood, but are industrious and|nounce “ Aachen!” from which I know that 

prosperous. we approach the old imperial city of Aix la 

The Cathedral is most worthy of notice. {t| Chapelle, on the frontier between Rhenish 

was begun in 1248, slowly progressed for two Prussia and Belgium, and about 40 miles 

or three hundred years, remained statu quo for | from Cologne. A handsome, well built city, 

about three hundred more, and is now again | with at least one broad beautiful street, 

going forward. Its foundation is in the form | through which, as I look upwards towards the 

of a cross, and when completed it will be one | summit of the slope on which the town is 

of the grandest temples in the whole world—| built, the eye is charmed by the magnificence 

length 500 feet, width 230, two towers each | and beauty of city and suburbs. A stirring 

500 feet high, the arches supported by a quad- | place, too, with modern improvements and a 

ruple row of colums sixty-four in number. Its manifest disposition to get back as much as 

architecture is pure Gothic and it is designed | possible of the prosperity and importance it 

to follow in every particular the ancient Ger-| once enjoyed. But it's of no use, O ye Chap- 

man model. Though, as yet, but little more|ellers, it was Charlemagne who made your 

than the choir, with surrounding chapels, | hill-girded city once so famous, and Charle- 

and one totver of the hight of 160 feet, are| magne has been dead a thousand and forty- 

finished. I have thus far seen no work of man| nine years! You may vigorously carry on 

on the continent which has so stirred within | your numerous factories for the making of 

me emotions of the subline. "Twas at twi-| needles, of kerseymere, of files and of copper 

light I first saw it, and the vision is still be-/ and brass wires, and so make your goodly 

fore me—the great temple standing in solemn! city a greater blessing to the Province than 

ee ee ‘
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before, but the great Emperors will no more where iron and coal are both inexhaustible, of come to you for coronation and burial. superior quality and easily obtained, it is The warm sulphur springs of Aix la Chap- | natural that it should be the great Birming- elle are noted, and large numbers of. foreign-| ham of this kingdom. 
ers annually come here for their health. Passing throngh Liege to the westward, the —So much for Prussia and the other German railway rises by one of the steepest grades States. Famous forits literature, its science and | known in the world —so steep that the trains its admirable system of education, Germany is, | are obliged to be drawn up the incline bya nevertheless, behind in the arts and especially | stationary engine at the summit; from which in the mechanics of agriculture and the breed- point the view of the valley and of the great ing of cattle and horses. What the German smoking, thundering city is truly magnificent. 
States lack is unity. That secured, with their} Thence to Brussels, the brilliant capital of extensive mineral resources, their quarter of | the kingdom, and distant about seventy miles, 
& million square miles of productive lands, | the surface of the country slopes ocean-ward their facilities for manufacturing and com-| and is distinguished alike for:its mines and merce, what may not their forty-four millions | its agriculture. The farms are not only gar- 
of intelligent, industrious and liberty-loving | den patches in size, but gardens in reality. 
people accomplish within the next century! | Crops grown as in France, without fences be- 

And now I touch the soil of tween All the cereal grains, meadows, and 
LITTLE BELGIUM— various reot crops, including the sugar beet 

The garden of Europe—famous for the fertil- occupy every foot of arable land, while the 
ity of its soil and the perfection of its system | vines are seen upon all the sunny slopes of of agriculture, for the extent and great value | the hills, where nothing else could be grown. 
of its mines of coal, iron, lead, zinc and man- Brussels is one of the most beautiful and ganese, for the magnificence of its forests of interesting cities on the continent. Founded 
timber, for its teeming factories whence are | in the 7th century and successively controlled 
obtained the best linnens, laces, cloths, car- by the early Frankish, the Spanish, the Aus- 
pets, porcelains, cutlery and fire-arms known | trian, the French and the Hollandish dynas- 
to the commerce of the world, for the extent ties, and, at last—since 1880—the capital of 
of its internal improvements, for its fine old | the new-born, independent kingdom of Bel- 
cities noted for the magnificence of their build- gium, it has had a checkered history and to- 
ings, the productions of their industry, and|day shows interesting marks cf the various 
the number of their institutions of learning | nationalities under which it has flourished 
and public libraries, for the denseness of its | durin g the past thousand years. 
thriving, happy population, and for its heroic| For beauty of plan, elegance of buildings, 

history. boulevards, and profusion of statuary, foun- 
From Aix la Chapelle to Liege the country | tains, gardens and shaded promenades, it is 

is mountainous—the people largely devoted strikingly like Paris. But it isnotonly beau- 
to mining and manufactures. Verviers, on | tiful; it is one of the great centres of indus- 
the way, is a stirring town noted for its cloth try. Especially celebrated for its manufac- 
factories; and Liege, at the confluence of the | tures of fine lace, its linnens, damasks, car- 
Neuse and the Ourthe, both navigable rivers | pets, ribbons, jewelry, mathematical and mu- 
and at the point of intersection of several of | sical instruments, coaches, chemicals, soaps 
the most important railroads of the kingdom, | and glass. 
is known the world over for its superior fire-| Brussels is also celebrated for the great 
arms and cutlery—as the place where the | battles which have been fought in its vicinity. 
Belgian rifles are made. Located in the very | One of them, in 1815, decided the fate of Eu- 
heart of the mining section of the country-! ropean Empires. What names in modern
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history so familiar or so famous as Napoleon, | of this Hollando-Belgic institution, it stood 

Wellington, Waterloo! upon stilts some fifteen feet high. It wasa 

Shall I tell you the truth? Well, it was the | quarter of a mile to the hotel, and more than 

field of Waterloo more than any other one | likely the plain spread out before me was that 

thing that induced me to take this route to| whereon the armies of the Allies and of Na- 

London instead of through Holland. I had | poleon struggled for mastery. So Isat down 

not time to “do” both Holland and Belgium under the mill for a few moments’ “reflection” 

and I would not leave the continent without | and speculation. A yell! as if all the devils 

having studied that famous field. in hell had been let loose, and I was surround- 

TRIP TO WATERLOO. ed by men armed with clubs and guns! ’Twas 

It was only fifteen miles, and the road was | vain that I remonstrated and tried to explain. 

delightful, passing along the skirt of the |The blows fell upon my shoulders and shins 

forest of Soignes, the southern border of|in quick succession, and bayonets punched me 

which so well supported the failing troops of threateningly in the ribs! Talking English, 

the Iron Duke when pressed by the resistless | French and Dutch alternately, and then all 

legions of the great Napoleon. But then it | at once, but without the least effect, I thought 

was already six o'clock in the evening and I | best to travel for the hotel. Ihad hitit. So 

could not easily and economically get a con-|longasI kept going they refraintd from blows; 

veyance at so late an hour. I had resolved to|and thus, with ruffians to the right of me, 

sleep on the field of Waterloo that night, how- ruffians to the left of me and bayonets be- 

ever, and was not to be turned aside by trifles. | hind, I was marched to the great gate of the 

And so I walked! leaving Brussels at seven | hotel. 

o'clock. No walk could have been more de- RCE hark nee ~ “ 

lightful. The McAdamized road is as smooth) a Rape on ee gate proug’ to 

z night-cap to the window and the spiteful en- 

as a fioor, and on one side hasapleasant foot-| oe ; 

walk between two rows of shade trees. On auity,, Gm etk ane peek ius cans ay 

the other is the grand old forest, its beech toungue was the -mimbles Sai; =e renigly ed 

trees so densely grown that it is impossible 4 orale tpmbleoul tee ¥rensh of ib es oy 
5 “A friend and an American citizen who has 

for the eye to penetrate their deep shade to o : 

% fallen among savages, and wants shelter.’ 

distance of more than a very few rods. The). . x . 

ae a . Said the night-cap, “Can you talk English?” 

twilight lasted until nine o clock, and then Said I “I think I can!” 

the new moon kindly took its place in the 

heavens, so that it was siill not dark when I Then the devils who had me in keeping told 

reached the village of Waterloo. Here Ij the landlord in a most unintelligible jargon— 

lesrned that the battle field was at St. Jean. which I afterwards learned was the dialect of 

Arrived at the little collection of houses |the mongrel Walloons, who talk a compound 

known by that name at ten o'clock, and en- of German, French, Flemmish and Spanish— 

quired the way to the great mound with the | that I was undoubtedly a robber, for they had 

stone lion, which I knew to be on the very found me about to break into (or carry off! I 

field of fight, was blunderingly directed by 9 could not learn which,) the windmill! and 

man who seemed to talk no language I had | that he must take me in and keep me under 

ever heard spoken before, and went ahead, for the closest watch! But my good American 

I had conceived the romantic idea of taking a | speech and face (!) did the business. In less 

J} took at Waterloo by moonlight, before seeking | than two minutes the great gate was closed 

for quarters. Followed directions, climbed | behind me, and Night-cap and I were as cosily 

what I supposed in the dimness of light to be chatting over crackers and wire as though we 

the Mont Lion, when lo, I stood in the shadow had been two dear friends of other years. 

of a monstrous windmill! As is the habit! And thus ended the Battle of the Wind-Mill.
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FIELD OF WATERLOO. fought until, piece-meal, they were cut and 

Itis morning, and with a good French guide, | blown to atoms or ground into the very earth! 

(I always prefer to hear the French side of| Sixty thousand warriors of the 140,000 who 

the story,) I stand on Mont Lion, surveying | composed the two armies dead on the field! 

the field of Waterloo! Ican hardly realize| That was a battle. God forbid that the pro- 

that forty-seven years ago this very month—| gress of man may ever require such another! 

quite within the memory of my guide—on| And yet do I know that a second Waterloo is 

this very plain was fought the greatest and | not this moment being fought in my own dear 

mest decisive’ battle in all history. The sea| native land? I¢ so, may Destiny, as here, be 

of nodding wheat heads, fattened upon the/| on the side of Liberty. 

bones of heroes who that day perished, and| — At Brussels again, and off for Ostend; 

the waving meadows grown more luxuriant| passing through the fine old manufacturing 

for the mingled blood of Britton, Frank and| town of Ghent and the low, rich lands of 

German, know it not; but there is old, dilap-| northern Belgium. 

idated, war-scarred Hougomont, within whose| Ostend is a fortified port of considerable 

orchard wall whole regiments were literally | magnitude and commercial business. Build- 

slashed tu pieces in awful hand-to-hand con-|ings and streets generally rather inferior, 

flicts—there, in the distance, are Genappe, | and uninteresting. 

and Nivelles and La Haie Sainte, and last of| — My feet have left thecontinent. Tucked 

all La Belle Alliance where Napoleon stood | #way ina mean little steamer—they run none 
for hours and directed the battle—there, too, | other than such across the British Channel, 

where the Iron Duke stood nearly all day | for some reason—I have five hours of horrible 

amid the storm of shot and shell—there the| sea-sickness, and at last, pale, faint, and 
fatal sunken road from Ohaine to Braine| pretty much disgusted, stagger upon the 

V’Alleud, into whose deep cut, as into the jaws | Shore of the glorious little “sea-girt Isle” and 

of hell, rode so many of Bonaparte’s glorious} rest from my torture beneath the towering 

twenty-six squadrons of cuirassiers, in the | chalk cliffs of Dover. 

grandest charge of mounted men the world; -—Itis nine o'clock in the evening of the 

ever saw—there the very spot whence, in his| 6th of June; the train slowly enters a vast, 

enthusiasm, the Emperor sent his courier to| weltering city, whose million lights seem to 

Paris to announce the victory—there the road | welcome me home again to this, the present 

by which Blucher came with his Prussian host | great centre of the world. The solid rock of 

and turned the scale, at the moment when the| London Bridge is pressed by my weary feet 

allied armies were half in rout and Welling-| once more, and the sublime dome of St. Paul’s 

ton himself had well nigh lost all hope—there, | guides me on my way to the hospitable man- 

again, the road by which the deaf and treach-| sion of the upright Judge whose guest I am 

erous Grouchy did not come to the aid of the| glad, again, to become. 

French—here where the grand Imperial Guard] It seems a life time since I was here before. 

performed those prodigies of valor which have | And what wonder? Have I not made the 

made them immortal—and there, in that little | tour of the South of Europe—of France, of 

valley, where, after the Imperial Army had | Switzerland, of Germany, of Rhennish Prus- 

been thoroughly put to rout, and in the dark-| sia ard of Belgium? Up the Seine, down the 

ness of the night, the lone legion of Cham-| Saone, up the Rhone, across the Alps on foot, 

bronne, under the concentrated fire of the|and down the Rhine! A grand circuit of 

victorious artillery of the enemy, under a|some two thousand miles, stopping at every 

storm of lead and iron such as granite could | place of either natural or historic interest, 

not withstand, and under thecrushing weight | and all within less than one month! My 

of relentless legions on every side, sublimely ' English friends tell me I ought to be proud of
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‘the achievement—that “none but Yankee} The Farmer--Vol. XVi.—We have already 

could have done it.” said all that would seem to be necessary as to | 

—Henceforward my notes shall be of Eng- our plans snd expectations concerning the 

Jand, Scotland and the Emerald Isle. future of the Farmer, and itis hardly neces- 
sary to répéat that we are determined tomake 

yQe The Editor of this Journal will spend it, not only the best, but also, in every important 

2 portion of his time the coming winter in | respect, the theapest of alfthe ogricultural journals. 

delivering free public lectures on Industry, in 

such localities as he has not visited hitherto. We Tender — most Hearty’ Thanks to the 

He has also in preparation several lectures host of working eins in all parts of the 

on themes of general and national interest, West who have contributed by their zealous 

, for the delivery of which he is ready to make waits as voluntary agents, to the encourag- 

arrangements with such lecture associations | 7S Success of the Farmer the past year. 

as may choose to communicate with him. Now that they have a good pressure of 

The following are titles of three of the lec- steanij we hope they will find sucess so much 

tures of the class last mentioned : the easier, and thus roll in such lists of sub- 

«Napoleon in Mexico.” scribers as shall astonish even our own large 

“England.” expectations. 

Speemee occa Coming in Splendidly.—The Farmers of 

Tih at aoeting Wisconsin are giving new evidence of their 

Highly Interesting Foreign Correspond- appreciation of this, their home agricutual 

ence.—Our next volume will be greatly en- journal. The subscriptions have never come 

riched by valuable, pertinent letters from|;, .4 finely before, since the good old times 

many parts of the Old and New World. Hon. |} fore the financial crash of 1857. 

Mr. Holton, of Milwaukee, now travelling in i 

Europe, Judge Knapp, of New Mexico, the} Prizes for Everybody who shall subscribe 

American Minister to New Grenada, and a| to the Farmer for 1864. We have made more 

number of the representatives of foreign | liberal offers than any other agricultural jour- 

countries whom we met last year at the) nal published. See prospectus on cover. 

World's Fair, in London, have promised to > 

favor us with occasional correspondence touch-| Wm.J. Park & Co., Job Printers and Prin- 

ing the industrial affairs of the countries | ters to the State.—We cannot better compli- 

through which they travel or in which they | ment this new and reliable firm of Printers 

reside. than by ealling special attention to the neat 

Sa a mechanical execution of this journal since 

Readers of the Farmer! dont forget, in the | September. See their advertisement under 

enjoyment of your own good fortute, the | table of contents. 

many neighbors about you who are without Se 

it. Every farmer should have, at least, one Premium Sugar Cane Mill.—We are 

good, reliable agricultural paper; and, with | pleased to see hy the Illinois papers that the 

every man of public spirit and a particle of Farmer's premium Sugar Cane Mill, to wit, 

State pride, that one which is published within | E. W. Skinner's “Climax,” carried off the 

his own State and for his own perticular bene- Medal, Diploma and money prize at the Illi- 

fit, will receive attention first. Show the No-| nois State Fair; and that, by reason of that 

vember and December numbers to as many victory in competion with the best mills of 

non-subscribers as you can, without too much | the country he is receiving orders from all 

trouble, and see if they cannot be induced to parts of the Northwest. Good enough for 

try it for the next year. him. He deserves just such treatment.
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Farmers’ Clubs, we are pleaged to learn, are) The Farmer will not be Discontinued ‘|; 
being organized in many parts of the State.|to Presént Subscribers) without notice to 

They may be made instrumental of’ great to that effect, unless it be at the option of the 

good. No neighborhood should be, without | publishers. = te 
such an organization. E ai 

(ae A Sorghum Convention for this State is 
Our Many Worthy Contributors for | to be held at Madison sometime in January. 

the past year 1863 are justly entitled to our| A definite announgement will be made in the 

grateful acknowledgements forthe great in-|Jonuary number. Let the friends of the Sor- 
terest they have added to the columns of this | hum interest arrange to be present. 

journal. We trust they will not weary in ANG ORE SY 4 
well doing, but give us even more than here- Our Brethren of the Press will receive 

tOfore of the fruits of their thoughts and ex-|°UF grateful acknowledgments for the gener- 
perience. ous manner in which they have repeatedly \ 

Se urged the claims of this journal mpon the 

Remarkably fine two-year old Apple farmers of the Northwest. 

Trees.—J. C. Plumb, of Lake Side Nurseries, foun, oe ee . 

Madison, excels in nursery stock of this sort. Publications Eminently Worthy of 

Samples in our office grown by him can’t be Patrofage ‘Hunt's Merchant's Maga- 

beaten in America. Mr. P. is of the opinion zine,” published by Wm. Dana, N. Y.; the 

thatit is better to plant trees at this age than “Scientific American,” by Munn & Co., Ni; 

such as are 8 or 4 years old. In this he isy| ‘Littell’s Living Age,” by Littell & Son, Bos- 
as we also believe, eminently sound. ton; “The Atlantic Monthly,” by Ticknor & 

eae gee Fields, Boston ;” “The Continental Monthly,” 

Plowing about Fruit Trees.—Please tell by J. F. Trow, N. Y. 

us through the Farmer whether it would be Be 

good policy to plow about apple trees late in| Readers of the Farmer, we want the re- 
the fall, Yours, sults of your experience and practical obser- 

Henry W. Nicworson eation. Could you not help us more in this 

Answer.—If you plow around your apple- | W#Y if you would try? F 

trees at all, we know of no sufficient reason |“—__....,..,, , 

why it would not do to plow late. On some|_ NEWS 8U MMARY. — is 

accounts, perhaps, it would be better todo so.| "INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS. Rie 

—[Eoprror. ———— 

“Al aaa SERS Meeting of the Wool-Growers’ Associa- 
Straw-Stacks Burned.—I have had the) tion The attention of our readers is called 

misfortune to have my straw-stack from 28! to the following announcement. We shall 
acres burned—quite an item to us woods! sttend if possible: 

’ farmers. What shall I do with the ashes? I Parnzsvinix, 0., Nov.'9, 1863. 

propose to apply it as a top-dressing to clover.) porror Wisconsin Fanaen:—Dear Sir:—The “Ohio 
If best, when apply it? ‘Wool Growers’ Association” propose to hold’their annu- 

Your obedient serv’t’, al meeting in the city of Columbus, January Sth, 1864. 
: E. Tautwapce, | Hon. Henry 8. Randall has consented to deliver the ad- 

: . ‘The “Ohio State Board of A, ” 
Fond du Lac, Nov. 1868. oe there; aes “ Ohio Sorghum nade a 
Answer.—That will do very well. Apply | Legislature will »1so be in session. Thus, you see, we 

in winter, so that the rains of winter and shall be able to combine a strong interest in our favor. 

3 . ij You may be assured no exertions shall be wanting to 
spring may thoroughly leach their soluble | pare the mecting worthy of our Btate, and the'vast in- 

" constituents into the soil—{Eprror. terest it is designed to promote, Can you aid us in mak-
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ee 
eee wee: byes aera - ee ports of certain iron clad ships built for the 

wi out ina , and we wot . - Sache eee chou hak eee pees Confederate service, but restrained by order 
make a note of this in the Wisconsin Faxes in addition. | Of the Government. 
With much esteem, sincerely yours. France has notified the American Minister 

© W-T. Gresn. | that the work of building rebel pirate ships 

The Markets are full of encouragement to | @ her ports should be stopped. It is rumored 
the farmer. Grain, hay, pork, fat cattle, wool | #@t the Emperor is to withdraw his troops 
and almost everything else bears a good price | T0™ Rome, and that 10,000 Spanish troops 
and seems to be on the ascending scale. are to take their place. He evidently needs 

At Milwaukee, Nov. 20th: Wheat firm—| ™0re force for the subjugation of Mexico, and 
Spring, No. 1, 1 09@1 09}; No. 2, 1 05; Spain is only glad enough to give her this in- 

_ Winter, No. 1, 1 10@1 10}. Oats, 61@62. | direct aid. } 
Bye, in store, 92. Corn—No. 1, mixed; de-| Pollsh affairs are statu quo. The Czar still 

livered, Qe ; in ear, 72. Barley 1 20@1 26, | bears upon the people of that fated province 
Potatoes, 50@60. Butter, in roll, 22. Cattle | with a heavy hand. 

in gross, $2.75 per ewt. Chickens, 8¢ per] Syria is struggling with revolt, 20,000 
1b.; turkeys, 9c. Wool, 65@70. Arabs in the Hauran having rebelled. 

‘NATIONAL AFFAIRS. The Mexicans, at date of last accounts, 
= were doing their best to thwart the expedition 

No news of startling importance since our | into the interior, for which the French were 
lastissue. All quiet on the Potomac. Meade making great preparations. wt 

Perae nteetee) eal ie eae — pee Gen. Commonfort, the Mexican Secretary of 
on the Rappahannock. Gillmore is still pep- War, had left San Luis for Queretara to take pee Cee ioen, with shot and shell; Gem: 5 command Tach tel ot ite ee ae Butler has been assigned to duty at Fortress 000 to 20,000 strong—which was drawn up 

Monroe; Burnside has been in a tight place before that place. The next in command up- ; at or near Knoxville, Tenn.; Grant is crowd- der Commonfort was Gen. Uraga, Governor of 

ing Bragg farther away from Chattanooga; the State of Michoacan, who is reported the best 
= — dans had = ‘collision’! th the | frioox’ in ithe nervice of Juaex Gen. Diaz, 

enemy in Louisiana, and been worsted, losing whom Commonfort had relieved, had marched, , some 639 men and quitea number of prison- with some 8,000 men, from Queretara for Te- 

ers; Col. Guppy, of the 23d Wis, being of the huacan, where he expected to receive rein- |: 
number. forcements from the States of Vera Cruz, 

The courage of the army and people of the Puebla, and Oaxaca. With the forces thus 
Union never was better than now. The draft raised he was to commence active operations 
is adding but few men to the army, but en- against the French in the eastern part of 
listment is going on actively in all parts of Mexico, between the City of Mexico"and Vera 
the country. The rumor that a conspiracy Cruz, with a view to cutting their line of 
was forming in Canada, under the direction communication with the coast. 
of rebel emisaries and sympathizers, to burn The Church party of Mexico are not very 
certain cities on lake Erie has occasioned well pleased with Gen. Bazaine, who seceeds 
such precautions on the part of the Govern- Gen. Forey in the gommand of the French < 

ment as will prevent its consummation. army. They find his views too liberal to suit |} 
—_—_————= them. They are much more liberal than those 

ee of Gen. Forey, who is believed to have been 
England appears to have her hands full,| recalled by the Emperor in consequence of 

just now in preventing the escape from ber | his unduly precipitate Bplicy. F 

‘
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